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with a profession of Christ, 299.

Fasts. Notice of a memorial of Baptists against davs
for public, 318.

Fellowship. Essay entitled, 410.
Fiction. The deleterious efl'ects of, in public and First-

day school libraries, 50.

Remarks on shielding the community from the
effects of, by public libraries, 203.

Fires. A vivid picture of the Michigan forest, 154.
in the New Jersey swamps in 1881. Notice of,

230.

First day of the week. The feeling of President Gar-
"^ fold in reference to the faithful observance of

the,- 12.

Reinarkts on the proper occupation of the, 89.
Observations on the pernicious effects of readiu"

newspapers on the, 262.

Reasons for the increased disregard of public
worship on the, 278.

Notice of the violation of the laws of California,
in reference to, by liquor dealers, 326.

Notice of a periodical issued to advocate the
more religious observance of the, 391.

Fish bait. Worms found on trees used for, in South
America, 22.

plagues. Notice of, in the Gulf of Mexico, 39.
Notice of a method of capturing, by explosion of
gun powder, 63.

A destructive method of capturing, bv a water
wheel, 215.

•

Fitness of one's place. On the, 155.
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Flanagan Hannah. Reflections at the grave of, 181
Observations on the character of, 183.

Fletcher John. Providential deliverances of, while
young, 10.

Flowers. On the absence of, in tropical countries, 254
Flywheels. On the causes of the bursting of, 14.
Fog. Yellow glass useful in a, 78
Forgiveness. On the blessedne.ss of, 283.
Fox George. Letter of, on the death of Robert Bar-

clay, 34.

On the doctrine of the light of Christ in the soul,
157.

Forest. Notice of an agatized, near Denver, Col., 287.
France. A recent case of imprisonment for conscience

sake in, 30.

On the evils of the union of church and state in,

214.

Freedman. Notice of a liberal gift of a, 14.
Freedraen. Notice of an exodus of, from S. Carolina,

175. 207.

Freeman Ann. Extracts from a Memoir of, and com-
ments, 365. 371. 381.

Friends. Religious communications addressed to 27
43. 54. 60. 75. 82. 106. 114. 115. 122. 131. 138.
140. 166. 178. 187. 197. 202. 219. 226. 234. 237.
243. 253. 258. 266. 269. 275. 282. 284. 290. 294.
306. 314. 315. 316. 323. 331. 338. 346. 356. 363.
364. 370. 380. 387. 388. 406.

On the present declined state of the Society of,

particularly in England, 380. 387.
Remarks on the testimony of, against hat honor.

Testimonies to the Truth by some of the early
25. 53. 58. 100. 109. 117. i25. 133.

On the duty of, to bring up their children in the
fear of the Lord, 34.

A declaration of the Most High respecting, 51.
On the reasons for the disuse of singing by, .59.

On the views of, in relation to set times for vocal
prayer, 63.

The testimony of, against music, 65. 266. 282. 331.
On the danger to, of an undue pursuit of intel-

lectual knowledge and of riches, 71. 115.
Rea.sons for the non-conformity to the customs of

the world by, in wearing mourning apparel.
&c,, 79.

Incentive to faithfulness on the part of younger
members among, 87.

Remarks on the dangers of First-day school
among, 89. 106.

of Exeter and Muncy and Catawissa Monthly
Meetings, &c. Notes of travel among, &c
97. 105. 113. 121. 129. 137. 145. 161. 169.

Letter of a person recently convinced of the prin
ciplesof, on modern departures from the view:
and practices of the early, 103.

Notice of sufl'erings of, in Pennsylvania, during
the Revolutionary war, 105. 113.

On the errorofcertain doctrines preached among
116. 221 388.

Testimony of Mildred Ratcliffthat the doctrin
and testimonies of, would never be suffered to
disappear, 119.

On the steps which have led to the modified
doctrines introduced among, and the means of
recovery from them, 122.

Observations on the use of the term " missions"

Notice of false doctrine preached by some under
the name of, 143. 390.

On the views of, in regard to the exercise of the
ministry, 145. 231. 255. 282. 355. 406.

On the spirit which actuated the early, and on
modern innovations upon the doctrines and
practices of, 150. 156. 165. 346. 354.

The doctrine of the light of Christ as believed
by, 157. 165.

On endeavoring to keep the unity of the spirit
among, 166.

Remarks to, on bearing one another's burdens.

Friends. On superfluities in the houses of, 202.

Notice of departures from the practices and prin-

ciples of, in the West, 205. 390.

Heathenish names of the days and months dis-

approved of by, 206.

On the doctrines of, respecting the Holy Scrip-
tures, 212.

On engaging in hazardous or speculative busi-

ness by, 213.

Remarks to, on dealing with offenders, 226.
Notice of a body of people resembling, in Scot-

land, 238.

Concern of, in London, in 1691, against worldly
compliance, 254.

Remarks on obtaining a new meeting-house for,

in Philadelphia, 258.

Remarks on building up the Society of, 267.
Address to young, on the approach of the Yearly

Meeting of Philadelphia, 277.
in the West Indies. Notice of the former exist-

ence of, 293.

Testimony of Ja.s. N. Richardson, in 1847, re-

specting a true future revival amongst, 306.
Prophecy of Francis Howgill, in 1662, respect-

ing, and comments, 306.
of Philadelphia. Notice of a remarkable visita-

tion to, in 1728, 316.

On the proverbial uprightness of the early, in

busines.s, 325.

Ou the new phase of faith sought to be intro-

duced among, 346. 354.

Address to young, 364.

Observations of the N. Y. Christian Advocate
|

upon, and comments, 373. i

Account of separations, &c., which have taken
j

I'lace among, in America within the last 40 !

years, 389.
|

Chas. Shieldstream's address to, 397.
Comments on the inconsistency of Free Masonry,

&c., with the practices of, 405. 407.
Ou the testimony of, against the observance of

public fasts, and so-called " Holy-day.s," 415.
Fruit. The drying of, by artificial evaporation and

bleaching a large business, 55.
|

Fruit growers. Ants useful to, 39.

Fruit-jelly. Notice of imitation of, made from sea-
weed, 22.

Gambling. On the fascination of, 403. i

Garfield Liicretia. Extract from a letter of, to her
I

husband, 84.
I

Garfield President. Anecdote showing the character
of, 12. !

Remarks on the death of, 55. I

Gas well in Washington Co., Pa. Notice of a remark- '

ble, 383. I

Gessi Pasha. Account of, 44.
\

Germany. On the present religious aspect of, 254. j

Gibbons James, of Westtown township. Pa Brief
notice of, 195. 222.

Gleanings from Quaker Annals, 21. 26. 34.
Glucose. On the manufacture and uses of, 302.
Gold mining in Thibet at high elevations, 350.

!

Gold and silver. On the personal wearing of, in large 1

quantities by Orientals, &c., 116. 126. I

Gold may be* bought too dear, 163.
|

Good work or none. Incident entitled, 372. I

Gospel of the grace of God. On the, 269.
|Government to be upon Christ's shoulders. Essay en-

titled. The, 219. I

Gray George. Certificate of Friends in Barbadoes con- I

cerning, in 1691-2, 399. ,

Grubb Sarah [L.]. Extract from, on the departures in '

doctrine and practice among Friends, and
comments, 186.

Remarks on the religious character and services
of, 350. 380. 387.
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On the departure from the principles of, in
" Home Mission" work in London, 182. 198
216. 269. 295. 327. 375.

Religious concern of R. Dewees for the mainten-
ance of our testimonies to plainness of dres.s,

and attendance of mid-week meetings by, 185.
The cross must be borne by, 186. 406.
On the danger to, of forsaking the leadings of

the Holy Spirit, 187.

Account of the banishment of seven, in England,
in 1664, 189.

On the rise and progress of Beaconism among,
195.

Hall Richard, of Wigton, England. Notice of the re-
cent death and exemplary character of, 124.

Hard to please. Extract entitled, 18.

Hat-honor in the court-room in Cincinnati. Account
by a Friend of, 17.

A college student in Glasgow excused from, 268.
Hay used for fuel, 175.
Hazardous or speculative enterprises. Essay upon the

duties of Friends respecting, 213.
" Hazing." Remarks on the practice of, 215.
Healy Christopher. Notice of some of the religions

exercises of 182. 186. 194. 203.
The last days of, 242. 250.
Comments on the above, and on the character
and services of, 285.

Account of a religious visit of, to New Englaiul,
345. 353. 361. 369. 377. 385.
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Historical statements of, confirmed by Baby-
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Account of recent extensive distribution of the,

in Siberia, 379. 386.

Hookes Ellis. Letter of, to Margaret Fell, and coin-

Cistern water
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Notice of a recent discovery respecti

lion of animals, 60.
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sleening rooms, 78. ' Honesty one of the first of the Christian graces, -J/

producing con- 1
Hop-pickers in England. On the, i/dsleeping rooms.

On the effect of vitiated air

sumption, 86.

Advice on the preservation of, 87.

On the necessity of free ventilation to, 94. 147.

On the eflfect of unrestrained passions upon the.

; effects of moderateIntemperance. Observations on I

drinking, 199.

A strong temperance sermon, 207

Dealing in, or using intoxicants

Methodists, 238.

a great cause of Ireland's miseries, 2i 1.

Anecdote of, entitled, " The '

282.

A large proportion of diseases due to the nncle

mining of health, 287

in Ireland,

ruhibited by

done inside,"

large cause of iis present dlstr

Holy Spirit. On the necessity of faithful obedience to

the, 378.

Household perils from benzine, &c. Notice of, 103.

Howgill Francis. A prophecy of, respecting Friend^, 51.

Humble. Words of encouragement to the, 363.

Du hunger and

246. 279.

the uiide

Pure air, conducive to longevity, 103.

On the dangers to, accompanying winter, 114.

What is to be done for the, in emergencies,

142. . ,.

On the value of bicarbonate of soda as an appli-

cation to burn.s, 151.

Hints on the preservation of the sight, 167. 206

Extract entitled, " How an old pasture cured

consumption," 174.

The injury of alcohol to the, in stimulating the

circulation, 175.

On the treatment of snake bites, 191

On avoiding dyspepsia, 222.

On the influence of the mind
thirst, 223.

On coughing, and its remedie

of children. On caring for th
,

On the importance to, of keeping the mouth shut

in cold air, 247.

On the danger to, from unwholesome wells, 2-55.

of the skin, hair, &c. On the injury done to, by

cosmetic.'', &c., 263.

On cause and treatment of colds, 270.

On religions epidemics, 281. 289. 297. 305. 373.

A large proportion of diseases due

mining ol the, by alcohol, 287.

On the necessity of ventilating closets, 302,

On wooing sleep, 311.

On the danger to, from sewage, &e., at se

resorts, 318.

On the danger to the, of citizens, temporarily

living in the country. 334.

On the importance of thorough chewing of food

to the, 335.

Remarks on education, in connection with, 340.

Dreams caused by overwork, a sign of impaired,

365.

Statement hy Dr. B. W. Richardson of__the in-

jurious effects of tobacco upon the, 367.

On the dangers to, from violent athletic exer-

cises, 367.

The occurrence of yellow fever, &c., believed to

be limited by temperature, 383.

Cellars of houses believed to be frequently in-

jurious to, 390.

oil the dangers to the, of business men returning

daily to country homes, 391.

On the injurious "effects of the indulgence of the

passions npon the, 398.

On preventing the spread of scarlet fever, 399.

[eavenly-mindedness the remedy for a low state of the

church, 27.

[earing a recitation not teaching, 333.

[ebrew. On the present faith of the, 11. 18.

[elp in the time of need. Incident on resisting temp-

tation, entitled, 181.

leroes. On shop, 60.

lidden, faithful ones. Encouragement to the, 82.

lolliind. Testimony in reference to unhappy results

of infidelity in, 179.
|

loly Ghost a witness to us. Essay entitled. The, 187. ,

loly Scriptures. Notice of the dissemination of the,

in Asia, 6.

Illustrations of passages in the, from oriental

customs, 28. 54. 116, 126. 295. 313. 349. 3-57.

366.

On the increasing circulation of the, in Japan, 30.

Remarks on the duty of instructing children in

a knowledge of the, 39.

Notice of the oldest translation of the, 47
._

Notice of voluminous lectures upon portions of

Ice. Movements of stones in ponds, &c., caused by.

On the manufacture of artificial, 14.

Rye ob.served to germinate in, 39.

Impressions and Reflections. Remarks on practices of

certain so-called "Friend^," entitled, 205.

" In all things give thanks." Essay entitled, 394.

India. On the generally earnest character of the con-

verts from Hinduism in, 86.

On snake worship in, 254. »

India rubber. Notice of the collection of, in Nicaragua,

Indian Treaty and Protective Association of Phila

Notice of the, 152.

child of the Carlisle school. Brief essay of an,

on snow, 252.

Indians. Brief notice of the Moqui,'=, 22.

Notice of a recent conference with Ute, .57.

Remarks on the honorable spirit exhibited by

the Sioux, towards the Poncas, 71.

Nobleness of character of the Flat Head, 78.

On the feelings of warm attachment between, and

William Penn, 91.

Notice of the Second Annual Report of the Car-

lisle school for the children of, 122.

Statement of the prosperous condition of the

Cherokee Nation of, 172.

Anecdote of the heroism of Big Chief, one of the

Osage, 197.
. ,

On the reasons why the, are more justly treated

in Canada than in the U. States, 271.

Account of the Zuni, 314.

On the condition of the civilized, of the Indian

Territory, 323.
, . , •

On the origin of the recent outbreak of the, in

Arizona, 326.
. .

Reply of a council of, in 1805, to a missionary

197

The cost of, to Great Britain, 309.
_ .

Notice of the Pond Liquor Law against, in Ohio,

318. J ,

Notice of the violation of laws by liquor dealers

in California, 326.
.

Experience of a convict in abandoning, hy the

help of the Holy Spirit, 3.57.

The manuficture or sale of alcoholic liqnors

prohibited in Madagascar, 407.

Remarks on the misery caused by, in Philadel-

phia, 398.
, .
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ity. Remarks on, as not connected with religion.

the, 86.

On the canonical books of the, 149.

On the doctrines of Friends respecting the au-

thenticity and value of the, 212.

Notice of the recent discovery of very ancient

manuscripts of the, 215.

Indigo. On the manufaature of, 30.

Individual faithfulness. On the absolute necessity fo

[nfal'Ubility. Observations on the assumption of, by

the pope of Rome, 222.

Infidel convict. Account of a young, 36.

Anecdote of a converted, 100. 140.

Infidelity. Notice of the large proportion of crimes

traced to, 94.

Statement of a converted infidel in reference to.

Remarks on publishers of books advocating or

tending to, 108.

chiefly prevalent among the learned, 1J,S.

A consistent Christian example, an insuperable

argument against, 175.

On the practical results of, in Holland, 179.

Arguments against, 198._

An advocate of, vanquished by a humble op

ponent, 295.

Intemperance. A caviller at teetotalism silenced, o7.

Testimony of the wife of Sir John MacDonald

that wine drinking is not a necessity in social

life, 4.5.

A man saved from, after breaking away from

1 old associates, 62.

Testimony of an extensive traveller to the uni-

i
versal "value of water as a drink instead of

wine, 74.

Incident of, entitled. "A thing to cry over," 101.

What a sixpence per day for beer for sixty years

costs, 109.

Notice of the Temperance Lesson Book by Dr.

B. W. Richardson, 118.

promotes falsehood, 127.

Notice of the enforcement of the prohibitory

law against, in Kansas,

Insufficiency of human learning. Essay entitled, 40-

Instinct vs. Reason in animals, 412.

Invalids. Remarks on the blessings which, may be of

to others, 391.

Is this life all ? Essay entitled, 138.
^

Ireland. On the present unhappy condition of, •>-(

.

Iron slag. Un the increased use of, in the arts, 335.

Italy. On the recent successful labors of Protestants

in, 350.

Ivory. On the annual consumption of, 20fa.

On the late increased supply of fossil, 286.

Jafirev Alexander. Account of the triumphant close

of, 21.

Janes. Anecdote of Bishop, 260.
, .m •

Japan. Notice of a society to resist the spread ot Chris-

tianity in, 47. .

Remarks of a native girl in, on preaching Chris-

tianity by example, 116.

Notice of proceedings of Buddhists

the spread of Christianity, 334.

Jay John. On the character of, 70.

Jerks. Notice of the 1

Jerusalem. Notice of a recent visit to, 2-57. 265

Jews. Notice of efforts of a Roman Catholic bishop for

the relief of, 5.

On the present faith of the, 11. 18.

Siatistics of the circulation of the New Testament

in Hebrew among, 47.

Notice of an eff'ort to introduce the observance

of the First day of the week among, 4/.
_

Notice of a religiousawakening among, in Persia,

to check

iffection called the, 289.
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'
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A^ learned

Notice of a proposed organization ot Ch:

in New York, HI.
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Explanation of the immunity of, from pesti-

lential diseases. 111.
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Notice of an eflbrt of, to found a colony in Pales-

line, 151. . „
Historical facts relating to the return of, to Eng-

land in 1655, 286.

Notice of the great physical vitality ot the, 41.3.

Justification. On the doctrine of Friends in regard to,

as stated by William Penn, 227.

Kindness. Anecdote of genuine, 110.

Kingdom of heaven. The path to, is tliroagh suffl-r-

Ki"kwood' William. Notice of the silent religious ex-

perience of, in public meetings, 227.

Remarks on the above, 247. 266.

Tribute to the character of, 266.

Kite Nathan. Letter of, 108.
.

Knight Alice. Notice of some of the religious exer-

cises of, 155. 194.

Observations of M. L. Lovett on the death of, 2/4.

Knowledge. On the preciousness of Divine, as com-

pared with human, 83.

Land William. Address by, to the members of Brig-

house Monthly Meeting, "150. 156. 165.

Land-slips in Switzerland. Notice of recent destruc-

tive, 107.
. , T^j 1 -i-r

Landlords. Extract from a liturgy by Edward V 1.

containing a prayer for, 110.

Lankton Cliloe. Brief notice and letter of, 4b.

" Learn of Me." Essay entitled, 178.
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rs of the fre(xuently

by the mildest forms of, 175. injurious effects of human, 42.



Learning. Due moderation in llie pnrsnit of, fortifieil

by Cliristian linmility. On, 98.
On the dangers of the pursuit of, 115.
The insnfficiency of human, to promote true

happiness, 402.
Leatlier. How scraps of, are utilized, 295.
Leech. On tlie breeding of tlie, 6.

Lesson from tlie Tekoites. Essay entitled. A, 2C7.
Letter of George Fox, and comments, 34.
Letter of Ellen Evans, 35. 43.

An ancient love, from .Josepli Storrs, 45.
of Daniel Wheeler, 67.
John Evans, 73.

Kathan Kite, 108.
John G. Whitiier, 120.
Joseph Elkinton, IGl.
David Heston, 175. 207.
Ellis Hookes and comments. 189.
K. W. Extracts from, 284.
James McNish, 293.

Liberality in giving. On, 28.

Library and Reading Koom of the British Museum.
Account of the, 321.

Libraries. On the pernicious efTects of fiction in pub-
lic, 50.

Life of Christ. Keep to the, 174.
Life. On faithfully performing the drudgery of, 150.
'' Light." Essay on spiritual progress entitled, 378.
Lion. An encounter with a, 67.

Method of killing the, by bushmen, 127.
Literature. On the wide-spread injury caused by

^
vicious, 294.

^ J J }

Notice of a high license fee imposed upon selling
impure, in Texas, 358.

On the extensive injury done to children by
vicious, 406.

Lily. The bulbs of a, used for food in Japan, 215.
Log. Description of a ship'.s, HI.
Look on the bright side, 370.
Love better than tiction. Extract entitled 99

now, 148.

Remarks of I. Penington concerning Divine, 236.
Lovett Mahlon L. Notice of religious exercises of

194. 274.

Lush Robert. Perseverance illustrated in the life of,

270.

McCarty Ellen. Testimony of Muncy Monthly Meet-
ing eoncerningi 169-

proper encourage'

INDEX.
Microscope. The circulation of tl

rendered visible by the, 103.
Mildred Daniel. Extract from a letter of, to John
Pemberton, 4.

Ministerial training. Incident entitled, 33S.
Ministry. A dependence upon a stated, a cause of

weakness in many Christian professors, 2
Travels in the, not to be taken in the will of
man, 145,

Remarks on the exercise and
mentofthe, 151.

Comments on the above. 170.
On the efibrts of Saian to transform himself into

an angel of light in the, 197.
Remarks on the example of silence in William
Kirkwood in an appointed meeiiiig and the
exercise of true, 227. 247.

On the doctrines of Friends in regard to, 231.
256. 406.

Remarks on the proper oversight of the, 239.
Remarks of I. Penington on the early, in the

Society of Friends, 255.
On the necessity of those in the, to exercise

great care in ministering to the dying, 268,
Remarks on the proper exercise of the, 285.
Tiue Christian love to be paramount

The secret of true power in the, 350.
Estimated cost of a hireling, in the Trinity
church building, N. Y., 350.

Observations on strengthening the liands oftho.se
engaged in the, 394.

A Christian, is anointed of God, 406.
Modern and Primitive teaching. E.ssav entitled, 227.
Morality. Observations on the danger to, from a

familiarity with indelicate representations, 38.
Moravians. Notice of the transfer of a congregation

ol, to another denomination, 102.
Mothers. On the influence of, 103.
Mount Washington. Account of a greatslorm in 1881,

at the top of, 38.

Modified (-Quakerism—The signs of the times Essav
entitled, 122.

Moonshine religion. Essay entitled, 114.
Moral courage. Anecdote of, 244.
Mother. Wise answers of a, 246.
Molt James E. Some account of the last savings and

peaceful death of, 292
Muir John—th

blood
I

Nile. Notice of tlie "sudd" of the, 44. 310.
Norfolk Island. Account of a recent visit to, 411.
Norway. Notice of the present state of religious toler

tion in, 358.

Nostrums. Analysis of certain, 415.
Not too late lo do good. Essay entitled, 258.
Nothing finished. Remarks on the neces.sity of pers

verance, entitled, 182.
Notes of travel among Friends of Exeter and Mum

meetings, &c., 97. 105. 113. 121. 137. 145. 161. 169,
Novels. On the danger to purity of mind from tj

reading of, 13.

the ex

isit lo by G.Pitt, 25;
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no p.irt of worship, 282. 331. 407
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^'q"°'^''P7l"b"ed'n, 40/. against, in places of worship, 407.Marriage. Remarks on the solemnity often accom- 266.
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panying the accomplishment of, in religious meetings, Mussulmans. Statistics of the number of, 15

Marriages.—William Webster to Catharine S. Scarlett,
8; Walter S. Reeve to Adelaide Buzby, 32 ; Henry
M.Jones to Lydia L. Robert.-;, 43; Joseph Scatter-
good to Mary Ann Cope, 56 ; Edward L. South
to Lydia H. Smedley, 72; William A. Boone lo
Annie Thompson, 136 ; Thoma.'; A. Crawford to
Sarah Brantingham, 192

; Ellwood Cooper to Rachel
P. Wills, 200; Joshua C. Smith to Edith Ma.son,
232

;
Isaac Evans, Jr., to Rebecca Fell, 296; Joseph

G. Evans to Sarah F. Wills, 336; William Y. W;
ner to Mary Jenkins, 300; Jo.seph F. Smedley to
Anna N. Reeves, 392; John S. Fowler to Esther
Heustis, 400; Joseph Rhoads, Jr., to Harriet E,
Masters, 408.

Masonic symbols. Remarks on worshipping, 404. 407.
Me^ness. The spirit of, necessary in dealing with

Notice of Mercy Ellis

offenders,

Memory of the jnst is blessed
entitled, The, 227.

Mennonites. Notice of the emigration of Russian, 71.
Resolutions of a recent conference of, against

circiisses, &c., 135.
Messengers of grace. Essay entitled, 338.
Meteor showers. On the occurrence of, 151.
Methodism opposed in Germany, 62.
Methodist bodies in the world. Statistics of the, 5.
Methodists. Notice of the assembling and advice of an

ecumenical conference of, 94. 127.
Observations on the history of, in England, 230.
Notice of the action of, in the South regarding
marriage with divorced persons, &c., 374.

Disapproval of attendance of agricultural fairs
by, 71.

Dealing in or using intoxicants prohibited by,

Dancing condemned by, 246.
Michigan forest fires. A vivid picture of the, 154.

Money sent by convicts to sufTerers by the, 174. (Nicholas of Basle. Account°of rel
Notice of prehistoric mining operations in, 398. with John Tauler, 1.

Natural History.—The leech,.6 ; Cochineal, 6 ; A water-
carrying tortoise, 14; Ants as fruitgrowers' friends,
39

;
The honey bird, 51 ; Trees attractive to butter-

flies, 55
;
The Blue-jay, 55 ; The Lion, 67 ; The Tseize,

75; The Australian crow, 86; The screw-worm 87-
Sagacity of a pony, 95 ; Display of kindness in a rook'
111

;
Sagacity of a donkey, 118; The Mountain Nestor

or Kea of New Zealand, 119 ; 1 he Woodpecker 127 i

Courage of the Humming-bird, 151 ; Black-headed
gulls, 162

;
The Winkle, 174 ; Crow black-bird.s, 254

;Showers of spider-webs, 262 ; A conscience stricken
animal, 270; Seaweed mistaken for sea serpents
270; Monkeys, 279; Pet fi.shes, 279; Australian
snakes, 2S6; Capturing hornets by chloroform, 287;
The English Jackdaw, 295; Sagacity of two g03ts|
302

;
Eflects of the telegraph upon wild animals, 302

;

Sponges, 310
; Coral-eating worm, 311 ; On the mii^ra-

tion of birds, 3.30; Sardines, 334; Remedies again.st
injurious insects, 342; On the flight of birds, 350;
The Camel, 357 ; Leaf-cutting ants, 358 ; Foraging
ants of Nicaragua, 374; The Mongoose, 383; The
Chromis fish, 390 ; Anecdotes of sagacity in animals.

Naturalist. The home of a, 318.
Needle's eye. Notice of the, 294.

Remarks on the above, 351.
New England. Observations on the character of the

Puritan settlers of, 210. 220. 228.
New phase of Quaker faith. Essay entitled, The, 346.

New York. Notice of some of the provisions against
profanity, &c., in the new criminal code of, 318.

New Zealand. Notice of the decline of the native
population of, 411.

Niagara Falls. Notice of the gradual recession of, and
fall ofTable Rock at, 118.

Nicaragua.^ _Notice of a religious frenzy in, 103.

interviews of.

O.itlis. On the deterioration of public morals bv jud
ci.nl, 58.

* '

On dift'erent forms ofjudicial, 367.'
Ocean. Notice of the preparation of daily weath(

charts of the North Atlantic, 350.
Ocean waves. Illustration of the power of, 159.
Old Aunt Sally. Account of a pious colored womai

entitled, 164.
*

Our floating home. Account of an excursion bv cam
from Philadelphia, entitled, 2. 9.

Our obvious need. Essay entitled, 380. 387.
Over the desert to Elim. Extract entitled, 357. 366.
Overmuch learning. Essay entitled, 115.
" Ozone Preservative." On the composition of an, 20'

Paint. Notice of luminous, 302.
Palestine. Account of a

205. 273.

Papyrus. Observations on the, 319.
Patterson Dorothy (Sister Dora). Brfef account of, 331
Peaceable conduct the best defence, 130. 138.
Peabody Fund. Notice of the beneficial work done b

the, in Loudon, 334.
Pemberton John. Notice of the first appearance of, 1

the ministry, and letter of E. Evans to, 35.
Phineas. Notice of the first acquaintance o

with his wife, 126.
Penn William. Letter of the Trustees of Jordan'

burial ground refusing permission to disinte
the remains of, and comments, 5.

Description of Pennsbury, the residence of, i

Penn,sylvania, 81. 91.
Advice of, to his children on beginning the da

aright, 290.

Re-marks of, on the character of the early Friends

Penington Isaac. On Divine love by, 236.
Remarks of, on disputations iii religion, 322.

Perfection. The doctrine of, preached by the apostlef

Perseverance as illustrated in the life of Robert Liisb

Phillips Catharine. Remarks of, on the restraints o
the cross in intellectual pursuits, 83.

Remarks of, on acceptable prayer,'l71.
Pike Joseph. Account by, of the exercise of Friends

in Ireland, regarding superfluitie.s, 203.
Pioneer life. On, 133. 140.
Pitfield Elizabeth. Notice of some of the relifioui

exercises of, 235.
Comments on the' above, 268.

Plants.—1 he nut pine, 71 ; Rapid growth of trees, &c.
in California, 186; The tallow tree, 215; The shoe-
black plant, 230

; the Tanghin-bean of Madagascar.
319; The wild tea plant, 326 ; Notice of some plants
found in the Pine barrens of New Jersev,362; Notiet
of some plants found near Hammonto'n, N. J., 401
409

;
The walking-oats, 401

; The pitcher-plant, 401
The Drosera, 409

; Venus' fly trap, 409 ; '1 he Bladder-
worts, 409; Remarks on insectivorous plants, 409
Gigantic trees in Australia, 411.

Plain language. Convincement of Ann Freeman, a

Methodist, in regard to the necessity of using the,

Plough. On the origin of the, 342.
Poetry—Original.—" He doeth all things well," 12;Am I my brother's keeper ? 08 ; Reflections at mid-

night, 180; On the death of Robert Smith, 204- On
the death of Thomas B. Gould, 204; Under the
shadow of thy wings, 212; Lines by Nathan Kite,
212; Lines on seeing my father reading his marriage
certificate, 270; Christ cleanseth the leper 300-
Earthly Treasures, 332; Lines by Elizabeth Piersou;
on the death of Mary Evans, 412.

Poetry—Selected.—An Allegory, 4; All your need, 5

Autumn woods, 100; Aspiration, 116; After the
battle, 124; Another Year, 164; Afflictions, 180; At
Last, 252; "An Apology for my twilight rambles,"
and comments, 364; The Better Land, 60; The
Burial of Moses, 188; Be not faithless but believi
228; Baby has gone to school, 245 ; The Best th;
can, 252; Cherish kindly feelings, 60; The Ch:



red nautilus, 1-24
; Oliildreii's joys, 204 ;

Tlie cluim-

r oviM- the gate, 236 ; Ciunbered about uiucli serving,

I) ; Children, 316 ; The Children we keep, 3SS

;

vi.if order, 4; Dead Egypt, 21 ; Do it now, 2S ;
The

,v of suiishiue, 356 ; The Day is done, 396 ;
Even-

.J: llvmii, 28; Every Day, 92; Eventide, 332; Ex-
uilo, :i72; For love's sake, 140; The Golden

phal.t, 10; Guilt, 149; God knows, 221; Granted

.jlie-s, 2GS ; -Helping papa and m.imma, 4; Heart

omptings, 21; fhe Heavenly sculptor, 100; He
aketh me to lie down, 156; Hviun for the New
ear, 172; Hide and Siek, 196 ; Heaven, 316

;
The

appy Farmer, 348 ; The Ivy in a dungeon, 180; I

a with thee, 268 ; If I should die to-night, 234 ; The
ng's ships, 292; Lost, 12; Learning to walk, 37;

ed, 37 ; Lines, 37 ; Labor, 108 ; Living waters, 116
;

he Land of the living, 116 ; Little foxes, 236 ;
Leaf-

« trees, 245; Lines in remembrance of Margaret

utchin3on,260; The Little brother, 292; The Lilac,

|)0; The Lord is in his temple, 340; Mv neighbor's

iby, 52; To mv dog " Blanco," 228; To the Mark,

)6; My home, 340; A midnight hymn, 348; The
orning Psalm, 372; The Master's reply, 381 ;

The
"inisler's daughter, 390 ; The Nation's Suspense, 44

;

'ow, 76; November, 108; A New Year's eve vision,

34 ; The old clook, 132 ; The old farm, 284; The old

ock on the stairs, 324; The other man, 356; Out
1 the cold, 404; The Plowman, 28; Praise, 52;

'he planting of the apple tree, 08; O Painter of

le fruits and flowers, 149; Parable of the lost piece

f silver, 208; Pretty is that pretty does, 284; The
•oet, and the children, 316 ; The Poet's funer.,1, 3S1

;

I'eter's tears, 388; A Psalm of night, 404 ; A Quiet

lind, 340; The Reaper, 108; Rest for the wearv,

28; The Request, 230; The Round of life, 292;

tobins have come again, 309; Reconciled, 356;

teady to depart, 364; The setting sun, 37; Sweet

lorae, 44; The Solitary places shall be glad, 76 ;
The

itranger on the Sill, 84; The song of the brook, 92;

lecure, 100; Sparrows, 149; St. Martin's Summer,
56 ; Spring promises, 324 ; Spring work, 348 ; The
Signs of the Seasons, 364; Thy will, 52; Trust and
)istrust, 60; Two pictures, 132; Thanksgiving, 140

;

?he Three Bidders, 172; Threerequisitesof a teach:

52; The useful little girl, 188; Valuation, 188 ;
Via

iolitaria, 309. 344
;
A victorious faith, 324; VVatcl:

aother, watch, 108 ; What of that? 140 ; Weak things

.f God, 149; Wedded life, 180; Worries, 188 ; Wait
ng, 276 ; What the Burdock was good for, 372
foung again, 221; What makes the grasses grow'

112.

isoDs. A microscopic test for, 39.
1

liteness true, springs from refinement of mind, 111.

litics. On the part which a Christian should not

ake in, 67.

mpeii. Notice of recent discoveries in, 316.

or. On the duty of self-sacrifice in helping the, 143.

Remarks on aiding the, 193.

wer of piety in silencing an infidel, 295.

ictical religion unto salvation. Essay entitled, 131.

lyer. On the unprofitableness of formal, 15.

Instances of long continued and availing, 29.

A, heard, 46.

On the doctrine of Friends in reference to vocal,

63.

Observations on being kept under the spirit of

wisdom in respect to, 171.

Answer to. in the deliverance of a Scotch Cove-
nanter, 349.

The, of a boy answered, 382.

ejndice. On the evil effects of, 99.

ofe.ssion versus practice, 39.

evidential deliverances of John Wesley and Jolin

Fletcher, 10.

occurrences often little regarded. Remarks on,

135.

relief to a poor pious man. Account of, 181.

interposition for the relief of a poor family, 309.

deliverance of a Scotcli Covenanter in answer to

prayer, 349.

eparing the way in the East. Illustration of Scrip-

ture entitled, 313.

'esbyterians. Notice of the reunion of separate con-

gregations of, 142.

On the views of, on marriage with a deceased

wife's sister, 206.

Dancing rebuked by, 238.

Notice of a vote by, in reference to instrumental
music, 318.

Notice of overtures towards reconciling the

Northern and Southern, in the U. States, 358.

resumptuous wicked. On the hardened state of the,

147.

rofanity. Notice of a law against, in New York, 318.

1 NDE X.

Pure ami innleliled religion. Essay entitled, 146.

Puritans vs. Quakers, by H. L. Souinwick, and c

ments, 210. 220.228.

Purity. On individual, 355.

Quakerism. On popular, lOG-

On modified, and the steps which have led I

Q'jinetum. Notice of the production of, in India,

i medicinal value, 23.

Quinine. Notice of new source of, 367.

Riilroad. The upright trunks of trees used to support

a, in California, 65.

Railroads. Statistics of the irjury to life by, in different

countries, 142.

Raine Jonathan. Concern of, on his death-bed for the

youn?, 173.

Rateliff Mildred. Brief notice of the concern of, for the

Truth. 119.

R^its. Notice of the value of the mongoose in killing,

3S:).

Reading matter for hospitals and prison^. On the re-

sponsibility of selecting, Ac, 235.

On the wide-spread injury done by vicious, 294.

330.

Reformed Episcopal Church. Notice of some of the

Scriptural doctrines of. US.
Regeneration On the necessity of, 90.

Rela.'iation and amusement. On the nature of,

sistent with the true Christian character, 44.

Religion. On the deadening effect of the thirst for

Be-narks on impurity of heart in. as exemplified
by Balaam, 70.

On the necessity of a change of Ifeart in, 100.

0.1 the snare there is in unprofitable sjiecula

respecting, 110.

On moonshine, 114.

On practical, unto salvation, 131.

On pure and undefiled, UU.
leads to morality, 156.

in the family. Remarks on. 237.

of the fashionable world. On, 243.

stands upon two pillars, 254.

On the dangers of speculative inquiries into the
mysteries of, 267.

An objector to, answered, 269.
Remarks on searching into hidden mysteries of,

295.
leads to entire honesty, 297.
True, forbids fashionable dressing, Ac, 299.
On worldly, 299.

Remarks on disputations in, and on hearing
wisdom's voice, 322.

I On practically exemplifying, in every day life,

itholi, Notice
id 0,

. theassass
mmenls. 30.

3ok respecting, con

idenoo of, upon

f President 3ar-Remarks of, •

field, and -

Notice of a book respecting, condemned by the

Notice of the abjuration of a prominent ecclesias-

tic among, in Rome, 86.

Notice of an ell'ort in Michigan to place the
eeclesiasticiil pmperty of. in lay trustees, 91.

Notice of proposed action of, in Pittsburg respect-

ingpublic schools. 111.

N..tice of a circular on the sale of Masses by, 118.

Remarks on the worship of nngels by, 135

Observations on false doctrines taught by, 190. 222.

Observations of, in reference to Protestants, 414

a Notice of disputes in, in reference to religion, 6.

Notice of the existence of a sect in, characterized
by rare purity of doctrine and practice, 63.

A p'ea for religious liberty in, 342.

Sadness. On rightly profiting by !

Sagacity of a pony. 95.

of a donkey, 118.

Salt deposit in Western New York.
Salvation of the soul. Nolhiuffcs

of, 359.

the
Afe itiments respecting the wa
rmy." Account of the, 189. 191.

of a reoent attack upon the, by a i

Windn Isia Phila. be-

half of the, 47.

Satan as an angel of light -The Poor in Zion. Essay
entitled, 197.

Saviour's grace suflicient f.-r every time of need." Essay
entitled, "The, 237.

Scapegoat. A ceremony of the, practised in India, 28.

Scatlergood Thomas. Anecdote of, 2S3.

Scientific Notes, Ac—6. 14 22. 30. 39. 55. 63. 78. 86.94.

103. 111. 118. 127. 142 159. 167. 174. 190. 199. 206. 215.

222. 230. 23S. 246. 251. 262. 270. 279. 286. 295. 302. 310.

318. 326 334. 312. 350. 358. 367 374. 333. 390. 398, 415.

School. Notice of the Second Annual Report of the
Carlisle Indian, 122.

Schools. Remarks on a dependence upon First-day, as

a cause of weakness in many Christian pro-

Ou deleterious literature often circulated by libra-

ries in First-day, 50.

The learning of the, unsanctified by grace, often
hurtful, 42.

Observations on the danger of First-day, in Oia-

placing parental oversight and responsibility,

notto be promoted by a reliance upon human

Observations on First-day, as connected with
Quakerism, 1U6.

Scott Job. Remarks on an essay by, on Salvation by
Christ, 3U.

fai'lT 407'
I

Sea. On the foam of the, 263.

Religious epidem'ics.
'

Notice of, 281. 289. 297. 305. 373. Notice of rare animals found at great depths in the,

Religious items, Ac 5.13.22 30.39.47.54.62.71.86.1 ,. 270.

64 102.111.118 127. 135.142 151.158. 167. 17-1. 190. Seeking a crown. Incident entitled, 100.

206. 214. 222. 230. 238. 246. 254 262. 270. 278. 286. 318. sfiecting the

326. 333. 342. 350. 358. 374. 4117. 414.

Religious influence at institutions of learning. On, 108.

meetings. Notice of a legal decision on the dis-

turbance of, 71.

liberty in Russia. A plea for, 342.

liberty in Sweden. Incident showing the absence
of, 350.

fellowship. On, 410.

Religious views and tenets. Essays entitled, 234. 253.

266. 282. 315 355 390.406.
Remember the poor. Incident entitled, 193.
" Remind me of the king." Anecdote entitled, 47.

Repentance. Instance of death-bed, 166.

necessary for the remission of sins, 388.

Reminiscences of departed worthies. Alice Knight,
155. 194.

Samuel Cope, 163. 171.

Christopher Healy, 132. 186. 194. 203. 242. 250. 285.

345. 353. 361. 369. 377, 385.

M. L. Lovett, 194. 274
William Kirkwood, 227.

Elizabeth Pitfield, 235.

Elizabeth Evans, 291.

Resurrection. Remarks on the, 234.

Retirement and silent exercise of mind. On the blessed

fruits of, 290.

Richardson James Nicholson. Testimony of, in 1847

respecting the Society of Friends, 306.

Rich man. Experience of a. on the growing passion for

wealth, 13.

Ritualism. Remark on the destroying effect of, on
spiritual life, 151.

Notice of sympathy for, in England, 326.

On the origin and effects of, 414.

Roberts Moses. Brief account of, and his removal to

Catawissa, Pa., 113. 121. 129.

Roman Catholicisiu. On the resemblances between,
Buddhism, 342.

Selden John. Remarks of.

learning to afford consolat

Self-denial. Remarks on the effects of, upon the worldly
minded, 262.

Self-sacrifice. On the necessity of, 127.

Sermon. Definition of a good, 52.

Selling cream. Remarks on honesty in business, en-
titled, 354.

Comments on the above, 376.

Shakers. Correction of an error in confounding Quakers
with, 61.

Shieldstream Chas. Address of, to Friends, 397.

Siberia. Account of a recent visit by Henry Lansdale
to, 379. 386. 393.

Notice of the wandering tribes of, 393.

"Silent yet effective influences for good." Essay en-
titled, 363.

Singing and music are contrary to the nature and spirit

of true worship, 331.

Skin. Notice of the identification of human, after seve-

ral centuries, 191.

Slavery. Grateful address of colored people in London
to Friends, iu 1785, for their efforts against, 4.

Notice of the abolition of, by Egypt, 260,

Sleigh bells. On the method of making, 270.

Small-pox and vaccination. Observations on, 157.

Snake. On the method of treating patients bitten by
the rattle, 191.

On the motion of a, 295.

Spare moments. On improving, 301.

Spider-webs. Notice of showers of, 262.

Spiritual growth. Remarks on, 140.

knowledge. On the source of true, 286.

Sponges. On the collection of, in the Bahamas, 310.

Spontaneous combustion caused by nitric acid, 14.

Spriugel Carl. Account of the saving of a passenger
train by, 179.

Steel. On a new method of tempering, 335.

Straw. On the cultivation of Tuscan, for hats 263.



lall pox, 294
les among 1

e applioatio
;ntof, 351.

enc. AnccdotG olgenuine kindness entitled

f the value of vaccination lu preventing
, 294.

tynf
of Clir

n the nece;

iples in the etili

Suffer The endur
5rs, 150.

hints fron

nee of, qu

Californi;

sympathize

buggest
ministry entit ed, 145.

Suniinary ol Events.-?. 15. 23. 31. 39. 47. 55. 64. 72. 79,

87 96. 104. 112. 120. 128. 136. 1-13 152. IHO. 168. 176,

183. 192. 200. 208, 216. 224. 23 -. 239. 247. 255 263. 272.

280. 287. 296. 303. 312. 320. 327. 336. 314. 352. 359. 368.
376. 384. 392. 4U0. 408. 416.

Sun. Illustrations of the heat, Ac, of the, 233.
On the effect upon man of the midnight, 239.

Superfluities of our houses. Essay entitled. 202.
Superstitions. Curious, 19.

iperation. Notice of the succes.-ful transplant
ingof bone in a, 23.

Swear. Notice of the
for refusing to. 318,

Sweden. Dissenters from the established religion of,

iment of a girl in Cai

liab'e to

Sweet pilh ughts. ]

g paper. E.Ktract ( ititled, :

No

;ouiitofl

ice of the use of, in Oriental

Notice of the longest spanTelegraph wire,
world, 2:

cables. On submarine, 367.
Telescope. Notice of the largest ever designed, 399.
Temperature. Notice of high, in parts of California, Ac

220.

Testimony to the Truth by Francis Camfield. A, 25.

by John Vaughtoo. A, 53. 58
by J..hn Bowater. A, 100.10!

117. 125. 133.
Testimony of Muncy Monthly Meeting concernin
Mercy Ellis, 15:i.

Theatre. Remarks of John B. Gough on the dangers o

J N D E X.

ast small-pox. StatisVaccination aga
of, 294.

" Vain failh." Notice of immo
Vassa Gustavus, a former slav(
Vaughton John. A testimony
Ventilation. Observations ai

reference to. 147
Vindication of the Truth. A, 130.

Kemarks on the above. 135.
Visitation of Divine grace to Friends of Phila.

of a remarkable, 316.
Volcano of Kilauea. Account of a remarkable

in the molten lake of the, 415.

dealings entitled, 156,

Brief account of, 4.

the Truth by, 53. 53.

recommendations in

Notice

change

ingi the Lord. 0:

259.
Scripture authority for,

268.

East." Extracts from, 405. 411

Advice respecting
inderings South and
. On the fully of thi

On the inconsislencies of professed Christiai
reference to, 53.

The carrying of concealed deadly weapons i

frequent in Philadelphia since the late, 59,

Experience of Divine protection by a widow
ing the late civil, 66.

On the injury done by historians in commen
military desperadoes, 199.

A Jewish sermou to Christians respecting, 246.

On the proposed congress for the settlement
international disputes without, 247.

A public protest against, in Belgium, 270.

The standing armies of Europe shown to be
cause of high price of breadstuffs, 358.

declared immoral by the King of Bavaria, 374.

Observations of Thomas Carlyle on the folly of.

ing

382.

On the use of poisoned bullets i

The lale civil, believed not to h

the Fran

take

the, i;

" Thou 1

titled,
" Thou

(

Though 1

Hicted and tossed with tempest.''
2S4.

od, seest me." Essay entitled, 355
1. On the necessity of restrainin the, fron

ministers had everywhere opposed it, 407.

a stumbling blocK to the heathen, 414.

Watchful abiding in Christ. Essay entitled, 306.

Water. Notice of impurities contained in cistern

Cincinnati, 39.

On the cause of color in sea, 215.

"Water-proof cloth." On Reimaun's process for mak:
247.

•' Walking honestly." E.ssay entitled, 297.

Wealth. On the experience of a rich man on the passion

Williams Roger. The banishment of, from M.assach
setts, attributed to his sense ofjustice to the Indiat

Winter and its dangers to health. On, 114.
Wool distinguished by the beetles frequenting it, 39.
Woman's Hospital. Appeal on behalf of The, 348.

Worldly spi

spirit,

confo;

Worm

ork. Remarks
""Essay ent
»n thedange
ty. Parents i

rit, ^Essay entitled. A, 3.

spirit. On the dangers of a, 140

151.

rfield (

ato,by (

itled. The

luck. Extract from, on quietly resting in God, 367.
rst. On quenching, by the outward application of

idual, 127.
ou the, peculiar to each indi-

creasing agitation in EnglandTithes. Notice c

respecting, 222,

Tobacco. Resolution of two
A father discontinues

ample, 34.

A house built with the money saved from, 150.
Statement of Dr. B. W. Richardson of the injurious

effects of, 367.

Too late to do good. Incident entitled, 165.
Comments on the above, 258.

Tracts. Suggestions on the distribution of, 235.
"Trinity," The word, not to be found in Scripture, 234.
" Truthful singing." Essay entitled, 59.

Try again. Incident entitled, 324. 367.
Try and trust. Remarks on, 371.
Tucson. Account of a recent visit to, 252.
Tucker Sarah. Brief notice of, 377.
Turn your face to the light. Incident entitled, 348.
Turquoise. On the occurrence of the, in New Mexico,

230.

Uncertain Riches." Essay entitled, "The, 54.
"Undraped paintings and statuary. The fine arts." A

plea for modesty and purity entitled, 38.

United States. The Government of the, regarded by a
covenanter as not a Christian one, 334.

Utilization of worn out horses. On the, 31.

On the excessiv
Weights and measure
Wesley John. Provic

: Struggle for, 163.

. On the antiquity of, 20
;nti^I deliverance of, whe

Western Friends in Court. AccounI
Indianapolis. 09. 77. 85. 93.

Westminster Abbey. On the cost of ing memorial

3 on, duringWesttown Boarding Schooh Observations
late visit, 50.

Remarks on the great imnortance of
it in accordance with the principles of Friends,
139.

Account of the establishment of. 171. 195. 202. 211,

221. 234. 245. 250. 261. 274. 283. 298. 307.325,
339. 347. 363. 370. 378. 394.

Notice of the establishment of a normal class at.

Observations (

314.

igious training at,

agar st chicke
iscovery :

&c. Notice

" What have they seen." Extract entitled, 141.
Whately. Anecdote of Bishop, 302.

Wheat, Statistics of the production, &c., of, 207.
Notice of large fields of, in California, 226.

Wheeler Daniel. Letter of, 67.

Remarks of, on the necessity of constant renewals
of spiritual strength, 319.

Whirlpool of worldliness." Essay entitled, "The, 275
Whittier JohnG. Letter of, 12G.

Where is the good way ? Essay entitled, 364.
Who cares for me. Ineidentin the life of a poor woman,

entitled, 85,

Widow of Sbiloh. Extract entitled. The, 66.

Wilberforce William. On the Christian character of
under pecuniary losses. 291.

Wilkinson Elizabeth. Brief notice and extract from a

letter of, 366.

the root. Extract
Worship. On the impropriety of contracting hea^

debts in building houses for, 47.
The expensiveness of houses for, assigned by tl

poor as a reason for non-attendance of, 86.
On ihe blessings of silent meetings for, 143.
Observation of S. Crisp on the design of Frien.

in establishing meetings for, 199.
Statistics of the attendance of places of, in En

land, 222.
On the Scripture authority for silent, 259.
Reasons for the increasing non-attendanoe

places for public, 278.
Customary singing and music no part of, 232. SSi

407.

A false, at the present day consists in eerta
forms and rituals devised by man, 383.

Worshipping God. Essay entitled, 404.
Comments on the above, 407.

Wright Hendrick B. Testimony of, against wearii!
mourning, and comments, 398.

Wright Thomas—the prisoners' friend. Account of, 31

28.

Wrongs we gratuitously suspect in others are those I

which we are capable, 14.

Yarnall Thomas. Remarks on the character and gcj

pel labors of the late, 341.
Year. The close of the, a suitable time for an inves
gation into our temporal and spiritual condition, u\

Yearly Meeting, Baltimore, 1881. Notice of the prj

ceedings of, and comments, 127.
Iowa, 1881. Remarks on the remedy for fal

doctrines advocated in, 119.
1881. Printed minutes of, (smaller body,) lf|

London, 1882. Notice of the proceedings of, 3i,

1815. An exercise of, respecting Friends joi
ing benevolent associations, Ac., 19S.

Remarks on the beginning of departures fro
the doctrines and practices of Friends i

354.
Ohio. Correction of a mis-statement in referem
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Jolm Tauler.

John Tauler was boni iu Strasburg near

e end of the thirteenth century. It was

out the time when Dante wrote his cele-

ated poems in Italy, and a little before the

ne of Wicliffe and Chaucer in England. It

as a period of darkness in the religious

orld, but of unrest, in which here and there

rnest souls were struggling after a higher

iristian life. As these overcame the obstacles

id resistances to spiritual progress which

(ounded, they^ attained a proportionate stat-

e and strength, and their holy lives, and

ords and works were the more conspicuous

T contrast with their surroundings.

Tauler was only a boy when the call ofGod
ime to hini to devote his life to His service.

do this required a separation from the

lirit of the world, which the christian feel-

g of that age erroneousl}' thought could

ily be secured by a monastic life. He there-

re about the year 1808 left his family and

iends, and home of wealth, and entered the

)nvent of the (then young) Dominican Order

1 his native city. He thought in after j'ears

3 might have served God better had he kept

is wealth and used it for Him. But he ever

igarded his monastic vows and monkish life

i a blessing to him, in which he turned en

lusiastieally from the " hollowness of the

orld" to the joy of living and working for

od.

He was soon sent to the Dominican College

1 Paris where Eckhardt had recently been

teacher, to study theology and kindred

iiences. He was a good student, but of such

ursuits he was accustomed to say :
" Those

reat masters of Paris do read vast books and
urn over the leaves with great diligence,

rhich is a very good thing, but the men en-

ghted by the Spirit, read the true, living

look, wherein all things live."

After his course of study in Paris, he pro-

ablj' returned to his convent in Strasburg,

nd little is known of him for a number of

ears. These were doubtless years of prepa-

ation for the work before him.

In the year 1322, during a prolonged con-

tiet between the civil and papal powers, the

ity of Strasburg was laid under the interdict

>fthe Pope, and continued so for nearlytwenty-
ix years. The state of things produced by
ueh an act, and the suftering occasioned by

it are difficult now to conceive. "The churches

were closed, there was no public worship, no

ministrations of the clergy, no church-bells

i out their chimes, calling men to labor,

to rest, and to prayer ; no marriage-services,

and tLc bodies of the dead were buried with-

out religious rite." The Dominican and Fran-

ciscan Orders, however, were excepted, and

allowed to perform clerical duties during an

diet. Tauler remained in the city when
most of the clergy deserted it, and ministered

consolation to the people. It was while en-

gaged in this work in Strasburg in those

troubled years, that he became distinguished

s a christian minister, and his fame spread

abroad. He frequently made long journeys

to other cities which were under the same
excommunication.

In the.se journej'S he made many friends,

especially among those religious circles which

Eckhardt had formed some years before, in

his missionary visits to the Rhineland. The
christian ladies Margaretha and Christine

Ebner, were his steadfast friends, sympathiz-

ing with him, and cheering him in his labor-

ious work. One ofthese spoke of him as " the

holiest of God's children now living upon this

earth ;" and said that " the spirit of God
breathed through him, assweetniusic turougb

a lute." This was said before the great change

he experienced, which has been called his

" conversion."

Tauler's early life had been a tranquil one,

without any record of " severe mental strug-

gles with sin, and doubt, and temptation,

ending in the victory oi the grace of God over

the human soul." But a great crisis now
awaited him. In the midst of his popularity

and prosperity, about the year 1340, it is said

that "the great laj^man" Nicolas of Basle,

was warned three times in his sleep that h

should go to Strasburg and hear the far famed

preacher. He came and heard Tauler five

times. He saw that he was "a loving good

hearted man, of good understanding in the

Scriptures, but dark as to the light of Grace

He then introduced himself to Tauler, told

him he had come thirty leagues to hear him,

and now wished to receive the communion at

his hand. Tauler, perhaps flattered by such

a request, willingly became his con"

After twelve weeks Nicholas begged him to

preach a sermon " Showing how a man maj^

attain to the highest point it is given us to

reach in this life."

Tauler answered, " Ah ! dear son, what dost

thou ask for ?" " How shall I tell thee of such

high things? For I ween thou wouldst un-

derstand but little thereof." Nicolas said

—

" Ah ! dtar master, even though I should un-

derstand little or nothing thereof, yet I can-

not but thirst after it. Multitudes flock to

hear you ; if there were one among them all

who could understand you, your labor were

well bestowed."
Tauler consented, and announced when he

would preach the sermon. Many people came,

and the preacher in twenty-four articles gave

the rules of a holj' life. Nicolas went to his

lodging and wrote from memory the whole

sermon, word for word, and took it to Tauler.

The latter was astonished by this proof of the

superiority of the man whom he had taken to

be a simple, ignorant peasant. Nicolas in-

formed him he had not come hither for the

good he expected to get out of his preaching,

but in order " with "God's help to give him
some good counsel." He then dealt most

thfuliy with the sermon, and probed as

with a keen lance the preacher's own life.

" You are a great clerk," he said, " and have
taught us a good lesson in this sermon;,' bat

you yourself do not live according to it." For
himself, he said, " man's words have in many
ways hindered me more than they have helped

me. And for this reason, it often happened

that when I came awaj^ from the sermon, I

bought certain false notions away with me,

which I hardly got rid of in a long while, with

great toil ;
butlf the highest Teacher of all

truth shall come to a man, he must be empty
and quit of all the things of time. When the

same Master cometh to me, he teaches me
more in one hour than you, or all the doctors

from Adam to thejudgment day, will ever do."

The coiv.eiiM.lions \\hieh foliowod are

among the most remarkable on record. The
unspal-ing faithfulness of Nicolas as he laid

bare the hidden faults of Tauler before his

eyes, and the humility and tenderness with

which the latter was brought to submit him-

self to the treatment and counsel of his true

friend, show the grandeur of the two men,

and the purity and loftiness of a friendship

which could bear such scrutiny and truthful-

ness.

Tauler hesounht Xir^ulas in (rll him how he

hadattaincltnsurhalir.', N ir,, las i-cplied that

all the won.lr<.us (U:iliii,ij;s ,,f (lod with him a

poor sinner, for the hist twelve years, would

be more than the largest l»j,ik his iiearer pos-

sessed would hold. the./?/'.v/ ihing tliat helped

him was "a sincere and utterly selt'-stirrender-

ing humility." In such a state, he said, " God
will not fail to give a man such exercises, by
temptations and other trials, as He perceives

to be profitable, and such as he is able to bear,

if he is onlj' willing."

In the beginning he had read German books

about the itves of saints, and he began to ex-

ercise himself in the life of the saints, with

such severities that he grew sick and was

brought to death's door. In his sleep a voice

reproved him saying, "Thou foolish man, if

thou art bent on killing thyself before thj-

time, thou wilt have to bear a heavy punish-

ment ; but if thou did'st suft'er God to exercise

thee. He could exercise thee better than thou

can by thyself, or with the devil's counsel."

At the mention of the devil he awoke in a

fright, rose up, and walked to a wood, think-

ing he had indeed begun those self-imposed

exercises without counsel. There he sought

an old hermit and told him all that had hap-
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pened to him. The hermit asked—-"By whose
counsel hast thou done these things?" He
answered—" Ot'my own will." " Then know,"
sai<l the hermit, "that it has been the devil's

connsel. Thou must not obey him any more
as lonjr as thou livest, but utterly give thyself
up to d'od." Thereupon Nicolas ceased from
these exercises, and ••vielded himself and his
doings altogether to God."
He dill nut have the Scriptures, as he was a

layman, and the common people did not have
the Bible then. He was, however, a quick
learner by natural intelligence, and at one
time the suggestion came into his mind that
b3- earnest mental effort ho might attain to
some comprehension of Divine things. But
he marked straightway that it was the devil's
counsel, and put it from him. After that in

his matins (his three o'clock morning de-
votions) he entreated, " O eternal and merci-
ful God, that it were thy will to give me to
discover something that should be'above our
sensual reasons!"' Then he was affrighted
that he had presumed to ask so great a favor.
Abased with a sense of his unthankfulness
and unworthiness, he confessed his sins, and
])lead for forgiveness. Such was his feeling
of vileness and guilt that he threw off his
garments and scourged himself until the blodd
ran ddwii his shoulders. As the woi-ils <<t'

jienitence reiuaincd on his heart and his lips

till break of da^-, God had mercy on him so
that his mind was filled with a clear under-
standing. "In that hour," said he, "I was
deprived of my natural reason, and saw a
supernatural mighty wonder and sign, and
received more truth and more illumination in
my understanding than all the teachers could
evei- teach me."
He applied the truth to Tauler so closely;

showing him that he was trusting to his learn-
ing, and depending on his knovvledge of the
letter, and that he was seeking his "own and
not the glory of God ; that hewas still selfish

and a Pharisee, that Tauler felt troubled and
angry. This was used as a proof that he had
not attained to the perfect life he had been
preaching. Tauler was convicted and softened,
and acknowledged himself a sinner, and
solved to live a better life, or die for it. He
besought Nicolas to become his teacher. Nico
las disclaimed any power of himself to in
struct or help any one, only as he should be
enabled by the Holy Spirit. As an instance
of such power conferred on mortals, he re-
ferred to Catharine of Alexandria, who at
fourteen years of age was enabled to prevail
over fifty of the great masters so that they
went willingly to martyrdom. "The same
spirit may be speaking to you now," said he to
Tauler, " through me a poor sinnerand unwor-
thy man." Beginningat the primarylesson he
set Tauler an alphabet of rules to learn in five
weeks. He allowed him to be his own school-
master, and to chastise himself when he felt

that he was not perfect in a.ny one of those
letters, and thought himself unable to learn
it. The substance of this golden alphabet is

embodied in the following lines.

For "The Friend."

Our Floating Home.

How shall we at light expense enjoy the
much-desired repose from business duties and
the tension of American life, with the change
of air and scene, which are more clearlj' per-
ceived from year to j^ear in this great bust-
ling land of ours to be not the mere pleasure
of summer so much as the annual tonic reach-
ing farther and deeper and more wholesomely
into our lives than medicine? How shall we
combine with these,— tlje gentle rest and
pleasant change, and life in the open air,—the
charm of social converse and congenial un-
fatiguing companionship? Such were the
questions which presented themselves last

winter to a city family, looking forward to
the heat and exhaustion of summer; and re-

memliering an account of a pleasant journey
made two years before by a party of artists,

ovei- 1 he Hudson and the Erie Canal, they con-
clu(le(l to make inquiry into the chance of
securing for themselves a canal boat for an
excursion up the Delaware and Lehigh rivers
to Mauch Chunk, and the conditions of neces-
sity and convenience that would attach to it.

A visit was accordingly made to the "Michael
Ilhlei'," a canal boat then frozen in at Bristol,
I'a.. superficial measurements made, as no
ariT^- I'ould be had to the interior, and the
loliisal had of her owner for her for some time
between 6th mo. 15th and a month later.

The terms for the " Michael Uhler" were to
be $6 per day for boat, mules and men, these
"finding themselves," and the towage from
Vine St. wharf to Bristol, if required, was to
be $3 each v/ay. After duo reflection this
was required, and a party of twenty-five,
ranging, except one younger child, from 15

35 per hour; and here was our first surprise,
With many of us, accustomed to the railroad
near by and the general face of the country,
there had been an anticipation that this por!
tion of the route would be dull and mono-
tonous, but it proved far otherwise, the gentle
beauty of a populous agricultural district

looked in upon us through the ever varying
framework ofgraceful foliage which had grown
to full stature along the canal, and seen over
the glassy water, mirroring the heaven's
own clouds and azure, it presented to us a

constantly renewed attraction. FarmhousesI
and bridges contributed from time to tinie to|

the picturesqueness of these views, and it wae
very noticeable that the interest felt in these!

quietly peaceful scenes had not been paled for

our return by the majesty and greatness ol

mountain scenery. At Morrisville the boat
turned northward along the Delaware, and
for miles the view embraced a more extended
prospect,—the river with the canal, and the.

adjacent scenery, became more rolling andi
hilly as we approached Easton. To return,—!
the night of the 27th was spent above Yard ley-

ville, at which point a j'oung friend who had
visited us during the daj^ joined us for the trip.

Throughout the excursion our captain, Jacob
Smith, exhibited a commendable concern al-|

ays to srlnt our halting places for the nightj
at secluded ])oiiiis, and esjiccially at a distancel
from centres of rough population

; and the
driver, " Aleck" [Elkanah] Riegel and himself,]

proved alike courteous, attentive and carefuli

n their language. !

Third-daj-, the 28th. With a bright pleasantj
morning we moved forward about 4.30

; we
passed New Hope at about 8 to 9—pausing
there a half hour and receiving a call from ai

to 28, with three of matufer yearsto carry ^'"^^P "^ fi'iends living near the town, who|
in larger part the burden of prudence and re- P®'^'"'^'^

^^''^ interested in our dwelling, our

sponsi'bility for all, assembled in twos and '^'''^"fe'^™^"'^^ "^""^ o"'" Pi'ospects. At Uhk
threes at Uhler's wharf, between 9 and 10 town we found Michael Uhler, owner of

A. M., 6th mo. 27th, 1881. Gathering had
been made at various housesof sundry house-

Oh, how many precious moments are wasted
in softness and self-indulgence, in frivolous
pursuits, in idle conversation, in vague and
useless revelry, which, if rightly improved,
might tell upon the world's destiny and the
Redeemer's gloiy.

—

Clarke.

hold furniture, implements and conveniences,
with store of provisions of various kinds
purchased, and a new oil stove of largest ca-
pacity, with head light oil, seemed to fill all

anticipations of the light-hearted maidens
who had banished by general consent all
" domestic help," and asked for no better than
to do the work themselves.* Three others
boarded the " Michael Uhler" on her arriva
at Bristol, bringing up the number of hei
passengers to twenty-eight ; among whom
were counted eight who are now or formerly
were teachers, with whom sooner or later in
the trip were associated three medical stu-
dents. That evening and night were tests of
harmony, patience and good nature, fairly
met by all observed by the writer. The ad-
justments of the home-made hammocks and
curtains between the apartments, &c., were
new and untried

; it was late before all prac-
ticable arrangements had been made for the
night, and then came up a gentle rain, from
which dropping ensued here and there from
a deck assuredly not water-tight. Some
crowding there was, but great good nature
prevailed, and it is not known that any sick-
ness resulted from the exposure.
Soon we moved calmly on towards Morris-

ville and the Delaware, which was not in sight
if'ter leaving Bristol, at a pace of 3 miles to

_

* A mistake— it would have been to the general re-
lief to have with us a "domestic."

vessel, living in a handsome residence, with
pleasant grounds, &c., hard by the canal ; his

fleet of boats is large, and his monthly dues to
the canal are said to reach $5000. In the dusk
we passed " the Narrows," a bit of magnificent
scenery on the Delaware, whose very name
had been unknown to us, and to which we
agreed to devote some hours of daylight
the return. Usually on the way up, our boat
kept on till 9 or 10 p. m., starting again in

the very early morning; on the return, we
stojiped at iliflVrent points early in the even-
ing, and allowed ourselves two or three plea-
sant hours of twilight on the adjacent green
sward.
Fourth-day the 29th. At about 9.30 a.

we rounded the rocks at the mouth of the
Lehigh, and entered the Lehigh Canal. From
Easton to Bethlehem is a reach of the canal
embracing much river scenery of great beauty
and variety, with here and there great iron
works at intervals, as Glendon, &c., so that

|

natural scenery and some of the most impos-
ing commercial constructions of men com-
bined to give a new and peculiar interest to
this lovely section of our route. In the early
afternoon w^e reached Bethlehem, and almost
the entire party visited the Bethlehem Steel
Works, nearly the largest in the Union,
worked on the Bessemer process. Here great
reservoirs or basins of melted steel were seen
returning to the furnace for the la.st stage of
purification, and their splendid incandescence
reconciled to the heat the novices most im-
patient of it. We were also shown the sue-
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isive rolling of steel rails from the shapeless

r of red-hot^ steel to the finished bar or rail,

lose simultaneous cutting to regulation

igth by saws at each end, gives forth a

illiant and copious shower of sparks flying

:e meteors in every direction.

Fifth-day, the 30th. Passed Alientown

out sunrise, and before the multitudinous

beels of business life were fairly stii-ring.

e reached Catasauqua in the early morning,

A found the Crane Iron Works adjacent to

e canal. These we visited in force and saw

e usual machinery for casting pig iron, a

ible steam engine, with fly wheel of 30 feet

ameter, vivid'lj' recalling in its massive pro-

irtions and majestic movement the great

)rli8S steam engine of the Centennial i'',xlii-

tion. Here also we climbed to the level >>['

e summit of the blast chimnej', and besides

joyinjj a fine view from that height, we saw

ceptions, that such have either never entered

the straight gate and the narrow way, or

else, like "Pliable" in Pilgrim's Progress, they

have been so warped aside as to take up with

a rest short of the true rest and which is not

of the Lord's preparing. In effect

—"Drifting with tliecurrent, living to themselves alone."

These awakened ones see so much of a worldly

spirit among such professors of the religion

of Jesus, that they are almost persuaded to

give up all they have felt and seen to be re-

quired of them as'void of reality or but an

empty name. If, say they, one can glide

along in a worldlj'-wise religion that involves

no sacrifice of self, no meekness and lowliness

i>f lieurt, no sulijugation of the will, no taking

Cliiists yoke nyim us, no cruoitixion unto

death of the natural man, no mortifying cross,

no thoroughly cleansing baptism ; in short their attractiveness, be there and thereunto

that a way has been found to reconcile the
.jij;,,. But is it not painfully manifest, that

ommands of God and the approbation of the too much out of the abundance of an unre-

orld, the amusements of time with the in- newed heart and a worldly spirit the mouth
terests of eternity, the expectation of every gpeaketh and the tongue "influenceth ; while

thing hereafter while giving up nothing here; ^\^Q fVuit indicates the tree. Too many speak

«t turnaces. As the works originated withlthen what is the use of a life of self-denial or
,., though theirtongues were their own

;
and

e elder Thojnas of the neio-hbonnsr Thomas of^^^-'m^'ng againstthe current of the world i„s ,|„,i,wl, ,10 account would have to be ren-

n Wo,-L TLr/nt^crone o^^^^^^^
its spirit? If such see or hear but httle ,,,.,.,, ,. Him who "created the fruit of the

- ' . •' . . ,. „ mnvo fvnm mniiv professors ot the name 01 In,

hall ' ' -
' - ' -

withal shall we l"' eli>i

ethod of delivery into the chimney itself

the ore and the ingredients needed to ex-

ict the metal from it. The nominal pro-

iction of these works is 75,000 tons of pig

)n per year—the actual, 45,000, with three, ,",,.,, -v.
1^ •' '.'.'.,., then what IS the use of a

red by high professors a safe one." When
secret prayer is neglected ; when the life and
power of Christ in the inner man is over-

looked ; when knowledge in the head is more
cultivated than grace in the heart; when we
are ignorant of that new birth without wiiich

no man can see God ; we cannot be other,

notwithstanding all our profession and repu-

tation among men, than as sounding brass

and a tinkling cymbal in the sight of art om-
niscient, infallible Judge. How responsible

such mere professors—" having the form of

godliness without the power"—become for

that talent of influence so steadily operating

and so calculated to leaven others ! How
vigilant should these and all be to have their

treasure laid up in heaven ; to seek first the

kingdom of God and his righteousness; and
then would their hearts, their conversation,

rnaces in the "country, with appliances of ™°>'.e /™"^ '"

e oldest style, while on the other hand an <^hrist,tnan w

imense new furnace is in construction now,

ith t

Hoy

nost advanced of^ mod'enrm^ethods «f l^ocks and trade
;
is there any thing new in

, , •, , ,^
[business circles; or at what fashionable re-

many, moreover, seem to forget
tordrink; where- jtbat life is most uncertain; that a judgment
what is the state jiwaits where errors are irretrievable"; and

'sort is there the most rootn for display, and

the most pleasure to be found ? how are they

his altar

During this day we passed through th

lautifiii and picturesque Lehigh Gap, too . . .
, j,„<-„ „„,.,:fi„,j

111 u t ^l A^?....;^t\,:.l v>„t to reconcile it with the demands of a crucined
ell known perhaps to justify description, but '^^

.
1 i -c 1 t 1 t„ „„ +i,„+ tu^

t tu ( „., , „t fi,^;i;„,. ,,.;tK vet risen and glorified Lord Jesus, that the
easmir anew to those of us most familiar with J ^

x- 1 j. u 1 11

A
"^ . , • 1 *i, +-„„t;i„ „„ii;„„ government of ourselves must be wholly upon

id^eThlny^. u^:;"^ i,

' :Sh ol'h! Sis shoulder, and that nothing less than'the

ehi-h Gap iaveplaeeto.noded mountains ^'^art and affecttona w-,lL be .vacepted as a

Sfanrseennuily <>» n„ nionied value ex- I'^mg sacrifice and whole hurnt-offenng upon

ipt for the prospect of value in the

ees

I to lii.1^ <*.\t> UU,. tl,_,_ Lllll VtHH V^M v.-,jw»^... w. ^v--^ +1,'

tries; and by sun-dowtj a secluded ba^- in, '^.^.^ ^,^^^^ ^^^^^ -^^ subordinate toLrowds, either in t'he way of traffic or diver-
,e cana was

f^^'',^?^^

jus belovv the no
^^^^.^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^.^^ ,^^ ^^.^,1 ^^ ^^J '

^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^. ^^^^^^^

^osfes both riveJ and cS fn Sc-c^ssive'^ches and pleasures of this life are, by our engaged in conversing with each other, I

.0'. TW 1 h! hnv M w lonin^ t^re^^^^^
blessed Lawgiver, comj.ired to thorns

;
which thought it a good sign, and listened atten-

r., id a?d hli e fSr ol h^cfnal S^'ai-*^ "°t only'whoUy fruitless, but they choke, tively to theirtalk, not doubting but the chief

,3 h atfttvcSX hLoiritsri^^^^^ '^"^l tear, and wound. The love of them turn of it would be about the climate, or

^.^loc^^ m^u^^nic^'c^eiS ^t^"->ifestB a worldly spirl^^ They are, when treasures, or society, they should probably

that eternity is never ending.

The gifted Hannah More in an "Allegory"

entitled "The Pilgrims," vividly prolrays

what a fast hold the things of time and sense,

in other words, tlie worldly spirit, have gotten

of the beguiled eiti/.eiis (if earth ; and no less

how it strikes a stranger to see the general

infatuation that prevails I She says: "I ob-

served that these pilgrims, instead of being

upon the watch, lest they should be ordered

ott^' unprepared; instead of laying up any
for the prospect o yi iie in

J'
yo""g

I

-yy^jie jt jg not only allowable but our duty, provisions, or even making memorandums of
,

Whose P''^'"*'''""'''; ''
' , "'^^^^ nt'f.pn''to provide for our temporal needs—" provide ,vbat they would be likely to want at the end

, the axe the accumulateU stores ol cen- ^^.1^^ ^^^^^^ .^ ^^^^ ^.^,^^ ^^ ^^^ men"—at theLf their journey, spent most of their time in

)liage and rocky masses with their debris, to
immoderately pursued, inconsistent with a j^eet with in the/rtr coM/t/^/'i/. I supposed they

L I-- ^ J -^1 iv ^i -^tu „f*u„ , ,„„i work of grace, and destructive to a growth
ie foot, and on its left the width of the canal].^^

.^_ ^«^^ ^.
^^ ^^^ ^^^.^.^ ^^.^ ,^^^^-.^^ ^^,„l

also discussing about the best and

J* . ,.„+i, .,, ,1-;.,,, o K«o„+;fni o.,,i ocf.inH in 11. AB iiu mail t:aii =ci»^ L..V. .^..o.v.o, saiesi road to it, and that each was availing
d tow path, making a beautiful and seclud-

1

never be a shorter or smoother ,,i,„.„ir „f the knowledge of his neighbor,
d home or abiding place three-fot rtbs of a,

^^_^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^.^^^ inTportance to all. I
ule ^l^elo;^ Mauch Chunk, atidm^^^^^^^^^

g.^^,.^^,^. ^^ j^i.^demus, Jol,n listene.l o every UtV, but in scarcely any
rom the town, while henimed in al around by P

f„j,i „ee in them will proportion- .,id I hear one word about the land to which
he silent majesty of "the everlasting hills,

^^^^^ >^^^^^.^^ ^^^g ^^_^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^
^i^^, i^.^^^j.,,.,

^j^^_^ ^^^^.^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ .^ ^^.^^^ ^^^.^, ^^^^^^

of our souls. It will prevent the great truths the' place where their whole interest, expecta

of redeeming love from being duly perceived •

nd this was our delightful home during the

hree days of our stay, well-chosen, and as it

roved, altogether exempt from intrusion.

(To be concluded.)

A Worldly Spirit.

Christian professors who are yet in league

Fith the spirit of the world, allow so much
if the fidness of their hearts to escape at

heir lips and to be demonstrated in their

ives, that those around them, especially ten-

lerly visited minds, are oftentimes greatly

liscouraged and stumbled. These, instead

)ffinding that every one who names the name
)f Christ has departed from iniquity' and that

,hey are able and willing to lend a helping

land to those just commencing the journey to

5ion, find, on the contrary, with too few ex

much less appreciated. The eye-sight of

piritual discovery becoming more and more
dimmed as respects the giving way to a

worldlj' spirit, individuals, perhaps, insensi-

bly yet increasingly become stumbling blocks

instead of way-marks to others.

A form of godliness without the power (2

Tim. iii. 5), we apprehend is very prevalent

in the present day. When this is accompanied

with an amiable benevolent disposition, with

warm natural affections and engaging man-

ners, it may, without close self-inspection and

watchfulness unto prayer, deceive alike the

infliueneer and the influenced. It has been

suggest!velj' said, that "we are called to a

much more holy state than is generally con-

tion and inheritance lay ; to which also great

part of their friends were gone before, and

hither they were sure all the rest would fol-

low. Instead of this, their whole talk was

about the business, or the pleasures, or the

fashions of the strange but bewitching coun-

try which they were merely passing through,

and in which they had not one foot of land

which they were sure of calling their own for

the next quarter of an hour. What little

estate they had was personal, and not real,

and that was a mortgaged, life-hold tenement

of clay, not properly'their own, but only lent

them on a short uncertain lease, of which

three-score years and ten was considered as

the longest period, and very few indeed lived

in it to the end of the term ;
for this was
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ahvaj's at the unll of the lord, part of whose
prerogative it was, that lie could take away
the lease at pleasure, knock down the stoutest

tenement at a single blow, and turn out the

poor shivering, helpless inhabitant naked, to

that far country for which he had made no
provision."

For " The Friend."

It is at all times encouraging to find that

efforts lor the amelioration of the condition of

the oppressed in any situation in life are ap-

preciated by those for whose benefit they are

designed. Finding among the papers and
letters of John Pemberton, that have been
copied for preservation, the following state-

ment by the colored people of London, it was
thought it would be interesting to the readers

of "The Friend."

Extract from a letter of Daniel Mildred to John
Pemberton, dated London, 10th mo. 2Sth,

1785.

A number of blacks, eight or ten, came to

our last Meeting for Sutferings, and three

Friends were deputed to go down to them,
to whom they gave a paper testifying their

grateful acknowledgments for the kindness
and diligence of the Society on their behalf
They said thej- were deputed to wait on the
Society in behalf of the whole.

'•To the truly worth}' societj' of gentlemen
called Friends :

" Gentlemen,—By reading your book en-

titled Caution to (xreat Britain and her Colo-

nies, concerning the calamitous state of the
enslaved ncgi-ncs : We, the poor oppressed and
much clc-radi'd Africans, who are here met,
desire Id ;ipiin>ai-h 3-ou with this address ot

thanks, with our inmost love and warmest
acknowledgment, and with the deepest sense
of jour benevolence, unwearied labor, kind
interposition and laudable attempts which,
under God, you have made towards breaking
the yoke of slaver}', and to administer a little

comfort and ease to thousands and tens of

thousands of very grievously afflicted and too
heavy. burdened negroes.

' Genllemon. could you by perseverance at

last be enabled, iiiiikr (iod, to lighten in anj-

degree the heavy burden of the afflicted, no
doubt it will in .some measure be the possible

means of saving the souls of many of the op-
pressors

; and if so, sure we are, that the God
whose eyes are ever upon all his creatures,

and always rewards every true act of virtue
and regards the prayers of the oppressed, will

give you and yours those blessings which are
not in the power of us mortals to express or
conceive, which we as a part of those capti-

vated, oppressed and afflicted people most
devoutly wish and pray. Presented by Gus-
tavus Vassa, and seven others, the 21st of
Oct. 1785."

Gustavus Vassa was a native of "that part
of Africa known by the name of Guinea, ex-

tending along the coast about 3400 miles from
Senegal to Angola, and includes a variety of
kingdoms ;" was born in 1745, consequently
at the time of the presentation of the above
address was about 40 years of age. He, when
about 11 years old, with a young sister, were
stolen from his father's family" %vho was a
man of rank, and placed with many others of
his poor country people on shipboard, but
under deck "in a loathsome horrible place, in

which situation he says he wished for death,
and sometimes refused to eat, for which we
were beaten." After enduring many hard-

ships they arrived at Barbadoes ; was after-

wards sent to America, purchased by Cup-
tain Pascall, and sent on board his ship, called

the Industrious Bee; it was on this ship he
received the name of Gustavus Vassa. He
says in his account of his life, "Having often

seen my master and a lad named Richard
Baker, who was very kind to me, reading in

books, I had a desire to do so, that I might
find out how all things had a beginning. For
that purpose I often took a book, talked to it,

and then placed it to my ear to hear what it

would say ; but when I found it remained
silent I was much concerned." He after-

wards obtained a knovvledge of reading; by
his own industry and faithfulness acquired

the means to purchase his freedom, and made
several voyages as a sailor. " It is stated by
Gregorie, in his inquiry into the intellectual

and moral faculties of the negroes, that after

thirty j-ears of a wandering and stormy life,

Vassa established himself in London, married,
published his memoirs, which have several

times been reprinted ; in 1789, he presented a

petition to Parliament for the suppression of

the slave trade." He himself says, " Having
been early taught to look for the hand of God
in minute circumstances, they have been of

consequence to me ; and aiming at simple
truth in relating the incidents of ray life, I

hope some of ray readers will gain instruction

from them."
The foregoing account of G. V. is extracted

principally from a volume entitled, " Colored
Americans," where a fuller account may be

found. W. P. T.

DIVINE ORDER.
'Tis first the true, and then the beautiful,

Not fir.st the beaiilifiil, and then the true
;

First the wild moor, with rock and reed and pool,

Then the gay garden, rich in scent and hue.

'Tis first the good, and then the beautiful.

Not first the beautiful and then the good
;

First the rough seed, sown in the rougher soil.

Then the flower-blossom, or the branching wood.

Not first the glad, and then the sorrowful,

But first the sorrowful, and then the'glad
;

Tears for a day—for earth of tears is full

—

Then we forget that we were ever sad.

Not first the bright, and after that the dark.
But first the dark, and after that the bright

;

First the thick clond, and then the rainbow's arc,

First the dark grave, then resurrection light.

'Tis first the night—stern night of .storm and war,
Long nights of heavy clouds and veiled skies^

Then the far sparkle of the morning star

That bids the saints awake, and dawn arise,—Bonar.

Sweeping, and washing -the dishes.

Bringing the wood from the shed
;

Ironing, sewing and knitting.

Helping to make np the bed
;

Taking good care of the baby,
Watching her lest she should foil

;

We little children are busy;
Oh, there is work for us all,

Helping mamma.

Work makes us cheerful and happy.
Makes us both active and strong

;

Play we enjoy all the better

When we have labored all long.

Gladly we help our kind parents,

Quickly we come at their call

;

Children should love to be bu.sy
;

There is much work for us all,

Helping papa and

AN ALLEGORY.

HELPING PAPA AND MAMMA.
Planting the corn and potatoes,

Helping to scatter the seeds
;

Feeding the hens and the chickens.
Freeing the garden from weeds

;

Driving the cows to the pasture,
Feeding the horse in the stall

;

We little children are busy
;

Sure there is work for us all.

Helping papa.

Spreading the hay in the sunshine.
Raking it up when it's dry;

Picking the apples and peaches,
Down in the orchard hard by

;

Picking the grapes in the vineyard.
Gathering nuts in the Fall,

We little children are busy
;

Yes, there is work for us all.

Helping papa.

One lovely autumn day,

I slowly wandered through a garden fair,

The beds were gay with many bright-hued flowers,

And birds were warbling in the shady bowers
Formed by the arching trees

;

While butterflies and bees,

And myriad other winged things

Made the soft air

Hum with the music of their wings.

I gazed around
Entranced with all this beauty, when my eye
Fell on a vine that climbed a trellis high.

Its graceful symmetry
And green, luxuriant foliage charmed my sense

Of harmony in nature, and methought,
" It now is vintage time ; ere I go hence,

I'll taste the luscious fruit." Quick, then, I sought
Beneath the leaves to find the clusters rare

I knew mu.st hide beneath their grateful shade,

But not a single one was there !

I stood amazed.
" What meaneth this?" I cried. "O lovely vine,

Why on your branches seek I fruit, and find

Not e'en a single grape ? Hast thou no root

In this fair soil, though strong thy tendrils twine,

And thy green leaves wave wanton in the wind ?

Oh, say, hast thou done right,

In making such requite

To him who placed thee here, surrounded thee

With all this beauty, bade thee grow
And blossom and bear fruit?"

Then, methought,
A shudder ran through all the vine.

Low drooped its leaves upon their stems.

Prone on the ground its branches fell.

And trailed themselves in dust. While from the

midst
Came ever and anon a mournful wail,

That to my strained and listening ear

At length took form in words.
" Too late, too late,

My fruiting-time is past!

O cruel, cruel fate.

That I must hear, at last,

The awful sound

:

' Cut ye it down
;
why cumbereth it the ground ?'

Oh, why—but yet the fault is mine.
All this fiiir summer have I spent my strength
In adding leaf to leaf, to beautify

Myself; and pntting forth

New tendrils, that might twine
On high, and lift above the earth,

With all its low-born, grovelling things,

My haughty head. O foolish, foolish pride !

Alas ! it is my pride has brought me low.
Henceforth, there's nought for me but shame and woe

Then ceased the voice. My dream was past.

And I awoke.
But to my soul it spoke

In warning tones: "Heed thou, that at the last,

The summer ended and the harvest past.

It be not thine to hear the awful sound,
'Cut ye it down ; why cumbereth it the ground ?'

"

We are surrounded by an unseen world of

spiritual reality, which is opened to us only

as loe grovj into it.
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William Penn's Remains.

.^he following letter from the Trustees of

burial ground of Friends, known us Jor-

I's, in the County of Buckinghamshire,
2;land, to George L. Harrison, giving their

sons for declining to permit William Penn's

lains to be removed to Philadelphia, is an
^resting one to members of our religious

•iet}', and especially so to those who reside

,r Philadelphia. The grounds of refusal

m quite sufficient ; in fact, the proposition

in the first savored somewhat of pre-

option, as the descendants of Penn are

Tierous and most of them living in England
France, would naturally- demur at the trans-

of their ancestor's ashes to a foreign land.

To George L. Harrison, Commissioner
ni the State of Pennsylvania : The trustees

Tordan's Meeting House and burial ground
76 received the applications made on be-

f of the Governor and Legislature of Penn-
vania for permission to remove the remains
William Penn, supposing that they yet

ist, from their resting place to the city ofj

iladelphia. The trustees of the said Ini '

'

)und have carefully con^i.lcrcd the ap
ion, not only from their own staiidpoinl

tmbers of the Society ot Prientis, but in a

passionate and cosmopolitan spirit, and
S3' have arrived at the conclusion that it is

'ir duty to refuse it. They respectfully

unit the following considerations which
icar to them to justify the course they
re ilcterniinod to adopt :

'riu- ([uict and retired spot in which the
nail IS of William Penn at present rest was
icctcd by him during the vigor of life as

j) burial place of himself and his family. He
here surrounded by his two wives and five

:ldren. and many ofhis most intimate friends.

c trustees Ix-licvc that the choice thus
lie was altugellier in accordance with the
inijile of his unostentatious life. They be-

Ve, also, that the removal of his remains to

ransatlantic home, amid the pomp and cir-

pstance of a State ceremonial, accompanied

I
all probability by military honors and

irade, would be utterly repugnant to his

'Own character and sentiments. The So-

'tj' of Friends, to whom the burial ground
iJordan's belongs, and for whom the trustees

!} novv called upon to act, have always ob-

ted to the use of elaborate monumental
nbstones.

,

' For more than a centurj' a rough plan of

13 gravoj'ard was the only available clew to

ii spot where the remains of William Penn
id his family were laid. Guided by this

|in, about twentj' years ago small headstones,

aring the names of the inten-eij ami I lu-

te of burial, were placed over the oxistinL;

)unds, but it is more than doubtful whether
3y indicate in each case the exact spot of

x'rment. It need hardly be said that the
j'mory of William Penn is honored and
leered among the Societj' of Friends in Eng-
id as sincerely as in America, and the
Iistees cannot admit that America possesses
ijriority of claim to the custodj^ of his re-

'Itis true that he became the successful

mder of the State of Pennsylvania, and
iat the great sagacity and unswerving Chris-
.n principle which guided his transactions

!
colonist and Governor have gained for him

|e respect and admiration of the civilized

;)rld ; but William Penn was born and died

in England. In England his religious charac- and surgeons in attendance are read with
ter was mainly fornied. In England he was brightening countenances, while doubtful

engaged for many j'ears as a minister of the news cast a gloom on all readers. England
Gospel, and became conspicuous among the and America are no longer twain, but one
founders of a society the influence of which people, with common interests, united, not
has been largely exercised for good, both in only by the cable which flashes messages
this country- and America, and kstly, it was thithor and hither, but also, and still more,
here that he dared to suiter persecution for

his religious profession, and took his part
manfully in laj-ing the foundation of that

system of religious liberty which we ne

enjoy.

"The trustees are desirous of fidfilling

all respcl-^ i
" '

this reseivalion tliey consider that they are |Eepublic shall honor him as the equ

the sole custodians of Jordan's Burial Ground, patriotism and service of George Washington
They have received communications from and Abraham Lincoln,

many influential members of the Society of _^_^__^

by tl.estniuu^
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inuiiity waited on the apostolic delegate and
expressed to him their gratitude for his in-

terest and intervention on their behalf.

—

Ch. Advocate.

Not satisfied with the ISTihilistic agitations,

the Russian peasants are commencing re-

ligious disputations. The Russians received
their Christianity from the Greeks, who have
a genius for hair-splitting in these matters,
and thus the various Russian sects display a
great inclination for dogmatic distinctions.

In a certain district not less than 1,500 lately

left the National Church in one body, and
went over to a sect having no priests. This
is contrary to law, but when the disaffection

carries off so large a body, the Government
can do little else than close its eyes to the
performance. Some few of the local govern-
ments have not the wisdom to do this, and in

their efforts to retain their people in the State
Church against their will, stir up a species of
reliellion that is more difficult to meet than
political discontent. When these conflicts |e

occur the peasants turn out in large masses'

c

to listen to disputations from the opposin
teachers, and all else is forgotten in this strife.

This is now increasing greatly in southern
Russia, and bids fair to make trouble for the
State, especially as the National priests are
meeting it in a harsh way, and are thus far

beaten in the strife.— Chr. Adv.
Scriptures in Asia.—An agent of the Ameri-

cau Bible Society saj^s : "At Teheran I had
the ])leasure of meetin,

In(lia' s"rvi'-..''!m.?'is'tai„iliar\

the I'lnijuiil. dislrii-t. lie has
travcliuii- ill Northeastern !'

water running in and freezing, would close

the- cracks so formed. As the season advances
and the sun has more effect, the ice expands
in the day time, causing a motion shoreward,
and contracts during the night, renewing the
cracking and freezing. Any loose stones or
rocks projecting above the soil, so as to be
frozen to the ice, if not too heavy, would move
with it. The alternate action described above,

might move them a considerable distance
during the season, and leave them there when
the ice melted. If the nature of the soil was
suitable, the marks would remain for some
time.

It will be noticed the " travelling" only
occurs after a continuance of steady cold

weather, allowing the ice to become thick and
solid enough to withstand the side pressure.

But when the ice is thin enough to yield, or
where the nature of the shore prevents the
movement of the ice there, changes of tem-
perature, kc. produce a different effect. The

f the ice causes it to bulge and
he filling in with new ice prevents

The number of leeches imported to this cout

try amounts to about thirty thousand yearlj

The custom ofstripping and salting leechei

to cause them to disgorge after having bee

applied, has passed away, as many well ei

tablished cases have occurred of infectiou

diseases having been communicated on th

application of the same leech to a secon

party. A very popular error exists that

leech, when applied, takes only the bad bloo

(whatever that may be) and rtjects the good''

this is a mistake. With a leech blood is bloo(''

be it the cold blood of a fish or the wan'
blood of a human being, no matter how di;

eased that human may be. So long as bloo

is not tainted or i)utrid the leech will tlirivf"

on it. The proprietor of a lai;ge leeeh-breeijl

ing estf.blishment at the foot of the HaiD
mountains, when wishing to feed his leecheiS

was in the habit of hiring poor laborers,?

six cents per day, to stand in the water fl

half an hour nearly up to their thighs ths

the leeches might obtain a full gorging (

human blood. In the marsh_y lands of Roi

mania the wild leeches are captured by mear
of men entering the water and allowing tb

wild leeches to fasten on to their naked bodie

The leech fishers then strip them off a£l(

the frozen
I

reaching the shore.

—

Scientific American.

I
The History of Cochineal.—Cochineal ( Spai

he surface becoming level again, which, com-
bined with the cracking and filling produced
by the periods of contraction, eventually form
ridges, which cause much trouble to travellers

in the far North while crossing

rivers and lakes.

Leeches.—In 1841 H. Witte established alish coo/w««7/a, originallythenameof thecocci
small leech farm in Kent Avenue, Williams-' insect, used in dyeing,) is a substance
burg, L. I. In the course of time this small in dyeing crimson and scarlet, and is emploj

pitish military jestaialishment was abandoned, and one of ed in the preparation of the colors carmin
years in the thirteen acres was established near Newtown,! and laije. It consists of the bodies of in sec-

Aiili affairs in: L.I. The bi-eeding ponds consist of oblong of the Coccus cacti, v:h\ch feed on plants
nil lit ly been squares of one and a half acres each. The the cactus family, particularly on the coch

visiting! bottoms of these ponds are of cla3^ the mar-jneal plants, nearly allied to the prickly peafl
Afjihan and jrins of neat. In June the leeches begin form-] The cochineal plant is a native of the wanlof peat.Meshed and penetrating to the

Turkistan borders. There he found'copies of iiig thei'r cocoons on the peat margins of theUjarts of America, and is cultivated for till

the Scriptures in Persian and Tikki-Turko- ponds. sake of the valuable insect which feeds on if
man. There a man had called upon him who The greatest enemies to the young leeches This cultivation was practised by the MexS
represented himself as a Mussulman in name, are musk-rats, water-rats, and water-shrews, cans long before the country was known li

but really a Jew, who like his brethren had who dig the cocoons out of the soft peat Europeans. It is now carried on also in par
been compelled to profess Mohammedanism, breeding margins. Next to rats and shrews of tlu' West Indies and Peru, and in the O
or suffer death or banishment. He said that, is over-heating of the peat or the water of the nary 1 slaiids. where it forms a very importai
through the colporteurs of the ' American

|

pond. In fact, nothing is so fatal to leeches arti'cle of commerce with Europe and tl
priests' in Teheran (the Presbyterian mis- as a too high temperature. H. Witte says he United States. The cochineal insect is vei
sionaries), a New Testament had found its has had leeches frozen in solid ice, but by small, a pound of cochineal being estimate
way into his hands; that his eyes had been slowly dissolving the ice and gradually in- to contain not less than 70,000 in a dried stat
opened, and he had come to believe in Chris-

1 creasing the temperature of the water theJThe male is of a deep red color, and has whii
tianity as the only true religion. He said that leeches sustained no injury. The depth of wings. The female is wingless, and of a dee
he was selling the Scriptures on his own ac- the water in the ponds during the summer is brown color, covered with a white powdefl
count; that he had bought up a number from three feet ; in winter time the depth of the

' ' " ' ™.
. .

ii

the colporteurs sent from Teheran, and was Uvater is increased to avoid freezing,
selling them at an advance. This is certainly] The leeches are fed e%'ery six months on
very interesting and encouraging, and itcomes fresh blood placed in thin linen bags, which
from an unlooked-for quarter."—5'. S. Times.'urG suspended in the water. The leeches, as

For ' The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Traviiliny Stones.—A correspondent sends
us the lollowing explanation of this phenome-
non. The movement appears to take place
only where the shore or shores have a gradual
slope, with shallow water for some distance
out, and when the surface has continued frozen
all across for some weeks. The stones or
boulders are found in the shallow water, or
on the nearlj' level shore. The movement is

always away from the middle of the pond or
lake, as shown by the mud or soil being pushed
before them in that direction; also by the
grooves they leave behind. The intense cold,

at zero or below, for days together, causes the
ice to contract, and being anchored at the
shores, it must give way between, and the

flat underneath, convex above. The ctiltivil

tor procures branches laden with the insect!

and keeping the branches till the mothej
insects have laid their eggs, he places theN

bodies, with the eggs, in little nests formed'
soon as they smell the blood, assemble from some cottony substance upon the cochine
all parts ofthe pond, and attaching themselves
to the outside ofthe bag, suck the dissolving co-

agulated blood through the linen. Digestion
proceeds very slowlj' with the leech, during
which time the blood remaining undigested
in the stomach of the leech is in a fluid state

as ifjust taken in. The excremental deposits

are ofa grass-green color. The best substance
for packing leeches in is the peat of their

natural ponds made into a stiff mud. Water
containing tannin, tannic acid, lime, salt, or

brackish water must be guarded against

always; iron is not objectionable, but is an
advantage in small quantities.

The demand for leeches in the last few years
has somewhat fallen off in the Eastern and
Southern States. The Western States and
California are now the heaviest buyers. H.
Witte's sales alone average a thou.sand a day.

plants, and the young insects, when hatcl

spread themselves over them. fl

The gathering of the cochineal is very tedl

ous, and is accomplished by brushing tly

branches with some soft brush, such as til

tail of a squirrel. The insects are killed bl

boiling water, by heating in ovens, or by e:l

posure to the sun. They must be quickll

killed, to prevent them from laying the!

eggs, which diminishes their value. Whci
killed and dried, they may be kept for almo

j
any length of time without injury.

J
Cochineal is used for dyeing wool and sii

scarlet and crimson. The colors are vei

brilliant, but not durable. They are easil

spotted by water and alkalies. The mordan
used are alum, cream of tartar, and tin salt

Use temporal things but desire eternal.
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'he eomiueneemout of a new volume natu

y reminds those who conduct this journal
the objects at which it aims, and the
,hods to be pursued in obtaining them,
'he promotion of the kingdom of G-od in

world is the most noble object that can
let before any one, and the more fullj^ we
brought into that kingdom ourselves, and
e it established in onr hearts, the nioi-

oest \Vill be our concern that othei-s als

^ know the government of their lives t

)n the shoulders of the blessed Eedeeme
bat they may acknowledge Him in all

ir ways—so that the kingdoms of this world

f in truth become the kingdoms of our
'd and of his Christ, and the poetic vision
ealized

—

Rivers of gladness water all the earth,

And clothe all climes with beauty.
One song employs all nations

; and all cry,
" Worthy the Lamb, for He was slain for us !"

The dwellers in the vales and on the rocks
Shout to each other, and the mountain tops
From distant mountains catch the flying joy

;

'Till, nation after nation tnught the strain,

Earth rolls the rapturous Hosanna round.

herefore we gladly welcome those con-
utions to our pages which call the atten-
of the reader to the necessity of personal

y ; which turn him to the light of Christ
his heart, to which all his deeds and
jghts should be submitted, and which
reprove the evil ; which impress the need
ommunion with God in the secret of the

, where that which may be known of
I is manifested, and where a saving ac-

intance with Him may be obtained,—as

Saviour himself declared, "This is life

nal to know thee, the only true God, and
as Christ whom thou hast sent ;" and which
n him from being ensnared by the spirit

;he world that draws the affections to-

ds worldly pleasures, -'The lusts of the

1, the lusts of the eye, and the pride of
" Such contributions, when they spring
II a living concern in the writers, are cal-

ited to stir up the pure mind by way of
embrance, and are often blessed by the
ihor of all good.
ecause we believe the pure, spiritual views
eligion advocated by George Fox and the

y members of our Society', are true, and
calculated to promote the present and
nal happiness of mankind, thereibre we
re ever to be found aniong those who obey
injunction of the apostle, to " contend
lestly for the faith once delivered to the
is."

^e cannot look with apjn-oval on those
nges which many are endeavoring to in-

luce in our manner of holding meetings
worship; and which are manifested by
adoption of what are called " revival"
hods, and by the inevitable dej)arture from
principles of Friends which is sooner or
r developed in those who enter on this

:'8e. Yet we desire to be preserved from
thing like a feeling of personal animosity
ards those who are travelling in this by-
'; for we believe thej' have often been
tiilated by a desire to promote spiritual
in circles where it was greatly wanting,
thus have been led to enter on labors and
hods into which the Lord did not lead

them, and so being deceived themselves have
gradually become instruments in leading
others astray. It has been said, that there
is to be found in Babylon the likeness of
everything that is in Zion. How much then
are they to be pitied, who have partaken of
the wine of Babj-lon's cup, persuading them-
selves that it was the wine of the Kingdom
of Heaven !

It cannot be expected that any journal
which manifests decided convictions on im-
portant subjects in which there is a living in-

terest, shoulil cseajHM'ensui'e tVoin (Inise whose
selitiiiieiits arc iliHi-i'dil . It li:is imt therefore
been espeeially (liscnuragiii--. ll](.ui;li a source
of regret, lo meet with :i share of obloquy.
Some months ago, one in the station of a
minister, in apublic Quarterly Meeting, openly
denounced ''The Friend," wiirning his hearers
against receiving or reading it. and making
charges which we belie\e it would be impossi-
ble for him to sustain. We aildres.sed to him a
ies]ie(tful letter, asking- tor the grounds of his
uneasiness; for, as we did not wish him to
remain under mistaken impressions, so we
were desirous of being instructed ourselves if

we had inadvertently gone astray in any par-
ticular. To this letter no reply has been re-

ceived
; so that it remains a mere matter of

conjecture with us. as to the motives which
have impelled this person to go up and down I

speaking evil of others.

On the other hand, we have been cheered'
by many evidences both oi'al and written,
that the course of -'The Friend" has been]
satisfactory, and its contents comforting to|

sincere seekers after the Truth. One of|

these writing from Kansa;} savs:— -'It has
been about fouryears since I eoii'inunicd rca<l

|

ing 'The Friend,' and I have (iluii simtciIv

wished that I could say something' that niii:,lii

be of strength and comfort to those who have
the care and management of that journal, so

that in the midst of all the tii.le ui'dri/tiiti/ in-

fluences there should be some who might con-
tinue to be Bta3'ed upon the unchanging and
immovable doctrines and principles of the
Gospel." He adds that he had been a reader
of " some other" journals of Friends for many
yeai'S, and that ' when the wave-tide ofchange
which has made such shatters in the meetings
of different localities began to be seen," there

!
'' no voice of Avarning raised to caution

the unwary."
We desire to bear in mind that " The Friend"

is designed to be a family paper, which shall

contain matter of interest and instrtiction for
those .if ditleivnt a-vs : so that it may be a
useful assistant in the eilucaliou of the young,
and furnish geijcral information of scientific

discoveries and other matters which may tend
levelop the mental powers and furnish a

su])ply of useful knowletJge. Itis encouraging
to know that its circulation for several years
past has been gradually increasing; and from
the belief we entertain that its weekly visits

are calculated to be useful to the families in

which it enters, we would encourage our
friends to aid in extending its circulation bj'

commending it to the notice of some of our
members who are not on its list of subscribers.

We have received a communication from a
concerned Friend, who has been examining
the New Eevision of the Testament, and
laments some of the changes from the old ver-
sion. He mentions in particular the omission
from the prayer taught by our Lord to his

disciples, ofthe concluding expressions—" For
thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the
glory, for ever." These words are so true
and appropriate, that most pei'sons we be-
lieve share in the regret felt by our corres-
pondent. Yet the evidence seems strong,
that these words were not in the narrative as
written by Matthew, but were subsequently
added by some copyist ; and therefore ought
not to be retained.

Our regret at their loss however is softened
by the reflection, that the Scriptures abound
in dedarationsof thetruths contained in them.
The truths themselves are not strieken out
of the Bible doctrines; we are merely eoui-

pelled to look to other parts of the Scriptures
tor their enunciation. Nor do we think any-
one could be censured for using them, or for

making other appropriate additions, to this
model prayer, if the petitions contained there-
in were at the time really raised in tteir
hearts by the Spirit of the Lord, without
whose assistance we cannot off'er true prayer.
A similar observation may be made as to

the omission in the Revised Version of the
passage in 1 John v. 7—" There are three
that bear record in Heaven, the Father, the
Word, and the Holy Ghost: and these three
are one." If we agree with the Revisers,
that these words were not in the Epistle as
written by John, but were added by some
commentator, and therefore ought not to be
ascribed to John as their author ; it does not
follow that they are untrue in themselves.
The same tipostle declares elsewhere that the
Word, which was in the beginning, was God,
and that this Word was made flesh and dwelt
aniong us ; and onr Saviour says, "I and my
l''ather are one."
The doctrines taught in the two passages

releired to by our correspondent are very im-
]iortant ones, yet our belief in their truth is

not destroyed by the omissions of the New
Revision ; and would not be, even if we were
pre))ared fully to accept it in place of that for-

merly in use."

^MMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—An operation was performed on

President Gartield on the morning of the 8th inst., for

the relief of another pus cavity in his wound. The in-

cision previously made was lengthened, and from its

lower point a new opening was m^ide into the track of
the wound, below the twelfth rib. This, it is thought,
will prevent any future complication from the healing
of the superficial parts of the wound. The President
was partially etherized during the operation, and bore
it well. He has since been doing well.

Fifth-day, the 4th instant, was " the hottest day ever
known" in many localities of the West and Northwest.
Sunstrokes were numerous, and outdoor work was
largely suspended. Among the temperatures reported
are the following: Sandwich, lllinoi.s, 103 degrees;
Fairhurg, Illinois, lOti ; Danville, Illinois, 108 ; McGre-
gor, Iowa, 105; Michigan City, Indiana, 100; Pontiac,
101 ; Bloomington, Illinois, 102 ; La Salle, Illinois, 106

;

St. Joseph, Missouri, 100 ; South Haven, Michigan, 98;
Chatsworth, Illinois, 106; Racine, Wisconsin, 102.

The In<lian chief Spotted Tail wjs shot dead on Sixth-
day, the 5th instant, by Crow Dog, captain of police at

the Rosebud Agency, in Nebraska. There had been ill

feeling between them for some time.

Forest tires are raging around Bay City, Michigan,
and are especially fierce along the Mackinaw division

of the Michigan Central Railroad. For a distance of
one hundred miles, fences and farm buildings, as well

as vast quantities of pine timber, are burning, and
trains find it almost impossible to run. Bay City is

shrouded in smoke, and its atmosphere is tilled with
ashes and burned leaves.

The first bale of new South Carolina cotton has been
received in Charleston from Barnwell county, six days
earlier than the first bale last season.

The horses at Clinton, Iowa, are suffering from au
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epizooty, and only half of the street cars are running
there.

Relume from seventeen counties of North Carolina

show a majority of 21,748 against prohibition, and the

other counties are expected to increase tlie figures to

nearly 70,000. The whites divided on the question,

while the negroes voted solidly against prohibition.

The San Francisco Journal of Commerce, as the result

of an extensive inquiry throughout the State, presents

a series of county estimates showing the probable crop

of wheat in California to be 27,182,000 centals. Allow-
ing 7,000,000 centals for consumption and seed, it con-

cludes that the State will have 20,182,000 centals, or

33,630,000 bushels for export. Adding to this 30,000,-

000 bushels as representing the surplus of this year's

Oregon crop, and the surplus carried over from last

year's crop in the Pacific States, and we have a total of

over 63,000,000 bushels of wheat available for export
from the Pacific coast.

The catch of fur bearii.g animals in Alaska has been
moderate during the season. Seal killing was being
pursued at the PrybellolT I-^lands with vigor, and the

Dora brought down 15,000 skins as part of her cargo.

A strike took place during the Sixth month among the

Aleuts on the Seal Islands, owing to the Government
agent limitiu'i; their allowance of sugar. Depriving
thera of this article, they refused to work, but the com-
pany's agent utilized the labor of .some Oanalaska
natives to kill the seals. Seeing this step, the Aleuts
turned to once more and resumed their usual groove.

The assessment of Boston shows an increase in valua-

tion of properly in that city of $25,000,000 during the

last year. The tax rate has been reduced from jl5.2;)

l)er $1000 to $13.90 for the coming year.

The National Board of Health is advised that yellow
fever and small pox both prevail in Vera Cruz, "in a

most malignant form."

A rich vein of anthracite coal is reported to have
been discovered within five miles of Victoria, British

Columbia.
The nuniher of deaths in the city for the week ending

8th mo. 6th was 398, as compared with 416 for the pre

vious week, and 302 for the corresponding week of last

year: 174 were adults and 224 minors—75 died of

cholera infantum; 43 of consump;ion ; 22 infiammalion
of the intestines, and 11 of small pox.

Markets, cfec— U. S 3 i's, 102ta 102| ; 4J's., registered,

1131; coupon, 114}; 4's, 116J; currency 6's, 132.

Petroleum continues inactive and nominal at 7| cts.

for refined in barrels, and 10| cts. for do. in cases.

Cotton is quiet and unchanged. Sales of middlings,
at 12} cts. for uplands, and 121 cts. for Gulf.

Flour and Meal.— Flour was firm and in moderate
demand. Sales ol 1500 barrels, including Minnesota
extras, at *5.87 a $6 15 for clear, and at $6.25 a $6.50
for straight; Pennsylvania extra fiiniily at $5.75 a
$5.87.! ; western do. do. at $6 a $6.75, and patents at

$6.75 a $7.75. Rye flour is steady at $4.50 a $5 per
barrel.

Grain.—The wheat market is unsettled, and 1 cent
higher. Sales of 7000 bushels new red at *1.17i a M.29,
according to quility and location. At the open board
5000 bushels Ninth mo. sold at if 1.29 ; 5000 bushels do.

at $1.29; 15,000 bushels do. at $1.29}. Corn is fairly

active, but options are irregular. Salei of 14,000
bushels, including vellow, at 60 a 60.! cts. ; mixed at

59i a 60 CIS. ; steam"er at 54 a 56 ct.s. ; No. 3 at 51 a 53
cts., and rejected at 47 a 51 cts. Oats are in fair request.

Sales of 8000 bushels, including white, at 41 a 42! cts.,

and rejected and mixed at 30 a 40 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending Sth mo.
6tli, 1881.— Loads of hay, 244; loads of straw, 47.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, 95 cts.

to $1.05 per 100 pounds ; mixed, 85 to 95 cts. per 100
jRiunds; Straw, 80 to 90 cents per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were dull and J- cjnt lower: 3500 head
arrived and sold at the different yards at 4| a 64 cts.

per lb., the latter rate fir extra.

Sheep were dull and J^cent lower; 15 000 head ar-

rived and sold at the different yards at 3 a 5J cts., and
lambs at 3 a 7J cts. per lb. as to cendition.

Hogs were quiet: 3000 he id sold at the different

yards at 8! a 9J cts. per pound.
Foreign.-'The Morning Post says: " A public com-

pany, with a capital or£4,000,000, is about to be formed,
with the aid of large city financiers, for the purpose of
acquiring and reclaiming waste lands in Ireland and
for other purposes connected with agriculture in Ire-

land."

An official return gives the number of agrarian out-

rages committed in Ireland during the Seventh month
as 259, including 4 firings at persons, 11 assaults, 20
arsons, 17 cattle maimings, 155 intimidations, and 25
cases of injury to property.

John Dillon has been released from Kilmainhim jail. I

It was expected that he will make his appearance at

a meeting of the League, then proceed to London and
resume his seat in the House of Commons, to partici-

pate in the final discussion on the Land bill.

In the House of Commons, Forster, Chief Secretary
for Ireland, replying to various questions, stated that

John Dillon had been released because a report had
been received that further confinement would endanger
his life. This report, upon investigation, was confirmed
by other phy.sicians. Under the circumstances, it was
not thought necessary to ask Dillon to sign any con-

dition.

The Daily News says: We have reason to believe
that the Government will advise the House of Com-
mons to disagree with all the important amendments to

the Land bill in the House of Lords, accepting only a
few which do not affect the principle of the measure.
It is not believed that the House of Lords will stand
out against the action of the House of Commons in re-

habilitating the bill. It is known that on the Conser-
vative benches a .strong pressure will be brought to bear
upon Lord Salisbury, with the object of preventing the
opposition from being carried too far. It is desired to

make the best possible bargain for the landlords, but it

is conceded that, even from their point of view, noth-
ing could be worse than the rejection of the bill.

Paris, 8ih mo. 3d.—The Saida correspondent of the
Temps confirms the statement that Chief Bou Amina is

disheartened, and says his forces are considerably di-

ished, and that he does not intend taking the offen-

sive. The inhabitants of Susa desire French occupa-
of that place, in view of attacks by marauders.

The deserter-i from the Timisian army who were brought
back to Tunis have asked for a pardon, and have
promised to serve the Bey faithfully.

A Berlin despatch to the Daily News says : The har-

vest prospects in Schleiwig-Holstein have never been
so bad as they are this year. Most of the farmers are
getting quit of their cattle and horses, owing to the
scarcity of fodder.

The Journal de St. Petersburgh, replying to newspiper
criticisms accusing Russia of paying too much deference
to the susceptihihties of England concerning Central
Asia, s.iys : "Russia, for her own interest, and not from
regard for England, has fallen back in Central Asia.
She, in this respect, was guided by the same rational
motives as those which dictated the judicious policy of
Gladstone relative to Afghanistan."
A Vieima despatch says: "The Porte will deliver a

note immediately to the Power.s, endeavoring to remove
all ground or cau.se for misunderst.inding with France
in regard to Tripoli. The despatch of Turkish troops
to Tripoli is defended on the ground of the necessity of
securing the safety of the Tripolitans."

RECEIPTS.
Received from Richard C. Shoemaker, Pa., $2.10,

vol. 55; for Joseph K. Evens and Amos Evens, N. J.,

$2 10 each, vol. 55 ; from Robert P. Giff ird, R. I., #2.10,
vol. 55; from Mary Anna Matlack, N. J., $2.10, vol.

55 ; from Caroline E. Smith, Pa., per. J. M. P., $2.10,
vol. 55 ; from George McNiclioLs, lo., r2.10, vol. 55,
and for Mary M. Kelch, O., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Joshua
Cope, Pa, $2.10, vol.55; from Benjamin Lippincott,
Lydia Lippincott, and Mary Nicholson, N. J., S2.10
each, vol. 55; from Richard J. Allen, City, $2, vol. 55,
and for Rowland D. Allen, City, and Rowland J. Dutton,
N. J., $2.10 each, vol. 55; from George M. Haverstick,
N. J., »2.10, vol. 55, and for William Mailack, Jr.,

$2 10, vol. 55 ; for Joseph R. Whitacre, Pa., $2.10, vol.

55 ; from Rebecca Kay, N. J., .1'2.10, vol. 55 ; from Ben-
jamin H. Lightfoot, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55; from George
Abbott, Jr., City, $2, vol. 55; from Isaac Hall, Pa.,

$2.10, vol 55; from George I. Kashner, N. J., $2.10,
vol. 55 ; from Benjamin B. Leed.s, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55;
from Benjamin W. Passmore, Pa., $6.20, vol. 55, 3
copies, and for Sarah W. Passmore, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55

;

from Elizabeth Adair, Ireland, £1, vols. 54 and 55

;

from Francis Bartley, Mich., $2.10, to No. 22, vol. 56;
from Lydia Ann Hendrickson, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55;
from Dr. George Thomas, Pa., $2.10, to No. 24, vol. 56,
and for J. Preston Thomas, $2.10, to No. 23, vol. 56,
Charles T. Thomas, $2.10, vol. 55, and Jonah Ogelsby,
W. Phila., *2, vol. 55 ; from Thomas C. Garrett, Gtn.,

$2.10, vol. 55; from Samuel P. Leeds, N. J., *2.I0, vol.

55
;
from Joseph Waring, Canada, $2.10, to No. 23, vol.

56, and for George Pollard, Henry Sutton, Thomas
Cornell, D.ivid C. Henderson, and John Moore, $2.10
each, vol.55; from Samuel M. Wickersham, Pa., $2.10,
vol.55; from Jacob Eige, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55; from
Edward Marshall, City, $2, vol. 55, and for Sarah E.
Haines and Jesse Haines, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from
Abigail C. Fiirman, City, $2.10, vol. 55; from Josiah

A. Roberts, Pa., S2.10, vol. 55, and for Jacob Robert?

$2.10, vol. 55 ; from Ann H. Bacon, N. J., $2.10, vol

55 ; from Ephraim Smith, City, $2, vol. 55, and fo

Robert H. Smith, O., and Morris S. Cope, and Eliza

beth Hughes, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from John W
Buzby, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55, and for EInathan Roberl,=

$2.10, vol. 55 ; from Hannah Mickle, N. J. $2.10, vol

55 ; from AVilliam Y. Warner, Gtn., *2.10, vol. 55

from Peter Thomson, Gtn., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Saral

B. De Cou, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Dorcas B. Robin
son, R. I., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Benjamin Vail, City

$2, vol. 55, and for John Vail and Martin B. Halloway
lo., $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from Lewis Passmore, Pa.

$2.10, vol. 55; from Mary N. Griffith, Va., $2.10, vol

55 ; from Jacob P. Jones, City, $2, vol. 55 ; from Benja

min Hoope-s, Pa., $2.10, vol. 65, and for W. Walte
Hoopes, City, $2, vol. 65; from Mary B. Wills, N.J.
-2.10, vol. 55 ; from E. S. Deats, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55

for John Wistar, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from Daniel B
Smith, Gtn., $2.10, vol.65; from William C. Ivina

N. J., $2.10, vol. 55, and for L. Toft, $2.10, vol. 55

from Henry Wood, N. J., $2.10, vol. 65 ; from MaryC
Palmer, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Henry Trimble, Cilj

$2, vol. 55; from Deborah Hopkins, City, $2.10, vol

55 ; from Edward Maris, M. D., City, $2, vol. 55, am
for Margaret Brandt, City, $2, and Hannah M. Stokef

Pa., and Samuel W. Maris, Md., $2.10 each, vol. 55

from John M. Roberts, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55, and fo

Amos Roberts, 1r2.10, vol. 55; from Mary Ann Hestot

Pa., g2.10, to No. 14, vol. 56; from Rebecca W. Smith

City, $2, vol. 55; from Ambrose Smith, for copy to Mdi

*2.10. vol. 66 ; from Rebecca K. Masters, W. Philada,

$2.10, vol. 65; from C. A. Hoffman, W. Phila., *2.1(|

vol. 55; from Alfred King, Agent, N. Y., $2.10, vo)l

55, and for Gilbert Weaver, William R. Hazard, Persil

E. Hallock, Samuel G. Cook, George Hoag, Lydia (i

Hoag, Mary Ann Simkin, Nicholas D. Tripp, and Will

liam R. Taber, $2.10 each, vol. 65; from E. H. WhitU
more, N. J., $5, to No. 20, vol. 55; from Jane An
Passmore, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Rebecca W. Burij

City, $2, vol. 55; from Charles Slokes, Agent, N. J., foi

Henry W. Wills, Joshua S. Wills, Joseph Evani!

Jo.seph H. Haines, Clayton Haines, Rachel L. Atkii

son, Martha H. Allen, Josiah Allen, George Haine
John W. Stokes and Elizabeth T. Engle, $2.10 eaol

vol. 65 ; from M. and R. Matlack, N. J., 2.10, vol.
""

from Seth Shaw, Agent O., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Josep
Taylor, Job Huestis, Barak Ashton, Levi Boultoi

Mifflin Cadwalader, Nathan M. Blackburn, Benji
Harrison and Jonathan Blackburn, *2.10 each, vol. 56

from Sarah S. Kenyon, R. I., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Cale

Hoopes, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Benjamin P. Hoope
$2.10, vol. 55 ; from Rufus Churchill, N. S., $4, vol.5.

2 copies; from Joel Wilson, Agent, N. J., $2.10, vo

55, and for Isaac C. iStokes and Ruth A. Harned,$2.1

each, vol. 55; from Daniel J. Morrell, Pa., $2.10,

55; from Joseph Scattergood, Agent, Pa., for Elizabel

S. Thomas, Rachel E. Woodward, Sarah Pennel

Charles S. Carter and Sussn Doan, $2.10 each, vol. 5

and for Ann C. Hodge, $3.15, to No. 8, vol. 50 ;
froi

Thomas Llewelyn, O., $2.10, vol. 55; from Alice I

Carter, City, $2, vol. 55.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning, will 1

appear in the Receipts unt I the following week.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOL.
A well qualified woman Friend is wanted as teachi

in the Boys' school, to enter upon her duties at tl

opening of the term in the Ninth month.
Application may be made to either of the unde

signed,

Richard J. Allen, 119 Arch St

Edward Maris, 1106 Pine St.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Fraukford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C. Hall, M...

Applications for the Admission of Patients may 1

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, West Cheste

Chester Co., Pa., Sth mo. 4th, 1881, William Websh
of Middletown, Delaware Co., Pa., to Catharine
Scarlett, of the former place

Died, at the residence of his son-in-law, Richa
Pattens, the 11th of 2nd month, 1881, William Pie
POINT, in the eightieth year of his age, a member
Springville Monthly Meeting of Friends, Iowa.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Our Floating Home.
(Concluded from page 3,

J

5ixth-day, 7th mo. Lst. The entire party
Iked up to Mauch Chunk in the early niorn-
f, and with the accession of another, a

ident at the Female Medical College, pro-

ided through the irregular, picturesque

vn, up a sharp, winding ascent to the

itchback depot. Here we had an open car

ourselves, and the agreement was made to

ait our pleasure for the return, the round

p of eighteen miles, at a reduced price, to

It 75 cts. apiece. To most of us the locality

8 entirely new, and the few who had tra-

•sed this remarkable and interesting route,

md pleasure in repeating the experience,

ly excelled bj' tliiil oftlu' now comer. The
nb of 664 feet, drawn up Ky the stationary

^ine on Mt. Pisgah, is made very quickly

3r a sharp ascent, and such are the pro-

ions for safety in a ratchet work traversed

a cogged arm from a truck behind the car,

it accident seems almost impossible. The
;zy height so suddenly made, the clear, pure
and magnificent wide-spread view, embrac-

; mountain beyond mountain, and through
i Lehigh Gap, itself miles away, a far-

mpse of Schooleys Mountain in N. Jersey,

d to be sixty miles distant, and the town
stered and jumbled at our feet, odd and
aint as if gathered up in Switzerland and
nbled here, combine to make this sudden
, into exhilarating upper air one of the most
lasing memories of the trip.

Saving reached the summit of Mt. Pisgah,
1 given us a pause of many minutes to en-
' on each side of the mountain crest the
ignificent views both north and south of

8 point, the former quite the more wild and
3;ged, the car proceeded bj' gravity to the
it of the plane at Summit Hill. We were
iwn up here by another stationary engine,

d found a dingy village of frame dwellings,

i residences of a mining population, among
lom not a few propose to live in part by
•vices as guides, &e., to the visitors. The
traction to the town, beside the delightful,

sezy ride by gravity to the foot of the plane,

the burning mine in the near vicinity. Here
! found vast openings from the surface as if

abandoned quarries, open to the sky, and
vering acres over which the coal once lying
re close to the surface, in veins consisting

of the best of coal, with but slight layers of
slate between them, and aggregating a depth
of over fort}' feet in a " breast," had been long
removed. In one deep corner is a hole not
over six to eight feet across, as estimated from
the bank above, and running down into de6p
recesses below, from which poured forth a
steady stream of heated air, suddenly flaring

up with greatervolume and heatastheventur-
ous among us threw stones into the lower
depths. The mine below is said to have been
burning over 35 years. As the approaches
consi.st ofcrumbling sand, loose dirt and spalls,

to stand upon their slant seemed an unneces-
sary "tempting of Providence." On the im-

mense piles of waste thrown out from these

open mines, many pieces of slate were found
containing when freshly cleaved, impressions
of the ferns, &c., of the primeval vegetation
preceding the coal formation. Young boys
and girls hung around to obtrude their ser-

vices and get some hold for ample payment.
We afterwards learned that we had been
traversing here, unconsciously and in peace,
one of the worst nests ofthe " Molly Maguires,"
that close at hand had occurred some of the
most unprovoked murders of that wicked
band of conspirators, and that even yet the
managers of the Switchback Eailroad feel the
necessity of keeping up constant watch, to be

sure that no obstructions shall have been laid

upon their track.

Our return from Summit Hill by a lower
route, the veritable switchback of the road,

and entirely by gravity, although presenting
less of the grand and distant views, had in its

rapid, breezy motion, so grateful in summer
heat, and in the woodland course traversed,

much of pleasure for us, and it was unani-

mously agreed that this day had been thus
far the finest of the trip.

Seventh-day, 7th mo. 2d. A bright and
beautiful morning promised well for one of
the most anxiously expected days of the ex-

cursion, the visit to Onoko Glen, which is

close by the Lehigh Valley Eailroad, and
about two miles above Mauch Chunk. An
early start was made, and we were soon at the
mouth of the glen, where it was expected wo
could lunch at the refreshment rooms besidt-

the railwaJ^ These were found, however,
but scantily supplied for such a party, but as

we had brought some provision with us, a

piecing out was had which at least prevented
suffering through this lovely, busy, stirring-

day. Wo found the glen itself, which was
new to most of us, a wild and picturesque
ravine, with but little of the artificial obtruded
on the sight, the walks and the rural stair-

ways, kept in good order by direction of the
will of Asa Packer, and open from end to end
without bar, gate or charge to the public—

a

happy contrast to the grasping spirit which
fences in great natural spectacles, and doles

out the sight of them at a " quarter" here and
a " half dollar" there. In the weird, wild
beauty of rocky pinnacles, lichen-clad, and

clear sparkling amber pools, gathei-ing at the
feet of bright cascades, with the grass of per-
fect and various foliage, from the blooming
rhododendron to the majestic oak, in the
abundant ferns and mosses which duster in

the recesses and upon the spray-beaten rocks,

and in the more majestic falls, the Onoko, 90
feet in height, this attractive spot offers un-
usual charms of cool, invigorating shade

; the
ver^' " opacmii frigus" of the observant Au-
gustan poet, to the tired, overheated denizen
of the great cities so near at hand. We were
reminded' here of the eloquent description of

a Highland glen by the Rugby Poet,

—

" Beautiful there for the color derived from green
rocks under

;

Beautiful, most of all, where beads of foam uprising
Mingle their clouds of white with the delicate hue of

the stillness.

Cliff' over cliff' for ils sides, with rowan and pendent
birch boughs,

Here it lies, nnthought of above at the bridge and
pathway,

Still more concealed from below by wood and rocky
projection,

You are .shut in, left alone with yourself and perfec-

tion of water !" —Arthur Hugh Clough.

In many respects this beautiful resort was
thought b}' those of us who had visited Wat-
kins Gleu to be suporioi- to it, as in the volume
of water and the height of the waterfalls, in

the less artificial character of the most fre-

quented parts of it, and in the magnificent
view from Packer's Point, scarcely surpassed
to the writer bj- that from the Catskill Moun-
tain House or the top of Mt. Holyoke. In
the rocky buttresses of Watkins, imposing
masses of great height, and in the shape, size

and depth of its water-worn pools, perhaps it

has advantage. But to citizens of Philadel-

phia, Trenton and New York, who have not
tinie or money for the distance of Watkins
Glen, and who look for the charms of nature
herself at her wildest, and are satisfied away
from the paths of fashion, there is compara-
tiveljr at their door, much to delight and
console, when weary of the city din and the

heated, reverberating walls, in the wild beauty
of Onoko Glen.

This day was saddened for the happy party
by the ffloii-h.trolve at tliu capitol, which still

(ii(laiiu'>'r^ lln' lili' cif l'ri-<ii|fiit Garfield, SO

lately- eli-i'lrd lirad ol' (lie iialiun, thus inter-

rupting the useful cai-cer of one of our fore-

most and most valued citizens at the moment
in which he was unostentatiously performing
his duty as a public servant, with such skill

and conscience as perhaps no predecessor has
surpassed.

First-day, the 3d. Another beautiful bright

day,—which was spent in part upon the boat,

while some few from time to time took walks
upon the adjacent mountains. This day passed

not without a prevalent regard on the part

of our company generally to the character

and customary observance of it. Eeading
from the Holy Scriptures, was as usual with
us throughout the excursion, had at the morn-
ing meal and again before retiring in the
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evening; and it was matter of great satisfac-

tion to the reader to observe how generally
and thoughtfully the young people, away
from home and its ordinary influences and
safeguards, for the purpose of continued en-

joyment, accepted its propriety.
On iSecond-day we drew in our hawser

about 9 A. M., and proceeded on the home-
ward cruise. At Easton some of our party
visited Lafayette College. We tound an ele-

vated plateau close upon the northern side of
the town, and at good height above it, on
which stand the numerous buildings apper-
taining to the college—Pardee Hall, recently
re-erected since its destruction by fli-e, the
Observatory, &c. Those are placed at short
intervals upon a beautiful, well-kept lawn,
with handsome shrubbery and trees at advan-
tageous points, and, chiefly to the east, they
are flanked by a considerable number of pleas-
ing cottages and mansions, the residences of
President Cattell and the Professors. In
Pardee Hall we found very fine mineralogical
and other scientific collections, with the most
complete and modern apparatus in electricity,

chemistry, natural philosophy, &c. The ap-
pointments of the class-rooms were very com-
plete,—and all appliances for teaching, the
library, &c., indicated care to keep levd with
the times in the most improved taeilities for

instruction. From the summit of Pardee Hall
we had undoubted!}' one of the finest and
most interesting prospects which our excur-
sion furnished. The near Delaware emerging-

steamer, &c., bought bj' the company, very
satisfactorily, and to the great amusement of
all,—in the livelj^ and successful manner in

which our extemjjorized auctioneerperformed
his duty.

Finally, about 3 p. m., we again touched the
pier below Vine St., where friends who had
been of the company awaited us, and this

cruise of the "Michael Uhler," a delightful

summer holiday unsurpassed of its kind with-
in the experience of all who shared in it, was
ended ; without a regret expressed except
that it could not be prolonged.
The cost " per head" of this unique ti'ip was

per day about 70 cents, including the photo-
graph view—a copy for each—and the Switch-
back and Onoko Glen trips, which cost $1.00
apiece for the two to all participants. Thus
the maximum expense for any of the party
was slightly above $8.00.

It may here be said that the risks origin-

ally conceived to attach to this voyage, were
the possibility of malaria and accident from
the frequent passage beneath the bridges with
a vessel not nearly so low in the water as if

loaded with coal or grain. The former it was
thought was reduced to a minimum by select-

ing a time of year earlier than the greatest
heats and droughts, and while all waters were
high

; and the rapid current in these canals,

the Delaware and Lehigh, with their constant
use by the passing boats, was felt to be in our
favor. The latter was so obvious a danger
that to the minds of all it was generally pre

to the north, from a local gap of fine proper- sent, and the lower section of deck, fore and
tions, and at a lower point spanned by great aft, a few feet square, gave sitting room in
bridges, the immense railroad constructions open air whei-e but little bending was neces-
grouped along the Lehigh, bridge crossing Isary to clear the most of the bridges, and for

idge, the picturesque town seated upon its

hills, its near verge clustering at our foct,

the view of Philipsburg to the east of the
Delaware, and of South Easton beyond the
Lehigh, backed by an elevated horizon con-
sisting on the one hand of far reaches of pro-
ductive farm-lands, glittering with the gold
of harvest, and on the other of stately moun-
tain ranges, wooded to their summits, all eon
tributed to the beauty and majesty of a pic
ture seldom exceeded in its combination of
the worthiest works of man and the massive
handiwork of our loving Father.

Fourth-day, the 6th. At "the Narrows
of the Delaware we spent several hours, some
fishing and boating, but most of us walking in

groups here and there to the points promising
the finest views, where all was picturesque.
On the western side, the Delaware is here
skirted, for perhaps two miles, by lofty rocks,
suggesting in their height the Palisades which
border the Hudson for many miles, but more
bold, irregular and castellated in their sti-uc
ture : great masses standing out in some places
from the general lino like natural citadels,

while an abundant foliage crowns them and
thrusts itself forward to sun and air from be-

tween them. Seen from the western side
there are not only grace and beautj^, but im-
posing grandeur in the general view. To
most of us, this attractive spot was a dis-

covery, as we had never heard of its existence
before our approach to it.

We arrived at Bristol early in the morning
of Sixth-day, the 8th, and were there photo-
graphed in a body on the deck of the " Michael
Uhler"—before the arrival of the "Bristol"
which was to tow us down the river. On the
way down a vendue on board disposed to in-

dividuals the surplus property, the oil stove,

many it was possible to sit erect. No malarial
trouble is thus far known to have occurred to
any of the iJarty.

Saved for Great Purposes.—One night, in a
small town in the north of England, a clergy-
man's house caught fire. The fire burned" so
fiercely that there was only time for the family
to run for their lives. Some of them were
scorched and burnt as Xhej escaped. But one
child, not quite six years old, was left in the
house. The light from the fire woke the
little fellow up. He jumped out of bed and
ran to the door, but the flames drove him
back. Then he cried for help. His father
heard and tried to get up the stairs to him

;

but he could not force his way through the
fire. The father thought his poor son was
lost; he must be burned to death. But he
knelt down and prayed to God for him. Th
little boy ran to the window, mounted a chest
that stood under it, and called to the people
below. Somebody saw him and shouted,
" Fetch a ladder." But there was no time for
that ; the flames had seized th© roof, and it

was plainly about to fall in. So one man
leaned against the wall, and another stood on
his shoulders to reach the boy down. The
boy now leaped into his arms and was saved,
" a brand plucked from the burning." I dare
say most of you know who that little boy
was. It was John Wesley. God had a great
work for John Wesley to do, and he kept him
alive to do it.

Two boys were fencing—that is—pretend-
ng to fight with swords as though they were
soldiers. They had real swords with a button
xt the point of each, to prevent their hurting
each other. One of the buttons broke, and
the sharp sword ran through the side of one

of the boj'S and nearly killed him. But it

just missed the most dangerous place, and
the wounded lad by-and-bj' got better. An-
other time the same boy was swimming in

deep water; the ribbon which tied up his hair

got loose, and caught his leg. He struggled

to free himself, but could not. He was about
to sink, when the ribbon loosened itself, and
he was saved. Another time, when he had
grown up to be a j'oung man, he was swim-
ming in the river Rhine which is a vQvy broad
and rapid river. He did not notice where he

was going, and soon got into the midst of it&

strong current. He said, "The water there

was extremely rough, and poured along like

a galloping horse." It carried him on till it

struck against the strong timbers upon which
a mill was built. The stream forced him
right under the mill, and he became quite in-

sensible. When he woke up he found hira-

self in a piece of smooth water, the other side

of the mill. Some men helped him on shore
He had been carried five miles from whore he

plunged into the water. Yet he was not hurl

in the least. The person I have just told yoi

about was John Fletcher, afterward one o:

the holiest men that ever lived. God hac

work for John Fletcher to doj so *He wouk
not let him die.

—

Sd.

John Tauler.

(Concluded from page 2.)

THE GOLDEN ALPHABET. I

After a thorough manly sort, a holy life begin,
1

Bad ways eschew, and practise good, forsaking ever
sin

;

Carefully keep the middle path, from all extreme
apart,

Demean thy.self with humbleness, from holiness ofliearl

Entirely yield up thy will, thyself into God's hands,
Forward and ready be to do whatever He commanda;
Give heed to exercise good works for body and for luint

Have no back glances towards the world, or creature
left behind

;

Inwardly ponder o'er the past in penitence and tears,

Knightly withstand the world, the flesh, and all th

Devil's snares.

Learn to o'ercome long cherished sloth, nor tliro' th

weakness swerve.
Make thy abode in God, with faith ; the Golden Rul

observe

;

No other man's good things desire, of body or of soul I

Order all things to make the best, not worst by th'

control. "

I

Penance, or suffering for sin, thou shall take willinjlji
Quittance, remission give to all who have done wronl

to thee

;

Receive with meekness what befalls, and draw improve
ment thence,

Soul, body, name, estate keep pure, with care and dil:l

gence;
Truthful and upright be to all, with honest giiilelei I

mind, ],

Wantonness and excess avoid of whatsoever kind,
*Xl follow in his life and death, conforming iherennU

L

Yea, evermore beseech for help to learn the.--e lessotji

through
;

Zealously keep a heavenly rein over thy will and sensi 1

& with God's creatures be at peace, and with Hii
Providence.

j|

At the end of three weeks Tauler said h
had received more stripes than over befc
but had not yet mastered the first line. Afte
three weeks more he said to Nicolas, " Dea
son, rejoice with me, for I think with God'
help I could say the first line, and if thou ai
willing, I will repeat the whole lesson t'

thee."

A_s he progressed in a holy life, Nicolas af

sured him he must sell all, and yield up t^

God all that he possessed in carnal pridei

Christ. written thus.
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lether through the Scriptures or without,

whiitsoeverit might be whereby he was
iping honor in this world, in which he had

iretime taken pleasure or delight. He must
it all go, and falling at Christ's feet, earnest-

strive to enter on a new course, that he

ght be purified as gold in the fire. To at-

n more complete union with God and sub-

ssion to his will, he charged Tauler that he

ist for many months neither study, nor

3ach, nor hear confessions.

'You must take up your cross," he said,

nd follow our Lord Jesus Christ and his

ample, in utter sincerity', humility and pa-

nce, and must let go all your proud ingeni-

s reason, which you have through your
irning in the Scripture. You shall for a

ae neither study nor preach, and demean
urself with great simplicity towards your
nitents; for when they have ended their

nfessions you shall give them no farther

Linsel than to say to them, ' I will learn how
counsel myself, and when I can do that, I

11 also counsel j'ou.'
"

Tauler said, " I will willingly do so, but how
en shall I occupy myself?"

of our Loi-d Jesus Christ, and his love; and

considered his own poor life, he was over-

whelmed with contrition, and cried out with

heart and tongue, " O merciful God ! have

mercy upon me, a poor sinner, for thy bound-

less mercy's sake, for I am not worthy that

the earth should bear me!" Then he heard

a voice saj'ing, " Stand fast in thy peace, and
trust God." Presently he felt " a new strength

and might in all powers outward and inwai'd,

and had also a clear understanding in those

things which aforetime were dark to him."

He sent again for Nicolas and told him all.

Nicolas was rejoiced, and assured him that

now he had received the mighty gift of God's

Grace, and been touched by the Most High.

He said, "Your doctrine will now come from

the Holy Ghost. You have received the light

of the Holy Spirit, and will have a clearer in-

sight into the Scriptures than 3fou had before.

You ought to begin to preach again
;
good

books will now be profitable to you, and the

words that you now say will have a pure and

simple savor. Now it is no longer for me to

speak to you as a teacher, as I have done

hitherto. You now have the right and true

sec what wonders God works with good
tools.'

Tauler " made progress in the Divine life,

ind received such wisdom by the grace of the
II0I3' Spirit, that he preached to both clergy
iiid luitj', and came to be held in esteem and
lienor, in his native city of Strasburg, and
throughout the land." It is said that " what-
ever he counselled the people was right in

theireyes, and they hearkened to him gladly."

For eight years he led this life of usefulness

and honor, and then the Master took his ser-

vant to Himself J. B.

2nd mo. 1881.

The foi-egoing account is derived from a
little volume of the '-Wisdom Series," an
abridgment of "The History and Life of

Doctor John Tauler," translated from the

German by Susanna Winkworth ; and an
article in " The Sunday Magazine," by T. M.
Lindsaj-. The quotation marks generally in-

dicate sentences copied from these writings.

The Present Faith of the Hebrew.

In the course of frequent absences from
homo, it has been the lot of the writer within

the last year, to be thrown at times into in-

tercourse and some acquaintance with promi-

members of the ancient race who alone

Nicolas advised^him to enter into his cell, |Master, whoso instrument I have been. To

d attend to his daily devotions and duties ;
Him give ear and obey his commands,—this

d " what time is left," he said, "you shall, is my most faithful counsel."

t before 3-0U the sufferings of our Lord, and
I

Tauler gave notice that he would preach

ntemplate your own life in the mirror of three days after, and a great crowd gathered jnent

is, and meditate on your wasted time in to hear him. But he was so filled with weep- 1 can c ^ ,• ,• j
hich you have been living for yourself, and ing before the multitude that he could not

1
have once enjoyed the peculiar dignity and

,w small has been your love compared to preach. After they had waited a good while prerogatives of " the chosen People of God.

B In all lowliness you shall study these and he could do nothing but weep, he. had to Invited repeatedly to their homes he has

ings, whereby in some measure you may be dismiss them ;
accepting it as an evidence

|

there met socially with some probably of the

ought to true humility, and to wean vour-|that the Lord judged it needful for him to be, best representatives of the race in America.

If from old habits, and cease from them, put yet more to shame. The people dispersed The opportunity thus afforded has been em-

nd then when our Lord sees that the time and told of his failure, so that he became a braced by him at suitable occasions to ascer-

come He will make of you a new man, so public laughing stock, despised by all. And tain for himself, more than is perhaps popu^

tat you shall be born again of God." [even his brethren of the convent forbade him

He forewarned him that in doing this his to preach any more, because he did the con-

hole life would come to be despised and! vent injury, and disgraced the Order,

irned to naught in the eyes of the people. Once more he sent for Nicolas and told him

id that his spiritual children would forsake 'about it. Nicolas sand, " Dear master, be of

m He charged him not to be faint-hearted, good cheer, be not dismayed at these things

It with entire, hearty, humble self-surren-,The Bridegroom is wont to behave so to all

jr in all things, sweet or bitter, painful or his best and dearest friends. It is a certain

;casant, to persevere in patience to the end. :
sign that God is your friend. Without a

It seemed a hard thing to Tauler to follow ! doubt He has seen a speck of pride concealed

lis counsel, but after eleven days considera-'in yon, that you have not been conscious of

on he announced that "through great agony [yourself, and therefore it is that you have

ad struggle and fighting day and night with- 1 been put to shame." He suggested to him

I himself he had come with good courage to that some great gift might come to him by

sthimselfsteadfastlytothis work, come wea?, means of the patience with which he had en-

mie woe '" Before a year was out he came dured the assault, and bade him be of good

) be despised of all his familiar friends, and cheer, joj^ful and humble. He said he had

II his spiritual children forsook him, and he! seen many such instances m other people, and

'as red'uced and ill in body. He sent for

ricolas, who encouraged him to persevere,

nd advised him to take nourishing food,

'auler said, " But thou didst tell me before,

bat I must shun good eating and drinking."

licolas answered, " Yes, that was in the first

eginning, when flesh was yet wanton ;
but

ow it is tamed and obedient to the Spirit, we
nay come to its help with remedies, else we
hould tempt God."

Then Nicolas told him he must now leave

dm; bade him go forward with a cheerful

nind, referred him to the Comforter, the Holy

xhost, and departed, leaving Tauler in tears.

After two years suffering from sore assaults

md temptations of the devil, and contempt of

Viends, and poverty, he was brought one

(light into great conflict, when in his weak
ness, without help or consolation from any

creature, as he lay pondering the sufferings I

added, " You shall not despise the pressure of

the cross, which God has sent you, but count

it a great blessing and favor from Him.

He advised Tauler to remain alone for fi\^

days, and then to ask his prior permission to

read at least a lecture to the brethren. " He
did so, and read such an excellent lecture as

they had never heard before in their lives, so

grand and deep and godly was his doctrine."

He now obtained permission to preach again.

He took for his text, " Behold the Bridegroom

Cometh, go ye out to meet Him." His ser-

mon produced a marvelous effect upon the

hearers. One cried out from the crowd, when
the impression upon the hearers becarne in-

tense, " Master, leave off, or this man will die

on our hands !" The sermon was concluded,

and some forty remained sitting a long time,

md some lay prostrate as if dead.
" Now," said Nicolas to him, " I wot you

larly known in regard to their present feel-

gs, hopes and practices, and it has occurred

to him that a few details in regard to these

might be of interest to the readers of " The
Friend."

At Baltimore, in the home of one of the

most prominent Jewish merchants, he was
introduced to his father-in-law, a retired mer-

chant, advanced in years, of great intelligence

and a happy faculty of expression-. Premis-

ing the desire that any question he might ask

which should be painful to his hearers should

be frankly met with the admission that they

would rather not reply to it, the writer pro-

ceeded to ask the following questions in sub-

stance, being courteously assured that they

would take pleasure in making answer, so far

as in their power, to any which he might pre-

sent.

Do your people any where in the world, so

far as you know, still offer sacrifices as of old,

the burningof lambs, bullocks, &c., upon altars

the Divine service ? It was replied. No,

—

that the practice was every where discon-

tinued. Inquiry was then made, since what
period it had ceased ;

and the reply was,

-'Since the destruction of Jerusalem." Why
is this so ? " Because, as you know, the Jews

are no
of thei

f here a governing le with a land

eir own, and a right to legislate as they^

please in it." Then, do I understand that if

you were restored to your original country

and to the government of it, you would think

it your duty to re-build the temple and to

renew the sacrifices as of old? "Most as-

suredly !
' It was then asked, are your Eabbis

of the line of Priests ? " No,—not generally."

Can you identify the descendants of Aaron ?
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"Yes, abundantly,—there are many under
various names, and especially the family under

the name of Kohn, Cohen, Coane, &e., how-
ever spelt, who are descendants of Aaron."

Yet you do not, as I understand, maintain

the written genealogies of your people. " No,
they are not kept up as formerly." Have
you knowledge of the family of David as at

present existing ? " No." You have alto-

gether lost the identity of that family ? " Yes,

we have lost it." There lay upon the table a

large family Bible, the English version ac-

cepted by the Eabbis, and of course a distinct

translation from the King James' version.

With their consent, the writer opened this

and proceeded to read, at times to himself; at

times orally, passages in Isaiah and esewhere,

of which it can onty be now remembered that

in the most distinct allusions, as in chapter

liii., to the character and coming of the Mes-
siah, and his sufferings ; the specific words
employed wore different from ours, more
vague and indistinct in their application

These passages therefore might be repeatedly

read by the modern Jew without intruding

upon his attention the identity of Jesus of

Nazareth with his long anticipated Mess:'

It was found in conversation that there was
not nearly the familiarity with their own ver-

sion that a thoughtful Friend or Methodist
frequently exhibits now with the Old Testa-

ment alone. In part to account for this, at-

tention was directed by the courteous hosts

to the immense number of small precepts and
directions, outside of the Pentateuch, (the

"traditions" referred to by our Savioui-),

which the orthodox Jew is required to ob
servo, and the distinct statement was made
that these were so multitudinous that years
were required to learn theua all, and that they
were a heavy burden for any one to remem-
ber and observe. How forcibly does this

statement remind us of the language of our
gracious Lord, "They bind heavy burdens
and grievous to be borne, and lay them on
men'sshoulders ;" and of the language of Peter
at the council of the apostles and the elders,
" a yoke upon the neck of the disciples, which
neither our fathers nor wo were able to bear!"

Inquiry being made in regard to their syna-
gogues in Baltimore, the answer developed
the fact that there were different congrega-
tions, not altogether in harmony in their prac-

tices, the more modern approaching somewhat
closely, both in the system of seating the
worshippers and in the ceremonial of service,

the responses, the music, &c., to the more
fashionable Christian congregations, and it

was evident that these innovations wore looked
upon by this family with disfavor.

On another occasion, in that city, the writer
spent an hour or more in company with a re-

tired Jewish merchant, Jacob H ,in which
the conversation so nearly covered the same
ground as not to suggest its reproduction
here ; but in this instance especially, he was
deeply impressed with the reverent weight
and thoughtfulness of his entertainer's spirit,

and he left him with the conviction that so
far as he had light he was sincerely endeavor-
ing to follow its leadings.

About a week ago in Philadelphia, some
business brought the writer into contact with
the head of a large mercantile house, Daniel

, a Hebrew of about middle age. When
this had been transacted, he was surprised to
have the inquiry made, without his utterance
of a word leading towards it, " Friend ,

are there not two kinds of Quakers, and does

not the old kind closely resemble the Jews in

their way of thinking?" In respect to what?
" In regard to Jesus Christ !" Answer wai

made that there are indeed twosocieties claim

ing to be Friends or Quakers, and that one of

tbem in a degree approaches the Jews on that
question, but that the elder, often called the

Oi-thodox, aro evangelical Christians, believ

ing that Jesus Christ was the Messiah, and
the speaker was one of these. Instantly and
earnestly came the question, " Do you believe

that Jesus Christ was the Son of God?" With,
it is hoped, a revei'ent thoughtfulness, reply

was made: "I do." To the utter astonish

raent of the writer, this driving man of busi-

ness said, " I don't know what to think. We
have been accustomed to call ourselves ' the

chosen people of God,' but when I consider

our situation all over the world for centuries,

and our sufferings through persecutions, I

think we might call ourselves 'the forsaken

people of God!' I think a great deal about it.

We are living without prospect, without hope,

almost without faith. There are many others

like me who aro thinking of these things and
speaking to one another about them." It i

answered, "If your people centuries ago saw
and rejected the Messiah, it does not follow

that you should go on from generation to

generation, continuing that rejection." The
Messiah was to be of the family of David :

"Have you any knowledge now who are the
living descendants of that family ?" " None
whatever." " How then should you be able to

identify as the ' son of David' any man who
might now claim to be the Messiah ?" This
question seemed to sti-ike him very forciblj-

;

and he afterwards frankly admitted that they
had now no expectation of the earthly com-
ing of the Messiah.

(To be concluded.)

For " The Friend."

"HE DOETH ALL THINGS WELL."
My heart was sad, when news fe!l on my ear
That that which makes the spirit glad, was gone

—

Not here ! the friend 1 loved had come and gone.

Why ordered thus? The gospel me.s3age flown ?

I knew not—nor could I dwell upon
His mission ; and make his feelings all mine own !

'Twas thus that sad regrets applied their sting,

And pensive musings to my portion fell
;

Until a sweet relief was found in this

—

God knoweth best
—

" He doeth all things well !"

Return, repining heart, unto thy rest

—

Return to thankfulness and prayer!
He ruleth all, and knoweth what is best,

Directs the work—and when, and where!
'Tis thus Divine regard is in it all

;

Though disappointment have her transient spell :

He casteth down—bears up to ease the fall

—

Sees our great need, and ordereth all things well

!

Marshallton, 7th mo. 28th, 1881.

LOST.
The suu was falling toward the west
In clouds of angry red,

When Mary Mack, the collier's wife,

To little Jacky said :

" 'Tis almost time for supper, boy,
And father's coming back

;

Put on your comforter and cap,

And meet him on the track.

" Go up along the coaling road,

You'll meet him right away
;

And make him hurry, for the wind
Is sharp and cold to-day."

She smiled to see her little boy,
A curly-head of three,

Go shouting up the mountain-side,
All rosy with his glee.

The wood "fire crackled on the hearth,

The kitten purred beside.

And shrill and sad a cricket's chirp
To tire and kit replied.

But when the darkening night drew on,

And home came collier Jack,
Without the baby at his hand,
She cried, " How came you back ?

" And where is Jacky? Why, he went
To meet you up the side

!"

" And I came down across the lots,"

The weary man replied.

A sudden fear across them fell

;

His weariness was done

;

He followed fast the rugged path
Where little Jack had gone.

And Mary, with her woolen shawl
About her dizzy head.

Right after him ; as fast as feet

Could carry her, she sped.

But all in vain they hunted him,
The night fell dark and still,

They could not find their little boy
By wood, or path, or hill.

They called their neighbors to their aid
;

The friendly neighbors came,
And all night long the lonely rocks

Re-echoed Jacky's name.

The mountain-side their torches lit,

Like stars that slide and fall;

But never Jaoky saw the blaze,

Or heard them shout and call.

When morning on the mountain rose,

To light up crag and steep.

They found him lying on a rock,

Like one who lies asleep.

His shoes and stockings by his side.

Laid off to go to rest;

His face as peaceful as a flower.

His hands across his breast.

Yes, while the winds blew cold and loud,

And darkness gathered near.

The weary child had lost his way.
And stopped to rest him here.

Bewildered with the lonesome night,

His time to go to bed,

He half undressed, and half asleep.

Laid down his pretty head.

And while they called and hunted him,
And wandered all abroad.

He fell asleep to dream of home,
And waked at home with God.

Among the anecdotes related of Presideni
Garfield, which serve to illustrate his charac
tor, is one especially deserving of notice,

relates to the period when the Chicago Con
vention adjourned over a First-da}' withou
making choice of a Presidential candidate
Garfield dined with some friends at the housi
of Marshall Field, and in the course of con
versation it was remarked that pressure hat
been brought to bear upon Judge Hoar, Chair
man of the Convention, to ignore the ap
proach of the First-day, and allow the worl
of balloting to be begun, with the hope tha
the work of the Coiavention might be com
pleted that night. Judge Hoar replied
" Never. This is a Sabbath-keeping nation
and I cannot preside over this convention on'

minute over twelve o'clock." Judge Hoar'
conduct was freely criticised. All excep
Garfield said something, and when all wer
done he remarked quietly, but with earnest
ness to one sitting beside him : "Yes, this i

a day of suspense, but it is also a day o
prayer, and I have more faith in the prayer
that will go up from Christian hearts to-daj
than I have in all the political tactics tha'
will prevail at this convention."
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The Books We Read.

t is matter of great importance, particu-

Y to junior readers, to watch closely

" as their years proceed

It friends they sort with, and what books they read."

if, as the Scriptures represent, "Evil eom-
lications corrupt good manners," should

not zealously guard—parents for children

young persons for themselves—against

rupting influences, from whatever source

Y may set in upon us or have their origin ?

haps there is no more likely way, in which
young and inexperienced of the present

eration, will be contaminated and led into

fe of misery saddened by the bitterness of

than by improper association with evi"

sons, and, particularly, by the perusal of

corrupting and licentious literature, now
spawned forth by the press and spread

idcast over the land.

'he vile trash or novels in miniature, as

3b of the reading matter of the day is, in-

,d ofinducing in ch ildren a taste for health}^,

Stable reading, is, on the contrary, aptly

lulated to vitiate and corrupt, not only the

,e but the heart. Hence, will not the legi-

ate effect be, to pave the way and to lead

io the full-blown novel-devourer with its

truetive tendencies and results ? These
lulating works of fiction, wherein crimes

glossed over, and faults presented in the

t of follies rather than of vices ;
where

dulgence in the truly damaging evil of de-

moralizing literature, but, as an outgrowth
thereof, the too prevalent unhealthy, if not

unchaste familiarity with undraped paintings

and statuary ? and this by women and men,
perhaps, who would shrink at the slightest

imputation on the delicacy of their minds or

morals. But can custom, or fashion, or

familiarity with a lower grade of usages in

other lands, alter the immutable principle of

right ? either make void the example of the

holy women of old who trusted in God? or

the injunction of the apostle :
" let no man

put a stumbling-block or an occasion to fall

in his brother's way ?"

The Passion for Wealth.— The following

statement, no doubt, expresses the experience

of not a few who are forever grasping after

wealth, and shows how, instead of possessing

it, the}' are rather possessed by it as by a

very demon. An old merchant, who is to-day

immensely wealthy, and whose gold was won
by unceasing struggle and many sore priva-

tions, said some time since to a friend, "I
cannot deny that the older I get the more I

love money, and the less I enjoy it. I am
never satisfied unless I have ten or twenty
thousand by mo, ready for any profitable in-

vestment that may offer. And when I count

the cost of what I have, and think of the en-

joyment I might have had, had I spent more
and been content with less, I feel that I have
made my life a dreary waste. But for all

•ali"ty,'if"inculcated at aTl, is inculcated on that, the love of money-getting grows stronger

•Idly principles; are calculated to, and do every day, and will no doubt become more

atly impair the vigor of the mind and the intense until life shall end, and I be compelled

ity of the heart; and fail not to render to give up, to be squandered by others, what

h an easy prey to the more degrading and it has cost me so much labor, anxiety, and

ntious tendencies of our fallen and corrupt positive unhappiness to amass."

(^jj.pg
I

What a lesson on the folly of selfishness;

S^e know of no more eff-ectual way by 'on the growing power of an evil habit; on

ch this inundation of novel tales or ex-! the happiness that comes from giving rather

ng marvellous narrative, so calculated to than hoarding ;
on the wisdom of being one s

lead and betray, can be stayed, than by own executor in doing good while life con-

ents ceasing to "read them themselves, and tinues, rather than leaving wealth so hardly

n watching over their children in this re- earned to be squandered by others, it may be,

ct. We remember of a worthy, pious in folly and vice. How does it impress the in-

ler who, upon one of his children being junction of the Saviour, " Lay not up for

led a work of this kind, instead of allow- yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth

his child's mind to be poisoned by its and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves

usal, returned it at once to the lender with break through and steal; but lay up for your-

conscientious objections against such read- selves treasures in heaven, where neither

matter. Another instance of note-worthy moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where thieves

-denial is that ofa young woman of wealth do not break through and steal
:
for where

I refinement, who, being tempted to read your treasure is, there your heart will be also,

ork of fiction, made a beginning thereunto. What folly what madness, so to live for that

t a little progress in the'perusal convinced which makes life itself but "a dreary waste

•, that it was not a safe book for her to and that scon must be left for ever and which,

d, neither one she could modestly confess : if beld and used only for self, will but bring

having read, if questioned. Her moral upon the soul everlastm;- — ' *—
irage and discretion overcame her curiosity

;

I sent the book away unread ; and thus,

ile promoting her own growth in piety and

tue, at the same time set a noble example

all those who are similarly exposed to

iptation.

Che increased and increasing indulgence in

3 and mischievous reading, is having its

and near leavening effect upon the many
;

1 is especially detrimental to that feminine

fity of life and conduct which used to char-

;erizo " The grave matrons of yore." In

Lth—a matter which the writer would just

ery in this connexion—are there not pain-

indications, that the manners in our coun-

r of the masses in general, are becoming
)re relaxed ? This not only as respects in-

condemnation.

—

Pri Chr.

An Original Anecdote for Students.—My
father, whose name is Donald Fraser, and his

neighbor, William Frasei-, were very intimate,

and as mucih together as was consistent

with their occupation, they being both in-

dustrious farmers. My father was nearly

seventy years of age, and his friend William

was several years his senior. Both were
Highland Scotchmen from Invernesshire,and,

as is the case with so many of their country

men, both were devotees of the pipe and th(

tobacco-quid from their youth up. A quarter

of a century before, they had both, from con

scientious motives, given up their dram, as

they called it, my father leading in that move

ment, and persuading his friend to follow.

They never were what would be called in-

temperate ;
hut from that time forth they were

total abstainers from all intoxicants. They
were both godly men, and most of their con-

versation was on topics of religious expei'ienco.

One night, at my father's house, during their

chatting they commenced filling their pipes,

and William Fraser, turning thoughtfully to

my father and tapping the bowl of his pipe

with the handle of his tobacco-knife, exclaim-

ed, "Donald, what do you think of this

smoking and chewing business?"

My lather shrewdly answered by asking

another question, and said, " What do you
think of it yourself, William?"

William replied, "Donald, we say we are

Christians ; and if we are Christians, we are

free men in Christ Jesus.' Now, Donald,

when we are doing this thing, and we can nae

quit it, are we free ?"

'Do you think yourself we are?" replied

my father.

I am nae sure o' it," said William, who
retained much more of the Scotch dialect than

y father.
" And see here," said my father :

" what we
spit around and burn into smoke, of this nasty

stuff, costs us nearly as much money as we
give to the Master's cause. Is this right?"

"Do you think, Donald," says William,

that if we should quit it, we could do more
for Christ?"
Both then with one impulse, suiting the

iction to the words, said, " Let us put the

things up, then ;" and both, rising to their

feet, laid the pipes and the tobacco on the

mantlepiece, where they laj' for many a long

day.
These two men of God never smoked nor

chewed again. William Fraser has gone to

his rest ; ray father still lives, in his eighty-

sixth year, a free man.—Monthly Record.

For 'The Friend."

Religious Items, &c.

German Baptists.—At a District Meeting

held in Virginia in the Fifth month last, as

reported in The Prim itin <'liri><tian, among the

questions considered \v;is t hat "f a lay brother

who had appointed meetings and preached

therein. This was evidently considered to be

out of order and tending to confusion. In

discussing the question, whether a brother

ought to serve as an administrator to a will,

which would involve them in litigation and

thus contravene their ancient testimony

against going to law ;
there seemed a dispo-

sition to relax the former strictness, one of

the speakers aflBrming, that " if people would

not pay their debts when they could, they

should be made to do it." There seemed to

be a kindly feeling towards the poor members,
and in reply to a query, " What shall be done

with a brother who will not provide for his

family? it was said, "we should not deal

harshly with the poor and indolent." The
use of tobacco and spirits was condemned,

and it was agreed to memoi-ialize Congress in

behalf of a national liquor law.

Papal Dependence.—The Presbyterian Jour-

nal contains the following item.

The Pope closes his recent Encyclical with

this paragraph :

" In order that our hope may be firmer, let

us call to our aid the prayers and protection

of the Virgin Mary, the great Mother of God,

the help of Christians, and guardian of the
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human race ; of Saint Joseph, her most chaste

spouse, in whose patronage the Universal

C'burch confides'so much; of Peter and Paul,

the Princes of the Apostles, the guardians and
champions of the Christian name."
How different from the words with which

Peter closed his Encyclical: "Grow in the

grace and knowledge of our Lord and >Saviour

Jesus Christ. To Him be the glory both now
and forever." To Rim forever, not Joseph or

Mary.
[It is a pit}^ that any professing the name of

Christ should look to any created beings as
" guardians of the human race," or confide in

th>i\vpatronage of the Church. However high-

\j we ma}^ esteem the holy men and women
who have passed away from this state of being,

or who still live on the earth, we ought to re-

member that they were men and women of

like passions with ourselves, and that it was
only through submission to the Grace of God,

—the Spiri"t of our holy Eedeemer,—they ob-

tained salvation ; and that the same Divine

Grace is freely offered unto us individually in

order to work the same blessed fruits in us.

It is to the Power of God, and not to anj'

lower agency, the Church must look for pro-

tection and strength.]

A Liberal Free'dman.—A letter to the Pres-

byterian Journal of this city, from Louisville,

Ky., speaks of a congregation of colored peo-

ple in that city who met for worship in a

rented hall. They had long desired a house

of their own but the prospect seemed discour-

aging. The letter says

:

" In this congregation was a quiet, unpre-

tending Christian man by the name of Andrew
Fergu.son, who was once the slave of Dr. An-
drew Todd, of Kentucky. After his freedom
he was employed as janitor iu tbe Hamilton
Building, in the city of Louisville, where he

worked faithfully for years, winning the con-

fidence of his employers, and where he still

works to-day. He holds no official positioji

in the church, but rather seeks retirement,

being naturally modest and i-ather diffident.

He is a consistent Christian man and an
earnest worker in the church in his own quiet

way.
" Hearing that a German congregation bad

a very good house of worship on Madison
street which they wished to sell, he asked his

pastor to go and see what they would take
tor it. The pastor had no idea what was in

the mind of his quiet parishioner, but went
and saw the owners of the building, and ro-j

ported that they would take $4,880 for it.

Ferguson then requested the pastorto arrange
a meeting with the trustees of the German

i

congregation and themselves. The meeting!
was held and the matter talked over, and at

its close the pastor was astonished to hear
Ferguson say to the trustees, ' I will take that
house ;' and, drawing from his pocket $500,

said, ' This will seal the bargain ; call to-mor-

row at the Hamilton Building and I will pay
you the remaining $4,380.' They called as di-

rected, the deed was made to the Presbyterian

Church, and the sum of $4,380 was paid over.

'There,' said the quiet member to his aston-

ished pastor, ' is a house of worship for our
congregation, take it,' and handed him the

deed.
" It was a noble gift and nobly given. There

was no show or parade about it. Compara-
tivelj- few to this day know of the generous
deed of Andrew Ferguson. It was the gift of

a faithful and loving heart, for the glory of.

God and the elevation of his race. This gift

is the more remarkable when it is known that

the sum paid out was the savings of .years of

honest toil and economy. I learned that he

had never in his life spent five cents for a

cigar or a glass of liquor, or for any thing

else needlessly. Faithfulness, industry and
economj' enabled him to lay up about $7,000,

from which he took $4,880 to give to the Lord.
After all; the true test of giving is not so

much the amount we give, as what we have
left after giving."

For " The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Buggy Beans.—In investigating some cases

of sickness that occurred at Kingston, N. Y.,

and were supposed to be caused by eating

diseased pork, it was found that the beans

which were cooked with the pork were in

fected with small black insects. No trace of

trichina3 could be found in the poi-k. On the

packing— and placed within larger boxes,

while the space between them was filled with
hay or tow, to prevent too rapid a radiation

of heat, because the experiments were to be

conducted in the open air, and the outer box

at the same time represented the walls of a

railway car. The material contained in the

inner box was now saturated with acid, and

rather tightlj' compressed, so that when tht

cover was put on it was pretty well filled. A1

first reddish and afterward whitish vaporsj

were given off', finally a distinct smoke. Or'

lifting up the cover strongly glowing patchetl

could be seen, which rapidly increased alj

through the contents, and which broke out

in bright flames on access of free air or gentli

fanning.

—

Scien. A7n. ']

Artificial Ice.—Ice manufactories are noii!

in successful operation in nearly all the lead'

ing Southern cities. At Atlanta, at Jackson!
ville, Fla., and probablj- other places, the manu'
factured ice is made and sold by wholesale a'

surface of the infested bean is a faint black] low as $5 per ton, or 25 cents per 100 lbs. Thj

spot under which one or more of the insects process of making the ice, divested of techn

maj- be found. Persons who have partaken

freely of such beans have been taken violently

sick with vomiting.
Bursting of Fly-wheels.—An article in the

Scii'iitijir American shows that in addition to

I force generated by rotation at

', a source of danger arises from!

calities, consists offirst vaporizing ammoniab;
means of heat and then reducing the vapo'

to liquid under powerful pressure, when iti'

forced into a suitable receptacle ready to bel

gin the actual process of freezing. Conned
ing with this receptacle of pure ammonia ar

li vilocit}', a source of danger arises froralpipes that are emptied of air by-a suitabl'

the side strain upon the wheels caused by 'pump, after which communication is openei

play in the axle or weak and yielding sup- j
between them and the ammonia. Theinstan

ports to the journals. this communication is established the animoni

Poison from Cosmetics.—A young married i is suddenly volatilized of its own accord an^

woman was brought to the hospital of the expands in vapor through these coils of ga

University of Michigan, partlj' paralyzed and pipe, and naturally absorbs immense quant

suffering from pain and convulsions. It was ties of caloric from whatever is in contad

found to be a case of lead-poisoning, produced with the pipes.

by the use of white powder sold as "flake There are two methods for obtaining ice i

white," which she had been in the habit of use respectively. One is to stand these pipe

applying to her cheeks to beautify her com- on end in rows like candle moulds iu a cban
plexion." The "flake white" proved, on analy- ber built with double walls, and to throw
sis, to be carbonate of lead, a deadly poison, spray of water from a revolving sprinkle

A Water-carrying Tortoise.—At a meeting upon them, when the water is immediate!
of the California Academy of Sciences, a fine frozen into a solid mass that afterward is ci

specimen of the desert land tortoise from San off for delivery to customers
;
the other is 1

Bernardino Co. was received. It was as large run this coil of pipe through vats of brin

as an ordinary' bucket. The tortoise is a native that does not readily freeze, and into thesi

of the arid regions of California and Arizona, salt baths immerse moulds filled with pui

Prof Cox, who was present, said, that he

found on dissecting one of them, that it car-

ried on each side a membrane attached to

tlio inner portion of the shell, in which was
alioiil a jiiiit of clear water, the whole amount
[•fiiii;- alidut a quart. He was of opinion that

this water was derived from the giant barrel

cactus, on which the tortoise feeds, and which
contains a great deal of water.

In the regions frequented bj' the tortoise

there is no water, and no vegetation but the

cactus. A traveller suffering from thirst might
supply himself by killing a tortoise.

Spontaneous Combustion of Nitric Acid.—
In consequence of the burning of a freight

car during the fall of 1879, on one of the rail-

ways in Baden, which was suspected to have
been caused by nitric acid, Professor E. Haas,
of Carlsruhe, was called upon hy the govern-
ment to report whether that acid could pro-

duce combustion or not. In the experiments
made to solve this question the conditions

which might be supposed to exist in freight

ears containing nitric acid were imitated as

far as possible. Small boxes of a capacity of

10 to 16 quarts were charged with variable

proportions of hay, straw, tow, and blotting

paper—all of which substances are used in

water that in time become frozen solid,

takes necessarily some time to get these di

ferent devices into complete operation, hi

when once this is done the production of

goes on with great rapidity, and the mam
facture and delivery proceed simultaneous!
and almost without interruption throughoi
the season.

The wrongs we gratuitously suspect in li

motives and acts of others, are exactlj' thot

of which we ourselves are capable? Conscioui
ness holds up the mirror to our judgmen'j
and A sees in B precisely the form of cv|

which exists in himself The unchaste ras

suspects the chastity of others. The untrut
ful man, doubts the varacity of his neighbo
and the man who could do a mean actic

himself finds no
charge of another.

leulty in laying it to tl

A person converted in youth is like tl

sun rising on a summer's morning to shii

through the long bright day. But a perse
converted later in life is like the evening sta

a lovely object of Christian contemp'latio
but not appearing till the day is closing
then but for a little while.
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igcnts and others sending the names of
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It fact distinctly in their communications;
I in all cases of change of address, friends
II greatly oblige by giving the name of the
ce to which the paper has been sent, as
11 as that to which it is now to bo forwarded.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTfl MONTH 20, It

[n a biographical sketch recently published,

a Friend who had stood in the station of
Tiinister, after an allusion to the death of
wife, the following passage occurs :

" His
igious character i-ipened under this great
•row, and, from the time of his wife's ill-

98, daily prayer in the family was his in-

riable custom. He had made up his mind
ce for all that it was right, and waited for

further call. ' Were I to wait each morn-
;
for some remarkably definite special call,'

said, '1 might wait in vain.'
"

If a journal, professedly published in the

interests ofthe Society ofFriends, were to print

in its columns a biographical notice of one of

our members which contained such a senti-

ment, and its conductors really retained their

attachment to the doctrines of Friends, we
;ht reasonably expect to find some ex-

pression of dissent accompanjnng it—some
caution to its readers against imitating a prac-

tice which is inconsistent with our principles.

We might suppose they would state, that

it is the duty of all true Friends, and all true

Christians of whatever denomination, to live

in the fear of the Lord, and daily and hourlj-

to wait upon Him in true reverence of soul,

seeking to feel his presence about them calm-

their minds and bringing them into that

condition in which they are prepared to re-

ceive instruction from their Heavenly Teacher,

and enabled to offer to Him those aspirations

of the heart which He himself has begotten.

But we would expect them also to declare

that he who presumes vocally to address the

Supreme Being at regular stated times, with-

out waiting to feel a ' definite special call" to

that service, must often offer a sacrifice which
is not of the Lord's preparing.

We would reasonably expect this, because
such a pnu-ticc strikes at the root of the whole
system of wdi-sliip of the Society of Friends,

and. is dircrtly opposed to the doctrines which
it has advocated for more than 200 years, and
to the constant succession of testimonies and
advices it has issued.

Those who think it is right to engage in

vocal prayer at stated times without waiting
for a special call, can have little or nothing
to object to a similar formal exercise of minis-

try at stated times. They will almost cer-

tainly become prepared to -depart from our
testimony to silent waiting on God and de-

pendence on Him for ability to preach the

word ;
and will gradually adopt the formal

ways of other religious denominations.

One of Isaac Penington's letters (No. 72 of

the series), is addressed to a person who had
been stumbled, because he did not regularly

pray in his family " according to the custom
of professors." In it he says:—-"I did for-

merly apply myself to pray to the Lord,

morning and evening, (besides other times)

believing in my heart, that it was the will of

the Lord I should so do." " Since that time,

. . the Lord hath shown me, that praj-er

is his gift to the child which He begets ; and
that it stands not in the will or time, or under-

standing, or affectionate part of the creature,

but in his own begetting, which He first

breathes u|)on, and then it breathes again

towards Him ;
and that He worketh this at

his own pleasure, and no time can be set H
when He shall breathe, or when He shall

not breathe; and that when He breathes, then

is the time of prayer."

In another letter, he cautions the one to

whom he was writing to "take heed of ]mt-

ting up requests in thy own wisdom, and ac-

cording to thy own will ; for these are the

prayers of the false-formed child, or counter-

feited birth, and not of the right seed ; and
the Father knows not, nor regards this voice."

We are more strongly impressed with a

sense of the need of attention being called to

this subject, because we have heard ministers

pressing upon parents the duty of vocal

family prayer with so much zeal, that they
left out of view the essental pre-requisite of

knowing the mind to be furnished with a fresh

anointing of Divine grace. Many can bear
witness to the seasoning and preserving effect

upon them of the religious exercise of godly
parents, even of some whose mouths were
I'arely opened in this service in their families,

but whose secret cries for their own preserva-
tion and for the salvation of their beloved off-

spring went up as sweet incense to the Lord.
We desire not to discourage a vocal offering,

when rightly called for, for it is a solemn and
impressive service when attended by the
Lord's power; while prayers attempted in the
will and wisdom of man are correspondinglj^
lifeless and unprofitable.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A very serious change for the
worse took place in President Gartield's condition dur-
ing First-day night, and tliere was no amelioration of
the symptoms on Second-day. His stomach refused to

perform its functions, and he was unable to retain any
food, even a drink of cold water being rejected. Re-
peated vomitings increased the patient's prostration,

and .at the time of making this Summary, although
some relief was reported, grave apprehensions were
entertained of the result.

The extradition treaty between Columbia and the
United States has been approved by the Congress at

Bogota.

Fifth-day of last week was the hottest day in fourteen
years at Quincy, Illinois, the thermometer reaching 108
degrees in the shade. At Winnipeg, Manitoba, during
the last two weeks, the temperature has ranged from 73
to 91 degrees in the shade—a fact without parallel, so

far as known, in the history of that region.

The first party of twenty-five Chinese students who
left Hartford for their homes, arrived at Chicago last

week. They .said they had finished the studies for

which they were sent to this country. One reason given
by them for being summoned home is that the military
and naval academies in this country are clo-ed to them.
As Germany allows them to enter her institution.s, they
will probably be sent hereafter to that country or to
England. Nine of their party have changed their faith

in America.
Official returns from 73 counties in North Carolina

show a m jority of 98,965 against Prohibition ; 23 coun-
ties are to be heard from. Thus far the only place

known to have voted for Prohibition is Haywood, which
gives it 21 majority.

The horses at La Salle, Illinois, are being prostrated

by a strange epidemic. About four hundred animals
have been attacked.

The assessed valuation of the Territory of Dakota,
not including railroad property, is 30,000,000, an in-

crease of 50 per cent, in one year.

The discoveries of carbonate nine miles from Dead-
wood, Dakota, have resulted in the springing up of a
new town, dubbed West 'Virginia, "which is well re-

presented in all branches of trade, and supports a daily

newspaper."
For the week ending 8th mo. 13th there were 450

deaths in Philadelphia, as compared witli 398 the pre-

vious week, and 332 for the corresponding week of last

year: 182 of the.se were two years of age or under—02
died of cholera infantum ; 37 of consumption ; 32 of

marasmus, and 20 of pneumonia.
Markets, &C.— U. S 3 J's, 102} a 102| ; 4J's, registered,

113J ; coupon, 114|; 4'.s, 1907,116|; currency 6's, 131.

Petroleum is quiet and steady at 7f els. for refined

in barrels, and lOf ct.s. for do. in cases.

Cotton is dull and unchanged. Sales at 12} a 12J
cts. for middling uplands and Gulf.

Flour and Meal.—Flour is in fair request and firmer.

Sales ol 1400 barrels, including Minnesota extras, at

$6 a $6 25 for clear, and S6.50 for straight; Pennsyl-
vania extra family at $5-75 a $6 ; we-stern do. do. at $6
a $6.75, and patents at $7 a $7.87i. Rye flour is quiet
at S4..50 a $5 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is excited and higher. Sales of 7000
bushels new red at +1.18 a *1.32i, according to quality

and location ; 125,000 bushels sold at open board, clos-

ing at ^1.33J. Rye is nominal at 70 a 75 cts. Corn is

active and IJc. higher. Sales of 7000 bushels, includ-

ing sail yellow, at 66 cts. ; do. mixed at 65J cts.

;

steamer at 63 a 64J cts. ; No. 3 at 63 cts., and rejected

at 58 a 61 cts. Oats are in better request and Ic. higher.

Sales of 9000 bushels, including white, at 44 a 47 cts.,

and rejected and mixed at 43 a 44 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 8th mo.
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13th, 1S81.—Loads of hay, 311; loads of straw, 55.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1

to $1.10 per 100 pounds ; mixed, 90 cts. to $1 per 100
pounds; Straw, 80 to 90 cents per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in good demand, and } cent higher

:

2900 head arrived and sold at the different yards at 3|
a 7 cts. per lb., the latter rate for extra.

Sheep were fairly active and firm : 13,000 head ar-

rived and sold at the different yards at 3 a 5J cts., and
lambs at 3 a 7i cts. per lb. as to condition.

Hogs were unchanged : 3400 head sold at the dif-

ferent yards at 81 a 9} cts. per pound.

Foreign.—Bradlaugli, who was recently forcibly ex-

pelled by the police, for attempting to take his seat in

the House of Commons, is suffering from erysipelas of

the arm, which was injured at the time.

The reasons stated by the Committee of the House of

Lords for disagreeing with the House of Commons on
the amendments to the Land bill, mostly paraphrase
the arguments in the debate on the amendment limit-

ing the amount of compensation for disturbance. They
propose a scale by which it .shall in no case exceed
£500. Relative to Parnell's amendment providing for

the suspension of proceedings against tenants, they de-

clare that it would he unjust to creditors to postpone

the recovery of just debts.

The Birmingham Executive Committee has passed a

resolution expressing alarm and indignation at the ac-

tion of the House of Lords, urging the Government not

to give way, and declaring that the time has arrived

for the nation to decide that a policy declared by the

Government and by the House of Commons to be essen-

tial to the peace and welfare of the country shall not

be subject to a reversal by an irresponsible hereditary

chamber.
London, 8th mo. 15th.—The Agricultural GazMe says:

According to the returns of our correspondents of the

number of acres under wheat, about 51 per cent, give

an average yield, and about 41 per cent, give under and
eight per cent, over the average Barley will consider-

ably exceed the average. Oats are very disappointing.

Beans, peas and green crops generally are better than
they at one time promised. The harvest, which it was
feared would be late, was expedited by the heat in 7th

mo., and is now general.

Paris, Slh mo. loth.—The Bulletin des Hales, agri-

cultural journal, estimates that the wheat crop will be
sensibly under the average. Barley and oats are also

estimated to show a de6cit. Maize gives rise to much
uneasiness in the east and south of France. Rye is of

good quality but under the average.

A despatch from Paris says, Brisson, one of the Vice
Presidents of the Chamber of Deputies, who is recog-

nized as the probable successor of Gambetta to the

Presidency of the Chamber, has declared, in an electoral

address, for the abolition of the Senate, the seculariza-

tion of the property of the clergy, and the election of

the magistracy by universal suffrage.

A French Governor has been nominated for the dis-

trict of Tabarca and the Kroumir Mountains, and an-

other for the district which includes Sfax, Gabes and
Tunis.

The Manchester Guardian says: The Russian Minis-
try of the Interior is considering measures for prevent-

ing the productive power of the people from being
'

properly turned to account by speculators. It is intended
to establish official control over all the Russian gra"

markets, over the foreign demand and over the price

of grain in the Empire.
The European Commissioners have decided to allow

the Turks five days' delay, instead of fifteen days asked
by the Porte, in which to surrender the second zone of

the territory ceded to Greece.

A despatch from Pretoria says : The retrocession of

the Transvaal to the Boers has been formally eflfected.

and the Boer Government has issued a proclamation

announcing the establishment of the South African Re
public. It has been resolved that the official language

shall be Dutch, and that no other be allowed in the law

courts. This places British residents and natives at a

further disadvanta5;e.

A despatch from Durban announces that Secocoeni,

the famous South African chief, who surrendered in

12th month, 1879, and who was sent by Sir Garnet
Wolseley to Cape Town, has been released.

It is officially stated that, in the year which ended on
6th mo. 30th, 1880, $1,122,856 was expended by the

Dominion postal authorities in making and repairing

mail bags and locks.

A telegram from the City of Mexico says that " some
lawyers of Guadalajara are of the opinion that the coal

mines balong to the owners of the land whereon they
exist, and are not national property, as are the silver

mines."

London, 8th mo. 13th.—Advices from Rio Janeiro to

8th month 26th, state that a despatch from La Paz,
~

ivia, announces that the Bolivian Convention has

decided to continue the war against Chili.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Martha R. Comfort and Henrietta

Haines, N. J., $2.10 each, vol. 55; from Mary B.

Clement, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from John T. Moorman,
lo., $2.10, to No. 13, vol. 56 ; from Joel Thompson, Del.,

$2.10, vol.55; from Charles H. Shoemaker, Ind.,$2.10,

vol. 55; from Jesse W. Taylor, City, $2, vol. 55 ; from

Finley Hutton, City, $2 vol. 55, and for Mary H. Fritch-

man, O., $2.10, vol. 55; from Amos Whitson, Ind., $2,

vol. 55 ; from Hannah Stevenson, III., «2.10, vol. 55
;

from Hannah Evans, N. J., $2.10, vol. 5-5, and William
Evans, City, $2, vol. 55; from James G. McCollin, City,

$2, vol. 55, and for Anna G. McCollin, and Frances B.

McCollin, $2 each, vol. 55, and Margaretta E. Reed,

W. Phila., and Ann Garrett, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 55

;

from Isaac Child lo., ^2.10, vol. 55 ; from Caleb Wood,
City, $2, vol.55; from George Abbott, N. J., *2.10. vol.

55 ; from Royal Woodward, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from

Mary J. Cresson, City, *2.10, vol. 55 ; from Phebe A.

Elkinton, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from David Heston,

FkfJ., $2.10, vol. 55; from Nathaniel Barton, Uriah
Borton, Ezra Engle, and William C. Buzby, N. J., $2.10

each, vol. 55; for Ann Je.ss, Citv, $2, vol. 55; from

James J. Lord, N. J., 2.10, vol. 55 ; for David Edger-

ton, O., 2.10, vol. 55; from Jo.seph N.Taylor, Ind.,

2.10, vol. 55; from David Wallace, O., $2.10, vol. 55;

from Ann W. Fry, City, -2, vol. 55; for Susanna R.

Leeds, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; for Deborah Woolman,
City, $2.10, vol. 55; for William B. Hartz, Pa., $2.10,

vol.55; from Isaac Evans, Jr. Pa., -2.10, vol. 55; from
Edward Michener, Pa., -2.10, vol. 55 ; from Ellwood
Dean, O., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Jesse Dewees, O., $2.10,

vol, 55 ; from James W. Haines, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55;

from William Bettles, 111., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Edward
D. Trump, Pa., #4.20, to No. 52, vol. 55; from Eliza-

beth H. Eddy, Mass., $2.10, vol. 55; from Edward
Bailey, Pa., - 2.10, vol. 55 ; from Mahlon Moon, Pa.,

$2.10, vol. 55, and for "William H. Moon, Charles Moon,
and James E. Tatnall, Pa., and William Tatnall, Del.,

$2.10 each, vol. 55; from Benjamin Gilbert, Agent, Pa,.

$2,10, vol. 55, and for Mary M. Price, Albert Cope, and
Dillon Gibbons, $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; for Joseph Har-
rison, L. Caroline Ash, Eliza M. Thomas, and William
Trimble, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from Joseph B.

Cooper, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from John W. Biddle,

City, $2, vol. 55, and for William Biddle, Samuel Bid-1

die, George Jones, Samuel Mason, and Sarah Mason,

$2,10 each, vol. 55, and Jonas Edge, Kansas, $2.10, vol.

55 ; from Joseph Rhoads, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55 ;
from

Jno. M. Saunders, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from George
W. Thorp, Fkfl., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from John D. Harri-

son, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55; from William Windle, Pa.,

$2.10, vol. 55 ; for Sarah Hoopes and John Hoopes,

Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from Samuel J. Eves, N. J.,

$2.10, vol. 55; from Edward H. Hall, Pa., $2.10, vol.

55, and for Mary E. Hall, O., and Mary H. Hambleton,
lo., $2 10 each, vol. 55 : from S. H. Headley, Pa., $2.10,

vol.55; from WilliamH. Blackburn, Agent, O., $1.10,

to No. 52, vol. 55, and for Hannah Blackburn, John
Brantingham, Lsaac Cope, Abel H. Blackburn, Charles

P. Hall, Lewis J. Heald, Wilson Hall, J. and W. TuUis,

Israel Cope and Sarah Love, $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from
Sarah L. Woolman, N. J., .*2, vol. 55 ; from Walker
Moore, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Andrew Moore and
Isaac Moore, $2.10 each, vol. 55; from Clavton Han-
cock, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Thomas M. Harvey,
Agent, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Zebedee Haines,

Clarkson Moore, Nathan Cook, Harvey Murray, Thos.

H. Whitson, William Wickersham, and Susan Brinton,

$2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from Susan J. Yerkes, Fkfd., $2.10,

vol. 55 ; from Jesse H. Garrett, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from
David J. Scott, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Ann Scott,

$2.10, vol. 55; from Lettice Evans, N. J., *2.10, vol.

55; from Dr. Samuel Whitall, N. Y. City, $2.10, vol.

55 ;
from Martha Evens, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from

Phebe C. Parker, Pa., #2.10, vol. 55 ; from Sarah L.
Mickle, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Martha Mickle,

$2.10, vol. 55; from Mary A. Smith, Mass., S2.10, vol.

55; from Elizabeth S. Field, City, $2, vol. 55; from
Daniel Williams, Agent, O., for Asa Branson, Joseph
Bailey, John C. Hoge, Jacob HoUoway, Mary A.
Mitchell, Richard Ashton, Edwin F. Holloway, Mary
Chandler, Juliann H. Branson, Maria Walker, Mary
J. French, Thomas Conrow, William L. Ashton, Bran-
son D. Sidwell, Sarah Purviance, Mary Ann Holloway,
and Joseph H. Branson, $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from
Kmlen Craft, N. J., t2.10, vol. 55 ; from James Smed-
ley. City, $2, vol. 55 ; from Hannah Roberts, Pa., $2.10,

vol. 55; from Joseph Brinton, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55; from

Jeremiah Foster, R. I., $2.10, vol. 55; from Josep,

Wing, Mass., $2.10, vol. 55 ;
from Jane De Con, N. J

$2.10, vol. 55 ; from Anna T. Hancock, City, $2, vo!

55 ; from Isaac Sharpless, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55, and fo

Amy A, Cope, $2.10, vol. 55; from George Blackburt

Agent, O., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Theophilus Morlan

Catharine W. Darlington, John French, Stacy Cool
I

Thomas Y. French, William Fisher, Josiah Fawcetl

Barzillai French, Mark Bonsall, Robert Miller, Phelv

EUyson, Richard B. Fawcett, Sarah A. Cope, Sarah L
Stanley and Mary Worthington, $2.10 each, vol. 6E

and for Samuel Street, $2.10, to No. 27, vol. 56 ; fron

Joshua T. Ballinger, Agent, Pa., for Mary Ann Newlii

Philena S. Yarnall, Sarah C. Passmore, Elizabeth M
Worth, Pennell L. Webster, Ralston R. Hoopes, 6

Emlen Sharpless, Martha Sankey, Jesse P. Thatchei

Jonathan Tomlinson, Charles L. Warner, Lydia Years

ley, E. Malin Hoopes, Eusebius H. Townsend, Mar
H. Parke, Ann M. Pratt, George B. Mellor, Geor»

Martin, M. D., Sarah S. Scattergood, and Benjamii

Hayes, $2.10 each, vol. 55, and forSu.sanna S.Thomail

$2.10, to No. 31, vol. 56 ; from Esther L. Jackson, Pa|

$2.10, vol.55; from Samuel Betts, City, 2, vol, 55|

from Parker Hall, Agent, O., $2.10, vol. 55, and fo

William Hall, William Hall, Jr., John W. Smitl

Lewis Taber, Robert Smith, Joseph P. Binns, Joni,

than Binns, Gilbert McGrew, Ellwood D. Whinen!
Josiah Hall, William Atkinson, and Edna Di.xon, $2.tj

each, vol. 65, for Joseph Russell, $2.10, to No. 20, vo

55, for .John C. Hill, $2.10, to No. 14, vol. 55, and ftl

David Thomas, $2.50, to No. 52, vol. 55 ;
from Henri

R. Post and Lydia Post, L. I., $2,10 each, vol. 5V

from Margaret Robinson, Gtn., -2.10, vol. 55 ;
froi|

Elwood E. Haines, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning, ivlll n

appear in the Receipts wild the fallowing week.

TOUGHKENAMON BOARDING SCHOOL
Will re-open Ninth mo. 19th, 1881.

H. M. Cope, Princ'pal.
,

Toughkenamon, Chester Co., Pa.
|

MOORESTOWN ACADEMY
Will re-open Ninth month 5th, 1881.

The Course of Study comprehends a full and thorou|

training in the usual Primary and High Schoi

branches, while to those who wish to carry their sludi

into the Higher Mathematics, Sciences, Greek, Lati

and Modern languages—preparatory to entering collej

—ample opportunities are afforded.

Instructors: Principal

—

Edwakd Forsythe.
Ruth Anna Forsythe. Mary Jenkins.

Boarding can be obtained in the town at reasonab

rates.

Died, on the 23rd of 6th mo., 1881, at her residen

near Moorestown, N. J., Rachel H. Roberts, widt

of David Roberts, in the 90th year of her age, a mei

ber and elder of Chester Monthly Meeting, N. Jer.sc

This beloved Friend was made willing in the morn'

of life, to devote her talents to the .service of her ]

deemer, and by submission to his regenerating powe
became prepared for a life of useftilness ; and was

;

example of faithfulness in the performance of her i

ligious and social duties, from youth to old age.
"

sessing in a remarkable degree, the power to influen

others; the power of love and of a .sound mind; s

sought, in the spirit of her Divine Master, to promo
the highest welfare of all who came within her infl

ence ; was ever ready to extend a helping hand to t

afflicted of every class
;
prompt to devise and execv

plans of benevolence, and thus became " a succc

many," while the hopefulnessof her spirit brought st

shine to the hearts of the desponding, and cheered th(

on their way. In the chamber of sickness and by t

bed of death, she was untiring in her ministrations; ;

her sympathetic heart, and the quiet religious frame
her spirit, qualified her peculiarly to mingle with a
comfort the mourners. Steadfastness of faith in Chr;

love to the household of faith, and charity towards a

were striking features in her religious character ; a
having been enabled in simplicity toillu.strate the pri

ciples she professed by her daily life, she was preserv
in brightness and peaceful serenity to the close

;

trusting for salvation to any works of righteousm
that she had done ; but humbly relying on the mer
of God in Christ Jesus. " Blessed are the dead w
die in the Lord; yea, saith the Spirit, that they i

rest from their labors, and their works do follow thea

' WLLiAM^HTPILETPRINTERr"
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For Friend.'

it-honor in the Court-room in Cincinnati,

Second montli, 1881.

i. Friend says, I have been convinced for

tte time that Modern Quakerism would
iig persecution on those who stand firm

the practical testimony and examples of

;ient Friends. There was a case in Cin-

nati that might make any person think of

1 days of George Fox. A Friend stepped

the court-room with his hat on, a person

fie towards him and motioned his pencil

1 said, " Take off your hat." The Friend

\ him he had liberty of conscience, and be-

ged to the Society of Friends. The officer

k his hat off andhanded it to him, he put

m and said he had nowhere else to keep

he took it off again. The Friend said,- I

nt to see the reporter. He said he was in

I otUer court-room. The Friend then went
the higher court-room and was met again

a person motioning his pencil to take off

hat. The Friend told him he was a mem-
• of the Society of Friends, and no true

lend ever took off his hat to any man. The
iend then said, he wanted to see the re-

•ter. The officer said, Go out, and I will

id him out. After a little while he came
; and said, the reporter was busy but would
out after a little while.

Phe Friend thought, what a trying situation

s would be for a young Friend who was
issed in the fashions of the world, with a

;h bell-crown hat on, such as we see on
ny who are called ministers under the

me of Quakers.
\. Friend unacquainted, may thinl< strange

en he learns that Monthly Meetings have
',n held in Cincinnati for more than fifty

irs, under the name of Quakers or Friends,

it such a case should happen there. I sup-

se the time has not been long since Friends

lid be seen in these court rooms on the

y with their hats on. I have many times

n them in the jury box, elsewhere, with
)ir hats on.

rhe following is from George Fox's Journal
taking off tlie hat:

'Moreover, when the Lord sent me into

) world, he forbade me ' to put off my hat'

any high or low ; and I was required to

ie and thou all men and women, without

Y respect to rich or poor, great or small.

And as I travelled up and down. I was not to

bid people good morrow, or good evening
;

neither might I bow, or scrape with my leg-

to any one ; this made the sects and professors

rage. But the "''jord's power carried me over
all to his glory, and many came to be turned
to God in a little time, for the heavenly day
of the Lord sprung from on high, and broke
forth apace ; by the light of which many came
to see where they were.
"Oh! the rage that was in the priests,

magistrates, professors, and people of all sorts,

and especially in priests and professors ; for

though thou to a single person was accord-

ing to their accidence and grammar rules and
according to the Bible, yet thej^ could not
bear to hear it ; and because I could not put
off my hat to them it set them all in a rage,

but the Lord showed me that it was an honor
below, which he would lay in the dust and
stain ; an honor that proud flesh looked for, but
sought not the honor which comes from God
only. Thttt it was an honor invented by man
in the fall, and in the alienation from God,
who were offended, if it were not given them

;

yet would be looked upon as saints, church
members, and great Christians, but Christ

sayeth, 'how can ye believe who receive honor
of another, and seek not that honor that

Cometh from God only ? and I (saith Christ)

eceive not honor of men,' showing that men
have an honor which they will receive and

3, but Christ will have none of it. This is

the honor which Christ will not receive and
hich must be laid in the dust. Oh ! the

scorn, heat, and fury that arose! Oh! the

blows, punching, beatings and imprisonments
we underwent for not putting off our hats to

men ! For th.at soon tried all men's patience

and sobrietj^, what it was. Some had their

hats violently plucked off and thrown away,
so that they quite lost them. The bad lan-

guage and evil usage we received on this ac-

count is hard to be expressed, besides the
danger we were sometimes in of losing our
"ives for this matter, and that by the pro-

fessors ofChristianity who thereby discovered

they were not true believers. And though it

was but a small thing in the eye of man, yet
I wonderful confusion it brought among all

professors and priests ; but, blessed be the
Lord, many came to see the vanity of that,

the custom of putting off the hat to men, and
felt the weight of truth's testimony against

it." Page 74-75.

At the first convincement when Friends
could not put off their hats to people, nor say
you to a single person, but thou and thee, or

"could not bow nor use flattering woi-ds, many
Friends, that wei-e tradesmen, lost their cus-

tomers, for the people were shy of them, and
would not trade with them, so that for a time
some could hardly get money enough to buy
bread." Page 154.

" They got up a great rage among the pro-

fessors and priests against us. They said,

this people thou and thee all men without re-

spect, and would not put off their hats, nor
bow the knee to any man ; but we shall see

when the assize come, whether they will dare
to thou and thee the judge, and keep on their

hats before him. When we were brought
into the court, we stood a pretty while with
our hats on, and all was quiet; and I was
moved to say, ' Peace be amongst you!' Judge
Glyn, a Welchman, then Chief Justice of Eng-
land, said to the jailor, ' What be these you
have brought here in the court ?' ' Prisoners,

my lord,' said he. ' Why do you not put off

your hats,' said the judge to us. We said

nothing. Put off your hats, said the judge
again. Still we said nothing. Then said the

judge, ' The court commands you to put off

your hats.' Then I queried, ' VVhere did ever
any magistrate, king, or judge, from Moses to

Daniel, command any to put oft' their hats,

when they came before them in their courts,

either aniiiii^st the Jews (the people of God),
or uni()iig-<i till- heathen? And if the laws of

Englu 11.1 (loth I'liiunand any such thing, show
me that law, either written or printed.' The
judge grew very angry, and said, 'I do not

carry my law books on my back.' But, said

I, tell nie where it is printed in any statute

book, that 1 ma3' read it? Then said the
judge, ' Take him away, prevaricator;' so they
took us awaj', and put us among the thieves.

Presently after he called to the jailor, bring

them up again !
' Come,' said he, ' where had

they hats from Moses to Daniel ? come, answer
me, I have you fast now.' I replied, 'thou

mayest read in the third of Daniel, that the

three children were cast into the fiery furnace

by Nebuchadnezzar's command, with their

coats, their hose, and their hats on.' This

plain instance stopped him ; so that not hav-

ing any thing else to the point, he cried again,

Take them away, jailor.' Accordingly we
were taken away, and thrust in among the

thieves, where we were kept a great while."

Page 203-204.

[They had in court a subject about a paper
which George Fox wrote.]

" Then they dropped that subject, and the

judge fell upon us about our hats again, bid-

ding the jailor take them off; which he did

;

and giving them to us, we put them on again.

We asked the judge and justices, what we had
lain in prison for tliese nine weeks, seeing now
they objected nothing to ns but about our
hats ? And as for putting off our hats, I told

them, ' that was the honor that God would
lay in the dust, though thej' made so much
ado about it ; the honoi- which is of men and
which men seek one of another, and is a mark
of unbelievers. ' For how can ye believe,' saith

Christ, ' who receive honor one of another,

and seek not the honor that eometh from God
only?' Christ saith, ' I receive not honor from
men!' and all true Christians should be of his

mind." Page 205-206.
" The judge, finding these snares would not

hold, cried, ' Take him away, jailor ;' and
when we were taken away, he fined us twenty
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marks a-pieoe for not putting off our hats, to

be kept in prison till we paid it, ami sc^nt us

back to jail." Page 208.
" A great doaldl'iiypiH-ris}', deceit and strife,

was got u]i)KTiii(>st ill the people, so that they
were ready to sheathe, their swords into one
another's bowels. There had been tenderness

in many of them formerly when they were
low ; but when they got up, had killed and
taken ])ossession, they came to be as bad as

others ; so that we had much to do with them
about our hats, and saying thee and thou to

them. They turned their profession of pa-

tience and moderation into rage and madness,
many of them were like distracted men for

this hat-honor. For they hardened them-
selves by persecuting the innocent, and were
at this time crucifying the seed, Christ, both

in themselves and others." Page 310.

For "The Friend."

The Present Faith of the Hebrew.

(Concluded from page 12.)

After some further conversation, finding in

this interesting case a real disposition to in-

quire and consider where might lie the path
of duty, the writer asked his Jewish friend if

bo would like to know more of Friends and
their opinions, and if to accomplish this, he
would bo willing to read the Life of George
Fox and a few tracts if furnished him : to

which he gavi> affirmative answer.
Accordingly tlu's.' were obtained, and two

or three eveiiiii-s hitor a visit was made to

him at his own hi.ime, the writer taking with
him the volu'me and tracts referred to. A
cordial welcome was extended, introduction

made to wife and children, and the book. &c.,

pi-esented ; which were accepted with evident

pleasure. Conversation soon reverted to tlif

former topic, and as the girl passed by

iVhen were they
I'uction of Jeru-

but I don't agree witbil^im. The old jjeople

are very strict and orthodox, but not one of

their children sees with them: we often talk

things over together, and I have myself lain

awake at night, sometimes an hour or two,

thinking and asking myself ' Who was that

man ?' " The writer inquired, " Are sacrifices

of lambs, bullocks and he-goats offered now
among the Hebrews?" The answer was,
" they are not, anywhere.'
discontinued?" "At the

salem."
Hereupon the writer opened the Bible at

the 9th chapter of Daniel, and read aloud the

last five verses, pointing out the correspond-

ence of the leading facts in the life of Christ

with the exact description laid down there,

over 400 years before, by the prophet whose
namesake he was,—read and re-read the em-
phatic declaration that "the Messiah should

be cut off, but not for himself,—stated that this

was, accoi'ding to the belief of the Christian,

for the sins of us all, Jew and Gentile alike
;

and read the prediction that during the years

of His earthly abiding He should " cause the

sacrifice and the oblation to cease." With
this passage he was greatly struck, requested

it to be marked for him with a pencil, and
expressed more than once his surprise that

in his own reading it had escaped him. The
writer then turned to Isaiah liii. and read the

entire chapter aloud, pointing out the abso-

lute correspondence of this remarkable pre-

diction with the entire life on earth of our
Lord, showing how he had in the Christian

Church "seen his seed and prolcmgcil lii^

days,"—lo for 1800 years,—so that thousands
and tens of thousands still believe and trust

an! hope in Him, with whatever of human
iiii]i< rtections they do it,—and how in the

facts of His condemnation, death and

Here the Hebrew said, " He was something

more than man ! He was not a man." Ee-

mark was made that the Friends make no

efforts to proselytize ; some description was
given him of their views and mode of woi'ship,

and he signified that he would be glad at a

suitable time to attend one of their meetings.
" Friend , would not a Hebrew who
should become converted be permanently dis-

graced both among the Jews and Christians?"!

It was replied : no,—not if sincere ;
and atten-

tion was called to the conspicuous case of Lord!

Beaconsfield, whose father had apostatized

j

from Judaism, but who was considered a He-

brew with pride by the members of that an-

cient race. It was also said, that the Chris-j

tian world regarded with respect the sin-i

cerity of those Jews who in the terrible.

Spanish persecutions of the Inquisition, hadj

adhered to their convictions in the veryi

presence of death. Friends, too, in their|

turn, had undergone heavy persecution hy.

imprisonments in England, and some in this'

country had been put to death, but theji

had held firmly to their convictions, being]

strengthened in their endurance by the sinj

ceritjr of their belief. To-day neither deathj

nor imprisonment in this country awaits those

who from depth of conviction adopt new re-

ligious opinions, or views diverse from thosej

held by relatives, associates or friends; andj

for those minor sorrows that would arise from

I

the alienation of these, the consolations of
jj

faith in Jesus Christ would be ample compeij.

ing the two youngest children by the hand,
|
burial, exact accord with all this prophetic

itM'asasked, "You have a Christian servant?" jdescription, given hundreds of j-ears before,

"Oh yes; our people often have,—and our i had been realized. Then closing the Bible,

children go with our's to her Sunday school, he said, "Daniel, no other man in all history

The old folks ( his wife's parents) don't approve would meet this description. You as a people,

of it, but we have no objection to it. I often nineteen centuries ago, were steadily looking
go myself to a Christian church, the Presliy- 'for the Messiah. This man appeared, osten-

terian or some other. I tell you, my friend, sibly the son of a carpenter, by many believed

in fifty years there will be a great change illegitimate, of the known family of David.
among us. Our young people have lost in- Brought up with no advantages of Jewish
terest, and are losing it in the old ways

;
they learning, not at the feet of anj' ofyour Rabbis,

are saj^ing to themselves, ' Where is the use ?' this man lived a blameless life, and his teach-
We have lost heart. Whj', my brother and ings were such as still to affect the world after

mj'self were sent for years to a Hebrew the lapse of eighteen centuries. He was ac-

teacher, to study Hebrew—so was mj' will— eoiiipanied by men who afterwards gave them-
but we neither of us care for it or make use selves to violent death rather than deny Him,
of it now, and for our children we see morel when life would have been spared for the

use in English and German." denial. These men with some hundreds ol'

It was said, "Daniel, if you accept Jesus others, declared that after his crucifixion He
Christ as your Messiah, and learn to believe larose again and was among them on several

and hope in Him, do you cease thereby to be-
j

occasions. Rather than deny this, they and
long to 3'our ancient and once favored race ? very many others went to their death in the
You and your children would not cease to be first two centuries of this era. Commenced
Hebrews by becoming believers in Christ

Have you in the house a copy of the Old Tes-

tament as translated by the Rabbis?" " No;
I have one, but it has been loaned." Have
you a copy of the Prophet Daniel in the house ?

"Yes," he said, rather hesitatingly, and im-

mediately rose and beckoned the writer to

follow him up stairs. This ho did, and the
host, lighting the gas in their sitting room,
showed him, lying alone on a marble-topped
table in the centre of the room, a (Christian)

Bible of the largest size, illustrated by Dore

!

" There," he said, " my wife's father thinks I

have no business with that book in the house,

in an obscure corner of the Roman Empire, in

three or four centuries this new religion, in

spite of bloody and proti-acted persecution,

began to dominate the entire civilized world.
But, for the man himself, who was He?

Consider the facts of his death ! In the world's
history, no man is known to have lived, not
even Abraham or David, who dared address
God the Almighty peculiarly as his Father;
nor had any man ever been known before His
coming to invoke forgiveness for his destroy-
ers. Yet this man cried in the last supreme
moment of bodily anguish, " Father! forgive

them I for they know not what they do I"

sation. It was felt to be best, and at this tims

siitlicient, to recommend to him the quiet

serious perusal of the Gospel of Matthew.

;
At parting, the writer was very warmly in

jvited to repeat his visit at this Jewish home

I

—and he could not perceive that there w:i;

any hesitation on the part of that family ai

to maintaining social relations with theii

j

Gentile neighbors.
I And now, in conclusion, the writer woulc

say that the Lord himself announces that thii,

I"
house," this ancient and remarkable race o

'which He was himself the crowning glory|

shall be " left desolate" until they shall sayi

'"Blessed is He that cometh in the name o

'the Lord!" If indeed the sons of Jacob shal

he led in an early generation to look with sor

Irow "upon Him whom they have pierced,'

land in "the spirit of grace and supplication

to " mourn for Him as one mourneth for hi

only son," and to turn with their whole hear

to the liord of grace and glory,—how shouI(

'it rejoice the sincere believers in Christ amon;
the Gentiles to recognize therein the fulfil

iiieiit of prophecy, and to extend to them th

hand of Christian fellowship and brothei

hood ! P. M. J.

Hard to Please.—-Some people are uevQ
content with their lot, let what will happei
Clouds and darkness are over their headi

alike whether it rain or shine. To them ever;

incident is an accident, and every accident
calamity. Even when they have their ow
way, they like it no better than your way
and, indeed, consider their most voluntar
acts as matters of compulsion. We saw
striking illustration the other day of the It

firmity we speak of in the conduct of a chi"

about three years old. He was crying b(

cause his mother had shut the parlor doo;
" Poor thing," said a neighbor compassioi
ately ; "you have shut the child out." " It

all the same to him," said the mother; "b
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lid cry if I called him in, and then shut
door. It's a peculiarity of that boy, that
8 is left rather suddenly on either side of
cor, he considers himself shut out, and
els accordingly."

For "The Friend."

Thomas Wright.

'he life of this true lover of his fellow-men
oishes an instructive instance of the good
t may be effected by faithfully following

the path of duty, which will open before

ry one who is sincerely desirous of walk-
therein. The following narrative is con-

sed from the account of him given by S.

iles.

[is home was at Manchester, England, and
;he age of fifteen he was apprenticed to an
i-founder. '• Being a steady, sober, diligent

)w, he gradually worked his way up, until,

twenty-three, he became foreman of the
ilders, at a weekly salary of £3 10s. This
! his highest income, but the good that be
irward did was altogether independent of
money wages.
[is attention M'as early awakened to the
[linal classes, the most hopeless of objects.

! convict, when let loose from jail, can very
sly get employment in his old place. New
iters will not emploj' him without a charac-
which he cannot give. Imprisonment has
bably made him worse. It has brought
. in contact with more vicious persons than
self He is thus thrown back upon his

ner associates, and begins his criminal
ser as before.

•ne day a man called at the foundry, and
lined employment as a laborer. He was
ieadj", careful, and industrious workman.
, it oozed out that the man was a dis-

rged convict. Thomas Wright was asked
3ther be was cognizant of the fsict. He
I not, but he promised to ascertain. In
course of the day Wright incidentally

ed the man where he had worked last?

•e been abroad,' was the man's reply. At
, after some further pi-essing inquiries, the
rman, with tears running down his cheeks,

lifted that he was a returned convict, that

(vas desirous of not relapsing into his old

fs, and that he hoped, by perseverance, to

e out his evil character,

i'^right believed the man. He was con-

3ed that he was sincere in his intentions,

acquainted the employers with his history,

offered to place £20 in their hands as a
.rantoe for his future good conduct. The
mise was then given that the convict
uld be retained ; but on the following morn-
the man was missing, the order for his dis-

sal having, through inadvertence, not been
ntermanded. A messenger was at once
t to the man's lodging to bring him back
vork. But the man had already left his

Ting, taking with him a bundle containing

his worldly belongings.

Laving ascei-tained that the man had set

in the direction of Bury, T. Wright im-

iiately followed him on foot. He found
fugitive sitting by the roadside, a few

es from Manchester, heart-broken, wretch-
and despairing. Wright lifted him up,

ok him by the hand, told him that he was
lined in his employment, and that every-

ig now depended upon himself, whether
would maintain his character as a respect-

e workman. They retui-ned together to

nehester, they entered the shop together.

and the future conduct of the man amply and
nobly justified the guarantee into which the
foreman had entered.

This circumstance greatl}' affected Thomas
Wright himself He saw how much could be
done by sympathy and human affection to

rescue these poor criminals from tlic dc]itlis

of misery into which they had fallrn. llo felt

that they should not abandon all hope of re-

eoverj-, and that it behoved every Christian
man to give them a helping hand toward re-

entering industrial life. This subject became
the great idea of his soul. It was his mission,

and he endeavored to fulfil it. He was as j'et

without a helper. But he had strong faith,

and he persevered until he sncciedi'd."

He, VVright, lived near the Salford prison,

and desired to have access to the ]ii-isoners.

For a long time he faileil in his application.

At last one of the young men in the foundry,
whose father was a turnkey in the jail, ob-

tained for him an introduction to the governor.
He was then permitted to attend tlie JMrst-

day afternoon services. He was not ]ieniiit-

ted, as yet; to see tbe^ prisoners individually.

But he had the patience to wait.

At length, one First-day afternoon, the
chaplain stopped T. Wright on leaving the
prison chapel, and asked him if he could pro-

cure a situation for a prisoner whose term of

office had nearly expired, and who desired to

have the chance of proving the reformation
of his character. ' Yes,' said Wright; ' I will

do my best, I will endeavor to find a situa-

tion.' He succeeded, and work was found for

the discharged prisoner.
• The governor now gave him a freer run of

the jail. He allowed him to visit the prisoners
personally. Wright advised and counselled
them. He strengthened their determination

to amend. He conveyed messa^-es home to

their families, and made iiiiuself their friend

and benefactor in many \va\s. lie made it a

practice to meet the prisoners on their dis-

charge. He took them to their homes, and
helped them, out of his scanty means, to sub-

sist, and then he endeavored to find employ-
ment for them.
Ho was in most cases successful. Em-

ploj^ers of labor came to believe in Thomas
Wright. They knew him to be a good and
benevolent man, and that he would niit coun-

sel them wrongly. He took the eni|iloyers

into his confidence, and tliey usually employed
the released felons. Where they had doul>ts.

he guaranteed their fidelity by (JeiKisits nf his

own money—gathered together out of his

foreman's wages of seventy shillings a week.
He went on quietly and unostentatiously

in this waj^—preferring that no notice should
be taken of his name, lest it might interfere

with the good that he was doing ; until he
had succeeded in a few years in finding em-
ployment for nearly three hundred dis( barged
prisoners! He even succeeded—the worst task

of all—in reclaiming women from drunken-
ness. He would sometimes go miles into the
country to plead with husbands, even on his

knees, to take back the wife who was no
longer drunken, but was penitent and longing
for home.-

A remarkable case is mentioned by one of

his friends.* A man who had been under-
going penal servitude at Portland was dis-

charged, and repaired to Manchester with a

ticket of leave and a letter from the chaplain

* The author of " Lives that Speak."

to Thomas Wright. Employment was found
for him as a scavenger. T. Wright had him
|iromoted to lie a mender of roads: and here
also his c(,ii,inet was aii|M'.ived. lie obtained
admission tor liim t<. tlie lateCaiio,, St,, well's
Kiist-,lay and week-day night .sehouls, in both
ot w hieii he became a teacher. He showed
so much capacity for lear-ning that Canon
Stowell felt a great interest in him. The
Canon was made acquainted with his ante-
cedents. Nevertheless he made arrangements
for ' reading' with him, and in due time the
Portland convict was ordained a clergyman.

In another case a young man, engaged in

a position of trust in a warehouse, had fallen

into bad company, and embezzled his em-
ployer's money. The theft was discovered,
and he was about to be prosecuted. The
young man's father besought the mediation
of Thomas Wright. He immediately went to
the employer, and succeeded in eliciting a
promise not to prosecute, but to give the
youth another trial. ' Give him another
(diance," was often Thomas Wright's urgent
advice. The young man v^•as taken on again.

His behavior was most salistactory. He gave
himself more to business pursuits than before.

He was at length taken in as a partner, and
eventually became the head of the firm. He
never ceased to bless the name of Thomas
Wright."

(To be concluded.)

Curious Superstition.

Stopping one afternoon at a Kebrabasa
village, a man, who pretended to be able to

change himself into a lion, came to salute us.

Smelling the gunjiowder from a gun which
had been diseliarueil. he went on to one side

to get out of the wind Miihe piece, trembling
in a most artistic uumner, but- quite overact-

ing his part. The Makololo explained to us

that he was a Pondoro, or a man who can
change his form at will, and added that be

trembles when he smells gujipowder. "Do
j'ou not see how he is trembling now ?" We
told them to ask him to change himselfat once
into a lion, and we would give him a cloth

for the performance. " Oh no," replied they
;

" if we will tell him so, he may change him-
self and come when we are asleep and kill us.'"

Having similar superstitions at home, they
ri'adily became as firm believers in the Pon-
doro as the natives of the village. We were
toll! that he assumes the form of a lion and
remains in the woods for daj'S, and is some-
times absent for a wh<de month. His con-

siderate wile had luiilt iiim a hut or den, in

whiidi she jilaces food ami beer for her trans-

Jormed lord, whose iiielaniorphosis does not

impair his human a]:)]ietite. No one ever enters

this hut except the I'ondoro and his wife, and
no stranger is allowed even to rest his gun
against the Baobab-tree beside it: the Mfumo,
or ])etty chief of another small village, wished
to fine our men for placing their muskets
against an old tumble-down hut, it being that

of the Pondoi'O. At times the Pondoro em-
ploys his acquired powers in hunting for the

benefit of the village ; and, after an absence

of a daj' or two, his wife smells the lion, takes

a certain medicine, places it in the forest, and
there quickl}' leaves it, lest the lion should kill

even her. This medicine enables the Pondoro
to change himself back into a man, return to

the village, and saj-, " Go and get the game
that I have killed for you." Advantage is

of course taken of what a lion has done, and
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tbej- no and bring home the bnftalo orantelope-

killed when he was a lion, or rather t'oimd

when he was patiently pur^u in ^ \>\^ course of

deception in the forest. We :<:iw iIm I'ondoro

of another village dressed in at;lnta^tic wtyle,

with numerous charms hung round bim, and

followed by a troop of boys, who were honor-

ing him with rounde of shrill cheering.

It is believed also that the souls of departed

chiefs enter into lions and render them sacred.

On one occasion, when we had shot a buffalo

in the path beyond the Kafue, a hungry lion,

attracted probably by the smell of the meat,

came close to our camp, and roused up all

hands by his roaring. Tuba Mokoro, imbued

with the popular belief that the beast was a

chief in disguise, scolded him roundly during

his brief intervals of silence. "You a chief,

eh? You call yourself a chief, do you? What
kind of a chief are _you, to come sneaking

about in the dark, trying to steal our buffalo

meat? Are you not ashamed of yourself? A
jn-etty chief, truly

;

you are like the scavenger

beetle, and think of yourself only. You have

not the heart of a chief; why don't you kill

your own beef? You must have a stone in

your chest, and no heart at all, indeed."

Tuba Mokoro producing no impression on the

transformed chief, one of the men, thciiiosf

sedate of the party, who seldom spoke, toot

up the matter, and tried the lion in anothci

strain. In his slow, quiet way, he expostu

lated with him on the impropriety of such

conduct to strangers, who had never injured

him. " We were travelling peaceably through

the country back to our own chief. We never

killed people, nor stole anything. Thebuffalo

meat was oui-s, not his, and it did not become a

great chief like him to be prowling round in

the dark, trying, like a hyena, to steal the

meat of strangers. He might go and hunt

for himself, as there was plenty of game in

the forest." The Pondoro, being deaf to roa

son, and only roaring the louder, the men
became angry, and threatened to send a ball

through him if he did not go away. They
snatched up their guns to shoot him, but he

prudently kept in the dark, outside of the

luminous circle made by our camp-fires, and
there they did not like to venture. A little

strychnine was put into a piece of meat and
thrown to him, when he soon departed, and
we heard no moi-e of the majestic sneaker.

D. Livingstone.

Ascent of Chimborazo and Cotopaxi.

The Scientific Amrriciui, contains a lecture

on the ascent of these celebrated mountains,

delivered by Edward Whymper, a noted
mountaineer, before the Society of Arts in

London.
Among the difficulties to be overcome in

climbing these very elevated summits is an

affection called Mountain Sickness, which is

attributed to the diminution of atmospheric

pressure as one goes up. At 20,000 feet the

pressure is less than one-half of that at the

level of the sea ; and it is obvious that the

human system is liable to derangement when
subjected to a sudden change of jiressure to

such an extent. The effect is often so severe

as to render mountain travellers incapable of

enduring it, so that they seek relief by de-

scending into lower regions. In the course

of his journey, E. Whymper spent many
nights at great elevations (one at 19,000 feet)

and found the sufferings from mountain sick-

ness gradually abated as his body became ac-

customed to the lightness of the atmospheric

pressure.

Taking with him two Italian mountaineers

as assistants, and about two tons weight of

the most portable and condensed provisions,

including 2000 tin cans of vai-ious articles, he

left England on the 3d of 11th mo. 1879 ; land-

ed at Guayaquil ; went from thence by river

steamer to Bodegas ; and three days' travel

from that point brought him to Guaranda,
about 15 miles from Cbimborazo
The caravan consisted of 19 persons and 14

mules and the first camping ground was at

an elevation of 14,400 feet. The second camp-

ing spot was on a ridge near the summit 16,-

500 feet high. It required two journeys from

the first camp to bring to this spot the pro-

visions and fuel that were thought needful.

This was only accomplished by the greatest

exertions on the part of the people and their

beasts. The mules staggered under their

burthens, though only half of what they were
accustomed to cai-ry, stopped repeatedly, and
by their tremblings and falling on their knees

and general behavior, showed that they were
on the very verge of exhaustion. Whj^mper
says that within an hour of arriving at the

camp he found himself lying on his back, in-

cajiable of exertion, and experiencing his first

at tad. " •

fever'

a little further away on our left, with a hollow

plateau about a third of a mile across between

them. We remarked that in about another

hour we could get to the top of either ; and,

not knowing which of the two was the higher,

we made for the nearer. But at this point

the condition ofaflfairs completely changed, the

sky became clouded all over, wind arose, and

we entered a large tract of dusty, soft snow,

which could not be traversed in the ordinary

way. The leading man was up to his neck,

almost out of sight, and had to be pulled out

by those behind. Imagining we had got into

a labyrinth of crevasses, Ave turned about

right and left to try and extricate ourselves,

and, after discovering it was every vvhei-e alike,

we found the only possible way to proceed

was to flog every yard of it down, and then

crawl over it on all fours ; and even then, one

or another was frequently submerged, and

almost disappeared. Needless to say, the

time went rapidlj'. When we had been at,

this sort of work three hours, without havi

accomplished half the remaining distar

Jaalted the men, pointed out the gravity ol

the situation, and asked them whether thej:

pi-eferred to turn or go on. After consulting;

together, Jean Antoine (one of the S\visf|

mountaineers, who, with his brother,

vingi

wert

the only attendants), said, ' When you tcUui

of mountain sickness. " AVe were' to turn, we will go back ;
until then we wil

had intense headaches, and were' go on.' I said, ' Go on,' although by no meanf

unable to satisfy our desire for air except by
^

feeling sure it would not have been best to say

breathing with open mouths. This naturally ' Go back.' In another hour and a half w(|

parched the throat and produced a craving! got to the foot of the southern summit, and!

for drink, which we were unable to satisfy.! as the angle steepened, the snow becami

We could only sip, and were obliged to stop
j

firmer. We arrived at the top about a quar

for breath, and gasp again till our throats ter to four in the afternoon, and then had th(

were as dry as ever. Besides having our
normal rate of breathing largely accelerated,

we found it impossible to get along without
every now and then giving a spasmodic gulp,

just like fishes when taken out of the water."

In a few days these unfavorable symptoms
greatly abated, and a third camping place

was selected at the height of 17,400 feet. Hail,

snow and thunder-storms, which visited them
daily, retarded their movements, but the final

climb was undertaken on the 3rd of 1st month,
1880. After ascending about 1000 feet the

party was met by a furious and intensely

cold wind, which compelled them to abandon
the things thej' were carr3-ing, and fly for

refuge to the camp. The next morning was
very fine and cloudless, and profiting by the

steps they had made the previous day, they
crossed a ridge of rocks and reached a height

of 18,400 feet by 8 o'clock. The narrative

says, "We then bore away towai'ds the west,

over a snow-covered glacier, and ascended
spirally, so as to break the ascent. There
were few crevasses; the snow was in good
oi'der, although steps bad to be cut in it. I

noticed that our steps got shorter and shorter",

until at last the toe oi one foot touched the
heel of the previous one. At 10 A. m., at

height of 19,500 feet, we passed the highest
rock, which was nothing but a volcanic cinder.

For some distance further, we continued our
progress at a reasonable rate, having fine

weather and a good deal of sunshine. At
about 11 A. M. we fancied we saw through the
heavy clouds which covered the whole country
to the west, and shortl}' afterwai-d, being
then nearly 20,000 feet high, we arrived at

another plateau near the top of the mountain.
The summits now seemed within our grasp ; we
could see both, one on our right, and another

mortification of finding it was the lowi

the two. There was no help for it, we hai

to descend to the plateau, resume flogging

the road, and floundering on, to make for th(

highest point. There again, when we gotu]

to the dome, the snow was reasonably firm

and we arrived upon it at last, standing up

right like men, instead of groveling, as wl

had been during the last five hours, like beast

of the field.

" The wind was blowing at the rate ofabou

50 miles an hour from the northeast. W
were getting wretched and hungry, withoui

having the means to satisfy ourselves. Witli

great ti-ouble a mercurial barometer was se

up. One man grasped the tripod, anothej

attempted to give it shelter b}' a poncho froij

the wind, and I, myself, lay on my stomad
in the snow watching the descent of thj

mercury. It fell till it was 14.1 inches, at
]

temperatui'e of 14° Fahr., which, when coa

pared with an observation made on the samf

day at Guayaquil, gives for the height c

Chimborazo 20,540 feet.

" By the time the barometer was in its cae

again it was 20 minutes past 5 o'clock, an

there was scarcely an hour and a quarter (|

day-light remaining. We fled across thl

pleateau at the highest possible rate. Thei
is a great difference between descending an

ascending soft snow, and, as we had a hug
trough or groove already made, we move
down it with comparative facility. StiU

took nearly an hour to extricate ourselvt

from that plateau
;
we then ran for our live

for our arrival at the camp that night d'

pended on our being able to cross those rock

before darkness fairly set in. We just su(i

eeeded in arriving at them in time, althoug;

it becanie pitch dark before we crossed theiBi
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I we saw our camp fire, and arrived there

I after 9. p. m., having been out nearly 16

(To be concluded.)

DEAD EGYPT.
Isaiali xis. 25.

Are thy pyramids still smiling

To the everla.sting sun,

Mighty Mizraim of the sand-waste,

As they smiled in ages gone?

Is thy sphinx still grandly gazing

With those melancholy eyes.

Drinking in delicious moonlight

From those silver-showering skies?

Does thy gray Mukattam cliff-range

Yet protect thy level shore ?

Is that highway to the desert

Still as lonely as of yore ?

Is the bronze on thy brown ripples

Still as brilliMnt as when she,

Stately queen of spells and splendor,

Glided o'er her river-sea ?

Does that river-sea so royal,

With its soft, slow-swelling tide.

Still do battle single-handed

With the wastes on either side?

Are thy Pharaohs resting yonder,

Filling each his fragrant shroud,

With their own calm stars above them.

As of old, without a cloud?

Do they still claim awful homage,
Oldest peerage of the dead.

In their chiselled sflirines unconscious

Of the ages that have sped ?

Does the breath of ancient odors

Sweeten still their cheerless room ?

Do the robes of princely Pathos
Still adorn them in the tomb ?

Is thy Memphis still the Memphis
Of young Mizraim when he came

From his cradle-plain of Shinar,

Here to build a boundless name?

Mystic-realm of magic story,

Never-changing clime and stream.

Shadowy fatherland of science.

Home of fable and of dream.

From thy temples marched the ages

Of our earth's unwritten prime
;

These majestic Nubian portals

Are the mouldering g.ates of time.

Buried dark beneath the ruins

Of dead kingdoms thou hast lain;

But thy day of honor dawneth.

Thou shalt rise to youth again.

In his hour of infant exile.

Once the Son of God in thee

Found a refuge from the tyrant,

Underneath thy sheltering tree.

And for this thou art remembered
;

This great debt shall be repaid.

In earth's age of promised glory

Israel's God shall lift thy head.

For the voice of seers hath spoken
Words of glorious light and rest

;

It has blest thee, lonely Egypt;

And thou shalt—thou shalt be ble^^t.—Horatius Bonar.

HEART PROMPTINGS.
I wanted to send her some flowers

For 'tis just two years to-day

Since the little ones were taken

From my neighbor over the way.

But John said, " What good will it do her ?

And why bring up the past?"

He was sure she wouldn't want flowers,

So I gave it up at last.

Men often think us foolish.

To do these " useless" things
;

But if they call us " angels,"

They should not clip our wings.

Perhaps if we gave up doing,

There'd be something lost i

There is something that tells us to do the

A feeling we can't resist

and missed.

And I can't help feeling the Master
Still speaks for us now, as when

He defended those simple women
Before the wiser men.

And when, all worn and weary,

With hours in field and street,

That woman's tears provided
The water for his feet.

All saw th.at He was slighted
;

Yet the men who loved Him, too.

Might have whispered, "Useless, foolish,"

Had they known what she would do.

But the woman's sudden impulse,

With love's unerring aim,

Went straight to the heart of Jesus,

And her deed to blessed fame.

And again, when His soul was heavy
With the burden of unshared woe.

Wounded by those who loved Him,
As well as by open foe.

One heart—a woman's—answered,

With an act that met his need,

And heaven and earth still witness

To the fragrance of her deed.

But by some of his own disciples

It was judged in angry haste :

" The poor might have had the money
;

To what purpose all this waste ?"

" She hath done what she could," He answered,
" Halh wrought a good work on me

;

And this she hath done in my gospel

Her endless memorial shall be."

And then, although sadly

One voice—a woman's rose

For "that just man," forsaken,

Before his bitter foes.

And all the Way of Sorrows
Love's fearless protest came

From that noble band of women
To whom He spake by name.

Around the cross of their Master,

They stood to the very end.
" You can do no good," was whispered.

Doubtless by many a friend.

Yet from his cross He .saw them,
And Mary, standing there.

Heard his own voice commit her

To John's protecting care.

Love speaks a simple language.

But speak it must and will.

And our Lord doth set his sanction

On its tender promptings still.

He has gone him.self to heaven.

But He lives in his own to-day—

•

I think I will send those flowers

To my neighbor over the way.

Gleanings from Quaker Annals.

The close of Alexander Jaffray's career,

who m&j be considered as having opened the;

very root and ground of the rise of the So-,

eiety of Friends in Scotland, took place on!

the 7th of the 5th month, 1673, at the age ot

fifty-nine years. He was removed from the

warfare of this life, in full assurance of a

glorious and immortal inheritance among the

blessed of all generations.

During his illness, which lasted twelve days,

he gave forth, in the presence ofmany Friends

and others, veiy substantial attestation to

that most excellent dispensation of gospel

light and truth, unto which he had of late

j^ears been more perfectly and fully brougiit
;

in which also, he had given up with all readi

ness of mind to walk, and in defence of whiclt,

resignedly to suffer. Ainong other expres-

sion^, these following abundantly prove the

blessed condition of his spirit, up to the awful
change.
He remarked, it was his great joy and com-

fort in that trying hour, that ever he had
been counted worthy to bear a testimony to,

and suffer for the unspeakable gift of Christ's

hiwaril iijipnirinii'c in flir hnnis ,,/ tin' rliildren

of 7)11/1. rixitdiii nil III/ Ins lii//it. :ii;irr. mid c/ood

Spirit^ ir/n'r/i 'rniirnn;th nf sni. \uA turther,

that tlie grait j'l.hjn,,,:! .md r^,„d, ,„i,,iti,ni of
many in the iuiIkui. i'sji,-ri,i/li/ l/w r, I njiniix pro-

fessors, was and u-uidd hr. tlinr /ntnni/ sn sliijhted

and despised, ijeu, hated this Uictne Hij/it, and
the witnesses of it.

Being overcome in spirit, he occasionally

said, " Kow, Lord, let thy servant depart in

peace, lor mine eyes spiritually have seen, my
heart hath felt, and, feeling, shall for ever
feel, thy salvation !"

He also left this prediction among his friends,

that a time of great and near trial was shortly

coming upon Friends in that corner of the
land, wlicrriii hyiioi-i'itrs should Ije discovered
and madr nianitrsl. Inn t hat a faitliful remnant,
even the ii])ri!;ht, lowly ones, the lowly shrubs,

should be preserved and brought through the
fiery trial with great comfort, when tall and
sturdy oaks should be overthrown. And
further, that this winnowiiii;- season should
be attended with, or fullowr.! by, a breaking
forth of a greater glory and power, than he
or others had evei- Icnown In that quarter.

This remarkal>lc language was judged to be

plainly veritiid in all its parts, as well by
the great acrcssion of siitlerings, which, with-

in three N'eais oi' his dei-ease, was permitted

to befall "the I'rien'U of .Vberdeen, as by the

opposite eliecL these suticrings had upon the

dedicated and upon the disobedient.

Sometimes, when very sick, he would bless

the Lord, that now fighting with a natu-

ral death, he had not an angry God to deal

with. "Oh !" said he, "the sting of death is

fully gone, and death is mine; being reconciled

to me, as a sweet passage, through Him that

loved me." And again, he signified, that the

Lord had given him the garments of praise,

instead of the spirit of heaviness. Another
time, seeing a candle in the room almost gone
out, he said, " My natural life is near at an
end, like that candle, for want of nourishment
or matter to entertain it ; but in this respect

we shall differ, that if it be let alone, that goes

out with an offensive odor, but I shall go out

with a good savor : praises to my God for

ever !"

A little before he ceased to breathe, he de-

claretl. He had been with his God, and had seen

deep things ; about which time, he was tilled

in a wonderful manner with the power of Christ,

which much affected iliose present
;
and very

shortly after, he genlh- ].assed away !

One of the carl'iesi minutes recorded by the

:\Ionthly Mi'etine- of Kiieiids at Aberdeen, in

the ho.i'k provided for the ]mrpose of entering

the atlairs of the Soeiety. has the following

simple notice of his death: "It pleased the

Lord to i-emove out of the body our dear and
precious Friend, Alexander Jaffray, at his

own house at Kingswells, the 7th of the 5th

month, 1673, at one in the morning; who
was buried in his own burial-ground there,

upon the .'^th day. He was a sincere, upright-

lieai'ti'd man all his time, and one that had
been a sei ker of the Lord from his youth up,

and liad nuwh of the life of Jesus, and spirit of

holiness attending his heart all along, as his

conversation witnessed; and died with blessed
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and living testimonies to the honor of Truth
before many, professors and profane, who came
to see him."

Little more than three months elapsed after

the death of Alexander Jaffray, when Sarah
his wife was called away, to join him and
" the spirits of just men made perfect." Hei
maiden name was Cant, adaughter ofAndrew
Cant. On one particular occasion, this help-

meet of our Friend was in some danger of

adding, by her unbelief or impatience, to his

many sources oftrial, rather than of mitigating

his sorrows. However this may have actually

been, the sequel will iimvc, lliat licr cud was
a striking comment an hrr Inish.ni'l's j'lith, and
even as a seal to his dying icstimuny :—so re

markably, oftentimes, are the expectations,

endeavors, and praj-ers of the faithful an
swered ; whether they be permitted or not, to

see the travail of their soul accomplished, the

ends of their faith fully brought about. The
above authentic record, which has just been
quoted, furnishes us with this short but in-

teresting document respecting her :
" The 2nd

of 7th month, 1673:"—" The same day Sarah
Cant, relict of our late dear Friend, Alexander
Jaffray, came into our meeting, and owned
the way of Truth publicly, as it is professed

by Friends
;
which wus a spcili/uj testimony,

considering her parmlam' and education ; she

being mightilj^ wrou-lii upmi to avow Truth
publicly, bj^ her worthy husband's remarka
ble dying, with such demonstration therein.'

Her decease took place as early after this

circumstance, as the 24th of the next month

Religious Items, &c.

Display in Dress.— A paragrajih in the
Christian Women spcalcs of the jirevailing

practice of dressing cxcissivrly on going to a

place of worship as a liiiiiiraiice to the spread
of the gospel. It thinks it strange that "the
daughters of Zion" who are commanded to
" adorn themselves with modest apparel,"

should come to such places " with high heads
and nodding plumes, keeping step with the
giddj' votaries of fashion. This Delilah of

worldliness has been robbing the church of

her strength while she has been sleeping."

We are glad to see a testimony borne to

that plainness and simplicity whicii ought to

characterize Christians of all denominations.

It is a testimony that belongs to the whole
church, and not to a few only.

The Church Establishment of England.—The
editor of the National Baptist, in one of the
letters describing a trip to England, says :

—

" I have once or twice alluded to the strange
anomalies involved in the existence of the
Anglican church 'as by law established.'

Here is another, which is extracted from
London Society :

"
' Mr. Brown had been in the army, and

finding his occupation gone after "Waterloo,

gladly accepted an offer of a fat living down
in Cornwall. " You needn't reside, you know,"
his friend the patron said, "you can get a
curate to do the work for eighty pounds a

year or so, and you can live about town on
the rest." There was a little difficulty about
procuring ordination, but H. E. H. the Duke
of York, overcame that. He gave the candi-

date a note to take to the Bishop of Cork :

" Dear Cork—Ordain Brown—Yours, York."
In a few days Mr. Brown presented himself
before the Commandei"-in-Chief with a note

:

" Dear York — Brown's ordained— Yours,
Cork."

' The thing was done. Brown went down
to Cornwall, read himself in, and returned to
London. He lived some fifty years more, and
never visited his benefice again I'

"I hardly think that just such a thing could
occur now

;
and yet I saw a Canon of York,

whose duties require him to spend one month
in each year in Yorkshire ; the other eleven
are spent in London.

" And I see it stated that Canon Farrar is

a Canon of Westminster, and as such receives
either $5,000 or £5,000 (I forget which), and
also Eector of St. Margaret's, and as such
gets an equal sum.
"And while the Bishops and Deans and

Canons are faring thus, the curates and the
clergymen who have no influential friends,

are living otherwise. The Record s]icaks of

a clergyman 'who has often been olili-nl tt.

go for days without the food absolutely ihmcs-

sary to give him strength for his duties. A
piece of dry bread and a cup of tea in the
morning on a Sunday, and the same when he
returned in the evening, has often been all

the food partaken of; children unable actually
to leave the house for half a year from want
of suitable clothing.'

" The Liberator very naturally asks :

" ' What must be the feelings of a poor
curate when he hears of such a living as that
of Wirabush, Essex ; the net income of which
is £650 a year, while "no duty whatever" is

required from the holder? It has been a sine-

cure for more than four hundred years, and
for the most part has been bought by ladies

for family purposes. It is also a donative
;

i. e., the right to present is absolute, and any
clergyman whatever his character, can be
presented, "in spite of all the bishops in Eng-
land." This living was lately put up to auc-

tion, and, not being sold, the price is reduced
from £6,200 to £5,500. It is an investment
simply—we cannot say pure and simple.'

" The Rod; (Church of England) says :

"' The Dukeof Portland has presented Eev.
Cavendish Browne to the valuable rectorj' of
Bredou in Worcestershire. The benefice is

set down at £2,300 per annum, and is one of
the few survivals of the old state of things.
There are a few others of equal and even
greater value, such as the rectories of Halsall
and Winwich, in Lancashire, the former of
which is set down in the Clergy List at £3,500,
and the latter at £3,200. There are altogether
ten of these golden livings, the income of
which range from £2,000 to £3,000.'

" In this connection, the figures given, as the
result of a census taken in the City Churches,
on May 1st, are full of instruction. The
Eector or Vicar of AH hallows. Great Tower
Street, was preaching to 40 people at £2,000
a j-ear ; of All-hallows, London Wall, to 25
people at £1,700 a year

;
of St. Dunstan in the

East, to 4 ])eople at £550 a year ; of St. Kath-
arine, to 13 people at £1,500 ; &c., &c.

" Eealljr, I wonder how long all this will be
endured by that broad-breasted, long-suffer-

ing, heaven-deserving beast of burden, the
British tax-payer."

For " The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

The Longest Span of Wire.—The longest
span of telegraph wire in the world is stretched

>ss the Kistnah Eiver from hill to hill,

each hill being 1,200 feet high, between

Besorah and Sectanagrum in India. The
span is a little over 6,000 feet in length. The
only mechanical contrivance used in stretch-

ing the cable across the river was a common
windlass.

—

Scientific American.
Climbing Trees for Fish Bait.—In his search

for orchids in the forests along the Eio Negro,

in Brazil, Ernest Morris was surprised to see his

native rowers run his canoe ashore and proceed

to climb a low tree covered with bron^elias and
large tiltandsias. " Those are not orchids,'

he said. " No matter, patron," replied the In-

dian ; "we want iscal (bait)." WonderingI
at this, Morris watched the boy as, hand overl

hand, with knife held between his teeth, he

passed from limb to limb. Soon a large til-

tandsia, several feet square, fell to the ground'.
" Where is your bait ?" said he. " Look,"
said the Indian, who was cutting the leavesi

close at the base, where the explorers sawj
In t ween the leaves a mass of worms resem-!

Ming our common ground worm.
The Moquis.—In the history of the aborigi-

nal races of this country little is said regard-

ing the Moquis, a branch ofthe Pueblos, living,

wliere possibl_y they have lived for a thousand
years, in a rocky stronghold in a sandy desert

of Arizona. This people number about two
thousand five hundred, and occupy six villages,

with houses built of stone, cemented with

sand and claj^ These villages, says Dr. Loew,'

of Wheeler's survej'ing expedition, are built

on the tops of four sa*idstone mesas, which
are separated from each other about eight'

miles. They occupy the entire width of thej

mesas, and, standing immediately before the!

houses, one may look vertically down a depth

of three hundred feet. In many places the

sides of the mesas are terraced, being used as

sheep corrals. In appearance the Moquis
come nearer to the Caucasian than the rest of

the race. These Indians are well clad, and

the females especially so. Indian corn is the

principal food—the sheep are raised for their

wool rather than for the table. From the

wool a good blanket is made. The seed corn!

is planted about one and a half feet from thej

surface, at which dejith suflicient moistui'c is

found to develop and sustain the plant. The
Moquis have no place of worship, and the

Spanish Jesuits were unable to gain a foot-

hold among them.

—

Scientific American. i

Seaweed Jelly.—The seaweed, which is used

by the Japanese and Chinese to pack por-j

celain and other articles for exportation, isi

said, by the Journal of Applied Science, to bel

made use of in France for the purpose ol

making a spurious fruit jelly. When ])laced

in a tumbler of water it absorbs the water in

a few minutes ; then a number of shoots grow,
and constitute a jelly nearly as transparent
as the water, from which it is made. The
jelly is easily sweetened with glucose, and
cochineal or other coloring matters added
with equal facility to imitate the color olj

fruit. The perfume and taste were the onljl

real difficulties that remained to be overcome.
After considerable study it was discovered
that by using a mixture of certain ethers
with certain acids, glycerine, &c., a perfect
imitation of tbe odor of raspberries was pro-

duced. By putting a little of this essence to

the seaweed which has been allowed to de-

velop itself in water, a substance is obtained
which has the consistency offruitjelly, though
no fruit has been used, which is sweet, though
no sugar has been employed, and whiich has
the color and fragrance of raspberries though
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igothor de^^lituto of that fruit.

—

Scientific

erica n.

hiinefum.—!M;irkliain in his work on the

:iv:Uion of Cinchona in the East Indies

8S the following information eoncei-nini:-

rietuni, which is the name given to ilie

;ture of all the alkaloids extracted from
it India red bark :

'he nianufactiiriug operations in the Sikkim
;ory were commenced in 1875. The method
imended itself tor its economy. No fuel is

nted, except what may be required to dry
alkaloid obtained ; no expensive niaehiner\-

nv..lved, 11, r onlv phiiil needrd is s,,ni'.-

ideii lid.san(|rali.-..tillr|-s: t b.' iii^Tedieiil s

aeid and caustic soda, and no skilled labor

eceasary.

rp to the end of 1876 the yield of dry bark
C succirubra had been 321,236 lbs. The
d for 1876 alone was 211,931. For 1878
'as 34-1,225 lbs. The crop is taken partly
coppicing and partlj' by uprooting. The
itations are now capable of jielding 366,-

Ibs. of drj' bark annually, containing an
•age of 4 per cent, of total alkaloids. The
of growing each pound of bark, including
rest on capital, is M.
'he cost of production oi quinetum is $1.40

lb. It is calculated that about 10,000 lbs.

be anuuall}' issued.

he Sikkim quinetum has been submitted
careful trial bj' the physicians attached
he Calcutta hospitals, and has also been
d in the Burdwan fever with great suc-

The conclusion of the surgeon-general
he Indian medical department on 5th mo.

1877, was that in the quinetum " we
sess a remedy perfectly suitable in the
tment of an enormously large percentage
le ordinary intermittent fevers met within
autumnal season throughout the presi-

cy."

omarkable surgical operations are
jrted from Europe. One of them has

before been attempted, and waa de-

bed to the Royal Society in London hy
McEwen. The patient, a child of three

rs, was afflicted with a sort of gangrene
leath of the long bone between the elbow
shoulder. When the disease had run its

rse two-thirds of the shaft was wanting,
nature had made no attempt to supply
deficiency. The object aimed at was

bingless than the transvilantation of bone.

portance with the matter of personal salva-

tion. An eternity of bliss or woe crowded
into the decision of an hour! " Seek first the
kingdom of God." Seek now.

—

EvaiKielical
M.-.s.n„er.

^
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octor will readily undei-take to I
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there on Sixth-day. It is for $50,000,000, and is given
by the New York, West Shore and Buffalo Railroad
Company to the United States Trnst Company of New
York as trustee. The indenture sets forth that the
railroad company is formed by the consolidation of the
New York, West Shore and Buffalo Railway Company,
the North River Railroad Company and the Jersey
City and Albany Railway Company. The purpose is

to construct a railroad from Weehawken, N. J., oppo-
site the City of New York, along the west shore of the
Hudson River to West Point, Newburg, Kingston,
Catskill, Athens and Coxsackie to or near Schenectady,
and thence along or near the south shore of the Mo-
hawk River to Utica, Syracuse and Buff.ilo, with
branches to the cities of Albany and Rochester. The
rate of interest is 5 per cent.

The mortality in this city last week was 400 ; 204
were under ten years of age; 53 died of cholera in-

fantum ; 46 of consumption ; 44 of marasmus ; 26 of in-

flammation of stomach and bowels, and 20 of typhoid
fever.

Markets, &C.—U. S. 3J-'s, 102 a 101J ; 4J's, registered,

113; coupon, 114; 4's, 116; currency 6's, 132.
Cotton remains about the same as last quoted. Sales

of middlings are reported at 12i a 12J cts. per lb. for

uplands and New Orleans.
Petroleum.—Standard white at 71 cts. for export,

and 8 a 8i cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour.—There is a good demand for flour, and prices

are firm. Sales of 2200 barrels, including Minnesota
extras, at S5 a $6 50 for clear, and at $6.50 a $7 for

straight; Pennsylvania extra family at $6.25 a $6.75
;

western do., do. at $6.50 a $7.25, and patents at $7a $8.
Rye flour is 6rm at $5 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is feverish, unsettled and 2-V a 4 cts.

lower. Sales of 6500 bushels red at el.35 a '-1.40, ac-

cording to quality and location. At the open board,
300,000 bushels No. 2 red sold at *1.39J a $1.40. Rye
is nominal. Corn is excited, irregular and lower.
Sales of 12,000 bushels, including yellow, at 75 cts.

;

mixed at 74J cts. ; steimer at 73 a 74cLs. ; No. 3 at 72 a
cts., and rejected at 68 a 72 cts. Oats are less active,

and options are lower. S des of 10,000 bushels, includ-
ing white, at 47 a 50 cti., and rejected and mixed at 47
a 48J cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 8th mo.
20th, "1881.—Loads of hay, 303; loads of straw, 50.
Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.05
to $1.15 per 100 pounds ; mixed, 95 cts. to $1.05 per 100
pounds; Straw, 85 to 95 cents per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were dull, and prices were a fraction

lower; 4000 head arrived and sold at the different

yards at 3i- a 6| cts. per lb., the latter rate for extra.

Sheep were in fiiir demand, and prices were firmer:
15.000 head arrived and sold at the different yards at

4 a 6 cts., per pound, and lambs at 5 a 7J cts. per lb. as

to condition.

Hogs were in demand at full prices: 3600 head ar-

rived and sold at the different yards at S-J « Sf cts. per

pound, as to condition.

Foreign.—Tho Irish Land bill, as amended by the

House of Lords, and subsequently passed by the Com-
mons, was returned to Parliament with the royal assent,

on the 22d instant.

The depreciation in the value of land is having a b.ad

effect upon the fortunes of some of the English clergy.
Herbert Gladstone, in his speech at the meeting of

the electors at Leeds, said: "One of the most satisfac-

tory points in the foreign outlook is the increasing
fiiendship between England and America. If anything
is more satisfactory th;tn the outburst of British .sym-
pathy with President Garfield it was the manner in
which that outburst was received in America."

Paris, 8th mo. 19th.—An official note, published here
to-day, after stating that Prance had no option but to

break off the negotiations with England for a new com-
mercial treaty, concludes as follows :

" We hope, never-
theless, that the disagreement is only temporary, and,
as there is ample time to treat before th^- expiration of
the old treaty in November, that a solution will le
found of a nature to satisfy the interests of the two great
countries who have equal need of each other."

Constans, Ministerof the Interior, classifies the result
of the elections in France, so far received, as follows:
Republican Left and Republican Union, 340; Royalists
and Clericals, 40; Bonapartists, 38; Extreme Left, 36;
Intransigeants, 3. Fifty-five second ballots will be
necessary. The newspapers point out that the ex-
tremists of both the Right and Left have been defeated,
and that the new Chamber will essentially be Pro-
gressist.

The London Baili/ News has the following from
Madrid :

" The elections have resulted in a great suc-

cess for the Liberals, whose candidates are returned in

two-thirds of the polls already known."
A correspondent writes to the l^imes from Zermatt,

in the canton of Valais, Switzerland, as follows: "Five
American tourists ascended the Matterhorn on Satur-

day last. On their return a rock was accidentally dis-

lodged, and it struck the head of — Gilbert, a tutor of

the Indiana University, at Bloomington, Ind., render
ing him partly insensible. He was just able to move
mechanically along. Nearly four hours were spent in

bringing him to the first hut, which was reached at

about five o'clock in the afternoon. Some of the party
proceeded and brought doctors. Gilbert arrived at

Zermatt at five o'clock Sunday evening. He suffer

principally from the loss of blood, and will be able to

leave soon. The guides were apprehensive that, if hi

collapsed before he arrived at the hut, the party would
be frozen to death before succor could be obtained."
The treaty between Russia and China, which is ra

fled, surrenders the Kuldja territory to China, as far

the River Khorgos, Russia retaining a strip of land as a

settlement. For any persons becoming naturalized
Russians within a year, amnesty is granted. China will

pay an indemnity of 9,000,000 metallic rubles, payable
in London in six instalments—one every four months
The Kuldja frontier is to be defined in six months, and
the Ziioan frontier later. Russian caravans have th

right to trade as far as the Great Wall, but only t

towns where there are Russian Consuls. Russia ha
also the right to appoint Consuls in nearly all the prin-

cipal towns in China as trade requires.

The wheat in New Brunswick is reported to

damaged by rust and the potatoes by bugs.

The land telegraph line on .-Vnticosii Island, 200
miles long, is now finished and in operation.

Forty deaths from yellow fever were reported
Havana last week.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Charles Stokes, Agent, N. J., forCaleb

P. Haines, George Lippincott, Thomas Wilkini
min J. Wilkins, Esthers. Prickettand Levi Troth,$2".'l0

each, vol. 55; from James M. Price, Citv, f 2.10, vol. 55
from James F. Reid, Pa , $2.10, vol. 55'; from Benjamii
Sharple-s, Pa., $2.10, vol. .55 ; from Daniel Smith, O.
$2.10, vol 55 ; from Jane B. Smith, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55

;

from Benjamin Hinshaw, lo., per .John T. M
$2.10, vol. 55 ; from Thomas Wilbur, N. Y., $2.10, vol.

55 ; from Palmer Good, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Stepher
M. Brinton, Pa., -2.10, vol. 55; from K. S. Troth
N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from Samuel W. Stanley, lo.'

$2.10, vol. 55, and for Eli Hodgin, John E. Hodgin,
Asenath Edgerton, Rebecca Askew, Thomas D. Yocn
Benjamin V. Stanley, and Thomas E. Stanley, $2.
each, vol. 55; from Joshua Brantingbam, Agent, O.,

for Edward Y. Cope, Christiana Kirk, Clayton Lam
born, Hannah Giiljert, John Hoyle, Cyrus Branting
him. Joslah Cameron, Benjamin Kite and Uriah Price,
$2.10 each, vol. 55, and for Charles W. Satterthwaite,
$2.10, to No. 19, vol. 56 ; from Sallie T. Hoopes, Pa.,

S2.10, vol. 55; from Bartram K.aighn, N. J.. $2.10, vol.

55 ; from Lvdia T. King, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55, and for

Thomas Evans, Md., and Joseph E. Mickle, Pa., $2.10
each, vol. 55 ; from William Cope, Pa., per Benjamin
W. Passmore, -2.10, vol. 55 ; from Benjamin Bower-
man, Mich., $2.10, vol. 55; from Josiah L.Haines,
City, -^2, vol, 55, and for Amy Middleton and Albert
Haines, N. J., $2.10 each, vol. 55; from William J.
Evans, N. J., $2.10, vol- 55; from John W. Hilyard,
N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Henry Briggs, O., $2.10, vol.

55; from Elizabeth D. Meredith, Pa., #2.10, vol. 55;
for Elizabeth Mendenhall, O., $2 10, vol. 55 ; from
James Scarlet, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55; from Mary P. Gib-
bons, City, $2, vol.55; from Reuben Battin, Agent, Pa.,

$2.10, to No. 10, vol. 56, and for Martha McUarty,
.*2.10, to No. 12, vol. 58, and Joseph McCarty, Job
McCarty, Abel McCarty, Charles F. Hes.s, George Schill
and John S. Brown, $2.10 each, vol. 55; from William

Cooper and Lydia Cooper, N. J., $2.10 each, vol. 55
;

from Joseph Barton, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Levi
B. Stokes and Sarah P. Johnson, Gtn., $2.10 each, vol.

55 ; from John Carey, O., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Jordan
Ballard, Joseph Stanton, Elijah Haworth, and Cornelius
Douglass, $2 10 each, vol. 55: from Joseph Stratton,
Kansas, $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Zacheus Test, lo., $2.10,
vol. 55, and for George B. Young and William P.
Young, $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from Joseph K. Lippincott
and Charles Bell, N. J., $2.10 each, vol. 55; from Ben-
jamin C. Reeve, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from R. P. Lovett
and Tacy R. Satterthwaite, Pa., $2,10 each, vol. 55;
from Morris Cope, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55, and for John
Wood, O , $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Henry S. Moore, Canada,
per Jcseph Waring, $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Ovee Ro.sdail,

lo., $2.10, vol. 55; from David Darnell, N. J., $2.10,

vol.55; from Samuel Allen, City, $2, vol. 55; froi

Albert Maxwell, Ind., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from John Tatun

City, $2.10, vol. 55; from Woolston Comfort, Mieb
S2.10, vol. 55, and for Elwood Comfort. $2.10, vol. 55

from C. I. Haye-s, O., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Jacob Biv

rett, O., $2.10, vol. 55; from Ann Burgess, Pa., $2,ll

vol. 55; from Elisha Roberts, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55, an

for David Roberts, Jr., and Joseph H. Roberts, $2.1

each, vol. 55 ; from Eli Scott, lo., *2.10, vol. 55 ; froi

Zimri Horner, Jo., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Job Baeor

N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Barclay R. Leeds, Citj

$2.10, vol. 55, and for Edwin Leeds, N. J., and Hertna

H. Leeds, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 55; from Joseph Eikit

ton, Citv, $2.10, vol. 55; from Samuel F. Balder.stoi

City, *2, vol. 55 ; from Thomas Perry, R. I., fc

John W. Foster, George Foster, Lydia F. Nicliol

George C. Foster, Mary Ann Shove, and Ann Peri^

$2.10 each, vol. 55, and for Charles Perrv, $2.10, i

No. 11, vol. 56; from Martha T. Cox, Gtn , $2.10, v«

55; from Seneca E. Malone, City, $2, vol. 55; fpoi

William B. Oliver, Agent, Mass., -2.10, vol. 55, ani

for Mercy H. Meader, $2.10, vol. 55; from Sarah ij

Evans, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from Guli Ann Hoyle, Oj

$2.10, vol. 55; from Robert Knowles, Agent, N. Y
$2.10, vol. 55, and for Chester A. Weaver, James l|

JBoss, Benjamin Knowles, Clark Carpenter, Dortsaj

Collins, David Peckham, and Lorenzo Rockwell, $2.1!

each, vol. 55, and for Sarah A. Wood, 70 cents to Nij

8, vol. 55 ; from George Sharpless, Pa., $2, vol. 55, anj

for Lewis Sharpless, Minn., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Isaa!

Craft, Fkfd., $2.10, vol. 55
;
from Charles Walton, CIt.

$2 vol. 55, and for John S. Pertrson, Pa., $2.10, v. ,1.5.)

from John R. Tatum, Del., $2.10, vol.55; from Jt.shu

T. Ballinger, Agent, Pa., for Thomas R. Warner, Ann.

A. Warner, Benj.imin F. Warner, Anne Pim, Jail'

Gibbons, Esther H. Mendenhall, Thomas C. Hogui

John Cope, EnosSmedley, Joseph P. Eldridge, Charli'

W. Roberts, and James C. Roberts, $2.10 each, vol. 5ii

and for Rachel McClain, $2.10, to No. 13, vol. 56 : I'roi

J. Letchworth, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from Thoni.is },

Harvey, Agent, Pa., for Rebecca S. Conard, Sen

Horatio G. Cooper, and George T. Satterthwaite, S2.1

each, vol. 55 ; from George L. Smedley, Pa., $2. In. to

55; from Josirih Holmes, Jr., Mass., +2.10, vol. or

from Elwood Thomas, Pa., $2.10, to No. 14, vul. 'ni

from Jehu L. Kile, Agent, O., $2.10, vol. 55, and fi

David EUyson, Joel Kirk, Edwin Holloway, Riliecc

Painter, Mary Warrington, Mary Wooluian, IJiwi

Fogg, Joseph Lynch, Eliz.n \nn Fogg, Robert Elly.^oi

James A. Cope, Abner Woolman, Sarah Woo
John H. Stanley, and Anna W. Cobb, S2.10 each, vo

55, and for Lydia Warrington, «2.I0, to No. 18, v(
'

"'

from William P. Smedley, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55; froi

Martha S. Johnson, Ind., $2.10, vol. 55; from Sarah (

Gaskell, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Rachel F. Parfce

Pa., *2.10, vol. 55; from Dr. Isaac Huestis, Agent, G
$2.10. vol. 5.5, and for Harmon Rhodes, Joseph Doudni
Thomas E. Vanlaw, Abel W. Bye, Hannah Ann Vai
law, Burwell Peebles, Eliza Branson, David SraitI

.Ann Smith, Je.sse Hiatt, Henry Crew, Amy Johl

Clarkson Burgess, Fleming Crew, Jane H. Sear.s, an

Belinda H. Schofield, $2.10 each, vol. 55.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning, will H
appear in the Receipts unt I the following week.

TOUGHKENAMON BOARDING SCHOOL
Will re-open Ninth mo. 19th, 1881.

H. M. Cope, Principal.

Toughkenamon, Che.ster Co., Pa.

MOORESTOWN ACADEMY
Will re-opeu Ninth month 5th, 1881.

The Course of Study comprehends a full and thoroiig

aining in the usual Primary and High Schol
branches, while to those who wish to carry their studii

the Higher Mathematics, Sciences, Greek, Lati
and Modern languages—preparatory to entering coUef
ample opportunities are afforded.

Instructors: Principal

—

Edward Forsythe.
Ruth Anna Forsythe. Mary Jenkins.

Boarding can be obtained in the town at reasonabl
rates.

Died, suddenly, at his residence in Dainascu.s, Ohi
i

the 28th of 11th mo. 1880, Joseph Painter, aj;

esteemed member of Upper Springfield Monthly Meej
ing of Friends, in the 80th year of his age. He wasi|
a meek and quiet spirit, and his friends have the coii

soling assurance that his end was peace. '
i

WILLIAM '^HrPILE,' PRINTER,' )

No. 422 Walnut Street. |
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Selected

Testimonies to the Truth.

fou have often heard b}- tlie servants of

Lord, that have given testimony to Jesus,

only and alone Saviour
;
you "have often

ird the report, and the report is true : That
)re is no name under heaven by which any

n can be saved, but the name of Jesus ;
and

I have oftentimes read also in the Holy
ipture, of this Jesus the only and alone

i'iour ;
all the holy prophets gave testimony

it He should come, and when He was come,

the holy apostles and ministers of our Lord
i Saviour Jesus Christ gave testimony that

was come, and they were made able minis-

s of the New Testament, and their great

ss was, as instruments in the hand of

) great God, to turn men from darkness to

ht, and from the power of Satan to the

wer of God, that they might receive for-

'eness of sins, and an inheritance among
mi that are sanctified. You know the

ripture speaks plentifully after this man-
I hope there are none here but have

ieved the testimoniesthat have been given;

t the great thing is, for every one to come
a consideration of this, since you have he-

lved the report, that which is every one's con-

n now, is to examine themselves, whether
no, they are really turned from darkness

the heavenly Light; none come to be

ned from darkness to light, but as they

me to know repentance from dead works,

d faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ,

d as every one comes to know this, they

me to know what it is to lay a good founda-

n. This was the foundation the primitive

ristians laid, as you may remember the

hortation of the apostle, in the sixth chap-

of the Epistle to the Hebrews; Therefore

kving the principles of the doctrine of Christ,

i, us go on unto perfection, not laj'ing again

ie foundation of repentance from dead works,

jd of ftiith towards God.

Thus you see he presseth them to go on to

rfection ; it is the business of every one of

>u that l)elieve in the name of Jesus, that

lU keep walking on in the holy way ;
it is

e main business of us that are come to know
is holy way, through tlie riches of the love

id grace of the great God to us, to walk in

jis holy way ; they that know anything of

lue Christianity, know this to be their great

concern to walk in this holy way that leads

to everlasting lite
; Christ is the Way, the

Truth, and tlie Jjife ; and all that come into

this way, and walk in it, are going on towards
perfection ; and they are putting off the old

man ; they feel in themselves a power at work
that crucifies the old man with his deeds;

then they go on in the name of the Lord.

This power doth work, till everj"" one in his

own particular comes to be crucified with
Christ ; it was the primitive Christians' ex-

perience. What saith the apostle of himself?

Gal. ii. 20. " I am crucified with Christ, never-

theless I live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in

tne, and the life which I now live in the flesh,

I live by the faith of the Son of God, who
loved me and gave himself for me."

Great is the nij^stery of godliness
;
you that

are engaged in the Christian warfare, and that

live the Christian life, and are making war
in righteousness against the devil, the enemy
of your souls, know that great is tliis mystery
of godliness. This mysteiy is opened among
the disciples of Jesus, among the holy off-

spring of God, who are begotten again through
the Word of eternal life ; who, as the holy
apostle saith, are begotten of his own will

through the word of truth, that they should
be a kind of first fruits of his creatures. How
ought we to whom God hath graciously mani-

fested himself, in the blessed Son of his love,

our Lord and Saviour Christ Jesus, to walk
as becomes the gospel? O! that the serious

and weighty consideration of this might rest

upon every one of us ; that we ought to have
our conversation as becomes the gospel of

Christ, and be going on to ]ierfection. You
know that the apostle s|)(alcs, Phil. iii. 12.

"Not as though I had ;ih'eail\- ;iti:iined, either

were already perfect, but 1 follow after, if that

I may apprehend that for which also I am
apprehended of Jesus Christ." This, I am
sure, every true Christian man and woman
will do, as the same apostle did, who saith,

" I press towards the mark of the prize of the

high calling of God in Christ Jesus." And
as every one comes to grow up in the life of

righteousness, they will come to know an in-

crease of faith, they will grow up in faith,

and in that hope which hath been as an
anchor to their souls in the day of their deep
exercise ; and they will remain steadfast and
unmovable, as they walk in the holy -way.

And so every one, as they keep humble and
bowed before the God of Heaven, will know
his teachings more and more, and have a sen-

sible feeling of it in themselves, everj' one in

their own particular.

And, certainly, it is all our business to be

waiting for the fulfiling of those many great

and precious promises, which are recorded in

the Holy Scripture, which were enjoyed by
the primitive Christians, in the ages that are

past and gone ; and in succeeding times, shall

be likewise enjoyed by all true Christian peo-

ple, as they come to be followers of Jesus.

As we have begun well, let us go on towards

perfection, not laj'ing again, as I said before,

the foundation of repentance from dead works,
and faith towards God and the Lord Jesus
Christ ; for whoever expects salvation by
Christ the only iSaviour, must be going on to

perfection ; thej' must begin at the work of
regeneration, and experience in themselves a
new birth, for if we be not boi-n again, we
shall die in our sins; you know that our
Saviour hath left this upon record, and it re-

mains the same truth to this day.

And therefore, how ought all that make
mention of the name of the great God, and of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, to be
weighty and considerate, and examine wheth-
er they are come to know repentance from
dead works ; whether they have turned from
the evil of their doings ? Some are ready to

say, I would gladly turn from the evil of my
doings, but I find 1 am beset by the devil, the

enemy of mj' soul. VYell, if thou believest in

the light, wherewith Christ Jesus hath en-

lightened thee, then cry to Him, and He will

give thee power to withstand the enemy of

thy soul.

Praised and blessed be the name of our God,
that a remnant can say: As soon as we did

really believe in the name of Jesus, we re-

ceived power in some measure, as the primi-
tive believers did that received Christ, we
received power to become the sons of God.
Let the eye of those that have received this

power be to the Lord, and cry to him for

divine assistance ; for of ourselves we are not

suflieient, we have not power of ourselves to

think a good thought, or do a good action,

but we depend upon the power of God, to en-

able us to work out our own salvation ; for it

is God that worketh in us, both to will and
to do of his own good pleasure.

Therefore, repentance and remission of sins

are preached in Christ's name; and without
the knowledge and Christian experience of

this, and believing in the name of Jesus, we
cannot be saved from the wrath to come.
Let us wait upon God, who by our Lord Jesus

Christ, saveth all his people from their sins.

" Not by works of righteousness that we have
done, but," as the apostle saith, " according to

his mercy He saved us, by the washing of

regeneration, and renewing ofthe Holy Ghost,

which He shed on us abundantly, through
Jesus Christ our Saviour." When those that

have experience of the work of regeneration,

and of being renewed in their inward parts,

where Christ bears rule, meet together in the

solemn assemblies of tlie Lord's people. He
will be in the midst of them; and they that

come to hear the Word of the Lord, and wait
upon Him, know it to be so; you that are

real Christian people, know this by your own
experience. Therefore wait upon the Lord
your God, that the work of regeneration may
go on, and you will find strength more and
more ministered to you, and you will feel the

pouring forth of the Spirit abundantly upon
you ; the same Spirit that raised up our Lord
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Jesus from tbo dead, and quickened him, shall

quicken you, that you niaj^ live to Him here.

ith Him forever hereafter.

nfidd. ^th mo. Uth, 1R93.

-Francis

Ascent of Chimborazo and Cotopaii.

(Concluded from page 21.)

" In passing' from Chimborazo to Cotopaxi
"\yo go from an extinct volcano to an active

one, and to one of the most terrible volcanoes
in the world. It is situated, roughlj', north-

east from Chimborazoat a distance of G5 miles.

From Quito it bears southeast about 33 miles.

Three years ago, ashes from it fell in Quito to

such an extent that it was pitch dark at mid-
day, and pei-sons in the streets in front of

their houses could not tell where they were.

On this occasion, too, there was a great mani-
festation of flames, which rose to an enormous
height; the lava rapidly liquefied and poured
down in vast torrents. All round the moun-
tain the natives have stories of the tremend-
ous ravages which occasionally occur. The
general opinion seems to be that the periods
of greatest activity, are always preceded by
periods of repose.

" During my stay in the neighborhood I

several times remarked that during the night
much less smoke or vapor came away from
the crater than during the daj^, and this led!

me to conclude, that if wo could pass a night
on the summit, we should be able to see the
bottom of the crater, a sight no one bad
hitherto enjoyed.

" All our arrangements were carefully ma-
tured, and we started for Pichincha, passing
at first through a small hamlet, and up a ridge
of the mountain which descends towards the
west, and encamped at a height of about
15,000 feet.

•' On the 16th we sent up the first instal-

ment of our stores to the final cone. The
weather was very bad, with a varying tem-
])crature, and I did not go up till the 18th.

The view from our camp extended over a

large expanse of country, cut up by cracks
and fissures, in every direction covered with
cinders and blocks of lava.

" On the morning of the 18th we started

before daj--break, and at half past six arrived

at the edge of the crater. We advanced, and
from a few feet of the edge we had to peer
into the unknown. A vast quantitj- of smoke
and vapor was boiling up, and we only saw
at intervals a portion of the opposite side, the
bottom being invisible. We then returned to

make a place for the tent, with the assistance

of the natives. When this was done, we sent
them back to the first camp, and the Carrels
and I remained alone. The camp was neces-

sarily established on the outside of the final

cone, which at this time was entirely com-
posed of aah. This was very warm to the
touch, and so loose as to render it a matter of

much trouble to fix the tent ropes, and a high
wind springing up, we carried out four ad-

ditional ropes, and attached them to the
largest stones we could find, and bury in the

ashes. Wo then rigged up a rope as a sort of

handrail, from the tent to the edge of the
crater, from which it was distant about 250
feet. We had scarcely completed the opera-

tion, when a violent storm arose which threat-

ened to carry our whole establishment away.
The poles of the tent quivered, the I'opes

dragged ; but it passed away as suddenly as

it arose. While thus was going on we had

another cause for alarm. A great smell of

India-rubber commenced to arise, and putting
my hand to the floor of the tent, I found it

was on the. point of melting. Outside, the air

was intensely cold.

"At intervals of about half an hour, the
crater regularly blew off steam, which rose

in a jet of great violence from the bottom,
and boiled over the edge, continually envelop-
ing us. The noise made on these occasions
resembled that which we hear when a large

steamer is blowing off steam. When night
had fairly set in we went up to view the in-

terior, and saw the whole of its vast propoi--

tion for the first time. By measurements
made on the following morning, I find that
the rim has a diameter from north to south
of 200 feet, and from east to west of about
1500. The rim is irregular, some points being
considerably higher than others. The rock
is trap ; in the interior the walls descend to

the bottom in a series of steps, and a precipit-

ous slope of about 1000 feet. At the bottom
thei-e was a nearly circular spot of glowing
fire 24 feet in diameter. Flames were flicker-

ing and traveling about in all directions, so

that what was underneath them appeared
mora like incandescent than molten matter.
The heat at the bottom of the crater was evi-

nearer to us it appeared to rise higher anc
higher in the sky, and about twelve at noor
it got overhead and shut out the sun. Bui
before this happened, we witnessed the raosl

extraordinary and startling effects in the at

mosphere between us and the volcano—

a

thick cloud sometimes like shining brass, then

turned to tarnished copper, or the most ex.

traordinary green, producing a feeling of in-

tense astonishment. In the. curled openings
in the clouds that arose after the commence
ment of the eruption, I still saw a majestic

column of ash pouring out and rising to at

immense height in the air, blacker than thf

deepest ink. As we were engaged in th(

ascent of Chimborazo, and had many uthei

things to occupy our attention, we did not

appreciate at first the magnitude of the erup

tion, but when we got on the summit anc

found the ash beginning to fall to such an ex

tent that the snow looked like a ploughec
field, we perceived something out of the com
mon was happening.

" When we returned to our tent we fount

it laden with the ash from Cotopaxi. It wai

still falling, and covered the country all roiim

as with a dense fog. I subsequently found

that in the town of Ambate, twenty milei

nearer the mountain, between 11 o'clock am
11.15, upon a piece of paper spread to receiv(

"t, one foot square, four ounces were collected

dently intense, and far up its sides, in every
direction, glowing fissures, from which flicker-

j

ing flames were also coming, showed that I made a calculation that at least 2,000, 0()(

the lava was red hot below the surface, while, tons of this ash must have been ejected." i

columns of steam or smoke heightened the 'microscopical examination showed that thi

eftect. It is impossible to conceive a more 'ash which fell on the tent at Cotopaxi wassi
dramatic spectacle than this vast theatre pre- {fine that 4,000 particles scarcely weighed i

sented, illuminated below by the subterranean grain. That which fell on Chimborazo wai

fires and above bj' a brilliant moon; while, much finer, and it was estimated that it woulc
every now and then the outbursts of steam I

require 25,000 particles of it to weigh a grain

occurred, rushing upward with the force of a|They consisted principally of glassy feldspa

hurricane, and scattering all around frag- j and of long crystalline scoreous dust. Tbi

ments of fused rock. i lecturer said, "If you can picture to yoursel;

"We found in the morning the tent was [the force which is required to eject 2,000, OOii

black with ash which had been ejected. Thejtons of this ash (so light that 25,000 particle

fragments were found on microscopical ex- scarcely weigh a gi'ain) to a height of fouj

amination to be particles of fused rock, and; miles in the air upward from the crater, an(|

they are, I think, torn ofl" by the violence of, to send it up vertically unaffected by the eas

the steam-blasts. I attribute these outbursts i
wind, you maj' be able to form some idei

to the infiltration of the snow and hail which what a terrible creature Cotopaxi is in hi

falls on the final cone. It is almost imme- more furious moments.''
diatelj' liquefied, and descends into the bov
of the mountain
"The height of Cotopaxi is 19,600 feet.

Our camp was placed about 130 feet below
jthe loftiest point. We remained there twenty-
six consecutive hours, feeling slightly at first

the effects of the low pressure."

About five months after this, B. Whymper
again ascended Chimborazo, partly to verify
the observations which he had before made.
In the early morning he looked at Cotopaxi
in the far distance, and remarked how tran-
quil it looked—not a sign of smoke was rising
from the great volcano. He saya ; " We went
on foot, and before daylight commenced to
ascend the ridge which leads continuously
towards the second summit. I was in the
rear stopping to heat my numbed hands, and
looking toward Cotopaxi, when all at once I

saw a column of smoke commence to rise from
the crater. It went up straight into the air,

rapidly curling with such velocity that within
a minute it had risen 20,000 feet above the
crater. It was caught by an easterly wind
and borne twenty miles towards the east, at
right angles towards its former course

; it then
turned, and a northerly wind carried it toward
our position. As the cloud came nearer and

For " The Friend."
j

Gleanings from Quaker Annals. |

Eobert Barclay, the great "Apologist" fol

the doctrines of Friends, spent the last twi

years of his life in much retirement, chieflj

at home, enjoying the esteem and regard o

his neighbors, the comforts ofdomestic society

and doubtless partaking also in good measure
of a soul-sustaining evidence of Divine appro
bation. In the year 1690, he was seized with i

violent fever, which continued upon him abou
eight or nine days, when it pleased the Lon
to take bim out of this world, to a kingdon
and glory that is eternal.

James Dickinson was with him at the tini'

of his illness. It was a solemn season
; and a

he sat by him, the Lord's power and presenC'
bowed their hearts together, and Eobert Bai
clay was sweetly melted in a sense of God',
love. Though much oppressed by the dif

order, an entirely resigned, peaceful, an(

Christian frame of mind shone through all

With tears, he expressed the love he bon
" towards all faithful brethren in England
who kept their integrity to the Truth," am
added, "Eemember my love to Friends ii

Cumberland, at Swarthmore, and to dea
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-ri^e ( meaning George Fox,') and to all the

litui everywhere;'' concluding with these

it'uriable words—" God is good still: and
agli I am under a great weight of sick-

< ami weakness as to my body, yet my
•c i/oics. And this I know,—that what-
[• exercises may be permitted to come upon
tliey shall tend to God's glory and my
at ion : and in that I rest."—He died on
3rd of the 8th month, 1690, in the 42nd
r of his age.

'he following faithful delineation of the

racter of "this worthy young man of God,"
tVilliam Penn styles him, may be fresh to

ly readers ; but is worthy the repeated

mtive perusal of those, who claim con-

ion with the Society of Friends, especially

)ng the younger classes. " This account
^iven," writes William Penn, " for their

rapled encouragement, who have or here-

sr may receive the eternal Truth, as well

vr a testimony to the power and goodness of
i in raising him up to his Church." It is

pared from documents, put forth by those

emporaries of Robert Barclay who knew
I well, and appears in the pages of^ iShort

oimt of his Life and Writings.

He was distinguished bj^ strong mental
vers, particularly by great penetration, and
3und and accurate judgment. His talents

re much improved by a regular and classi-

education. It does not, however, appear,

t his superior qualifications produced that

tion of mind, which is too often their at-

dant: he was meek, humble, and ready to

)w others the merit they possessed. All

passions were under the most excellent

rernment. Two of his intimate friends in

ir character of him, declare, that they
er knew him to be angry. He had the

ppiness of early perceiving the infinite

jeriority of religion, to every other attain-

nt; and Divine grace enabled him to dedi-

his life, and all that he possessed, to

)mote the cause of pietj' and virtue. For
s welfare of his friends, he was sincerely

i warmly concerned ; and he travelled and
ote much, as well as suffered cheerfully, in

jport of the Society and its principles,* to

lich he had conscientiously attached him-

f. But this was not a blind and bigoted

l.achment. His zeal was tempered with
ai-ity; and he loved and respected good-

|98, wherever he found it. His uncorrupted
j.egrity and liberality of sentiment, his great

ilities, and the suavity of his disposition,

ve him much interest with persons of rank
d influence

;
and he employed it in a man-

r that marked the benevolence of his heart.

i loved peace ; and was often instrumental
settling disputes, and in producing recon-

jiation between contending parties,

jln the support and pui-suit of what he be-

|Ved to be right, he possessed great firmness
I mind ; which was early evinced in the

pus and dutiful sentiment he expressed

]

his uncle, who tempted him with great

j'ers to remain in France, against the desire

I

his father :
' He is m}' father,' said he, ' and

|jst be obeyed.' All the virtues harmonize,

jd are connected with one another : this

im and resolute spirit in the prosecution of

ity, was united with great sympathy i

jmpassion towards persons in affliction and
[stress. They were consoled bj' his tonder-

I'.ss, assisted by his advice, and as occasion

quired, were relieved by his bountj'. His
'iritual discernment and religious experience.

lirectod by that Divine influence which he

valued above all things, eminently qualitieil

him to instruct the ignorant, to reprove the

irreligious, to strengthen the feplile-minde(i,

and to animate the advanced Ciii-istiun to

,11 greater degrees of virtue ami hulimss.

In private life, he was e(pially amiable.

His conversation was cheerful, giuirded, and
'nstructive. He was a dutiful son, an affec-

tionate and faithful husband, a tender and
careful father, a kind and considerate master.

Without exaggeration, it maj^ be said, that
pietj^ and virtue wei-e recommended by his

example; and that, though the period of his

life was short, he had, by the aid of Divine
grace, most wisely and happily improved it.

He lived long enough to manifest, in an
eminent degree, the temper and conduct of a

Christian, and the virtues and qualifications

of a true minister of the gospel."

Heavenly-mindedness the Remedy for a Low

State of the Church.

The apostle Paul, after very (.listinetij- ])oint-

ng out the effect of that change of heart

wrought in the true believer, says, " Be ye
thei'efore followers of God as dear children."

And again ho gives as a reason for such a

course of conduct as he recommends, " That
ye may be blameless and harmless, the sons

of God without rebuke, in the midst of a

crooked and perverse nation, among whom
}'e shine (or shine ye) as lights in the world."

What attentive reader of the Holy Scriptures

can fail to see that the i-equirements of the
gospel, while thej^ do awa}' with no tittle of

the law, j-et go far deeper and touch even to

the hidden recesses of the heart. And what
Christian does not rejoice with thanksgiving
in that a way has been opened whereby he

may be saved, not only from the guilt of sins

that are passed, but from the power of those

sins which dosoeasily beset him ; that through
a full surrender of the heart unto the baptiz-

ing influence of the cross of Christ, he may
know a being crucified unto the world, and
made partaker of the precious privilege of

following his blessed Lord even as a little

child folioweth the parent whom he dearly

loves; and though this walk may at times

seem to be as in a desert land—trials, con

flicts and provings, may be his portion till the

shield of faith seems almost ready to drop
from his grasp

;
yet through all the everlast

ing arms will be underneath ; for He who
knoweth our frame and remembereth that we
are dust, will not permit any of his trusting

little ones to be tried or tempted above that

they are able, but will bring them forth from
the furnace strengthened and purified so that

they may indeed be enabled to glorify Him
amongst men. It was this purity of heart

this close walk with God, that made the apos

ties what they were; they counted nothing

too near or too dear to part with that they

might win Christ, and be found in him
;
so

that with great diversity of gifts there was
still the same spirit, and the power of the

Lord wrought mightilj"- through them to the

saving of souls, and the building up of the

church in the most holy faith.

It was so again after the lapse of many
generations in which the church had so griev-

ously left her first love, that in many places

the power of godliness was but little known
Our early Friends were raised up to proclaim

ill' everlasting u<is|iel in all its fulness, and
II (lis|ilay llie iiaiiiier ol |nirity and holiness
vliieh must c'ver mark the disi-iiiles of a cruci-

ied and risen Lord ; and their preaching being
n the demonstration of the Spirit "and of
power, they too were made instrumental in

gathering many souls to Christ. The prin-

ples Avhich thej' promulgated were those in-

ilcated by our blessed Lord, and laid down
the Scriptures of Truth. True it is then

we need nothing new, in that direction, to

enable us to arise and shine as in daj'S that
are passed

;
yet the hearts of many are, we

doubt not, bowed in sadness as we view our
broken ranks, and as we realize, as we cannot
fivil to do, the lack of that spiritual life which
was the crown and diadem otthe early church.
Is it not time, therefore, for eveiy one that
feareth the Lord and longeth for the salva-

tion of their immortal souls, whether older or
younger, to pause and consider; j'ea, rever-

ently to wait as at wisdom's gate, that he
may bo taught and know for himself how this

blameless and harmless walk may be main-
tained, whereby he may be enabled to shine

as a light among the people. For as the
church is made up of individuals, so it is

through the faithfulness of every living chris-

tian that she may again hope to shine, and
that spirituality of the Christian religion be
restored to US as in the beginning. Our
blessed Saviour says, "Seek ye first the king-

dom of God and his righteousness." How is

it with us in this respect to-day ? If we are

honest with ourselves will we not have to ac-

knowledge that even with many who ought to

be asburningand shining lights, from the high
positions they occupy in the church militant,

there is great danger of the cares of this world
and the inordinate pursuit of business, occu-
pying too much of that precious time which
should be devoted to the glory of God and
the furtherance of the glorious gospel of life

and salvation? Do not their lives and con-

versation bear too striking evidence, that

their hearts are still in the world ; that they
are not following God as dear children ? May
we not also fear, that notwithstanding our
gracious Lord hath promised that He will

give unto his obedient children ' richly all

things to enjoy," there are too many of us

seeking for those pleasures which are forbid-

den of Him, because He knoweth, that by
indulging therein, our hearts will be too much
set upon the things of earth, or else using

those which are lawful unlawfully, and so the

life of religion is almost lost amongst us? A
name to live will not suffice, if we would be

Quakers indeed, and I love the epithet, we
must be made first of all to tremble and quake
before a righteous God, and to so bow our

necks to the cross of Christ as to know the

govern meat of our lives to be upon his should-

ers. Th..n will He indeed teach us of his

ways; ami. walking by the same liglit as our

worthy pi-ediec'ssr>i-s. we shall a-aiii become
instruinental in turning the lieails of the peo-

ple from empty shadows to the living sub-

stance, and from the power of Satan unto God.

True, it is not in the power of man to convert

souls, but it is in the power of everj' Chris-

tian, through living faith in Christ Jesus our

Saviour, and a full surrender of the heart unto

the cleansing operation of the Holy Spirit, to

have the mind so weaned from the things of

earth, the affections centered on things above,

as to walk blameless in the midst of a crooked

and perverse nation ;
and as this is our indi-
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vidual condition, tbere will be :i floekiDg to
us ''as doves to their windows;" the waste
phicea will be built up, the jouiig will be in

structed, the older will become each other':

helpers in the Lord, and a harmonious labor
known for the salvation of souls, and the ex
tension of the Redeemer's kingdom. May
the Lord hasten this day, and may the united
])ra3'er of the church everj^where be, that we
be found individually and collectively doing
our part in this great work ; following our
risen Lord, not partially' but wholly, as dear
children.

8th mo. 16th, 1881.

Eastern Marriages.—At a marriage, the
procession of which I saw some years ago,
says — Ward, the bridegroom came from a
distance, and the bride lived at Serauipore, to
which place the bridegroom was to come by
water. After waiting for two or three hours,
at length, near midnight, it was announced,
as if in the vevj words of Scripture, " Behold,
the bridegroom cometh

;
go ye out to meet

him." All the persons emploj'ed now lighted
their lamps, and ran with them in their hands
to fill up their stations in the procession.
Some of them had lost their lights, and were
unprepared, but it was then too late to seek
them, and the cavalcade moved on to the
bride, at which place the company entered a
large and splendidly illuminated area before
the house, covered with an awning, where a

great multitude of friends, dressed in their
best apparel, were seated upon mats. The
bridegroom was carried in the arms of a
friend, and placed in a superb seat in the
midst of the company, where he sat a short
time and then went into the house, the door
of which was immediately closed and guarded
by Sepoys. I and others expostulated with
the door-keepers, but in vain. Never was I so
struck with the beautiful parable as at this
moment. "And the door was shut."

Scattering and Increasing.—Now, you will

find that liberal people are happy people, and
get more enjoyment of what they have than
folks of churlish mind. Generous souls are
made happy by the happiness of others. The
money they give to the poor buys them more
pleasure than any other that they lay out. I

have seen men of means give coppers, and
they have been coppery in every thing. I
have seen others give to the poor and to the
cause of God by shovelfuls, and they have had
it back by barrow loads. They made good
use of their stewardship, and the great Lord
has trusted them with more, while the bells
in their hearts have rung out merry peals
when they have thought of widows who
blessed them, and oqjhan children who smiled
into their faces.

—

John Ploughman's Pictures.

The Scapegoat.—During the last illness of
the late Maharajah of Travancore a ceremony
was performed with bears some resemblance
to the Jewish institution of the scapegoat.
A man was found willing, for a consideration
(10,000 rupees) to bear the responsibilities of
the Maharajah's sins. He was brought into
the royal presence, and after the Brahmins
had performed certain ceremonies over him,
the sick man tenderly embraced him. He
was then led out of the country of Travan-
core into the Tinnevelly district, with a charge
never to return.

DO IT NOW.
BY PHCEBE CARY.

If you're told to do a thing,

And mean to do it really,

Never let it be by halves;
Do it fully, freely.

When father calls, though pleasant be
The play you are pursuing,

Do not say, " I'll come when I

Have finished what I'm doing."

If you are told to learn a task,

And you should now begin it,

Do not tell your teacher, " Yes,

I'm coming in a minute."

Waste not moments nor your words
In telling what you could do

Some other time ; the present i.^

For doing what you should do.

Don't do right unwillingly.

And stop to plan and measure;
'Tis working with the heart and soul

That makes our duty pleasure.

THE PLOWMAN.
The plowshare's silver gleam,
Behind the panting learn.

Lights the brown furrow in the field,

And hope foretells the future yield

Of sun-tanned crops of whe.il,

Ripening in genial heat.

How well he draws his line;

Through tangled grass and vine
The plowman scores the hill and vale,

Where violets blue and daisies pale,

Crushed by the gleaming share,

Sweeten in death the air.

Fair birds on every bough
Sing praises of the plow

;

And groups of golden daffodils,

Dancing in shadows of the hill.«,

Like happy girls at play,

Inspire the plowman's lay.

His mandates are obeyed

;

The duiub brutes, unafraid,

Come at his call from pastures green,

Over the bars, half-down, between
The meadow and the shed.

And by his hand are led.

Serene the plowman's life
;

He's king—a queen his wife.

Right royal they ; no crowns to press
The heart out of their happiness,

No threats, in undertone,
To hurl them from their throne.

He is a rural king.

And every living thing
Within his realm, the farm, obeys
When he commands. I sing his praise

In chorus with the birds

And bleating flocks and herds.

EVENING HYMN.
Slowly all around us gather

Shadows of the eventide
;

Home we come to thee, O Father,
Let our hearts with thee abide.

We are weak and worn and weary.
Chafed by toil and care and strife.

Thou wilt give us welcome cheery
To thy home of love and life.

Bright with dew-drops was the morning.
Golden fair the early light.

Earth and sea and sky adorning
With its splendor pure and bright.

Birds their matin-song were singing
In the fragrant leafy bowers.

Incense-breathing, worship bringing
Were the glory-vested flowers.

We from quiet rest were waking
At the gentle touch of day.

From the bonds of slumber breaking.
Faring to our work away.

All day long thine angels holy
Sent to help us byJheir King,

Be we lofty,—be we lowly,

—

Have our steps been following.

Lord of angels, Saviour Jesus,
While thy watchful hosts are near,

Death or danger cannot seize us,

Therefore will we know no fear.

Stronger than the strongest angel
Art thou, ever by our side

;

So hath taught us thine evangel,
In that blessed faith we bide.

Therefore, though the shadows darken.
Trudging wearily along,

Y'et we know thine ear will hearken
While we sing our even-song.

Light of life, departing never,

Light of earth, and light of heaven.
Earthly suns may set, but ever

Will thy love make light at even !

Thomas Wright.
(Concluded from page 19.)

" After he had been thus working on for

years, his voluntary labors at length obtained
official recognition. Captain Williams men-
tioned him in his annual reports on the state
of prisons. He says, ' To show the extent to
which this humble and unassisted good man
has carried his benevolence, and the success
with which it has been crowned, it is but
necessaiy to state that out of ninety-six crim-
inals befriended by him, and re-established in

life, only four have returned to a prison. It

is delightful to witness the implicit confidence
and reliance reposed in him by the guilty and
wretched, and which seem to be wholly in-

duced by his simple, unassuming, and truly
fatherly way of doing good.'
There were many cases in which he could

not get employment for the released prisoners.'
In such cases he either lent them money of
his own, or raised a private subscription
among his friends, to enable them to emigrate.
In this way he assisted 941 discharged prison-
ers and convicts to go abroad, and to begin
life under new circumstances and separated
from their old companionships. In many
ca^es the discharged prisoners themselves
helped him in his philanthropic labors. They
got employment for their friends, or they
helped to raise subscriptions to enable others
to emigrate. Thus charity begot charity.
One of these forlorn emigrants, who had

been sent to North America, wrote to T.
Wright in 1864, addressing him as ' My dear
adopted father.' He inclo'sed £2 as a contri-
bution to the London Male Reformatory.
The emigrant, who was now a prosperous
man, said, ' To your never-to-be-forgotten
fatherly aid I owe my present success. You
were indeed my best, my kindest, and my sole
advising friend on this earth. You rescued
mc from a life of vice by your own unaided'
help. When all others had turned their faces
from me as a miscreant and a vagabond, you,
like the prodigal's father of old, welcomed me
back to the paths of virtue and integrity of
life, consoling my youthful heart with the
hope of brighter days yet in store, and blend-
ing your fatherly counsel with a still purer
hope beyond the grave. God bless you, dear
father! God bless you for all j-our kindness!
Tears of kind remembrances fall from my
cheeks as I think upon all your noble efforts
for your poor fellow-men.'

In the mean time T. Wright was working
daily at the foundry—working from 5 o'clock
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(the morning until 6 o'clock at night; and

(Qetimes to a still later hour. All his even-

j; leisure and most of his First-days were

i'oted to his self-imposed services
;
either in

jail, the penitentiary, the ragged First-

Y schools, or at the homes of the unfortu-

te and the criminal. He was now sixtj^-

•ee years old, and his health was beginning

He had saved nothing. All his sur-

is earnings had been devoted to the relief

d emigration of discharged prisoners. He
quently reduced himselfto the lowest means
mhsistence—always considering that while

had the means he would not be justified

withholding them from those who were in

tress.

The government of the daj', recognizing

) value of his services, offered him the post

travelling inspector of prisons, at the salary

£800 per annum. Here, it would seem,

j a method by which he could lay by a

le money, and at the same time extend the

aere of his operations. But he unhesita-

gly refused the offer. He said that it would

lit his power of doing good, as he felt con-

iiced that if he once became a government

cial, he would soon cease to be regarded as

le Prisoners' Friend.

Accordingly, the attempt was made by the

ople of Manchester to raise a sum for the

rchase of an annuity equal to the amount
his weekly wages—a mere tithe of th*

lount which his exertions had saved to the

late. A sum of £100 was allotted from the

lyal Bounty Fund in aid of the subscription

le Manchester people did the rest. They
ised a |ium which provided him with an an

ity of £182, the exact amount which he had

fore earned by his daily toil.

He still continued in his works of mercy
3 went from town to town, like Howard
nting the jails of the countrJ^ He inspected

Field Lane Night Eefuge, the Eedhill

dustrial Schools, "the hulks and convict

tablishments at Millbank, Pentonville, Port-

ad, Portsmouth, and Parkhurst. He worked

rd in the establishment of Ragged Schools.

3 wished to train the poor boys to earn an

inest livelihood, and thus to prevent their

(Coming criminals. He regarded ignorance

d bad "example as the fruitful parents of all

il ; and he did what he could to eradicate

em by secular and religious instruction.

3 urged upon Cobden, who was then en-

,ged in advocating a system of National

ducation, that it should be made corapul

ry, as the primary means of diminishing

Hme and pauperism. Besides his Eagged
bhools, he instituted Reformatory Schools,

enny Banks, and the Shoeblack Brigade.
'

i-ever a good work was to bo done, his

and and help were never wanting. He loved

\ have every moment occupied. His motto

as, ' Work, work, while it is called to-day

r the night cometh.'

Thus ho went on to the end. When he had

•rived at eighty-five years of age his

ipidly failed. Yet he was always ready to

sceive those who wished to see him—especi-

ly poor persons, discharged prisoners, or

Jturned convicts. His life gradually faded

way. The twentj^-third Psalm was continu-

lly'on his lips, and at the end of each day's

Iness he felt himself ' a day's march nearer

ome.' He had fought the good fight, and

ras about to finish his course. He passed

eacefully and calmly to his rest on the 14tb

f 4th month, 1875."

Purchasable Health.

There are thousands of men in everj^ great

city, who are perfectly aware that thej^ are

bankrupting themselves in health—that is

they are selling their health for money. The
time will surely come, at last, when they will

be willing to pay all this money back for the

health they have parted with ; but it will be

too late. The object of this article is to in-

duce these men, if possible, to buy health

while it is in the market and not to sell it

under any consideration. Col. Thomas Scott

carried his burden so long that the four millions

had won had no ])ower to bring back the

health he had parted with ;
but there were

undoubtedly times in his life when, by the

proper expenditure of money and of time, lu
'

could have bought health enough to last him

brace of decades longer. A man crowds

his powers through a series of years of ex-

cessive labor, and, some day, ho drops with

paralysis, and from that day forward he be-

comes iv powerless child, to be led kindly and

carefully to the grave. The increase of this

disease is undoubtedly the result of the in-

crease of unwisely conducted labor. Money
can do nothing for it when it befalls a man

;

but it can do [much] to prevent. ''Nervous

prostration" has become a too familiar phrase

in these latter years. Money cannot restore

a shattered nervous system ;
but, properly

expended, at proper time, it [may] prevent

it, which is a great deal better.

There are two plans of life, by either of

which money will buy health and prolong a

comfortable existence. The first is, the set-

ting aside of a part of every day for recrea-

tion. So far as this can be done, it ought to

be done ; but there seems to be some jiecu-

liarities in our American life that forbid it.

Competition in business is cruelly sharp,

and most men feel obliged to devote them-

selves to it, when they are in it at all, from

morning until night. The sleeping hours are

the only ones which give them release from

active care. Now business followed in this

way, from year's end to year's end, is just as

certain to ruin health and shorten life as the

recurrence of seed-time and harvest is sure

The alternative of daily recreation is a yearly

period of rest. There are always slack sea-

sons in business, and these every business num

should avail himself of, for rest and riciea^

tion. Suppose he loses money by it ;
he wins

that for which he will sometime be willing to

give money, when money will not buy it.

When a man gives health for money, he

makes the poorest investment of his life.

When he gives money for health, he makes,

from every worldlv point of view, the liest.

There is a bairurinati..ii. c-luTislKMl by a

great multitude, that they must he eiinstantly

in their own business c.r it eannct ]).>ssihly go

on prosperously. Some df the-e men arc so

unfortunately organized that they cannot be-

lieve that anybody living can do their work

as well as they can do it. It takes an enor-

mous self-conceit to come to such a conclusion

as this ; and there is a great misfortune in it

Of eoui'se these men are never able to leave

their work for a moment in other hands, and

so they become the bond-slaves of their own
mistake. Now there is nothing in which a

great business man shows his greatness so

signally as in his ability to find men to do his

work—to find competent iustn

man is always a man of compai'ative leisure.

His own work is always deliberately done.

It is, as a rule, the small man who never gets

a moment, and who never can find a pair of

hands as good as his own. If a man cannot

leave his business, or thinks he cannot, he

shows that he lacks the highest grade of

business capacity.

The leisure of Newport and Long Branch

and Saratoga, with its social excitements and

attractions^ is not that certainly which buys

health in the cheapest market. Stillness,

rest, freedom of action and of dress in the

open air, distance from the marts of trade

—

these ])av best ; an<l, when tli.'sc are properly

and reui'ihirlv enjoyed, the money that they

hen

>ngation of life.

•ii-out man; but
it avails [much]
r's Monthly.

A notable instance of praying to God, and
resolving to take no denial, and prevailing

when hope seemed gone, was that of the

pious wife of a hard drinking man named
Martin, in West Riding, Yorkshire, England,

who prayed twenty-one years for his reforma-

tion and conversion.

When that long time had passed, and no

answer had come to her prayers, she went

one night at midnight, to the ^'public'' where

her husband spent much of his time, and

found him sitting in the bar-room with several

other men and the landlady.

"You go home," said Martin, roughly,

when he saw his wife enter.

" Wait a little, and your husband will go

with you," said the landlady.
"— Tolman," replied the poor wife, ad-

vancing to the table where they were sitting,

" I have waited twenty-one years for my hus-

band to 'go with me'—and all that time I

have prayed for him."

She steadied her voice, and added :

"I am certain, too, that God will answer

my prayers. As sure as he is sitting in your

bar I shall live to see him pass your house

and have no inclination to go in."

She turned to go out, and Martin rose and

followed her, saying not a word.

That night was the turning-point in his

life. The long-felt promise to the heart of

the iiious wile that her husband should "go

with her" began to fulfil to her patient waiting.

He went'^to meeting with her, and was

melted by a sermon on the words, " Where

thou goest, I will go; . . . thy people

shall be my people, and thy God my God."

He went with her on the road to life, and

helped her to lead their children in the nar-

row way.

—

SeL

roidihhj.—Every boy
s of the preacher in

iments to exe-

Bo Small Thimp Th
should ponder the won
Ecclesiastes :

"Whatsoever thy hand tindeth to do, do it

with thv might."

This "injunction is exceeding broad, for it

covers small things as well as larger ones.

Hon. Josiah Quiucy reports in the Independent

a conversation he once had with Daniel

Webster which illustrates the preacher's

words

:

The conversation was running upon the

importance of doing small things thoroughly

and with the full measure of one's ability.

cute his purposes. The est business -This AVclislt stratcd bv an account
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some potty insurance case that was bi'ouyht
to liim when a young lawyer in Portsmouth
Only a small amount was involved, and a

twenty dollar fee was all that was promised
Ho saw that to do his clients full justice a
journey to Boston, to consulttheLaw Library,
would be desirable.

He would be out of pocket by such an ex
pedition, and for his time he would receive
no adequate compensation. After a little

hesitation, he determined to do his very best,

cost what it might. He accordingly went to
Boston, looked up the authorities, and gained
the case.

Years after this, Webster, then famous,
was passing through New York. An im-
portant insurance case was to be tried the
day after his arrival, and one of the counsel
had suddenly been taken ill.

Money was no object, and Webster was
begged to name his terms and conduct the
case.

"I told them," said Webster, "that it was
preposterous to expect me to prepare a legal

argument at a few hours' notice. They in-

sisted, however, that I should look at the
papers

; and this, after some demur, I con-
sented to do.

" Well, it was my old twenty-dollar case
over again, and as I never forget anything, I

had all the authorities at my fingers' ends.
The court knew that I had no time to pre-

l)are, and were astonished at the range of my
acquirements.

"So, you see, I was handsomely paid both
in fame and in money for that journey to
Boston

;
and the moral is that good work is

rewarded in the end, though, to be sure, one's
own self-approval should be enough.

—

Kr.

For " The Friend."

Religious Items, &c.

Liberty of Conscience in France.—A letter
from France to the National Baptist of this
city, describes the case of a young Baptist
named Taquet, in prison for conscience sake
The circumstances attending his imprison-
ment are thus explained :

—

" Among the church festivals, is one of the most
gorgeous style, an imitation of some pagan pomp,
called God's Fete. On that day, all the people rival
in show

; the houses are hung with white cloths,
carpets decorated with flowers, and stations set uj
here and there—a sort of shelves with lights burn
ing, costly silver, flowers, &c. The clergy go out
decked with their richest robes, bearing the dox of
gold in which the holy sacrament is kept ; as they
believe in the real presence, they call it ' God.' The
school-children follow, all dressed for the occasion

;

girls in white, scattering flowers, precede the priests

;

a little child, naked, with a gii-dle of undressed skin,
holding out a cross, barefooted, represents St. John
the Baptist ; another little one, as lovely as nature
can make a child, follows the little St. John, as
Christ, dragging a heavy little cross on the ground
behind him ; then come' statues of the Virgin and
of saints, borne by men if too heavy, by girls in
white if possible ; also military bands, and all the
devotees of the place. Wherever this procession
passes, women are expected to kneel, and men to
take their hats off, at least. The church always
wants soldiers in its ranks to give lustre to these
shows

;
and a law of Napoleon I. grants this privi-

lege. In the last years, some Republican deputies
asked that this law should be revised and that
soldiers may not be forced to do this service against
their conscience. The law is still waiting, with
others, that displease the clergy.

" The clergy of Laon required soldiers to accom-
pany the procession ; and it happened that our Bro.
Taquet was one of the men detailed to go. He pro-
tested and asked of his sergeant to be exempt from

a service repugnant to his conscience and religion, of manufacturing industries,
ihe sergeant would hear of nothing; so Taqu ' - -

went; it was the 19th of June last. But, when i

church the order was given on ground,'
Taquet remained upright. He was spoken to. ' It
is against my conscience to kneel here,' he said ;

' I
cannot do it I' You may imagine what a scandal

!

Our friend was sent to prison, where he is now. The
Baptist pastors in Paris and elsewhere have done
their utmost to have the punishment raised ; but no
one seems powerful enough to go against this insult
done to the Holy Sacrament. The War Minister
himself was appealed to ; he promised to send an
order to free Taquet; no order has come. Some
newspapers took up the cause very warmly ; but they
were radical papers ; and these do not count much.
One of the papers, the Nineteenth Century, Gambetta's
organ, mentioning the incident, said something to
this effect :

• What a very simple man that was, to
much ado for an act of no consequence

!

We do not believe in the sacrament either ; but then,
lifting our hats to it, or kneeling, costs us so little

and gives them so much satisfaction, that we would
not refuse them what gives us so little trouble !'

" Such words show what value they set on princi
pies."

"JVo Man can Redeem his Brother."— The
Christian at Work refers to one of the Eoman
Catholic papers which, in speaking of th
assault upon President Garfield says, that a
surgeon was sent for first, not a priest ; and
adds :

" With Catholics it is different. In
ease of ealamitj-, concern for the soul is first.

The priest is the soonest summoned, then the
doctor."

In reply. The Christian at Work says :
" With

Eoman Catholics the priest is sent for first,

not because concern for the soul is first with
Roman Catholics and secondary with Protes-
tants, but because the Roman Catholics hold
that only the priest can prepare the dying
man for heaven, and this however vicious bis
life may have been, while Protestants hold
that a Chi-istian is always prepared, and that
beyond the comfort which every dying Chris-
tian man experiences in having a minister or
his friends by his bedside, the oflBces of the
minister cannot change the destiny of the
soul."

More copies of the Scriptures were sold in
Japan in 1880 than in all the years since it

was open to western civilization.

No opium smoker is admitted to church
membership by any Christian mission work-
ing in China. The estimated deaths from
the use ofopium in China are 160,000 annually.

Natural History, Science, &c.
Indigo.—The plant is so bitter that no ani-

mal, not even a goat, will touch it, and where
the weeds, fiivored by the shelter of the indigo
crops, attain a dangerous rankness, the village
sheep and goats in India are sent in to browse
down the unwonted weeds.
The dye which the plant contains is ex

tracted from the leaf, and is grown for the
'eaf alone.

The mode of manufacture is this:—The
plant is first steeped in steeping-vats, for
about ten to twelve hours. The liquid that
runs out is a yellowish green color, which on
exposure to the air, absorbs oxygen, and be-
comes of an intense blue. The liquid is beaten
violently for from two to three houi-s by ma-
chinery, a revolving wheel with small discs
at the end churns the liquor, exposing every
particle to the action of the air, till the vat in

which it is beaten assumes a deep intense in-

digo-blue color, beautifully flecked with foam,
and is one of the prettiest sights in the range

As the beatin
process progresses, the liquor gets scemingl
tilled with little flalies. These get bigger an
bigger till at length the beating is completec
The flakes then gradually settle to the bottoi
as a pulpy sediment of an intensely blue colo:

This sediment is strained, purified, drie
and packed for shipment as indigo.

Cork.—Cork is the outer bark of a tre
called Cork Oak, Quercus suber, and once i

every eight years the crop of cork is gather&l
from those trees. The cork is the outer hart
which, after the tree is four or five years olc'

makes a rapid growth and becomes very thict

While this outer bark is increasing, a ne^
bark forms on its inner side, and thus th
Creator has provided a covering for the tre

by the time the old bark shall have bcconi
cracked and dry, and useless for further pre
teetion. It is just before the outer bark ha
reached this useless condition, and while ther
is yet life and pliability left in it, that th
workmen go forth and carefully separate i

from the trees. This operation is perfbrme
during the summer months, by cutting fq
rows in the bark, lengthwise, and makinji
cuts crosswise, about forty inches apart ; tWlj

bark is then beaten, in order to loosen it frol
the tissues beneath, after which it is pried a
in square pieces. The bark is finally eara|
to the factory, whci-e men and boj's cut am
turn it into the different shapes used for corwE
bungs and such like. If the barking or ped^^

ing, is carefully done, without hurting tW
new bark beneath, it does no injury to thlj

tree.— Vick's Monthly.
]A Curious Case of Partial Deafness.-^—Edwill

Cowles, of the Cleveland (Ohio) Leader, givJ
the following account of an infirmity whid
curiously limits the range of his sense 1
hearing:

|
" My deafness is somewhat of the nature

color-blindness. There are certain sounds
[

never hear. I have never heard the sound q
the bird since I came into this world, and
until I grew up to manhood I had alvvayi
supposed the music of the bird was poctica
fiction. You may fill this room with canart
birds, and they may all sing at once, and 1

would never bear a note, but I would heai
the flutter of their wings. I never hear th(

hissing sound of the human voice, conse
quently, not knowing of the existence of tha'

sound, I grew up to manhood without evei
making it in my speech. A portion of thi

consonants I never hear, yet I can hear al

the vowels. I never couid distinguish th(

difl'ei-enee between the hard sound of the lettej

's' and the soft sound, consequently I fre

quently mix these sounds in a sad manner
It is the same with the soft and hard sounc
of the letter 'g.' "

Wool-soi-ter's Disease.—For some time pasi
considerable discussion has arisen in the mana
facturing districts of England over a maladj
called Wool-sorter's Disease. Roberts, the
medical officer of health for the district of the
Keighley Local Board, treats at considerable
length in his annual report for 1880, of the
nature and preventives of this disease. In sum-
ming up from the report it is recommended
that the following precautions be taken with-
out fail by wool-sorters :

" (1) Wool-sorters not
to sort dangerous wools when they have any
sore places or cracks on their hands or fingers;

(2) to be careful not to wipe or rub their faces
with their hands while sorting, especially if

they have any cracks or pimples on the face
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lijis ;
(.')) to wash their hands before eating,

1 to take neither food nor drink into the
mi where the wool is being sorted." The
ting room, he adds, ought to be well venti-

3d, to be swept regularly, and to have the
lis and ceilings whitewashed twice a year.

Scientific American.
The Utilization of Worn-out Horses.— The
lization of horses not fit to eat and too old

be of working sei-vice, in France, is said to

as follows :
" It is first shorn of its hair,

ich serves to stuff cushions and saddles
;

in it is slaughtered and skinned, the hoofs
ve to make combs ; next the carcase is

ced in a cylinder and cooked by steam at

)ressure of three atraosj)heres ; a cock is

ined, which allows the steam to be run off;

in the remains are cut up, the leg-bones
sold to make knife-handles, &e., and the

rser, the ribs, the head, &c., are converted
b animal black and glue. The first ai-e

eined in cjdinders, and the vapors when
densed form the chief source of carbonate
ammonia, which constitutes the base of
rly all ammoniacal salts. There is an
mal oil yielded which makes a capital in-

ticide and a vermifuge. To make glue the
ies are dissolved in muriatic acid, which
es away the phosphate of lime; the soft

idue, retaining the shape of the bone, is dis-

ed in boiling water, cast into squares, and
3d on nets. The phosphate of lime, acted
)n by sulphuric acid and calcined with car-

1, produces phosphorus for lucifer matches.
B remaining flesh is distilled to obtain the
bonate of ammonia ; the resulting mass is

nded up with potash, then mixed with old

Is and iron of every description
; the whole

alcined and yields magnificent yellow crj'S-

—prussiate of potash, with which tissues

dyed. It also forms the basis of cyanide
potassium and prussic acid, the two most
rible poisons known in chemistry."

—

Sci.

erican.

)omo curious points of ceremony and pay-
nt of fees are necessary before a memorial
any man can be set up in Westminster
bey. After the Dean's permission has been
ained and he has selected the site, the
let dimensions must be described and a
cing of the design must be submitted to

chapter, when the fee will be decided ac-

ding to precedent. For a simple bust the
is usually £500 ; for a tablet ov for a figure

'aries according to the size and position in

ich the memoral is placed. This fee must
paid in a little oftice in the cloister before
monument is admitted to be placed in the
bey. It is understood that for the bust of
rd Beaconsfield the fee will he £500 ; for

one of Thackeray it was £200. The
ney is divided between the Dean and the
nons, and a guinea in addition goes to the
rk. No inscription is admitted until the
an has signified his approval of it.
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We have been frequently edified and in-

ucted in referring to the memorial preserved
Piety Promoted, of that worthy minister
omfiS Camm, who labored much for the
Ifare of others and that he might fill up
it measure of service which the Lord re-

quired of him. As the end of life drew near
he was favored with great peace and satis-

faction in looking back at his faithful labors

in the Lord's cause, and said—" I bless the

Lord, I can say with the apostle, I have
fought a good fight, I have finished my course,

I have kept the faith, henceforth there is

laid up for me a crown of righteousness."

This hoi}' rejoicing did not proceed from any
seif-confidence, but from a sense of the Lord's
goodness and preserving-power, asis evidenced
by his further remarks :

—

''I have beeu pondering in my mind, and
meditating of the wonderful and unspeakable
mercies and loving kindnesses of God, to me
extended all mj' life long, even to this very
day ; that I, such a poor, weak, feeble creature,

should be enabled to hold out, and go through
those many trials, travels, sufterings and exor-

cises, both inward and outward, of various
kinds, that have fallen to my lot. It has in-

deed heen the Lord's doings, who is and has
been all along my buckler and my shield. He
shall have the praise and the glory of all, for

He alone is worthy of it for ever and forever

more."
At his funeral, his friends had a " precious

edifying season together, the powerful living

presence of the Lord in an eminent manner
overshadowing the asscnilily. to I hi' tciHk'i-iiig

and affecting many hcarls. Ami divers living

testimonies were then bonic to the sullieiency

of that universal principle of Divine Light
and Grace, which is given to be a teacher and
a leader unto all mankind." Testimony was
also borne to the faithfulness, cai-e and labor

oflove of the deceased. And his friends were
careful to add that all these things "he was
enabled to perform and go through by the
power and assistance of that Divine Grace and
Holy Spii-it of God, which he accounted his

buckler and his shield, his bow and his battle-

axe, and by and through which ho was what
he was; and to which alone, and not to him
as man, the pi-aise and glory of all was at-

tributed."

We fully believe that precious in the sight

of the Lord is the death of his saints; and
that it is right for survivors to cherish the

memory of the faithful servants of the Most
High who have passed away; but we believe

it is profitable to bear in mind, that the praise

and the glory of all excellence must ever be

attributed to the Lord, through whose assist-

ing grace alone any are enabled to do his holy

will. At the time of funerals, ministers some-
times speak of departed worthies in a style of

panegyric unsuited to the solemn occasion
;

and which seems to thoughtful listeners to be

the outpouring of their own affectionate feel-

ings, rather than a message given to them for

the people by their Divine Master. We be-

lieve it is safest to keep to true moderation in

the praise of even the best of men ; and to

labor to turn the thoughts of people to the

Grace of God which bringcth salvation, and
which enabled our departed friends to walk
humbly and acceptably in the Divine sight.

It is well to remember the injunction of our
Saviour to his disciples: "When ye shall

have done all those things which are com-
manded you, say. We are unprofitable ser-

vants ;
we have done that which it was our

duty to do."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—President Garfield, the latter part

of last week, was .so much reduced as to give reason to

fear that his end was rapidly approaching. On Seventh-
day a change for the better was noticed, and the im-
provement has continued np to the present time, and
hopes of his ultimate recovery are again entertained.
The parotid gland has been punctured several times, and
once discharged spontaneously through the auditory
canal. It is gradually diminishing in size.

The total value of our imports of merchandize during
the twelve months ending 7th month 31st, 1881, was
$683,972,221, against $637,724,475 during the twelve
months ending 7th mo. 31st, 1880. The total value of
our exports of merchandize during the twelve months
ending 7th mo. 31st, 1881, was 1865,722,371, against

$894,416,066 during the preceding twelve months.
Two hundred and fifty of Sitting Bull's Indians from

Standing Bock arrived at the Cheyenne Agency on the
23d ult. The remaining 1700 were expected in five

days.

At a meeting of the "Oklahama Town Company" in

Wichita, Kansas, on Fourth-day evening, specimens of
the silver found near Fort Sill, in the Indian Territory,

were exhibited, and it was reported by the notorious
Captain Payne that the army officers at the fort were
" daily taking out mineral." It was resolved to move
into Oklahama in lOtli month next. The "colony" is

said to number ten thousand adventurers from nearly
every State.

It is said in Ottawa that "a great drawback to the
cattle ranch business" on Bow River, in the Northwest
Territory, " is the presence of a large number of In-
dian.s, who will become herders, und are entirely de-
pendent upon the Government for support."

Navigation is reported to be virtually closed through-
out the entire length of the Ohio river, owing to the
lowness of the water.

An easterly storm at Charleston, South Carolina, was
especially furious on Seventh day from noon to mid-
night. A heavy sea ran up the harbor, and broke
furiously against the sea-wall, throwing vast sheets of
spray forty feet into the air. Trees, fences, signs and
chimneys were blown down and houses unroofed
throughout the city, the damage being estimated at

$100,000. On Sullivan's Island cottages were swept
away, and the loss here is estimated at $40,000. Four
ives were lost by the storm, three negroes and a young
phite man being drowned. The latter was swept from
he sea-wall by the wind while watching the tremend-
ous sea. The shipping, having received due warning
of the storm, no marine disaster is reported. At Sa-
vannah the maximum wind velocity was 80 miles per
hour, and great damage was done to buildings of all

kinds, and to craft in the river. Along the Savannah
and on Tybee Island, 18 persons, mostly colored, are
known to have perished. All the people on Shad Is-

land were swept away, but the number is not known.
At Port Royal, Souih Carolina, ten colored men were
drowned by the washing away of a ferry hou,se. The
light ship on Rattlesnake Shoals, at Charleston, broke
from her moorings, and is now anchored in six fathoms
of water southeast of Fort Sumter, three miles nearer

the city than she was before. The sea buoy off Charles-

ton bar has drifted ofl'Falley Island, and the outer bar

buoy has drifted about a quarter of a mile to the east-

ward.

The Sound steamer State of New York, from Hart-
ford for New York, struck a rock in the Connecticut

river on First-day night and was beached, just as the

water extinguished her fires. The only person missing

is Sidney Snellen, baggage master of the boat.

Large forest fires, said to have been started by berry

pioker,s, are devastating the lumber region of Carbon
county, in this State. The lo.ss in White Rock and
Kidder townships alone is estimated at $10,000.

The railroad through the Stony Clove, in the Cats-

kills, is completed for a distance of nine miles from
Phcenicia. It " climbs" the mountains, rising 1300 feet

in eleven miles, 185 feet to the mile being the heaviest

grade.

Those who have been interested in the importation

of the English skylark into this country will be glad to

know that the experiment made some years ago on
Long I.sland has proved a success. A number of birds

were put out at Flatlands, Long Island, near the County
Houses, some years ago, before the war, we believe,

and these birds and their progeny have been seen al-

most every year since. Edmund Orgill has frequently

seen them there and heard them sing. One remarkable
thing about their annual return is that they always

come back to the exact locality where they were at first

put out.

The report of the Registrar of the Board of Health
states that there were 349 deaths in this city last week,

14 more than occurred during the corresponding week
of last year, and 51 less than during the week ending
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8th mo. 20th, 1881. Of theae 177 were 10 years or

under; 40 died of consumption, .34 of marasmus, 30 of

cholera infantum, 17 of inflammation of stomach and
bowels, and 14 of typhoid fever.

Markets, &C.—V. S. 3J's, lOlJ^a lOlf ; 4J's, registered,

1121; coupon, 113|; 4's, 115 ; currency 6's, 132.

Cotton was firmly held at full prices. Sales of mid
dling.s are reported at 12f a 12| cts. per lb. for upland;

and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white at 7g cts. for export,

and 8 a 8| cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is in moderate request and firmly held. Sale:

of 2700 barrels, including low super at $4.37^ ;
Minne

.sota extras, at 46.50 a $0 85 for clear, and at $7 a $7.2."

for straight; Pennsylvania extra family at $0.75 a $7
western do. do. at $7 a $7.50, and patents at $7.25 a
$8.25.

_
Rye flour is firm at $5.50 a *G per barrel.

Grain.— Wheat is unsettled and Ic. lower. Sales of

8000 bushels red and amber at $1.35 a *1.41J, accord
ing to quality and location ; 50,000 bushels 10th month
at $1.45|. Rye is scarce and wanted at 85 a 87
Corn is in fair demand and ^o. lower. Sales of 9000
bushels, including yellow, at 73 a 74 cts. ; mixed at 73
cts. ; steamer at 73 ct.s. ; No. 3 at 72 cts., and rejected at

70 a 71J cts. Oats are in good request and firm. S

of 11,000 bushels, including white, at 55^ a 56 cts., and
rejected and mixed at 52j a -53 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 8th mo.
27tb, 1881.—Loads of hay, 326; loads of straw, 60.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.10
to $1.20 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1 to $1.10 per 100
pounds; Straw, 85 to 95 cents per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were dull, and prices were a fraction

lower; 4000 head arrived and sold at the diflerent
yards at 3 a 6]- cts. per lb., the latter rate for extra.

Sheep were dull and rather lower: 13.000 head ar
rived and sold at the diflferent yards at 3i a 5 j cts., and
lambs at 4J- a 7J- cts. per pound.
Hogs were active and higher: 3700 head arrived and

sold at the diflferent yards at 8J a 10 cts., the latter rate
for extra Chicaso.
Foreign.—The British Parliament was prorogued

by the Queen on the 27th ult.

Reports from various parts of the provinces state

that heavy rains have done immense damage to crops,

Some of the cut crops have already begun to sprout,
Great apprehensions are felt for the harvest in Ireland,
owing to continuous rain throughout the country. Corn
is much damaged, and potatoes are showing signs of

The Tbnes in a leading article says : With each day
there is less hope of a good harvest. The weather has
turned against us at a critical moment. The lo.ss to

the country from the late rains is to be reckoned by
millions. It is impossible to gather in the corn, and it

will .soon cease to be worth gathering. The situation
of our farmers is dismal. For many of them a bad
harvest must mean absolute ruin. Farming is a highlv
skilled enterprise, and if the present race of farmers
succumb and are driven out of their business, there will

be no others capable of succeeding them.
The Times, in a leading article, says: "Much ha.s

naturally been made of the warm approval with which
the veteran Irish patriot. Sir Gavan DaSy, has greeted
the Land bill, and it may be fairly expected that his
opinion will have considerable weight among the more
rational Irishmen."
A despatch from Oran announces that negotiations

have been begun between France and Morocco with a
view to removing any cause for conflicts resulting from
the French operations in Algeria. It is understood
that Morocco is very favorably disposed on the subject.

Athens, 8th mo. 27th.—The Turkish Governor of
Armyros, Thessaly, has been given notice that the oc-
cupation of that district will begin on Second-day next.
The heat in Athens during the past live days has

been excessive. A hot wind continued day and night,

as if blowing from the Libyan Desert. Deaths from
typhoid fever have occurred at the rate of ten a day,
and there is an exodus of families to the country or
adjacent islands.

A telegram from Tchesme, Asia Minor, says the
recent earthquake there and on the island of Chios
w.as more violent than that of last 4th month. The in-

habitants are in despair.

A private letter from Bangkok, Siam, dated 7th mo.
9th says : Asiatic cholera is raging here. It is variously
estimated that from 100 to 300 natives are dying daily.
Very few foreigners have died, but several had fled to

Singapore and Hong Kong. Every one feels as though
he was living in a graveyard.
A telegram to the Kf/ies from Durban stales that the

Transvaal Convention has caused great dissatisfaction
among the British, the Boers and the blacks.

"Clouds of flying ants" covering miles of territory
appeared at Emerson, Manitoba, a short time ago. The
myriads of insects obscured the daylight while passing,
and, when they alighted, the streets and earth were
" black with them." On the river they floated

"

inch thick."

Ofiicers of a Chilian steamer, while on an exploring
expedition off the coast of Peru, recently discovered two
valuable deposits of guano. One is on the Tortugas
Islands, and contains, it is estimated, about 60,000 tons

;

the other, in Ferrol Bay, to the south of Chim bete,

comprises 40,000 tons. In quality this guano is thoughl
to be first-class, and for shipment, access to it is easy
Its value is placed at 16,000,000.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Mary W. Bacon, Philada.,, $2.10, vol.

55, and for Anna D. Snowdon, $2.10, vol. 55 ; from
Henry A. Knowles, lo., $2.10, vol. 55; from Francis
Taber, Mass., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Joshua H. Ballinger,
N. J., .t2.10, vol. 55; from Joseph S. Heald and Edwin
T. Heald, lo., per James Heald, $2.10 each, vol. 55

;

from Dr. William II. Walker, lo., $4.20, to No. 52,
vol. 55; from Sarah Ann Cox and Sarah Ann Allen,
N. J., $2.10 each, vol. 55 : from Richard Buzby, N. J.,

*2.10. vol. 55 ; from Aaron Mekeel, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 55,
and for Elizabeth Mekeel, $2.10, to No. 13, vol. 56;
from Mary M. Applegate, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from
William Carpenter, Agent, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55, and
for Rebecca Wistar, Letitia Reeve, Achsah S. Reeve,
Enoch S. Zelley, Ann D. Sinnickson, Josiah Wistar,
and Samuel P. Carpenter, $2.10 each, vol. 55 • from
Dr. William R. BiiUock, Del., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from
Harriet Ruble and Jesse G. Hill, Pa., per Christiana
Smith, $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from Abner Eldridge,
Agent, lo., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Alexander L. McGrew,
$2.10, vol. 5.5, and M. A. Fritchman, $2.10, to No. 19,
vol. 56 ; from Williaoi J. Jenks, City, $2 vol. 55 ; from
John Kor.sythe, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Stephen H.
Fo.ster, 111., $2.10, vol. 55; from Samuel Woolman,
N. J., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Jacob L. Evens, #2.10,
vol. 55 ; from Julianna N. Powell, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55

;

from Charles T. Lukens, Pa , $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Mark
Ballinger, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from Seth Warrington,
N. J., »2.10, vol. 55; from Ephraim Tomlinson, N. J.,

$2.10, vol. 55; from Capt. William Reed, Mass., $2.10,
vol.55; from Charles Darnell, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55;
from Samuel Williams and George William^ N. J.,

$2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from Joseph E. Hoopes, Pa., $2.10,
vol. 55; from Stephen A. Webb, Pa., »2.10, vol. 55;
from Henry Palmer, Pa., $2, vol. 55; from Samuel P.
Troth, City, $2, vol. 55; from Amy H. Nicholson,
N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from John Trimble, Agent, Pa.,
$2.10, vol. 55, and for Caleb E. Thomas, Rebecca
Larkin, Harvey Thomas, Samuel Fogg, and Th
M. Webster, $2.10 each, vol. 55; from Asa Garretson,
Agent, O., *2.10, vol. 5-5, and for Rachel Green, Sarah
M. Bailey, Amasa Frame, Barclay Smith, Jesse Bailey,
Jo.seph Doudna, Elizabeth Bailey, Sarah S. Bundy,
John Bundy, Robert PUimmer, Elisha Doudna, Re
becca W. Bundy, Joseph Cowgill, Aaron Frame, Eliza
beth Wilson, Samuel Walton, Beulah Roberts, Jonathan
T. Scofield, Dr. Ephraim Williams, Ann Eliza Wilson,
Deborah S. Hall, Francis Davis, William Stanton,
Esther Sears, John Thomasson, Joseph W. Doudna, O.,
Homer Gibbons, lo., and John G. Hoyle, Kans., $2.10
each, vol. 55, and for Sarah D. Sears, O., $4.20, to No
52, vol. 55 ; from Mary H. Perry, R. I., $2.10, vol. 55

;

from Ruth A. Crandall, R. I., $2.10, vol. 55; from
Samuel Nicholson, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Anue W,
Boone, Canada, jf2.10, vol. 55; from William Kite,
Gtn., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Thomas Kite, O., $2.10!
vol. 55

;
from Thomas Woolman, City, $2, vol. 55 ; from

Ashton Richardson, Del., $2.10, vol. 55; from Ann
SmiiUwood, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55; from Eliza J. Birton,
City, *2, vol. 55 ; from Rebecca Hibberd, Pa., $2.10, vol
55; from Isabella P. Huston, Pa., $2.10, vol. 65; from
Joshua G. Allen, M. D., City, $2, vol. 55 ; from Richard
P. Gibbons, Del., $2.10, vol. 55; from Truman For-
ythe. Pa., $2.10, vol. 55; from Sarah Ann Leeds, Pa.,
2, vol. 55; from N. Newlin Stok&s, M.D., N. J., t-2.10,
vol. 55 ;

from Elizabeth C. Cooper, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55;
from Jonathan E. Rhoads, Del., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from
Edmund S. Fowler, Agent, O., for Stephen Hobson,
Benjamin J. Hobson, Thomas Hobson, Elizabeth Bow-
man, John S. Fowler, Edwin HoUingsworth, Daniel M.
Mow, Jonathan Dean, Thom.as Bundy, Caleb Engle,
loseph Penrose, Thomas Bowman, and James Hiatt,
$2.10 each, vol. 55; from George Blackburn, Agent, O.,
for Elizabeth Bonsall, Edward Bonsall, Aaron Stratton,
John M. Stratton, and Mary R. Strawn, $2.10 each,
vol. 55 ; from Mary B. Buffinton, Mass., $2.10, vol. 55;
from William C. Taber, Mass., $2.10, vol. 55; from

William Bishop, Columbus, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; frot

Priscilla M. Lippincott, N. J., J-2.10, vol. 55 ; free

Hepsibeth C. Hussey, N. Y., per Alfred King, Ageni

$2.10, vol. 55; from Allen Furnas, Agent, Ind., fo

William T. Hadley, and Jesse Osborne, $2.10 each, vol

55 ; from John C. Allen, City, $2 vol. 55, and for Johi

C. Allen, Jr., and Samuel L. Allen, N. J., Sainue

Leeds, Mich., and Jane B. Broomall, Del., $2.10 each

vol. 55; from Parker Hall, Agent, O., for Israel Steer

Lindley B. Steer, Elisha B. Steer, Joseph P. Lupton
Israel Sidwell, John Starbuck, and Lindley Brackin

$2.10 each, vol. 55; from Sarah V. Willits, O., S2.10

vol. 55 ; from Ann Satterthwaite, N. J., $2.10, vol 55

for Mary Jane Satterthwaite, Mich., J2.10, vol. 55

from Joshua T. Ballinger, Agent, Pa , for Alfred Em
bree, Gilbert Cope, Deborah G. Brinton and Jame
Forsythe, $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from Tabitha J. Stokes

N J., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Elizabeth S. Morris, Gtn,

$2.10, vol. 55.

Remillances received after Fourth-day morning, will no

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the three Month!;!

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open on Seconil

day, Ninth mo. 12th, 1881.

A limited number of children will now be admittei

who are not members of our religious Society, who8>

parents may desire to have them educated free from thi

unnecessary but fashionable accomplishments, too com
raon in many schools at this day.

The attention of Friends residing in the city and Iti

neighborho,od is invited to them. The terms are moder-
ate, and Friends belonging to Philadelphia Yearljl

Meeting, sending children to the.se schools, (also memj
hers), who may find the charges burdensome, can bij

fully relieved.

The principal schools will open for the next tern

under the care of John H. Dillingham and Mary Wool'
man, as Principals, both successful teachers of manjj

years' experience. Facilities for illustration areaftbrdet

by a valuable collection of philosophical and chemical
apparatus, minerals, and Auzoux's models of parts o

the human system, &c.
\

The primary Schools on Seventh St., on Cherry St,|

and at Sixth and Noble Sts., will be continued undei|

their former efiicient management.
j

Further information may be obtained upon applieR|

tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,
James Smedley, No. 415 Market St.

EVENING SCHOOL FOR ADULT COLORED
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for Men's and Women's depart
ments of this school, to be opened about the first o

Tenth month. Apply to

Thomas Elkinton, 400 S. Ninth St., Phill
Thomas Woolman, 858 Marshall St.,

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine street,

Finley Hutton, 502 Marshall St.,

TOUGHKENAMON BOARDING SCHOOL
Will re-open Ninth mo. 19th, 1881.

H. M. Cope, Principal.

Toughkenamon, Chester Co., Pa.

MOORESTOWN ACADEMY
Will re-open Ninth month 5th, 1881.

'

The Course of Study comprehends a full and thoroughl
training in the usual Primary and High Schooll
branches, while to those who wish to carry their studiesi

into the Higher Mathematics, Sciences, Greek, Lalinj
and Modern languages—preparatory to entering college!—ample opportunities are afforded. f

Instructors: Principal

—

Edward Forsythe.
f

Ruth Anna Forsythe. Mary Jenkins, f

Boarding can be obtained in the town at reasonabIeK
rates. t

FRIEND.S' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE, ji

Near Fraakford, [Twenty third Ward,) Philadelphia. I

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.D I

Applications for the Admission of Patients maybf

'

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of
Managers. i

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Rancocas,'
N. J., Fifth month 11th, 1881, Walter S. Reeve, oI|

Medford, to Adelaide, daughter of Richard Buzby, of)

the former place.
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Geikie's Life and Words of Christ.

In this work the learned author endeavors
jm various sources to collect information as

the condition of the Jews at the time of

e coming of our Saviour ; their connection

ith the Gentile world ; the mental, moral
id phj'sieal peculiarities of their people ; the
aracter of the country they inhabited ; and

r past history and their future hopes and
pirations—with the object ofthrowing such
ht as history can furnish on the doings and
ichings of our Saviour when jDersonally on
rth.

prhose, whose knowledge of the events of

at era has been principallj^ drawn from the
red narratives themselves, will probably
surprised in reading such a work, at the

lount of collateral information that can be

awn from other sources. Yet some of this

30 mingled with fable as to require the exer-

of careful judgment to separate the real

>m the fictitious. The author might have
id the bulk of his work (which is in

o large octavo volumes), perhaps without
Tiinishing its value, by omitting some of the
;aginative descriptions of the personal ap-

arance, conversations and doings of our
viour ; and the legends and traditions which
ew up among Christians in the early or
ddlo ages respecting him and his family,

d the wonderful works which he wrought
Judea.
The book is written in a reverent spirit,

d there is much in it that can be read with
isfaction, as well as interest. Yet there

mj' passages in which the author must
pend mainly on his imagination for the
iterials of his narrative. This is the case
his accounts of the conversations between
Saviour and those with whom he had in-

course, as recorded in the Scripture narra-
es. These conversation.s he relates with
my additions, pointing out the trains of
aught, the peculiar feelings and the motives
ich were present in the minds of the speak-
. Some light is undoubtedlj' thrown upon
m b}^ our author; but the reader must be
eful not to accept his version of such ocea-
ns any further than as it commends itself

his own solid judgment.
have become so familiar with the blessed

itriues of the Gospel, that it is diflScult to
dize the condition of a world in which

many of them were denied or disregarded.

In speaking of the teaching of our Saviour,

Geikie says:
"It was reserved for Christ to bring the

character of God, as a God of love, into full

noon-day light, in his so loving the world as

to give his only-begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in Him might not perish but have
eternal life. In the New Testament, He is

first called our Father in Heaven—the Father
of all mankind. The Old Testament pro-

claimed Him the God of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob—the Portion of Israel ; Chri.st points

the eyes of all nations to Him as the God of

the whole human race.
" The morality taught by Christ is in keep-

ing with such fundamental demands. To be

a perfect Christian is to be a sinless man

—

sinless through the obedience of perfect love.

Such a morality has the seal of the living God
on its forehead.

" It is to be remembered, in realizing our
obligations to Christ, that there was a perfect

novelty in this teaching. Antiquity, outside

the Jewish world, had no conception of what
we call sin. There is no word in Greek for

what we mean by it : the expression for it is

synonymous with physical evil. There was
either no guilt in an action, or the deity was
to blame, or the action vvas irresistible.

"The Eoman was as free from having any
conception of sin as the Greek.

" We owe it no less to Christ that the belief

in a future life, with its light or shadow de-

pending on a future judgment, is now part of

the creed of the world. Judaism indeed, in

its later years at least, knew these revelations,

but Judaism could never have become the

religion of mankind. Pagan antiquity had
ceased to have any fixed ideas of anything
beyond this life. Immortality was an open
question ; the dream of poets rather than the
common faith. But Christ brought life and
immortality to light through the Gospel.

" The leaven thus cast into the mass of

humanity has already largely transformed
society, and is destined to affect it for good,

ever-increasing measure, in all directions.

The one grand doctrine of the Brotherhood
of Man, as man, is in itself the pledge of

infinite results. The seminal principle of all

true progress must ever be found in a proper
sense of the inherent dignity of manhood; in

the realization of the truth that the whole
human race are essentially equal in their

faculties, nature, and inalienable rights. Such
an idea was unknown to antiquity. The
Jew, speaking in the Fourth Book of Esdras,

addressed God—•' On our account Thou hast

created the world. Other nations, sprung
from Adam, Thou hast said are nothing, and
are like spittle, and Thou hast likened their

multitude to the droppings from a cask. But
we are thy people, whom thou hast called

thy first-born, thine only-begotten, thy well-

beloved.' In the Book Sifri, the Eabbis tell

us— ' A single Israelite is of more worth in

the sight of (_i()d, than all the nations of the
world ; every Israelite is of more value before

Him than all the nations who have been or
will be.'

"To the Greek, the word ' humanity,' as a
term for the wide brotherhood of all races,

was unknown. All races, except his own,
were regarded and despised as ' barbarians.'

Socrates only gave expression to the general
feeling of his countrymen when he thanked
the Gods daily for being man and not beast,

male and not female, Gi'eek and not barbarian.
" The Soman, in common with antiquity

at large, considered all who did not belong to

his own state as hostes, or enemies ; and hence,

unless there were a special league, all Eomans
held that the only law between them and
those who were not Romans was that of the
stronger, by which they were entitled to sub-

jugate such races if they could, plunder their

possessions and make tlie people slaves. The
fact that a tribe lived on the bank of a river

on the other side of which the Romans had
settled, made its members 'rivals,' for the
word means simply the dwellers on opposite

sides of a stream. It was even objected to

Christianity, indeed, that its folly was patent,

from its seeking to introduce one religion for

all races. ' Tbe m»iv,' eays Oelsiis, ' who caa
believe it possible for Greeks and iiarbarians,

in Asia, Europe and Libya, to agree in one
code of religious laws, must be utterly devoid
of sense.'

" It was left to Christ toproclaim the brother-

hood of all nations by revealing God as their

common Father in Heaven, tilled towards
them with a father's love

; bj' his commission
to preach thi' < i'osi»'l to all; by his inviting

all without ilistinctinii, who labored and were
heavy laden, to cumc to Him, as the Saviour
sent from God, for rest.

In this great principle of the essential

equality of man, and his responsibility to God,

the germs lay hid of grand truths imperfectly

realized even yet. It is to this we owe the

conception of the rights of individual con-

science as opposed to any outward authority.

There was no dream of such a thing before

Christ came.
" The Slave before Christ came, was apiece

of property of less worth than land or cattle.

An old Roman law enacted a penalty of death
for him who killed a ploughing Ox ; but the
murderer of a slave was called to no account
whatever. Crassus, after the revolt of Spar-

tacus, crucified 10,000 slaves at one time.

Augustus, in violation of his word, delivered

to their masters for execution, 30,000 slaves

who had fought for Sextus. Pompeius Ti-ajan,

the best of the Romans of his day, made 10,-

000 slaves fight at one time in the amphi-
theatre, for the amusement of the people, and
prolonged the massacre 123 days.

"The great truth of man's universal brother-

hood was the axe laid at the root of this de-

testable crime—the sum of all villanies. By
first infusing kindness into the lot of the slave,
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then by slowlj^ undermining slaveiy itself,

each century has seen some advance, till at

last the man-owner is unknown in nearly

every civilized country, and even Africa itself,

the worst victim of slavery in these later

ages, is being aided by Christian England to

raise its slaves into freemen.

"Aggressive war* is no less distinctly de-

nounced by Christianity, which, in teaching

the brotherhood of man, proclaims war a re-

volt, abhorent to nature, of brothers against

brothers. The voice of Christ, commanding
peace on earth, has echoed through all the

centuries since his day, and has been at least

so far honored that the horrors of war are

greatly lessened, and that war itself— no
longer the rule, but the exception—is much
rarer in Christian nations than in former
times.

"The poor in antiquity, were in almost as

bad a plight as the slave. 'How can you
possiblj- let yourself down so low as not to

repel a poor man from you with scorn ?' is

a question of a rhetorician of the imperial

times of Rome to a rich man. No one of the

thousands of rich men living in Rome ever
conceived the idea of founding an asylum for

the poor, or a hospital for the sick. There
were herds of beggars. Seneca often mentions
them, and observes that most men fling ar

alms to a beggar with repugnance, and care-

fully avoid all contact with him. But we
know the sayings of Christ— ' It is more
blessed to give than to receive:' 'I was an
hungered, and ye gave me meat ; I was thirstj^,

and ye gave me drink ; I was a stranger, and
ye took me in; naked, and ye clothed me; I

was sick, and ye visited me; I was in prison,

and ye came unto me.' ' Give to the poor.'

T4t0 -abject and forlorn received a charter of

human rights, when He proclaimed that all

men are brethren : sprung from the same
human stock ; sons of the same Almighty
Father; one famil}' in himself, the Head of

regenerated humanity."
(To be continued.)

Charley, and, God helping me, I never shall."

This incident is a forcible illustration of the

fact that as men and women we are uncon-

sciouslj^ influencing those about us by our

example for good or evil. • And it not infre-

quently happens that what we do has far

greater influence upon those with whom we
come in contact than what we say.

As Christians we are under the most solemn

obligations to make our religion the one active

principle of our daily life, carrying it with us

wherever we go.

There are many persons who seem to think

that thej' are destitute of all influence, and

who say that if they thought they had any
influence, they would do this or that. Now,
the very idea that any one is devoid of in

fluence is an absurdity. " If," as Gough puts

it, " you stand still, fold your arms, shut your
eyes, close your lips, you exert an influence

by the position you occupy—^you can not help

it." What a thought have we here for every

father and mother, and all who have the early

training of children in charge ! Th
those in our homes, church or neighborhood

whatsoever He requires of thee ; so tbat what-
ever thou dost do, it may be to the honor and

glory of God. And do not look at the outward

presence of thy husband ; but look at the Lord,

and serve Him with a joyful heart, mind, soul,

and spirit all the days thou livest upon the

earth.

From him, who had a great love and respect

for thy dear husband, for his work and ser-

vice in the Lord, who is content in the will

of God, and all things that He doeth -.—and

so must thou be. And so, the Lord God Al-

mighty settle and establish thee and thine

upon the heavenly Rock and Foundation;

that, as thy children grow in years, they may
o-row in grace, and so in favor with the Lord,

^nien. George Fox.

Postscript.— I know thy husband hath left

a good savor behind him, so I desire thou

mayest do the same."

How beautifully George Fox, in the fore-

going sympathetic address to this bereaved

^iJovv,—after setting forth the consolations

which flow from an union with the Lord, as

who are being daily influenced by what welthe Husband and Father of his people,-

do, and this one fact alone ought to lead us

to strive to live nearer to God each day, so

that whether we eat or drink, or whatever
we do, we shall do all to the glory of God.

—

Geo. M. Howe.

For " The Friend."

Gleanings from Quaker Annals.

The following letter of condolence was ad-

dressed to the widow of Robert Barclay, soon

after his decease, by George Fox. It is an

eflPusion of the ancient, evangelical spirit, and

was the last letter, except one, which that

worthy ever wrote.

George Fox to Christian Barclay.

" 28th of 10th mo.

Dear friend!—With my love to thee and

thy children, and all the rest of Friends in

the holy Seed, Christ Jesus, that reigns over

all ; in whom ye all have life, and salvation,

and i-est, and peace with God !

Now, dear Friend, though the Lord hath

taken thy dear husband from thee, his

and his children, the Lord will be a Husband
to thee, and a Father to thy childi-en. There-

fore, cast thy care upon the Lord and trust

in Him : let Him be thy confidence, and let

thy eye be unto Him at all times ;
who

The Power of Example.—Not long since the

writer called on a business friend at his ofiice,

and while there was introduced to a promi-
nent clergyman, who told the following story

during a conversation upon the use of tobacco.

"Some years ago," he said, "I was an in-

veterate smoker. I had abandoned the habit - ^^ , , /-> . x- n i ... u

two or three times, but after the lapse of a igre'it Ruler and Oi-derer of all both m heaven
'

• ' Qi^gi and earth, and hath the bi-eath and souls ot
few months would return to it again

day after dinner, as I was lying on the sofa

in my study, I overheard my two little boys,

who were playing in the hall, telling each
other what they were going to do when they
became men. After the oldest one had stated

all in his eternal infinite hand ! And all the

creation is upheld by his Word and power, by
which they were made ;—so that a sparrow

cannot fall to the ground without his will and
pleasure ;—and his sons and servants in his

his plans the little six year old spoke up :
' I'll

jimage, are of greater value in his eye than

tell you what I'm going to do when I get to "any sparrows. Therefore, thou and thy
•' _ f-. » . . » ijilfamily may rejoice, that thou hadst such an

offering to off'er up unto the Lord, as thy dear
ho, I know, is well in the Lord,

be a man. I'm going to smoke cigar

papa.' I sprang from the sofa, and opening
the door said, ' Charley, papa wants to see

you a minute.' The little boy ran into my
study at the call, and I took him upon my
knee, and with tears running down my cheeks
said, " Charlej', papa heard what you just

Baid, and it made him feel very badlj'. Now,
papa is not going to smoke any more, and he
hopes that God will help his darling boy to

keep free from the dreadful habit.'
" That was seven j'ears ago," he continued,

" and I have never violated my pledge to

* [Christianity is opposed to all war.]

husband

;

in whom he died, and is at rest from his

labors, and his works follow him.

And, now, my dear Friend, do thy diligence

in thy familj', in bringing up thy children in

the fear of the Lord, and in his new covenant
of life; that thou mayest present them to

God as his children, and all thy servants and
tenants, in the wisdom of God. Thou must

answer the Truth in them all, in Truth, holi-

ness, righteousness, and justice, and walking
humbly before God. Thou wilt always feel

his presence to assist, and enable thee to perform

deavors to stimulate her to do the daj/'s^ M'ort,

put on his strength, and to hope for hie

blessing on a faithful discharge of her duty,

as a spiritual nursing-another over her house-

hold. Indeed, he goes further
;
and subjoins

his fervent prayer, that her children may be

established upon the Rock, Christ Jesus, and

thus be favored of the Most High, througl

the fervent exercise of their surviving parent

But here, it may be well to pause—and hole

up to view, one"means, among others, whid
she used, by way of laying open the grounc

of the hearts of" her tender oftspring to th(

genial rays of Divine Light. We are informec

by a Friend, who, about this time, passec

several days under her roof, that " when hei

children were up in the morning, and dressed

she sat down with them before breakfiist, an(

in a religious manner waited upon the Lord ;'

"which pious care," he adds, "and motherly

instruction of her children when young, doubt

less had its desired effect upon them ;
for, ai

they grew in years, they also grew in thi

knowledge of "the blessed Truth; and sinoi

that time, some of them have become publr

preachers thereof"

When we call to remembrance the ferven

zeal, faith and constancy of our worthy elder

and predecessors in the Truth, who, througl

manifold sufferings, were enabled to bear I

faithful testimony to the purity and spiritn

ality of the gospel dispensation, an earnes

desire is raised in us, that we, who succeei

them in the same profession, may be excita

to follow their example. In order whereunt(

we recommend to every particular membe
of our Society, a strict and serious self-examine

tion, whether we are really concerned for th

glory of God and the honor of his name ? At

our hearts united unto Him, and one unt

another? Do we live answerably to th

principles of our profession ? Do we walk s

becometh the followers of Christ? Do w
not depart from the testimonies of Truth, (

the known doctrines of his gospel ? Do w
in our conversation among men, live in th

practice of Christian humility and self-denial;

Doth our "light so shine before men, ths,

others seeing our good works, may glorifj

our Father which is in heaven ?"

If upon such a solemn search, any of tj

shall find that we have declined frona thi
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estimoiiies borne by our faithful predecessors

;

hat we have gone astray, and been too remiss
n our conduct and conversation : that we
lave been too conformable to the customs and
flanners of the world, and have not walked
.ccording to the plainness and purity of our
irofession : let us humble ourselves before the
''jord,^ and turn unto Him ivith all our hearts.

?ho is " long suffering and gracious, and de-

ghteth in mercy
; who reconcileth the pe

ent, healeth their backslidings, is the repairer
f breaches, and the restorer of paths to walk

Such an holy care and watchfulness in
very particular, 'each over himself, will be
reatly conducive to the confirming and
trengthening our church-fellowship and com
lunion, and to making us one another's joy
the Lord.

For "The Friend.

Ellen Evans.

A few letters, and only a few, from Ellen
ivans appear in the Pemberton correspond-
Dce, but they are of so original and weighty
character it is thought as to merit being
i-ought more prominentlj^ to view, believing
'nat the experience of those who have trod
en the straight and narrow path is often help
il to the struggling traveller of the present
ay. The following brief account of her

'

andensed from Piety Promoted :
" She was

16 daughter of Eowland and Margaret Ell
orn near Dolgelly, in the principality of
/ales, in the year 1685. A naturally good
derstanding was improved by religious edu-
ition

;
and strict attention to the dictates of

ivine Grace, soon distinguished her as one
seking after heavenly treasure, which made
er in riper years an humble member of So
lety. She married Jno. Evans, a much es
iemed Friend, to whom she was truly a help
ieet, more especially in public religious ser-

iees
;
for whenever she discovered the least

iclination in him to visit meetings of Friends
hether far or near, she did all in her power

j)
cherish and encourage that motion. She

as also a great support and comfort to him
ader his spiritual conflicts, about the time of
is first appearing in a public testimony. In
er family she was an example of piety and
idustry, rising early in the morning and en-
buraging others to do so ; often observing
•lat those who lay late, lost the youthful
'eauty of the day, and wasted the most pre-
ious part of their time ; that the sun was the
andle of the world, the light of which called
pon lis to arise and apply to our several
uties

; when the affairs of the morning were
ansacted, it was almost her invariable prac-
ce, except on meeting days, to retire about
oon, with the bible or some other religious
ook, when a portion of her time was 8j)ent
lone, from which retirement she often re-

irned with evident tokens that her eyes had
3en bathed in tears. She was remarkably
ell acquainted with the Holj^ Scriptures,
80 with the writings and characters of our
acient worthy Friends, together with those
f her own time

; frequently expressing ' the
iany advantages she reaped from often con-
ersing with the dead and absent ;' endeavoring
3 cultivate the same disposition in her family
y often calling them together in the winter
irenings, and requiring one of her children to
3ad audibly in the Bible or some other re-

gious book ; repeatedly observing to them,
the benefit which attended the preserving
le characters of those faithful ministers and
Iders in the Church whose pious lives and

happy dissolution, if held up to the view of
posterity, might be a likely means of kindling
the same holy zeal and resolution to tread in
their footsteps.' When ministering Friends,
(whom she truly loved as brethren and sisters
in gospel fellowship,) in the course of their
visits came where she lived, they generally-
lodged at their house, at which time she sel-

dom missed to prepare her family and inform
the neighborhood of an intention to sit awhile
together in the evening, which opportunities
were often singularly blessed with divinecoin-
fort and edification. Her diligence in attend-
ing meetings for religious worship was no less

manifest than her steady zeal for supporting
Christian discipline, and that she and others
might adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour
in all things

;
yet was her zeal mixed with

charity, for having long experienced how few
were qualified to lay justice precisely to the
line and righteousness" to the plumb line, she
thought it safest rather to incline to the mer-
ciful side, firmly believing that the Grace of
God which briugeth salvation had appeared
to all men. She delighted to converse with
the uninstructed Indians about their sent
ments of the Supreme Being

; and often said,
' She discerned evident traces of Divine good
ness in their uncultivated minds.' In hei
friendship she was warm and steady, and on
her death-bed earnestly pressed her child
' Not to forget the friends of their father and
mother.'

Some years before her decease she lost,

the husband of her youth, a bosom friend and
the great support of her age, which proved
so great a trial that she said :

' If God, whom
she loved all her life-long, had not enabled
her to sustain it, she must have sunk under
it.' Her last illness began about a year before
her decease. In the forepart of it, she felt a
lowness and depression of mind, which caused
her to cry : 'Tell me, oh ! thou whom my soul
loveth, where thou feedest; where thou makest
thy flocks to rest at noon ?' But after some
time this cloud was removed, and she was en
abled to say, ' He brought me to his banquet
'ng house, and his banner over me was love.
Thus by remembering her Creator in the days
of her youth, and a steady perseverance in
the path of humble obedience to the will of
God, reljing on his mercy in and through
Jesus Christ, her crucified and risen Saviour,

e was enabled to meet the king of terrors
with a serene countenance, and resigned her
breath, without sigh or groan, the 29th day of
the 4th month, and was buried at Gwynedd
the 2d of the 5th mo. 1765, being, we "trust,

admitted to the general assemblyand church
ofthe first born, which are written in heaven."
Of whom we may safely judge it might be

truly said, she was an elder indeed worthy
of double honor. W. P. T.

Ellen Evans to John Pemberton.

(Received at Warrington, 1st mo. 7tb, 1752.)

John Pemberton : Dear young friend,—

I

saw several letters lately wrote by thee to thy
valuable parents—one of which more partieu-
'arly made some tender impressions on my
mind, from which sprung a disposition to send
thee a few lines

; which though perhaps thou
may not need them from me, yet hope they
will not hurt thee, being the effects of love.

I am not sorrj-, but have rather reason to re-

joice to hear thee bemoan thj- wilderness
travail; it were impossible thou should miss
this desert., this land of drought, and of the

shadow of death, and be an Israelite indeed

;

for the King's highway (from Egypt to Ca-
naan) runs right across it; nevertheless a
most ravishing beauty appears on the soul
even in her wilderness state; how goodly
(says one) are thy tents, O Jacob ! It was
grateful news to my good spouse and self to
hear thee was favored with a kind visitation
whilst on thy travels abroad

; that thy mouth
was at times opened by way of testimony in
the assemblies of God's people, faithful,* to
whom indeed nothing can be more pleasing
than to hear babes in the temple crying ho-
sanna, and prattling forth (though by half-
words and broken sentences) their Heavenly
-p„+i,„„'„ pi-aise, so be it in Hebrew, the lan-Fathe
guage of the true Jew. Mayest thou, tender
youth, watch, watch as if for life, against
aught that would cramp thy growth, (now in
growing time) that so from a child's state
thee may gradually advance to that of a man

;

even such a watchman that cannot hold his
peace,—as indeed who can that have use of
their eyes to behold the holy city surrounded
with the enemj', and many of her precious sons
carried captives to a strange land, (to a state
of alienation). Where are there any (thou,
O God, mayest see many though we see few)
fine youths remaining yet within her walls,
who, being filled with holy ambition, are
catching up the weapons of former worthies
(with which they wrought wonders), are run-
ning to and fro through her streets, blowing
their trumpets in order to gather a company
to repel the armies of the aliens, to save the
city from total invasion. Send forth thy
word, O God! that so great a company of
youth may become publishers thereof Thee
sees I am just out of paper, therefore must
sa,j no more but that I am, more than I can
tell thee, thy real well-wisher, and give my
love to thy companion. Ellf.n Evans.

(To be continued.)

The Samaritan Passover on Gerizim.
BY H. CLAY TRUMBULL.

So long as the tcm])le of Jerusalem re-

mained, the Jews went thither to celebrate
the passover feast. But when the temple was
destroyed, it was no longer lawful for them
to sacrifice the paschal lamb; for the com-
mand was explicit (Deut. 16 : 5, 6) :

" Thou
mayest not sacrifice the passover within any
of thy gates; . . . but at the place which the
Lord thy God shall choose to place his name
in." And now the Jewish observance of that
feast is but a partial one, in the household,
with a bit ofroasted lamb to represent the com-
manded sacrifice. In only one place in all the
world is there any continuation of that sacri-

fice; and that is near the ruins of the ancient
Samaritan temple on Mount Gerizim, by the
scanty remnant of the Samaritan people.
Although that temple was unauthorized by

Jehovah, and the Samaritans were a mongrel
people, with a mongrel religion, so many
sacred associations cluster around Mount
Gerizim, and the connection of the Samaritan
rites and ceremonies is so direct with the
original Hebrew ritual, that an exceptional

J. P.'s first appearance in the ministry is believed
to have been in 1750, whilst accompanying John
Churchman, at a meeting at Penzance, Cornwall, Eng-
land, when about 23 years of age, of which J. C. says

:

"At this meeting my companion, John Pemberton,
poke a few words in way of testimony, tender and
broken, being the first time, and I thought it had a

good degree of the savor of truth attending."
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interest attaches to this one vestige of the

ancient passover sacrifice, with its standing

witness to God's foreshadowed plan of salva-

tion by the blood of the Lamb.
In the afternoon of Tuesday, April 12, 1881,

with two traveling companions, I rode up

along the way by which the disciples of Jesus

had gone to the city of Sychar to purchase

food, while he sat by Jacob's well and had

that memorable conversation with the woman
of Samaria. The well of Jacob and the re-

puted tomb of Joseph were behind us. At
our right, on the north, frowned Bbal, the

mount of cursing; at our left was Gerizim,

the mount of blessing. Before us was Nab-
lous, the modern city at or near the site of

Sychar, and yet earlier of ancient Shechem.
Passing through the narrow main street of

the walled town, and out of the western gate,

we came to our tents, already pitched for us,

wbere we were greeted by Youhannah El

Karey, a Christian missionary at Nablous,

and told that we were just in season for the

passover sacrifice in Gerizim. A few minutes

later found us ascending the mountain, under

his kind escort.

Eecalling the great events in the history

of God's people which had their centre at or

near that mountain, it did not seem so strange

that the Samaritans gave it the first place in

their reverence and affections. It was there

that Abraham rested and builded his first

altar to Jehovah on his coming a pilgrim to

Canaan. Thei-e was the home of Jacob.

There the embalmed body of Joseph was laid

to rest nearly two centuries after his death
in Egypt. There the whole land was for-

mally dedicated to Jehovah, with stately

ceremonies as directed by Moses and con-

ducted by Joshua, when the Israelites were
fairly in its possession. There again all the

people were gathered, to renevv their neglected

covenant wtth Jehovah, before the death of

Joshua. There, o« the plain, Abimelech, the

first claimant of royal honors in Israel, was
declared king, in the days of the judges; and
there, from one of the mountain cliffs, still

pointed out, his brother Jotham spoke his

])arable against this brief-lived usurpation.

There, two centuries later, the foolish son of

Solomon was crowned king of united Israel,

and there his folly cost him the greater part

of his kingdom. There also the ten revolt-

ing tribes crowned their new king, aud estab-

lished their first capital. Thei'e again, after the

Assyrian overthrow of Israel, the new hj-brid

Samaritan people, with their imperfect un-

standing of the Mosaic law, built their tem-
ple and conducted their worship for centu-

ries. To the manifold associations aud tradi-

tions of this sacred site the remaining Sama-
ritans cling with superstitious veneration,

saying, as said the woman at the well, " Our
fathers worshiped in this mountain."

Less than a hundred and fifty of the Sama-
ritans, all told, now remain, and their num-
ber has not materially changed for many
j^ears. They live in Nablous; but on the

fourteenth day of their month Nisan—at a

time corresponding to our Passion Week

—

they leave their homes, and take themselves
to the summit of Gerizim, where they pitch

their tents, family by family, at a spot a little

west of the temple ruins, and on somewhat
lower ground, for the celebration of the pass-

over feast. It was there that wc found them
as we reached the mountain top.

It was near the close of day. All was

eady for the sacrificial services. Between
the temple ruins and the tents two fires were
burning: the first in a trench, within a low-

walled enclosure, at the place of sacrifice, for

the heating of water in two huge caldrons or

kettles for scalding the dead lambs ; the other

at a little distance from this, and outside the
closure, in a great oven or pit, some seven

or eight feet deep, and three or four across it,

stoned up inside from the bottom, for the
roasting of the Iambs. "Within the low enclo-

sure the congregation had gathered for wor-
ship. The high-priest with a white turban,

and in a pearl-colored silk surplice, knelt on a

scarlet rug before a small stone bench or desk,

facing the temple-site eastward. The men
and children (the women remaining in their

tents) were in a semi-circle back of him, also

facing the temple-site. At the right of this

semicircle were seven men readj' to bring the
prepai'cd lambs to slaughter. Their dress

was a simple white shirt or tunic, with white
under-drawers. They were called "the mur-
derers," or slayers. Seven lambs appointed to

slaughter were just before the high-priest as

he knelt.

It was about twenty minutes before sun-

down that the kneeling high-priest began the
service by an invocation, imploring God's ac-

ceptance of this sacrifice according to his

ord. Then came a recital of the story of

the exodus, and of the institution of this sac-

rifice, in which the people joined with the
high-priest. The service was intoned, some-
what like the peculiar singing of the Egypt-
ians, or the notes of the wailing dervishes.

At the first mention of the name of Jehovah,
all prostrated themselves, as the Israelites

did when they heard that God would bring
theni out of Egypt (Exod. 4:31; 12 : 27).

Then all rose and stood in silent prayer—in

most oppressive silence. At every subse-

quent mention of Jehovah's name the people
put their hands to their faces, as if covering
their faces in the presence of God. In token
of emphasis, as they recited, they repeatedly
stretched out their hands with upturned
palms, in oriental demonstrativeness. In
every movement the children followed their

parents, whom they watched closely as the
service proceeded.

(To be concluded.)

The Young Infidel Convict.

BY ANNIE A. PRESTON.

The following narrative is strictly true

The inhabitants of a prosperous and pictur-

esque village in Southern Ohio took great

pride in their new new High School, and
when they secured the services of Professor

Andrews as its principal, they considered

themselves very fortunate.
" He's a bright fellow," said Judge M. "He

is not afraid to proclaim himself, not only a

liberal in religion, but a free-thinker. Yor
ought to hear him talk upon science and re

ligion !

"

"I'm afraid his influence over our young
men and maidens will not be altogether bene
ficial," replied Dominie Manning, the old vil-

lage pastor.

"How is that possible, sir?" asked Judge
M., rather testily. " His character is spotless,

as you know yourself, and is it wrong for one
to investigate, to prove all things, and to

think for himself? "

" There are some things which can neither

be proved nor disproved without being de

stroyed. The moment Christianity is proved

to be a scientific fact, that moment it loses its

hold on the human heart. I have met this

young Professor Andrews. He surely has a

very pleasant address, and, I doubt not, he

possesses suflScient intelligence, coupled with

measure of faith inherent in the soul of

every man, to lift him from the mire of doubt

in which he is at present floundering. Yet, I

think, we had best beware of placing our

young people under his influence while his

mindis in its present chaotic state."

The good old dominie's feeble protest was |i

vainly made, and the brilliant young infidel ^

as installed within the classic walls of gray K

old Bright Academy, now transformed into li

the town High School. The young man
proved to be an excellent teacher, winning

the love of his pupils by his genial bearing r

and sympathetic demeanor. His active mind 3

was constantly seeking out "fresh ideas"!

and " new truths," which gradually formu-

1

lated, according to his notion, into a sort of

philosophy that as yet baffled him, however,

and kept him blinded by the clouds of liis

own ignorance.

Warily choosing opportune occasions out

of school-hours, and selecting his brightest

pupils, he sought to instil into their suscop-|i

tible minds his "scientific" vagaries and

abstract cavils of unbelief "Churches were
associations of people banded together

really selfish purposes; the clergy were mei

who, for the most part, preached what th

did not really believe, and got their livin

out of the credulity of their fellow-men ; th'

Bible was only valuable in a historical an

literary point of view ; and as for immortalityj

that was a question." These and similar aS'

sertions often fell from his lips.

After spending some two years in this

Ohio village, the restless spirit of the youngf
Professor prompted him to make a change, jl

and, going West, the old academy lost sightf

of him for a long interval. 'f

One day, several years later, a diseased,

emaciated young man in a murderer's cell in

one of our largo Western towns was visited,

much against his will, by the pastor of a large

and vigorous Church in the neighborhood of

the prison. The poor convict did not lift his

sad and sunken eyes from the floor at the ap-

pearance of the pleasant-faced, middle-aged

minister at the cell door, who said kindlj' and
frankly

:

f

"The newspaper reporters say you aroj

thoroughly hardened ; that you have no care|

for this life, no belief in a life to come. Now,
J

mj- young friend, one so seldom meets with

»

an avowed infidel, that I have come to askP

you how you came to your present state of*

mind aud heart. Such cases as yours haveaij

verj' peculiar interest for me, and it may belj

that at this very interview, or at a subsequent|i

one, we can compare notes, and I may be able^

to do you some good."
'jj

The alarmed prisoner started at the firsti

sound of the minister's gentle yei clear, deep!

voice, and looked earnestly and curiously up|'

into the handsome, sj^mpathetic face a mo-i

ment before he answered. Eising now withi

a slow and painful effort from the hard, nar-ji

row bed upon which he had been reclining, hefi

moved to his cell door, and signaled to theji

keeper to let his visitor in. He pushed theli

one little stool toward the minister, and seat-i

ing himself upon the bed, he said :
" My name

is not William Hart, as the Court records and;
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jison register have it, but for the sake of
J,- family I wish to be still known by that
rmc. I am John M., the only son of Judge

of , Ohio. I was reared by a Christian
)ther, but received my first Jessons in the
entific investigations of religion and in free
jught from you, sir, when you were Pro-
sor of Mathematics and Astronomy in, and
d charge of, our High School."
Alas! alas! God pity and forgive me!"
ed the minister, clasjjing the thin, blue-
ed hand of his former pupil, seating him-

f on the low iron bedgtead beside him, and
)porting him with his arm as he was seized
,h a violent fit of coughing, " O, my poor
md, my dear old pupil, what shall I saj^
at shall I do, in this terrible conjunction
svents ? First, I must tell you that I went
into the world, after leaving your quiet

le village, and was soon convinced that I

3 no wiser^than the generality of my
s.

I was then ready to be taught, and so was
ned about, which means conversion, and
ed—saved by the precious blood of that
ist whom I bad so long rejected and do-
led. The blessed Spirit led me to devote
self unreservedly to his service. I studied
blogy, and have been preaching the gospe:
h too great self-complacency all these
rs, while those pupils in

, whom I had
pulated with the virus of my old-time
itched and impious delusions, had been left

lerish. Tell me, pray, how is it with the
3r members of that bright senior class
)m I led into the fogs of skepticism with
rself?"

Many of them are as free in their ways
fhinking and acting as I am, I hear, and

• now has a society of free-thinkers, sir,"

j-oung convict replied in a feeble voice.

pey are ahead of the age ; I am ahead of
!. In the years to come, in the not far

jre, a man will not have to suffer the ex-
ne penalty of human law, as I am about
or freeing the world ofan excrescence and
;ance in human shape."
'ay after da}' the dying convict persisted
; he had done no wrong in killing his
my. At the same time his old teacher

reasoned, prayed with him, with un-
devotion, and remained with him almost

stantly until he died, a few days before
time appointed for his execution; died
anting not of the crime he had committed,
relinquishing the pernicious ideas im-
ted by the teacher whom he had so much
(d and admired. Those false systems of
sf were too deeply planted to be eradicated,
bias of his not over-strong mind had been
and his ill-ballasted, rudderless bark

pdered in the old, old treacherous sea of
3 science.

greeablo to a promise made to the unfor-
ite deceased, — Andrews himself went to
ik the sad news of the death to the parents,
the real name of the wretched young man
never made public.

—

Chr. Adv., 8th mo.
, 1881.

gentleman who came to me for a long-

said :
" I have a conscientious objection

teetotalism, and it is this: our Saviour
le wine at the mari'iage at Cana, in Gali-

I know he did."

He made it because they wanted it."

So the Bible tells us."

"He made it of water."
" Yes."
" Then he honored and sanctified wine by

performing a miracle to make it. Therefore,"
said he, " I should be reproaching my Master
if I denied its use as a beverage."

" Sir," I said, " I cannot understand how
you should feol so ; but is there nothing else

you put by which our Saviour has honored ?"

" No, I do not know that there is."

" Do you eat barley bread ?"

"No," and then he began to laugh.
"And why not?"
" Because I don't like it."

" Very well, sir," said I ;
" our Saviour

sanctified barley bread just as much as ever
he did wine. He fed five thousand people
with barley loaves, manufactured by a mira-
cle. You put away barley for the low motive
of not liking it. 1 ask you to put away wine
for the higher motive of bearing the infirmity
of your weaker brother, and so fulfilling the
law of Christ. I wish to say, that man signed
the pledge three days afterward.

—

J. B. Gough.

LEARNING TO AVALK.
Only beginning the journey.
Many a mile to go,

Little feet, Iiow they patter,

Wandering to and fro.

Trying again so bravely,
Langhing in baby glee;

Hiding its face in mother's lap,

Proud as a baby can be.

Talking the oddest language
Ever before was heard

;

But mother—you'd hardly think so

—

Understands every word.

Tottering now, and falling,

Eyes that are going to cry.

Kisses and plenty of love words,

Willing again to try.

Father of all, oh ! guide them.
The pattering little feet,

While they are treading the up-hill road.

Braving the dust and heat.

Aid them when they grow weary,
Keep them in a pathway blest.

And when the journey's ended,
vSaviour, oh I give them rest.

Sele(

LED.
What though I toil upon the road

—

With bruised feet

And burdened with a weary load

—

Am tempest beat.

Cannot my faith this promise see

Through cloud and storm, " He leadeth me !'

What, if each day my weary sight
Its weakness learns,

WJien over steeps or mountain height
My life-path turns.

Though weak and dimmed my vision be
'Tis He discerns—"He leadeth me."

What matter, that through ways which I
Have never known,

I fain must go—nor question why
This way be shown.

Adown the darksome path I .see

His love alone: " He leadeth me."

What if—when He would safely hold
My trembling hand,

I fear to trust—my faith grows cold,

And fain would stand
With doubts beset lest even He
Should fail? Ah well : He leadeth me.

Thus ever. So when I shall stand
The stream beside

Which hides us from Hereafter's land
With mist-hid tide.

I know in whom I trust—and He
Through waters deep safe leadeth me.

THE SETTING SUN.
How I love to see thee.

Golden evening sun !

How I love to see thee,

When the day is done.

Sweetly thou recallest

Childhood's joyous days

;

Hours when I •^o fondly
Watched thy evening blaze.

W'hen in tranquil glory
Thou didst sink to rest.

Then what heavenly rapture
Filled my burning breast

!

Were it mine thus brightly
Virtue's race to run

;

Mine to sleep so sweetly
When my work is done

—

Thus I wished in childhood
When I gazed on thee !

Wished my heavenly pathway
Like thine own might be.

Still I love to see thee,

Golden evening sun

!

Evermore to see thee,

AVhen the day is done.

Lead, kindly light, amid the encircling gloom,
Lead thou me on

;

The night is dark, and I am far from home,
Lead thou me on

;

Keep thou my feet; I do not ask to see
The distant scene ; one step 's enough for me.

I was not ever thus
; nor prayed that thou

Shouldst lead me on
;

I loved to choose and see my path ; but now
Lead thou me on

;

I loved the garish day, and spite of fear.s.

Pride ruled my will ; remember not past years.

So long thy Power has blest me, sure it still

Will lead me on
O'er moor and fen, o'er crag and torrent, till

The night is gone
;

And with the morn those angel faces smile
Which I have loved long since, and lost awhile!

—John Henry Newman, 1833.

llary Catlett.— More than one hundred
years ago there lived in Bnglantl a Kentish
girl, named Mary Catlett.

She never discovered a planet, or wrote
a book, or gave a lecture. I can not find
that she ever clamored for her " rights," or
was discontented because she could not fill

some great jjlace in the world. But so far

as I discover she spent the days spinning flax,

and spreading the linen to whiten on the
grass, conserving rose-leaves, and making jam
and gooseberry tarts like any other rosy-
cheeked English girl. Yet though she did
nothing great, and her very name is almost
unknown, by simply being a woman, sweet
and fair and" lovable, she was better than he
thtit taketh a city.

In the next county lived a young man of
whom at this time nothing good could be
said, excepting that he had a good mother,
who tried to train him to be a good boy and
a good man. But the seed had been "sown
among thistles, and the boj' was wayward
and wicked. He had somehow found out
pretty Mary, but, though he must have loved
her even then, he loved wild ways better, and
drifted oft' toward all manner of evil.

When no more than nineteen years old ho
was impressed and carried oft' to serve on a
man-of-war. He managed soon to escape, but
was caught and treated with great severity,
10 that he was glad to be exchanged into an
Vfrican trader, and from that hiVed himself
out as a slave-trader in the island of Bena-
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noes, off the African coast, Here ho lived

for several years a more wicked life than you
can imagine, so that it is said even the savage
natives would not stay in his company.
At last his father sent for him to go home,

but only one thought persuaded him. This
was the memory of Mary Catlett. Silent and
unconscious, she had the power to draw that
rough, hardened man to a new life.

He sailed for England, and during the
stormy voyage the early lessons his mother
taught him came back to his remembrance,
and stirred liis heart. The next year he was
married to Mary Catlett, and afterward be-

came the friend of the Wesleys, and a minister.

He lived a long and godl}^ life, and wrote
some of our sweetest hymns.
The man was John JS'ewton, the friend of

the poet Cowper.

Undraped Paintings and Statuary
—

" The Fine

Arts."

The allusion made to the above subject in

one of the late numbers of " The Friend," has
induced the query in the mind of the writer,

especially upon consideration of the glaring
excess to which in some instances it is car-

ried, whether the cultivation or indulgence
of the taste in what are termed " The Fine
Arts," is at all compatible with that higher,
spiritnal, and heavenly taste becoming a
strictly virtuous, chaste, and worthy follower
of an immaculate Saviour? This divests the
vanities and excesses of the world of their
beguiling attractiveness, and causes the Chris-
tian to estimate the most specious and beau-
tiful works "given by art and man's device,"
if tarnished by want of modesty, as little

better than the labors of such as "hatch
cockatrice eggs and weave the spider's web."
Paul, the learned, the great Apostle, no doubt
had a mind that, when in the renowned city

of Athens, was fully capable of admiring and
appreciating these things; but instead of tak-

ing thought by way of admiration of them,
how was his spirit stirred in him when he
saw the city wholly given to idolatry ! How
moved he was at their ignorance, superstition
and wickedness ! How strictly he carried out
into consistent practice his own apostolic ad-
vice to his beloved Timothy: "Be not a par-
taker of other men's sins: Keep thyselfpure."

Painting and sculpture existed among the
Greeks from time immemorial. These were,
at first, almost exclusively of a public char-
acter, intended for the moral and religious
improvement of the people, or as an incentive
to noble deeds. When they ceased to be
influenced by this patriotic purpose, they
began to decline. Many of the early artistic

designs are in a sitting or kneeling jiosture,

and always clothed with di-aperies of the
simplest character, frequently falling straight
to the ground without folds. Praxiteles is

historically described as " unsurpassed " in

representing in statuary, like Titian in paint-
ing, " the softer beauties of the human form."
One of his statues is said to have been "a
niaster-piece of sensual charms ;" and he, like-

wise, was the first artist that ventured to carve
his ideal entirely divested of drapery. This
perversion was deservedly' considered to vio-

late true taste and propriety, as it unques-
tionably does that delicate refinement, that
amiable modesty which are such engaging
and lovely characteristics of our sister sex, as
well as so becoming the Christian character.

Our readers are mostly, no doubt, familiar

with the suggestive verse :

—

"Vice is a monster of such hideous mien,
That to be hated needs but to be seen

;

But seen too oft, familiar with her face.

We first endure, then pity, then embrace."

Is it not to be feared that some in this daj'

have, imperceptibly, grown so familiar with
this "vice," from seeing it in its more re-

fined forms and from being tolerant of what
is termed "the gracefulness and skill" ex-

hibited by elaborate artists, that that which
was at first deemed indelicate and even
" hated," has, through complaisance and too
much freedom from religious restraint, grown
t(5 be "endured," "pitied" and " embraced "by
some who have in their dwellings paintings
and statuary which should cause modesty to

blush ; and which may have an influence upon
young persons and upon society in general
inconceivably prejudicial to the formation of

a pure taste, as well as to their preservation
and growth in morality and virtue.

Satan weaves his webs with such masterly
art and skill, and such are the enchantments
with which both sexes are surrounded as de-

voted admirers of " The Fine Arts," in the
present day of overgrown liberty, that it may
well call forth from the heart the reverently
breathed petition, "Lead us not into tempta-
tion

;

" and, also, the no less forcible injunc-

tion of the Saviour, " Watch and pray, that
ye enter not into temptation." The true

Christian is a follower of Christ ; and must be

a stranger and pilgrim upon earth. Whatever
may be the enticements to evil, whatever the
captivating idolatries of a world that lieth in

wickedness, every candidate for heaven must
either renounce these ; or, dreadful alterna-
tive, renounce Him who declared, " No man
can serve two masters." If any man love

the world, the love of the Father is not in

him. And " The lust of the flesh, the lust of
the eye, and the pride of life are not of the
Father, but of the world."

The enormous price paid for those "grace-
ful, symmetrical and elegant" artistic labors,

over and above their evil tendencies, is an-

other serious objection to them ; especially at

a time when there are so many up and down
in the land almost wholly destitute not only
of the comforts but the necessaries of life.

Can any lavish of that wealth for which,
with all other of Heaven's gifts they are ac-

countable stewards, on their own personal
and sensuous gratification, when so much
good might be done in helping to establish

schools, to found hospitals, or in feeding the
poor, clothing the naked, and in administer-
ing to the sick and afflicted ? " "Who made
thee to difi'er from another," might well be

the soliloquy of each of us, "and what hast
thou that thou didst not receive" from the
bountiful hand of an omniscient and just
Judge to whom thou owest all, and who will

require a strict and faithful account for the
use or abuse of all.

In conclusion, the writer hopes to be ex-

cused for attempting to expose or, at least, to

call attention to some evils or unsafe exam-
ples, which, having the sanction of the rich,

intelligent and amiable, are likely to spread
and increase; but he trusts to being borne
with while honestly pleading for a chastity
and modesty which, by " the grave matrons
of 3'ore" used to be considered in the light of

a virtue, though now, perhaps, more regarded
as a narrow-minded, uncalled-for prejudice.

Be this as it may, custom can never reconci
things wrong with things that are right

neither can popular sentiment justify any i

ignoring tried and safe landmarks, or in laj

ing waste the foundations of social propriet

and moral an*d religious restraint. K. C.

8th mo. 18th.

Storm at the Signal Station, Mount Washingtoii

Noticing that the sides of the summit wei

strewn with boards, beams, and debris of a

sorts, my guide explained that what I sa'

was the result of the great January gal

which had demolished the large shed used i

an engine-house, scattering the loose fraji

ments far and wide. I begged him to giv

me his recollection of it.
!

"During the forenoon preceding the ga!

we observed nothing unusual; but the clou(

kept sinking and sinking until the summ
was quite above them.
"By nine in the evening the wind had il

creased to one hundred miles an hour, wij

heavy sleet. At midnight the velocity i|

the storm was one hundred and twenty mili|

an hour, and the exposed thermometer r]

corded twenty-four degrees below zero. Wilj

the stove red, we could hardly get it abovl

freezing inside the house. "Water froze witj

in three feet of the fire—in fact, where yc

are now sitting.
" At this time the noise outside was doafe

ing. About one o'clock the wind rose to oi

hundred and fifty miles. It was now blowit

a hurricane. The wind, gathering up all tl

loose ice of the mountains, dashed it again

the house with one continued roar. I Is

wondering how long the building would star

this, when all at once came a crash.

shouted to me to get up, but I had tumbh
out on hearing the glass go. You see I w|

dressed to keep myself warm in bed.
" Our united efforts were hardly equal t

closing the storm shutters from the insid

but we finally succeeded, though the ligh

went out when the wind came in, and v

worked in the dark."
" He rose to show me how the shutters,

thick oak, were first secured by an iron ba

and secondly by strong wooden buttons firm!

screwed in the window-frame. I

" We had scarcely done this," resumd
Doyle, "and were shivering over the fil

when a heavy gust of wind again burst optj

the shutters, as easily as if they had nevi

been fastened at all. "We sprang to our feel

After a hard tussel we again secured til

windows by nailing a cleat to the floor, again

which one end of a board was fixed, using tlf

other end as a lever. You understand ?'

nodded. " Well, even then it was all wc ((Hi

do to force the shutters back into place. B
wo did it. We had to do it.

"The rest of the night was passed
momentary expectation, that the buildii

would be blown into Tuckerman's, and v,

with it. At four o'clock in the morning tl

wind registered one hundred and eighty-s

miles. It had shifted then from east to nort

east. From this time it steadily fell to ti

miles, at nine o'clock. This was the bigge

blow anj' one ever experienced on the mou
tain."

" Suppose the house had gone, and tl

hotel stood fast, could you have effected i

entrance into the hotel ?" I asked.
" We could not have faced the gale ?

"
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X( )i- a hundred feet ? nor in a matter
t'c and death ?"

Impossible. The wind would have lifted

from our feet like bags of wool. We
)uld have been dashed against the rocks,
i smashed like egg-shells," was the quiet

'And so for some hours you cxjjocted to
swept into eternity ?"

'We did what we could. Each wrapped
aself in blankets and quilts, binding those
jhtly around him with ropes, to which
re attached bars of iron, so if the house
int by the board wo might stand a chance
I slim one—of anchoring somewhere, some-

Somewhero, indeed !

's Magazine.
-S. A. Brake, in Ha

Religious Items, &c.

'ecular vs. Religious Education.—An annual
tribution of four thousand handsomely
ind copies of the Scriptures is made in Lon-
1 to the London Board school-children who
i^e shown the greatest proficiency in scrip-
•al knowledge.
The distribution this year was made at the
ystal Palace in the presence of a large
lemblage of people. The Bishop of Man
ister, in addressing the assembly, mentioned
it the reports of the examiners showed

; a very great majority of the parents of
children at these schools desired that
r children should receive religious instruc

n. In face of this desire on the part of the
ents, he thought no theorist had a right
interpose an objection and say that the
Idren should only receive secular instruc-
1.

Je spoke of the responsibility involved in

ding out into the world children possessed
quick wits, strong desires, vague ambi-
ns, but without the restraining influence
iConscience, and without a knowledge or
r of God.
'his responsibility is certainly a serious
i

; and, although the " restraining influence
conscience" and "the fear of "God" may
I do exist independently of any instruc-
1 received at school, 3'et it is very desira-
that all the influences that can be thrown
und the young in the critical period of
ir lives when their characters are being
med, should tend to promote their love of
gion, and to imbue them with the spirit
the Eedeemcr.
rofession vs. Practice.—The London Baptist
ilishes the following from " the walls of a
Iding in Lubeck." It is just such an ap-
1 as we may all "read, mark, learn and
ardly digest:"

It'ou call me Master—and you do not ask
will.

fou call me Light—and you see me not.
'ou call me the Eoad—and follow me not.
''ou call me Life—and you desire me not.
Tou call me Wise—and imitate me not.
ou call me Good—and love me not.

''ou call me Eich—and from me ask uoth-

'ou call me Eternal—and 3-et do not seek

'ou call me Merciful—but do not trust in

Tou call me Noble—but do not serve me.
'oueall me AU-Powerful—and do not honor

You call me Just—and do not fear me.
When I condemn 3'ou, therefore—blame

me not for it.

Romanism.—At Eome, Father Curci's new
book, condemned- by the Inquisition, has had
a sale of seven thousand copies—a remarka-
ble occurrence in Italy. It is said that the
Pope has consented to the condemnation of
the book. It treats of the decay of the
Church and of religion in Italy, condemns
the attempt to restore the temporal power of
the Papacy, and counsels the Church to adapt
itself to the life of the times.

For " The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Cistern Water.—An examination of the pu
rity of the water in various cisterns was
made at the instance of the Board of Health
of Cincinnati, which shows more foreign in-

gredients in it than some may have suspected.
Five cisterns examined, which were all under-
ground cisterns, cemented with lime, and
filled from the roofs of dwelling houses, all

showed traces of organic matter, some of
them to such an extent as rendei-ed their con-
tents unfit for drinking or culinary purposes.
Part of the contaminating materials were de-
rived from drainage from the surface or
neighboring sink wells, and a want of care
and cleanliness.

But the report states that it must not be
forgotten that the air near the surface of the
earth is pervaded with soluble gases which
are absorbed by the rain as it falls, and that
soot and dust and other impurities are con-
stantly falling on the roofs of the buildings
which collect the rainfall for the supply of
the cisterns. These sources of corruption are
often increased by the ventilating pipes -of

sewers and water-closets carrying up fetid
gases and deleterious solids; and by the or
ganic dust and germs floating in the air ready
to produce decomposition under the stirau
lating presence of water.
The Sanitary Committee of Cincinnati sug-

gest that all cisterns should be repeatedly and
thoroughly cleansed, and that the water
should be drawn from them by means of
buckets, chain-pumps or such other means a
will introduce plenty of fresh air into th
water. In addition to this, care is needed as
to the cleanliness of all the surroundings, and
especially that the cisterns be so placed that
there shall be no danger of any drainage into
them from the ground or neighboring sinks
or wells.

Ozoniferous Plants.—Oxj-gen in that par
ticular state called ozone possesses very activi

disinfecting powers. It is supposed that
some plants aid in producing ozone, and thus
assist in the destruction, through its influence,
of disease-breeding germs in the air. On this
theory are explained the anti-malarial powers
of the Australian Eucalyptus which has been
planted for this purpose in many unhealthy
localities. To the same ozone-producing
power is ascribed the comparative freedom
from malaria of sections in which pine trees
abound. Among the plants which have at
diff'erent times been regarded as contributing
to the healthfulness of the country are aro-
matic and balsamic herbs. Camomile, Fever-
few, Sweet Bay, and odoriferous plants such
as are cultivated for the essential oils they
produce. The pond weeds and some other
water plants are said to have a similar action
on the disease germs in the water.

On the other hand, there are some plants
which in large quantities are thought to bo
unfavorable to health, as the Oleander,
Daphne, Pride of China, &c.

.
Microscopic Testfor Poisons.—An exceeding-

ly delicate test for strychnia and other organic
poisons is found in their action on the minute
animalculas present in stagnant waters. If a
drop of water containing infusoria is placed
on the glass slide of a microscope, and a drop
of the fluid containing the organic poison
placed at its edge, the infusoria will be instan-
taneously destroyed. Professor Eossbach,
who has published an article on this subject,
says: That one fifteen-millionth of a grain
of atropine can be thus detected.

Elephants' 3Iilk.—I)r. Doremus has made
an analysis of the milk from the elephant
Hebo, which on the 10th of 3d mo., 1880, gave
birth to a calf

To obtain the milk was a matter of some
difiieulty, as the calf was constantly sucking,
nursing two or three times an hour. The
specimens seemed watery, but yielded more
cream than the milk from an Alderney cow.
The milk was pleasant in flavor and odor,

and in quality equal to that of cows. It must
contain considerable nourishment, since the
calf had increased in weight about seven
hundred pounds in a year on a milk diet.

_
Fish Plagues in the Gulf of Me.vico.—At

diff'erent times there have been areas of poi-
soned waters causing the death of the fish in
different parts of the Gulf of Mexico. They
are described as strips of greenish discolored
water, strongly marked by numbers of dead
sponges and fish floating in it.

One of these fish plagues occurred in the
fall of last year. An observer at Egmont
Key first saw the dead fish as the tide came
in on the 17th of 10th mo. There were thou-
sands of small fish four or five inches long.
On succeeding days other species were found
to be atfected. From the 2.5th of 10th mo. to
the 10th of 11th mo. was the worst time, and
the stench was so bad that it was impossible
to remain on the beach.

Rye-Roots in Ice.—D. J. Benner, of Gettys-
burg, Pa., in a letter to the Scientific American,
says :

" On removing a thick bed of ice from
the M-al! [of an ice house] between which and
flic \ck- tiicre was a package of rye straw, I
fduiid a large number of the grains, with their
ruullcts penetrating the solid, clear ice in
various directions.

Ants as Fruit-growers' friends.—Many of
the cultivators of JSTorthern Italy and South-
ern Germany establish ant hills in their
orchards as a protection to the fruit crop.
The ants largely feed on the insects which
are destructive to the tender shoots of the
trees.

Beetles in Wool.—A French entomologist
assorts that the wool of different countries
can lie distinguished in market by the beetles
wliicli fivquent the bales. He has identified
47 species in Australian wool; 52 in South
African wool ; 30 in South American wool

;

16 in Spanish, and 6 in Eus.sian wool.

—

Sci.
American.

THE FRIEND.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United iStates.—The condition of President Ga

field hn9 not materially changed in the last few dav
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The parotid abscess continues to impi-ove, but the

wound remains the same. Preparations for his removal

to Long Branch are complete, and it is expected the

journey will be made to-day (6th.)

The report from the Signal Service Office in this city,

gives the mean temperature for Eighth month, 75 de-

grees ;
highest temperature 99, and lowest 59 degrees.

Total rainfall 1.18 inches. Prevailing direction of the

wind, southwest. In Washington, the month was

warmer than the same month in any year since 1872,

and the rainfall less than for ten j'ears. During the

past week there have been rains in a few sections of

country, but in most parts the severe drouth continues.

In Virginia the corn and tobacco crops are said to be
" burnt up" in many coiintie.«, and the James river is

lower than it has been for fifty years.

A peculiarly destructive thunder storm is reported

from Olean, New York, on the 3rd inst. By a single

electric flash, four houses and five barns, besides several

smaller buildings, were set on fire and destroyed, and
several persons were injured by the shock.

The City Controller of New York gives the total

funded debt of that city as $135,100,907, while the se-

curities and cash in the sinking fund for its redemption

amount to S35,700,932, leaving a net funded indebted-

ness of $99,399,974. The total assessed valuation of

real and personal estate is $1,185,948,098.

The public debt statement for last month shows a de-

crease of $14,181,221.

A new elevator of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

Company, at Baltimore, recently finished, will add

1,800,000 bushels to the storage capacity of that city.

The work of dredging the channel of the Delaware
river, between Bordentown and Trenton, with a view

of making it navigable for steamboats, is now being

done under direction of Colonel Wm. Ludlow, of the

U. S. engineers.

The forest fires in Northwestern Pennsylvania and

Western New York continue very destructive to timber,

the crops and oil works. The damage is estimated as

high as $2,500,000. Several persons have been burned

to death, and others severely injured by the flames. In

Ottawa Valley, Canada, about sixty families have been

burned out, and the loss on property is estimated at

$150,000.
The mint coinage for the past month amounted to

5,950,000 pieces, -valued at $5,565,500. There were
coined 424,000 eagles, 76,000 half eagles, 900,000 silver

dollars, and 4,550,000 cents.

The mortality in this city for the week ending on the

3d inst., was 375, an increase of 20 from the previous

week, and of 78 from the same period last year. Of the

whole number 182 were adults and 193 children—96
being under one year of age.

Markets, &c.—U. S. bonds, 3} per cents, registered,

lOli a lllf; 4J's, 112J a 113J; 4's, registered, 115 a

115}; do. coupon, 116 a 116^
Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice in

price or demand ; sales of midillings are reported at 12i

a 12| cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white at 7| cts. for export,

and 8} a Si cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is in moderate request and verv firm ; sales of

2600 barrels, including Minnesota extras, at 46.75 a $7
for clear, and at $7.25 a $7.50 for straight; Pennsyl-
vania extra family at $7 a $7.25; western do. do. at

$7.25 a $7.60, and patents at $7.50 a $8.75. Rye flour

is in small supply and firm at 46 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is unsettled and lower. Sales of 4000
bushels Delaware red, track and afloat, at $1.41 a #1.41^.

At the open board 70,000 bushels sold at $1.44 a $1.44|.

Rye is scarce and wanted at $1 for Pennsylvania. Corn
is moderately active, but Ic. lower for option. Sales of

9000 bushels, incUiding yellow, at 73 cts. ; mixed at 72
cts. ; steamer at 72 cts. ; No. 3 at 71^ cts., and rejected

at 71 a 71^ cts. Oats were quiet. Sales of iO,000

bushels, including white, at 52 a 53 cts., and rejected

and mixed at 51 J a 52 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—Loads of hay, 292 ; loads

of straw, 64. Average price during the week—Prime
timothy, $1.20 to $1.30 per 100 pounds ; mixed, $1.10

to $1.20 per 100 pounds; Straw, 85 to 95 cents.

Extra cattle wei'e scarce and in demand at an ad
vance, but the lower grades were dull and weak ; 3500
head arrived and sold .at the diflerent yards at 3 a 6J
cts. per lb., as to quality.

Sheep were dull and lower: 16.000 head arrived and
sold at the diSerent yards at 3 a 5J cts., and lambs at 4

a 7} cts. per pound, as to condition.

Hogs were in demand at full prices ; 3900 head sold

at the diflTerent yards .at 8J a 10 cts., per lb., the latter

rate for extra Chicago.

Foreign.—The weather in Great Britain continues

unfavorable for saving their grain. In some
the oats and barley sheaves still stand in pools of water.

The court of inquiry, at Plymouth, in the case of the

disaster to the sloop-of-war Dotterel, has acquitted the

captain and officers of all blame. In the opinion of the

court, the first explosion was caused by gas evolved in

the coal-bunkers, into which a light had probably been

introduced for purposes of examination.

Bradlaugh has issued a fresh m.inifesto to the Eng-
lish people, announcing his intention to go to the House
of Commons again at the next session of Parliament,

and asking them to protect him against unlawful vio-

lence.

The British Board of Trade has decided to appoint a

committee to consider the project for the construction

of a tunnel under the channel between England and
France.
The Union Mail Steamer Teuton, has been wrecked

near Quoin Point, on the southeastern coa=t of Africa.
'

le had on board 147 passengers and a crew of 80 per-

ns, but few of whom are known to have been saved.

The state of afl^iirs in North Africa appears to be

growing worse, and active preparations are being made
n France for the despatch of more troops. A corre-

spondent at Tunis, who personally visited the scene of

hostilities, shows that General Correard w.as really

compelled to retreat, because he was surrounded by

Arabs and feared that his whole party would be cut off,

as they were running short of ammunition. During

the retreat General Correard was perpetually attacked

by swarms of Arabs, who were, fortunately, under no

regular organization, or they might have caused serious

disaster. The other French column, which is near

Zaghouan, is in a critical condition, as the Arabs,

elated by their success against General Correard, are

surrounding it. Even the road from Bizerta to Tunis

is becoming unsafe.

A despatch from Marseilles statesthat General Colo-

nieu has withdrawn from Macheria on account of a

lack of troops and scarcity of provisions.

The steamer Wyoming, from Liverpool the 3d inst.,

for New York, took out 550 Mormons for Great Salt

Lake from Great Britain, Switzerland and Germany,
the two latter countries contributing over 200. Includ-

ing the foregoing, more than 2000 Mormons have left

Liverpool this summer. Another contingent will go
before the season closes.

A Constantinople correspondent says: "Germans
and Englishmen interested in the welfare of the Jews,

have set a movement afoot to obtain a grant of land in

Syria from the Porte for allotment to Jews desiring to

emigrate from countries where they are now subject to

persecution. A delegate is now here trying to secure

the Porte's approval. The Sultan favors the scheme."

A despatch from Naples, dated on the 4lh, says that

Vesuvius is in a lively state of eruption, sending streams

of lava down the northern slopes.

An arrival from Honolulu reports that the island of

Hilo, Sandwich Islands, was in danger of being over-

whelmed by lava from the volcano Mauna Loa. The
lava was moving at the rate of a sixteenth of a mile

daily, and was slowly advancing on the. town of Hilo,

which would shortly be overwhelmed. There was great

consternation among the people, who were fleeing from

the approaching destruction.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the three Monthly

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open on Second-

day, Ninth mo. 12th, 1881.

A limited number of children will now be admitted

who are not members of our religious Society, whose
parents may desire to have them educated free from the

unnecessary but fashionable accomplishments, too com-
mon in many schools at this day.

The attention of Friends residing in the city and its

neighborhood is invited to them. The terras are moder-
ate, and Friends belonging to Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, sending children to these schools, (also mem-
bers), who may find the charges burdensome, can be

fully relieved.

The principal schools will open for the next term
under the care of John H. Dillingham and Mary Wool-
man, as Principals, both successful teachers of many
years' experience. Facilities for illustration are afforded

by a valuable collection of philosophical and chemical

apparatus, minerals, and Auzoux's models of parts of

the iiuman system, &c.

The primary Schools on Seventh St., on Cherry St.,

and at Sixth and Noble Sts., will be continued under
their former efficient management.

Further information may be obtained upon applica-

tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,
James Smedley, No. 415 Market St.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Edward Sharpless, N. J., $2.10, vo

55 ; from William H. Brown, Gtn., $2.10, vol. 55 ; froi

Sarah S. Bacon, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from Margart

P. Warner, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Stephen Hodgit

Kans., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Mary D. Maris, Del., $2.1(

vol. 55 ; from Caleb Webster, City, $2.10, vol. 55 ; froi

T. Chalkley Palmer, Pa., *2.10, vol. 55; from R. B
Reeve, N. J., f2.10. vol. 55 ; from Levi Varney,Canadi

$2, vol. 55, and for Mary E. Jones, William Valentint

and William Branscomb, $2 each, vol. 55 ; for Abel i

Hopkins, Del., and Lawrence Hopkins, D. C, $2.1

each, vol. 55; from Chamless Allen, N. J., $2.10, vol

55, and for Richard Wistar, $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Josepl

Hall, Agent, lo., for Abraham Cowgill, James Framt

John Oliphant, Pearson Hall, Maria Penrose, Saral

Ann Atkinson, Samuel S. Cowgill, Israel Heald, amj

Alice Heald, $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from John E. Baldwuj

and Mary Ann Baldwin, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 55 ;
fron

Hannah Flanagan, City, $2 vol. 55, and for James I

Meloney, Pa., $2.10, vol.55; from Eliza Wilson, 0,:

per Daniel Williams, Agent, $2.10, vol. 55 ; froii'

Joseph Cartland, Mass., $2.10, vol. 55; from Joshu'

Jefferis, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55; from Ellen Wain, Myki
$2.10, vol. 55; from Thomas Emmons, Agent, lo., foi

Elwood Spencer, Joseph Edgerton, Thomas Ware,

Lemuel Brackin, Jonathan Briggs, and Jesse R. Gai,

wood, $2.10 each, vol. 55, and for John Q. Speneeii

f2.10, to No. 17, vol.06; from Susanna N.Canby, Citj

$2, vol. 55 ; from Sarah B. Darnell, N. J., $2.10, vo

55; from Elizabeth Stapler, Mary Ann Spencer, an i

Mary D. Malone, Del., $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from Danif
^

Packer, N. J., $2.10, vol.55; from Clement Ogden, Pa.

*2.10, vol. 55; from Rebecca S. Hutton, City, *2, vo,

55 ; from John H. Ballinger, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55
;
fret

Charles Matlack, Gtn., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Williai

Archut, City, *2, vol. 55 ; from Ru.ssel Taber, lo., $2.1(

vol. 55; from Hetty Ann Bellah, Del., $2.10, vol. 55

from James H. Moon, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55, and fo

Martha B. Taylor, $2.10, vol. 55; from Moses Cadwal

lader. Pa., $2.10, vol. 55 ; for Daniel Koll, O., $2.1(

vol. 55; for Elijah Kester, Md., *2.10, vol. 55; froi

Matilda Hodgson, Gtn., S2.10, vol. 55; from AnuaW
Warrington, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Curtis H. Wai

rington and T. Francis Warrington, $2.10 each, vol. 55

from Josiah W. Cloud, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; froi

John H. Lippincott, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Esthe

H. Griflfen, N. Y., S2, vol. 55; from William Berrj

Gtn., S2.10, vol. 55 ; from Hannah Hutton, Myk., $2.U

vol 55; from John M. Sheppard, N J., »2.10, vol. 55

for Phebe Contant, O., $210, vol. 55; from Pelatia

Gove, Vt.,$2.10, vol. 65 ; from John Aikins, Pa
,
$2.11

vol. 5.5, and for Levi Aikins, $2.10, vol. 55; froi

Asenath H. Clayton, Canada, U-2.10, vol. 55 ; froi

George Sharples.s, Agent, Pa., for Maria Pusey, Mai

garet Maule, J. Borton Hayes, Isaac Good, Robert M
Lewis, Joshua Sharpless, and Mary Ann Charaben

Pa., and Lydia Sharpless, N. J., $2.10 each, vol. 55

from C. Canby Balderston, Thomas K. Brown, Watso

W. Dewees, Charles Potts, Edwin Thorp, and Richar

W. Hutton, Westtown B. School, $2 each, vol. 55 ; froi

Mary Ann Moore, City, $2 vol. 55: from Edwai
Wbitacre, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55; from' Joshua BranI

ingham, Agent, O., for Joseph Winder, Lewis I

Walker, Barclay Stratton, Benjamin H. CoppocI

Nathan Whinery, Joseph Stratton, Ellen Strattoil

Joshua Coppock, Mary L. Test, Alfred Brantinghanj

and William Brantingham, $2.10 each, vol. 55, and ft

William G. Coppock, lo., $4.20, to No. 52, vol. 55.

Remittances received after Fourth-day mo'-ning, will 1

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

EVENING SCHOOL FOR ADULT COLORED!
PERSONS. • I

Teachers are wanted for Men's and Women's depar|

ments of this school, to be opened about the first i'

Tenth month. Apply to !

Thomas Elkinton, 400 S. Ninth St., Pbil

Thomas Woolman, 858 Marshall St., "

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine street,

Finley Hutton, 502 Marshall St., " '

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house on Arch SI

Philadelphia, 5th mo. 12th, 1881, Henry M., som;
Josiah F. Jones of Germantown, to Lydia L., daugl
ter of Samuel H. Roberts, of the former place.

Died, at his residence in Moorestown, on the 27thi

7th mo. 1881, William Matlack, in the 75th yeanj
bis age, a member of Chester Monthly Meeting, N. J.l
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Geikie's Life and Words of Christ.

(Continued from page 34.)

At the time of the birth of our Saviour
Jewish people were earnestly looljing foi

Messiah, whom they expected to be a great
nee who should raise the Jews to the
ght of political power. Geikie says .—
' The central and dominant characteristic
the teaching of the Rabbis was the certain
srent of a great national Deliverer—the

,h, or Anointed of God, or in the Greek
nslation of the title, the Christ. In no
ler nation than the Jews has such a con-
)tion ever taken such root, or shown such
ality. From the times of their great na-
nal troubles, under their later kings, the
rds of Moses, David, and the prophets had,
se, been cited as divine promises of a
hty Prince, who should " restore the king-
i to Israel." The captivity only deepened
faith in his duly appearing, by increasing
need of it. Their fathers had clamored

iar distant times of distraction and trouble,

a king, who should be their Messiah, the
eroy of God, anointed by prophets. They
had kings, but had found only a partial

)d from them. As ages passed, the fascina-
n of the grand Messianic hope grew even
re hallowed, and became the deepest pas-
n in the hearts of all, burning and glowing
icefortb, unquenchably, more and more,
1 irrevocably determining the whole future
;he nation.

For a time Cyrus appeared to realize the
imised Deliverer, or at least to be the
')sen instrument to prepare the way for
11. Zerubbabel became in his turn the
tre ofJMessianic hopes. Simon Maceabfeus
s made high-priest-king only 'until a faith-

prophet—the Messiah—should arise.' As
glory of their brief independence passed

ay, and the Roman succeeded the hated
'ian as ruler and oppressor, the hope in the
r which was to come out of Jacob grew
ghter, the darker the night. Deep gloom
3d every heart, but it was pierced by the
im of this heavenly confidence. Having
present, Israel threw itself on the future,
erature, education, politics, began and end-
with the great thought of the Messiah,
len would He come? What manner of king-
n would He raise ? The national mind had
lome so inflammable, long before Christ's

day, by constant brooding on this one theme,
that any bold spirit, rising in revolt against
the Roman power, could find an array of fierce

disciples, who trusted that it should be he
who would redeem Israel."

'•All the prophets, says Rabbi Choja, 'have
prophesied only of the blessedness of the days
of the Messiah.' But it was to Daniel especi-
all}', with his seeming exactness of dates, that
the chief regard was paid. It was generally
believed that 'the times' of that prophet
pointed to the twentieth year of Herod the
Great, and, when that vvas passed, not to men-
tion other dates, the year 67 of our reckoning
was thought the period, and then the year
135

;
the war which ended in the destruction

of Jerusalem rising from the one calculation,

and the tremendous insurrection under Ha-
drian from the other.

" With a few the conception of the Mes
siah's kingdom was pure and lofty. The
hearts of such as Zacharias, Elizabeth, Mary,
Anna, Simeon, and John the Baptist, realized
more or less the need of the redemption of the
nation from its spiritual corruption as the
first necessity. This grander conception had
been slowly forming in the minds of the more
religious. But the prevailing idea of the
Rabbis and the people alike, in Christ's day,
was, that the Messiah would be simply a great
prince, who should found a kingdom of match-
less splendor. Norwastheideaof his heavenly
origin at all universal ; almost all fancied he
would be only a human hero, who should lead
them to victory.

" It was agreed among the Rabbis that his

birth-place must be Bethlehem, and that he
must rise from the tribe of Judah. It was
believed that he would not know that he was
the Messiah till Elias came, accompanied by
other prophets and anointed him. Till then
he would be hidden from the people, living-

unknown among them. The better Rabbis
taught that the sins of the nation had kept
him from appearing, and that, ' if the Jews
repented for one day. he would come.' He
was first to apjicar in Calilee; for, as the ten
tribes had first suflci-cii. (hey should be first

visited. He was tu free Israel by force of
arras and subdue the world under it. ' How
beautiful,' says the Jerusalem Targum, 'is the
King Messiah, who springs from the house of
Judah ! He girds his loins and descends and
orders the battle against his enemies, and
lays their kings and their chief captains

;

there is no one so mighty as to stand before
him. He makes the mountains red with the
blood of his slaughtered foes ; his robes, dyed
"n their blood, are like the skins of the purple
grapes.' ' The beasts of the field will feed for

twelve months on the flesh of the slain, and
the birds of the air will feed on them for seven

s,' ' The Lord,' says the Targum, ' will

nge us on the bands of Gog. At that
hour will the power of the nations be broken

;

they will be like a ship whose tackling is torn
away, and whose mast is sprung, so that the

sail can no longer be set on it. Then will
Israel divide the treasures of the nations
among them—a great store of booty and
riches, so that, if there be the lame and blind
among them, even they will have their share.
The heathen will then turn to the Lord and
walk in his light.'

" The universal kingdom thus founded was
to be an earthly paradise for the Jews. In
that dnj, say the Rabbis, there will be a hand-
ful of corn on the top of the mountains, and
the stalks will be like palm trees or pillars.

Nor will it be any trouble to reap it, for God
will send a wind from his chambers, which
will blow down the white flour from the ears.

One corn of wheat will be as large as the two
kidnej-s of the hugest ox. All the trees will
bear continually. A single grape will load a
wagon or a ship, and when it is brought to
the house, they will draw wine from it as front

a cask.

"A great king must have a great capital,

and hence, Jerusalent, the capital of the Mes-
siah's kingdom, will be very glorious. In this
splendid city, the Messiah is to reign over a
people who shall all be prophets. A fruitful

stream will break forth from the Temple and
water the land, its banks shaded by" trees
laden with the richest fniits. No sickness or
defect will be known. There will be no such
thing as a lame man, or any blind or leprous

;

the dumb will speak and the deaf hear. It
will be a triumphal millenium of national
pride, glory and enjoj'ment.

"It was to a people, drunk with the vision
of such outward felicitj' and political great-
ness, under a world-conquering Messiah, that
Jesus Christ came, with his utterly opposite
doctrines of the aim and nature of the Messiah
and his kingdom. Only here and there was
a soul with any higher or purer thoughts
than such gross material and narrow dreams."

So firmly fixed was this idea of the outward
and visible nature of Christ's kingdom, that
it appears to have been very diflicult even for

the apostles, who were the immediate follow-

ers of our Lord, to I'iil thrnisclves of it, and
to appreciate the sjiiritiial naliiro of the re-

ligion taught by their Mu.'^tcr. The people
who were cured of their diseases bj' his word
or touch ; thousands of whom were fed to the
full bj' a i'ew loaves and fishes blessed by Him,
and broken bj^ his hands ; and who had known
of his wondrous power and mighty acts ; were
read}' enough to follow Him as an earthly
prince, and would doubtless have flocked in

multitudes to his standard, if He had pro-
claimed a "holy war," and called upon them
to drive the Roman forces from Judea. But
when they found that his kingdom was to bo
established through submission to suftering

and even death ; that reproach and persecu-
tion and want awaited his disciples, instead

of the glory and pomp of an outward mon-
archy ; that it was indispensably necessary to

be born again—to know a change of heart

—

in order to enter among his subjects ; all but
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a few forsook Him, and no longer walked
Mitb Him.

It may be doubted whether the apostles

themsrlvcs fully rouli/A'd t !„ nutuiv or( 'hrist's

kin-.lMMi till lli.'N- ivrrived tlir xvoinKTrul fup^

tisni cif llif S|iii-it oil tho ihi\- <'!' I'mtcccsl.

ITuder that JJiviiie and ilcavmly i iillu.'iicc

no doubt their minds were enlarnfil and llirir

mental and spiritual eyes openeil lo under-

stand the mysteries of Eedeeraing Graec in a

manner far superior to what they had knovvn

in the earlier years of their companionship
with the blessed Saviour of men, when He led

them about and instructed them as they were
able to receive the truths that fell from his

lips.

(To be concluded.)

The Samaritan Passover on Gerizim.

BY H. CLAY TRUMBULL.
(Concluded from page 36.}

The service of worship must continue until

actual sundown. As it went on, arrange-

ments were in progress for the sacrifice. The
lambs were carefully examined separately by
an assistant of the high-priest, to see that

they wore ceremonially woi'thy—''without

blemish." The unleavened bread and bitter

herbs were bi'ought in on a straw mat, or

platter, and laid before the high-priest. When
the sunlight on the temple-site above him
showed that sunset was just at hand, the

high-priest stepped on to the stone bench
which had been his reading-desk, and looked
intently toward the -west, watching the sun
for its slow dipping in the blue waters of the
Mediteri'anean bej'ond the Plain of Sharon.
He was still reciting the story of the first

passover, and the people were intoning with
him more earnestly than before. The seven
lambs were led by attendants to the place of

sacrifice, around the caldron-fii'e, and held
firmly there—without a single bleating cry.

The flashing knives for their slaughter were
tested by the attendants. The interest in the
service was intensified moment by moment.
At precisely sundown—"between the two

evenings"—the high-priest gave the signal

for the sacrifice by repeating the words of
the original command to Moses (Bxod. 12 : 6),

"And the whole assembly of the congregation
of the children of Israel shall kill it in the
evening." Instantly two persons at each
lamb struggled for the privilege of killing the
lamb. The high-priest was at his desk, some
thirty or forty feet from the place of sacrifice,

where the other men were already gathered.
Throwing off his silken surplice, he sprang to

the place of slaughter, and so quick and agile

was he that he killed four of the seven lambs
himself The lambs were thrown on their

sides, and their throats cut with a single

stroke—nearly severing the head from the
body. The spurting blood was caught in

basins, and the children's foreheads were
marked with it—a straight line up and down
between the eyes. The tents also were at

once sprinkled with the fresh blood, above
their entrance way. At the bloody sight

of the slaughtered lambs, some of the chil-

dren, who had borne a part in the service

up to this point so heartily, began to sob
and cry aloud, which added to the excite-

ment of the strange scene. Then came an
outburst of general rejoicing and mutual con-

gratulations. It was "the beginning of
months" to that people—a new-year's service

of thanl^sgiving. All embraced one another

most heartily, kissing on the check again and
again, except in the case of the high-priest

and of the more venerable patriarchs, whose
hands instead of their cheeks were kissed bj'

all. It was a scene of unmistakable delight

in the memories and privileges and hopes of

the hour. Then it was that the startled chil-

dren could say to their parents, " What mean
ye by this service?" and the glad-hearted
])arents could answer them, " It is the sacrifice

of the Lord's passover, who passed over the
houses of the children of Israel in Egypt,
when he smote the Egyptians, and delivered

our houses (Bxod. 12': 26, 27)."

And now the slaughtered lambs were to be

made ready for the oven. Scalding water
was thrown on them, to loosen their fleeces.

They were not skinned, but the wool was
pulled from them by busy fingers, hot water
being added from time to time as was need-

ful. Then the lambs were opened, their en-

trails were taken out, and these together with
their wool and the right foreleg of each, which
belongs to the priest, were laid on the fire and
burned. The prepared lambs were each run
through lengthwise by a sharpened stake or

spit, of from eight to ten feet long. All this

took about an hour and a half from the time
of slaying. Meanwhile, as before, the enclo-

sure where the services were in progress was
sacredlj' guarded from the intrusion of stran-

gers, although outside observers were per-

mitted to approach the low wall, or even to

stand upon it, and watch the ceremonies.
At a new signal from the high-priest, the

seven spitted lambs were borne from the place
j

of sacrifice to the place of roasting, and ar-

1

ranged around the oven, at the bottom of,

which the fire was burning brightly. Again
brief services of prayer and recitation were
intoned, and at another signal the seven
lambs wei-e lifted and simultaneously thrust
into the oven, the sharp stakes being forced

into the oven-bottom to hold them upright.

A grating, or hurdle, of green twigs was laid

over the oven-mouth, fresh boughs were laid

over this, and earth heaped above all as an
effectual cover. There the lanabs were left

to roast, for three hours and a half to four

hours.

The high-priest, meanwhile, retired to his

spacious tent, and we were courteously wel-
comed there as his guests. He gave us of the
" bitter herbs," leaves of a kind of dandelion,

to taste; for a foreigner may share the bit-

terness of the passover feast, while he can
have no taste of the paschal lamb. While the
high-priest and many others rested in their

tents, there were those who watched and
worshipped outside. Some did not leave the
sacred enclosure, but continued there, facing

the temple-site, and praj^ing demonstratively.
All who wore to partake of the passover must
have fasted since the day before, until they
partook first of the unleavened bread and
bitter herbs after the new year was fairly

ushered in.

Suddenly, just before midnight, there was
a cry that the lambs were now ready ; and
all who had rested in their tents were quickly
astir. Then there was a hurrying from the
tents to the place of assembling. The high-
priest was now clad in a plain white i-ooe,

fastened about the waist with a coarse gir-

dle, with slippers on his feet and a long staff

in his hand. All who joined him were simi-

larly clad. Heavy clouds had gathered, the
sky was wholly overcast, and rain was fall-

ing. At the still-closed oven there was a brie

service of worship, in the flickering light o

the still-burning sacrificial fire. The cart!

was removed from the oven's cover, and thi

hurdle itself lifted off'. All signs of fire ^ven

gone, and the oven's mouth was as dark af

the night. One by one the stakes were up
lifted, and the roast meat was stripped froti)

them into large straw mats or baskets at banc
for the purpose. Portions of meat had faller

to the oven bottom. These must be rescued

that nothing of it might be lost. One mar
after another was lowered by his fellows intc

the heated oven, to gather up as much of i1

as he could in the few seconds he could exist

there. At length all was taken out, and waf

fairly in the baskets. These baskets wen
carried within the hollowed enclosure, :ui(

laid in a line not far from the place of saeii

fice. On either side of theni the people tootj

their places for a share in the feast. (

At this moment there was a lull in th(|

storm. The clouds broke awaj'^, and the full

moon shone out on that weird scene on th<j

summit of Gerizim. There crouched th(|

girded and shod pilgrims,—not standing ai'

in olden time, but sitting or crouching ii'

oriental style,—the last surviving celebiantij

of the sacrificial feast which Moses instituted

at the command of God, on that memorablil
night of deliverance from the angel of deatll

in the land of Egypt, more than thirty cen'

turies ago. The whole story of the passovei

seemed never so real before. The men ateii!

haste. Portions were taken to the women ir

their tents. Whatever remained of the lami—^meat or bone—was carefully gathered u]

and burned in the fire. " Ye shall let notliinj '

of it remain until the morning; and thaj

which remaineth until the morning ye shall

burn with fire." f

And in the early morning, in the renewed
storm of rain and hail, we found our wa;

down the slope of Gerizim to our tents at it

western base, with a new sense of the truti||

that " the law having a shadow ofgood thingij

to come, and not the very image of the thi
-

can never with these sacrifices which the;

[have] offered year by year continually mak
the comers theunto perfect"—" a shadow
things to come; but the body is Christ."

S. S. Times.

Selected for " The Friend."

A Learned Man's View of Human Learning.

Though I am no enemy to the acquisitio

of useful knowledge, I iiave seen manj- ii

stances of .young men who have been muc
hurt by what they expected to reap advantag
from. They have gone to the school or colleg

humble, peaceable, teachable and respectful

but have come out self-wise, dogmatical, cei

sorious, and full of a prudence founded upo
the false maxims of the world. I have liee

ready to address them with that line of Miltoi

" If tfiou art he—But ah ! how fallen !"

These attainments, like riches, are attcnde|I

with their peculiar temptations; and unlet J

they are under the regulation of a sound jud||

ment, and spiritual frame of mind, will prov|
like Saul's armor to David, rather cumbeij,

some than useful. h

Learning, though it is useful when wo knoij

how to make a i-ight use of it, yet, considere|

as in our own power, and to tliose who tru(

in it, without seeking a superior guidance,

'

is usually the source ofperplexity, strife, skej
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m, and infidelitj^. The favor of God is

one thing needful, which no outward ad
uitagos can compensate the want of; and
16 right knowledge of Him is the one thing

"
ul, which no human teaching can com

unieate. Moreover, those whom He teaches
Iways increasing in knowledge, both of

emselves and of Him.
Human learning tends to feed and exalt
If, to make a person something in his own

This we are prone enough to by na
An increase of unsanctified knowledge

Ids fuel to the fire. None cast a more dai

g or public slight upon the requisitions of
0I3' Scripture than some who are admired
id applauded on account of their knowledge
id learning.

—

John JVeivton.

of Sin.

We, as natural men, but while under the
wnings of light from the Spirit, groan he-
use of the bondage of sin, and long to be set

iQ and enjoy "the glorious liberty of the
ildren of God." We groau within ourselves,
liting and longing for the adoption into the
nily of the redeemed. Yea, the whole crea-
^n groaneth and travaileth in pain together
til this time is witnessed. And it has been
pain and " sorrow" ever since the ground
s live on was cursed for the transgression
man

;
the spirit of evil strives to boar rule

opposition to the spirit of good. And we

3 same is he also brought into bondage
we are either in the bonds of the gospel or
the bonds of iniquity.

"He alone is free that 's free from sin,

And he is fastest bound that 's bound therein.'

Vhosoever committeth sin, is the servant
sin." Have we known the truth, and has
i truth made us free from the bondage of
? Or after having known the truth, have

1 become entangled again with the yoke of
ndage ? Have we overcome the world ? Or
! wo overcome by the world, and imper
Jtibly conformed to its religions and ways ?

ive "the lust of the flesh, and the lust of
3 ej^es, and the pride of life, which is not of
3 Father but of the world" that lies in

pkedness, been crucified and slain ?

Paul had got to where he could say :
" I

ght in the law of God after the inward
n." And although he, in common with
lers, had been one of the children of wi-ath,

1 had found a law in him, warring against
J law of God in his mind, and bringing him
o captivity to the law of sin and death, so
it he could ci-y out in the bitterness of soul

:

) wretched man that I am! who shall de-

er me from the body of this death ?" Yet
in mercy, found one who alone can enable
to break the bondage of sin, and witness
overcoming, so as to joyfully say with him,
another place, "thanks be to God who
'eth us the victory through Jesus Christ
Lord." We would then also experience,

he did, " the law of the spirit of life in

rist Jesus, to set us free from the law of sin

i death." And it is then, and only then,
it we shall be delivered from the body of
8 death which we, by nature, are carrying
3ut with us, and under the weight of which
groan and from which we long to be de-

livered, waiting for the adoption and redemp-
tion of body soul and spirit, so as to be made
" meet to be partakers of the inheritance of
the saints in light." Now what we want and
what we most need, in oi-der to facilitate our
journey heavenward, is repentance towards
God, and more faith in our Lord Jesus Christ—more faith and trust in Him who came to
finish transgression and make an end of sins,

by taking away the sins of the W9rld out of
the heart, and bringing in an everlasting
righteousness into every individual soul.
And by being more obedient to the teach-

ings of Him, and having less faith in the wis-
dom and teachings of men, we should, in his
own time, find his grace and power to be suffi-

cient, in co-operation with the strength and
light that He would willingly give us, to open
our ej^es spiritually, so that we might see our
sinful condition, and the bondage we are in

under it, and break every yoke, and let the
oppressed soul go free. Yes, we want to have
every yoke broken that binds us to the grati-
fications of a sinful world

; whether it be in

the indulgence of the intoxicating cup, or any
other sin that so easily besets us; we want
them all taken away through the assisting
grace of Him who came as the Lamb of God
to take away the sins of the world
"They that are Christ's have crucified the

flesh with the aff'ections and lusts." And they
" glory in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ,
by whom the world is crucified unto them
and they unto the world." We may, like

Lord assist them in opening their eyes, and
turning from darkness to light, is the prayer
of an aged Friend. D. H.

Dublin, Ind., 8th mo. 1881.

bitterness and bond of iniquity." Spiritual
death is the wages which we receive for sin-
ful indulgences

;
and if continued in, the bond-

age will become stronger and stronger ; and
eventually separate us "fi-om the presence of
the Lord, and from the glory of his power."

Finally, "if we do well shall we not be ac-
cepted ? and if we do not well, sin lieth at
door." And if the bonds of iniquity are not
broken, it will forever remain there as a bar
to our enti-ance into the mansions of purity,
where nothing that defileth can ever come.
And while I believe that " the abomination
which maketh desolate," has got a welcome
seat in high places, I also believe that we have
a living remnant left, who have broken the
bonds of sin, and who, if they continue to
" abide the day of his coming," will, as the
throe Hebrew suff'erers, " come forth" as from
a seven-fold heat in tho furnace of aflliction.

And " my heart's desire and prayer to God
for our Israel is," that this number may be
increased. Wherefore let us "lift up the
hands which hang down, and the feeble knees;
and make straight paths for our feet, lest that
which is lame be turned out of the way ; but
let it rather he healed."

The same power that delivered Israel of
old, from servitude and bondage ; and from
the captivitj' of Babylon ;-is able to deliver
his chosen children now from the bondage of
sin, and from the Babylonish captivity and
oppression under which our true spiritual
Israel now groans and longs to be delivered.
When the Lord shall turn again the captivity
of his people, the true wrestling seed of Jacob
will rejoice, and our poor tempest-tossed Israel

be glad. But I fear it may be truly said of
many, that " the heart of this people is waxed
gross, and their ears are dull of hearing, and
their eyes have they closed," &c. May the

„„ For "The Friend."

Ellen Evans.
(Continued from page 35.)

Tlie 29th of the 1st mo. 1754.

My dear friend John Pemberton,— The
sorrowful account of the death of so worthy,
80 honorable a parent as thine was, must needs
sensibly affect thee. Mayest thou be favored
with strength (as the day is, says one, so shall
thy strength be) to bear thy present close
baptism acceptably

; so shall this cloud, which
is of the Lord's sending, rain fatness and
fructify thy soil and cause it to bring crops
more abundant than it has heretofore done to
God's glory, thy own comfort and benefit of
the Church. Let not, dear young friend, thy
tender heart be overmuch grieved that thy
worthy father had not the pleasure of behold-
ing thee with his ej'cs before ho closed them,
but let it suffice that the eyes of his soul saw
thee, and thereby thou became his joy in the
Lord. When the news of his death flew
through tho land, it seemed as if a box of
precious ointment had been shed, yielding a
most fragrant smell. When good men die
their virtues quicken in the mind of the peo-
ple. I conceive some hope (dull as the times
are) that there are even of tho youth, that
lay the loss the Church sustains by the re-

moval of this just man, to heart. A youth
feelingly said, no man's countenance did him
so much good as his ; those beautiful lines,—so
legible was the true index of his mind, the
company of saints so much his delight on
earth (that his house was their hospital) that
at length with wings took sudden flight to
heaven, where uninterrupted union with God
and spirits of just men, is enjoyed. Left his

truly valuable family and friends all clad in

mourning, m.iy we so mourn as to be worthy
to receive the oil of joy. My husband writes,

therefore shall say less. My lovo to thy good
companion and other good friends which have
some knowledge of us. Farewell dear Johnny.

Thy real friend, Ellen Evans.

To Rachel Pemberton, 1754.

My Dear Friend,—I behold thy tears, hear
thee moan (like that of a turtle dove that lost

her mate) for the husband of thy youth ; to

bear the separating bone from bone, flesh

from flesh, must needs be a very close trial to

those especially who were so nearly united,

oven like twins in soul, which seemed much
tho case of thine and precious spouse; but
alas! the licsl, tin- choicest of all temporal
favoi-s arc only bciu'lKs, blessings just lent us
duriiig tho iikasurr of our bounteous bene-
factor; could we, would we, be so wise as to

consider them as stich, we should quietly and
calmly resign to God his own, whenever He
was pleased to call them from us. Thy loss,

dear and tender friend, we all know is veiy
great, but is it to be compared to the great

benefit he obtained by the exchanging that
weak, frail, mortal bodj-, which was attended
with many infirmities, for a glorious immortal
one ? He rests from his labors and his good
works (which were manj-) follow him—doubt-
less is well in the Lord. What remains now,
dear Rachel, for thee but with that pious

matron Anna, getinto the temple, there spend
the remainder of thy days in fasting and
pi-ayer night and day. It's most probable
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thee will not want (for) visitors at these times the two, perhaps there ought to be but little

-that of the best^orl too,
.
It's good when more e.Bure tune A hfe .n th,s sense 1-

one friend drops in after another, to retire

spend some time in waiting upon God, that

so thee may witness renewing of strength.

Such little opportunities will set well upon

thy mind when the company withdraws ;
the

sick love stillness, such in mind art thou now,

Elijah's mind was so closely engaged, when

the Lord was about taking his master from

off his head, that he could not be asked any

questions ; no, not by the sons of the prophet.

I must break off abruptly, the bearer is just

turning off; farewell.

Thy truly sympathizing friend,

Ellen Evans

Do tell my friends I love them, and can

even from hence see all clad in mourning

mien Evans to Israel Pemberton.

Fifth-day, 7 o'clock, 30tli of 9th mo. 1766.

My Dear Friend,—One William Thomas, a

Baptist teacher of good repute, who built a

meeting-house at his own charge, and preaches

gratis in it, came to our meeting last Third-

day, expressed to some Friends whom he

called aside, viz : that it was cause of rejoicing

to him to hear that some of our friends had

purposed to contribute a certain sum ofmoney

in order to make peace with the Indians
;
im-

itating the peaceable Christian disposition of

the famous first founders of this thriving

colony, to whose worthy memory he professed

the greatest regard ; wished with all his heart

their honest endeavors would be attended

with good success, and that for his part he

had done what he could to persuade those of

his congregation to follow the Quakers' ex

ample in that respect, but none would join

him ; and applying to me, as I was the relict

of one whom he dearly loved and whom
visited in his sickness, beseeching me to let

those Friends know who were most concerned

in this weighty affair, that they strengthen

their hands. Go on and prosper is the wish,

says he, of the Baptist preacher. Nothing

could have extorted these lines from me at

such a time as this* but the singular regard

he always bore my worthy spouse. Think of

me, ray near friends, when it is best with

you. Farewell, Ellen Evans.

Relaxation—Amusement.

I think many things which custom pleads

for will be excluded ifrom a suitableness to a

Christian, for this one reason, that they are

not consistent with the simplest notion of the

redemption of time. It is generally said, we
need relaxation; I allow it in a sense; the

Lord himself has provided it ; and because

our spirits are too weak to bo always on the

wing in meditation and prayer. He has ap-

pointed to all men, from the king downwards
something to do in a secular way. The poor

are to labor, the rich are not exempted from

some equivalent. And when every thing of

this sort in each person's situation is properly

attended to, I apprehend, if the heart be alive

and in a right state, spiritual concernments

will present themselves, as affording th

-

noblest, the sweetest, and most interestin:^

relaxation from the cares and business of hfe
;

as in the other hand, that business will be

the best relaxation and unbending of th

mind from religious exercises ; and between

* Her vahied husband, Jno. Evans, had deceased

just one week previous : a short account of whom may
follow these letters.

ded between God and the world, is desira-

ble ;
when one part of it is spent in retire-

ment, seeking after and conversing with Him
whom our souls love; and the other part oi'

it employed in active services for the good of

our family, friends, the church, and society, for

his .sake. Every hour which does not fall in

with one or other of these views, excepting

the season needed for sleep, I apprehend is

lost time.

The places and amusements which the

world frequent and admire, where occasions

and temptations to sin are cultivated, where

the law of what is called good breeding is the

only law Avhich may not be violated with im

punity, where sinful passions are pi-ovoked

ind indulged, where the fear of God
.ittle known or regarded, that those who do

fear Him must hold their tongues, though

they should hear his name blasphemed, can

hardly be a Christian's voluntary chose

ground. Yet I fear these characters wi

kpply to every kind of polite amusement or

assembly in the kingdom.

—

John JVewton.

THE NATION'S SUSPENSE.

All the thrilling wires were trembling

With their messages of grief,

Bearing to the startled millions

Tidings of their prostrate chief;

Till from ocean unto ocean.

Flashing with the lightning's speed,

Every hamlet, every hearthstone

Heard the foul assa.ssin'a deed.

And as poised upon the balance

Hangs the chance for life or death,

Fifty million souls are waiting,

Listening with bated breath ;

Men of strength and courage falter,

Women weep and children cry.

And from every household altar

Fervent prayers ascend on high.

From ten thousand sanctuaries,

With their throngs in suppliance bent,

Floats to God the aspiration,

"Save our noble President,"—

Ne'er suspense so deep and painful

Hovered in the shuddering air.

Ne'er before the listening heavens

Heard such universal prayer.

'Mid the fertile fields and valleys

Of his own fair native Stale,

On the wild hills of New England
Tearful, prayerful thousands wait;

And the Mississippi heaving

Seaward bis resistless tide.

Hears a murmur of bewailing

From his prairies wild and wide.

And beyond the rocky summits

Of the white Sierra's crest,

Eich with sympathy and pity

Beats the strong pulse of the West

;

Blending with their mountain echoes

To the Nation's cry of pain,

Swells the calm Pacific's choru.s,

Taking up the sad refrain.

From the lovely sun-kissed valleys,

From the orange-shaded homes

Of the South, a' thrilling murmur
Full of love and pity comes

;

For the great heart of the nation

By its nobler instincts bound.

With the suffering of its chieftain

Beats in sympathy profound.

Oh the sympathy of sorrow !

Oh the charity of love !

Lifting up our better nature

All our grosser selves above,

Making manhood seem more Christlike

Through the ministries they bring.

Stealing o'er us like the shadow

Of an angel's shining wing.

Blending with our human nature

Thoughts and feelings half B. vine,

As within their worldly setting

Heavenly gems of kindness shine;

And our kindred ties grow stronger

As our hopes and prayers are blent,

In the overshadowing sorrow,

Round our wounded President.

Columbiana, O. J- E.
""""^

Selected.

SWEET HOME.
Look at that pretty hammock swung

The boughs among;
In it beneath a feathery breast

Young orioles in sheltered rest

Toss safely between grass and sky,

Witli the elm's soft whisper for lullaby.

They, out of the countless birds of air.

Have their home there.

On wooded plain or rough hill-side

The foxes hide.

Under the rocks and roots of trees

Are wrought their cunning galleries,

Where they can lie and hear tlie sound

Of thwarted hunter and baffled hound.

To rest in from the panting race

A fitting place.

But when the Son of man on earth,

Of lowly birth,

Came with Love's gospel to mankind,

To cure the sick and heal the blind,

And even to raise to life the dead,

He had not where to lay his head.

No door to enter, no field to reap,

No pillow to sleep.

Think of his lonely sorrowing years-
Think of his tears!

Think how even the bird or beast.

From the greatest down to the very least,

Had sense of comfort and peace somewhere,

Eitlier in burrow or water or air
;

Yet was there neither roof nor bed

For his dear head.

So sweet the mere word " home," 'tis even

One name for heaven
;

And the many mansions there that stand

With open door, that the weary hand
Need not so much as knock, express,

That He knew all of homelessness.

So has He promised rest and home
To all who come!

From " The Anti-Slavery Reporter," 6th mo.

Death of Gessi Pasha.

In our issue of March last, we reported t!

terrible sufferings endured by Gessi Pi

and his followers in the Bahr Gazelle, whe
they were shut in for months by the im]5asf

ble " Sudd" of those waters. For a descri

tion of this extraordinary growth of wee

we are indebted to Colonel Gordon's ue

book, where it is thus described :

—

" The Sudd. I have spoken of the openii

of the ' sudd.' You know that the Nile com

out of Albert Nyanza Lake. Below Gone

koro it spreads out into lakes ; on the ed

of these lakes, an aquatic plant, with roc

extending five feet into the water, flourish

The natives burn the top parts, when dr

the ashes form mould, and fresh grasses gro

till it becomes like teira firma. The N
rises, and floats out the masses ; they coi

down to a curve, and then stop. More
these islands float down, and at last the ri^

is blocked. Though under them the wai

flows, no communication can take place,

they bridge the river for several miles. Li

year the Governor went up, and with thi

companies and two steamers he cut lai

blocks of the vegetation awaj^. At last, c

night, the water burst the remaining pi

and swept down on the vessels, dragged 1

steamers down some four miles, and clear
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passage. The Governor says the scene
as tciiiblo. The hippopotamuses were car-

:i\ (Idwn, screaming and snorting
; crocodiles

ei-L' whirled round and round, and the river

as covered with dead and dying hippopo-
rausos, crocodiles, and fish which had been
ushed by the mass. One hippopotamus
as carried against the bows of the steamer
id killed

; one crocodile, twenty-five feet

ng, was also killed. The Governor, who
as in the marsh, had to go five miles on a

ft to get to his steamer. You can scarcely

lagine the advantage of this opening to me.
took people eighteen months and two years
go to Gondokoro from here, and now it is

ily twontv-one days in the steamer."

—

>lonel Gnnlon in fr,]fnil Africa:

The sudd had ai;aiii lonned and become
penetrable when Ocs.si i'a.sha was caught in

massive folds at the end of last year,

iamer only 40 horse-power, which ought
ver to have been sent into the dangerous
ndings of the Bahr Gazelle.

We quote from The Times of 16th May a
ort notice of this remarkable man, which
truly a sad and touching history.

"A correspondent writes .—Gessi Pasha,
tried friend and coadjutor of Colonel

)rdon in the Soudan, has fallen a sacrifico

his zeal in the cause of humanity. He died

the 30th of April, in the French hosi)ilal

Suez, after protracted sufferings, caused
the terrible privations endured in the

)nths of November and December last,

len he was shut in by an impassable barrier
weed in the Bahr Gazelle Eiver, Upper
ypt. It will bo remembered that under
I command a small army of black Soudan
dicrs hunted down the slave-dealers of that
itrict, and rooted out the slave-trade for a
le. But the experiences of his return north-
rds must have been even more terrible to
n than those of his long, harassing cam-
ign against the slavers and their armed
rids. He started in a steamer towing a
tilla of rafts and boats, with a caravan of
ne 500 people, soldiers, and others, last

jtember. They had food enough for the
iinary journey ; but the expedition was
npletely blocked hy the sudd, the vegetable
)wth of the Nile, which in extreme tropical

itudes converts the river into a vast im-
netrable marsh, and stops all traffic as com-
stely aa the ice does in a northern river,

ter losing more than 400 of his followers

m hunger, and being himself reduced to a

sleton, the remainder of his men, who had
3n driven to feed upon the corpses of their

npanions, were rescued and brought to

lartoum. Gessi's reception by EaoufPasha,
) successor of Colonel Gordon, was by no
fcans a generous one, and Gessi was on his

y to Cairo to lay his case before the Khedive
len death overtook him at Suez. The
lian Count Penazzi. and another Italian

cer, were assiduous in their attention to

; hunger and fever-stricken soldier, but no
ill could restore the strength that had been
severely tried in the impenetrable weeds
the Upper Nile. He has left a wife and
taily dependent for their support upon the

nerosity ofthe Egyptian Government, which
t'tainly owes much to Gessi Pasha. In him
natives of the Soudan have lost their

inchest friend, and the Khedive a faithful

•vant."

The luxury of luxuries is that of doing good.

Is Wine Drinking a Necessity in Social Life ?

Extract of a letter written by Lady Mac-
Donald, wife of Sir John MacDonald, Premier
of Canada, to a co-laborer and correspondent
of Savannah, Ga.

:

"I was myself led to give up wine drink-
ing after some reflection, suddenly, at last,

on Christmas day, 1807. I had thought a
good deal on the subject, but never made any
tlecided resolution until this day, when at
dinner with a large party, the conversation
turned on Total Abstinence, one of our guests.
himself a strictly temperate man holding- liigh

office in our country (then and now) said tjjal

practically total abstinence was impossible
for any one in society. I said laughingly,
' What a dreadful statement ; I quite differ

from you.' Ho took me u]i wai-mly, and
several joined in, all witlidiil exception agree-
ing Avith him in sayiiii^- thai the rei|uir.'nients

of modern society were such that n i' could
be so singular as to become teetotal without
being more or less ridiculous, and thai the
fatigues, excitement, and wear and tear of
political society life especially, made tiie use
of wine, in great moderation of course, abso-
lutely a necessity. I entered the lists, scarcely
knowing why, and declared I did not believe

this theory. At last the question was pressed
more closely. My friend, who had begun it,

said that he did not believe even 'you, your-
self, Lady MacDonald, could or would give
up your glass of sheny at dinner.'

"I asked 'why not?' And he went over
with great force and cleai-ness all the specious
and dangerous arguments that are urged in

support of drinking wine !n modrrafion. end-
ing, with the remark that in Sir .lohn's jiulilic

position my being a total ahstaiiier would do
him great harm politically. This seemed too

monsti'ous, so I said (emptying my half glass

of sherry into the finger glass as I did so)

'Well, I will try; henceforward I enter the
ranks of the total abstainers, and drink to our
success in water.' Since then, thank God, I

have never found any necessity for wine. In
health I can do my life's work without any
aid from dangerous stimulants ; in sickness I
have invariably and positively refused to touch

it. My life is a very busy one : I have some-
times, for weeks together, days of constant
occupation and nights almost all sitting up.

Politics are exciting and fiitiguing, and everj'

temptation to try st imnhmts is to be found in

the late nights ot' listening to anxious debates,

and the constant necessity of being 'up to the

mark' late and early. I have had a great
deal of nursing to do with a delicate husband
and child, and this often during our busiest

society season ;' and yet I have never sought
strength from wine at anj^ single moriient,

and my health is far better than that of so

many friends who 'take a glass of wine, or a

little beer just to give them a little strength.'

Thus I give you my experience, as far as it

goes to show, that stimulant is not necessary
in the station of life where it is unfortunately

most commonly used. So far as mental and
bodily fatigue goes I have tested the possi-

bilitj' of doing without stimulant to the fullest

extent, in long anxious hours over sick beds,

in sudden disaster, in long watchings and
journej'S where food was uninviting, and in

many fatiguing and very uncongenial society

claims.
'• When I told my husband my decision,

and that our friend had said that it would

hurt his prospects politicallj^. Sir John an-
swered with a laugh, 'Oh, I will risk the
prospects

;
you can be a total abstainer if you

like.' My example can and ought to help
many similarly situated. My husband's long
public career and position only second to that
ofthe Governor-General, the Marquis ofLome,
makes our family a i>rominent one in Canada."

An Ancient Love-letter.

Mary Meteyard of East Hamburg, Erie Co.,
N. Y., contributes the following letter to the
}Yoman's Journal. It was wi-itten by a rela-

I ivo of hers, who resided at Chesterfield, Ena;-
land.

" Copy of a letter to Katherinc Frost at
her father's house at Buddington, Yorkshire,
England

:

"Chesterfield, 14th of 4th month, 1701.

Dear Katherine : Blessed be the Lord and
fountain of mercies, I am got well home and
loiind lliini^s well, mother having been better
than for sonu/ time before. I am bowed down
this time in a sense of that great concern I
laid before thee ; the Lord help us both to give
it its due weight in the balance of his sanc-
tuary, and put out that eye that could look
at anything save the honor of his name and
the |iertormance of his will. I believe thou
dwells nearer the golden sceptre than I can
approach

;
pray thee fail not to wrestle with

Him for a clear discovery of his mind, for I
believe He wants to do us good. Ah ! I am
sensible whatever we may propose to our-
selves, without we have his blessing it will
prove a bitter cup in the end. My secret
lu-eafhing is to the Lord, many a time, that
\\ li<_i lie a|i|ioints may be the woman for my
heliinicet,and not only person whom, but time
when, which 1 am still freely willing, as far
as I know, to leave to his disi'iosal. and I hope
He will not suffer the great ad\-eisaiy to de-
ceive me. Pray thee whatever the Lord
makes known to thee in this concern, be as
true as Samuel was to Eli ; tell me every whit.
Some persons if they will not equivocate are
apt to evade, but I hope better things of thee.
I hope thou wilt be furnished with a few lines

for me by the next post, which will be very
acceptable. Not finding much to add at pre-
sent save that in sincerity I love thee, and
hope in that love that will never decaj^ ; the
Lord will preserve us in it, that however He
is pleased to dispose of us here, our souls may
ascend together into his everlasting rest and
peace, when time to us shall be no more.
Dear love to thy father and all honest friends,

from thy hearty and well-wishing friend,

Joseph Storks.

Two Ways of Conquering.—The writer re-

cently met an intelligentgentleman, a German,
who had spent some time in South Africa,

and who remarked: " If Lord Beaconsfield
had not tried to force the Transvaal, it would
soon have come in. and would have wanted
to be annexed to the British Dominions. But
Lord Beaconsfield wanted to do a brilliant

thing ; and the result was the war and the
indefinite postponement of the result."

In fact, thei-e are two ways of conquering.

The stronger niay conquer the weaker by
force ; or the stronger may without force

make it at once the interest and the wish of

the weaker to bo united with the stronger.

France has for forty years been trying the

first method in the North of Afi-ica ; as the
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result, she holds Algeria nominally, at the

expense of no one knows how much treasure

and life ; but it is not easy to see wherein she

is in the slightest degree benefitted. Un-
taught by the past, she has commenced a new
experiment in Tunis, no doubt to be followed

by similar results. It looksjust now as though
France was likely to have a war on her hands
M'ith all the Mohammedan tribes in North
Africa. A thousandth part of the cost might
have made Algeria and Tunis friendlj- to

France, and opened the door for her products,

and prepared the way for a jicacet'ul union
in time.

—

JVat. Bapt.

A Prayer Heard.

On a plcasantl}' situated country-seat not

fiir from the little town of B lived L
,

a very worthy Christian man. On a stormy
harvest evening a loud knocking was heard
at the outer door of this peaceful house. The
servant hurried to answer it, opened the door,

and saw standing on the door-steps two un-

commonly tall men, who handed him a letter,

and said with an insolent air, " Give this

writing to your master, and bring us an an-

swer as quickljr as possible ; we M'ill wait for

it. But look sharp !"

The servant was not a little amazed at the
big strangers and their imperious manner,
but promised to obej' their orders, and come
back as soon as possible. He hurried to the
sitting-room and delivered the letter, but re-

mained waiting in order to read in his master's

countenance what all this could mean, and
what might be the contents of the ominous
letter. The mother, too, and the children

surrounded the father, and felt not a little

anxious when they saw how pale the master
of the house became as he read the missive.

"We have a letter here,'' he began, "the
contents of which are far from pleasant. But,
my love, banish all fear; for in this case, too,

we can say, ' If God be for us, who can be
against us?' Arm j'ourself with courage,
and I will read the letter to you :

' Sir : The leader ofa numerous band stands
before your house with the positive demand
that you shall, before break of day, deposit

20,000 thalers-, (£3000) at the gate of your
garden. In case of refusal, your beautiful

house will this night be given to the flames.

The Leader.' "

"Oh, thou God in Heaven 1" sighed the
mother, when her husband had finished read-
ing. The children wept in great alarm, and
the servants, who all had by this time gathered
together, trembled as if they heard the crack-
ling of the flames ; only the father was again
quite calm. After a little reflection he wrote :

" Sir; Your imperious command deserves a
decided answer. I will not comply with j-our
requisition. If it should be according to the
counsel of God's will that my house should
be a prey to the flames, I hope to be able to

say, 'Lord, thy will be done!' only it is cer-

tain that you have no power to accomplish
this; God is almighty ; but whatever godless
designs you ma,j have determined on. He
reigns. ' Yours, L -."

At this moment there was again a loud
knocking at the outer door, and the servant
hastened to take his master's letter to the
strangers. They read the writing by the aid
of a dark lantern, and in a tone of the utmost
menace called out to the servant, "A friendly
greeting to your master ; we shall soon pre-

sent our thanks to him in person." With
these words they hastened vlw&j.

When the servant returned to the sitting-

room the master barred all in, and then said,

"Let us kneel down and praj' to that power-
ful One without whose will can no hair fall

from our heads."
All obeyed, and followed with deej) de-

votion their master's words of entreaty, as

he commended himself and his household to

the care of his God of strength. They were
words that came from the depth of his be-

lieving heart, and they could not be unheard.
All rose up strengthened, and now awaited
their time of severe trial, with their eyes to-

ward the Lord.
" Let us now wait courageously, and see

what the Lord will bring us," said L .

"Whatever He sends is good, and He will

not let us want for strength : has He not
said, ' I will never leave thee nor forsake thee?'

so that we may boldly say, ' The Lord is my
helper ; I will not fear what man shall do
unto me !'

"

Midnight has just struck. They could not
go to the little town for help, because it was too
far off, and they feared to meet the robbers
on the way. The great bell, which they
could generally use to call together the neigh-
bors in case of anj' unexpected emergency
that required their help, had been sent to the
town a few days before to be repaii'ed. In
short, it was as if God would show them that

from Him alone help should come. The wind
howled from time to time with great violence

around the solitary dwelling, and it appeared
as if the storm would increase the coming
terrors of the night.

About two o'clock in the morning loud
peals announced a severe thunder-storm. Soon
one flash of lightning followed another with
great rapidity, accompanied with loud re-

sounding thunder. If any one could have
observed the little family now, they would
have seen that they all appeared more calm.
One danger seemed to have chased the other
from their minds, and none of them thought
any more of the robbers and their threats.

Then suddenly a bright flash of lightning
zigzagged through the air; a fearful crack
followed instantaneously, so that all the win-
dows rattled.

"The lightning has struck!" cried one of
the servants. " See, see, the hay-shed is burn-
ing !"

It was true, and soon they saw the build-

ing of which he spoke in flames ; it was a
happy thing that it stood far enough off to
prevent any danger of the house catching
from it. That clap of thunder was the last.

With distant mutterings the storm died away,
and the wind calmed down. But still they
did not venture to go out, for fear of the
robbers. After a quarter of an hour had
elapsed a sound was heard outside, and soon
they could distinguish the well-known voices
of neighbors whom the sight of the flames
had called together to help extinguish the
fire. Now L and his family hurried out
to the burning building. But imagine their
astonishment—still unconsumed by the flames,
there lay at a little distance the bodj^ of a
man, in whom the house servant recognized
one of the strangers who had the evening
before given him the letter of which we have
spoken. It was, in fact, the much-feared
robber-chief, who had been struck by the
lightning at the very moment when he was

approaching to execute his cruel and dcsperat
purpose of setting fire to the house. Ther
he lay, a corjjse, forsaken by his companion
in evil, who had fled as soon as they saw thei

leader fall.

The fire was soon quenched by the help o

kind neighbors, and L related the rt

markable circumstances to them. Deep as

tonishment seized them all.

When they went to carry away the deai

man they found a paper on him which pu
them on the track of the other miscreants

who had, for a long time, made the neighboi

hood insecure.

Thus had the Almighty made evident tha

it is to Him a light matter to bring to nothinj

the purposes of men.

—

Cor. of the Briti&

Messenger.

Some of us think that we have a good deal

to bear; that our peculiar trials are a littl'

harder than anj-body else's ; but now ani

then wo have a glimpse of another's sufferiHj

which shows how little we have ever know:
of real endurance in trial. Here is a note c

thanks from Chloe Lankton, which ought tl

move some of us to feelings of tendernes
toward her in her need, and of gratitude tcl

ward God for our lot. Twenty-two j'car]

ago, when The Sunday School Times wa
first started, the case of Chloe Lankton, as

]iatii'nt Christian sufferer, who had lain on
lieil 111' jiain for then a quarter of a centurj
was attracting attention through her momoii
])ublished by the American Sunday-Schoc!
Union. Mention of her case in these columni
brought contributions for her comfort, wliic

'

were duly acknowledged and forwarded. Anl
in all the many changes of these changi^^fc'

years she has remained a patient sufferer o

that bed of languishing, and the contribution

,

for her relief have been coming hither
going hence to her. Her latest note of thank
is as follows

:

New Hartford, Conn., July 21, IS

M}' dear friend : Your note with the ched
for $15 is received. Again I thank you
all the dear friends for this kind gift. ^,^_

heart overflows with gratitude to them fo

all the kindness that I have received froc

them in years past. They have added muol
to my comfort, God bless them ! I still liv

and suffer the same as usual, sometimes muci
worse than others. God still sustains ra

under all my heavy trials. It is fortj^-eigh

years this month since I have been ontirel;

confined to this bed of pain and weakness
Jesus only knows what I have endured. I

feel resigned to the will of God, I will trua'

Him to the end. Many, very many thank
to you all.

Your grateful, loving friend,

Chloe Lankton.
,

Nearly half a century of torturing pain, cj

helpless weakness, of slow decaying life, ani(

thanking God at that !—*S'. S. Times. *

^^ I

Nothing so hinders our knowledge of Goi|

and our enjoyment of him as sin, and no lif

is more unpleasant than that of the man wh
tries to enjoy worldly and spiritual thingil

and enjoys neither. He takes the bonds oi

Christianity without its blessings. He bear!

the cross without the strength which woulj
make it light. He is like a boat withouf
speed enough to give steerage, or like a wavf
of the sea driven of the wind and tossed. S'
dwells on middle ground, between two conj-
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tuliiiu,- armies, spoiled of his oiijoyment by
ce and of his rest by the other.

K'' Remind Me of the King."—LaFontaine,
aplain of the Prussian army, once preached
fery earnest and eloquent sermon on the
and folly of yielding to a hasty temper.
> next day ho was accosted by a major of

3 regiment with the words :

Well, sir! I think you made use of the
jrogatives of your office to give me some
ry sharp hits, yesterday."
i'l certainly thought of you while I was
sparing the sermon," was the answer, " but
ad no intention of being either personal or
irp."

' Well, it is of no use." said the major, " I
a hasty temper, and I can not control it.

impossible."

Ind still adhering to this opinion, after
iie further conversation he went away.
?he next time. La Fontaine preached upon
deception, and the vain excuses which
n are wont to make.
Why," said he, "a man will declare that

3 impo.ssible for him to control his temper
en he very well knows that were the same
vocation to happen in the presence of his
^ereign, he not only could but would eon
himself entirelj-. And yet he dares to
that the continual presence of the King
dngs and the Lord of lords imposes upon
I neither restraint nor fear!"

Bible?" we have been asked. The oldest
translation or version in any language of
which there is a record, is the Septuagint,
written in Greclc, and prepared in the city of
Alexandria, in l':-y|it. al.ont b. c. 286-280. It
is said that tlic oldest known copy of this
version is written on thin vellum, and contains
the whole Bible, and that it is dated in the
Fifth century, and is now in the British
Museum.

—

Christian World.

next day his friend, the major, again
osted him.
You were right yesterday, chaplain," he

I humbly. " Hereafter whenever you see
in danger of falling remind me" of the
^^V'—Sel.

Religious Items, &c.

hurch Debt.—A correspondent ofthe Episco-
Recorder writing from Nova Scotia, sjjeaks

I building- for worship which he thought
handsome edifice," but loaded with a
vy indebtedness. He makes this just coni-
it: "No man has a clear right to erect a
^ate dwelling which he cannot reasonably
ect to pay for ; and much less has a cou-
jation the right to build a house for [Di-
5 worship,] with no other prospect than
t of groaning beneath the burden to the
) detriment and crippling of that spiritual
k whose promotion in the hearts of men
nld be the main object of everj'- ecclesiasti-

organization."

apan.—It is said that the spread of Chris-
ity among the Japanese people has so
med some of the natives who are opposed
t, that a number of the citizens have
mized themselves into a society to resist
progress. Each member of this society
ges himself bj' a solemn oath, never to em-
ie the Christian faith.

'he Hebrew Bible.—-The New Testament
been translated into Hebrew, and no less

3 784,000 copies, in whole or in part, have
1 circulated in Hebrew by the British and
eign Bible Society alone amongst the Jews.
'ewish Sabbath.— There is a movement
mg the Jews to make the First-day of the
k their Sabbath. One of the congrega-
s has decided to hold service on that day.
er Jews protest, however, that the Sabbath
}t be on the 7th day of the week.
lie Oldest Translation of the 5«6Ze.—" What
egarded as the oldest translation of the

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 17.

We have received a communication from
the Treasurer of the Sanitarium Association
of Philadelphia, requesting the insei'tion in
our columns of an appeal for aid in sustaining
the Sanitarium located at Point Airy, Wind-
mill Island, in the Delaware river opposite
the city.

The Annual Eeport showed that last year
30,256 persons were received and eared for
at the institution without expense to the re-

cipients; and the number during the present
season is said to have increased.
The charity is mainly designed for the use

of sick infants and children, and their care-
takers

; and wo believe has been instrumental
in saving the lives of many, by furnishing to
such the opportunity of spending the hot por-
tions of the day in a cool and breezy position,
surrounded by the waters and fresh air of the
river.

From memoranda furnished by two women
Friends who recently visited the island, th
following information is gleaned :

" Point
Airy Sanitarium is reached by steamer EoCk-
land, from Pier 22, below Pine St., Philada.
The Sanitarium opens 6th mo. 1st, closing at
the end of 9th month. The present season is

the third year of its existence. The largest
attendance for any one day this season
amounted to more than 1000, the lowest being
about 125.

The buildings consist of a lodging-house,
a kitchen, and bath-houses for the boys and
_ s. A tin cup of soup, prepared from fresh
beef and vegetables, with three ci-ackers, is

given to each child at 12 m. Beef tea is also
made, and as cases of need present, this with
milk and cracked ice are administered accord-
ing to the judgment of those in charge. A
physician is daily on the premises, leaving
the city in the first boat, and returning at the
close of the i\a.j. The lodging-house, as it

might be called, consists of a long room in

the middle, on each side of which is a row of
beds; some little ones, and cribs for the chil-

dren, and some of usual size for the mothers.
The children cannot remain over night with-
out their mothers.

' The order among the children is generallj^
good; when disagreements arise they soon
subside after a few kind words of correction
from some one of the caretakers. The chil-

dren frequently go with their elder sisters.

The gate is closed, except on arrival and de-
parture of boat. The children can obtain a
ticket of admission from some one of the
Board of Managers, which they present at
the gate on entering the premises ; and when
leaving receive, if desired, a ticket for another
time from an officer in attendance.

Pillows, carriages and hammocks are given
out for the use of the children while there.

Clothing is also given out when that worn on
arrival there is past use, either from being
worn out or not sufficiently clean. As many
of those that go there come from courts and
alleys, baths are a very necessary thing. The
bathing is generally yielded to" without op-
position; oecasionaily, a mother thinks it a
reflection on her care of her child that cleans-
ing should be needed, but even such generally
soon yield. Some of the mothers appear to
be ignorant and some careless in preserving
the health of their children : the knowledo-e
they have opportunity of acquiring at this
sanitarium must be of use to them.

There have been some deaths during the
season, but those have been such as were al-

't at llic point of death when taken there.
re is a small collection of books in one of

the rooms, and the managers would gladlj'
have it increased. The matron reported a
need of more clothing; the supply of infants'
garments is nearly sufficient, but girls' and
boys' clothing is much needed, as well as gar-
ments for adults."

Contributions may be sent to the Treasurer
Dr. Eugene Wiley, 330 Eeed St. ; to Bines &
SheaflF, 114 South Fourth St., or to any of the
managers.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—On the morning of the 6th instant,

President Garfield was taken to Long Branch in the
special train provided for the purpose. He left Wash-
ington at 6.30 A. M., and was in the Francklyn Cottage
at Elberon at 1.20 P. M. During the journey his wants
were attended to in the usual manner, and his wound
was dressed in the morning at Bay View station, near
Baltimore. After reaching Long Branch the fatigue
and excitement of the journey told upon the sufferer,
and he was restless and feverish for several hours. This
condition was followed by an improved condition, and
fluctuations between hope and fear liave succeeded.
The connective tissue of the parotid gland has sloughed
away, and now the gland has nearly ceased suppurating.
B'ears are entertained of a pus cavity in one lung.
On the afternoon of the lllh, Sergeant Mason, of the

Second Artillery, when relieving the guard at the jail
in Washington, shot at Guiteau through the window of
the cell, and came near killing him. Ths ball "razed
the assassin's head, and lodged in the cell wall. Mason
was at once arrested and confined at the Arsenal.

Official despatches received by the War Department
state that the Indian outbreak in Arizona is general,
and that the Indians have been for several months pre-:
paring for war.

Telegrams from London and Shakespeare, Ontario,
report a continuance of the drought, which has now
lasted for five weeks. The pastures are all burned up,
and cattle are dying of thirst. The loss by the fires in
Northern and Northwestern Ontario is estimated as
gh as $1,000,000.

Wood and swamp fires are reported between Roches-
ter and Buffalo, in Western New York.

Port Huron, Mich., Sept. 11th.—To the American
People :—We have to-night returned from the burnt
district of Huron and Sanilac counties. We have seen
the burnt, disfigured and writhing bodies of men, wo-
men and children. Rough board coffins contained the
dead, followed to the grave by a few blinded, despair-
ing relatives; crowds of half-starved people at some of
the stations asking for bread for their families and
neighbors. We hear of more than two hundred victims
already buried, and more charred and bloated bodies
are daily discovered. Already more than fifteen hun-
dred families are found to be utterly destitute and
houseless. They huddle in barns, in schoolhouses and
in their neighbors' bou.ses, scorched, blinded and hope-
less. Some still wander half-crazed around the ruins
of their habitations, vainly seeking their dead ; some
in speechless agony wringing their hands and refusing
to be comforted. More than ten thousand people, who
only a week ago occupied happy, comfortable homes,
are to-day hou.seless and homeless sufferers. They are
hungry and almost naked when found ; and in such

mbers and so widely scattered that our best efforts

and greatest resources fail to supply their immediate
wants. Without speedy aid many will perish and
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many more will suffer and become exiles. Our people

will do their utmost for their relief, but all our resour-

ces would fail to meet their necessities.

" We appeal to tlie charity and generosity of the

American people. Send help without delay.

" E. C. Carleton, Mayor of Port Huron and Chairman

of the Relief Committee; William Hartrafi; John P.

Sanborn, Charles A. Ward, Omer D. Conger, Charles

P. Beck, Peter B. Sanborn."

The sum of $10,000 has already been collected in

New York for the relief of the Michigan sufferers, and

additional subscriptions are pouring in.

Fires still raged in the woods north of Napanee, On-

tario, on Sixth and Seventh-day. Many ftirailies have

been rendered homeless. A thirteen-year-old son of

Lester Clark, of Kennebec township, was burned to

death in the woods on Sixth-day of last week, while on

a visit to a neighbor's. „ „
The captain of the steamship Hudson, at New Or

leans from New York, reports that on the afternoon of

the 5th instant, sixty miles southwest of Frying Pan

Shoals, he fell in with the British ship Essex, timber

laden, from Pensacola for London. The Essex wasdis

masted and abandoned ; her decks were swept and he

stern was gone.

There were 419 deaths in this city last week—185 of

whom were 10 years of age or under—52 died of con-

sumption, 33 of marasmus, 24 of cholera infantum, 25

of small pox and 18 of typhoid fever.

Markets, <fcc.-U. S. 3J's, 101| a lOlJ; 4^'s, 113^;

4's, registered, 115|; coupon, 116i; currency 6's,_132.

Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice in

price or demand ; sales of middlings are reported at 12^

a 12J cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white at Tf cts. for export,

and 8i a 8J cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour was firmly held, and there was a fair inquiry

from the home trade. Sales of superfine at $4.75 a $•"

money for Suez Canal shares, which leave the net total

£736,108,420.
The total number of "suspects" now imprisoned in

Ireland is one hundred and .seventy-five. There is

reason to believe that tenants in the north of Ireland

and in other parts of the country are preparing to give

the Land bill a fair trial.

Fresh shocks of earthquake have occurred at various

parts of the Neapolitan province. Few persons have

been killed, but many were injured, and serious damage

has been done to property.

Berne, 9th mo. 12tli.—A landslip occurred last even-

ing near the village of Elm, in the Canton Glarus. Two
hundred persons were killed and thirty houses de-

stroyed.

A meeting between the Emperors of Russia and Ger-

many took place at Dantzic on the 9th instant; much
political importance is attached to the occurrence. The
Vienna correspondent of the Times says : The presence

of Prince Bismarck and the Russian Foreign Minister,

M. Giers, at the meeting of the Emperors, can but con-

firm the favorable impression caused by the proposed

meeting, as it is considered a guarantee that even the

few hours which these two statesmen pass together will

be spent in the interests of peace and contribute to the

consolidation of the political situation.

The National Zeitung affirms that Prince Bismarck,

whom the Czar consulted about the condition of Russia,

advised extensive agrarian and financial reforms.

St. Petersburg, 9th mo. 11th.—A ukase is published

ordering, as anticipated, that this year's levy of recruits

shall be 212,000, instead of 225,000.

The Jewish World states that Russia is at last taking

active steps to suppress vigorously any further outrage

on the Jews.
Constantinople, 9th mo. 12th.—In regard

claim against Turkey for war indemnity, the delegates

of the Turkish bondholders remain firm and declare

western and Pennsylvania extras, at !56.&0 a $6; 200, themselves

barrels Minnesota extras, clear, choice, at t6.75 a $7 ;
rectly.

300 barrels do. do. do. straight, at $7 a $7.50 ; 200 bar-

rels Pennsylvania extra family, good, at $7 ;
500 bar-

rels do. do. choice, at $7 a $7.25 ; 300 barrels Ohio do.

do. choice, at$7 ; 150 barrels Minnesota patents, choice,

$8 ; 200 barrels do. do., high grade, at $8.25; 100 bar-

rels Wisconsin patent at $7.50; 200 barrels

wheat patents at $7.75, and ^900 barrels^city^mills

family on private terms,

per barrel. Corn meal

ampetent to treat the question even

A'despatch from Cairo says: 4000 soldiers, with 30

pieces of artillery, have surrounded Abdin, the Khe-

dive's residence. They ask for the assembling of the

Notables and the dismissal of all the Khedive's Minis-

ters. The troops also demanded a constitution and the

increase of the army to 18,000 men. The British Con-

u»..c.= V,.., .-...o troUer went to the palace with the foreign consuls and

Rye flour .sells at f6 a $6.12^| negotiated with the discontented colonels.- Finally the

as inactive and no sales have English Consul handed them a decree of the Khedive,

been reported. Feed was' scarce and prices are firm, accepting their demands and appointing Cherif Pasha

vSales of four cars winter bran, track, at $2350 per ton ;
President of the Council. The troops then cheered the

two of spring do. at $21 a *22 per ton.

Grain.—Wheat was rather firmer. Sales of 6000

bushels No. 2 red at £1.35 a f 1.41 J, as to quality and

location ; 2000 bushels do. at $1.41 ; 2/00 bushels do. at

$1.41J; 1900 bushels do. at $1.41f. Eye was scarce

and in demand at $1 per bushel. Corn wa-! firmer;

about 9500 bushels sold in lots at 70 cts. for yellow, 69

cts. for mixed, 68 cts. for steamer, 68 cts. for No. 3, 68

cts. per bushel for rejected. Oats were unsettled ; sales

of 10,000 bushels white at 49 a 50 cts., and rejected and

mixed at 48 cts. per bushel.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 9th mo.

10th, 1881.—Loads of hay, 180; loads of straw, 47.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.40

to $1.50 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.25 to $1.35 per

100 pounds; Straw, 90 cents to $1 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in demand and prices were a fraction

bigher; 3000 head arrived and sold at the diffijrent

yards at 3^ a 6J cts. per lb., as to condition.

Sheep were dull and lower: 14 000 head arrived and

sold at the different yards at 3} a 5i cts., and lambs at

4 a 7 cts. per pound, as to condition.

Hogs were in demand at full prices; 4000 head ar

rived and sold at the different yards at 9 a 10 cts. pel

lb., as to quality.

Foreign.-i"he plans for laying tbe proposed tele

graph cable to Iceland have been completed, and thi

engineer, Madsen, who laid many of the submarine

Chinese and Japanese cables, says tbe work will be at

once begun. It will start from a point in the north of

Scotland, probably at a place called Thurso, and the

estimated cost is #1,250,000.

From a parliamentary return recently made of th-

national debt of Great Britain and Ireland on the last

day of 3rd mo. 1881, it appears that the total funded

debt is £709,078,526 ($3,545,392,630), to which is to be

added terminal annuities amounting to £34,988,485

exchequer bills, £5,162,800; exchequer bonds, £11,-

483,700; Treasury bills, £5,431,000; deficits to saving

banks and friendfy societies (11th mo. 20th, 1881), £3,-

900,541, showing a total of $770,745,002. From this

certain reductions are to be made—£29,900,000 for

loans recoverable, and £3,976,582 for the purchase

Khedive and withdrew. It is thought in Cairo that

foreign occupation of the country will be found

perative.

La Liberie says : Eoustan states that the military oc-

cupation of the city of Tunis and some other points has

become necessary. He recommends that the Frenob

force in the Regency be raised to 120,000.

A despatch from Tunis to the Times says: It isan

ominous fact that the Arabs in the disturbed districts

have rented no farms for the coming season, and famine

in the regency is therefore inevitable. The French are

daily making enormous purchases of land and house

property in all directions. Several rich Arabs, includ-

ing; the Prime Minister, are disposing of their estates.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of tbe three Monthly

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open on Second-

day, Ninth mo. 12th, 1881.

A limited number of children will now be admitted

who are not members of our religious Society, whose
parents may desire to have them educated free from the

unnecessary but fashionable accomplishments, too com-

mon in many schools at this day.

The attention of Friends residing in the city and its

neighborhood is invited to them. The terms are moder-
ate, and Friends belonging to Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, sending children to these schools, (also mem-
bers), who may fiud the charges burdensome, can be

fully relieved.

The principal schools will open for the next term

under the care of John H. Dillingham and Mary Wool-
man, as Principals, both successful teachers of many
years' experience. Facilities for illustration are afforded

by a valuable collection of philo.sophical and chemical

apparatus, minerals, and Auzoux's models of parts of

the human system, &c.

The primary Schools on Seventh St., on Cherry St.,

and at Sixth and Noble Sts., will be continued under

their former efficient management.
Further information may be obtained upon applica-

tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,
James Smedley, No. 415 Market St.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Parker Hall, Agent, for Ezra Embree

Kansas, $2,10, vol. 55 ; for Richard Chambers, Mo.,

$2.10, vol. 55 ; from Newell Hoxie, Mass., $2.10 vol

.55; from Benjamin Ellyson, lo., $2.10, vol. 55: from

Charles Ballinger, N. J., *2.10, vol. 55; for Georgf

Wood, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from Owen Y. Webster

Pa
,
$2.10, vol. 55; from William Balderston, Pa., pei

William H. Brown, $2.10, vol.55; from Thomas Twin

ing, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 55; for George R. Chambers

Pa.', $2.10, vol. 55; from James K. Kite, Agent, O., foi

Aaron P. Dewees, Richard Penrose, Robert Milhons

David Masters, Aaron Dewees, Samuel King, and

Samuel Fawcett, $2.10 each, vol. 55; for Thomas A
Bell, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from Jonathan G. Williams

for William Forsythe, Pa ,$2.10, vol. 55, and for James
|

Davis and Anne Balderston, W. B. S., $2 each, vol. 55
|

from Philena Y. Smedley, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55; froir

Richard Mott, Agent, lo., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Marji

Wilson, Robert W. Hampton, Thomas E. Mott, Thomaij

Hoyle, Isaac Vernon and Joseph Embree, $2.10 eachj

vol. 55; from Joseph Masters, Kans., per E. Russell:

$2.10, vol. 55; from Jesse Stover, Canada, per Josepl

Waring, $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Owen Evans, Del., $2.10|

vol. 55; for Richard M. Chambers, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55

1

from Henry R. Woodward, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; fol

Anna Mekeel, N. Y., per Alfred King, Agent, $2.10j

vol. 56; from Robert W. Hodson and Joel Newlin

Ind., $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from Joseph S. Middletoni

N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ;
from Lewis Embree, Pa., $2.10

vol. 55 ; from Jonathan Chace, R. I., S2.10, vol. 55, anil

for Harvey Chace, $2.10, vol 55; from Richard Hall

Agent, England, 10s., vol. 55, and for William Halli

Joseph Hall, Susan Williams, Sarah Pearson, Thoma'

Williamson,Jogiah Thompson, William Walker, Abra;

ham Shield, Martin Lidbetter, William Wigham, Jolni

Little, John H. Walker, Lucy Ecroyd, Richard Bj

Brockbank, George Prior, Robert Biglands, and Georgj

M. Goundry, 10s each, vol. 55, for Nancy Ritson, £1|

vols. 54 and 55, fur Jacob Wigham, 15s., for half vo,|

54 and 55, and for Sarah S. Moss and Thomas JacksotI

10s. each, to No. 31, vol. 56 ; from William Picket, 0|

$2.10, vol. 55 ; from Joshua T. Ballinger, Agent, Pa

for Samuel S. Jones and Norris J. Scott, $4.20 each.tj

No. 52, vol. 55, for Samuel Worth, Albina B. Carpet;

ter, Phebe Jacobs, and Lydia Embree, $2.10 each, vo

55, for Ann Sharpless, *2, to No. 52, vol. 55, and foj

S. D. Grav, $1..50, to No, 52, vol. 55; from Philip Ij

Dunn, N.' J., $2.10, vol. 55; from Benjamin Wiggini

Pa., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Eliza W. Reeves, City, $S

vol. 55 ; from George B. Allen, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55
;
froi

Philip Carter, Md., $2.10, vol. 55.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning, will n

appear in the Receipts until the following week
j^

)

CORRECTIONS.—In the account of Ellen Evai

on page 35 of " The Friend," 1st column, 38tb line, fi

" humble member," read " honorable member ;" in 45(

line, for "encourage that motion," read "encouraged

motion."

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
|

The Winter Session begins on Second-day, 10l|

mo. 31st, 1881. Parents and others intending to set

pupils are requested to make early application

Jonathan G. Williams, Supt., (addres.s, Westton

H. O., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. AlleI
Treasurer, 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

|

EVENING SCHOOL FOE ADULT COLORE!
|

PERSONS.
I

Teachers are wanted for Men's and Women's depaij

ments of this school, to be opened about the first

Tenth month. Apply to

Thomas Elkinton, 400 S. Ninth St., Phil

Thomas Woolman, 858 Marshall St.,
"

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine street,
"

Finley Hutton, 502 Marshall St.,
"

FEIEND.S' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty third Ward,) Philadelphit

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Died, at her residence, Hamorton, Chester cc

Pennsylvania, on the 15th of the Ninth month,
Sarah T. Harry, aged 84 years, an esteemed me
and minister of Kennett Monthly Meeting of Friendi
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Geikie's Life and Words of Christ.

(Conliiuied from page 42.)

At the time when our Saviour began hi

tchings, the Pharisees were the most ])<ii)i

and influential class among the peo|)k' <

ael. They were zealous adherents of th

,w of Moses ; and to the precepts which it

itained their learned teachers and commen
ors had gradually added an immense nnil

ude of subtle distinctions, and observances
d rules growing out of them, which are

referred to in the Scriptures as the tra

io«sof the elders and scribes. Their "right
asness" (so severely condemned by our
riour) had degenerated into a strict pa
nianee of these outward forms, with little

erence to the purity of the motives which
uated the heart. The religion of our Sa-
ur was the reverse of this. In his instruc-

ns, forms and ceremonies were of no value,

all depended on the change of heart, the
jerieneo of the new birth. An irreconcil-

e animosity was speedily aroused in the
arisees and their Eabbis towards Him, be-
ise the reception of his doctrines must in-

tablj' destroy the reverence with which
3 people had regarded them, and overthrow
'r whole complicated system.
eikie says, that religion, with them, had

)ome almost wholly a mechanical service,

Lhout reference to the heart. A man might
eminently religious in the Pharisaic sense,

d yet utterly depraved and immoral. The
ching of the prophets which demanded in-

nal godliness was slighted, and the study
their writings almost entirely put aside for
it of the legal ti'aditions and of the Law.
:e desire to define to the smallest detail,

at the Law required, had led in the course
ages to a mass of conflicting Rabbinical
nions, which darkened rather than ex-
ined each command.
Ls an illustration of the moral worthless-
B of their ideas of righteousness, with all

ir reverence for the Scriptui-es, he who
jched a copy of them was thereby made
slean ; because the skins, on which the
red books were written in those times,

E;ht have been those of an unclean beast,

nterpretations, expositions and discussions
all kinds were based, not only on every
)arate word, or on every letter, but even on

every comma and semicolon, to create new
laws and observances ; and where these were
not enough, oral traditions, said to have been
delivered by God to Moses on Sinai, were in
vented. These traditions -were constantly in
creased, till at last public schools arose for
their study and development ; and finally they
were collected and preserved in the huge folios

of the Talmud.
From the command of Moses to observe

the Sabbath as a day of rest, the scribes had
elaborated a vast array of prohibitions and in-

junctions. Lengthened rules were prescribed
as to the kinds of knots which might legally
be tied or untied on that day. The camel-
driver's knot and the sailor's were unlawful.
A knot which could be tied with one hand

ght be undone. A shoe or sandal, a wo-
iii's cap, a wine or oil skin, or a flesh-pot
gilt be tied. A pitcher at a spring might

be tied to the body-sash, but not with a cord.
It was forbidden to write two letters on the

Sabbath so they could be read together
less it was on the dust or sand "where the
writing did not remain ; but one letter might
be written on one page of a book and another
on a different page.
The quantity of food that might be carried

on that daj' from one jjlace to another m«st
be less in bulk than a dried fig; if of honey,
only as much as would anoint a wound ; "if

water, as much as would make eye-salve
It was forbidden to kindle or extinguish a

fire on the Sabbath, to give an emetic, to set
a broken bone. If one was buried under ruins,
he might be dug for and taken out if all

but if dead, he was to be left where he was
till the day was over. For the toothache
vinegar might be put in the mouth if it was
afterwards ewallovved, but it must not be spat
out again. A sore throat must not be gargled
with oil, but the oil might be swallowed. No
fomentations, &c., could be put to affected
parts of the body ; nor was it lawful on that
sacred day to kill the troublesome parasites
which sometimes infest the bodj^
In Exodus xvi. 5, it is commanded that food

for the Sabbath be prepared on the Sixth-
day, no doubt with the design that the ser-

vant should have a time of rest as well as her
master or mistress. Hence the Rabbis raised
the question whether an egg laid by a hen on
the Sabbath could be oaten on that day. They
decided it in the negative, if the hen was one
kept to lay eggs ; but if the hen was not kept
to lay eggs, but designed for food, then its egg
might be eaten.

One of the questions on which the Rabbis
developed an almost countless multiplicity of
rules, was that of " cleanness" or ceremonial
purity and defilement. Uncleanness could be
contracted in many ways; among others by
vessels used in eating. In hollow dishes of
clay or pottery, the inside might become tech-
nically unclean but not the outside; for it

must be remembered that ceremonial and ac-
tual uncleanness had no necessary connection.

As onl^- the inside could become unclean, flat

dishes without a rim could not be regarded
as having any inside, and so could not con-
tract uncleanness. Broken dishes are clean,
but the broken pot is unclean if large enough
to hold a pomegranate. A chest or cupboard
is clean if one of its feet is broken off". Everj--
thing of metal that has a special name may
defile, except a door and its appendages.
The rules for purification included a discus-

sion of the various kinds of water, the quan-
tity to be used and the mode of its application

;

and involved an endless detail of casuistry.
"So simple an act as the washing of one's
hands before eating entailed the utmost care
not to transgress some Rabbinical rule. The
water could only be poured from certain kinds
of vessels, it must be water of a S])ecial kind,
only certain persons in certain legal condi-
tions could pour it, and it was a momentous
point that the water should be poured neither
too far up the arm nor too low towards the
hand!"
The legal washing of the hands before eat-

ing was especially sacred to the Rabbinists.
" He who neglects hand-washing," says the
book Sohar, " deserves to be punished here
and hereafter." "He is to be destroyed out
of the world, forin hand-^vasbing is contained
the secret of the ten commandments." "Three
sins bring poverty after them," says the
Mischna, " and to slight hand-washing is one."
This washing must be done in the morning
before touchinganything,forevil spirits might
have defiled the hands in the night. He who
had been out of doors, needed to plunge his

hands in water on his return, for he knew not
what uncleanness might have been near him
in the streets ; he might have touched the
clothes of a " common man," or of one of
lower caste than himself.

The traditions and teachings of the Rabbis
were held in high esteem by the Jews gener-
ally ; and these teachers were themselves re-

garded with great veneration. It must there-

fore have been very surprising to the people,

when our Saviour set at nought their rules,

partook of food with unwashed hands, mingled
freely with the common people, even " the
publicans and sinners," allowed his disciples

to rub out the ears of grain on the Seventh-
day of the week, and healed those who were
sick, without respecting the Rabbinical pro-

hibitions. And it must have been very hu-
miliating to those high professors to be told

that they violated the laws of God by their

traditions ; and to be publicly arraigned as

blind guides," mere formalists who neglected
" the weightier matters of the law," and hypo-
critical pretenders to holiness.

(To be concluded.)

One of the SAveetest passages in the Bible
is this: Underneath are the everlasting arms.
What a vivid idea it gives of the divine sup-

port. God knows our feebleness. He re-

members that we are dust.
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For • Tl>d F.

Westtown.
" Around thee, Westtown, lovely nature wears

A livery rich; thy health-reviving airs

Murmur ofjoy among thy nohle trees,

That seem to hold sweet converse with the breeze
;

Each leaf a whisper gives the passing wind,

Which onward flying throws response behind.

Autumn has laid no finger yet to sear
;

In lovely freshness all things round appear,

Save where the caterpillar's web is spread,

Wove round the branch in many a curious thread.

How beautiful the prospect round appears!

The shower has left the leaves in graceful tears."

A recent visit of a few days to tliis inter-

esting institution of learning, has revived
feelings of deep interest in its prosperity, ac-

companied by desire that it may continue in

the future, as it has been in the past, to be

conducted under a religious concern for the
promotion of the best interests of the youth
of otir Society. It was, it is lidicxcd. ihis

concern that led to its establishnicni about
the close of the last century, and which it is

hoped will ever be held paramount to all other
considerations, viz : that of impressing re-

ligious truths on the hearts and minds of our
young people, so that it may indeed prove to

have been good seed sown in good soil, that
will bring forth fruit to the praise of the
great Husbandman in future years.

At the time of the visit there appeared to

be prevailing throughout the large familj- a
comfortable feeling

; the new arrangement of
Superintendent and Matron and other care-

takers taking their meals with the ]Hipils,

—

the boys and girls on (iiiposiie sidrs of the
table—being ap]):ux'iitl\- ,-aii-ia'ini \ . A suit-

able time of silciiic wa.-^ (.li-n-x .'d Iniih liefore

and after meals (whirli was tell fi boat limes
impressive); no im|>]-<ii)Lrei)ii(lu(/i w as noiicrd,

indeed it was a jjleasaiil sii;li( to see relatives

seated near together, giving to the oecasiuu
somewhat of a home feeling, and it was
thought an appearance of innocent happiness
was observable on many of the countenances
of the children.

The present number of scholars is not
nearly so great as is desirable and profitable

;

it should be borne in mind that the cost of
boarding and educating 200, is much less

relatively, than 150—which is about the pre-
sent number. May we not hope that the at-

tendance during next session will be larger :

the accommodations are sufficiently comfort-
able, the food is good, the teachers
and the surroundings pleasant
fore much to be desired that the members of
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting should in an
especial manner remember Westtown as a
place presenting superior advantages for the
religious as well a.s intellectual iiii|ii-<>vement

of their children; and thus sustain ami larry
forward a concern that has long been felt by
the exercised members of that nieetini;-.

A walk over a considerable jioi-tion of the
farm that has recently been di-ained, re\ealed
thofactthat the sum of money thus expemled
has proved to be a good investment, nmny
acres of swampy land, much covered with
water and tussocks, have been converted into
tillable soil which has already yielded a fair

return in good crops of grass, corn, &c. It
was noticed, however, that in some places too
many trees are growing on the surface near
the drain, and fears were felt lest the roots,
naturally seeking moisture, would penetrate
between the tile and soon fill up the drains,
------ the trees are removed.

Uji returning to the buildings througli tlie

boys' woods, wo were agreeably surprised to

find it intersected with numerous well-kept

])aths of some four or five feet in width. On
's near by were nailed neatly lettered

boards bearing the names of the sevei-al walks,

iich as,'-!eriiontine Path, Centre A venue, liam-
le Walk, Sleepy Hollow, &c. We were in-

iniied that quite a number of hoes had been
rovided for the boys, who had evidently used

them industriously, as the walks we traversed

were clean and inviting. This is as it should
be, and it was desired to encourage both
teachers and pujiils in all such laudable efforts

to make Westtown an attractive place of

study to which the minds of many may re-

vert in after years with feelings of interest

and affection. A donation of fifty shade trees

from Fairmount Park Nursery, through Eli

K. Price, has been made to the school, to be
selected and planted this autumn.* Quite a
number of acorns of different kinds, as well

as other tree seeds, were received last year
from the same source, which were planted
and cared for by the late superintendent, who
has also encouraged the growth of seedling
nia|iles, poplars, \-e., in the south woods.
tliereli\- ensuring a i)crpetuity of shade and se-

clusion in that inviting portion of the grounds

" As mused our sires and mothers, where to find,

A school of wi-sdom for the youthful mind,
Where useful knowledge might have ample space,

Yet in its culture leave free room for grace
;

Where the scholastic discipline might tend
To meek religion,—high and holy end,—
To .seeking fancy, Hope a picture drew,
And embryo Westtown passed before the view I

No air-built castle, conjured in a night,

To vanish at the rising of the light,

—

Slowly, as doubts and fears around it cast

A misty covering, rose its form at last.

Then Scattergood could his belief express,
' This is a vineyard that the Lord will ble.ss !'

Ah, He has blessed it ! May his gracious care
Through all life's journey its loved inmates share;
May He ne'er weep for these, as when He told
Jerusalem's children's fate in d.ays of old."

8th mo. 1S81.

For " Tlie Friend."

On Library and other Literature.

Whilst passing, on a Seventh-day after
noon recently, the well-known building or
Fifth street, occujjied until two years ago b\

the Philadelphia Libraiy, I not'ii'ed <|iiite a

gathering of small boys, young men, and men
grown, upon the steps and within the buihl-

1
competent

j„g j^g^jf rpi^^gg people were dealers in the
It IS there- ^ Sunday papers," and other literature of the

unimproving or pernicious sort, and were
awaiting their weekly supplies. For, it grieves
me to say, this historic building, used so long
for the purposes of the libraiy which Ben-
jamin Franklin was mainly instrumental in
forming, is now the distributing house
whence issue weekly millions of pages of
very hurtful matter.

Reflecting upon this most unhappy substi-

* Eli K. Price was one of the early students at West-
town (1812], and now at the age of 84 years, his mind
(clear and vigorous for that period of life) reverts to
the scenes of his boyhood with feelings of interest,
which is manifested by his remembering it in this sub-
stantial manner. The right to dispose of trees from the
" Park Nursery," arises from a legacy of $5000 left by
Andr6 Francois Michaux, author of " North America
Sylva," for the extension and progress of agriculture,
and more especially Sylviculture in the United States.
This legacy has been placed under the charge of the
Park Committee on Tree.s, of which committee Eli K.
Price is chairman, and who are donating trees, &o., to
various Public Institutions.

tntion, my mind reverted to that period ir

the life of Franklin—it is exactly 150 j'ean

ago—-when the idea of a public library foi

the people of Philadelphia was formed, and
the articles of association prepared by th«

liiiit'i were signed, with high hopes of the

po.ssible benefits they were about to confei

upon their fellow-citizens. One cannot
therefore, suppress the feeling of sorrow^

and, I may say, of humiliation as well, when
remembering Franklin's injunction as to tht

choice of books—-"avoiding everything thai

could injure the morals of youth "—we see

the present corporation permitting thit

building to be made use of by those who are

successfully compassing the opposite result.

There is no mistaking the deadlj^ Avork—
deadly to body and soul—directly traceabl(

to very many of these publications, for th(

annals of our criminal courts now teem witl

details of the ruin that they work. It maj
serve the purpose, however, of impressinj

the seriousness of the evil upon our minds, i

I add (as a single instance) the self-convictini

testimony of a lad of fifteen, who, a fev

weeks ago, in the city of New York, 8tabbe(

and killed a child of eight. He testified :
"!

went down Catharine street till I reached thi

gun-store just below Oak, where the boysal
stand and talk about the Indians, and scout

and things. While I was waiting for Sam,!
took out the knife—it was only a commoi
pocket-knife—and opened the blade. Thei
I went swinging around, showing the boy

how to kill Indians, and how Buffalo Billdii

it. Well, I was swinging around, when a)

of a sudden I struck something; the knifi

was stopped for a second, and then went inti

something soft. I looked down, and thep

was the little boy with his hands raised lit

he was praying, and my knife sticking infe

his breast."

A serious responsibility, therefore, attache
to those who are placed in the position of ad

ministering a trust, beyond a merely goo'

financial exhibit and an appearance of pre

gress and popularity. Examined by thi

rule, the Public Library of Boston, as ha
been shown, instead of being a most praise

worthy educational undertaking, had,throug!
a systiematic ignoring of the terms of it

foundation, become an institution which wa
multiplying enormously the very evil whicl

its projector had designed to lessen.* Fui

thermore, if we will receive the dispassionat

testimony of some who are specially intei

ested in the success of "Sunday-schools,' w
will find that out from the professing churc
itself has issued such a stream of fictioi

hungerers as is saddening to contemplate. /

writer in the New Eiiglander, a minister, says:

"Nine-tenths, or more, of the contents ('

our Sunday-school libraries are " storj

books." Not a few of them are simply noi

elettos, lacking the literary power and inte

lectual stimulus of a first-class novel, intrt'

ducing enough religion to make them pass
library committee, but read by the childre
for the sake of the story. It is certainly ba
for a child's intellectual development to absor

* Very recently a committee, appointed by the Bostfl

City Conncil, has made inquiry into the managemei
of this library. A clergyman who gave his evidem
as to the character of the Fiction, says he spent .seven

days in a critical examination of the very large numbi
of books in that department, and that he was amaze
at the mass of pernicious publications which has be*
there brought together.
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t 'SO talcs week ai'ter week. There ai-e in
L'lii. in spite of the fact tbat they are
litteu for Sunday-schools, some of the
ments we condemn in what wc rightly
le ' pernicious literature.' There are some
the same false views of life, some of the
Qe experiences of success obtained by luck
her than by hard struggle. There" is an
naturalness often in the characters and
situations

; and there is error, by
excess, in e%'en the religious ten
ieh is the sole reason-for-being of thi
iteraturc. This excess of the story element
oubtless one of the gravest objections that
be urged against the Sunday-school

•ary .system. That a child may read—un-
iStioned, because they are ' library books'
n twenty-five to fifty such books each
r, and keep up the practice for years
ether, is no small evil. It is the great
of the whole system, and is to be depre-

'he Illustrated Christian Weekly, in an
cle (Sixth month 25th) upon the same
ject, corroborates the above, saying: "We
ak of what we know, and what any one
verify for himself at the first Sunday-

ool at which he may inquire," that "at
t nine-tenths of the books known as
rary books' are stories." * * "What
8 this mean ? This ; that if a child draws
ook but once in two weeks, he reads
nty-five of them in a year. If there are
jral children in a family, they read each
3r's books as well as their own. The sim-
t arithmetical calculation will show under
It a ceaseless wash of stories a child's
d thus is during his career in the Sunday
)ol. This, moreover, is to be noticed ; th
y teaches truth, undoubtedly. But the
d very soon learns to read simply for the
B of the story. If the religious teaching
ot very closely woven into the structure
the narrative, it will be 'skipped' by
5ty readers in a hundred. So when we
yze down to the facts of the case, we have
sunday-sehool libraries furnishing our

dren with a series ofnovels or novelettes

—

that is precisely what these books amount
i^hen the more or less of religious teach-
they contain is eliminated. The effect,

; seems to us, must be more or less dele-
3us, if we may not say demoralizing,—to
i extent as regards character, to a verj^
iiderable extent as regards literaiy taste."
ow, all that has been cited above, cannot
idvanced as any plea against the niainto-
ee of First-day schools, (and the sui.jrct

)t here broached), else the librar\- iu ilsrli;

n educational institution, might be sinii-

condemned. But, when we consider
fact that probably one-half the inmates
ur prisons have been attenders of First-
schools (and in some localities the pro-
ion is very much greater,) there is, ob-
sly, urgent occasion for an examination
the causes of the moral lapse or failure
ake hold of religious instruction which

statistics betoken. That a principal
se of the trouble may be referrible to the
lopment of a precocious taste for fiction,
reby, whilst the reading of really good
cs is given up, the attendance "at the
lar meetings for worshi]) is also sought
>e escaped—does not seem to have eu-
d the sober consideration which the vital
ortance of the subject demands.

J. W. L.

Prophecy of Francis Howgill.

[The following extract from Sewell'sIIistorj
has been sent for insertion in our columns at
the dying request of our late valued Friend
Sarah B. Upton. It was to her a source of
comfort, and she desired it might again be
brought to the notice of others.

—

Ed.]
In this hot time of persecution Francis

llowo-ill wrote and gave forth the following
liajicr for the encouragement of his friends.
—Sncdl.

'• The cogitations of my heart have been
many, deep and ponderous, some mouths,
weeks and days, concerning this people which
the Lord hath raised (u bear testinidiiy unto
his name, in tljis, the .la\ ol' bis |nj\\ei-; and
intercession batli dlleii been made tor tlieni
to the Lord, and a ]iatient waiting to know
his mind concerning them for the time to
come, which often I received satisfaction in
as to myself, but j^et something I was drawn
by the Lord to wait for thai I ini-lit comfort
and strengthen his fiock i>\ an assured testi-
mony. And while I was 'waiting out of all
visible things, and quite out of the world in
my spirit, and my heart upon nothing but the
living God, the Lord opened the sjirinii's of
the great deep, and overflowed mv wliole
heart with light and love; and my evt s w , le

as a fountain because of tears of joy, because
of his heritage of whom He showed me, and
said unto me in a full, fresh, living power, and
a holy, full testimony, so tbat mv heart' was
ravished thei-e with joy unspeakable, and I
was out of the body, with ( n.d in his lieavenly
paradise, where Isawaiel lelt I llilJ^s unutter-
able and beyond all denioiistraiiiHMjr speech.
At last the life closed \\]{\\ mx undei-standin..-,
and my spirit listened um.'i llim: and 11^0

everlasting God said, Shall I hide an\-iliin^-

from them that seel; iii\ tiiee in I'i-i'iteons^

ness? Nay, I will manii'esl il to I Ikmii that
'

fear me
;
I will sjx'ak, do thou listen, and pub-

lish it among all my people, that they may
be comforted and thou satisfied.' And thus

am the living God, who will plead their cause
with all that rise up in opposition against
them.
"These words are holv. t'aitlifiil, eternal,

good and true; blessed are they that hear and'
believe unto the end

; and because of them no
strength was left in me for awhile

; but at last
my heart was filled with joy, even as when
the ark of God was brought from the house
of Obed-Edom, when David danced before it,

and Israel shouted for ]oj:'—Francis Howgill.

The Honey-Bird.

\ small grey bird with a reddish beak, the
e of a s])arro\v, had flown alongside and
uiil the wagon for the last mile of ourti-ek,
king a shrill hissing cry, and sometimes

almost flying iu the faces of the drivers
; and

I noticed tbat the boys were regarding it

with peculiar attention and talking amongst
themselves in reference to it.

On asking what caused the unusual interest
of the boys in, to all ajjpearance, a very com-
mon-piace little bird, it was explained that
this little insignificant visitor was the far-
famed lionev-bird. Often and often had we
heard tal

said the living God of heaven and earth upon
the 28th of the 3d mo. 1662.

" The sun shall leave its shining brightness
and cease to give light to the world, and the
moon shall be altogether darkness and give
no light unto the night ; the stars shall cease
to know their office or place ; my covenant
with day, night, times and seasons shall sooner
come to an end, than the covenant I have
made with this people into which they are
entered with me shall end or be broken. Yea,
though the powers of darkness and hell com-
bine against them, and the jaws of death open
its niouth. vet will I deliver them and lead
then, through all. I will eontonn.l their ene-
mies as 1 did in.la.ol., andseatlerlhen>asl
did in Israel in the days of old. I will take
their enemies—I will hurl them hither and
thither as stones hurled in a sling, and the
memorial of this nation which is "holy unto
me, shall never be rooted out, but shall live
through ages, a.s a cloud of witnesses, in gene-
rations to come. I have brought them to the
birth, yea I have brought them forth

;
I have

swaddled them, and they are mine. I will
nourish them and carry them as on eagle's
wings

;
and though clouds gather against

them, I will make ray way through them
;

though darkness gather on a heap, and tem-
pests gender, I will scatter them as with an
east wind

;
and nations shall know that they

are my inheritance, and they shall know I

OT Its marvellous instinct in pomt-
nests of wild honey, but we had

always reeei\e'l them \\ith a considerable por-
tion of disbelief as travellers' tales.

As soon as the oxen wei'e outspanned and
the boys at liberty, three of them, armed with
buckets, spades, and hatchets, set off' towards
the bird, which had flown to a neighboring
tree as soon as it perceived that our attention
was successfully attracted. A. and myself,
to whom it was as strange an adventure as it

was novel, accompanied the boys. As soon
as we reached the tree the little fellow had
])erehed on, it flitted on to the next, and then
<Mi again when we came up. Once it took
siieh a long flight that we were unable to
follow it.

The bird, however, after waiting for us a
short time in vain, came flying back, uttering
its shrill cry to let ua knoV its whereabouts.
As if it had been warned by this not to

proceed too far ahead of us, our guide now
took very short flights, and, if thcu-e was no
tree to rest on, took short circles in the air
until we came up to him.
For nearly a mile this was ke]jt up, and as

the way grew more difficult and the bushes
more dense, our own faith in the bird was
rapidly giving place to irritation at what be-
gan to look very like a trick of the others at
the expense of our inexperience.
However, the boys seemed so genuinely

astonished at our doubts, that we still fol-

lowed on.

At last the bird sto]ipcd altogether in a
small clump of some dozen mimosa-trees, all

growing within a few feet of one another.
When we came up to it, instead of, as here-

tofore, flying off in a straight line, it just flit-

ted on to an opposite tree^ remained' there a
few moments, and then back to its previous
position. This was its signal that the nest
was close at hand. The boys examined the
trunks of the trees round most carefully, but
could find no ojicning where the nest could
by any ]iossiliilii y be situated. The bird grew
more and moie aiigrj^ and indignant at what
it eviileiitly eon ^iderod our extreme stupidity,
and fla])ped its little wings, and redoubled the
shrill cries which it had ceased to utter while
leading us to the spot. At last, losing all
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patience,, it actually settled on a piece of the

stem of one of the trees it had been persis-

tently flitting backwards and forwards in

front of. The boys now, paying more atten-

tion to' this particular tree, perceived just

above where the bird bad perched a small

hole, and round it a kind of cement. While

wo were watching a bee flew out, which made
it certain that the nest was within the trunk.

The driver of Woodward's wagon, who was
an old hand at the work, at once climbed up

the tree with a hatchet, and under his direc-

tion the others collected armfuls of dried

grass. Taking a large handful of this he

Hghted it, and" then struck with the hatchet

at the mouth of the narrow hole.

At the first blow a quantity of mud, wax,

and decayed wood fell to the ground, with

which the bees had skilfully walled up a large

portion of the decayed wood. Out swarmed
a cloud of bees, and now his bui-ning grass

came into operation. As quickly as they flew

out their wings were singed in the flames and

they dropped helpless to the ground. A. and

myself had retreated to a safe distance. from

the tree, but the boys stood close up, hardly

caring if they were stung or not. In a verj'

few minutes all the occupants of the nest were
destroyed ; but new comers were constantly

arriving, which made close quarters any-

thing but pleasant. Not much cutting was
necessary, to lay bare a lai-ge portion of the

combs, which were laid horizontally across

the entire width of the hollow portion of

the tree. The upper combs are alwaj's the

freshest, and therefore the best, so we at once

set to work to fill our three buckets with

them. When these were all full to the top

there was still enough honej' left to fill at least

another three or four, for the combs went
down to the very bottom of the tree, as we
discovered by forcing down a long stick.

There was already more than enough honey
for all our wants, and the boys were confident

that they could obtain fresh supplies in the

same manner as often as they cared to follow

the birds, so we left the remainder where it

was for the bees which survived our felonious

attack. Before leaving we carefully fixed f

comb filled with honey on the nearest bush

and our lato guide flew down and commenced
his well-earned repast as soon as we had
turned our backs on the spot. The Kaffirs

would much prefer not to take any honey at

all, than depart with their spoil and not leave

a portion for the bird. They firmly believe

that if they thus defraud the bird of its just

rights, it will follow them up, and at a future

time, instead of leading them to honey, will

entice them into the lair of a lion, or to a nest

in which some deadly snake lies concealed

It is impossible to explain the marvellous
characteristic of the honey-bird, without cred-

iting it with powers of reasoning which are

almost human. No one who has once wit

nessed the manner in which the bird will per-

sistently follow a wagon for miles, but will

leave it and join the first man or men who
leave the trek and evince a disposition to fol

low, can for an instant believe that the bird

betrays the nest unconsciouslj'. How the

birds have acquired the knowledge that men
desire honey, and that they have the power
to gratify their desire by forcing open the

hidden hoards ; how they calculate, as thej
assuredly do, upon themselves reaping the

benefit of being accomplices and instigators

of the theft ; and how they have learnt to lose

their natural fear of mankind and trust them-
selves almost within his grasp; how they are

taught their various devices for attracting

man's attention and leading him to the spots

here the Ik'l's have made their nests; areques

tions whirh. perpetually discuwiin'ii. [iL"i |"--Lnaii V uio(.;Lic5i?cvx amongst
who, although, not scientific naturalists,

have spetit their lives observing nature, can

never be answered or explained.

—

Sandeman's

Travels in South Africa.

THY WILL.

They assayed to go into Bithynia ; but the Spirit

suffered them not. And they passing by Mysia came
down to Troas." (Actsxvi.7, 8.) " Furthermore, when
I came to Troas to preach Christ's gospel, . . . a door

was opened unto me of the Lord." (2 Cor. ii. 12.)

Our will no longer rules;

Thy "Spirit suffers not;"

But thou, oh, Christ, dost lead,

Thy peace is now our lot.

On earth thy Father's will

It was thy meat to do
;

" Thy will, not ours be done,"

Is now our motto, too.

And while we yield to thee,

And pass Bithynia's shore,

Thy Spirit guides us on
Through Troas' open door.

We walk this open way,

And find our work to be

The work that thou hast planned

And given us for thee.

We bow and worship thee,

Oh, blessed Son of God
;

And tread with joy along

The pathway thou hast trod.

We coimt our loss our gain,

And meekly bear our cross
;

Thou, Christ, art now our own,

All else is only dross.

MY NEIGHBOK'S BABY'.

Across in my neighbor's window.
With the drapings of satin and lace,

I see 'neath his flowing ringlets,

A baby's innocent face.

His feet, in crimson -slippers.

Are tapping the polished gla,ss,

And the crowd in the street look upward.
And nod and smile as they pass.

Just here in ray cottage window,
Catching the flies in the sun,

With a patched and faded apron.

Stands ray own little one.

His face is as pure and handsome
As the baby's over the way

;

And he keeps my heart from breaking

At my toiling, every day.

Sometimes, when the day is ended.

And I sit in the dusk to rest,

With the face of ray sleeping darling

Hugged close to my lonely breast,

I pray that ray neighbor's baby
May not catch heaven's roses all,

But that some may crown the forehead

Of my loved one a.s they fall.

And when I draw the stockings

From the little weary feet.

And kiss the rosy dimples
In his limbs, so round and sweet;

I think of the dainty garments
Some little children wear.

And that my God withholds them
From mine, .so pure and fair.

May God forgive my envy

;

I know not what I said

;

My heart is crushed and troubled
;

My neighbor's boy is dead !

I saw the little coflin

As they carried it out to-day
;

A mother's heart is breaking

In the mansion over the way.

The light is fair in the window
;

The flowers bloom at my door;

My boy is chasing the sunbeams
That dance on the cottage floor.

The roses of health are blooming
On ray darling's cheek to-day,

But the baby is gone from the window
Of the mansion over the way.

PRAISE.

Oh Lord I know that in very faithfulness th<

hast aftlicted me."

For what shall I praise Thee, my God and my Kinj

For what blessing the tribute of gratitude bring?

Shall I praise thee for pleasure, for health, or for east

For the spring of delight or the sunshine of peace?

Shall I praise thee for flowers that bloom o'er my breas

For joys in perspective or pleasures possessed?

For the spirit that heightened my days of delight,

And the slumbers that sat on my pillow by night?

For this should I praise thee ; but, if only for this,

I should leave half untold the donation of bliss.

I thank thee for sorrow, for sickness, for care :

For the thorns I have gathered, the anguish I bear.

For nights of anxiety, watching, and tears,

A present of pain, a perspective of fears,

I praise Thee, I bless Thee, my King and my God,

For the good and the evil thy hand hath bestowed.

The flowers were sweet, but their fragrance is flown

;

They yielded no fruit, they are withered and gone
;

The thorn it was poignant, but precious to me :

'T was the message of mercy,—it led me to thee.

Through Tickets.—A man, starting on

journey, buys a through ticket, takes tl

car, and considers his part toward the a

coniplishment of the journey fully performe

In consideration of the mone}' he has pa

for the passage he is to be carried to 1

destination with all due speed and safety. (

his part there is to be no labor, no care,
J

looking out for danger ; for all this is dd
for him bj^ the employes of the railroad, ai

he is to pass the time as best he may, even

the extent of finding fault with the manag
ment of the train.

Men sometimes join the church as thoui

it were a special train for heaven. They pi

their pew-rent as they pay railroad fare, i

garding it as an equivalent for passage. Thi

seem to have no thought that more than tb

is required of them. They take no part

advancing the spiritual interests ofthe chure

or doing church work, or laboring for tl

conversion of souls, or in regarding the pea

and the unity of the brethren ;
but they i

claim and exercise the right to find fault

the affairs of the church are not managt

according to their ideas of propriety', or

the pastor does not preach to suit their tasi

or if thej- are not promoted to positions

prominence. They pay their annual pe'

rent, observe somewhat of the outward fon;

of church membership, and think this

secure them a through passage to heaver

Such persons delude themselves. Thechun
is no railroad train for heaven. No throm
tickets can be purchased by the pew-renta

There is no such thing as being '• carried

the skies on flowery beds of ease," nor as beii

carried in any other way except by the f(

giving mercy ofGod in Christ; and the soon

all men learn this fact the better for thei

for the church, and for the world.

—

M.
Dunham.

What is a " good sermon " ? When peop

say to each other that they have heard a goi

sermon, they sometimes mean that it w
well written, sometimes that it was el
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fciitly delivered, sometimes that it was a

liiral and convincing statement of Bible

titli. Praise of the preacher may include

3tt3' much everything, from an aeknowl-
gmentthat the sermon pleased j^ouriancy,

1 to a heartfelt recognition of the fact that

gave you spiritual help and sustenance.

Dhat is a good sermon which does thee

od," said Matthew Henry ; and we do not

ow that anj' later writer has invented a

tter definition.

—

S. S. Times.

Testimonies to the Truth.

It is a great mercy and kindness, that God
ith been pleased to open the way of life and
Ivation unto the souls of many people, that

this our day and generation were in great

Stress for want of the knowledge of it ; and
is knowledge is given unto us througli the
issed appearance and revelation of the

wer and Spirit of our Lord and Saviour
sus Christ, to which, my friends, blessed be

3 name of the Lord, we have been turned
our day and generation. This is the mes-

and testimony that God raised up his

rvants to bear among us in our day and
tie, who came in the Spirit and power of

t Lord Jesus Christ, having been made the

)nument8 of God's mercy through faith in

n that died for our sins, and rose again for

L- justification. That blessed message and
timony which they bare among us, was in

3 evidence and demonstration of the Spirit

d power of the Lord Jesus ; for they came
leed to preach the gospel of life and salva-

n, and the way they took to preach the
3pel to us in our day, was the same w^ay

fit the holj' apostle Paul in his day was sent

preach the gospel, who said, " VVe are sent

God to turn people from darkness unto
ht, and from the power of Satan unto God.
e ho\y apostle proposed the end for which
)y were sent, to turn the sons and daugh-
s of men from darkness to light, and from
) power of Satan to the power of God, that

}y might receive remission of sins, and an
leritance among them which are sanctified

rough faith, which is in Christ Jesus.

friends! this faith in Christ is a living

th, it is a faith of the operation of God.
d worketh it in us by his own Spirit and
wer. There are many that pretend to have
th in Christ, that are strangers to the
eration of the power and Spirit of our Lord
d Saviour Jesus Christ, and so do not know
i- are made partakers of that faith which
rketh by love, that givetb them victory

er the world, and preserveth them and
epeth them out of the evil of the world.

Now friends, it is my desire that you may
'n from darkness unto light; that you may
believe in Christ, and walk in Him, that

u may be sensible that the blood of Jesus

rist, the dear and blessed son of God
anseth from all sin, from all unrighteous-

ss, and from all filthiness of flesh and spirit,

lat so the end of the labor, travail and
itimonies of all the faithful messengers and
vants whom the Lord hath raised up in

8 our day, and sent to turn men from
jrkness unto light, and from the power of

tan to the power of God ; that their labor

id travail, I say, may not be in vain, that

i may all come to believe in the light, that

i maj' be children of the light and of the

that so wc may come to walk in the
;ht. And then my friends, we shall all

mo to bo brought into an heavenly fellow-

ship ; if we walk in the light as He is in the

light, we have fellowship one with another,
and the blood of Jesus Christ, the dear Son of

God, cleanseth us from all sin. And this is a
work that will be profitable for all to know,
seeing no unclean thing shall ever enter into

the kingdom of God.
Friends, our justification is indeed in and

through and by the Lord Jesus Christ, for

his sake, not our own. Anything that we
have done or can do, will not havr ;i triidencv

to make our peace with God, si.'1'iiig tiial wc
can do nothing ourselves that is acceptalilc

and well pleasing to God. Therefore we can-

not in the least (as hath been unjustly
charged upon us) disesteem or put a li!j,lii

esteem on what the Lord Jesus Ciirist hatli

done for us, in his own person, without us,

nor upon what, by his own power ami Spirit,

he hath wrought in our hearts. But we !»•

lieve in the Lord Jesus Christ, both as to iiis

outward appearance, as He was God manifcsi

in the flesh; and also, in his 'inward and
spiritual appearance in our souls. Wi' lulirvc

in Him that hath appeared by his light, and
grarr, anil truth in our Iicarts, and we know
till' ctfiM-lual working- and op.Tation of his

(_li\ ini.' liowcr to sanctity, and cleanse, and
|)urily our souls; and thereby we come to

have a real sense of the benefit and advan-
tage, that the souls of the children of men
have in and by the death, sufferings, resur-

rection, and ascension of our Lord and Sa-

viour Jesus Christ.

Till people come to believe in his spiritual

appearance, by his light, and grace, and truth
in their hearts, and to receive Him, and en-

tertain Him, and let Him have a place in their

souls, that He by his power may purge away
sin and transgression; while men remain re-

bellious and stubborn, and will not let Him

pared body, in which He came to do his

Father's will ; thej^ would not own Him in

his bodilj' appearance, but rejected Him, and
set Him at nought, they crowned Him with
thorns, and crucified the Lord of life and
glory. He said unto theni :

" Except you
believe that I am He, ye shall die in your
sins; and if ye die in your sins, whither I go
3'ou cannot come." And thus He spake to
Jerusalem: " O Jerusalem ! Jerusalem! thou
that killcst the ju'ophcts, and stoncst them
which arc sent unto tlicc, how often would I

lia\c gathered tliy children together, even as
a lii'n gatlc'icth licr chickens under her
winu's. and yc would not; behold your house
is left unto you clcsolate, for I say unto you,
yc shall not see me henceforth, till ye shall

say, blessed is He that cometh in the name of
the Lord." He tells them of the calamity
and distress that should come upon them and
o\citakc them, and so it came to pass, be-
cause I hey rejected the love of God, which in

("lirisi .lesuswas extended to them, when He
would have gatlicicil i hem, and brought them
into a state of reconciliation and jK-aee with
the living (;.>d; Iml tlicy wonld not.

So now, my friends, in this day of Christ's

inward and spiritual appearance, you have
had the testimonies of those that have been
sent to yoti in the name, and power, and
Spirit of the living God ; and yet many will

not believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, nor re-

ceive Him inwardly and spiritually appearing
in their hearts, nor give vvay to Him, nor
wait and attend upon Him, to do that work
in them and for them, which they cannot do
for themselves : What work is that? The
work of sanctification. For none come to be
justified freely by the grace of God, through
the. redemption that is in Jesus Chi-ist, as the
Apostle speaks, Eom. iii. 24 ; but they are

n, when He stands and knocks at the door of! also sanctified bj' the Spirit of Christ, and
their hearts, that He may come in and sup made partakers of the divine nature. So that

"j-t, At ,1 il ij-l^ TT: . 1 '1+ \^ .. U^..-,I,i + .-,l,- .,,^,.«.Tr,««TT ^,^1. ,,n *-r, l.»i,^T.rwith them, and they with Him ; when men
rebel against his heavenh' light within them,
and turn away from his divine grace and
holy Spirit, and turn the grace of God into

wantonness, lasciviousness, and run into un-

cleanness, drunkenness, pride, envy, malice,

and bitterness, and into those things that are

abominable and evil in the sight ofthe Lord;
these men have no real advantage or benefit

hj' the death and sufferings of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and the satisfaction and atone-

ment he hatii made for our sins, Ijy that one

offering and sacrifice of Himself ; and they do

not trulj- know the blessed end and th^sign of

his appearance and coming into the world.

For this purpose was the son of God mani-
fested, that He might destroj' the works of

the devil, that He might finish transgression
and make an end of sin, and bring in ever-

lasting righteousness.

My friends, the end of the working of the
invisible power and Spirit of Christ is, that
He may have a place in all your hearts, and
that you may entertain Him; for the Lord
will draw a line of judgments upon all that

go under the profession of Christianity, and
own what the Lord Jesus Christ did witiiout

them, butwill not receive llini, cnlcrtain llini,

and believe in Him, as He d<itli spiritually ap-

pear, and shine into their hearts by his divine

light, grace and Spirit.

My friends, remember the sore judgments,
miseries, calamities and distress that came
upon the Jews, because of their rejecting

Christ in his outward appearance in that pre-

it is absolutely necessary for us to Know
Christ's power and Spirit, to renew and sanc-

tify our souls, and purifj^ and cleanse us.

(To be continued.)

Fred. N. Charrington.

Fred. N. Charrington was the eldest son of

a partner in the firm of Charrington, Head
& Co., the wealthy brewers, whose largo

brewery is one of the most prominent objects

in the Fast End of London. An interest in a
wcll-cstahlished brewery in London is a for-

tune. l>r. Sanuicl Johnson, Lexicographer,
was an executor of the will of his friend

Thrale, the brewer, and observed on the day
of the sale: "Sir, we are not selling a lot of

vats and boilers ; but we are offering the po-

tentialit}^ of growing rich bej'ond the dreams
of avarice."

The ftvther of F. K C. had off-ered him a
course at one of the Universities ; but as he
intended to engage in his father's business,

he thought it best not to embrace the offer.

He was lirought up in the Church of Eng-
land, and drew from the Prayer Book the
lesson that lia]itism" ha<l made him an in-

heritor of tlie kingdom of licaven. But having
been led to seek l'<n- close communion with
(iod, his heart was opened to labor for others.

He began a night-sciiool, while occupj'ing his

days at the great brewery. Tlie pupils were
rough, ragged, degraded

; the work was hard
and repulsive. But he kept on, the enter-

prise all the time gi'owing on his hands.

As he went to his school of an evenini!;, ho
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had to pass a luimber of public houses; gath-
ered about the doors and within, he saw
crowds of drunken fathers and mothers and
ragged starving children. And over the door
he read in flaring letters:

CHARRINGTON, HEAD & CO.'S ENTIRE.

In the ragged school he saw and heard
enough to convince him that drink was the
cause of a large share of the woes which he
was trying to remedj^ His conscience be-

came enlightened j he told his father that he
could no longer be con nected with the brewery.

It is not easy for Americaus to estimate the
spiritual courage of this step. In England,
brewing is as legitimate and honorable an
employment as any on the Island. At Ox-
ford, I saw the steam and smoke coming-

out of a window on the premises of one of

the Colleges ; I asked my guide what that
meant. He said :

" It is the College brew-
ery," and then he added that " Brazenose,"
the name of one of the Colleges was derived

from " brazen-house," the ancient ikiuu' f(ir

brewing-house, because the College was iMcafi'd

on the site of a brewer3^ AH llif ('ollcgcs

pride themselves very much on the character
of their beer and ale. The brewers form a

very influential class. They own and control

the public houses, which (as in America) are
a source of great political power. I doubt if

there is as much monej^ invested and as much
money made in any other line of business as

in brewing and distilling with their braiHli<-.

Every political measure must be considereil

in its bearing on the brewers. In his
'' Budget iSpeccb," Gladstone spoke with
much respect ot "tLiis great industry," and of
" the Burton brewers, to whom we are in-

debted for providing us with one of the most
delightful beverages that ever was produced
since nectar went out of fashion." A great
many brewers sit in Parliament.
For this young man of twenty-three to

torego wealth and to declare that he could not
have anything to do with the business, was
an act of wonderful moral heroism. His de-

cision was a painful surprise to his father
;

but he accepted the decision, and ultimately
left his son a maintenance, which has enabled
him to devote all his time to the service of

humanity, though of course he needs help to

carry on his large operations.— Condensed
from the Nat. Bapt.

The "Uncertain Riches."

The influence which the love of money or
the thirst for riches exerts over the susceptible
minds and hearts of men cannot easily be
estimated. It is a desire so congenial to our
fallen natures, that it presents, ]3erhaps, one
of the strongest temptations to our being
drawn aside from the pursuit of life's great
object—the attainment of "an inheritance
incorruptible, and undefiled, and that fadetb
not away." There is much contained in

those precepts of Holy Scripture :
" Trust

not in uncertain riches, but in the living
God, who giveth us all things richly to en-
joy." " If riches increase, set not j^our heart
upon them." "He that loveth silver shall

not be satisfied with silver; nor he that
loveth abundance with increase." Christian
watchfulness and humilitj'—those safeguards
of a religious life—are not likely to be pro-
moted, either by the pursuit or the acquisi-

tion of wealth. Whereas, " Godliness is pro-

fitable unto all things"—whether prosperity
or adversity be our lot—" having the promise
of the life that now is, and of that which is to

come."
The corrupting worldly influence which is

brought to bear upon the very impressible
minds of young persons by the living prac-
tice, the early and continually operating les-

son, that to obtain riches and with their too
coveted concomitants, notoriety and honor,
are the great end for which this life was
given, is likely to be very misleading and
prejudicial alike to their present and eternal

welfare. If this class see those around them
eagerand fervent in the chase for, and toiling

early and late in sacrifice to their idol, the
love of money, will it not have the eff'ect to

induce in their hearts the same dangerous
disregard of heavenly reproofs and precepts,

the same insatiable longing, the same idola-

trous pursuit of that which the Apostle Paul
has represented as " a root of all evil?"

Is there not ground to fear that amid the
flood-tide of prosperitj^ that is setting in

upon some, there is danger of their forgetting
their own littleness and nothingness ; danger
of ovei'looking the great uncertainty of
riches; and danger, too, of their settling

down in self-indulgence, and in the love of
worldly ease, decoration and display? Alas,

for the prevailing excuses, the pride and
luxury of this age I An age in which the
s|M( ill. represented as coming from our Arch-
«m iii\ during the time of the early Friends'
cruel persecution, has too close application,

viz: "You persecute the Quakers and put
them in prison, and that keeps them low and
humble, and out of mj reach ; let them alone

;

as they are a moral and industrious people,
there will be a blessing on their labors, and
they will grow rich and proud, build them
fine houses and get them fine furniture, and
lose their humility and become like other
people; and then I shall have them." Is not
the truth of this prediction—come from what
alleged source it maj^—too fully verified ? Is

demonstration wanting to prove that, sadly
forgetful of what we should be here, even
"strangers and pilgrims" in a world that
lieth in wickedness, our hearts are much set
upon the good things of this life, instead of,

primarily, upon that kingdom, obtained only
through submission to ttTe cross of our Loi-d
Jesus Christ that crucifies to the world, and
ever leads into the narrow wny of "low
self-denial and watchful restraint."

The assuring language of the dear Saviour
was, "fieek first the liingdom of God, and his

righteousness, and all things needed shall be
added unto you." This precious declai-ation

is no less true now, than when it first fell

from the lips of our great Lawgiver and King.
There can never be a pursuit so productive
of the true riches—of a peace, and joy and
recompense, which passeth the understand-
ing of the natural man, and which the world
can neither give nor take away—as the
whole-hearted pursuit of true religion. This,
in its immediate effects, no less than in its

ultimate consequences, is calculated to, and
does satisfy all the desires of the heart and
mind in the willing and obedient; and so
pi-eserves in the steady cultivation of a watch-
ful, lively frame, and in the filial dependence
upt)n an ever-present, eternal arm, as that
the danger is much lessened of being insensi-

bly beguiled by the spirit of the world or of
losing that tenderness of conscience, which is

I the ground of a close walking with God unt(

our eternal redemption.
Business, to a proper extent, is benoficia

and necessary ; but not the excess of it, or the

intense application and attention which souk
give to it, and this to secure, not needful fooc

and raiment—remembering that " godlinesf

with contentment is great gain"—but riches

affluence, the ability to make a show, notO'

riety, and greatness among men ;* forget

ting that
" Wealth heap'd on wealth nor truth nor safety buys,

The dangers gather as the treasures rise."

Oh ! for grace to take warning and sit loose

to the world and its uncertain, perishable

riches ; and so to number our daj'^s as to apply

our hearts unto that wisdom and freedum
which consists in obedience to the law of the

>pn it of life in Christ Jesus as the one fliiiu.

eedful.

"Put thou mj" tears into a bottle," is tbi

touching prayer of the Psalmist. He wh{
notes the sparrow's fall will not overlook th(

eyes that weep. The Psalmist probably al

ludes to a custom which still prevails ii

Persia as of old. They bottle up their tearf

in the following manner : As the mourneH
are sitting around and weeping, the mastei

of ceremonies presents each one with a ]]iec(

of cotton wool, with which he wipes ott' hii

tears. This cotton is afterward squeezed intc;

a bottle, and the tears are preserved as t

powerful and efficacious remedy for reviving

a dying man after every other means haf

failed. It is also employed as a charm againsi

evil influences. The practice alluded to was

once universal, as is found by the tear bottlei

which are found in almost every ancient tomti

for the ancients buried them with their deal
as a proof of their affection.

|

For "The Friend."!

Religious Items, &c. \

Camp-Meeting Backsliding.—A Methodiai
paper {The Christian Advocate) commenting
on this subject says, that much backsliding

occurs at most camp-meetings, and so much
at some a? to neutralize their eft'ects for good,

" Where the spirit of the occasion is that ol

an excursion, and two tides are contending,

the tide of frivolity and the tide of devotion,

and the former prevails, then much backslid-

ing is sure to follow."
" In any case the listening to and compare

ing many preachers, the great sermons de-

livered hy men of high repute, great ettbrte

made by ambitious young men, the hearing ol

solemn appeals without corresponding ettoits,

whether of sinners to repent, or of Christians

to grow in grace, or lead their friends to Christ,

may have an unfavorable eft'ect on the divine

life. Many return with deadened sensibilities

to their homes."
" But of all the clangers to which Christians

are exposed, the most insidious is that oi

mingling speculation in lots with high re-^

ligious fervor—a hymn-book in one packet,

* A pious English writer of the last century, in set-

ting forth, somewhat ironically, the amount that, with
some, appeared to be their ideal of a snfBciency of
" filthy lucre" with their measure of faith, thus showeth:
They wish to secure about fifty thousand pounds ass
standing fund. Then about ten thousand more for con-

tingencies, as a rainy day or the like. Then ten thon-

d more to educate their children upon. And when
they thus have accumulated some seventy or seventy-
five thousand pounds, they can set up and contentedly
'"ve upon faith.
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a iiv

i-:iin iu another, ready to be pro
lutvlj', or as occasion may require
exhortation, and of bargain and
same time struggling lor utter

s we add the remark, that open air
such as were often held by both

To
;eti

iends and Methodists in their early dnya,
re frequently blessed of the Lord. Yet

lien they were able to procure houses to
et in, so situated as to accommodate the
jple, the necessity for such outside gather-

reat measure ceased. The novelty
d excitement attendant on a camp-meeting,
i the unsettling effects of claims on the at-
ition by surrounding objects, are calculated
hinder rather than promote that mental
tlement which is a favorable condition for
iring the voice of the Eedeemer as He
aks to the soul.

Persian Jews.—There is a great awakening
ong the Jews at Hamadeii, Persia. Forty
n are believers, besides women and chil-
in, though some of tbem are now deterred
m confesssing their faith by fear of perse-

lion. Five men have been received into the
It is of no ordinary interest to know

^t close by the reputed tomb of Mordecai
1 Esther, a company of the children of
ael sht)uld be meeting regularly twice a
ek to examine the Law and the Prophets,
1 to consider the Christian faith.

—

Baptist
ekly.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Trees Attractive to Butterflies.—A. E. Bush,
3an Jose, California, writes: " I have been
Monterey, and was fortunate enough to
the ' Butterfly-tree" or trees, as there are

fee of them. These trees are the Monterey
le (Piiiits insignis, Dougl), and are proba-
over one and a half feet in diameter, and
ipletely covered with live butterflies. To
that there are as many butterflies as leaves
'U the trees, would not be a very great ex-
leration. I saw them in the morning
n it was cool and they could not fly very

1, and picked up a dozen from the grass in

w seconds. A lady resident informed me
t for the twelve years she had lived there
appearance had been the same."

—

Am.

Tabits of the Blue-Jay.— I have often
ught there is one marked difference be-
sen the blue-jays of Western New York
Pennsylvania, as I knew them when a
foi-ty j'ears ago, and ours here in Iowa,

those days there were still deep woods in

t region, where great groves of pine and
"lock had never been disturbed by the
)dman's axe. These dark recesses were
)rite resorts of the blue-jay. Ourjaj's are

y tame, almost half domesticated, coming
ly to our barn-yards and corn-cribs, and
)ing themselves in a bold, confident way,
n robbing the nest of a hen or a duck, as
ly as they perpetrate the same depreda-
8 upon the robins and thrushes. Some
rs ago, so tame are they here, a little

ghter of a friend of mine saw a blno-jay

y busily picking at some object, doubtless
ear of corn. Approaching stealthily she
)ped her hands upon his sides and captured
1

!

t is amusing to see them eat a kernel of
large western corn. They cannot swal-

low the grains whole, and are compelled to
break them. This they do with powerful
strokes of their bills, while holding the grai
on the ground or other hard substance with
one foot. These strokes came down as sys^
tematically as a blacksmith hits a hot iron
with his hammer.

It seems to me this difference in the habits
niay be largely due to the scarcity of ti

in this rcixiiin, which makes it a necessity for
them to live iioai- liie abodes of men.— C'. Al-
drich, Wchsfi'f ('Ify, Iowa.

In the U]j])er part of Sonoma county, Cal.,
a railroad track crosses a deep ravine upon
the upright trunks of tall trees, which have
been sawed off' upon a horizontal line. In
the centre of the ravine a firm support is

furnished by two huge redwood trees which
tave been lopped off' seventy-five feet above
the ground.
Dried Fruit.—An enormous increase in the

evaporated fruit business is taking place in

western New York, the recent legal ik'cisiciii

that there is no monopoly ofthe sul|)hiu- pro-
cess of bleaching having had a stiniulutiiii;-

effect upon the industry. The opinion of
American experts is, that the fruit can be
dried by the evaporator cheaper than by
sunlight, and the product is immeasurably
better. A single New York firm last year
evaporated twenty thousand bushels, and
bought fruit evaporated bv others equivalent
to three hundivil iIiousuimI bushels. Of this
a London house to,,k .me liiiielred and sixt}'

tons, and has doubled its order. The growers
throughout New York State are preparing to
develop the foreign market for this product.
Each evaporator will dry one hundred bush-
els of apples a day. Girls are employed at
the work, and earn fro-m sixty cents to a del
lar a day. After the apples are pared and
sliced, wiiieh is performed at one operation,
they are bleached by exposure to sulphur
fumes for about an hour ; afterwards they are
evaporated, and the double process keeps
them edible for an almost indefinite period—Farmers' Union.

THE FRIEND.
ISriNTH MONTH 24, 1881.

Before this paper reaches the eyes of our
readers, they will have heard of the decease
of our late' President, James A. Garfield,
which occurred about 10.30 p. ji., on the 19th
inst., near Long Branch on the coast of New
Jersey.

This issue of the murderous assault on this
estimable man has been for some time fore-
hadowed by the gradually increasing s_ym]i-

toras of con.stitutional derangement, and the
failure of strength. But though not unlooked
for by many, perhaps most, intelligent ob-
servers, it nevertheless brings with it solemn

'ings; and the hearts of thousands, we be-
e, have been lifted up to Him who ruleth

over the children of men, with desires that
He would careforour nation, and cause even
the wrath of man to praise Him. It is the
blessing of the Lord that is the only sure
foundation for the happiness and prosperity
of any people. Where a people do not abide
under the fear of Him who pulleth down and
setteth up at His pleasure, there is nothing
that will keep them in the paths of self-

restraint, and prevent the growth of corrup-
tion and selfishness; and these eventually
lead to the overthrow of liberty, and to
national suffering.

The Prophet Isaiah declares that when the
judgments of the Lord are on the earth, the
inhabitants of the world will learn righteous-
ness. If the people of the United States,
and those of other nations who have sympa-
thized with them and with the family of our
murdered President, should learn a lesson of
righteousness from this event, this afflicting
dispensation will indeed prove a blessing to
them. It ought to teach us to be more cool
and moderate in our political efforts ; and
especially should it unite all parties in an
earnest effort to remove from the contingen-
cies of constantly recurring elections the
tenure of the numerous subordinate offices

controlled by the Kx.'ciitives of the United
States, and of the Slates individually.
The profound syni]):ilhy which the shoot-

ing of President Garfield has excited in all

parts of the countrj-, has strongly tended to
liind together the inhabitants of'the different
sections

; and thus to promote that unity of
feeling which ought to exist between the vari-
ous portions of a nation, and which is peculi-
arly important to a people scattered over
such an immense range of territory as the
United States possess.

Many also have learned to realize more
fully than heretofore, that nations as well as
individuals are dependent on Divine pro-
tection.

The composure and resignation which the
President has manifested during his illness,

have endeared him to the hearts of many.
We hope that he was prepared for the solemn
change which awaits all the living. If it is

his blessed experience to have exchanged an
earthly mansion for one of those prepared in
Heaven for the followers of the Lord Jesus,
there is no cause to mourn for him.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—On Sixth-day the 16th instant,

President Garfield had a chill, followed by fever, and
a profuse perspiration. This was regarded as a symp-
tom of further disintegration of the affected lung. A
daily recurrence of the chill and fever followed, with
progre-ssiveloss of strength, until the evening ofSecond-
day, the 19th instant, when the President passed away
at thirty-five minutes after 10 o'clock. About twenty
minutes before his close, he called attention to a severe
pain in the left chesi, which was thought to be of cardiac
origin, and to have been a symptom of the immediate
cause of death. Chester A. Arthur took the oath of
office as President of the United States, at his residence
in New York, the same night.

General Hancock will detail a special court martial
to try Sergeant Mason, who attempted to shoot Guiteau.
Additional reports from the burned region in Michigan
show that whole families have been left entirely desti-
tute of clothing; that_ between Port Austin and Cass
City people have nothing to subsist on except potatoes
dug from the ground, and corn roasted by the fires.

Within thirty miles of Cass City 12-5 families were
sleeping in the fields, with no cover whatever, some
being so stripped that they were ashamed to .show them-

"ves, and have sent one or two persons to obtain sup-
plies for three or four naked families who were huddled
together."

The smoke from the forest fires in Michigan, has
covered Lake Huron from one end to the other, and
sailors report that navigation is rendered very difiicult
in consequence, and in many cases vessels have taken
shelter in convenient harbors, their masters fearing to
proceed. Despatches from East Tawas and other points
on the Lake Huron coast state that the whole country
is enveloped in blinding smoke, and that the heat is

almost unbearable.
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Forest fires near Carthage, New York, have destroyed

timber, crops and stock and about twenty dwellings.

Three men who went into the burning woods on Sixth-

day morning have not been heard of since.

The weather has been unusually cold at various points

in the West and Northwest for several days. On Sixth-

day night snow fell between DeSoto, twenty miles west

of Chicago, and points in Nebraska. The snow fell to

a depth of two inches at Omaha. There was a white

frost around Kansas City, Missouri, on Sixth-day morn-
ing.

A violent storm at Duluth, on Sixth-day, did great

damage to property. For four hours the wind blew at

the rate of forty-one miles per hour, and for fifteen

minutes it reached a velocity of seventy-one miles.

A forest fire in Marin county, California, is spread-

ing. It has burned over the Throckmorton ranch of

16,000 acres, and on First-day the flames extended up
the northern slope of Mount Tainalpais to its summit.
Thus far, 16,000 acres in all have been burned over,

and the town of Sancelito is threatened.

It is said the cranberry crop of New Jersey this sea-

son will be a plentiful one, and the berries of good
quality.

Nearly six hundred and fifty Mormon recruits for

Utah, gathered in England and Scandinavia, arrived

in New York by the steamer Wyoming, from Liver-

pool.

Two agents of Texas and New Mexico railroad com-
panies have been in China contracting for Chinese labor

for the roads. The steamer Oceanic is expected to ar-

rive at San Francisco shortly with 1000 coolies.

of the Irish question. Once and for all, Ireland must
understand that this kingdom is and will continue to

be a politically united kingdom. Great Britain will

no more tolerate secession than the United States toler-

ated it in 1860." The same paper in another leader

says : It would be well if the numbers of imprisoned

"suspects" were increased by some Irish- Americans,
who, not out of patriotism, but of spite against every-

thing English, have been at no pains to conceal their

advocacy of armed insurrection.

If there is a semi-military police, if there are soldiers

and Coercion acts in Ireland, the English people de-

plore such means of government. But it is the attitude

of a section of the Irish people themselves, under un-

scrupulous leaders, which has rendered these things

The Pall 3Idl Gazette says : "The significance of the

fact that the Irish National Convention has decided to

give the Land act a trial, or, to use Parnell's expres-

sion, to ' test it,' is not obscured by the passing of a

dozen resolutions in favor of national self-government,

or the delivery of innumerable fiery invectives against

England."
A semi-oflicial note announces that the French troops

will shortly be able to take the ollensive vigorously at

all points in Tunis.

The Geographical Congress has adopted a resolution

highly approving General Turr's plan for a canal

through the Isthmus of Corinth.

Rome, 9th mo. 19th.—The Diritto, a Ministerial

organ, says: "In view of the disastrous results of the

harvest in some districts, the Government lias arranged

are to receive $1.25 per day and transportation to the
j

to expedite plans affording employment. The Minister

scene of their work. of Agriculture has published returns showing the pro

The report of the Registrar of the Board of Health duct of wheat to be generally scanty ;
that of maize is

shows that 345 deaths occurred in this city last week, I similar in character, except in a few localities. No
an increase of 43 over the corresponding week of last, better result is expected from the orange, lemon and

year, and a decrease of 74 from the week ending 9th olive crops. Tobacco is below the average. The crops

mo. 10th, 1881. One hundred and fifty of these were ' of potatoes, flax and hemp have been good. There are

ten years of age or under : 48 died of consumption, 37 ; favorable prospects in regard to the vintage and the

of marasmus, 26 of cholera infantum and 20 of typhoid rice crop."

fever.
|

The i)ai/i/ A'eio.s states that the Russian journals pub-

Markets, <fcc.—U. S. 3.Vs, 101} a lOlf; 43's, 113|-; lish liberal details of the diphtheria, now epidemic in

4's, registered, 116}; coupon, 1171; small, 117}; cur-

rency 6'.s, 132.

Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice in

price or demand ; sales of middlings are reported at 12i
a 12J cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white at 7i a 8} cts. for ex-

port, and 8J- a 8.J cts. per gallon for home use.

Flonr.—Flour continues scarce and in demand at full

prices. Sales of superfine at $4.75 a $5 ; western and
Pennsylvania extras, at $5.60 a $6 ; 200 barrels Minne-
sota extras, clear, choice, at t7.2o ; 300 barrels Minne-
sota extras, clear, straight, at $7.25 a ^^7.50 ; 260 barrels

Pennsylvania extra family, good, at $7.25 ; 600 barrels

do. do. choice, at $7.30 a $7.37i ; 400 barrels Ohio do.

do. choice, at $7.25 a $7.60; 'l60 barrels Minnesota
patents, choice, at $8.-50 ; 200 barrels do. do., high grade,

at $8.75 ; 100 barrels Wisconsin patent at $8 ; 200 bar-

rels winter wheat patents at $8, and 1100 barrels city

mills family on private terms. Rye flour sells at r6.25

a $6.50 per barrel. Corn meal was inactive, and no
sales have been reported. Feed was dull. Sales of two
cars winter bran, track, at $22 per ton; one of spring

do. at $20 per ton.

Grain.—Wheat was dull, unsettled, and prices a fr

tion lower. Sales of 7000 bushels No. 2 red at S1.42 a

$1.45, as to quality and location ; 2700 bushels do. at

$1.45 ; 2000 bushels do. at $1.44| ; 1700 bushels do. at

$1.44^. Rye was scarce and in demand at $1 per bushel.

Corn wa-i dull ; about 11,000 bushels sold in lots at 72
cts. for yellow, 72 cts. for mixed, 70 cts. for steamer, 70
cts. for No. 3, 70 cts. per bushel for rejected, and 25,-

000 bushels sail, mixed corn, at 69J a 70 cts. Oats
were firmer; sales of 9000 bushels white at 47
and rejected and mixed at 46 cts. per bushel, and 20,000
bushels 2 white oats at 47} cts.

Beef cattle were in better demand this week, and
prices were firm : 4000 head arrived and sold at 3\ a 6j
cts. per lb., as to condition.

Sheep were in demand at an advance: 8000 head ar-

rived and sold at the different yards at 3j a 5J cts., for

common to good, and lambs at 4 a 7f cts. per pound, as

to condition.

Hogs were active and higher ; 3900 head arrived

and .sold at the different yards at 8 a lOJ cts., the latter

rate for extra fat hogs.

Foreign.—The Times, in a leading article discussing

the National Land League Convention, says: "The
note which the Land Leaguers uniformly breathe is

the note of continued agitation. There is no sign, from
first to last, of any intention on the part of men wl
live by agitation to accept the Land act as a settlement

It is reported that in certain communities and
parishes all the children under fifteen years old have
died. The origin of the attack dates from 1872,

the disease first appeared in Bessarabia. Since then it

spread far and wide over the south of the Empire
whence it lately began to make rapid progress toward:

the east and the northwest. In Pultawa, a province of

considerably less than 200,000 inhabitants, there have
been 45,543 cases : 18,765 were fatal.

Lemlierg, 9th mo. 17th.—The Dz'ennik publishes a

telegram from Kremenets, in the Government of Vol
hynia, stating that the cholera has broken out at that

place, and that the schools have been closed.

The new Welland Canal in Ontario was opened on

Seventh-day, the American steamer D. M. Dickinson

passing through.
The President of Mexico, in his speech at the open

ing of the Mexican Congress, congratulated the people

on the existing peace and prosperity ; said the relations

with foreign powers were friendly
;
predicted the speed;

suppression of frontier raids, and detailed the many
public improvements completed or under way. He
referred to the wounding of President Garfield, " the

upright and virtuous citizen, who exercises the chief

magistracy of the United States," as a " most deplora

ble misfortune."

Buenos Ayres, 9th mo. 19th.—A de.spatch from San
tiago announce.s that Dr. Santa Mariah has been in

stalled as President of Chili.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Committee who have charge of this institution,

meet in Philadelphia on Sixth-day, 9th month 30th

The Committee on Admissions and the Committee
on Instruction meet on the same day, at 9 A. m.
The Visiting Committee meet at the school on Second

day evening, 9th mo. 26th. For the accommodation o

this committee, conveyances will be in waiting at Street

Road Station on the arrival of trains which leave Phil
adelphia at 2.30 and 5 p. m.

Wm. Evans, Clerk.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INS.\NE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty third Ward,) Philadelphi

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of

Managers.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Richard M. Acton, N. J., $2.10, '

55, and for William C. Reeve, $2.10, to No. 14, vol. 56

from Mary Hacket, O., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Jam(

Woody, Agent, Ind.,$2.10, vol. 55, and for Israel Hal

Isaac N. Coffin and Henry Coate, $2.10 each, vol. 55

from George D. Smith, O., $2.10, vol. 55; from Eliz!

beth Satterthwaite, Pa., perR. P. Lovett,$2.10, vol.

for Joseph Kaighn, N. J., $2.10, vol. 65; from Richar

Elias Ely, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Henry Newton, En;

10s. vol.'55 ; from John E. Sheppard, N. J., $2.10, vo

55; from Joseph Tatnall, Del., $2.10, vol. 55, and fc

Ashlon R. Tatnall, $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Charles Lippii

cott, N. J., $2.10, vol. $55 ;
from Sarah T. WarriuKtoi

N. J., $2. 10, vol. 55; from James R. Cooper, Pa.,S2.1(j

vol.55, and forCharles Cooper, J. Morris Cooper, Lettic

Thompson and Lucy Cope, $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from Ni

thaniel H. Brown, City, $2, vol. 55, and for Melioer

"rown, $2, vol.55; for Edward T. Bedell, lo., $2.1!

vol. 55 ; from Mary Ann Sharpless, Pa., $2.10, vol. 56

from Micajtih Emmons, lo., per Samuel W. Stanle;

$2.10, vol. .55; from William Smedley, Pa., $2.10, vo

65 ; from Edward G. Smedlev, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55 ; froi

William Webster, Pa., $2.10' to No. 11, vol. 56 ; froi

Samuel Hoopes, Pa., per Thomas M. Harvey, Agl

$2.10, vol. 55; from Henry "W. Robert.s, N. J., $2.1'

vol. 55; from Larkin Pennell,Gtn., $2.10, vol. 55, an'.

for Martha L. Scott, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55; from Mahlo'

Tomlinson, lo., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Thomas Emmon
Agent, Jo., for David Holloway, John Lipsey, an

Thomas Blackburn, $2.10 each, vol. 65 ;
from Josep;

Hall, Agt., lo., for Thomas Heald, Lindley H. Holli

way, Nathan Satterthwaite, Lindley Heald, Aaron B
berts, John Thomas, Esther Fogg, Israel Walker, an

Wilson C. Hirst, $2,10 each, vol. 55, and for Simon C

McGrew, iLlO, to No. 27, vol. 55 ; from Richard E
terbrook, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55, and for Charlotte 1

Tilton and Alexander C. Wood, $2.10 each, vol. 5E

from Joshua Haight, Agt.. N. Y., $2.10, vol. 55, at

for William Breckon, H. S. Haight, and Levi H. A
water, *2.10 each, vol. 55 ; for Sarah T. House, Vi

$2.10, vol. 55; from Edward Comfort, Gtn., $2.10, vc

55 ; from Rebecca E. Bacon, City, $2, vol. 55 ; froi

Charles B. Sheppard, Pa., per J. T. Ballinger, Aj

$2,10, vol. 55.

ived after Fourth-day morning, will i

appear in the Receipts untd the following week.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session begins on Second-day, 10(

mo. 31st, 1881. Parents and others intending to sei

pupils are requested to make early application

Jonathan G. Williams, Supt., (address, Westt«»j

P. O., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. AlleJ
Treasurer, 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Married, 9th mo. 15th, 1881, at Friends' Meetif^j

house, Marshallton, Chester county, Penna., JosEFj

Scattergood, of West Chester, Pa., to Mary Aij:|

daughter of Ann and the late Samuel Cope, of Eaj!

Bradford township, Chester Co.
'

•i

Died, 4th month 17th, 1881, at the residence of hij

son-in-law, Joshua Taylor, near Tecumseh, Michigajj

Ann W. Comfort, widow of the late Aaron ComfoiJ

(formerly of Bucks Co., Penna.,) in her eighty-seven .

year. For one of so advanced age her mental faculli

remained very clear to the last. Throughout a loi(

life she strove to live in accordance with the will of hi

Heavenly Father, and the earnest desire that her fail

should not fail in the hour of death, was granted in

remarkable manner, and the blessed promise, " I wi

keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on tb

because he trusteth in thee," was evidently her hap],

experience. I

, at his residence in Baltimore, Md., on till

morning of the 25th of 8th month, Jacob BaldbI
ston, in the 71st year of his age, a member of Baltimdj

Monthly Meeting. This dear Friend's illness, wKBl
was short and severe, he herewith patience, remarkilll

on one occasion, that if he were not permitted to r

main longer here, he was ready and willing to go, tru

ing entirely in the Saviour. Near the close he request

to have read to him the 17th chapter of John ;
thii.

taking an affectionate farewell of those around hiif

said, " I want you all to meet me in heaven, 'Bless til

Lord, O my soul, bless his holy name.'"

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Negotiations with the Ute Indians.

[n The Council Fire for the Ninth month,
B. Meacham describes his conference with

I Utes on the Uintah Agency in Utah, re-

cting the .settlement among them of tlieir

iian brethren from White Eiver. It was
icrstood that some dissatisfaction existed.

I the Agent of the Uintahs was evidently
)rehen.sive of trouble in the future. The
lians who wandered into the Commis-
lers' camp, frequently spoke of their chief
abby," on whose arrival some understand-
would be had with regard to the business

tters. The account saj's:

—

We had been in camp ten days when
bby returned from Salt Lake City, where
had been, probably, for counsel with his

nnon friends, when he made his appear
e in our camp at the head of a delegation
Uintahs, who had left their harvest fields

in attendance upon the head of the
)tah Utes when he should speak for hit

pie.

This delegation c ame in a body, all un
led, and without the accompaniments of
usual Indian forms of parade. Except for
ir color and an occasional lock of long hair,

y were not unlike ordinary farmers.
Tabby was introduced by some of his fol-

ers, and, ailer shaking hands and all were
ted, an Indian announced that 'Tabby
le to talk.' Nearly all the Uintahs talk a
and understand more or less of the Eng-
language, yet none of them are reallj-

ipetent interpreters. Eealizing the neees-
' for a correct understanding of what should
ispire, we insisted on having the best in-

)reter possible. The Indians were unani-
is in naming one of their number, known
Yank.' Yank being some distance away

3 sent for. Meanwhile Mr. French brought
hot coffee, canned fruits, ginger snaps,
crackers, corned beef, &c., which were

taken of with great pleasure hj our dark
tah visitors.

Chief Tabby is a man of perhaps seventy
rs of age, wears a small white mustache,
irge in size, and with a great deal of dig-
r and personal presence. Upon the com-
of Yank, the chief said :

' I came to pay my respects to you and
yon know that my heart is all right toward
shington,' meaning the Department, 'and

all peo])le. I have kept the words given
many years ago by Washington, and I 1

done all that I was told to do. Washington
told me to make a farm and learn to live like
white men, and I have done it. I have not
learned very fa.st, but I have done the very
best I could, and now I have wheat growin
I have corn growing;' I have watermelons
growing, and I have something to live upon
Y'ou may tell Washington that I have kept
his law.

^
" ' Now, I do not say that the White Eiver

Utes shall not come here, but I want to un-
derstand about this money they arc getting.
My people have killed no white men, and they
get no money and but few goods. I came
here to get an understanding of this matter.
I do not say it is not right, but I don't know
how it is, and that is what I want to know.
I anrnot afraid to talk.'

' This speech was delivered with an earnest-
ness that made it interestingly eloquent, and
it demanded a plain, intelligent answer. For
twenty years we had heard the same puzzling
proposition made by peaceable Indians :

' Why
do you give money to Indians who kill j'our
people?' This is the wa}^ nearly all peace-
ably-disposed uncivilized Indians think and
talk upon this subject. I had met this ugly
proposition before,' and I felt the responsibility
of the hour."

" Eelying upon a Higher Power for wisdom,
and upon the good sense of these half-civilized

people, after a few preliminary remarks and
compliments upon Tabby's speech and the
general appearance of the Uintahs, I told
them that there was no subject that I was
afraid to talk about. We had been sent here
from Washington to pay money to the White
Eiver Utes and to hunt up homes for them
The money is not given to the White Eiver
Utes to pay them for killing Agent Meeker
and other white men. That is a mistake.
The Government never pays anybody for
going wrong. The White Eiver" Utes did
wrong in killing white men, and the Govern-
ment punishes them for it by taking their
country from them. The money they get is

very small pay for such a country. It is the
Ute who pays for killing men. He loses the
country his father gave him and he can never
et it again. He is now a man without a

country. He can call no place his home. He
's a wanderer ; an orphan. He is like a child
vithout a father. The Government pitied
him, notwithstanding his crimes, and in char-
ty gives a few dollars to every one each year
to help him along. Washington said :

' These
people must have some place to live.' He
looked around and saw this beautiful valley.
He saw that there was more land than the
Uintahs could use. The Uintahs had kept
peace with white men and they are, nearly
all of them, farmers. They were a long ways
head of the White Elvers. Thej- are friends.

The Uintahs are good people and know how
to make a living by farming. They can show

the White Rivers how to work their horses
in wagons and plows. Then Washington said :

' The Uintahs are far ahead of the White
Eivers

;
we must give them some wagons and

harness, plows and mills and schools and all
these things, until they are up even with the
Uintahs.'

" ' The White Eiver Utes did not come here
to take your farms. They will take land that
you cannot use. We want you to work right
along and not turn back. You must not feel
badly about the White Eiver Utes getting
money and beef and fiour, and new wagons
and plows, and all these things. These are
all the^^ will have to show for all that great
country which they lost by fighting. I have
told you now all you asked to know. If there
is anything more you want to ask about, I
am ready to tell you. All Indians must come
'nto the white men's road. Some of them
are slow coming, but they will come in a few
years. There is no other way to live in peace.
All must have one law, one religion, one
school. All were made by one Hand, and all

are children of one Father.'

Not a word was missed. Every Indian
seemed to understand all that had been said.
Once more Tabby arose as his people turned
their eyes upon him. He began with great
deliberation, but with unusual animation. His
eye kindled and his face lighted up with a
smile as he talked, giving his speech an agree-
able emphasis. There was no mistake in his
meaning. He said :

' I have heard all your
words, and I understand them. I shall not
lose them. They fill my heart full, I want
you to tell Washington that I am glad I came
here to find out about paying money to the
W^hite Eiver Utes. I see it diffei-ent from
what I did before I came. I understand what
I did not understand. Tell Washington that
it is all right to give money to the White
Eiver Utes. It is all right for them to come
here. Tell Washington that I have been hold-
ing back because I did not know how it was,
and I have not made the White Eiver Utes
welcome. Now I will send word for them to
come and share our land with us. Tell him,
me nor mj- people will turn back. Now that
we understand eveiything we will go ahead
farming, and we will show the White Eiver
Utes how to plow and cut grain. Tell him
our hearts are all right now, and that every-
thing is all right. Tell him all this for me.'

This speech met with a heart}' approval
byallpresent, buttheold man wasnotthrough.
He turned now toward his own, and not need-

an interpreter, he broke out in impas-
sioned speech of great power and of some
minutes' length.

" Our interpreter, Yank, was too intenselj^

interested to translate for us as Tabby spoke,
but with a motion of his hand said, 'By and
by, I tell 3'ou.' When Tabby sat down, silence

followed for some minutes. At length Yank
remarked, ' Now, I tell you. He said. " I am
an old man, not long you will see me liere. 1
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feel that I am nothing. I cannot make a

blade of grass grow ; I cannot make a leaf

grow ; I cannot make the land, I cannot malte

the flowers. The white man cannot make
these things. Only one person can make
them—the One who lives above. He made
everything—the grass, the leaves, the water

to run and the mountains. He made all kinds

of men. He put us here and sent the white

men here. He wants us all to live like broth-

ers. We have worked a long time, try hard

to get up to the white man. He is still ahead

of us, but we are coming up to him. We will

not turn back, we will not make war on any
people, we will help the White River Utes,

we will keep all that we have heard, we will

go back to our farms and save the wheat, and

then we will have time to all come back and

talk a great deal and find out many things

we want to know. We will get overythin;_

well understood, so that there shall be no

blood on this ground. We have had things

made plumb and straight, and we are satisfied

no blood will fall upon this land on account

of these people coming here. The eyes of th

One who lives above are upon us, and we wil

not make them ashamed of us. He will watch
out for us. We will not fear that He will de-

ceive us. My people, I am an old man, I shall

never talk much more.'
" This is substantial!}' Tabby's speech to his

people. Nowhere have we seen more thought-

ful dignity than in this meeting. We felt a

cloud roll oft' and could laugh at a warning
we received from Ashley valley, twenty-five

miles east, a few hours later, to the effect

'that the Indians have given all white men
two weeks' notice to leave the country.'

'• Another mile-stone has been passed and we
are thankful that peace reigns and pi-omises

to reign over the designs of all evil-minded

persons until we can all, without regard to

race or color, say, ' This is our country, our
home,' with one God and one law over all.

A. B. M.
"Uintah Agency, Utah, Ang. 14th, 1881."

Testimonies to the Truth.

(Concluded from page 53.)

When we come to believe in the inward
and spiritual appearance of Christ, and to

know the work of sanctification, we cannot
have a slight esteem of, nor disbelieve or un-

dervalue, what the Lord Jesus Christ hath

done for us in his person ; but we shall come
to find the benefit, gain, advantage and profit

of it redounding to our souls, through that

one offering, when He offered himself, through
the eternal Spirit, as a lamb without spot.

He offered himself once for all, and we have
the benefit of it when we come to receive

Him, live in obedience to Him, and answer his

requirings, and w'alk in the Spirit ; and then
as the Apostle saith :

" If we walk in the
Spirit, we shall not fulfil the lusts of the flesh,

for all that is in the world, the lusts of the

flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of

life, is not of the Father, but is of the world,

and the world passeth away, and the lust

thereof, but he that doth the will of God
ubideth foi-ever."

Therefore see to it, you that make a pro-

fession of it, see that as you have received

the Lord Jesus Christ you walk as He walked,
that you live in the Spirit and walk in the
Spirit, and not fulfil the lusts of the flesh

;

that j'ou live not in malice, envy or bitterness,

and so grieve the good Spirit of God, and

bring a burthen njion the souls of the right-

eous.

We that are come to the sight and vision

of heavenly things, and have the mysteries

of the kingdom of God opened to us, are come
to be partakers of the gift of charity, which

a more excellent way ; if this be wanting,

all is wanting. What doth the Apostle saj' ?

Though I speak with the tongues of men
and angels, and have not charity, I am be-

come as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal

;

and though I have the gift of prophecy, and
understand all mj'steries and all knowledge,

and though I have all faith, so that I covdd

remove mountains, and have no charity, I am
nothing; and though I bestow all my goods

to the poor, and though I give my body to be

bui-ned, and have not charity, it profits me
nothing."

Those things have been often said and de-

clared to you, friends, and I have now this

general testimony to give, in the dread and

fear of the Lord God ; they that love God
above all, will love their neighbor as them-

selves, they will love those that are the friends

of God and of his people ; nay, it is a duty
incumbent on them, a new commandment,
saith our Saviour, " I give unto you, that ye
love one another; as I have loved you, that ye
also love one another. By this shall all men
know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love

one to another." And we are not onlj' to

ove one another, but to love our enemies

olestation. Oh that that we may be sensi-

ble of the wonderful love and mercy of God
to us

!

And, Friends, it greatly concerns us to bt

careful in the whole course of our lives, thai

we maj' not give any occasion for the obstruct

ing or hazarding of the present peace and

liberty we enjoj'. O ! there should be a seri-

ous care and tender regard to God's glory

and the honor of his great and excelleni

name ; and also, a care and concern for thf

reputation of our religion, and religious so

cieties, that none may have any occasion oi

just ground to bespatter and reproach us, and

render us odious to' the government undei

which we live.

Blessed be the name of the Lord, for th(

freedom and quiet seasons we enjoy, and tha'

are continued by the mighty arm and powei

of the Lord ; let all our souls bow before Him
and let us walk and live in a continual sub

jectiou to his Divine wisdom and will, tha

our souls may be all bound up in the bundli

of life, that we may serve the Lord with sin

eerity and perseverance to the end of ou

days, that then an abundant entrance maj

be ministered to us, into the everlasting king

dom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.—

John Vaughton, Ath mo. Ist, 1694.

For " The Friend."

Inconsistencies of War.

Quest. What is it that makes a man a mm
ierer in the eye of the world, the crime to bithis our Lord Jesus Christ commanded us.

Mat. V. 44, 45. "But I say unto you, lovelexpiated by hanging on the gallows

your enemies, bless them that curse you, do Ans. To kill one of his fellow-men.

good to them that hate you, and pray for Q. What constitutes a man a hero, and ti

them that despitefully use you and persecute
1 have his name heralded from land to lanfl

you, that ye may be the children of your
! and from shore to shore?

Father which is in heaven, for He causetli his A. To slay thousands of his fellows on thi

sun to shine on the evil and on the good, and sanguinary field of savage warfare,

sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust."
j Q. Is it either right oV expedient, that thi

Now, my friends, that 3^ou may keep ill this laws of men should supersede those of Go(

love of God and love to one another, is the
| who saith, "Do not kill?"

desire and breathing of my soul, that so your A. No : Peter and John when examined be

faith may stand not in the wisdom of men's i fore the people and elders of Israel, "answerei

words, but in the power of God. This power and said unto them. Whether it be right ii

will bring down every high thought and, the sight of God to hearken unto you mor
imagination into subjection and obedience to than unto God, judge ye."

Christ, that we may walk before Him to all '^

well-pleasing, that when we come to die, we The taking of oaths is not a Christian in

may lay down our heads in peace, and be stitution. We inherit it from Pagan time!
' Greeks and Eomans swore by all the gods ii

the calendar. The Hebrews may perhaps b

claimed as examples, but He whose authorit;

most weighs with us did not think so. Al

tempts have been made to reconcile th

practice of judicial swearing with the injum

tion "Swear not at all," but they cannot b

i-egarded as successful. The judicial oath i

an instance of the way in which the Stat

has always made free with religion for if

own purposes, the general result being th»

while much harm has been done to rcligio

very little good has accrued to the State, j

religious man must surely feel distresee

when he thinks of the extent to which th

highest sanctions of i-eligion are profaned i

thousands of instances every day, the "S
help you God " issuing glibly from the lipsc

attorneys, magistrates' clerks, and court criei

under circumstances almost precluding an

idea of reverence. The Supreme Being :

thus pressed into our legal machinery as

matter of convenience, and is practicaUi

treated as a legal fiction, except in cases t

perjury. As for perjury, it is committ*
everj' day in the Divorce Court, and no e,'l

found of Him in peace, without spot and
blameless ; and, at the end of our days, wo
may receive the end of our faith, the salvation

of our immortal souls.

Friends, to the gi-ace of God I commend
you, the Lord God of life preserve and keep
you ; that you may be safe in the hands of

God, and abide under the shadow of his wing,

and be surrounded with his almighty arm,
who hath hitherto preserved us in all our
solemn meetings and assemblies, when the
enemies of God's truth have risen up against

us; the remembrance of it should be sweet
and pleasant to us, when the floods of the un-

godly were mustered up against us, and some-
times hauled us out of our meetings to gaols

and prisons, for bearing testimony to the
truth of God in our day. O the sweet and
comfortable presence of the Lord that then
attended us! and, blessed be his name. He
waited to be gracious to us, and did work
manifold deliverances for us. Praise and glory

be given to the eternal and Almighty God,
whose Divine power and providence bath
brought a calm over the nation, so that now
we enjoy our meetings without trouble and
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tai))t is or can be made to prevent it, public
ciiiion maintaining that there are circum-
BUices in which a man would commit a

leach of honor if he hesitated to swear
i si'ly. Can anything be done to arrest this

( U riiuation of public morals? One thing
H k'usi we can do. Wc can put an end to

[.LilUiiily.

—

Manchester Times {Eng.)

"Truthful Singing."

;nin- up a ])apcr sonictimc ago, the
's attention was arrested by an article

th the above title ; although a part of it was
n off, ho felt interested in what was left,

d thought it might profitably be introduced
the notice of some of the younger readers
" The Friend," who may sometimes indulge
the pleasing, but it is feared seductive prac-
e of singing hymns, and who may never
ve thought of the subject in the light in

lich it is here presented.

Ella," said Julia to her friend, as they
liked home together from the lecture, " Why
I'nt 3^ou sing that last hymn ? It would
ve suited your voice exactly."

Ella was silent a moment, and then replied,

!'o tell the truth, Julia, I could not sing that
mn ; I wish I could

;
I wish I felt such ar-

nt longings for heaven, such an assurance
reaching there; I know such feelings are

ht, but I am afraid I do not possess them."
' But do j'ou never sing words that you do
t actually feel?" asked Julia, adding, " the
mns are all good ; we ought to feel what
vy express, and it does not seem as if it

jld be wrong for any body to sing them."
" But, Julia, would you be so insincere as to

to one for whom you did not care at all,

d tell her how much you loved her or to

ofess to another how much you wished to

lit her, when you would bo very sorry to

!eive an invitation from her?"
'Certainly, I should call that verj- deceit-

," answered Julia, who was really a sincere

1.

f Well, then, dear Julia, it is just for this

ison that I cannot sing all hymns, it is not
fficient that I ought to feel so. I cannot

' I'm fettered and chained np in clay,

I struggle and pant to be free;

I long to be soaring away
My God and my Saviour to see,"

ecause it would not be true in my ease, and
ishould add to the sin of lacking a right

sling, the worse sin, of professing a feeling

aieh I have not. I hope I am a Christian;

reel that I do love the Saviour; I am trying
follow Him ; if it were God's will, I trust I

ould be willing to go ; but I cannot say I

7 to be taken away now ; and dare not say
the presence of the heart-searching God,

ho desireth truth in the inward parts,

Drds which I cannot say from the heart."

Ella stopped, having already said more than
her wont, and Julia, to whom all this

emed to be a new idea, was silent until Vae.y

ached her home. She was not, like her
lend Ella, a Christian, though she was a girl

good principles and religious education.

3 had sung without much thought the

;?mns given out that evening, although thej-

[pressed the ecstasy of Christian rapture,

e utmost devotion of love to Christ, the

;ost intense longings to depart and be with
im. The tunes were sweet, Julia loved to

ag and that was all ; but now, what Ella had

said struck her with force. That verj- even-
ing she had sung

—

" Jerusalem my happy hpme,
Sweet land of rest for thee I sigh," &c.

Here the paper was torn otf, but there is

sufficient to show that it brought thoughtful-
ness to the mind of the .young girl to"whom
it was addressed.

In reading the lives of members of our own
Societj^, who have been brought out of other
religious professions, we frequently find that
their minds were arrested early in their re-

ligious experience with the importance of
giving up the practice of singing words that
they were not in condition truthfully to adopt.
George Fox said, when the priest advised him
to sing psalms, "I was not in a state to sing,

I could not sing." It is said of John Thorp,
that the evening before his decease he related

to his family the following circumstance of
his early life :

" When a boy about fourteen
years of age, my attachment to music and
singing was such that when walking alone in

the lanes and fields of an evening I frequently
gratified myselfby singing aloud, and indulged
therein even after my mind became uneasy
with the practice, until in one of my solitary

evening walks, when in the act of singing, I

heard as it were a voice distinctly say, ' If

thou wilt discontinue that gratification, thou
shalt be made partaker of a much more per-

fect harmony.' " So powerful was the impres-
sion then produced, that he added, he never
afterwards indulged in the practice.

Jno. Gratton* says of his early religious ex-

perience, " My sorrows increased upon me,
and when the people sung psalms in the
steeple-house, and I have been there, I durst
not sing the same saying of David as they
did, it would have been a lie in my mouth,
for I saw I was not in the condition David
was in, nor could I sing it truly as my song,

and if t had I should have said or sung a false

thing as to myself" In the account of Love-
day Henwood, published in " The Friend,"

vol. 51, we find her experience on this subject.
" She had formerly been very fond of singing

hymns, joining in it, as she believed, with the

spirit and the understanding also, and up to

the time of her application for membership,
had not clearly seen the nature of Friends'

testimony respecting it. But about this time
the unfoidings of Divine Light on her under-
standing gave her entirely new views on this

subject. A few weeks before this, she says,

I delighted much in it. I sometimes took the

hymn book and thought I would find a hymn
for the girls to sing, but have been obliged to

shut the book again, and at last I felt a libertj'

to tell them what my views of singing then
were. Being one day down stairs I heard
the girls laughing, and sensibly felt that I

would rather at that time hear them laughing
than singing a hymn, for in this thej' acted

in their own character, but in singing hymns
they would be, though unconsciously, mock-
ing the Most High God." It is related of our
late beloved friend H. Eegina Shober, that

one of the first practices wliich she felt her-

self conscientiously restrained from uniting

in, was the singing of the congregation as a

part of public worship.
Quotations on this subject from the writ-

ings of those who have in their day been
sbininglights in our Society, and have finished

their course with joy, might be multiplied.

* Friends' Library, vol. 9.

Enough, however, has been said to show how
they were led by the Holy Spirit to entirely
relinquish the practice of music in all its forms,
and may perhaps arrest the altentioii of some
of our dear young tViciMls win. have thought
there was no ilangcr in it. May we all, olde:r
and youngei-, be incited to w:[tch over our
conduct even in what are esteemed by some
as little things; and that we may do nothing
to place a stumbling block in the way of
honest inquirers after truth, or before the
children of our own people, whose tender
minds might be hurt bj- seeing those whom
thej' esteem better than themselves, encour-
aging or permitting such indulgences in their
families. " Stand ye in the waj's and see,

and ask for the old paths, where iS the good
way, and walk therein, and ye. shall find'rest
for your souls." Jer. vi. 16.

'• In our (^ua

proper to enffirc

concealed ileaiil\

enforcement woi
general

For " Ttie Friend."

City it is so obviously
he law against carrying
ui»ins that even a partial
be much better than the
I which the subject has

fallen in this luiality ilunng the la-^t twentj^
years, when jn-dliaiiiy the influence olthe civil

war, and the deiiior^ih'zdfinn ,ihr,ujs iii:<eparable

from war of any kind, gave impunity to the
practice of carrying such weapons and of
handling and using them recklessly.

" It seems to us that the whole tone of the
American press needs to be raised and digni-

fied, that the men by whom our newspapers
are controlled need to take a higher view of
the responsibilities of their position than appears
in many instances to be the case at present.

They need to cultivate a keener sense of per-

sonal accountability, and to realize more eft'ect-

ively the range of the power which they are
so often tempted thoughtlessly to exercise."

It was grateful to meet with the above
short editorials, dipt from a city newspaper
of recent date. How desirable to see the sug-

gestions contained in both, and particularly

those in the latter, carried out into ruling,

consistent practice

!

We ofttimes recall the manner of measur-
ing ministers adopted by a good man in his

day, viz : by square measure. Which, by the
way, is no less applicable to editors in their

hardly less responsible because very influen-

tial position. Thus, said the sage measurer
alluded to: -'I have no idea of the size of a
table, if j-ou only tell me how long it is ; but
if you also say how broad, I can tell its dimen-
sions. So when you tell mo what a man is in

the pulpit, you must also tell me what he is

out of it, or I shall not know his size."

Selected for "The Friend."

Backbiters, and Conceited People.

Above all thing, mj' dear children, as to

your communion and fellowship with Friends,

be careful to keep the unity of the faith in the

bond of peace. HaVe a care of reflectors, de-

tractors and backbiters, who undervalue and
undermine brethren behind their backs, or slight

the good and wholesome order of 'Truth, for

preserving things quiet, sweet and honorable

in the church. Have a care of novelties and
aiiy changeable people, the conceited, cen-

sorious and puffed up ; who at last have always

shown themselves to bo clouds without rain,

and wells without water ; who will rather dis-

turb and break the peace and fellowship of

the church, where they dwell, than not have
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their wills and ivnys take place. I charge you

in the fear of the living God, that you care-

lully beware of all such : mark them as the

apostle says, Eom. xvi. 17, and have no fellovv-

Bhij) with them ; but to advise, exhort, entreat

and finally reprove them.— The Advice of Wil-

liam Pennto his Children.

For "The Friend."

" Who is the King of glory ? The Lord strong and

mighty, the Lord mighty in battle. He is the King of

glory."

He, the good Master, is indeed strong and
mighty in battle; He does indeed fight for us.

When our little bark is almost ready to sink,

then are the everlasting arms underneath to

su])port, and to keep us from sinking. Oh
what a good Master ! After such a conflict

as this is over, how precious it is to feel his

love and to receive the " oil of joy for mourn-

ing, and the garment of praise for the spirit

of heaviness."

This state is for those that fear the Lord,

and endeavor, with all the ability they pos

sess, to maintain their faith in the spiritual

battle they have to pass through for their

purification. These will come to experience

that "They that wait upon the Lord shall

renew their strength." He is pleased at times

to give us this spiritual strength, is willing,

as h were, to come and sup with us. We can-

not command these things oui-selves, but wo
must keep up a daily watch ; not only daily,

but oftener than the returning morning must
our minds be turned to these better things,

which ought to be the chief object of our lives.

" We must love the Lord with all our heart,

and all our mind, and ail our strength," then
I believe Ho will not bo wanting on his side,

but will be with us in a manner we cannot
know, if we let ojir ininds drift into an easj',

lukewarm state. And we will find, too, that

He will ofttimes bring precious passages of

Scripture to our remembrance, much to our
comfort.

But wo will come to experience that there

must be a giving up of the whole heart; a

half-way work will not do. We must give up
everything, and be willing to follow Him
withersoever he leadeth, although it may be
in the way of the ci-oss, and wo may think
wo cannot do the things that are required.

Yet we will come to see, if we are ftiithful,

that there will not be more put upon us than
we are able to bear ; neither all at one time,

but gradually ; for He deals gently with his

children—his little ones. And we will find

that hard things will be made easy and bitter

things sweet, and it will come to be a plea-

sure, rather than otherwise, to follow Him in

the way of his loading.

Are there not some who have arrived at

the years of maturity, and still find their time
to bo swiftly passing away, who have once
known the candle of" the Lord to shine upon
them, and have tasted of his goodness, but
have let the things of the woidd come in be-

tween and mar the work on the wheel ? Is

it not time for such to take heed to the still

small voice, which is still pleading with them
at times, ere it is too late? for we read in the
Scriptures of truth, " My Spirit shall not al-

ways strive with man." Awful indeed the
language

!

If any of my readers are sliding into this

state, may you be induced to take warning
by these Scripture words. Attend at once to

what is made known to you ; let not another
opportunity pass by unheeded. So that you

may know the Lord's marvellous light to be
shining upon you and working in you, to your
great comfort and satisfaction. And then,

with his help j'ou may be enabled to "Stand
fast in the liberty wherewith Christ hath
made us free, and be not entangled again
with the yoke of bondage." C.

Selected.

TRUST AND DISTRUST.
Distrust thy.self, but trust His grace

;

It is enough for thee !

In every trial thou shalt trace

Its all-sufficiency.

Distrust thyself, but trust His strength
;

In Him thou shalt be strong

:

His weakest ones may learn at length

A daily triumph-song.

Di.strust thyself, but trust His love

;

Rest in its changeless glow :

And life or death .shall only prove
Its everlasting flow.

Distru.st thyself, but trust alone

In Him, for all—for ever!

And joyously thy heart shall own
That Jesus faileth never.—Frances Ridley Havergal.

Selected.

THE BETTER LAND.
I know not where that city lifts

Its jasper walls in air,

I know not where the glory beams.

So marvellously fair.

I cannot see the waving hands
Upon that farther shore,

I cannot hear tlie rapturous song
Of dear ones gone before

;

But dimmed and blinded earthly eyes.

Washed clear by contrite tears,

Sometimes catch glimpses of the light

From the eternal years.

There is a rapture of the soul.

The joy of sins forgiven

—

For Christ the Blessed reigns within.

And where He is—is Heaven.

Selected.

CHERISH KINDLY FEELINGS.
Cherish kindly feelings, children,

Nurse them in your heart

;

Don't forget to take them with you,

When from home you start:

In the school-room, in the parlor,

At your work or play,

Kindly thoughts, and kindly feelings,

Cherish every day.

Cherish kindly feelings, children.

Toward the old and poor,

For you know they've many blighting

Hardships to endure.

Try to make their burden lighter.

Help them in their need,

By some sweet and kindly feeling.

Or some generous deed.

Cherish kindly feelings, children,

While on earth you stay

;

They will scatter light and sunshine
All along your way.

Make the path of duty brighter.

Make your trials less,

And whate'er your lot or station,

Bring you happiness.

-M. A. Kidder.

Shop Heroes.—Brave deeds are done in

shops and forges. Some years ago a German
laborer in the Fort Pitt foundry bad some
melted iron poured accidentally into one of
"
is shoes.

He was carrying at the time one side of a

vessel filled with liquid iron. If he had drop-

ped it he would have endangered the lives of

his comrades and set firo to the building. If I

had set it down he would have spoiled a

casting weighing 130 tons.

The man walked steadily to the pit into

which the molten iron was to be poured, and

did not let go the handle of the vessel until

his duty was done. He had that melted iron

in his shoe about one minute and a half It

did not take him as long to get his shoo off,

hut M'ho can imagine the torture and the

length to him of that minute and a half?

For every splendid act of heroism done on

the battle-field a hundred are done in shops

and quarries, and on the storm-tossed ocean.

An Important Discovery.

When Dr. Jonner a hundred years ago ob-

served the effectiveness of vaccination for

small-pox in human subjects, it was not sus-

pected that he was on the track of a discov-

ery reaching to a great number of diseases

among men and brute animals. At the late

meeting of the International Medical Con,

gross, in London, that most eminent chemist

—perhaps in the world—Pasteur, of France,

showed an audience some important experi-

ments. Professor Pasteur, it must be re-

marked, is the great student of ferments.

He has rendered important services to the

French brewers by his observations and

study of the causes and course of fermenta-

tion in yeast ; also to French wine growers

by investigating the phylloxera which blighffl

their grapes
;
to dairymen likewise by his

teachings on milk fermentation ; and now he

comes to the service of the farmer and stock-

raiser for the protection of their cattle

against disease. He described his experi-

ments to an audience in St. James' Hall of

doctors from all parts of the world, but they

concern equally the farmer's wife who raises

Ijoultry for the market. He first showed
how to vaccinate for cholera in chickens,

The word vaccinate, which properly belongs

to the cow and cow-pox, may do well to be

used to express the process, as otherwise

each species of animal disease would require

a name to itself to convey the meaning.
Pasteur himself says vaccinate, whether he

is talking about chicken cholera or a plague

among horned cattle, swine, sheep or horses.

A fine glass rod is dipped in the blood of a

fowl which is dying of chicken cholera. The
drop of blood obtained is then placed in a

vessel containing a prepared fluid, which has

been boiled and rendered perfectlj'^ clear. In

a short time, this " culture vase," as Pasteur

calls it, begins to swarm with tiny organisms,

having the form of the figure 8; it grows
turbid with them. Taking one of these tiny

forms again on a glass rod, and dropping it

into a second vessel of clear fluid, the same
ferment and generation goes on, and this ex-

periment may be repeated from vase to vase,

until the hundredth or the thousandth colony

is reached, always with the same effect.

The curious part of the experiment is that

if 3'ou take a healthy fowl and put under its

skin a drop from any one of these vases,

oven the furthest from the first, it will die of

chicken cholera, precisely as it will if j'ou put

under its skin a drop of blood from an in-

fected fowl. At any point in this propaga-
tion the results are the same. How then is

he to vaccinate ?—that is, vaccinate safely,

as a preventative ? Professor Pasteur found

that by leaving an interval of time between
the passing of these tiny germs from one

vase to another the small organism changed
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i qualitj-. Instead of being passed directly
ii liiis been done as soon as tliey showed
t 'iiisilvos, a week, a fortnight, or month
i' s iillowed to go bj', before the germ from
;il' swiirming vase was dropped into another.
I'ch I'lieofthese successive steps produced

i Hitiiie appearance of living things. But
each prolonged interval of time the disease
nmunicated grew weaker when put into
fowl. If it'killed eight out of ten from

3 vase, it would kill but tive out often from
next, and so on in reduced proportion,

til finally a vase was reached that did not
1 uny. The fowls would show symptoms
illness, but recover. In other words they
ested the poison, got through with it and
ew it off. Now for the strange but most
:ructive part of the story. A" drop of in-

,ed blood from the chickens that had died
the cholera had no longer sxny fatal effect

these vaccinated fowls. They were in-

ed against the disease, though they were
t up in chicken houses with it and ex-
ed to it for a year. •

!y what process had the difference been
ched in the virus matter ? All the minute
bgs— ''microbes," Pasteur calls them—

alike in form and alike in propagating
mselves; but those which were carried
ictlj'—rushed through, as one might say
as ordinary contagion is carried,—were

lonous and deadly. Those " microbes"
; were longer kept in each little vase, be-
one of them M'as transferred to another

i, had been exposed for that length of
3 to the small quantity of air which was
iach stopped vessel. Tlie oxygen of the
had thinned out, in some way, the dis-

. With each transfer and each interval
' airing," the force of the poison grew
ker, until finally it became a protective
he chicken from the very plague of which
id been once a part. The first series of
B germs, born all about the same time in

zen vases, might be regarded as so many
ir twins and triplets, aU verj^rauch alike,

others, coming at longer intervals, were
the grandchildren and great-grandchild
with less of the family trait about them,
brce was dj-ing out.

''e have spoken of these little figure S's as
igh they were individuals, and so the}-
even though the region they fasten upon
e small range of a chicken's life. But this
ued man has studied the epidemics among
lals to learn from them the secrets of
an pestilences. This is readily seen to
more important when carried a step
ier, as Pasteur has carried it, to the
nic fever in cattle, in sheep and horses,
'ranee, of late years, animals to the value
ur millions of dollars die annually of this
ue. The similar range of experiments
the poison blood of splenic fever went

ugh similar results. Here the germs are
e thread-like form, and, unlike the little

e S's of the chicken cholera, these did not
ly die of old age. Buried animals, that
been underground for twelve years, were
d to communicate it, and it was shown
such poisons could be brought to the

ice again by earthworms. "In this
" said Pasteur, " we may find the whole
ogj' [cause] of the disease, inasmuch as
mimals swallow these germs with their
" It would certainly follow from this
all animals dying of pestilential diseases
Id be burned and not buried. The pi-o-

cess of vaccinating cattle for splenic fever is a
little more intricate to follow than those of
preparing the " microbes" of chicken cholera,
because of some difference in the germs them-
selves, and too abstruse to follow here. But
the methods were somewhat similar. Out of
fifty sheep which were at one time placed at
Pasteur's disposal for testing this, twenty-
five were vaccinated with the "thinned out"
or attenuated virus. A fortnight afterward
the whole fifty were inocculated with the
poison of splenic fever, directly from the
blood of a dying animal. The twenty-five
vaccinated sheep resisted the disease; the
others died in fiftj- hours. It is hardly neces
sary to s&y that a new business on the farms
is growing out of this field of investigation
and in the departments around Paris, Profes
sor Pasteur's assistant in a fortnight vacci-
nated more than 20,000 sheep and a large
number of horses, in districts, of course,
where the epidemic prevailed.

Sir James Paget, one of the most distin-

guished British physicians, in thanking M.
Pasteur on behalf of the Medical Congress,
said that, while Dr. Jenner was mobbed, and
had to fight vehement opposition for seeking
to benefit human beings. Professor Pasteur's
investigations for the benefit of property,
flocks and herds met with no opposition.
The remark may be carried further, to say
that experiments upon animals, conscien-
tiously conducted, are putting our doctors
on the origin of some at least of the diseases
that flesh is heir to. We may not be called
upon to be vaccinated for diphtheria, scarlet
fever, typhoid or other disease in advance. No
man need make a Mithridates of himself or
his household, by arming his family with
counter poisons, from big to little. It would
be quite sufficient to have the fact established
that, in the presence or neighborhood of such
dangers, protection might be secured, as it

now is from small-pox by Jenner's plan.

—

Public Ledger.

and principles, Penington, Whitehead, Dews-
bury, and many other luminaries in our So-
ciety in that early day, bold, faithful men,
who battled long, and it may be added, suc-
cessfully, for freedom of conscience, the fruits
of whose labors we, as a Society, are now en
joying, and it is not too much to say the civil
ized world owes them a debt of gratitude for
their prolonged and arduous self-sacrificing
struggle in defence of right and justice; and
while we would not reflect on the Shakers or
any other sect or association who worship a
Supreme Being in accordance with the dic-
tates of their own peculiar views, yet we
strongly object to being coupled with any
other body of people with whom we have no
affinity. We recognize in all races and creeds
a universal brotherhood; we also hold that
men and women everywhei-e are equal in the
sight of our Heavenly Father, and are alike
objects of his compassionate regard; and as
Christian believers, we advocate the gospel
teachings that they are all one in Christ"Jesus
our Lord, we make no distinctions on account
of race or sex. John Bell.
San Jose, Cal., 9th month 1st, 1881.

From the S.in Jose Weekly Afcrciiry, C.iHforni.1.

An Error Corrected.

Ed. Mercury :—Noticing in yesterday's is

sue of the Mercury a reference 'to the Shaker
community, in which they are termed "Shak
ing Quakers," thus confusing theni with the
Society of Friends, commonly called Quakers,
I wish to correct an ignorant and popular
error in regard to these two sects, so totally
different and distinct in their social life, mode
of worship, religious views and customs, and
other characteristics, rendering the Shakers
n many respects a very peculiar people. They
are not an outgrowth of "Quakerism," and
they have never laid claim to the name
Quaker," or been known by intelligent peo-

ple as being in any wise identified socially,
civilly or religiously with the Society of
Friends. The latter denomination derived
the name of "Quakers" from their cruel per-
secutors and defatners in England about 250
years ago; the term was given in derision,
but we are not ashamed of it—indeed, rather
ke it—for it has become synonj'mous on two

continents with civil and religious liberty,

and while the Society of Friends hold tena-
ciously to the faith of their fathers, among
whom may be mentioned the zealous and fear-
less George Fox, Pennsylvania's first Gover-
nor, William Penn, Robert Barclaj-, the learn-
ed author of the "Apology," an unanswera-
ble argument in defence of our doctrines

The Worm at the Root.
There he is ! Do you see?"
Yes, sir. Why, he's a little follow to do

so much mischief."
" Well, ho has done it all."

The trouble was that one of Farmer Jud-
kin's favorite trees seemed likely to die. Ho
could find no reason for it. The tree was yet
young, and ought to be in its prime for years
to come. The soil about it was rich, so that
it could not be starving. There were plenty
warm rains that season, too, and it could

not be want of moisture that caused it to
droop. Yet somehow it had not been doing
well all summer. It started off lively enough
in the spring-time, but soon it seemed to grow
discouraged. Some of its branches were now
almost bare, and many of its leaves were yel-
low and ready to drop.
The farmer was very fond of his trees. It

worried him to sec one of them sickly. Ho
thought at first that its bark had been injur-

ed by rabbits gnawing at it, but when he
looked, he could see no mark of such damage.
He then thought that the soil might be losing
its richness, and he scattered manure about
its roots

;
but still the tree continued to droop.

" There must be a worm at work here," said
the good farmer. " I must see about it."

So he took a knife and carefully scraped
away the soil at different points around the
base of its trunk, and after a little while he
found the fellow. It was but a little worm,
and yet he was the cause of all the trouble
with the beautiful ti'ee. When anything
hurts a tree's roots, all the branches are af-

fected by it.

It happened that the f\irmer's son, who
stood by when the worm was found, had not
been doing quite right for some time. He
was a bright, manlj' young fellow of about
fifteen. He had formerly been very attentive
to his duties, fond of his home and of his stu-

dies, industrious, kind-hearted and ambitious
to excel. But for several months there had
been a gradual change coming over him. He
had less interest in his studies than before;
he was inclined to spend his evenings away
from home ; he was not so kind and gentle
as he used to be to his sisters, nor so respect-

ful toward his parents.



It had given the farmer a great

pain to see this change in his son than to see

his favorite tree drooping. He had found the

cause of the trouble in the tree, and he thought

he knew what the trouble was with the boy.

There was a worm at his heart too. He was

j'ielding to a secret sinful habit, and it was

injuring all his life. The loving father spoke

very softly and tenderly, and there were tears

in his eyes as he said :

" Do you know, my son, that every time I

have seen this tree since it began to droop, it

has made me think of you ? Until recently

your life has been very beautiful, just as this

tree was in the early spring, but for some

time there has been a change. I have seen

things in you that have made me very sad.

Your loveliness seems to be fading just as the

leaves of this tree have faded. I am not go-

ing to say anything more about it, but I want

you to think of it yourself, and to try and

iind out what is the cause of the change.

Perhaps there is a worm at your heart. If I

had not found this worm and removed it,

this tree would soon have been altogether

destroyed. One sin eating away in the heart

and allowed to remain, will in time destroy

the most beautiful Me.—Nat. Banner.

Egyptian Royal Mummies.

Thirty royal mummies have been dis-

covered* in the "Gate of the Kings," near

Thebes, in Egypt. Travelers ho ascended

he EiverNileVs far as Luxor remember the

long narrow defile at the end of which the

tombs of the kings are situated. It has long

been suspected that there was probably some
great excavation. There were rumors of an

untold treasure to be revealed to any one

who could procure a firman from the Vice-

roy permitting him to search, and with a

very heavy sum for backsheesh in addition.

It maj^ be asked why, if this cavern was

known to exist, the natives did not penetrate

to it ; but it must be remembered that the

Ai-abs are extremely superstitious, and also

that they bad no mechanical appliances for

removing great weights from a gallery two
hundred feet long, and a secret passage lead-

ing to a pit thirty-five feet deep. But some
one, bolder than the rest, made the venture

in Juno last. The discovery was made too

late for much profit to be got out of it, for

the tourists had ceased passing up the Nile

valley.

Daoud Pasha, the Governor of the district,

had his attention called to the abundance
and cheapness of the objects with which the

antique market was suddenljr flooded. On
inquiry the deep pit was pointed out to him.

With commendable promjititude, he tele-

graphed for Herr Emil Brngsch, the assist-

ant curator of the Boulak Museum. Every
Egyptologist must envy Herr Brugsch for

the good fortune which awaited him when
he arrived in the Bab el Malook. He
must have felt it difficult to believe his eyes.

The thirty royal mummies which he found,

as he could read at a glance, were those of

all the most illustrious monarchs of the most
glorious epoch of Egyptian history. There

lay, side by side, Queen Hatasoo, King Thot-

mes III., and King Eamases II., the great

Sesostris himself Of kings of minor note

were nearly all those of the Eighteenth Dy-
nasty, together with the father and the

grandfather of Eamases, and his daughter
Mauntnegera, whose name is new to us. But
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deal more here the reports may he in error, and the

name maj' be an unusual form ofMautnotom,
the grandmother of Pinotem.

The earliest mummy found is that of Eas-

kenen, a king of that obscure dynasty which

preceded the Eighteenth and which is some-

times reckoned as the Thirteenth and some-

times as the Seventeenth Dynasty. The
latest roj-al mummy is that of Penotem, the

third king of the Twenty-third Dynasty,

who reigned about one thousand years be-

fore the birth of Christ. In addition to the

royal mummies, a multitude of objects bear-

ing cartouches will throw great light upon

the succession of these kings. A " cartouch"

is the name applied by Champollion to the

elliptical ovals on ancient Egyptian monu-
ments, and on papyri, (the manuscripts writ-

ten on membranes of the papyrus plant)

containing groups of characters expressing

the names or titles of kings or Pharaohs.

The tent of King Penotem, made of em-

broidered and colored leather, was found.

It was covered with hieroglyphics, which

will probably clear up some historical diffi-

culties as to the pi-iest-kings of Thebes.

The significance of this remarkable dis-

covery will be of a double character. Our
knowledge of a brilliant period of Egyptian

history will be greatly increased by the

direct evidence of inscriptions and papyrus-

oils ;
moreover, some record may be found

of the circumstances which led to the con-

cealment in one place of so many of the

illustrious dead, whose tombs had already

been prejiared for them in the Valley of the

Kings. How came they to be placed in this

cavern ? It is more than probable that some

great and terrible disaster was impending

when the priests of each deceased king--for

every king was reckoned as a god—hurriedly

took the ]n-ecious bodies from their original

tombs, where they lay too much exposed,

and placed them in the secret cavern wher

they have now been found. Dr. Brugsch

thinks that there was a great Assyrian

attack upon Egypt, which caused the con

eealment of these, the most precious of th(

roj^al remains of Egypt.
This remarkable discovery is also expected

The following story was told me by th.

gentleman to whom it happened. He had i

butler who fell into habits of intoxication

After threatening him several times will

dismissal, the gentleman was compelled, afte:

a very gross case of drunkenness, to send bin

away. The man implored him to give him
1

1

character which would enable him to obtait

another place ; but this Mr. S. conscientioush

refused to do. Time after time, the butle

was on the point of obtaining employment

but was rejected, when the silence of his lat(

master, on the matter of sobriety, betrayoi

the reason for his dismissal.

At last, the man much impoverished am
driven to the wall, wrote a piteous letter ti

Mr. S., vowing that, if he would but once re

commend him, he would take the pledge I

and adding that, if he be refused, he had re

solved to make an end of himself, as he hai

no further hope of earning his bread. Th

master was greatly disturbed by this appea.

and only bj' most painful efiort held to hi

duty of veracity ;
for weeks afterwards, feai

ing in every newspaper to read of som

tragedy connected with his unfortunate sei

vant.

Years passed, however, before he heard o

him again, and then he received a letter froi

Australia. The ex-butler had become a proi

perous and sober man, and wrote to thank hi

old master for the firmness wherewith ho ha.

refused his entreaty. "Had you sent m(

sir," he said, "to another place, I should hav

fallen again under the same temptation. Yo

compelled me to break away from my ol

life, and I was saved." It is an offence t

bear false witness in favor of our neighbor, a

well as against him.— Cobbe's Dutiesof Womei

For "The Friend."

Religious Items, &c.

Methodism in Germany.—There has bee

some antagonism manifested of late in Ge:

many, by the State Churches, to the sprea

of Methodism. In Bavaria a law has bee

passed putting some restrictions on their r

ligious services. Near Wurtemberg, an a

tempt was made to break up an open-ai

meeting that had been advertised to be hel

of 5th month last,
'

to throw light on that most interesting, but on 22nd
most obscure period, when the petty kings Freudenstadt. A meeting of the civi

of the South commenced their struggles with
j

ecclesiastical authorities issued the folio

the Shepherd Kings of the North, and when interdict

the first of a line of Pharaohs who "knew
not Joseph" arose to drive out the foreigners.

Many valuable rolls of papyrus have been

found with these royal mummies. There is

hardly any question respecting the great

middle period of Egyptian history, including

the Captivity and Exodus of the Israelites,

which may not receive its answer through

this amazing discovery.

—

Nat. Bapt.

There are times when a man ought to sit

down and fiice an open question of duty and

its dangers. There are times when a new
enterprise ought to be looked at in the light

of prudence and caution. But when a certain

course is decided on as the right one, when
duty has been made plain, and a legitimate

enterprise is already fairly undertaken, then

the less there is of cold calculation as to rela-

tive gains or losses, or as to the advantages

or disadvantages of pressing forward or of

holding back, the better. In doing right, or

in being right, an uncalculating spirit is a

vast deal better than a calculating spirit

As the holders of the Methodist meetin

have received no permission from either ti

secular or spiritual authorities of the parisl

the United Council regard their conduct i

unauthorized intrusion upon the territory i

others, which has been strictly prohibited b

recent legislation on Forestry. The rise'

the Methodist sect endangers our ecclesiast

cal peace. We will not permit the Grunths

Frutenhofer District to be abused by tl

spectacle of an American religious fanaticist

The Parish Council energetically prohibit tl

brutal intrusion of Methodist sectarians ini

our forest, and we are also opposed to the di

turbing performances of the Methodists ge

erally. Therefore concluded : 1. Our pape

must not announce an open-air meeting oft)

Methodists again ; 2. The police prohibit tl

said meeting of Methodists, either in the fie

or forest."

In consequence of this decision, the mee

ing was held on private grounds, near tl

place originall}- designed.

Large Beguest.—A woman named Lapsle
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>Ne\v Albany, Ind., has left about $300,000
;ithe Presbyterian Board of Foreign Mis-

Discstablishment. — Another ecclesiastical

(lablisliment is doomed, that in the island of
^)'Ion. Lord Kimberley has made the an-
iincemcnt that the existing ecclesiastical
Dsidits in that part of our Empire would be
vlulrawii, the withdrawal, however, to be
tde gradually, but to be completed at the
J of tive years. All who know anything
Ceylon know what a curse these subsidies
i^e been. There are only 10,000 Anglicans
the island—the population of which is two
( a half millions—and yet they have had
'Ishop, an archdeacon, four principal chap-
is, and several junior chaplains, subsidized
the government to the extent of £1 1,(

t^ear." The clergy of the Presbyturi
urch have been also subsidized. Now that

gentlemen are to be reduced, politically

the Kink of Nonconformists, we believe
t it will be better for the cause of peace
I quietness, and better, too, for the progress
;hat religion which establishments always
jder rather than help.

—

Baptist (London.)
here is a peculiar religious sect in Eussia
ich is characterized by rare purity of doc-
le and practice, endeavoring to live in the
sest possible conformity with the letter of
Scripture. No member is permitted to

sess an}^ property beyond the frugal needs
xistence. Purity and chastity are among
first requirements. It sufSciently describes
brutal character of the surrounding popu-
on to say that the followers of this sect
e been subject to much surtering and per-
ition.

Natural History, Science, &c.

'orrf Mode of Catching Fish.—As E. F.
IcriKUi vvasti-avelling in South Africa, the

y iiicanipod one night by a stream with
nil tine deep pools, which looked as if

Y must be full of fish. He says :
" In vain

tried them with various tempting baits;

, at last, our patience being exhausted, we
srmined to resort to a poacher's trick much
ogue ill rivers where no one ever fishes.

I apparatus is very simple. Just a flask
iQwder, with a long hollow reed contain-
a fiise, fixed into the mouth of the flask,

ead of a cork, and firmly lashed over with
•ed tow and grease, to prevent auy moist-
penetrating to the powder. This was

fed in the pool ; and to keep it in its posi-

as the pool was too deep for it to reach
bottom, wo fixed two pieces of board
isways to the top of the reed. The flask

now some throe feet below the surface,

the top of the reed and fuse high and dry,
^Dorted by the boards,
match was then applied to the fuse, and
poachers retired to watch the eftects.

I fuse took so long to burn that we began
bink it had gone out, when the whole jiool

Ined to fly up in a shower of foam ; and
dually, as it again subsided, the bodies of
slain appeared on the surface, and were
ght a little lower down, where the stream
3 them. The yellow fish are the usual
ims, as the barbel and eels generally lie

3red up in the deep slime, and escape the
e of the concussion. The bodies of the
show no marks of violence, and they will

n recover and swim off unharmed."
>o Bees Injure Fruit ?—The editor of the

Lancaster (Pa.) Farmer has been watchi
his grape-vines, and gives the following as
the result of his obserwations :

"No opinion seems to be more generally
prevalent than that bees tear open the outer
skins of grapes, plums, peaches, and other
fruits, for the purpose of feasting on the sweet
juices within. Because they "are found on
these fruits in the act of committing a tres
pass, they are condemned without a hearing,
or any consideration whatever. It is most
commonly said they sting the fruit. This is

the result of sheer ignorance.
" On the graj^es of a vine growing in our

yard hundreds of bees were literally swarm
ing, their home being in a neighbor's yard not
twenty paces distant. We sat hour after hour
wiUrliiiig closely the proceedings of the in
dustrious insects. There was not a single
raceme on the whole vine but was visited by
dozens of bees, who examined every grape on
it in search of a bursted one whose juices were
accessible. After a most careful search, and
finding none such, they would immediately
leave and continue their search elsewher
until the berry they desired was found. On
all the defective fruit clusters of bees were
gathered, but we failed utterly iu detecting
in a single instance anything like an attempt
at trying to tear open a perfect berry."
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The Christian Worker o( 8i.h. mo. 25th, com-
ments upon some editorial remarks on the
subject of prayer, which appeared in our
columns under date of 8th mo. 20th. After
quoting the teaching of our Saviour that
men ought always to pray and not to faint

;"

and the corresponding exhortation of the
apostle, ' Pray without ceasing;" it says:

" If, then, we are to pray without ceasing,
can we not, at stated tinies, give vocal utter-
ance to our petitions. If we have enough of
the Spirit to pray acceptably to God in secret,
have we not enough of it to pray vooally in
our families? In the prayer which Jesus
taught his disciples it is said :

' Give us this

day our daily bread,' " this" implies, we think,
unmistakably that this is to be a daily prayer.
Daniel prayed three times a day, we presume
at stated periods, and the Lord heard and
honored his prayers. Peter and John went
up to the temple to pray at a stated time."
We believe all Friends can unite in the be-

ief that prayer is an indispensable duty ; and
that every true Christian must live in that
state of mind iu which his heart continually
turns to his Heavenly Father, seeking in filial

bmission for a knowledge of his will, and
strength to perform it ; and for ability to offer

up to Him the sacrifices of thanksgiving.
So far as the Apostle's command to "pray

without ceasing" is of daily and hourly appli-

cation, we believe it refers to this devotional
frame of mind, and not to the utterance of
words of prayer. Such utterance is of no
value unless it be immediately pi-ompted by
the Spirit.

The Christian Worker enunciates a true doe-
trine when it says :

" We do not believe that
any man can really pray to God without the
Spirit, whether it be secretly or vocally."
But we think it errs in supposing that a
Christian can command that measure of Di-

vine assistance which is presupposed, when
vocal prayers are determined upon before-
hand at stated times. The Spirit bloweth
where it listeth

;
and many have experienced

that its sensible presence is often withheld, so
as to humble us under a sense of our own de-
pendence and helplessness.
The Society of Friends has ever maintained

the doctrine, that the ability to approach the
Lord in availing prayer comes from his Spirit,
that of ourselves we are unable to do it, that
therefore we must wait upon Him in rever-
ence and retirement of mind for knowledge
and strength to pray aright. It has from
time to time proclaimed its belief, that those
prayers, "which," as Eobert Barclay says,
"man sets about in his own will, and at his
own appointment, which he can both begin
and end at his pleasure, do or leave undone
as himself seeth meet," "are now to be denied
and rejected and separated from."
Hence, the advices issued by our Society

press upon us the importance of retirement
of mind, of waiting upon the Lord in Spirit,
that we may be qualified to pray unto Him!
The London Printed Epistle of 1821, says:
" There ought to be no relaxation in the great
duty of watchfulness unto prayer."
Eobert Barclay, in speaking of those who

have set times for praying and showing the
mistake which such make, says, that prayer
is two-fold, inward and outward. " Liward
prayer is that secret turning of the mind
towards God, whereby, being secretly touched
and awakened by the Light of Christ in the
conscience, and so bowed down under the
sense of its iniquities, unworthiness and mis-
ly, it looks up to God, and joining with the

secret shinings of the seed of God, it breathes
towards Him, and is constantly breathing forth
some secret desires and aspirations towards
Him. It is in this sense we are so frequently
n Scripture commanded to pray continually,
which cannot be understood of outward pray-
er, because it were impossible that men should
be always upon their knees, expressing words
of prayer; and this would hinder them from
the exercise of those duties no less positively
commanded.

" Outward prayer is, when as the sjMrit,
being ihua in the exercise of inward retire-
ment, and feeling the breathing of the Spirit
of God to arise powerfully in the soul, receives
strength and liberty, by a superatUUd motion
and influence of the Spirit, to bring forth
either audible sighs, gi-oans or words, and that
either in public assemblies, or in private, or
at meat, &c."

Because this outward prayer depends upon
the inward, as that which must follow it, and
cannot be acceptably performed but as at-
tended with a superadded influence and mo-
tion of the Spirit, therefore cannot we prefix

times to pray outwardly, so as to lay a
necessity to speak words at such and such
times, whether we feel this heavenly influ-

ence and assistance or no ; for that we judge
were a tempting of God, and a coming before
Him without due preparation."
As we are writing ])rincipally for members

of the Society of Friends who are supposed
to believe in its doctrines, we may be excused
from going further into this subject. But we
would recommend to those who feel the need
of further information, to read carefully the
11th Proposition of Barclay's Apology " con-
"""'"; worship."
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Wo have received a communication from

Iowa, written before the decease of our late

President, which refers to the prayers offered

by many thousands (we doubt not with great

sincerity) for his recovery, if consistent with

the Divine will.

The tender feelings of our correspondent

have been awakened for the wretched crim-

inal who was the instrument of the Evil one

in bringing so much distress upon the nation.

In view of the awful situation of one who is

left to his own wicked devices, and who does

not experience his sins to go beforehand to

judgment and to be blotted out, on sincere

repentance, through the mercy of God in

Christ Jesus ; she feels that he also needs the

prayers of the righteous. And she brings to

view the forgiving spirit of our Saviour, who
enjoined his followers to love their enemies,

and who prayed for the forgiveness of his

executioners.

That •' The way of the transgressor is hard"

is abundantly shown by the experience of this

miserable man, confined in the cell of a prison,

and tormented in mind by fears of personal

violence, as well as by a guilty conscience.

Correction.—In our last number (7) the

printer neglected to change the date of issue

in the heading. It should have been 9th mo.

24th, instead of 9th mo. 17th. We hope none
of our readers will be inconvenienced by the

mistake.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The remains of President Garfield

were removed from Long Branch on Fonrth-day the

2Ist inst., to Washington, where it lay in state in the

rotnndaof the Capitol until 5 o'clock on Sixth-day the

23d. They were then taken to Cleveland, Ohio, and

on Second-day were taken to Lake View Cemetery
and placed in the vault, where they will remain under

guard until tlie grave is ready to receive them. The
manifestations of deep sorrow for the nation's loss, and

of sympathy for the bereaved family, were general from

nearly all parts of the country, and also from foreign

parts, Great Britain more especially. Much real religi-

ous feeling was also apparent, and the desire widely

pervaded the people that the dispensation might be a

means of reforming much that is evil among us.

Dr. D. S. Lamb, of Washington, who, as an expert,

was called upon to perform the surgical part of the au-

topsy on the body of President Garfield, said (o a news-

paper reporter in Washington, th^t "le preliminary re-

port of the examination "snowed three things—the

location of the ho"; t''^ error of the first diagnosis, and

the fact tJirtC the President did not suffer from pysemia."

X>.. Bliss said that " in the light of the facts revealed

by the autopsy, there never was a chance of recovery."

President Arthur has issued a proclamation calling

an extra se.ssion of the U. S. Senate, on the 10th day of

Tenth month, at 12 o'clock noon.

The hostile Indians in Arizona are surrendering to

the military.

Owing to the continued drought, the wood fires in

Northwestern New York are still spreading, and caus-

ing great destruction. Much of the soil being peaty,

the fires burrow to a depth of two or three feet, and the

crops and railroad ties, as well a.s trees, fences, tele-

graph poles, and farm buildings, have been destroyed.

The burning district lies along the railroads between

Bufialo and Rochester, and Buffalo and Batavia.

A tornado struck Elmira, New York, at half-past

four o'clock First-day afternoon. It lasted only two
minutes, but in that time nearly every street was ren-

dered impassable by fallen trees. The Rathbiin Hou.se,

the Palace car shops, and a number of other buildings

were unroofed, two church-steeples, and dozens of chim-
neys were blown down, and several brick buildings "had
holes blown clear through them, scattering the bricks

in all directions." No lives were lost, and only one
person, a man who was blown from his buggy, is re-

ported seriously injured. A torrent of rain fell

did much damage throughout the city by entering the

houses, the pipes being insuflicient to carry it off. It

is said the storm was preceded by an earthquake shock

The streets were full of people when the tempest burst,

and great consternation prevailed.

A tornado, accompanied by terrific rain, thunder and

lightning and hail, passed over Quincy, Illinois, on

Seventh-day afternoon, destroying property to the

amount of $100,000, killing four persons, and injuring

thirteen others. The track of the tempest was two

les wide, and the streets of Quincy are strewn with

the debris from buildings damaged or destroyed.

Swarthmore College, at Swarthmore, Delaware Co.,

Pa., was destroyed by fire about midnight First-day

night. All the students escaped. It originated in the

dark-room used for photographic processes in the Sixth

month last, since which time it has not been opened.

An explosion preceded the issuing of flames from the

mansard roof. All the out-buildings were also de-

itroyed. The damage is roughly estimated at $350,000,

the burned building and its contents being in.sured for

$150,000. The Board of Managers decided to retain

the present organization, and to continue the business

of the college as .soon as proper quarters can be ob-

tained.

At two o'clock in the morning of the 20th_instarit,

Washington time. Professor Barnard, at Nashville, dis-

covered a bright telescopic comet. It is in seven hours

forty-six minutes right ascension, and thirteen degrees

twenty-eight minutes north declination, with a daily

motion of three degrees northeast. Professor Swift, of

Rochester, at one o'clock the .same morning, caught a

view of the long expected Encke's comet near Beta

Aurigse. Four comets are now visible by the aid of

telescopes in the sk

A mine of semi-bituminous coal, resembling cannel,

has been opened on the Rio Grande, about twenty miles

above Laredo, Texas. The coal, it is said, " is easily

ghted with a match, and will burn until entirely co

sumed." About 300 tons have been taken out, and

branch railroad is being built from Laredo to the mir

The report of the Registrar of the Board of Health
states that 340 deaths occurred in this city l.ist week,

67 more than during the corresponding week of li

Bombay, 9th mo. 25th.—A report has been receive

here thai Ayoob Khan was defeated by the Ameer o

the 22d inst., and has fled to Herat, abandoning h:

guns and baggage. The desertion of two of his regi

ments decided the action. The Ameer has not yet et

tered Candahar, but the city is defenceless.

Bush fires are still raging in the Nipissing distrit

of Ontario, doing great damage. The fires aroun

Georgian Bay, the French river and the Muscoget di(

tricts, are described as " fearful."

The bush fires in the country around Kingston, On

tario, have been extinguished by heavy rain.

There were 358 deaths from yellow fever at Bridge

, during Eighth month, in a popula

The fever was increasing at last at

town, Barbadc
tion of 37,000,

counts.

RECEIPTS.

Received from W. A. Boone, Pa., $2.10, vol. 55 ; fror

Joshua L. Harmer, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55 ;
from Josep

G. Evans and Samuel A. Willils, N. J., $2.10 eact

vol. 55 ; from Jason A. Hibbs, lo., $2.10, vol. 55 ; froi

John S. Lowry, City, #2, vol. 5-5, and for John {

Lowry, $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Amy J. Brooks and Mere

H. Jones, N. J., $2.10 each, vol. 55; from Jason Per

rose and William Masters, O., per James R. KiU

Agent, $2.10 each, vol. 55 ; from Ezra Stokes, N. J

$2.10, vol. 55; for Margaretta J. Mercer, Hannah J

Harry, and Mary Ann Wickersham, Pa., $2.10 eacl

vol. 55, and B. Frank Wickersham, Neb., $1.05, to N(

27, vol. 55 ; from Miriam French, O., $2.10, vol. 55

from William B. Haines, N. J., $2.10, vol.55; froi

Joshua Taylor, Mich., $2 10, vol. 55; from Stacy I

Haines, N. J., $2.10, vol. 55; from George F. Woot

N. Y., $2.10, vol. 56 ; from Thomas Driver, Cal., $2.1(

vol. 55; from Rebecca P. Brooks, City, *2, vol. 55

from Amasa L. Negus, O., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Cliarlfi

Jones and Mary Ann Jones, Gtn., *2,10 each, vol. 55

from Dr. S. Mason McCoUin, Citv, $2, vol. 55; froi

Samuel Morris, Pa., $2.10, to No. 27, vol. 56; froi

Edward Richie, City, and Edward B. Richie, N. J

year, and five less than during the week ending 9th $2.10 each, vol. 55; from Mary and Edith L. Fox, Pa

month 17th, 18S1. Of the whole number 162 were per J. T. Ballinger, Agent, $2.10, vol. 55; from Jar
. .- .. j_, ,„„ o. «r ^ pi„,,g,i„„ i^.

. ^... .._, ==. r.„.., ri.and 178 females ; 47 died of consumption, 24 of

marasmus, 20 of convulsions and 12 of typhoid fever.

Markets, <t-c.—U. S. 3J's, lOlJ ; 4J's, 113| ; 4's, regis-

tered, 116|; coupori, 117|; currency 6's, 132.

Cotton continues quiet. Sales of middlings are re-

ported at 12i cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white at 7i a 8 cts. for ex-

port, and Si a 8J cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is in fair request and firm. Sales of 2600 bar-

rels, including Minnesota extras, at $7.37i a $7.75 for

clear, and at $7.75 a $8.25 for straight; Pennsylvania

extra family at i7.25 a 47.50 ; western do. do. at $7.25

a $8.25, and patents at J8.25 a $9. Rye flour is steady

at $6.25 a $6.37 J per barrel;

Grain.—Wheat was in fair demand, and prices were

a fra-ctioci higher. Sales of 5000 bushels red at $1.46.

Kye is firm at $1.10 for Pennsylvania. Corn is in

steady demand and a shade higher. Sales of 9000
bushels, including yellow, at 73 a 74 cts; mixed at 73
a 73} cts. ; steamer at 71 a 73 cts. ; No. 3 at 71 cts., and
rejected at 70 a 71 cts. Oats are in good demand and
higher. Sales of 10,000 bushels, including white at

47^ a 49 cts., and rejected at 46 a 46i cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 9th mo.
24th, 1881.—Loads of hay, 340; loads of straw, 43.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.35
to $1..50 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.25 to $1.35 per
100 pounds; Straw, $1.10 to $1.15 per 100 ponnd.s.

Foreign.—The Scottish Chamber of Agriculture
have drafted a scheme for a land bill for Scotland, pro-

viding for an adjustment of rent by arbitration, a re-

valuation of farms, and for power in a tenant to sell his

holding.
A Dublin correspondent of the Times says ;

" There
is a prospect of a splendid harvest, but the general as-

pect of the country is such as no loyal man can look
upon without the deepest concern."

A dispatch to the 2'imes from St. Petersburg says the

ukase just issued is a confirmation of the autocratic

principle, which is specially referred to at the end of

the document, and is a practical application of the die

talorial regime.
Marston, a member of a well-known publishing firm

writes to the 2'imes that he received on Sixth-day a let-

ter from Henry M. Stanley, the African explorer, dated

Congo river, Seventh month 4th, in which the write

says he was seriously sick all through Fifth month—so

seriously that on the fifteenth day of his illness he gave,

as he thought, his last orders to his Euroiiean com-
panions, but the crisis passed, and he is now strong and
hearty.

J., $2.10, vol. 55 ; from Lloyd Ba

derston, MdT,'$2.10, vol. 55, and for George Balderatoi

$2.10, vol. 5-5.

CHANGE OF TIME.

By direction of Chester Monthly Meeting of Friend

the meetings for worship held at Media, Pa., on an

after 2d of Tenth month, will meet at 10 o'clock in tb

morning, both on First and Fourth-days.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Committee who have charge of this institutioi

meet in Philadelphia on Sixth-day, 9th month 30tl

at 11 A.M.
The Committee on Admissions and the Comraittf

on Instruction meet on the same day, at 9 A. M.

The Visiting Committee meet attheschool on Secom

day evening, 9th rao. 26th. For the accommodation i

this committee, conveyances will be in waiting at Stre(

Road Station on the arrival of trains which leave Phi

adelphia at 2.30 and 5 p. M.
Wm. Evan.s, Clerk.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session begins on Secnnd-day, 101

mo. 31st, 1881. Parents and others intending to set

pupils are requested to make early application
'

Jonathan G. Williams, Supt., (address, Westto«

P. O., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allh
Treasurer, 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Died on the 9th of 7th rao , 1881, at Ocean Beac

N. J., Jane S. Comfort, aged 68 years, a member at

overseer of Frankford Monthly Meeting of Friend

She was firmly attached to the original doctrines ai

practices of our religious Society, and the patience al

quietness of spirit which marked her last illness, at

her peaceful close, afford to her relatives and friem

the consoling belief that she is forever at rest
, at bis residence, on the morning of the 13th

9lh mo. 1881, John Palmer, an esteemed member at

elder of Norwich Monthly Meeting of Friends, Ontari

aged 90 years, 3 months and 6 days. This dear Friet

came into the Society of Friends by convincement;
early life ; and was, by the assistance of Divine Grac

made helpful to the Society in many ways ; and co;

tinued faithfully attached to its principles and tesi

monies, as professed by Fox, Barclay, Penn and othe

of their day. His close was peaceful, like one quiet

falling asleep.
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For "The

Music in Friends' Houses.

There is a possibilitj^ of seeing errors into
ieh we may have almost insensibly slidden
lile, at the same time, there may be want-
;
sufficient resolution or strength to eman-

ate ourselves from the unhoTy thraldom.
,
in other words, as the poet represents,
may

"See the right, approve it too;
And yet the wrong pursue."

ese thoughts have especial application to
subject of music now being treated of

len we look all around, and especially when
consider the talent of influence over others
responsibly committed to us, with the in-

ase which will be looked for for all heaven's
iS, it is truly a matter of wonder that mem-
s of religious consideration in our Society
not see and realize the waste and expeii-
ure there is in this amusement, ostensibly
ten up to delight the senses and to pass
ay the tediousness of time.
Whenever the writer has gone into families
Friends where the piano or other instru-
its of music formed a part of the house
d appliance, there has always been noticed
jnformity to the world in other branches
)ur testimonies; such as fashionable furni

p,
gaiety in apparel, or richness of adorn-

set off with pearls or jewelry, &c., so that
'ould be difficult to decide which was cause

hieh was effect—whether the worldly
•it introduced the piano, or the piano was
the exhibition of the worldly spirit.

he testimony of this Society iias ever been
nst such superfluity and such pastimes;
upon that testimony being recently re-
d and confirmed by Philadelphia Yearly
ting, one, at least, of its members had
h instrument removed from his house.
8 was a due deference, and praise-worthy
descension

; and which, there is no doubt,
ded its reward of peace. If so be there
others who are almost prepared for a like
ision, yet who lack resolution thus to carry
into consistent practice a clearly con-

jed requisition of our Discipline; or, if

re be any who are yet so in league with
spirit of the world as vainlj- to "try " To
racile things in their nature discordant,"
to make the gratifieations and pleasures
lense harmonize with the holy self-denial

and heavenly example of our blessed Lord
and Lawgiver; may these duly ponder the
contaminating influence they are exerting
over their children, over their families, over
those that visit them, with, also, as respects
the Church, the fearful rebuking record, "He
that breaketh a hedge, a serpent shall bite
him."
The great proportion of youthful life which

indulgence in this amusement swallows up,
causes it to be the fruitful source of more mis-
chief than is usually suspected. Moreover,
as has sometimes been the case, defects in do-
mestic knowledge, in social duties, in general
literature, are attributed to and excused, be-
cause of the alleged priority of claim of this
absorbing "accomplishment," as it is called.
The grave consideration that our time is not
our own, but that it, with our talents, our in-
fluence, and our all, have to be accounted for
before an omniscient and just Judge, who,
without respect of persons, will require a
strict account, should surely induce the seri-
ous inquiry whether an amusement which
fills up no inconsiderable portion of life's little

span, is not calculated rather to starve out
better feelings and resolutions than to pro-
mote them ! Whether an unwise devotion to
such stimulating but unsubstantial entertain
ment without a due equivalent of moral good,
with all its alleged symphony and attractive
ness, does not leave the heart weaker and
more a prey to the illusions of fancy and the
beguiling temptations of the world!
The expensiveness of pianos is another

serious objection to them ; when so much
more useful applications of the money might
bo made. In 1861, the annual sale of these
in the United States was estimated at from
twelve to fifteen millions of dollars.

Those whose hearts are allied to the world,
and who have an itching ear for musical en-
tertainment, will not be likely to give much
heed to remarks like these, calculated to de-
preciate and strip of its enchantments one of
their favorite idols

; but the hope is cherished
that the voice of the Church will be listened
to and heeded, as adnionitively conveyed in
the testimony :

—

" We would renevvedly caution all our mem-
bers against indulging in music, or having
instruments of music in their houses, believ-
ing that the practice tends to promote a light
and vain mind, and to disqualify for the seri-

ous thoughtfulness, which becomes an ac-
countable being, hastening to his final reckon-
ing. When we consider that our days pass
swiftly away, and that our time is one of the
talents committed to our trust, for the em-
ployment of which we shall have to render an
account in the day of judgment, it becomes
us to be living as strangers and pilgrims upon
earth, seeking a better country, and to be
diligentlj' using it for the great end for which
it is lent to us, even in working out the soul's
salvation in fear and trembling, and not in
ain amusements or corrupting pleasures, but

striving that ' whether we eat or drink, or
whatsoever we do, we may do all to the glory
of God ;' that ' God in all things may be glori-
fied by us, through Jesus Christ our Lord.' "

"The spirit and language of the discipline
forbid the use of music by Friends, without
any exception in favor of that called sacred

;

and in order to produce harmonious action on
this subject throughout the subordinate meet-
ings, the Yearly Meeting instructs them, that
those members who indulge in the use of
music, or who have musical instruments in
their houses, bring themselves within the ap-
plication of this Discipline, viz :

' And if any
of our members fall into either of these prac-
tices, and are not prevailed with, by private
labor to decline them, the Monthly Meetings
to which the offenders belong should be in-
formed thereof, and if they be not reclaimed
by further labor, so as to condemn their 7nis-

conduct to the satisfiiction of the meeting, it

should proceed to testify our disunity with
them.' "

Opium Trade in China.

A letter from Li Hung Chang, a Chinese
statesman, to the Secretary of the Anglo-
Oriental Society for the suppression of the
opium trade, contains some striking passages,
which can scarcely fail to touch the eon-
sciences of some of the English people, whose
government has long stood in the way of the
eftbrts of Chinese statesmen to repress the
serious evils flowing from the use of opium.
The letter saj's :

" Opium is a subject in the
discussion of which England and China can
never meet on common ground. China views
the whole question from a moral standpoint;
England from a fiscal. England would sus-
tain a source of revenue in India, while China
contends for the lives and prosperity of her
people. The ruling motive with China is to
repress opium by heavy taxation everywhere;
whereas with England the manifest object is

to make opium cheaper, and thus inci'ease

and stimulate the demand in China.
With motives and princi])les so radically

opposite, it is not surprising that the discus-
sion commenced at Chefoo'in 1876 has up to
the present time been fruitless of good re-

sults. The whole record of this discussion
shows that inducement and persuasion have
been used in behalf of England to prevent any
additional taxation of opium in China, and
objections made to China exercising her un-
doubted right to regulate her own taxes—at
least, with regard to opium.

" I may take the opportunity to assert here,
once for all, that the single aim of my Gov-
ernment in taxing opium will be in the future,

as it has always been in the past, to repress
the traffic—never the desire to gain revenue
from such a source. Having failed to kill a
serpent, who would be so rash as to nurse it

in its bosom ? If it be thought that China
countenances the import for the revenue it
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brings, it should be known that my Govern-

ment will gladly cut off all such revenue in

order to stop
'

the import of opium. My
Sovereign has never desired his cmjiire to

thrive upon the lives or iniirmities of his

The Widow of SMloh,

A BEMINISCENCK, BY BENSON J. I.OSSING.

In the bosom of a stately forest, and not

far from Pittsburg landing on the left bank
of the Tennessee river, in Hardin county,

Tennessee, stood a modest meeting-house at

the beginning of April, 1862. It was the

place for- the public worship of the little

Shiloh church, and seemed to be, as its name
implied a " peaceable" retreat for an ark of

the covenant, while war raged elsewhere.

Yet Gilgal was as " peaceable."

This meeting-house was very small, built

of unhewn logs, and had three small windows
and a door. Its seats were rude slabs ; its

pulpit was a deal table, on which lay a small

Bible and hymn-book ; its organ was the the Hamburg road and turned into the Pits

divine human voice ;
and the preacher was

as plain as his surroundings. He taught a

Sunday school of a dozen ^-irls and boys of

eighteen miles, with a young Confederate ex-

soldier as driver. He had fought in the

battle with Hardee, was acquainted with the

localities of the conflict, and was an intelli-

gent guide
;
yet he was puzzled sometimes at

forks of the road to determine the right way,
for the heavy heel of war had trodden down
tarm-hdusi's. fences, groves, and other land-

marks, and left a ])ath of utter desolation the

whole distance. Even the little handet of

Monterey was no more.
'

The roads had been badly washed by
rains, causewaj's across swamps were broken,

and it was twilight when we reached the

ruins of the poor widow Raja's dwelling, not

far from Shiloh meeting-house. It was at

the parting of the ways leading to Pittsburg

and Hamburg landings. From Monterey to

that point we had seen only a few dilapi-

dated log-cabins, and were wondering, as the

night was coming on, where we should find

supper and lodging, when a woman on a

gaunt gray horse, with a six-j-ear-old boy
ed behind her on the horse, came down

mixed colors, and gave spiritual comfort to a

wi<lelv scattered congrogatinn.

On"Sunday morning, April 6 ,1862, neither

preacher nor Sunday-school pupils werethere,

for thousands of armed men—defenders of

their countiy— were at Shiloh. General

Sherman's division lay just back of the meet-

ing-house; and between him and the river

were the tents of many regiments. The

burg road. We hailed her, and asked :

" Can you direct us to the nearest house
where we may find entertainment for our-

selves and our horse for the night ?"

"My house is much the nearest one—only

two miles ahead," she answered ;
but I have

nothing fit for entertaining gentlemen."
'' We want only shelter, and a little food

to-night and in the morning," we said.

"You are welcome to what little I can

give," she replied. "Follow me;" and she

started her horse off on a brisk trot

night had been rainy, but the firmament was It was dark when we reached the dwelling

bright at dawn. There was no suspicion of the hospitable woman. It consisted of

that an enemy was near: no one imagined two small log-cabins not a rod apart, in open
that within sixty minutes that beautiful [woodland. W° "r„,.o ,r,.ont,.,i h-ir ooiru.-nl

forest just changing to " living green" with
delicate leaflets, would be filled with sulphur-

ous smoke, and the songs of the mocking-
bird and cuckoo be exchanged for the awful
chorus of battle.

At daybreak, while many officers were
slumbering, others were dressing, and others

were eating breakfixst, and the arms and ac-

coutrements of soldiers were strewn around
in disorder, the wild cry of flj^ing pickets

rushing into camp,—"The rebels are here!"

followed by the scream and crash of bomb-
shells and cannon-balls, and the whistle of

bullets as they flew on deadly' errands
through the tents and the forest, heralded a
terrible battle that raged more than thirty

hours. The Confederates had crept silentl}'

U|3 from the direction of Corinth, during a

dark and rainy night, and surprised the

National Armj-. During that fierce conflict

the logs of Shiloh meeting-house were thrown
into a confused heap. Round shots and shells

had shattered many vigorous oaks ; and
almost twenty thousand men killed or

wounded were laid upon" the altar as a

human sacrifice to the demon of horrid war.
.lust four years later I visited that dread-

ful battle-field. Again the delicate young
leaflets heralding the coming summer were
softening the rugged winter aspect of the
forest. I had traveled all the previous night
in a railwaj' coach from Meridian to Corinth,
in Mississippi ; had spent the forenoon in the
latter border village (then surrounded by
dismantled military earth-works), visiting

points of interest, and had journeyed in

u light carriage from Corinth to Shiloh

ere greeted by sevei-al

wondering children on our arrival, the eldest,

a boy of fourteen, taking care of our horse.

We found we were near the centre of the

battle-ground of Shiloh, and close by the

pot where McClernand had his camp when
the conflict began on Sunday morning.

'Ve remained outside in the soft evening
air and light of a young moon while the

good woman prepared supper. She lighted

her only lamp, a small, flat, tin dish with a

little oil and a bit of candle-wick in it, raked
away the ashes from some embers, and mixed
some corn-meal with water into paste, and

it on a board before the fire. Our
supper was spread upon a small pine table,

and we were seated, one upon a half-bottomed

chair, the other upon a rough box, while six

realljr pretty children, half naked but tidy,

stood around their mother. Then, for the

first time, we fully saw the face of our
hostess. She appeared to be less than forty

years of age, with a sweet, sad countenance
serene with the spirit of resignation. There
were many traces of early beauty in her face

and form. She and her boys and girls seemed
to be struggling for the right to live.

When we had finished our supper of bacon
and corn-bread without butter, with coffee

without milk or sugar, and the children had
been put to bed somewhere, our kind friend

gave us a brief account of her life. She came
from Illinois, and was a school teacher in

southern Tennessee a few years, when she
married an excellent young man. They
joined their financial means and bought the

tract of land on which she was living. Being
mostly covered with woods they struggled

hard but hopefully in clearing and cultivat-

ng a part of the soil. They were healthy

md happy. Children blessed them ; and, in

time, they had four of them in the Sunday-

chool of Shiloh church, of which she and

her husband wei-e members. Thej' were the

chief teachers in the Sundaj-school. There

was a day-school a mile awaj^ to which they

sent their older children, for the mother had

not time to educate them properly herself

They prospered in a small way and the

future appeared promising. Then a cloud

appeared in the serene firmament of their

lives. It grew rapidly until it darkened
their household. The husband, exposed to

a cold rain-storm, was seized with pulmonai-y

consumption. He lay sick and sinking all

winter, and when, in March, 1862, the

National troops began to gather in theii

neighborhood, he was struggling with th(

last enemy of mortals. On the first of Apri

an officer from McClernand's camp, from hei

native town in Illinois, advised her to mov(

from the neighborhood, as a battle might

occur there. Her husband was too ill to b(

removed with safety, and they remained

pray-ing earnestly that the dread evil mighl

be averted. When, on Sunday morning, thf

Confederates suddenly^ attacked Sherman anc

Prentiss, the same kind officer proposed tc

assist the family in removing to a place o

safety, and offered an ambulance for the use

of the sick man.
" My poor husband was dying," said th(

widow, "and it was too late. When the can-

nons began to roar, and the battle was evi

dently drawing nearer, we all hovered arounc

the bed,—the six children and I,—and prayec

earnestly for protection. At length a bomb
shell carried away the upper part of a tref

near the house, and the fragment fell heavily

on the roof A moment afterward a cannon
ball went crashing through the house, pass

ing out over the bed whereon my husbauc

lay. I thought the next ball would slay mj

children, and my heart failed ; but in a mo
ment I felt sudden strength. I rememberec
how, with God's help, the three Hebrewi

passed through the fiery furnace of the Baby
Ionian king untouched, for the angel of thi

Lord was with them, and felt sure the sami

merciful hand would save us. I rose fron

my knees to tell my husband of my ho]ie am
faith, but his spirit had taken its flight."

"O sir," continued this stricken widow, ".

was so full of the joy given me by my fixitl

that my children's lives would be spared, tba

I could not weep ! I felt so sure of safet;

that I no longer felt fear, and I calmly^ pre

pared my husband's body for burial, with thi

help of a good Christian colored woman, whi

had remained with me, for she loved us both.

All that day and until late in the afternoo:

of the next day the battle raged furiousl;

and almost incessantly, and cannon-ball

went plunging and fiery shells M^ent scream

ing in all directions through the woods
;
ye

not another touched that dwelling, const

crated, as it was, by a Christian's death an

a Cliristian's prayer of faith. When the ha)

tie ceased, and the Confederates, defeatec

moved toward Corinth, some Union troop

assisted in burying the body of the departe

soldier of Christ.
" My husband died, but my children weii

spared," said this widowed mother; "bu

God only knows what will become of then

in this desolated country, without a scho(
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( church. Our meeting-house is a j^ile of
l2;8; our school-house was burned for fuel

;

< r little farm has been swept clean of ever}'
ling that was valuable, and I have no one
help me but that good boj^—God bless

11 .'—who is only fourteen years old." Then
• blue eyes beamed with emotions of joy,
en she said: "But I must not forget the
irds of the Psalmist: ' I have been young,
d now am old : yet have I not seen the
;hteous forsaken nor his seed begging
sad.' God will be my husband and the
her of my little flock."

I was conducted to a bed in the little cabin
Lached from the one in which we had sup-
i and conversed, and I was soon sleeping
ndly. I awoke at dawn. My first, half-
;aming impression was that I had heard a
vant polishing boots

; the next moment I
covered that it was the sound of pigs
:ler the floor of my bed-room, rubbing
iinst the timbers. Ifound, also, that in an
oining room our horse was stabled. Be

67

Politics and Morality.
In his cajnicitj- as an ordinarj- citizen, any

man has a right to hold (free from inquiry
by others) any religious or non-religious
opinions that he chooses

; and his private life,

so long as it does not lead to a violation of
the country's laws, is a matter between h....

self and God only. But when a man asks his
fellow-citizens to place him in autlidrity iivrr
them as a legislator, the position is aitcivil.
Opinions atfect character. t'liaracleT allVcls
action. It is idle to suppose that a bad man
can be trusted to be a good law-maker. Had
honor and uprightness entered more into the
composition of our National Legislature, the
subject of the shameful opium" trattic with
China would not have been treated almost
exclusively on the degrading and unrighteous
ground of expediency on our part, much as
thieves would debate the expediency of re-
storing property they had stolen.

In regard to every Christian citizen, it is

not only his right—it is his duty—to extend

s'S;:"»s 'iT/ir r„"- s^- 'r^™™? s^rs;^;upon which I had slept. In every id,

I

fcction the trees were scarred, splinto-e.'l, I

^,'i.

•eftof branches by shells and balls, and
rywhere fragments of cast-off' accoulre-
hts might be seen. The morning was
rious in its stimulating air, its glowin^r radi-
e, as the rays of the sun shdt through the
ised forest, and the matin songs of riumer-
cuekoos and scores of mocking-birds,

en, the night before, I sat in that dingy
in, listening to the tale of woe from our
d hostess, and looked upon the sweet, sad
of that lonely, suffering, educated ' and

ned woman, with her six pretty girls and
made utterly desolate by the war, I could

dly find a space in my heart for proper
ings towards those who had caused it.

the sleep, the exhilaration of the sweet
•ningair, the repose of the spirit promoted
the songs of birds, the ministrations of the
uties of nature, and especially the recol
ion of the beautiful spirit of forgiveness
ch pervaided the utterances of"faith i

neloveand justice of the bereaved mothe
ight forth the prayer, spontaneousl
ither, forgive them

; for they knew not
it they were doing."

" Let the dead Past bury its dead."

ur morning meal was similar to our sup
with the addition of a boiled chicken and
e tender onion-tops as a relish. We th
! over a greater portion of the famous
le-ground from Pittsburg Landing to
ed Shiloh meeting-house, and returnin
ur lodging-place, and amply remuneratin'
good woman for her entertainment, bail

farewell. We hastened back to ('i)iintl

strong horse taking us to the village i

5 to allow me to proceed eastward in the
to Inka Springs.
is more than fifteen years since I slept

the battle-field of Shiloh. The question
often come to my mind. "How fares it

1 the good widow of Shiloh and her boys
girls, all men and women if living ?" The
nx is silent.— ,S'. S. Times.

wh,

llv

purifying dispons;
dcr, the result wi
Moui-ninj;

[ will govern my life and my thoughts as
le whole world were to see the one and
the other; for what does it signify to

:e anything a secret to my neighbor, when
rod (who is the search erof our hearts) all
privacies are open ?"

ges, and to refuse to
no matter what

political views he may |.rolcss. Therighteous-
ness which exalteth a nation cannot'be pro-
moted by ungodly men. Nor can their posi-
tion if elected be neutral. If they do not
promote righteous government, they will re-
tard it. It cannot be right to help lio place a
bad man in power. _-.......,

But it hiay be asked—In cases where both'int'reasin
opposing candidates are ungodly men, but
one profesises certain political views with
which a Christian elector accords, is he under
such circumstances to withhold his vole?
Certainly, even although the aliscm -c of that
vote might decide not merely that |iaiti(ular
election, but the advent to power (.1' a imlili-
cal party. U7xdcr no circumxf,i,irix is if per-
missiblefor a Christian to do evil that (juo,] may
come of it. Let him do his duty, and leave
the result to God. Let him do his duty, un-
swayed by considerations of expediency, and
leave the issue of events to Him who over-
ruleth in the affairs of men. Where both
candidates are unrighteous men, it is not for
the Christian citizen to "choose between two
evils." He may not make a choice of evil.

It is for him to withhold his hand from both.—A. S. Dyer in British Friend.

"To Balby Monthly Meeting, Fir.-st mo., 1821.

" Dear Friends.—I trust that none of my
dearly beloved Friends will attribute the

M' ])atiently abode im-
unspeakably glorious.

_ Ijc turned into joy; the pain-
tul, and, perhaps protracted fast will become
a ]3recious and delightful feast, even ' a feast
of fat things, of wine on the lees, well refined ;'

'know ye what I have done to you ?' will be
sensibly understood

; and a language will be
excited l,y -rat i( tide an,l love similar in kind
t'l iliat ol Simon |',.iei-. when I be .iear Master
silenced Ins ohjeel ions liy e.xj.laining I he terms
ol aiioslleship, -Jjord, not my teet only, but
also my hands and mj head.'
"The tree of the field sustains no injury by

the wintry season's rest, on the contrary, it
IS invigorated. if,.a|, remains in the root. So
the foregoing (lis|iensati.)n, if the precious life
remains, however low and hidden it may be,
tends only to strengthen and establish the
humble Christian more firmly in the heavenly
vine; and when the spring of life and love is

permitted to return, buds and blossoms will
again appear, and new fruit will be brought
forth by these chosen ones, which will last-
ngly remain, to the praise and glory of the
great and good Husbandman and their own
eternal peace.

"Let me remind my dear friends, of every
age and class, that another year hath passed
swiftly over our heads

; this intimation is ac-
companied by an eaniesl desire that as days
are imi]ti)>lie(| and years inerease, an increase
of heavenly livasiire may be ours, through an

J kninvledge of the only true Godand
njs Son Jesus Christ.

" I remain your affectionate friend,

"Daniel Wheeler."

A Lion Encowiter.—During the early part
of David Livingstone's sojourn in Africa,
when located as a missionary among the
Bakatla, the village was much annoyed by a
corapanj- of lions, which leaped into the cattle-
pens by night and destroyed their cows.
They even attacked the herds in open day,
which is an unusual occurrence. The effort
to be freed from these dangerous animals is

thus narrated by Livingstone himself:
" It is well known that if one of a troop of

lions is kille.l. the others take the hint and
leave that part of the country. So, the next
time the herds wer.' ultacked, I went with
the people, in order to eiiconrage them to rM
themselves (jf the aiinoyanee l.\- destroying
one of I he marambrs. \\'e fonml the lions on
a small hill about a quarter oia mile in length,
and covered with trees. A circle of men was

brevity of this letter to anything short of the formed round it, and they gradually closed
true cause

;
neither absence nor distance have

I
up, ascending pretty near to each other

in any degree lessened mj' love or diminished ""
•

....
my regard for you

" ( 'an the children of the bridegroom fast
while the bridegroom is with them ? As long
as they have the bridegroom with them they
cannot fast. But the'days will come when
the bridegroom shall be taken away from
them, and then shall they fast in those days.'

" To you who have experimentally witness-
ed the truth of this saying of the Saviour of
men, it is unnecessary to say more than that
these days are my days; the days are indeed
come when strippedness and weakness are all

that I seem to possess. Should there be any
of iny dear brethren and sisters alike circum-
tanced, it is with me to say, for the encour-

Being down below on the plain with a native
schoolmaster, named Mebalvve, a most excel-
lent man, I saw one of the lions sitting on a
piece of rock within the now closed circle of
men. Mebalwe fired at him before I could,
and the ball struck the rock on which the
animal was sitting. Ho bit at the spot struck,
as a dog does at a stick or stone thrown at
him

; then leaping away, broke through the
opening cii'cle and escaped unhurt. The men
were afraid to attack him, perhaps on account
of their belief in witchcraft. When the circle

was re-formed, we saw two other lions in it;

but we were afraid to fire lest we should strike
the men, and they allowed the beasts to burst
through also. If the Bakatla had acted ac-

agement of such, (although destitute myself cording to the custom of the country, they
of any claim, and totally unworthy of partak- would have speared the lions in their attempt
ling thereof,) that if this humiliating, though to get out. Seeing we could not get them to
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ill one of the lions, we bent our footsteps

rd the in going ound the end of

tiic hill, however, I saw one of the beasts sit-

ting on a piece of rock as before, but this time

ho had a little bush in front. Being about

thirty yards off, I took a good aim at his body

through the bush, and fired both barrels into

it. The men then called out, 'He is shot, he

is shot !' Others cried, ' He has been shot by
another man too; let us go to him!' I did

not see any one else shoot at him, but I saw

the lion's tail erected in anger behind the

bush, and, turning to the people, said, 'Stop

a little, till I load again.' When in the act of

ramming down the bullets, I heard a shout.

Starting, and looking half round, I saw the

lion just in tbe act of springing upon ine. I

was upon a little height; he caught my
shoulder as he sprang, and we both came to

the ground below together. Growling hor-

ribly close to my ear, he shook me as a ter-

rier dog does a rat. The shock produced a

stupor similar to that which seems to be felt

by a mouse after the first shake of the cat.

It caused a sort of dreaminess, in which there

was no sense of pain nor feeling of terror,

though quite conscious of all that was hap-

pening. It was like what patients partially

under the influence of chloroform describe,

who see all the operation, but feel not the

knife. This singular condition was not the

result of any mental process. The shake an-

nihilated fear, and allowed no sense of horror

in looking round at the boast. This peculiar

state is probably produced in all animals killed

by the carnivora ; and if so, is a merciful pro-

vision by our benevolent Creator for lessening

the pain of death. Turning round to relieve

myself of the weight, as he bad one paw on

the back oi my head, I saw his eyes directed

to Mebalwe, who was trying to shoot him at

a distance of ten or fifteen yai'ds. His

a flint one, missed fire in both barrels ; the lion

immediately left me, and, attacking Mebalwe,
bit his thigh. Another man, whose life I hacl

saved before, after he had been tossed by

buftalo, attempted to spear the lion while he

was biting Mebalwe. He left Mebalwe and
caught this man by the shoulder, but at that

moment the bullets he had received took

effect, and he fell down dead. The whole was
the work of a few moments, and must have

been his paroxysms of dying rage. In oi-der

to take out the charm from him, the Bakatl

on the following day made a huge bonfii-e

over the carcass, which was declared to bo

that of the largest lion they had ever seen

Besides crunching the bone into splinters, he

left eleven teeth wounds on the upper part of

my arm.
" A wound from this animal's tooth resem-

bles a gun-shot wound ; it is generally followed
bjr a great deal of sloughing and discharge,

and pains are felt in the part periodically

ever afterward. I had on a tartan jacket on
the occasion, and I believe' that it wiped off

all the virus from the teeth that pierced the

flesh, for my two companions in this affray

have both Buffered from the peculiar pains,

while I have escaped with only the incon-

venience of a false joint in my limb. The
man whose shoulder was wounded showed
me his wound actually burst forth afresh on
the same month of the following year. This
curious point deserves the attention of in-

quirers."

For " The Friend."

"AM I MY BROTHER'S KEEPER?"
In 1783, a family of Friends, consisting of

parents and seven children, moved into the

city of Philadelphia from Virginia. The ar-

rival of this family amongst Friends " awak-

ened a care and tender concern on their ac-

count, particularly respecting the children,

who if not especially guarded and watched

over, would be exposed to various tempta-

tions in the city where vanity and many evils

were sorrowfully prevalent." So, some of the

most weighty Friends of the Monthly Meet-

ing were appointed to have a care over them,

viz: Samuel Emlen, Samuel Smith, Samuel

Hopkins, Charles West, and Henry Drinker,

y, noble the deeds that our fathers have done,

Unsullied and pure in their wisdom and truth,

ut few can outvie with this record of one

Guarding and guiding the innocent vouth.

Fresh from the freedom of forest and hill,

From breezes and scenes that to nature belong.

Little they'd reck of the danger and ill

That lurks in the city's vast tumult and throng.

There the song of the syren floats out on the night,

And sin stalks abroad in the glare of the noon.

Temptations assail, until wrong seemeth right,

And pleasure's enchantments weave bright webs of

doom.

Alone and unaided, the true from the false

They scarce could discern 'mid the glitter and show.

Their senses led captive by tinsel and dross,

Might note not the worthlessness hidden below.

In " letters of gold," let this act be enrolled

On our annals of lime for posterity's gaze,*

The care that has shielded the lambs of the fold

From the jaw of the wolf in the earlier days.

And is it designed by the Father of all

The righteous unheeding should journey along,

Ignoring the weak who may stumble and fall,

Where the hand of a brother 'd make valiant an

strong?

And we who are least, with no might of our own,

Have a call and a mission we cannot evade,

From the low haunts of sin to the steps of the Throne

Our paths intersected with others are laid.

As the ripples spread out when a pebble we send

On the waters all silent and placid before.

So the waves of our influence round us extend,

Only to break on eternity's shore.

Tho' the zeal of our fathers seems waning to-day.

There are hearts still as warm in the cause as of old.

Intent to be found as true guides on the way,

To gather and lead to the Heavenly Fold.

Prayer is the vital breath of faith.

Selected.

THE PLANTING OF THE APPLE-TREE.
Come, let \is plant the apple-tree,

Cleave the tough greensward with the spade

;

Wide let its hollow bed be made

;

There gently lay the roots, and there

Sift the dark mold with kindly care,

And press it o'er them tenderly

;

As 'round the sleeping infant's feet

We softly fold the cradle-sheet,

So plant we the apple-tree,

What plant we in this apple-tree ?

Buds, which the breath of summer days
Shall lengthen into leafy sprays

;

Boughs, where the thrush, with crimson breast

Shall haunt and sing, and hide her nest

;

We plant upon the sunny lea

A shadow for the noontide hour,

A shelter from the summer shower,

When we plant the apple-tree.

What plant we in this apple-tree?

Sweets for a hundred flowery springs

To load the May-wind's restless wings.

When, from the orchard row, he pours
Its fragrance through our open doors

;

A world of blossoms for the bee.

Flowers for the sick girl's silent room,
For the glad infant sprigs of bloom,

We plant with the apple-tree.

What plant we in this apple-tree?

Fruits that shall swell in sunny June,

And redden in the August noon,

And drop, when gentle airs come by.

That fan the blue September sky
;

While children come with cries of glee,

And seek them where the fragrant gras»

Betrays their bed to those who paa",

At "the foot of the apple-tree.

And when, above this apple-tree,

The winter .stars are glittering bright,

And winds go howling through the night,

Girls whose young eyes o'erflow with mirth

Shall peel its fruit by cottage-hearth,

And guests in prouder homes shall see,

Heaped with the grape of Cintra'a vine,

And golden orange of the line,

The fruit of the apple-tree.

The fruitage of this apple-tree,

Winds and our flag of stripe and star

Shall bear to coasts that lie afar.

Where men shall wonder at the view.

And ask in what fair groves they grew;

And sojourners beyond the sea

Shall think of childhood's careless day.

And long, long hours of summer play.

In the shade of the apple-tree.

Each year shall give this apple-tree

A broader flush of roseate bloom,

A deeper maze of verdurous gloom,

A nd loosen, when the frost-clouds lower,

The crisp brown leaves in thicker shower.

The years shall come and pass, but we
Shall hear no longer, where we lie,

The summer songs, the autumn's sigh,

I^ the bough of the apple-tree.

And time shall waste this apple-tree.

Oh, when its aged branches throw

Thin shadows on the ground below,

Shall fraud and force and iron will
|

Oppress the weak and helpless still ?

What shall the tasks of mercy be,

Amid the toils, the strife, the tears

Of those who live when length of years

Is wasting this little apple-tree?

"Who planted this old apple-tree?"

The children of that distant day
Thus to some aged man shall say

;

And, gazing on its mossy stem.

The gray-haired man shall answer them :

" A poet of the land was he.

Born in the rude but good old times
;

'Tis said he made some quaint old rhymes
On planting the apple-tree."

William Oullen Bryant.

How to Look at Things.—I went to see

lady once, who was in deep trouble and ii

much darkness on account of the great aftlic

tions which had come to her. She had fallei

into deep melancholy. When I wont in sb'

was working a bit of embroidery, and as

talked with her she dropped the side of il

and there it lay, a mass of crude worb
tangled ; everything seemed to be out o

order.
" Well," said I, " what is this j^ou are ea

gaged at ?"

" Oh," she replied, " it's a pillow for :

lounge. I'm making it for a Christmas gift.

I said, "I should not think you wouli

waste your time on that. It looks tanglec

without design and meaning," and I went oi

abusing the whole bit of handwork, and be

littling the combinations of colors, aud so or

" Why, Mr. P.," she said, surprised at th

sudden and abrupt change of the subject o:

which we had before been talking, and th

persistency with which I had opposed he

work—" why, Mr. P., you ai-e looking at th

wrong side. Turn it over."

Then I said, " That's just what you are

you are looking at the wrong side of God'

workings with you. Down hero wo are loot
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ing at the tangled side of God's ]n'ovidonco
;

but lie has a plan—here a stitch, there
movement of the shuttle, and in the end
beautiful work. Be not afraid

j but be 1

ievini;-. Believe Him in the darkneuss ; 1

ieve Ilim in the mj^steries. Let him that
iivalketh in darkness, and seeth not the light,

i^'Bt trust in the Lord.

—

Christian Observer

Western Friends in Court.

Much interest having been manifested re

ipeeting the late suit at Indianapolis, the fol

owing statement has been prepared for the
nformation of our readers.

Catharine Mulloy was a Friend residing
vithiii the limits of White Lick Quarterly
ileeting, a branch of the Western Yearly
lieeting, the latter held at Plainfield, Indiana.
iJy her last will and testament made shortly
ieforo her decease, and dated 9th ino. 29th,

'868, she made among others the following
icqucsts

:

" I will and bequeath to White Lick Quar
erly Meeting of Friends, five hundred dollars

$500.00), to be applied, at the discretion of
aid Quarter!3' Meeting, for the relief of suffer

ng humanity, more especially for the benefit

f the freedmen and refugees of the South."
" I will and bequeath to White Lick Quar

erly Meeting of Friends, one thousand dollars

lilOOO.OO), to be applied, at the discretion of
feid Quarterly Meeting, to the education of

I oor children."

;! The meeting accepted these bequests, and
[Ippointed Allen Hadley to receive and hold
Ijtiem subject to its direction.

I

In the year 1877, a separation took place in

P^estern Yearly Meeting, which subsequentlj'

Ifxtended into White Lick Quarterly Meeting.
toth bodies, in each case, claimed to be the
nly legitimate Yearly and Quarterly Meeting
f Friends. As at the time of the suit, it was
lutually agreed by the parties that they
aould be distinguished by the names of " Or-
jiodox" and "Progressive," these terms will

ie emploj^ed here.

; Allen Hadley was associated with the Or-
iiodox Friends. A demand was made upon
im by the Progressive White Lick Quarterly
[eeting, to transfer the funds in his hands to

brtain trustees appointed bj- that body to re-

vive them. This he refused to do. Suit was
eeordingly brought against him ; whereupon
e asked that the Orthodox Quarterly Meet-
ig, through its trustees, should be made a
art}- thereto, and summoned to answer as to

s interest. It being so ordered, the cross-

jniplaint of the defendent. White Lick Quar-
rly .Meeting, was heard; also the plaintiff's

nswir and the reply of cross-complainant.
be latter Eeply stated that the faith of the
ociety was embodied in the declaration issued

y the eight Yearly Meetings of the Society
f Friends in America in 1830. The ease was
rought before Judge Ealph Hill, of the Cir-

iit Court of Marion county, Indiana, sitting

b Indianapolis, and commenced on the 29th
ay of Fighth month last. Both sides elected
) a trial by court, though either of them
light have required the other to submit the
isx' to a jury.

In tiie evidence presented, it was agreed by
oth sides that there was but one religious

ociety of Friends ; and that up to the year
377, there had been but one Westei-n Y"early
leeting of Friends. In that j-ear two reports

fore j)reseuted to the said Western Yearly

Meeting, both of which purported to come
from Plainfield Quarterly Meeting, which was
one of its branches. The claims of the two
bodies were referred to the Eepresentati
from the other Quarterly Meetings as a com-
mittee; who afterwards reported in favor of
recognizing the Progressive Plainfield Quar
tcr. After a minute accepting the report had
been made by the Clerk, two Friends invited
such of those present as were favorable to
joining the Orthodox Plainfield Friends in

holding Western Yearly Meeting upon the
original basis of faith and practice, to with-
draw with them to a house in the neighbor-
hood. Onlj- one Eepresentative beside those
from Plainfield, with a number of other mem
bers, accepted this invitation. After holding
their meeting as proposed, they adjourned to

the meeting-house at Sugar Grove, about two
miles south of Plainfield. Since 1877 these
Friends have continued to meet at the same
place annually up to the present year.

Only two witnesses were examined bj' the
Progressives. They took the position that

they represented the regularly organized
Western Yearly Meeting set up by Indiana
Yearlj' Meeting in 1858, and also the regular

White Lick Quarterly Meeting of Friends.

That their Yearly Meeting in 1877 had the

regularly appointed clerk. That its sessions

had adjourned and met from time to time,

and that it has continued to do so annually.
That it has corresponded with, and been ac-

knowledged by the same Yearly Meetings as

those that the undivided Yearly Meeting had
corresponded with previously to 1877. These
Yearly Meetings, it was asserted, comprised,
with the exception of Philadelphia, the entire

Society of Friends the world over. The Quai--

terly Meeting of White Lick, having its old

clerk, received the reports of their Yearly
Meeting, and had ever since continued its con-

nection'therewith. That it was consequently

the only legitimate White Lick Quarterly
Meeting of Friends. They claimed that they
have about 13,000 members, while the Ortho-
dox have onlj' about 700.* That they have
1-1 Quarterly Meetings, while the Orthodox
have but 2. And that the latter have at-

tached a Monthly Meeting to one of their

Quarters composed of some of the members
of Indiana Yearly Meeting residing in the

State of Ohio, which was done without the

consent of Indiana Yearly Meeting.

The views of Barnabas C. Hobbs, one of the

witnesses, who stated that he was a minister

and had acted as clerk to the Y'"early Meeting
in 1877, will be shown by the answers to

several questions brought out under cross-

examination. In regard to the basis on which
the Society stands, its faith and usages, he
testified: " It is united upon membership in

one respect and upon fellowship in another.

It has a doctrinal basis as well. These are

all the elements that make up its organiza

tion."

Ques. " Is that doctrinal basis well defined ?"

Ans. " Not very pei-fectly defined. It is

defined in a very limited way."

Q. " Can a man find out what it is ?"

.4. "Yes; so far as the definition is con-

cerned. Beyond that he cannot find it out,

because there is not a fulness of Christian

faith. It is not possible among men to find

one."

The Orthodox Friends claim nearly 1200 mem-

Q. "Have they their regularly- established
authorities and expounders of their faith and
doctrine?"

A. " Not exactly so. There is no body set
apart for that purpose. They embody liberty
of conscience and belief in the apostolic suc-
cession in the proper sense of the term."
" The Yearly Meeting has its regular confes-
sion of faith published in the Discipline; and
that has been regularly the confession of faith
for the Society from its rise until now."

Q. "It had that regular confession of faith
before any separation in 1877 ?"

A. " Yes, and since. It had its doctrines."

Q. " Now you may state what that confes-
sion of faith was."

A. " It is a pretty difficult question for me
to tell the whole thing herein. I have never
committed it to memory, I can tell whether
it is sound if any body can state the doctrine,

but I am not able to recite the confession of
faith all through. I can refer you to the Dis-
cipline."

Q. " Is the correspondence the only bond
between them, or is there one of faith and
doctrine between the various Yearly Meet-
ings ?"

A. "There is a correspondence as the ac-
companiment of the organization. They re-

cognize a common faith and doctrine."

Q. "Where is that common faith and doe-
trine to be found ?"

A. "It is to be found in our confession of
faith and in our Discipline."

Q. " Is there anything outside of the Dis-

cipline that jon might look to to find that
faith and doctrine. Have j'ou any recognized
authorities or authors, or published works?"

A. " Not as a standard authority."

Q. " There is none at all ?"

A. "No."
Q. " You say that the Society of Friends,

as a body, has no standard authority govern-
ing the whole body ?"

A. "Not such as it has agreed upon, or
mutually upon. There are books that are
read with much instruction and edification.

In one sense they would be called standard
authorities, but they have never been unitedly
agreed upon or held up as such to the world.
It is only by common consent and not by any
Society authority."

Q. "Has it not always been by common
consent in the Societj' of Friends to which
you have belonged, that the Society recog-

nized and obeyed without controversj', the
authority of Eobert Barclay, George Fox,
William Penn and others?"

A. "No. I would not say that we have
ever taken any man's book this side of the
Apostles as the standard. We have our doc-

trines from the Bible itself"

He mentioned three doctrines which were
fundamental in the Society of Friends, viz :

"Inspiration of the Scriptures;" "The Di-

vinity of Christ ;" " The presence of the Holy
Spirit." " The distinguishing features of the

Society are found in their church worship.

In recognizing in a fuller and more complete
sense the rights of women to take part in the
ministrj' of the church, and to bring them up
to an authoritative equality in a certain sense

in church government." In its doctrines upon
the subjects of peace and war; of slavery;
" the disuse of the ritualistic form of worship

;

in the observance of rites and symbols in the

supper and baptism, accepting the spiritual

inspiration of the Scrijitures as a true one ou
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that subject. There may be other distinctive

feiituros which I do not now call up, but these

are some of the principal ones which distin-

rjuish us from other denominations." He
was reminded of the testimony against oaths

which he acknowledged having forgotten to

mention.
The witness might very properly have

stated that the " inspiration of the Scriptures,

the Divinity of Christ, and the presence of the

Holy Spirit," were fundamental principles of

the Christian religion—for they are believed

by most Christian sects. But it is remark-

able that it did not occur to him to state what
has always been understood to be the great

distinguishing doctrines of Friends. These,

it is well-known, are Universal saving Light,

Perfection, and that recognition of the true

Headship of Christ in bis Church, which as-

serts Him to be the Dispenser of the gifts of

Ministry, Oversight, Discernment, and all

other spiritual gifts. These He bestows upon
individuals whom He qualifies to receive them
and to exercise them only as He directs, so

that the body may be edified.

(To be continued.)

Selected for " The Frient

Jolrn Jay.

His character (says Webster) is a brilliant

jewel in the sacred treasures of national repu-

tation. Leaving his pi-ofession at an early

period, yet not before he had singularly dis-

tinguished himself in it, from the commence-
ment of the Eevolution, his whole life, until

his final retirement,* was a life of public ser

vice. A member of the first Congress, he

was the author of that political ]iaper which

tlie iiu-oni'paral'lc ]iro.Tiictioiis of that IhmIv"

productions which called forth that deci.sivo

strain of commendation from the great Lord
Chatham, in which he pronounced them not
inferior to the finest productions of the master
states ofthe world. John Jay had been abroad
and had also been long entrusted with the

difficult duties of our foreign correspondence
at home. He had seen and felt, in the fullest

measure, and to the greatest pos.sible extent

the difficulty of conducting our foreign affairs

honorablj- and usefully, without a stronger

and more perfect domestic union. Though
not a member of the Convention which framed
the Constitution, he was yet present while it

was in session, and looked anxiously for its

result. By the choice of this cit}^ (ISTew York)
he had a seat in the State Convention, and
took an active and zealous part for ihe adop
tion of the Constitution. On the organization
of the new government, he was selected by
Washington to be the first Chief Justice of the
LTnited States ; and surely the high and most
responsible duties of that station, cauld not
have been trusted to abler or safer hands.
It is the duty, one of equal importance and
delicacy, of that tribunal to decide constitu-

tional questions, arising occasionally on State
laws. The general learning and ability, and
especially the prudence, the mildnesss and
the firmness of his character, eminently fitted

John Jay to be the head of such a court.

When the spotless ermine of the judicial robe

fell on John Jay, it touched nothing not as spot-

less as itself. E.

* We may remember that John Jay vohintarily
abandoned political life, much against the wishes of
liis constituents, in order that he might devote liis time
and attention to things of greater moment.

From ttie " British Friend."

Balaam—A Mixture.

In a former treatise I spoke of two teachers

the one leading into all error, the other

guiding into all truth. The one leading out

of darkness into light ; the other leading out

of light into darkness. Hence the mixture

which so wonderfully prevails in the religious

world ; because it proceeds from discordant

sources never to be harmonized.

I believe that ever since our first parents

listened to the lying spirit, and partook of the

tree of knowledge of good and evil, that good
and evil have had an opposing existence of

enmity" in the world ; and that the heart

of every man witnesses, at times, something
of the antagonistic strife or warfare occasioned

by this enmity, until he is redeemed from it,

ind created anew in Christ Jesus. This re-

demption, or freedom from that mixture which
Balaam so strikingly displayed, I believe, is

onlj' by obedience to Him whom Balaam, as

also our primeval parents, disobeyed. And
for this purpose the Son of God was mani-

fested, that He might destroy the works of

the devil.

And so far as this work, through faith and

obedience, is done in us, so far we are freed

from the mixture of good and evil which was
brought into the world hy sin. Then shall

be witnessed, by every individual soul, the

fulfilment of the prophecy eoncerriing Him
who came " to finish transgression, and to

make an end of sins, and to make reconcilia-

tion for iniquity, and bring in everlasting

righteousness," that He might be anointed as

the Most Holy, ruling and reigning in un-

mixed puritj- in every heart.

So " let us hold fast the profession of our
faith without wavering, for he is faithful that

promised," &c. (Heb. x. 22-25.) Let us " be

hold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the

sin of the world." Let us " keep our heart

with all diligence ; for out of it are the issues

of life." Not the issues of life and death

from the same fountain. No. If the heart

be kept pure, the Gospel stream which flows

from it, or through it, from the pure fountain,

will be pure also. No mixture there, as there

w^as in the teachings and conduct of Balaam.
" Doth a fountain send forth, at the same
place, sweet water and bitter?" It cannot.

And the teachings of the present day, which
partake of this character, are leading the

blind astray, far from the meek and heavenly
kingdom. The votaries of this spurious re-

ligion are " calling evil good, and good evil

;

are putting darkness for light, and light for

darkness; and bitter for sweet, and sweet
for bitter. They are wise in their own eyes,

and prudent in their own sight." " Strangers

have devoured their strength, and they know
it not." Thej- profess to be servants of God,
but in works deny Him.

"In speculation's field they roam abroad,

And in dead works forsake the living God ;"

and run greedily after the error of Balaam
for reward, loving the w^ages of unrighteous-

ness, and the honors and promotions of the
world. But how was it with poor incon-

sistent Balaam ? Did he die the death of

the righteous ? and was his last end like

theirs? But how amazing the sublime lan-

guage that Balaam, who appeared at times to

be under the guidance of the Star of Jacob,

could utter—not to be surpassed by any of

the true prophets of God ! In what con-

dition, however, was his heart? Was it no

tleceitful above all things, and desperaiil

wicked? Was it not in his heart to ciii-,s,

the true Israel of God, whom he was cor

strained to bless ?

How is it with some in more modern daj's

How was it with Caiaphas, an enemy of ou

blessed Lord? Was he not constrained t

utter a noble prophecy concerning Him, no

knowing what he said ? How is it now i.

our boasted age of progression and reform

We may speak "with the tongues of mei

and of angels," but, " if we have not the spiri

of Christ we are none of his." Our intellectua

speaking may please the ear of the natura

man, but the spiritual man that has an ea

to hear what the Spirit sayeth unto th

churches, will not be edified by all " the en

tieing words of man's wisdom." They wil

be no more to him " than sounding brass, o

a tinkling ej'mbal."

We may, like Balaam, use high-flown lat:

guage, with all the smoothness of eloquence

so as to be highly esteemed among men, an'

yet it may all be an abomination in the sigh

of.the Lord, because it is an attempt to ro

God of that glory which alone belongs t

Him ; and to quiet the conscience of th

hearers, so as to yet remain in the mixturt

short of being redeemed from all iniquitj' an'

purified by the Spirit of the Lord. I kno\

we have the treasure of the ministry "ii

earthen vessels," but I believe the ves96'

should be so purified from the defilements o

the earthly or fallen nature as not to currupi

the pure gospel stream that flows through i1

When we have experienced a change from ;

state of nature to a state of grace—a chang
from darkness to light, and from the powe
of Satan to the power of God—we shall fin'

we are free from the mixture of good an^

evil, because all things will become new, am
all things of God, from whom the mixtur'

never sprang. But it sprang from the ev;

one, and would willingly lead all its votarict

to him, whether they be teachers or whethe;

they be hearers.

()h, for a pure and undefiled religion—uji
held by a pure and unmixed ministry—whicl

proceeds from the Living Fountain—evei

from Him in " whom is no variablenesf-

neither shadow of turning."

Of what avail is it for us, like Balaam, ti

desire that we might die the death of th

righteous, while we are deliberiitely livin

the life of the unrighteous, and going on i

open opposition to the command of God, a

he was ?

" Obedience is better than sacrifice." Ye

Balaam under the guise of religion, and i

solemn mockery, could in his mixed conditio

offer a pretended sacrifice to the God of Israe

Though the wages of unrighteousness wei'

uppermost in his corrupt heart, yet he coul

presumptuously imitate in his offerings th

sacrifices of Israel to that God whom he wa
wilfully disobeying. But we are told tha
" the sacrifice of the wicked is an abomini
tion to the Lord." Yet how many appea
willing to keep up the form, though, lik

Balaam, j'ct in the mixture and destitute c

the power.
What signifies the form when the spiri

has departed ? How was it with Saul ? H
forced an offering without waiting for th

authority, and without " making supplieatio

unto the Lord."
But to return to Balaam. I have brougb
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him to view in this article merely as bein^
jthe strongest instance which we have on
ireeord of the strange mixture of good and
jvil in the unregenerate heart of man. May
ive all profit by it and seek in time a return
hrough the only door, to that unmixed purity
.vliich man first had in Paradise with God.
rhen we shall die the death of the righteous
and our last end will be like his.

1

D. H
Dublin, Indiana, 6th mo. 30th, 1881.

i
The Sioux and the Poncas.—The language

ind conduct oftheSioux chiefs in rcgard'to re-
toringthe land of the Poncas might be taken
iS an example to the superior race. They were
iffered money by the Government to give up
he lands which had been assigned to tbem,
ut refused it with a touch of savage nobility,
t is needless to say that this land formerly
elonging to the Poncas, which has come into
osses.siou of the whites, has not been de-
vered up, and is not likelj' to be. The
'oncas have been pitied to the extent of
loston eloquence

; but powerful as that has
een, it has not reached the effect of White
'bunder's speech to Secretary Kirkwood on
le otter of money :

" JSTo, my friend
; that is

ot what I want. You told me yester-
ay I ought to have pity on these poor
oncas. If I have pity on them, I anx not
Jing to take their monej-. We give them
Se lands they need." General Harnej'-, whose
cperience with the Indians in both fighting
id treaty-making has been one of uniform
iceess, has said that there was never a
eaty between the Indians and the whites
ii was observed by the former until it was
oken by the latter ; and such evidences of a
anly and honorable spirit as that exhibited
'theSioux toward the Poncas are proof
at \vc ought to be able to get along with
ch a race in peace and harmony, by the
•actice of a reasonable good faith an'd.ob-
rvanceof4he natural laws of equitj'. At
|y rate, the contrast between the conduct
the Sioux and the whites toward the

jncas, is not edifying or consolatory to the
perior race.

—

Prov. Journal.

Nut-Pine, Bigger-Pine (Pinus Sabiniana).
The first coniferous tree met by the trav-
?r in ascending the range from the west is

e nut-pine, remarkable for its loose, airy,
pieal appearance, suggesting a region of
ilms rather than cool, resiny pine-woods.
one would take it at first sight to be a

'ne or conifer of any kind, it is so loose in
bit, and widely branched, and its foliage is

thin and gray. Full-grown specimens are
-" forty to fifty feet in height, and from
ro to three in diameter. At a height of
teen or twenty feet from the ground the
Unk usually divides into three or four main
lanches, about equal in size, which, after
aring away from one another, shoot straight
and form separate summits ; while the

ooked subordinate branches aspire, or radi-
or droop in loose ornamental sprays,

ne slender, grayish-green needles are from
3;ht to twelve inches long, loosel}- tasseled,
id inclined to droop in handsome curves,
ntrasting with the stiff, dark-colored trunk
jd branches in a very striking manner. JSTo

her tree of my acquaintance, so substantial
body, is in its foliage so thin and so pervi-
s to the light. The sunbeams sift through
en the leafiest trees with scarce any inter-

ruption, and the weary, heated traveler finds
but little protection in their shade.

It grows only on the torrid foot-h
seeming to delight in the most ardent sun-
heat, like a palm

; springing up here and
there singly, or in scattered groups of five or
six, among scrubby white-oaks and thickets
of ceanothus and manzanita ; its extreiiir
upper limit being about four thousand Itrt
above the sea, its lower about from five hun-
dred to eight hundred feet.

The generous crop of sweet, nutritious
nuts which it yichls makes it a oroat favorite
with Indians ami witli Ixars. TIr. ccncs are
trulj' magnitii/ciil. inraMuin^ IV(.in five to
ght inches in length, and nut much less in

thickness, rich, chocolate-brown in color, and
protected by strong, down-curving hooks
which terminate the scales. Nevertheless,
the little Douglas squirrel can open them.

Indians gathering the ripe nuts make a
striking picture. The men climb the trees
like bears and beat off the cones with sticks,
or recklessly cut off the more fruitful branches
with hatchets, while the squaws gather them
in heaps, and roast them until the scak's (i|r'ii

sufficiently to allow the hard-shelleil sccils i(j

be beaten out. Then, in the cool i'vi'iiiiiij,s.

men, M-omen and children, with theii' < a pai it \

foi- dirt greatly increased by the soft i-osi'i,

with which they are all bedragghd.
circles around their camp-fires oil the bank
of some stream, and lie in easy independence,
cracking nuts, and laughing and chatting, as
heedless of the future as bears and squ'—From the Coniferous Forests of the ,

Nevada, in Scrihner for Ninth month.

Religious Items, &c.

Disturbance of Reli(ji<iii.<i Jfriti/uj.^.—A case
under the law on this siilijcct lias recently
been decided in the Suin'oiue Cdiirt of New
York. At a Methodist Episcopal meeting in

Western New York, a person who was not a
member spoke at a Love-feast, who as Excise
Commissioner signed licenses for dealing in

spirituous liquors. Such signing is contrary
to the discipline of the Methodists. The Com-
missioner had spoken on previous occasions,
and had been warned by the pastor in charge
not to repeat the act. At this time he was
arrested by a Justice of the Peace and fined

$10. The case was carried up to the Sii]ireme
Court, which has affirmed the constitutionality
of the law, and the conviction betbre the
Justice. The Christian Advocate points out
the following bearings of the decision :

First. A disturber of a religious meeting
may be arrested by a Justice Avho is present
when the disturbance occurs, and a summary
trial had, and the defendant punished.

Second. A person not a member ofa Church
has no right to take part in the meetings of
said Church except b}- courtesy, and if ob-
jectionable to the Church, and forbidiK^n liy

the pastor to take part in the meetings, is

amenable to the law as a disturber if he sliall

take part afterward.

Third. Under these circumstances the speak-
ng at all is a disturbance, no matter how
proper the speaking may be in itself

AgricnJturnl Fairs.—We are glad to observe
that a ((ji-rcs()oiiil<'iit of The Christian Advo-
cate calls attention to '-the games of chance,
intemperance, and horse-racing" connected
with many of the Agricultural Fairs, "to

the great detriment of many professing Chris-
tians who persist in attending them." He says:

A resolution passed by one of the leading Con-
ferences of our [Methodist] Connection, expressing
in well understood terms its disapproval of the
course of members of our Church who attended
tliisc places where the objectionable features men-
tK.in-,1 |>revailed, is distinctly remembered by the
writer. And we believe the same truth needs to be
luulliriiied with greater emphasis, that our members
need not be mistaken concerning our disapprobation
of their presence where the most spiritual of our
members have no desire to go, and where those
members who are already worldlv-miiulfd go, only
to become colder in their rclifiid'us livos. We are
well aware that the evils spoken <,f will not apply
to all sections of our countiy

; but that these evils
are so frequently found in' connection with these
gatherings as to make it necessary for Christians,
who would maintain their integrity, to wisely dis-
criminate between those which promote the public
welfare and those which uiidi rininr tlir social and
religious life, is the profoiind . ..in ictimi of many
who never wish to be found wlui.' tli.' ."Master can-
not come.

Hussian Mennonites.— The London Friend
has received information of the safe arrival

Tashkent in Asia, the capital of Russian
'I'll i-k. Stan, of the Eussian Mennonites who
ha.

I determined to settle thei-e. They are
alMHit 1000 in number, and think tbej' have
a ]iroraise from the Russian Government of
exemption from military service for fifteen
years. About 14,000 of these people arc be-
lieved 1.1 have removed to the United States
and Jiritish .\nierica.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 8, 1881.

A correspondent in Ohio expresses his fears
lest the attention of the members of our So-
ciety should be too much engrossed with
literary culture and educational training. He
does not condeiiiii the acquisition of knowl-
edge, provi.le.

I il is I;, lit u-ithin proper limits
;

but quotes the.e e.\|.re>sion8 of Mary Capper
to illustrate his feelings: "I am one of those
who mark the boasted march of intellect with
a jealous fear. The refinements of our day
seem, in my view, to draw the mind from
under the ci-oss of Christ."

He who would be a faithful follower of the
Lord Jesus Christ, must submit his whole life

to the Divine government. There will be
times, when the earnest pursuit of knowledge
and intellectual culture, as well as the diligent
prosecution of outward business, will be felt

to be duties. These will, with the Divine
blessing, often prepare man for moi'e exten-
sive usefulness in whatever fields of labor the
Lord .Icsigiis til employ him. But the aceu-
mulaliiiii of wealth, whether of the intellect or
in an otitward sense, must not be the primary
concern. To do the Lord's will must be the
governing rule of our lives. All will acknowl-
dge, that this rule does restrain men in their

ursuitofriches; ami ilial I lie .(immand ofour
aviour is of imperati\e oliligatiou—''Seek

yc ///sHhe kiiiLcdom of Heaven^ and the right-
eousii.'^s tii.-ri'..f.''

This . .iiiimaml applies with equal force to
every eni]iluyment of our time and energies.

Those who have obeyed it in sincerity, have
found that they were not at liberty topursue
their mental cultivation, in the ordinary sense
of the w^ord, without restraint. They have
learned that the eager pursuit of knowledge
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is one of the things that had to be submitted

to the cross of Christ; and they have been

taught to seek for a sense of Divine permis-

sion and approval in their literary engage-

ments as well as in everything else.

In this humbled condition they have been

prepared to receive the knowledge of Heaven-
Ij' mj'steries, which are still hid from the wise

and prudent and revealed unto babes ; and
their minds have been enriched and enlarged

with Divine openings in a manner which none
can appreciate who have not submitted to the

same heavenly discipline.

Eobert Barclay testifies, that he was a lover

and admirer of learning, and sought after it,

according to his age and capacity. " But,"

he adds, " it pleased God in his unutterable

love, earlj' to withstand my vain endeavors,

while I was yet but eighteen years of age;

and made me seriously to consider (which I

wish also may befall others) that without holi-

ness and regeneration no man can see God

;

and that the fear of the Lord is the begin-

ning of wisdom, and to depart from iniquity

a good understanding ; and how much knowl-

edge jmffeth up, and leadeth away from that

inward quietness, stillness and humility of

mind, where the Lord appears and his heaven
ly wisdom is revealed."

In another part of our columns will be

found the first portion of an article headed
'• Western Friends in Court." It is a state

ment of a recent law-suit at Indianapolis, in

volving the standing of the two bodies into

which Western Yearly Meeting has beei

divided.

The suit was brought on behalf of th<

Larger Body, or Progressive Friends against
a trustee belonging to the Smaller Body or

Orthodox Friends. These a])pellations of

Progressive and Orthodox it was mutually
agreed should be used as distinctive terms for

convenience. The nominal object of the suit

was to obtain the control of certain eharitabi

funds of small amount ; but the real motive
was to obtain a judicial decision which might
be used for other purposes.

In the conduct of the suit, the Progressive
Friends relied mainlj' on the question of
organization, and the Orthodox Friends on
questions of doctrine.

The article we publish seems to us a care
fully prepared, fairly stated and clearly ex
pressed narrative of the case ; written by a
dispassionate observer, who was present at

the trial, and had excellent opportunities of
knowing that of which he writes. The sub-

ject itself is one of sufficient interest to claim
the space in our columns which it will occupy

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Indian Office has received a

telegram from Agent Tiffany, dated San Carlos, Arizona,
9th mo. 27th, .stating that fifty of tlie sixty Indian.s whr
went to the mountains a few days ago have returned,

and been turned over to the military. It is now
lieved at the Indian Bureau that there is an end of
Apache troubles in Arizona.
The vault containing the body of President Garfield,

at Cleveland, will be guarded by a detail of

until the coffin i« finally placed in the ground. For
the reception of the coflSn an iron cage is being con
structed, which will rest on a cemented stone founda
lion, surrounded by heavy masonry, which will be part
of the foundation for the monument.
The horse disease known as " pink eye"—which

seems to be an aggravated form of influenza—has ap
peared in New York. The disease has proved very
fatal in Chicago. It al.so prevails among the horses in

the Ottawa Valley, Ontario.

A telegram from Chicago reports thattypho-raalarial

fever, bilious colic and pneumonia are afflicting those

rendered homeless by the forest fires in Michigan.

Many of the sufferers have died, and others are now at

the point of death.

The clearings of wheat at Chicago on the 3rd inst.

amounted to 32,000,000 busliels—the largest on record.

A Southern Journal says this year's rice crop in the

Gulf Slates will reach one hundred and fifty million

bushels. It is predicted that the rice industry will soon

rival that of sugar growing in Louisiana.

The public debt statement for last month shows a

reduction of $17,483,641.

During last week 722-5 immigrants were landed at

Castle Garden. During 9th month 36,376 arrived,

against 26,942 in 9th mo. 1880.

The report of the Registrar of the Board of Health

states that there were 404 deaths in this city last week,

131 more than during the corresponding week of last

year, and 64 more than during the week ending 9th

month 24th, 1881. The number of males was 199
;

females 20-5—59 died of consumption, 28 of typhoid

fever, 26 of marasmus, and 23 of cholera infantum.

Markets, &C.—V. S. BJ's, lOOf a 100| ; 4J's, 113| ; 4's,

116|; currency 6's, 132.

Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice in

price or demand. Sales of middlings are reported at

12 a 12i cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white 8 cts. for export, and

i\ a 82 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is firm and fairly active. Sales of 2900 bar-

rels, including Minnesota extras, at $7.75 a $8 for clear,

and $8 a $8..50 for .straight; Pennsylvania extra family

at $7.50 a i7.75 ;
western do. do. at $7.75 a $8.50, and

patents at J8.26 a $9.35. Rye flour is firm, at $6.50

per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat was less active and rather easier,

Sales of 4800 bushels red at $1.47i a $1.48, and 40,000

bushels 2 red at $1.47|. Rye is entirely nominal.

Corn is fairly active and firm. Sales of 42,000 bushels,

icluding ye'llow, at 76 a 77 cts. ; mixed at 75 a 76 cts.;

steamer at 75 cts. ; No. 3 at 74 a 75 cts., and rejected at

73 a 74 cts. Oats are dull. Sales of 12,000 bushels,

including white bX 50^ a 52 cts., and rejected and mixed
at 48 a 49 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 10th mo
1st, 1881. — Loads of hay, 334; loads of straw, 33
Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.35

to $1.45 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.25 to $1.35 per

100 pounds; Straw, $1.00 to $1.10 per 100 pounds.
Beef cattle were in fair demand. The best grades

were firmly held, but common stock was lower; 4000
head arrived and sold at the different yards at 3 a 6J
cts. per lb., as to condition.

Sheep were a fraction lower: 17,000 head arrived

and sold at the different yards at 3 a 5^ cts,, and lambs
at 4 a 7J cts. per pound, as to quality.

Hogs were active and firmer ; 4000 head arrived and
sold at the different yards at 8 a 10| cts., as to quality.

Foreign.^ A Dublin correspondent says: ''The
Land League's test ea,se3 before the Land Court will

comprise cases from every county in Ireland except
Limerick, Carlow, Dublin, Louth, Wicklow and
Queen's. There have been evictions in these counties,

but the League does not appear to have considered that

any of those brought under its notice hitherto will be
suitable test cases. The League will not for the pre-

sent take any action in regard to any farms in which
tenants' interest has been sold to the Property Defence
Society and the Emergency Committee, as evictions

have not actually occurred in these cases. The hold-

ings selected for test cases are mostly small, but some
are large, and many of an average size. The League
has also issued a circular to the Secretaries of branch
Leagues throughout the country stating that, in pur-
suance of a resolution of the National League Conven-
tion, the executive desires a list of tenants evicted since

Feb. 22d last."

London, 10th mo. 1st.—It was demonstrated by actual
performance that the engines of the new steamer City
of Rome could be brought to a dead stop in two seconds
by turning a single lever, and that from going at full

speed ahead they could be reversed to full speed astern

in the incredible space of five seconds.

The Paris correspondent of the Times says : "There
is good reason to know that President Grivy will not
only, on the overthrow of Premier Ferry, send for

Gambetta, but that he will give him the fullest latitude

in choosing a Cabinet."

Spain contemplates laying a cable to the Canaries.

A despatch from St. Petersburg to the Vienni Presse
.says: "The meeting of the Czar with the Emperor
Franz Joseph of Austria is expected to take place at

Warsaw, next week. General Ignatief, the Russian

Minister of Foreign Affairs, will probably accompan

the Czar."

The Russian Minister of the Interior, in his recen

circular appointing local Commissioners to examine

into the Jewish question, says: "The Government re

cognizes the detriment to the Christian population o

the commercial activity, exclusiveness and religioui

fanaticism of the Jew9,'which are still predominant, in

pile of the twenty years' efforts to blend the two popu

lations." The circular attributes the recent disturb-

s to exclusively economic causes, growing out

the monopoliz ition of trade and rights over land by tht

Jew.s, and the unfair advantage they take of the poorei

classes. The Minister promises the Jews protectior

their injurious activity. Statistics are, therefore,

quired from the Commissions showing the extent of tin

liquor trade in the hands of the Jews, their land rentals

and their numerical strength, with measures for cor

reefing the abnormal situation.

St. Petersburg, 9th mo. 28th.—A ukase has bsei

published sanctioning the construction of the Liitcha

Knbensky Canal, which will establish a connecting linl

between rivers flowing into the White Sea and the Bal

tic and tributaries of the Volga.

A despatch from Rome to the Times says: "The dci

struction caused by the earthquake in the Abruzzi fa

exceeds anything indicated by the first reports. Thi

Archbishop of Chieti appeals piteously for help. H
.says the disaster is only comparable to that of Casamic

ciola. Over one thousand houses are uniuhabitabls!

and the remainder are more or less fissured. Four

fifths of the population are shelterle

The evacuation of Thessaly being complete, twent:

battalions of Turks have been sent to Prisrend, wher
Dervisch Pasha is concentrating a force.

A letter from Tripoli, which has been semi-officiaU

published, states that the Porte is unable to pay th

9000 troops already sent to the regency, and has bee

obliged to raise a fresh loan, which has caused a
discontent among the inhabitants.

A despatch from Paris to the Times says :
" The

an impression that France desires to force a treaty oi^

the King of Tonquin, and that there will be a repefi

tion of the Tunis affair there. Such a cour.se would b

very likely to involve a rupture with China."

Lima advices to 9th mo. 7th say that although terai

of peace are being discussed by the representatives c

Chili and the Provisional Government of Peru, th

commanders of the respective armies are busily pri'

paring for further strife.

The German ship Hugo, of 1272 ton.% burthen, wit'

coal from Newcastle for San Francisco, was destroye

by fire in the South Pacific ocean on 8th 1110. 9th. H<l

captain, carpenter and .seven men arrived at Chiloe i

the long boat, making 800 miles in nine days, durin

which they suffered greatly from hunger and thirs

Two boats, containing the rest of the crew, have nc

been heard from.

Captain Meyer, of the German schooner Phojnix,

Callao, reports the discovery of an island, in latitud

7.48 south, longitude 83.48 west, about 100 miles we.

of Punta Aguja, the nearest land. It is a mile long b

a mile wide, about 50 feet in elevation at the

part, and of volcanic origin. The British war shi

Kingfisher, U, S. steamer Alaska, and Chilian transpoi

Caili have gone to verify the discovery.

The Sandwich Islands will enter the Universal Postf

Union on the 1st of First month next.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session begins on Second-day, lOl

mo. 31st, 1881. Parents and others intending to sen

pupils are requested to make early application

Jonathan G. Williams, Supt., (address, Westtow
P. O., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Alli
Treasurer, 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INS\NE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty third Ward,) Philadelpkia,

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.l
Applic.itions for the Admission of Patients may 1

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Middletow:
Delaware Co., Pa., 9th mo. 22d, 1881, Edward L., i

of Dr. E. W. South, of Plainfield, N. J., to Lydia 1

daughter of Philena Y. and the late Thomas i

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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' The Fri

John Evans.

John Evans of Gwynedd, Penna., was born
Denbigshire, in the principality of Walew,
the year 1689, and arrived in Pennsylvania
ith his parents in 1698, under whom he re
ived a jjious education. He was a man of
lod natural understanding, and favored earlj'

life to see the necessity of a diligent atten-

m to the voice of Divine wisdom, to estab-

h and preserve him in peace with God ; and
steady adherence to it he became honor-
n religious Sociotj-, and eminently ser-

jeable in the Church of Christ. In the 23d
ar of his age, he appeai-ed in the ministry
the Gospel, and his deportment thei-ein was
verent as became a mind sensible of the
7iu\ importance of the service. He had a
par engaging manner of delivery, was deep
heavenly mysteries and plain in declaring
em ; and being well acquainted with the
3ly Scriptures he was made skilful in open-
the doctrines therein contained, and was

,en led to draw livelj- and instructive simili-

des from the visible creation. He travelled
rough most of the Northern Colonies in the
I'vice of Truth, and several times through
nnsylvania. He was often drawn to attend
neral meetings, funerals and other public
easions, particularly the adjacent meetings
,er their first establishment, over which he
id a tender fiitherly care as a good shepherd
dng heed to the flock; and the Great
epherd of Israel blessed his labors, and
brded him at times great satisfaction and
mfort. The latter part of his time the visi-

! declension of many from the life and
wer of Truth, frequentl}- made sorrow and
ep lamentation his portion. His labors
fve fervent with the youth, in much love
d zeal, that they might come to know God
themselves, bow their necks to the yoke,

d lay their shoulders to the work, saying :

^hat their remembering their Creator in the
of their youth would be as marrow to

9 bones."

[t was indeed his great joy to behold the
aceable fruits of righteousness, and his
)ors for the promotion thereof made him
norable amongst men of various ranks and
rfessions, and his testimony generallj^ ac-
)tabletothem. In the suppoi-t of ourChris-
n discipline he was zealous, active and un-
laried, and favored with qualification to

advise in difficult cases which seldom fixiled of
succeeding. His testimon}^ was close against
hypocrisy and an outside show of re'ligion

only, but full of paternal tenderness to'the
afflicted, weak or diffident in spirit. Of sound
judgment and deep in Divine experience, yet
modest and condescending, and being fixvored

with the descending of the Father's 'love that
at times appeared to clDllie him as a mantle,
he had an open d in t hr hearts of his friends
and an ascondrnc y nvvv the spirits of gain-
ayers. He was a zealous promoter of visit-

ng Friends in their families, was many times
ngaged in that weighty work, and his labors
verc awakening and useful ; often emploj'ed
n visiting the sick, the widow and the father-

less and others in affliction. On these occa-
sions he was seldom large in expression, but
his silent sympathy and "secret breathings for

their relief were more consolatory than many
words. A considerable part of "his time was
spent in assisting widows and in the guardian-
ship of orphans, which, though laborious to
him, was of much advantage to them. Deeply
sensible of the importance of love and peace
to civil and religious society, he was diligent
in promoting them both by precept and ex-
ample, and successful in restoring harmonj^
where any violation of it appeared" His con-
duct and conversation in private life wore
exemplar)-, and implied an inward, close in-

spection into the secret operations of his own
heart.

He was apprehensive of his approaching
end for some time before his last illness, and
told a friend " he should not survive one j'ear,"

who adniired he was so positive; but he made
no further reply than " See what will follow."

In his public testimony, also, he frequently
said, " He had but an inch of time to treat

with us." In the first part of his illness, he
went to some meetings, one whereofwas large,

and he was favored with strength to speak
in a powerful and instructive manner to the
youth, for whose welfare his desires were ar-

dent. His disorder was slow and lingering,

wherein he was favored with his understand-
ing almost to the last ; and although at some
seasons he was much concerned on account of
the gloominess of the times in religious and
civil affairs; yet in general, he possessed a
very great degree of calmness and serenity of
mind, with a perfect resignatipn to the will of
God, whether life or death should be his por-

tion. On the day of his departure, observing
his wife* troubled, he said with a elu'crfiil

countenance, "I am easy, I am easy." ami di-

ired her to be easy also; indeed it aii|»ari'il

the Lord had strengthened him on the bed ot

anguishing, and made all his bed in his sick-

ness. Thus having served God in his genera-
tion, he departed the 23d day of the 9th mo.
1756, aged 67 years ; having, we hope, put on
the beautiful garment of Christ's righteous-

ness, and entered the wedding-chamber of the

bridegroom of his soul, and enjoys the reward
of his faithful labors. He was buried the 25th
daj- of the same month, in Friends' burial
ground at Gwynedd.

John Evans to John Pemberton.

2nd mo. 2d, 1754.

My Dear Friend,—I have had the pleasure
to see many if not most of thy letters written
to thy worthy parents, as also some of those
to thy brothers ; and in the reading of them
I have been comforted and revived, not only
with respect to the matter contained in them,
but likewise in the agreeable, sensible frame
and disposition of mind thou appeared to me
to be in, having a right sense and idea of the
state of the churches among whom thou and
thy dearcompanion labor, I believe, faithfully;

and though you may be often baptized for

the dead, and many weights and burdens you
may have to bear, ready perhaps at times to
be discouraged, and to faint by the way,
dear hearts, be not dismayed or discouraged

;

though you ma}^ have to go through the fire,

it shall not kindle upon you, and through the
waters of many tribulations, yet shall you not
be overwhelmed; but hope shall be as an an-
chor sure and steadfast, that will enable to
ride out the most violent storms that Satan
or his agents will be able to raise.

Dear John, my mind at divers times has
been comforted on thy account, and in a
nearer manner united to thee than I can well
express, considering how rare it is in these
da}'S of fleshly ease and carnal security, to

find a youth so devoted, dedicating his time
to the service of truth. Go on and prosper,

say I ; let the dead bury the dead ; follow thou
the Captain of thy salvation ; those that love

Him more than father or mother, friends or
relations or any temporals whatever, are wor-
thy of Him ; to these He is a present help in

times of greatest difficulty and most exercis-

ing trials, and arms them with Christian for-

titude and patience, that no blast will shake
them, being established on the sure Eock of

Ages. This I hope thou hast in a degree ex-

perienced, and prepared in good measure to

eceive the sorrowful tidings of the removal
of thy worthy father from works to rewards.

I sympathise with thee with all my heart,

and breathe to God thou may be supported
to cany it with Christian patience and resig-

nation of mind ; there is no cause of sorrow
on his account, the loss is ours—his family in

jiarticular, an<l the Church in general—ho
hatli (lis(liai-i;('d faitiitiilly to both; he was a
pat 1

1'
I'll of

I

lift y ami vii-liu-, t(.'ni|ierance, meek-
ness ami I'iiarity. In short, his path was as

a shining light
;'

his death is as much lamented,

and his Christian course of life as much com-
mended as any I ever was acquainted with

;

but all wo may say or think will add nothing
to him ; he is safe and well, but the remem-
brance of his Christian, exemplary life, ought
to excite survivors, especially his immediate
offspring, relations and intimate friends and
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the Church in general, to foUow his Ibotsteps

in the like moderation and composure of mind.

Suffer not, mj' dear friend, the suggestions of

Satan to insinuate, as if thee was out of thy

phtce not to return sooner, and then thou

might have seen thy parent before he went.

I hope and believe all is well,—will be well.

\Ve are sometimes apt to doubt the dispensa-

tion while we are under the exercising
;
jet

after we are carried through we behold and

bless the hand that has directed and ordered

in his wisdom for the better. I remember
when I first went to New England to visit

Friends, I was very young and weak in the

ministry, and suiferingat times so great that

I concluded I was altogether wrong in stirring

from home; but after mj^ return, oh! the

sweet peace and comfort that filled my breast,

that I was walled in, on the right and on the

left haml that Satan could not touch me. In

time, tliis Siililiath was over; I must de-

scend fiMiu the mount again, return to labor

and be exposed to further trials, and I doubt

not but thee will find thy accounts in tarry-

ing, though thou art sure to meet with re-

newed sorrow when thou returns on account

of the removal of thy worthy parent.

I would have written a few lines to thy

dear companion, whom I dearly value and

love in the truth, but I am so poor at extend-

ing in this way. Please to give my truly

near and dear respect to him, and please to

accept of the same, in a truly sympathizin

manner on the present occasion.

From thy real friend,

J NO. Evans.

Is Wine Safer "than Water?
BY H. C. TRUMBULL.

Some years ago I was riding in an open
wagon over the plains of California, with three

men who before were strangers to me. The
day was hot and the road dusty. At noon
time we stopped at a wayside tavern for din

ner. The dinner consisted chiefly of boiled

pork, boiled potatoes, and boiled beans. One
of my companions, not less than sixty yeara

of age, ate of the pork and beans as if he wer
laying in a week's provisions. After dinner

Ave were again on our tedious ride. Under the

hot sun and in the jolting wagon my heavily

laden seat-mate was taken with cramps. As
he writhed and groaned in pain, it never
seemed to occur to him that that pork and
those beans were proving too much for him
Oh no ! it was the umter which had done the

mischief. "Dear me!" he groaned out, "I
wish I hadn't drank any of that water at din

ner. It's almost killing me. I declare I'l

never drink anj- more of the water, without
a touch of brandy, as long as I'm in California,

It really isn't safe." And that man's idea of

the perils of water-drinking away from home
is a good illustration of the general feeling on
the subject among travellers in our own coun
try and abroad.

While at Florence, in Italy, I was remon
strated with by a kind-hearted lady who sat

next me at the dinner-table, because I ven
tui-ed to drink cold water as at home. Sh<

assured me that there was no safety there ex
cept in wine-drinking—even the guide-books
emphasized that fact. Moreover, she told me
pathetically of the serious effects of water
drinking in Florence bj' one and another who
had for a time dared brave its risks. I then
noticed that I and my travelling companions
were the only persons at that well-filled table

who did not drink wine. I saw enough of my
fellow-boarders in their eating, and I knew
enough of them in their modes of living, to

know that drinking cold water was not the

only danger to which they were exposed in

Florence, and that wine-drinking would not

by any means prove a guard against their

every bodily peril. In their minds, it was not

the unsettled life they were living; not the

fatigue of sight-seeing, day after day
;
not the

exposure ofthe night air, and the drain on

their nervous force by their late hours and
their unaccustomed variety of food, that was
a cause of any physical disturbance they

might have experienced ; no, no, it was " the

water," that was at the bottom of their every

fear and risk. And I happened to know,
moreover, that the water there at Florence

was a great deal better water for steady drink-

ing than the water on which many of those

American travellers had been brought up in

their American western and southern homes.

And as to a substitute for the native water of

the region,—if they desired to avoid that,-

t didn't seem to occur to them that any of

the many standard bottled mineral waters

which were available there would be safer

and more health-giving than native wine.

No, it was the water that must be shunned

it was the wine that must be taken

these cases, that that water was safer, as a

drink, than wine would be, and that if I added

anything to it to render it innocuous there

was less reason for my trying whiskey or

brandy than ginger or mustard.

Several years after our civil war I was at

the Surgeon-General office in Washington,

making a call on Dr. Otis, with whom I had

been a comrade in arnty-life, and who was

now compiling and tabulating the medical

records of the entire army. In the course oi

our conversation he asked me how it was that

my health endured through all the exposure^

to which I had been liable in army service

and in prison life. My answer was, " Well.

Doctor, I suppose you will hardly agree with

me on that point. 1 think that my keeping uj

so well was due to my letting whiskey alone

The water we had was bad enough ;
but ]

thought it was better than the whiskey, and

I stuck to it all through the war. I think

my total abstinence was my safety. I nevei

borrowed to-morrow's income to pay to-day'e

expenses with, but I lived on the day's strengtl;

every day of the war." The Doctor's prompt

response was :
" A few j^ears ago I shouldn't

have agreed with you on that point, but now

I do. Since I have compared, in this office

the health-rolls of regiments where the sur

efused to give whiskey, with those o:

1 have spokenofFlorence because the water regiments where whiskey was given freely,]

there is called particularly bad. But it is am so impressed with the proofof gain fronr.

pretty much the same the world over, as to

this dread of water, and faith in wine, by the

average traveller. Why, here in Philadel-

)hia, during the Centennial summer, when
nillions came in from outside, and packed

themselves in close quarters, and wore them-

selves out with long days of walking and
standing and bewildering gazing, and over-

taxed their stomachs with hurriedly eaten

indigestible lunches, whatever pains and aches

anybody from that tln-diig nf visitors had, in

Philadelphia or on the \v;iy home, were almost

without exception attributed to the water.

Of course it was the water! To hear one talk I Continental hotels, I have never eon8ume(;

about the troubles that come from water- any other liquids than tea, coffee, and minora.

waters."

I have seen on our ocean steamers and ii

European hotels the wine-flush on the cheel

of young wives and young misses and lads

daj' after day, and I have no more doubt tha

a large share of those wine-drinking travclleri

are to die drunkards than I am that wate:

runs down hill. If a man drinks wine him

total abstinence that I wonder how so raanj

of our soldiers lived through our whiskej

treatment of them." And as with whiskej

in America, so with wine in Europe. So dis

tinguished a medical authority as Sir Henrj

Thompson has said recently in a letter to th(

London Times: "I can affirm . . . withoU;

hesitation, that the ordinary traveller nee(

never run the risk of drinking poisoned water

I may also add here that it is equally un

necessary to drink alcoholic liquor of anj

kind. . . . During the last ten years, of whicl

a total of more than two has been spent ii

drinking away from one's home, might fairly

rornpt the question. Is there anything that

is really dangerous in this world except water?
And yet all this talk about the necessity laid

a traveller to drink wine or brandy in-

stead of water while away from his home is

sheer bald nonsense.

I have travelled not a little in my lifetime.

I have averaged nearly twenty thousand self, he is not so likely to notice the eftecto

miles a year for twenty years at a time. 1 1 wine-drinking on those who are at table wit]

have been through the length and breadth of, him. To say that the native wine of a vine|

our land from Maine to California, and fromlgrowing country is not promotive of intern

Minnesota to Floi-ida. I have journeyed also

in Europe and Asia and Africa. Yet I never

found the place where it was necessarj- for

me to drink wine or brandy, nor yet where I

deemed a native wine as safe as the native

water, judging from the apparent efi'ects on
those who used the one or the other.

I have found some pretty poor water in my
day, limestone water, brackish water, muddy
water, sulphurous water, water well-nigh pu-

trid with decaj'ing vegetation. I have drunk
water through a little pocket filter, from the

prints of my horse's hoofs in the travelled

road after a rain-storm, as the only mode of

quenching my thirst with water. I have
drunk water from the tangled swamps in the

sea-islands of the South Carolina coast, when
I had to hold my breath as I drank because

lof the water's stench. But I was sure, in all

perance, is to say that the Bible talks nonsen*

when it tells of Noah's being stupidly drunl

on wine from his own vineyard. Even if met

were to deny the Bible story about Noah'

wine, I could testify that I have seen jnei

drunk on native wine, both in Europe and li

America, and that I know so much of th

danger of wine-drinking as leading to internl

perance that I am afraid to drink wine o

beer, at home or abroad, lest I should becom
a drunkard myself, apart from anj' questioi

of my example before others who are weake
than I am—if there are such.

It requires some courage not to drink win
abroad. Indeed, almost any self-denial ir

volves a struggle—apart from the control c

ap]>etite. The"fashion of this world is agains

self-denial. Wine-drinking is the fashion ji

Europe, and one must have some character*
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lie willing, anj-where, to stand as notably sin

|;ular in a personal habit or a social custom.
jloroover, those who do drink, will be con-
Itantly telling those who do not that there is

|iO other safe way than theirs. If one would
:o and come as a total abstainer he must be
eady to abide unflinchingly l\v his own jndg-
lent as to the right ami saCc "way, in s|iitoot'

he example and the eiitruulicsand I ho sdloniii

earnings of very excellent people, who think
nd do differently. For myself I am afraid

) venture on the moderate use of those drinks
hich have by their very use led so many to
se them immoderately. I have seen that
'ne-drinking anywhere is dangerous. I have
)und that water-drinking is safer than wine-
rinking everywhere. That is my testimony
1 the wine question.

—

S. S. Times.

Death's Solemn Summons.

The thought has sometimes occurred to the,
riter whether we, who perhaps often witness;
le death-bed scene, or frequently attend the!

nerals of others, derive those lessons of,

lid instruction from them they are so ealcu-

ted to induce in the reflective mind ? In-
spendentofany, however stirring, ministerial
Ferings there may be, what louder sermon,
hat more forcible appeal can bo made than
e sight of a fellow probationer called to his

her final account, with the one deeply sol-

m thought that we, too, cannot be long left

ihind? Deep and earnest should be the,

lery in every heart, Ami prepared through
|

putting on of Christ, for that eternity "of

ace and rest and joy in the Holy Ghost,
hich is without change or end ? Have I

lown, through experience of that godly sor-

w which worketh repentance to salvation
)t to be repented of, my sins washed away
the atoning blood of the Lamb? Has the
ispeakable gift of saving grace, with the in-

mierable other lesser gifts so freelj- dis-

insed, been used to the praise of Jesus' nanu-.

d the spread of his kingdom in the rartli .'

ave I been engaged to tight the good ii^lit

faith by the sword of the Spirit, and by
ledience to thelight of Cliiisl wliich maketh
anifest all things that aro roprovable, even
ch as if indulged in must forever separate
e soul from Him? It is a solemn declara-

an of our Divine Law-giver: "Except ye
pent, ye shall all likewise perish." True,

3, is it, that while our Father in heaven is

tender, loving parent to the humble, peni-

nt and contrite who reverently seek Him,
e is, on the other hand, "a consuming fire"

those who reject or turn a deaf ear to his

Fers of grace and mercy and salvation.

Solemn is the dying hour under everj' cir-

imstance. But how is the consternation
itigated and the sting of death taken away,
hen in humbleness of mind, and with self

id in the dust, we can make the filial ap-

al. Thou knowest, O Lord ! that I love

ee, and that my feeble endeavors have been
be conformeci to thy blessed will. It is

bly hope in Christ, through the obedience
hich is of faith, that cheers and upholds the
ul in the last trying conflict of nature. It

the surrender of the heart and affections to

ini who came to save us from our sins, and
lis in the health and strength and vigor of

w years that jjrepares the way to say with
aul, " I know- in whom I have believed," and
lat robs death of its sting and the grave of

s victory. When the awful summons does

come, which shall present at once to our view
the little span of time and the immeasui-able
duration of eternity, what will at all avail us
but Christ Jesus the only Saviour? The
frowns or smiles of our fellow-worms will be
lighter than nothing, and vanity ; wealth or
poverty will have lost their hold, their dis-

tinctiveness; whether life's pilgrimage has
liern nidiT |ileasant or painful to us will be of
no account; whether tempests have roared
around, or billows beat against our little Ijaik

will not trouble then
; all will centre in

whether we are Christ's through obedience
to the revelations of his in-speaking Holy
Spirit, or whether we have sought other lov-
ers, and sacrificed upon their unholy altars.

"Short is the longest day of life," and not-
withstanding the many lessons we have of
this, with, also, of its exceeding uncertainty,
we j-et too neglectfully presiTme that time
enough in the like flitful future, will be allow-
ed us to prepare for that, which as it is the
<jrr,if ni,J of this life, should therefore be
si.iiglit ;is its first great object—a state of fit-

ness liir death's solemn summons. A pious
female exclaimed on the bed of death : "Oh !

my dear friends, if you knew what I do noiL\

you would see that the whole business of life

is a preparation for death." Another, of a
very different character, is represented to
have said, "It will be time enough to think of,

the next world when I am no longer fit for

the pleasures or the business of this." If we
neglect the great business of this probation-
ary span till the bloom and prime of our
years are exhausted, what security have we
that the very uncertain lease of existence will'

be prolonged, or that the Holy Spirit will con-'

tinue to strive with us? And how, by so do-

1

ing, shall we subject ourselves to the censure
conveyed by the Most High thi-ough his pro-
phet to Israel of old: "A son honoreth hisi

father, and a servant his master; if, then, 1

1

be a father, where is mine honor? and if I

be a master, where is my fear?" "If ye oft'er

tlie blind for sacrifice, is it not evil? and if!

yeiifforthe lame and sick, is it not evil?"!

•C'ursed be the deceiver, which hath in liis

flock a male, and voweth,and sacriticcth uiili'

the Lord a corrupt thing : for I am a great
King, saith the Lord of hosts." Moreover,
what deej) regrets, what poignant sorrow I

must there be at every mile-stone of life's

wasted years, that we had not attended to

religion's solem!ilvini|i<ised olilinal inns sooner.

That we had deferred what should have I.e.'n

the first concern of life to its weakest period I

And that our whole lives had not been dedi-

cated to Him who can alone support through
i

the dark valley of the shadow of death, and'
present faultless before the throne of his

Father's glory with exceeding joy !

Xerxes is said to have wept, upon a survey
from an eminence of his numerous army, that
not one of so many thousands would be alive

a hundred years after. Pious John Woolman
has left a record to the effect, that upon his

looking over a list of the names of Friends
who had died, his mind was solemnly im-
pressed with the great uncertainty of all

things here, and a fresh incentive was raised

within him to seek to live the life, that he
might die the death, of the righteous. While
evanescent and short-lived are all the things
of earth, there is, nevertheless, sufficient time
and measure of grace granted to everyone to
work out their soul's salvation with fear and
trembling. In view of this it has been well

said, that "every argument against an irreli-

gious death is equally cogent against an irre-

ligious life." " The necessity of religion is as
urgent now, or in health, as it will be when
we are dying." Truly then, compared with
salvation nothing else is worthy of regard.
And every death-bed we witness, or every
grave-side we are called to, should prompt
the earnest Christian desire to more and more
]>ut on the Lord Jesus Christ, through true
dediealiou of the heart and life unto Him in
whom aie hid all the treasures of wisdom and
knowledge, and who is able to reward or
punish us forever. This is the only sure way
to true peace of mind amid the trials and
vicissitudes of time, and the only sure ground
of hope for an eternity of peace when all here
shall have forever passed away.
Whatever sorrows, or crosses, or baptisms,

or temptations, or tribulations may be our
portion here, it is recorded for our learning
and encouragement, that Jesus, w^ho came to
save us from our sins, has said: "He that
Cometh to mo I will in no wise cast off;" and
that He can, and will, save unto the very
uttermost all that come unto God by Him,
seeing He ever liveth to make intercession for

them. These He will be a sanctuary and a
refuge to, not only while engaged about the
necessary duties of this life, but also when
their eyes are about to close upon a world of

sense and open upon a world of spirits—even
the abiding refuge of the everlasting mercies
of God in Chi'ist Jesus.

The Tsetse, or Poisonous Fly of Africa.—
African travellers often speak of the fatal ef-

fects on their horses and cattle of the bite of
this insect. David Livingstone says of it

:

" A few remarks on the Tsetse, or ( Crlossina

morsitans,} may here be appropriate. It is

not much larger than the common house-fly,

and is nearly of the same brown color as the
common hone_y-bee ; the after part of the
body has three or four yellow bars across it;

the wings project beyond this part considera-
bly, and it is remai'kably alert, avoiding most
dexterously all aftemjds to capture it with
the hiimrat eonnmui temiieratures ; in the
eool of the murnings and evenings it is less

agile. Its jjeculiar buzz when once heard
can never be forgotten by the traveller whose
means of locomotion are domestic animals;
for it is well known that the bite of this

]H)isonous insect is certain death to the ox,

horse and dog. In this journey, though we
were not aware of any great number having
at any time lighted on our cattle, we lost

forty-three fine oxen by its bite. We watch-
ed the animals carefully, and believe that not
a score of flies were ever upon them.
"A most remarkable feature in the bite of

the Tsetse is its perfect harmlessuess in man
and wild animals, and even calves, so long as

they continue to suck the cows. We never ex-

perienced the .slightest injury from them our-

selves, personally, although we lived two
months in their habitat, which was in this case

as sharply defined as in many others, for the
south I'ank of theChobe was infested by them,
and the iioiilieru bank, where Our cattle were
plaeed, only lill\- yards distant, contained not

a single specimen. This was the more re-

markable, as v.'o often saw natives carrying

over raw meat to the opposite bank with
many tsetse settled upon it,

"The poison does not seem to be injected

by a sting, or by ova placed beneath the skin
;
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for, when one is allowed to feed freely on the

hand, it is seen to insert the middle prong of

three portions, into which the proboscis di-

vides, somewhat deeply into the true skin
;

it

then draws it out a little way, and it assumes

a crimson color as the mandibles come into

brisk operation. The previously shrunken

belly swells out, and, if left undisturbed, the

fly quietly departs when it is full. A slight

itching irritation follows, but not more than

in the bite of a mosquito. In the ox this

same bite produces no more immediate effects

than in man. It does not startle him as the

gad-fly does; but a few days afterward the

following symptoms supervene : the eye and

nose begin to run, the coat stares as if the

animal were cold, a swelling appears under

the jaw, and sometimes at the navel ; and,

though the animal continues to graze, emaci-

ation commences, accompanied with a pecu-

liar flaccidity of the muscles, and this proceeds

unchecked until, perhaps months afterward,

purging comes on, and the animal, no longer

able to graze, perishes in a state of extreme

exhaustion. Those which are in good condi-

tion often perish soon after the bite is inflict-

ed with staggering and blindness, as if the

brain were affected by it. Sudden changes

of temperature produced by falls of rain seem

to hasten the progress of the complaint; but,

in general, the emaciation goes on uninter-

ruptedly for months, and, do what we will,

the poor animals perish miserably.
" When opened, the cellular tissue on the

surface of the body beneath the skin is seen

to be injected with air, as if a quantity of

soap-bubbles were scattered over it, or a dis-

honest, awkward butcher had been trying to

make it look fat. The fat is of a greenish-

yellow color and of an oily consistence. All

the muscles are flabby, and the heai-t often so

soft that the fingers may be made to meet
through it. The lungs and liver partake of

the disease. The stomach and bowels are

pale and empty, and the gall-bladder is dis-

tended with bile.

" These symptoms seem to indicate what is

probably the case, a poison in the blood, the

germ of which enters when the proboscis is

inserted to draw blood. The poison-germ,

contained in a bulb at the root of the probos-

cis, seems capable, although very minute in

quantity, of reproducing itself, for the blood

after death by tsetse is very small in quantity,

and scarcely stains the hands in dissection. I

shall have by-and-bye to mention another in-

sect, which by the same operation produces
in the human subject both vomiting and
purging.
The mule, ass, and goat enjoy the same im-

munity from the tsetse as man and the game.
.Many large tribes on the Zambesi can keep
no domestic animals except the goat, in con
sequence of the scourge existing in their

country. Our children were frequently bit-

ten, yet suffered no harm ; and we saw around
us numbers of zebras, buffaloes, pigs, pallahs

and other antelopes, feeding quietly in the

very habitat of the tsetse, yet as undisturbed
by its bite as oxen are when thej- first receive

the fatal poison."

" The children of Israel had light ^inthin

their dwellings, and they were little sensible
of the plagues that raged without. When God
does not speak peace, what can give it ? when
He does, who can let it ?"

Selecled.

THE SOLITARY PLACES SHALL BE GLAD.'

How will He make ni< glad ?

How 13 that promise sweet to be fulfilled,

So lliat our sad,

Our aching hearts be stilled?

Will He a glory shed

O'er the waste places of our lowly days,

That our bowed head
We can in triumph raise ?

Or will there gently steal

A subtle peace and stillness o'er our life,^

O'er woe and weal,

—

A hushing of all strife
;

A calm that naught can break,

—

A tender trustfulness that can be " glad,"

—

Tliat joy can take

Through good days and through bad ;

—

A tender twilight calm
;

Such as one sees in far-off northern days.

That .seems a psalm
Of perfect peaceful praise ?

NOW.
A night of danger on the sea.

Of sleeplessness and fear !

Wave after wave comes thundering
Against the strong stone pier;

Each with a terrible recoil.

And a grim and gathering might,

As blast on blast comes howling past,

Each wild gust wilder than the last,

All through that awful night.

Well for the ships in the harbor now.

Which came with the morning tide

;

With unstrained cable and anchor sure,

How quietly they ride!

Well for the bark that reached at eve,

Though watched with breathless fear
;

It was sheltered first ere the tempest burst.

It is safe inside the pier !

But see ! a faint and fitful light

Out on the howling sea !

'Tis a ve3.sel that seeks the harbor mouth,
As in death agony.

Though the strong stone arms are open wide,

She has missed the only way
;

'Tis all too late, for the storm drives fast,

The mighty waves have swept her past.

And against that sheltering pier shall cast

Their wrecked and shattered prey.

Nearer and nearer the bark is borne,

As over the deck they dash,

Where sailors five are clinging fast

To the sailless stump of the broken mast,

Waiting the final crash.

Is it all too late? is there succor yet
Those perishing men to reach ?

Life is so near on the firm-built pier,

That else must be death to each.

There are daring hearts and powerful arms,
And swift and steady feet

;

And they rush as down to a yawning grave,

In the strong recoil of the mightiest wave,
Treading that awful path to save
As they trod a homeward street.

Over the boulders and foam they rush,

Into the ghastly hollow
;

They fling the rope to the heaving wreck

—

The aim was sure, and it strikes the deck.

As the shouts of quick hope follow.

Reached, but not saved ! there is more to do

;

A trumpet note is heard,
And over the rage and over the roar
Of billowy thunders on the shore,

Rings out the guiding word.
There is one chance, and only one

—

All can be .saved ; but how ?

" The rope hold fast, but quit the mast
At the trumpet signal, 'NOW !'

"

There is a moment when the sea

Has spent its furious strength

—

A shuddering pause with a sudden swirl,

Gathering force again to hurl
Billow on billow in whirl on whirl

;

That moment comes at length
;

With a single shout the "NOW" peals out,

And the answering leap is made.

pull

Well for the simple hearts that just

Loosing the mast with fearless trust

The strange command obeyed I

For the rope is good, and the stout a

Ere the brief storm-lull is o'er;

It is but a swift and blinding sweep
Through the water.s wild and dark and deep,

And the men are safe on shore

—

Safe ! though the fiend-like blast pursue

—

Safe ! though the waves dash high
;

But the ringing cheer that rises clear

Is pierced with a sudden cry

—

" There are but four drawn up to shore,

And five were on the deck !"

And the straining gaze that conquers gloom
Still traces, drifting on to doom,
One man upon the wreck.

Again they cha.se in sternest race

The far-recoiling wave;
The rope is thrown to the tossing mark,
But reaches not in the wintry dark
The one they strive to save.

Again they rush, and again they fail,

Again, and yet again
;

The storm yells back defiance loud.

The breakers rear a rampart proud.

And roar, " In vain, in vain !"

Then a giant wave caught up the wreck,

And bore it on its crest

;

One moment it hung quivering there

In horrible arrest.

And the lonely man on the savage sea

A lightning flash nplit.

Still clinging fast to the broken mast
That he had not dared to quit.

Then horror of great darkness fell.

While eyes flashed inward fire;

And over all the roar and dash,

Through the great blackness came a cra.sh,

A token sure and dire.

The wave had burst upon the pier,

The wreck was scattered wide
;

Another " NOW" would never reach

The corpse that lay upon the beach

With the receding tide.

Ainusewoits.—We went on shore at Amitj
Point, [New South Wales] where some of th«

blacks were amusing themselves, during i

rainy portion of the day, with dancing. Om
of them beat two of their boomerangs to

gether for music, and produced a deafening

clack. The men danced, or rather stamped
to the tune, often changing the position o:

their hands, and using great exertion, til

every part of their bodies and limbs quivered

They also collected bushes, and danced witl:

them in their hands and under their arms
concealing themselves partlj' by them. Thej
seemed to enjoy this boisterous child's-play

for such it greatly i-esembled. If custom die

not render people in some measure blind tf

folly, many of the amusements practised ir

circles of society considered highlj^ civilized

might perhaps seem as absurd and almost a{

barbarous. I consider the Society of Friends

to have made great advances in true civiliza

tion, in having abandoned such amusements
as well as in some other particulars. By this

abandonment they also avoid much thiit if

inimical to Christian sobriety, and turn theii

relaxation into channels more rational and

conducive to domestic happiness. I believ<

no people in the world realize so much tcni'

poral comfort as they.

—

James Backhouse.

It is not the encountering of difficulties anc
dangers in obedience to the promptings o:

the inward spiritual life which constitute!

tempting of God and providence, but the act

ing without faith, proceeding on our owi
errands with no previous convictions of duty
and no praj'er for aid and direction.

—

David
Livingstone.
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Western Friends in Court.
(Continued from page 70.)

Tho changes in the condition of the Society

ire thus described by B. C. H. " In the

nedia'val history of the Socictj^ of Friends,

,here was a crystalization of its character.

Che^' had put themselves rather in thocharac-
;er of an old bottle that would not expand
nd adapt itself into the condition in which
hey were placed as an evangelical body. In

oing this they got out of the early history

ifhich was caused by the new bottle of the

ociety which would expand and ada])t itself

the diiferent edges, &c. For that reason

he Society of Friends became stationary.

he fundamental doctrines you will find in

3e usage, character and principles of the
»ly Friends. There is where we want to

o to-day, and work the differences in the dis-

ussions we have upon our hands, because we
re returning to the early day, and the early

is and fundatnental principles." "After
le death of George Fox, there was a gradual
ipsing into the state of which I spoke."

In reference to the document of 1830, this

itness testified: " It was a proper expres-

on for the object had in view ;" but " did not
lean every thing."

He thus speaks of the Yearly Meeting of

hiladelphia: " The Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ig stands well, but there are two that claim

) be Philadelphia Yearly Meeting."

Q. '• Has there been any separation in the

hilada. Yearly Meeting since the Hicksite
iparation ?"

A. "Yes."

Q. "When?"
A. "About 1845 or 1846."
" I have stated that that Yearly Meeting is

3t in a condition to express its own opinion.

is imbecile in its action for want of unity."

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, at the time of

ie Ohio separation was desirous—the one
ii't—to offer their fi-aternity to one yjortion
' the Yearlj^ Meeting, the Hoyle meeting as

is termed, and the other part of the Yearly
eeting spoke in favor of a union with the
inns Yeai'ly Meeting. The discussion was
11 and earnest, but the clerk was favorable

id had the power of the Yearly Meeting in

8 own hands—therefore the voice of the

eeting was overruled, and the clerk of the

eeting ordered the epistolary correspond-

ice. That is the way in which it was done,

he next year the discontent was so strong
at it was found it would eftcct a separation

they continued the correspondence, and it

iis dropped ; and there thoy are to-day, im-

icile as I say in action."

This witness seems to have made some of

lese statements from having been misled by
presentations that he had either heard or

ad. The writer attended tho Yearly Meet-

g of Philadelphia in 1855, and has a clear

collection of what took place when the Ohio
bject was discussed. Only one Friend ad-

jcated the reading of the epistle signed by
Binns; a number of others desired that

ither of the epistles from Ohio should be

iceived. But there was a very large expi-es-

bn from many of the most experienced and
eighty members, comprising a decided ma-
rity of those who spoke, in favor of acknowl-
Iging the body represented by B. Hoyle as

erk. And in thus deciding the clerk simply
d his duty as the servant of the meeting,
he following year (1856) the Ohio and other

epistles were read and answered. In 1857
the Ohio and other epistles were read, but
the meeting afterwards decided to discontinue
all epistolary correspondence with tho olhrr

YearlyMeetings, and hasnot resunu'il ii sincr.

There was no separation, as stated l'\ the

witness, in 1845 or 1846; neither am 1 -iwai-e

that there has ever been two bodies among

phia Yearly Mooting of Friends. 1 am aware.
however, that there is a small meetiiii;- luld

within the limits of Philadelphia Yeai-ly MeeN
ing, tiiat was originally composed of some who
left that meeting about 1860. These wei'e

afterward joined by others who had become
iletached from Baltimore, Ohio and Indiana
Yearly Meetings. They called themselves a
" General Meeting of Friends," but they are

sometimes known as "Primitive Friends."

The same witness spoke of Friends of < )liio

Yearly Meeting as the followers of Hoyle. and
said that they had run into vulgar Irailions.

But one of the most surprising statements
made by him is contained in his answer to

the following question :

Q. " Are the questions determined by a

majority vote, or by what means does the

clerk ascertain the sense of the meeting?"
A. "A majority vote, if not in opposition

to any prineiijle of (he Society of Friends. In
the earl}' history of the Society in all matters
of business—tho^- put the question, or fre-

quently did. If any difference of opinion
came up about it—they put the question and
had it decided by yeas and nays."

Evan Ha<llov. the other witness on the )):ir(

of thoplaintitfs, had been clerk of White l.iek

Quarterly Meeting in 1877. Hisevidenee liad

reference mainly to the continuation of the

organization of that meeting.
Theposition taken by the Orthodox Friends

was, that their meeting was a part of the So-

cietj- of Friends. This was a bo(l\- li;i\ing

well-known doctrines and practices wliieli

were adopted at the rise of the Society and
adhei'ed to by Friends ever since. That the

Progressives had abandoned some of its fun-

damental doctrines, and adopted others which
the Society has ever disbelieved and testified

against. That instead of the Holy Spirit visit-

ing sinners as an inner light convicting them,
warning, instructing and leading I hem in the

pathway of holiness, as tli<'y ai-e oliedient to

its manifestations
;
they taught, that it only

visits to convict of sin, and does not appear
as a light or guide to the world in general.

That it dwells only in the hearts of believers.

That it does not lead to justification only as

the Scriptures are known, read and under-
stood. That transgressors who repent are

justified before thej' are sanctified, &c., &c.

Acting upon these new doctrines, they have
introduced radical changes in the modes of

worship, customs, usages, social habits, &c.,

which have ever distinguished Friends from
other religious sects. That a number of Oi--

thodox Friends protested, many times upon
suitable occasions, against these departures,

without avail, until they were finally forced

to withdraw from those who had thus sepa-

rated themselves from the true Soi iriy of

Friends. The Progressives were, tlieietoie.

not a part of the religious Society of Friends.

And that tho Orthodox Western Yearly and
White Lick Quarterly Meeting are in unity
with that Society, and are in fraternal rela-

tions with other Yearlj* Meetings who adhere
to the same faith.

Tho first witness was Robert W. Hodson,
an aged Friend who had boon for many years
in responsible positions, both in Indiana Year-
ly :\ree( ing before 1858, and in Western Yearly
Meeiiiig sine.' that time. He was one of a
eoniiiiittee appointed in 1874, to present an
e]iisile iVorii the latter meeting to the Yearlj'-

In 1S71. Western Yearly Meeting appointed
a <-oiMniiltee of twenly-six men and women
lo hold gen<Tal meetings within its limits.

.\( lirst liiey were eonductod with a degree
of sal isfiK-tion, but after a time they liecame
eliang.'d ill character. The witness and others
exi.ressecl t heir disapprol lal ioi I. luit tlio meet-
ings continued to be unsatisfaetoi-y. The
committee was continued under appointment
in 1872 ; but six of the number refused to bo
associated in the work, and they were released.
The prinei|)al causes of complaint were sing-
ing in rneelings, the ii.-e ol a mourner's bench,
ealling upon eaeh other to s|icak and pray, to
rise ill response to certain propositions and
questions. re:iding the bible, and using it

while jireaehing, and not allowing sufficient

time for silent waiting. The teaching was
unsound on tho doctrine of the light of Christ
in the soul. These matters were resisted, not
onlj' in the committee, but thej^ were brought
to the notice of the Yearly Meeting, year
after year. This body did nothing to cheek
the innovations, but encouraged them by ap-
proving of the re|iorts of I lie committee and
continuing il under apiioinl ment.
As anolher means of lelief a special call

was issneil. in 1876, for a session of the Meet-
ine- tor SiiHei-ings. The suffering of faithful

Friends was laid before this body, which
seemed to have little weight therein. Noth-
ing was done which atlonled ihcm relief; the
innovations were defended, and an address to
the members was adopted which contained
no reference to the object for which the meet-
ing was called.

This state of things continued until Friends
became discouraged. Finding their protests
were without avail, of latter time not much
was said by way of opposition to the control-

ling element.

The views of this witness on the subject of
the light of Christ within, will be made clear

by his answers to the following questions :

Q. "What is the teaching of the Society,

ancl what has it been for two hundred years
as to the universality or limitation of that
light in men ?"

A. " I have understood it to be universal.

That il has appeared unto all men, according
to S< ri|iiiire ti'stimonj'. Several of the earlier

writers are very clear on this subject: that
this Light, Grace, or Seed, has appeared unto
all men, whether they heeded it or not."

Q. "In speaking of all men—do you mean
to say all men I'ogardless of whether they are

converted or not, or is it limited to those who
have been converted?"

A. "To all men. I think George Fox's is as

clear as language can be made on that subject,

that it has appeared to the sinner as well as

to the eonvcrteii. .\iid the idea I have un-
derstood ilie S.ieiety of friends to believe, is

that tlii^ h:is apiieared unto all men whether
they over heard of ihe siilierings of our Sa-

viour, or ol' I lie Seri|itiires. 'I'lial there is a

seed of Graee. (Iiat we have reeeivecl tbi'Ough

his atoning saeririee, wliiidi enabies us to know
what is right and wdiat is wrong."
The next witness was Fleazar Bales, who
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when asked hia age, replied, that if he should

live till to-morrow, he would be 87 years old.

In answer to the questions as to what offices

he held in the Society, and how long he had
held them, his reply was :

" I have lived in

all good fellowship and faith with the Society

since my birth and have lived to years of re-

ligious understanding; and it has been so

thought. And though a feeble instrument, I

have been made use of in the Society to some
extent. I have been acknowledged as having
a gift in the ministry for about fifty-three

years."

He proceeded to confirm the statements of

the preceding witness respecting the trials

Friends were subjected to on account of the
introduction of unsound doctrines and new
practices with which they could not unite.

He mentioned that on one occasion he had
been upholding the necessitj^ of our taking
up the cross and following our Saviour; he
was followed by another minister who said

that there was no cross to be taken up.*

Much feeling was manifested at this stage of

the proceedings; many heads were bowed,
some faces were covered, and one woman
Friend was observed to be weeping freely.

This witness was one of the three Friends
appointed by Western Yearly Meeting to

convey its epistle to Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting iu 1874. The latter body declined to

receive it—one Friend remarking that Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting could not recognize
Western Yearly Meeting as long as that meet-
ing allowed singing, mourner's benches, call-

ing on one another to preach and praj', &c.,

in its subordinate meetings. To this the
Western deputation could not repljr, because
they knew these things were all true. The
witness told the writer that he wanted very
much to state these facts to the court, but
was not allowed to do so.

(To be continued .)

From " The Council Fire."

Martyr or Murderer.

On an evening of 18fi3, while an old Scotch-
man and his family of half-bi-eeds were travel-

ing down the Hell Gate Canon, in Montana
Territory, they were suddenlj^ startled by the
report of a gun on the opposite side of a creek
which they were about to cross.

They supposed that a party of hunters were
in the neighborhood after the small game of
the mountains, and having crossed the creek
they perceived the smoke of a camp-fire.

The Scotchman carelessly rode up, but was
astonished at finding the solitary corpse of a
white man who had evidently been shot while
in the act of eating his supper. A bullet hole
was in the back of the head, and a discharged
rifle lying in the rear, plainly said that the
man had been killed with his own gun.
The Scotchman was frightened and hastily

rejoined his family. They fled from the place.

Having traveled a few miles thej' met a citi-

zen in search of stolen horses, and having
imparted their story they were impelled to

return. A thorough examination was then
made, and from papers found upon the body
it was ascertained that the murdered man
was named Ward, that he was a miner,
and had been on his way to Washington

* "Then said Jesus unto his disciples, if any man
would come after me, let him deny himself and take
lip his cross and follow me."—Matthew xvi. 24.

" Whosoever doth not bear his own cross and come
after me, cannot be my disciple."—Luke xiv. 27.

Territoiy. There was also found on him
two bills of sale, showing that he had been
the purchaser of two horses, one of which
animals was then found close by in the brush.

On the body was also found a small quantity
of gold dust, amounting to about $30. The
corpse was decently covered with a blanket,

and the pai-ties started for the village of Hell
Gate.
There was no law in the Territory at that

time, but a few citizens went out on the fol-

lowing morning to bury the dead man. They
found after arriving upon the spot that the
corpse had been disturbed, and that the blan-

ket had been abstracted. A few days after-

ward an Indian (the son of the present Pand
O'Heille chief) was found riding one of the
horses described in the bill of sale found upon
the body of Ward, and he also wore the
identical blanket with which the body had
been covered. He was arrested and taken
before the United States Indian Agent. It

was then proven that the Indian was one of a

part}' returning from the buffalo grounds;
that he had left his camp in advance, and
that it was quite impossible for him to have
reached the locality in time when the fatal

shot was fired. He stated in self-defence that
after traveling many miles his horse became
tired

;
that upon reaching a certain point in

Hell Gate Canon during the night, he found
a horse, and upon examination, the dead
white man. He took the fast horse and loft

his own, and deeming a covering unnecessary
for a dead bodj^, he donned the blanket to

keep off the chills of the night. The agent
released the Indian, as there was nothing to

show him guilty. (It has been, and is now,
the boast of the Flathead Nation, that the
blood of a white man has never been shed by
one of its members.) But the white people
believed the Indian guiltj-. There had been
misunderstandings for some time past, and
indications pointed towards an earlj^ war.

Dispatches were sent to the mines, and an
organization was about to be effected to pun-
ish the Indians severely. They did not wish
for war, because they were in the minority
even if they had cause. Councils were held,

and it was at one of these that the accused
murderer of Ward came up and surrendered
himself. Said he: "The white people are
about to come down upon us and kill our wo-
men and children ; now deliver me up to

them and it will appease their wrath. Let
them hang me."
His wishes were complied with. His father,

in company with the chiefs, took him to Hell
Gate and delivered him to the white citizens.

A short trial was had. One of the leaders,

white men, simply said, " All in favor of hang-
ing this Indian step on one side of the store

and let the balance remain where they are."

The sentence was hanging.
It was while the doomed man was stand-

ing upon the dry-goods box, with the fatal

noose around his neck, that his father stepped
up to him and said :

" You are flesh of my
flesh, blood of my blood

;
you are about to

meet the Great Spirit; now tell me whether
you killed that white man or not ?" The re-

pl}" was: "I have confessed to the priest.

The black gowns told me that Jesus Christ
died to save sinners, and I tell you, father,

that I did not kill that white man ; but that
I offer myself to be hung in order to save my
little brothers and sisters from the wrath of
the pale faces." Charley Shafft.

For " The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Yelloio Glass in a Fog.—Some years ago
was staying at a hotel on the Lake of Con
stance. One morning a fog came, on wl
completely obscured the opposite shore ; but

looking through a strip of yellow glass, whicl
formed the border of the window, I was able

to my surprise, to see it distinctly'. I pi

sume the yellow glass choked the blue ray;

reflected hy the tog, just as a Nicol's prism
held at a proper angle, chokes the rays re

fleeted from the glass and enables us to set

clearly the picture behind it. On my waj
home, I stopped in Paris, and, happening t(l

call on one of the principal opticians, men
tioned the circumstance to him. He forth

with showed me a naval telescope providec

with a cap at the eye end containing a yel

low glass, which could be removed at plea

sure.

—

R. in Nature.
Earthquake.—A severe earthquake was fell

three weeks ago in the southern part of Nortl:

Island, New Zealand. No lives were lost. Inn

in some of the townships scarcely a chimnej
was left standing. Fissures extending foi

many miles are reported to have been made
and the railway line was rendered unsafe ir

that neighborhood, owing to the undulationi

of the earth alternately raising and depress

ing the rails.

—

Nature of 9th mo. Ibth.

heath in the >'ileeping-room.—It is within

the experience of every physician to hav«

some strong and healthy young people come
here and go to service in shops and mills, ant

to know that within a year or two theii:

health fails and they die with consumptioni
Many of them have a good family histoiy, sc

far as can be learned from the subject. ]

have seen the same class in other places, anf
know that it was uncommon for them to suf
fer as they do here. I have seen hundreds a
them digging in the Ohio Canal, and sleeping

in board shanties, without the general healtt

becoming affected in the least, in the waj
that they are here. All men employed or

the farms in the Sciota Valley are, as a rule

healthy, and thej' are the same class whicl
suffers here by the score. What makes thii

difterence ? Here they live in filthy boarding
houses, with perhaps enough to eat, but tliej

sleep in close rooms, several persons in thi

same apartment, with their clothes saturatec

with perspiration, or, when the clothes ar(

removed, they are hung in the same room, or

what is worse, in a small closet to ferincn

and dry. The decomposition which taket

place assists very greatly to contaminate th«

atmosphere, and thus daj' by day thej- livi

in air poisoned with changed animal com
pounds, until the general health fails, and !

cough commences, and the subject continuei

to live in the same way, not thinking or beinji

told that the conditions by which he is sur

rounded are killing him. It is next to impo8|
sible to correct these abuses against prope
hj'giene. The mistress would show you thi

door, should you say that her house was n6
clean, or was kept in such a way as to lead t<

sickness among her people. Yet I ventun
the assertion, that the odor produced in suol

places, and under such circumstances, is »
peculiar and characteristic that it can be die

tinguished by the odor imparted to cleai

clothing kept in such closets, and is so per
sistent as to remain for some time after thej

have been removed and even worn away. '.

have found the same conditions in well-kep
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irivatc houses, among the help, and brought
bout in the same way. Very i'requently do
meet servants who have come here well and
earty, with rosy cheeks, and after a few
lears of service the health fails, a cough be-

ins, and within the next year they die with
pnsuniption. The number who go in this

ay is not small. Inquii-e of such persons,
nd often you cannot find anything wrong in

le family history. These persons are found
mong girls who work in cellar kitchens and
nail places, often overheated, and sleep
nail, close rooms, so as to generate a miasm,
hich gradually produces the diseases which
e all meet so commonly. These people sutler
these wa_ysignorantly, but are always offend-

l if they are told that their afflictions have
sen produced bj' not taking proper care of
leir persons and of their clothing. The ladies
mansions are also sensitive if a suggestion
ould be made that there is anything about
)e premises not as it should be. From long
^servation on this question, I am satisfied

there exists in these, fruitful sources of
aease.—Dr. J. W. Scott in the Ohio Medical
mrnal.

A tender conscience stands in the way of a
eat deal of evil, and also of a great deal
at seems enjoyable and to be desired. The
an who is unwilling to do wrong is at an
pparent disadvantage in the world, both in

e struggle for success in life, and in the
irsuit of personal happiness. It is harder,
t easier, to get along in the world with a
irm heart and a sensitive conscience. "A
Id head and a colder heart make many
ings easy," says Charles Kingsley. Going
wn hill i-equires no such effort as clamber-
y up hill, or even as resisting the tempta-
<n to let go and slide. But who would take
ings easy, and take the consequences of

Sy-going ? It is better to do right at its

re cost of struggle and pain, than to pur-
ase present comfort by wrong doing or
iPdness of heart.

—

Selected.

Let us make a stand on the ancient ways,
d then look about us, and discover what is

B straight and right way, and walk in it.

—

}rd Bacon on Innovation.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 15,

Ohio Yearly Meeting convened on First-

Y, Ninth month 25th, at Stillwater, near
rnesville, Ohio—the meeting of Ministers
d Elders having been held the day previous.
There were no strangers present with min-
is, though a considerable number were in

,endance. many of them from Philadelphia
:arly Meeting.
The two public meetings held on Firat-day
ire very large, as has been the case for

ars past. Besides their own members, peo-
s from Barnesville and the vicinity came in

h numbers that hundreds were unable to

d room in the meeting-house. These sea-

ls of Divine woi-ship are said to have been
rored opportunities.

Among the subjects which occupied the
siness meetings, the gradual education and
igious training of the children claimed con-
erable attention. The reports on educa-
showed that there were 750 children of

a suitable age to go to school. Some of th

had been assisted in their education hj the
Committee of the Yearly Meeting on that
subject, to whose use $200 was appropriated
out of the Yearly Meetings' funds.

Wilson Hall and Abel H. Blackburn acted
as clerks.

In considering the state of Society as shown
by the queries and answers, several Friemls
were exercised in a lively manner on various
subjects, such as the attendance of religious
meetings, the maintenance of love for" one
another, keeping to our Christian testimony
to plainness in dress and other things, train-
ing the young in the nurture and admonition
of the Lord, being an example to others in a
holy life and deportment, and avoiding any
compromise of our testimony to the nature of
true gospel ministry, which, as it is a free gift

from Christ, should be freely exercised for the
benefit of his Church.
A Friend remarked, that though but few

who were present could retain in their mem-
ory all of the advice which had been given,
3'et there was one injunction which they could
remember, "Have salt in yourselves."

A minute, embodying the substan<'c ol'tlio

exercise which had spread over tlio iiK'cdii^-.

was prepared bj' a committee ap])i.iiiitfd t(jr

that purpose, and directed to be sent down to

subordinate meetings in the extracts from the
minutes.
An appropriation of $50 was made to the

committee charged with the distribution of

Friends' books ; and it was concluded to di-

rect the Quarterly' Meetings to raise in the
usual inanner the amount needed to pay the
debt still remaining on the boarding-school
building, about $1400, including interest.

A memorial of Walter J5undy, a youth of

21, who died of cousuinjption, took strong
hold of the feelings of those who heard it

read, and opened the way for much exhorta-
tion.

A visit was received by the men's meeting
from a woman Friend, who was concerned to

press on the attention of her hearers the im-
portance of faithfull}' upholding the testimonj'

of the Society to true spiritual worship.
A joint committee was appointed to take

nto consideration the situation of Friends in

scattered bodies throughout the land. There
was a strong and united expression of senti-

ment that this was a step which it would be
right for the Yearly Meeting to take, mingled
with a feeling of caution that nothing should
be done rashly.

At the close of the meeting on Fifth-day
the brief minute of the clerk was read, and
after a time of solemn quiet, the Yearly Meet-
ing of Ohio for 1881, was a thing of the past.

The boarding-school house being in close

proximity to the place of meeting, furnishes

\ convenient temporary home to a large num-
ber of those wbo attend; who thus have the

opportunit}' of pleasant intercourse with be-

loved Friends in the intervals of the meetings.

A judicious Friend who has attended Ohio
Yearly Meeting speaks of it as a strong body,
with members not inferior to those who can
be found elsewhere, in spiritual experience,

sound judgment and general carefulness ; and
that they have no need t<i be anxious on their

own account about cpisi((!;ir\- lon-espondence

with Philadelphia Yearly M.^oting.

These sentiments accord with our own feel-

ings for years past—the belief having been

gradually formed, that such a correspondence
is more important to our own Yearly Meeting
than it is to that of Ohio.

The practice of wearing mourning apparel,
and the use of black crape or other material,
as a sign of sorrow for the loss of relatives or
friends, is a conformity to the customs of the
world, which the Society of Friends has long
been ccjucerned to caution its members against.
It is both natural and proper to feel the re-
moval from our midst of those whom we have
loved and valued. But these outward signs
of mourning are no real token of the inner
feelings. Thej' are often worn for appearance
sake, and as a matter of form, by those whose
hearts are but slightly, if at all, afl:eeted with
grief And where the heart is truly sad, thei-e
is no propriety or advantage in parading the
fact liL'furo I'lie eyes c.f the world, as if to

\\ (- may i-rnn/iiilu r uiir Saviour reproved
that dispusiiion which led some in his day to
perform their prayers at the corners of the
streets, that they might be seen of men. And
though this was not the same act as wearing
mi.uniing, yet we think in many cases the un-
ilcrlying principle was the same—to gain the
aii]in)bation of man.
In common witb many ddicrs. wo have felt

that, for the same rca-oiis. l-"i-iciids ciuld take
no part in the public ilisplays connected with
the death ofour late President. Though it was
a satisfaction to observe the general preva-
lence of real sorrow and sympathy on account
of that solenin event, yet the wasteful expense
and the outward show, were calculated to
adden a thoughtful mind.
A correspondent from California, in a letter

dated 9th taonth 26th, thus x-ofers to this sub-
ect

:

"I sit down in my office to-day with a bur-
lened mind, on looking abroad and seeing the
freat amount of folly and extravagance now
indulged in over the land. Surely it calls for

ai'd exercise that our dear older and
younu'cr I'ricii'U may be preserved from any
participation therein. I trust we all feel the
suftering and woe of those who are in any
way afflicted ; but is it any cause for us to in-

dulge in the solemn mockery of outward ob-

servances of gi'ief and folly ?

I have felt much on this occasion that the
Lord will be pleased to preserve a remnant
who will plead for the puritj' and simplicity

of the hol3', self-denj'ing religion of Jesus. I
cannot feel clear in the sight of my Heavenly
Father, with(jut lifting up my voice against
these evil ten.iencies.-^

We have received a circular of The Society
for Home Culture, with a request to notice it

our columns. It was organized in 1880, by
Miilicrsdf the Society of Friends. Its object

t<;i advise tliMse who desire to pursue their

lilies alter leaving school. Those desiring

fuller information can obtain copies of the
circular bj^ addressing the Secretary, Watson
W. Dewees, Westtown P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The U. S. Senate convened at

on on Second-day the 10th inst. Thomas F. Bayard,
of Delaware, was elected President of that body, pro

tempore.

Late advices from Arizona state that eighteen of

George's band, who recently broke camp, have sur-

rendered themselves. The bnlk of the hostile Indians,
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liowever, have gone to the southern end of the Chiri-

caluKi Mountains, and it is thought they may get across

the Mexican border. General Wilcox, who arrived at

Tucson on Fifth-day night of last week, said he would

cross the border in pursuit of them, and would co-

operate with any Mexican troops that would assist him
in his endeavors to capture the Indians. The Mexican
Consul at Tucson has telegraphed to Chihuahna, and

sent couriers to difTerent points to get Mexican troops

to co-operate with the Americans.

There were heavy frosts in the hilly regions of Vir-

ginia, North Carolina and South Carolina on the night

of the 5th inst. It is feared that serious damage has

been done to the growing tobacco near Danville, Vir-

ginia, and Raleigh, North Carolina, and there is appre-

hension that the late growth of cotton in the northern

portion of Sontli Carolina has been destroyed.

A fire in New York on the evening of the 10th,

totally destroyed the Fourth Avenue Car Stables, cover-

ing an entire block, and owned by William H. Vander-
biit; and also Morrell's large furniture storage build-

ing, occupying the middle of the block on the south

aide of Thirty-second street. The loss on the stables is

estimated at $500,000. A number of horses perished

in tlie flames. The loss on Morrell's building and its

contents is estimated at $2,000,000. Some of the finest

furniture in New York was .stored there, and was de-

stroyed. A picture, valued at J50,000, the property of

W. Vanderbilt, was also destroyed.

Throughout southern Minnesota, northern Iowa, and
a large portion of Dakota, rain has been falling almost

incessantly since the middle of August. The country

is flooded ; haycocks have disappeared beneath the sur-

face of the water; the grain is spronting in the stack,

and scarcely any plowing has been done.

The colored people of Raleigh, N. C, will hold an

industrial fair, beginning 10th mo. 31st.

An adventurous party of scientists, have lately lioisted

the Stars and Stripes at the very summit of Mount
Whitney, the highest point of land in the United States

outside of Alaska.

The shipments of grain from New Y'^ork during 9th

month were nearly 6,000,000 bushels less than during
9th month, 1880.

During the eight months ending Sth mo. 31st, 1881,

the exports of petroleum and petroleum products from

the United States amounted in value to $30,187,2-50,

against $21,276,580 during the corresponding period of

1880.

The culliv.ation of rice in the Gulf section is annu-
ally assuming proportions of greater magnitude. Before

the late war it nearly reached the yield of 200,000,000
bushels yearly. After the war its cultivation was re-

sumed on a large-scale, and in 1870 the harvest was about

74,000,000 bushels. This year's crop throughout the

(julf States will reach, so says a South Carolina journal,
nearly 150,000,000 bushels.

It is reported that a terrible plague has appeared
near Waldron, Platte county, Missouri. Within five

days eleven persons have died, and none of those now
sick show signs of recovery. The bodies of the suffer-

ers are covered with black eruptions.

The report of the Registrar of the Board of Health
states that there were 347 deaths in this city Inst week,
79 more than during the corresponding week of last

year, and 67 le.ss than during the week ending 10th

month 1st, 1881. Of these 197 were males and 150
females; 54 died of consumption, 24 of typhoid fever,

20 of marasmus, and 13 of diphtheria.

Markets, &C.—V. S- 3J's, 100^ a 100| ; 4J's, 113^ ; 4's,

lie J; currency 6's, 132.

Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice in

price or demand. Sales of middlings are reported at

llj a 12} cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.
Petroleum.—Standard white 8 cts. for export, and

8i a 8| cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour was less active, but prices were unchanged.
Sales of superfine at $5.25 a $5.50 ; western and Penn-
sylvania extras, at $6.50 a $6.75 ; 200 barrels Minnesota
extras, clear, choice, at $8 a 48.12 J ; 300 barrels Min-
nesota extras, clear, straight, at $8 a $8.50

; 200 barrels

Minnesota extra on private terms ; 400 barrels Penn-
sylvania extra family, good, at $7.50 ; 300 barrels do.

do. choice, at $7.50 a $7.75 ; 300 barrels Ohio do. do.

choice, at $8 a $8.50; 1-50 barrels Minnesota patents,

choice, at $9.50; 100 barrels do. do., high grade, at $9.50;
100 barrels Wisconsin patent at $9.25; 200 barrels

winter wheat patents at $9-50, and 1100 barrels city

mills family on private terms. Rye flour sells at f 6.50
per barrel. Corn meal was inactive, and no sales have
been reported. Feed was dull. Sales of three cars

winter bran, track, at $21.50 per ton; No. 2 spring do.

at $20 per ton.

Grain.—Wheat was dull, unsettled and lower. Sales

of 5000 bushels No. 2 red at SI.47 a $1.48, as to quality

and location ; 2100 bushels do. at $1.48 ; 2000 bushels

do. at $1.48J ; 1900 bushels do. at $1.48| ; 5000 bushels

for 11th moiith, at $1.51 J. Rye was dull ; 400 bushels

Id at $1.07 per bushel. Corn was lower ; about 9000

bushels sold in lots at 75 cts. for yellow : 74 cts. for

xed ; 73 cts. for steamer ; 72 cts. for No. 3 ; 72 cts.

per bushel for rejected, and 80,000 bushels sail, mixed
~0 a 71 cts. Oats were unchanged; sales of 11,000

hels white at 51 a 52 cts., and rejected and mixed at

I 49 cts. per bushel, and 15,000 bushels No. 2 white

at 51 J cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 10th mo.
Sth, 1881. — Loads of hay, 335; loads of straw, 57.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.35

to $1.45 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.25 to $1.35 per

100 pounds; Straw, $1.05 to $1.15 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in good demand and prices were a

fraction higher ; 3600 head arrived and sold at the

different yards at 3 a 6| cts. per lb., the latter rate for

extra.

Sheep were in demand, and good grades were a frac-

m higher; 15,600 head arrivedand sold at thedifferent

yards at 3 a 5J cts., and lambs at 4 a 7i cts. per pound,
to condition.

Hogs were firmly held ; 4000 head arrived and sold

at the different yards at 8 a lOi cts. per lb., the latter

rate for extra Chicago.
Foreign.—O'Donnell, speaking at the Land League

meeting at Dungarvan recently, said there were two
Governments in Ireland—one, Gladstone's, which no-

body minded, and the other, that of the League, which
people would obey.

The Dublin correspondent of the Daily News, after

interviewing several influential men who have intimate

knowledge of the wants and wishes of the farmers of a

speaking on the subject, said it was unnecessary to asl I

his consent, as he had lost all authority.

A despatch from Tunis says :
" For some days pas

severe fighting has been proceeding around Kef betweei

the French garrison and the insurgents. General Saba

tier has advanced two days' march towards Kairwan
but he finds a .scarcity of water. The European resi

dents are drawing np a petition in favor of the occupa

tion of the city of Tunis."

A sample of water from the Sacred Well of Mecoi

has been analyzed and found to be polluted by sewagi

to an extraordinary degree of disease-breeding filthi

ne.ss. In fact. Professor Frankland, who made thi

analysis, calls it bottled cholera, and, as this water is it

great demand throughout Mohammedan countries, iti;

manifest that it is likely to be an active agent in thi

dissemination of disease.

A despatch to the London Standard from Fort Amiel

says : The Boers object to the article in theconventioi

by which the Queen has reserved control of the externa

relations of the State, including the conclusion of trea

ties and the conduct of diplomatic intercourse wit!

foreign powers, and the article defining the duties o

the British Resident. They also object to the artich

providing for complete freedom of religion and protec

tion for all denominations; to the article declaring tha

no slavery or apprenticeship partaking of slavery shal

be tolerated by the Boers; to the article providing tha

all persons other than natives who conform to the law:

of the Transvaal shall have free access to Courts o

Justice for the protection and defence of their rights._

The correspondent says the above explains why, ii

the recent debate in the Volksraad, members declare<

that the Convention dealt with the Boers as thougl

they were hordes of savages.

A quantity of bees, destined for Ontario, have beei

received in London from Cyprus. They were let oularge portion of the province of Connaught, savs he ha
arrived at the general conclusion that, on the western near London for a fly, and afterwards repacked for th.

side of the Shannon, the farmers are disposed to take remainder of their journey. They are conveyed ii

advantage of the Land act to the utmost extent, and small boxes, partly covered with perforated metal, am

that the Land League will not be able to divert them are provided with honey and water. A similar consigm

from their purpose.
I

ment of this nnusual freight was successfully forvvardei

Paris and its suburbs now contain about 160 miles of to Canada last year,

street railways, or far more than all the cities of Francej It is believed in Ottawa that an appeal will be mad'

put together, since those having the greatest length of to the Dominion Government for the relief of the suf

tramwavs, after the melroplis, are Lille, Rouen, Ron- ferers by the bush fires on the north shore of the St

baix and Beziers, with only 15, 14, 9 and 8 miles re- Lawrence. Six hundred miles of coast have been de

spectively. vastated, and whole villages destroyed, with boats, net

Madrid, lOth mo. Sth.—In the Senate to-day Senor and the summer catches of the fishermen.

Guell presented an amendment to the address in reply A telegram from Montreal says the Seminary of Si

to the speech from the throne demanding autonomy for Sulpice has settled its differences with the Oka Indi;

Cuba. It demands the conclusion of a commercial
treaty between Cuba and the United Slates on the basis

of absolute freedom of commerce. The Conservative
newspapers declare that the amendment must be with-
drawn. General Prendergast has been appointed Gov-
ernor of Cuba in place of General Blanco. He will start

for Cuba on the 28th inst.

A despatch to the Times from Geneva s.iys : The
Socialist Congress at Chur closed Fifth-day. The
American delegate gave a desponding account of the
condition of Socialism in America. He said that the

number of Socialist newspapers there had been reduced
by one-half since 1877, and that the better times have
caused a thinning of their ranks. It was resolved to

hold a Congress in Paris in 1883.

The Berlin correspondent of the Morning Post says

he has a communication from St. Petersburg announc-jmo. 31st, 1881. Parents and others intending to i

ing that the headquarters of the Nihilists have been pupils are requested to make early application tl

by purchasing 2.5,000 acres of land in the Muskokadia
trict, and paying all the expenses of settling the Indian

thereon.

The government of Quebec has been asked to sem

relief to the people of Auticosti Island, who are in grea

distress, owing to the failure of the fisheries.

The grain crops in British Columbia have been seri

ously damaged by continuous rains, from the boundar;

northward to a distance of 200 miles.

The latest advices from South America, via Panama
indicate that the Chilian leaders have in view anothe

campaign against Peru, and that an expedition will b

sent to capture Arequipa.

WE3TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session begins on Second-day, lOtlj

discovered, and that sixty arrests have been made.
A report of local doctors states that 77 per cent, of the

cases of the diphtheria epidemic now raging in the

province of Orel, Central Russia, are fatal.

It is stated that the Government of Russia intends to

allow Jews to acquire land in places where there is no
fear of collision between them and the populace. An
article in the Journnl de Si. Petersbourg indicates that

the elevation of Servia toa kingdom is probable shortly.

Count Waldburo, the Arctic explorer, who has just

returned to Hammerfest from a journey to the lower
Yenisei in a Bremen merchant steamer, is reported as

declaring such navigation possible every year, despite
the difficulties which have hitherto been held to sur-

round it.

Baron Von Haymerle, the Austro-Hungarian Minis-
ter of Foreign Affairs, died suddenly at 3.30 on the
afternoon of the 10th, of heart disease.

The Minister of Justice has introduced in the Lower
House of the Austro-Hungary Diet, a bill legalizing

marriages of Jews and Christians.

A despatch to the Times from Tunis, dated Sixth-day,
says it is rumored that the Bey's Ministers in Council
agreed to the occupation of Tunis. The Tunisian cor-

respondent of the Daily News declares that the Bey,

Jonathan G. Wili.iams, Supt., (address, Westtow'
P. O., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. AllbsI
Treasurer, 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty third Ward,) Philadelphia.

\

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.I
Applications for the Admission of Patients may b

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board (

Managers.

Died, at her residence, Tuckerton, N. J., on the 3r

of Ninth month, 1881, Mary Bartlett, Senior, age

92 year.s, a member of Little Egg Harbor Particula

and Monthly Meetings. Her humhie consistent lit

gave evidence that she was concerned for her spiritus

welfare and growth in the truth, as it is in Jesus

;

although the summons to this dear Friend cjme as i

the night season, her relatives and friends have the coi

soling belief that her end was peace. She was entirel

resigned to the Lord's will, and said, " I am goin

home."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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i Concise Account of Pennsbury in Bucks

County, Penna., by G. W. B., 1881.

Pennsbuiy was the name bestowed upon
illiam Penn's favorite American mansion
id its near surroundings : the location was
Penn's Manor, near the Delaware River,

d near thesouth-eastern extremity of Bucks
unty, Pennsylvania. It was a place which
traeted much attention in its early history,

id is yet a locality around which clusters

ch historic interest—religious, political,

iicial, social, domestic. The spacious raan-
n itself was a prodigy of the times, and the
listrious family which occupied it the centre
;reat attraction. The founder of a new
untried system of government, there spent

hie of his happier hours, relaxing at times
Dm the severe duties of his position, and in

e enclosure of the family circle, partaking
the more quiet enjoyments of life

; but these
lurs of recreation doubtless were mingled
th seasons of thoughtful, and sometimes
inful, solicitude, under the weight of the
eat trust that had been committed to his

re, and the heavy responsibilities he had
leepted and assumed

;
yet he pursued his

iy amid the sunshine and the clouds which
metimes surrounded him, with unwavei-ing
ust in the triumph of bis humane, liberal,

8t and Christian policy. The infant govern-
ent of Pennsylvania received no ineousider-

le portion of its nursing at Pennsbury.
Penn's Manor, as originally laid out by
arkham, contained 8431 acres—the land
rtly alluvial, and principally covered with
rest. The boundaries were somewhat irreg-

ar, but they bordered for several miles on
iver Delaware, and extended several

inland ; they also bordered on several

icts of land taken up by earlier settlers

der the jurisdiction of the Governor of New
)rk, and never belonged to the Penn estate.

)Out three miles intervenes in a northerly
fection between Bristol, Penna., and the
arest point in the original Manor boundary.
That portion of the domain lying between
jvernor's Creek and Welcome Creek, con-
ining the site of the original mansion and
surrounding improvements, has been repre-

hted, and with a degree of plausibility, as
loble island, an ancient Indian roj'alty, with
iuents from the river bending several times
ound it, chosen by chieftains nurtured in

tion suitable for the governor of a great prov
ince, even before his first arrival in the coun-
try. It was erected in 1682-3, and with the
improvements, some of which were perhaps
added at a later date, cost £5000, which was
estimated in those days as a large sum of
money. The mansion was.sixty feet in length,

forty in breadth, and two stories high, built

of bricks, and covered with tiles. There was a
large reservoir for water on top of the house,
constructed of lead, and to the leakage from
it was partly ascribed the premature decay of
the building. It has also been said that much
of the lead was pillaged at the time of the
Revolutionar3- war, for the purpose of mould-
ing bullets. Judging from relics found upon
the premises, at least some of the window sash
were likewise of lead. The out-houses—in-

cluding a kitchen and larder, a wash-house, a
house for brewing and baking, and a stable

for twelve horses—were all buildings one and
a half stories high, and are said to have been
so disposed as to produce an effect agreeable
and picturesque. The large wooden brew-
house was more secluded: after this historic

building, which has attracted so much curi-

ositj- and been visited by so many people, was
not needed or made use of for the special

purpose of brewing, it was utilized as a farm-
house for manj^ successive j-ears ; but it

has now disappeared, except the foundations,
which are still visible.

The point has been somewhat controverted,
but it is generally believed that the mansion
faced the Delaware

; its appearance has been
represented as stately, and that the upper
windows commanded a magnificent view of
the river and of the opposite shores of New
Jersey. The entrance was by stone steps

leading to a handsome porch, on the oaken
capitals of which M'ere displaj^ed carvings of
vines and clusters of grapes, imported by the
Proprietor from England. The porch opened
into a spacious hall extending nearly the
whole length of the house, which was used
pon public occasions, for the meeting of the

council, for the accommodation of strangers

and distinguished guests, for collective inter-

course with the Indian tribes, and probably
for courts and religious meetings, which it is

asserted were held at the mansion. On the
first floor there was also a small hall, and
three parlors, all wainscoted with English
oak, and communicating by folding doors,

aboriginal warfare, as a position possessing From information obtained through the in-
many advantages for defence against their strumentality of John Penn, the great hall is

enemies, and while in their possession bearing represented as containing, among other arti-
the name of Sepassin. There is a portion of eles of furniture, one long table, a supply of
Penn's Manor formerly occupied by beds of pewter plates and diskea, and six vessels for
creeks and affluents from and to the river, '

holding water or beer. It is probable that
which is now cultivated land, and this cir-.this hall was also occupied upon various pub-
cumstance may in a degree account for thejlic occasions for the festive entertainment
changed appearance of the sui-face and sur-'of William Penn's numerous guests, among
roundings. Pennsbury is not now upon an I

whom the Indians are said to have been the
island. |most frequent partakers of his hospitality.
Upon the chosen situation, the agents of i

Information through the same channel, giv-
William Penn commenced building a habita- ing a descriptive account of the varied furni-

ture distributed through the three parlors
and little hall, described a great leather chair
in one of the apartments: this was probably
used by the Governor upon important public
occasions. The same source of information
describes the four chambers as being well
supplied with beds, bedding, chairs, tables,

&c. In one of them the bed curtains were of
satin ; in another, of camlet ; in another, of
striped linen. The chambers in the garret
were furnished with four beds. We also
gather from the same authority ; that upon
the broad walk or avenue lined and shaded
with poplars, extending from the mansion to
the river brink, and descending bj' a flight of
stone steps from the upper to the lower ter-

race, on one occasion the tables were spread
for the festive entertainment of a large num-
ber of Indian guests ; and among the viands
prepared were one hundred turkeys, beside
venison and other meats.
The mansion stood upon a gentle elevation

surrounded on all sides by gardens, lawns,
shrubberies, and flower beds to which the
most beautiful wild flowers found in the coun-
try, native and procurable, were transplanted.
The Propi'ietor has been represented as being
extremely tbnd of a suitable country house
with extensive gardens, and that he spared
neither care nor money in order to make
Pennsbury prominentlj' attractive as a resi-

dence. He imported skilful gardeners, both
from England and from Scotland. The gar-
dens themselves were a marvel in the colony
for their extensiveness, for their beauty, for

their attractiveness of location, and for the
skill manifested in their tnanagement ; various
kinds of trees, shrubs, seeds and roots were
imported from England ; among them walnuts
and fruit trees. The adjacent woods were laid

out in walks and drives at the time of the
Governor's first visit to the country, and he
afterward, in several of his letters, required
the preservation of the trees. There were
also more distant vistas, opening prospects
down the Delaware, and upward toward the
falls.

The Governor, both on his first and second
visits to Pennsylvania, imported valuable
horses. The family had a large travelling

coach at its dispo.sal, but owing to the fre-

quent badness of the roads it was not very
often called into service

; a calash was a more
frequent accommodation, Hannah and Le-
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titia, the wife and daughter of William Penn,

rode in a sedan chair when they went a shop-

])ing in the city, or visited their female friends

in the neighborhood, and judging from the

circumstance that several side-saddles and
jjillions were found in the mansion after the

family had left America, it is reasonable to

suppose that the women to some extent prac-

tised horseback riding. The Governor him-

self frequently rode around the country on
horseback, but he generally travelled between
Pennsbury and Philadelphia in his barge, to

which he was very partial, manifesting pecu-

liar interest in it; it was of considerable

dimensions, furnished with a mast and six

oax's. In a letter to his steward, he says

:

" But above all dead things, my barge. I hope
nobody uses it on an}' account, and that she

is kept in a dry dock, or at least covered from
the weather."

Isaac Norris thus writes of the Proprietor's

wife when the family were about leaving the
country :

" His excellent wife, and she is be-

loved by all (I believe I may saj' in its fullest

extent) ; so is her leaving us heavy and of real

sorrow to her friends ; she has carried under
and through all with a wonderful evenness,

humility and freedom ; her sweetness and
goodness have become her character, and are

indeed extraordinary. In short, we love her,

and she deserves it." Letitia, the daughter of

William and Gulielma Penn, has been repre-

sented as very interesting and attractive : the
certificate setting forth membership and re-

moval gi-anted by her friends in a collective

capacity, upon her return to England, por-

trayed their estimation of her merits in lan-

guage very appreciative. But it has been
represented, that these two worthy females,
Hannah and Letitia Penn, after the novelty
of the wilderness had passed away, had no
cordial love for the country of their adoption,
and had more than once invited the Proprietor
to take them back to their beloved England

;

that they were in a flutter of delight at the
prospect of leaving America ; and that thej'

themselves, were perhaps the only persons in

Pennsylvania who rejoiced at their departure.
Isaac Norris also writes :

" The Governor's
wife and daughter are well; their little son, a
lovely babe ; his wife is a woman truly well
beloved here, exemplary in her station, and of
an excellent spirit, which adds lustre to her
character, and has a great place in the hearts
of all people." Deborah Logan mentions a
tradition heard in her youth from an old

woman in Bucks county, " who went, when
she was a girl, with a basket containing a
I'ural present to the Proprietoi"'s mansion, and
saw his wife, a delicate, pretty woman, sitting

beside the cradle of her infant." The child
which is here brought into notice was pro-
bably the one, and the only one of William
Penn's children born in America.

(To be concluded.)

'I cannot do this," said a Christian mer-
chant in reference to some business operations
in which he was asked to take part—"I can-
not do this. There is a man inside of me that
won't let me do it. He talks to me of nights
about it, and I have to do business in a dif-

ferent way!"
Oh! those talks of night about the business

of the day, when " the man inside" has our
ear and there is no escape from the judgment
he pronounces! Thrice blessed is he who is

able to hear it in peace !

Hidden, Faithful Ones.

There are no doubt scattered through the

length and breadth of Christendom, not a few

faithful and hidden ones, who are earnest in

the pursuit of living water, and of enduring,

substantial truth. 'These are resigned to the

lowly, .ili-iiirc and tranquil state in which
I'rDvidoiici.' has placed them. These are

" Content indeed to sojourn wliile they mnst
Below the skies, hut having there their home.
The world o'erlooks them in her busy search

Of objects more illustriou.s in her view :

And occupied as earnestly as she,

Though more sublimely, they o'erlook the world.

She scorns their pleasures, for she knows them not;

They seek not her'.s, for they have proved them vain."

These could, no doubt adopt, in measure,
the language of the Church formerly to its

Holy Head, when it was hidden, though led, as

in the wilderness: "Look down from heaven,

and behold from the habitation of thy holiness

and of thy glory." " Doubtless thou art our
Father, though Abraham be ignorant of us,

and Israel acknowledge us not : thou, O Lord,
art our Father, our Iledeeiner: thy name is

from everlasting." These, as they are careful

to abide with the dear Master in suffering

and in rejoicing, will know his all-powerful

arm to be round about them to support. For
"The secret of the Lord is with them that

fear him, and He will show them his cove-

nant." The eye of the Good Shepherd is ever
upon his little flock wherever located ; and as

these look to, and rely upon Him, all the
power of the enemy shall not be able to scat-

ter one sheep from his fold, or entice one lamb
from his safe enclosure. But all depends upon
keeping close to Him, who can alone preserve
in the dangers and temptations incident to

this state of weakness and pfobation. It is a
precious and glorious as well as incontrovert-

ible truth, that " The foundation of God
standeth sure;" and that Jesus is all power- 'to, will ever induce low and sober though
ful to deliver, and no less always ready to re- of one's self It will lead us into the bao
ceive with open arms all who, in humility ofipartof the desert where Moses was eminentii

heart, seek to him for life and salvation. instructed, and will preserve there. Thegrei!
She who broke the alabaster box form- 'apostle Paul was kept so low and dependen

rly, and with the precious ointment thereof | that he dared not glory in any thing save h|

infirmities
;
and this he did "that i/Te^jower

Christ might rest upon him." May none 1

afraid of the low valley of sweet humilit!

where the power of Christ is experienced-
where is the " garden enclosed"—" a founta!

sight;" upon which the answer from the Lor
was, " I have heard thy prayer, I have see

thy tears : behold, I will heal thee," &c. .

fourth is the testimony concerning Gideor
who, under a close fight of afllietions, said 1

the angel of the Lord that appeai'ed unto hii

to make him a jiidge in Israel, "wherewit
shall I save Israel? Behold, my family
poor in Manassah, and I am the least in m
father's house." But the answer of the ang'

of the Lord was, " Go In this thy migh1
surely I will be with thee," &c. Cannot sorti

of this class receive instruction also in the
straits and seasons of proving, from wht
Manoah's wife pleaded: " If the Lord wei

pleased to kill us, He would not have receive

a burnt-offering and a meat offering at oi

hand; neither would He have showed us a

these things," &e. In connection with the for

going, the following testimony bears closel

upon the subject in hand: "Inasumniai
review of Eicbard Baxter's matured exper
ence in regard to religion, taken by himse
towards the latter part of his life, in whic
enlargement of view and abasement of self

discovered, we have the following sentene(
' I less admire gifts of utterance, and the ba)

profession of religion than I once did ; an

have much more charity for many, who b

by the want of gifts do make an obscurer pr
fession. I once thought, that almost all wl
could pray movingly and fluently, and tal/cwt

of religion had been saints. But experient

hath opened to me, what odious crimes mS
consist with high profession. While I hai

met with divers obscure persons, not not«

for any extraordinary profession or forwar
ness in religion, but only to live a quiet, blarai

less life, whom I have after found to have lor

lived, as far as I could discern, a truly godJi

and sanctified life.'

"

The imperative duty of all is to watch ovi

their own hearts. This, faithfully attend(

anointed the dear Saviour, was signally recog-

nized and honored by Him. There is no doubt
that among the little band of hidden ones
alluded to, there are those who have likewise

anointed the feet of Jesus by giving them-
selves, because of their filial love, as a living of gardens, a wellof living waters, and strean

sacrifice to Him. Though " this gospel" may j from Lebanon."
not " be preached in the whole world" for a Ma}' the little, hidden, faithful ones be e

memorial, as was to be of the woman in the couraged. May they never cast away tl

text, it shall nevertheless be recorded in that shield of faith as though it had not bef

book of remembrance written before Him for anointed with oil. In every sorrow-stirrii

them that feared the Lord, and that thought and proving season may their trust be in tl

upon his name. There are other biblical

records which are likewise truly encouraging
to the lowly humble traveller. One of these
is the case of the Centurion who appealed to

Jesus to come and heal his servant; but in

much abasedness of self said, "Lord, I am not
worthy that thou shouldst come under my
roof; but speak the word only, and my servant
shall be healed," &c. When Jesus heard it.

He said, "Verily I say unto you, I have not
found so great faith, no, not in Israel." An-
other is the instance of good king Hezekiah :

who, when sorely chastened in spirit, praj'ed

unto the Ijord, saying, " I beseech thee, O
Lord, remember now how I have walked be-

fore thee in truth and with a perfect heart,

and have done that which is good in thy

Lord alone; who will then be their sufiicieno

their ever-present helper. He will furnif

with grace and gifts, with child-like depen
ence and fervent, effectual prayer. H
strength is made perfect in weakness. Not
s])arrow can fall to the ground without h

notice. Not a nook so retired that his e;

doth not penetrate it. Not a chastened, par
ing soul so poor, weary, or disconsolate, th
he doth not know it altogether. A moth
may forget the darling of her bosom, befo
He can forget anj- of his loving, depender
faithful children. These, in the time of tro
ble. He will hide in his pavilion

; in the seer
of his tabernacle will He hide them. " Tl
young lions do lack, and suffer hunger ; h
they that wait upon the Lord shall not wa'.
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.nj' good thing." "He giveth power to the

aint, and to them that have tio might of their

wn, he increaseth strength."

p
Colored Men in China.

torn The Southern n'orkman, Hampton, Va., Eighth mo,, 1881.

' Our kind correspondent, to ^yhom we are

idebted for the following interesting article,

pites respecting it:

" There are two points illustrated: (1) the
pgro capacity under favorable circumstances

;

)'the extraordinary recovery of power and
(lergy by the Chinese which has been re-

larked by many observers, and which is an
nportant element of the political future of

s far East.

'The writer of the paragraph is \Y. N.
rmstroug, Attorney-General of the Sand-
ich Islands, who was travelling with King
alakua."

In a previous letter I spoke about a negro,
A. Butler, a resident of Shanghai, China.
is career is quite remarkable. His parents
ere Africans, or pure negroes. His father a

reacher in Washington, D. C. He was edu-

ited in Paris, and there learned to speak
rench, Italian, German and Spanish. I think

3 has an aptitude for languages. "When
urlingame was appointed Minister to Pekin
ime years ago, he met Butler in Paris, made

his private secretary, and took him to

aina, where he became familiar with the
oken Chinese,

urlingame alwaj'S put him on a footing

ocial equalitj-. Wishing to go into but^i-

!ss, Butler left the American Embassy, and
ok a post in one of the great American
ading houses. Subsequently he went into

e service of the Shanghai Navigation Corn-

ny. For some time past, the Chinese ofli-

als, and some of the rich Chinese merchants,
^ve been watching carefully the operations
I the Europeans in steam navigation, sup-

>rted by Eui'opean capital. These prudent,

reful men, determined that if there was any
ofit in the trade, the Chinese should have
and not the/a/j qui (foreign devil). There-
re thej' began to buy steamships themselves,

id to run them to and from their own ports,

bey organized the China Merchants' Steam-

p Company. They put their own, and
>t foreign, monej' into it. They purchased
le Shanghai Company's Steamers, and But-

C went into their employment. Still, these

binese, careful and economical as they are,

d not understand the business of running
?amships, for it is a business which requires

ecial training. These men were cheated by
iropeans in the quality of the vessels sold,

id they were held in great contempt by
uropeans and Americans who kept lines of

pamships in the East, and who believed

at their dominion over the sea would never
successfully disputed by the " pig-tails."

The Chinese concluded it would be well to

iploj' Europeans at first in the most re-

onsiblc positions. But the trouble has been

at Europeans have generally tried to rob

e Chinese, when emplo3^ed by them. The
pners of this new Chinese line, including

me of the most influential men in the Chi-

(se government, put Butler in charge of one
the most important departments of the

isiness, and authorized him to reoi'ganize

e sei-vice in his own way. He is a natural

ganizer, one of those men who know how
put things in their proper place, how to

put down confusion. He systematized the
business, brought order out of chaos, intro-

duced economy, enforced discipline, and rival-

ed the Europeans in their steamship service.

The result is that, after two years' work, this

Chinese Steamship Company, instead- of run-
ning at a loss, has earned over a million of
dollars net profit. The prospect now is, that
it will earn very large annual dividends.
The Chinese ofiicial who is at the head of

the Company told me that they considered
Butler not only a man of great ability, but
an honest man. He said that he was a very
safe adviser, and they regarded him as an im-
portant agent in the future operations of the
Company. Now this Chinese Company own
already thirty-six steamers. They are bid-

ding for the trade of the Pacific Ocean. One
of their vessels lately went to San Francisco,

and reduced the price of freight to China.
The American and European lines are by no
means easy at the appearance of this great
steamship fleet ; no one knows where its

operations will stop. As these people learn

more thoroughly the steamship business, they
will become more formidable rivals to the

Europeans, and as they are content with
much less profit than the Europeans, and the

business is conducted at their own homes,
and not with a distant European basis, it is

easy to see that the time is soon coming when
the vast trade of the great Pacific Ocean will

be in Chinese hands.

Coal is an expensive article in China. Sup-
jilies for steamers nro brought from Aiistrnlia

pea lis touch these cual-tields unJerany circum-

stances, but the}' can touch them themselves.

Already they have opened a vast colliery

about eighty miles from tide water at Tient-

; a canal from the mine to the ocean is

about finished. The coal is owned by the

same people who control the steamship com-
panj'.

This year coal will be delivered to ships.

If the Chinese prefer to consume the coal in

their own vessels, instead of selling it to the

foreign steamers, it will not take long to wipe

out the foreign service, as the cost of the coal

I be so much less than that now used by
all steamers.

Sutler is a leading man in this magnificent

enterprise in China.

I have related this incident because it bears

the question of the "color line," and I

•ite this from a city where the presence of

twenty-six diff'erent nationalities has obliter-

ated all color lines. There is a lesson in But-

er's life. He fought for his position and won
it. He did not sulk for it, or cry for it, or

beg for it ; he commanded it. He made him-

self the peer of men about him, and they

acknowledged it, as all men will admit it,

when forced to meet the matter. Men sought

him, as thej^ always seek men who have ad-

vantages, either in brains or experience. In-

terested as I am in the negro question, it was
to me a most important incident to meet on

the seaboard of the great Chinese Empire an

American negro, educated, capable, doing his

work well, and a leader among men.

Several weeks after meeting Butler I was
with the King of the Hawaiians on board the

royal yacht of the King of Siam, on the river

Menam. On the way to the capitol of the

country, Bangkok, tlie yacht stopped for a

moment at the custom-house, in order to take

on board some officials. I noticed a negro
sitting in the stern of a boat, and inquired
about him. A merchant said to me : "He is

at the head of the custom-house on the river.
It is a verj' responsible place. This negro is

a man of considerable education, is honest,
and capable ; so he was appointed to the
place, and discharges the duties well." I had
no opportunity to speak to this man, but I
counted it as an incident of my trip, that I
had met another negro who was doing credit
to himself I have written this letter for the
sole purpose of presenting these facts to the
younger colored people in America, that they
may know that their race can hold itself if it

will.

Singapore, Fifth mo. lOlli, 1881.
'~'

For "The Friend."

Catiiarine Phillips.

I have felt it right to offer for insertion in

the columns of "'The Friend," some extracts
from the wril in^s oT ihat eminent minister of
the Lord, (

':il liuiiiif i'hillips; which are re-

commended t(i the s, riijus notice of our young
Friends (as well as older) that, like Mary of
old, we may be induced to "choose the one
thing needful," even that " good part which
shall never be taken awaj' !"

Ohio, 10th mo. 5th, 1881.

"As the dealings of the Almightj' with me
from my youth have been singular, and are

worthy to be retained in remembrance with
thankfulness, I have committed to writing
some remarkable circumstances of my life

;

tciidiiig to awaken future thanksgiving and
watcbtiilness in myself; and, considering how
wonderfully the Divine arm has been mani-
fested for my help, to encourage me to a
steadj' trust therein, and to a perseverance in

submission thereto ; in order to leave to my
surviving relations some memorials of the

vai'ious exercises and dangers which I have
passed through, and of the merciful support
and preservation vouchsafed from the Lord
therein."

She spent much time with her afilicted

father. She states that " reading to him the
experiences and sufl'erings of faithful mar-
tyrs, and of our worthy Friends, with the ac-

counts of the glorious exit of such as launched

out of time in full assurance of r\i rhistiiig

bliss, made profitable impressions upon my
mind; mj^ spirit being often tendered thereby,

and my love of virtue and piety strengthened;

so that I may truly say that sueli iioly per-

sons, though they are dead yet speak. May
their language be heard by the youth of the

present and s'ueceeding generations, and incite

them to eschew the paths of vanity, and to

follow the footsteps of Christ's companions.
So will the song of his redeemed be theirs."

She says her " natural disposition was very
volatile and my apprehension quick ; and as

my faculties opened, I delighted much in

books of a very contrary nature and tendency

to those which had engaged my attention in

childhood. I had a near relation who, not-

withstanding his having been divinely favored

in his youth, had slighted his soul's mercies,

and pursued lying vanities. He kept house

in the town; and through him, myself and
my sister had opportunities of obtaining plays

and romances, which 1 read \vitlj avidity. I

also spent so much time ;it his house as to be

introduced into amusements very incuusistent

with the simplicity of truth, and my former

religious impressions ; so that my state was
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indeed dangerous, and but for the interposi-

tion of divine pvovider.ee, I had been left to

pursue courses which must have terminated

dc])lorabl}'.
" I also read history, was fond of poetrj',

and had a taste for phi'losophy ;
so that I was

in tlie way to embellish my understanding, as

is the common phrase, and become accom-

plished to shine in conversation, which might

have tended to feed the vain proud nature,

render me pleasing to those who were in it,

and make me conspicuous in the world.
" But the Lord, in his wisdom, designed to

bring mc to public view in a line directly op-

posite to worldly wisdom, pleasure, or honor

;

and when He was pleased more fully to open

to my understanding his great and glorious

work of renovation of spirit, I saw that I

must desist from these publications and stu-

dies, and pursue the one necessary business,

viz., working out the salvation of my im-

mortal soul ; and I esteem it a great mercy

that I attended to this intimation. However
lawful it may be, in proper seasons, to look

into the works of nature, and become ac-

quainted with the history of former or present

times, my attention was now powerfully at-

tracted to higher subjects; and had I pursued

those lower things, I might have become as

a vessel mai-red upon the wheel."

"This is, alas! the case with many who have

been divinely visited, but who, not deeply and

steadily attending to instructions of pure wis-

dom, but seeking to be wise and learned in

matters which merely relate to this present

state, have not advanced in the simplicity of

divine knowledge ; and although it has re-

mained obvious" that the Lord's hand has

mercifully been turned upon them to form

them for'his service, they have not grown up

to that degree of usefulness in Christ's church

whereto they might have attained, had they

passively abode the turnings of his preparing

hand.
"Were the sons and daughters of our re-

ligious Society, who are favored with good nat-

ural understandings, clothed with heavenly

wisdom, they would become and appear trulj'

great, in the dignified simplicity and humility

of the service of the King of kings. Human
knowledge and acquirements too often puff up

the minds of youth ;
and indeed some of more

advanced age pride themselves therein, when,

as examples to the rising generation, they

should be clothed with humility. It was ob-

served of a truly honorable member of our

favored Society, that " he was a divine and a

naturalist, and all of the Almighty's mak-
ing."* I have read very little on natural

])hilosophy, and am not in a disposition to

boast of my acquired knowledge of either hu-

man, natural, or divine things ; but I may
say, that I have admired how by one gleam
of heavenly light the understanding is opened

into natural things ; so as in degree to behold,

as at one view, the general economy of the

Divine Former of all things, as it is displayed

in the outward creation. This produces adora-

tion to Him under the humbling sense of his

power, mercy, and wisdom, as well as admii-a-

tion of his works ; and discovers that they are

indeed mai'vellous, and, in their full extent, in-

compi-ehensible. Therefore, let not the facul-

ties of his adopted children be so improperly
occupied in exploring them, as to prevent an

advance in their various stations in his militant

* William Penn's account of George Fox.

church ; when happily their souls are fixed in

the triumphant, thej- will know so much as

forever to inspire the angelic song of ' Great

and marvellous are thy works, Lord God
Almighty ;

in wisdom bast thou made them
all

!' ''

___^__*"*
Selected.

ALL YOUR NEED.
BY FRANCES RIDLEY HAVEROAL.

"My God shall supply all your need according to

his riches in glory, by jesns Christ."—Phil. iv. 19.

Who shall tell our untold need.

Deeply fell, though scarcely known ?

Who the hungering soul shall feed,

Guide and guard, but God alone?

Blessed promise ! while we see

Earthly friends must powerless be,

Earthly fountains quickly dry,
" God" shall all your need supply.

He hath said it ! and we know
Nothing less can we receive;

Oh ! that thankful love may glow,

While we reslfully believe;

Ask not how—but trust Him still.

Ask not when—but wait His will,

Simply on his word rely,

God "'shall" all your need supply.

Through the whole of life's long way.

Outward, inward need we trace.

Need arising day by day,

Patience, wisdom, strength and grace.

Needing Jesus most of all,

Full of need, on Him we call
;

Then how gracious his reply :

God shall "all" your need supply.

Great our need, but greater far

Is our Father's loving power;

He upholds each mighty star,

He unfolds each tiny flower.

He (who numbers every hair).

Earnest of his faithful care,

Gave his Son for us to die
;

God shall all " your" need supply.

Yet we often vainly plead

For a seeming good denied
;

What we deem a pressing need

Still remaining unsupplied.

Yet from evil all concealed,

Thus our wisest Friend doth shield :

No good thing will He deny

;

God shall all your " need" supply.

Can we count redemption's trea.sure,

Scan the glory of God's love ?

Such shall be the boundless measure

Of his blessings from above.

All we ask or think and more
He will give in bounteous store;

He can fill and satisfy,—

God shall all your need "supply."

One the channel, deep and broad,

From the fountain of the Throne,

Christ the Saviour, Son of God,
Blessings flow through Him alone.

He, the Faithful and the True,

Brings us mercies ever new :

Till we reach His home on high
" God shall all your need supply."

THE STRANGER ON THE SILL.

Between broad fields of wheat and corn,

Is the lowly home where I was born
;

The peach tree leans againt the wall.

And the woodbine wanders over all
;

There is the shadowed doorway still.

But a stranger's foot has crossed the sill.

There is the barn—and as of yore,

I can smell the hay from the open door,

And see the busy swallows throng,

And hear the peewee's mournful song;

Out the stranger comes—oh ! painful proof,

His sheaves are piled to the heated roof.

There is the orchard—the very trees

Where my childhood knew long hours of ea

And watched the shadowy moments run.

Till my life has imbibed more shade than sun

;

The swing from the bough still sweeps the air;

But the stranger's children are swinging there.

There bubbles the shady spring below.

With its bulrush brook where the hazels grow;

'Ttt-as there I found the calamus root,

And watched the minnows poise and shoot,

And heard the robin lave his wing-
But a stranger's bucket is at the spring.

Oh, ye who daily cross the sill,

Step lightly, for I love it still

;

And when you crowd the old barn eaves,

Then think what countless harvest sheaves

Have passed within that scented door

To gladden eyes that are no more.

Deal kindly with these orchard trees
;

And when your children crowd their knees,

Their sweetest fruit they shall impart,

As if old memories stirred their heart;

To youthful sport still leave the swing,

And in swtet reverence hold the spring.

The barn, the trees, the brook, the birds,

The meadows with their lowing herds,

The woodbine on the cottage wall

—

My heart still lingers with them all.

Y'e strangers on my native sill.

Step lightly, for I love it still.

Lucretia Garfield on Woman's Work.—Tb!

following is an extract from a private lette'

of Lucretia Garfield to her husband, writte

over ten vears ago. Falling into the hand

of Pres. "B. a. Hinsdale, of Hiram CoUeg
Ohio, he used it to illustrate a lecture. Aftt

this it appeared in The Student, a paper pul

lished by the students of Hiram College :

" I am glad to tell you that out of all th

toil and disappointment of the summer ju(.

ended, I have risen up to a victory ; that e

lence of thought since you have been awai-

has won for my spirit a triumph. I rej)

something like this the other day :
' There '

no healthy thought withoutlabor, and thougl;

makes the labor happj'.' Perhajis this is th

way I have been able to climb up higher. ]

came to mo one morning when I was makin
bread. I said to myself: Here I am, con

pelled by an inevitable necessity to makeot
bread this summer. Why not consider it

pleasant occupation, and make it so by tri

ing to see what perfect bread I can make
It seemed like an inspiration, and the whol

of life grew brighter. The very sunshin

seemed flowing down through my spirit int

the white loaves, and now I believe my tabl

is furnished with better bread than ever b«!

fore; and this truth, old as creation, seera-i

just now to have become fully mine—that,

need not be the shrinking slave of toil, but il

regal master, making whatever I doj'ield m
its best fruits. You have been king of joM:

work so long that may-be you will laugh a

me for having lived so long without mycrowr
but I am too glad to have found it at all to b

entirely disconcerted even by your merr
ment. ISTow, I wonder if right here does ncl

lie the 'terrible wrong,' or at least some (

it, of which the woman suffragists complaiil

The wrongly educated woman thinks herdt

ties a disgrace, and frets under them, or shirt

them if she can. She sees man triuniphanti

pursuing his vocations, and thinks it is tb

kind of work he does which makes him gran

and regnant; whereas it is not the kind c

work at all, but the way in which and tb

spirit with which be does it.

Weep not that the world changes—did it keep
A stable, changless state, 'twere cause indeed to weep,—Bryant.
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For " The Friend.

lircular of the Bible Association of Friends in

America.

In again calling the attention of Auxiliaries
the Annual Queries to be answered pre-

ious to the general meeting of the As80cia-
ion on the 3rd of Eleventh month, the Cor-
responding Committee would press upon
Viends, who have been engaged in the dis-

ribution of the Holy Scriptures, the import-
ncc of furnishing full and accurate answers
jD all the Queries, and of forwarding their re-

ort seasonably to the Depository.
It may be recollected, that in making dona-
ons to Auxiliaries, the Board are guided in

eciding what number of Bibles and Testa-
lents shall be sent to each, by the informa-
on given in its report. Hence those Aux-
iaries that do not report in time, are liable

) be leit out in the distribution.

Specific directions should be given in every
ise, how boxes should bo marked and for-

'arded ; and their receipt should always be

'omptly acknowledijed.

A-ddress John S. Stokes, No. 116 N. Fourth
treet, Philadelphia.

Charles Ehoads,
James Whitall,

1

Committee of Correspondence.
fPhilada., 10th month, 1881.

I

QUERIES.
1. What number of families or individuals have
len gratuitously furnished with the Holy Scriptures
' the Au.xiliary during the past year ?

2. What number of Bibles and Testaments have been
Id by the Auxiliary within the past year ?

3. How many members, male and female, are there
longing to the Auxiliary ?

4. What number of families of Friends reside within
I limits?

5. Are there any families of Friends within your
naits not supplied with a copy of the Holy Scriptures
good clear type, and on fair paper; if so, how many ?

J6.
How many members of our Society, capable of

jading the Bible, do not own such a copy of tjie Holy
xiptures?

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probably
disposed of by sale within your limits?

8. Is the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to supply
ose within its limits who are not duly furnished with
e Holy Scriptures?

9. What number of Bibles and Testaments would it

: necessary for the Bible Association to furnish gratui-

usly, to enable the Auxiliary to supply each family ?

10. What number would be required in order to fur-

sh each member of our religious Society, capable of

ading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pur-
ase it ?

11. How many Bibles and Testaments are now on
Jind?

Who Cares for Me.—A poor, lone woman
tt one evening, thinking how sad was her
)ndition. She was old and almost helpless,

ith little of this world's goods which she
)uld call her own. " Who cares for ine?"
ought she. Suddenly this verse came to

sr remembrance :
" For we have not an

igh Priest which cannot be touched with
e feeling of our infirmities."

It was like a flood of golden sunshine.

'er doubts and fears were all gone. What
jed of earthly friends to cheer and soothe
3r declining years ? Jesus knew her every
ire and sorrow, and He, " the Lord of glory,"

touched with the feeling of her infirmi-

How precious is the thought that we
m all have such a friend in every season of

ial and distress !
" I will not leave you

irafortless," are the Saviour's gracious words.

My peace I give unto you ; not as the

world giveth, give I unto you. Letnotyoui
heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid."

For "The Friend."

Western Friends in Court.

(Continued from page 78.)

Albert Maxwell, clerk of the Orthodox
Yearly Meeting, was next examined. His
testimony confirmed that of the two preced-

ing witnesses in regard to the departures of

the Progressive Friends. Before he had con-

cluded, a ruling of the judge excluded much
of the evidence that was about being intro-

duced. As the discipline of 1865 contained
a declaration of faith that had been agreed
to by both of the parties to the suit, no testi-

mony on doctrine would be admitted only so

far as might be a denial of this declaration,

and such denial must be bj' authority or sanc-

tion of Western Yearly Meeting or White
Lick Quarterly Meeting.
The next morning after this decision, some

questions on the subject of unsound doctrines

were again asked, when objection was made
by counsel for the plaintiff, on the ground
that up to 1877 both parties having had the

same organization, to which they had sub-

mitted matters in tiispute, its action was bind-

ing upon both. A protracted discussion en-

sued. The defence insisted on the rightful-

ness of showing that the party represented

by the plaintiff had departed from and re-

jected the faith and doctrines of the Society

of Friends, and is, therefore, not cntitlcil lo

the claim of being Friends, and should be

excluded from assuming control of the funds

un<ler controversy ; and that the party of the

defence does maintain and hold to the doc-

trine of Friends, and is therefore the true

Society to hold said funds. On the other

hand, the plaintiffs insisted that, while they
were ready to meet the question of doctrine,

and show the entire soundness of faith of the

meetings represented by their clients, these

are not legitimate questions for enquiry in

the court, but that it must first be shown that

the defendants represent an organization com-
plete and according to the order of the So-

ciety of Friends. More especially so when it

is shown by the testimony that the organiza-

tion represented by them is complete and un-

broken, and has so continued to the present

time. The Court sustained the latter position.

This ruling of the judge seemed clearly to

foreshadow his final decision of the question

at issue. It was thought best by the defence

lo arrange the concluding evidence so as to

bring the question in proper shape for the

action of the Supreme Court of the State of

Indiana. With this understanding consider-

able evidence was allowed to go forward, par-

ticularly of a doctrinal character, mostly,

however, coupled with the exceptions of the

plaintiff'.

The witness then resumed and stated that

separation first began in a Monthly Meeting,

afterward in Plainfield Quarterly Meeting.

He then proved the organization of the Or-

thodox Yearly Meeting. In 1877 a confer-

ence of about 150 Friends was held at Sugar
Grove, before the Yearly Meeting, to protcsi

against innovations in Meetings. It was bar

monious in its action, and adopted an address

to Friends; 10,000 copies were pi-iutcd aii.l

distributed. The Orthodox Yearly .Meeting,

in 1877, sent out a circular epistle for infor-

mation, to the meetings that Western Yearly
Meeting had previously corresponded with.

To none of these was any reply received in

1878. (A previous witness had said that none
were expected.) Since then the meeting had
received epistles from the Yearlj^ Meetings^
of Xew England, (Smaller Body); Iowa, (Or-
thodox), and Kansas, (Orthodox). One un-
der cover was also received this year from
Canada, (Orthodox), which would be laid be-

fore the Yearly Meeting, when next held.

A number of documents were offered as
evidence and exceptions taken. Among these
were Barclay's Apology, Barclay on Church
Government, Clarkson's Portraiture of Qua-
kerism, The Declaration of American Friends
in 1830, various doitrinal testimonies issued
by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting between
1843 and 1878 inclusive, one of like charac-
ter by Ohio, and several by W^estern Yearly
Meeting, (Orthodox). The usual objection

offered by the plaintiffs throughout the trial

to the introduction of doctrines as evidence,

was that they were "irrelevant."

The clerk of the Orthodox White Lick
Quarterly Meeting, John W. Furnas, testified

that said Meeting was composed of White
Lick and Beech Grove Monthly Meetings

—

the latter formerly belonging to Fairfield

Quarter, and transferred to White Lick since

1877. He gave an account of some occurren-
ces that took place during the separation in

the Yearly Meeting. Being in a position to

see, he observed the method taken by the
representatives to decide the question re-

ferred to them as to which was the legiti-

mate Quarterlj' Meeting of Plainfield. After
convening in the Meeting-house j'^ard, a
Friend called upon those favorable to the
Progressives, to rise to their feet. About
two-thirds of their number did so, and the
majority decision was reported to the Yearly
Meeting as the voice of the representatives.

NVilliam Harvej', a member of the same
Quarterly- fleeting gave evidence of depart-

ures in that .Meeting, against which he had
unavailingly borne liis testimony.

Cornelius Douglass, of W^ilmington, Clin-

ton Count}', Ohio, was placed upon the stand,

and a few questions jn-opounded to liim. But
after it was staled wliat \v;is intended to be

shown by bis evideuee. he w as injt allowed to

proceed. He had attended Indiana Yearly
Meeting several years ago, being a member
of that Meeting at the time, when it was de-

cided to address an epistle to the Methodists.

The testimony was intended to show the im-

portance of epistolary correspondence as an
"accompaniment of the organization."

During a temporary absence of the judge,

the deposition of Joel Bean was taken. He
was a member of the Progressive Yearly
Meeting of Iowa, and had acted as clerk of

Iowa Yearly' Meeting for ten yeai'S. He ad-

mitted the departures in doctrines and prac-

tices within the limits of that meeting. He
also stated that his Yearly Meeting had not

taken any steps to endeavor to correct this

state of things.

The minutes of Canada, Iowa, Kansas (all

Orthodox), and Jfew England (Smaller Body)
Yearlv Meetings were offered in evidence to

i'>talilisli a eoi'i-e-.|ioiidence with Western
Vearh' .Meeting (< »rlhodox). Also the min-

utes of the latter meeting for a like purpose.

The testimony of Cyrus W. Harvey, clerk of

the Kansas, and Adam Spencer, clerk of the

Canada Yearly Meetings—both Orthodox

—

were taken in the same connection. The evi-

dence of Adam Spencer also showed that his
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Yearly Meeting, since the separation, had
been attended by rather more than one-half

the number previously present.

Gilbert Jones, of Belleville, Ontario, wai

placed on the stand, but after some prelimi

nary questions had been asked and answered,
he was withdrawn. For this action no reason

was assigned by counsel.

Probablj^ the most comprehensive and sat-

isfactory statement in regard to the organi

zation of the Society, pi-esented on behalf of

the defence, was contained in a deposition of

Jonathan Chase, clerk of New England Year-

ly Meeting (Smaller Body). Deponent had
always been a member with Friends

;
his an-

cestors had also been member.s for two hun-
dred years.

The subordination of inferior to superior

meetings, was clearly set forth in this docu-

ment ; also the indej^endence of individual

Yearly Meetings. Correspondence between
these bodies, had in several instances, been
interrupted and afterward resumed. An epis-

tle had in some instances been received from
an individual. But correspondence bad never
been regarded as essentially an accompani-
ment of the Society organization.

Some doctrinal matters were also presented
with the above statement, but they were ob-

jected to and not admitted as evidence.

Depositions ofEdwin Blackburn and James
Care

J',
of Baltimore, were offered, by which

it appeared that in 1828, the Yearly Meeting-

held in that city, had 57 representatives from
its Quarterly Meetings. Only two of these

with a small portion ofothers who were present

—representing less than one-fifth of all the
members—withdrew from the Hicksite Ma-
jority and held a separate Meeting. The
body thus withdrawn was acknowledged as

Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends, by all

the other Orthodox Yearly Meetings, on the

ground of its soundness in the faith oif' Friends.

The foregoing testimonials were objected to

by counsel for the plaintiff, as were also the
three depositions which follow.

One of these was from a woman, who is a

member of the Progressive Western Yearly
Meeting. In it she admits that she contract-

ed a second marriage, while her first husband,
from whom she had been divorced, was still

living. She had been continued as clerk of

her Preparative Meeting, and sent as a rep-

resentative to the Yearly Meeting.
Another witness, a Friend, deposed that he

had paid a minister of Indiana Yearly Meet-
ing $500 for preaching one year.

The third deposition was that an arrange-
ment had been made with a minister, a Pro-
gressive Friend, to prepare and deliver a
thanksgiving sermon. And that this agree-
ment was carried into effect.

(To be concluded.)

Much more is to be done by the silent, holy
influence which imperceptibly' surrounds that
individual who lives much with God, and
which, like unction, falls silently, but surely,

on those around, than bj' all the mere talking
in the world. But to taste of this blessed-

ness, to realize this grace, we must daily have
far more communion with the Lord of glory,
than with the best beloved of earthly friends.

AVe can only give as we receive. As perfume
however precious, soon exhales, so the most
gifted among us must continually replenish
his vessel with light, and life, and love from
above, or his words will be without flavor and
without vitality.

—

M. A. S.

The Old-Fashioned Cupboard.—" Cupboard
at the present day signifies, by corruption, a

close case; but originally cupboards had no
doors, and were described in early times as

"things made lyke staj^res." Our ancestors,

like the Romans, plumed themselves on an
ostentatious display of plate, and considered
every cupboard of plate incomplete unless it

consisted of a cup of gold covered, six great
standing pots of silver, twenty-four silver

bowls "with covers, a basin, ewer and chasoir

of silver. Stowe mentions one exhibited at

the marriage feast of Prince Arthur, in the
palace of the Bishop of London, "of five

stages in height, triangled," the which was
set with plate valued at £1,200, and in the
other chamber, where the princes dined,

a cupboard of gold plate, garnished with
stones and pearls, valued at above £20,000
When Cai'dinal Wolscy entertained the
French Embassadors at Hampton Court in

1528, two banqueting rooms were thi'own
open, in each of which a cupboard extended
the whole length of the apartment, piled to

the top with a mass of plate. Hall, in his

"Chronicles," (Hen. III. an. 25,) relates how
"the Erie oif' Arundel was chiefe butler, on
who xii. citizens of London did give their at-

tendance at the Cupboard—the Erie of Darby.
ciip-berer." The historian Speed (b. ix, 13,

Eich. II.) points out that it is the duty of the
Maior to attend in his own person as chief

cup-waiter, (charged with the cupboard roj'

all,) as well in the hall at dinner, to serve the
King in a cup of gold with spices, and for his

fees to have the said cup, and a water-spout
pot of gold thereunto belonging, when he took
his leave at night.

—

Wotes and Queries.

For "The Friend

Religious Items, &c.

East Indian Converts.—Richard Temple has
published a book entitled "India in 1881

"

Of its author, the Lucknow Witness says: "It
is probable no man living has a more complete
knowledge of India." Concerningthe converts
from Hinduism, this book says :

" Though
they may not display all the firmer virtues of
Christianity, they must have some of such
virtues ; for they must have cast out with an
effort many superstitions deeply embedded in

their mental constitutions ; they must have
dedicated their thoughts to truth alone ; they
must have broken some of the ties which are
dearest to huraanitj' ; they must have borne
the reproaches of those from whom reproach
is hardest to bear. Despite many tempta-
tions, the instances of apostasy IJave been
very rare."

A Successful History.—The Free-will Baptist
Mission dispensary at Midnapur, India, has
completed its forty-first year, and treats an
average of about 3000 patients a j'ear. It

has several branches.

Abjuration of Romanism.—Signor Campello,
Canon of St. Peter's at Rome, and a promi-
nent and influential Roman Catholic ecclesi-

astic, on 14th of 9th mo. abjured Catholicism
in the chapel of the Methodists at Rome. In
notifying Cardinal Borromeo, Prefect of the
Congregation, of his decision, he says his ac-

tion is due to the continued hostilitj^ of the
Pope to Italy.

In commenting on this occurrence, the
Christian Advocate says :

" The continued hos-
tilitj' of the Roman Catholic chiefs to the civil

authorities at Rome, and to freedom of con-

ience, as well as their opposition to every

modern measure for the general educatip

and progress of the masses, is now beginnin,

to force some of her ablest and best scholar

tics to despair of any reform in the Papa
sj'stem."

Expensive Meeting-houses. — The BaiAii

Weekly says the costliness and grandeur c

houses for worship have become so great a

to draw after them the practical exclusion t

a large extent of the poor. Many of the fam:

lies of mechanics and others in moderate cii

cumstances go nowhere to a place of worshij

and allege the cost of it as a reason.
" Of making many books there is 7io end."-

Professor Hesselbach, of the University c

Vienna, lectured twenty-two years upon th

first chapter of Isaiah, and had not finish©

when death surprised him and carried hie

off. Chancellor Ulrich Penziger, of Tubinger
gave three hundred and twelve universit;

lectures, covering a period of four years, upo:

the prophet Daniel, then lectured twenty-tiv

years on Isaiah, giving one thousand five hur
dred and nine lectures, and then taking u'

Jeremiah, finished one half of him in scve:

j^ears and four hundred and fifty-nine lectures

At that juncture, in his eightieth year, deatl'

ended his achievements.

For " The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Relation of Foul Air to Consumption.—"Ex
periment has shown that if an animal be kep
confined in a narrow, closed apartment, so tha

the air supplied is always more or less vitiatei

by the carbonic acid which it expires, how
ever well fed that animal may be, tubercl

(consumption) will be developed." If this b^

the case, a large percentage of cases of cor

sumption should be met with among the in

mates of badly ventilated schools. But, foi

tunately, the disease is comparatively infre

queut under the age of fifteen, and added t

this is the protective influence of the activ

exercise in the open air usually indulged ii

by school-children. It is upon the teacher

that its blighting effects are most appareni!

as they are jjrcdisposed by age, they neglec

exercise in the open air, and their mental labo'

is severe, and worry of mind exhausting.

eleven teachers who died during the last eigh

years within the limits of one county in Penn
sj'lvania, two died of acute disease, one of ai

overdose of an habitual narcotic, and of nin^

attacked by consumption, eight died— si:

ladies and one gentleman ; the other, a gentle

man, will recover, at least for a time.—i->o?i

" Schoolroom- Ventilation," by Br. P. J. Hi.ggim

in Popular Science Monthly-for Eighth rnonth.

A Clever Crow.—I have had my Australia!

piping crow for about two years. At first h'

was quite uneducated, and rather a disrcputa

ble looking party, but, with good food am
exercise, his musical talent soon developei

itself He fetches and carries like a dog, ant

seems never tired of running after a ball o

crumpled paper, and bringing it back an(

putting it into one's hand, and waiting fo

another throw. He will tumble about on th'

floor, and play more like a monkey than i

bird. He will get into a slipper with a string

tied to it, and allow himself to be coaehe(

round and round the room, holding on all th'

time to the string. Some time ago we wen
troubled with mice, but " Peter" soon brougb
them to a sense of their situation. He far

reted them out, chased them, killed them
and, having duly washed them in his wate;
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ID, hung tbem up to dry, picked them, and
wallowed them. It requires great persever-
nee in training these birds.

' They will eat
Imost any thing. Some days ago our bird
wallowed a piece of glass, and for two days
nd nights was very'ill, moaning pitifully

;

ut he at last brought it up in the usual way
awks and owls do. He is now quite recov-
red, and in full song.— TAe London Field.
Don't Waste F<<af^/je;-(/(/.—The most vigor-

us persons do not have too much vitality,
'eople generally inherit a lack ; or at least
nd that much vital energy has been per-
lanently lost in their childhood or youth
trough the ignorance or carelessness of their
arents. Often it is impaired by wrong in-

ulgences in early manhood. The endeavor
ith all persons should be to husband what
left, be it much or little. Therefore
1. Don't do anj'thing in a hurr3'.
2. Don't work too many hours a day,
hether it be farm-work, shop-work, study-
ork or house-work.
3. Don't abridge sleep. Get the full eight
burs of it, and that, too, in a ventilated and
in-purified room.
4. Don't eat what is indigestible, nor too
lUch of anything, and let good cheer rule the
our.

5. Don't fret at yourself or anybody else
;

)r indulge in the" blues, nor burst into fits

'passion.

6. Don't be too much elated with good
ek, nor disheartened b}' bad.
Positively— be self-controlled, calm and
•ave. Let your brain have all the rest it

seds. Treat your stomach right. Keep a
)od conscience, and have a cheerful trust in
od for all things.

—

Selected.

Eye-Stones.—^Eye-stones are composed of
Icareous material, and when placed in a
fiooth plate containing a weak solution of
ne juice or vinegar are slowly moved about
the evolution of carbonic acid gas. It is

om this fact that ignorant people imagine
at the eye-stone has life, and a particular
eakness for vinegar, in which aboveall other
lids it delights "to swim. Most of the eye
ones sold to the wholesale drug dealers of
ew York Citj- are supplied to them by sailors
iployed on vessels engaged in the fruit trade
Venezuela and other South American Re-
blics. They are regarded with mystery
id awe by the "native inhabitants, by whom
ley are collected in large quantities. A very
'evalent error exists as to the origin of eye-
ones. Many persons imagine, and many
orks on the subject state, that the eye-stone
the ])roduct of the fresh-water lobster or
ayfish, and that the stones are found in the
)maeh of the above-named animal, and con-
tute a storage of lime during the moulting
fison. This is not so. The stones found in

le crayfish are known as crab-stones. In
Bland, Russia, and Astrachan, the crayfish
le rotted in deep pits dug in the earth, after
hich the refuse is washed to obtain *he crab-
ones, which are used in manj' parts of Eu-
pe to correct stomachic difficulties.

Nearl3- all univalve shells have an opercu-
fn, or door, that fits closely to the inside of
& mouth or opening of the shell. This door
generally situated'on the upper side of the
lek part of the foot on which the animal
oves. When the univalve draws in his body
e operculum is the last part that is taken
to the cavity, or mouth of the shell, where
fits so accurately, and is of such a bony or

calcareous nature, that it affords perfect pro-
tection to the animal against enemies from
without. All eye-stones are operculums or
small close-fitting doors that are used by the
eye-stone bearing univalves to protect them
from intruders. The under side of the eye-
stone is composed of numerous slightly con-
centric gi-ooves. When moving over the eye-
ball the grooves collect and retain all foreign
substances. .The movement of the eye-stone
is caused by the pressure of the eyeball against
the stone.

—

Scientific American.
The Screw Worm.—I herewith send you

specimens of halfgrown screw worms, taken
from the root of a hog's ear. The hog had
been bitten by a dog on the ear a few day's
before, and the worms had nearly destroyed
the ear of the hog when its condition was dis-

covered. Carbolized oil was applied to the
sore, which caused the worms to move to the
surfixce so they could be taken out with for-

ceps. While the worms are in the burrow,
they constantly eject or discharge bloody
water which runs from the sore, and this dis-

charge is often the first intimation or sign of
their presence. While they are sucking and
not disturbed, or sickened, or disabled by &nj
poison or insecticide, it is very difficult to
dislodge them, as they hold on to the flesh
with great tenacity, and as there are usually
great numbers of them embedded in a hole.

These worms have been more numerous,
more troublesome, and more destructive this
year than usual; all the newspapers of Texas
have reported their ravages in stock. In
Arkansas, Mississippi and Louisiana, they are
more numerous and destructive in years of
overflow, and it is generallj' understood here
that they are more numerous in wet years

;

and this has been an unusually rainy summer
and fall.

They infested the slaughter pens and meat-
stalls of the markets, and deposited their
larvas on the meat, and the larvse would in-

stantly pierce the meat, and conceal them-
selves, eat, grow, and flourish. People refused
to hnj market-meat during the time of their

ended, and others of the same class who are
still members of the militant Church, with
great respect. They love the Society of which
they are members, listen with satisfaction to
the preaching of its doctrines, rejoice at the
spread of its principles, and are grieved when
any fall away therefrom.
Yet there are some of these younger friends

and some also who are further advanced in
years, who do not seem to realize that the
time has fully come, when they must take up
the responsibilities which have been borne by
those on whom they were accustomed to lean.
They must bow their necks to the yoke of
Christ, and bear burthens for themselves and
for others. A still younger generation is eom-
ingon, who look to them for guidance and help.
They are now as lights in the world, as a city
set on an hill, which cannot be hid. Whether
they choose it or not, they will influence
others. This responsibilitj- cannot be evaded.
Their conduct and exampio, the whole tenor
of their lives, will sa\' to ..iliors,—' Come, let
us walk in thrLiglii ,,rtl,.- L.jnL" in the foot-
steps of the lloek of (Jhrists companions—or
it will tend to settle them at ease in pursuits
and enjoyments which do not look beyond
this state of existence.
The Church has a right to look to these

who have been trained under its care, for the
laborers who are to work in the Lord's vine-
yard

;
for the shepherds M-ho shall " of a ready

mind" take the oversight of the flock ; for the
watchmen who shall sound the alarm when
danger approaches ; for the warriors who shall
repel the assaults of the enemy and turn the
battle to the gates, and for those who shall
go forth as embassadors of the Most High tO
proclaim the glad tidings of the Gospel of
peace and salvation.

These should feel that the serious work of
fe has now come to them

; and that they
must no longer glide along in a smooth and
ea.sy path, throwing upon othei's the cares,
anxieties and labors which

'

"
'

nse])arably attend
every one who becomes an useful instrument
in the Lord's hand

; and which are necessary
prevalence. I tried to get some butchers to to the proper development oftheirown charae-
bring me some screw worm flies, but they ters.

would not do it, as they thought, no doubt,
such a thing would injure their credit as
butchers, and diminish the sale of their meat
I regret that I failed to get a fly for you.

A. R. KiLPATRicK, Texas.—Scientific American.
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The removal from our midst of many of
those who have long been regarded as burthen-
bearers in the Church, to whom we looked uji

as men and women who would watch with
concern over all that affected the interests of
our Society, brings an added weight of re-

sponsibilitj' on those who remain.
There are many of our younger membei-s

who have had the advantage of the influence
and example of these departed worthies.
They have mingled with them in the family
circle, witnessed their solid deportment in our
meetings for Divine worship, observed their
concern for the maintenance of our doctrines,
testimonies and discipline, and partaken of
their counsels, admonitions or reproolis. They
egard these Friends, whose work is now

The Lord will care for his Church, and for
the preservation and spread among men of
the pure principles of the Gospel ; but ifthose,
who in one sense may be termed the children
of the Kingdom, prove idle and disobedient,
others will take the crowns which might have
been theirs. May this be averted by faithful
dedication

; and through Divine nicrcy and
the renewed extensions of Heavenly visita-
tions,—may the inspiriting language of the
prophet Isaiah be applicable to those whom
we are addressing—" Ye shall be named the
priests of the Lord ; men shall call you the
ministers of our God :" " Everlasting joj- shall
be unto them I"

SUMMARY OF EVENT.S.

United States.—On Fifth-day ihe 13th instant,
David Davis, Senator from Illinois, was elected Presi-
dent pro tempore, in place of Thomas F. Bayard pre-
viously chosen to that office. Senator Davis is inde-
pendent in his political views, and although elected by
Republican votes, he declares that he recognizes it as
an acknowledgment of the independent position he has
ong occupied in the politics of the country. A num-
ber of nominations by the President have been con-
Brmed by the Senate. Among others that of Hannibal
Hamlin to be U. S. Minister to Spain.
Guiteau was arraigned in the Criminal Court at

Wa.shington on the 14th, and his trial was set down for
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mil month 7ih. Tlie question of jurisdiction is to be

argued and determined before 10th mo. 30th.

About $24,000 have been raised in this city for the

relief of the sufferers by the fire in Michigan.

The losses by the fire in Morrell's building and con-

tents in New York, is less than was at first supposed.

A little over a million dollars it is believed will cover

them.
The woollen and cotton mill of Charles H. Landen-

berger, on Randolph street, above Columbia avenue, in

this city, was entirely destroyed by fire on Fourth-day

night 12th inst. The flames spread so rapidly that

many of the hands, who were working "over-time,"

and some of whom were girls, became panic-stricken,

and jumped from the windows on the third, fourth and

fifth floors to the ground. Eight of them were killed,

and 12 are fatally injured.

Heavy rains in the Northwest have caused floods in

the Wisconsin and Black rivers. The Wisconsin river

is flowing over the railroad track at Wausau to a depth

of nearly five feet. At Stevens Point the dykes have

been ordered to be opened to avert serious disaster.

The Black river rose eight feet in twenty-four hours,

and flooded the surrounding country. A heavy rain

prevailed throughout Wisconsin on the 16th instant.

Serious washouts are reported on the Prairie du Chien,

Kacine and Southwestern, and the river division.^ of

the Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroads. One washout,

at Boscobel, is five miles in length. The Mississippi

and Black rivers are still rising.

Complaints having been made by residents on the

frontier between Maine and Quebec, of the inexactness

of the boundary line, the Dominion authorities have
commissioned a surveyor to make an examination of

the line. Should the complaint be sustained, the ap-

pointment of a joint boundary commission will be

asked.

The disease known as " pink-eye" is spreading among
the horses in Denver.
Our exports of domestic breadstuffs during the nine

months ending 9th mo. 30th, 1881, amounted in value

to $177,452 349, against $209,204,277 during the cor-

responding period of 1880.

Since the fir.st of the year there have been 1359 cases

of small pox in Chicago, of which about 40 percent,

have proved fatal. The greater number of cases have
occurred in one ward—the Fourteenth—where attempts

at vaccination have been resisted by " open violence at

times." It is estimated that there are 40,000 persons

in that ward who are nnvaccinated, and it is stated

that, of 108 deaths from small pox in Chicago during
9th month, 81 occurred in the Fourteenth Ward.
The report of the Registrar of the Board of Health

states that there were 339 deaths in this city 1 ist week,
45 more than during the corresponding week of last

year, and 8 less than during the week ending 10th

month 8th, 1881. Of this number 170 were males, 1(39

females—76 boys and 76 girls ; 56 died of consumption,

21 of marasmus, and 19 of typhoid fever.

Markets, &C.—V. S. 3Vs, lOOJ a lOOJ ; 4J's, 1131 ; 4's,

llOJ; currency 6's, 132.

Cotton.—There was no material change to notice in

prices or demand. Sales of middlings are reported at

113 a 12 cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude 8 cts. for export, and 8J a 8J
per gallon for home use.

Flour.—There was very little movement, but prices

were unchanged. Sales of 2000 barrels, including Min-
nesota extras, at $7.62} a $7.87J for clear, and at $8 ;

$8.10 for straight; Pennsylvania extra family at f7.2
a $7.50 ; western do. do. at $7.25 a $8.25, and patent

at *8.25 a $9.25. Rye flour is in light demand at

$6.1 2 J per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is Ic. higher and in better demand,
Sales of 400 bushels red and amber at $1.47 a $1.48 ; al

the open board $1.47 was bid. Rye is steady at $1.10
for Pennsylvania. Corn is Ic. higher and in better

demand. Sales of 7000 bushels including yellow, at

72| a 73 cts. ; mixed at 72 cts. ; steamer at 71 cts. ; No
3 at 70 cts., and rejected at 70 cts. At the open board

69 was bid. Oats are quiet, but ic. higher. Sules of

8.500 bushels, including white at 49i a 51i cts., and re-

jected and mixed at 47-4 a 48i cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending lOlh mo
15th, 1881.—Loads of hay, 326; loads of straw, 44
Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.35
to $1.45 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.25 to $1.35 pei

100 pounds; Straw, $1.05 to $1.15 per 100 pounds.
Beef cattle were in fair demand this week, but prices

were easier : 4250 head arrived and sold at the difleren

yards at 3 a 6| cts. per lb., as to condition.
Sheep were in steady demand ; 14 500 head arrived

and sold at the different yards at 3 a 4J cts., and lambs
at 4 a 7J cts. per pound as to condition.

Hogs were unchanged: 4400 head sold at thedifferent

yards at 8 a lOJ cts. per lb., the latter rate for extra.

Foreign.— Dublin, 10th mo. 13.—Charles S. Parnell

was arrested this morning by Detective Superintendent

Mullins, at Morrison's hotel', on two warrants signed by

Forster, Chief Secretary for Ireland, char:;ing him with

inciting people to intimidate others from paying their

just rent, and with intimidating tenants from taking

the benefit of the Land act. Parnell was taken to Kil-

mainhamjail in a cab. John Dillon and J. O' Brian,

members of Parliament, have since been arrested ;
also

Sexton and other prominent members of the Land
League. Much excitement has been caused by these

arrests. Rioting in Dublin and Limerick has been

quelled bv the military. The Times in a leading article

says: "We are convinced that if the Irish masses see

that the Government is resolved to carry out the law,

they will not engage in a disastrous contest out of any

romantic loyalty to their imprisoned leaders."

Great Britain was visited last week by a severe gale

which proves to have been the most disastrous known
for many years. The London parks are strewed with

fallen timber. Many boats are aground in the River

Thames, and the steamboat traffic is suspended. Very
few places in England have escaped damage by the

storm. Four hundred small trees were blown down in

Southwark. By the falling of a roof at Stockton-on-

Tees, five persons were killed. One hundred and thirty

British and foreign vessels were wrecked. The approxi-

mate value of the property lost is $40,000,000, of which
the sum of $30,000,000 represents the British loesses.

Eighty-five vessels, principally British, were lost off the

coast of the United Kingdom, against only twenty

wrecks in the early part of the week in all parts of the

world ; 138 persons were reported lost or missing. Ac-
counts received subsequent to the compilation of these

statistics state that 59 fishermen belonging to Bourne-

mouth and Eyemouth, were known to have been

drowned, and that 140 others, belonging to both places,

iing. The storm has caused great damage to

property in Ireland. Several houses were wrecked,

and many were unroofed.

The Paris Bourse publishes a letter from General

Garnet Wolseley, in which he says he earnestly trusts

the Channel tunnel project may never be carried out,

s he feels that its construction would be a listing source

f danger to England.
The Morning Post says :

" We have reason to believe

that despatches have been exchanged during the past

few days between Berlin, Vienni, Rome, and Madrid,
on the advisability of a joint naval service all along the

African coast for the protection of the interests of theii

respective subjects, menaced by the rising of the Arabs
The initiative of official negotiations has been left to

Austria, but the death of Baron von Haymeile may
cause some unforeseen difficulty. No formal propo
has yet been made. Germany appears only anxious to

insure the co-operation of the Powers mentioned."
Further excavations near the Pantheon, in Rome, for

the purpose of isolating the structure from the build

ings which surround it, have brought to light the baths

of Agrippa The floor of the baths is some six metre:

below the street level, and is strewn with fragments of

Cipollino marble. An immense fragment of cornice

and the base of a column, fluted on one side, and fully

one metre in diameter, are also visible.

The once famous and extensive cedar forest of Leba-

non, according to a writer in the Vienna Politi^che Cor-

respondem, has dwindled down to the dimensions of a

mere thicket, numbering about 400 trees. To save i

from complete destruction and preserve it at least ir

its present extent, Rustem Pacha, the Governor-Genera
of the Lebanon, has issued a special order, containing
a series of stringent regulations calculated to check, il'

not quite to put a stop to, the vandalism and careless-

ness of most travellers. It is expressly forbidden to

put lip tents or other kinds of shelter within the district

of the trees, or to light fires or cook any provisions ir

their vicinity. No one is allowed to break off a bougl
or even a twig from the trees. It is forbidden to bring
any beasts of burden, be they horses, mules, asses or any
other kind of animal, within the district. Should oxen,
sheep or goat, or other pasturage cattle be found will

the prescribed limits, they will be irredeemably con
cated.

It is stated in Montreal that the money required for

the building of a railway tunnel under the St. Lawrence
river has been subscribed in Paris.

A company has been formed in England, with $500,
000 capital, to establish fisheries on the west coast o

British Columbia.
The relations between Mexico and Guatemala are re-

ported to be " critical," owing to a boundary dispute

The Guatemalan! Government has asked mediation of

our Government, which has consented, but Mexico re

fuses arbitration. The dispute, now becoming threaten

ing, has lasted fifty years.

WE3TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter term commences on Second-day, lOtI

month 31st, 1881. Pupils who have been regular!;

tered and who go by the cars from Philadelphia, cai

obtain tickets at the" depot of the West Chester am
Philadelphia Railroad, corner of Thirty-firsland Chest

nut streets, by giving their names to the Ticket-agen

there, who i.s"furnished with a list of the pupils fur tha

purpose. In such case the passage, including the stag

fare from the Railroad Station, will be charged at thi

School, to be paid for with the other incidental charge

at the close of the term. Tickets can also be procure

of the Treasurer, 304 Arch street. Conveyances wil

at the Street Road Station on Second and Third

days, 10th mo. 31st, and 11th mo 1st. to meet the tr lin

that leave Philadelphia at 7.30, 9.30 and 11-15 A. M,

and 2.30 and 5 P. M.

_.^ The Union Transfer Company will send fo

baggage to any place in the built-up part of Philadel

phia, if notice is left either at No. 838 Chestnut St., a

the South East corner of Broad and Chestnut Sts., or a

Market St. Ferry, (north side), and will deliver it a

the West Chester and Philadelphia Railroad depot at

charge of 25 cents per trunk, to be paid either when th

order is given or when the trunk is called for. For th

same charge they will collect b-iggage from any of th

other railroad depots, if the railroid checks held for suoi

baggage are left at one of the offices of the Transfe

Company above designated, or are delivered loan agen

of that Company, who will usually either piss througjj

the train as it approaches the city, or will be found a

the depot on the arrival of the train ; but passengers b;t

the Phila-ldphia and Reading Railroad should retail!

their checks and leave them at 838 Chestnut or Broa>

and Chestnut. In all cases it must be stated that thi

baggage is to go to WesUomn Boarding School by way c

the West Chester and Philadelphia Railroad.

Baggage thus put under the care of the Union TranS'

fer Company, will not require any attention from th

owner either at the 31st and Chestnut St. depot or s

the Street Road Station, but will be forwarded direct t

the School ; but the card receipts given by the Transft'

Company should be left with the Baggage-master at th'

31st and' Chestnut St. depot.

DuBiNG the Session, passengers for the School wi;

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of th

first train from the City, every day except First-d.aye

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Friendi

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, well be forwarde

every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, etcept on the last two Sixti'

days in the Tmeljth month, and the expense charged i

their bills.

Tenth month 17th, 1881.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.
Tlie Annual Meeting will be held in the Committer

room of Arch Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-di;

Eleventh month 2d, at 8 o'clock p. M.

Friends generally are invited to attend.

10th mo. 1881. E.'Smith, Secretary.

AUXILIARY BIBLE ASSO'N OF FRIEN'DS O'

PHILADELPHIA QUARTERLY MEETING.
The Fifty-first Annual Meeting of the Associatio

will be held at No. 109 North Tenth St. (second storyi

on Fourth-day, 26th inst., at 1\ o'clock P. M.
j

Friends generally are invited to attend.

B. W. Beesley, Secretary,
j

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, [Twenty third IVard,) Philadelphia,.

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.l

Applications for the Admission of Patients n
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.*

Died, at his residence near Pineville, Bucks Co., Pi

Ninth month 12th, 1881, Benjamin Wiggins,
73d year of his age, an esteemed member and oversei

of Buckingham Monthly Meeting of Friends. Una
suming in his deportment, and remarkably clear

ostentation, a kind and tender husband and fathe

helping those needing help in a very quiet and unpr
tending manner—better known by deeds than words-

those who knew him best valued him most. His r

latives and friends are comforted in the belief that i

has been permitted to enter into that rest and pea
prepared for the righteous of all generations.
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First-Day Occupation.

[n a late communication by the writer
on " Library and other Literature,"* some
thoritie.swere cited as to the harmful results
burnishing novels and novelettes with (more
less of) a moral, to the children of the so
led "Sunday" or "Sabbath-schools." It
,s pointed out how, to the superior enter-
nment which this readily-supplied fiction

orded, might be traced the fact that a taste
exciting and, eventually, depraving read-

;, was fostered within the Church itself;

ilst the complaint was frequently heard
It the attractions of the schools often oper-
d, as a consequence, to cause a neglect of
ie regular services of the church" by both
chers and scholars. The acquirement of
ead knowledge of scriptural matters, with-
; a corresponding impress being made upon
: spiritual apprehension, is a confessed
akness deplored by many excellent people
o have the success of these schools very
eh at heart.^

n what has been thus said, I have made
reference to the system as it has been taken
by the members of Friends' meetings gen-
lly, outside of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
. Teaching is a service placed by the
ostle in near connection (if not co-ordina-
n) with ministering and exhortation, and
s safe to conclude that if the attem]3t to
5art a knowledge of religious matters be
lertaken b}' those who have no cull and no
"fication for this distiiiclivc duly, whose

'esare notset honestlj- and can K'stly toward
heavenly' kingdom, their endeavors jnust

lize little fruit. Further, the every-day
ech and behavior of one who, whilst ovi-

itlj' not himself bearing the yoke of Christ,
ays to direct others "in the highway of
ness, must have an obvious tendency to
perse and not to gather.
W^ithout calling in question the sincerity
the motives which have animated those
10 have entered into this engagement; it

11 be admitted that some of these have
)pted or permitted methods, others joining
th them, which have reacted injuriously
on the simplicity of our worship of God,

: See "The Friend" of Ninth month 24th.

;
A well-known preacher and writer, G. F. Pentecost, I

!
recently expressed himself strongly upon the evi-

ices of this danger, or, rather, existing evil. I

and our profession of his leadership in the striking and sad indications, which are open
Church. to the observation of any thoughtful person,
Although this be conceded, it will not do show that there is among us a widespread

for us simply to condemn these deviations lack of wise family government. Here it is

from what we believe to be the true gospel some runaway matrimonial adventure; here
order: it may, on the contrary, be more profit- some young girl going to her ruin, and in
able for us to ask ourselves whether, through shame committing suicide, or perhaps foully
the lack of attention to parental duty in many murdered by her guilty betraj-er ; here some
quarters, we have nut rather invited these do- 'young person rashly piitting an end to life by
partures. Have parents, with cliililrcii grow-

j

|Hiison or the too-r>'a'ly pisldl. Even when
iiig up around them, been so nc-;K'cttiil of I he '

matters do not go lo tlir extciii of crimes, in
family relation, as to allow their otfspring; how many homes will there be found turmoil
year by year to spend the First-day of the vvhere there ought to be peace, bickerings
week nearly as they pleased, taking no pains

|
vvhere there ought to be harmonj^, unhappi-

to gather them together for the pui-jjoses of; ness where there ouglit to be the highest joy
suitablereading, instruction, or counsel? Hav- this side of heaven.
ing been present at the morning meeting, "The reason is not far to seek. These
have they accepted the day so entirely as a evils, greater or smaller, come from the law-
day of rest, that they have taken somethiiig lessness of ungoverned natures, and this from
more than a comfortable mid-daj' nieul, ami the lack of parental government. We, of
feeling the need of repose, and an imlisposi- course, do not mean to say, that wise govern-
tion to exert themselves, allowed the voungerjment in the family will prevent all crimes, or
members of their families to while away the do away with all evils. • It is the work of the
time as they inclined? Or, have they talked [Almighty to change the heart, and it is only
business, polities, and tlie croiis with callers, a change of heart that will make it sure that
whilst their sons have strolleil away or ili'i\-eii there will be no outbreak of evil. But a wise
oflf for pleasure or t(.) ])a\- visits? Surely, family government will, almost without ex-
then, indifference and idleness, where such ;ceptioii, lead to individual self-control; and
have prevailed, may not consistently condemn
a zeal which may not have been alwaj's ac-

cording to knowledge.
But, no system of moral and religious teach-

ing, however excellent, can, it seems to me,
compensate for a too general surrender of that
which beneficially adheres in the Divinely-
ordained institution of the family. It appears
to have been too much lost sight of, that

hero that exists the outbreaks to which
have referred will not be found."

This wise family government, of which
sj^stematic reading and instruction to and
with the youth fiirrjied an integral part, was
a marked accompaniment of early (and much
of later

I
<^»llal;e^ism. Clarkson, in his " Por-

trailurc" i iia^e (17) says : "It is certainly an
undenialile taet. that the j-outh of the Society,

providing First-day schools for the benefit of generally s])eaking, get earlier into a know!
the children, something like a correspondent
spiritual loss may be experienced by* the
parents; for I think we look at the matter
but partially not to perceive that the real or
apparent gain in the one direction maj' react
disastrously in th« other. Parental respon-
sibilitj', with its spiritually-heall lil'nl exerl ion

and concern, is transferred for the time lieinn,-

to the shoulders of teachers, who, it maj' often

happen, are not much older nor religiously

wiser than their scholars.

May not an iudisciiminating adherence to
the system, taken in connec'tion with the
growth of novel and story-paper reading on
he part of the children, have given strength

to the tendency alhnled to as tiiUowsin a late

number of the '7(;/.s//,(;( ,// H'/;7,,' There has
grown up in this country," it remarks, " with-
n a half century, a spirit of levity-, a leniency-

towards some forms of vice, and a general
lessening of restraint on the j^oung, which
tend to encourage the sowing of wild oats,

regardless of the yield. The old strictness

has gone out of our home life."

Pertinent to this view of the subject are
some remarks on family government in the
American Messenger, the carefully-edited and
widely-circulated monthly issue of the Ameri-
can Tract Societj-. The editor sa}'s :

" Many

dge of just sentiments, or into a knowledge
of human nature, or into a knowledge of the
true wisdom of life, than those of the world
at largo. I have often been surprised to hear
young Quakers talk of the follj' and vanity
(ir|iuisiiits. ill whieli ]iersons older than thcm-
sel\-(-, were then embarking for the purpose
of pleasure, and wliieli the same persons have
afterward fuuud to have been the pursuit only
of uneasiness and pain."

It is claimed by some that through the
medium of First-day schools, manj- members
have been added to our Society. Without
advancing the opinion as to how far the So-
ciety may have been strengthened by these
various reported additions, it seems to me
that, were our energies diligently exercised
according to the example of the helpers of
Nehemiah, each in repairing and re-building

the broken-down wall of Zion over against
his own house, an erection much more endur-
ing would result. Do any call this selfish ?

Do we esteem it selfish to first work out our
own salvation with fear and trembling ? Will
God's cause in the earth suffer at the hands
of a people who are earnestly engaged, parents
and chiklren together, in striving to do that

which is acceptable in his sight? Instructed

and strengthened thus together, will the love
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of God sbed abroad in Ihoir hoai'ts. cxlcnd. ir

this gospel da}^ no farther than l<i I h.' si rannei
within their gates, or will it not also read
out to the neglected ones in the back streets

as well as to others, of other races, more dis

tant? Finally, will not the distinctive prin
ciples and testimonies of Friends, as the pos
session of a separate religious Society, be
better apprehended and more consistently
maintained?

In giving expression to thisse queries and
suggestions, (which has been done with som
hesitancy, as Jvnowing that others older and
more experienced could have staled tl

more acceptably), the writer h()]ics he
not be understood as in an}' wise dcprccial iiig

any engagement which has been entered i\

in the love of the ,Musier. His ,.l,i,-ei 1

simply been

—

whilst reinenilierini;- hnw
are enjoined to "covet earnesih- the \n-^\ oil

—to incite us first to a m.-re dilieviil culli

tion (

may
'family duties, as I

e eminently blesse

digious Society, ai Hy at largt

J. W. L.

ot wrath-
he had losi

piritually dead

Regeneration.

We are bj' nature the childre
children of the first Adam, arte:

the divine life, and become
So we need to be regenerated ; that is, gener
ated anew; born again; not of corruptible
seed, " not of blood nor of the will of the flesh,

nor of the will of man, but of God." A birth
which is incorruptible and eternal. The first

birth from the first Adam "is of the earth,
earth}'." The second birth is of the second
Adam, the cpiickening spirit—the Lord from
heaven, and is heavenly. For "as is the
earthy, such are they also that are earthy

;

and as is the heavenly, such are they also that
are heavenly." And as we, in the first birth,

bear the image of the earthy, so we in the
second birth bear the image of the heavenly.
That was not first which is spiritual, but

that which is natural, and afterward that
which is spiritual. The new birth is the work
of the Holy Spirit. And nothing but the
s])irit of holiness can regenerate us and make
us holy. We have' it from the highest au-
thority, that "except a man be born again,
he cannot stie the kingdom of God." So re-

generation is the great need of the church,
and of every individual member; in order that
we might shine as lights in the world, and be
made partakers of the inheritance ofthesaints
in light. " As many as are led by the Spirit
of God, the}' are the sons of God." And this
is the way the new birth is brought about.
As we are led by the Spirit of life and light,
we are brought out from under the bond'age
of death and darkness, and created aiu-\v

(spiritually) in Christ Jesus, the Second Adam—the quickening spirit ; by the washing of
regeneration, and the i-ene\vin"- of that Holy
Spirit of life which was lost in'the lull. And
this is the only way the great and neeessarv
change from death to life—from darkness t'o

light, and from the power of Satan to the
power of God, can be made. For can death
bring forth life ? It is the Spirit that quick-
eneth and giveth life. Our fallen fleshly jjro-

pensities can do nothing towards the great
work. The}' are in the way, and have to be
crucified and slain.

It was sin, and death by sin, that first

caused the separation between man and his
Maker

; and that sin, or rather the sinful heart

from which it proceeds, has to be created
anew by the eternal creative Word, before we
can be re-united to God, and be made par-

takers of his holiness. And without holiness

no man shall see the Lord. And ]iollution

cannot cleanse itself; neither can death ]iro

duee life. Therefore as in the first Adam all

are in a state of spiritual death, so in Christ
the Second Adam all may be restored to new-
ness of life. But sinful man cannot redeem
his brother, nor give to God a ransom for him.
All that we can do is (like John the Baptist)
to point the sinner to "the Lamb of God,
which taketh away the sin of the world."
His ] lower is sufficient, and as able to cleanse
and renew life, as the power ot the Evil One
is to defile and cause death. The outward
offering of Christ for the sins of the world,
showed the great love and mercy of God
towards sinful man, but we are not saved by
that alone; but only as we livingly experi-
eiiee the work of salvation for ourselves, by
yielding in willing obedience to the purifying
operations of the Holy Spirit within us. It

is only as we are regenerated, and walk in

that " true light which lighteth every man

Excessive Dissipation.

The writer is acquainted with many worth
females who are, perhaps, but seldom seen
jiublic and but little known, because of the
rat her avoiding than seeking notoriety

; beir
satisfied with the retired niche in which Pr
vidence has placed them, and in the approv
of Him to whom they are known, and who
they desire to serve. There are, on the othi

hand, multitudes of the same sex to who
change, novelty and excitement seem as grat
ful and as indispensable as is opium to tl!

loverof that enervating, ruinous drug. Thoij

appear to look no higher than to revel in tl

ever-changing scene—the parade and shoi

and delights of sense— found at the vari(

summer resorts and watering places ; whe
extravagance, and dissipation of time, ar

mind, and money, with, it is to bo feared, t(

much forgetfulness of God, make up thei
tertainment, their pastime and neglect of tl

great ]nirposes of life and of the'opportur
ties phieeil within the reach of fill.

These sa\-. we cannot be singular, we mu
do as the rest, or those around us, do. V^

that Cometh into the world," that wo havejcannot avoid conformity to a world in whi(
fellowship one with another, and witness the We find ourselves so temptingly placed. Thes
blood of Jesus Christ to cleanse us from all sin. [loose to the wind their pleasure-courting sa
" For this purpose the Son of God was mani-'and pursue their idol like the butterfly fill

fested, that He might desti-oy the works of from flower to flower, as though life wi'

the devil," and redeem us from all iniquity." jbut a gay, continuous holiday, designed fi

Now so far as we are redeemed, or regener-; us to sport our airy season and be^seen i

ated and created anew in Christ Jesus, we 'more. These, to the casual observer and
have spiritual life, both individually and in those engaged in the same giddy round
our assemblies for worslii|i. instead of spiritual fashion, appear satisfied to take up with tl

death and diy ceremonial foi'inality. All the portion this poor world only cati give, ti

old Adam. u\- things jiertaining to the fallen busied or too neglectful of the rich and in
nature, luaing been crucilied by the divine nite beyond promised in the language
life, will have jiassed away, "and all I.ei'onie Chri-st: "To him that overcometh will
new (spiritually), and all things of (i.id who grant to sit with me in my throne, even as
hath reconciled us to himself by Jesus Christ." also overcame, and am set down with ir

" He died for ail, that they which live should Father in his throne.'
not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto

j

The following slijjs from recent newspapei
Him who died tor them." And " by one off'er- should be cautionary signals, if not arrestii
mg He hath perfected forever them that are

^

warnings, to all that are tempted to waste
sanctified." And I do believe it is only the pleasure's giddy whirl a life of such infini
sanctified ones—the new-born ones—that are importance" They are thus chronicled amor
jierfeeted by that One oftering. And it is these 'the e.xcessive dissipations of the season ju
that I'eler calls the elect of God, " through 'passed.
sanctitieationofthe Spirit unto obedience and

I

"The most brilliant racing season Saratoi
sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ." Sohas ever known closed on Saturday."
we must be born again—born of water and of
the Spirit—born of the purifying elements.
For " that which is born of the flesh is flesh

;

and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit."

Now, reader, how is it with thee ? Pause
and ponder. Of what avail will it be for thee
to read and believe these momentous truths,
if thou hast not witnessed the new birth for
thyself? We may believe in the necessity of
regeneration, and be able to talk with fluency
aliont it, but if we have not received it, what
good will all our belief and talk do us ? If
we are not born of God we are not his chil-

dren. If we have not the Spirit of Christ we
are none of his. And when the great day of
decision shall come upon us, I solemnly fear
such shall be weighed in the balances and
tiiund wanting.

I am this day eighty years old. And still

find that I have daily to watch and secretly
to pray that I enter not into temptation. I
also find that although the spirit is increas-
ingly made willing, the flesh is at times weak.
But I rejoice in the hope of the glory of God.

'D. H.
Dublin, Ind., 10th mo. 6th, 1881.

i-le.ssly aft" The ladies who ride so fearll

the hounds at Newport fox-hunts art
'saddle artists.'

"

"Saratoga is voted ' nothing, if not supe
latively stylish in all it does.'

''

" Extravagant dressing in the mori
now quite the fashion at Newport, and wond'
is expressed as to what is left for ' full dre
since painted satins, point lace sleeves, ei

broidered shoes and over-dresses of pearl ne

work are displayed on a public lawn at hig
noon."

"At Saratoga fair women are endeavorii
to outvie each other in elaborate and cost
dresses. Finery is in full blast, and fashio
able costumes, many of which are more
travagant than either pretty or becomin
astonish beholders. ' What shall I wear,'
the feminine cry."

" One hundred and sixty arrivals were regi
tered at the Ocean House, Newport, one ds
last week. Gayety reigns."

" The day is ushered in at the Casino t

the playing of the band at eleven; ever
where is gayety, brightness and life. Elbo-v
ing one anotheramong the crowds are savant
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illionaires, Avomen of beauty and fashion,

irg3'nien and politicians, literateurs, and, in

ce, a large proportion of the gilded ^'outh."

Hops are given almost nightly at Cape
ly, and attended with success. The season
at its height."
" Ocean View, Virginia, has numbered many
ests this season. A writer sa3's :

' It is per-

tly charming—no end of fun and enjoy-
Ent."

benevolent intentions. The following is from
a letter dated in 1721, from James Logan to

Hannah Penn

:

" The Proprietor, in a will left with me at

his departure hence, gave all his negroes their

freedom, but this is entirely private: however,
there are very few left.

"8am died soon after your departure, and
his brother James lately. Chevalier iay a

written order from his master, had his liberty

several ycuis :mo : so that there are none lett

but Sue, whom Letitia claims, or did claim,

as given t(^ her when she went to England.
These things you can best discuss.

" There are, besides, two old negroes, quite
worn, that remained of three which I received
(i"liU'in Aoars ago of E. Gibbs' estate of New

After all loved self's fond indulgence in

3se gay pastimes and absorbing parapher-
lia, we have no doubt that, with many,

heart mistrusting asks if this he joy?"
the soul—that part drstinod to an im-

)rtal existence—secretly lon^s tor some-
ng more real and sulisi-.mtiai ; sonu'thiiig

ire in accordance with thr great purpose ( 'ast Ic coinit v."

d duty of life; something which woulil si'cm It may be" that some of those slaves, ad-

t a due recognition of the rich and varied vancing as they were in age, were retained
inties of a kind Father in heaven

;
to whom in an unchanged condition, for the humane

aithful account must be rendered for the purpose of supporting them out of the estate

3 of timCj talents, riches, influence, and all in their declining years. William Penn's last

;c wo may for a little while be entrusted will makes no allusion to property in slaves,

itb, or be permitted to enjoy. Can exces- When it became known among' the Indians
e dissipation and ]3rofiise expense, wholly that Onas, as they called the Proprietor, was
pwn feelings of painful mi.sgivings and fell aliout to leave the country, a large number
norse? or can beauty, and the sweet note.s'of them flocked to Pennsbury, to renew their
poisoning flattery, with the oft too welcome

|

covenants, and to bid him farewell : many of
1

1

parts for which they (their councils) had been
held, William Penn gave them match coats
and some other things, which the speaker ad-
vised to be put into the hands of one of their
Cossacks or kings, for he knew best how to
order them. I observed, and also heard the
same from others, that they did not speak two
at a time, nor interfere in the least with each
other in that way in their councils. Their
eating and drinking was also in much still-

'' William Penn said he understood they
owned a Superior Power, and asked the inter-

])reter what their notion of God was in their
own way. The interpreter showed by mark-
ing several circles on the ground with his
staff', until he redincil the last into a small
circumference, and jilaeed. as ho said by way
of representation, the (ireat Man, as they
called him, in the middle of the circle, so that
he could see over all the other circles, which
included all the earth.

" They went out of the house into an open
place not far from it to perform their woi'ship,
which was done thus : First they made a small
tire, and the men without the women sat down
about it in a ring, and whatsoever object they
sevei'ally fixed their eyes on, I did not see

•emovcd in all that part of their wor-
mage paid to it, banish thoughts of that

, them were sad under a fear and an impression Iship, while they sans; a very melodious hymn
,,1., tJ„ >> „.U:,.l, T>„..l 1 ]„,1 ^^1_ .^ 1 IJ ..-i 1

'. Ji__l:'i Ji. _. i
,'^

, ,'>,,dgment to come," which Paul so pleaded
"ore the Governor of Judea as to cause him
tremble? Can fashion's baneful bon(|net,

nitj-' irthful ign, or pleasure's

ing cup, hide from their votaries tl

handwriting on the wall, that feailiilly

)claims our dependence, our impoteney, our
thingness ? In a word, can anj^ from love

such a world

Too full of tempting snares and fond delusions,"

•ego the approbation of Hini
" Who.se pervading eye

Sehold^ the heart, and sees what passes there?"

d with whom is the eternal fiat, that shall

ivard or punish us forever ?

Would that these devotees of pleasure, with
others, might, with a great Apostle, count
thing too near or too dear to part with for

xcellency of the knowledge of Christ
3US, who gave himself for us ; and who
)uld bestow, did we sincerely ask it of Him.
t only of the well of water springing up
to everlasting life for present support, but,

ally, would lead unto living fountains there-

where God would wipe all tears from the
es.

.0th month 10th.

L Concise Account of Pennsbury in Bucks

County, Penna., by 6. W. B., 1881.

(Concluded from page 82.)

It has been said that William Penn died a

iveholder, but if so, it is manifest that it was
intentional ; although there is reason to be-

ve that slaves continued to be appendages
the estate at Pennsbury after he left Penn-
Ivania for the last time, and even at the time
his decease in 1718, and for several years

ter
;
yet, as he sets forth in a will which is

^11 extant, made in 1701, containing this

fiuse :
" I give to my blacks their freedom,

is under my hand already, and to Old Sam
lO acres, to be his children's after he and
wife are dead," it is not likely that he

hat he would never return ; hovering around I which affected and tendered the hearts of
his |)romises of friendshi]!, protection and jus- many who were spectators. When they had
tiee with increasing tenaeily. and anxious lest thus done, tiny began to lieat u])on the ground
those who were left in trust ot the adminisira- w itli little slii-l^s. or make some motion with
tion of his aliairs in his absenee nii-lit not .s(jmething in their hands, and pause a little,

prove satislaei<uy. This gat liei-in;;- together
i
till one of the elder sort sets forth his hymn,

ol the Indians at Pennsbury upon the eve ofifollowed b}' the company for a few minutes,
the (.iuvernor's absenee from the province, land then a pause; and the like was done by
was a memorable and important occasion; aniither. ;ind so by a third, and followed by
they Tnet in council, and for themselves and the eompauy as at first; wliieh seemed ex-

people, respectively, expressed their earnest eeedingly to affect them and others. Having
solicitude that all their former covenants done, tliey rose up and danced a little about
might remain inviolate, and agreed, and earn- the fire, and parted with some shouting like

estly urged, that if any dift'erenccs shoidd triumph or rejoicing."

arise amongst them, such might not be made! There is scope for thoughtfnlness in the re-

the occasion of alienation and hostility be-|memlnanee iliat this interesting people has
tween William Penn or his people and thejlong since passed away from a large space of
Indian chiefs or their people; but that justice country which spreads around Pennsbury

—

should be done under all circumstances, that ja people so sincere in their devotions, so moral
all animosities on all sides might be foreveriin their lives, so wai-m in their attachments,
prevented. so unalterable in their friendships

; no linger-

We can scarcely sufticientlj^ appreciate in 'ing remnant remains to represent the race of

this day the advantages which resulted from their worthy fathers, or exhibit the attain-

William Penn's pacific policy toward the In-!mentsin civil and religious progress of which
dians, and his consequent influence over them,

i
it was doubtless susceptible

The mutual hatreds and jealousies between
whites and Indians which prevailed in other

colonies, and impeded their prosperity, were
jobviated here; and the earlj' settlers, while

1

And as the personal presence of William
Penn among the poor Indians was marked by
many testimonials of affection on their part,

and as their friendship was pure, it was
ssed with the cares and privations of .deeply rooted and lasting, time and distance

pmneer life, experienced not only their friend- did not wear it out; the memory thereof was
shi]), but their services. precious to them, and thej' exhibited evidence

,]. Pichardson, of England, has left an in- of it long after William Penn had passed away.
teresting account of a visit which he made at

Pennsbury in the year 1701 or 1702. The
following are extracts from his memoranda

:

" I was at William Penn's country house,

called Pennsbury, in Pennsjdvania, where I

stayed two or thi'ee days, on one of which I

was at a meeting and a marriage. Much of

the other part of the time I spent in seeing to

my satisfaction William Penn and many of

the Indians, not the least of them, in council

'eoneernini;- their former covenants, now again
I ,.,.,. ;,-.„i „.V„. William Piup; goi i'ay

langed his mind afterwards, but more pro- England, all of which was done in much calm-

iJjle that those entrusted with his American ness of temper and in an amicable way.

fairs, were embarrassed in carrying out hisi " When they had ended the most weighty

It appears they had a veneration for Penns-
bury on account of associations connected
with it, and some tribes were wont to perform
annual visits to the locality. These visits

were continued until late in the last century,

and perhaps were continued until a later

period of time. An eye-witness, who had
been a young girl residing with the family

occupying the brewhouse dwelling about the

time to which reference has been made, re-

presented that among the annual visitors were
some of great age ; and at that period there

yet remained some of the walnut trees that

William Penn had planted, and these were
objects to which they clung with howling and
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lamentation, appai-cntly frantic with grief,

yet witia wild enthusiastic fondness. Some of

these aged children of the forest had l<now'

edge of William Penn personally as well a

from tradition, and there must have been
something touching in these exhibitions of

true-hearted affection for his memory, which
still remained so fresh and livelj', so long after

his earthly pilgrimage had ended.

The bursts of affection with which the poor
Indians sometimes greeted their friend Wil-

liam Penn were somewhat singular in exhi-

bition, and, although doubtless annoj'ing, per-

haps were not altogether displeasing to his

generous feelings. If tradition truly repre-

sents, these warm-hearted creatures upon one
occasion met him on the road in the neighbor-

hood of Pennsburj' riding in his coach, and
from the impulse of the moment, drew him
from it, and wrapped their blankets around
him in token of affection ; and so impetuous
was their zeal to manifest their friendship and
attachment, that all danger from the fright of
horses was unheeded, overlooked, or not com
prehended, and it was needful for the driver

to tie them to trees for safetj'.

The Governor of a great province sometimes
condescended to the low estate of the simple-

hearted and confiding Indians, partaking of

their venison, their hominy, their roasted

acorns, and other Indian dainties, joining in

their athletic sports, and sometimes rivalling

them in feats of agility; with all of which
they were immensely pleased.

The Indians bore frequent testimony that
William Penn had never deceived them, and
unbounded was their confidence in his integ-

rity: doubtless it was good policy in him to

cultivate their fiiendship ; but apart from
everj' temporal consideration, they possessed
a large share of his sympathy, brotherly kind-

ness and disinterested love.

There is something truly pleasing in look-

ing back to the beginnings and advance, the
manifestations, comforts, and good fruits of
the friendship which continued to subsist be-

tween William Penn and the Indians. Al-

though he possessed the land which had de-

scended to them from their fathers, and they
were exiles from it, still that friendship re-

mained unimpaired. Were we now to look
abroad over the scattered remnants of our
Indian population, how few examples of warm
attachment, unwavering friendship, and bursts
of affection would be manifested at the pre-

sence of those that have been instrumental in

dispossessing them of their ancient inherit-

ance, and how few would be the testimonials

to the justice and generosity of these.

A scanty remnant of one or two of the eld
cherry trees, which it is said William Penn
planted with his own hands, is still obtainable
as relics. A portion of the brick pavement
which constituted the cellar floor of the man-
sion, is now an unaltered portion of the cellar

floor of the attractive modern farm-house built

partlj' upon the foundations of its ancient but
more pretentious predecessor. The occupants
of the present dwelling are supplied with ex-
cellent water from a well near the door, from
the same well which, yielding the like pure
and refreshing water, contributed to the neces-
sities and comforts of the Penn family in days
which have long since passed away. The
worthy farmer who now owns and ocenpies
the premises, bears the name of William Penn
Crozier.

The ancient improvements and the forests

have nearly all disappeared from Pennsbui'\

and its adjacent surroundings, but the site oi

the mansion is still there, and the river pur-

sues its wonted course as when the Proprietoi

of a great province and the introducer of :i

new and to the world novel system of govern

ment, launched his favorite barge upon its

wavesor tranquil waters, and perhaps contem
plated the rapidly-approaching period when
the pi-ogress of civilization would change the

sylvan scene before him, and his benevolent

exertions to implant the blessings of civil and

religious liberty be crowned with success.

Selected.

EVERY DAY.
O trifling tasks so often done,

Yet ever to be done anew !

O cares which come with every sun,

Morn after morn the long years through !

We shrink beneath their paltry sway

—

The irksome calls of every day.

The re.slless sense of wasted power,

The tiresome ronnd of little things,

Are hard to bear, as hour by hour

Its tedious iteration brings;

Who shall evade or who delny

The small demands of every day?

The boulder in the torrent's course,

By tide and tempest lashed in vain,

Obeys the wave-whirled pebble's force,
_

And yields its substance grain by grain
;

So crumble strongest lives away
Beneath the wear of every day.

Who finds the lion in his lair,

Who tracks the tiger for his life.

May wound them ere they are aware,

Or conquer them in desperate strife,

Yet powerless he to scathe or slay

The ve.xing gnats of every day.

The steady strain that never stops,

Is mightier than the fiercest shock
;

The constant fall of water-drops

Will groove the adamantine rock
;

We feel our noblest powers decay,

III feeble wars with every day.

W^e rise to meet a heavy blow^
Our souls a sudden bravery fills

But we endure not always so

The drop- by-drop of fittle ills
;

We still deplore and still obey
The hard behests of every day.

And even saints of holy fame,

Whose souls by faith have overcome,

Who wore amid the cruel flame

The molten crown of martyrdom,
Bore not without complaint alway
The petty pains of every day.

Ah, more than martyr's aureole,

And more than hero's heart of fire,

We need the humble strength of soul

Which daily toils and ills require
;

Sweet Patience! grant us, if thou may.
An added grace for every day !

THE SONG OF THE BROOK.
A little brook went singing

O'er golden sands along,

And as I listened to it

It whispered in its song.

' Beneath the steady mouutain,"
I thought I heard it say,

'My crystal waters started

Upon their winding way.

' I fondly hoped that flowers

Should bloom upon each side,

And sunshine alway cheer me
Wherever I might glide.

' Through grassy meadows flowing.

And birds on every tree,

I hoped that each hour passing

Would pleasure bring to me.

" Yet hopes once bright have perished
;

But rarely have i seen

Xhe lovely birds and flowers.

The meadows .soft and green.

" Through barren paths and lonely,

My way has often led,

Where golden sunshine never
Has cheered my gloomy bed.

" O'er rocks I've had to travel

;

O'er precipices steep

I onward h;ive been driven,

And madly made to leap.

"The winds have sighed around me,
The clouds in darkness hung,

And sadness has been mingled
With music I have sung.

" But still, wherever running.

My life has not been vain
;

I've helped to grow the forests

That wave across the plain.

"The forests build the cities.

And ships that sail the sea,

And the mighty forests gather
Their nourishment from me.

" So onward ! onward ever !

With singing I will go,

However dark and dreary
The scenes through which I flow."

A higher law than pleasure

Should guide me in my way
;

Thus 'mid ihe rocks and forests

Comes music every day.

For " The Friend."

Circular of the Bible Association of Friends i

America.

In again calling the attention of Auxiliarit

to the Annual Q^i'^J'iPS fo be answered prt

vious to the general meeting of the Assocu
tion on the 3rd of Eleventh month, the Coi

responding Committee would press upo
Friends, who have been engaged in the dii

tribution of the Holy Scriptures, the impor
ance of furnishing full and accurate answei
to all the Queries, and of forwarding their r(

port seasonably to the Depository.
It may be recollected, that in making dom

tions to Auxiliaries, the Board are guided i

deciding what number of Bibles and Tests

ments shall be sent to each, by the informs

tion given in its report. Hence those Aua
diaries that do not report in time, are liabl

to be left out in the distribution.

Specific directions should bo given in ever;

case, hovv boxes should be marked and foi

warded ; and their receipt should always b

promptly acknowledged.
Address John S. Stokes, No. 116 N. Fourtl

Street, Philadelphia.

Charles Ehoads,
James Whitall,

Committee of Correspondence
Philada., 10th month, 1881.

QUERIES.
1. What number of families or individuals hay

been gratuitously furnished with the Holy Scripture

by the Auxiliary during the past year?
2. What number of Bibles and 'Testaments have bee

.sold by the Auxiliary within the past year?
3. How many members, male and female, are ther

belonging to the Auxiliary?
What number of families of Friends reside withr

its limits?

5. Are there any families of Friends within you
imits not supplied with a copy of the Holy Scripture

n good clear type, and on fair paper ; if so, how many
6. How many members of our Society, capable c

reading the Bible, do not own such a copy of the Hoi;

Scriptures ?

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probabl;

be disposed of by sale within your limits?

Is the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to suppl;

those 1

the Holy Scriptures?
! who are not duly furnished will
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Wliat number of Bibles and Testaments would it

le necessaiy for the Bilile Association to furnish gratui-

ously, to enabJe the Auxiliary to supply each family ?

10. What number would be required in order to fur-

lish each member of our religious Society, capable of

eading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pnr-

hase it ?

11. How many Bibles and Testaments are now on

For "The Friend."

Western Friends in Court.

(Concluded from page 86.)

Fi-om the records of oue of the eountj'

ourts of Iiadiaua, evidence was obtained that

-woman in the station of minister, in Indi-

na Yearly Meeting, had, in her official ea-

acity united sis couples in marriage. The
iws of this state, it is said, require that only

linisters who have been ordained, shall be

ualifled to perform this rite.

The following minutes of the Ohio Select

early Meeting (Binns) were offered and ex-

eption taken

:

Minute of 1877.—"This meeting was brought

ito deep exercise and travail concerning uii-

3und and mystical views and expositions

hich appear here and there in certain of our
lembers, in opposition to the plain scriptii-

aJ doctrines of man's darkness and deadness
sin by nature, and his redemption there-

•om by the Lord Jesus Christ, whose shed
lood is the alone means of cleansing the soul

om all the guilt of sin : it was directed, that

non-acceptance of this doctrine, is a mani-

!St disqualification for the station of min-

ter or elder."

Minute of 1878.—" This Meeting renewedly
lels the importance of purging itself from

A deposition from Melinda Newbj- in re-

gard to the unity of Catharine Mulloy with
Orthodox Friends was ruled to be irrelevant

to the case. I was informed that Catharine
Mnlloj^ on her death-bed had said she IkuI

rather her will should be burned than that

her money should fall into the hands (,f tli<

Progressives. At one time during ( lu' trial

the judge suggestedthatas the testatrix know
that some Friends held sentiments dittereut

from others, if she had desired her will to be

administered only by those holding the estab-

lished principles, she would have so expressed
it therein. But it is t<> \,r rcnu^nil.ei-e.l thai

in 1868, those of Pro-n-sive sent ini.nis had
not developed the great changes that they
did afterwards ; and that Catliarine Mulloy
had probably never contemplated a separa-

tion in her meeting.
After the Discipline of 1865, and that issued

by the Progressives bearing the imprint of

1881 bad been offered as evidence, Evan Had-
ley wasre-exaniined. f le statedthat his Quar-
teil\- Meeting-, after Ihe sejiaration in the
Vetirlv -Meetin-- in 1S77. aeee].ted the reports

from the Progressive body. >vo cliange had
taken place in the subordinate Monthly Meet-

ings since that time. These are White LieU

and West Union Monthly Meetings.

The case was then submitted without argu-

ment on 4th day afternoon, the 7th of 9th

month.
Several Friends from Philadelphia and

Ohio were present, prepared to testify to the
history and position of their respective Yearly
Meetings, as well as to other matters. After

leiiifred, however, it was thought
testiniuuy would not be received,

1 unsonndness in doctrine, and weherebyj '
'

, ^ . ,

- _a. .u i„.^„„„„ „.(• ,u :„.,*., „<• i„/* and they were not examined.
The Indianapolis Journal of 9th mo. 22d.

contains the decision of the judge, which is

given at considerable length.

Judge Hill holds that tile question at issue

is simply: "which of two bodies, each claim-

to be the true White Lick Quarterly
"the

afBrm the substance of the minute of last

ear, and subordinate meetings are directed

f)
carry out the instructions therein given,

reference to such cases. We do not be-

eve that there is any principle or quality in

befioul of man, innate or otherwise, which,

?en thouffh rightly used will ever save a ,,° ^. i. tt. j • -j i- i -.u

no.l««n„l" bnt,"thn± it nle.ased f4od. bv the
^ ^I^.<^^'"g «' ^y'^"}^^^ .8 .dent.ca with

,
,^

, ^^., ". -. 1 1 n J u iu ivieetinij; oi iM-ienas, is icenticai wiin xn(
nglesoul; but that it pleased God, by the »

^^'^ j^^^^^^
.hshness ofjircach.iig, to^^saye them that

,j„,Vulloy." He bases hil opinion in favor
)olishness

elieve; and the Holy Spirit is sent to con- '"7 ""'^"'-^
'

"" ^-o.^ u.= -y....y.. ... .-w.

:„.. A. .,.„.HI. .f «in whr. nnnn vpnpnt. ^f the Progressives on the following points
ince the ungodly of sin, who upon repent-

The continuation of their organization ;
their

nee towards God, and faith m Jesus Christ
,^,,,3 jence with the same Yearly' Meet-

\ho died for us are justihed by His blood^i
.^ former years ; their preponderance

nd we repudiate the so-called doctrine oti ,.^
, /j.i 1

• Aonn <<.i
« .

,:',' ,, .... n ,.„ „^,. of numbers, and the absence in 1877 (the
le inner lisrht, or the gift of a portion of the I .,,]• i^ c \
i! , " . . ». ' . ," ,.

i
, lyear the division occurred) of any contro-

ersy, excepting the question of recognition
dan-loly Spirit in the soul of every man

ierous, unsound and unscriptural."

A deposition was offered from Benjamin P.

losand, a minister of North Carolina Yearly
[eeting. This was to the effect that himself

nd others were appointed a committee by
le Select Y'early Meeting of North Carolina,

b labor with some of their members on ac-

bunt of unsound doctrines that had been

Stroduced among them. The committee ac-

ordiiigly visited some of the select members
nd advised them to burn a certain objection-

ble document and also such other papers in

eir houses, as advocated like sentiments.

be reader may be interested to know that

is document containing the unsound doc-

ines wiis the Declaration of Faith, adopted

y the entire Society of Friends in America,

I 1830 1 This evidence was objected to as

relevant, and also on the ground that the

elect Yearly Meeting had not endorsed the

curse of the committee.*

' * The Yearly Meeting lias not been held since the

flmmittee was appointed.

of the two contesting Plainfield Quarterly
Meetings. The Yearly Meeting was compe-
tent to decide this question.

He quotes in support of this last opinion,

from a number of decisions ; among others

that of Connett vs. Reformed Protestant
Dutch Church, &c., 54 N. Y., 551. It is said

:

" Having thus reached the conclusion that

this was an ecclesiastical matter and that the

church judicatories had jurisdiction of it, we
cannot enquire whether they have proceeded
according to the laws and usages of their

church, nor whether they have decided the

matter correctlj-. It is the settled law of

this country, repeatedly announced by the

most learned judges and highest courts, that

in such cases the civil courts must take the

decisions of the ecclesiastical courts as final

and binding upon the parties."

That there are cases where the civil tribu-

nal rightfully supersedes the ecclesiastical is

admitted. He says :
" I am aware of a line

of decisions holding that the civil courts will

disregard and set aside the action of a reli-

gious body under certain circumstances, and
wi.l control the use or disposition of property,
regardless of the action of the religions organ-
ization having it in charge. These are cases
\\ here iiriijiei'ty, by devise, gift or grant, has
heen devoted to certain pinus uses, m- the pro-
]ianalion of certain religiiMis teneis. or the
sn|i|i.irt (if a minister or a scIkhiI pi-eaching

or teaching certain religious doctrines, or in

some way has had impressed upon it in the
creation of the fund, or the gift, devise, or
gi-;int of the ]iro]ierty. a devotion to certain
religious pni'piises. In all such cases, upon
well setlleil |ninei|iles. in no respect conflict-

ing with the prinei^iies of the eases above
cited, the courts will see that the property is

not diverted from the purpose to which it

was originally devoted, so long as there is

any one entitled to and seeking its applica-

tion according to the original design, although
a very large mtijority of those having tlie

fund in charge may be attempting its diver-

sion to other purposes."
" But where the property in controveray

has been devoted to an cn-dinary charity, un-
(onneeted with the su]>poi-t, ])i'oinotion or
henetit, in any way, of any peeulittr religions

belief; or where as in the case at bar, it is

devised to a religions society in tnist onlj"-,

for ordinary charitable purposes, under like

circumstances ; in such cases no inquiry into

the religions opinions of either of the con-

tending parties is admissible ; with the possi-

ble exception of admitting it solely for the
purpose of aiding and identifying the party
entitled to control the fund."

This "possible exception" is a very im-
portant matter indeed, involving the whole
question, as the bequests were made to
" White Lick Quarterly Meeting of Friends."

The departures, respecting which such a
large amount of undisputed testimony was
offered, are thus referred to

:

"I am not unmindful of the fact that evi-

dence was before me that for some time pre-

vious to this separation, in various meetings
for worship under the control of the Western
Yearly Meeting, or of the committee ap-

pointed by it to superintend and take charge
of such meetings for worship, various depart-

ures tVoni what are elaiined as I lie I'stablished

usagi's of the Society of Friends, in the mode
of conducting its woi'ship, were indulged in

;

and doctrines were taught b}- the ministers

which are claimed to have been inconsistent,

and in conflict with the doctrines and faith

of that Society.

"But where was complaint to be made of
such conduct? Was it to be brought imme-
diately before the civil courts? Or was it

not a matter clearly to be brought, in the
first in.stanee, at least, before the proper tri-

bunals of the Society itself? " He goes on to

speak of Meetings for Discipline and the

Meeting for Sufterings, as tribunals better

qualified to hear and judge as to "what was
necessary and proper to be done in the premi-
ses," than any civil court could be.

This is true enough. But when a large

raajorit.y in these meetings refuse to apply
any relief in the premises, what course is

open to those who cannot conscientiously

take their children to places of worship where
they are continually exposed to influences

and teachings which the parents believe to

be wrong ? That the judge failed to realize

the importance which Friends attach to their
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religion, soems evident by the foregoing re-

On some points he really seems to have
been misled by not iinderstanding the facts.

For instance where he says:
'' There is no evidence of any action of the

Yearlj^ Meeting itself as a bod}', that is even
claimed to have been a departure from the
confession of faith, or discipline, or the usages
and practices of the Societj'."

The testimony of Eobert W. Hodson shows
that protests had been made in the Yearly
Meeting year after year. John W. Furnas
was asked if there was any other cause for

the separation than the Plainfield contest,

but was debarred from answering. The dis-

cipline of 1881 contains radical changes from
that of 1865, in doctrine and the pi-inciples

of church government. It is true that these
changes were not adopted in 1877.

In another 23lace the judge remarks : "I
think it is also clearly established * * *

that no new Yearly Meeting can bo sot u]i

and become a part of the Society <if l"i-ioiid>.

without the consent of all the otlur 'iCurly

Meetings." The fact is, that i'liihidcl|il]i;i

Yearly Meeting, never was asked tnn'ivc and
never did give consent to the sclt ing up nl'

either Western, Iowa, Kansas or Canada
Yearly Meetings."
The decision is contained in the following

words

:

" It appears to me that the evidence estab-

lishes that the plaintiff Society is the actual,

identical and real White liick Quarterlj'
Meeting of Friends, intended by the will of
< 'atharine Mulloy to be the trustee of the two
funds devLsed by the fourth and seventh
clauses thereof, and that my finding must,
therefore, be for the plaintitt."

The defendants have appealed to the Su-
preme Court of Indiana, and the case is ex-
pected to be heard by that tribunal in about
a year from this time. E. M.

Correction.—In the last number, page 85, third
cohimn, lines 2.5-26, for "White Lick," read "West
Unioii."

Religious Items, &c.

The Ecumenical Methodist Conference.—One'
of the noticeable events in the religious world!
is the recent gathering at London of dele-

+..,^.1, oil tu,, rrn,.;^'T,o c„u , I. ,.,„,„:.,„*:gates from all the various sub-denominations
into which the followers of John Wesle}' have
become divided. This conference of thej
Methodist bodies commenced its meetings on,
the 7th of the 9th mo., in the City Road
Chapel, where Wesley preached a century
ago, and closed its session on the 20th of the
same.
At its last meeting an address was adopt-

ed directed to " The Ministers and Members
of all the Methodist Churches throughout the
World, ' from which the following informa-
tion and extracts are taken.
The delegates were about 400 in number,

and represented a total of 4,800,000 members,
and, iucludini;- their families, not far from
20,000,000 people in all. They came from all

the known organizations of Methodists, 26
in number. Among these sub-divisions, the
address says

:

" We are happy to observe decided tenden-
cies to a closer, if not organic, union with
each other. The example of three of the
Methodist Churches in Canada, and two in

Ireland, indicates tluit when Providence

points the way, our different bodies in the
same countries may be brought into one,

with promise of largely-increased usefulness.

Such unions, we believe, should be prudentlj'

encouraged, and when they occur under fav-

orable auspices should be hailed with great
joy-

" But while many are praying and waiting
for them, let us respect each other, especially

in all matters of Church discipline, and main-
tain just and truly fraternal relations

; and
being one in doctrine, aims, and essential

methods, and reallj^ one spiritual organism,
let us bring together annually in one j^ear-

book the results of our labors under God, and
be known every-where as one Methodist
Church."
Among the items of advice, we observe a

caution that First-Day Schools should not be
allowed to take the place of public Divine
service, lest a generation should grow up who
will neglect the assembling of themselves to-

gether for worship. Their members are en-

couraged to be liberal, not onlj- in contribu-
ting for church purposes, but for the "chari-
ties required to ameliorate the condition of
the liuinaii race," and in order to this, "let
all our |i(i]iile, young and old, be trained to
the entire consecration of property, and
hence to liberal, systematic giving, ' accord-
ing to the ability which God giveth.'

"

They think it is time that all their places
of worship and institutions of learning be
freed from debt, so that no more money be
paid in interest ; and sensibly advise that in

the erection of buildings for these purposes,
extravagance be avoided and economy and
convenience be consulted.

The evils of intemperance are referred to,

and an appeal is made that "the force of a
consistent example, and of private and pub-
lic influence " of their 4,000,000 members
be brought to bear against "this grievous
crime."

" With equal earnestness we bear our tes-

timony against war, and insist upon the most
faithful efforts of nations to settle all difficul-

ties by peaceful arbitration."
" Finally, brethren, we most earnestly de-

sire that our people should avoid all self-

laudation. We have reached numbers and
wealth and power, which fearfully expose us
to tem])tation to church pride."

Bis-Establishment in Scotland.—We learn
from English papers that John Dick Peddie,
M. P. for Kilmarnock, has given notice that
at the next session of Parliament he will

move in the House of Commons the follow-
ing :

That this House is of o])inion that the
maintenance of the Church Establishment in
Scotland is indefensible on public grounds

;

that in the ecclesiastical circumstances of the
country it is eminently unjust ; and that a
measure for the dis-establishment and dis-en-
dowment of the Church of Scotland ought to
be passed at an early period.

—

Selected.

Infidelity and Crime.—The N. Y. Evening
Post says: "A careful survey of the murders,
suicides, and other great felonies committed
in the chief cities of the United States during
the last ten years shows that a h«avy frac-
tion of the perpetrators were atheists and free
thinkers. These unhappy persons, persuaded
that life is the be-all and end-all here, imagine
that they can jump the life to come. A col-

lection of letters and other papers often left

by criminals, when anticipating death,

a fearful number of instances, some of which
many readers will recall, of absolute disbelief

in the existence of a God or in penalties for

sins committed in this life to be exacted in a
future one."

Ecclesiastical Contest among Roman Catho-

lics.—Thid following, taken from the St. Louis
Presbyterian, shows in a striking manner how
little of the real power of managing the pe-

cuniary affairs of their congregations is ves-

ted in the laitj' among Roman Catholics.

During the late session of the legislatui-e

of Michigan, Calhoun, a Roman Catholic
member of the House of Representatives, and
chairman of the Judicial Committee, repor-

ted a bill providing that all ecclesiastical

property shall be vested in the hands of

lay trustees. In presenting this report, Cal-

houn said

:

The congregation in Catholic churches have no
voice whatever in temporal affairs ; such matters
are entirely controlled by the priests. Councilmen
are appointed by the bishop, but the priest names
a certain number, and out of those the councilman
are appointed. Of course, priests select only men
friendly to them, and who will do their bidding.

They have no control in any event, and are mere
bookkeepers or clerks. The congregations have
nothing to do with fixing pew-rents or other reve-

nues, or with the disbursement of any revenues.
' All charges, salaries, and expenditures are fixed for

1 them by church autliorities.

He called attention to the fiict that no such
powers are vested in Protestant pastors, but

that, in all Protestant congregations, the peo-

ple have full control, and manage their tem-
poral affairs through trustees of their own
choosing. By way of illustrating the wis-

Idom and necessity of such a law as his com-
mittee recommended, he gave an example of

the oppression to which Roman Catholics are

not unfrequeutly subjected, bj' describing the

character of a priest in one of their best

I churches. Said Calhoun :

|

I

This priest has diverted property from the uses

I for which the congregation procured it, to the uses
of himself and friends. On the part of the congre-
jgation it is no mere personal dislike of him. It is

a loathing of his character and methods. He is a
notorious, shameless liar. Has been sued for slan-

der and compelled to retract. Is grossly dishonest

;

an extortioner who has exacted exorbitant payments
of poor widows and orphans for funeral masses

; a
consummate hypocrite. Is a priest from purely
mercenary motives, and only for the opportunities
it gives him to get an easy living and dupe sincere
people out of their money. He has vilified the liv-

ing and the dead, and prostituted everything sacred,
even the sacraments of the church, to his malicious
ends. He is addicted to the use of liquor. Is an
ignorant, vicious, malicious, thoroughly degraded
and depraved wretch. Any one who will look at
his bloated, discolored, swinish face as he stalks
about streets can tell what he is. And yet he is re-

tained there against the express wish of the people.
People must submit to him and attend his mass, at
be called non-Catholics.

For " The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Ventilation.—li is to the exhalations from'
the skin and lungs that the heavy, sickening
smell noticed on first entering a crowded room
is due. Odors being volatile and exceedingly
light, these exhalations rise to the highes't
portions of the room

; and, if not allowed to
escape, accumulate there, saturating the air

from above downward, and finally reaching
the floor. Of all the noxious matters in the
fouled air of a poorly ventilated school or
public building, these are at once the most
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jereoptihlo. tlie most oftViisive, and the most
apidly jinistratiiin-. A distinguished physi-
cian, writing of an intimt nursery under'his

gc where the children did not thrive, and
nany died of diseases of the digestive or-

;ans, says: "One remarkable circumstance
bserved was that there was a faint odor al-

ways present in the room. Yet it was a large
com, about fifty feet in length. One side of
he room was made up of windows which
?ent up about ten feet where the roofer eeil-

bevelled up in an inverted ^ shape, which
aised the room in the centre seven or eight
et more. Do what I would, I could not get
id of this smell. One day, being much an-
oyed thereat, I procured some long steps
'hich extended about three feet above the
pper ledge of the windows. On walking
p, no sooner had I got my head one foot
bove their level, than I found a terrible odor
hat made me feel giddy and sick, and I w-as
'ad enough to come down. I instantly sent
pr a workman, and desired him to remove
aree or four tiles at each end of the room, on
level with the highest point of the roof.

[e did so. In ten minutes all odor had dis-

ppeared
;
but his work was no sooner ended

aan he was taken very giddy and practicallj
ck, so completely had ho been overcome by
le pestilential atmosphere."
A Remarkable Pony.—A well-authenticated
id extraordinary case of the sagacity of the
aetiand pony has just come under our notice.
year or two ago William Sinclair, pupil

sacher, Holm, imported one of these little

limals from Shetland on which to rid^

id from school, his residence bein
derable distance from the

THE FRIEND.
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at a con-

hool-buildings.

p to that time the animal had been unshod,
it sometime afterward Sinclair had it shod,
he other da}' the blacksmith, whose smithy
a long distance from Sinclair's house, saw
le pony, without halter or anything upon it,

alking up to where he was working. Think-
g the animal had strayed from home, he
•ove it off, throwing stones after the beast
make it run homeward. This had the de-

red eiFect for a short time, but he had only
)t fairly at work once more in the smithy
hen the pony's head again made its appear-
lee at the door.

On proceeding a second time outside to
ive the ponj' away, with a blacksmith's in-
inct he took a look at the pony's feet, when
i observed that one of its shoes had been
3t. Having made a shoe, he put it on, and
en waited to see what the animal would do.
n- a moment it looked at the blacksmith, as
asking whether he was done, then pawed
ice or twice to see if the newly-shod foot
IS comfortable, and finally gave a pleased
sigh, erected his head, and started home at
brisk trot. The owner was exceedingly
rprised to find the animal at home com-
etely shod the same evening, and it was
ily on calling at the smithy some daj'S af-

rward that he learned the full extent"'of his
»ny's sagacity.— Orkney Herald.

That which holds the first place in our affec-

ans, which is uppermost in our thoughts,
id which we pursue with constancy, whether
is monej', or pleasure, or power, or ease, is

ir god. We may say, "Lord, Lord," but
e lord whom vfa worship and serve is that
hich fills our hearts and rules our lives.

—

'ethodist Recorder.

In the article headed " Western Friends in

Court," in our last number, it was said by one
of the witnesses that correspondence with
other Yearly Meetings had never been re-
garded as an essential" accompaniment of the
organization of the Society of Friends.
There has been so much misapprehension

on this subject, that it may be profitable to
examine into the origin of the practice of
sending annual epistles to each other, which
long existed in our Society.
Like the Apostle Paulj who daily felt the

care of all the churches, George Fox watched
with great interest over the society he had
been so largely instrunu'ntal in gullienn^froni
the various pn)tcssiiiiis of his da\-. He keiil

up an extensive (oiTtspDndenco with Fricmls
in ditiFerent parts of the world, who lorwanlcd
to him frequent accounts of their sulierinns
for the truth, and of the spread of the ]irin^

ciplesof the Gospel in their respective ueigh-
boi-hoods.

In 1689 he wrote an epistle to the Quarterly
and Yearly Meetings of Friends in America,
in which he advises them to " write over orici'

a year, from all your Yearly Meetings to tin'

Yearly Meeting here, concerning your dili-

gence in the truth, anil of its spreading, and
of people's receiving it, both professors and
prophane, and the Indians

; and concerning
the peace of the Church of Christ araongs't
yourselves."

He was then approaching the end of life,

and, conscious of the failing of his bodily
powers, through the multiplied labors, hard-
ships and sufferings he had undergone, he
desired the channel of intercourse might be
kept open, when he would no longer be able
to extend advice or help as had been -his cus-
tom. This is shown by another document
dated 1690—" All Friends in all the world,
that used to write me of all manner of things
and passages, and I did answer them,—let

them all write to the Sf(iinil-(hn's ^feetini;-

in London, directing 1 hem tir^t lo ilieircur-
•espondents there

;
and thr Second-daysMeet-

ng in London, for them to answer them in

the wisdom of God
; and let a copy of this be

sent to all places in the world among Friends,
that they may know and understand this."

In an account of the rise and

claiming the pure principles of the Gospel.
The Yearly Meeting at London was therefore
rightly looked up to with great respect, and
constantly appealed to for advice and assist-
ance in the emergrncics that were arising.
Excepting a com]iai'alivily small number on
the Continent of Europe, nearly all Friends
then lived in countries subject to the British
crown; and London Friends were frequently
called on to labor with the government in the
interest of their brethren in the American
colonies. The correspondence between Phila-
delphia and London Yearly Meetings, which
was kept up from the earliest times to a com-
paratively recent date, furnishes several illus-

trations of this in the period prior to the revo-
lutionary war.
Though this intercourse with the parent

Yearly Meeting was maintained by probably
all the offshoots, yet there was no correspond-
ing- intercliani;e of communications between
tlienis.lves. Friends of Philadelphia in writ-
ing to London Yearly Meeting in 1714 on the
African slave trade, request them to advise
\\ith Fi'iends "in other plantations where
they [slaves] are more numerous than with
us, because thej' hold a correspondence with
you, but not with us, and your meeting may
better jirevail with thorn, and vonr "advice
].l-ove ni.nvrffe.-tnal," Yel epiMli-^and drpu-
talions wnv trr,|nrn(lv -ml iulwren the dif-

ferent Yearly Meetings in America, especially
when any subjects aro.se of common interest,

or where the help or counsel of neighboring
bodies was desired. As early after the open-
ing of Philadelphia Yearl}- Meeting as 1683,
William Penn and others w^ei-e appointed to
write to Friends in the other colonies, and
suggest the establishment of a general Yearly
Meeting for all the provinces from New Eng-
land to North Carolina. Though this scheme
was not carried out, yet it opened the way
for more frequent intercourse between the
brethren in different localities, who had many
subjects in w'hich they were mutuallj' inter-

ested, as in the case of slavery already referred
to. So that, in 30 or 40 j'cars it became the
usual practice of T'hiladelphia Yearly Meeting
to keep np a eorres|Mni(lenee with the other
bodies in .Vni.Tica. as well as with London.
Whether the_>- pursued a similar course with

ise early times, we do noteach other, in i

know.
Dublin Yearly Meeting was not included in

this correspondence, except in one or two in-

progre.ss of i
stances when special circumstances called for

the Society drawn up by George Fox in 1689, 1 it, until some years after the separation of
he speaks of the Yearly Meeting in London 1827.
as actively laboring to" relieve any captives,

|

As Friends in Aniei
prisoners or sufferers among Friends in Tui'-ious, and accustomed

a became more numer-
the transaction of the

key or any parts beyond the seas; as assist-

"ng and laboring for those who were under
persecution in any place; and as annually re
ceiving accounts from all the Yearly ^^eetin^^

the world, and writing to them ;main :
-.

that once a 3'ear at the Yearly Me,
people know the affairs of Truih. Iiow it

preads, and how all walk according to the
Truth

; having a heavenly cori-espondenee
one with another in the heavenly society ami
fellowship."

In tho8e_ early days, the members of our
Society' in 'Great Britain were probablj- fiir

more numerous than in all other parts of the
world

;
and they included the most of the sur-

vivors of those faithful ministers who counted
not their lives dear -unto them, so that they

ht finish the work assigned them, of pro-

weighty business that devolved upon them,
tbej- naturally came to depend less and less

on the judgment of their brethren across the
ocean

; though still closely bound to them by
-o I he bond of a common faith, and by the tra-

Is ditions of the church. Hence, their epistles,

it which originally partook somewhat of the
charactei- of K'tters of information sent to a
su])erior meeting, became the friendly greet-
ings of eo-oi-ilinate lioilies. T>ondon Yearly
Meeting cea-ed to hi' reiiai-ded a-< the head to

whose judgment the (.1 ln'i-s felt lioniid to sub-
as//„ o„jnj„ul,, ^^'hcmit ; but 1

advice carried great weight, but which was
accepted and followed only as it commended
itself to the calm judgment and better feelings

of those to whom it was communicated.
In this altered condition of the Society, the
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reasons which induced George Fox to recom-

mend the sending of annual reports from all

parts of the world to London, no longer oper-

ated. The burthens of the Church had be-

come divided between the different Yearly

Meetings, each of which watched over its

domains, seeking for help from each other as

seemed needful. Without watchfulness on

the part of Friends, the custom of preparing

annual epistles might easily degenerate into

a formal thing ;
and mere moral essays with

little of the savor of life might take the place

of those statements of the condition of the

Society which wei-e verj^ properly sent in the

beginning for the information of what was

th«n practically a superior meeting.

If Philadelphia Yearly Meeting should i-e-

sume its correspondence with otherco-ordinate

bodies, it is much to be desired that it should

watch the restraining as well as the constrain-

ing directions of the'Head of the Church, and

be willing to omit the preparation of epistles

when it feels that it has nothing to sa^^ In

jjrivatc life, we do not feel it an essential con-

dition of true friendship to send letters at

stated times to those we love
;
neither ought

it to be so regarded iu the case of Yearly

Meetings.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Tlie President has nominated and

the Senate has confirmed Edwin D. Morgan to be Sec-

retary of the Treasnry, vice VVra. Windom, resigned.

The rednctions of service on the steamboat and Star

routes are believed, at the Post-office Department, to

have nearly reached their limit. The.se have already

effected a saving to the Government of §2,200,000 an-

nually.

The steamship Parthia, from Liverpool, due in New
York this vi^eek, has on board several tanks of youn'^;

English soles and tnrbot, under care of a competent

man, who has been entrusted with the work by Prof.

Baird, of the U. S. Fishery Commission. They will be

placed off Coney Island, in sandy bottom, in aboui 10

or 1.5 feet water. This is the thir'i attempt of the kind.

The first steamer that ever came to the port of New
York from the Phillipine Islands, the Malabar, arrived

on the 24th inst., with 2325 tons sugar, said to be the

mo.st valuable cargo of that commodity ever imported

into the United Slates from any country. The firm to

whom it was consigned have sold it for $360,000 to a

lea'ling sugar-refining firm. The duties amounted to

$12.5,000.

The steamer Leipzig, which arrived at Baltimore on

Seventh-day, from Bremen, brought among her cargo

8000 cabbages, imported from Oldenburg, in Germany.
This novel importation is due to the scarcity and high

price of home cabbages.

The number of immigrants who landed at New York
during the twelve months ending the 18th of this month,

was 368,045, against 270,3.56 during the corresponding

period of last year : 130,802 came from Germany, and
63,294 from Ireland.

It is now authoritatively stated that the corn crop in

Minnesota will be double that of last year, and that the

damage by late rains has been overstated. As a rule,

injury to crops from weather influences are overstated

at the .start, yet it is these overstatements, rather than

the facts as finally ascertained, that usually control the

speculative markets. Ohio, too, turns out quite a crop,

the yield of wheat being 27,215,248 bushels, which is

70 per cent, of last year's unusual production. Oats

exceed the crop of a year ago by 3 per cent. The hay
proiluct is nearly as large. Corn is set down at 62 per

cent; rye, 85. The pastures throughout the Siate have
been revived by the abundant rains.

The breaks in the Sny and other levees, near Quincy,

Illinois, have resulted in a great flood. The farmers

in the surrounding country have lost heavily, princi-

pally iu live stock, and much damage has been done to

railroads.

Tennessee cattle that have been compelled to live on
withered grass during the long drouth, are reported in

remarkablv good condition.

The report of the Registrar of the Board of Health
states tliat there were 341 deaths in this city la.st week,
43 more than occurred during the corresponding week
of last year, and two more than daring the week ending

10th month 15th, 1881. The number of males was 187,

of females, 154. There were 55 deaths from consump-

tion, 20 from typhoid fever, 20 from marasmus, and 20

from old age.

^farkets, &C.—V. S. 3J's, 101 ; il's, 113J ;
4's, llOJ

;

currency 6's, 132.

Cotton continues quiet, but prices remain about the

same as last quoted. Sales of middlings are reported

llj a 12 cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7| cts. for export, and

cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour continues dull, but prices were unchanged.

Sales of 1900 barrels, including Minnesota extras, at

$7.75 for clear, and at $8 for straight; Pennsylvania

extra family at .i7.12i a t7.37J ;
western do. do. at

$7.50 a $8.25, and patents at -8.2'5 a $9.25. Rye flour

moves slowly $6 a $6.12J per

Grain.—Wheat is dull, but options ic. higher. Sales

of 3700 bushels Delaware red and amber at $1.46

$1.48. Rye is steady at $1.08 for Pennsylvaii'
Sales of

xed at

70 cts., and
but steady.

50 a 52 cts.,

iding 10th mo

Preparations are making at Moscow for the corona-

tion of Alexander the Third.

The Novoe Viemya says: " It learns that an agreemen

exists between England and Russia, in which the formei

binds herself not to send agents to Merv, and the lattei

not to send agents to Afghanistan.

The three hundredth anniversary of the annexatior

of Siberia to the Czar's empire will soon be celebratec

at Irkutsk and in other cities of Asiatic Russia. A

volume will be published describing the immense pro-

gre.ss which the country has made since the annexation

one section of it being devoted to an account of th«

services rendered by the Poli.sh exiles, of whom it ii

estimated that within the past generation upward ol

100,000 have gone into the country.

It is reported from the interior of British Columhij

that not one-fourth of the crops there will be saved, th(

wheat and barley " being frozen as they stand." Th(

season has been the most inclement known since th(

settlement of the country by the whites.

Colonel Mercer's recent exploring party on the Spaa

ish river, in Ontario, are said to have discovered va9

pine forests containing more than 24,000,000 feet oi

superior lumber, with good facilities for its oouveyana

to market.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.
The Annual Meeting will be held in the Committee

room of Arch Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day

Eleventh month 2d, at 8 o'clock P. M.

Friends generally are invited to attend.

10th mo. 1881. E. Smith, Secretary.

THE CORPORATION OF HAVERFORD COL-
LEGE.

An adjourned Annual Meeting of "The Corporatioi

v;>j>,u...^... of Haverford College" will be held in the Committee

d arrived and sold room. Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia, oi

h a 10.^ cts. per lb., the latter Fifth-day, Eleventh month 17th, 1881, at 3 o'clock p.M
Edward, Bettle, Jr., Secretary.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter term commences on Second-day, lOtl

month 31st, 1881. Pupils who have been regularlj

entered and who go by the cars from Philadelphia, cat

obtain tickets at the depot of the West Chester am
Philadelphia Railroad, corner of Thirty-first and Chest

nut streets, by giving their names to the Ticket-agen

there, who isfurnished with a list of the pupils for tha

purpose. In such case the passage, including the stagi

fare from the Railroad Station, will be charged at thi

School, to be paid for with the other incidental chargei

at the close of the terra. Tickets can also be procures

of the Treasurer, 304 Arch street. Conveyances wil

be at the Street Road Station on Second and Third

d.ays, 10th mo. 31st, and Utli mo. 1st, to meet the traini

that leave Philadelphia at 7.30, 9.30 and 11.15 a. m.

and 2.30 and 5 P. M.

B@° The Union Transfer Company will send fo:

baggage to any place in the built-up part of Philadel

phia, if notice is left either at No. 838 Chestnut St., a

the South East corner of Broad and Chestnut Sts., or a

Market St. Ferry, (north side), and will deliver it a

the West Chester and Philadelphia Railroad depot atl

charge of 25 cents per trunk, to be paid either when tlii

order is given or when the trunk is called for. For tbi

same charge they will collect biggage from any of thi

other railroad depots, if the railroad cliccks held for suol

baggage are left at one of the offices of the Transfe

Company above designated, or are delivered to an agen

of that Company, who will usually either pass througl

the train as it appro.aches the city, or will be found a

the depot on the arrival of the train ; but passengers b;

the Phila elphia and Reading Railroad should retail

their checks and leave them at 838 Chestnut or Broai

and Che.»tnut. In all cases it must be stated that tb

baggage is to go to Wenttown Boarding School by way e

the West Chester and Plidadelphia Railroad.

Baggage thus put under tlie care of the Union Trans

fer Company, will not require any attention from th

owner either at the 31st and Chestnut St.-depot or a

the Street Road Station, but will be forwarded direct t)

the School ; but the card receipts given by the Transfe

Company sliould be left with the Baggage-master at th

31st and" Chestnut St. depot.

During the Session, passengers for the School wil

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of th

first train from the City, every day except First-days

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Friend.'

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, well be forward©

every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, except on the last two Sixth

days in the Twelfth month, and the expense charged il

their bills.

Tenth month 17th, 1881.

for western. Corn is quiet and st

bushels including yellow, at 72J
71J cts. ; steamer at 70 a 71 cts. ; No. 3

rejected at 70 cts. Oats are less acti

Sales of 11,000 bushels, including white

and rejected and mixed at 49 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week e

22d, 1881.— Loads of hay, 327; loads of .straw, 46

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.35

to $1.45 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.25 to $1.35 per

100 pounds; Straw, $1.10 to $1.20 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were dull, and prices were a fraction

lower; 4800 head arrived and sold at the different yards

at 3 a 6i cts. per lb., the latter rate for extra.

Sheep were dull and rather lower: 16 000 head ar-

rived and sold at the diffijrent yards at 2h a 5J cts., and

lambs at 4 a 7_i cts. per pound, as to condiii

Hogs were in demand ; 45U0
at the different yardi

rate for extra.

Foreign.— It is estimated that 43 670 tons of pro-

dnce, including 20,466 tons of coal, were lost at sea

during the recent gale. A majority of the wrecked
vessels were colliers, but the general produce, as well

as building materials, petroleum, herrings, tar and oil

cake lost aggregate 13,257 ton.s. The balance of the

lo.sses consisted of salt, iron and timber.

The steamship Great Eastern has been put up at

auction, and bought in for £30,000. She was launched

in 1857, after many difficulties incident to the launch-

ing of a very long ship, sidewise, instead of with the

stern at the foot of the ways, as is usual. Ifis said that

the launch itself cost between three and four hundred
ihonsand dollars before she was got off the ways, and

her entire cost up to this time, including extensive re-

pairs, is stated at the neighborhood of $25,000,000.

At the last meeting of the Land League a manifesto

IS issued, advising members of the League henceforth

to pay no rent until the leaders are released. ThU was

peedily followed by a proclamation from the English

Government warning all persons that the Irish National

Land League, or by wh it other name it may be called,

is an unlawful and criminal association, and that all

meetings to carry out or promote its designs or por-

po-ses are unlawful and criminal, and will be prevented

and dispersed by force. The proclamation warns the

Queen's subjects connected with the League to discon-

nect themselves from it and to abstain from giving

further countenance to it.

All the powers and re.soHTces at the Government';
command, the proclamation says, will be employed to

protect the Queen's sulyects in the free exercise of theii

lawful callings and occupations ; to euforce the fulfil

ment of all lawful obligations and to save the process

of law and the execution of the Queen's writs from
hindrance or obslrnction. It calls upon all loyal sub-

jects to uphold and maintain the authority of the law
and the supremacy of the Queen in Ireland.

When the news reached the Land League's Dublin
office of the Government's proclamation, a hurried

council was held. The books and documents were
secured, and letters from the country were destroyed.

Many books and papers were carted to a place of safety.

The lights were extinguished and the doors were
locked. The executive officials decamped, fearing ar-

rest, leaving only a stock of note paper and envelopes,

Archbishop Croke has written a letter protesting

against the nianife.sto of the Land League, which meets

the approval of the clergy generally. The Dublin cor

respondent of the Times .says :
" Accounts from different

parts of the country since the promulgation of the proc-

lamation against the Land League have been satisfac-

tory. There has been no disturbance of business, and
the people are much relieved.'
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Notes of Travel.

A series of visits tlirough some of tlic coun
IS of Pennsylvania, Ij'ing within tlie limits

Exeter and Muncy Monthly Meetings, has
;roduced the writer to a section of country
leh of which he had never before visited,

presented to him many points of interest,

ising from the features of the country' itself,

)m the personal feelings awakened towards
) inhabitants, and the historical reminis-
ices of meetings and of individuals who
merly lived in the places visited.

The traveller by the Eeading railroad from
liladelphia. passes up the narrow, but beau-
ill valley of the Schuylkill Eiver, by an
most constant succession of towns and vil-

;es, ironworks and other manufacturing
tablishments, whose motive power is partl3^

rived from the falling waters of the river,

d partljr from the coal so abundantly mined
the mountains drained by its upper tribu-

nes.

About fifty miles from Philadelphia, he
3es a conspicuous and somewhat isolated

nence, of considerable height, lying to the
st ofthe river, and known as Monocacy Hill.

8 is a protrusion of trap rock, pushed
through the red shale district of Berks

unty ; and a few miles beyond it is Exeter
Beting-house, where the Monthly Meeting
the same name is still held. This was for-

srly the most distant of our Monthly Meet-
gs towards the north-west. As the progress
the settlements extended, and the more ad-

inturous of those seeking homes penetrated
to the valleys beyond the Blue Ridge, and
^ong the mountain ranges lying between it

d the Alleghanies, this became the parent
pnthly Meeting of several others ; and meet-
gs of Friends were gradually established in

.tawissa. Roaring Creek, Fishing Creek,
uncy, Elklands and Canada.
Exeter Monthly Meeting is composed of
ur meetings, none of them lai'ge ; and of

that at Reading is under the care of a

mmittee of Philadelphia Quarterly Meet-
j. Few as are tbe members of that Monthly
seting, an important service rests upon them
upholding the testimony of our Society to

s spiritual nature of true religion, as well
to the Divinity and Atonement of the

essed Redeemer—both of which are needed

in that region. I believe they are in measure
sensible of the weight of this responsibility

and that they exercise an influence for good
in the commuuitj'.
When travelling among the hills of Berks

county, in the freshness of the early summer
the different shades of the verdure which
clothed their sides and the vallej^s lying be-

tween, were verj' delightful ; and they have
left an impression of beauty on my mind which
is not surpassed by scenes of greater extent
and grandeur. The soil in the red shale is

onlj' moderately fertile; but it becomes very
productive when we get into the all-sorts-of

rock; which is the name given to a curious
conglomerate of stones of different shades of
color cemented together, and consisting prin
cipally of limestone. The land is excellent
also in the Olej' Vallej^ and in that through
which the waters of Maiden Creek flow.

The object of my visit was to accompany a
Friend whose mind had been brought under
religious exercise for the people at large. In
pursuance of this concern public meetings
were held in many places, in some of which
the goodness of our Heavenly Father was
manifested in favoring those assembled with
a covering of holy solemnity, under which a
feeling of mutual love was experienced, and
I believe desires were awakened for the spread
of the kingdom of the Redeemer in the earth.

Advantage was taken of the opportunities
which presented for the circulation of many
religious books and tracts. Nearly 5000 of

the latter were distributed, mostly being given
at the close of the public meetings to those
ho were in attendance.
A large portion of the population was of

German descent; and among these, the Ger-
man Reformed and Lutheran denominations
were most prevalent. Those people are not
much given to change in religious profession

or in other things. One ofthe German Friends
of Elklands Meeting told us, that at one time
'n Philadelphia he called on a relative who
kept a boarding or eating-house. On passing
through the room where several of his coun-
trymen were seated, thej' gazed on him with
much interest; and when he had gone to an
nner apartment conversed among themselves
about how strange it was that a German
should become a Quaker! When we came to

Elklands, we found that this Friend was not
a solitary instance of convincement of our
rinciples ; for there were among the mem-

Ders of that meeting several natives of Ger-
many who had been drawn to join with them

membership.
During the course of this visit, I was re-

newedly impressed with the practical and
well-balanced character of the views enter-

tained by our beloved Society on the great
subject of man's salvation. Though man,
through disobedience to the Divine command,
early lost the state of innocence in which he

18 created, and the thoughts and imagina-

tions of his heart became evil
;
yet his merci-

ful Creator promised him a Deliverer who
should restore him into the Divine harmony.
Our Saviour came to redeem us from all

iniquity, and purify to Himself a peculiar peo-
ple

;
to bring us from darkness to light, and

from the power of Satan to God. He effects

these gracious purposes through his own
eternal Spirit, which shines into the heart of
man showing him his true condition. For the
apostle John declares of the Word which was
in the beginning, and by which all things were
made, which was made flesh and dwelt among
men,—that the life which was in Him was the
light of men

;
"that was the true light which

lighteth every man that cometh into the
world." As man is obedient to the directions
of this light or Spirit of Christ, and joins him-
self to it, it leads him to true repentance, and
gives him power to forsake his sins. This he
could by no means do of himself; for the hu-
man heart is deceitful and wicked, and there
is no natural power inherent in it which can
lead it to forsake the corrupt pleasures in

which it has delighted. It is the Grace of
God that bringeth salvation. This grace is

but another name for the Light or Spirit of
Christ; and it hath appeared unto all men,
teaching them that denying ungodliness and
worldly lusts, thej^ should live soberly, right-

eouslj'and godly in this present world. Those
who faithfully follow it, and patiently endure
condemnation for the sins they have commit-
ted, will be delivered from the government of
the Evil One, and made subjects of Christ.

Their past sins will be forgiven, being remit-
ted for the sake of the offering on Calvary.
It is those who walk in the Light, that know
the blood of the Redeemer to cleanse them
from sin.

The forgiveness of our sins is through
Christ. He was wounded for our transgres-

sions, the chastisement of our peace was upon
Him. He suifered for our sins, and that He
might procure for us the gift of the Holy
Spirit, which is to lead us in the way of sal-

vation. He told his disciples, " It is expedient
for you that I go away ; for if I go not away,
the Comforter will not come unto j'ou ; but if

I depart, I will send Him unto you."
The inseparable connection between obe-

dience and forgiveness, on which George Fox
so stronglj' insisted, that he declared that
sanctiflcation and justification were one ex-

perience ; needs to be still held up to the view
of those who are in danger of placing their

hopes of salvation on a profession of Chris-

tianity and the observance of what are termed
the ordinances, combined with a decent mo-
rality. For all these may exist, where the
dividual has never known that thorough

change in the will and affections which ac-

company " being born again," without which
we cannot inherit the Kingdom of Heaven.
The same doctrine may profitably be heeded

by those who neglect the exhortation of the

apostle—to ioork otit their salvation with fear

and trembling—and who hope that the merits
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"nd sufFeringa of the Eedecmer will secure

tbeir future happiness, although they refuse

to submit to the requirings and baptisms'of

liis Spirit. For into the holy city, the New
Jerusalem, nothing that is impure can ever

enter.

The local history of Berks county states

that Friends were among the earliest set tiers

within its limits; some of them having taken

up land in Oley valley about the year 1704.

The name of Lee occurs among those who first

moved into that neighborhood ; and it is still

borne by members of our Society residing in

that vicinity.

Some of the French Huguenots also found

a home there in very early times ; and we
were kindly treated by some of the Bertolets

andDt; Turcks\who were descended from them.

To one of the latter we felt much indebted, for

though strangers (save that he was present

at all evening meeting at Baumstown) he

piloted us to "his home about a mile distant

after the meeting had ended, then hitching a

horse or mule to a wagon, conveyed us several

miles through the darkness to the bou.?e of a

Friend, where we wished to lodge ; and re-

fused all pecuniary compensation, though it

must have been near midnight before his day's

labors were ended. We would gladl3- have
accepted his kind invitation to lodge at his

house that night, had it not been that the

next day's work involved the holding of three

public nieetinus and riding nearly thirty miles

in a heated atninspbere, over roads rendered

dusty b}' the drought ; and it seemed needful

to be ready for an early start. J. W.
(To be continued.)

Joseph Barker.

Joseph Barker, who died in Omaha in 1875,

was a man of powerful intellect, and a dis-

tinguished orator, and had been until within

the last five yeai-s of his life, a bold and active

advocate of infidelit}'.

After his conversion he labored with the

utmost energy to counteract the influence for

evil he had exerted. His excessive labors

broke down his strong constitution and caused
bis death.

His son said of him :
" He was constantly

in receipt of letters from infidels in this and
other countries, complaining that he had
led them into infidelity and now he had for-

saken them. These letters he always endeav-
ored to answer, rising early and sitting up
late, trying to undo the mischief he had done.
He said that what first opened his eyes and
led him to consider the whole question anew,
was the gross immorality and licentiousness

which 80 often characterized the lives of in-

fidels. He said he had never known an in-

fidel, that hated the Bible, who was not an
immoral man."
The following is his own language :

" Car-
ried away, as by a tempest, from my early

faith, I wandered for years in the dreary re-

gions of doubt and unbelief. ' I looked for

light, and behold darkness.' I sought rest, and
found disquietude. And the farther I went
the worse I fared, and the longer I remained
in those dismal shades, the more wretched I

became. I found myself at length face to face

with utter darkness and eternal death. God,
in his mercy, rescued me from that awful
state, and brought me back to Christ. And
here I am, happy in the light of his truth, and
in the assurance of his love. I praise the

Bible and I love Christ and Christianity more
than ever, my hatred and horror of infidelity

are greater than ever. I know it to be the

extreme of madness and misery—the utter

degradation and ruin of man's soul."

Due Moderation in the Pursuit of Learning,

Fortified by Cliristian Humility.

Was the ballast of religious restraint and
moderation ever more needed, than in such an
epoch as the present, when the natural tend-

encies of the mind and heart toward the ad-

mired attainments of academical honors so

greatly prevail? The writer values intellec-

tual acquisitions, when they are kept within
the bounds of Christian restraint, and not
suff'ered to trench on the higher prerogative

of due devotion of heart and affections to Him
who made, and Him who ransomed man. He
believes tliat the onlj^ safe soil in which hu-

man learning, now so extensively extolled

and sought, can safely flourish and witness
preservation from the exaltation and self-

dependence which it is too apt to produce, is

Christian humility. Is there not continual

need of the antidote or correcting leaven of
Christian life and principle, to keep in true

moderation respecting it in a day when so

niucli literary sail is hoisted and called into

lively exercise? Is there not danger of infla-

tion, and of the boasted march of intellect

erecting talents and learning into idols? and
is literary vanity any less a vanity because of

its honorable prestige ? Is there not danger
that the inculcation of piety and virtue, as a
seminal principle, will be too much overlooked
if not disregarded amid the siege which popu-
lar applause is laying in the direction of much
learning? And does not the one sure correc-

tive against this, as against any other too
absorbing worldly pursuit, lie in the worthj^
aim of seeking to fortify the heart with that
precious obedience to, and love of Christ,

which teaches to hold every thing in filial

subserviency to Him and his will ? Most true
it is, that human learning—valuable as it may
be when kept in due subordination—is but as
seeking for the smoother pebbles on the shore
of the great ocean of Truth, unless that Truth
itself be kept superlativelj' in view as the one
thing needful. There may be "goodly piearls,"

of temporal value, worthy of being sought;
but, at the same time, it is the "pearl of great
price" which should not be eclipsed, but keep
its due place in the noble ambition of the soul

—first in time as it is first in value. Without
this, however accomplished in the literature

of the schools, we shall bo as clouds without
water. For the right knowledge of Jesus

—

that which makes wiser by rendering us bet-

ter—is the all important knowledge, because
it maketh wise unto salvation.

" When first the college rolls receive his

name," the prize and prospect of academical
honors, with, in too many cases, a name among
men, cause man}' worthy youth to rise early
and take late rest; to overtax their mental
and physical powers, in order to obtain that,

which after all—"when learning her last prize

bestows"—is but "a corruptible crown." This
acquisition, while dearly bought, may be use-

ful—having respect both to this life and that
which is to come—if sanctified and dedicated
to the dear Saviour's use. But to those who
trust in it, without seeking a better guidance,
even that Wisdom which is profitable to di-

rect unto every good word and work, it may
and perhaps too h-equently does puft' up

; leadi

to a dependence upon itself; tends to exah
reason above revelation ; to set the creature

the moth, above the Creator, the Omnipotent
and finally, without great watchfulness, al

most imperceptibly lands the bewildered vie

tim into the mazes of error if not into th(

labyrinths of materialism.

As we trust will be observed, it is not mean-

by these remarks to decry, in wholesale

human learning; neither to convey that th(

above results aro always followed by such s

sad sequel : but only to point out some of thi

dangers and whirlpools that may attend th«

too great pursuit of even a good thing whei
sought in moderation, thus causing it to be

come an idol to us. The conclusion of th(

whole matter seems to lie in the danger of suf

fering any cherished object to divert the atten

tion from that daily " watching unto prayer'

which so becomes, whether younger or older

such weak, frail, and wholly dependent crea

turos as we are, that so soon may bo cut off

We can have no excuse, at whatever age o)

however sudden and unexpected the summoni
be sounded, " Behold, the Bridegroom cometh
go ye forth to meet him." May it prove

through obedience to the grace that is givei

unto us, but the joyful entrance upon a lifi

[eternal, where the learned and the unlearnec

—the occupier of the five talents, the two, o

I
the one—will alike have nothing to depenc

' upon but the mercy and forgiveness of a Law
giver and Judge who has said, that " Manj,

jthat are first (in the world's honors and ao

Icomplishments?) shall be last; and the last-

j

first."

What the writer would crave for the j-outh

ful a.spirants of the present day is, that everj

jone of this highly interesting class of com
jmunity, might lay fast hold of the only Hant

I

which can safely guide through the vicissi

tudes and temptations of this fleeting, ever

changing scene
;
preserve from placing thi

affections too much upon any mundane thin;

—even the renown that human learning am
human eloquence give; and lead into a mori

intimate acquaintance and a closer walk witl

Him, in whom are hid all the treasures o

wisdom and knowledge. Thus enlightene*

by a Saviour's grace, and taught meeknes:

and humility of heart in his school, they wil

realize a learning unlearned before ; as ala

the fulfilment of the poet's promise—

"Acquaint thyself with Ood, if thou would'st taste

His works. Admitted once to His embrace,

Thou ahalt perceive that thou wust blind before :

Thine eye shall be instructed ; and thine heart,

Made pure, shall relish with divine delight,

Till then unfelt, what hands divine have wrought."

The following, from the pen of JosepI

Phipps, will form an instructive conclusion ti:

these remarks :
" What is cautioned againslj

is the setting up human reason above its dui

place in religion, making it the leader insteai

of the follower of revelation, the teacher in

stead of the learner; and esteeming it vestei

with a kind of self-sutficiencj', independent o

the direction and help of God's Holy Spirit.

" We are not required to lay aside our un
derstandings, either in order to receive or aej

under the influence of the Spirit ; but, as pru

dent and docile scholars, * submit them
the necessary instruction and improvemen
of that infallible Master of infinite wisdon
and knowledge, who is the universal teache

of his people : Isai. liv. 13 ; that we may bi
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nabled rightly to obey and worship Him
,'ith the spirit and with the understanding
Iso. The Spirit of God and a right under
tanding must infallibly concur."

disease as the Result of Unrestrained Passions.

In one of his lectures, Dr. B. W. Richardson
ints out the close connection between the
sachings of religion and of science, as regards
le unrestrained indulgence of human pas-
ons and desires. That such indulgence leads
|i spiritual death is clearly stated in the words
[ our Saviour and his apostles

; Dr. Eichard
)n affirms that " it leads as surely to phj'sica
^struction of life as to moral degradation."
The manner in which this result is pro-
iced is thus explained and illustrated.
The nervous centres that are excited or
j,ralysed in the periods of rage, fear, undue
nse of desire, hate, &e., are not the centres
the reasoning fiiculties, but are a distinct

ganic chain of nervous matter common to
1 animals that ]wsse8S a semblance of a
srvous system. They connect with, and are
a largo extent controllable by the higher

irvous centres, yet they are truly a separate
stem, impulsive, involuntary, and, if uncon-
olled by the exez-cise of the reasoning een-
es, wild and dangerous. As animal centres,
ij are necessary and essential for the ani-
il wants, for the building up of the organ-
n, for the reproduction of the organism in
e form of offspring, for the protection of off-

ring, for the protection and vindication of
If, and yet dangerous if so excited as to
ert supreme sway, and to make the man
e equal companion of the lower class of
imal being.

These nervous centres govern the action of
e heart, lungs and other organs which are
tender the direct control of the will. When
eir power is impaired through over-excite-
ent or other causes, the organs under their
ntrol do not perform their functions per-
!tly, and disease is induced. Of this, the
lowing illustration is given :

" There is a peculiar form of disease of the
culation, a nervous derangement of the
art, in the course of which the beating,
"cing heart loses something of its natural
oke and tension. The heart beats and
sitates

; stops for a moment in its motion,
d then, with confused impetus, goes on
ain. When you listen to such a heart, it is

if you were listening to a clock the ticking
which was several times in a minute inter-

pted, and which then went on again with a
mmencing faint and uncertain tick. This
many persons becomes a confirmed disease,
d, what is more, it becomes a true heredi-
•y disease. In its worse forms it renders
ne who suffer from it of uncertain mind
d power. Their brain is not regularly and
stematically filled with blood ; their vessels

3 not at all times of equal tension. In the
n'St instances, owing to the repeated inde-
ion of action, these sufferers are disposed
sudden impulses or to melancholy, and in

tremest instances even to suicide. We say
these people that they are broken-hearted,
by ? The answer is of singular intei-est.

" From a long and experimental study of
is form of disease, I have ascertained that
a permanent disease it is dependent en-
ely on paralysis or failure of those centres,

those instinctive centres of nervous power,
which govern the involuntary organs of

animal life, including amongst the others, an
most importantly of all, the pulsating hear
And yet another truth have I learned on tlii

subject, namely, that whenever this diseased
condition appears in the young or raid
aged as a confirmed condition of disease, and
when it has not come down as an hereditary
taint, it is induced solely by one cause,—the
exercise and indulgence of the passions, or the
excitement of emotion due to some accidental
provocation. Violent anger, extreme ambi-
tion, fierce contest, sudden fear, intense hate,
too ardent love, overwhelming grief,— thi,'.se

are the causes which lead to the intniiiiltciii

circulation that promotes so many siilisi_M|Ufiit

evils, and impairs, alike, the menial and phy.si-
cal usefulness of thost' who siitlrr from it. In
the unusually large e.xix'ricnct- 1 iiave had of
this condition, I have not met with an in-

stance, in which it was traceable to any other
cause than the influence of the passions, ex-
cept where it was of hereditary develop-
ment."

For " The Friend."

Prejudice.

When a feeling of prejudice against another
obtains a place in the mind it becomes an un-
easj' as well as very damaging inmate. It
can see but little or no good in those towards
whom the evil eye exists. One of its effects
is, instead of such disaftocted ones casting out
" the beam" from the ej-e, as our Divine Law-
giver represents, it, on the contrary, magni-
fies "the mote" in a brother's eye. In short,
it tends to exalt self, and proportionally to
diminish our offending fellow in our view,
even in cases where no wrong has been in-
tended or committed. But where this feeling
is indulged, what becomes of the graces of
sweet humility and Christian charity?—that
humilitj- which the Saviour enjoins upon all

to be "clothed with," and that charity which
"suffereth long, and is kind;" "doth not be-

have itself unseeml}^, seeketh not her own, is

not easily provoked, thinketh no evil;" and
without which, to "speak with the tongues
of men and of angels," to "have the gift of
prophecy," to " bestow all our goods to feed
the poor," "profiteth nothing."
Such unreasonable prejudice formed against

ndividuals without due examination,' is a
nischief that is very apt to manifest itself

at boarding and other schools
; though in

these cases it is usuallj^ short-lived. But
when the disposition to it is allowed to grow
with our growth, and to take deep root in the
adult mind, it becomes a foe to true harmony
and that fellowship and unity which it is so
desirable should be maintained as promotive
of the health of the social and religious com-
pact. Whoever are in danger of falling into
this snare of prejudice or coldness toward
others, should shun it as they would a nest
of scorpions.

Does not the remedy or antidote .against

this bias of the mind lie, in deep Christian
humility; a preferring others before (lursvlvis ;

a simple dependence upon the evnlastiiiu-

Arm ; with the earnest desire to be seavchnl
by Him who looketh on the heart? tiiat thus
the precious promise concerning Israel may
be reproduced in our experience: "Eiihraini
shall not envy Judah, and Judah shall not
vex Ephraim." Nothing " shall hurt nor de-

oy in all mv holy mountain, saith the
rd,"

"

Y.

0th raontli, 1881.

Love better than Logic,

Have you ever pondered that dark mys-
tery of human nature, the origin of the fright-
ful idolatries of India ? It seems to be proved
that they have their beginning, not through
development from some forni of fetishism,
baser and coarser still, but by degradation
from the most refined and abstract specula-
tions on the infinity, the spirituality, and the
immutability of God : the fact is one that
blocks the way of recent science in some of
its most interesting tendencies. No subtler
nirlnphysics is laii^hl to-day in the lecture-
i''">iiis (,r ('aiiil>rid-c' and New Haven than
was taught lon^j,- cfnlufies a;;o by Hindoo
sagrs, who ciil hriMU'il tlicir ilivinity in ever-
lasting. iin|iassiviiv|„i,-,r,i;irlit'\-ond the reach
of atfeftion, sympathy, or ]iraycr, until the
needy millions cried out, stifling, famishing,
Give us a God to love, to worship, to pray

to !" and, for lack of answer, betook them to
the forest, or the quarry, or the mine, to the
irver, and the smith, and made them gods

that were no gods. So little can argument of
philosophy hold us back, you and nie, at such
time as this, when the stress of life comes

down upon us, and the cravings of the soul
grow 8t]'ong1

I am bringing to the altar of God my offer-
ing,—my poor little offering of thankfulness
and prayer. Here have I my little bundle of
an.xictirs. call's, troubles,—it may be the con-
cerns and aii.xioties of a nation, shuddering in'

fear and .sorrow
; it may he the distress and

terror of some sorely afflicted little household;
t may be the secret liittcniess of some hum-
ble and contrite spirit,—in any case, a matter
how infinitely small, when measured by the
scale of immensitj' and eternity ; but, oh, how
great a thing to me! And tlieie meets me,
n the wa}', a philosopher. "And what, for-

sooth, have you there ? Show it me, now."
And I unroll before him my little bundle of
griefs, of cares, of pains, of s'lckness, of fears,

of forebodings,—a handful of myrrh from a
troubled heart, a sprig of frankincense from
a grateful spirit. " And this, then, is what
you would bring to Lay before the Infinite,

the Eternal, the Omniscient, the Unchange-
able God !" And each great title strikes my
heart with discouragement and dread. " This
is what you would bring to Him in prayer
and deprecation ! Hut do you not know that
all this is ]iarl "t a |icrlcct system,—that it is

all fixed by hiws ot nature, which no pra3'er

can change oi' suspend, without upsetting the
constitution of the universe? You would lay
before God your wretched plight to inove his

pity. Tush ! did He not know all this a hun-
dred thousand years ago, ere ever the earth
was ?" And I cannot gainsay him, and I will

not cease to pray. But, by and by, the philo-

opher himself comes face to face with some
of the overwhelming things in human life

and human death. He hangs with tears and
iging of hands over some cradleful of

childish anguish, and shrinks before what the
hiws of natvire, the sj-stem of the universe,

arc doing.—so pitiless, so deaf to prayer, so

hhiid t(i agony; and he turns away and cries,
• .My (iiiil, my God!" And his reason is not
one whit the less true, because his love and
faith are also true and strong. The awful
wonder of God's unchangeable infinity abides

;

but out of cloud and darkness breaks forth,

oh, what light of fatherly love!

—

Leonard W.
Bacon.
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"Vulgar Fractions" in OMo.

Havinf; observed in the hist number of

" The Friend" a statement of B. C. Hobbs, in

his testimouy in Indianapolis court, that Ohio

Yearly Meeting had "run into vulgar frac-

tions,'"' I apprehend it to be the duty of some

one to correct such statement by setting forth

the facts in the case, lest those unacquainted

with the circumstances may thereby receive

erroneous impi-essions relative to Ohio Yearly

Meeting's true position and standing.

No separation has occurred in Ohio Yearly

Meeting since those generally termed the

"Binns Meeting" left it in 185-1. It is not

denied, however, that a few Friends withdrew

from some of its subordinate branches in 1863,

and for a time held separate meetings, and

occasionally met in the capacity of what they

termed General Meetings; but within a few

of the moi-e recent years, most of these have,

through acceptable acknowledgments, return-

ed to the respective Monthly Meetings of

which they were formerly members ;
and con-

sequently (to my knowledge) there is now
no insubordinate meeting held, claiming the

name of" Friends" within the limits of Ohio

Yearly Meeting, except those of the Binns

connection above alluded to. F.

Ohio, 10th rao. 21st, 1881.

Confidence and Safety.—Thero are many
persons who do not perceive the difference

hctv/eeu feeling safe and being safe ; or between

confidence and safety. Men are often in the most

danger when they feel the utmost sense of

security. On the other hand, men may feel

the utmost alarm, and yet be in perfect safe-

ty. There was a man who crossed the Mis-

sissippi river on the ice. Fearing that the

ice might be thin or rotten, he began to craw

over on his hands and knees, and so worked
his way along in great anxietj' and trepida-

1

ion. Just as he gained the opposite shore,]

A Rich Jrt«/.—Some weeks ago Cornelius

de Boer, a Volendam fisherman, was fishing

for anchovies in the Zuyder Zee. On draw-

in his nets, he found entangled in them a

large stony mass covered with mussels. Had
it been night-time he would have certainly

thrown it overboard again. On inspection he

found the mass was an aggregate of little

heaps of coins, which examination proved to

be mostly silver pieces, 450 in number. They
were chiefly ducatoons ; there were also a few

Spanish and other gold pieces. They were all

lated between 1660 and 1680. There were

also in the petrified mass some small plates,

some of them whole, some broken.

Selected.

SECURE.
Tlie winds blow hard. Wliat then ?

He hold.s them in the hollow of his hand
;

The furious blasts will sink when his command
Bids them be calm again.

The night is dark. What then ?

To Him the darkness is as bright as day
;

At his command the shades will flee away,

And all be light again.

The wave is deep. What then ?

For Israel's host the waters upright .stood
;

And He whose power controlled that raging flood

Still succors helpless men.

He knoweth all : the end
Ir clear as the beginning to his eye :

Then walk in peace, secure though storms roll by,

He knoweth all, O friend !

THE HEAVENLY SCULPTOR.
" Thy hands have made me and fashioned ) give

Selected

AUTUMN WOODS.
Ere in the northern gale.

The summer tresses of the trees are gone,

The woods of Autumn, all around our vale.

Have put their glory on.

The mountains that infold

In their wide sweep the colored landscape roiint

Seem groups of giant kings, in purple and gold.

That guard the enchanted ground.

5m the woods that crown
LIU. ou,t,a=, ^^ s<....v>. ...V. v^i-i.^.... ——n^phe upland, Where the mingled .splendors glow
excited and exhausted, another man drove ^here the gay company of trees look down
past him, on the trot, sitting upon a sled

loaded with pig-iron. The poor fellow had

his fear for nothing. The ice was firm, and

he might have walked boldly over. Thou-

sands of the doubts and fears which afflict the

souls of good men are as vain as were the

anxieties of this timorous man.
On the other hand, there are times when

persons who feel the greatest confidence arc

really in the utmost danger. In the days of

Noaii and Lot men feai-ed no danger, they

felt no alarm, and yet they perished suddenlj'

and miserably. So there may be persons

to-daj' who are in danger, though they fear

it not. There are others who are safe, though
they can hardly believe it.

Seeking a Crown. — A French officer, a

prisoner on his parole, met with a Bible, and
was so struck with its contents that he was
convinced of the folly of skepticism, and of

the truth of Christianity. When his gay as-

sociates rallied him for taking so serious a

turn he said

:

" I have done no more than my old school-

fellow, Bernadotte, who is become a Lu-
theran.''

" Yes, but he became so," they answered,
" to obtain a crown."
"My motive," said the officer, "is the same;

we differ only as to place. The object of

Bernadotte was to obtain a crown in Sweden
mine, to obtain a crown in heaven."

My steps are not alone

In these bright walks; the sweet southwest at play,

Flies rustling, where the painted leaves are strewn,

Along the winding way.

And far in heaven, the while,

The sun, that .sends the gale to wander here,

Pours out on the fair earth his quiet smile.

The sweetest of the year.

Where now the solemn shade.

Verdure and gloom where many branches meet

;

So grateful, when the noon of summer made
The valleys sick with heat?

Let in through all the trees

Come the strange rays ; the forest-depths are bright

;

Their sunny-colored foliage, in the breeze,

Twinkles like beams of light.

The rivulet, late unseen,

Where bickering through the shrubs its waters run.

Shines with the image of its golden screen,

And glimmerings of the sun.

Oh, Autumn ! why so soon
Depart the hues that make thy forests glad

;

Thy gentle wind and thy fair sunny noon,

And leave thee wild and sad !

Ah ! 'twere a lot too blest

Forever in thy colored shades to stray

;

Amidst the kisses of the soft southwest,

To rove and dream for aye

;

And leave the vain low strife

That makes men mad—the tug for wealth and power,

The passions and the cares that wither life.

And waste its little hour. —Bryant.

me understanding that I may learn thy command-

ments."—P.salm cxix. 73.

Shrink not from suffering. Each dear blow.

From which thy smitten spirit bleeds,

Is but a messenger to show
The renovation which it needs.

The earthly sculptor smites the rock
;

Loud the relentless hammer rings;

And from the rude, unshapen block,

At length, imprisoned beauty brings.

Thou art that rude, unshapen stone

;

And waitest, till the arm of strife

Shall make its crucifixions known.
And smite and carve thee into life.

The Heavenly Sculptor works in thee
;

'

Be patient. Soon his arm of might,

Shall from thy prison's darkness free.

And change thee to a form of light.

— T. a Upham.

Testimonies to the Truth.

Now, my friends, they that have believ

cd are to wait to receive his power, ao

cording to the exhortation of our Lord Jesul

Christ to his disciples, "Wait until you bi

endued with power from on high," Luke xxiv

49. Many people make a profession of belie

in the Lord Jesus Christ, but do not come t(i

know this mighty power to work sanctifica

tion, redemption and salvation. Let all ant

everj' one of you be concerned in waiting

upon God, and attending upon Him, that yoi

may receive strength, and power and abilitv

from Him, whereby you may be enabled ti

perform your bounden duty which God re

quircth of yoti. He hath shown unto mar

what is good, and what the Lord requires o

him, which is to do justly and love mercj

and to walk humbly with God. Let ever

one of us that have believed wait for powe
to perform that which may answer the re|i

quirings of God, that we may receive abilit;

from Him to enable us to perform our dutj

that we may not only be professors of th'

blessed truth of God, but possessors of it

that we may not only be professors, but po6

sessors of Life, whereby we may live to Gc
through Jesus Christ, and perform our dut;

acceptably to God.
It is a blessing to be found in that whic'.

gives acceptance with God. Now there i

no acceptance with God but as wc are foun'

in Christ Jesus, in Him that was the ]ii'c

mised seed, who God promised should luia

the serpent's head. The serpent beguile'

Eve through subtlety. Now God promise]

that the seed of the woman—that is Chris

|

Jesus—should break the serpent's head. 1
j

is through Him that redemption and salvsji

tion are known ; it is through Christ Jesui

the Mediator between God and man, the

man becomes reconciled to God, and no othe:

wise. He tasted death for every man, an

He died that He might destroy him that ha

the power of death, that is the devil. It :

throtigh Christ the mediator that we are n
conciled to God, and for this, saith the apoi

tie, was the Son of God manifested, that H
might destroy the works of the devil. Sin i

all ages hath been the work of the devil, an

the devil is the author of sin ; but the Lor
Jesus Christ, the Mediator, is the author i

eternal salvation to all them that obey Hin
So that whatsoever your profession maj^ I

of God, or of Christ, his servants ye are 1

whom ye obey ; now consider whose servair
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ou are, whether you are servants of sin, or

>ught bj' Christ Jesus, and redeemed from
1 ungodly life, and from a vain conversation,

''o cannot serve two masters, where thei'e is

ich a contrariety, as light is to darkness
;

pu cannot serve them at one and the same
ime, there must be a cleaving to the one

;

le that 3'ou cleave and join yourselves to

iiat which is good, to that principle that God
iith placed in your hearts, and this will sea-

n your souls, this will leaven you to God.
uke xiii. 21. The kingdom of God is like

aven, which a woman took and hid in three

easuros of meal, till the whole was leavened.

God doth give to every man a measure of

•ace that brings salvation. This grace hath
ipeared to all men, teaching us that denying
igodlincss and worldlj' lusts, we should live

berlj', righteously, and godly in this present

)rld
;
yet too many people have not had re-

,rd to the grace of God given to them, but

ther trample upon it, and do despite to the

irit of grace ; the grace of God in Christ

sus is extended to all the children of men,
ithout respect of persons ; God is no respecter

persons, but in every nation, he that fear-

h Him and worketh righteousness, is ac-

pted of Him. Acts x. 3-t, 35.

Now, my friends, we cannot work righte-

sness but by the ability and assistance of

e grace of God ; now this grace is from
irist Jesus. 1 John, xvii. For the law was
pen by Moses, but grace and truth came by
sus Christ ; that grace came by Christ that

)rketh sanctification. Now the law did not
kke the comers thereunto perfect, nor purge
i conscience, but the bringing in of a better

pe did, by which we draw nigh to God.
lere is no drawing nigh to God but through
irist Jesus, no redemption but through Him

;

B is a complete Saviour ; He doth not only

ieem in part, but Ho saveth to the utter-

jst all that come unto God by Him ; He is

complete Saviour, He that hath begotten

od desires in our souls, whereby we breathe

i;er Him, and are raised to pant and desire

ter that whitih is good ; and as there is a

ng up to Him that hath begotten these

od desires in the soul, the Lord, in his good
le, will answer these desires; see that ye
of humble and meek minds, and lie low be-

•e Him, and wait on Him, and He will in

e time perfect the work which He hath
gun.

Friends, I testify among you at this time,

ere is not a living desire in the soul to that

lich is good, but Christ is the Author of it.

the Author of eternal salvation to as

my as obey Him. It is He that begun the

)rk; He met with us by his power and spirit

len we were strangers to God. For we, as

)11 as others, were in the broad way, going
d in hand with a multitude to do evil, and

9 did not seek God till He did first seek us ; we
A not desire the knowledge of his ways till

} raised desires in our souls ; He met with

in the way of his judgments, causing terror

take hold of transgressors, so that we could

t take delight in vanities and pleasures as

} had done, because his terrors took hold of

,
blessed be the name of the Lord. It was

)od for us that we were afflicted. Before

were afflicted we went astray, but now we
ive learned his righteous judgments. Judg-
euts upon the unjust we have found to be

^rcy to the just. Blessed be the name of

Lord that did seek us out, that met with

that put a stop to us in our way, that we

could not delight in vanity as we had done.

The Lord brought us to a consideration of our
ways and doings ; He manifested to us, if I

live and die in this way I am in, I am undone
forever; I am miserable for ever if I do
not know redemption and salvation of Jesus
Christ. The Lord manifested to us, by the
shining of his Divine Light in our hearts, that
we were in the broad way that leads to de-

struction. We road of the narrow way that
leads to life, and of the broad way that leads to

destruction ; we read of the narrow way, but
we did not know ourselves to be in that way.
When we saw the broad way that leads to de-

struction, this begat a breathing in our souls,

and an earnest desire that we might know
the way that is pleasing to Him.
And there being many opinions in the

world, many of us were hui-ried in our mind,
and where we saw anything of sobriety and
weightiness of spirit, we were willing to ti'y

them all, that we might know the mind of

God. Friends, God raised a travail in our
souls, and appeared farther to us ; God that

commanded the light to shine out of darkness,

shined into our hearts ; whereby a discovery

was made of that which was good, and of that

which was evil. This the Lord discovered to

us, by the shining of his Divine Light and
Grace in our inward parts, so that we need
not look abroad ; we retired inward, we saw
that we had business enough at home ; we saw
that when we had grieved the good Spirit of

God, we had trouble for it ; and when we an-

swered the breathings of the Spirit we had
peace within us ; so that we must distinguish

between that which gave acceptance with
God, and that whereby the Spirit of God was
grieved from day to day.
Now, my Friends, we came under a travail

;

God by his light and grace discovered to us

his way, so that now we are come to a cer-

tainty of the way; Christ is the way to God,
and if any man be in Christ, he is a new crea-

ture, he is born again, born of the Spirit. You
should all of you be concerned, and consider

what you know of a change wrought in you
by the power of God, whether you have re-

ceived virtue from Jesus to stop the bloody

issue of sin. It is an easy thing to make a

profession, and to call yourselves Christians;

but it is a weighty thing to be a Christian, to

be so in reality, united unto God through
Jesus Christ ; to be a Christian, is to be a fol-

lower of Christ in the way of regeneration

and self-denial ; except a man be regenerate

and born again, he cannot enter into the king-

dom of God. There are many people would
go to God's kingdom when they die, but do
not mind being prepared for it ; many have
been pleading for sin in their life, but would
go to God's kingdom when they die ; where
must people bo cleansed from sin, but on this

side the grave? There is no repentance in

the grave, nor no redemption out of hell.

This is the day of your visitation ; God hath
pi-epared means whereby we may be accepted

of Him. Consider of it, the gate stands open
that leads to the holy city ; there is none can

enter into God's kingdom in their defilements,

their hearts must be purged, their minds
purified, they must know the work of sanctifi-

cation, if they will enter into God's kingdom.
Now the preparation of the heart, and the

answer of the tongue, is from the Lord.
(To be continued.)

Prayer is the vital breath of taitli.

" A Thing to Cry Over."

A newer sensation can hardly be given to
a European than New York waters afford on
a bright day, with the great white ferry-boats,

to which Europe has no parallel, on their

several tracks, the pert little tugs darting
through among them, and screaming every
now and then like impudent boys in a crowd,
while the dignified ocean steamers hold the
middle ofthe stream or repose at their wharves
on either shore. Livei'pool docks are greater,

but for variety and vivacity New York within
" The Narrows" is unique.

I was taking in a part of this most animat-*

ing scene from the end of a river-boat when
my attention was drawn to a well-dressed

young man, reeling in his gait, loose in his

speech, and all unwittingly making himself
disgracefully ridiculous. He was tipsj-, and
many of the passengers were heartlessly en-

joying his wretched follies. Beside me stood
a man in middle life, of decent, but not fash-

ionable dress or address, looking at the spec-

tacle with such sad and pitying eyes that he
could not escape notice.

" They should hardly laugh at the poor fel-

low," I ventured.
" It is a thing to cry over," he said, with

inexpressible feeling. If the silly youth had
been his son he could not have put more emo-
tion into his simple words.
A few sentences were exchanged. His ac-

cent soon satisfied me that my companion was
a north of Ireland man, at least by birth, and
a religious man ; and as we were going up the

Hudson together it was natural to ask and
answer questions, to identify places and peo-

ple known to both of us, aiid to feel interest

in a countryman met in another land.

The exhibition which had led to our intro-

duction had turned his thoughts to his own
past in a way that spoiled the pleasure of his

trip. In vain I pointed out the places as they
came in view ; named to him the points of

interest in the receding city ; drew his atten-

tion to the Palisades walling up the river's

western bank for a score of miles, the rich-

colored wood covering the debris which ages

had brought down to the base of the long

precipices. Handsome villas, with sloping

green terraces dividing them from the eastern

bank, bright and busy towns on either side,

the Nyack creeping in at a breach in the

great wall, as if Eockland county, with its

waters and pastui-es, wanted to get one peep

at the noble Hudson, and the free expanse of

Tappanzee, whei-e the stream widens among
its hills into the loveliest of lakes—all these

appealed to him in vain. The scenes of his

own life, vividly recalled, banished the loveli-

ness fi'om his view. In spite of my reluctance

to draw out what was personal and obviously

painful, ho went on bit by bit, as if it were a

relief to him to tell me what made the poor

tipsy simpleton to him " a thing to crj' over."

He was born and bred—I use almost his

language—on a farm in Ulster, Ireland, of

that class which, while its members are but

tenants, have held by a tenure so secure that

they feel as independent as freeholders. He
had little taste for farming; disliked the irk-

someness of work and of watching little

things ; and this he saw was the only way to

live on a farm. If it were not that the ftimi-

lies generallv did the work within themselves,

and worke.riiard at that, they could not live.

He mani^Ml a wile, a iiirr" -irl, who had
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served ber time in to a dressmaker, and
who shared his feeling, and they set up a lit-

tle business. It was in the market town close

by his own place.

"My people," said he, "were respectable,

and I got credit to start with
;
but I did not

know the ways of the trade. My old neigh-

bors used to drop in, and my wife and my-
self wished to be kindly, and wo had a deal

of treating, and this cost money, and we soon

ran behind in rent, in our bills, in every way.
" I could not bear to go down there, and we

managed to sell out, pay part, and promise the

rest, for our creditors knew who we were,

and we moved to Glasgow. Were you ever

in Glagow ?"

"Yes," I said, "I know Glasgow very well."
" Then you know how many mills and

works and shops it has, and how crowded the

people are together. You may think the

change it was to us to go into two rooms in

the High street—you may mind the High
street—and have nothing but these to our-

selves. But necessity has no law. I got
work, and we paid a little of our debt, and I

was getting a rise in wages, and we had two
nice childi-en. They have in Glasgow what
they call the Fair every July ; for a week lit-

tle work is done, pleasure is the only thing
;

and oh ! it is too often jileasure like that poor
i'ellow's drinking—men and women, aye, and
children. Whj-, I have seen men and women
in the broad daylight l.ying dead drunk on
Glasgow Green, and nobody seeming to mind
it. Somebody had to stay at the works this

week, and I was glad to earn the monej'.

At six I came home, meaning to take Bessie,

that was her name, a walk ; but when I came
home she was out, and the two children were
by theraselvea and crj'ing dreadfully. I did

the best I could, put them in bed, and went
to look for Bessie. I found her under the

—

I found her—like that man, only worse. She
did not know me—could not speak. The wo-
men with her were drunk, too.

"If somebody had run a knife into me it

could not have been so bad. Then I found
from the publican that it was not the first

time. I had bills to pay, and it was not the
last. I used to take a drink myself—not to be
drunk—but this stopped me. I never tasted

it again
;
please God, I never will.

" From that on it grew worse—money
bought little or nothing, it seemed. I had
no heart to work, no heart to come home, no
heart to look at the children

;
but I earned

and tried hard with Bessie. I got a minister
to come, got her promise against it, got her
clothes to go out, but it was no use ; if she
was doing better awhile, one of these drink-
ing times, when everybody seemed to go that
way, would come, and things would be as bad
as ever.

Then I thought if I left the place and came
to America it would be better, and she prom-
ised me it would. I saved the money. I sold

my watch, and we came. It was useless. It

seemed as if she had become another woman.
Her natural affection left her. She would take
the children's clothes and sell them for drink.

It made her mad, and it killed her. We had
a little boy, our baby, and she was found
dead, when I was at work, with the child

—

we called him Thomas, for mj father—sitting

on the floor by her, trying to waken hei'."

He took longer to tell this than I have done,
for he could not keep back the tears.

I expressed my sj'mpathy with him.

"Thank you, sir," ho said, "that's years

ago, but I can't forget it yet. Only there's

one thing, I never said a hard word to Bes-

sie, thank God; I never did," said he, and I

could well believe it, as I looked at the honest
face. "But oh! when I think of her going
before her Maker in that way I" he added,
with flowing tears.

"Well, I hope," I said, "the children will

bo a comfort to you."
There was a long pause before he spoke,

and then it was M'ith so much evident pain
that I regretted my words.

"One," said he, "the second, is; she is a

good child. The oldest is not steady; I can

do nothing with her, and my boy, the little

boy I told you about, can't be kept from
drink. That's my trouble now. I gave up
the place I had in Jersey, and I am going out
to Ohio, to a town where I am told liquor is

not to be had, to try and save him. It breaks
my heart a second time, and I can't altogether
blame him, for at the time I took some, and
his mother took too much, and it looks as if

it was put into his very nature, that he couldn't

help it. Ob, sir," said he, turning to me di-

rectly, and becoming eloquent in his vehe
ment feeling, " fathers and mothers ought to

be told that when they are drinking they are

putting the feeling into their children that
will ruin thom ; they will be scourged with
the whip they made themselves."

We parted with some words of hope to him,
some entreaty that he would not even j^et

lose heart, but believe in the Saviour from
sin, direct his children to Him, and get

strength from Him. -If he sees this page he
will know that I am trying to act on his

honest, true woi-ds. Oh ! that they could be
put into the ear and heart of men and women
in Ireland, in Scotland, where a "Glasgow
Fair" is a national disgrace, in England, in

America.

—

John Hall in the Episcopal Recorder.

When the children of Israel were taken to

Babylon, though it was the finest city in the
world, fifteen miles across, adorned with its

hanging gardens, its palaces, its temple of

Bolus, its orchards, its walks, and filled with
luxury, all that could attract the eye or please

the taste
;
yet they hanged their harps upon

the willows, and could not sing the Lord's
song in a strange land. But we find, that

when in the fiery furnace the thi-ee children

were walking in the midst of the flame, and
the fourth, like unto the Son of God, was with
them, then they sang a song of rejoicing,

which has been preserved for the instruction

of the Church in all ages. Thus it is with us.

Our Lord was made perfect through suff'ering;

it tracked his every footstep. As with the
Master, so with the servant. He forewarns
us that tribulation is the path to his kingdom,
the experience of his children confirms the
same. Let us not faint, then, nor be weary
He walks with us, as with the holy children
in the furnace ; we will join them in their song
of thanksgiving.

—

M. A. Schimmelpennick.

" There is no greater mistake," said Dr.
Bushnell, "than to suppose that Christians
can impress the world by agreeing with it.

No, it is not conformity we want; it is not
being able to beat the world in its own way
but it is to stand apart and above it, and to

produce the impression of a holy and separate
life. This only can give us a true Christian
power."

Religious Items, &c.

The Future of Islam.—The political and re

ligious connection of Morocco with the Sou

dan is a very close one, and, whatever ma;

be the future of the Meditei-ranean province

fronting the Spanish coast, it cannot be doubl

ed that the Moorish form of MohammedanisD
will be perpetuated in Central Africa. It i

there, indeed, that Islam has the best cei

tainty of expansion and the fairest field fo

a propagation of its creed. Statistics, if the;

could be obtained, would, I am convinced

show an immense Mohammedan progress witt

in the last hundred years among the negr

races. The Christian missionary makes hi

way slowly in Africa. He has no true broth

erhood to offer the negro except in anothe
life. He makes no appeal to a present sens

of dignity in the man he would convert. Wha
Christian missionary takes a negress to wife

or sits with the negro wholly as an equal a

meat? Their relations remain at best thos

of teacher with taught, master with servani

grown man with child. The Mohammeda
missionary from Morocco meanwhile stand

on a different footing. He says to the negro
" Come up and sit beside me. Give me you^

daughter and take mine. All who pronounc
the formula of Islam are equal in this worl

and in the next." In becoming a Mussulma;
oven a slave acquires immediate dignity. Thii

is a bribe in the hand of the preacher of tht

Koran, and one which has never appealed ii

vain to the enslaved races of the world. Cen

tral Africa is already said to count 10,000,00

Moslems.— The Fortnightly Review.

Transfer of Denomination.—The Moravia:

congregation which met in the building a

the corner of Twelfth and Oxford streeti

Philadelphia, has gone over to the Reforme
Episcopal fellowship. Some dissatisfactio

had existed with the subordination to th

General Synod of the Moravians which meet
once in ten years in Germany, Tind to th

Provincial Elders' Conference at Bethlchoiii

Pa. The meeting-house was erected almos

entirely by funds supplied by the wife of th

pastor, and the Conference required the titl

to be made over to them, which the trustee

refused.

Religious Equality in China.—The Nationo

Baptist states that formerly Chinese convert

to Christianity were compelled to pay taxe

for the support of idol-worship, repairing th

temples, &c. In 1862, the French Ministe

obtained an order exempting " the professor

of the Roman Catholic religion from givin

anything toward receiving the gods, idols

trous processions, theatrical performances, ir

cense offerings, and such like things."

This exemption did not extend to Pr(

testants. Last year the subject was brough
to the notice of James B. Angell, (Presider

of the University of Michigan) United State

Commissioner to China. He appealed to th

Chinese government, and as the result, thi

exemption is now made to apply to Pre

testants as well as Romanists.
In the treaty negotiated with China by th

Commission, one of the stipulations is, the

any American vessel carrying opium into th

Empire shall be forfeited to the Chinese go^

ernment.
Clifton Springs Sanitarium.—Dr. Foster, th

proprietor of this establishment, has execute
a deed conveyins; it rest of his estat

to a board of trustees representing differer
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jligious denominations. The object of the
anation which is valued at several hundred
lousand dollars, is the gratuitous treatment
r diseases of missionaries and ministers and
leir families, and teachers. The doctor re-

Tves the use of a dwelling during life for
mself and wife, and the right to draw an
nount, not exceeding $1000 per annum, from
e income of the estate, for his own sujjport.
A singular religious frenzy has broken out
Nicaragua. The people affected believe

emselves the recipients of Divine communi-
itions. Whenever a person feels the inspira-
bn of a "communication," he rushes to the
eeting-house and rings the bell, when the
hole population assenibles to hear the mes-
ge from on high.

For ' The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Importance of Pure Air.—The surest of al

bphylactics is active exercise in the open
. Air is a part of our daily food, and by
the most important part. A man can live
seven meals a week, and survive the warm
summer day with seven draughts of fresh

iter, but his supply of gaseous nourishment
to be renewed at least fourteen thousand

nes in twenty-four hours. Every breath
draw is a draught of fresh oxygen, every
ission of breath is an evacuation of gase-
excrements.
he purity of our blood depends chiefly on
purity of the air we breathe, for in the
oratory of the lungs the atmospheric air
brought into contact at each respiration
th the fluids of the venous and arterial
Items, which absorb it and circulate it

rough the whole body
; in other words, if

aan breathes the vitiated atmosphere of a
tory all dny, and of a close bed-room all

;ht, his life-blood is tainted fourteen thous-
1 times in the course of the twenty-four
urs with foul vapors, dust and noxious ex-
ations. We need not wonder, then, that
i^entilatcd, dwellings aggravate the evils
80 many diseases, or that pure air should
almost a panacea.
iunters and herders, who breathe the pure
of South American pampas, subsist for

rrs
on a diet which would endanger the

of a city dweller in a single month. It
I been repeatedly observed that individuals
attained to an extreme old age were gen-

lly poor peasants whose avocations re-
red daily labor in the open air, though
ir habits differed in almost every other re-
ct; also that the average duration of life

various countries of the Old WoHd depends
so much on climatic peculiarities or their
pective degree of culture as on the chief
lupations of inhabitants

; the starved Hin-
1 outlives the well-fed Parsee merchant,
unkempt Bulgarian enjoys an average

gevity of forty-two years to the West
itrian citizen's thirty-five.—Pojs. Science
nthly.

\licroscopic Investigations.—Duter, a Ger-
n scientist, has vividly demonstrated to
eye the circulation of the blood in the
nan body. The patient's head was fixed
% frame which supported a lamp and a mi-
scope. The lower lip was fastened to the
^e of the microscope by clips, the inner
face being uppermost ; a strong light and
microscope were brought to bear on the
face of the lip, and the wonderful proees-
i of the blood corpuscles through the mi-

nute capillaries plainly seen, the colorless
corpuscles appearing like white specks dot
ting the red stream.

Artiflri,,! A inhrr.—According to the C/wow-
ique hhhistri.Hr. considerable quantities of
beautiful uLijcris of artificial amber are now
being produced in Vienna, and sold as of real
amber. The substance employed is chiefly
colophony, or resin obtained by decomposi
tion of turpentine, though several other in

gredients are used to give it tbo requisite
qualities. The imitation is so perfect that
the product has the electric properties of true
amber. Ingenious manufacturers have even
ntroduced into the substance foreign bodies,
nsects, &c., to make similarity more striking.
Natural amber requires a temperature of
285° to 287° C. to fuse it, while the imitation
becomes liquid at a much lower temperatui-e.
Also, true amber is attacked but slightly by
ether or alcohol, and only after a long time,
whereas the other loses its profile on contact
with these liquids, and becomes rapidly soft.

Household Perils.—Under this head the
Boston Journal of Chemistry names several
dangerous substances which find their waj^
into households. There are two or three vol-
atile liquids used in families which are par-
ticularly dangerous, and must be employed,
if at all, with special care.

Benzine, ether and strong ammonia consti-
tute this class of agents. The two first-

named liquids are employed in cleansing
gloves and other wearing apparel, and in re-
oving oil stains from carpets, curtains, &c.

The liquids are highly volatile, and flash into
vapor as soon as the cork of the vial contain-
'ng them is removed. Their vapors are very
combustible, and will inflame at long distan-
ces from ignited candles or gas flames, and
consequently they should never be used in

the evening when the house is lighted.

Explosions of a very dangerous nature wil
occur if the vapor of these liquids is permit
ted to escape into the room in considerable
quantity. In view of the great hazard of
handling these liquids cautious housekeepers
will not allow them to be brought into their
dwellings, and this course is commendable.
As regards ammonia, or water of ammonia,

it is a very powerful agent, especially the
stronger kinds sold by druggists. An acci-

dent in its use has recently come under our
notice, in which a young lady lost her life

from taking a few drops through mistake.
Breathing the gas under certain circum-

stances causes serious harm to the lungs and
membranes of the mouth and nose. It is an
agent much used at the present time for
cleansing purposes, and it is unobjectionable
if proper care is used in its employment. The
vials holding it should be kept' apart from
others containing medicines, kc., and rubber
stoppers to the vials sIkiuIiI be nscd.

Oxalic acid is considciiiMy riiiployed in

families for cleansing brass and copper uten-
sils. This substance is highly poisonous, and
must be kept and used with great caution.
In crystalline structure it closely resembles
sulphate of magnesia or Epsom salts, and
therefore frequent mistakes are made and
lives lost.

Every agent which goes into families among
inexperienced persons should be kept in a
safe place, labeled properly, and used with
care.

The Power of Mothers.—I was in the com-
pany of a talented Christian lady when a
friend said to her, "Why have you never
written a book ?"

" I am writing two" was the quiet reply.
" Have been engaged on one for ten years,
the other five."

" You surprise me," cried the friend. " What
profound works they must me !"

" It doth not yet appear what we shall be,"
was her reply

;
" but when He makes up his

jewels my great ambition is to find them
there."

" Your children ?" I said.
" Yes, my two children

; they are my life
work."

I rejoiced to hear this Christian mother's
outspoken words of love and faith, and said
'n my heart, if all mothers builded over against
their own house in this manner what would
there be for reformers ?

—

Congregationalist.

THE FSIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH .5, 1 881.

lays since a letter from
iiinvinced of the truth
li\- Friends, chiefly by

If heaven is lost, all is lost.

We received
one who has In

of the prinrijilc

the perusal nl' the writings of its earlier mem-
bers. The doctrines and practices to which
those writings bear testimony agreed with
the teachings of the Spirit in his own heart;
and he felt himself in unity with the people
who held the same views and were led in the
same path as our worthy predecessors in
religious in-ofession. Living in a situation
where no Friends reside, he has had bat lit-

tle opportunity of personal intercourse with
any under our name.

It is interesting to notice the effect pro-
duced on the mind of such an one, uninflu-
enced by any of the prejudices or preposses-*
sions which are apt to grow up where doctri-
nal controversy exists, when made acquainted
with the diversity of views and practices
which are to be found in our borders. It is,

perhaps, the nearest approach we can have
to the judgment which would be given on the
matters at issue by George Fox, liobert Bar-
clay, and other authors of that period, whose
writings have in measure moulded his opin-
ions, if it were possible now to appeal to
those ancient worthies.

The letter of our correspondent may help
to show some how their actions affect the
minds of others.

My attention has hccn rather forcibly drawn to
the strange position occupied by the "progressive
or modern (^ua]<iis," liy receiving a few days ago a
copy of the -/''//'//'/.<' !!< ri, h\ containing au account
of a meeting held in tlie State of Indiana during
Ninth month, and called lndiaiia Yearly Meeting.
This article, which had Keen inaik.d for niy espe-

il attention, together witli "Western Friends in
lurt," now appearing- in " The Friend," have not
h'll to leave their impression on my heart. To
e who lias so recently heeome convinced of the

truth as held by Friends—truth as held, taught and
])ractised by Fox, Peuu, Barclay, and all the early
Friends—it seems strange, almost unaccountably
trange, that people who have so little in common
with those Friends who fir.st united to form a reli-

gious society, should still adhere to the name. My
knowledge of Friends, as thou art aware, has been
derived almost entirely from reading their standard
writings ; but from the knowledge tlius obtained it

appears to me that any unprejudiced mind must see

that the Reformed Friends, as some love to style
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them, bave sadly departed from some of the very

foundation principles of their fathers. Should an

article appear in " The Friend," professing to give

an account of a meeting among the early Friends in

England, in which it should be stated that the ex-

ercises were opened by the reading of the 53d chap-

ter of Isaiah, by William Penn, after which the

whole congregation united in singing a hymn, and

that then prayer was offered by George Whitehead,

after which George Fox spoke from a certain pas-

sage of Scripture, these modern Friends would be

as prompt as any to pronounce it a fabrication. But

if such things were once inconsistent with Friends'

manner of worship, why should they not be now ?

I am surprised that any minister among Friends

should make the statement that " waiting upon the

Lord is doing his will," without explaining that we

can only know the Divine will as we wait, m the

silence of all carnal reasoning, to hear that voice

which speaketh inwardly. I said these things were

almost unaccountably strange, for I think my experi-

ence of eleven years in the ministry of a church

practising a stated form of worship, during which I

was at times grasping after the true spiritual nature

. of worship, has opened my eyes to the danger aris-

ing from a desire in man to do something—which

desire, if yielded to, will lead to an activity which is

carnal, and by which the Master can never be glori

iied. I cannot think that the eleven years to which

I have referred were entirely without profit. The
Master had compassion upon my ignorance,

granted seasons of precious heavenly visitation, and

as the truth concerning the nature of true spiritual

worship opened to my mind, I felt I was commis-

sioned to show the same to the people, and I hope

that teaching has not been without its effect. But

because of these occasional seasons of heavenly visi

tation, shall I return to a formal worship ? No, I

have been shown a more excellent way. And while

I would not in any sense despise the human in

strument, of whom the Master is pleased to make
use, yet it hath been shown to me, in the language

of John, in his first epistle, " Ye need not that any

man teach you, but as the iixme anointing teacheth

you all things, and is truth and is no lie."

Perhaps thou wilt think I write rather freely and

energetically for one who is not a member of the

Society, but I love the Society, and more,

principles on which it was founded, and that spirit

'

which animated its first members.
I think these modern departures in matters of

worship, &c., will be over-ruled to the benefit of the

Society and the praise of our Divine Master. While

it rends the Society, I have confidence that it will

stir up many who believe and love the principles of

tlie fathers, to wait for the same spiritual anointing

which they had. Thus the whole Society will be

aroused to a new spiritual life. I hope thou wilt

not think me despondent over the state of things.

I am hopeful and trustful, although humbled.

I feel like exclaiming: Let all the earth keep

silence before the Lord ; or in the language of Scrip-

ture: "Be silent, O all flesh, before the Lord!"

Zech. ii. 13.

tion of P'ricnds visiting that State, that ii\cot-

\ of Friends are held at San Jose, and in

the new City Hall at San Francisco—the

latter at 11 o'clock on First-days only.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.— Ex-Governor Morgan, of New

York, having declined the Secretaryship of the Trea-

sury, the President nominated and the Senate confirmed

Charles J. Folger. of New York, to be Secretary of the

Treasury. Thomas L. James, of New York, to be Post-

master General (to succeed himself,) and Frank Hatton,

of Iowa, to be First Assistant Postmaster General, to

succeed Tyner, resigned, have also been confirmed by

the Senate, as were also a considerable number of other

nominations of the President. The extra session of the

Senate closed on Seventh-day.

Copious rains have fallen in Virginia, New York
and the interior of this State, and nearly all the streams

e reported to be rising.

Sixteen young Indians, half of them girls, and all,

with one exception, members of Sitting Bull's tribe,

have arrived at the normal school at Hampton, Va.

The steamer Gilchrist, which left Davenport, Iowa,

on Fifth-day night last week, for a trip up the Missis-

sippi, with a valuable cargo and fifteen passengers and

a crew of thirteen, became disabled by the breaking of

her cam rods, soon after leaving the wharf, and was

dashed against the Government bridge connecting

Davenport and Kock Island. The boat, on striking

the bridge, careened, the weights fell oil' the_ safety

valves, and the steam from the boiler rushed into the

saloon, scalding many of the passengers. The boat

drifted with the swiftcurrentdown the stream and sank
known to be lost.

Our attention has been called to a remark
appended to an account of Ohio Yearly Meet-

ing, on page 79 of our journal, which speaks

of epistolary correspondence. as being " more
important to our own Yearly Meeting than it

is to that of Ohio." This sentence has been

regarded by some of our readers as implying

a comparison between these two Yearly Meet-

ings as to their religious weight, &c. As no

thought of the kind was in the mind of the

writer, it did not occur to him that the ex

pressions used could be so understood. The
motive that prompted the remark was th

belief, that the advantages to be derived from

the open and unmistakable reaffirming of our

real position, as shown b}' the official record

of our Yearly meeting, would be greater to

ourselves than they would be to &wj one else.

Our friend, John Bell, of San Jose, Cali

fornia, desires us to mention for the informa

Of the 28 persons on board, 17

is stated that the boat was not fit for passenger service,

and that the crew, at the time of the disaster, were under

the influence of liquor.

The Mississippi river continued to rise on Second-

day at Quincy, Illinois, and was 19 feet above low w.iter

mark the same night. The Hood is the heaviest ever

known at this season of the year, and has only been ex-

ceeded by the great spring freshet of 1861. All rail-

road travel south and west from Quincy remains sus-

pended, except on the Hannibal and St. Joseph road,

all the levees in the neighborhood being broken and

the low lands completely flooded. All the inhabitants

of the Sny Valley have moved to the high grounds or

taken refuge in Quincy. People living north of Bur-

lington liave lost heavily in crops and live stock, and

have been driven from their houses to the uplands.

The town of Alexandria is completely inundated, and

many of its inhabitants have gone to Warsaw and Keo-

kuk for safety.

Two-thirds of the village of Edgefield, South Caro-

ina, was destroyed by fire on Seventh-day night. Only

three stores remain in the business section. The loss

i estimated at S-100,000. The fire started in a stable,

ud is attributed to incendiarism

The whalers Atlantic and Hunter have arrived at

San Francisco from the Arctic Sea. They saw nothing

of either the Jeannette or the Rogers.

Two immense icebergs were seen from St. Jol

Newfoundland, on Seventh-day, moving southward.

The Mechanics' National Bank of Newark, New
Jersey, was closed on Second-day, in consequence of

the wickedness of its cashier, Oscar L. Baldwin. The
latter made a confession to the Directors on First-day,

and, it is said, informed them that " nothing was left of

the resources of the bank except its building, which is

worth about $50,000." The amount embezzled by Bald-

win is stated at $2,400,000. It was sunk in stock specu-

lation, and, it is said, in sustaining the morocco manu-
facturing firm of 0. Nugent & Co. The share of the

latter, however, was small, being only about $150,000.

Cashier Baldwin and Christopher Nugent have been

arrested and held in $25,000 bail each.

The railways of the United States report gross earn-

ings of $615,000,000 and net $256,000,000 for 1880,

showing that $360,000,000 was paid out for wages and

supplies.

There were 341 deaths in this city last week, being

the same number as occurred during the previous week,

and 44 more than during the corresponding week of

last year. Of the whole number 179 were males, and

162 females: 60 died of consumption, 23 of typhoid

fever, 19 of marasmus, and 15 of diphtheria.

Markets, &C.—15. S. 3J's, 101} a lOlJ ; 4J's, 113}

;

4's, 116}; currency 6's, 132.

Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice in

price or demand. Sales of middlings are reported at

lU a 12| cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7| cts. for export, and

8^ a 8| cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour was dull and lower. Sales of 1600 barrels, in-

cluding Minnesota extras, at ?7.50 a $7.75 for clear, and

at $7.75 a $8 for straight; Pennsylvania extra family

$6.75 a $7 ; western do. do. at $7.60 a $8, and

patents at $8.26 a $9. Rye flour is steady at $6.

Grain.—Wheat is inactive and 3c. per bushel lower.

Sales of 4400 bushels red and amber at $1.39 a $1.42.
|

Rye is lower, and quoted at $1.06 for Pennsylvania,

Corn is dull and easier. Sales of 8000 bushels, includ-

ing yellow, at 71 cts. ; mixed at 70S a 71 cts. ; steamei

at 70 cts. ; No. 3 at 70 cts., and rejected at 69 cts. Oati

are in fair demand, but steady. Sales of 9500 bushels

including white at 50i a 52 cts., and rejected and mixed

at 48 i a 49 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 10th mo
29th, 1881.—Loads of hay, 316; loads of straw, 65

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.3?

to $1.45 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.25 to $1.35 pei

100 pounds ; Straw, $1.10 to $1.20 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in fair demand, and prices were s

fraction higher; 4000 head arrived and sold at the dif

ferent yards at 3 a 6J cts. per pound, the latter rate foi

extra.

Sheep were lower : 14,000 head sold at the differen
I

yards at 2\ a 5^ cts., and lambs at 3J a 8 cts. per lb.
_

Hogs were rather lower ; 5000 head sold at the dit

ferent yards at 7^ a 10} cts. per lb., as to quality.

Foreign.—William Harcourt, speaking at Glasgow

on the 25th ult., after receiving the freedom of the citj

said that both the late and the present Government

were reluctant to proceed at an early stage against th i

Land League, because it was not desirable to suppres^

what pretended to be a constitutional agitation, especi
{

ally if connected with a real grievance : but when suci

It an agitation avowed illegal ends, no Government woul

fail to be supported in any and all measures it migh

take for the safety of society. The tiisk, he said, wa

difiicult and painful, but the Government, having s(
]

its hand to the plough, they might rely upon its ncl

turning back.
, • t , 1

A number of arrests bave been made in Irelam

under the coercion act.

Gambetta, speaking at Bolbec, in the department i

the Seine-Inferieure, said that all interesU should ha

monize under the Republic. The democrats

abjure their envy and mistrust of the superior classes

Gatineau, member of the Chamber of Deputies for (1

Department of Eure-et-Loire, presided over a meetit

in Paris ou the 24th ult., which, after a speech by Let

Chotteau, unanimously adopted a proposal to demai

the abrogation of the decree against the importation

American pork into France. Representations ha

been made to Gambetta in the same sense.

The Times correspondent at St. Petersburg says i

question of Jewish emigration to America is still a su

ject of concern to the Russian Government. It is stat

that another attempt is to be made to turn the Je'

into peasant farmers and settle them in the provint

of Kherson and Ekaterinoslav.

A fire at Manila, in the Philippine Islands, on Nin

mo. 15th, caused a loss of $1,000,000.

CORRECTION.—In essay " Excessive Dissipatioi

in last (12th) No. of "The Friend," p. 91, for iouqt

read ftanqnet.

THE CORPORATION OF HAVERFORD COl
LEGE.

An adjourned Annual Meeting of "The Corporati

of Haverford College" will be held in the Committ

room. Arch Street Meeting-hou.se, Philadelphia,

Fifth-day, Eleventh month 17th, 1881, at 3 o'clock p.

Edward, Bettle, Jr., Secretary

Died, Tenth month 8th, 1881, Lydia Ann, wife

Samuel B. Smith, a member and overseer of Gurni
"

?'Preparative and Flushing Monthly Meeting, a^ed

years 9 months and 21 days. This dear Friend wa

faithful wife, a loving mother and a kind neighb

She bore a long, and at times, a very painful illn

with true Christian patience ; remarking near her cl<

that if it was the Master's will she would be glad to

And we trust and believe that through redeeming I

and mercy her end was peace.

, on the 16th ult., at his residence in this c

Benjamin H. Coates, M. D., in the 84th year of

age, a member of Monthly Meeting of Friends of PI

adelphia.

^IjLIJamIeiT PILE7PRIN'rER,

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Notes of Travel.

CContimied from page gS.)

)he town of Beading is beautifully located
I valley or basin among the high hills on
eastern side of the Schuylkill river.

; was laid out by Thomas and Richard
n, who in selling lots reserved a quit-rent,
ch subsequently became a source of dis-

e between the purchasers and themselves.
3g meeting-house built by Friends in 1751,
iid to have been the first place of worship
ted in the town. After the separation of
r, the meeting ceased to be held, and
mds of Exeter Monthly Meeting sold their
rest in the property for a moderate sum,
ch has been invested ; and the fund is

/he possession of that Monthly Meeting,
le 3'ears ago the meeting was revived

; and
few Friends residing in the town meet in
nted room, which is large and airj'.

cveral public meetings were held in this
n, as well as in various places in the sur-
ding country. At one of these, which
been favored with the presence of the
Master, a woman was present who seems

lave been much impressed with what she
fd and felt there. She afterwards spoke
t to one of her friends. It was the last

ting for worship she attended
; for she was

sn sick soon after it Avas held, and in about
weeks was removed bj' death; she made,
as thought, a peaceful close. This occur-
;e was calculated to awaken serious re-

tions, and lead to self-examination as to
ither the service required by the Head of
Church had been fully and honestly dis-

rged.

rorn Rea^ding, the road northward winds
)ng the mountain ranges which furnish
n abundant supplies of anthi-acite coal,

le of the narrow and steep ravines are
ised on trestle-work, from which the travel-
nay look down to the ground 125 or more
below him. This is rather startling to
whose nerves are weak ; but the ever-

ting views of mountain and valley which
sent are grand and beautiful. We greatly
^yed the ride between Reading and Cata-
sa, M'here we emerged on the North Branch
he Susquehanna river,

'rem the narrative ofMoses Roberts, which
iroposo inserting in another number of
ie "Notes," a meeting of Friends appears

to have been held in the neighborhood of the Jenkins, and two days before that carried off
present town of Catawissa, as early as 1775. several people from about Wyominn-. This
The town itself was laid out in 1787, by VVil-^has struck such terror to the poor scattered
ham Hughes, a member of our Society who inhabitants of this county, that all the settlers
had removed from Berks county. The vener-| above this will be in the towns of Sunbury
able Margaret Plowman, who is still living, in

|

and Northumberland before two days. Our
the Olst year of her age, and whose father 'ease is really deplorable."
was half-brother to this William Ihighcs, On the 9th of the same month, William
.statcs(under dateof OHi mo. 2(i(h, ISs] i.' t liat Muelay writes to the Council : "Col. Hunter
It was originally called IliiMhc'slmri;-. Imi( ali.T- iliis moment calls on me. A fourth party of
wards the Indian name ut i_'atuwis.sa wa.-i I Indians struck last night at 9 o'clock, at his
adopted. plantation on the west branch of Susque-

Iii the reports sent up to the Yearly Meet- hanna, about 15 miles from this place. A
ing in 1780, from Philadelphia Quarter, it is man and child were killed, and a woman
stated that in one case a meeting had not been taken. We do not know the strength of this
kcjit up; "it^ being a new settlement on thelpart}'. The in"
frontiers of Pennsylvania, called Catawessa,
most of the Friends having been violently
seized and drove from their habitations by a
number ofarmed men, and some of them com-
mitted to prison on unjust suspicions, so that
the meeting is for the present wholly discon-
tinued."

The outrage on these Friends was only one
of a long series to which our members were
exposed during the stormy period of the revo-
lution. Feeling themselves conscientiously
bound to obey the government under which
thej' had lived, they could take no part in

opposing it by force of arms
; nor could they

make affirmation of allegiance to the revolu-
tionary authorities. Hence many of them
were called on to suffer bj' fine and imprison-
ment, for conscience sake.

The Catawissa Friends wei-e living in a
peculiarly exposed condition. The peojile

along both branches of the Susquehanna river
were greatly harassed bj' attacks from the
Iroquois Indians and their allies, the refugees
from the Colonies who were under British in-

fluence.

It was to check these incursions, that, in

1779, an armyunder General Sullivan lunl col-

lected at Easton, marched thi-oii^li \\'\-omiiio-

Valley, laid waste the home of the Six Nation
in Central New York, and driven the Indian
to seek protection from the British troops at
Fort Niagara. But this destructive cam-
paign brought little relief to the settlers in

Northumberland county. War parties were
continually fitted out at Fort Niagara; and
coming through the wilderness, carried death
and destruction to the isolated settlers over a
wide range of frontier country. It was in this

year (1780) that Benjamin Gilbert's family
were carried away captives from Northamp-
ton county. The Pennsylvania Archives eon-
tain abundant evidences of the distress occa-
oned by these attacks, and of the consequent

unsettlement of the people, as is shown by the
letters to the Governor of Pennsylvania from
Sunbury and other places.

Under date of " April 2d, 1780," Col. Hunter
writes :

" The savages have made their ap-
pearance on our frontiers in an hostile man-
ner. The day before yesterday they took
7 or 8 prisoners about two miles above Fort

habitants have been flying this
week past. I believe there will not be one
family in Northumberland town before to-
morrow morning. I will not attempt describ-
ing our distress."

On the 17th another letter mentions that
one man had been killed and three wounded
by the Indians at Swarfs plantation on the
west branch.
On the 18th of 5th month, a writer from

Northumberland says: "The savage enemy
made a stroke on the inhabitants of this much
distressed county at Butfalo Valley, and killed
four men."
The settlers at Catawissa appear to have

been left unmolested by the Indians. This
was probably due, in part at least, to the repu-
tation which Friends had acquired as lovers
of peace, who abstained iVoni all warlike ])ro-

ceedings; and of bcin-- iVicnds to the natives,
whose rights they i-cspcctcil and used per-
sistent efforts to protect. But this exemption
from attack awakened the jealou.sy of neigh-
boring settlements, which were in too irritable

and excited a condition to form a just judg-
ment, or to properly weigh the efl'ect of the
principles of peace and good will to men.
Thvy placctl greater reliance on military op-
rialions >timulated by the reward offered by
the rcv(jlutionarjr government of Pennsyl-
vania of "$1500 for every Indian or Tory
prisoner taken in arms against us, and $1000
for ever3' Indian scalp."

On what insufficient t,'rnnnds the jieaccablc

inhal.itanlsorCalawi^.a uviv a.M.,,^,.,i of hold-

atid Indians, will aiqjcar from the following
documents forwarded to the Supreme Execu-
tive Council, and preserved among the Ar-
chives of the State.

Deposition of Henry O'Neill, 1780.

North'd Co. ss.

Personally appeared before me the subscriber, one
of the Justices of the peace for the county affs'''

Henry O'Neil, and after being duly sworn "as the
law directs, deposeth that ou the 24th inst._, being in
company with Peter Simerman at Catawisse Mill,

and as they were engaged in repairing the Mill pond
heard two whistles as they supposed ou the Charger
of a Gun, but took no notice but soon heard an In-

dian hallo and saw him wave his hand as though he
wanted them ; this Dep' asked the Indian what he
wanted, the Indian asked if Ellis Hughs was there.
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Ilu-hs
sk.Ml if

this Dep' answered no, he then a<kr(

was there, this Dep' iuhwi ro I no. h,-

it was tories that lived ai ihr Mil!. I'elia Simcnnun
answered not but that it was Yaukies, llieii tiic In-

dian answered aye—aye—twice and did not seem
well pleased took up his Gun and went up the hill,

then this Dep' returned and Simerman asked if they

would load the Canoe, O'Neil answered not, he then

asked this Dep' if they would tell that they saw an

Indian, to which this Dep' answered yes.

Heney X O'Neil,

Sworn and suiiscrilu'd lieture me this 27th day of

August, A. D.iiii. 178(1.

Tho. Hewitt.

Thomas Hewitt to Pees. Reed, 1780.

August 29, 1780.

Sr, Inclosedyou havethe Coppy of Henry O'Neil's

Deposition, taken Before me in the presence of a

number of the respectable Inhabitants of North'ii

County, which Evidently shews the Dismal situation

of this County from the number of Di^alliHird per-

sons in it. The Deposition of Henry ( )'.\iik lou.iher

with the former Conduct of a Number (jI ilie la-

babitants of Catawisse and the places adjaeeni , f. .rnis

a Long Chain of Circumstances, that they luM and
always holds a Correspondence with the Knciny,

who, from their situation, being surrounded with

Mountains on the one side, and the North East
Branch of Susquehanna on the other. Gives them an
opportunity of holding a treasonable Correspondence
with the Enemy without Discovery ; they have lived

peaceably at home in the most Dangeroas times,

Ne.2;roe3 and other suspected strangers being fre-

quently seen among them. Every Incursion the

Enemy has made into this County and all thr l»is-

aliected families in this fly there for pr(ii((ii.in,

whilst the well-aifeoted areoblidged toEvacuaU' i\\r

County, or shut themselves up in Garrison. I'.y ihe

Confession of Ellis Hughes, he wont no io W yonj-

ing with XI flagg when the Enemy wa< in |i(i"i-.>ion

of that place; by the Confession of ( 'as|,cr Ki ancy,

Duncan Beetb and Others, that they weri' mi it io

Niagara by David Fowler and Others, the Inliabit-

ants of Catawisse and Fishing Creek; The Imliaii

that Came in a peaceable manner to that place last

Spring ; together with many more Sircumstances
that might be produced.

I therefore Humbly request the favour of you to

Lay this accusation before Council, hoi)in.i,^ the
Hon"'' Council will Grant such relief in the prciuisis

as they in their wisdom shall think proper,

y most Ob' Humble Ser',

Thomas Hewitt.
J. W.

(To be continued.)

Popular Quakerism.

Any attempt to popularize Quakerism or to

make it palatable and inviting to the unre-

newed mind, will, so far forth, be simply to

kill it. The Omnipotent Author of the Chris-
tianity He himself came to introduce, made
no abatement in the requisitions of his will in

order to gain converts or win to his standard.
The great work of the religion of Jesus is the
subjugation of the fleshly will in man; sub-
mission to his cross; and, through the obedi-
ence which is of faith, the formation of a new-
creature in the place of the carnal mind of the
fallen Adam. This involves a change of heart
and life ; a baptism com]iai'able to tire and the
Holy Ghost, It calls fur deep plunges in the

laver of regeneration ; and such a crncitixion

of tho natural will and affections as to make
it to the last turned from and rejected until,

as in the beginning, the Spirit of Cod moves
upon our dark hearts, and He says, Let there
be light ;" or until the Father of mercies draws,
through a sweet and loving obedience to his

dear Son, into heavenly union and a closer

walk with Him.
Entertaining those views, the writer has

been fearful lest tho widespread religious ac-

tivity of the present day, was not duly au-

thorized, neither leavened by tho renewing
of the Holy Ghost and by prayer. While
some of those thus engaged, there can be no
doubt, have a worthy motive, and while that

motive at its first presentation may seem a

plausible one, such, meanwhile, should ever

bear in mind that in every religious work the
incontrovertible truths enunciated by thcfore-

runner of Christ and by that Divine Law-
giver himself have lost none of their applica-

bility or force, viz : "A man can receive (or

take unto himself) nothing, except it be given

him from heaven ;" and, " Without (or apart

from) me ye can do nothing." Now, bearing in

mind that it is often much easier to enter upon
some professedly pious labors, than to submit
ourselves to the transforming discipline of the
grace and cross of Christ, is there not cause
for grave fears, that at such a time of weak-
ness and outwardness as this, when the church
is draped in garments of mourning, or has
tli'il for safety into the wilderness, that un-

saiictitied efforts may be made, like to putting
forth the hand unbidden, as in the case of

Uzzah, to stay the tottering ark ? and who
may cry, "Lo, here is Christ; or lo, he is

there ;" yea, even as is written, '' Show signs

and wonders to deceive, if it were possible, the

very elect?" Is there not danger also of our
presuming that a revival has been inaugu-
rated, where the chief end thereof seems but
to lead back to what our forefathers in the
'I'liilh were, bj- the Spirit of Christ, led out
from ?—a revival not warranted in the fol

lowers of a Saviour, who calls all his to that

watchful, waiting, prayerful, importuning
state, represented by the precept, "As the
eyes of servants look unto the hand of their

masters, and as the eyes of a maiden unto
the hand of her mistress; so our eyes wait
upon the Lord our God," &c. Is there not
danger at such a time, of our substituting
scinlilanccs of the truth for the Truth itself?

oiaiicnipting to bridge over the narrow way
of ^ell(lcnial and a cross that crucifies to the
world, in order to make it more easy and in-

viting to the natural mind? Is there not
danger, too, of making means so plausible,

unto an end so desirable, stand prox}' for those
" sacrifices of sweet smelling savor" made, of

old, by fire unto the Lord, which involved an
entire change in, or destruction of the obla-

tion ofl'ered? In short, is there not danger
of forsaking tho fountain of living water, for

cisterns of man's device that can hold no
water ?

If the heart is not right in the sight of our
Holy Head and High Priest without whom
we can do nothing, it will be in vain to sa}^,
' We have eaten and drunk in thy presence

;

and thou hast taught in our streets." That
which the dear JM aster requires for the build

ing up of his spiritual house, is lively stones
—humble, contrite, penitent, passive, prayer-
ful hearts—"an holy priesthood, to offer up
spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus
Christ." The Church wants workmen and
workwomen who are experimental witnesses
of thetruth as it is in Jesus ; those whose eyes
Inivo seen, and whose hands have handled of
the word of life. She needs such as are skil

ful in lamentation, and who are willing to
suffer for Him who endured so much for them
—for all—and who was himself made perfect
through suffering. While there are those who
seem willing to do much for the cause of Truth,

they neither manifest a willingness to .^

for it, and thus to know Christ and " the f

lowship of his sufferings being made confori

able to his death," nor to separate from
that hinders its vitality, spread and growt
That which is wanted is more living, prac

cal examples of what genuine Quakeris
leads into,—more of the denial of self—mo
of giving up all for Christ—more of not lovii

our lives unto the death—more of inwardne
—more of the life of righteousness—mo
unction from the Holy One—more of tb

precious .gem, humility—more obedience

the Spirit of truth which leadeth into i

truth.

Did not thesecretof the success of the ear

Friends in influencing and stirring the heati

of others as well as of their own spiritual i

tainments, very much lie, next to tho gre

outpouring of the Holy Ghost or of pow
from on high, in their thorough dedication •

and espousal of tho cause of Christ with t

continually operating example they set, th

at whatever cost, they were in earnest in t

unwearied pursuit after eternal life? Th
counted not their lives dear unto themselvf

and prefered persecution, prisons, the loss

their estates, with every temporal thing, raiij

er than give up their testimony for Truth,

their fidelity to Him who had bought th(

with the costly sacrifice of suffering and
blood. What would be the effect to-day.,

the successors of such a noble ancestry w(

to unfurl the banner Jhese so nobly bore.

" holiness unto the Lord ;" having the sai

inscribed in living characters upon their da

lives and conversation ? What, were thi

living epistles for Christ known and read

all men? Would there not be a stir in o

camp, as in that of Dan formerly ? Wot
not the leaven of the kingdom work as in t

early day, when not from an afldicted renins

only but from the whole of the people, woi

go forth the inviting language,- " Come a

have fellowship with us," for "ourfellowsl

is with the Father, and with his Son, Jes

Christ."

Were this our condition, there would be

need of getting up expedients of our o'

manufacture, like to patching up a remed
no sewing of fig-leaves together to cover c

known nakedness ; no putting " a piece of n

(raw or unwrought) cloth unto an old g
ment," whereby "the rent is made \vors(

but instead thereof, a getting down to 1

root of things in ourselves, and realizing tl

indispensable transformation, consisting

child-like submission to the yoke and i

sufficient grace of the Lord Jesus.

The sentiment has been ventured, wt
allusion has been made to the reduced con

tion of some meetings, to the effect that,

that is needed to restore primitive vigor
them, is First-day schools. Can First-c

school teachings renew a lost soul, or engr
into Christ the living Vine. Wo want sor

thing deeper; something vital an<l hes

searching; something that has unction ab(

it; something that not only teaches ab(

Christ but baptizes, renews and makes al

in Him. First-daj' schools for acquiring

knowledge of Holy Scripttire have their us

particularlj' in respect to those who, oth

wise, would not come to the knowledge
their precious doctrines and precepts. P
commended Timothy in that "From a cb

thou hast known the Holy Scriptures,"

But after any have attained all the knowlec
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can of the letter and text of tliis book of
?, there still remains the indispensable

juisite—the illuminations of the IlolySpirit
Christ to open them to our understandings.

11 searching or study of them will avail
t little, even though we become as mightj-
i eloquent in them as Apollos was, unless
)j are instrumental in loading us to their
sat Author and Teacher—their aim and end
n order that we may s.it at his feet as little

Idren, and experience the grace that came
Him to lead us into all truth. The knowl-
re of truth is very desirable

; but it is Truth
ilf, brought home to, and received into the
irt, that saves. Thus our blessed Lord
ji to the Jews :

" Ye search the scriptures

;

lin them ye think yc have eternal life
; and

y are thej^ which testify of me. And ye
not come to me, that ye might have life."

aluable as these sacred records are, they
h other things of the Spirit of God cannot
received or comijrebendcd by the natural
n; "for they are foolishness unto him:
ther can he know them, because they are
ntually discerned." Written for our learn
by holy men of old " as they were moved
the Holy G'host," it requires a measure of
same heavenly anointing, in order to un-
itand and savingly apply them for our

Ik' r.illowiiio- is iV.ini the pel

nicl..,ls,.,.il,ouiil..(lK. kingd
'iiias Sca(UTi;-<)<Hl: 'All our

character have been of frequent occun-enee.
At Leisigen, on the lake of Thun, near Intor-
laken, a land-slip of most extraordinary char-
artcT has lnon in jjrogress for some time past.
'Flic iiiiAciiu'iit of the mountain is hardly
prrt'cptililr, yet it is gradually burying the
village out of sight. Several houses are
already covered with mud and stone from the
moving hills, and though the best efforts are
being made, it is ii„t possililc to save the

ire h'niii (lest niclicjii. At one time it was
ir.'.l that the same danger I liivalcned Grin-
hvajil.laiiioiislorils ..laricrs. I.iit t'ortmiatelv

vill; Ah

ycd by mud and sloiic-slips IVom the
surrounding mountains. At Krithal, in the
Canton Basle, the same destruction has come
upon many an acre of good land. In one
case an extensive wood slipped from the
mountains upon the meadows in question,

d strange to relate, the trees are still

standing intact, as though they grew where
they are.

But these and many other minor misfor-
tunes of a similar character which might be
elated, are as nothing compared to the ter-

ible calamity which has fallen upon this

of that
^mofhra

If th

once lovely village of Elm. Three thousand
and odd feet above the level of the sea, it

nestled half in the valley, half clinging to the
liillsidc in a deep basin formed by great
mountain peaks which towered above. Three
"ell sized brooks, coming from the glacieivs

comparatively near at hand, united above
the village to form the little river Sernf.

which flowed through it to the lowlands far

away. For years past the inhabitants of tht
Sernf Valley have found in the extensive

,
slate quarries of the Tschingelaln or Flatten

I
not a great appearance of doing, and say- berg, one of their chief sources' of revenue

M'Lord, Lord;' but doing and sufferinn- the The ber^ or nionntain in question rises to a
lofGod. This mysterious work isconfound-'l,eii;lit of several ihuusand feet just behind
to man's wisdom and activity I Lord, keep

: what was tin' villa-e. It is composed, as the
feetfromshdinginslipperyplaces—grant event has proved, of a loose, scaly material
power, mercy and love to go with me, exceedingly liable tp crack and give way.

lus, in l,is],oweran.l str
:teil for by active man, less woukl be done

) li|iearance, but what ivas done would be
:io to more effect; the Lord will bless his
|i work. Not thousands of rams, nor ten
lieands of rivers of oil are what is wanted,
not a great appearance of doing, and say-
'Lord, Lord ;' but doing and suffering the

t I may move with it, and staj^ with it.

hy seed under suffering—is religion low
iiget men ? Grant ability to say in sin-

ty, Where thou art, there let thy servant
even if it is in suffering and death."

Into the base of this crumbling and treacher-
ous mountain the quarrymen of Elm dug in

former j^ears without any regard to the laws
of science or the simplest principles of en-
gineering. Recently they have been more
cautious, but their caution came too late. In

Land-Slips in Switzerland.
^ word, they cut away the foundations of the

^ mountain, and at last, as a natural conse-
_ correspondent of the New York T/mes'quence, it has fallen upon them. That there
;ing from the scone of destruction, under! was some danger of a land-sHp from the
s of 9th mo. 19th, describes the disaster Flatten herji- has long been known in Elm.
h befell the village of Elm a few days Within the |iast three or four months slight
•e. Though the most destructive of the 'falls of stone and mud have been of frequent
slips occurred there, yet it was only one |oeeu]-renee after heavy rains, yet the people
svcral which have taken place in Switzer- never for a moment thought of leaving the
the present season,

Large tracts of country have been inun-
id by incessant rains and the overflow of
intain streams. The famous road from
tigny to Chamouny has frequently been
issable. Whole sections of it have given
,and suddenly, without warning, dropped
the valley, thousands of feet below. In
sase a family of four persons, with hoi-ses

carriage, was hurled into the abvss.
bhed to atoms against the sharp roeks.
er persons who braved the dangers of the
once most frequented, narrowly escaped

1 their lives, and now there is much talk
irohibiting cai'riages from going over it.

or roads once popular have" suffered
illy. Land-slides of a more or less serious

beautiful home to which they were so much
attached, and even experts who examined the
mountain seem to have had no idea of the full

extent of the danger to which they were
exposed. So in fancied security and entire
ignorance of the awful fate which was in store

for them they lived on.

"Meanwhile, the almost iinjiaralleled rains

of sunimer were slowly but surely complet-
ing- the work whieh had been begun by the
thoughtless or ignorant quanymen scores of
years ago. The end came on the evening of
the 11th inst. During the oai'ly part of that
day the ijcople of Elm went about their usual
vocations in the usual way and without any
anticipation of the terrih'li' ealamily which
was so near af liainl. At .") oCloek in llie

evening, while many of them were out in the
fields, some one was heard crying, 'Look at
the Plattenberg—the Plattenberg I ' Those
who followed the direction and who are still
alive, sa,y that for a moment it seemed to
them as if every peak above the slate quarry
was in motion; then there came a rumbling
noise, like fai--off thunder, and in a moment
they were blinded by clouds of dust.

" When they could see again they found
that a great slice of earth and stone had
slipped down from the Tschingelalp, burying
fine houses and covering acres of good land.
Men and women were at the same time seen
struggling among the ruins, and from all
sides friends, neighbors and relatives hurried
to their aid. Unhappily, they hurried also
to a terrible death. Even while they were
engaged in their work of love the mountain
above them moved again. This time the
sound of thunder was not far distant, but
only too Jiear at hand. The pine ti'oes on the
gra.ssy slopes were seen to sink. A great
cloud of dust and steam covered the whole
valley, thousands of tons of stone were hurled
through the air. An all-powerful wind pres-
sure carried everything before it, there was a
horrible crash, a sound of madly rushing tor-
rents, and all was still. Then the dust and
smoke cleared away, the sun shone in a
cloudless sky, and it "was seen that as far as
the eye could reach the once blooming Sernf
^'alley was covered with from 40 to 160 feet
111' Mack- stone, moraine, dirt and slime.
l''oi'ly dwellings, the best in the village, to-
gether with (lo/.eiis of stables and outbuild-
ings, wvw buried far out of sight, torn to
pieces by the air-pressure, strewn broadcast
over the moraine. One hundred and eleven,
of the people of Elm were swallowed up in
the general ruin. At least 12 strangers

—

Italian quarrymen—shared their fate. It
was useless to think of rescuing any who fell

in that awful death slough. Far out upon
the edge, from a strong house, which was
partially covered with the slime and stone,
four persons—a graybeard of 91 years, and a
mother with two children—were taken out
badlj- injured but alive. Everj' other human
being overtaken in the path of the avalanche
was forever buried out of human sight.

"The extent of the landslip is almost be-
yond belief To give anything like an ade-
quate idea of it is'no easy task. At Elm a
great mass of the Plattenberg, a mass 1,500
feet wide, at least 2,000 feet high above the
valloj', and according to the engineers, from
GO to 100 feet deep, tell over u],on the village,

its farms, gardens and meadows. Tons of
rock were dashed entirely across the valley,

and now rest quietly 300 feet high upon the
hillside. The air pressure was so great that
houses were lifted up from their foundations
and cai-ried a distance of 1,000 feet. A barn
built of heavy logs, and filled with hay, was
carried entirel}' across the valley and over-
turned 2(1(1 feet on the mountain opposite the
I'latteiiberg. An iron bridge which crossed
the Sernf was torn up, carried scores of feet

away from its abutments, and now rests on
end more than half buried in mud and loose
stone. The whole valley, as far as it can be
seen from the village inn, which is still

standing, very closelj' resembles the bed of a
lacier which has receded. As I have already
:afed, the masses of stone and earth which
ave fallen are everywhere |iile(l u]. to a

eiuht <.f verv maliv teel. .\ t least TidO acres
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are covered in this way. The river Seriif has

made for itself a new channel through the

debris, and has flooded and ruined much of

the land below, land which was not directlj-

harmed by the avalanche of stone. So in one

way or another the whole valley has been

injured beyond all hope of repair. The loss

in property will reach not less than 2,000,-

OOOf ; at the lowest estimate 123 people have

lost their lives. The state engineers, fearing

further landslides, have forbidden those who
have escaped to return to the houses which

remain standing, and in consequence more
than 800 men, women and children who but

a few days ago wore prosperous and well to

do arc now almost without a I'oof to cover

them."

"Wounded in the House of His Friends."

BY A CONGREGATIONAUST CLERGYMAN.
I went into a book store. Having some

curiosit}- to know what sort of books that

particular establishment offered for sale, I

looked the stock carefully over. It consis^ted,

almost exclusively, ofworks designed or fitted

to promote unbelief in the Scriptures and in

God. Was I surprised ? No ; for I knew the

bookseller was an outspoken unbeliever.

I passed into another establishment. It

w^as large, handsomely furnished, indeed al-

most palatial in size and appointments. Its

shelves were loaded with thousands on thou-

sands of beautifully made and attractively

displayed volumes. On looking them over I

found very many of them to be in the interest

of unbelief^sorae of them after a very subtle

and concealed flishion, but many without any
concealment whatever. Not a few of these

bore the imprint of the firm. Some of the
most specious and dangerous of all thenfodern
assaults on religion were included in the latter

class. They were books which no careful,

Christian father would have in his house for

any consideration. They were books which
few Christian pastors could see circulating

freely among their people without grief and
alarm. And yet here they were, splendidly

advertised and in course of being sent through
all the arteries of trade with the immense
push and commercial facilities of a great,

veteran. Christian co]-j>oration. Was I sur-

prised ? By no means. I had known the firm

for years, and could have directed inquirers,

ofT-hand, to the greatest publishers and dis-

tributors of infidel and atheistic writings on
this continent. No, I was not surprised ; only

])uzzled for the hundredth time to understand
how Christian people could conscientiously

lend themselves and their resources to do such
work. Am I alone in my perplexity ?

—

Ee-
corder and Covenant.

It is the religious influence which prevails

at the institution of learning rather than the

direct religious teaching that affects the lives

of the students. That is really an infidel

school in which the teachers do not show in

their daily walk and conversation that God is

in their thoughts and that their faith in Christ

is a living, active principle. The fact that in-

fidelity is not taught directly, that the faculty

show " respect for religion," does not meet the

requirement for the proper education of the

young persons of religious families. It is

chiefly in the interest of the young themselves

that we urge upon parents that they send

their children where they will have religious

training. The Christian that does not wish

to have his children under religious influence

all the time, will do well to look into his heart

and ask what it is that he calls religion.

—

Christian Advocate.

Selected.

LABOK.
Live for sometliing, be not idle,

LooU about thee for employ
;

Sit not down to nsele.ss dreaming;
Labor and its sweets, enjoy.

Folded liands are ever weary.

Vacant minds are never gay
;

Life /or all has many duties,

Do we only find our way.

Live to bless the lot of others,

In tlieir trials bear a part,

Think how oft a word of kindness,

May relieve an aching heart.

Make the world around you happy,

E'en the cheerful smiles yon wear,

Bud and blo.ssom by the wayside

And may overshade your care.

Lend a band to those less favored,

Let the balra of Gilead flow,

Scatter sunbeams o'er their pathway
;

There is work for all to do.

Let us for each other labor,

Guide the hand by heart with zest.

We will then feel good out-pouring,

—

Blest to see our brother blest.

Faithful in the Master's vineyard,

Prompt to answer duty's call,

He, the busy, happy gleaner.

Reaps the harvest best of all.

Wield the armor, brethren, higher.

Love and labor for the Lord,

And be firm that faithful labor

Yields a sure and rich reward.

Selecled.

WATCH, MOTHER W.\TCH.
Mother, watch the little feet,

Climbing o'er the garden wall.

Bounding through the busy street,

Ranging cellar, step and hall

;

Never count the moments lost,

Never mind the time it costs;

Little feet will go astray;

Guide them, mother, while you may.

Mother, watch the little hand.

Picking berries by the way,

Making houses in the sand,

Tossing up the fragrant hay.

Never dare the question ask
" Why to me this weary task?"

These same little hands may prove

Messengers of light and love.

Mother, watch the little tongue,

Prattling eloquent and wild,

What is said and what is sung

By the happy, joyous child
;

Catch the words while yet unspoken.

Stop the vow before 'tis broken
;

This same tongue may yet proclaim

1 a Saviour's name.

Mother, watch the little heart.

Beating soft and warm for you
;

Wholesome lessons now impart

;

Keep, oh, keep that young heart true

;

Thence extracting every weed.

Sowing good and precious seed,

Harvest rich you then may see

Ripening for eternity.

Selected.

NOVEMBER.
e, departing distant sun !Yet one smile

One mellow smile thro' the soft vapory air.

Ere, o'er the frozen earth, the loud winds run,

Or snows are .sifted o'er the meadows bare.

One smile on the brown hills and naked trees.

And the dark rocks whose summer wreaths are cast

And the blue gentian-fiower, that, in the breeze.

Nods lonely, of her beauteous race the last.

Yet a few snnny days in which the bee

Shall murmur by the hedge that skirts the way.

The cricket chirp upon the russet lea.

And man delight to linger in thy ray.

Yet one rich smile, and we will try to bear

The piercing winter frost, and winds, and darkened air
—Bryant.

THE REAPER.
In among the bearded barley,

In among the rustling rye,

Toils the reaper, late and early,

While the summer hours go by.

Bending over swarth and windrow.

Gathering, binding golden sheaves,

Over all his honest labor

Heavenly benediction breathes.

Reaping, reaping, toiling, toiling.

Underneath the burning sun.

Ploughing, sowing in the springtime,

Reaping, 'ere the whole is done.

This for bread, and bread for living,

And the living is for death.

And the death for life immortal

—

But the reaper draws his breath,

Hard above the whetted sickle,

Thinking as he cuts the grain.

Little of the endless circle_

He is helping to maintain.

Sowing, reaping, birth, and sleeping.

In a never-ceasing chain,

Follow still, and still awaking
Breaks the winter night again.

For " The Friend."

Letter of Nathan Kite.

The following letter of the late Natha
Kite was written more than fifteen years ag

to a Friend who at that time was engagf

in holding religious meetings of a publ

character.

The family visiting, "from house to house

to which his thoughts were turned, was fa

mcrly practised to a greater extent than hi

been common amongst us of late years. P(

very many years, the Yearly Meeting i

Philadelphia annually recommended this got

labor to its subordinate meetings ;
and the r

ports which came up from them, general)

showed, that several of its Monthly Mectinj

in each yeav had been engaged to perfon

this service by committees, or otherwise.

Philadelphia, 3d month 19th, 1866.

Dear : Last night as I was thinkin

of thee and thy First-day meetings amongi

those who are not Friends, my mind revertt

to scenes and feelings I had when lying a]

parently near death's door, some years sine

I seemed to look down on the fruitful fielt

of Chester county and some parts of Delawai

county, and it seemed to me that a large pai

of the inhabitants were as sheep without
shepherd. I knew that the ancestors of man;

perhaps of most of the inhabitants had bee

valuable, consistent members of the Societ

of Friends, and outward prosperity had, froi

generation to generation, been permitted f

rest upon the oftspring. Fine houses, nob

barns, fertile fields, everywhere greeted m
mental eye as I mused over the country, an

spoke of outward blessings.

But how had it fared spiritually with tb

inhabitants ? The greater portion, nmch t'l

greater, had lost all connection with the S

ciety of Friends, and there was little to r

mind the observers that they were the d

scendants of those to whom thecross of Chris

the self-denying walk of the Truth, were ni

strange—many wont to no place of worshi

as a regular duty. Surely they were as shet

lost in the wilderness.

I felt my heart affected as I thus hehei

them ; and it seemed that the time was dra^

ing near when the Great Shepherd of tl

sheep would send forth delegated shepherd
who from house to house would be led on

weary yet availing embassy to gather some ij

these wanderers into his fold. It did seenj
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nlett iis they were to themselves, as though
"no man cared for their souls I" Could any
neglected spot in heathen or nominally Chris-
tian land, claim greater sympathy from the
humble faithful disciples of the Lord Jesus?
.
So vividly did the whole land apparently

pass before me, so earnestly was I affected
'by the sight, that I would "then have been
[willing to go from house to house with such
as the Lord might send with a message of
meiiy and call of redeeming love, to come
jntiT into his vineyard, and labor; to come
iway Irora formalism, from infidelity, from
n(lirtbrence,that they might witness, through
,hc mercy of God in Christ Jesus, an awaken-
ng into spiritual life, an earnest concern for
,he well-being of their immortal souls, and
.hrough the effectual baptisms of the Holy
Jhost, experience at last the washing of re-
generation, even the now birth unto holiness.
As these views dwelt with me, I thought

bat if ever I should have any service in the
)hurch, if restored to bodily health, it would
among those scenes, and mth those people
k-as so brought into sympathy with. I do

lOt think I ever hear of any concern leading
ny into labor for any portion of these ne-
lected people; but I feel a warm interest
herein, and at times I earnestly look for some
5 stir more deeply, more fully in the matter.
-h, if the Master saw it right to send Samuel
lope now, in the evening of his day, to finish
is earthly service by a home-visiting, soul-
wakening call among these neglected ones,
should rejoice. Nay, I think I would gladly,
a, member of the meeting he belongs to, go
ith him from house to house in the labor.
Well, I do not wish to set any one to labor

b that to which the Master does not call
lem ; but I wish my friend to
lat whenever she gives up to the Master's
all to service in any degree touching on those
)r whom my mind in sickness and since has
een so interested, it gives me satisfaction.

Thy friend,

Nathan Kite.

What it Costs.—A gentleman was walkin^
Eegent's Park in London, and he met a
,n whose only home was in the poorhouse.
1 had come out to take the air, and excited

le gentleman's interested attention.
" Well, my friend," said the gentleman, get-
ng into conversation, " it is a pity that a
an like you should be situated where you
e. Now may I ask how old you are ?"

The man said he was eighty years of age.
"Had you any trade before you became
snniless ?"

" Yes, I was a carpenter."
"Did j'ou use intoxicating di-ink?"
" No, oh, no, I only took my beer."
" How much did your beer come to a day?"
" Oh, a sixpence a day, I suppose."
" For how long a time ?"

" Well, I suppose for sixty years."
The gentleman had taken out his note-book,
id he continued figuring with his pencil
hile he went on talking with the man.
" Now, let me tell you," said he, as he
nished his calculations, "how much that

Testimonies to the Truth.

(Continued from page loi.J

I do not question, but here arc many tender-
hearted ones, that have tender desires and
breathings of soul after God, that desire to
know ])eace with God, and reconciliation with
their Maker. Now, my friends, there is not
another mediator besides Jesus Christ, He is

the alone Mediator and fiedeemer; it is He
that gave himself a ransom for us; it is He
that reconciles man to God, and we must be
found in Him, if we will come to have accept-
ance with God. So let every one of you con-
sider with yourselves, how far you are broken
oft' from your evil ways; we are all by nature
children of wrath

; consider how far you are
broken off from the wild olive-tree, from that
which is corrupt by nature, and whether you
be grafted into Christ ; if thou beest grafted
into Him, thou receivest strength, and nourish-
ment, and ability from Him. And for this
end we have waited after we have believed,
we have waited for power ; many a time we
have travelled many miles to a silent meetin^
people have wondered what encouragement
we could have, to travel to a silent meeting;
indeed wo have had great encouragement to
meet together, and we have travelled in great
hazard and jeopardy; yet we have mot to-

gether, and the Lord hath made us living-

witnesses of the fulfiling of that promise,
"That where two or three are gathered to-
gether in my name, I will be in the midst of
them." This was that which beautified our
meetings, and we were willing to wait; there
was a disposition of soul in us, that if the Lord
did hide his face from us, we were troubled

;

if we did not enjoy the Lord, and find Him in

the midst of us, it brought a great concern-
ment upon our minds and spirits, and we were
willing to reflect upon ourselves, and examine
within ourselves, what was the matter that
the fountain did not send forth its living
streams as at other times, and what was the
reason it was withheld from us.

Friends, this was a great exercise upon our
minds, but the Lord, graciously manifesting
himself appeared to "us, causing the cloud
many tim.s f. vanish away, aiid'the light of
his counteiiaurr shiuLMl oii'us, and our spirits

were revived, and we were comforted ; and
this was a great encouragement to us to wait

'

wait upon God? I would have every one of
you to wait for yourselves, you that have been
acquainted with the manifestation of the
Spirit, wait in it ; feel your minds exorcised
towards God, wait at his footstool ; tkis was
Mary's choice, when Martha was cumbered
about many things, Mary attended at the
footstool of Jesus, her attendance was upon
Him. So, friends, let us all look unto the

in 3-0U,

1 write

upon God, seeing our own weakness to
j

form that which is our bounden duty, which
God required of us; of necessity this brought
a constraint upon us to wait upon the Lord,
that we might renew our strength ; seeing our
own weakness, insufficiency and infirnrity,

there was a necessity that constrained us to
wait for a Saviour, for a Eedeemer. Isaiah
xl. 31 :

" They that wait upon the Lord shall
renew their strength, they shall mount up
with wings as eagles, they shall run and not
bo weary, they shall walk and not faint."

My frieudg, we have need of supplies from
God every day, we have need of our daily
bread, and God gives bread to the hungry
soul. He filleth the hungry with good things;
this is that we labor and travail for; now, tliosc

that are hungrv God takes notif.- of, and gives

to; He hath pi'uniis,.,!. • Thai thns.'.iliater cost you, my man. You can go over the
gures yourself" And the gentleman demon-

[

hunger and
rated that the money, a sixpence a day forjfilled." See what j'ou are hunting ailci'

xty years, expended in beer, would, if it had day, what is it that your souls do de;
)en saved and placed at interest, have yield- You have presented your bodies here at
1 him nearly eight hundred dollars a j^ear, time, what is it for? Is it to hear wl
• an income of fifteen dollars a week for self- man can say ? To hear eloquence of spi

pport.

—

Dr. Richard Newton. • to hear some novelties, or is it your ei

Lord, and wait upon Him, wait for his appear-
ance, and for his salvation to be manifested
to us ; wait that you may know that arm of
power that wrought tenderness in you, and
did beget desires in your souls after that which
is good

;
wait that you may be strengthened

in that power, that you may be a growing
people, that you may grow in grace and vir-
tue, that you may grow in grace, and in the
knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ. There are degrees of grace, and there
ai-e several statures and degrees of growth

;

you may read of several statures, 1 John ii. 13

:

children, young man, and fathers ; "I have
written unto you fathers, because ye have
known Him that is from the beginning; I
have written unto young men, lici-a'nse 3'c are
strong, and tlic \\'ui-.| of Cod a

and ye have nx-civom.; tlir wicki.

unto you little children, becau.se ye have
known the Father."
Now see how far you that make a profes-

sion of the truth, are grown into the life of it;

see how far it hath prevailed, so as to season
your souls, and to make you savoiy to God,
that you may not only stand in a profession,
and be professors of life, but possessors of life,

of the life of Jesus, that you may i-eeeive life

and ability from Him every day, so as to be
enabled by his power, to perform what He
requires of you. Now, there is no more re-
quired of us, but faithfulness according to the
ability of grace given

; the Lord God hath
been free in his love, and hath communicated
to us a talent or talents ; now, it is those that

faithful in a little, that He will commit
more unto

;
but do not expect a greater talent,

or more to be communicated, till 3'ou have
been faithful in a little, which hath already
been made manifest to you ; see that you be
every one concerned for j^ourselves," mind

ravail, " Lay aside every weight and
niu-tn.n, and the sin which doth so easiljr

i"S(t you, and runwith patience the race that
is set liefore you, looking unto Jesus, who is

the Author, and will be "the Finisher of j'our
faith." If thou dost give up thyself to Him,
He that is the Author, will bo tlie Finisher of
thy faith, to the joy and comfort of thj' soul,

He will perfect the work Ho hath begun in
thee.

I would have neither old nor young, to
satisfy yourselves with an outside profession
of the Truth of God

;
but see that you be con-

verted, that you ln' broken oil' IVinn tho wild
olive, and ingValt.d into ( 'iiiist ; srr tliat there
be a thoroiiu,li reroi-malion \\i-onL;-lit in your
souls, and that you be separated Irom that
w liicli is evil. What doth an outward sepa-
ration signify-, if there be notan inward sepa-
ration,' iM'or, vi, 17, IS: " Wherefore come out
iVoni annnigst them, and be jq separate, saith
llie Lord, and touch not the uiiclean thing,
and I will ivceive j-ou, and will be a Father
unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daugh-
ters, saith the Lord Almightj-." Wait ujjon
the Lord, and know an inward separation, for
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to live in pride, vanity, lust, covetonsncss, and
other abominations? What doth it signify

to maliO a profession of Christianity, while
people live in these sins from day to day ?

Consider how it is with yon, how you stand

related to God. I do not question, but that

all here make a profession of God, and Christ,

and true godliness ; some are too much like to

those that profess God in words, but in works
deny Him, being abominable, and to every
good work, reprobate. I would have better

hopes of you that are here present ; there are

many that make a profession of Christianity,

that are vile in their lives, and ungodly in

their conversations; more like heathens than
weighty, sober, solid Christians ; their lives do
not speak them to be Christians ; they have
the name of Christians, they are called so,

but their lives speak them to be otherwise.

(Tc

A Street-Car Scene.—The amount of one's

usefulness depends more upon the spirit than
upon the means. The first movement to a

noble charitj' comes often from the sympathiz-
ing poor m//('«r/ f/c '/("/(/j^^rt of the thoughtless

rich to some inniicilialc suffering.

No one iioUccd a, Imiiible market-woman
seated in one of the crowded Philadelphia

horse-cai's as it made its way on a certain

morning towards the centre of the city. She
was middle-aged, and very plain of face and
plain of dress—but her soul was beautiful, for

she was one of the children of God, and ever

quick to do a Christian deed. By her side

sat a poor, worn-looking mother, trying to

hold two little children on her lap. She was
evidently in trouble, for her face was very
sad, and tears rolled frequently down her
cheeks. When the market-woman saw this,

she kindly took one of her children upon
her own lap, and began talking with her and
the child, and trying to impart some comfort.

The act of sympathy soon won the mother's
grateful confidence, and she told her story.

Her husband, a working mason, was em-
ployed at one of the great summer hotels in

Atlantic City, New Jersey, and she had just

received news that ho had fallen and broken
his leg. He could send her no money, and
she had determined to go to him from Phila-

delphia on foot—a journey of more than fifty

miles.
" Bless you, poor soul," said the tender-

hearted mai-ket-woman, " j^ou'i-e but a weak
little body, and you'd never live to get there

so, with the two little ones." Then reflecting

a moment (for she had bat ten cents in her
own pocket), she spoke out to the passengers,
" Ladies and gentlemen, will you listen to thisj

woman's story?" and she repeated it ex-'

actly as she had heard it. Immediately one
of the gentlemen passed a hat up and down
the car, and a sum of money was collected

sufficient to pay the poor woman's passage to

her husband on the railroad, and her ex-j

penses in Atlantic City for a month.
The spirit of the humble market-woman,

and her genuine kindness, so pleased a
wealthy and benevolent lady who happened I

to be in the car, that she made her acquain-
tance—and the result was an arrangement
by which hundreds of needy ones besides the!

poor mason's wife received encouragement'
and help. Ann B , the market-woman,'
became the wealthy lady's agent to distribute

her charities among the worthy poor, and for

3'ears in the homes of want and sorrow in the

great city, no name has been mor? welcome
or more warmly blessed than hers. Every-
where the homely alms-bringer carried also

some treasure of cheerful counsel and words
of Christian peace. Her business as a huck-

ster brought her in contact with the rough-

est characters when she made her night pur-

chases at the wharves, but her pure and

simple goodness every one knew and re-

spected. She made her station glorious.

" I don't know anything about the Christian-

ity of de big churches," said a negro steve-

dore, "but I know Ann B , an' I believe in

her God."

—

Condensedfrom Youth's Compan.

Theatre.

Many of us, in looking back on our expe-

riences of fifty years of life, must recall some
instances of merciful interposition, when our

own will, purpose and determination have been

set aside by an unseen but powerfully-felt

agency, and we, with our will and purjjose

set, have been compelled to take an entirely

opposite course from that we had planned, or

have been mysteriously, or I would rather

say providentiallj', hindered from carrying

out our determined plans.

When quite a young man, I had an intense

desire, almost amounting to a passion, to

adopt the theatrical profession. I was fas-

cinated by the theatre, st.nge-struck, enam-
ored of all dramatic niinscnlation.

The gorgeous dnsMS. tin' music and lights

dazzled me. I went liouie to my lodgings

fascinated, carried out of myself Howmear
and poor was my little bedroom, and what a

dreary monotony of life mine was, ploddins

in a shop to learn a trade ! Trade, profes

sion, occupation, business—all was tame,

slow, groveling, compared with the glorious,

the grand, the bewildering pursuit of the

actor. Again and again I enjoyed the de-

licious enchantment, and fully determined
that I must be an actor—I must strut my
hour upon the stage. I envied the poor stick

who came on to remove the tables and chairs,

the poor, despised supe ; even the doorkeeper
was an object of interest. Yes, I was
smitten.

I left New York, and for awhile I worked
in Providence, where I became acquainted
with some gentlemen attached to the theatre,

lost a good situation through neglect of my
duties and fascination for the stage, and ob-

tained an engagement at the Lion Theatre,

Boston. Surely I am now at the summit of

my ambition—a permanent engagement on
the staff of artists at a regular theatre. Be-
fore, it had been an occasional appearance to

fill up a gap at a temporary place of enter
tainment. Alas ! I found the gold to be

tinsel. Here I acquired a thorough distaste

for all theatrical representations, and all the

genius and intellect displaj^ed by the most
famous actor has not, and never can, recon-

cile me to the sham, tinsel crowns, the paste-

board goblets, the tin armor, the paltry

spangles, cotton for velvet, all make-believe,

the combats, and the sham blood. Even the

nightly disguise became an annoyance; the
painting the face, corking the eyebrows, pen-
ciling the wrinkles, the doing up with false

whiskers, hair, moustache, the French chalk,

the rouge, the burnt cork, to say nothing of

the habiliments, rendered the whole thing at

the last odious to me ; and I never felt meaner,
or had less self-respect, than when I was be

dizened to do some character. How men of

ability and common sense can submit to this

caricaturing, night after night, passes my
poor comprehension.

In that theatre I found some men of edu-.'

cation in the higher walks of the profession
j

but O, the disenchantment! The beautiful

women were, some of them, coarse and pro-

fane ; the noble gentlemen often mean, tricky,

and sponging. In fact, the unreality of it,

the terrible temptation to the lower forms of

vice, especially to those of a nervous, ex-

citable temperament, increased by the false-

hood and fiction involved in their profession,

in seeming to be what they never were or

could be, studying virtue to represent it on
the stage, while their lives were whoUj' vi-

cious, repelled me.

—

John B. Gough.

The truly serious mind is often bowed un-

der a sense of the awful necessity there is to

be deepened and grounded in the one true

and saving faith. This is not to be attained

by any act or contrivance of man, but by and
through unreserved obedience to the guid-

ance of that principle, which, though in dif-

ferent places and ages it hath had different

names, is, however, pure and proceeds from
God. By the gracious condescension of the

Heavenly Parent, the knowledge necessary

to salvation is rendered attainable by the

lowest as well as the highest capacity, and
therefore requires not the exertion of extra-

ordinary endowments to comprehend its

nature or experience its efficacy. The great

mistake of many in all ages, and especially of

the present daj', has been, that losing sight

of this clear, indisputable truth, their minds
have wandered into curious and unprofitable

speculation about things no ways necessary'

to be known, and thus swerving from t'lat

humble dependent state wherein alone there

is true preservation, they have become be-

wildered in a maze of perplexity and doubt.

The meek and the humble, those of pure

hearts and contrite spirits, who are obedient

to the call and engaged to do the will of their

Lord and Master, these are they who shall

know of the doctrine, whether it be of God,

and be made wise in the things pertaining to

salvation ; while every attempt out of this

teaeliable. child-like disposition, to compre-
hend the Divine mj'steries, or to grasp at the

knowledge of things not clearly i-evealcd,

will prove but a fruitless application of those

excellent talents bestowed upon us for the

noblest purpose, and instead of their re-

dounding to the praise of the Great Giver,

will, in proportion to their extent, become a

snare to their possessors.

—

An Ancient Epistle

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

An Old Prayer.—One of the liturgies put
forth by Edward VI. contained " a prayer for

landlords," which indulged in some pretty

plain speaking. The following is a sample of

its quality: "We heartily praj' Thee that

they (who possess the grounds, pastures and
dwelling places of the earth), may not rack

and stretch out the rents of their houses and
lands, nor yet take unreasonable fines and
incomes after the manner of covetous world-

lings, but so let them out to others that the

inhabitants thereof may both be able to pay
the rents, and also honestly to live, to nourish
their families, and to relieve the poor. Give
them grace also that they may be content
with that which is sufficient, and not join
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Louse to house, nor couple land to land, to the
ini])(jvorishment of others, but so behave
themselves in letting out their tenements,
lands and pastures, that after this life they
niay lie received into everlasting dwolliu'o-
phues."

' Quenching Thirst.—]S"early a hundred year,
ago Dr. Lind suggested to Captain Kennedy
that thirst might be quenched at sea by
dij^ping the clothing into salt water, and put
ting it on without wringing. Subsequently
the captain, on being cast away, had an op
portuuity of making the experiment. With
2;reat difficulty he succeeded in persuading
part of the men to follow his example, and
they all survived

; while the four who re-
cused, and drank salt water, became deli-
nous and died. In addition to putting on
ho clothes while wet, night and morning,
hey may be wetted while on two or three
imes during the day. Captain Kennedy
;-ocs on to say, " After these operations we
iniConnly found that the violent drought
vent off, and the parched tongue was cured
11 a low minutes. After bathing and wash-
ng the clothes, we fouud ourselves as much
ofroshod as though we had received some
X'tual nourishment."
Tho bare possibility of the truth of the

tatomont makes it a humanity for any
apor to give it a wide publicity, since

are few readers in any hundred who
ay not go to sea and be shipwrecke(
^e personally know that wading in water
uonchos thirst, and very few remember be
ig thirsty while bathing at the sea-shore
r \vliile swimming in our rivers. When
io I'larful horrors of dying with thirst
1-0 icmombered, and the more fearful mad-
ess wiiich is the certain result of drinking
-water to allay thirst, it is certainly well
encourage individual experiment in this

irection, and to solicit an authenticated re-

prt of the same.

—

Hall's Journal of Health.

that are doomed worthy of note, of tho
winds and storms, and especially of ships that
are sighted.

A Ship's " Log."—The speed of vessels is

proxiniatelj^ determined by the use of the

g and log-line. The log is a triangular, or
adrangular, piece of wood about a quarter
an inch thick, so balanced by means of a

ate of lead as to swim perpendicularly in

le water, with about two-thirds of it under
'le water. The log line is a small cord, the
ul of which—divided into three, so that the
00(1 hangs from the cord as a scale-pan from
balance-beam—is fastened to the log, while
iC other is wound round a reel on the ship.

be log, thus poised, keeps its place in the
ater, while the line is unwound from the
lel as the ship moves through the water,
id the length of line unwound in a given
me gives the rate of the ship's sailing,

his is calculated by knots made on the line

; certain distances, while the time is meas-
ed by a sand-glass of a certain number of
conds. The length between the knots is so

'oportioned to the time of the glass that the
lots unwound while the glass runs down
low the number of miles the ship is sailing

jr hour. The first knot is placed about five

-thoiiis from the log, to allow the latter to

jt clear of the ship before the reckoning
)iniiionces. This is called the stray-line,

ho log-book, sometimes called the log for

i-ovit y, is the record that the proper otflcer

L'ops of the speed of the ship from day to

\y, and of any and all matters that occur

Items, &c.

Roman Catholic Schools.—The Roman Cath-
olic priest of St. Mary's Church in Pittsburg,
announces that he will refuse absolution to
any parent or guardian who sends children to
the public schools of that city instead of the
Roman Catholic parochial schools. A mem-
ber declares that in case of tho priest's re-
fusal to spiritually minister to his family in
the manner prescribed by the usages of the
Roman Catholic Church, recourse will be had
to the civil law.

Spirituality.—In a recent Baptist gathering
at Reading, some good sentiments were ex-
pressed. Such as the following: "We need
more religious meditation, more shutting out
of the world, more acquaintance with God.
Vital piety is at the bottom of all ministerial
success. Tho Spirit of God in the heart of
man is the life-principle of the church, the
real church. A Chi-istian is a son of God

;

but he becomes such only by generation and
birth. The Spirit is the producing cause of
faith and repentance. Tho Spirit does not
leave man to himself after creating him anew
Rather, the Spirit is an ever-present agent."

Jewish .Christians.—The Church I'liiim mu-
tains an account of a meeting lately lioM in

New York City, at which it was cundinlod t.:

organize " a Jewish brotherhood without re-

gard to denominational connections, to meet
as Jewish Christians, the purpose being to
encourage one another, and to render such
aid as ciix-umstances would admit of" Such
a brotherhood, it was thought, might be veiy
helpful to young converts whoso isolated
position is one of i?«culiar trial.

Independent Catholics.—J. V. McNamara,
late Bishop among the Independent Catho-
lics, bae joined the Baptists. He professes a
call to preach in Rome and Ireland.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Jewish Home-Cleaning.—" The strange im-
munity of the Jews from the ravages of pes-

tilential diseases, even under circumstancos
of a social kind most fixvorable to them, can.

I think, be fully accounted for on this ground
and no other, that by the j'earlj- complete
cleansing of the house, the accumulation of
the organic substances which act as the
jioisons of the spreading diseases, is pro-

vented. Once in twelve months certainly',

tho Jewish house is absolutely cleansed of
the perilous stuff that plagues are made of"
The above remarks of Dr. B. W. Richard-

son may serve to satisfy some of our men-
readers, who find thoir comforts abridged and
themselves inconvenienced for a time, by the
purifying operation to which our nice house-
keepers annually subject their houses and all

the contents.

A Good Samaritan.—I read with much in-

terest in your last issue the following passage

:

"I observed a curious thing one day lately.

Some food had been thrown to the starving
birds by some good Christian, when a rook

came down and flew back to where he had
left another rook sitting in a very weak-
looking condition, and fed her with what he
had picked up. This he did twice in my

sight before taking any thing himself It
was a very interesting sight, and I was very
much pleased with it."

I was i)articularly struck with it, because
I had some time jireviously received from a
correspondent in Wales, a stranger to mo, a
precisely similar account of another of these
birds. " What I wanted to mention was this :

One day, in the bitterest of the weather,
when I was sure our friend, tho rook I have
spoken of, was indeed reduced to great ex-
tremities, the bird, nevertheless, performed
the following good deed : It picked up a bit
of bread, carried it to another rook which
sat on the terrace wall, too shy to come
nearer, and fed it there. Nor was this after
having satisfied its own hunger, for it had
only just alighted." When I put this little
story down I had a misgiving that any ono
who might read it would scarcely bo disposed
to believe it, as beyond credibility. I was
therefore much gratified at having so soon
afterward seen such an exactly similar fact
recorded in corroboration of it, as above. It
was, indeed, I think, a very touching incident,
and one to make every one, I should hope,
who reads it, have much good feeling for all
God's creatures.

—

Land and Water.

No amount of training can make a gentle-
man or gentlewoman unless the gentle spirit
he within. A recent writer has well said that
the root of manners springs from the soil of
tho heart. "Politeness may be a social vir-
tue," he adds, " but it can only be true and
sincere when springing from refinement of
mind. Kindliness of heart will cause its in-
fluence to be felt in a gentle bearing towards
all; and the secret of art in manners may be
found by acting on tho princi]jlc of making
ovory one as happ^' as lies in our power."

From Evangelical Messenger : " It is better
o have thorns in the flesh with grace to en-
lure them, than to have no thorns and no
trace."

THE FRIEJNJJ.

ELEVENTH MONTH 12

Wo have received a printed copy of the
Minutes of Western Yearly Meeting of
Friends of the Smaller Body, held at Sugar

ove, Indiana, and commencing 9th mo.
16th, 1881.

From this it appears that epistles were re-

ceived from the corresponding bodies in

Iowa, Kansas, Canada and Now England

;

and replies prepared to these communications.
A committoo of men and women Friends was
appointed to attend at New England Yearly
Meeting and present the epistle.

Tho committee ajipointed last year to ex-

tend labor to subordinate meetings reported,

and were continued "to lalmr. as aliilitymay
be aftbrded, with meetings m- imlividuals, for

their restoration and cstul.lishniont in the
doctrines, testimonies and usages of our
Society."

The answer to the queries show a con-
cern to maintain tho testimonies of Friends
to plainness, simplicity of dress, language and
(l(j)ortnieiit. The members are reported to,

bo clear of importing, vending, distilling, and
tho unnecessary use of all intoxicating

liquors."
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"A meeting for worship and a Preparative

hy the name of Poplar Grove, iu Howard
County, has been reorganized and attached

to Westtield Monthly Meeting."
Reports were received from Committees on

Peace and Temperance, Education, Boolis and
Tracts, and First-Day Schools for Scriptural

instruction ; and those committees were con-

tinued under appointment.
One feature in the proceedings which

differs from the practice in Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, is the submission to the

Yearly Meeting of a report from the Meet-

ing of Ministers and Elders, containing a

summary of the answers to the queries ad-

dressed to the members of that body, and
the minutes adopted by it to embody the ex-

ercise felt in it when those answers were
under considei'ation.

There are seasons in the experience of the

Cliristian when the comforting feeling of the

Divine presence is much withdrawn ; and

days and weeks pass by while the mind is

oppressed with an apparent coldness and in-

sensibility as to spiritual life and warmth.
At such times he is ready to exclaim with

Job, "Oh, that I were as in months past, .as

in the days when God preserved me; when
His candle shined upon my head, and when
by His light I walked through dai-kness; as

I was in the days of my youth, when the

secret of God was upon my tabernacle."

Such dispensations we believe have their

use. They tend to humble the individual, to

show him his dependence on the Lord for his

own spiritual food, to awaken more earnest

hunger for that bread which comes from God,
to make him willing to labor in the Lord's
cause, and to awaken the f)etitioD, " Put me,

I praj' thee, into one of the priests' offices,

that I may eat a piece of bread." After pass-

ing through such a proving season, it is a re-

lic-t'to have the mind brought under religious

exercise, and a willingness is felt to perform
services which are in the cross to our own
natural inclinations. 'fU^ oo^.ouuu to pcr-

/oi ui suca services is accepted as an evidence
that we are not .altogether cast off, and we
are affected as was the prophet Isaiah, who,
after the live coal from off the holj' altar had
been placed upon his lips, was willing to per-
form the errands of the Lord.

Surely the advice given to the "overseers
and watchmen of the flock" by the minute
sent down from Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
to its branches, in 1850, is applicable to all—
to " be found diligent in their respective allot-

ments, remembering that the time of their
probation is short ; that, as those who must
give account, they may discharge with up-
rightness and singleness of heart to the Lord,
their religious duties to Hini and to the
Church."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Lionel S. Sackville-We.st, the new

Erilish Minister, arrived in Washington on Seventh-
day afternoon.

The public debt was diminished during the 10th
month $13,321,458, which makes the decrease since 6th
month 30th—the beginning of the current fiscal year

—

$5-5,064,345, or at the rate of $165,000,000 per year.

The statement of the assets and liabilities of the Trea-
sury shows that the Treasury at the end of 10th month,
Gained $167,785,609 gold coin and bullion, against

$169,122,024 at the beginning of the month ; that the
amount of silver owned at the end of the month was
$37,146,870, against $42,447,781, at the beginning. It

is notable that there were outstanding $66,327,670 silver

certificates, against a total of standard silver dollars in

the Treasury of $66,576,378, so that the limit of the

issue of silver certificates on the present stock of silver

dollars has about been reached.

The Second Comptroller of the Treasury, in his re-

port for the fiscal year ending 6th mo. 30th last, shows
that 17,935 accounts, claims and cases of every kind
were settled in his office during that period, and that

the amount allowed thereon aggregated $114,476,554.
According to the report of the Government examiner

the assets of the Mechanics' Nation.il Bank of Newark,
N. Jersey, are $2,035,252, and its liabilities $4,446,253.

The schooner Golden Fleece, which left San Fran-
cisco on 7th month 18th, with Lieutenant Ray and the

Signal Service party, to establish a meteorological sta-

tion at Point Barrow, returned on Seventh-day after-

noon. The Captain reports that on 10th mo. 7th, he
spoke the whaling bark Dawn in Behriug's Sea, .ind

learned that in the latter part of 9th month the I) iwn
had spoken the D. States relief steamer Rodgers in the

Arctic Ocean. Captain Perry, of the Rodgers, had cir-

cumnavigated Wrangel Land, establishing its insular

character, but failed to find any trace of the Jeannette.

He intended to winter on Wrangel Land or on the

neighboring Siberian coast.

The U. S. steamer Alliance, Captain Wadleigh, ar-

rived at Halifax on the 1st inst., on her return to New
York from the Arctic seas. During her four months'
cruise on coasts of Norway, Greenland and Iceland, she
neither saw nor heard anything of the missing Jean-
nette.

The total catch of mackerel at all the New England
ports, including Boston, for the season ending 11th mo.
1st, was 321,436 barrels, against 240,961 last year.

it is stated that Chang Chao Yee, the new Chinese
Minister to the United Slates, is also accredited to Peru,

and that he will go to Peru, after settling arrangements
at Washington, for his permanent residence. Our State

Department has not received any official information of

his appointment.
A signal station is to be established on the volcano

of Kilauea, in the Sandwich Islands, in connection
with the weather service of the United Slates.

The report of the Registrar of the Board of Health
states that there were 324 deaths in this city last week,
11 more than during the same period last year, and 17
less than during the week ending 10th mo. 29th, 1881.
Of the whole number, 163 were males, and 161 females :

50 died of consumption, 18 of diphtheria, 17 of typhoid
fever, 17 of old age.

Markets, <£-c.— U. S. S^'s, lOli a 102 ; 4J's, registered

1121 ; coupon, 113}; 4's, 116|; currency 6'3, 132.

Cotton.—There was no material change to notice in

price or demand. Sales of middlinsrs arp reported at

llj a 12i cts. iier lb. for uplands and New Orleans.
retroleum.—Standard wliite, 7| cts. for export, and

8} a 8i cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour continues dull and prices favor buyers. Sales
of 1700 barrels, including Minnesota extras, at )r7.50 for
clear, and at $7.50 a $7.75 for straight; Pennsylvania
extra family at 46.62i a $7 ; western do. do. at $7.25
a $7.75, and patents at JS a $9. Rye flour moves
slowly at So.62] a $6.

Grain.— Wheat was dull and Ic. per bushel lower.
Sales of 2700 bushels red and amber at $1.39 a $1.41.
At the open board, 6000 bushels sold at $1.42| ; 30,000
bushels do. sold at j-l 41 J for 12th month. Rye is dull
at $1 for Pennsylvania. Coru is in moderate request.
Sales of 8000 bushels, including yellow, at 70 cts.

;

mixed at 68 a 69 cts. ; steamer at 69 cts. ; No. 3 at 69
cts., and rejected at 68 cts. Oats are dull and unchanged.
Sales of 9500 bushels, including white at 50 a 51J cts.,

and rejected and mixed at 48i a 49 cts.

Beef cattle were in fair demand at former rates
4500 head arrived and sold at the different yards at 3}
a 7 cts. per pound, the latter rate for extra.
Sheep weie in demand and prices were a fraction

higher; 10,000 head arrived and sold at the diSerent
yards at 2i a 5^ cts., and lambs at 3i a 7 cts. per lb., as
to condition.

Hogs were in demand; 5000 head arrived and sold
at the different yards at 7 a 10 cts. per lb., the latter
rate for extra.

Foreign.—The English Old Testament Company
have finished their seventy-first session. The second
revision of Isaiah was carried as far as xlv. 14.

The British Board of Trade returns for 10th month,
show an increa.se in the value of exports of £2,539,021,
and an increase in the value of imports of £3,871,253,
as compared with the same month last year.
The number of applications to the Land Commission

to fix fair rent, now reaches sixteen thousand. The
Freeman's Journal predicts that the Land Court will
fail because of the overwhelming mass of business.

n application has been made to the Dublin Land
Court, to fix the rent of a holding in Cork, where the

valuation is £27, and the present rent £113. Lord
Justice O'Hagan said the figures were very startling.

A curious plan has been adopted in some parts of the

West of Ireland, with the view of keeping the " no
rent" manifesto before the tenants. It takes the form

of a promissory note which has been circulated among
the farmers attending a fair at Moate, county West-

meath. The note is a promise to pay rent on the day
Parnell, Davitt, and other suspects are released. It is

intended that the note shall be signed by the tenants

and sent to landlords.

Truth says that the late Baron James Roth.schild in-

curred losses on the Bourse in 10th month, amounting

to $16,000,000, and that his anxiety caused the bursting

of an aneurism.
The Times correspondent says he is assured that ne-

gotiations are still actively proceeding for absolute

cession of all territory north of the river Mejerda, in

Africa, to France. The insurgents number about fifty

thousand fighting men, and a march is necessary in an

almost unknown country before the French can come
up with them.

Berlin, 11th mo. 1st.—Corrected complete returns

from 395 election districts show that, of the successful

candidates 44 are Conservatives, 22 Free Conservatives,

100 members of the Centre party, 31 National Liberals,

24 Secessionists, 35 Progressists, 3 members of the party

of the people, 15 Poles, and 17 Particularists and Pro-

testers. I'he politics of four of the successful candidates

are not defined. One hundred second ballots are ne-

cessary.

The first complete railway train, carrying 100 pas-

sengers, passed through the St. Gothard tunnel recently

in fifty minutes.

The St. Petersburg correspondent of the Standard

says: "Last week numerous Nihilist proclamations

were distributed about the city, and several copies were
thrown into the barracks of the Imperial Guard. Itia

stated that the Czar has lately received many threaten-

ing missives."

The correspondent of the 2'imes at Darjeeling, India,

says the deaths from epidemic choleraic fever at Um-
ritsur amount to 9000, or ten times the normal rate of

mortality for the past few years.

Fifteen thousand immigrants are reported to have
arrived in Manitoba this year.

Advices from Buenos Ayres of the 8th ult., state that'

the Government of Chili has sent a special mission to

Peru to conclude a treaty of peace or to provide for the

complete military occupation of Peru. Advices to the

Dth report that the United States Minister at Santiago
had informed the Chilian Government that his Govern-
ment would not interfere in the negotiations for a treaty

of peace with Peru.

WANTED.
A young woman Friend is wanted in a Friend's;

family to assist in the teaching and care of the children,

and in some of the lighter household duties.

Apply through this office.

THE CORPORATION OF HAVERFORD COL-
LEGE.

An adjourned Annual Meeting of "The Corporation
of Haverlbrd College" will be held in the Committee-
room, Arch Street Meeting-house, Pliiladelphia, oB.

Fifth-day, Eleventh month 17th, 1881, at 3 o'clock p. M.

Edward, Bettle, Jr., Seerelary.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty third Want,) Philadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of

Managers.

Died, at her residence in Germantown, Pa., Fifth
month 23rd, 1881, Sarah Ann Matlack, in the 70th
year of her age, an esteemed member and overseer of

Frankford Monthly Meeting of Friends.
•

-, suddenly, at her residence in Frankford, on
the 26th of the Eighih month, Sarah A. Deacon,
wife of Benjamin H. Deacon, and daughter of Robert
R. Levick. Her desire was to seek for an increase of

that living faith whereby we shall be enabled to serve
the Lord with the whole heart, and with increased dili-

;e and fervency of spirit.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Notes of Travel.

For The Friend.'

[The letter of Thomas liewin to Pres. R,.ed,
tl in tbe last nmiiber of fiicsc .\..i,.^,"

ot the only evidence remaining I if I, i, n adi-
J.S to act on mere vague susjiicions in op.
sssing his peaceable neighbors who were
willing to co-operate in the military move-
ints which he favored.
Ee had already been a prominent actor in
J seizure, imprisonment and exile of a num-
of the inhabitants of Catawissa. This

s the occurrence wliidi caused tlio suspeu-
n of the meetinu- f.>i- worship at that place,
reported by Philadelphia i.iiiarlci-lv Meet-
;in 1780. On thr :)th nt ij,.. F,,iiiHi nionth
that year, tiftccii nf Ihr Catawissa p,.,ip|,.

re arrested and taken pi-is,,nei's to.s;uidKii'\-.

ireral of these woi-e not niemlier- oj ,,ni- s'o-

ty, and were soon alter lele.i-ed on ij;i\ine-

:1 not to return to the eonnt\ till alt\"'i' the
iclusion of the war. Ollieis.'w ho lelt llieni-

ves to be innocent men. against w jioin uc
lation of any law could justly \)r ( hai'M-ed,

re unwilling so to compromise their stand-

;,
and refused to be bound, demanding an
trial. This they could not obtain, and

b of them, who were members with Friends
Moses Roberts and Job Hughes—were sent
Lancaster gaol, where tbej" were imprison-
liii' many months. Their wives were soon
eiwards turned out of their homes by
ned men, not even allowed time to bake
ad for their journey, and with their seven
Idien (one less than five weeks old), com-
U^d to make their way as best they could
dss t ho mountain wilderness lying between

lud Berks county. In its precincts
!y finally found friends who gave them
ilter till the storm was overpast. ^luch t<\'

valuable property they left behind was
ndered and destroyed.
The mittimus signed by Thomas Hewitt,
ieli accompanied the priso!iers to Lancas-
Stated that they were committed to ;j,'ao|.

])0nsu»jii,'n,in>l lii;;'litl-eas(in." The severity
i injustice with which they had been treat-
awakened the earnest sympathy of their
ow-members, who made repeated efforts to
)cure their release, and to induce the au-
)rities to examine into their case and give
)m an opportunity of maintaining their in-
3ence. Their efforts were lor a "long time

ineffectual. Several of them called on Presi-
dent Joseph Reed, who told them that the
only information that had reached the Coun-
cil was a letter from a magistrate in one of
the back counties (probably Hewitt) which
stated that the prisoners were supposed to
hold intercourse with Indians and white peo-
ple who had committed divers outi-a^es on
the frontier inhabitants, and that a iia|.er had
been found in the pocket of one of tin- « liile

men who was slain, containing the names ..f

the prisoners. The ('oiincil \voidd not enter
into an examination. Si'Veral inter\ic«s h ere
afterwanls had with ( 'liief .1 ustic.> .Mrl^ean
and Jud-e Atleeol l.ancasier. to induce li.eiu

to try the cases of t hese JM-ielids, oi' I,. ivlea-~e

them on parole till wanted—but they seemed
unwilling to bring the imprisoned Friends
into court. It is quite probable that they
were desirous of sparing the committing mag-
istrates the reproach of a public exposure of
their harshness and injustice, knowing that
there was no accuser, and that no proof of
guilt could be produced against the Friends.
The Friends of that day testified, that they

found no foundation for the story of a paper
being found on a slain refugee with their
names inserted

; and expressed their belief
that the sole cause of the cruel treatment was
nmify ami a thirst for plunder. Though
it rippeil of nearly all their outward substaiM'c
ind cnielly oppiessed, they were preserved
II iialience an<l ivsignation of spirit. The
Meeting lor .Suircrin-s at its meeting 6th mo.
2lM, 17S0. having a].pi'opriated £20 for their
sup|iort ill Lancaster gaol, they wrote a letter
to .lohn Peniferton. a few days afterwards.
acknow ledi;iim- tin.' reception of the monew
In this letter they say: ' We are pretty well
in health, and desire to be I'esi^ncd under con-
finement, until the Almiglit\ shall Im' pleased
to make way for our delix-craiM-e. \Ve desire
the prayers of all faithful Friends. " With
part of the money sent them they purchased
leather, and settled down in prison to making
shoes.

After about seven months' inqn-isonment,
each of the two sufferers drew up a statement
of his case, which was entrusted to a com-
mittee of the .Meeting- for .Siilleiings to be laid

before the General .\sscnililv of I'lmnsj-lvania.

such work as this is allowed of and acknowl-
edged."
No decisive action appears to have been

taken by the Assembly in consequence of this
Pvddress, and tbe patient sufferers were con-
tinued in prison for a year or more afterwards.
Their ease was kept under the care of a com-
niittee of the Meetirig for Sufferings, who
seem to have made efforts for their relief from
lime to time.

j

In the latter part of the year 1781, Friends
<>f I'hilailelpliia were niiich abused by the
populace lor not illuniiiialing their houses on
one occasion. This drew forth a calm and
dignified statement of the grounds of the tes-
timony our Society has alwa^'s borne against
military operations and all things connected
therewith—a testimony which is the legiti-

mate result of the teachings of the gospel of
Christ. The dociiuKMit also referred to the
settlemeutof l'enns\ Kania bv Iheiraneestors,
who encounici-cd the hardslups attendant on
moving into tiie wild.rness in order that they
might enjoy the peaceable exercise of their
conscientious convictions; and it alluded to
the hardship it was, that their successors in

religious belief should be vilified and abused
f'oi- the maintenance of thB same principles.

This .statement was presented to the Su-
l.i-eineK.Nccutive Council and also the General
.\--cinl.ly of I'eiinsylvaiiia, and 2000 copies
wci'c printed tiir ^;enc|al dist rilnition. It was
adopted by the .Meeting tor .Siitlering.s on the
1'1'd i>f lllli niontii. 17SI. and at the meeting
ofthal body oil thcL'tllhof iL'lh month follow-

of.Mo-e- K'obcris and .lol, 1 1 n^dies from their
tcdioiis inipn-onineni. It i- pi'ciliable the re-

lease may have been one uf the results of the
effort to jilead the cause of truth which so
shortly ]jreceded it, but of this I have found
no definite statement.
Moses Eoberts drew up a narrative of the

circumstances and motives which led to his
settling at Catawissa ; and of his seizure and
imprisonment ; which throws so much light

on the early history of Friends in that neigh-
borhood and is so interesting in itselfj that it

is here inserted.

' fn aii<1 liriiHi !i, the New
uf y(,rfln,,iibrrl,ind, and of

II prisoner by Thomas Howitt on the

ifli mo. 1780, according to the best of

desi op.

asked to consider whether liberty ( which was
the pretext for the war) " is not" in danger of
being turned into cruel slavery, tyranny and
oppression by such arbitrarj' ])roceedings ;"

and " whether the government j-ou are estab-
is not in danger of being more corrupt^hina

than that from under which you are come, if

first time thai I

Nagle, Hifth ,<li.

me and others t.

serve on a Jew r>

vania, plaintiH>.

Although I (lid 1

Jewrys, yet 1 lei

on that.
" So at t

Sherilf and nil,,.

when w,. ,;,,,„ ai

Purchase, I lain,.

I,' .N,w I'lnviia.-,'. lieorge
i'.iiks ( 'iiinilx . >umnioned

~,iiiic laud ill ili,-]iute and
itlie I'ruprietors ,jf Pensyl-
iiiiuel Wallace, defendant.

1
1 be forward in serving on

CI iiumon freedom to attend
appointed 1 went with the
,'w the land at Muncy, and
the inhabitants of the New
e loose and irreligious lives
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and conversations of the people. Yet there was

siimethiug that attracted ray mind much to the

country, which I could scarcely account for ; and

soniei 'mica Ctrl- T rcturiKMl limiiV 1 frit drawiii-s of

loyc ill I. IV lir^ii't lo vi.il suiiir liiriidly i,,..,,!,.
al.uut

Cata«.-;r;,an.l U, liava iu<.4ii,- :iii,ni,i:sl llimi Inr

the w.r^liip of Cod; of whi.h I arquaiiiU'd my
friends at jNIaiden Creek, and they consenting, I

performed it and returned in company with my
uncle Mordecai Lee ; and found great inward peace

to attend my mind in so doinsr.

And still iny mind and iiicliii:ilions drewraemuch
into tlic New'l'un-lia^c; and with the consent of my
friends, 1 several times visited them, and had meet-

ings for worship near Catawesey aforesaid, and al-

ways felt the sweet returns of inward peace witli God
in my soul for my obedience. And still it often

worked in my mind both day and niglit, that I

should endeavour to settle a meeting for the worship-

ping of the Lord Almighty in the New Purchase.

And at length I was persuaded in my conscience

tliat the love of C'iirist constrained me to go there

and live with iiiv faniilie; ol'wliirh I aciiiainted my
friends of Kxeter.Moiillil v:\Ir, till--. And alter some
time of consideration tlley Kit nie to my liberty,

which \vas about two years after my first going to

Muncv. And about five years ago, I removed with

my fainilie, and settled on a piece of land which I

bought of Ellis Hughes, near Catawesy. And we

lieve in it, and be led and ruled by it, that we
ay become the children of tbat light, and of

God'i ternal iiuehangeable day.

cfeh' fear that some of the relit;ion id'

sent day is what we might call a inooii-

.liniiiii'; which is ruled by a liglit that

more stability or vital warmth about

it than the light of the moon—a light which

can never bring life and immortality to light

because it lacks the gospcd power—a light that

is" toivver cM.iiig and flowing like Ihe \yaves

(it the sea—a liglit whii li is only reflected, by
•liangeable and ever-

i;liteousness. Christ

is llu' iiiKdiaiiu-eal.lc liu-ht <.l' t ho world. And
th.y that aivl'iili'd hy lliiii, and follow Him
will not walk in darkness (spiritually) because

their life and light is everlasting, and "cometh
down from the Father of lights, with whom
there is no variableness neither shadow of

turning;" but is the same yesterday, to-day

and forever.

The Psalmist tells ns, and we have great

reason to believe tlie truth of it, that man is

spe th

ame up out of great tribulations, (did notsink

under them,) and have washed their robes,

and made them white in the blood (or life-

giving virtue) of the Lamb." And have joined

the general assembly and church of the tirst

liorii," in that holy " city that has no need ol

the sun, neither of the moon to shine in it;

for the glory of God doth lighten it, and the

Lamb is the light thereof." D- H.

Dublin, Ind., 10th mo. 31st, 1881.

concluded to meet together twice in the week for to
i ,• it „ ^ n a ,^ ,^„

worship the Father in spirit and in truth, according " fearfully and wonderfully made. And we

to Christ's directions to the woman of Samaria. And see he is endowed, by his beneficent Creator,

I was often confirmed
tion of soul that I felt

duty.

d by the consola

in the way of my

J. w.
(T,.

Moonshine Religion.

IS that ill the

with a heavenly wisdom, and an earthly w
dom—a heavenly light and an earthly lighi

—

a gi-eater light and a lesser light ; the greater

light to rule in heavenly things, and the lesser

light to rule in earthly things—all right and
good except as perverted by sin. But as it

now is, the prevailing religious element seems

to be too much ruled by that which may be

The Bible tolls us tbat in the beginning, 'compared to " the lesser light ;"' making our
" God made two great lights; the greater light

! religion very much like a moonshine religion,

to rule the day,"and the lesser light to rule
|

without vitalitj' and warmth, or growth in

the night." And John, in the \vonderful reve- 'the immortal life ; too destitute of that quick-

lations which he had, and which are left on ^ening Spirit which first moved on the unstable

recoi-d for us, represents the true Church un-j element and said ''let there be light and there

der the figure of a "woman clothed with the
^

was light." But as our faith is so we may
sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon 'expect it to be with us. If our faith stands

her head a crown of twelve stars." Does not'more in the wisdom and eloquence and light

this represent the true and living Church, ^of men, than in the light anci power of God,
crowned with glory and honor from above ?j\ye shall be left to the wisdom of men, which
A church clothed with the sun of righteous- is foolislmess with God; and the Divine ]io\vei-

ness — adornetl with the brilliancy of the
|

will foiMike us. If we prefer the mooii^hinc

greatt

the

• light and the stars of heaven? Being light to the splendor of the gospel
ly Christ, the life and light of men— .that light which clothes the true Church, we

igeable and everlasting light, shall bo left to our choice. "He will give us

whic
tbev
tbat—-t

refle

bek

ligbteth every man that cometh into

Id ; ;ind in which " the nations of them
I' stived shall walk." "While the moon
lesser light"—the borrowed light—the
(1 liirht—the changeable light—has to

for
"

L'pt under foot ; for it is not to rule in the
great and notable daj- of the Lord. And so

far as wo undertake to scan the things which
belong to the heavenly day, by the lesser

light which might be compared to the light

of reason—the light of education—the light

of a cultivated intellect, &c.,—so far we fail

;

not knowing the scriptures nor the power of

God. But the moon, or the "lesser light,"

like all other reflected or borrow-ed lights, as

alluded to above, is good in its place ; but
should be kept under foot, in comparison with
the great unchangable and everlasting light

of God's eternal day. The smaller lights are

to rtde, and properly so too, in the darkness
of this Nvorld, in order to enable us to see

and understand concerning the needful things
rightly belonging to the outward or natural

man. But let us, as spiritual men, seeking a
spiritual inheritance bej'ond the grave, while
we have the greater light for our guide, be-

our request, but send leanness into the sou
But instead of this, let David's prayer be oui

prayer: "O send forth thy light and thy
truth : let them lead me ; let them bring me
unto thy holy hill, and to thy tabernacle," O
God I For " in thy light shall we see light."

" Then shall our light rise out of obscurity
;

and our darkness be as the noonda}'." And
the gloi-ious time will come when "the sun
shall be no more thy light by daj' ; neither

for brightness shall the moon give light unto
thee ; but the Lord shall be unto thee an ever
lasting light, and thy God thy glorj^ ; and the
days of thy mourning shall be ended."
Now choose ye whom ye will serve, or what

light yo will follow. "If the Lord be God,
follow him ; but if Baal, then follow him." O
the time may come in which it Avill be said,
" Ephraim is joined to idols, let him alone."

For the Lord's Spirit will not always strive

with man. He that is filthy will be left to

filthy still: while he that is holy, will be holy
still ; and will "shine as the brightness of the

firmament ; and thej- that turn many to right
eousness as the stars forever and forever."

But let us remember, " these are they which

For " Ttie Friend."

Winter and Its Dangers.

This is the title of one of the series ol

American Health Primers. The present vol-

ume is from the pen of Dr. Osgood, and itf

contents are appropriate to this season o:

year, when winter weather will soon be upoi

us.

The subjects most prominently treated o:

by Dr. Osgood, are the effects of cold and o

impure air on the sj'Stem, both of which an

more difficult to guard against in winter that

n summer.
The animal heat of a living body is gener

ated hy the slow process of combustion whicl

is continually going on within it, by whicl

the worn out portions of the system are re

moved, and their place supplied by new ma
terial derived mainly through the digestioi

of food. The blood from within conveyi

warmth to the skin, and there loses a certaii

portion of its heat, which is regained on itt

return to the internal organs. When an ani

mal is long exposed to a degree of cold so in

tense that the loss of heat from the body ii

greater than the supply, the temperature be

comes lowered to a point where the function!

of the body cannot be carried on, and liii

ceases. It is to prevent the too rapid wasti

of the vital heat, that clothing is worn. Thii

has no warmth in itself; it simplj- acts by iti

non-conducting power to prevent the escapt

of the internal heat.

In cases where the chilling of the system ii

not carried so far, evil results may still follow

One of the first effects of cold is to cause th(

contraction of the muscular fibres inthesnial

:nteries SO abundantly diffused through thi

skin. This throws the blood inward, and pro

duces increased pressure on the heart an(

larger arteries. When, therefore, cold weathe

comes on abruptly, sudden deaths among thi

fragile and aged are common, the cause beinj

apoplexy or arrest of the heart, perhaps con

gestion of the lungs.

The checking of the perspiration, which i

constantly going on through the pores of th

skin, is another effect of cliill or sudden cold

This throws increased labor on other organ

of the body, and frequently leads to intlani

mation or other disease, which is apt to settl

in the weakest part of the S3'Stem.

These considerations clearly point out th

necessity of varying the clothing with th

weather. Perhaps as good a general rule a

can be given is, to wear such an amount of i

and of such a kind as will keep all parts c

the body in a state of comfort. Young chi

dren of course are helpless in this respect an

must wear what their parents put upon then

It should be borne in mind that the power c

producing heat is less in them and in the agec

than in the more vigorous period of middl

life ; and therefore both of these classes requir

warmer clothing than will suffice for one i

the strength of his days.

Dr. Osgood says: "There are no word
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itrong enough to characterize the folly of

hose parents who think it right to ' harden'
heir children by forcing tbem to face the cold

nsuflSciently clad. 'By this means,' siiar|ily

ays one writer, 'children are hardcmil luii

f the world.' If it were possible to coiiiiJiite

he number of children who lose their lives

imply because they are not warmly enough
ressod, the statistics would startle fathers

nd mothers."
^V inter clothing should be worn looselj-, so

bat there niaj' be a layer of warm air be-

wccu it and the body. Any portion that
inds the skin impedes the circulation, and
Ihis produces evil, as well as being less eflec-

•e in retaining the natural warmth.
Wool should always be worn in cold weather

ext the skin, as it is much more effective in

rotecting from cold and chill than lineu or
Otton goods. The doctor says a " hatred of
ooUen undergarments on the part of women
as common as it is inexplicable. It causes

le loss of many treasured lives." He men-
ons several cases that occurred in his own
I'actice. In one of these the patient suifered

^om terrililc headaches and neuralgia. By
utting on li,.ii-ii suits of merino underwear,
ae overtasked sNstnn was relieved, and the

1 and aches disa|i])eared. In another
ise, the woman had iucn siilijci-t to srvcre

ttacks of bronchitis I'foiii the lltli to tin' .")tli

onths. The slightest change in the wratlirr

ave her a sore throat. "In her ease," lusays,

I recommended a light suit of merino mxt
le skin, over this a second of heavy. ;ill-\\ ool

lerino, both suits being made in one piece,

) that there were only two instead of four
lieknesses at the waist. Wearing this pro-

sction, the ladj' has not had a cough once
uring the past winter. She was formerlj-

le of the bitterest enemies to woolen under-
ear. It irritated the skin. It kept her in

constant fever. It ruined the fit of her
resses, &c. I had the greatest difficulty in

vercoming her prejudice to what she finally

)ol<(d upon as her chief proiection."

Winter clothing should protect all parts of

ie body. "The habit of piling clothing upon
le upper parts of the body, while the limbs
nd feet are neglected, is both injurious and
angorous. If a person is attempting to pro-

ict the lungs, he will succeed better by wear-

)g heavy drawers, stockings and hoots, than

Y neglecting the feet and overloading the
best."

As much clothing is needed in the damp,
billy weather of the Eleventh month as in

36 dry, clear cold of mid-winter. Moist air

I
a good conductor of heat, and in such

'Gather the body loses warmth rapidly, and
ecomes chilled if not sufficiently clad. Our
uthor gives this caution: "I cannot too

trongly impress the fact that many lung
iseasesare contracted duringthese uncertain
jasonsby iniprojicrdi-ess. The winter under-

lothing should lie jiut on early and worn late.

f a day be very warm, the change must be

lade in the outside garments."
One of the chapters of Dr. Osgood's book is

eaded, "Inattention to Pulmonary Food."
'bis title, he says, was "suggested by the

J,ory of a physician who had vainly tried to

revail upon his patient—a nervous, hysteri-

al lady—to admit fresh air to her chamber.
le never failed to find the atmosphere of the

ioom close and sickening. The patient's hobby
fas a search for the cause of her low tone of

ystem. Her phj'^sician ai'gued in favor of

fresh air. But nothing could induce that
woman to have her window opened. At last,

in desperation, the doctor one day said, " I

have concluded that the whole cause of your
condition is dirty food." Being extremely
fastidious in regard to her meals, the patient
tor a moment was speechless with indigna-

tion, but finally burst out with, 'Doctor, what
do you mean by such language? My i'ooA

dirty!' 'Oh!' he said, 'I did not me£vn to

refer to the food you eat. That, of course, is

in a prober condition
; although, if it were not

quite clean, it probably would do you no harm.
I was alluding to the tocid you give youi-

lungs, and tbrougii them to your blood.'

With all the eaniestness of a conscientious

ssed

man and physician, he then

to her the condition of the ;

nhaled. How it reeked wi

decaying matter, personal i

washed and foul it was, and
tonishment that she, a dainty, fastidious per-

son in other respects, could breathe over and
over again the air which had once swept out
her lungs and those of her attendants. The
patient became so embarrassed as to be unable

replj'. But the startling revelation to

which she had listened converted her. The
doctor never again had occasion to allude to

e matter."

Pure air is necessary to health at all sea-

sons, but the suliject is mentioned among the
dangers of winter, because at that season a
Wrr circidation of the air is not so readily

])iocure(l, and the danger of injury from coal,

illuminating and sewer gas, and other im-

purities, is greater, as well as that from breath-

ing an over-heated and unnaturallj' drj' at-

mosphere produced by heating a]iparatus.

For "The Frienil."

Overmuch Learning.

It has, perha|is, been well said, that "Learn-
ing is an excellent tiling, when it is not the

best thing a man has." The danger lies in

giving it too much place ;
or, in other words,

of making an idol of the human understand-

ing. This is csiiecially to be appridiendcd in

the youlhfid aspirant of the present ilay. of

enlarged opporlunity, of emulative andiition.

of sanguine hopes. But is not the true light

in which this power should be considered

that of the hand-maid of religion? Without
this a"on(V and end. mav it not jiromote our

al.ililv to ilo miscliirf; and thai s.-Hpt hit be

painfidlyv.Tilied, -.IK' that iii.-ivasrtb know!-

times, so far from being wisilom is Imt a- I lie

light of the moon to it—brighi and ail laii i\ ,.

but withottt warmth or inttueiice. Wlierea.s

wisdom, which primarilj' leads to, or is an
humble experimental acquaintance with our
own extreme frailty and weakness, induces,

at the same time, a childlike dependence upon,
and trust in the unfailing Source of everlast-

ing strength ; and thus, like ballast to a ship,

steadies and preserves us when in imminent
danger of being puffed up with high thoughts

of ourselves—"our extensive knowledge and
advantages.

Is not one reason wh)- " Not many wise

men, after the flesh, not many miglity, not

many noble" were, accoi-ding 1:o the Apostle,

called to proclaim the precious truths of the

religion of Jesus, in part to be attributed to

the danger of such ti-usting too much to their

own abilities and learning, and an arm of

flesh, instead of to that simplicity, and meek-

fepei
ing " babes in Christ" who have no might of
their own ? Most true it is that those whom
the Lord loves and honors, and upon whom
He bestows his richest gifts, have ever been
such, whether learned or unlearned, as have
felt their own impotency and littleness ; and
that without Him thej' are nothing and can
do nothing promotive of his cause or honor.
Thus Paul, learned and distinguished and
faithful as he was, laid all his worldly w isdom
at the feet of Gamaliel, where be obiaiiu'd it;

and counting all things as loss ant! dross com-
pared with the ixiellcnc}' of the knowledge
of ('bi-isi .lisiis his Saviour, determined to
know iioi liiiiLC anion i;- those to whom he went
to prradi the i;o^pi'l ol' lilr and salvation savc
.Ir-us Clii-ist and liini (i-ii.itied. His learning
wasfvci' held sidKM-dinale to the great aim ot

his new-born life, and was esteemed by him
in' proportion to the help it gave him to pro-
mote the spread of Christianity among his

fellow men. He gloried in his infirmities,

that the power of Christ might rest upon him
;

and his chief deJight in the possession of every
temporal blessing was, in that he had some-
thing of value in the world's account to offer

in willing sacrifice upon the altar of fidelity

and allegiance to Christ.

The writer does not mean to plead for ignor-
ance—which would be to err on the other
hand—neither against a wholesome liberal

amount of useful learning; but only the ex-

cessive or overmuch attention to it for its own
sake independent of its need for the necessary
duties of this life, and its aid in the advance
ment of Christian truth. "Knowledge pufl-

eth up ;" and can the motive be a worthy
one, which prompts to the pursuit of it in

order that the possessor may revel in the
worldly advantages of notoi'ietj', distinction,

and esteem among men ? May it not, in this

sense, be idolized as well as riches or worldly
fame? What difference does it make to us,

as respects our actual bondage, whether the
bond that holds us be a golden or an iron

chain, whether made of silken thread, or
of hen.]..'!! <-ord '^ Whatever habitually ob-

stlMlets.ibe.lieliee 1,1 t ll e sa vi llg light of Christ

in the lieaii.oi- iuiereepts that communion
with Him which gives lite to the soul, must
be rated as an idol. The danger consists in

pursuing it too exclusively, and too far; and
without a single eye to the last suftering here,

wlii( ll it cannot ease, and the great audit

hereafter, which it Cannot propitiate. Human
leariiiiie- is not able to sustain the mind in

troufle. nor solace and support it on the bed
oi laiigiiisbi llg and of death. Hence the sujier-

hitive importance, in the language of a wise

and good man, of " appropriatiiiu all (lie i^ifis

ofDivine Providence to the purjiose^ lorw liii h

they were intended." Ancl whether learned

in all the knowledge of the schools, at\er the

manner of this ambitious age, or " unlearned

and ignorant" as were some of the apostles

of our Lord, we may alike manifest as did

those of the latter class, that "they had been

with Jesus;" and were more engaged to laj-

up treasure in heaven, than in seeking after

the perishable emoluments or honors of this

fading and deceitful world.

The contcm]ilation of that augtist event

which transpired or culminated nearly nine-

teen hundred years ago on Mount Calvary,

with its consequences immediate and remote
—its purchased redemption, its saving grace,

abiding anointing, and Spirit of truth as our
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o-uitle into all truth—is calculated so to Inim-

hle under a lively sense of our obligations to

redecTiiing love and mercv, that with con-

trite licai'i sand sulHlnrd spii-its we are brought

to In.ik n|M,ii ull ll.at llie wui'ld calls great as

coniliaralivcly t.io iiisigJiilicant and evanes-

cent to claim nuieh ot our consideration or

regard ; and that a mind disciplined by Chris-

tian principle, and leavened with Christian

emulation, love and hope, are the only safe-

gards against the overmuch or iuimoderate

desire for the fruit of the tree of knowledge.

At a meeting in Japan where a number of

our Christian girls were gathered together,

the subject was—"How to glorify Christ by

our lives." One of the girls said :
" It seems

to me like this: one S|jring my mother got

some flower-seeds, little, ugly, black things,

and jjlaiited them; they grew and blossomed

heaulifuUy. One day a neighbor coming .in

and seeing these flowers, said :
' O, how beau-

tiful ! 1 must have some, too ;
won't you

please give me some seed?' Now, if this

neighbor had only just seen the flower-seeds,

she" wouldn't have cared fortlfem ; 'twas only

when she saw how beautiful was the blossom

that she wanted the seed. And so with

Christianitj- ; when we speak to our friends

of the truths of the Bible, they seem to them
hard and uninteresting, and they say; 'We
don't care to hear about these things ;

they

are not so interesting as our own stories !'

but, when thej^ see these same truths blos-

soming out in our lives into our kindly words,

and good acts, then they saj': 'How beauti-

ful these lives! What makes them diftcrent

from other lives?' And when thej- hear that

'tis the Jesus-teaching, then thej^say: 'We
must have it, too !' And thus, by our lives,

more than by our tongues, we can preach

Christ to our unbelieving friends.

—

Advocate

and Guardian.
_

The docti-ines of Christian ex]jerience, of

this modern or regressive movement, are

summed up in two sentences. An instanta-

neous justification, by the "exercise of faith

in the blood of Christ." An instantaneous

sanctification by the exercise of faith in the
" cleansing power of Christ." This " two ex-

perience" doctrine is about as far removed
from the diK-triiic 'if early i'riends as is the

doctrine of -dwy oIIut <leii(>niination in the

world. And as lor Scripture teaching
; either

as a doctrine, or by types of examples, it is

utterlj' without foundation ; and the sooner

it is abandoned by its misguided believers the

better it will be for the world and the Church.
Any doctrine that teaches that God justi-

fies an unholy thing ;
or that a man may be

justified and in a " saved state," and yet not
sanctified, is putting a premium on wickedness,
whether they so intend it or not. Mixed audi-

ences of sinners, backsliders, &e., are taught
that they may all " go out of this house justi-

fied and saved to-night," if they will only
exercise faith in the " blood of Christ." But
if such teaching is true one night, it would
be true the next night. If a man believed

such a gospel, he might sin all day, the next
day, and be justified at night. We believe

that the practical effect of such teaching is

to establish sinners in a feeling of self-com-

placency, that it does not matter if they do
sin, for they can get justified the next time
one of those revivalists comes around and
preaches his instantaneous doctrine.

Christian experience is a spiritual change.

Ithe " old man," or old nature, or "life of the

flesh," is slain or crucified, and put off; and
the new nature, the "new man," or life of

the Spirit is put on. It is a deep spiritual

work. It is no mere imputation ; it is through
the renewing of the Holj' Spirit. It is pre-

sented to us in the New Testament as a being
" born again," " risen from the dead," "adopt-

ed as a son," "created anew." "baptized,"

"circumcised," "justified," "translated into

the Kingdom of God," or sanctified ; these

are not different parts of salvation or experi-

ence, but the various Scripture words by
which, in metaphor, the one great change from
nature to grace is presented to us. Each type

or metaphor, iscomjjlete in itself; only based

on, or adapted to diflerent views of the con-

dition of man in the fall.

—

From The Western

Friend.
*"*

Selected.

A.SPIRATION.

\VitIi timid hnnd a little lad,

From hunger faint and ill,

Knocked at my door one autumn night,

At twilight gray and cbill.

For broken bits of food he begged,

In such a humble way.
That, had ray heart been made of steel,

I could not .say him nay.

He entered when I bade, and crouched
Within a corner dim

;

And ate in hungry haste the food

I quickly proBijred him.

Bright home-life glimpses strange and sweet,

Through open doorways stole ;

And warmth and love awoke to life

The hunger of his soul.

That little, pleading, wistful face,

Undimpled by a smile,

I oft recall, at twilight gray,

Though years have lap.sed the while.

Thus I through doubt and darkness press

My sad and weary way
;

And at the door of Faith and Hope,
In humble accents pray :

" O, grant me, Master, but the crumbs,
That from thy table fall

;

And I indeed shall grateful be,

Although this gift be all."

Grateful, indeed, but not content;

I crave a richer store,

—

" Dear Lord I the bread thy children share,

Give me forevermore—

"

" And let the warmth and light and love

Of kinship, peace impart.

In royal measure that shall fill

And satisfy my heart."

LIVING WATERS.
There are some hearts like wells, green-mossed and deep

As ever summer saw
;

And cool their water is, yea, cool and sweet,

But you must come to draw.

They hoard not, yet they rest in calm content.

And not unsought will give
;

They can be quiet with their wealth unspent,

So self contained they live.

And there are some like springs, that bubbling burst

To follow dusty ways.

And run with offered cup to quench his thirst

Where the tired traveller strays;

That never ask the meadows if they want
What is their joy to give

;

Unasked, their lives to other life they grant,

So self-bestowed they live !

And one is like the ocean, deep and wide,

Wherein all waters fall

;

That girdles the broad earth, and draws the tide,

Feeding and bearing all

;

That broods the mists, that sends the clouds abroad,

That takes, again to give;

Even the great and loving heart of God,
Whereby all love doth live.

THE LAND OF THE LIVING.
Beautiful was the reply of a venerable man, to the

question whether he was yet in the land of the living!
" No ; but I am almo.st there."

Not yet ; though the fiat I feel has gone forth.

Not yet has the summons been spoken
;

The frail, feeble link that connects me with earth

Not yet has been shattered and broken.

The kindred and friends of my earlier years,

Have long in the grave-yard been lying,

I, fain would depart from this valley of tears.

And pass from the land of the dying.

A few of the friends of my manhood are spared
;

Alas ! they are dull and repining
;

They talk of hopes withered, of talents impaired,

Worn spirits, and vigor declining;

I suflFer like them, yet I do not complain,

For God the assurance is giving
'jj

That soon shall I lay down my burden of pain
And haste to the land of the living.

I weep not for those whom on earth I loved well,

They are only removed to a distance;

The shroud and the pall, and the funeral knell,

Were their passports to deathless existence
;

Like them may I soar to the re.ilms of the blest

And join in the angels' thanksgiving;
In the land of the dying, sink softly to rest,

And awake in the land of the- living.

Gold and Silver in the Desert.

BY H. CI.AY TRUMBULL.

Another of the jnizzling things in the Bible

story of the wandering Israelites, is the alnm-

(lance of gold and silver and precious stones

which those fugitive slaves appear to have

had ready on any call for religious gifts and

oft'erings in the wilderness. Although they

had been held in bitter bondage for genera-

tions, and therefore might fairly be counted

poor in this world's goods, they first sup])lied

golden ear-rings in sufiScient quantity lor a

molten calf; and then, when that gold had
been taken from them and destroj'ed, they

responded to the summons for the tabernacle

building and furnishing, with such an abun-

dance of gold and silver ornaments, and ol

costly jewels, as would put to shame the con-

tributions of wealthy givers in the richer

cities of the world to-day in their highest

enthusiasm of church erection. How can this

be show II na-ciialde and consistent? KveD
the rrcdnl.'il taif, that the departing slaves

had liorruwed" jewels of gold and jewels oi

silver, every man of his neighbor, and every

woman of her neighbor, in the land of Egypt,
without a thought of ever returning tliem,

only throws a shade, in the popular mind,

over the morality of the Israelites, without

sufficiently making clear the possibility of

their seemingly unstinted wealth. Here it is

again that light is found in the unchanging
peculiarities of the lands and the people oi

Egypt and Arabia.

To this day the women of both Egypt and
Arabia adorn themselves with gold and silver

coins and other ornaments, to an extent quite

unknown in more enlightened lands, ami far

beyond their apparent wealth—as shown in

their garments or their dwellings. Bracelets,

anklets, ear-rings, nose-rings, finger-rings,

brooches, necklaces and ornaments for the

hair, are seen, not alone on the persons oi

the rich, but on those also who are scantily

and coarsely clad, and who live in mud huts,

Several causes combine to give prominence
and permanency to this custom. There are

no savings-banks in those lands, in which to

deposit one's accumulations ; nor are there

any safe modes of investment at usuiy. The
'ack of confidence between man and man
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Jakes each person cling to what he has, as

safe hands only while it is in his own
kncls. Therefoi'O each new gold or silver

ftin as it is obtained is likely to be punctur

I,
and attached by a wire "to the string of

(•ins already wound about the owner's head,
[ hanging from the neck

; and so the weight
[ liiiurded personal treasure grows. The
lorc oppressive a system of bondage be-

inies in such a land, the more the enslaved
^iU prize gold or silver for its ow h sake and
te less regard will be paid i>y ili(»c of that

Ijiss to outer dress, or to an uncertain home
d its furnishing.

Moreover, the system of polygamy, with
nicpiities and hardships—prevailing in

se lands to-day as it prevailed in the days
Moses—tends to make this loading of the
rson with gold and silver a temptation, and
a certain sense a necessity, to the women
re. A daughter of Archbishop Whately,
has done a wonderful work in the train-

"; of native children and youth in her mis-
;'ii-s(li(.ola in Cairo—brought out this fact
>^<t iiiiphatically as I talked with her in her
iijool-rooms. Pointing to little girls—even

tis
out of homes of poverty—who were

iwily adorned with strings of coins and
^th ornaments of silver or gold, she spoke
) the love of this kind of display prevailing
uong these people universally, and of her
Bitation in rebuking it under the eircum^
nces in which the women of Ivuvpt fdimdj
jmselves, as otherwise she would be ^iad
"Any woman who is a wife," she said.

lay, bj' the Egyptian laws, be divorced and
t away by her husband at any hour. Then
) must leave her home and go out to get on
best she can. The law guards her, how-
n; in the possession of whatever she may
vo upon her person. So, you see, that
)8e rings and necklaces may come to be all

portant to these gii'ls in their need. I can
rdly, in conscience, insist that thej- shall

ip themselves of that which alone is their

1 property possession in the ej-e of the

SVhatever causes may have led to this
)it at the outset, the fact of it is indisputa-

; and the people themselves would per-
js be unable to tell why they indulge in it.

e hoarding of gold and silver in coin and
ornaments for the person is well-nigh uni-

•sal in those lands. It begins in infancy.
the child grows in years, con-ianl adiii-

ns are made to its stock of preiions metals
personal adornings. A bride's duwr}- is

ng upon her person. A wife's wealth is

ried there. The men, meantime, store their
asures in coin and jewels out of sight, but
; out of mind. As we were traveling in the
Der desert, near the site of Kadesh-barnea,
B one evening, there was a sudden halt in

» camel train, and a jabbering in Arabic
8 heard among ourBodawin attendants in

i darkness. Asking what had happened,
were told that my camel driver had lost

Dt of gold and silver coin, and wanted to

p and hunt for it. That driver had every
jearance of poverty ; there were no orna-
ints of gold or silver on his person, and he
d not yet been paid for his present camel-
rvice; but in a knotted corner of a coarse
die wound about his single slioH ami dirty

.ton garment, tlnTr had Ihtu tied iipa stork

gold and silver that would have sujiplied

n with parched corn or barley flour for the
nainder of his natural life. The knot in

ipping as he fingered it conipla-

e darkness, his money had sud-

his girdle si

cently in th

denly gone from him
; and that was the cause

of the jabbering. Then it was that a Yankee
pocket-lantern did good service with its small
wax taper, and as its light pointed out the
missiii;;- iui:inc\' on the desert, there was a new
light shed ,,ii 'the nilile stoiy of the gold and
silvei- ill that same desert forty centuries ago.
That this has been the state of things in'all

the intervening ages, in both Egypt and
Arabia, the testimonj- of sacred "and pro-
fane history bears ample witness. Look at
the ]iai]itiiiL:s and sculptures of the Egyptian
toiiiiis and ieiii|iles ill evidence of this! See
also the treasuies of gold and silver and pre-

cious stones, in the shape of [lersonal orna-

ments, unearthed from the tombs of Mgy].it,

and gathered in the museiiuis of Houlak,
Turin, the Louvre, and London! K'ead the

story of Gideon's triumph over the .Midianii. >

at the plain of Jezreel, and of his re(|uest for

a share of the spoil in this very line in the
days of the Judges! "And Gideon said unto
them, I would desire a request of you, that
ye would give me every man the ear-rings of
bis yri-v : I I'l- 1 lirii had golden enr-rings, because

Ihrji iniY Js/unurhtcs.)"^ The Bedawin of to-

lay are descendants of those Ishmaelites.

'And they answered, We will willingly give
them. And they spread a gai-ment, and did
ast therein everv man the ear-riifL;;s of Ids

il-ev. Ami the wei-lil of t lie --oMen'ear-riiigs

bat be i-e,|iirsl,-d was a thousand aii.l seven
llllldred shekels ,,t -old : liesi.le-^ < .n la lllellt s.

igs[slKiklis]ofMidi

To-daj' the goldsmiths and silversmiths of the
bazaars of Cairo and Jerusalem and Damas-
cus are multiplying the personal ornaments
of the women and children of the East to an
extent unknown in the newer countries of the
West, but always prevailing in the unchang-
eil and unchangeable lands of Egypt, Arabia,
and Syria. And on the desert to-day the

ISedawin men and women have gold and sil-

ver ornaments upon their persons, and gold

and silver coin hoarded away from sight, to

an extent which brings the Bible story of the

treasured wealth of the Israelites in that des-

ert within the limits of entire reasonableness
and probability.

Why, 1 have seen a Bedawin woman in

that desert with a single scanty and filthy

blue cotton garment, hurrying out of sight

into her coarse black goat's-hair tent, fiiirly'

weighted down with herswayini^- head-dress

and necklace of hanging coins, and with lieav\-

nose-ring. and ear-rings, and liraeelets. and
aiiklets.'of silver. Ami an old sheikh, in the

mid-desert, whose divss bespoke a (lisre-ar<l

of appearances, if Hot a laek .>f means, asked
my iiitei-ee»ion in -eniriim- the release of his

nephew from eiisi,,dy al .1 rnisaleiii. He was

'

ready to jiay a llioiisand dollars, if necessary, I

for the emploj-inent of an .Knglish-speaking

lawyer, and other thousands, if need be, for,

a ransom. He had the hoarded gold, and he
eoiild have broii-bt it -mt if be had reallv be-'

eonie interested in the easliim' of a -/.Ideii

ealf,oi-ihebiiil.liiigamifnrnislnimofa taber-

iiaele. If indeed no such use was made of it,

h.' would pass it down to his children, and so

its aeeiimulations would increase, generation
by generation, in his tribe and household.

^Vnd so it has been in all these centuries.

(To be concludod.)

Testimonies to the Truth.
(Continued from p.,gc no.)

Now, friends, I hope and believe that many
of you here present, do abhor those aboiuiua-
tions that are acted among many that are
called ChristiaBS; you that hate and abhor
these abominations, do not yon retain that
which is evil in the least degree ; but now
there are some that may abhor to be seen ia
abominable J3ride, and yet there may be some-
thing of that nature that doth in secret re^

main
;
and though they maj' seek to hide it

from men in their profession, yet God will
find them out; "If I regard iniquity in my
heart, God will not hear my prayer." See
that you be a clear people, a people redeemed
to God ; do not halt between two opinions,
that so you may come forth clear for God

;

you whose understandings God hath opened,
see that you be preaching for God; do not
l<eep correspondency with the spirit of the
world, though you may have commerce and
dealing among men

; be watchful, keep youi--

selves from the evil of the world, as Chi'ist

prayed for his disciples, John xvii. 15: "I
pray not that thou shouldest take them out
of the world, but that thou shouldest keep
them from the evil." So that we must have
a care that we partake not with them in their
sins, lest we partake with them in their

plagues.

Take heed of mixtures; this was an abom-
ination in Israel ; they were not to sow their
laud with mingled seed or grain, nor to wear
garments of linen and woollen

; take heed of
the spirit of the world, do not mix with it,

lest you be corrupted by it, and the enemy
prevail. Sin will harden a people, the longer
the^' go on in a course of sin, and the longer
people take liberty in that which is vain, the
harder they will grow, and the more stupid
and benumbed, if they answer not the call of
God to come out of the abomination of the
world. God calleth us to purity and holiness,

for without holiness, saith the apostle, no
man shall see the Lord ; they shall not see

God to their comfort, to their joy and conso-
lation. See that you be found in that holy
waj' which God hath cast up

;
many men have

been casting up waj's of their own devising,

but God hath cast up a way for the ransomed
of the Lord, that the wayfaring man, though
a fool, shall not err therein. The unclean
beasts have not trod in this way ; the ransomed
of the Lord, those that are redeemed from
their vain conversation, are they that walk in

this pure and holy way, the way of righteous-

ness and truth ; see that you be joined to the

truth, and that will be for your good; not
that God hath need of us, but we have need
to be reconciled to Him. Man hath need of

i-eeonciliation to God his Maker, for he hath
gone astray from Him, and hath been sepa-

rated by reason of sin, and had need be re-

conciled.

Friends, I would have you to prize the

mercy of God, and the day of his visitation.

He hath stretched foi'th his hand, and his love

and mercy have been extended to us ; there

are many i; I jieople. zealous people, that

ai'id lia\e noi lived lo see them, but have died

in the laith of this, thai God would send forth

more of his light, more of his grace to the

children of men; and that the light of the

moon should be as the light of the sun, and
the light of the sun as the light of seven (lays

;

many good people that are gone to their rest
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have died iu the faith of it, though they never

attained to see the days that we have seen.

God hath stretched forth his hand to the na-

tions, and sent forth his servants, to dvclare

the glad tidings of peace and ,s!il\ ;iii"ii. to lie

perfected through Christ Jesus tlic Mediator.

Now, God hath made us partali-ers of this

grace and blessing j
blessed be the Lord our

God, who hath made a remnant partakers of

it, that have given up their all, that thej^

might enjoy truth, and bo professors of the

truth ; and the Lord hath preserved this rem-

nant through many tribulations, ever since

we have been a people, the love of God, and

his almighty power have surrounded us, and

lie hath gathered us to be a people. Many
of us have living experience of the tender

mercies and blessings of God ;
we cannot say

that He hath been a bad -Master; Hehatii not

laid hard things upon us; He hath fed his

flock like a shepherd ; He hath gathered the

lambs with his arm, and carried them in his

bosom, and doth gently lead those that are

with young, Isa. xl. 11. The Spirit of the

Lord hath led us on gently, and hath in-

structed us according to our capacities ; He
hath not laid hard matters upon us, when we
were as weak children, but He hath nourished

us by degrees, and fed us with the sincere

milk of the word, that we might grow there-

bj-, that we might grow in grace, and in virtue

and goodness, that you may be strengthened

in yotir inward man; the outward man can-

not long subsist without food, but the body
Avithout Ibod will grow weak and teeble; nor

can the soul live unto God, except it receive

strength and nourishment from Him, who fills

the hungrj' with good things, and sends the

rich empty away.
Wait upon God, that j-ou may be strength-

ened, and enabled to perform your duty, and
what God re(iuires of _you :

" Obedience is bet-

ter than sacririce, and to obey the voice of the

Lord, than the fat of rams." It is in Christ

alone that we have acceptance with God, and
lie is the author of eternal salvation to all

them that obey Him. Acceptance with God
is of great value, and much to be desired ; O!

many an honest heart desires to have accept-

ance" with God, and enjoy his favor ; sin in all

ages hath made a separation between God
and us ; sin hath caused man to be driven out

of the paradise of God; thou earnest un
se]iaratiiiii l>y sin, it was sin that separated

between (in(l":ind thee; thine iniquities have
kejit gooil things from thee; there is a parti

tion wall between God and us made by sin,

but Christ is come to break it down, and to

finish transgression, and make an end of sin,

and bring in everlasting righteousness. This

every particular man and woman is to wait

for, to wait for the salvation of God, and to

be in a travail of spirit and soul to know the

way of truth ;
after the truth came to be made

manifest to our understandings, and that we
wei'o at a certainty in the ways of God, we
found a straitness in ourselves, a want of

power and ability to perform what God re-

quired of us ; a want of enlargedness from God,

and of love to Him; according to the certain

knowledge we have of God, let us see that we
be Ibund faithful to Him, and wait upon Him
for strength and ability to perforin our dutj'.

Now, friends, after there were good desires

in our souls, we have found ourselves at a

loss, for want of watchfulness ; the enora^'

many times hath prevailed upon us, and
drawn us to things that were not convenient,

hereby we came to have distress upon us
;

and many times we were compassed about

ith sorrow and trouble of mind, in seeing

there was such a shortness in ourselves, al'tci-

we knew the Truth, for to will was jirrsmt

with us, but how to perform that which is

good we found not ; until we received ability

from God, we found a shortness in ourselves,

but we found a sufliciency when joined to the

Grace of God. So it was with the Apostle

Paul, 2 Cor. xii. 7, 8 :
" Lest I should be ex-

alted above measure," saith he, "through the

abundance of revelations, there was given to

a thorn in the flesh, the messenger of

Satan, to buffet me, &c. For this thing I be-

sought the Lord thrice that it might depart

n me^ and He said unto me, my grace is

siitticient for thee, for my strength is made
perfect in weakness." We have had a suffi-

ciency of grace to withstand the motions of

sin, when we came to Christ, we found Him
a complete Saviour, that He is able to save

to the uttermost all that come unto God bv
Him.

Religious Items, &c.

Temjierance.— The "Temperance Lesson

Book," by Dr. B. "W. Richardson, of London
has been placed on the " supply list," as a

book of reference for the teachers under the

charge of the Board of Education of New
York, and as a reading book for scholars of

certain grades.

Episcopalian Co}^g)-ess.—A meeting of this

body was held at Newcaslleon-Tyne, Eng-
land, in the early part of the Tenth month.

The correspomh'nt ofthc X.i/inn.il 7!>iptisf,in

speaking of its indcrcilin^s. >;iys it is cxident

that a large part of the clergy and a considera-

ble section of the laity of the established

Church of England, regard it as a branch

—

a younger sister—of the Church of Rome.
They trace the right of its priests to iniiiister

in sacred things to an imaginary siieee-sioii

from the apostles through the Romish piiesis.

This foolish doctrine, he says, was brought
out very distinctly in the papers read and the

speeches made. Civil authority in matters

pertaining to doctrine and ritual was dis-

claimed and denounced. This would be very
well, if they did not at the same time seek

to be supported out of the tithes collected by
the authority of the government. As the

correspondent states, they "demand all the

privileges of a Free Church with all the pecu-

niary advantages of a State Church. They
make no secret of the fact that they tolerate

union with the State onlj"- for the sake of the

emoluments and social position."

Reformed Episcopal Doctrines.—Somewhat
in contrast with the preceding paragraph,
are the views of the Reformed l-'iiiseopalians

as expressed in the Episcnj„il Ilirunlcr of

11th mo. 5th. While adopting the Kjiiscopal

form of government they deny that it is of

Divine origin, and maintain that " The Lord
alone calls to the Ministrj"-, and no Bishop or

House of Bishops can give it to or take it

from those whom He sends forth !" Thej-
" deny that Regeneration is in any waj^ con-

nected with [Water] Baptism, and affirm that

it is the work of the Spirit." Though using

a Liturgy, they " affirm that all the services

of the Prayer Book are only /on»s of prayer
;

and, therefore, perfectly worthless, unless

energized by the Spii-it."

This affirmation is a testimony to the trut

so steadily maintained by the Society c

Friends, that all true worship requires th

aid of the Holy Spirit ; and it seems a coi

lirmation of the propriety of our practice (

waiting on the Lord in our religious meeting

to feel the influences of his power and Spirr

before venturing to utter words of prayer o

exhortation, which are "perfectly worthlesi

unless energized by the Spirit."

Blindness of Superstition.—To one who ha

been taught to believe that the work of sa

vation must be accomplished between th

soul and its Creator ; and that no outwar
observances can eftect, or be a substitute fc

the change of heart which our Saviour di

dared to be an essential pre-requisite to cute:

ing the kingdom of Heaven ; it seems Strang

that any can be so blinded as to believe thi

any spiritual benefit will accrue to them froi

prayers purchased by money. The foliowin

circular sent by mail to a poor laboring ma
in a Western city, shows that the Roma
Catholic clergy still resort to means of raisin

money, which are founded on ignoi'ance an

superstition :

—

" New Melleray Abbey, (P. 0. Box 1571.)^

Dubuque, Iowa, Nov. 1, 1880.

To pay off a heavy debt on our new, ha

finished Abbey, we shall have two dai

Masses—one for the living and one for tl

dead—said every day, for a period of 5ti yea
from date, in which those who give a donatic

of $100 shall participate for 50 years. Thoi

who donate $50 shall participate in the frui

of said two daily Masses for 25 years, and i

in proportion down to $1, for which done
shall participate in said two daily Masses f

6 months from date of their donation.

Father Bernard, Prior.

Collector will please write the name of ea(

donor, the date and amount of donation aft

a number. When the sheet is filled, return

to me, with the amount collected. I w
endorse it, with a receipt, and return it

you. The donors will then see that the

donations have been received, and that thi

will participate in the two daily Masses."

For " Tlie Friend.'

Natural History, Science, &c.

Animal Sagacity.—I am exposed to sor

annoyance from a clever old donkey, wb
being turned out on the green in front of n

house, constantly lets himself into my gard

to graze on my lawn. This he effects 1

pushing his nose between the rails of an ir

gate, and then pressing down the latch

the gate. Expulsion, with ever so striki]

an appeal to his feelings, avails only a sh(i

time for his exclusion, unless the gate

locked.— W. B. Kesteven in Nature.
Electric Light in Collieries.—The Earno

Colliery in Lanarkshire has been fitted wi

electric lamps. The incandescent carbon
surrounded by a stout air-tight lantern

glass, with steel guards. The risk of accide

is considered to be much less than with t

ordinary Davy lamp, and it is thought t

general introduction into coal mines of elect

lighting will much diminish the number
deaths f'rom explosions of gas, which last ye

amounted in Great Britain to 499.

Falls of Niagara.—A writer in the Epis
pal Recorder speaking of the change in f

Falls since his first visit in 1826, says t

recession in the centre of the Horse Sh
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;11, causod by the fall of masses of rock has
(iaiii;od its shape from a curve to an angle.
Til is recession is not caused by the wearing

( tho rocks over which the water falls, but
]• the action of water and frost on the soft
!,alc' which underlies the upper limestone,
iitil the latter projects so far as no loni;c
! a Me to bear its own weight. T'lii:

;i:il(>uc)us to the recession of the falls nf
.lithoiiy on the Mississippi, and the liills ot

.iiii]rn;ui;i in .11 iji I icsota, whcrethc umeston
llilc ruck rrsts u|inu a bed of consolidated
lid. At Mimichaha there is (or was in
i59) a good, dry pathway under the Falls.
3m side to side of the river.

The same process of undermining a harder
pr of upper rock by wearing away a softer
•ata beneath is well shown in the gorges oi
ves (as they are termed in the neighbor-
ed), worn by the streams that descend the
itskill Mountains in New Y,,rk.

(In 1826, at Kiagara, the tal.le rock under
e falls on the Canada side projected so far
to leave a clear space for persons to pass

,• a considerable distance under the Falls,
lis has since fallen. At that time, Craw-
•d, who kept the only hotel on the Canada
e, said that he collected all the eels that he
Lnted, by going under the falls and catching
e_m when crawling over the wet rocks in
sir efforts to go up stream.
Prior to 1826 a flvU of the table rock oc-
fred, as well as since. Crawford thus de-
•ibed the former of these.

'As I went with a party on the Table
ck, I observed a fine crack which appeared
me to be new, but so fine that you could
rdly put the blade of a knife in it. After
nding with them a short time, I went back
examine this crack, and found that I could
t my hand in it. I immediately got them
the rock without giving the reason. The

bet morning, about four o'clock, I was aroused

I

a powerful jar. I roused m3' wife, and
|d her that the Table Eoek had fallen. She
d I had been dreaming. But I insisted
it I felt the shock distinctly. As soon as
was light enough, I went to the spot and
md that the Table Eock liad disujipeared.
eturned to the bouse and called uj) all who
i been on the rock the previous day. They
ted what I wanted of them at that time of
y. I said that I wished to show them
aiething interesting. We started, aud I
ped the ladies through the mud, since it

i been raining heavily [which I thought
important fact]. When near the spot, I
[uested them to point out the Table Eock
which we had been standing the previous
ernoon. They began to take the bearings
different objects that they remembered,
i thought that it ought to be about where
iy were standing,' but there it was not.
hen they agreed that they could not tind
they asked me where it was. Then, point-

;
to the rocks below, I said, ' Those are the

iks upon which we were standing.' The
ies burst out crying like children."
•GoUiery Explosions.—A recent report of
of Abel to the English Government, shows
3 effect oi coal-dust in promoting the explo-
ns of fire-damp in coal mines. The fine

St from grain in the manufacture of flour,

Delieved to be a source of danger in flour
Us; and, similarly, the experiments on
3 subject show that a mixture of fire-damp
d air, which is perfectly safe from fire

ing to the small proportion of inflamma-

ble gas present, will explode when a sulli

cient amount of coal dust is diffused throu^l
it.

When the dust is fine and combustible, ii

will propagate flame through an atmosphere
containing only two per cent, of fire-damp
But dust of any kind, though incombustible
itself, as |ii.\\diTcd chalk or magnesia or slate,

pi-c)ilucc.^ a siniilar effect where a somewhat
larger ]iru])i)rtioii of the fire-damp is present;
explosions having been caused thereby by an
air mixed with from 3 to 3J per cent, of th
gas. It a]ipears to operate by furnishing, as
the |i;utiilc> (if (lust pass through the flame,
successive red-he. I nuclei.

Tlic JJuuiitaui A'esto/- or Am.—This Ne
Zealand Parrot, like the rest of its tribe,

formerly fed on fruits and seeds. Since
introduction of domestic sheep into the island,

it has acquired a taste for mutton. Many
instances are recorded of its attacking not
only sick and dying sheep, but even those
that are strong and healthy.

Dr. Liitour, ofNew Zealand, in transmitting
a living specimen to the Zoological Society of
London, says of it:

—"It was caught in the
act of attacking some sheep which a shepherd
was bringing down oft' the tops ofsome ranges
in the back country. He luckil}' succeeded
in knocking it over with a stone, cut its

wings and brought his captive down. In
eft'ecting the capture the shepherd suffered

considerable loss as to his trousers and other
irments, and not a little injury in scratches

from its formidable beak and clavvs.

While I have had the Kea, his diet has
consisted mainly of mutton, raw; he does not
care for cooked meat, but will take it if verj'

hungry."
In his work on the birds of New Zealand,

Dr. Butler tells us, that the "penchant for

raw flesh exhibited by this parrot in its wild
state is verj' remarkable. Those that frequent
the sheep stations appear to live almost ex-

clusivelj' on flesh. They claim the sheeps'

heads that are thrown out from the slaughter-
hed, and pick them perfectly clean, leaving
nothing but the bones."

—

Nature.

Went to our beloved afilicted friend Mildred
Eatcliff''s; she expressed her gladness at sce-

ng me, and frequently spoke of i he ^- Ine~s

of her Lord and Master

—

with w Ikhu she said

she had precious communion when lett alone;
though at other times deeply mourning over
the state of the Church. She said she'loved
the truth and its blessed cause, and believed
that the Lord would preserve a faithful rem-
nant, who would be enabled to maintain its

doctrines and its testimonies. These would
not be permitted to fall to the ground

; but
the Lord would continue to raise up those
whom He would qualify to support them, as
in the days of our early Friends, and to beai-

a plain to-t iniony against wrong things. She
was ]iarticuhii-ly str(jngin her disapprobation
of Friends sleeping in our meetings for divine
worship; on account of which, she said some
thought she had been too severe ; but she was
decided that such sleeping Quakers were stum-
bling-blocks to honest enquirers after the
truth, and that they were denying the faith

that would give the victory over all such
weakness.— Wm. Evans' Journal.

" God hath marked each sorrowing day
And nnnibered every secret tear,

And heaven's long age of bliss shall pay
For all his children suffer here."

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 19, 1S81.

• The truth, the whole truth, and nothinq but
the truth."

Under the above heading, The British Friend
for the present month comments on a favora-
ble account of the late Yearly Meeting in
Iowa, published in one of the " Friendly"
journals, which concludes with the statement,
'the meeting throughout had been generally
very sal i-laei,,iy."

The Ivliior slates "on most reliable au-
thorit}',' that in the report of the proceedings
of that Yearly Meeting some things have
been omitted, which re'nder the concluding
words of the report inaccurate. Ho says :

"The reliable authority above referred to
is one of the most prominent members of
Iowa Yearly Meeting, and he mentions five
miiii-tei>. I>y name 'who, with some others,
all stood conipuctly together in pressing cer-
tain doctrines, and in the most "progressive"
modes of working.' The one doctrine'specially
urged in all the meetings was the modern
one regarding sanctification. It was treated
as a ijift wiciught for us by Christ in his out-
ward .-aciifice. and to be received in its com-
pleteness by one definite act of faith. This
is synonymous with the baptism of the Holy
Ghost, once for all—never at conversion, but
may be at any time, when ice will. This is

the entire extinction in our whole being of
every disposition or proclivity to sin in-

stantaneously. The Holy Spirit is never in
thesinner, according to this school oftheology.

" In the large public meeting on First-day,
the multitude were told that the doctrine of
a • Liijhf irithiii' is a dangerous doctrine, lead-
ing to iulidelity, and warning was emphati-
call\- given never to look within for anything
that inll rr,r Ira, I f,, Christ.

"The duly of re-iilar vocal prayer in the
family- once or twice a day was urged, and of
comnieiicing First-day Schools with vocal
prayer regularly by the superintendent, or
some one selected by him.

Onr correspondent mentions that he took
oi-.-aMoii two or three times to -peak- on these
[lojuls of doctrine in the Meeting of ilinisters

and Elders, and to bring out the doctrines of
Friends, which elicited considerable expres-
sion of unity. He adds that he speaks of
what he had heard, and of what was em-
phatically and repeatedl}' proclaimed.
"In conclusion our correspondent remarks

that one great means by which the Society
is threatened with disruption is what passes
in the 'Devotional' Morning and Evening
Meetings at the time of the Yearly Meeting.
The most extreme views and practices are
|uo|,au;iied in those gatherings, which were
ue\ el- >o noisy and extravagant before. The
Yearly fleeting is much taken possession of
by strangers. It might be otherwise if left

to ourselves, or with real helpers
; but a cer-

tain class of ministers attend nearly all the
Yearly Meetings."

It is with some hesitation that we repub-
lish in our columns such evidences of the
weakened, if not lapsed, condition of bodies
claiming the name of Friends. Yet, as we
believe the safety and ultimate preservation
of our Society depend on the maintenance
within its borders of those spiritual principles
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which were preached by its early members,
it seems to be a duty from time to time to

bear a testimony, however feeble, against

those departures thei-efrom which have in-

troduced confusion and discord among us

and must continue to produce such disorgan-

izing effects, while they are persisted in.

The Editor of The British Friend, proceeds

to make the following remarks, which we
doubt not express thoughts which have passed

through the minds of many of our readers.

" The question, therefore, which hereupon
presents itself, seems to be this—What is the

remedy? Providing always, of course, that

Alonthly Meetings are sound themselves, it is

obviously their duty to labor with such minis-

ters as have departed from the faith of the

Soeietj', prohibiting them from propagating
their uiLsomid views, and if they refuse to

take ciMiii-rl, depose them from the station of

niiiiistci'. ami ihiis prevent them from travel-

ling ill that cajjaoity.

"If, unhappily, the Monthly Meeting has
become leavened with the same heresj' as the
ministers, and the Quarterlj' Meeting is in the
like predicament, it would seem that separa-

tion is a necessity and the alone remedy.
This, we all know, has before been the lot of

the Society—for how can two walk together
except they be agreed?

" It puzzles us exceedingly, we must con-

fess, to imagine how ministers, especially in

the Society of Friends, can justify their pro-

cedure in preaching any doctrine whatever at

variance with the Society's heretofore recog-

nized belief No such practice is tolerated

in any other denomination
;
and. last of all,

should it have to be borne among Friends.
Even common honesty would dictate that
those who deem the faith of a church errone-

ous, should leave the connection and not ob-
trude their own altered sentiments to the
creation of unsettlement and disquiet."

As appropriately coming under the heading
with which this article commences, " The
truth, the whole truth," &c., we mention the
recent recej)tion of a few lines from one of
the members of Ohio Yearly Meeting, who
thinks that at their late annual asserablj-

there was more preaching than was best.

The writer says: "The multitude of words
burdened many minds, both older and younger.
More regard to the injunction, ' Be still and
know that I am God,' seems to be needed
among us."

There is a time to spoalv and a time to
kec]) silence—and we beli(.-\f iidlliinn' will se-

cure true peace of mind and grdwlh in ^^a(e,
but dependence on the Lord and fail iitnhiess

to his requirings. When He gi\es i he eimi-

mand to deliver a message to tlj<' |m(i|iIi'. his

servants must obey; but it is unsafe to ntter
words in a religious assembly without a fresh
feeling that it is his will. When a meeting
is gathered into a silent waiting on the Lord
and into a wrestling of spirit for his blessing;

it is sometimes favored with a covering of
hoi}- solemnity, which the true worshipper
feels would be marred by any outward deela-

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The tenement houses 53 and 55

Grand street, at the corner of South Fifth avenue, in

New York, tumbled down with a crash early on Third-
day morning of last week. Nine persons were killed,
and one other was f.itally injured.
Nine million feet of lumber in Sisson & Lilley'smill

yard, at Spring Lake, Michigan, were burned on Fourth-

day the 9th inst. The loss is estimated at $250,000

;

insured for $100,000 in thirty-nine different companies.

A telegram from Quincy, Illinois, reports the waters

to be receding very slowly. The losses at that place

and in the Warsaw and adjacent districts are estimated

at $3,000,000.

During the recent storms the city of Oshkosh, Wis.,

was flooded because of sixty acres of logs coming down
the river. The streets were entirely submerged, and
people moored the plank sidewalks to stakes.

No little concern is felt by persons interested in the

harbor accommodations of Lake Ontario by reason of

the assured fact that the level of the lake has fallen

steadily, and in a marked degree, for many years. The
records have been accurately kept, and leave no room
for doubt. Many wharfs in many ports were formerly

acce.ssible to vessels which cannot now come near them.

The entrance to the harbor of Toronto has been kept

open only by means of thorough dredging, and now,
when rock bottom has been reached, there is scarcely

enough water to float the largest of the vessels which
seek to pa.ss. Various explanations for the subsidence

of the water have been offered, but none of them seems
to be adequate.

The crops of Pennsylvania for the year 1881, are es-

timated by the State Board of Agriculture as follows :

Corn, 32,780,000 bushels; wheat, 19,470,000 bushels;

oats, 34,250,000 bushels ; buckwheat, 1,687,000 bushels

;

potatoes, 6,031,250 bushels; tobacco, 22,02-5,000 pounds.

The number of menhaden rendered on the Long Is-

land coast last season was 86,000,000, which yielded

425,000 gallons of oil and 8500 tons of fertilizer.

Minnesota claims that 40,000,000 bushels of wheat is

the lowest aggregate at which the State's yield of this

year can be placed. This is several million more
bushels than has ever been returned in a single year in

a State where an exact system of returns and statistics

prevailed. California, which up to this lime has been
the heaviest wheat producing State, grew thirty-nine

million bushels last year to Minnesota's thirty millions.

They claim that the average in California has not in-

creased as it has in Minnesota, and thai, though Cali-

fornia will have a large increase throngh the heavier

yield, it is hardly likely that the whole amount will

exceed what is grown in Minnesota. Dakota—North-
ern and Southern—with Minnesota will probably, pro-

duce one-tenth of the wheat grown in the United States

this season, calling the whole amount 480,000,000 bush-

els. Another estimate places the Minnesota crop at

nearly or quite 45,000,000 bushels, which would be an
advance of 13,000,000 bushels on the crop of last year.

The Supervising Inspector-General of Steam Vessels,

in his report for the year ending 6th mo. 30ih last,

states that the total number of vessels inspected by his

bureau during the year was 4779, having a total ton-

nage of 1,204,003. Increase in number of vessels com-
pared with the previous year, 243; increase in tonnage,

82,195. The total number of lives lost by accidents

during the year ending 6th month 30th last was 268, of

whom 150 were lost by snags, wrecks and sinkings, 43
by explosions, 30 by collisions, 11 by fires, 29 by acci-

dental drowning,s, and 5 by "miscellaneous casualties."

It is reported that the disease now known as " pink-

eye," and in former years called influenza or epizooty,

has not appeared to any great extent among the street-

car horses of this city, that it yields readily to care and
treatment, and is dangerous only in case of a relapse.

It is not believed to have attacked private stables to

any considerable extent.

The report of the Registrar of the Board of Health
states that there were 359 deaths in this city last week,
an increase of 72 over the corresponding week of last

year, and of 35 over the week ending 11th mo. 5th,

1881. Of the whole number, 162 were males, and 197
females : 47 died of consumption, 23 of marasmus, 20 of
diphtheria, 18 of pneumonia and 18 of typhoid fever.

Markets, &C.— V. S. 3J's, 101^ a 102i ; 4^'s, registered

1121 ; coupon, 113J; 4's, 117^; currency 6's, 132.
Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice in

price or demand. Sales of middlings are reported at

llj a 12J cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.
Petroleum.—Standard white, 7^ cts. for export, and

8J cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is quiet, but .steady. Sales of 1900 barrels, in-

cluding Minnesota extra.s, at $7 a )r7.25 for clear, and at

$7.37 J a $7.50 for straight; Pennsylvania extra family
at i6.60 a i6.75; western do. do. at $7 a $7.50, and
patents at *7.75 a $8.50. Eye flour is dull at $5.75 for

Pennsylvania. Corn meal is nominal.
Grain.— Wheat was in moderate request, and fully

Ic. per bushel higher. Sales of Delaware red and
amber at $1.42 a $1.44. Rye is quiet at $1 for Penn-
sylvania. Corn is in better demand, and options are

higher. Sales of 10,000 bushels, including yellow,

:

69i a 70 cts. ; mixed at 69 a 69^ cts. ; steamer at {

cts'; No. 3 at 67} a 67^ cts. Oata are steady andi
moderate request. Sales of 9500 bushels, includin

white at 50 a 51 cts., and rejected and mixed at 48|
49 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 11th m.

12th, 1881.—Loads of hay, 300; loads of straw, 5.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, Sil.3

to $1.45 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.25 to $1.35 ps

100 pounds; Straw, $1.10 to $1.20 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in demand, at full prices : 4000 hea

arrived and sold at the diflerent yards at 3i a 7 cts. pt

pound, the latter rate for extra.

Sheep were active, and higher; 8000 head arrive

and sold at the different yards at 3 a 5| cts., and lamt

at 4 a 7J cts. per lb., as to condition.

Hogs were in fair demand ; 5500 head arrived an

sold at the ditt'erent yards at 7 a 9J cts. per lb., as t

quality.

Foreign.-The Morning Post, referring to the statu

and previous occupation of some of the Assistant Coir

missioners for fixing fair rent under the L ind act, say

an influential member of Parliament, when Parliamen

meets, will move for a select committee to inquire int

their antecedents and qualifications.

U'Leary, member of the Fenian triumvirate, ha

written a letter from Paris declaring that, while h

maintains his principles and is resolved to combs
England, he deprecates the maligning of Englishmei

Gladstone, he says, has given to Ireland a Land at

such as nobody a few years ago could have hoped fo

and Forster is very much better than most of the Iris

Secretaries.

Count Andrassy, in his remarks to the Hungaria
delegation, said that, during the whole of his Lninii

terial career, he had been convinced that the union (

Italy and Austria was a great and important factor i

the preservation of liuropean equilibrium.

A St. Petersburg despatch to the Daily '.

says: Diphtheria, scarlet fever and small pox
vastating the centre and south of Russia. The severit

of the diseases exceeds anything heretofore known.
A despatch from Odessa to the Times says : "Rai

way traffic in Central Russia is greatly impeded b

snow, which has prevented the sowing of winter wliea

especially in the Government of Kharkoff."
A despatch in the Times, from Paris, says: " Th

Foreign Missionary Seminary has received a telegrai

from Hong-Kong, stating that a terrible typhoon hi

just ravaged Western Tonquin. Two hundred churche
thirty-four parsonages and colleges and two thousan

houses have been destroyed. Six thousand Christiai

have been ruined and are without resources. Tl

losses are immen.se, and the distress is terrible. Tl

telegram begs for the promptest help."

Heavy rains have occurred in Mysore, India, an

prices of food have consequently fallen 25 per cen

Anxiety in regard to the crops has abated.

According to advices from Bonny, Western Africi

yellow fever has caused terrible havoc in Senegal.

The loss by the bush fires throughout the Provim
of Ontario, last season, is estimated at upwards of $10

000,000.

The latest advices from the Island of Anticosti coi

firm the previous reports of the destitution of the ii

habitants. There was almost a total failure of tl

fishery and most of the people have nothing but a sma
quantity of potatoes to subsist upon.
The Mexican House of Representatives has passed

bill for the coinage of nickel money to the amount i

$4,000,000, in denominations of one, two and thri

cents. An amendment is pending in the Senate makir
such tokens legal tender to the amount of one dollar.

H. H. Bonwill having lately returned from a vis

to the West, during which she made inquiry into, ai

in a number of cases personally inspected the needs

<

Friends in low circumstances, now makes an appeal (

their behalf. In parts of Arkansas, Missouri and Ka
sas, there are m.iny in need of assistance this winte

and some families quite destitute. In Iowa, also, the

are a few families who need to be helped.
Some new and .second-hand clothing has already bei

sent by a few Friends, and more would be gladly r

ceived; also bedding, and especially money to buy pr
visions, as the late drought has caused great destitutio

Any Friend desiring further information will plea

communicate with H. H. Bonwill, 912 Wallace strei

who is prepared to receive any donations or satisfy ai

enquirers.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Conclusion of Moses Roberts' narrative.

A.nd I remained there quiet till the battle at Wy-
ling, going on two years ago, when the New Eng-
id people were defeated by the Indian.s. And the
nains of the New England people came down the
er, and many of them halted in our neighbor-
od, and some of them told us that we would not
safe twenty-four hours longer. Some said one
ng and some another, so that they frightened
ist of our neighbors away. And some of them
portuned me greatly to go too; to which I at

gth agreed, although with reluctance, for it did
; feel to me that danger was so near. So I went
;h my familie and some of the neighbors towards
iladelphia, to a house about six miles off, where
! people were removed out. And coming on a
)werof rain, we concluded to tarry there all night.

1 1 had little rest that night ; for my conscience
s troubled, and it appeared to me that I had done
iss in removing, and if I went further I should
in danger of losing my peace with God. So I

icluded to return at every outward hazard, so
it I might enjoy inward peace. -

?o, in obedience to what I believed to be the
eat Master's will, I returned with my familie,

i found his peace to accompany me; and remained
ire, and attended meetings as usual, endeavoring
live every day and every hour as if it was to be
1 last ; and laboured to keep a conscience void of
jnce towards God and man, untill the 9th day of
! 4th month aforesaid, in the morning, when
omas Howitt called a Justice, and one ^lurtan
ne to my liouse. And the said lluwiii tii<ik nir

the hand, and said, "How do ynu dn, Mr.
berts ? You are my prisoner, in tlie name of the
mmonwealth." I asked him what they had against
. He answered, "Secrecy is the best general."
en I asked him ifhe had a summons. He answered
execute the law ;" and Martan said, " This is

lire Howitt." I asked him, if I might go to
eting. [It was on the First-day of the week.]
! said, " No.'' Then I proposed to him the condi-
1 of my wife, she being near fliild-licil. He de-

sd me not to put him under ;i nn, -sity of usiuL'-

r violence. So then I submitliMl to ^^o with them,
1 asked him, if he thought I sliuuid come back
lin. He said, " I believe you may ;" and further
i, " You shall be treated with the utmost hu-
nity."

5ome other conversation passed between us, which
s not now occur to my mind; and Howitt went
ay with Haggi Cooper, whom he had taken
soner before, and left Martan to guard me till I

k breakfast, and was then taken to the mouth of
bawesey, where was James Crawford, Sheriff and
ers. Here I understood that several of my neigh-
's were taken prisoners in the same manner ; and
ire was a boat ready to receive us in order to take
down the river. Joseph Rosberry, John Webb,

Haggi Cooper and John Done had removed from that any of them were accused or convicted of any
their places with their families in order to go into offence or the breach of any law. But the poor pri-
the country for fear of tlu' Iiidi:n]>. wliin tin y were soners choosed liberty on any terms rather than be
taken prisoners. And we wen- i:ik. n mid. i- -iiard, confined on expences, and have their families suffer-
except Thomas Hughes and l>aac .lolm, wlio.-c word ing.

was taken to appear the nc.vt day ; ami about four :
The next day Joseph Pnseberry, John Webb, Job

or five miles down the river we were met with a Hughes and mvself
boat having a guard of Continental soldiers in it ; to have handcuffs
and the prisoners all except one were put into their the man was putti

boat under their care; and tliev lu'liavcd rivillv say, '' Blessed arc

towards us. And tlioM. ll.al had tak.ai us weii't sake:" and a^l:,. 1

across the river, and -aw ord.T, t.. llic suldirrs to usai:v. Ilr ivpl,,.

stop at the hou-c of on,. ( la-kins, a few miles down 1 am i- mandi-d

tlif Sluiiir, and .fustice and Constalilr.

leil Hill 1 lii\ I came to the prisoners and
. tlie same boat. And the said DoyI
Haggi Cooper's back with a t aliawk

; andhavinga fair opiinrlnnity stood up
he edge of the tomahawk into ('oopcr's

Wl

III.

cation that 1 knew of. Then Howitt cried, " Doyl,
Doyl," and presented his gun to Doyl's breast,

which caused him to desist ; and Doyl's tomahawk
and knife was taken from him, and he set under
guard. I queried—" Must we be murthered without
ithcr Judge or Jewry?"—adding, that impiisition
'.iiild be made for blood before a higher trilmnid
lan any man can set up. Then Howitt said," Don't
ly one word, for I will do all. He [meaning Doyl

shall be hurt worse than Cooper was." It wa.s in

my mind to say, that if such work as this prosper.-,

it must be when there is no God ; but being forbid,

I was silent.

After that, we were landed at Northumberland
town, and were guarded to a house, where a mili-

tary officer came to the door, and inquired, if an
Indian had tomahawked that man. The Sergeant
of the guard gave him a true account how it hap-
pened, and a doctor was oi'dered to dress his head.
And after some railing accusations were uttered
against us, without any proof that I knew of, we
were ordered to gaol by the military officer, and to

be laid fast in irons and a guard set. His name I

heard was Wettner. And then we were guard. '.1 to

the boat again in order to be set over the ii\cr to

Sunbury gaol. And after we were seated in the
t and started from shore, the sheriff' said to the
licrs, " If they (meaning the prisoners), make the
•t disturbance, fire on them ;" which I thought

was unnecessary over civil men, whom I had never
known to disturb or offer violence to any man. And
when we were brought to prison, we were crowded

into one room, with some other prisoners ; which
3 so small that there was not room enough for all

to lay down at once. When I was informed after

some days by a creditable man, that the disarming
f that wicked Doyl and setting him under a guard
,as only a sham ; for he was the next day at full

ilicrty and in good repute amongst the people ; and
that it was by the instigation of one John Siin|ison

that we were all taken prisoners, or at least thouglit

After being in gaol two or three days, we were
called before a private sessions, and I was asked sev-

ijuestions ; and I gave them answers which they
down in writiuL'. .\ii.l tlnr.' «as m. a.-cuser

ared. I thought I sli.ml.l liav ha. I my liberty

being that I was an innocent man. I'.iit all. r .'xam-

ination we were all returned; ami ali.r auliile the

Sheriff came into the room and inr.>nmd us that we
must all leave the county ; and ]irop.>>.'.l to tcn^ of

them that they might have their liberty witli giving

ten thousand pounds bail to leave the county and
not return during the war. And I could not learn

I into another room
.11 I was called, and
t was in my mind to

Kr for righteousness'
I' that was Christian
I ii'it blame me, for

. .1 lo doit." I then
r-. that I took ithard

y ail user t.i my face,

llii- lircai-h of any
iMrwilMViralofthe
ylii'. w ilr acijuaint-
"' '" "" I" "-I'ep.

11' to us, demanded
an aiToiint of our cllcrts ; and asking me, I desir-
iil to III' iM ii-i il, and acquainted him that I was
lir.iu-lit wroiiiiliilly under suirerings already, and
did not know what the meaning of giving an account
of my effects might be ; and further added, that I
had a right to demand my liberty in justice. He said
he would get somebody else to do it. And when I
acquainted him that I was kejit there like a crimi-
[nal, he siuiiillcd that he was on his oath to do what
he was coinniandcd ; and, walking out, in a little

time after rame in and asked th.- rest and me to pay
111--. 1 -i;.:nirii'i| to him thai I wa- an innocent man,
anil roul.l 11. ii lie lice to )iav lees: and acquainted
liiiu ili;it it w:is not through stul.lj.jrnness that I re-

fused, but being innocent, could not with a safe con-
science in this case comply. So he went away; and
we have been informed that he went and caused to
be taken one horse and a mare from me, two horses
from Job Hughes, six negroes from Joseph Eos-
berry, two oxen from John Webb and two oxen
from Haggi Cooper.
And on the l.Sth the Sheriffcame into the gaol and

acquainted us tlnit he Ini.l orders immediately to re-

move us. I eu.piir.'.l" where." He said, to Phila-
delphia by w:iy .if L:ineaster. Cooper was left on

Till

the account .

ot (wo
SheriH'

beinir d

thetallf

be to 1

otiierfourof us were
's on, under the care
111 deliver us to the
re in great danger of

1
1 ill :i canoe through
'I lis hitherto, thanks
lie to Lancaster,we

iderstood that we must be detained there in gaol

;

d the Javier's son, being an obliging young man,
used the irons to be taken off; and we have been
I illy tre:ited here, our liberty excepted.

Witness my hand,
Moses Roberts.

Lancaster gaol, 5th mo. 5th, 17.S0.

J. w.
(To be continued.)

It is a good thing to draw on God in the
dark houva. It is a good thing to have a God
to draw on. It is not a good thing to be com-
pelled to get faith in the time when it is

needed. Get it to-day, that you may have its

use to-morrow. It is like having money in a
good bank, on which j-ou may draw.

paper observes :
" Wc have known

ents who would give to their chil-

dren an3'thing within their power to bestow
except themselves."

A 1

man
J-
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Modified Quakerism—The Signs of the Times.

The declaration made by John Barclay in

1837, that " modified Quakerism cannot stand

the fire," is becoming more and more proven

as time rolls on. Fresh developments are

being made here and there, in this country

and in England, which go to show that the

present disaffection in our Sdcicty is scarcely

less injurious, or the signs of Ihr linus liarilly

less ominous, than the icai-fiil, licart slirrnii;-

ones which culminated so disastrously about

the year 1827. Are there not those who, if

they had been told in the beginning of the

present difficulties that they would have ad-

vocated such views, and given their support

to such retrogressions as they are now doing,

they would have answered in similar language

to that of Hazael to the prophet Elisha :

" What ! is tliy servant a dog, that he should

do this great thing?"

It is the first little departures, the almost un-

suspicious steps from the narrow path of pure

dependence and watchfulness unto prayer

that should be vigilantly guarded, lest as

Christian and Faithful were" first induced to

enter " By-Path Meadow" to become, as grapli

ically described l\v Btinyan. finally' landed i

Giant Despair's castle, an\- d' us slmuld b

beguiled and then led asl i ay—be lianK'noi

through the dcceitluliicss of sin. For sin first

deceives, and I lien hardens. First tempts in

little tbiiigs. and thus prepares the way for

the greater seductions of a cruel enemy. A
pious writer has bequeathed the following

testimony: " It is one of the fatal attributes

of sin that it makes men blind and puts them
to sleep ; so that they do wrong almost with-

out knowing that it is wrong." This insen-

sibility to our true state verifies the ajjostle's

descri])tion of " the working of Satan," which
he sets forth to be " with all power and signs

and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness

of unrighteousness," &c. ; which Matthew
similarly characterizes thus: "There shall

arise false Cbrists and false prophets, and
shall show great signs and wonders; inso-

much that, if it were possible, they shall de-

ceive the very elect."

As there is nothing save the Light of Christ

that quickens man, and shows him his fallen

and lost condition, and which also enables,

through obedience to its manifestations and
reproofs, to come out of the darkness in which
wo are as children of the first Adam, so there

is nothing but this Divine illumination, this

Day-spring or power from on high, that can
restore or bring back such as may have im-

perceptibly, and, it may be, in part, uninten-

tionally missed their way, so as to be no
longer waj^-marks or fellow-helpers in our
Society toward the mark for the prize of our

high calling of God in Christ Jesus. That
which enlightens the heart of the sinner

and causes the path of the just to shine more
and more unto the perfect daj', is the light c^f

Christ shining in every heart. The same as

William Penn strongly terms, "God's gift for

man's salvation." In other words, it is th

revelation of the Father's will through tii

appointed means—the Comforter, the Holy
Spirit, the Heavenlj^ anointing of his dear Son
our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. Thi
the only way to the Father, the one door of

entrance, through the blood of the everlasting

covenant by the " cherubims and flaming
sword" unto the washed, sanctified, justified

state which poor
St parents.

Would tbat all in every land who have more
or less missed their way, and have become as

wandering stars in the firmament, or as sheep

astray from the footsteps of the flock of

Christ's companions, or who are not pre-

pared to uphold all the doctrines and tcsti-

onies of our eai'ly Friends in their complete-

_'ss and sini]ilicity. might retrace their mis-

adiiin >le|is. ]-e)ienl. and return to the service

Uie'siilteiiiig ai)i)<Mn(ed all in the Church
of Christ side by side with those stripped and

peeled, who mourn over the desolations, and

long that the waste places may again be filled

with a united, faithful people. But who, at

the same time, can do no other than endeavor,

however feebly, j-et conscientiously, to main-

tain the precious doctrines and testimonies

—

being no less than those of primitive Chris-

tianity revived—which have, as a sacred trust,

been committed to this religious Society to

uphold before the world. But whatever our

position in the Church, whatever our allot-

ment of duty, be it either passive or more
active, the indisputable truth remains: "One
is your master, even Christ." He alone is the

true and infallible Teacher. But how does

He teach? save by that indwelling, illumina-

ting Holj' Spirit which teaches all things

;

being our " guide into all truth ;" and without

which we cannot know the deep things of

God.
AVithout the continual " watch," so solemnly

enjoined by the Saviour, it is easy for the

natural unrenewed man to take up with

ly the thousand yeai's iis one day, will in his ow
time and way revive his work, will raise u

judges and counselors, one here and anotht

there, like to "princes of the provinces," wh
shall stand for the law and the testimony

and " the kingdom shall he the Lord's." Th
power of the eternal Truth is the same as ev(

it was ; and the Lord can turn and overturn

can destroy the wisdom of the wise, and brin

to nothing the understanding of the prudent

and through and over all settle a faithful pe(

pie to his praise and glory. Amen.

For "The Friend."

The Carlisle School for Indian Children,

The second annual report, by Ciiptain ]

H. Pratt, addressed to the Commissioner i

Indian Affairs, at Washington, of the worl

ings of the Carlisle School for Indian childrc

under the charge of the U. S. Governmen
contains much that is interesting and encou

aging to those who believe that the Indian

capable of making rapid advancement in tl

methods of civilized life.

At the date of the last report the numb(
of students was 196. That number had bee

since increased bj^ the arrival of 1 Ajiache, ]

Menomonees and Sisseton Sioux, 25 Creek

16 Chcyennes and Arapahoes, 10 Pueblos, ]

Osages, 15 Shoshones and Northern Arap
hoes and 1 Gros Ventres. Of the 99 ne

pupils, onlj^ 34 were girls. At the date

the second report, 10th mo. 15th, 1881, the;

were 267 children at the school, 180 boys ai

87 girls.

He says in reference to the work in tl

superficial religion, a modified Quakerism, a school-room :
—"This has been conducted

rest short of the true one. These, whether [accordance with the principles and followii

they be public speakers, or of that class the 'the methods first adopted. The instructic

influence of whose dailj- lives, though silently is objective, the methods natural. The chi

exerted, is hardly less operative, will show i point is the mastery of the English languag

forth the same short-coming doctrine and
j

reading and writing accompanying and wa;

practice unto the leavening of others within ing upon this language study. Wo have n

the circuit of their influence. And it is thus aimed to urge the more advanced pupils b

that the evil leaven works and spreads. Is itjyond a practical knowledge of the prima)

likely any less the ease now than when the i English branches. Our etfbrt is to awaken
prophet put forth the testimony to a people

| desire for knowledge and to satisfy that d

who, as he said, " will not hear the law of the sire. As a means to this end occupation

Lord :"—" Prophesy not unto us right things ;
' the industrial departments is of prime impoi

speak unto us smooth things;" even to "cause ance. We have found that a stated amou)

the Holy One of Israel to cease from before 'of employment in the shop, on the farm, i

us.'' But what must be the dreadful end of elsewhere, does not retard, but rather a

such prophets whom the Lord hath not sent, vances schoolroom work, besides givins

and of such a people over whom their divina-

tions and enchantments have prevailed?

May the Lord in his mercy turn back the

devourer, and heal the hurt of the daughter
of our Zion. May He raise up Aarons and

the pupilmanual dexterity, habitsof industr

and aidingin an early discoverj'^ ofany natur

bent toward a particular business avocatioi
" The text books used are Picture Teachin

Webb's Model Readers, Franklin's Arithmet
Phinehas' and Davids to stay the plague so Swinton's Geography, Hooker's Child's Bo(

threatening. May He again call and sanctify

mourning and fasting Nehemiahs who shall

not only view the desolations, but by prayer
and supplications unto him, the God of Israel,

be equipped an<l empowered to build again the
broken down walls of our Jerusalem—;" the

citj' of our fathers' sepulchres'"—and enable

also effectual!}' to rebuke the Sanballats and
Tobias' who may inock and despise the work-
men and the work ; and, so far as they can,

hinder the re-rearing of the structure even in

troublous times.

The day calls for deep dwelling in the val-

ley of decision; that so "saviours" may be

prepared and "come up on Mount Zion, to

judge the mount of Esau," and to turn the

battle to the gate. Meanwhile, no doubt is

entertained by the writer, that He, with
whom one day is as a thousand years, and a

of Nature, and Knox and Whitney's Elcme
tarj"^ Language Lessons.

" No books are used with beginners. Tl

materials employed are objects, pictures, ti

blackboard, slate and pencil.
" The knowledge of English gained bj- tho

who first came to the school the year befo

has aided their advancement during the pa

year wonderfully, and it greatly surpris

those engaged in teaching Indians in the I

dian^ country, who have visited us, that thi

make such rapid progress in their studies ai

in English speaking. They particularly ex(

in spelling, in writing, and in aritlimet

Here vacation is a period of continued bull

ing up and not of retrograding."
Under the head of "Industrial" work, t

report states :

—

"I can repeat all that I said in my Is
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jar's report in regard to the capacity and
fogress of our boys iu the several industrial
anches. There is no insuperable obstacle
the wny of making skilful and practical

echanics, capable farmers, &c., &c., of our
idian boys. The difficult^' of language over-
me, and this maj- be within the second year
training, Indian boj^s, are, in my judgment,
apt pupils at agricultural, mechanical or

ly of the ordinary labor pursuits, as white
ys.

We have found it better to work half days
d to give the other half to school room ex-
cises instead of two days work and four of
iiool as last year. Under this sj'stem wo

15 carpenters, 10 blacksmiths and wagon-
ikers, 11 saddlers, 10 shoemakers, 8 tinners,
tailors, 2 bakers, 3 printers, a total of 65
prentices.

The carpenter and the tailor shop have
it more than paid all their expenses in the
provements made and the supplies required
the school. Our farm results have been
satisfactoiy as the season would admit.
e expenses—rent, labor, and seeds—have
ounted to $2,347, while the income has
ounted to $2,477.75, leaving a -credit bal-

)e in favor of the farm of $130.75. I had
y expected to meet the rent of the far

wholly devoid of prudence or forethought. If
the wants of the present are supplied he gives
not a thought to the future. Lessons in
economy and thrift are therefore of the ut-
most importance to our Indian students. As
a step in this direction I have instituted a
system of savings. The ajiinviilicc 1m.\-s ami
girls have been jjaid as allowi'd by r>c|iai1

ment regulations at the rate of .sixteen and
two-thirds cents per day when actually em-
ployed. Besides the stimulus in their work
this has given opportunity for lessons in the
proper use of money.

" Three months ago after having many
times previously explained to the students
the use and benefit of saving at least a portion
of their earnings, an account to their credit

opened with a saving bank in town.
Each student who makes a deposit has a .small
bank book which he keeps himself and brings
once a month if he wishes to make an addi-
tional deposit. Some of the students rec'cive

money from their parents and friends, dthcrs
have earned something from families duriiin'

vacation. They too make deposits. There
is commendable pride in these savings. The
total sum thus placed at interest amounts to
$668.28, and this system if continued with its

sent success, will insure to the students
potato crop alone, but the drought pre- [when they return to their homes, sums suffl-
!*®-°-

, ,

[eient to be of value in helping them to estab-
Under your orders we have shipped tojlish themselves in civilized pursuits,

by-two different Indian agencies articles of " It is impossible to over estimate the im-
manufacture, as follows, viz

:
4110 pint Iportance of careful training for Indian o-irls

)8 50 one-quart funnels, 117 one-quart pans, for with the Indians, as with other people, the
rS quart cups, 73 two-quart funnels, 250 home influence is the prevailing one. The
)-quart piidding pans, 395 two-quart coffee labor and exjjense of educating Indian boys
lers, 1,188 ten-quart pails, 313 two-quart
is, 427 four-quart coffee boilers, 310 four-
quart pails, 54 ten-quart pans, 152 six-

irt coftee-boilers, 117 fourteen-quart pans.

while the girls are left untaught is almost en
tirely thrown away. Of what avail is it that
the man be hai"d-working and industrious,
providing b}^ his labor food and clothing for

double harness, 10 halters, 2 spring his household if the wife unskilled in cookery,
2 carriages. Eepresenting a total |unused to the needle, with no habits of order

ue of $6,333.46, governed by your Indian jor neatness, makes what mioht be a clieerful
jartment contract prices. happv home, only a wivi,li,.,| uIm,,!,- ,,f lilil,

By authority of the Department 109 ofjand squalor? Is it to be wondered al that he
students were placed in white families, succumbs under the burden, and is dragged

Jtly farmers, during the vacation. Previous down to the common level ? It is the wo'men
erienee indicated that very great benefits who cling most tenaciously to heathen rites
mded the individualizing process oftaking and superstitions, and perpetuate them by
student away from association with those their instructions to the children. John Eoss,
) spoke his own language and placing him under whose government the Cherokees were
sre he could hear and speak nothing but^so many years a progressive, prosjierous peo-

jil''. attiii'iiied the comparative failure of the
eaily cdii.at ional efforts for that people to the
fael that n(ithing was done for the girls. ISTo

real progress was made until girls as well as
boys received civilized training
"Perhaps one reason why the tendency to

neglect the gii-ls has been so gi-eat in the past
is that the training of girls involves care and
responsibility so much greater. A boy, in

addition to the lessons in the schooli'odVn, is

taught some one useful trade, the i;irl wlm is

to be a good housekeeper must ae(|uire what
is equal to several traiies. She must learn lo

sew and to cook'. Id \\ash and ii'oii. she must

and laundiy. In the sewing-room a number
of the large girls cut and tit garments. Fortj'-
five are expert in running the sewing machine
and all are taught plain sewing and especially
mending. The task of rejiairing garments for
so large a school is a very heavy one. The
stockings are darned each week by the small
.i;irls, whose skill and neatness are unexcelled.

•' Thirty-two of our boys are under twelve
years of age. These have been placed under
the supervision of a matron who occupies
quarters with them and gives them motherly
care. Their improvement in health, deport-
ment, &c., has been quite marked.

I'
Finding much difficulty in obtaining a

suitable person to act as disciplinarian for the
larger boys, I determined to jilace Etahdleuh
Doanmoe, a Kiowa, and the only remaining
of the former Florida prisoners, in charge of
them. In this responsible jiosition he has
shown himself capable, eflicient, and trust-
worthy.

' One of the older Sioux girls gives excellent
satisfaction as assistant to the matron.

The system of monthly reports to parents
has been continued during the j-ear and in
addition, as soon as the students were able,
they have been required to write a monthly
letter home to acconi|jaiiy these reports. The
letters received by I he 'children from their
parents, as well as tliu.se ii-om the parents to
me direct, are full of growing interest and
.good sense on this matter of education. The
following ex]iressions from parents show the
drift of these sentiments.

" The lather of two of Our little girls, who
s a prominent man among his people, writes
expressing earnest appreciation and gratitude
for the advantages they are receiving, and
then he continues as follows: 'I send thanks,
with the kindest wishes and good feeling, for
the care and attention given all Indian stu-
icnts j'ou have in your school, let them be of

jw hatever nation or tribe they may, for I am
saiiMied thai all any nation or tribe" of Indians
in .Xorili America needs to be equal to any
other race of peo])le is education and oppor-
tunity, or in other words, enlightenment, and
from what I have learned there is no better
place where the same may be attained than
the Carlisle Trainina: School.'

"

lish, of removing him from those who
i on the same level of having to learn
lized habits to a position where he would
.he only exception and where all his sur-
ndings would lift him up.

The results have fully justified our most
eful expectations. At the close of the
ation the students thus placed out have
rned wonderfully improved in English
^king, more self-reliant and stimulated to
ater industry.

Six girls and twenty-three boys have been
wed to remain in families through the
ter. They will assist in the duties of the
n and the household for their board, and
, attend the public schools, thus having
antages for learning civilized habits and
ling knowledge far better than we can
at this school. This individualizing seems
•mparably the most hopeful, because the
t rapid and complete plan. I gratefullj^
prt the hearty co-operation and interest of
many friends who have thus taken our
dren and treated them as their own."
In his native state the Indian seems almost

learn lessons ot iieatni'ss. onlei
for without a practical knowlei
she cannot make a home.

The results of the train:

eighty-seven girls are. thus fai

Jge uf all these

given our
iially satis-

oys. By a
I' takes her

urn in tlie dirtereiit depart ment s of house-
old training. They take care of their own
nd the teacher's rooms, and have hours for

practical lessons in the kitchen, dining room

sysK

Divine Grace.—" Ti race only can restore man
to God's image. If jearnini;- could have done
it, why were the heathens nnrestored? Are
not the infidels often learneil? And would
not the advent of our Lord and Saviour have
been superfluous, if learning could have re-

paired the ruins of the fall ? Few in the
mass of mankind are learned. They are per-
haps as one to a million. What is to become
ot the millions then, if the gospel of Jesus
cannot be received with sufficient evidence,
without dee]i learning and metaphysical dis-

putation •' What is to prove it to them who
have neither books, leisure, nor ability to
study, if trod himself does not teach them by
his Spirit ? But blessed be his name. He has
taught them, and continues to teach them.

It is among the learned, chiefly, that infi-

delity prevails. She inimliits li'braries, and
walks abroad in academic groves, but is sel-

dom seen in the cottage, in the field, or in

the manufactory.
The poor and the unlearned do in general

believe in the gospel most firmly. What is

the evidence which convinces them ? It is

the witness of the Spirit; and thanks be to
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Him who said, 'My Grace is sufficient for

thee,' 'He that believeth on tbe Son of God,

hath this witness in himself.'" — Christian

Philosophy, by Vicessimus Knox.

The Late Rickrd Hall, of Wigton, England.

The _B/'(f/.s/i_F/-/e/!r/foi-Eieventb riiontb con-

tains a brief notice of this valued Friend, who
deceased on the 17th of lOtb month last, aged

66 years.

The last letter I received from him contains

encouragement for those on this side oi: the

Atlantic who are concerned " to maintain in

faithful integrity the principles and testimo-

nies to which our Society was first gathered."

It also laments tbe extent to which his fellow

members bad forsaken tbe Lord, the fountain

of living waters, and were " hewing out cis-

terns, broken cisterns, that will bold no wa-

ter, professing to work largely for Him, doing

great things in his cause, and yet, alas! for-

saking his testimonies and casting his re-

straints behind us." And it expresses tbe

desire, that -'the breathing of tbe hearts of

those who mourn for tbe desolations of our

Zion" may be unto tbe Lord, " that He may
indeed spare bis people and give not bis heri-

tage to reproach. For surely this peojile

were pre-eminently gathered in bis name;

power, and were strengthened bj- Ilim

maintain tbe pure standard of 'Truth and

righteousness before tbe nations."

Tbe account is as follows. J. W
Some account of this dear and valued Friend,

who was well known to a wide circle in the

Society, may be acceptable to the readers of

The British Friend.
'

He was the son of Joseph and Jane Hall,

of Alston, on tbe borders of Nortbuniberland,

and was born there in the 5th month, 1815.

About the age of nine years be was sent to

Wigton School, which was then conducted

on tbe old premises at High moor. His father

and mother became superintendent and house-

keeper of the school in 1826, and continued

to discharge the duties of those offices till the

2nd month, 1829. Many have been the ac-

knowledgments of old scholars of tbe great

kindness of these worthy heads of the school,

and of their deep concern for their welfare.

On leaving the school they settled at Waver-
ton, a small hamlet two miles west of Wigton.

and about one from the school, which had

been removed in the early part of their con-

nection with it to the new bouse and prem-

ises atBrookfield. Eichard Hall accompanied
his parents to their new home, and this con-

tinued to be his residence till within tbe last

few months of his life, a period of over fifty-

two years. Here he kept " the noiseless tenor

of his waj^," amidst the pursuits of a useful

countrj^ life.

Striving to be faithful in the little as well

as in the much, he desired to discharge his

duties in the fear of the Lord, seeking first

bis kingdom, and fully assured that all thi

necessa'i-y would be added. Though be took

a very humble view of bis religious qualific

tions, he did not allow this to excuse him from
any work he believed to be required at his

hands, whether in the Church or as a mem
ber of civil society. Fully convinced that the

principles of Friends are in accordance with

the doctrines of the New Testament, he was
deeply concerned to uphold them in their in

tegrity, endeavoring to live up to them at al

times.

He took a warm interest in the Temper-

ance movement, and endeavored to spread

its principles amongst his neighbors.

His wai'm su]iport was given to tbe Peace

Societ\'. In upholding of our religious testi-

mony 'against all war, he felt that he could

not conscientiously pay a war tax, and refus-

ed to pay the addition to the Income Tax,

ade to defray the expenses of tbe Abyssinian

war.
Ever readj' to extend a helping band to tbe

aicted, the distressed, and the needy, he re-

trenched his personal expenditure that he

might have the more to give away.
it would have been very fiir from the wish

of our dear friend that aiiy'tbing merely lauda-

toryshould be rrcordrd oT him. No one could^

well be more (K'tply scn^ihle than he was of

his own unworlbincss. He felt that he had

been forgiven much, and therefore ho loved

much. His soul was anchored on Him who
is "tbe same yesterdaj', to-day, and forever,"

and bis ilcsir<' was that all might both hear

and (Id bis rDniiuaiKhnents, and so build on

tbe sure foundation, against which nothin

can pi'evail.

The close of his exemplary life came on

gradually, though his strength failed rapidly

towards the last. Feeling bis end approach

ing, he gave a message of " love to all Friends

far and' near." He frequently advised

children to live in " the fear of tbe Lord which

is a fountain of life preserving from tbe snares

of death." On being asked if he felt he was
accepted, he said, "Yes, unworthy as I am,

hj the mcrc}^ of God through Christ Jesus."

He also said, " I have endeavored to love the

Lord with all my heart, with all my soul,

with all my mind, and with all my strength."

His voice gradually failed, and after bidding

his wife and children separately " Farewell,"

he passed most peacefully away, to enter, we
doubt not, one of the many mansions prepar-

ed for the redeemed.

That kis.s has made my spirit faint and weak
;

Lord, take me to thy breast;

Oh, fold me closely, where the weariest seek

And find Eternal Kest

!

Christ, who has been my perfect sun by day,

Will be my star by night;

On my deep rest the Lord shall shine alway,

An everlasting Light.

Dimly I see Him, thro' the clouds that roll

Along the darkening west:

O Lord, my star, by Thy sweet light my soul

Doth enter into rest.

AFTER THE BATTLE.

My wound is deep, I fain would sleep ; O Lord,

I stretch my hands to thee :

Do thou according to thy faithful word,

And set thy servant free

!

Sore hath the battle been, but victory

Crowned me as evening fell

;

Now heart and flesh are failing, let me see

The land where I would dwell.

The battle-field is cold and silent now,

Its thunders sunk to rest;

And I can feel the touch upon my brow
Of low winds from the west

:

Tbe clouds of .sleep, the last and longest sleep.

Are heavy on my eyes

;

They cannot watch, dear Lord, they cannot weep
Beneath thy dark'ning skies.

What time the angel, victory, came down
To bid my conflict cease,

And crowned my tired soul with the shining crown
Of Righteousness and Peace

;

That in.stant broke the sound as of a knell

On the fiiint evening's breath
;

And on ray parched mouth, like the dew, there fell

The soft sweet kiss of Death
;

For victory and death walk hand in hand
Down all the battle-field-

One ruddy as the dawn, the other grand,

But pale behind his shield;

And whom God loves, to whom is victory

On such a field as this,

Receive the radiant angel's crown, and see

The pale cold angel's kiss.

THE CHAMBERED NAUTILUS.
This is the ship of pearl, which, poets feign,

Sails the unshadowed main,

—

Tlie venturous hark that flings

On the sweet summer wind its purpled wings,

In gulfs enchanted, were the Siren sings,

And coral reefs lie bare,

Where the cold sea-maids rise to sun their streamin;

hair.

Its webs of living gauze no more unfurl

;

Wrecked is the ship of pearl

!

And every chambered cell,

Where its dim dreaming life was wont to dwell,

As the frail tenant shaped his growing cell.

Before thee lies revealed,

—

Its iris'd ceiling rent, its sunless crypt unsealed.

Year after year beheld the silent toil

That spread his lustrous coil

;

Still, as the spiral grew.

He left the p.ist year's dwelling for the new.

Stole with soft step its shining archway through.

Built up its idle door,

Stretched in his last-found home, and knew the old r

Thanks for the heavenly message brought by thee.

Child of the wandering sea,

Cast from her lap, forlorn !

From thy dead lips a clearer note is born

Than ever I riton blew from wreathfed horn !

While on mine ear it rings.

Through the deep caves of thought I hear a voice thi

ngs :

—

"Build thee more stately. mansions, O my soul.

As the swift sea.sons roll !

Leave thy low-vaulted post

!

Let each new temple, nobler than the last,

Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast,

Till thou at length are free,

Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's unresting sea—Holmes,

God makes us brave to meet each loss

Without a sigh
;

To do our work and bear our cross.

Nor question why.

He knows the secret of our way.

And what is best

;

The long, dark sorrows pulse with praise,

And lead to rest.

There are, it is true, few things in tl

treatment of a family requiring more of th

wisdom which cometh from above, than tl

decision continually to be made between e

posure and exclusiveness. To act out eitb

principle fully would be almost equally i

jurious. God has placed us in a world i

quiring tbe discharge of active duties am
its innumerable temptations, and if we ca

not defend our children from all, the best s

can do is to arm them with principles for t

unavoidable encounter— perhaps— paddii

tbe shield on tbe inside with habits. "V

cannot watch over them till all dangers a

past, but a steady ej'e upon the chief gO'

will steer us safely through many. Do y
remember the inquiry made of good c

Thomas Scott on his death-bed ? In his ot

large family he bad been greatly favored, a:

they, having now children of their own
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ar, asked their dj'ing father whether he

luld name any special eoui'se or in'incipie to

hich this success eould be attributed ? He
plied, with the humility of an aged Chris-

fin, that he was sensible of many defects

d errors, but that one thing he had aimed

I

and to that only could he refer the bless-

g that had distinguished his labors,—his

liform endeavor both for his children and
mself to "seek first the kingdoai of God
id his righteousness." So much had every-

;lse been regai'ded as subordinate, that

)hn Scott, his eldest son, and biographer.

Ids, that he believes " not one among them
ould have ventured to inform his father

at he was about to marry a rich wife."

How strangely diverse from the ruling

inciple now, even among those who pro-

gs to be not of this world.

—

From Memorials
Ann Gilbert.

Testimonies to tlie Trutii.

(Continued from page ii8.)

Bo not content, my friends, to ,sit down
der bare convictions, lest your carcasses

II in the wilderness ; but let all of j'ou tra-

on, that you may possess the good land,

land of rest ; that j'ou may know peace
ith God for your immortal souls. Israel had
uch travel in the wilderness after they came
t of the dark land, the land of ?'gj-pt; now
?d showed many signs and wonders for (heir

liverance. He fed them, and susiainol them,
d though they were many \rars in the
Iderness, their garments waxed nut old

;

)d supplied them with food, and caused
anna to be rained down upon them, they
i eat angel's food

;
He sent them meat to

e full, so they did eat and were filled, for

gave them their own desirr, tlu^y were
>t estranged from their lust, but w bile their

eat was yet in their mouths, the wrath of
3d came upon them, and their carcasses fell

the wilderness
; and, for the hardness of

eir hearts, they never attained to the land
rest ; though they drew near to it, they did

)t enter into it. They hearkened not to

ose that brought good tidings, and brought
e cluster of grapes from the" brook Eschol.
id said to Moses, " We came to the land
hither thou sentest us, and surely it flows
th milk and honey, and Ibis is the fruit of it."

umb. xiif. 27. And Caleb siiiled the people
fore Moses, and said. Let us go up at once
d possess it, for we are well able to over-
me it; but the men that went up with him
id, We be not able to go up against the
lople, for thej^ are stronger than we. And
ey brought up an evil report of the land
ey had searched, saying. It is a land that
,teth up the inhabitants thercdf. and all the
soplc that we saw in it are men ><[' i;rcat

ture ;
and there we saw the giants the sons

Anak, and we were in our own sight as

hoppers. Thus ihey hearkened to those
at discouraged the people, and their car-

ises fell in the wilderness ; and thej' never
t through Jordan with Caleb and Joshua

possess the land, who were men of noble
d excellent spirits, and followed the Lord
lly, and brought news of the good land, saj^-

g, ''The land which we passed through to
arch, is an exceeding good land ; if the Lord
ilight in us, then He will bring us into this

nd, and give it us ; a land which floweth with
ilk and honej- ; only rebel not ye against the
ord, neither fear ye the people of the land,

r they are bread for us, their defence is de-

parted from them, and the Lord is with us,

fear them not ; but all the congregation bade
stone them with stones, though the Lord had
done marvelous things in the sight of their

fathers in the land of Egypt, in the field of
Zoan ; He divided the sea, and caused them
to pass through. He made the waters to stand
as an heap, and they passed through the sea
as on drj' land, and the waters covered their

enemies, and there was not one of them left."

Psal. Ixxviii. and cvi. IL I will sing unto
the Lord, said Moses, for He hath trium]jhe(l

gloriously, the horse and his rider hath He
thrown into the sea. Exod. xv. 1. These
faithful men, Joshua and Caleb, remembered
the Lord, were not unmindful of his power,
and the Lord subdued their enemies, ami
made them as ashes under the soles nf their

feet ; and they went on and prospcl-ed, and
prevailed till they came into the possession of
the good land.

Though many fall in the waj', and though
thy exercises be much, as in the wilderness;
and though thou mayst many times question
the way, yet God hath prepared a certain

guide for man, the Spirit of Truth that Christ
promised, John xiv. 16: "And I will pray the
Father, and He shall give you another com-
forter, that he may abide with you for ever,

even the Spirit of Truth, whom tlie world can-

not receive because it seeth Him not, neither
knoweth Him ; but 3'e know Him, for He
dwelleth with you, and shall be in you." Here
is a certain guide to lead you into the way of

peace and righteousness, wherein you shall

not go astray from God, He will bring all

things to your remembrance; He will con-

vince the world of sin, of righteousness, and
of judgment; you must know Him as a re-

prover, before you come to know Him as a

justifier.

My friends, God calls upon us, " Turn you
at my reproof; behold I will pour out my
Spirit upon you, I will make known my words
unto you ; I have called and ye refused ; I

have stretched out miy hand, and no man re-

garded, but ye have set at nought my counsel,

and would none of my reproof." Prov. i. 23,

24. Though God poureth out his Spirit abund-
antly, and maketh known his mind and will,

yet many heai'ken not to the reproof of the

Spirit of the Lord, but harden their hearts,

and rebel against the Light, against God's
Spirit that striveth with them ; as God's 1 >pu-

did strive with the old world, so God will now
be striving with the children of men by bis

good Spirit; if they will hearken to his re-

proofs, and turn at his reproofs, He will mani-
fest himself more abundantly to them ; if

people will hearken to his counsel, and obey
his voice, and turn at his reproofs. He will

make known his will to them. Wo to the re-

bellious children, saith the Lord, that take
counsel, but not of me, saith the Lord, and that

cover with a covering, but not my of Spirit.

Those that walk in the Spirit, shall be covered
with it as with a garment, and be led into all

truth ; asmanyasare led bj'the S])irit oi (,,,<{.

are thesonsof God ; try yourselves what spii-ii

you are of; there is a spirit in man, but it is

the inspiration of the Almighty that giveth

understanding. God hath opened the under-

standing of many by his grare, and given

them understanding to know llimlliat i^lrne:

they that are led by the Si)iiii nf (;,.d, shall

not only know his way, but have their hearts

enlarged in his way; here is our happiness,

to travel on in the ways of God's command-

ments with enlarged hearts; God hath sent
forth his Light and his Truth, aud hath pre-
pared a certain guide for man, that he might
not mistake his way, as He gave to Israel a
pillar of a cloud by daj% and a pillar of fire by
night, to guide and direct them in their travel-

ling and journeys in the wilderness.

Tak.e heed lest the mystery of iniquity work
in your nunds and spirits, work to a fleshly

liberty, to liberty to sin; the Spirit of God
woi-ks liberty and IreedtJUifrom sin, and from
the lioudage of (iiiTn|ition, not to give waj^ to
it. If Christ hath made vou five, then ye
shall be free ind.rd, wli.rr'the Spirit of the
Lord is, there is lilni-ly, :i freedom from sin;

the lust of the tiesh, the lust uf the eye, and
the ]3ride of life, are not of the Father, but of
the world. Many people indulge the lusts of
their own mind, and embrace pride, vanity
and ari'Ogance, tlio<r tliin'_;'< that are evil, and
so corrupt tbeniM'K r^. and '_si> out of the way
of God, reaching alter lln' pleasures of the
world, and the lusts of it. Here people go
astray ; but by keeping to the Spirit, when a
temptation comes to us to gratify our flesh,

the Spirit of the Lord lifts up a standarcl

against it; we have tried ourselves and our
own spirits, and in our own strength we could
never get forward in the ways of God ; we
have been convinced of it, that though our
understandings have been clear to know the
way of truth, yet by our own striving we can
never get forward, by striving in our own
wills.

Take heed that in your striving, you do not
set up self, but humble yourselves to the dust,

and sit at the feet of Jesus ; learn of Him to

be meek and lowly : let him that is the chief
amongyon, Ik' the -' r\ ant of all ; do not strive

for high ))larr-.. and lor honor and dignity,

and to be accounted of among men ; if we may
have the favor of God, we should be content
to dwell in a low place, to be a doorkeeper in

the house of God, we shall think sufficient.

I doubt not (will a gracious soul say) but God
hath a suificiency in store for me, whensoever
He calls me out of the world; Christ Jesus
my Lord, is gone before to prepare a place

for me, and He hath also promised, " I will

come again and receive you to myself, and
where t am, there shall my servants be." If

Christ be gone to pi-e])are a place for us, we
need not question our reward, if the Spirit of

God beareth witness with our sjiirits, that wo
are the children ol' ( l.id : and if cliildren, then
heirs, heirs of (iod, and joint heirs with Christ.

Seek peace with the Lord, seek reconcilia-

tion with God in the right way ; there are two
ways, the w'ay that leads to life, and the way
that leads to destruction, the narrow waj^
and the broad way : be you in that way which
God hath east nji : it you are in Christ, He is

the Way, the Truth an<l the Life; if you are

in Christ, you are new creatures. Consider
what you know of a change, of d3dng unto
sin, and living unto righteousness

;
put off the

old man with his deeds, antl put on the new
man, which after God is created in righteous-

ness and true holiness. Consider how it is

with you, whether j^ou live in sin, or in holi-

ness and righteousness. All sin is of the devil,

he is the author of sin. What fruit had ye in

those tilings whereof ye are now ashamed,
for tin end of i hc^se things is death

;
ye were

the servants ot sin, but being made free from
sin, ye became the servants of righteousness,

and now being made free from sin, and be-

come servants to God, ye have your fruit unto
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holiness, and the end, everlasting life. Hero
is a good change from being servants of sin,

to be made free from sin, through the Media-
tor, Christ Jesus. Consider of it.

(To be concluded.)

Gold and Silver in the Desert.

BY H. CLAY TRUMBULL.
(Concluded from page 117.)

And now as to the " borrowing" of the jew-

els of gold and jewels of silver, by the depart-

ing Israelites, from their Egyptian neighbors,

over which there have been so many carp-

ings by evil-disposed critics, or by over-anx-

ious readers ! That word " borrow" is a mis-

translation, to begin with. The Hebrew word
means simply to '• ask." The habit of asking

a gift from one in whose service a person has

been, on the occasion of parting, is universal

in those lands to-day—as always. The idea

is very different from that of asking an alms
;

although a beggar will cry for " bakshish" (a

gift), for the purpose of raising the level of

his request for assistance. If an Oriental has

served you, he expects to be not only paid for

the service according to the stipulated rate,

but also to receive from you a gift when he
leaves you, as a token of your friendship, and
as a proof of your satisfaction with him. This
is not in the case of menials alone; it is the

same all the way up to those in highest

authority. Sheikh Musa, chief sheikh of the

Tawara Arabs, who took charge of our jiarty

from Cairo to Sinai, and thence on to Castle

Nakhl, was a man of character and ability,

and of ample means also. A formal contract

was made with him to convoy our party over
that route for a certain specified sum, bakshish

included: but when we were at our journey's
end with him, we found that unless we gave
him a special " gift" at parting, we should
seem to be lacking in satisfaction with his

services ;
therefore we added a coin of gold to

his hoard, and gladdened his heart in so do-

ing. An(l the Egyptian military governor
at Castle Nakhl was glad to have us recog-

nize his services—in entertaining us with
true oriental hospitality—by pa3nng his full

price for a nominal guard over our tents, and
then adding as a pai'ting "gift" to himself a
showy silk handkerchief and a box of Cairo
confections. If we had not been thoughtful
enough to proffer these gifts without their

asking, we should doubtless have been re-

minded, as were the Egyptians of old, that a
parting "gift" was what might fairly be ex-

pected under the circumstances.
A good illustration of this way of asking a

parting " gift" was furnished by our accom-
plished and faithful dragoman, Mohammed
Achmed, of whoso good qualities I have al-

ready spoken warmly. IJe was a man of in-

telligence and of wealth—the owner of several
houses in Alexandria. He had no need to be
in service as a dragoman ; in fact, it was pro-

bably a loss to him pecuniarily ; but he enjoy-

ed the occupation, and followed it with enthu-
siasm. Our contract with him was a written
one. By its terms, all expenses—bakshish for

himself, for his attendants, and for our escorts,

included—were to be covered by the stipulat-

ed price. As we nearod our journey's end,

however, he asked a " gift" of me ; not an
outright gift at parting, but the promise of
something to be sent to him from America,
as a token of my remembrance of him, and as

a proof to others that he had served me satis-

fiictorlly. He even told me what ho would

like the " gift" to be ; it was a traveling valise

of a peculiar construction, like one I had with
me on the journey. I willingly gave him a

promise accordingly ; and he frequentljr re

minded me of it afterwards. A few days be

fore we finally parted, Mohammed catnc to

one of my young friends, and stating the case

to him deliberately, asked whether he thought
Mr. Trumbull would take offence if he should
request him to discount that promise before

we separated, and give him its value in hard
cash. Being told of this, I spoke to the Dra
goman about it, and be expressed the hop
that I would not think him grasping; but
really he would like a "gift" "in his hands
while I was yet with him. Accordingly I

gave him the money desired, and as he thank
ed me he suggested that I could yet send him
something from America, if I felt so disposed
This was not begging ; of course not ; but it

was a way they liave in Egypt, and that they
had there in the days of Moses. It was in

accordance with this very custom—then as
now universal and well understood in that
land—that the Lord said, by Moses, to the
long-oppressed and hard-working Israelites

who were to go out from Egypt into the land
which the Lord had prepared for them:
will give this people favor in the sight of the
Egyptians : and it shall come to pass that
when ye go, ye shall not go empty : but everj^

woman shall ask of her neighbor, and of her
ihat sdjourneth in her house, jewels of silver,

and jvwels of gold, and raiment, and ye shall

])ul them upon 3'our sons, and njion j-our

daughters
; and ye shall spoil [carry away

the treasures of] the Egyptians." It was not
in dishonesty or unfairness, nor by any deceit
or misrepresentation, but it was the most
natural thing in the world, that " the children
of Israel did according to the word of Moses

;

and they asked of the Egyptians jewels of
silver and jewels of gold, and raiment ; and
the Lord gave them favor in the sight of the
Egyptians, so that they gave unto them."

In the light of such facts as these, does it

seem strange that the Israelites had accumu
lated much personal treasure during their
many years' sojourn in Egypt ; that they
should ask and receive much more in the
same line from the people whom they had
served faithfully in all those years, when they
were to part with them finally; or that, thus
supplied, they should have had abundant
stores of gold and silver in the desert.— *S^. S.

Times.

Letter of John G. Whittier to a child in Penn-
sylvania who asked him how he spent his days
in boyhood.

Amesbury, Mas^., 9th mo. 17, 1881.

Mj'^ Dear Young Friend : I think at the age
of which thy note inquires I found about
equal satisfaction in our old rural home, with
the shifting panorama of the seasons, in read-
ing the few books within my reach, and
dreaming of something wonderful and grand
somewhere in the future. Neither change
nor loss had then made me realize the un-
certainty of all earthlj^ things. I felt secure
in my mother's love, and dreamed of losing
nothing and gaining much. Looking back
now, my chief satisfaction is that I loved and
obeyed mj' parents, and tried to make them
happy by trying to be good. That I did not
succeed in all respects, that I fell very far

short of my good intentions, was a frequent
cause of soiTow. I had at that time a very

great thirst for knowledge and little means t

gratify it. The beauty of outward natui-

early impressed me; and the moral and s]iirji ,

ual beauty of the holy lives I read of in lb

Bible and other good books also affected m
with a sense of my own falling short and lono

ingfor a better state. With every good wis:

for thee, I am thy sincere friend.

John G. Whittiku.
\

Syrian Bread.—" Just over against this wal
with its amazing stones, are the poor huts
the Syrian yjcasants of the modern villaget

Looking in at the open door of one of thes
lowly homes, we found that it was 'baking
day' in Baalbek. Two women were seatei

beside the oven—a cj'lindrical earthenwar
pot three feet high ; one fed the fire by throw
ing in sticks, mere switches, and kneaded th

dough into cakes; the other took the thir

round, flat cakes, of the size of a dinner-platf

laid them on a pad of the same size, and the:

dexteronslj' clapped thena on to the inner sui

face of the pot. There they stuck until cook
ed, when they were removed and laid in

1

pile, whilst the baking of fresh cakes wa
proceeded with. The women were greatl;

delighted and amused at our interest in thei

every-daj' work. They did not know tha

we were seeing for the first time a process
which we had read for years, and for whicl

we were on the look-out. They gladly gavi

us of their warm bread, which we found veri

palatable whilst fresh and crisp
;

it seemed t(

be made mainly of corn meal. Thicker loavei

are baked in stationary ovens not unlike thoS'

of the West, and are sold in the markets
all the Syrian towns. This thin bread is alsi

seen in the bazaars, piled in stacks, and hav
ing much the look of big underdone buck
wlieat cakes, After its first freshness is gon
it takes on a leathery consistency, and is used

as in the olden time, for spoon as well a
bread. A fragment is torn off, doubled U]

into spoon-shape, and dipped into the stev

or leben (curdled milk), and then spoon an(

relish are safely landed in the open moutl
and swallowed together. This is the 'dip

ping the sop' spoken of in the Gospel. T<

dip the sop in the dish with another implie(

closest intimacy ; to do so and put the moi
sol in the mouth of j^our friend was to giv<

strong evidence of your affection for him. I

is so with the Arabs of to-day."

—

Dulles' Rid-

through Palestine.

An account of the manner in which Phi
neas Pemborton and his wife first becami
acquainted with each other, they being thi

first of that family who came to America
is interesting. Phineas, when a boy, wa
an apprentice to a grocer in Manchester. I

happened, on a market-day, that whilst Phi
neas was serving the customers, there cam(
in a country Friend and his daughter, of thi

name of Harrison, to purchase groceries fo

the family; and, as they waited to be served
the daughter, who was but a little girl, em
ployed herself in eating cherries out of a smal
basket she had brought with her. As soon a
Phineas was at liberty he furnished the Frient
and his daughter witi] the groceries they want
ed; and the little gii-l having some of her eher
ries to spare, gave them to Phineas. Pleaset
with her generosity, he insisted upon her tak
ing a paper of raisins in return. From thii

trifling circumstance, an attachment orisfinat

ed which ended but with their lives. The]
were united in marriage when of a suitabli
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soon after which they emigrated
rivti, and afterwards became the head of
if the most respectable families in Phila

The yoinii:

with them
iris.

woman's father came to
—From Robert Sutdiff's

As a gladiator trained the body, so must we
ain the mind to self-sacrifice "to endure all

aiiigs,' to meet and overcome difficulty and
linger. We must take the rough and thorny
)ail. as well as the smooth aud pleasant ; and
jiortion, at least, of our daily duty, must be
u-(l and disagi-eeable, for the mind can not
3 siiong and healthy in perjjetual sunshine
'ily, ami the most dangerous of all states is

lat "f constantly recurring pleasure, ease
;id prosperity. We will find difficulties and
,ir(lships enough without seeking them; let
Vi not repine, but take them as a part of that
|lueational discipline necessary to fit the
lind to arrive at its highest good.

Il
For "The Friend."

Religious Items, &c.

The Imprisoned Clergyman.—The Liberator
tes that it is a curious irony of history that
een, the Episcopal clergyman imprisoned

efusal to submit to the decision of the
urt in his case, should be confined in a room
ich was once occupied by imprisoned mem-
rs of the Society of Friends. " But," it says,

is a difference in the situation. The
lends acknowledged no law of the State in
jard to religion. Green, having sworn to
ey his bishop, established by law, and ac-
pt the prayer-book, established by law, is

a different position. He has entered into
iontract, and has violated it. None of the
lowers of Fox, and eertainlj' not John
lorogood, whose case has been quoted as a
scedent, everentered into any contract with

'"I State to obey any of its laws in regard to
lesiastical matters."
'ntemperance vs. Truthtelling.— The. cele-
ted Dr. Eichardson makes a very curious
tement, which is confirmed by the experi-
!e of the eighty or ninety physicians who
ended a late meeting of the JVIedical Tem-
nee Association :

" That whenever strong
link produces a permanent effect upon the

an body, there is established in the affect-
person the habit of falsehood. The word
o dipsomaniac can be relied on. It is as

y knowledge of truth, the distinction
i-ween true and untrue, has become utterly
t or forgotten."

The Methodist Ecumenical Conference.

gate was conscious, was produced upon tb
representatives from this side ofthe Atlantic.

For ' The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c,

Killing Lions by the Bushtnen.—The lions
seem to have a wholesome dread of the Bush
men, who, when they observe evidence of
a lion's having made a full meal, follow up
his spoor so quietly that his slumbers are
not disturbed. One discharges a poisoned
arrow from a distance of only a few feet,
while his companion simultaneously throws
his cloak on the beast's head. The sudden
surprise makes the lion lose his presence of
mind, and he bounds away in the greatest
confusion and terror. Our friends here show-
ed me the poison which they use on these
occasions. It is the entrails of a caterpillar
called N'gwa, halfan inch long. They squeeze
out these, and place them all around the bot-
tom of the barb, and allow the poison to dry
n the sun. They are very careful in cleaning
their nails after working with it, as a small
portion introduced into a scratch acts lik(

morbid matter in dissection wounds. Tht
agony is so great that the person cuts him
self, or flies from human habitations a raging-
maniac. The effects on the lion are equally
terrible. He is heard moaning in distress,
and becomes furious, biting the trees and
ground in rage.

—

Livingstone's iS. Africa.
The Thumb.—If anybody will look carefully

at the end of his thumb, he will find that the
surface is ridged with little thread-like ranges
of hills, wound round and round in tiny spi-

rals. If he will take a magnifying glass and
examine them closely, he w'ill find there is a
good deal of individuality in the way in
which these are arranged. No two thumbs
are exactly alike. The miniature mountain
anges are as fixed and decided as the Alps
or Sierras, the geography of the thumb as un-
mistakable. The Chinese have made use of
this fact for establishing a rogue's gallery.
Whenever a criminal is examined by the law
an impression is taken of his thumb. Smear-
ed with a little lampblack, partially wiped,
and then pressed down on a piece of paper,
an engraving of the thumb is made, and kept
'n the police records.

It serves the same puryiose which is served
by photographing burglars and pickpockets.
The accused can be identified with great cer-

tainty. Nothing short of mutilating or burn-
'ng th ' '

'

"
" "

mark able habits of certain birds, particularly
those of the California woodpecker. In Napa
county he examined a fallen yellow pine, thebark of which was full of " acorn holes " We
quote :

Its length was 175 feet, and the diameter of
Its butt was 6 feet 10 inches, and at 90 feet 3
feet 8 inches. Above the ninety-foot line the
woodpecker holes were comparatively few
neither were there any in the first 10 feet of
he trunk from the ground. A piece of the
bark, 12x12 inches, showed 60 holes. Takina:
an average of 3G holes to the square foot, it
gave 41,040 acorn holes in the bark of tliis
one tree. The holes were drilled to receive
acorns of diflerent sizes, for the birds are ex-
act workmen, and each acorn is nicely fitted
into Its special cavity. Woodpeckers reject
the cups and store the acorns without them
In Knights valley he observed woodpecker
holes in a large spruce tree, and he was in-
formed that they also bore into the bark of
certain oaks to a limited extent. The acorns
were generally considered as laid up for a win-
ter 8 supply of food

; but while in this climateno such provision was necessary, it was alsovery improbable that woodpeckers would
feed on hard nuts or seeds of any kind Themore rational explanation is that they are
preserved for the sake of the grubs they so
frequently contain, which, being very smallwhen the acorn fiills, grow until they eat out
the whole interior, when they become a wel-come delicacy for the bird.
After the reading of the paper, Lightner amember of the Academy, stated that he had

observed woodpeckers engaged in drillinrr
holes in the bark, when a blue-jay was seen
to fly close up to one and inspect" the size of
the hole. Some active chipperingthen ensued,
when the bluejay flew away, but soon return-
ed with a green acorn without the cup in his
beak. This he offered to the woodpecker
who took It with his beak, and set it into the
hole, and drove it home with a few taps
where it remained. This process was continu-
al y repoated. — Lightner desired to knowwhat were the special bon.fits derived by thilmutual service conducted between a aood oat
ing and an insect-eating bird.— Stearns said that great numbers of un-
touched acorns remain in the spring, which
have developed no worms suitable as food for
the woodpecker, but which supply nutriment
to bluejays and squirrels. Thus a community

The.\oi the thumb, strongly marked as it is, yet
nstian Advocate, in speaking of the effect! admits of strong family likeness. Brothers
this Conference in promoting a feeling of' and sisters who will take impressions of thei

g the thumb can obliterate its features. of interest was manifest, explaining their
But this individuality in the skin of the tip Joint labors.

—

Chri.stian Advocate.
'^

owship amongthe various branches of that
lomination, says :

—

' The spirit of fraternity among the Metho-
ts of the world was greatly increased; in
ne instances it might be said to have been
sre first enkindled. For such had been the

raphieal isolation of some of the branches
ethodism, that it was their misfortune,

i not their fault, that they knew but little

others than themselves. The barriers that
)aratc the seven or eight distinct organiza-
ns of English Methodism, if not wholly
Ited away, were so reduced in height and
ckness as to admit of a common current
sving through them, and of a more united
luence upon the questions that are vital to
thodism in every form. A similar effect,

which we think that every American dele-

thumbs, will find resemblances among each
other that they will not find when comparing
them with the thumbs of strangers. Even
thus minutely does that strange thing, family
likeness, descend. What wonder is it that
faces look alike, voices sound alike; how can
it seem strange that members of the same
family should have dispositions and similari-

ties of temper, of mental aptitudes and heredi-
tary diseases, when such peculiarities as the
texture at the end of the thumb, and its

ranges of hills, should also have family re-

semblances in the midst of their indefinite
diversities.

Foresight of Birds.—Our San Francisco ex-
changes bring us interesting synopses of a
paper read before the California Academy of
Sciences by E. E. Stearns, describing the re

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 26, IfeSl.

We have received the j)rinted Minutes of
the Yearly Meeting held at Baltimore, from
the 22d to the 27th of 10th month, last.

Francis T. King and Allen C. Thomas act-
ed as Clerks.

The minute on the state of Society, which
was adopted after the consideration of the
Queries and Answers, contains among other
things, the following paragraphs :

"A free gospel ministry'is one of our most
important doctrines

; it is an essential feature
in our faith and organization, and to compro-
mise, or cast it aside, would seriously weaken
or destroy our mission as a Society."

" A desire has been expressed that our
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members should not allow themselves to be

ufteeted by a spirit of worldliness. The thea-

ti-e is a strong temptation to many. The
most successful plays are those which appeal

to the lowest and most sensual parts of human
nature, and are utterly at variance with spirit-

ual life."

Baltimore Yearly Meeting is composed of

three bi-anehes—Baltimore Quarterly Meet-

ing, Dunniiig's Crook Four Months' Meeting,

anil Virginia Half Year's Meeting, so that it

occupies the wide range of country from the

Susquehannah river to the Allegheny Moun-
tains, and from Central Pennsylvania to North
Carolina. The number of members is not

large, but it is evident from the Minutes be-

fore us, that they have engaged in various

fields of labor. These minutes contain re-

ports from the " Peace Association of Friends

in America," to aid which the Yearly Meet-

ing contributed $100 ; from ' The Associated

Executive Committee on Indian Affairs," to

which the same contribution was made; from

the " Committee on Home Missions," from

the " Committee on Foreign Missions," which
bad used most of the funds raised for the sup-

port of a "Training Home for Girls" on Mt.

Lebanon, Syria ; from the " Trustees of the

Miles White Beneficial Society," who had dis

this epithet in speaking of the services into

which our faithful members are led, we are

in danger of losing sight of the distinctive

]irinciplos of the Society of Friends as to

ministry and worship. In some cases (we fear

in many) the so-called mission laborers under

the control of Friends have not manifested a

belief in or regard for our principles in their

manner of procedure. Thus the Society has

been compromised, and its ability to hold up

a pure standard to the Truth, has been lost.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—While Charles J. Guiteau, who is

on trial at Washington for the murder of President

Garfield, was being conveyed on Seventh-day last from

the court-room to the prison, he was shot at and slightly

wounded in the wrist. The assailant was mounted on

horseback, and after firing into the van, he rode rapidly

away and disappeared. A man named William Jones

has been arrested on suspicion, but as yet has not been

identified by the officers of the van.

The report of Lieut. Berry, accompanied by maps of

Wrangel Island, has reached the Navy Department.

What was formerly known as Wrangel Land is shown

to be an island, about 60 miles long by 20 wide, its

shape being almost that of a parallelogram with the

corners rounded off.

Professor Swift, of the Warner Observatory, at Ro'

Chester, New York, discovered a faint comet on Fourth-

day night, last week, being the seventh of the preseni

year. 'It is in the constellation Ciissiopeia, and has a

ributed from their income $1725 for various right ascension of about one hour fifty minutes, declina

tion north 71 degrees, with a motion slowly westward

visible, but there is a slight central condensa
"charitable objects, 6906 for educational pur-i'io

and $275 for the dissemination of books
It is nearly round, and its diameter is estimated

and tracts;" from the "First-day School As-
1 ^^^ fjy^'^i^ujg,^

sociation ;" from the "Baltimore Association,"! The Superintendent of the Census reports to the Sec

which had expended money for educational retary of the Interior that the total population of the

purposes in North Carolina and Tennessee, United^ States, as determined by the last census, is

and forrepairiugor buildiiig meeting houses. I

SO-^^S,.^?^.^^^^

^^^ 2^^^^,, ^^ g,^^;^^;^^ ^^^„;,,,,, ,he
mostlyinNorth Carolina; from the '•( ommit-|co,i„„.;ng information with regard to immigration

tee on Education," and from " Tlu'

(

'omiiiiltoo "There arrived in the eleven customs districts of this

on Pastoral Care of our Meetin^-^ und Mom- country during last July 56,123 passengers, of whom

hers," for whose expenses $300 wore appro- ! 49,922 were immigrants and 3922 citizens of the United
• '

I

' "
States returned from abroad. Of this total number of

piiaieu.
„ . -,, immigrants arrived 5388 were from England, 1251 from

The avoidance of such unfriendly expres- Sgoil°„^^_ 51 from Wales, 6067 from Ireland, ll,-275

sions as the " Sabbath" for " First-daj^" which from Germany, 2006 from Austria, 3779 from Sweden,

is now used by some who claim the name of 1743 from Norway. 908 from Denmark, 598 from

Friends, is one of the evidences that Friends If/^-.i^^tVcmiS^witze^^^^

of Baltimore Yearly Meeting .iro more con

servative in theii

'i Holland,

I

Russia,

75 from Belgium, 748 from Italy, 557 from

from Poland, 454 from Hungary, 865 from
S than some others. China,'l2,716 from Canada, 62 from Cuba, and 442 from

But wo foci doubts as to the real benetit to be tail other countrief^. During the year ended June 30lh,

derived by Friends from the appointment] 1880, 457,243 immigrants arrived in the United States,

ofcommittees on almost every bnuioli cfiabor U" increa.se of 279,417 over the number arrived during

inil toQtimnnv Iwivi.,,.- tnirbli-1, ilu- iMi 1 1, 1 ill U^e Preceding year. The year of greatest immigration
anil ttstimonj-boai iig, to «huli Ilu t'i|tl'l"

J ^^^s the fiscal year 1873, when 459,803 immigrants ar-
niombors can be calloil

;
ana tlio ;ili^i>i|il urn ori

,.iye((_ exceeding the immigration of the last fiscal year
the time and strength of a Yoaily .Mooting by only 2560."

on these collateral subjects. Wlion tuo i;ro:itly ! A statement from the Department of Agriculture,

multiplied, we believe the tendonov is to so till j

Washington, D. p., says that the returns of Uth month

the minds of those assembled, as {o lessen the '

l^Vf'-O"^. ^<^" principal cottou-grownig States, give

ability or the desire to enter into that close

examination into the spiritual.condition of the
body, which we have long regarded as the
most important part of the duties of a Yearly
Meeting.
The use of the word :

" Missions," as applied
to the labors of members of our Society, has
tilways felt unpleasant to us, because such
labors by other denominations have generally

been conducted in a manner not consistent

with our convictions of the nature of gospel

ministry, and of the necessity of continually

seeking Divine guidance in the performance
of religious duties. The labors of James
Backhouse in Australia, of Stephen Grellett

on the continent of Europe, of Daniel Wheeler
in the South Sea Islands, of Ebenezer Worth
at Tunessassah, and of hundreds of others of

our fellow-raenibers since the daj^s of George
Fox, may in one sense be termed missionary

labors ; but if we become accustomed to use

indicated yield per acre considerably less than last

year. But while the quantity of the crop is reduced,

the quality is generally reported as very good.

The Secretary of State of Massachusetts has compiled

his annual statement of the property and taxes in that

Commonwealth. It shows an increase in the total

valuation of 163,483,174, of which $38,805,755 is real

esLile.

Two hundred and fifty persecuted Jews from Southern

Russia arrived at New York by the steamer Helvetia,

making a total of these exiles to date of 2600. It is

stated that 10 000 more will arrive during the winter.

Hebrew colonies are to be formed in Louisiana and
Virginia.

The Governor of Michigan says the sufferers in that

State will probably require about $500,000 more to pro-

vide for their neces.sities until the next harvest, when,

it is hoped they will become self-supporting.

The " pink eye" is very prevalent among the horses

in Brooklyn, New York. Over 100 dead horses, vic-

tims of the disease, have been removed from the streets

of that city during last week. In this city the disease

is on the increase.

The small pox has appeared almost simultaneously

in various places in Minnesota and Dakota, most of the

cases being scattered, though in one or two localities an

idemic is threatened. In Stearns county, Minneaot

e hundred cases are reported.

The report of the Registrar of the Board of Heall

states that there were 328 deaths in this City last wee

19 more than occurred during the same period la

year, and 31 less than during the week ending 111

lonth 12th, 1881. Of the whole number, there we

_23 ten years of age or under : 52 died of consumptio

30 of typhoid fever, 19 of pneumonia, 18 of small po

and 16 of diphtheria.

Markets, &C.—V. S. 3J's, 101 1 a 102 ;
4J's, registere

112t ;
coupon, 113§-; 4's, 117; currency 6's, 132.

Cotton.—There was no material change to notice

:

price or demand. Sales of middlings are reported

12 a 12i cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7} cts. for export, ar

4 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is dull, but steady. Sales of 1800 barrels, i

eluding Minnesota extras, at $7.12i for clear, and

»7.25 a $7.50 for straight; Pennsylvania extra fami

at *6.62^ a J6.75 ;
western do. do. at $7 a $7.75, ai

patents at $7.75 a $8.50. Rye flour is dull at $5.50

S5.75, and corn meal at $3.75.

Grain.—Wheat was dull and rather lower. Sales

3000 bushels Delaware red and amber at $1.41 a $1.4

Rye is quiet at $1 for Pennsylvania. Corn is in lig

demand. Sales of 8000 bushels, including yellow,

cts. ; mixed at 69 cts. ; steamer at 68 cts. ; No. 3

67J cts., and rejected at 67 cts. Oats are in niodera

request. Sales of 9500 bushels, including white, at

a 53 cts., and rejected and mixed at 48J a 49 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.-For week ending 11th n

19th, 1881.— Loads of hay, 402; loads of straw, 1!

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.

to $1.40 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.20 to $1.30 p

100 pounds; Straw, $1 to $1.10 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were dull this week, and prices w«

rather lower : 4000 head arrived and sold at the diffen

yards at 3 a 7 cts. per pound, as to quality.

Sheep were rather dull, but prices were unchange

10,000 head arrived and sold at the different yards

3^ a 61 cts., and lambs at 4J a 7i cts. per lb., as to o(

Hogs were in demand ; 6200 head sold at the c

ferent yards at 7 a 9J cts. per lb., as to quality.

Foreign.—The Dublin correspondence of the Tin

says :
" The most sanguine prophets of peace and ort

must be sadly disappointed at the present state of thit

and the prospects for the winter. Outrages are brei

ing out again, which, it is feared, are only the beg

ning of a series of crimes.''

A large meeting of magistrates, land-owners, tenai

and traders, held at Roscrea,- County Tipperary, ha

passed resolutions supporting the Government poll

in suppressing the Land League, expressing their li

alty to the Queen and the Constitution, and thanki

the constabulary for their conduct during the late cris

The meeting formed a society for mutual proteoti

against boycotting.

A dispatch from Geneva to the Daihj News repo

Ihut the complete annihilation of the village of Elm,

the Canton of Glarus, appears lo be only a question

time and bad weather. The summit of the peak near

the village is moving.
The new French Ministry is gazetted in the Jour.

Officiel as follows

:

Garabetta, President of the Council and Minister

Foreign Affairs; Waldeck-Rousseau, Minister of I

Interior; Allain-Targe, Minister of Finance; Gas

Minister of Justice ; Raynal, Minister of Pnblic Wor
Deves, Minister of Agriculture; Rouvier, Minister

Commerce and Colonies ; Paul Bert, Minister of Pul

Instruction; General Campenon, Minister of Wi'

Antonin Proust, Minister of Fine Arts; Cocheiy, M
ister of Posts and Telegraphs; Gougeard, Minister

Marine.
Advices from Mecca state that 500 persons are dy

daily from cholera. Steamers at Djiddah refuse to t

bark returning pilgrims.

The town of Manzanillo, Mexico, was completely

stroyed by a storm on the 26th ult., but no loss of I

is reported. Four large vessels in port and all

smaller craft were driven ashore ;ind totally wreck

The loss on property, not including the shipping

estimated at *500,000.

No settlement has been made of the boundary d

culty between Mexico and Guatemala, both gove

ments continuing " defiant."

The custom house at Valparaiso, Chili, has been

stroyed by fire. Loss $1,000,000.

Died, 4th month 28th, 1881, Unity, wife of Aa
Stratton, in the 74th year of her age, a membei
Salem Monthly Meeting, Col. Co , Ohio.
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Notes of Travel.

(Continued from page I2r.)

Eobei-ts came iVom G wynecld in 1707,
d married Jane Lee, of Exeter. He was
iommended as a minister in 4th mo. 1768.

ter his release from prison, in 1781, his

me several times appears on the minutes of
;eter Monthly Meeting. He appears to

ve died about the year"l789.
A.fter Job Hughes' imprisonment ended, he
ist have returned to Catawissa ; for when
indulged meeting was established there in

^7, it was held alternately at his house and
it of another Friend. His name often ap-
irs on the records of Catawissa Monthly
seting. He was recommended as a minister

1799, and removed to reside in Upjiei

Inada in 1805. The report to Philadelphia
arly Meeting, of Yonge Street Monthly
seting, Canada, mentions the death of Job
ighes, a minister, on the 26th of 4th month,
}7.

[n reviewing these records of the past, the
nd is brought into sympathy with the in-

eent sufferers, who "preferred to endure
liction" and imprisonment, rather than sac

ice that peace of mind which cannot lie cu-

red except as we endeavor to do the Lords
11. They have long since been gathered to

3ir everlasting homes ; and if they continued
the end of life to manifest that faithfulness

their Divine Master, and that resignation
what He might appoint, which marked the
I'iod of their imprisonment, they have no
ubt received " the end of their faith," even
3 salvation of their souls,—that eternal life

; before us as the reward of patient continu-
pe in well-doing. However grievous their

rdships may have seemed at the time, yet
looking back from the distance of 100 years,

!y are seen to be of little importance except
they contributed to the obtaining of a "iiar

>ro exceeding and eternal weight of glory."

[n 1794, reports were sent up to the Yearly
jeting of the establishment of regular meet-
»8 for worship at Catawissa and Roaring
eek—in 1795, of the settlement of a Pre-
rative Meeting at those places—and in 179G
a Monthly Meeting at Catawissa, composed
Friends residing there, and of those at
taring Creek, Fishing Creek and Muncy
So far as we ascertained no member of our

Society now resides in that section, south of

the Susquehanna, our Friend, Watson Hibbs,
of Eoaring Creek, having been the last sur-|

vivor. The original log meeting-houses built

nearly 90 years ago, are still standing at Cata-
^

wissa and Eoaring Creek, and are kept in re-
j

pair by those who left us in 1827, who have the

control of them and hold occasional meetings
therein; though the number of their members'
is so reduced that no regular meeting for wor-
ship is held in either. In Catawissa one
eldei-ly woman was the only representative

residing in (he place.

Koariii^- Creek is the name given to the
valley <if 10 or 12 miles in width, Ij'ing south
of Catawissa Mountain and between it and
Ijittle .Mountain. Its first settlers were chiefly

Friends, but about the beginning of this cen-

tury the spirit of migration seems to have
strongly affected the people of Catawissa and
Roaring Creek. Job Hughes, as has been
already mentioned, moved to Canada. When
in the neighborhood, we were told that he was
man much beloved and esteemed, and his

example proved contagious. Other families

followed, like a flock of sheep following their

leader from one pasture to another; some
going to Canada, others to Ohio, and other
places.

ThcMonthly Meeting ofCatawissa feltitself

so much weakened by these removals, that in

1S(I7 it adojited the following minute: "As a

cdiisideraliU^ number of our members have
already removed to other parts of the coun-

try, and it a|i))earing likely that several more
families may leave this neighborhood in the

ecnirse of the sumtner. which occasions some
doubt of Friciiils remaining here being suffi-

cient to hold a Mdiillily Meeting, &e , it may
be advisable to t)ticr our situation to the con-

sideration of the Quarterly Meeting; a dispo-

sition prevailing among us generally to sub-

mit to the advice and judgment of Friends on
the occasion."

The result was that in 1808, the Monthly
Meeting waslaid downandattachedto Muncy,
which had been constituted as a separate

Monthly Meeting, in 1799.

In 1814, the members south of the north-

east branch of the Susquehanna were again
formed into a Monthly Meeting, with the
name of Roaring Creek.
We held meetings in the old log houses at

Catawissa and Roaring Creek, which were
well attended. There was much openness

;

and especially at Roaring Creek, where the

house is in a rural situation remote from an\-

village. The people seemed to have a hunger
and thirst after spiritual food. One house-

hold of ten persons (including two of the In-

dian boys from Carlisle who were spending
vacation there) came a distance of several

miles, bringing every member of it with them.
Ill this family were a great-grandfather of 80

years, a little orphan girl of 2, and a youth of

19 crippled by scrofula and unable to walk,

who was tenderly lifted from the open wagon

by his father and carried to a seat in the
house.

As I watched the people coming from dif-

ferent directions, some on foot, and some in

open wagons, a desire was felt that the bless-

ing of the Lord might rest upon them, and
that they might receive some spiritual refresh-

ment. The solemnity which covered the com-
pany when they settled down into silence,

seemed an evidence that the 0])portunity was
owned of the Lord. As the meeting drew
towards its close the feeling of love increased,

and we parted from one another in sweetness
and with a mutual feeling of affectionate in-

terest.

The Fishing Creek settlements are in the
country drained bythe branches ofthat stream,

which, flowing from the north, enters the north-

east branch of the Susquehannah a short dis-

tance above the mouth of the Catawissa,

which is on the south side of the river. The
head waters of Fishing Creek are in the range
of hills forming the southern boundary of

Muncy Valley ;"and along its banks in olden

times hiy the Indian pathway from the north-

west towards Wyoming Valley.

We attended the meeting of Friends here,

which is held at Greenwood ; and public meet-
ings at Millville and Bloomsburg.
"while in this neighborhood we received on

a First-day morning, the solemn and startling

intelligence of the sudden death of our valued

friend Sarah A. Deacon. On the Fifth-day

])revious she had attended her own Monthly
Meetingof Frankford, in which she had spoken
in the ministry. Before the meeting for wor-
ship closed, her head waS observed to fall.

She w as removed from the meeting, but never
s]iok-e a-aiii : and passed fvom this slate of

existence the following morning. She was a

friend in whom we were all interested; being

attracted to her by her simplicity of charac-

ter, the religious fervency of her spirit, and
heropen and affectionate disposition. Shortly

before our leaving Philadelphia, she had spent

a day in company with two of our nurabca-.

That visit now seemed like a sweet parting

opportunity between those who should see

each other's faces no more.

In visiting among the families of Friends

and others in Fishing Creek neighborhood,

we found many proofs of the truth of what
our Saviour declared, "In the world ye shall

have trouble." In one, a young man, just

entering on what bid fair to be an honorable

ami useful career, had been recently removed
li\- consumption. In another, about two weeks
l)ctorc our visit, a promising boy of 10 years

had been called away, leaving a mother's heart

tender and broken. Another still mourned
for a son suddenly killed some months before

by the shifting of a load of railroad ties. An-
other was in aflliction over the loss of a be-

loved cousin, taken without warning from

works to rewards. It was a time in which
there was a renewed call to all of us, to seek

for a city which hath foundations, whose
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buililor and maker the Lord is—to become
established in the Truth through the experi-

ence b_y Divine Grace of repentance for sin,

and forgiveness through Christ our Eedeenicr

—and tiius to be brought into that quiet habi-

tation, wiiei-c the true Christian can retain

his cuntidence, having his heai't fixed and
trusting in the Lord, no matter what per-

plexities or storms may prevail in the outward
world. J. W.

(To he continued.)

A Vindication of the Truth.

At the Monthly Meeting of Friends held at

Sydenham, 10th "month 19tb, 1881, it was as-

serted by a minister belonging to Norwich
Quai-terly Meeting, " That there was no such
thing as a s]Mrittial seed in man that would
if attendeil to. Ivad liim to salvation." Also,

that

eth in darkness and the darkness conipre-

hendetb it not," (John i., 5).

As it hath been proved that the Seed is the

Word of God, we now find the forerunner of

Christ declaring it to be a Light, that is, the

life of Christ was and is the Light of men,
(John i., 4). Thus John the Baptist calls the

Seed which was sown in all kinds of ground,

and which the apostle Peter says, is that Seed
which is incorruptible, and by which men are

born again a Light, and declares it to shine

in darkness, and the darkness comprehendeth
it not. (John i., 5).

How beautifullj' our Saviour makes this

clear !
" When the people were gathered thick

together," when he called them " an evil gene-

i-ation" seeking a sign, (Luke xi., 29), with
these words, "The light of the body is the

eye; thereibre, when thy eye is single thy
whole body also is full of light; but when
thine eye is evil thy body also is full of dark

^]ll^u ne\xr washed Or cleansed jness. Take heed that the light that is in thee
ail}' one; that it was the blood." ibe not darkness. If thy whole body there-

When this was objected to as unsound fore be full of light, having no part dark, the

doctrine, and not according to the prin-j whole shall be full of light; as when the

ciples of the Christian religion as professed bright shining of a candle doth give thee
liy Friends, and shown liy the writings of light." (Luke xi., 34-36). Herein we find

George Fox anil l.'olurt ISanlay, a Friend be- that the Light or Seed or Word of God can
longing to this ^lonthly .Mrrting then stated, be so covered up that it cannot grow or shine
'• That the writings of Friends made no differ- because the ground or heart of man is full of

ence, that we did not go by 'Friends' princi- cares, or riches, or pleasures of this life. Or,

pies,' but by the Bible," and that a Divine as illustrated by our Saviour, we have an
seed in man before conversion could not be " evil eye," and if so, the Light which lighteth

proved by the Bible. With regard to the everj^ man that cometh into the world shineth
above assertions, I believe them to be un- in darkness.
sound and not in harmony with the Scrip- 1 To the assertion "That the Spirit never
tiires, nor yet with the testimonies borne bj^j washes or cleanseth any, that it is the Blood,"
ancient Friends. |by this I would infer that the speaker would
As to the first assertion, " That there was'haveall men believe men are cleansed from all

no such thing as a spiritual seed in man that unrighteousness exclusively by the blood of
would if attended to, lead him to salvation," Christ.

I would call the attention of the reader to thei My objection to the above is that as "There
following texts of Scripture, which I think are three that bear record in heaven, the
should leave no doubt in the mind of any one Father, the Word and the Holy Ghost, and
as to the truth. I will notice first, the'para- these three are one," (1 John v., 7); one in

ble recorded in the 8th chapter of Luke from power (Matt, xxviii., 18), and one in glory
the 4th to the 8th verse. In the 11th verse (John xvii., 5), and that whoso offereth
the Saviour saith to his disciples, " The Seed praise to the Son glorifieth the Father, and
is the Word of God." And the apostle Peter no honoris acceptable to the Father b\it

also uscribetb the new birth to this Seed and by the Son, through the Holy Ghost
; i:

Word of God, saying, " Being born again, not like manner there are three that bear wil
of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by'ness in earth, the Spirit, the water, and th
the Word of God, which liveth and abideth

|

blood, and these agree in one (1 John v
forever," (1 Peter i., 23). Robert Barclay 8), and work the one and self-same effect i

says, " Though then this Seed be small in its the hearts of all men, for it is evident that
ippearance, so that Christ compares it to a the apostle referred to man when he spoke of
gi'ain of mustard seed, which is the least of
all seeds (Matt, xiii., 31,32), and that it be hid
in the earthly part of man's heart, yet there-
in is life and salvation tow'ards the sons of
men wrapped up, which comes to be revealed
as the}- give way to it. And in this Seed in

the hearts of all men is the kingdom of God.
Hence Christ saith to the Pharisees, when
they demanded of Him when the kingdom
of God should come. He answered them and
said, "The kingdom of God is within you,"
(Lulve xvii., 21). I would ask, were these
Pharisees born again ? if they were they
would have known where the kingdom was,
and where Christ and the Father'were

; for
Christ saith (John xiv., 23), "If a man love
me he will keep my words, and my Father
will love him, and we will come unto him, and
make our abode with him." Surely men
•would know if they had the Living Presence
with them, except the}^ themselves were in

darkness, as John testifies, " The Light shin-

bearing witness in earth" by the verse fol

lowing. "If we receive the witness of men,
the witness of God is greater" (9th verse).

Therefore I would conclude that the Spirit,

the water, and the blood work the same and
are equally necessary for the salvation of the
souls of men ; and in proof would bring to

mind the language of Scripture, where the
apostle, after binnging to the remembrance of
the Corinthians some that did all manner of
wickedness, useth these memorable words:
" And such were some of you ; but ye are
washed, but ye are sanctified, but ye are jus-

tified, in the name of the Lord Jesus, and bj'

the Spirit of our God." The apostle makes
no mention of the water or the blood in the
washing or cleansing of these, from which we
might infer that it was in the name of the
Lord Jesus and by the Spirit alone that they
were cleansed, (1 Cor. vi., 11). The same
apostle, in his most excellent address to Titus,

uses this very impressive language :
" For we

ourselves were sometimes foolish, disobedien

deceived, serving divers hists and pleasure:

living in malic* and envy, hateful and hatin

one another; but after that the kindness an

love of God our Saviour towards man appea:

ed, not by works of righteousness whieli w
have done, but according to his mercy H
saved us, bj' the washing of regeneration an

renewing of the Holy Ghost." (Titus iii., 3-5

In no place in this epistle, which was t

one who was left in Crete to " set in order th

things which are wanting," do we find an

mention of the blood, but thej' were cleanse

by the washing of regeneration and renewin
of the Holy Ghost. Thus we find that th

Spirit and the water are equal with the bloc

in the cleansing of the souls of men, for th

above texts ai'e used to convey the sam
meaning as that well known text: "But
we walk in the Light as He is in the Ligh
we have fellowship one with another, and tl

blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth i

from all sin." (1 John i., 7.)

Let us consider the language of our Saviov

quoted in the above texts, also the ajiostle

writings to one whom he styles " mine ow
son after the common faith," and take hee

that we preach none other doctrine than thi

is preached, lest we come nhder condemn
tion. J. L.

Ontario, Canada.

For " Tlie Friend.'

Peaceable Conduct the Best Defence.

One of the most successful expeditions i

the many that have essayed to penetrate tl

African Continent, was that sent out by tl

English Koyal Geographical Societj- in 187

to explore the country between the east coai

opposite Zanzibar, and Lake Nyassa, and i

determine various geographical problems.
Setting out with a caravan of about IE

porters, traversing regions which were out i

the usual travelling routes, meeting with vai

ous tribes whose fears and suspicions incite

them to warlike attacks, losing the head i

the expedition by fever soon after, their d
parture, and being absent the greater part i

two years, it is greatly to the credit of Josep
Thomson, on whom the command devolvei

that he succeeded in accomplishing the objee:

of his mission, and brought back his men wil

but one exception, after a journey of aboi

11 months, and without taking the life of

single native. It is the more remarkable i

ho was then a young man but little past i

years of age; and is a strong confirmation i

the experience of his countryman David Lr
ingstone, and of many others, that a peac
able conduct, accompanied w-ith proper r

spect for the rights and feelings of otliers,

a better protection than force of arms, ev«

among barbarous tribes.

The description given by Thomson in h

book, " To the Central African Lakes ar

back," of the adventures of his party, co
tains some interesting illustrations of the coc

ness and courage with which he encounter*
danger.
On their march to Lake Nyassa, they we;

told that one part of their route was impass
ble, owing to w-ar parties of a ferocious slav

raiding tribe called Mahenge, who were grea
ly dreaded. His first meeting with the
dreaded warriors is thus related.

" Marching quietly along in single fi

through a dense piece of forest, with not
sound to break the stillness, and every one (
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lert, we were suddenly startled by a
ifled soim<l proceeding from the forest. An
imediate halt took place, and I could ob-
rve a sort of nervous shock pass along the
le of porters, till at last an articulate whis-
»r of ' Mahenge! Mahengc !' reached my ears,

le foremost men were already hurrj-ing back.
)ads dropped from paralyzed shoulders, and
panic ensued. Fortunately I wa.s in the
ar. So, seizing my gun, I raised it and
reatened to shoot the first man who at
npted to pass me. This new danger fairly

mbfounded them. Some, in spite of torn
thes and bodies, attempted to escape side
ys, but nature favored us too well. At last,

th the invaluable aid of Chuma and some
the more courageous of the men, the cara
n were somewhat quieted, the loads gath
d together, and the men around them.
' With a considerable feeling'of relief w«
ind that we had not been observed. This

fortunate thing for us, as the Mahenge
luld certainly have swooped downand com-
ted our flight if they had noticed our at-

npt to retreat. In such a case few of the
i-ters would have stopped till the coast was
iched, with the story of a mighty battle, in

lich I would of course be killed. However,
had now time to breathe, and think what
should do next. A council of war was ac-

pdingly held, and we came to the conclusion
It this state of things must not last, or ruin
uld come upon the expedition. It was
ar we must come to some understanding
th the Mahenge, and learn whether they
re to be friends or enemies. I determined
try the effect of my white skin, and to show
nplete confidence in the savages. Selecting
uma, and a porter who could speak the
guage, we went forward unarmed, leaving
tructions for the men to be ready for any
ergency

; and to tell the truth, they seemed
nderfully courageous after their first panic.
' In a few minutes we got clear of the forest,

1 a strange and unusual scene met mj- eye.
rough the long grass tramped in single file

ong line of warriors, dressed in the most
nderful feather head-dresses, with a few
Id-cat skins on their shoulders, but other-
56 entirely nude. Their faces were painted
the most hideous manner, and certainly

!y did look like tj'pieal savage warriors,
eir arms consisted of a stabbing-spear, two
three assegais, a club, and an oval or ellip-

ally-shaped shield of bullock's hide, which
y were carrying over their heads to pro-
f them from the wet grass. It was really
ight worth seeing.

On emerging from the forest we raised a
)ut to attract attention. In a moment they
Ited in alarm. Down came their shields

;

brs were seized, and everything got ready
a fight. Some dropped behind bushes. It
s a critical moment, but we could not now
reat. I stepped into view, and my appear-
36 took effect on them like a shock of elec-

sity. A buzz of surprise arose. I lifted

hands to show I had no weapon, while my
icrpreter shouted out ' Mzungu ! Mzungu !'

d declared that we were friends. At once
ipiciou was disarmed. They gathered round
with shouts, and surveyed me as a curious
mal about which they had heard strange
iries.

After we had obtained silence, we pro-
ded to explain who we were, where we
re going, and that our intention was to
tke friends with them. They at once as-

sured me we were quite safe. They were not
fighting the white man. They had been away
fighting the Walngulu, but as their chief's son
had become ill, they were escorting him home.
They further declared that we should be made
most welcome in Mahenge, when we arrived
there. This was very satisfiictory, and re-

lieved my mind very much.
" We sealed our friendship by ' making

brothers' with the chiefs son. This ceremony
is done by tasting each other's blood, and vow-
ing eternal friendship. Of course I did not
take a personal part in this savage ceremonj'.
Chuma acted as my proxy."
On another occasion while going by water

in the southern part of Lake Tanganyika,
with a few of his men, they stopped at an
island to wait for favorable weather. He
says :

—

"While dozing away the da-y under the
shadow of the rocks, with the pleasant ripple
of the water at our feet, enjoying the beauti-
ful view, the clear sky, the transparent tropi-

cal atmosphere and the cool lake breeze, we
were once more surprised by an interesting
incident. Anticipating no evil while located
on an island where we had found onlj- an old

d a woman, we were all Ij^ing on shore.

Hore improved the occasion by enlightening
them as to who the white men were and what
was their mission in Africa, thereafter giving
them a small present of cloth, with which
they departed quite delighted. This is an-
other instance of the really peaceable inten-
tions of most native tribes; a little reasoning
goes a very long way, and a show of confi-
dence always wins a reciprocal feeling."

(To be concluded.)

Practical Religion unto Salvation.

There are few, perhaps, among the profes--
sors of the Christian name but will acknowl-
edge, that i-eljgion is the most important of
all subjects that can claim the attention of
responsible and immortal beings. It is a sub-
ject which has respect not only to the things
of this life, but to the eternal age beyond;
as writes the apostle: ' Godliness is profita-
ble unto all things: having the promise of the
life that now is and of that which is to come."
AVhat is needed is, that we carry out this
scriptural view of things into consistent godly
practice in our every-day life and conversa-
tion ; thus letting our doctrine and our walk
coincidentally prove that we are holiest alike

and to the sacred cause of

man
with the exception of Mr. Hore, and without to our convict
weapons. Most of the men were asleep, and [Truth.
all slumbering in the sense of peaceful secu- The religion of Christ Jesus has for its
rity when we were suddenly awakened by a 'great aim the salvation of the souls which He
cry from Hore. Looking up, we were as-

1 came to redeem and to save. This salvation,
tonished by the sight of a large band of na- through obedience to that which is made
tives descending the rocks, fully armed with

^

known of God within us, is the great business
bows and spears, and proceeding with a de-|of this probationary life—the narrow way,
liberate step, which indicated some decided; the high way, the only way to that kingdom
object in view. Before we could fairly realize which consisteth not in meats or in drinks,
the position we found ourselves suri'duiiilcil |,,|( jn i-i^liti-ousness, and peace, and joj' in
and cut off from the boat; and on evci-y cnm-'tiir llol\ T;iii,st. There can be no religion or
manding rock stood warriors, ready at a mo- ('liristiaiiity without Christ. And a Christian
ment's notice to launch their arrows or spears, is one who casts himself upon Him for srrace

" It required but a glance to take in the and knowledge, for preservation and salva-
situation. There was no mistaking the mean- tion. These the Saviour leads by his quick-
ngof the position they had taken up, or the ening, in-teaching, Holy Spirit. For that
fact that we were quite in their power. An whic'h delivereth^fi-om the bondage of cor-
attempt to gain the boat would have meant ruption into the glorious liberty of the child-
our instant destruction. Their dress and arms ren of God, is the Spirit of Truth or Light of
howed that they were Wafipa ; and we knew •"

' ' ' • •
•

that there was no more peaceable race in

Central Africa. We concluded therefore that
they must have had some very potent reason
for assuming their present threatening atti-

tude ; and as our consciences were clear, we
saw that there was some mistake which only
equired to be cleared up. We showed not
the slightest alarm or astonishment, but ad-
dressed them with words of welcome and
smiling faces, as if they had come on a friend-

ly visit. Hore sat up in the boat and began
'ighting his pipe, while I went forward among
the wai-riors, and examined their arms with
curiosity.

The Wafipa looked intensely astonished
at this reception, having expected something
far different. At last they informed us on
what business they had come. A slave had
been stolen from one of their villages, and
they had been told that the white men had
:lone it, and they had come to fight us and
get him back. They had also been inionm'tl

that we intended taking all their slaves fidiii

them. At this we laughed, and said thai il

they found their slave with us they would be

quite at liberty to fight. Hore then invited

the leader to enter the boat and look for him-
If This he was rather afraid to do, but at

last satisfied himself that no slave was there.

Christ; which also teacheth all things neces-
sary to salvation and guideth into all truth.

That this inward work, this walk and war-
fare as with the sw-ord of the Spirit, requires
"hardness," diligence, and watchfulness unto
praj'er, it is not worth while to try to conceal
or to deny. "Every battle of the warrior is

with confused noise, and garments rolled in

blood ; but this shall be with burning and fuel

of fire." " We preach the cross," said one of
the early Friends, "and them that cannot
own us there we lay no hands upon." "I was
made a Christian," writes another, "through"
a day of vengeance, and burning as an oven."
" He that will come into the new covenant,"
declares a third, " must come into the obedience

to it." AVell, this coming into the new cove-

nant involves a falling upon Christ its Medi-
ator and ever adorable Author and corner-
stone—the stone laid in Zion for a foundation
—in order to our being broken to pieces. It
calls for a thoroinjh cli.insiiKj of the heart
through the one saxinu li:iiitisiii of fire and of
the Holy Ghost. \\ i\<\^\\w^ n putting ojf oi

_

the old man with his liccds, before there can
be a putting on of " the new man which after

God is created in righteousness and true holi-

ness." It demands a being «/< out of the wild
olive tree, in which we are by nature, that we
may be grafted contrary to nature into a good
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olive tree. It points to a being " buried with

Christ by baptism into death," and a being
" planted' together in the likeness of his death"

that we may "be also in the likeness of his

resurrection." Now, who will say that these

are easy processes to flesh and blood, or slight

and superficial requisitions? While at the

same time who can deny but that they are a

part of the clearly defined precepts and in-

junctions of holy Scripture ? Moreover, how
the biblical record of the journeyings of the

children of Isi-ael represent discouragements
and hardships; trials of faith, and patience,

and allegiance ; temptations, and even be-

trayal into sin ; with, also, their continual

need of dependence upon that Arm of ever-

lasting strength, which so compassionatelj'

and marvellously bore with them! Those
things were written for our learning, and
should point us to a lively sense of our ex-

treme helplessness and weakness ; to the need

of filial love and filial obedience ; to humility,

obedience, and watchfulness ; that so like

Caleb and Joshua, who " wholly followed the

Lord," He may delight in us, and bring us

into the good land.

Oh, the value of these souls for which
Christ died. "What," saith that Saviour,
" shall a man give in exchange for his soul?"

Can any know that they have a never-dying
soul and be indifferent to or careless of its

eternal happiness? Will anyone be neglect-

ful of the all-important end and aim of life,

when such grave realities are at stake? Will

such not deem it worthy their most strenu-

ous effort to avoid eternal punishment, to lay

hold on never-ending felicity, to secure that

crown ofjoy for which a Mediator came and
suffered and died and rose again, that He
might obtain for us by bringing us to God ?

What does the loss of a soul involve? To
lose this is to lose the purpose of our lives.

It is to lose that for which the Eedeemer
died. It is the loss of heaven. Then to work
out the salvation of the soul is the great end
and purpose for which we were created; and
is of more value than the preservation of a
whole nation from temporal ruin.

Next to the loss of the soul there is, per-

haps, nothing more to be apprehended, as

leatling to it, than the loss of religious im-

pressions. The great things of God have
usually small beginnings. Thus the coming
of the Son and Sent of the Father was likened

to "a root out of a dry ground;" and He
compares his kingdom to a little leaven

; to a

grain of mustard seed, which is the least of

all seeds when it is sown. So these heavenly
impressions or visitations may seem faint and
weak at first ; but as they are allowed their

due place, being regarded and nurtured by
us, they grow to bo the plant of renown with-
in us, bearing in some thirty, in some sixty,

and in some an hundred fold, to the praise of

the great Husbandman. But we must receive

the Saviour in the way of his coming. We
must not overlook the littleness and the sim
plicity of his appearance, as the Babe of

Bethlehem, in our hearts, lest we overlook
that power from on high, through obedience
to which our salvation must, if ever, be
wrought out. For, " By grace are ye saved,

through faith." If we have not faith in the
smallest discoveries of this Divine grace and
light to the soul, we shall not be likely to re-

cognize and receive it as a transforming
power, or as the ingrafted Word which
able to save and to build up unto everlasting

fe. We must be meek and lowly of heart,

in order to see or enter that kingdom which
Cometh not with observation oroutward show,

but is to be received as a little child by all who
enter therein.

How indispensable to our happiness and

welfare it is that we should be faithful to the

first little reproofs and manifestations of a

Saviour's love to our souls ! These viaita-

tions, or the still, small, pleading voice of a

loving Father may be made earlier or latei',

at the third or sixth hour, as well as in more
advanced years; but whenever, in exceeding

mercj-, they do come to us, bow cai-eful should

we be, as was Elijah at the Mount of God, to

listen, to hear, and to obey. They are the

quickenings of the Holy Spirit of Christ, who
thereby is designing to lead into the narrow
way of self-denial and the cross; and, as

obedience keeps pace with knowledge, into

the green pastures beside the still waters of

soul-enriching and never-ending peace. May
those young in years especiallj', whose hearts

the Lord has touched, seek early to walk in

his ways through filial submission to his will

in the day of small things. While in these

ways, as admitted, crosses, trials, and sacri-

fices are to be met with, they, at the same
time, are the only ones to peace—peace here

and peace forever—a peace which the world

can neither give nor take away. The Lord
loves an early sacrifice.

" And virUie with peculiar charms appears,

Crowned with the garland of life's blooming years."

Selected,

TWO PICTURES,

An old farm-hoHse, with meadows wide,

And sweet with clover on each side;

A bright-eyed boy, who looks from out

The door with woodbine wreathed about,

And wishes his one thought all day

:

" O ! if I could but fly away
From this dull .spot the world to see.

How happy, happy, happy,
How happy 1 should be

!"

Amid the city's constant din,

A man who round the world has been,

Who 'mid the tumult and the throng.

Is thinking, thinking all day long:
" O ! could I only tread once more

The field path to the farm-house door.

The old green meadows could I see,

How happy, happy, happy.
How happy I should be !"

THE OLD CLOCK,
BY EMELINE SHERMAN SMITH,

In my father's ancient mansion,

By the pleasant river-shore,

Stands a clock of olden fashion

—

Curious fashion—.seen no more;
It was made for his forefather,

A bold mariner of yore.

On its face is represented.

With a quaint and pleasing skill,

The resemblance of an ocean,

Whose blue waters, never still,

Seem to bear a good ship onward,
Whether winds blow fair or ill.

With its sails all set so gaily,

And its pennon floating wide.

Moves this mimic vessel, ever

—

Ever on its mimic tide

—

While the hours, and days, and seasons

On their endless pathway glide.

Since this olden clock was fashioned

Many years have passed away,
And the skilful hands that framed it

Long have moulded to decay

;

But the soul of the designer

Seems e'en yet his work to sway.

All the springs obey his bidding,

All the wheels their task fulfil

;

Every part, minute and curious,

Doth il.s wondrous duty still.

Working out the silent mandate
Of the vanished maker's will.

Thus the grain in autumn planted

Lives through all the winter's storm
;

Thus great thoughts and noble actions

Long their ministry perform

—

Blessing hearts, when those that wrought them
Are no more with being warm.

Faithful .still, this friendly watcher

Counts each pulse of Time's great heart

;

Faithful still, its voice at morning
Bids us forth to duty start

;

And, at eve, gives gentle warning
That our fleeting days depart.

Still, on all the varying seasons

That must work Life's shifting scene

—

Births and bridals, fasts and feastings.

Golden stimmers, winters keen,

Tears and smiles, and clouds and sunshine,

It has looked with face serene.

Never faster, uever slower,

Would that mimic vessel go.

Though young hearts, with eiger longing,

Fain would speed it to and fro
;

And sad souls in weary moments
Filled its sails with sighs of woe.

In the dreaming days of childhood
What a mystery to me,

_

Was this ship, forever sailing

—

Sailing on a shoreless sea-
Sailing, as I idly fancied.

Out toward the bright To Be !

What fond thoughts and tender yearnings.

Wishes, dreams, and hopes sublime,

Did I send, as precious ventures.

Out in this old bark of Time-
Then to me a fairy frigate

Voyaging to some wondrous clime!

Often, in the shadowy twilight,

On its deck would seem to stand,

Airy forms of gentle beings.

Each with smile and waving hand,

Beckoning me to wander with them
To the joys of fairyland.

Now, like this old clock I've numbered
Many a day and many a year.

And I view the world around me
With an eye more calm and clear;

Yet this marvel of my childhood
Is and ever will be dear

—

Dear for all the sacred memories
It awakes of youth's sweet prime

;

Dear for sake of lender voices

That have mingled with its chime;
Dear for those who count no longer

On these shores the sands of Time.

Tearfully I gaze upon thee.

Relic of a day gone by

;

Thou dost, like the dreamer's ladder,

Which united earth and sky.

Seem to link my spring and autumn
By some sweet mysterious tie.

Yes, as in the prophet's vision.

Angels seemed to come and go,

So, upon thy winged movements,
Float bright spirits to and fro

—

Spirits of the past, that whisper
Pleasant tales of " Long ago."

These fair shapes, alas! remind me
That my youth is far from me

;

Yet however chill or clouded.

Life's remaining years may be,

I will strive, old friend, to profit

By the lesson learned of thee.

If I keep the course before me,
Whether winds blow fair or ill,

Pacing all the rounds of duty
With unfaltering footsteps still,

I may, too, work out the mandate
Of my mighty Maker's will.
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Testimonies to the Truth.
^Concluded from page 126.)

I do not design to enlarge, 3'ou have had
stimonies ujjon testimouies, 3-011 have been
it in mind of these things; there is a neces

,y and a constraint upon me to remind you
at malse a profession of the truth, of former
ings, of things that j^ou have been told of,

d been stirred up by the servants of the
)rd to remember: I see a necessity of re

nding you of them. There are man}' that
3 in a profession of the truth, that do not
'•oil in the life of it; they are sunk down
;o the form of godliness, but they do not
nd the powerof it, they do part of the work.
By do not go through with it, they are for

wing some sins, that they will not mortify
Bm ; thej' are like Saul, they make profession
doing tiie will of God. Saul said to Samuel,
llessed be thou of the Lord, I have perform
the commandment of the Lord ; and Samuel
d, What meaneth then this bleating of the
3ep in mine ears, and the lowing of th

en which I hear; and Saul said. They have
3ught them from the Amalekites, for the
oplo spared the best of the sheep and of the
en, to sacrifice unto the Lord thy God, and
3 rest we have destroyed." 1 Sam. xv. 14, 15.

Now, my friends, there are many people
lich are willing to give themselves up to
outward pi-ofession of religion, they would
t be found in protaneness, in that which
in abomination in the sight of God ; they
uld not be found in abominable pride in

) view of God's people, they will not be seen
that which is abominable and shameful
ckedness

; they will keep up a profession
the trutli, that they may be without re-

ke. Though they are not so vain as to be
the fashions of the world, yet they are ef
same nature and spirit with the men of

3 world, and thej- conform themselves too
ich to the vanity, and custom, and fashion
the world, though they will not be seen in

3 height of it.

There are many other things which might
mentioned

;
in short, I would onlj' mention

s, whether you have not kept a secret re-

ve of some sins, and make a fair pretence
the use of them : this will be a sting to yon.
;e that loveth any thing more than me,"
th Christ, " is not worthy of me ; he that
lieth not himself, and tbrsaketh not all that
hath for my sake, cannot be ni}- disciple."

hen a trial comes all must be given up, and
thing vain and evil must be reserved, that
ontrary to the nature of Truth

; the mind
St be subject to the will of God, and sub-
ed to the power of God ; there must be a
)rough change and reformation, we must
ow a mortification of sin, and not do the
rk only in part, but we must go through
th it. Now that we may do this effectually

d hath laid help upon one that is mighty,
lere are many weaknesses and infirmities

It do attend us poor creatures, that many
les we are ready to faint. Have an eye to
rist, let us look unto Jesus ; God hath laid

Ip upon one who is mighty, and who is able
i to the uttermost, not onlj^ from that

lich is vile and contemptible, but He is a
naplete Saviour, that will save to the utter-

)St all that come unto God" by Him. There
no coming to God, or being reconciled to
d, but bj' Hini, and all that come to God by
m, shall have complete redemption for their
mortal souls. He is the author of eternal
vation to all them that obey Him ; He is

the Author and Finisher of our faith. He that
believeth in Christ will submit to Him, and
say in sincerity, thy will be done. It is an
ordinary thing for people to say. Thy king-
dom come, and thy will be done on earth as
it is in heaven

; this is a good prayer that
Christ taught his disciples ; there are many
people that are often saying over these words,
but they do not give up and resign their own
wills to the will of God ; if any trial, affliction,

or exercise befall them, they are very ;i|>l td

fret and repine. If God shall take awuy a

near and dear friend, or a wife, or a child.We
must quietly submit to the will of God, who
knows best how to dispose of them, whether
it be by life or death. When God is pleased
to take children from parents, or parents from
children, people must not be discontented at
the will of God, but submit to his afflicting

hand, God doth not afflict willingly, nor grieve
the children of men ; He is not willing that
any should perish, but that all should come
to repentance. God calls upon sinners, Isaiah

i. 16, 17, 18 :
" Wash you, make you clean,

put away the evil of your doings from before
mine eyes, cease to do evil, learn to do well,

relieve the oppressed, judge the fatherless,

plead for the widow. Come now and let us

upon you; then shall they call upon me, but
I will not answer, thej' shall seek me early,
but they shall not find me." The foolish vir-

gins had a day and a time, they made a pro-
fession, they took their lamps, and took no oil

with them ; but the wise took oil in their
vessels with their lamps ; while the bride-
groom tarried they all slumbered and slept.

And at midnight there was a cry made, Be-
hold the bridegroom cometh, go you out to
meet him

;
then all those virgins arose and

trimmed their lamps, and the foolish said unto
the wise. Give us of your oil, for our lamps
are gone out; but the wise answered, saying.
Not so, lest there be not enough for us and
you, but go ye rather to them that sell, and
buy for yourselves. And while thej' went to

buy, the bridegroom came, and they that were
ready went in with him to the marriage, and
the door was shut. Afterwards came also the
other virgins, saying, Lord, Lord, open to us;
but He answered and said. Verily I say unto
you, I know you not. "Watch therefore, for

ye know neitlier the day nor the hour where-
in the Son of Man cometh.

Friends, you see the foolish virgins came
when it was too late, therefore prize your day,
and keep your watch. I cannot but admire

reason together, saith the Lord, though your: the mercy of God, that hath extended a day
sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as of grace and favor to us; God hath not only
snow, though they be red like crimson, they striven for a little time, but hath continued
shall be as wool ; let the wicked forsake his striving

; take heed that j'ou harden not your
way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts,
and turn to the Lord, and He will have mercj'
upon him, and to our God, for He will abun-
dantlj- pardon." See that you accept of his

mercy when it is tendered to you, and answer
when He calls, for He calls upon the children
of men, Eeturn ye backsliding children, and
I will heal your backslidings and love you
freely ; God doth not delight in the death of

sinner, but rather that he might turn and
live, and find favor with Him.
Man hath a day afforded to him by the

Lord, and time and strength to do the work
of the day ; therefore work while it is day, for

the night cometh when no man can work.
There is a day and hour wherein man is ap-

pointed to do his work; some are called at one
hour and some at another; some are called

early, some are called at the sixth hour, and
some at the eleventh hour. Now those that
came in at the eleventh had their penny, had
their reward as well as those that bore the
heat and burthen of the day. God will be a

rewarder of all them that faithfullj' give up
themselves to Him, and answer his call in the
day of his visitation ; he that came in at the
eleventh hour had liis penny, as well as he
that came in at the first.

Delay not, my friends, for time is precious,
those that were first bidden and made ex-

cuses, were not counted worthy to partake of
the supper. Make not excuses, while God
worketh with thee by his power, join to it,

and answer when God calls; lest it happen to

thee when thou art in distress, and callest

upon God, that He answer thee not, and hear
not thy prayers, because, when He called thou
wouldest not hear Him. Prov. i. 24, &c. :

'Because I have called and ye refused, I have
stretched out mj' hand and no man regarded,

but ye have set at nought all mj' counsels,

and would none of my reproof, I also will

laugh at your calamity, and mock when your
fear cometh; when your fear cometh as deso-

lation, and your destruction cometh as a
whirlwind, when distress and anguish come

hearts in this day of your visitation, lest it be
said to thee, " The harvest is past, and the
summer is ended, and thou not saved." Work
out your salvation with fear and trembling,
for it is God that worketh in you, to will and
to do of his own good pleasure. While it is

the good pleasure of God to work upon thy
heart, give up thyself in holy obedience to
Him, even while the good Spirit ofGod moveth
upon the face of the waters. The day of your
visitation is not j^et over, yield up yourselves
to the striving of God's Spirit, that you ma}^
be found a willing people in the daj- of his

power; there is balm in Gilead, there is a
Phj'sician of value there. Prize the love, and
mercy, and forbearance, and long suftering of
God, and bless God that hath not cut thee off

in thy sin, and in the midst of thj^ iniquities,

and that thou hast not thy portion with hypo-
crites, where there is weeping, and wailing,
and gnashing of teeth.

—

John Bowater, 3rd
mo. 18th, 1693.

Pioneer Life.

In this book the author relates his experi-

ence of a life, the earl}- part of which was
spent in what was then the new settlements
of the West. . His father died when James
was very young, and his mother having re-

turned with her child to her father's house,

they removed from Philadelphia to a farm
about twenty miles from Fort Pitt—now the
City of Pittsburg. His first recollections were
"of a log cabin, the 'clearing' in the woods,
and the struggle of a family from the city to

live in a new settlement.''

In those early times, tales of peril with the
Indians, or of adventures in hunting game,
were familiar subjects of conversation.

" Among my first recollections is a story

told of one of the earliest settlers, whose cabin

was occupied before the incursions of hostile

Indians had ceased. The husband had gone
a day's journej' to Fort Pitt, to obtain food
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necessary to the subsistence of his wife and
child, which he left alone in the cabin to watch
and wait, in fear, until his return. Before he
lult, the cabin was made to look forsaken—as

though the family had suddenly removed from
it. Cooking utensils and such other imple-

ments as they possessed were hid in the woods.
No lire was kindled. The slabs, split out of

logs with the axe—called puncheons—which
had been laid down as a floor, were taken up
and thrown confusedly around—principally

piled in one corner of the building. Under
these an excavation was made in the ground,
and some bed clothes thrown down, where
the woman and her child might be concealed
if she saw signs that Indians were in the
vicinity. Here this brave pioneer woman had
sle2)t, or rather watched one weary night.

Earl}' the next morning as she looked out
stealthily through the chinks of the cabin, she
perceived Indians lurking upon the edge of

the clearing. She hastened with her infant

child to her place of concealment under the
floor. The Indians, when they supposed they
had satisfied themselves that the cabin was
forsaken, came in and examined the ])rcmises

to see if any thing was left worth a])pi-(j])ri-

ating. While they remained, the woman lay

nursing her child to keep it from movement
and noise. Once or twice the movement of

the little one, it seemed to her, would surely

betray her; but the talk and tramping of the
Indians prevented their quick ears from catch-

ing the sound from beneath. In a short time
they hastened away, fearing, perhaps, an am-
bush or attack by the settlers. The husband
returned, heard the story of his wife's peril,

and removed his family to the nearest " block
house," or frontier fort, and hastened to give
warning to the pioneers that Indians were
])rowling upon their border."

The clothing worn by the first settlers was
almost exclusively of their own manufacture.

'• When wool became plentiful and flannels

were manufactured, there were no fulling-

mills such as existed in later years. Neces-
sity was the mother of invention more fre-

quentl}' in early days than now; and one of
the methods of lulling flannels was sufficientlj'

primitive; while at the same time, it was ex-
ccssivelj' exhilarating to those engaged in it,

and those who witnessed it. The" woollen
web was saturated with soap and water and
thrown down in an emulsient mass upon a
clean space in the centre of the cabin floor.

The men of the neiguborhood,—especially the
young men—rolled their pantaloons up to
their knees, and with bare feet sat in a circle

on the floor around the woollen web in the
centre. At a given signal each one commenced
kicking vigorously upon the web, and his
kicks were met by equal ones from the oppo-
site operator. It became a matter of muscular
endeavor by each one not to be kicked back
on the floor by his antagonist; hence quick,
prolonged, and spasmodic kickijig was paid
out upon the web in the centre, which was
occasionally plied by the laughing house-
women with additional soap and warm water.
The result was that the flannel was thorough-
ly fulled, the operators thoroughly saturated
with sweat, soap and water; and a general,
and somewhat vociferous laughter was in-

duced, which shook the sides of all present,
and promoted appetite for the homely but
wholesome meal which followed. Gatherings
for the purpose of fulling by this primitive
process were called by the pioneers, ' kicking

frolics.' Since then I have seen fulling mills

pushing and pounding the woolen web with
their wooden instruments, but I think I never
observed the process without smiling when
the old recollection of the ' kicking frolic' was
suggested to my mind. And I think it doubt-
ful whetherany fulling mill ever did the work
more thoroughly than it was done in the
cabins of the first settlers in the ' Indian
Country.' "

Our author learned the trade of a printer,

and was successively teacher, editor, and
preacher; removing from place to place as

circumstances led him, but spending much of
his time in different parts of Ohio.

While still a youth, his mind becanie dark-
ened and confused by listening to the conver-
sation of some persons older than himself
Two of these were sons of a Pi'esbyterian
minister in Pittsburg. " They were both
sceptical ; because, perhaps, of the inconsis-

tencies which they perceived between the
private life and public profession of their

parents." " I was present," he saj-s, " one
evening when one of them expressed his

doubts of the truth of the Christian religion.

He made several statements giving reasons
lor his opinions. Others assented to the rea-

sonableness of his views, and cited other diffi-

culties which had occurred to them in regard
to the Chi'istian faith. I was startled and
alarmed. The expressed doubts seemed to

take possession ofmy mind; and while I feared
to entertain them, I felt exceedingly perplexed
and unhappj' the remaining portion of the
evening. I had been taught to reverence the
Bible. That I should have a doubt in my own
mind was therefore a cause of self-upbi'aiding

and unrest. But, as in the parable, the devil
had cast seed in the night, and went his way;
so in this case, the evil seed sown that night
lived, even contrarj' to my own will."

On one occasion I remember urging scep-
tical objections to an elderly man, who was an
active Methodist, until I seemed to stagger
bis fliith, and I left him embarrassed and per-

plexed. But I had no complacency or sense
of triumph in the achievement. I felt deeply
troubled with the thought that perhaps I had
shaken his faith ; and that night I prayed
earnestly and long, that if the Bible were
true, Gud would in some way show it to me,
and if I had injured the good man I prayed
sincerely that the evil might be corrected. I
had some i-eason afterwards (although we
never spoke again on the subject) to think
that the arguments I had suggested had done
evil. I know nothing of his later history, but
I fear he made shipwreck of the faith."'

While still in this sceptical condition, he
had returned to Philadelphia, where he work-
ed for a time at his trade, and then went to
New York, where he failed to obtain i>ej'ma-
nent employment. He says :

—

" My means being about exhausted, I crossed
the ferry at Hoboken one morning, with the
purpose of walking to Alban3^ and of embrac-
ing any chance that might oft'er bj' the way,
to engage in any employment that would
supply present necessities, and give an oppor-
tunity to commence life in some new direction.
Before I left the city I had sold a camlet cloak,
much worn in those days, in order to pay my
washing bill and supply some articles that I
needed. The day was chilly— snowflakes
were falling, and without my cloak I felt un-
comfortably cold. I have always been hopeful
in all circumstances. Not more than twice

in my life do I remember a moment of d«

spondency ; but on that day—alone, on loo

-—going, I scarcely knew whither—with littl

money, and too thinly clad—I felt, for onec
near the end of my resources, and that I wa
sh\it up to a higher power.

" There were at that time large Lombard;
poplars standing by the roadside, near Ilobc

ken, on the way to Hackensack. I stoppei

and stood for a few minutes under one of thos

old trees, and offered up heart-felt prayer. 1

I had been asked that day whether I believa

the Bible, I should have replied that I wasi;

doubt, and could not believe. Yet under tha

tree, I praj'ed as sincerely as I have eve

prayed. I did not ask my soul whether ther

was a God, or whether there was reason i-

prayer. I did not inquire whether I believe

or not. I prayed to God for aid and guidance
and whether the opinion is orthodox or noi

to this day I believe God heard and answer^
my prayer.

" In a few minutes I walked on, and ha
not proceeded far before I was overtaken b;

a farmer travelling in the same direction. W
talked by the way familiarly, and I stated m
desire for some employment; proposing t

teach a school, or to do any other service t

recruit my spent resources. He informed m
that a schoolmaster was wanted in his dii

trict, about three miles further upon the roat

at the little village of New Durham. Th
principal man in the management of scho(

affairs lived there, and he proposed to intr(

duce me when we should arrive at his housi

It happened that the family were absent a

[meeting.] The snow was still falling, and
was rather pleased than otherwise that th

familj' were away. It was so comfortable t

sii by the cheery fire, and to look out upon tb

falling snow ; and to smell the savory dinne
boiling in the pot, (no cooking stoves in tho6

daj's), that I reallj' feared they would retur

soon, and reject my application at once, 8

that I should have again to take thecheerlos
road. I remember no hour in my life whe
I felt a deeper sense of comfort than I did tha

day, sitting within, before the open fire, an
looking out through the window upon th

falling snow."
(To be concluded.)

From the Delaware Co. RepuHican

Jolin Muir, the Naturalist.

Editor Republican :—In your paper of 0(

tober 7th, you published some account (

John Muir, the Naturalist. Although th:

very agreeable and instructive writer hi

contributed many articles, during the laf

ten years, to the Overland Monthly and t

Harper's and Scribner's Magazines, whie
have attracted much notice and favorabl

comment, I have never seen any publishe
account of his history. I passed two or thre

days in his company in the Yosemite valle;

in the summer of 1875, and from him I leari

ed the following facts regarding his historj

He formerly was the superintendent of
factory in Wisconsin. An accident to h
eyes incapacitated him for a long time ft

the performance of his duties, and he finall

abandoned his profession or trade. He ws
originally a millwright. Being an euthus
astic botanist, he started from his home f

collect plants, and walked to Florida. Whej
his stock of plants became burdensome, ti

sent them home by rail, whenever an oppot
tunity was afforded.
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When crossing the mountains of Western
orth Carolina, ho passed over some ground
miliar to me, and became acquainted with
me of my friends there. While in Florida
I suftered long and severely with fever. He
lally "gravitated" to San Francisco by way
Cuba and Panama.
In California a new world of plants was re-
aled to him. Ascending to the top of the
3rras, he was so much fascinated with the
ra of the mountains that he determined to
pnd many years there, solitary and alone,
study the habits of the trees and plants
d their distribution. Ho is a close observer
tbo distribution of trees and plants, regu-
ed bj^ their altitude and corresponding con-
ions of climate; his barometer being bis
fistant and frequently consulted companion.
p told me that he had studied this subject
thoroughly, that, when traveling among

3 mountains, he could, even at night, tell

proximately bis altitude above the sea, by
ling the plants near him and ascertaining
5 prevailing species and genera. The geo-
;ical structure of the mountains, and the
ilpturing accomplished by the ancient gla-
rs, upon a scale so grand as almost to sur-
iS comprehension, also excited his earnest
lention, and inspired him to the conclusion
devote many years of bis life to their studj'.

frequently returned to the Yosemite val

regarded by some as a mere casualty; but I
could not but consider it as one of the many
cases in which relief was sent by the overrul-
ing of Him who cares for the sparrows, and
much more for those who put their trust in
Him, unworthy of his notice as they feel
themselves to be; and who in his providence
often causes circumstances, casual in ajjpear-
anco, so to meet as to bring about important
ends.

—

James Backhouse.

Religious Items, &c.

Marriage Ceremonies. — The [Mennonite]
Herald of Truth notices a marriage accom-
plished in the meeting-house, in presence of
the whole congi-egation. This appears to be
somewhat unusual among their people, but
the Herald commends it as an example worthy
to be followed, and likely to add to the solem-
nity and impressiveness of entering into the

cred contract of marriage.
The experience of the Society of Friends,

we think, confirms the opinion of the Herald.
The solemn covering which has often been
felt in our meetings at the time when the
arriage ceremony has been performed, has

proved a comfort and strength to the con
tracting parties.

Mennonite Conference in Missouri.—At i

meeting of this body, held on the 23d of„ u- 1
1 — - --- - .„. uiccLiug ui luis uouy, ueiu on tne zaa oi 9ti

from his long and weary travels, to re- month, resolutions were adopted, "Thatcir
'this strength, and to obtain stores for

|
cusses, fairs, pic-nics, &c., are- places

V expeditions. His stock consists only of
d beef, flour and tea, which he carries on
back, as he always travels on foot. He

'er carries fire-arms, either for protection
to kill game. It is a source of groat de-
bt to him to watch the wild animals and
erve their habits. He frequently passQ^
ny weeks without seeing a living person,
, even a hunter or an Indian. He has dis-

erod more than fifty living glaciers among
Sierras, small remnants only of the vast
ets of ice that formerly swept over the
)es of those granite mountains, cutting out

p gorges, in the case of the Yosemite,
rly a mile deep. These glacial remnants
now confined to the shady recesses of the
untains, their lowest limit being not less

n ten thousand feet high. He has driven
ies in these glaciers and recorded their
ition, and he makes occasional visits to
ra, to observe their progress. Their move-
ts are usually very slow, in many cases

An epistle was received from the company
of Friends about Poplar Ridge, New Yorfc,
who separated from New York Yearly Meet-
ing many years ago. The reading of this in-
troduced the meeting into much exercise; and
the subject of correspondence with that body
was referred to a committee to report next
year.

Spring River Quarterly Meeting proposed
that the Yearly Meeting assume the control
of the Friends' School at Quakervale, Kansas,
known as .Sj.riiig liiver Academy, and con-
duct it berealler as a Yearly Meeting School.
This proposal was referred to a committee,
who, at a subsequent sitting, reported favor-
ably

;
and this arrangement was decided upon.

A Yearly Meeting's Committee was ap-
pointed to promote" the guarded religious
education of the children. There seems to
have been a lively concern on this subject.
The reports from Quarterly Meetings show-

ed that three persons had been recorded as
initiistei's during tlie |)ast year.

^
'J'lie tolio\\ ing paragraph from a Minute of

Counsel prepared Uy the Meeting of Ministers
and Fidel's, manifests a wholesome care :

"Ministers were earnestly advised to be
guarded in their communications, not utter^
iug words which have a tendency to wound
the feelings of others. es|ieiially i'n exposing
theerrorsand unsound doei line's of those from
wbom we have withdrawn, manifesting no
spirit of envy or revenge, but showing that
we are actuated by love to God and love to
man, so that we may exercise the greatest
possible influence for good in the church and
in the world."

It was concluded to hold the next Yearly
Meeting at Quakervale, Cherokee eountyj
Kansas, instead of at Lawrence as heretofore.

Christians ought not to attend, because at
these places tliere is always more or less evil
practised, and by going there tbo evil is en-
couraged.
That the wearing of the moustache cannot

be allowed except in case there is a reasona-
ble excuse given, even then it should be kept
closely tinmmed.
That it is the sense of this conference that

uniformity and plainness of dress is desirable
among the orothren and sisters, and is a mat-
ter of sufficient importance that all should la-

bor to convince the members of its influence
for good."
Roman Catholic Wor-^hiji of Angels.—The

Catholic Review says :
" It is sad to think how

little devotion is paid in these days, even by' "''*'''^"'' "'^^'i'".'? '""*''' ^h^" *'0 bear testimony
Catholics, to the blessed angels, 'xindoubt-' *^' *'"-" '^''^'"".- '^'^'^'-ifT '^'f ''c ^i'ff^''''"S's of our
edly the tendency of the times is to ignore; '''*'^'''''' U'deenier .in wliirh all tni. Friends

the supernaturai, and it would seem as it|
'"''i*'^'^'.'- bis lan-iiai;e is ik.i snlliejcnt ly clear.

Catholics were almost as bad, in that respect, -'^''' beureis would ]jrobaWy have agreed with

We have received from a Friend in Canada
an article entitled. "A -Vindication of the
Truth," which appears in another column.
We regard as very unsafe the statement

which it controverts, that " The Spirit never
washed or cleansed any one

;
that it was the

blood." If the preacher, by these expressions,

as Protestants. What a beautiful devotion is

ore than an inch per day, regulated in that of angels—especially the guardian au-
reat measure by the steepness of the chan-

1 o-els."

in which they sMde. He sometimes passesT How can the worship of angels, or of any
winter in the losemito valley, and even 'other created being or thing, be reconciled-

practically imprisoned during' with the replv of our Saviour to Satan,
oral months, on account of snow, which
umulates to such a depth as to make
^eling impossible. He invited me to make
excursion with him for a couple of weeks
visit some of his glaciers, but I was

jmpanj'ing a large party, and was re-

;ant to leave them. Ho appears to have
e fear of wild animals, though be occa-
aally sees a grizzly bear.

Joseph Wilcox.

'rovidential Occurrences.—From ovor-exer-

^ I became affected with violent pain in

; and when, becoming so lame as
-cely to be able to get along, one of our
uaintancos from Newton came up with a
re hor.se ready saddled, on which he invit-

tne to ride. This circumstance might be

" Thou Shalt worship the Lord thy God, and
Him only shalt thou serve?"

THE FRIEND.
TWliLFTH MONTH 3, ;881.

We have received the printed Minutes of
Kansas Yearly Meeting (the Smaller Body)
held at Lawrence, and commencing 10th mo.
7th.

Epistles were received from the smaller
bodies of New England, Western and Canada
Yearlj' Meetings; and, as the account in the
Western Friend states, from Iowa; and replies

were prepared and directed to be forwarded
to those bodies respectively.

bini, if be had said with Robert Barclay,
" that the remission of sins, which any par-
take of, is only in and by virtue of that most
satisfactory sacrifice [of Christ]." For the
truth of this there is abundant Scripture proof.

But to assert that " The Spirit never wash-
ed or cleansed any one," is to contradict the
tenor of the Bible, which teaches that it is

the Divine Power and Spirit which purifies

the heart of man, redeems hiui from the do-

minion of Satan and of his own lusts, and
enables him to "walk in the Light," wherein
forgiveness for past sins is linown. Our
Saviour said to his disciples, "Now ye are
clean through the word which I have spoken
unto you." The Psalmist prayed to the Lord,
"Cleanse thou me from secret faults;" and
again, " Wash me thoroughly from mine ini-

quity and cleanse me from my sin," "Create
in me a clean heart, O God ; and renew a right

spirit within me," " Take not thy holy Spirit

from me." The apostle Paul told the Ephe-
sians, that Christ gave Himselffor the Church,
"that He might sanctify and cleanse it with
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the washing of water by the Word," which
undoubtedly refers to the purifying operations

of bis Spirit.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Indian Bureau lias received a

report from Agent Llewellyn, of the Mescalero agency,

in New Mexico, stating that the Indians there are now
quiet, and that the recent trouble was caused by design-

ing white men, who incited the Indians to make raids

into Mexico.
Information is received from Barton, Florida, of the

death of Chipoo, a once famous Seminole warrior, at

the age of 100 years. He was chief of the remnant of

the Tallahassee" Indians, now consisting of only three

warriors, with their squaws and children. He will be

succeeded as chief by his eldest son, Tustenygee Ta-

husky.
Lieutenant Berry reports to the Navy Department,

under date of lOih mo. 16tli, his arrival the day pre-

vious at St. Lawrence Bay. After his report of 9th mo.

27th, he proceeded to Herald Island, where he sought

for traces of the Jeannette, but found none. He then

went to the coast of Siberia, but was prevented from

landing by a heavy sea. After waiting forty-eight hours

for better weather in vain, he went to an island near

Cape Serdje, where he built a house, and left Master C.

F. Putnam, with six men, to remain until the ice will

permit of their being taken off again.

A telegram from Boston says, it is now known that

$1,.500,000 in cash will be necessary to enable the Pacific

National Bank to resume business. In addition to this,

the capital stock of $1,000,000 must be sacrificed.

The vote of the people of Colorado upon the site of

the State capital continues it at Denver by over 12,000

plurality. The other leading places voted for were

Pueblo and Colorado Springs, but the vote for Denver
was nearly three to one over the combined vote over all

the rest.

The Director of the U. S. Mints, in his annual report

for the year ending 6th rao. 30lh last, states that the

gold and silver "received and operated upon" by all

the mints and assay offices exceeded by more than fifty

per cent, the receipts of any previous year. They
amounted to *226,22.5,522, of which $193,371,101 was
gold, and $32,854,421 silver. The large increase was

due to a continued influx of gold from abroad, over

$9.5,000,000 deposited being fromthatsource alone. The
gold coinage during the year amounted to $78,733,864,

of which $15,34.5,520 was in double eagles, the balance

being in smaller denomiiiations. In silver the coinage

amounted to 3-27,637,955 standard dollars and #12,-

011 75 in subsidiary coins. Of base metal, or minor
coins, there was struck off $40-5,109 96. The Director

estimates the production of the United States during

the last fiscal year to have been 34,.500,000 in gold and

$42,100,000 in silver—a total of $78,600,000.

The circulation of the principal countries of the world

is estimated as follows : Gold, $3,221,000,000 ; full legal

tender silver, $2,115,000,000; limited legal tender

silver, $2,115,000,000; limited tender, J423,000,000.

Total specie, $5,759,000,000; paper, $3,644,000,000
making a total circulation, including the amount held

in Government treasuries, banks, and in active circu-

lation, 59,403,000,000.

The new " top crop"' of cotton, which had been stimu-

lated by the warm fall weather, in South Carolina, was
blighted every where by frost on Sixth-day night of

last week. The same frost, extending to the Gulf, did

much damage to the sugar cane in Louisiana. A long-

shoreman named John.son was frozen to death in a skiff

at New Orleans, and a Mexican named Lopez was found
frozen to death in the streets at San Antonio, Tex:is.

From the port of Santa Barbara, Gal., hundreds of
tons of lima beans are bsing shipped.

The deaths in the city for the week ending 10th mo
20th were 327, as compared with 328 the previous week
and 343 for the corresponding week of last year. The
main causes of death were consumption of the lungs

56 ; inflammation of the lungs, 23 ; diphtheria, 21
;

tvphoid fever, 20, and small pox 16.

Markets, &c.—\3. S. 3J's, 102 a 102J ; 4J's, registered,

113} ; coupon, 114|; 4's, 117|; currency 6's, 132.

Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice in

price or demand. Sales of middlings are reported at

12| a 12J^ cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans,

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7J cts. for export, and

8J a 8| cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour.—The market is extremely dull, the demand
being confined to the wants of the local consumers.
About 1700 barrels sold, viz : Western and Penna,
super, $4.25 a $4,62J; do. do. extras, $4.75 a $5.37^

;

Penn.sylvania extra family, J6,25 a f6.50 ; Ohio do. do.

$7 a $7.25; Indiana do. do. $6.75 a t7 ; St. Louis and

Southern Illinois extra family, $7.25 a $7.50; Minne-
sota, bakers', clear, $7 a $7.12i : do. do., straight, $7.25

a $7.40
;

patents, winter wheal, $7.50 a 8.25
;

patents,

spring wheat, $7.87i a $8.50.

Grain.—The wheat market is unsettled, and Dela-

w.are, for milling, sells at $1.40 a $1.44. At the open

board $1,371^ was bid for 11th mo.; $1.38i for 12th

mo. ; $1.41 for 1st mo., and $1.43J for 2nd mo. Rye
sells at 98 cts. Corn is higher. Sales of yellow at 68

cts. ; mixed at 66 a 68J cts. ; steamer at 67 cts. At
the open board 66^ cts. was bid for 11th mo. ; 67 for

12th mo.; 69| cts. for 1st mo. and 70J cts. for 2d mo.:

5000 bushels 1st mo. sold at 69i cts. Oats sold at 48 a

49 cts. mixed and rejected, and 49i a 52 cts. for white.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 11th mo.

26th, 1881.—Loads of hay, 342; loads of straw, 58.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.25

to $1.35 per 100 pounds ; mixed, $1.15 to $1.25 per

100 pounds; Straw, 85 to 95 cts. per 100 pounds.
Beef cattle were in demand this week, and good stock

IS firmer : 3500 head arrived and sold at the different

yards at 3 a 7 cts. per pound, as to condition.

Sheep.—Good fat sheep and lambs were in demand
at full prices: 10,000 head arrived and sold at the dif-

ferent yards at 3 a 5i cts., and lambs at 3J a 7 J cts. per

lb., as to condition.

Hogs were active at former rates: 5800 head arrived

nd sold at the different yards at 7 a 9} cts. per lb., as

to quality.

Foreign.—A severe gale prevailed in England .and

Scotland, and in the south-east of Ireland, on the even-

ing of the 21st ult. Many houses were unroofed in the

counties of Waterford and Kilkenny. Part of the Cale-

donian Railway was washed away at Dundee. Great
dam.age resulted from the gale in Folkestone harbor and
in that vicinity. Mucli damage was done by the gale

in Glasgow. Chimneys and roofs were wrecked in all

directions, and two persons were killed. Various casu-

alties to shipping are reported.

Lord Hartinglon, in a speech at Blackburn on Seventh-

ly, said: "Disappointment doubtless exists widely
)ncerning the result of the various efforts recently

made to restore peace in Ireland, but the Government
will continue to remember that all the trouble is not

due to the perverseness of the Irish. England, in past

years, has committed even greater mistakes, which have
yet been altogether expiated. Therefore, the Gov-
uent is bound to act with inexhaustible patience,

as well as unswerving firmness."

The Aberdeen Journal states that the Duke of Rich-
mond has decided to introduce on his large Scotch
estates changes comprising compensation for tenants'

provements and the understanding that two years'

notice of removal be given by either side.

Madrid, 11th mo. 26th.—In the Senate to-day Senor
Don Jose Guelly Rente, Senator from the Island of

Cuba, asked the Government whether it was dispo.sed

to open negotiations with England for the restitution

of Gibraltar. Marquis Vega de Armijo, Minister of

Foreign Affairs, replied that the Government would act

in accordance with the best interests of the country and
the maintenance of good relations with friendly powers.

Replying to another question, he said that the French
occupied a point in Africa as to which it was impossi-
ble to say whether it belonged to Algeria or Morocco,
He would, he said, closely watch Spanish interests in

that direction.

The state of the Emperor AVilliam's health is not yet
such as to warrant his leaving his room. At night he
is disturbed by severe abdominal pains. He is com-
pelled to transact only necessary government busine.ss.

The Berlin correspondent of the Morning Post says :

"Gambetta has issued a circular defining; the Tunisian
policy of France a-s an efficient protection of French and
European interests in Tunis."
The Berlin correspondent of the Morning Post .says

the export of gold from Russia increases rapidly.

Advices received at Constantinople state that the
cholera, probably disseminated by returning pilgrims,

has appeared in Burum, Kakallah and Chehr. An
official telegram, received in Madrid, announces the
outbreak of cholera in Alexandria.
The Tunis correspondent of the Times .says: The

Grand Vizier, in the name of the Sultan of Turkey, has
written to the Bey of Tunis, requiring the Tunisian
Government to pay a large sum of money to the Moslem
refugees who have arrived in Constantinople from Sfax,

as compenisation for their losses from the bombardment
of that place by the French. The Bey is said to be

much perturbed about the matter, and has forwarded a

communication on the subject to Roustan, the French
Minister in Tunis.

Constantinople, 11th mo. 25th.—The Greek Po:

See here was forcibly closed today. The Gree

quitted without resistance, declaring that they yieldi

to force.

It is reckoned that 6,000,000 pounds of caoutchoi

will be taken this season from the new India rubb

region discovered on the Beni river in Bolivia.

Our Consul at St. Thomas report.s, under date of 10

mo. 27th, that a violent type of epidemic yellow fev

was prevailing at Barbadoes.

TO FRIENDS.
In an account of Ohio Yearly Meeting, published

the Barnesville Enterprise, a statement was made, th

some of the goods sent from Philadelphia to Friends,

the West had not always reached the persons for who
they were intended.

This statement is not correct. So far as I know n

one box or barrel of those forwarded by me, has ev

been lost. The goods are sent to Friends in differe

neighborhoods, who receive and distribute them. I a

acquainted with many of the families in different local

ties, and receive thankful acknowledgments from thei

H. H. BonWILL,
912 Wallace St., Philadelphia.

RECEIPrS.
Received from Joseph Armfield, Agent, Englan

£2, 10s., vol. 55, 5 copies, and for Samuel Alexaude

Joshua Ashby, John Ashworth, John E. Baker, Hen
Bell, John Bellows, Maria Bradburn, John Bottomle

Samuel Bottomley, John Cheal, Robert Clark, Jam
Cloak, Thomas Connell, Henry Darley, Charles Elcoc

Samuel Gibbs, James Gill, Sarah Gibbins, Willia

Graham, Abraham Green, Forster Green, Willia

Green, Susanna Grubb, Mary Hilden, John B. Haug
ton, James Hobson, Samuel Hope, John Hornima
Henry Horsnaill, William Knowles, Benjamin LeTa
William James Le Tall, Joseph Lamb, Manche,sl

Friends' Institute, Mary Moore, Jane Moorhouse, W
liam R. Nash, Daniel Pickard, George Pitt, Racl

Rickman, Esther Shaw, John Sykes, Eliza M. Southa

John E. Southall, George Smithson, Ann Swithenban

Lucy W. Walker, Robert Walker, Ellen Watkins, W
liam Allen Watkins, William Ridley Warner, Frani

E. Wright, and William Wright, 10s. each, vol. 55; 1

Mark P. Handforth, lO.s. vol. 54; for H. M. Reynoh
15s., to No. 52, vol. 55 ; for John Wood, £1, vols,

and 55 ; and for odd numbers, as follows :—Jan;
Boorne, Is. 6d., James Cloak, 6d., and James Pattist

Is. 3d.

A Public Meeting of Friends' Temperance Assoc

tion will be held in Twelfth Street Meeting-hou,

Philadelphia, on Fourlh-day, 12th month 7th, 1881,

8 o'clock, p. M.

A Constitution for the government of the As.sociati

will be offered forcon.-ideration. Several Friends ha

consented to address the meeting on the subject: "H
to interest children and young people in the Temp
ance cause."

Friends generally are invited to attend.

Wm. C. Allen, Secretary.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INS,\NE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty -third Ward,) Phitadelpkit

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boart

Manager..!.

Married, 10th mo. 20ih, 1881, at Friends' Meetii

house, London Britain township, Chester countv, I

Wm. A. Boone, of St. Clair, Schuylkill county, Ph.,

Annie, daughter of Joel and S. C. Thompson, of N
Castle Co., Delaware.

Died, after a long and suffering illness, borne wi

out a word of complaint, John J. Woolman, at

residence in Burlington, N. J., on the 23d of 9lh moi

last, in the 69th year of his age. He was an exam;
of true Christian piety ; and by his life bore a faith

witness to the truths he earnestly believed and profe.sE

Of strong conviction.?, he did not hesitate to shoi

firm and uncompromising, though gentle, antagoni

toward whatever he conceived to be wrong. His 0|

sistent and exemplary life as a Friend, made bin

valued and beloved member of the meeting to which
belonged. His interment took place at Rancocas
the 28th of 9th month.

WILLIAM H. PILE,' PRINTER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Notes of Travel.
(Continued from page 130.)

CATAWISSA MONTHLY MEETING.

Through the kindness of mj' trieiid Jesse

lines, of Muney, I have been favored with
opportunity of examining the old book of

lutesofCatawissaMonthlj' Meeting, which
;ords its proceedings from its eoinmence-

nt in 1796, to the end of its organization in

)8. There is something very interesting

the life-history thus opened to the reader,

meeting, with its periods of growth and
;line, analagous to those of the human
ime.

The purchase of the Indians by the Penns,

the treaty of Fort Stanwix in 1768, opened
settlement the lands of Northern Penn-

Ivania. There was soon a groat rush of

jculators, settlers and adventurers, eager

select the most fertile and best located

icts on the waters of the Susquehanna and
tributaries. To avoid disputes, the right

choice was given at one time to the numer-
claimants by lottery.

We have already seen that as earlj' as 1775,

Roberts was instrumental in settling a

seting for worship at Catawissa. The pre-

ss of these settlements was much retarded

the dissensions growing out of the revolu-

nary war, and the hostile incursions of the

)C[uois Indians to which it exposed them.

It the return of peace brought renewed
osperit}'. There were probably a consider-

'le number of Friends at Catawissa, Roaring
eek and other neighborhoods, at the time

klonthly M eeting was granted them. There
pear to have been kept up at that time four

jetings for worship, and but one Prepara-

e meeting. The Monthly Meeting was
ened on 23d of 4th mo. 1796. The minute

ites "a considerable number of men and
)men Friends assembled."

At this first meeting, one couple declared

eir intentions of marriage with each other
;

d persons were appointed to record certifi-

tes of removal, " to draw, read and record

arriage certificates," to have the care of

•lends' burying grounds and granting in-

rments therein, and recording births and
irials of members, and to distribute books

d pamphlets brought by members of tht

uarterly Meetings' committee then in at

ndance.

For a few years there was a rapid influx of
Friends into that section of country. The
minutes show the receipt of 206 members by
removal from oth'er meetings, in the 3 years
and 8 months succeeding the ojjening of the
Monthljr Meeting. As many as 30 of these

were received on one day. Those who were
received into membership by request in the

same period numbei-ed 64. As there was but
'ittle loss of mombei'ship during that time by
emovals elsewhere, or by violations of the

discipline, the Monthly Meeting must have
embraced a large list of members. This is in-

dicated by the facts, that during the interval

of 31 years of which we are speaking, 15

couples laid their intentions of marriage be-

fore the Monthly Meeting ; and that when
proposals were sent aroundfor the publication

of the Journal of Job Scott in 1797, 83 copies

were subscribed for in the limits of the Month-
ly' Meeting.

Friends of Catawissa appear to have exer-

cised a good degree of care and religious con-

cern in attending to the various items of busi-

ness that came before them. Those who
applied to be received into membership were
visited by committees, and their cases care-

fully inspected—sometimes they were under
care for sevei'al months before their request

was granted, and the minute when adopted
generally concludes with such a clause as this

:

So far as their future conduct and conversa-

tion may correspond with Truth."

To remove without .certificates, and to re-

main in this way for a considei'able time from
under the care and notice of any meeting was
considered by Friends of those days quite a

breach of good order. One of the earl^' com-
plaints introduced into the Monthly Meet-

_ was against three brothers who had left

their father's house and wandered away, and
Friends in Philadelphia were requested to

labor with one of these who had taken up his

residence in that city. The report, signed by
George Williams and Othniel Alsop, stated

that they had urged him to comply with the

established order of our Society, by applying
for a certificate, which he appeared willing to

do ; but he had also erred in paying a fine in

lieu of military services, the inconsistency of

which " with our testimony against the deso-

lating spirit of war" they had not been able

to make him perceive. So the otfender was
disowned.
The care of Friends in this respect, is shown

b}' the following minute under date 21st of

4th mo. 1798: -'James Watson informed this

meeting that he hath a prospect of travelling

to the western parts of this State, principally

on his own temporal business. Therefore we
recommend him to the notice of Friends as a

member of our Society- in good esteem, and
the clerk is directed to give him a copj' of

this minute." Similar cases were not unfre-

quent.

It may be interesting to notice a few of the

cases of labor, as illustrating the patient and

affectionate spirit with which Friends sought
the restoration of offenders.

On the 22d of 9th mo. 1798, a complaint was
introduced against John Eves "on account of
his striking a man in an angry Tuanner, and
also on account of his aspersing John Keas-
ter's character." In the 10th month the com-
mittee in the case of John Eves and John
Keaster state, that they " find them in a state

of open variance, and at present little or no
prospect of reconciliation taking place be-

tween them." William Ellis, of Muncy, was
added to the committee, and then further
efforts to heal the breach were so successful,

that in the 11th month they reported, "That
upon deliberately treating with and advising
them, they manifested a disposition to discon-
tinue the difference that had arisen and for

sometime past subsisted between them, and
to endeavor for the future to live more in

unity with each other. And an expression of

sorrow on the part of John Eves being con-

veyed to this meeting, with regard to his

striking a man in an angry manner, and from
the report of the committee he appears to be
brought to a sense of the inconsistency of
such conduct with the peaceable testimony
of Friends, the meeting accepting the same,

ith desires that the parties ma}' hereafter

prefer the unity of the brotherhood to any
private animosity."

In the 10th mo. of 1798, the Monthly Meet-
ng was informed that James Walton and
John and Ebenezer Lundy had attended a

marriage that was accomplished in violation

of the rules of the discipline. The Friends
appointed to visit them on this account seemed
unable to convince them of the impropriety
of their conduct, and in the 1st month follow-

ing testimonies of disownment were produced
to the meeting for its approval. But at this

last stage of the proceedings, " William Ellis

and John Jjoyd expressing a desire of having
an opportunity of treating further with them,

and a tenderness appearing in the minds of

other friends towards them," the signing of

the testimonies was postponed. At a subse-

quent meeting the three offenders made ac-

knowledgments which were accepted as satis-

factory.

In the 7th mo. 1799, "this meeting taking

into serious consideration the complaints fre-

quently made in the answers to the Queries,

of the" unbecoming practice of sleeping in

meetings, continuing to be obviously preva-

lent in some of our members, and in order

that some more extensive endeavors may be

used for the removing of this disorder," ap-

pointed a committee "to treat with such as

administer occasion for these complaints, and
endeavor to stir them up to a more lively and
uialieful attention to that important duty."

In the 4th mo. 1798, it is stated that Ben-

jamin Palmer " had been frequent in the prac-

tice of taking strong drink." The committee

to visit him reported that "he appeared in a

tender state of mind, and desirous of time to
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endeavor foi' amendment." lie was continued

under care for about two years, and in the

4tli mo. 1800, a testimony of disown nient was
issued by the Monthly Meeting. The next

month, the committee reported that they had
furnished him with a copy of the document.
But Benjamin attended the meeting in per-

son, and produced a written acknowledgment
for his offences. The matter was again re-

ferred to a committee, who reported a month
later, that " he appeared in a good disposition

of mind," and " sincere in his offering ;" and
so the easily-tempted man was restored to his

right in the Society, and kept under the guar-

dian care of his fellow-members.
J. W.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Is this Life All?

Sometimes when mingling socially with re-

ligious families or individuals, and especially

with larger gatherings of Christian profes-

sors, the writer has been impressed with the

strong bias which the mind and hence the

conversation seem to have toward the pass-

ing events of the day, or the interests of this

world. On such occasions the query has al-

most spontaneously arisen. Is this life all we
are to have respect to? Are not heaven and
its compassionate Euler, with his glorified

Son our Lord and Saviour, lovely enough
and engaging enough to claim their due
share of our i-ecognition and gratitude, in

love and praise? Is there no infinite beyond
of unspeakable importance to us where the

dearest treasures should be laid up, and if so,

as saith the Saviour, "there will the heart be

also?" Is it well or wise that the thoughts
of our hearts, and hence our conversation
should be 50 much of the country we are

merely passing through, and so little of that
for which this brief span should be the pre-

paration and introduction? Can the heart
be leavened with grace, while at the same time
the tongue has not on the bridle of Truth ?

"Is it incredible, or can it seem
A dream to any, except those that dream,
That man should love liis Maker, and that iire,

Warming his heart, should at his lips transpire?"

The writer, by no moans, wishes to en
courage religious conversation whei
ligion is not felt; neither to advocate the
unhallowed introduction of it anywhere as

a flippant subject for discourse. What is

meant is, that sensitive, humble, and serious

minds, should not complacently shrink from
the advocacy of truths or themes which their
souls most delight in

;
or, from fear of its not

being agreeable to some present, withhold
from joining in with subjects, occasionally
introduced, which tend to direct the mind to

its living and eternal interests. Our excel-
lent discipline discourages, as hurtful to the
religious mind, "long and frequent conver-
sation on temporal matters, especially by
interesting ourselves unnecessarily in them

;

for there is a leaven in that jjropensitj^," it

continues, " which being suffered to prevail, in-

disposes and benumbs the soul, and prevents
its frequent aseendings in living aspirations
toward the fountain of eternal life." And,
perhaps, more frequent pauses in our social

intercourse would be of much advantage, as
giving the mind opportunity to retire in-

ward for the renewal of spiritual strength.
Are not these opportunities too oft, instead

of oases or brooks by the way as they should

,.. I

be, more like life's wastes ? And what is

more to be avoided than a wasted life? a

life, too, surrounded by such grave realities,

such accountabilities, such blessings and mer-
cies, and, withal, such manifold opportunities

for diligence in business and fervency in spirit

as good stewards of the manifold grace of

God? Can we dare, as mere sojourners on

an undefined but ever transient lease, to

spend "the little wick of life's poor shallow

lamp," in the pursuit of pastimes like to

"chasing gilded flies?" to slumber as on the

oar while the great tide of time is sweeping
rapidlj' by, and the momentous business for

which we have a being takes its own chance?

"Whence, and what are we? to what end ordained?'

"Is duty a mere sport, or an employ ?

Life an entrusted talent, or a toy ?"

It may be difficult, at times, in such com
panics, to exercise a wise discretion, so as to

steer nicely between the extremes of too

much lightness or mental and spiritual dissi

pation on the one hand—I allude to thought
ful minds present—and too much repression

and seriousness on the other. But when we
consider the unsatisfjMng nature of all earthly

pleasures, and the injury it is to the mind to

be dependent for its happiness on the ever-

changing current of human events, how im
portant it becomes that the hours of social

pleasure and relaxation should be turned to

good account ; inasmuch as no portion of life

should be insignificant to us, when every
portion has to be accounted for. He who
has learned the value of time in connection

with that eternity where we must reap what
we sow, cannot but be solicitous for the help

every way of his fellow-creatures. Then
on such occasions, the " watch," so strongly
enforced by the Saviour, should never be al

lowed to get down; neither should there be

any lack of fidelity and allegiance in the liv-

ing acknowledgment of Him before men,
While endeavoring to conform ourselves to

those with whom we mingle, we should, in

the language of a Christian author, "ever
recollect that we may seek to please till we
forget to serve them; that we may soften

strong truths to render them more palatable

till we come gradually less to recommend
them, than ourselves. In the spirit of friendly

I

accommodation we maj insensibly lower the
standard of religion, with a view to make

:
ourselves more agreeable, and may deceive

in order to conciliate."

If we may ever hopefully look forward to

the improvement of general society in this

respect, or "that the select social gatherings

I
of Friends should become occasions of mort
profitable communication and reciprocal bene
fit, we must not be ashamed of the ever-en-

dearing name of Jesus, who came to bring
peace on earth and good will to men, nor
deem his praise a jarring note." Though we
may not and should not indiscreetly intro-

duce serious subjects, yet it becomes the
watchful soldier of Christ to be steadily on
his tower. And while the theme so dear
to his heart is not to be unduly opened or
pressed, there should, at the same time, be no
indifference or slight shown to the much
more important topics—the blessing of re-

ligious intercourse (Malachi iii, 16, 17); and
the praise of that Divine Omnipotence which
created us, and the exaltation of the kingdom
of that adorable Eedeemer who has given
himself for us as a sweet-smelling sacrifice.

Whether surrounded by those we love, in

friendly entertainment, or whether musin
in retirement of spirit on the pillow, or b

the way-side, may the solemn reality I

deeply impressed, that the period is fai

hastening when the talents, opportunitie

and mercies, so richly granted, will have
be accounted for at that tribunal where nougl

will avail short of acceptance with an On
niscient Judge, whose eye is on the heart, an

whose favor is everlasting life.

Then to the query. Is this Life All? Ougl
not the answer to be a consistent, practica

godly influence, even as living epistles, know
and read of all men, wherever we are? E
membeiing the apostrophe of the poet:

—

"Sacred interpreter of human thought,

How few respect or use thee as they ought

!

But all shall give account of every wrong,
Who dare dishonor or defile the tongue."

For " The Friend.' \

Peaceable Conduct the Best Defence.

(Concluded from page 131.)

The nervous and excitable character

some of the people through whose counti

the party travelled, greatly increased the ris

of the journey ; and if it had not been met I

an equal degree of self-possession and coolne

on the part of James Thomson, much bloc

shed and loss of life must have occurred. Th
was especially noticeable among the Maruug
who live on the western side of Lake Tanga
yika. This is well illustrated by the foUoi

ing incident

:

"The most notable characteristic of tl

Marungu is their extraordinary excitabilit

This was shown under various cireumstanci

and it placed our lives in constant jeopard
from which we escaped only by the exerci

of the utmost coolness and self-possession,

is specially noticeable among the mountai
eers, who, broken up into small parties, li'

in continual danger ofattack from their neig

bors, or from the slave-hunting tribes aroui

them. This fact, together with the hardshij

of their lot, and their entire isolation from £

communication with traders, probably e

plains the annojing trait. Even the exie

ence of the white man was entirely unkno\^

to them.
"My first acquaintance with their pecu

arities was sufficientlj' alarming. It happeni
on the second dn.y of our march from K
pampa. We had crossed the path whi(

separates the deep gorge or valley of tl

Masensa from the more open vallej-s of tl

Lovu, and had attained an altitude of aboi

7000 feet. I was marching along in fro

with only my gunbearer, through an opt

country, with grassy undulating hills su

rounding me, my thirty men being some d:

tance behind. Suddenly a clear startling ci

rang through the air from a distant heigt

No one was to be seen, and I stopped in sii

prise. Then another and another cry w
uttered from different peaks, till the count)

echoed and re-echoed with the unwonti
sounds. We had no difficulty in recognizii

them as the Marungu war-cries.
" We were not kept long in doubt as to tl

meaning of all this. From every mounta
top, and in every valley armed natives sprai

into view as if by magic, running from pla'

to place and congregating at different point

Down from the heights the warriors can
dashing at headlong speed, brandishing the

spears and axes, and still filling the startl*
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with cries as if in great agony. It became
ly too apparent that we were the objects of
ir intended attack. At first my impulse

,8 to take to my heels and get back to my
sn, but on second thoughts I refi-ained.

ey, however, seeing what was coming be-

a to hurry up to my assistance. But before

ij could reach me, one party, headed by a
rrior apparently mad with excitement,
nc dashing forward with axe uplifted, evi-

itly intending to make short work with
. It was a critical moment, but I did not
ve. Opening my arms to show that I had
weapons, I shouted out the customary salu-

ion, and declared ourselves ' Wazungu' and
nds. The leader of the band, now'almost
hiu arm's length of me, let drop his up-

ed axe in amazement. He clearly had
Qer not observed my appearance before, or
io, had taken me for an Arab, whom they
1 heard much of, but had never seeu. As
tood there, apparently unconscious of daii-

and without weapons of any kind, they
med quite astounded, and doubtless con-

,
as at Pamlilo, that I was something

iarthly and ' uncanny.'
Before they quite recovered themselves
men arrived, in great anxiety for my

pty, and preparing to use their guns. I at

;c ordered them to put the boxes, &c., in a

g, and sit down
; to keep cool and quiet,

i to be ready for any emergency. The
,ives now crowded round us in hundreds,
still under the belief that we were Arabs,
ne to fight and make slaves of them ; and
, with me walking between mj' men and
imselves they felt they were facing an
gma and a problem beyond their compre-
ision. This, however, did not allay their
sitement, though it prevented them from
nmencing the tight. With demoniac faces

fy yelled and shook their spears and bows
i arrows. Dancing round about us with
i wildest gestures, they incited each other
the attack. It almost seemed as if they
re on red-hot plates of iron, so much did

iy writhe and wriggle like men in torture.

w and then some of them would go ru.sh-

j away for some distance, and dashing
^mselves down on the ground, would roll

out and bite the earth in the agonies of
pir frightful passion.

In such a pandemonium it was quite im-
3sible to get a word in ; and as it would
idently be some time before they were suffl-

intly calm to be spoken to, I told my cook
make some cotfee, to console myself in the
;erim. At last our coolness had the desired

ect, and we managed to make ourselves
ard. I asked them if they had never seen
heard of the white man before. We came
make friends with them, and not to fight

id get slaves. Did people come with boxes
d ibales when they wanted to fight ? If war
our intention, why were we now sitting

aceablj' among them ? We were not Arabs,
d had no dealings with them. 'Are the
•abs of this color?' cried I, showing my bare

That proved to be the finishing coiip.

elt quite flattered at the shout of adraira-

hich greeted the sight of my white skin,

bere it had not been browned by African
ats and damps.
"Matters being thus amicably arranged, we
Ijourned to the village after our throe hours'

itention, and were most hospitably treated.

"Two days later an incident of a similar

iture occurred, which placed me in even a

more perilous position. We had had a long
march, and as the day was considerably gone,
we were compelled to camp at a very small

village, in which we found only two old men
left in charge. Their fears we soon allayed,

and apprehending no evil, we settled ourselves
down for the night. As sufficient food could
not be got in the village, the men went off on
a foraging expedition, leaving only four to

guard our goods. While they were away, the
villagers, having got some notice of our ;i|i^

pearanee. retui-ned, and under the iMi)iressii.ii

that we were Arabs, again enacted the scenes
of the Lovu vallej-. This time we were only
four against twenty—not a very large numbeV
if we had been inclined for fighting. But
that was utterly opposed to my policy, and
once more, unarmed, I stepped in front. For
a moment the clamor ceased. I looked steadily

at the leader with my hat off, and said we
e friends. He stood with a. fierce and

passionate face, in advance of his men, with
his bow di'awn to the utmost. A slip!—and
a poisoned arrow would have been launched
at me from within ten feet. Meanwhile the

two old men whom we had at first found in

the village did not cease interceding for us.

The chief's face relaxed. He unstrung his

bow, and I breathed freely once more, for the
danger was. past. We only required an op-

portunity to remove misconception as to who
we were, to feel ourselves as safe as in any
town in Britain.

In all our marches through Marungu, I

found it was necessary for our safety that I

should be at the head of my men. My ap-

pearance usually so amazed the natives that

we got an opportunity of talking to them,
while if I had been behind or out of sight,

they would have attacked us without parley.

I found also here, as indeed with all the tribes,

that m^' strong point was to show complete
confidence in the natives, and never to appear
suspicious. It may seem paradoxical when 1

1

say that my immunity from personal altaik

arose from my habit of walking abijut almie,

and without arms. This might be highly

dangerous in a half-civilized country, but not

so in a savage one. As savage tribes are ever

at mortal feud with one another, and in con-

stant fear of attack, they are compelled on all

occasions to carry arms as an absolute neces-

sitj^. Consequently, when they saw me walk-

ing about unarmed, sometimes actually miles

from my men, they imagined I was something
more than human, and had a great charm or
' medicine' about me, and therefore that I had
better be left alone. To appear suspicious, is

simply to engender suspicion in the natives,

and when suspicion exists there can be no
mutual understanding."
Surely all right minded men can sympathize

with the feelings of honest exultation with
which James Thomson refers to the success

of the system of dealing with the natives

which he pursued. On arriving at the cen-

tral plateau of Africa, after a mai-ch of 350

miles over the low-lying lands that border

the Indian Ocean, during which thej"- had not

lost a single man by desertion or death, and
not a 3'ard of cloth had been stolen, he makes
this record. "No caravan, whether Arab or

European, had ever performed the same feat:

in this our experience was unique. We made
no brilliant march, but we did something-

better. We passed in peace through ever^-

tribe, leaving nothing behind but good-will

and friendship. We taught the natives that

our mission was peace, and that the word of
the white man could be trusted."

Again, at the termination of his travels, on
reaching the sea-coast, when, on calling for
the last time the roll of the 150 porters, only
one was not present to answer to his name;
he expresses his satisfaction in the following
language :

" I consider it the greatest of my
triumphs that in the pursuit of knowledge
and in the attempt to open up benighted
.\ IVica, I have not stained my enterprfse by
sa<'rificing the live.s ot men. I feel it is some-
thing to be justly proud of, that on no occa-
sion have I ever allowed myself to fire a gun
either for offensive or defensive purposes."

J. W.

Westtown Boarding School.

It is both interesting and encouraging to
those now engaged in endeavoring rightly to

conduct this interesting seminary, to find that
it has been felt to be a religious concern with
those who have preceded them, which did not
lessen in importance, even when the close

of life was apparently drawing near. The
attention of the writer was more particularly

drawn to the subject by the following passage
which appears on the last page of the instruc-

tive journal of our late valued friend William
Evans :

" Two Friends, one of them a minister, hav-
ing called to see him after the Yearly Meeting
(1867), he manifested that he still cherished
the concern he had long felt for the right

education of the children of Friends, by ad-

dressing one of them, whom he was told had
been appointed on the committee having the
oversight of Westtown Boarding School, en-
couraging hinn to bear in miiad, while em-
ployed in the business necessary in carrying
on the school, that there M'as matter of more
serious importance connected with it; and
that if he was concerned to seek for Divine
Cdunsel in atteiidiiig t(i that, he might himself
e.xperieiiee a gi-u\\ili in the Truth ; reminding
him of the express!. ui of Thos. Scattergood
in the early days of the Institution :

' That if

Friends were faithful to their principles in

conducting it, it was a plantation the Lord
would bless.' The minister having addressed

him in an encouraging manner, after a little

pause, he said in a broken voice, ' May the

Loi'd, in his unmerited mercy, remove and for-

give all those things which are contrary to his

Divine will ; that we may through mercy, un-
merited mercy, know a preparation for an ad-

mittance into'his kingdomof rest and peace.'"

These appear to be the last recorded expres-

sions (if \\'illiani Evans in his published jour-

nal. He was appointed to serve on the West-
town Committee in 1814. and there may have
been, but it does not appear from the records,

that there was any interruption in his services

there from that period until his decease in

5th mo. 1867—a period of .53 years.

The prophecy ex|)ressed by Thos. Scatter-

good so many years sinei. appears to have
been remarkabl}- fullille.l .Inwn to the present

day. That the proniiseil Messing may not be

withheld, it is higlily iuiporlant "for us of the

present generation lo I.ear eonstantly in mind
the conditions aeeunipajiying it, viz : That if

Frii'iiJs irere faithful to their principles in con-

durtinq it. it was a plantation that the Lord
would' bless.

The early records of the transactions of the

Committee bear ample evidence of its having
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beeu from its first inception a carefully' con

sidered project

—

" No air-built castle conjnied in a night,

To vanish at the rising of the light,"

but commeBced and carried on under a deep-

ly-felt exercise for the right performance of a

religious duty.

The Danger of a Worldly Spirit.

" Business in its proper spiiere is useful and
beneficial, as well as absolutely necessary

but the abuse of it, or excess in it, is perni

cious in many points of view. I cannot ap
prove, in ver^- many respects, of the intense

degree of application and attention which
seems often to be required of those that are

in business.

There is one danger to which the man of

business is particularly exposed, and the

more alarming because it is concealed—

I

mean the danger of gaining a worldly spirit,

and of losing that tenderness of conscience,

that love of religion which is the ground of

all virtuous conduct. The person who is en-

gaged in worldly affairs, whether the sphere
of his engagements be large or small, should
be most anxiously attentive to his eternal in-

terests, so that they also may be kept in a
flourishing, profitable condition ; if this be
not the case, the saying of Wm. Penn is true

in regard to such a one: 'He that loses by
getting, had better lose than gain.' Heshould
also be very jealous of his scant}- leisure, that
he may not omit to employ some of it in his

daily duties to his Maker, and in the coristant

cultivation of that holj' frame of mind, which
it is the slow though sure tendency of the
spirit of the world silentlj' to counteract. For
I own I tremble at the very idea of anj' man's
mainly pursuing his perishable interests, when,
perhaps, in one short moment, he is gone.
How inconceivably terrible and exquisite
must be that man's anguish, whilst on the
very brink of going, he knows not whither,
to think that he has given up an eternit}' of
bliss for the empty grasp of that which is

not."

—

John Barclay.

I saw two oaks standing side by side, the
one was already clothed in tender green leaves,

the other was still in its wintry barrenness,
showing few signs of reviving life. Whence
arose this? The influence of sun and air and
sky must have been the same on both trees

;

their nearness seemed to bespeak a like soil;

no outward cause was apparent to account
for the difference. It therefore must have
been something within, something in their
internal structure and organization. But wait
awhile; in a month or two both trees will

perhaps bo equally rich in their summer foli-

age; nay, that which is slowest in unfolding
its leaves, may then be most vigorous and
luxuriant.

So it is often with children in the same
ftimily, brought up under the same influences;

while one grows and advances daily under
them, another may seem to stand still. But
after a time there is a change, and he that
was last may even become first, and the first,

last.

So it is with God's spiritual children. Not
according to outward calculations, but after
the working of his grace, is their outward life

manifested. Often the hidden growth is un-
seen till the season is far advanced, and then
it bursts forth in double beauty and power.

—

Ifaria Hare.

THANKSGIVING.
PHCEBE GARY.

O, men ! grown sick with toil and care,

Leave for a while the crowded mart

;

O, women ! .sinking with despair.

Weary of liiub and faint of heart,

Forget your cares to-day, and come
As children back to childhood's home !

Follow again the winding rills
;

Go to the places where you went,

When, climbing up the summer hilfs,

In their green lap you sat, content;

And softly leaned your head to rest

On nature's calm and peaceful breast.

Walk through the sere and fading wood,
So lightly trodden by your feet.

When all you knew of life was good,

And all you dreamed of life was sweet

:

And let fond memory lead you back,

O'er youthful love's enchanted track.

Taste the ripe fruit of orchard boughs,

Drink from the mos-sy well once more;
Breathe fragrance from the crowded mows,
With fresh, sweet clover running o'er

;

And count the treasures at your feet,

Of silver rye and golden wheat.

Go, sit beside the hearth again,

Who.se circle once was glad and gay:
And if from out the precious chain

Some shining links have dropped away,
Then guard with tenderer heart and hand
The remnant of our household band.

Draw near the board with plenty spread,

And if in the accustomed place.

You see the father's reverend head,

Or mother's patient, loving face:

Whate'er yonr life may have of ill,

Thank God that these are left you still.

And though wliei-e home hath been, you stand

To-day in alien loneliness
;

Though you may clasp no brother's hand.
And claim no sister's tender kiss

;

Though with no friend or lover nigh,

The past is all your company

—

Thank God for friends your life has known.
For every dear, departed day

;

The blessed p.ast is safe alone

—

God gives, but does not take away
;

He only safely keeps above
For us the treasures that we love.

FOR LOVE'S SAKE.
Sometimes I am tempted to murmur
That life is flitting aw.iy,

With only a round of trifles

Filling each busy day

—

Dusting the nooks and corners,

Making the house look fair,

And patiently taking on me
The burden of woman's care

;

Comforting childish sorrows,

And charming the childish heart
With the simple song and story,

Told with a mother's art

;

Setting the dear home table.

And clearing the meal away,
And going on little errands

In the twilight of the day.

One day is just like another !

Seaming and piecing well

Little jackets and trousers.

So neatly that none can tell

Where are the seams and the joinings
Ah ! the seamy side of life

Is kept out of sight by the magic
Of many a mother and wife !

" You are guiding the little footsteps

In the way that they ought to walk,

Y'ou are dropping a word for Jesus
In the midst of your household talk;

Living your life for love's sake,

Till the homely cares grow sweet

—

And sacred the self-denial

'J hat is laid at the Master's feet."

And oft, when I'm ready to i

That time is flitting away
With the selfsame round of duties

Filling each busy day,

It comes to my spirit sweetly,

With the grace of a thought divine,
' You are living and toiling for love's sake,

And the loving should never renine."

Sdccted.

WHAT OF THAT?
Tired? Well, what of that?

Didst fancy life was spent on beds of ease.

Fluttering the rose-leaves scattered by the breeze?

Come, rouse thee! work while it is called to-day I

Coward, arise ! go forth upon thy way I

Lonely ? And what of that ?

Some must be lonely I 't is not given to all

To feel a heart responsive rise and fall.

To blend another life into its own.
Work may be done in loneliness. Work on.

Dark? Well, what of that ?

Didst fondly dream the sun would never set?

Dost fear to lose thy way 1 Take courage yet.

Learn thou to walk by faith, and not by sight.

Thy steps will guided be, and guided right.

Hard? Well, what of that?

Didst fancy life a summer holiday,

With lessons none to learn, and naught but play?
Go, get thee to thy task ! Conquer or die

!

It must be learned. Learn it, then, patiently.

No help ? Nay, 'tis not so !

Though human help be far, thy God is nigh,

Who feeds the ravens, hears his children's cry.

He 's near thee, wheresoe'er thy footsteps roam
;

And He will guide thee, light thee, help thee homi

Pioneer Life.

BY J. B. WALKER.
(Concluded from pape 134.)

" The farmer, Mitchell Saunier, soon rt

turned. He had, if I remember rightly, lean
ed from the neighbor who left me at his hous'

that a candidate for schoolmaster was awai
ing his return. I was invited to dinner, an
complied earnestly with the scripture injum
jtion to 'eat what was set before me withot
asking any questions.' Saunier was not a n
ligious man, nor was there, I believe, a mail

member of any church in the neighborhooc
The fire, and the dinner, and the hope of en
ployment, aided me to present myself favoi

ablj^ to my patron ; and by the time we wer
done eating, it was understood that I shoul

exhibit my hand-writing at once, and as th

weather was getting better wo could empio;

the afternoon in visiting families in the neigl

borhood, to ascertain the number of scholai

they would send."' "Writing was the onl;

scholarly accomplishment of which Saunie
could judge. His eye aided him as to my con
potency in that acquirement ; and when I sa

down and wrote some lines of good copy banc

accompanied with divers flourishes, tfie mal
ter was settled as to my qualifications, an;

we started at once to canvass for scholaW
The effort was a success; and I began m;

school as teacher of the New Durham Acade

After remaining in this position about
year and a half, J. B. Walker went to Ohic
where he became half owner of the "Wester;
Courier," and subsequently entered a year a

a student in Western Reserve College. Sine

his boyhood he bad never before had a com
panion who professed to be a Christian

;
bu

at that college he was brought into a mor
religious atmosphere. The President was i

pious man, and towards him Walker felt boti

confidence and respect. The gradual chang'

which he here underwent is interestingly de
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ibed. The pvinoiplos and duties which the
jsident desired the students to possess and
fil, his reason assented to as proper; "but,"

says, ' I felt unwiOing to bo and to do what
ssented to as right. I did not inquire with
self why this was soj but the conscious-

is of the contradiction between knowledge
.1 will was unpleasant to me. I had never
; it before.

'Another inquiry kept constantly recur-

g to my mind, with an intensity that I had
i before experienced. If Christianity were

credited or destroyed, what icould be the re-

't f Such inquiries were often accompanied
tb doubts and objections to the Bible, that

lad never thought of before ; and which,
•haps, others have never thought of"
'But the doubts and difficulties that still

isessed me when I recurred to certain sub-

ts, did not in the least abate the uncomfort-

e conviction that I was not willing, and
, not even desire to be willing, to do the

)d which my reason and conscience ap-

)ved. The doubts remained, but the in-

rd conflict, although held in abeyance at

les, was not overcome, but increased."

'For many months this state of inquiry

i interest continued. It did not seem to

that my mental exercises were in any wise
)ernatural. They came in the ordinary

y of suggestion ;
and as yet the internal

erest was not shown in any wise in the ex-

nal life ; and j^et, actions which a j-ear be-

e I should have done with unconcern, Ifelt

iv to be of doubtful propriety."

ibout this time a ball was given in the

vn, on the occasion of a holiday, in which
! faculty of the college did not think it wise

1 students should participate. On the evcn-

j
of the dance J. B. Walker and a few others

re invited to a social visit at the house of

3 of the Professors. His mind had come into

( state in which he felt a gi-owiiig desire to

a Christian
;

j'et, he saw no evil in such
usements. His narrative states :

—

'In returning to my boarding house I had
pass the house of mirth. I had concluded

; to be present that evening; but the illu-

aated hall—the music and the movements
the dancers, observed through the open
idows, attracted my attention, and I stood

several minutes, until the desire to mingle

;h the company gathered strength. I could

;e no reason to myself for my perplexity on

! subject ; and concluding that I was a fool

feeling as I did, I started for the ball room.

'For reasons entirely inexplicable to me,

en I entered, instead of enjoying the spirit

>he scene and the congratulations of friends,

le and female, I felt a solemnity that I

lid in no waj' dissipate. I was vexed with

'self, and in order to disperse the gloom
i awaken feelings in sympathy with the

ne about me, I retired to the refreshment

)m, and drank a glass of brandy, which
ild be had in a private way, by those in-

iring for it.

' When I returned to the ball room I went
ough a set in a contra dance with a young

y who, long ago, passed, as I hope, to the

id of peace^ After retiring and sitting a

J moments, I noticed that she was looking

me with surprise. I recollected myself,

1 found I was talking to her on the subject

religion. I was chagrined ; and as soon as

ould courteously do so, I retired from the

)m, a mystery to myself and to my com-

(lion.

" That night and for sometime afterward I

was unhappy and perplexed. There was an
element of conscience and solemnity in my
mind that did not usually belong to my
thought. I do not remember whether the

thought of God was a prevailing one or not.

I did not feel that I had been a great sinner;

but I felt I had been ungrateful to God. The
death of my partner now affected me more
than it did at the time of his decease. I felt

that my heart was sinful, rather than that

my life had been so. I tried to control my
mind and avoid all wrong thought, but could

not satisfy myself 'When I would think
good evil was present with me.' I felt this in

the depth of my soul. I burned some books,

not so bad in themselves, as some books are,

but because I thought them unprofitable. I

found a Bible belonging to the family where
I boarded, and read it in preference to other

things. Its teachings were now subjects of

interest and inquiry, and fixed my attention.

No one, however, who called at my room
during this period ever saw me reading the

Bible. Several passages seemed duplicates of

my own experience : One I r-emember ex-

pressed ray state of mind, and my heart rose

in supplication in the words of one that had
felt just as I did at that minute, 'Lord 1 be-

lieve, help thou my unbelief.'

" I struggled hard to regulate my thoughts
and imaginations, some of which I now felt

were offensive to God ; but I could, by no act

of will produce the good in myself tliat I de-

sired. I shall always remember one day,

when I had determined with stronger pur-

pose than usual to keep my heart with dili-

gence, I set out for I'ecitation, and by the waj'

1 was shocked to find my mind full of imagina-
tions that I had determined should be east

out. It may not be believed—it seems so in-

credible—yet it is true, that I was angry with

myself; or rather with my heart ; and stamp-

ing on the ground, I uttered an oath, which
I do not remember that I ever did before, and
that I have never done since."

After months of conflict and seeking, light

shone more fully into his soul, and a feeling

of peace and happiness was experienced.
" Preachers seeined to talk in a new language.

I remember the first sermon I heard on the

subject of the Saviour after I had ' ears to

hear.' I wept and laid my head on the front

of the pew to let ray emotion flow off in teai-s.

One marked change in the state of my mind
was that while before I saw no God in anj--

thing that occurred about me, I now saw God
in all events. In every thing that occurred,

from the least to th

of God
" During this period I was not afraid of

death." " When I retired at night my mind
was in a state of pleasant peace." " I did not

ask myself whether I had become a Christian.

The first incident that led me to realize the

difference between present and former states

of mind, was the pileasure begotten by hear-

ing it stated that a young woman had become

a Christian. This I knew would before have

given me no pleasure ; but now my interest

and joy were great." " An aged minister had

fallen into sin. For days, whenever I thought

of it, I felt a deep sense of humiliation and re-

gret for the dishonor which had been brought

upon the cause of Christ. My faith at this

time was not in creeds nor in passages of

Scripture. I had a sense of reconciliation

with God."

"Thus through exercises protracted and
intense, and perhaps peculiar, I awoke to the
consciousness of being a disciple of Christ;
and with this consciousness came the sense of
duty :

' Lord what wilt thou have me to do.'
"

What Have They Seen?
From the golden city which sat as a queen

upon the river Euphrates came royal am-
bassadors to the palace of good king Heze-
kiah. The Babylonian monarch had heard of
the dangerous illness and speedy recovery of
the Jewish king, and perhaps moved by
kindly impulse, or by royal courtesj', sent
letters of congratulation and a present to his

brother king.

The Jewish ruler was elated at such atten-

tion paid by the head of the grandest empire
on the globe, and could not conceal the pride

and vanity which the visit aroused within
his mind. "Hezekiah was glad of them,
and showed them the house of his precious

things, the silver and the gold and the spices,

and the precious ointment, and the house of
his armor, and all that was found in his

treasures, there was nothing in his house nor
in all his dominions that Hezekiah showed
them not." The ambassadors went their

way and speedil3' there came to the presence
of the king the prophet of the Lord of ho.sts.

"What said these men, and from whence
came they unto thee?" said he.

"They have come from a far country, even
from Babylon."
"What have they seen in thine house?"
"All that is in mine house have they seen,

there is nothing among my treasures that I

have not shown them."
"Then said Isaiah to Hezekiah, Hear the

word of the Lord of hosts, behold the days
come that all that is in thine house, and that

which thy fathers have laid up in store unto
this day, shall be carried into Babylon, no-

thing shall be left, saith the Lord. And of

thy sons that shall issue from thee, which
thou shalt beget, shall thej- take away, and
they shall be eunuchs in the palace of the

king of Babylon." (Isa. xxxix.)

The humbled monarch bowed before the

prophet of God and said, " Good is the word
of the Lord which thou hast spoken."

There were many things which Hezekiah
might wisely have "exhibited to his heathen
visitors. Perhaps he might have exhibited

the blasphemous letter which was sent to

him from the Assyrian general, and which he

spread before the Lord in prayer, and he

might have related the answer that came
reatest, I saw the hand'f'rom God, when 185,000 Assyrians were smit-

ten by an invisible foe, and left lifeless in the

nvading camp ; he might have disclosed to

his wondering visitors the might and power
of Israel's God, as manifested in the history

of his dealings with his chosen people, and
thus have sent them back with a salutary im-

pression, or wholesome fear of the God of

heaven and earth. But no. As if he had
nothing better to exhibit he showed them his

gold and his silver, his treasures and his

gems, his costly raiment and his magnificent

armor, and they looking upon it all with

eager, covetous eyes, went back to tell the

story of his wealth, and awaken the avarice

of the Babylonish monarch, which was not

satisfied until all that wealth was carried to

Babylon and placed in the imperial treasure

house.

Mj' readers, visitors have come to j-our
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bouse, they may have come from afar, with
friendly woi-ds and curious glances, they may
have waited to catch your words, and eagerly
gazed upon everything which came within
their view. "What have they seen in thine

house ?" What has been the impression
which has been made upon them? Have
they learned the lesson of pride, envy, vanity,

and sin? or have they learned the solemn
lesson of the fear of God, which is the be-

ginning of wisdom? What have they seen?
what have they heard there? Has the talk

been of worldliness? Has the glorj-ing been
in things that perish? Have the vanities of

time engrossed your attention? Have the
world's delights been the best thing you
could show to the friends around you ?

—

Sel.

But if we do not strenuously labor for our

own illumination, how shall we presume to

enlighten others; it is a dangerous pro-

sumption to busy ourselves in improving
others before we have diligently sought our

own improvement. Yet it is a vanity not

uncommon, that the first feelings, be they
true or false, which resemble devotion, the

first faint ray of knowledge which has imper-

fectly dawned, excites in certain raw minds
an eager impatience to communicate to others

what they themselves have not j-et attained.

Hence the novel swarms of uninstructed in-

structors, of teachers who have had no time

to learn. The act previous to imparting
knowledge should seem to be that of acquir-

ing it.

Nothing would so effectually check an ir-

regular, and improve a temperate zeal, as

the ])ersonal discipline, the self-acquaintance
which we have so repeatedly recommended.—Hannah More.

Religious Items, &c.

Bpurgeon on Disi'.-itnlili.sh iiirnt.— Spurgeon,
at a recent meeting of students and ministers

of the " Pastor's College," is reported to have
said: " The Church [English Episcopal] can-

not be reformed
; she must be disestablished

and disendowed ; and we ought to tell the
officers of this department of the Civil Service
that every year our terms will be severer.

This movement can be hindered onlj- at their

own expense. If they will go, and go speedilj',

we will be generous; but if they obstruct, de-

lay, abuse, so much the worse for themselves.
The nation will be in no humor to deal gen-
erously with men who support a system of
evil simply for gain. The nation ought to

. know that this is a religious question as well

as a political one. The State Church has
altered the whole theory of the Christian
Church : in fact, the Establishment is not a
Church at all ; and because it professes to be
one, to the no small hurt of truth and right,

it must be abolished, and we ought to aid the
Liberation Societj'^ in this great work."

Union of Presbyterian Congregations.—At
Rogersville, Tenn., as in many other southern
towns, there have been two Presbyterian
churches, one connected with the Northern
Church, the other with the Southern Church.
There has been no good reason for their sepa-
rate existence, and no adequate support for

both of them in that community, and they
had the good sense to resolve to unite. Lots
were drawn to decide which church should
go to the meoting-houso of the other for the
ceremony. Then, after the congregation had

bled, a ballot was taken to determine
the ecclesiastical connection of the united
church, and resulted in 102 votes for the

Southern and 46 for the Northern Church.
The officers beginning with the two ministers,

offered their resignations, which were ac-

cepted. The officers were re-elected. "Then
followed prayer, and benediction, and hand-
shaking, and a quiet dispersal."—.Basamiwer
and Chronicle.

• The Fri

Natural History, Science, &c.

Electric Light Good for the Eyes.—Accord-
ing to a writer in the Scientific Ammcan,
when electric ligbt first began to be used in

our shops, fiictories, and places of amusement,
it was confidently asserted by its opponents
that so dazzling a light must be injurious to

the ej-es. It appears, however, from the ex-

periments recently made by Professor Cohn,
of Breslau, whose name is so familiar in con-

nection with the investigation of color blind-

ness and other optical defects, that our eyes

will bo benefitted rather than hurt by the

new method of lighting.

—

Christian Advocate.

Railway Casualties. — Railway statistics

show some curious results in Europe as to

the casualties suffered by the passengers.

The French railways kill one in every two
million and wound one in every 500,000 of

their passengers. The English roads kill

one in every 5,250,000 and wound one in

every third of a million. Belgian railways

kill and wound one in every 9,000,000 and
2,000,000 respectively, while Prussia only
kills one in every 21,500,000, and wounds one
in every 4,000,000.

Adventure with a Crocodile.—" I went out to

have a good splash in the cool water of the
lake [Tanganyika]—a proceeding which re-

sulted in an exciting sensation which I did

not anticipate. Wading out a considerable

distance, but not out of ray depth, I observed
what appeared to be a log of wood floating a
short distance from me. Taking no notice of

this, I went on laving the cool water over
myself with great enjoyment. Looking up
after a few minutes, I observed that the ap-

j

parent log had floated nearer to me. Getting

I

interested in its movements I examined it

more closely. I made out the outlines of a
[crocodile's liead,with its ugly snout, wrinkled
'skin and glittering eyes. Fascinated by the
sight, I stood for a moment motionless; and
still it floated nearer. At last with a violent

effort I threw off the enchantment, and re-

gaining my presence of mind I made the
.welkin ring with a shout of 'Mambo ! mam-
bo !' (crocodile). A considerable number of

I

my men were near at hand, and mj'' shout
^made them instantly awaro of my position,

jwhen they saw me plunging desperately to
'reach the shore. Seizing their guns, they
'rushed into the lake in a bodj', making the
I water boil most furiously. When they
reached me, the crocodile was within a few
feet, and would have seized me in another

i minute. But seeing the porteis in such num-
1 bers, yelling and shouting, and firing off their
Iguns, it evidently thought that an empty
'stomach was better than a feast of bullets,

and wisely disappeared, leaving a trail of
blood behind. If I had been out of my
depth at the time, my chance of surviving
the rencontre would have been a poor one."

—

Thomson's Central African Lakes.

What to do in Emergencies.—When an acci-

dent happens, there is too often much val

able time lost in rushing hither and thithc

or in hasty application of unsuitable retr

dies that do moi-e harm than good. A liti

self-possession, and the exercise of a certa

amount of common sense will enable one
be of the greatest use at such times, and p<

haps even the means of saving life itself

Every household should have a store

simple remedies, and also antidotes for sor

of the more common kinds of poisons. Thi
should be kept where they are easily acces
ble,—not in a locked closet, of whicli the ki

is sure to be lost at the very moment whi
it is most needed,—and in a place well-knov
to each member of the family.

In very severe cases of burns or scalds, t

nervous system is so prostrated by the shoi

that there is often less suffering than wh(
the injury is slighter. The pulse will

small and quick ; and a stimulant should
administered without waiting for the doct(

The whole theory of dressing is to exckv'

the air. The more effectually this is dor
the greater will be the relief afforded. Wh-
only a small surface is injured, an artifioi

skin may be formed with flexible coUodio
or if that is not at hand, common mucila;

or gum arable dissolved in warm water w
answer. As one layer dries, another shon
be painted over it.

An excellent remedy for burns and seal

is a mixture of lime-water and sweet or li

seed oil in equal pai'ts. Another excelle

one is bi-carbonate of soda. The commi
kind used for cooking purj)Oses may be o)

ployed. A thick layer should be spread ov
the part and covered with a slight wet ban
age, keeping it moist and renewing it whi
necessary.

When the clothing takes fire, it is well

the victim has presence of mind to stai

perfectly still. Motion fans the flame ai

causes it to burn more quickl}'. Ho m;
thi'ow himself on the floor and roll over ai

over, but never move from place to pla

seeking help. A woolen shawl, piece of a
pet or rug may be wrapped tightly aroui

the person, not covering the face, and if the

is time to wet it so much the better, b

there is not an in.stant to lose, particularly

the clothing is of cotton. The great obje

is to ])revent the flames from getting dov
the throat, and the chest from being burnt

In a severe cut on the finger, when the flc

of blood renders dressing it a matter of dil

culty, it may be checked by tying a strii

tightly around the base of the finger,

must then be washed in cold water, and t
cut can be dressed at length with court ph
ter, and the string removed.

Bleeding from the nose may be stopped I

Ijnng flat on the back, with the head raiB'

and the hands held above it. The nose mu
be covered with a cloth filled with pound'
ice, or wrung out of ice water. The hei

should never be held over a basin, as the p
sition encourages bleeding. The blood mi
be received in a wet sponge. [Bleeding fro

the nose ma_y generally be cheeked by mo
tening small pieces of patent lint, or sc

rags with MonseWs Solution of Iron, which
would be well for persons living in the cou
try to keep in the house. These in a conic
form, should be carefully inserted into tl

nostril.]

In hemorrhage from the lungs the hes

and shoulders must be raised. Some phyi
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ans recommend a table- spoonful of table

It to be given in a tumbler of water. It i

ways safe to give cracked ice. Bleedin
om the stomach may be checked by the
iplication of a mustard plaster over the
omach. Cracked ice should be given and
e doctor sent for. In cases of hemorrhage
Dm the lungs, small quantities of dry salt

ot of salt and water), should be used and
lowed to dissolve in the back part of the
iroat. Salt in water is liable to produc
iraiting, which might be hurtful to the
,tient.

Silent Meetings.—-'Oh, how I love this silent

liting," said Samuel Spavold, "and to feel

f mind humbled before that great Power !

want to bo more inward ; the Lord's peo
3 are an inward people." 1795.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 10, 1881.

We commend the following letter to the
4ous consideration of those, who regard
8 present " progressive" movement in the
ciety of Friends as merely a revival of
^dent zeal and activity; and who are un-
lling to admit, that it is intimately, and,
fear, inseparably connected with a deser-

n of those spiritual doctrines which our
•ly Friends were concerned to proclaim, as
imitivo Christianity revived.

Fhe testimony of Scripture is very clear,

it the Light of Christ—the illuminating
ftrer of his Holy Spirit—does shine in the
'kness—in the heart of man while in a
te of alienation from God. This is the
ace of God, which teaeheth man what to
and which bringeth salvation to all who
)mit to its guidance, and obey its directions

;

: for any merit of their own, but for the
of that Saviour who died that we might

is grievous to observe, as we think is

dentlj^ shown in modern publications, that
s rejection of one of the fundamental dec-
ries of Christianity, confirms in their error
ae of those who reject the doctrine of the
nement, and who are quick to see the
stake those make who confine the work of
I Divine Spirit on the heart, to those who
already regenerated.

Che letter bears date 11th mo. 29, is from a
ued friend in a distant Yearly Meeting,
I addressed to the Editor.

I have read with great satisfaction an
icle in the last number of 'The Friend,'
ided 'Modern Quakerism—The Signs of
Times.' It seems to me a word from

I who has discernment and understanding
read the signs of the times truly, and to

cover the true working of Spiritual forces,

eath the glamour of arrogant profession.
fhe current reports of meetings in some
lour periodicals are known in many instan-

to be so exaggerated and one-sided as to
erly ?n/is-represent the real state of the
nety. Of course Editors cannot always
3W that the reports received are not truth-
But when the columns of a paper as-

ning in any degree to be the organ of a
iety are freelj^ opened to the representa-
18 and claims of a party or class, and ad-
reflections and censures upon the few

%vho venture timidly to speak of anothei
side, the drift of such a course is dangerous
And when a party is pledged and confederate
to inatal its own theory in place of established
doctrine, and unbridled individual freedom of
activity, in place of a corporate church order

;

and then to prove the revolution a success; how
serious is the responsibility and the import
ance of those trumpets which our editorial
watchmen upon the walks are called upon to
sound. If these trumpets give an uncertain
sound, who of the people in the valleys and
on the plains which they reach, will prepare
themselves as they ought, for the battle of
these times?

In a late paper (The Christian Worker, of
10th mo. 27,) a series of meetings at Stuart,
Iowa, is described, and after the usual ac-

count of wonderful power and results, there
occurs this sentence:

'The false idea of a portion of God's Spirit
being in the heart of the unregenerate, which
if heeded to, would bring salvation was ably
handled, and disposed of according to scrip
ture evidence.'

!

The saine account in Friends' Eeview was
changed in this sentence to read ' The work
of the Holy Spirit upon the heart of the un
regenerate, was ably handled according to

scriptute.'

To my mind, the records of the schism of
1827 maj- be searched in vain, to find a more
unqualified denial oi the manifestation and
work of Christ, than such a sentence [as
that in the Christian Worker'] betrays. To
d'eny Christ, or to limit or undervalue his

appearance spiritually, can surelj' be a no less

fearful heresy, than to deny or limit, or under-
value, the realitj' and significance of his out-
ward coming. And yet such a denial as the
above sentence indicates stalks abroad in the
fore front of the teaching of not a few leaders
of the people, whose boasted work is sent
from week to week, to the households of our
members, and to our youth over the land
through Friends' Periodicals! while the low-

deep murmur of dissent of thousands, and
the grief and tears of many in our Israel,

scarce find a voice.

Yet we may hope in the Lord. His truth

will have utterance, and in his own time, as
the fulness of preparation comes. He will

send his Seers and Prophets with his word,
and David, for a time hidden in desert places
and driven to the caves, will be brought to
his rightful place, and enthroned."

When reading the Scriptui'es with serious
thoughtfulness, the mind is often impressed
with the clear, strong, and often repeated lan-

guage used therein in enforcing the duty of
assisting those who are in need of help. The
natural selfishness of man leads him to care
00 exclusively for his own comforts and lu.x-

uries and those of his family. As the love of Nicholas Ford.

great obstacle to the full reception of
the love of God, it must be brought into sub-

jection,—crucified by the power of Christ
changing the heart.

How few of us really obey the command to

love our neighbors as ourselves! When we
see or are told of the sufferings of others, we
iiaj' bo willing to contribute of our abund-
ncc for their relief; we take from our posses-

ions that which is not needed for our own
enjoyment ; and wo may be repaid by the
sense of satisfaction which naturally attends
on the exercise of benevolent feelings : but we

often evade, or reason away those impressions"
of duty which would lead us to the extension
oipersonal effort to examine into the cases of
those who are in distress, to encoui'age and
assist the fallen and degraded, " to visit the
fatherless and widows in their affiiction," to
lodge the stranger, and to visit those who are
sick or in prison.

In our largo cities especially, the claims
upon our sympathies are so constantly recur-
ring, the evil effects of indiscriminate giving
are so great, and the demands of business are
so exacting, that the temptation is strong to
choose some one of the benevolent societies

as an almoner, contribute to its funds, and
refer all applicants for help to it as the chan-
nel of relief. To a certain extent, this is a ju-

dicious course, as it lessens the probability of
our assisting to maintain in idleness or de-
bauchery those who ought honestly to labor
for their own support. But if we confine our-
selves to this, we lose the benefit of that de-
velopment of our own characters, that subjec-
tion of selfishness, that cultivation of the love

of our fellow-creatures, which flow from self-

denying labors for the good of others.

The example and the precepts of our Sa-
viour and his apostles teach us not only to
contribute of our outward possessions for the
elief of others, but to give them such a share
of our time, our thoughts, our sympathy and
our active efforts, as we may feel to be in ac-

cordance with the will of our Father in

Heaven, who sendeth his rain on the just and
on the unjust.

We have been requested to publish a cir-

cular of "The Temperance Association ot

Friends of Philadelphia." As the promotion
of temperance is an object of which we
heartily approve, we insert the circular in

our columns, for the information of those
who may think the formation of such an asso-

ciation a judicious method to pursue—a point
on which there will probably be different

opinions among our readers.

Milton Stanley, Plainfield, Ind., has been
appointed an Agent for "The Friend."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Congress met on the 5th inst. In

the Senate President pro tempore Davis occupied the
chair, and Senator-elect Windom, of Minnesota, was
sworn in. A number of bills were introduced, among
them the following ; To provide for the retirement of

the trade dollar; to provide for the is.sue of 3 per cent,

bonds ; for a Tariff Commission ; for a TariS' arid Tax
Commission; to restrict Chinese immigration

; and to

punish attempts to assassinate the President. A reso-

ion was offered, which was laid over, providing for

a special committee of seven, to consider amendments
to the Presidential election laws.

In the House, 290 Representatives answered to roll

call. J. W. Keifer, of Ohio, was elected Speaker by
148 votes to 1'29 for Samuel J. Randall, and 8 for

Comptroller Knox, in his annual report, repeats his

recommendation for the repeal of the taxes upon bank
capital and deposits and bank checks. The Comptrol-
ler reports that, during the year ending 11th mo. 1st,

86 National banks were organized, with an aggregate
authorized capital of $9,651,050, to which $6,233,580 in

circulating notes were issued. Twenty-six banks, with
an aggregate capital of 52,020,000, and a circulation of

$1,245,530, voluntarily discontinued business during
the same period.

The public debt statement for 11th month shows a

decrea.se of $7,249, 126.

The steamer Zealandia, from Australia, has arrived

at San Francisco, with $1,400,000 in gold bars and
sovereigns, which will go into the San Francisco Mint.
The last boat of the season in the Delaware and
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Hudson Canal, left Honesdale, Penna., on Seventh-day

of last week. As fast as it passes the various locks the

water will be drawn off and navigation closed. Last

year navigation was closed by ice on 11th mo. 15th, but

there has been no diflBculty from ice this fall.

The Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company's mine

No. 9, at Lamford, near Mauch Chunk, which caught

fire three months ago, is now being opened, the steam

injected into the shafts having extinguished the flames.

It is believed the colliery will be in full operation by

the beginning of 4th month next.

A land slip on the Belvidere division of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, near Riegelsville, on the afternoon

of the 1st inst., was discovered by the track walker just

as the Elmira express train was rounding the curve.

He walked across the moving mass of earth, and, wav-

ing his flag, stopped the train within a few feet of the

obstruction. The passengfers had to be transferred across

the slide. About forty tons of rock and earth fell upon
the track, and travel was delayed about five hours.

The wheat fly is reported to have made great havoc

in Southwestern Michigan. Fields that looked well a

few weeks ago "are fully one-half destroyed."

The assertion is made that, at Harvard University,

in the last fifty years, no smoking student has graduated

at the head of his class.

The Boston Advertiser says that the outer satellite of

Mars was seen on Third-day evening last at Harvard
College Observatory, and approximate measures of its

position were obtained. It had been suspected two
evenings before. So far as has been learned these are

the first observations of either satellite of Mars which
have been made this season. Tlie observer was O. C.

Wendell, who made the latest observation of the satel-

lite obtained during the opposition of 1879.

The mortality in the tenement house region of New
York city during the last official quarter of the year

was 6349, against 4936 during the corresponding period

last year. The mortality throughout the whole of the

city was also much larger, being 35.29 out of every es-

timated 1000, based on the last census, as against 27.92

per 1000 for 1880 ; the actual death rate for the last

otBcial 3 months of 1881 being 10,961, as against 8423
for the corresponding period of 1880, and 7686 for 1879,

when the ratio was only 26.24 per 1000. The most
startling feature is the terrible mortality among chil-

dren in tenement houses, thus: Children under five

years, in 1880, 4401 ; in 1881, 6102. Total mortality,

in 1880, 6423; in 1881, 10,961. The Board of Health
assert that three-fifths of these deaths among children

are on the East side, but that contagious and zymotic
diseases are now spreading in first-class regions, such as

Fifth, Lexington, and Madison avenues, near and be-

low Central Park.
The deaths in the city for the past week were 355, as

compared with 327 for the previous week, and 404 for

the corresponding week of last year. Of the whole
number, 170 were males and 185 females : 54 died of

consumption, 16 of diphtheria, 18of old age, 17 of croup,

14 of tvphoid fever, and 14 of small pox.

Markets, <fic.— U. S. 3J's, (7th mos.) 100| ;
(8th mos.)

102J; 4^'s, 114i ; 4's, regi.stered, 117J; coupon, 118J ;

small, 118J; currency 6'.s, 130.

Cotton was firmly held at full prices ; sales of mid-
dlings are reported at 12^ a 122 cts. per lb. for uplands
and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7 cts. for export, and
84 cts. per gallon for home use.

"Flour isdull, but firm. Sales of 1800 barrels, in-

cluding Minnesota extras, at $7 a $7.25 for clear, and
at J7.25 a $7.37i for straight; Penna. extra family at

S6.37i a t6.50; western do. do. at $7 a $7.50, and
patents at !ir7.75 a $8.50. Rye flour is quiet at $5.37
a $5.50 for Pennsylvania.

Grain.—Wheat is less active and a fraction lower.
Sales of Delaware red and amber at $1.38 a $1.43. Rye
is steady at 98 cts. for Pennsylvania. Corn is in good
request and local lots firmer. Sales of 10,000 bushels,

including yellow, at 69.V a 70 cts. ; mixed at 68 a 69:S

cts. ; steamer at 68^ cts. ; No. 3 at 68 cts., and rejected

at 67 cts. Oats are quiet and strong. Sales of 1200
bushels, including white, at 49^ a 51j cts., and rejected

and mixed at 48^ a 49 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 12th mo.
3rd, 1881.— Loads of hay, 339; loads of straw, 68.

Average price duiing the week—Prime timothy, $1.20
to S1.30 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.10 to S1.20 per
100 pounds; Straw, 90 cts. to $1 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were dull and rather lower; 4000 head
arrived and sold at the different yards at 3 a 6J cts. per
pound, as to condition.

Sheep were dull, and Jc. per lb. lower; 15,000 head
arrived and sold at the different yards at 2J a 5J cts.

per lb., as to quality.

Hogs were rather lower : 6000 head arrived and sold

at the different yards at 7 a 9J cts. per lb., the latter

rate for extra.

Foreign.—The greatest demonstration ever held in

Scotland in connection with the land agitation took

place last week at Aberdeen. Two thousand delegates,

representing 40,000 farmers, were present. Several

Scotch members of Parliament attended. Resolutions
were passed demanding a general reduction of rents,

compensation for improvements, the abolition of the

laws of hypothec and entail, and other legislation in the

interest of tenant farmers. It was urged that the legis-

lative changes required must apply to existing leases.

A farmers' alliance for Scotland was formed.
Several persons have been maimed or beaten to death

in Ireland during the last week, for paying rent. The
Times, in a leading article discussing the gravity of

affairs, says: " If tenants will neither pay rent nor go
to the Land Court, the law must take its course, and its

authority must be upheld by the whole force of the

Executive."
Gambetta, replying to various speeches, said the

treaty with Tunis still exists, and that no protest can
invalidate it. The Government, he said, cannot yet say
in what manner it will follow up the idea of a French
protectorate, but the military operations undertaken
wonld be vigorously prosecuted. He said a bill will be

ultimately introduced giving effect to the treaty. He
was not hostile to the creation of mixed tribunals, but

he rejected annexation as dangerous. He added :
" The

abandonment of Tunis would compromise our prestige.

The question is, whether we desire, without rushing
into adventures, to have a foreign policy. We cannot
abandon Tunis. The Regency will prove a vigilant and
necessary doorkeeper for our African colony. There
is no intention of pushing military occupation to the

frontier of Tripoli, because it is not desirable to have
the Porte for an immediate neighbor."
The Libeta replying to Prince Bismarck's recent

statement that Italy within the last twenty years had
advanced so far towards a republic that there was no
saying how thinQ;s would end, declares that three-tburtbs

of the Left would not tolerate a Cabinet even slightly

tainted with republicanism.
Vienna, 12th mo. 1st.—A shock of earthquake oc-

curred at Agrara on Fourth-day. It was the severest

that has been experienced there since the great catas-

trophe of 11th mo. 1880.

The Servian Government will undertake to introduce
in the Skuptschina in March a Jewish emancipation
bill in conformity with the Treaty of Berlin. The
Servian Jews will be, by the new bill, placed on an
equality with Jews who are Austrian subjects.

The cholera at Mecca and Jeddah has practically

been eradicated.

Further correspondence in regard to Afghanistan is

published. The principal document is the solemn
promise of the Ameer, written in 1st month, never to

undertake anything without the consent of the British

Government.
Private advices from Japan say that the dead-lock in

the silk tr.cde there has been removed by the practical

submission of the foreign merchants to the Japanese
demands. Five millions of dollars' worth of silk held
by the Japanese for six weeks is now on the way to

VVestern markets.
The cost of establishing a United States coaling'sta-

tion at Turtuila, one of the Samoan group, last year,

was about $40,000. This included the price of 2200
tons of coal and its transportation to the island.

Our Consul at Panama recommends that all vesseli

from the United States bound to that port should, i

possible, ship colored crews. Yellow fever is now epi

demic in the colony, and many white seamen are fall

ing victims to it, but colored ones do not seem to b*

aiiected in the least.

CIRCULAR.
The Temperance Association of Friends, of Phila-

delphia, has been organized in the belief that it is the
duty of those who are alive to the ruinous effects of
strong drink to exert .some positive influence against
this evil ; and that a union of those Friends in our
Yearly Meeting who are thus concerned may result in

more systematic and effective action in many cases than
could be accomplished by individual effort, while at the
.same time tending to|awaken more general interest in

the question, and to deepen the sense of personal re-

sponsibility.

In view of the extent of the liquor interest, and the
great influence of its upholders, we feel it to be no
light undertaking upon which we have entered; and
while discouraging none from taking some active part

in a service so varied in its requirements, we h
that in all our efforts the meekness of a wisdom big

than our own may be sought, since we believe it n

be truly said of this, as of every other good work, t

"except the Lord build the house, they labor in v
that build it."

In looking over the field of labor, various ways
working appear,

—

1. By the distribution of literature adapted to chai

public sentiment by presenting the spiritual, mo
physiological and economic effects of the u--e of intc

cants in their true light.

2. By the publication of such fresh material as n

be approved.
3. The holding of meetings so far as practicable.

4. Eflbrts toward better legislation.

5. By personal labor, either with those who drink

with individuals or associations more or less diret

engaged in the traffic.

6. By encouraging the establishment of coffee star

7. The organization of auxiliaries in country mi
ings.

It is thought that thro igh a large Exe::utive Comn
tee (the nucleus of which was appointed by the As30(

tion at its first meeting) divided into several small c(

mittees, these several methods may he tried, shoul

suflicient number of Friends be found rightly qualil

and able to devote the necessary time and though
the work.
Any member of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting n

join the Association by sending one dollar, with

name and address, to George Emlen, Treasurer,

Chestnut street.

Larger contributions toward the fund which will

required, will be gratefully received.

An assortment of Temperance Literature will hek
at 116 North Fourth street, where Friends desirinj

procure a supply for distribution may call.

James Bkomley, Chairman.
Wm. C. Allen, Secretary.

Philada., 1881.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INS\NE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) P/iiladelphi

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, W
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Managers.

Died, 10th mo. 7th, 1881, Hannah G. Davis, a

about 83 years and 6 months, an esteemed membe
Philadelphia Monthly Meeting. From youth to

age she was remarkable for her correctness of life,

tegrity and great care to avoid everything which mi
wound her sensitive conscience ; but she was also ci

ful to make but little claim for any religious atti

ments. In a memorandum found among her pap
dated when about 81 years old, she wrote :

" How
portant that young people should devote their youti

the Lord, if they expect to be happy. It has bee

great source of grief to me that mine was notraorefrf

given up, believing had I been faithful I should h

been usefully employed in his service." In her
sickness she was apparently favored to be free from
dispensation of doubts and fears ; and her passi

through the dark valley seemed unclouded. At >

time she said to a relative, '' I am going home, to

long home."
, at her residence at West Hill, near Burlingi'

N. J., on the 8th of 10th mo. 1881, Eliza P. Gukn!
a minister and member of Burlington Monthly Meet
in the 81st year of her age.

, suddenly, on the 4th of 11th month, 1881|

her residence in Solebury township, Bucks county, ^

Mary P. Baldbrston, wife of Oliver Balderstonj

the 70th year of her age, a member of Bucking!
Monthly Meeting. Her friends have the comforli

assurance that her close was peaceful.
|

, in West Chester, 11th mo. 21st, 1881, ANif/|

Brinton, daughter of Deborah G., and the late Emi
Brinton, aged 24 years. The patience and resignat

with which she bore a protracted illness, and the sv

serenity and composure with which she looked forw

to the close of life, give to her friends the comfort
assurance that what to them is loss, is to her eter

gain.

, in Laporte, Ind., on the 27th of 11th mo, 1

after a short and painful illness caused by a fall, M^
Willets, aged 92 years, widow of Thomas Will

both natives of Tuckerton, N. J. She was an exeij

lary member of the Society of Friends.

WILLIAMH. PILE, PRINTER^ "

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Notes of Travel.

C.\TAWISSA MONTHLY MEETING.
(Continued from page 13S.)

Among tbe evidences of the care mtiintaineil
guard its members from hurtftil things, I
id that in the 8th month of 1800 one Friend
)ifei-ed an acknowledgment to this meeting
having been present with a company of
ople engaged in playing cards, whereby en-
uraging rather than bearing a testimony
ainst that evil practice." This offering was
stponed for consideration for two months,
d finally accepted by the meeting.
In the 6th month of the same year, a busi-
88 difficulty between John Llo3'd and Robert
mrose was brought before the Monthly
beting, and entrusted to the charge of a
bnmittee, who reported three months later,

p,t their money matters had been settled by
reference to third parties, but that " both of
em had been too unguarded in some of their
pressions to each other." In order to re-
pve the unfriendly feeling which appeared
iBxist, some friends were deputed to " I'li-

iivor to convince them of the improjirielv
itheir unfriendly treatment of each other."
le labors of this committee appear to have
^n successful, and each of tbe contending
^ties subsequently acknowledged the im-
)priety of their conduct.
The patience and tenderness of Catawissa
lends is well shown in the case of Edward
ighes, of whom it was reported in the 12th
. 1805, that he " has been so unguarded as
take too much strong drink at the late elec-
n at Catawissa, and thereby exposed him-
i, much to the reproach of his profession."
Ler three months' care of the case, the eom-
;tee say, " There appears in him too much
a wrangling disposition to be encouraged
offer an acknowledgment of his miseon-
!t." The meeting was not discouraged by
8 unfavorable report, but made an addition
the committee and continued them to use
tber efforts for Edward's reformation. Two
nths later they said, that " he appeared
iiewhat more condescending than hereto-
"" and on this encouragement it was con-

strong drink again." In the following month
a testimony of disownment was issued against
him. Two months afterwards, the committee
appointed to deliver it to him, reported that
at his request they had withheld it, and Bd-
wanl came (,, the .^il)nthlyMeetingandofrered
a written iijinlciiination of his course, which
after being under care for five months longer
was finally accepted.

Catawissa Monthly Meeting had probably
more members about the year 1799, than at
any other ]ieri(>d of its existence. In that
3-oar, the Fiien.ls at Fishing Creek, Muncy
tnd Lo\al S(]ek-, wore cut off from it to con-
stitute the iiew Monthly Meeting of Muncy.
The tide of immigration ceased \o flow, ai'"l

many of itsmembeisj
moved off to newer countries, where moi'e
fertile lands cuM he lonnd than in the red
shale districts (ifCata w is>.a and Roaring Creek

111 the six years which elapsed from the
beginning of the year 1803, to the laying
down of the Monthly Meeting in the 12th ma
1808, it lost by removals 189 members, and
received from the same source but 25. The
disownments also during this period were
more numerous than the receipts by convince-
ment. A considerable number of the emi-
grants removed to Eastern Ohio, within the
limits of Concord and Short Creek Monthly
Meetings

; but f\ir the larger part went to
Canada

; and most of these settled west of the
Niagara river, where the British Government
offered tempting inducements to settlers.
At one Monthly Meeting (5th mo. 1805),

certificates of removal were granted for 38
persons

! It is no wonder, then, that a minute
sli..ul<l lie adcipted. requesting the Quarterly
Meelingnf l'liiladel]iliia(to which it belonged)
to consider its stripped condition

; nor that
tho_ result of this consideration should ije the
laying down of its organization, and the join-
ing of its members to Muncy Monthly Meet-
ing, as already mentioned.

Fearing that the old-time history of this
settlement may not be as interesting to my
readers as it has been to myself, I will now
leave it.

The railroad crosses the Susquehanna at
Catawissa, and after passing through the
natural opening in the mountainous range
which borders the northern side of this branch
of the great river, runs across a gently rolling
country in a north westerly direction till it

reaches the west branch of the Susquehanna,
near the town of Milton. Delighted as we
had been by the mountain scenery through
which we had travelled from Reading to the
river, the change was pleasant, and we en-
joyed the open cultivated country.
The valley of Muncy Creek is a broad tract

of fertile land, with a bed of limestone pro
ded to labor on. After an interval of sixltruding in parts of ;t. Many of the Frie'nds
nths, the Friends who were endeavoring to residing here are the descendants of the first

p him over his weakness were compelled 'settlers'. We found them careful to observe
report, that he had " latterly been so un- 1

the injunction of the apostle :
" Be not forget-

mded as to be guilty of taking too much|ful to entertain strangers." We were very

kindly received and our wants and wishes
providoil for. We were at two meetings in
their meeting-house at Pennsville, pleasantly
located in a grove of trees and built of lime-
stone. I was much interested in some beau-
tiful blocks of fossil rock, found overlying the
limestone, which had been built into the walls
of the house. They seemed to be filled with
sea-shells of a former geologic era, the out-
lines of which were singulixrly sharp and
clearly defined.

Both of the meetings we attended here
were seasons of Divine favor, in which desires
were felt for the spiritual refreshment and the
growth in grace of those assembled. With.
the assistance of these kind friends, several
meetings for the public were held at places in
the neighborhood. Of these, that at Hughes-
ville, about seven miles up the valley from the
river, was one of the largest and most satis-

factory.

It was to me an interesting thing to be
sheltered in the house, which was at one time
the home of those worthy Friends, William
and Mercy Ellis, who were among the early
settlers of this country, having moved here
about the j-ear 1795. Much of the land they
purchased there is now owned and occupied
by their descendants. Mercy was for many
years an approved minister in our Society,
and her name was familiar to main my young
yeai's, as an honoraMe and valued member of
I'liila<lel|iiiia Nearly .Meeting. She died in
1848, at the advanced age "of 87, and her
friends bore testimony to her worth in a Me-
morial which I propose inserting in the follow-
ing number of these sketches.

J. W.
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Suggestive Hints from California.

The following are portions of a letter lately
received from a worthy- correspondent in
California; wherein he gives the liberty to
this extract for "The Friend," if "thought
profitable for publication :"

" I received an epistle lately from Capt,
H., dated at sea, the 22nd of last month. He
had been to the Sandwich Islands; and repre-
sents how ready the people thereaway were
to hear the gospel. Then, after mentioning
our own sea coast of California, where too
there seems to be so mtich need of the gospel
ministers, he adds: 'I wish you wouldwrite
to Friends, and have them send out a spiritual
missiiJiiary

;
one that has the Spirit of the

Master; one that can preach Jesus from per-
sonal exjiorience

;
one that feels tor the good

of souls—being led by the Holy Spirit, and
not by man,' &c. I am often led to query,
hethei- or no tbe Lord has ceased to send
inistersol' the Society of Friends hither and

thither as in tornier days? oris it because
of the many Jonahs among them? Of late

years I have met many who were born in the
Society, and after coming to this coast, have
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entirely cast off' all religions restraint ;
and

no minister of their church to care for them
;

whilst all other Societies seem to have over-

done that kind of work by the large number
of their ministers that are among us. Only

week before last we hired a man to white-

wash our house, with whom we had some
conversation. He is now over sixty years of

age. He was born a member with Friends,

and was on the ])oint of sailing with Daniel

Wheeler on his South Sea voyage, but from

some cause or other was restrained from so

doing. His father at that time was mayor
of one of the large cities of England ;

and was
well acquainted' with D. W. But now this

poor old man is poor indeed ;
having depart-

ed far from the path marked out for him by
liis good mother—of whom bespeaks well. He
lives all alone in his little workshop. Other
somewhat similar eases we have met with.

Had they fallen in with other Societies, as I

find several have done, they might not have

fallen so low. But even this slender hold

they did not take.

May the great Head of the Church yet

raise "up a band of devoted baptized men and

women as of yore, and send them forth to

find and to gather in these wandering ones,

is truly my soul's desire."

San Leandro, llth mo. 13lh, 1881.

It is very desirable to get often to the,

watch-tower to see what the Lord will say I

unto us, or, in other words, to be quick of

understanding in his fear ; and then to be

ready at his bidding to go, in the endeavor

to stir up the pure mind in others, whenever
and wherever He may point out, lead unto,

and qualify for; and not prove such a " Jo-j

nah" as our correspondent makes allusion to,

who fled from the presence of the Lord in the

worlc appointed, and jiaid the fare to Tar-

shish wlieii ri>iiiinuiidrd by Ilim to go "unto
Niiu'veli, thai gn-at citN". and preach unto it

the ), reaching tluit I bid thee !" At the same
time it is well to remember, that without the

v,'ay being opened, or the command given by
Him, the Minister of ministers, without whom
we can do nothing, all our preaching, though
it be with "the enticing words of man's wis-

dom," will amount to but little more than
sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal.
The Lord can work with or without instru-

ments. All power is in his hands. He search-

eth all hearts ; and can turn them as a man
turneth the water-courses in his field. The
preaching of the prophet Jonah, without the
bidding and the blessing of his Master, would
have done nothing for Nineveh. Nay, per-

adventure, he would have been treated by its

citizens as the seven sons of Sceva were by
"the man in whom the evil spirit was,"
which they attempted to cast out by calling

over the name of the Lord Jesus, whom Paul
preached. As is written, he " leapt on them,
and overcame them, and prevailed against

them, so that they fled out of that house,

naked and wounded."
It is a precious fundamental Christian doc-

trine, that "the gospel of the grace of God"—" the power of God unto salvation"—" the

light of the glorious gospel of Christ"—is

"preached in every creature which is under
heaven." Moreover, sayeth the apostle John,
" The anointing which ye have received of

Him abideth in you, and ye need not that any
man teach you; but as the same anointing
teacheth you of all things" &c. Then the

great aim and end of ministry is to direct

people to that in themselves which is able to

build up and save, even " the Light of the

Lamb," which, as obedience keeps pace with

knowledge thereof, will guide into all truth
;

agreeably to the impressive testimony of that

El-eat reformer, George Fox :
" When the

ord God and his Son Jesus Christ sent me
forth into the world to preach his everlasting-

gospel and kingdom, I was glad that I was
commanded to turn people to that inward
Light, Spirit and Grace, by which all might
know their salvation and their way to God

;

even that Divine Spirit which would lead

them into all Truth, and which I infallibly

knew would never deceive any."

11th mo. 29tli, 1881.

For "The Friend."

Pure and Undefiled Religion.

Our first parents, before the fall, were pure

and undefiled by sin. Their Maker was their

law-giver. Their religion had no mixture of

evil in it. It was the same in its nature as

that of heaven. They had but the one God
to worship. But good and evil wore set be-

fore them ; with the power of choice left free.

They, in disobedience to the command of God,

chose the evil. Sin and death followed—death

to the heavenly life, defilement to that which
remained. Thus the way was opened for the

god of this world to introduce and set up his

kingdom and his worship ; and pure and un-

defiled religion was lost; and can never be

regained in the heart nor in the church onlj^

asthe evil is overcome and taken out of the

way by and through the redeeming power of

Him who came to finish transgression and
make an end of sin ; and to restore that which
was lost in the fall. And as this is done, the

heart of man will again become the temple of

the living God. And the pure and living

church will be made up of purified members,
such as are washed from the corruptions of

the fallen nature, and "kept unspotted from
the world."

" Unto the pure all things are pure ; but

unto them that are defiled and unbelieving

is nothing pure ; but even their mind and
conscience is defiled. They profess that they
know God ; but in works they denj' Him,"&c.
But " blessed are the pure in heart ; for they
shall see God." They have come under the

pure influence of the new covenant dispensa-

tion, wherein God " will be merciful to their

unrighteousness, and their sins and their in-

iquities will be remembered no more." These
no longer read Moses with a veil upon their

hearts, or over their eyes, but with open face,

as in a glass ; thej', beholding the glory of the

Lord, "are changed into the same image from
glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the

Lord." All the old impurities are passed
away ;

and all things become new, and all

things of God. Their religion is pure and un-

defiled. And their worship is in the purified

temple of the heart—" in Spirit and in truth ;"

though they outwardlj- meet in the assemblies

of the Lord's people.

The outward temple at Jerusalem was the

place of worship for the outward Jew. But
he is now no longer " a Jew which is one out
wai'dly ; neither is that circumcision which is

outward in the flesh ; but he is a Jew which it

one inwardly; and circumcision is that of the

heart, in the Spirit, and not in the letter;

whose praise is not of men but of God." So

the inner temple of the heart, is now, und
the spiritual dispensation, the place of wcrsh
for the spiritual Israel of God ;

and it has

be kept pure and holy, as He is holy, ai

dwelleth not in temples made with hands, b

in the hearts of the humble and contrite on(

whether outwardly assembled or not. Neith

is He worshipped by men's hands, as thouj

He needed any thing. And now, when ?

assemble"4'or Divine worship, we should, wr
all earnestness of soul, endeavor to draw nij

unto Him, that we may witness Him to dra

nigh unto us ; and to be in his holy temp.
" to revive the spirit of the humble, and

revive the heart of the contrite ones." i

that all that is earthly within us might
brought to a reverential silence before Hint

The whole Jewish system, with its religii

and mixture, seems wonderfully designed

shadow forth and point forward to a religL

and worship far more pure, inward, unmix
and spiritual. The old, abounding in outwa
offerings and figurative and ceremonial riti

made nothing perfect. The new, pure ai

inward ; and being in the fulness and t

brightness of our gospel day, hath forev

perfected, through the one offering, all the

that are sanctified. The old, in shadov

types—the new being the subistance to whi

the shadows pointe'd, wherein we worst

God in Spirit and in truth. The Jews wc

not chosen so much for their own benefit,

for the general benefit of mankind; that t

church, in our gospel day, might show for

the praise of Him who has called us out

darkness into his maiwellous light. Let

then, learn the lessons which they, with thi

outward observances and carnal ordinanc

were designed to teach us. And not tu

back again, in our religion and worship,

the weak and beggarly elements which o

forefathers, amidst the scoffs and persecutio

of a frowning world, were led out of

Oh for a more pure and undefiled religi(

worship and ministry ! How it would eleva

beautify and sanctify Christendom ! and eai

others who are not of the fold, by seeing o

good works, and consistent walks and de

ings, to flock in as doves to the windows, a

glorify our Father which is in heaven.

Now the only way that I know of for pt

and undefiled religion to prevail and shine

a church, is for each individual member
have a pure and undefiled heart. And
order for this we must take up, in faith, c

daily cross, and deny ourselves of all ungoc

nessand worldly lusts ; and follow theleadiE

of our purified and glorified Saviour throui

the washings of regeneration until we are

deemed from all iniquity ; and purified ui,

himself as a peculiar people, zealous of gOi

works. So let us strive, with more individil

earnestness and faith, to cleanse ourselves,'

the first place, "from all filthiness of tliefld

and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fearl

God." I

I believe that our branch of the chur

and perhaps the churches of the whole p
fessing Christian world, are now, by Div
permission, undergoing a shaking, where
every thing that is impure, and that can

shaken, will be removed, and that nothi

but that which cannot be shaken will i-ems

So that she, the purified church, may eo

forth as out of the wilderness, to meet
Bridegroom at his coming, as a bride adori

for her husband.
If we know these things, happy shall -
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we do them. Yes. " blessed are tbej- that
his commandments, that thej' may have

ight to the tree of life, and may enter in

toough the gates into the city."

D. H
Dublin, Ind., 11th mo. 21.st, 1881.

;

Ventilation, or Pure Food for the Lungs.

;
The extract from Dr. Osgood's "Winter
Ud its dangers," published in ISTo. 15 of
The Friend," is well worthy the attention
[' all who are not fully alive to the import-
QCe of the matters therein treated of The
ise of the woman of fastidious taste
igard to meals, who fed her lungs with dirty
^od, is not an unusual one.

Man}', otherwise intelligent, men and women
^e year after year paying little attention to
16 condition of the air of the i-ooms in

ihich they sit and sleep, spending their vi-

i,lity at an unnecessary rate and inducing dis-

ises and sufferings which might be avoided.
It is easj' to underestimate the importance

' a subject which is not understood, and
le apathj' respecting pure air and ventila-
Dn, is very gTeat. Even among Friends, a
ass in good repute for intelligence and
«,diness to adopt all that promotes health
'id comfort, there is room for education on
[.is matter. Many make but little effort for
ipplying their houses with pure air and re-

moving that which has been used, and in

any of their meeting-houses no provision
ihatever is made.
iThe Arch Street rooms in Philadelphia are
pge and airy, and are very satisfactory for
lild weather; but at seasons when the win-
Vws and doors must be closed, the vitality
' the air is soon exhausted by the congi-e-
xtion. Many a head-ache has been carried
jrae from the Quarterly Meeting in the
icond month by men Friends who little sus-
*cted the cause was to be found in the im-
ire air they had been breathing. The women
re better, having a fresh room for their
icond meeting. At Yearly Meeting, when
le sessions are three hours long, men and
omen sit in their respective rooms breath-

g for about two houi-s of the time air which
ts partially "swept out the lungs" of some
ie else. The accuracy of this statement
iay be readily tested by any one accustomed
detecting the difference between foul air

td pure, by going on a clear bright day
om the fresh air into the meeting rooms
imediately after the meetings have dis-

used.

Tt is not proposed here to discuss the ven-
lation of meeting-houses—or to go into de-
Sls for dwelling houses. There is much j-et

I be learned—and those, who have thought
bst upon the subject of supplying pure air

rooms, are free to acknowledge that per-
ption in conveniently and readily keeping the
r of rooms pure, has not been reached,
^at much may be done by a few simple con-
ivances; and when there is a more general
terest taken in the matter, it is to be hoped
iat some of the strength now spent in criti-

sing present plans will be used in endeavors
improve them.
:A sleeping room is readily ventilated if

lere is a flue which can be fitted with a
Igister at the ^oor; the mechanics generally
isire to place the register above the wash-
»ard, but it is important to put it at the

right place, on the floor—this flue will as a
rule satisfactorilj- remove the impure air from
the chamber.
To admit pure air into the chamber, if

there are inside shutters, close the lower half
and raise the sash of a window an inch or
more. If there are no inside shutters, place
a twelve inch board or stretch a piece of
muslin across the bottom of the window

; the
object of this is to deliver the fresh air into
the body of the room instead of fiUling di-

rect to the floor. If no flue can be had as
described, the best way to ventilate, is to
raise the lower sash an inch or so and lower
the upper one the same amount—this does
not remove the impure air as satisfactorily
as a flue, but effects a considerable change
of air. The same plans will answer for
sitting rooms, but the window that supplies
the fresh air is not available for working
or sitting near it. It also may often work
very satisfactorily to place a two inch strip
of wood under the lower sash, and depend
for a supply of air upon the opening thereby
made between the upper and lower sash. A
partial supply of air comes through the warm
air registers, but not always a sufficient one,
particularly when the registers are shut. A
very small amount of ventilation bj^ an open-
ing into a flue near the top of a room is

useful, but so few persons understand how
little is needed there and how much distur-
bance of currents opening them too much
will make—that for most cases it is better
to have no registers at the top of the rooms.
Many persons suppose a cold air is pure

—

this is often far from the case where the air
n a room has been confined or used. There
is often also a feeling that a hot room is not
pure, which maj' also be a mistake, as it may
be warm and yet constantly changing.
Temperature of the air we sleep and sit in

is also intimately connected with health.
The ability to sleep in rooms when the water
"freezes in the pitcher" may indicate a good
constitution, but such a good constitution is

worth taking care of, and if it be possible to
moderate such a temperature, the constitu-

ion will be likily to keep good longer.

Something near sixt\- ili'^rees is accepted by
manj' as a healthful sleeping room tempera-
ture when attainable. Wh^re windows or
better arrangements for ventilation cannot
bo used, recourse may be had to having all

the doors of the house open ; but in this case
the halls must be heated, and efforts be made
that the two simple rules of ventilation wrr
as nearly applied to the whole house as possi-

ble—one rule is, provide for the exit of foul

air—the other, provide for the supply of pure
Where persons feel at a loss how to dis-

pose of the 'foul air let them be sure that
abundance of fresh air gets in and that it is

perfectly warmed—and so partially solve the
problem, for if a surplus of fresh air gets

part of the foul air gets out somewhere.
Much may be said on the pi-oper apparatus
for heating houses

; and stoves, hot-air fur-

naces, open fires, and .steam apparatus, all

have many advantages and many defects :

but without discussing these, it may be staled

it is well to observe two rules, no matter
what apparatus is used. First, endeavor t<i

have so ample a radiating surface as never li.

require a high heat in it to obtain the de
sired warmth in the building. Secondly, al-

ways supplj' by evaporation of water, the in-

crea.sed capacity of the air for moisture,

which is invariably caused by a rise in its

temperature. To these it may be added, do
not cause cold cun-ents or currents of mixed
hot and cold air to circulate in a room

; and
if they cannot be avoided, do not sit in them;
they may induce sickness as well as impure
air, and do it more quickly. E. T.

For " The Friend."

The Presumptuous Wicked.

The recent remark of a noted assassin and
murderer—noted because of the worthy and
high position the loved and stricken one filled

—that lie was not afraid to die," is calculated
to sliiiw how hanleneil the heart may become,
or how given up to .Satan's power and rule.
Sin first deceives, and then hardens; accord-
ing to the heed enjoined by the Apostle to
the Hebrews—"lest any of you be hardened
through the deceitfulness of sin." Again, the
working of Satan is represented to be " with
all power and signs and lying wonders, and
with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in
them that perish ; because thej^ received not
the love of the truth, that they might be
saved. And for this cause God shall send
them strong delusion that they should believe
a lie."

To be so blinded by the god of this world,
and so given up to delusion as to believe a
lie, is a dreadful state to be in. Yet, may it

not be the condition of those who, rejecting
the power ofthe Spirit of the Lord Jesus with-
in them, and quenching its holy influence
there, provoke Him to cease to strive with

I

them? whereby thej' are left to grope in

'spiritual blindness and hardness of heart, and
a prey to temptation and those diabolical

deeds of darkness—of robbery, blood-shed-
ding and death—which have grown so com-
mon in our day and country.
These dreadful instances ofthe devil's sway

over the hearts of his deluded victims, with
the sometimes presumiituous allegation of the
miserable sinner, that " he is not afraid to
die," instead of proving that the second and
eternal death—"the damnation of hell"—will
not, without repentance and amendment of
life, forever swallow up, it onlj' proves that sin

has so darkened the understanding, blinded
the eyes, and hardened the heart, that "being
past feeling, such have given themselves over
unto lasciviousness, to work all uncleanness
with greediness."

If tlie utterance, "I am not afraid to die,"

from the lips ofsach,meansat all that they con-
sider themselves prepared for death's solemn
summons, then the query suggests itself, of
what must the glorified host in heaven be
made up, if such dark and sin-beguiled spirits

can find acceptance there? Of solemn ad-
monition and application ai-e the truths : As
death leaves us, judgment finds us. "There
is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor
wisdom in the grave, whither thou goest."
" The grave cannot praise Thee

; death can-
not celebrate Thee; they that go down into

the pit cannot hope for T'hy truth."
" The .soul is an awful thing," said a good

man on the bed of death. " Mind ye it is an
awful thing to die; the invisible world how
awful I" " C'hrist has taught us thevaiueofour
souls." says anotlii'r pions wi-iter, "by dying
lo sa^-e th.-in." Tliei'e is a ]iossibility of our
deeeitful aii'l 1 1'---| lera telv wiekeil hearts vainly
and presuniptuonsl\- persuading, that we are
fitted for a kingdom of purity and holiness

without havintj experienced the indispensable
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preparation of a change of heart ; of repent-

ance towards God and faith in our Lord Jesus

Christ: nor that peace and reconciliation with

Him which comes through passive obedience

to his will ; and through a being born again,

not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible,

by the Word of God, which liveth and abideth

forever." Without these, without "the wash-
ing of regeneration, and renewing of the H0I3'

Ghost, which is shed on us abundantly,

through Jesus Christ our Saviour," and with-

out brokenness of heart, contrition of spirit,

and child-like dependence—sacrifices dear to

our Father in heaven—bow can we reason-

ably hope for, or anticipate an entrance into

that kingdom, '• whei-e there shall in no wise
enter any thing that deflleth, neither what-
soever worketh abomination or maketh a lie

;

but they which are written in the Lamb's
book of life." Of similar solemn import is the

thrilling query of the apostle Peter :
" What

shall the end be of them that obey not the

gospel of God ? And if the righteous scarcely

be saved, where shall the ungodly and sinner

appear?"

lUh mo. 25th, 1881.

On Lake Tanganyika.

The following narrative is eojidenscd from
an address by E. C. Hore, one of the mission-

aries located on Lake Tanganyika, in Central
Africa. The hostility of the Arabs, referred

to in it, arises from the check which the
presence of Europeans puts on the slave trade,

which they have been carrying on for many
years

:

Nearly four j'ears ago we started from
Zanzibar, with 800 miles of swamp and jungle
between us and Lake Tanganyika, enthusi-
astic and determined, in actual contact with
the work and its difficulties and encourage-
ments. That road was the century-old slave-

path that lay between Livingstone and the
coast during his dreary waiting at Ujiji.

We started with 120 bullocks and eight carts

and wagons. For five months wo fought, axe
in hand, through forest and jungle, working
sometimes a whole day to cut through half

a mile of road; but an enemy appeared in

our midst and our 120 bullocks (one by one)
dropped down under the fatal little tsetse fly.

We had to wait a bit, and, reorganizing our
caravan, we turned our faces once more west-
ward, with 240 native African porters carry-
ing our stores. Some of the difficulties of
the way were very great—wading up to our
necks in swamps or creeping through low
tunnels of thorny jungle. We often arrived
at the end of a day's march to drop down
utterly exhausted ; but the one great object
of our work kept us going through all. No
small part of our work was the management
of these 240 wild children. Many of these
faithful men are much attached to us, and it

is no small success that we are now able,

with confidence, to entrust the caravan of
supplj' which is about starting for Ujjji to

the solo convoj^ of African natives. The
great chief Mirambo received us in a friendly

spirit, asked for one of us to live with him,
and has afforded every facility for the settle-

ment of those brethren who were in due
time sent there. You have heard of the
troubles caused by or attributed to Mirambo.
Natives, Arabs, and Europeans have alike
been too ready to cry ''Mirambo!" in case
of robberies or failures of expeditions. Mi-

rambo (in personal conversation with me)
has protested bitterly against white men
entering his dominions without communi-
eating holdlj' with him, as his subjects are

loyal ami their motto is: "Those who are

not Icr .M iranibo are against him." Hence,
ditiicullies arise. Mirambo rules over a terri-

tory of from 10,000 to 15,000 square miles of

savage Africa, and like other rulers and an-

nexors in that continent, has found himself

involved in wars with African natives ; but
I am no politician, and, therefore, could never
understand why there was so much criticism

of Mirambo for failing to maintain peace in

such borders. Mirambo is a total abstainer

from intoxicants, standing alone amongst
African chiefs in that respect. He is ear-

nestly desirous of improving himself and his

people, and, above all, is anxious for knowl-
edge of the wajr of salvation. There is no
doubt Mirambo is striving to control the
warlike spirit of his people. Petty chiefs

flock to him to arbitrate their difficulties, and
in more than one instance peace with honor
attained in congress has taken the place of

bloodshed
The way that our mere presence has

they have never since recovered. One (

their leaders had risen from his seat and sai

" Let us get out !" when that rush was mad
and we were left alone. Then they tried 1

work upon the fears of the natives, to whoi
they accused us of sorcery and all kinds (

evil. This was a good help for us. An Uji

chief came and told me of it. I said :
" S

down, friend, and let us reason togethe

These Arabs say we are very bad men, wb
work magic and mean to take your countr

from you. Now it is no use mejusttellin

you that I am very good ; but I see you Uji

men have got eyes and ears and are vei

smart men altogether. What I ask you
this: Just look at us with your own eye

If we cheat or harm any man, let it bo know
openly ; but, if we do good, then believe yoi

own eyes." He replied :
" Your words ai

good." A j'ear after that, the same chi'

came again, and volunteered this stateraen'

"Master, we have looked at you with 01

own eyes for a whole year. We see that yc

pay every man his due and speak truth a

waj^s. Since you have lived here we can
j

to market without fear of being robbed i

our goods, and all the people say that you aj

worked upon the guilty fears of the Arab good. Now, therefore, what would j'ou ha^

colonists of Ujiji is, indeed, wonderful. The that we should give you ?" I said : "FrieU'

day we arrived there the Ujiji slave-market
!

just give us a place to dwell among you i

was closed. They have hindered and op- peace, that we may be your brethren; thi

posed us in every conceivable wa}', but have we may learn your language and teach j'oi

been baffled on every hand. First they tried children." He said: "Show us where yc

to frighten us. It was no use. Thomson would dwell." Soon after that a council Wf

said to them, in full council: "Kill us, you 'assembled at that chiefs village. Twentyc
may. For every one you kill, two more willjthirty lieutenants of counties (gray-headt

step in to fill up the gap. If I die, reraem- old men most of them) formed that counc

ber, it will only give fresh impulse to our They consulted together apart for some tim

mission." They well remember it to this [and then called mo in and formally repeatf

day, and believe that his words ai-e coming the chief's words. Then they rose up, an
true. On one occasion they armed all their! followed by a great crowd, we came to tl

principal slaves, and with a body of about site I had chosen, on the banks of a beautif
L'lHi ai'iiifd men approached our house. Ac-lbay, where our steamer could lie snug:

(•(I'lliiii; til custom, I received the Arabs in alalongside. One of the chiefs mounted a litt

friendly way and asked them to sit down in- 1 hillock and addressed the crowd in won
side. I had then about twenty of these [something like this : "Listen, all you peopL
Arabs, nearly filling my principal room. This land, as far as that tree on that side ar

This was a critical moment. There were as far as this mark on this side, is given 1

Hutlej' and myself quite alone and appa- [the white man this day for an inheritance, 1

rently helpless in the hands of this lawless 'him and for his brethren, not to sell, but 1

crowd. They completely filled and 8ur-[live upon, because we will not sell or gi^

rounded our house. There were three large: away our country; but the white man shs

windows in this principal room, just a yard
or two from where we stood, and through
the bars of the windows the slaves and fol-

lowers of the Arabs pointed their guns, with
their fingers on the triggers. They shouted
to their masters to give the word of com-
mand; but they could not. Some wonderful
power restrained them, and they could only
talk excitedly among themselves. At length
one of the Arabs, securing the 'attention of
the others, said these words: "The house is

full of goods. Let us empty it now and de-
stroy these men by one stroke." The ex-
cited mob were now yelling and dancing in

our verandah and hall, flourishing spears and
guns, and begging their masters to give the
word for the onslaught to commence.
The Arabs only saw two calm faces and

only heard a quiet request to state their
business and talk it over quietlj'; but One,
all-powerful to save, beard two earnest
prayers for help, and the next moment those
Arabs were literally crushing one another in

the doorway, in their anxiety to get out.

What an ignominious retreat for the stately
Arab! It was a total defeat, from which

alwaj's dwell here and no one shall take

away from him. And if his men molest yo
you shall not have a row, but shall go ar

talk the matter over with him ; and if tt

Wajiji molest his men, he shall not have-

row, but he shall go and talk over the mattii

with the chief of the district." Now thet

were the very words that I had spoken i,

the council, which they had taken up ar,

which will now be as lasting as a parchmeil

deed. The whole party then paraded tl

boundary, except on the side of the hill, f(|

"there," said the chief, "you may exter

your borders at will."
1

Love Now.—A writer tells us that Scottif

mothers used, when their childi-en disagref

and wei-e unha]5py, to say to them: "Ye
a' agree better when ye ha' to gang in at tl

different kirk doors ;" that is, when this heart

stone is cold and the lamp of a mother's lo'

is quenched, when j'ou are scattered far ar

wide, you'll forget little differences, and loc

back lovinglj' to those days when you migl

have been so happy, and wish them bac

again. No love then will be like the love '
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iters and brothers, which you now esteem
lightlJ^ Let those of ua who are sheltered

happy homes cherish our blessings, for the

ys must come when we shall be scattered,

d "go in at different kirk doors," never
ain to be a united band.

j

Selected.

PAINTER OF THE FRUITS AND FLOWERS !

I O Painter of the fruits and flowers !

We own thy wise design,

Whereby these hniuble hands of ours

May share the work of thine.

Apart from thee, we plant in vain
The root and sow the seed

;

I

Thy early and thy latter rain,

Thy sun and dew we need.

Our toil is sweet with thankfulness.

Our burden is our boon
;

;
The curse of earth's gray morning is

The blessing of its noon.

Why search the wide world everywhere
Fo' Eden's unknown ground ?

Thui, garden of the primal pair
' ,'May nevermore be found.

/But blessed by thee, our patient toil

/ May right the ancient wrong.
And give to every clime and soil

The beauty lost so long.

Our homestead flowers and fruited trees

I

May Eden's orchard shame
;

We taste the tempting sweets of the.se

!

Like Eve, without her blame.

I

And, North and South and East and West,
The pride of every zone,

The fairest, rarest and the best

May all be made our own.

Its earliest shrines, the young world sought
In hill-groves and in bowers;

The fittest offerings hither brought
Were thy own fruits and flowers.

And still with reverent hands we cull

Thy gifts each year renewed

;

The good is always beautiful.

The beautiful is good.

—John G. Whiitier.

WEAK THINGS OF GOD.
'Twas but a little wayside flower,

That pleased the hurrying traveller's eye.

It bloomed to cheer one lonely hour.

And in his weary hand to die.

'Twas but a little wayside rill.

Among the stones and sands that sprang
;

A bird dropped dovrn and took its fill.

Then with fresh wing upsoared and sang.

'Twas but a little gift of bread.

Forgotten as a transient care
;

A hungry child it comforted,

And answered a believer's prayer.

'Twas but a little passing word,
A stranger's lips were moved to speak

;

A burdened spirit overheard,
And straight was stirred the truth to seek.

'Twas but a little simple song,

A bard unknown had leave to sing;

Not over sweet, and none too strong.

But still it touched a tender string.

On wings of hope and faith it flew.

And the quick echoes caught the ear

Of toilers listening in the den.

And captives at their bars anear.

Weak things : but who shall name the small

'

And who declare what great must be ?

Since in God's uses each and all

Reach out to his infinity.

len thou hast thanked thy God for every blessing
sent,

lat time will there remain for murmurs or lament?

Little birds sit on the telegraph wires,
And chitter, and flitter, and fold their wings.

May be they think that for them, and their sires.

Stretched always, on purpose, tho.se wonderful strings.

And perhaps the thought that the world inspires
Did plan for the birds among other things.

Little birds sit on the slender lines.

And the news of the world runs under their feet

;

How value rises and now declines.

How kings with their armies in battle meet

;

And all the while, 'raid the soundle.ss signs.

They chirp their small go.ssipings, foolish-sweet.

Little things light on the lines of our lives

—

Hopes and joys and acts of to-day
;

And we think that for these the Lord contrives.

Nor catch what the hidden lightnings say
;

Yet from end to end his meaning arrives.

And his word runs underneath all the way.

Is life only wires and lightning then,

Apart from that which about it clings ?

Are the thoughts and the works and the prayers of

Only sparrows that light on God's telegraph strings

—

Holding a moment and gone again ?

Nay ; He planned for the birds, with the larger things.

GUILT.
Let no man trust the first false step

Of guilt; it hangs upon a precipice.

Whose steep descent in last perdition ends.
— Young.

Canon of Scripture.

BY MASON GALLAGHER.

One of the most painful scenes of which we
read in Ecclesiastical history, is that present-

ed at the fourth session of the Council of
Trent, where it was decided that the Apo-
cryphal Books were included in the volume
of Holy Scripture, to be held in equal rever-

ence by all Christians, under penalty of

anathema : that is, eternal condemnation to

those who should " industriously contemn
them."
The numl)er of those present who passed

this decree, according to Jahn, a Roman
Catholic writer, was 48 bishops and 5 cardi-

nals. Dr. Whittaker, the profoundly learned

itntagonist of Bellarmine, writes, "Disputa-
tion of Scripture," p. 40 :

" The legates, cardi-

nals, archbishops and bishops, who were then I

present, and who published this decree con-'

cerning the number of Canonical Books, made
in all about fifty ; and those, almost to a man,
Italians and Spaniards."

Professor Knapp, in his " Lectures on Chris-

tian Theology," p. 47, Eng. Ed., says of this

Council :
" But after all, the Romish Church,

through ignorance of the subject, placed the

Apocr3'phal Books on a level with the Canoni-
cal, and even appealed to them as authority

on the doctrines of the Bible. Thc}^ were in-

duced to thisr, more from the consideration

that some of the peculiar doctrines of their

Chtirch were favored by some passacjes in

these books; inlc'ivrs>i(ii'i for tlir d.-i.l. for cx

ample, by the jiassagvl' M;irr. xii. -i:)- 1:.. Ac
cordingly, the Council of Trent, in the Six-

teenth century, set aside the distinction be-

tween the Canonical and Apocryphal Books,"
&c.

Jerome, the most learned of the fathers,

and the author of the Vulgate version, reject-

ed the whole Apocrypha from the Canon of

Scripture, pronouncing it to be the work of

uninspired men.
Among early Christian writers who have

given us the Canon of Scripture of the Old
Testament, Melito, Bisho]) of Sardis, who

wrote at the end of the second century, is

perhaps the most important. Eusebius, the
earliest writer of Church History, gives a list

of sixteen of the works of this industrious
bishop, and says. Book IV., ch. 26, p. 164:
" The same writer in the beginning of his
preface, gives a catalogue of the Books of the
Old Testament acknowledged as Canonical
* * * Melito sends greeting to his brother
Onesimus * * * Tou were, moreover,
desirous of having an exact statement of the
Old Testament, how many in number, and
in what order the Books were written. I
have endeavored to perform this. When,
therefore, I went to the East, and came as
far as the place where these things were pro-
claimed and done, I accurately ascertained the
Books of the Old Testament, and send them
to thee here below." He then proceeds to
give the list as Jerome presents it, and as it

accords with the Protestant Standard Bible.

Eusebius, moreover, in Book VI., ch. 25,
writes of Origen, whose learning rivalled Je-
rome's : "In his exposition of the first Psalm
he (Origen) has given a catalogue of the
Books in the Sacred Scriptures of the Old
Testament, as follows." Then we have the
same enumeration as made by Melito and
Jerome.

Again, Eusebius presents us with the state-

ment of josephus, the author of the "History
of the Jews," written by him in Greek and
Hebrew :

" In all which he is worthy of credit,

as in other matters," the same author remarks.
Referring afterwards to his work on the "An-
tiquity of the Jews," Eusebius continues,
Book III., ch. 9 :

" In the first of these works
he gives us thenumber of the Canonical Books
of the Scripture called the Old Testament,
such as are of undoubted authority among;
the Hebrews, setting them forth as handed
down by tradition, in the following words

:

" 'We have not, therefore, among us innu-
merable books that disagree and contradict
each other, but only two and twenty, embrac-
ing the record of ;ill lii^tory. and which are
justly considered l>i\inr coiiiiinsitions. * * *

In the lapse of so nuin^- ages, no one has dared
either t" adil to tliem, or to take from them,
or to cliaiiiiv iliem, but it has been implanted
in all .lew s. iroiii the very origin of the nation,

to consiiKr ilnin as the doctrines of God, and
to abiile I'V Ihcui. and cheerfully to die for

them if necessary.'
"

If all the books of the Old Testament are

counted singly their number is 39.

Jahn, the Roman Catholic author quoted
previously, says', with respect to thisenuinera-

tion. Introduction, ch. ii, § 28: "Josephus,
who divides them into three classes, numbers
only 22, namel}-, the 5 books of Moses, 13 Pro-
phets, and 4 other hooks. To account for this,

it must bo observed that the Jews accommo-
dated the number of their sacred books, as the
(; recks .lid that of the parts of the Iliad and
the (>iiysscy. t<i the number of their letters,

and hence, as Origen and Jerome testify, fre-

quently counted two or more books as one, as

for instance the books of Judges and Ruth,
the two books of Samuel, the two books of
Kings, the two books of Chronicles, .Icrcniiah

and Lamentations, Ezra and Nclicmiali. ami
the 12 minor prophets. AVe iiia\- safely con-

clude," argues Jahn, " that the Jews in the
time of Christ and his apostles had no other
Canon than the present, and consequently
that this was approved by Jesus and his

apostles."

—

The Episcopal Recorder.
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Address to the Members of Brighouse Monthly

Meeting.

[We have received by mail an address to

the members of Brighouse Monthly Meeting,
England, by "William Land. We know noth
ing more of the writer than can be gathered
from the pamphlet itself This appears to be
an honest effort to call those addressed back
to the original principles and testimonies of
the Society of Friends, from which William
Land thinks they are straying.

Believing that the cautions and counsels
contained in it are applicable to other locali-

ties, as well as that originally designed, and
sympathizing with the efforts of those who
are endeavoring to uphold the banner given
to our forefathers to disjjlaj', because of the
truth, we republish it, with slight omission,
in our columns.

—

Ed.]

To the Members of Brighouse Monthly Meeting
and others eoncerned.

I feel it my duty to clear myself of a bur
den which has long rested on my mind regard-

ing the practices and unsound views of many
amongst us, and to remind us of what our
first Friends were in doctrine, practice, and
discipline. Therefore let none count me an
enemy, for I long to see the Truth prosper,
and a returning to first principles. I believe

the voice of warning and of wooing is going
forth amongst us, saying, " Turn ye, turn ye,

from your evil ways, for why will ye die, O
house of Israel!" "Obey my voice, and I

will be your God, and ye shall be my people
;

and walk ye in all the ways that I have com-
manded you, that it may be well unto you."
Again He saith, " I have spread out my hands
all the day unto a rebellious people, which
walketh in a way that was not good, after
their own thoughts."

It is now 228 j-ears since the first Yearly
Meeting appears to have been held at Skipton
—a meeting at present within the compass of
this Monthly Meeting, and now containing
onlj' three members. George Fox says,

—

" The substantial men and elders came to it in
the truth from various parts . . Where, in the
wisdom of God, they did see that all walked ac-
cording to the glorious gospel of God."

—

(Letters of
Earltj Friends, p. 312.)

Now when Truth first arose among us as
a people, after a dark night of apostasy, many
were raised up to proclaim the word of the
Lord, numbers of whom were from among
the poor of this world, and some were but
young and tender buds, but these did bear
fruit and were sent forth as lambs amongst
wolves. John Crook says,

—

" Now the word of the Lord was precious in those
days ; for there was no open vision. . . So mighty
was the word of God that it grew and prospered,
cutting down whatever stood in its way, the strong
oak as well as tlie tall cedars ; levelling also many
high mountains with the low valleys; and it was so
powerful that it discerned between the thoughts and
intents of the heart, and divided between the flesh

and the spirit ; . . making all flesh to tremble in
its progress ; whence in scorn came the name Qua-
ker to be given to those that came under its power.
How it abased self, and made it of no reputation

;

and how it made the cross to be endured, and taken
up daily, unto all excess and superfluities, whether
in meats or drinks, apparel or honors and dignities

below, in whatsoever they fashioned themselves to
this world and its glory that was not of the Father;

I

and to follow only those things that made for peace,
and whatsoever was of good report ; reforming them

I

throughout, in body, soul, and spirit, as well as out-
ward in gestures, and postiu-es and language, and

behavior, diverse from all people, which made them
become a gaziug-stock to men and angels, and to be
hated of their own mother's son and near relations

;

yet through their taking up the cross daily to those
things, they despised the shame that came upon
them from the wicked world therefor. . . How
it made many to cast away things of great value, as
it was in the .apostles' days, and their pictures, laces,

and other needless attires and superfluities, with
whichmany (that the Word of eternallife metwithal
in its circuit and progress) were then adorned after
the fashion of this world ; and how, by its authority,
it spoiled the image and pomp of this present world,
insomuch that the very visage of many was marred
that they became a wonder to their former intimate
acquaintances. . . How solid were our looks

!

How grave were our countenances! How exem-
plary our behavior and conversation amongst all

that we conversed with, lest we should give occasion
for any to speak evil of the Blessed Truth of the liv-

ing God. . . How tender were the he<irts of with the times
those made in that day, which received the Word
of Life! And what was too dear for them to part
withal, for the advancement of Truth and its testi-

mony ? True love and unity did abound in these
days. . . The sheep of God's pasture took great
delight in being often together, their hearts cleaving
to each other, like the souls of Jonathan and David

;

many hours seeming but a short time, and often and little things, seeing they were greatthingsv
meetms together, although through great hardships us in the beginning?"— (£p)'s?fe to Friendf '-•

lost and forgotten. To use the language
the same Friend just quoted,

—

" And so the work of God which He wrough
in a manner laid waste."

—

(Ibid. p. 10).

This subtle spirit, having entered into
minds of many Friends, these contend fo

false liberty against the judgment of Tru
telling the creature, " These things are
small things, or little things, and we m
not strain at a gnat." Some say, "I do:
feel it laid upon me to be so strait;" oth
say, " There is not the same need now tli

there was in George Fox's days ;" with ms
other such like excuses, which the worj
spirit can always invent. It is also soi

times said that the times have changed, £

f George Fox were living novF he would
an assertion more eae

made than proved.
The early Fi'iends themselves had simi

excuses to contend with, of which S. Ci
saj's,

—

" my friends! beware of these evil suggesti
of the wicked one ! How came they

meeti_^^ „^ , „ ^,

and difficulties, appeared as nothing in comparison
of the great joy and comfort they found in coming
together to meet with the Lord, and to feel the glory
of his presence amongst them. . . ! what fear
and holy dread was upon our spirits, lest we should
think our own thoughts, or give way in the least to
the fleshly motions of our own minds. . .

careful were we, that vr miqlif not In^r ,,iii- tiffi,

Crisp, i^.ll)

testimony, by the keepi.... ,

jj^.

Wait.—"Oh, the drudgerj' of this eve
day routine !" cries many a business man, a

many a house-keeping woman. " To
j

,f^""' through the day, and have the same round

liitwr
ti'^'i^'^i'se to-morrow I" Yes, but how do y

might not lift up the proud Spirit in any, by liiinc-
kuow what use the gracious Superintend(

"ng in that particular. . . And how inwardly re- of your life is making of this humdrum,
tired did we walk, /earing' to draw out the minds of you call it? A poor, blind mill-horse tres
any info unprofitable discourses, having a principal his beat, hour after hour, and it all seems
regard unto the mward exercise of our minds, lest come to nothing. But the shaft he is turni
we should lose our own conditions, which made us :„ reared into others nnd tbpv into ivUp,
prize retired meetings, in which we were sensible of '^

gearecl into otheis and tliey into whe(

the teachings of the true prophet from the false, in
that in other rooms, above him, far away

ourselves and others ! Then we were sensible of the 7°"" '^^'^ hearing, are working out results tl

living word to take deep root downward that from he could never comprehend. Wait until y
thence we might bring forth fruit upward, to the' see no longer through a glass darkly, and i

praise of God; desiring ye may walk in these steps." I the uuknown bearines and connections

^m-9)
^^''"'^''' ^'^•^^°^' P^^'' 263^,315,265 p.our life-work with Sther generations, a

'

' ' may be, with other worlds.

—

Advance.
That worthy man Stephen Crisp says,— I —-^.^
"The three especial fruits that did spring from' .

If JO" would have power to influence or

this blessed Root and were and are to continue and impress others, you must be willing to suf
increase in us, and among us to the end, are these,!—as both an incident and a means of su
iz.

: (1) Purity, manifest in a godly conversation
;
power. There is no such thing as eitl

2) Unity, manifest in dear and tender love one to-, having or giving great pleasure in life wi
w.ards another; (3) Fa.thfiilness, manifest in bear- 'ut the possibilltl and the reality of h.avi
ing a constant and faithful testimonv to the things' „j ••'„ „„• iu- „ -^ Z,

,

we had received and believed, though it were unto f'"^ ^'^'"S V''}^- ^^ who never suffers ke.

great loss and suflerings."—(p. 9).

And I can truly say with him,—

•

"It is in my heart to put you (and myself also)
I remembrance of that by which we were called and

inced, w hich as our foundation principle was laid
ig us, and it being unchangeable and unalter-

able in itself, doth therefore admit of no alteration or
change in those who are rightly kept to it."—(Epistle to

Friends, by Stephen Crisp, p. 7).

But alas ! it cannot now be said that we
are the same people in Purity, Unity and
Faithfulness that they were. For now a
false liberty hath entered many of this peo-
ple, and some of these s.ay, " There is no need
to walk as straitly as at'^the first; for now a
day of more liberty has come ;" and this lib-

erty hath prevailed against the pure fear that
once was, and against the very obedience of
truth. The words and speech of many are
corrupted, and many of our members are in

the old channels of the world
; while the pure

ly never has the keenest delight, or is enabi
to give that delight to others. It is an i

l^leasant truth, but an undeniable one,
" That the mark of rank in nature is capacity for pa
And the anguish of the .singer makes the sweetD

of the strain."

Why then should you wonder that you i

not always seeing the bright side of" life,

that sunshine is not always shed by you,
on your pathwaj- ?

''My SmokeSonse."—A man who lives

Albany, and whose business is that of a clei

said that he had lately built a house that c<

him three thousand dollars. His friends (

pressed their wonder that he could afford
build so fine a dwelling.

" Why," said he, " that is my smoke-housi
"Your smoke-house ! What do you mean
" Why, I mean that twenty years ago 1 1

off smoking, and I have put the moncj- sav
from smoke, with the interest, into mv houi

language and ancient simplicity are almost Hence I call it my smoke-house
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Religious Items, &c.

Litiir,j!cal Services.—Thora has been a little

icussioii in the Gliristicm Advocate (Metho-
it) as to the propriety of introducing the
3 of a liturgy among the Methodists of this
|Untry. A. Atwood, in a late number of

[3
paper, contends earnestly against such a

ttrse; saying, that "ritualism and liturgical
•vice has destroyed the spiritual power of
^ry church that has used it in worship
[til this hour."
Mussulman <7e«Si<s.—Wilfrid S. Blunt the
11-known writer on Oriental aifairs, gives
[the Fortnightly Review an approximate
[isus of the Mussulmans of the world. He
testhe pilgrims to Mecca as representatives
Wl classes of the faith. Counting these for
[iO, he found that they numbered 93,250, and
Iculated that they represented not less than
i,000,000 people. The division of creeds he
ites out as follows: Sunnites or Orthodox
ihammedans, 145.000,000

; Shiites, 15,000.

;
Abadites, 7,000,000 ; Wahabees, 8,000,-

jl. Blunt says that the progress of Islamism
lifrica during the last hundred years has
|in irnmense.

'kws in Palestine.—The Jews are maKing
irts for establishing a colony in the district
jilead and Moab, and have secured a grant
n the Sultan of 1,500,000 acres of land for
t purpose, for which they are to pay a
re amount of money. The eolonjr is to be
lutarj' to the Porte.

[

For ' The Friend."

I

Natural History, Science, &c.

freatment of Burns.—In the St. Petersburg
^cal Weekly Dr. J. Troizki adds his testf-

Inyas to the value of solution of bicarbonate
joda as a dressing for burns. He says that
iing the previous year he noticed tvventj--
I cases of burns, mostly of a severe nature,
^een of them were received in a fire in a
,ge, during a strong wind, when the in-
itants, in order to save their property,
[•e obliged to work in the flames. In all

[36 twenty-five cases bicarbonate of soda

The atter of the former is spread
entirely around the orbit, so that meteors are
seen in eonsirlerable numbers everj- year about
the 9th and 10th of the month. That of the
latter is chiefly collected in a single cluster,
whose period of revolution is about thirty-
three years. The great showers occur, there-
fore, but three times in a century. Many
persons still living well remember the wonder-
ful rain of fire on Nov. 13, 1833. The writer,
who was then teaching a country school in
York county. Pa., met persons on the follow-
ing day who expressed great curiosity to see
how the heavens would appear the next night,
as all the stars were believed to have fallen.
The showers of 1866 in Europe, and that of
1867 in America, were quite remarkable, but
far inferior to that of 1833, when the earth
probably passed through the most dense part
of the cluster. Another very brilliant shower
need not be expected till 1899 or 1900. The
fact, however, of the existence of two minor
groups moving in the same orbit has been
clearly indicated. One of these crossed th
earth's path in 1852 or 1853, and hence a
slight display may again be looked for about
1886. The third group furnished a consider-
able number of meteoi-s in 1879 and 1880,
The point from which the meteors seem to
radiate is in Leo, and the time for observation
is from midnight to dajdight on the morning
of Nov. 14th."—Pro/. Kirkwood.

Courage of a Hmiming Bird.—"The Hum-
ming Birds in Jamaica are lovely little crea-
tui-es, and most wonderfull3' tame and fearless
of the approach of man. One of these charm-
ing feathered jewels had built its delicate nest
close to one of the walks of the garden belong-
ing to the bouse where we were staying. The
branch, indeed, of the beautiful little shrub in
which this fairy nest was suspended, almost
intruded into the walk. In process of time
two lovely little pearl-like eggs had appeared,
and while we were thei-e we had th great
pleasure of seeing the minute living gems

age, dunng a sti-ong wind, when the in- themselves appear, looking like two very
litaiits. in order tn snve the!,. ,i,.«,-.o,.f ,. 8,nall bees. The mother-bird allowed us to

look closely at her in the nest, and to inspect
her little nurslings, when she was flying about

I exclusively applied. The result of this near, without appearing in the least "discon-
Ltmcnt was so favorable, that the author certed or alarmed. I never saw so tame or
aiders hinrself justified in pronouncing thisj so bold a little pet. But she did not allow
iedy the best and most efficient in burns oflthe same liberties to be taken by every body
|kinds and degrees. Even in extensive' unchecked.
ins of the sevei-est character, the pain was
ii alleviated by the application of com-
Ijses soaked in a solution of bicarbonate of
[i; and the wounds soon healed, leaving
ifew scars and no impaii'nrent of the func-
is of the affected parts.

'pM Deposit.—The Salt Well Company of
i-saw, Wyoming county N. Y., on 10th mo.
Btr-uck a layer of salt, 1,553 feet down,
of at least thirty feet in thickness. The
>ry is that this salt belt extends thr-ough
item New York. The Company will pre-

p
for nranufacturing at once through the

»ping and evaporating process.

teteor Showers.—•' The November sti'eam
ses the earth's path, and hence at times
)unlers the earth. The meteoric matter
cing our atmosphere with a velocity of
e than twenty miles per second is r-ender-ed

inous bj' the collision, and is generally dis-

|ted long before reaching the earth's sur-
'. A remarkable diff'erence between the
ims of August and November has been
ced by all who have studied the pheno-

One day as Sir C wa« walking in the
pretty path beside which the fragile nest was
delicately suspended amid sheltered leaves,

paused in order to look at its Lilliputian

the dauntless little owner of the exquisite
nest he had been contemplating, Sir C
moved off', anxious not to disturb or irritate
further this valiant minute mother, who had
displayed such intr-epidity. As to V. and
mo, the darling little pet did not mind us in
the least ; she allowed us to watch her to our
heart's content, during the uninterrupted pro-
gress of all her little household and domestic
arrangements."

—

Lady Stuart Wortley.

Very often children lead their parents into
worldly conformity. When the children were
young, the mother dressed plainly. She bore
a positive testimony against worldlj' con-
formity. But as the children grew up and
desired fine tbing.s like other childr-en, she be-
gan to indulge 'them little by little. They
loved fine dress and the mother liked to see
thenr look becoming.
One victory of pride opens the way to an-

other. Children dressed up themselves, think
" Mother is too plain." They get her to put
on a little here and a little there. She says
she "cannot see any harm in it;" that "she
laid them oflT more to please the brethren and
sisters than because she felt that God required
it." Gradually she becoures "conformed to
the wor-ld," loses her love for real Christians,
and takes to her fellowship the polite, proud,
pleasure-loving professor of the day. They
strengthen each other's hands ; she settles
down into indiff'erence and calls it charity,
and finally may waken up to find herself
eternally lost.

—

Selected.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 17, 1881.

In a small group of friciuls gathered ai'ound
breakfast table, the ((niversalion turned on

the subject of the ministry, ami the dittei-ent

eff'ects which were produced by its exercise.
One of the companj' mentioned the remark

made to him hj a friend, whose mind of lat-

ter time had boon iiicrra'^ingly drawn to seek
communion with hi> I IruM'iih l-"ather. When
favored in rvli-iMiis mr, i in^- i,, \\.^.\ the solem-
nity of the Divine iir.'-nii-,., aihl to lie quieted
ancl gathered under tlli^ tcrlin--. he had some-
times been much disinrlicil and uii-;rttled by
communications which were not in harmony
with the state of his mind, and from which
he could not derive either the instruction or
the comfort which may be expected to attend,
where the minister speaks by Divine com-

inhabitants. While thus engaged lie felt sud-1 mission, and with a measure of the holy an
denly a sharp light rapping on the crown of ointing. This experience had probably irrade
his hat, which eonsiderabU- sur|irise(| h
He looived round to ascei-'tain \\ henei' I

singular and. unexpected altaek iiroeee.

but nothing was to be seen. Almost think
he must have been mistaken, he contini
' is survey, when a much sharper and lou

him feel more strongly the evil eff'ects of an
unauthorized ministry in the church, which,
however doctrinally sound, draws away the
lienple from dependence on the teachings of
Christ in their own hearts, and tends to fix

their eyes on man as their leader and helper-.
at-tat-tat seemed to demand his immediate Another spoke of the spiritual refreshment

attention, and a little to jeopardize the pei-fect

integrity and preservation of the fabric in

question. Again he looked round, far from
pleased at such exti-aordinai-y impei-tinence,
when what should he see but the beautiful
delicate Humming Bird, with ruflBed feathers
and fiery eyes, wlro seemed by no means in-

clined to let him off without a further inflic-

tion of sharp taps and admonitory raps from
her beak.

he had received from a sermon, which, thou^
open to criticism for faults in deliver^' and
want of clear connection between its parts,

yet had been accompanied by a measure of
the life-giving power of the Head of the
church, and iiad comforted and encouraged
its hearers.

The eff'ects of prejudice and previous im-
pressions on both minister and. hearer were
adverted to : by which the one is prevented

Much amused at the excessive boldness of from simply obeying the command of the
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Lord to Jonah, " preach the preaching that I

bid thee," and is led to mix with the message
some of his own thoughts and feelings, and
thus to weaken its force and mar its useful-

ness. The other is prevented from receiving
with proper humility and openness of heart,

that instruction and help which are offered to

him.
An unsound ministry, or one unauthorized

by the Lord, tends to close the way for the
coming forth of those who are truly called to

that service. When Friends have been bur-

theaed by unsavory discourses, they natur-

ally look with more suspicion or caution on
any new and untried appearances, fearing lest

they maj' prove of a similar character. In
the state of things which has existed for years
past in our Society, a critical spirit has been
developed, which may have been necessary
as a means of preservation, but there is this

danger attending it,—that it may not only
check the introduction of evil, but choke the
budding of life, and its weak and tender ap-

pearances in the visited children.

We have for some time been impressed with
the belief, that in many parts of our Society,

and among those who remain most firmlj^

attached to our original principles, there is

need of increased care and watchfulness to

rightly cherish the appearances of good. A
minister of long experience recently expressed
the belief, that in some meetings there was no
opening for the spring of the ministry, if it

apjjeared, aa it often does at first in a feeble

way. Those who should act as nursing fathers

and mothers, had so long been trained to

guard the walls from enemies without, that
they seemed to have lost sight, in measure, of
the need of cultivating the field within. May
such duly consider the advice given by George
Fox in an epistle to Friends, in the year 1657

:

'And friemis, '(Quench not the Spirit, nor
despise jiiDplirM in^-,' where it moves

; neither
hinder IiuIks and sucklings from crying Ho-
eannali; fur uut of their mouths will God or-

dain strength. There were some in Christ's

day that were against such, whom He re-

proved
;
and there were some in Moses' day,

who would have stopped the prophets in the
camp, whom Moses reproved, and said by
way of encouragement to them, ' Would God
that all the Lord's people were prophets !' So
I say now to you. Therefore ye that stop it in

yourselves do not quench it in others, neither
in babe nor suckling; for the Lord hears the
cries of the needy, and the sighs and groans
of the poor." " Let not the sons and daugh-
ters, nor the handmaids be stopped in their
prophesyings, nor the young men in their
visions, nor the old men in tlieir dreams; but
let the Lord be glorified in and through all,

who is over all, God blessed for ever! So
every one may improve their talents, every
one exercise their gifts, and every one speak
as the Spirit gives them utterance."

To the epistle from which these extracts
are taken, Geo. Fox subjoined the following
postscript: " Friends, be careful how you set

your feet among the tender plants that are
springing up out of God's earth, lest ye tread
upon them, hurt them, bruise them, or crush
them in God's vineyard."

We have received a copy of a petition to

Congress, prepared by the " Indian Treaty-
keeping and Protective Association" of Phila-
delphia, asking our government to observe its

treaties with the Indians, to provide common

schools and teachers for their children, to

grant portions of land in fee simple to every
Indian who may desire it, and to extend to

them the protection of the laws of the United
States. The petition will be left for signature
at the office of " The Friend," No. 116 North
Fourth St.

This Association is composed of women
belonging to eight religious denominations.
The object, as stated in its constitution, is " to

awaken a Christian public sentiment which
shall move our Government to just dealing
with the Indian tribes amongst us." Our
columns contain many evidences of the con-

cern felt by those who conduct " The Friend"
to do their part in the effort to awaken an
enlightened and Christian feeling on Indian
questions ; and we hope our readers will use
their influence in the same direction.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS,
United States.—On the 7th inst. the message of

President Arthur was read in both Houses. The treat

ment of American Jews in Russia has been remon
strated against by onr Government. A modification of

the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty with England has been
opened with the view of a joint protectorate over the
proposed Panama canal, being abrogated. Reference
is made to onr relations with Chili and Peru, but no
deBnite action on our part is stated. Our other foreign

relations are satisfactory. The total ordinary
for the year was $360,782,000, in round numbers, and
the total ordinary expenditure was $260,712,000—leav-
ing a surplus of more than a hundred millions, which
was applied to the redemption of the National debt.

But this is not the whole reduction of the debt for that

year, the aggregate of bonds redeemed or that have
censed to bear interest being$123,969,650, and the total

reduction of interest, $16,826,292.25.

The President recommends the abolition of Internal

revenue taxes, except on tobacco, spirituous and malt
liquors and the special taxes on dealers in these articles.

Revision of the tariff is advocated; also civil cervice
reform.

Respecting Indian affairs the President takes the
cor.-ect view, now becoming strong in the Government,
that these people must no longer be treated with as in-

dependent nations, but should be put on the footing of
all other Americans; should be subject to the State and
Federal laws; should have their lands allotted to them
in individual ownership, and should have liberal grants
for schools, like those at Carlisle, Hampton, and Forest
Grove, in addition to the reservation schools.

General Kilpatrick, our Minister to Chili, died at

Santiago on First-day the 4th inst. aged 45 years.
The President has signed a convention for an inter-

change of money orders between the United States and
New Zealand and New South Wales.
Yoshida Kiyonari, the Japanese Minister at Wash-

ington, has been recalled to Tokio, to take oflBce in tbe
home administration. It is believed he will be assigned
a high position in the Department of Finance.
Large deposits of excellent coal have been discovered

along Green River, in Washington Territory.
Governor St. John, of Kansas, has issued a proclama-

tion declaring that there exists in the cities of Atchison,
Leavenworth, Topeka, Wyandotte and Dodge City, a
combination violating the law prohibiting the manufac-
ture and sale of intoxicating liquors, and offering re-

wards for the arrest and conviction of members of said
combination. He also offers a reward for the arrest
and conviction of any policeman, city marshal or
county attorney or other officer guilty of failure to
perform the duties imposed upon him by said law.
The deaths in this city for the week ending 12th mo.

10th, was 3-56, as compared with 314 for the correspond-
ing week of last year. Of thase 194 were males, and
162 females : 60 were from consumption, 21 from pneu-
monia, 20 from small pox, 13 from typhoid fever, and
21 from diphtheria.

Markets, <fec.— U. S. ZVs, 101 J a 103; 4J'.s, 114| ; 4's,

registered, 117|; coupon, 118|; currency 6'.s, 130.
Cotton.—There was no material change to notice in

price or demand ; sales of middlings are reported at

12i a 12i cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.
Petroleum.—Standard white, 7 cts. for export, and

85 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is quiet but steady ; sales of 1800 barrels, in-

cluding Minnesota extras, at $7 a $7.25 for clear, and

at $7.25 a $7.55 for straight; Penna. extra famil

S6.50 a $6.75 ; western ditto at $7 a $7.50, and pat

at *7.75 a $8.25. Rye flour is quiet at $5 a $.5.50.

Grain.—Wheat is inactive, but a shade firmer. S
of Delaware red and amber at $1.41 a $1.43; 15

bushels sold at $1.43. Rye is steady at 98 cts. for P<

sylvania. Corn is in good request and firmer. S
of 8500 bushels, including new yellow, at 69 a 71 (

new white at 70 cts.; old yellow at 72 a 72.J cts;

mixed at 72 cts.; do. steamer at 71 cts.; do. No.

70J cts., and do. rejected at 69j cts. Oats are fa

active and firm. Sales of 1300 bushels, including wl

at 52 a 54 cts., and rejected and mixed at 50 a 51 o
Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 12th

10th, 1881.—Loads of hay, 340; loads of straw.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, %
to $1.30 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.10 to $1.20

100 pounds; Straw, 90 cts. to $1 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in demand and prices were a frac

higher; 3000 head arrived and sold at the diffe

yards at 3 a 7 cts. per pound, the latter rate for ext

Sheep were active and higher; 10,000 head arri

and sold at the different yards at 3 a 5| cts., and la

at 4 a 7 cts. per lb., as to condition.

Hogs were in demand at former prices: 6800 h

arrived and sold at the different yards at 7 a 9J^ cts.

lb., as to quality.

Foreign.— Edward Bouverie, Liberal, a for

chairman of committees of the House of Coram
writes to the Times, denouncing the GovernmenI
not having summoned Parliament to meet earlier,

says he considers that the longer the present stat

affairs in Ireland is allowed to prevail the more cai

will be the remedy required. Not to attempt its (

is to abandon the very first duty of the Governm
and will be their doom.
Judge Barry, in opening the Leinster Assizes, 1,

that the country was in a state of lawlessness and
rorism. The total number of outr.iges in Leinster

year was 528, against 249 last year.

The British Board of Trade returns for 11th mc
show a decrease in the value of imports of £4,159,i

and an increase in the value of exports of £1,848,46

The Meifoo, the first of a regular line of stean

under the Chinese flag, arrived in the Thames on
6th inst. with 3000 tons of tea.

At a sale last week of the Duke of Marlborou;
Sunderland library, a Latin Bible, being the first B
printed with the date of 1462, sold for the enormous 1

of 1600 pounds. Various polyglot and otlier Bi
were sold at very moderate prices. The total sum i

ized bv the day's sale was £2720.
Madrid, 12th mo. 8th.—.E/ Liberal claims thatSp

as the suzerain of the Sultan of the Sooloo Archipel;

has the right to veto any cession of territory he i

make on the island of Borneo.
The Governor of Eastern Siberia solicits a yes

grant of 400,000 roubles, in aid of Russian emigra:

to the Anioor river region, to counterbalance the in

of the Chinese.

An explosion has occurred in the Cockerell Colli

in Belgium, causing the death of sixty-si,x persons.

A terrible fire broke out about 7 o'clock on the e\

ing of the 8th inst. in a theatre in Vienna. Some pel

turned off the gas leaving the audience in total darkn
Many lost their way and were burned or tram|jlei

death or suffocated. Others leaped from the windc

or were saved by ladders from without. It is repoi

that there were 2000 in the building, nearly one hal

whom lost their lives or are missing.

The coast of Tonquin China, was recently devasti

by a typhoon, which caused great loss of life as wel

property. Over 200 bodies have been recovered.

Another Isthmian canal is proposed. The Isth;

of Kraw is to be .severed, giving a waterway across

Malayan Peninsula, and shortening by six hunt
miles the route from India to China. The canal
be about thirty miles long, through a fertile countr
great wealth in tin, gold and other minerals.

The Government of Ontario, last week, sold tin:

limits in the Muskoha and Parry Sound districts of I

Province. The aggregate of territory was 127 squ
miles, and the amount received was a717,176.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSA.NE
Near Frankford, { Twenty third [Vard,) Philadelph
Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, ^
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai
Managers.

WirLirM^H-'piLETPRINTERi^ '

|

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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OF MUNCY MONTHLY MEETING CON-
CERNING MERCY ELLIS.

Believing that the meinoiy of the just is

issed, and that the example of those, who,
rough submission to the teachings of the
)ly Spirit, have been enabled to tight the
od fight, to keep the faith, and finish their
arse with joj% tends to animate survivors to
low them as they followed Christ, we are
^aged to preserve some account of this our
loved friend.

3he was the daughter of "William and Mary
^, of Deer Creek, Maryland, both of whom
(re valuable and exemplary members of our
jgious Society, the former acceptably filling

i station of an elder, and the latter being
approved minister. It was their concern
|endeavor to train up their offspring in the
ftui'e and admonition of the Lord, and our
tr friend has frequentlj^ been heard to com-
imorate their pious care in this respect, as

Jong the many favors which a merciful
iator had conferred upon her, and for which
account must be rendered.
n very early life she was sensible of the
dering visitations of the love of God to her

nelining her to choose the good and re-
e the evil ; and as she yielded'thereto, she
9 strengthened to sui-render her own will
the will of her heavenly Father, and to
ke some steps in that narrow path which
is to true peace. As she endeavored in

plicity to follow the pointing of the Divine
jer, she became impressed With theconvic-
1 that some articles of her dress were de-
fied more for show than for use, and that
fas her duty to lay them aside, believing
t an attempt to decorate the frail bodj'.
Id not bo agreeable in the Divine sight.
he frequently observed in after life, that
little acts of simple obedience to appre-
ided duty, even in matters which are often
med of small moment, she felt the sweet
•ard of heavenly peace. At this early
iod of life, the necessity of endeavoring to
ow the dictates of the Spirit of Truth, how-
r small its requirings might appear to the
Ward view, was so deeply engraven on her
rt, that it became her primary engage

my

Grace, and was enabled to show forth in her
example the fruits of the Spirit, in love, in
gentleness, and in meekness of spirit.

In the twenty-fourth year of her age, she
was united in marriage with our fi'iend Wil-
liam Ellis, and soon after removed with him
to this neighborhood, where she continued to
reside during the remainder of her life.

At the time of their settlement here, the
country for a considerable distance around,
was in a wilderness state, and they had to
encounter many of the difficulties and priva-
tions incident to new settlements, buttho'ush
of a delicate frame and accustomed to
indulgences, she was cheerful and con
in her allotment. A few families of KricDils
soon settled around them, whose so^ic•t^• was
congenial, but there was no meeting for Di-
vine worship near enough for them to attend,
which was a source of deep concern to her ex-
ercised mind, and she felt it to be the greatest
privation atti-mlaiu on their situation.
The -Monthly .Mi'cting to which they then

belonged was distant about one hundred miles,
noi witlistaiidiiiu' which she several times at-
IcMidfil it. |iii'ioianiiig the journey on horse-
back, through a eountiy but little cultivated,
and over a range of lofty and rugged moun-
tains. It was not long before an indulged
meeting was granted them, in the attendance
of which she was diligent and earnest, and
has often been heai-d, even late in life, to re-

mark upon the solid comfort and instruction
she was permitted to experience in these small
but solemn gatherings, and that she had great
cause to commemorate the goodness and
mercy of Israel's Shepherd, who thus watch-
ed over and cared for her, and preserved her
from being entangled by the allurements of
this fading world.
Under the precious and tendering impres-

sions thus sealed upon her spirit by the fresh
unfoldings of the Day-Spring from on high,
she was strengthened to renew her covenant
with the Mos't High, that if He, whom her
soul loved, and who had watched over her
from her early youth, would graciouslj- con-
tinue to lie with her, and give her food to eat
and raiment to put on. He should bo her God,
and she would endeavor faithfullj- to serve
Him in the way of his requirings, during the
residue of her days.

Believing that her Divine Master had called

her to the work of the ministry of the gospel,

and been pleased to confer on her a gift there-
in, after passing through the necessary bap-
tisms and exercises preparatory thereto, she
first appeared in that capacity about the
thii'ty-ninth year of her age. Having been
instructed in the school of Christ to distin-

guish the voice of the true Shepherd from that
of the strangex-, she was careful to wait for his

renewed putting forth, and simply- to follow
his leadings; by which means her communi-

it, and the governing principle of her cations were made lively and impressive, min-
iire course. Thus being faithful in the day jistoi''"g grace to the hearer and tending to

rienced a growth in 'the edification of the church.timall things, she exper

Her first religious engagement, with a
minute from hei" Monthly Meeting, was to
[visit] the families of this and a neighboring
Montiily Meeting, which she was enabled to
perform to the peace of hoi- own mind, and to
the satisliietioii ol' lu^r IVieinls. She was sub-
sequently several limes eiii;ai,'ed in religious
labor in the city of i'hiladeiphia, the State of
New York and in Canada ; and although she
had a family of chiklren around her, many of
whom were small, and was deprived by death
of her beloved husband, 3^et she was made
willing to surrender all at the call of her Lord,
and to run in the wa,y of his requirings; not
doubting that He who put her forth, would
open the way and watch over those whom
she left behind.
Her labors of love within the compass of

this meeting were abundant, being deeply
concerned for the spiritual welfare of'its mem-
bers, warning and exhorting, and reproving
with all long suffering and tenderness, desir-
ing that all might be gathered into the fold
of Christ, and become of the number of his
sheep. She several times visited the families
belonging to it, the last time being in the
eighty-fifth year of her age. "When laying
this concern before her friends, she expressed
the belief that it was an evening sacrifice re-

quired of her; and in the progress of it she
several times remarked, that she believed it

was her last visit of the kind amongst them.
She earnestly encouraged the 3'oung and the
middle-aged, while strength lasted, to double
their diligence to make their calling and elec-

tion sure.

It was her lot to pass through deep afflic-

tions, but she was favored to experience the
Divine Arm underneath for her support, and
to hear his voice saluting her spiritual ear
with the gracious promise^ "I will never leave
thee nor forsake thee." And she often re-

marked, that thisconsolinglanguagehad been
a stay and support to her during the subse-
quent steps of her life.

In the attendance of our religious meetings,
both for worship and discipline, she was an
example of diligence, careful to bring her
children with her, and to encourage others to

faithfulness in this Christian duty.
Until her bodily strength was impaired by

advanccil age, she generally attended the
Yearly .Meeting, and frequently our Quarterlj^
.Meeiini;-. though distant from her residence
several tlays' journey. Such was her concern
to bo found faithful unto the end, and to fill

up the measure of service allotted her in the
militant church, that she made great exertions
to periorm r.pprehonded duty, even when the
infirmities of age might seem to some a suffi-

cient ground of excuse.
For I lie suppression of intemperance and

the iniiiiiiioiis practice of converting the gifts

of a bouiiiiliil I 'rovidence into a liquid poison,
as she often termed it, she labored much, both
in public and private, several times visiting

those not in profession with Friends, who
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were cnga<j;ed in distilling, and laboring in

love to dissuade them from an emploj-ment so

unrighteous, and so destructive of the comfort
and happiness of their fellow men.
She took a deep interest in the religious and

literar_y education of children, and a school

under the care of Friends, being opened near

her residence, she extended the hospitality of

her house to manj^ who were remote from
suitable schools, or who, from other causes,

claimed her sympathy and aid, and we have
reason to believe that her watchful, maternal
care over these, was blessed to some of them.

To the poor and those under affliction,

whether of body or mind, she was a tender
and sympathising friend, frequently engaged
in searching out objects of charity, and prompt
in her endeavors to afford them timely and
suitable relief Being of an atfable and affec-

tionate disposition, sweetened by the love of

God shed abroad in her heart, she was court-

eous and kind to all, and was greatly esteemed
and beloved by a large circle of friends and
acquaintances.

She continued to attend our religious meet-
ings until about two weeks previous to her
decease, and though her bodily strength had
much failed, her mind remained clear and
vigorous, and she was frequently engaged in

the exercise of her gift in a lively and accept-

able manner. Her last public engagement
was in fervent, solemn supplication to the

Most High, on behalf of "the little meetings
in this part of his heritage."

Having thus endeavored to fulfil her social

and religious duties in the fear of the Lord,
and to occupy the gifts and talents entrusted
to her to the honor of the great Giver, she
was enabled to contemplate the close of life

without alarm, often expressing a desire to be
released, when it might be consistent with
the Divine will. Her spirit seemed clothed
with peaceful quiet, calmly awaiting the final

summons, as one whose da3''s work was done.
She was taken ill on the 8th of the Second
month, 1848, and was mercifully spared from
much bodily suffering. To a friend who sat

by her, she said, "If it should be the blessed
Master's will at this time to proclaim a release,

I hope it will be in mercy." On being re-

minded of the gracious promise made to her
in a time of great affliction, before alluded to,

she replied, " Yes ! and his promises are yea,
and amen forever!"

She quietly and peacelully departed on the
afternoon of the 9th ot the same month, hav-
ing nearly completed her ci^lii^ seventh year,
a minister about forty-eight 3'ears

; and we
believe, that to her may be applied the lan-

guage of Holy Scripture, " Blessed are the
dead which die in the Lord, yea, saith the
Spirit, they rest from their labors, and their
works do follow them."

J. W.
(To be continued.)

A Vivid Picture of the Michigan
Fires had been burning in Sanila

Fires,

Huron
and Tuscola counties, but no one apprehended
any danger. Farmers had set fire to slash
ings to clear the ground for fall wheat, but
this happens every fall, and the fact that not
a drop of water "had fallen in from fifty to
seventy days was not considered b}^ those
who saw the smoke clouds, and replied that
there was no danger. There was danger. Be-
hind that pall of smoke was a greater enemy
than an earthquake, and it had a tornado at

its back and two hundred miles of forest in

the front. From noon until 2 o'clock a strange

tei-ror held the people in its grip: then all of

a sudden the heavens took fire, or so it seemed
to hundreds. In some localities it came with
the sound of thunder. In others it was pre-

ceded by a terrible roaring as if a tidal wave
were sweeping over the country. Almost at

the same minute the flames appeared in every
spot over a district of country thirty miles

broad by one hundred in length.

At Richmondville, ten miles above Sanilac,

one hundred and fifty people had comfortable
homes, stacks of hay and grain, teams, cows,

pigs, sheep, and no fear of the fire which they
knew was burning a m^de away. At 2 o'clock

the flames rushed out of the woods, leaped

the fences, ran across the bare fields and swal-

lowed every house but two, and roasted alive

a dozen people. It is hardly forty rods to the

beach of the lake, and yet many people had
no time to reach the water. Others reached
it with clothing on fire and faces and hands
blistered. The houses did not burn singly,

but one billow of flame seized all at once and
reduced them to nothing in ten minutes.

I saw many and manj' a spot where the

billows of the fire jumped a clean half mile

out of the forest to clutch house or barn. The
Thornton family were wiped out with the ex-

ception of a boy. Thornton had hitched up

n fields under wet blankets, having their ht

singed, their limbs blistered, and their clot

ing" burned off piece by piece.

In dozens of cases the first flames spar
houses and barns, but after seeming to ha
passed on for miles, suddenly circled back a
made a clean sweep of everything. Unk
one rides over the burnt district he cann
believe the eccentricities of a forest fire,

the great swamp, between Sanilac and Sa

dusky, it burned everything to the roots i

a mile in breadth. Tlien it left patches frc

ten feet to ten rods wide. Then it struck

and burned lanes hardly twenty feet wii

leaving half a mile of fuel on either side,

the timber it seemed to strike the green trt

harder than the drj' ones. It was like a grc

serpent making its way across the counti

It would run within three feet of a whc
stack, and then glide away to lick up a hou
It would burn a stack and spare a barn t

feet off.

People felt the heat while the fire was 3
miles away. It withered the leaves of tn
standing two miles from the path of the fie

serpent. The very earth took fire in hi

dreds of places, and blazed up as if the f

was feasting on cordwood. The stoutest 1

building stood up onl3- a few minutes. T
fire seemed to catch them at every corner
once, and after a whirl and a roar nothi

his team to drive the faniil3' to a place of would be left. Seven miles off the beach,

safety, but when he saw they vvei-e all sur-! Forester, sailors found the heat uncomfo
sounded by the flames he unhitched the horses able. Where some houses and barns wt

in despair. Before they could be unharnessed burned, we could not find even a blacken

they bolted in different directions, and the old stick—every log, beam and board was reduc

man became so confused that he ran directly to fine ashes.

toward a big slashing, which was'then a per-| Seven miles back from the lake, at Forest
feet mass of flame, and dropped and died with 'a farmer gathered up fifteen persons in i

his head toward it. Iwagon and started for the beach. The f

Meantime the mother and children had
|

was close behind them as they started—
taken refuge in the root house. This was a close that the dresses of some of the worn
structure mostly sunk in the ground and the and children were on fire from the spar
roof well covered with earth. Here they were It was seven miles of up hill and down, w:

all right for a time, but when the father failed iCorduroj-, ruts and roots, and the horses nei

to join them, one of the sons went out to see ed no whip to urge them into a mad run.

what caused the delay. He was hardly out the wagon started the tire of a hind wh
of the place before the door through which he rolled off. They could not stop for it, a

had passed was in flames. In this emergency 3'et it is an actual fact that the horses push
he ran to a dry creek, and by la3'ing on his over that seven miles of rough road at a w
face and keeping his mouth to the ground he I run, and the wheel stood firm. A delay
lived through it. five minutes at an3- point of the road woi

I talked with a woman who lived neighbor have given fifteen more victims to the flan

to the Thorntons and who escaped by fleeing which fallowed on behind. I saw the wag
to a field of plowed ground. 'This was only at the lake, and I saw the tire seven mi:

a few rods from the root house, and she said awa3^ on the roadside
it was fully an hour before the screams and
shrieks and groans from the people inside

grew quiet in death. One by one they were
suffocated by heat and smoke, and their bodies
presented a most horrible appearance.
To one riding through the district it seems

miraculous that a single soul escaped. The
fire swept through the green trees the same
as the dr3'. It ran through fields of corn at

the rate of twent3' miles an hour, and fields of
clover were swept as bare as a floor. Dark
and gloomy swamps, filled with pools of stag-

nant water, and the house for 3-ears of wild-

cats, bears and snakes, were struck and shriv-

eled and burned almost in a flash. Over the
parched meadows the flames ran faster than
a horse could gallop. Horses did gallop be-

fore it, but were overtaken and left roasting
on the ground. It seemed as if ever3' hope
and avenue of escape were cut off, and yet
hundreds of lives were spared. People spent
ten to twent3^ hours in ditches and ponds, or

The people who sought the beach had s,

to endure much of the heat and all of
1|

smoke. Wading up to their shoulders thi

were safe from the flames, but sparks aj

cinders fell like a snow storm, and the smc|

was suffocating. The bii'ds not caught in i|

woods were carried out to sea and ,drown
and the waves have washed thousands of th

ashore. Squirrels, rabbits and such small a

mals stood no show at all, but deer and be

sought the beach and the company of huir

beings. In one case a man leaped from a bl

into the lake and found himself close beh;

a large bear. They remained in compa
under the bank nearl3' all night, and the b'

seemed as humble as a dog. In another
stance two of the animals came out of 1

forest and stood close to a well from whic
farmer was drawing water to dash over
house, and the3- were with him for two ho
before the3' deemed it prudent to jog alo

Deer came out and sought the companions)
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of cattle and horses, and paid no attention to
persons rusLiing past them.

—

Detroit Free Press.

For " The Friend."

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies,

A friend has placed in my hands a few
memoranda of the religious services of some
lear and valued friends, who have long since

Snished their labors on earth and been
fathered, as those who knew them while on
jarth believe, to the general assembl}- and
jbureh of those who now suri-ound the Divine
ihrone.

One of the papers contains a brief sketch
)f a sermon delivered by Alice Knight in

1843 ; and will probably revive her memorj-
Q the minds of some who knew and loved
ler. Though we cannot, in the reading of
lueh notes, expect to feel in full the living

SDergy and holy anointing that often aecom-
)anies the ministry which is of the Lord's
)reparing; j-et there is a degree of instruc-

ion and of comfort in thus sharing in a small
neasure in the exercises of that day, and in

•enienibering, that of the young people then
lifectionatel}- addressed, there were raised

ip those who became established as testi-

nonj'-bearers to the Truth. J.

1843, 5th mo. Attended Bucks Quarterly
Meeting held at Falls. AVe were favored
vith instructive counsel and testimony from
lur esteemed friend Alice Knight. She had
emembered the promise, "Ask and it shall

le given you, seek and ye shall find, knock
md it shall be opened unto you ; lor every
ine that asketh receiveth, and he that seek-
th findeth, and to him that knocketh it shall

le opened ;" but we must ask in faith, nothing
havering, for he that wavereth is like a
rave of the sea, driven with the wind and
ossed.

We read of two kinds of faith, a living

aith, and a dead faith; a faith which over-
omcs the world, and a faith that is overcome
ly the world. It is only by living faith that
ve shall become established upon the right
bundation, the rock Christ Jesus. When we
lome to know Him to be our leader and
eacher, then we shall know Him to be the
Town and diadem of our assemblies when
aet together for the solemn purpose of wor-
hip to Almighty God ; and we shall be en-

,bled to otter acceptable worship to the
father, in spirit and in truth, out of meet-
ngs as well as in meetings.
If we are ever engrafted into Christ and

)ecome living branclies of the true Vme, we
Qust have that faith that operates by love to

he purifying of the heart, and we must obey
lis inspeaking voice. Our holy Redeemer at

he close of his memorable sermon on the
nount, testified, that whosoever heareth
hese sayings of his and doeth them, He
srould liiien unto a wise man that built his

lOuse upon a rock, and the rain descended
•nd the floods came, and the winds blew and
(eat upon that house and it fell not, for it

vas founded upon a rock. And every one
hat heareth these sayings of mine and doeth
hem not, shall be likened unto a foolish man
hat Iniilt his house upon the sand, and the
ain descended, and the floods came and the
vinds blew and beat upon that house and it

fell, and great was the fall of it. While we
mve living faith in our holy Redeemer, and
tnow our hope of salvation to be established

ipon that rock, grace will be administered

sutficient to preserve and conduct us in safety
through this state of probation; and though
our waj- may be beset with trials and afflR'-

tions, it will be nothing jiew, for this is the
way in which the Lord leads all his redeemed
children. When we settle down to that di-

vine principle, Christ within the secret of our
licaits, ami know the foundations of all our
pr<iceediiigs to be centered there, we shall
not be driven about with everj' wind of doc-
trine; but be enabled to distinguish between
the voice of the good Shepherd and the voice
of the stranger; and know our establishment
to be on the riglit foundation, and sure.

She was comforted in believing that the
Lord still remembered this part of his heri-
tage, that' the day of his visitation was still

extended to many, and to some in a peculiar
manner. They 'that seek the Lord early
shall find Him, for He loves an early sacrifice.

She desired to encourage the j-oung and aris-

ing generation to faithfulness, for many of
the fathers and mothers had been gathered
from works to rewards, and others will soon
be gathered, and the support of our doctrines
and testimonies must eventually devolve npini

those who are now in the \(iuiim r wallas i<['

life. She believed that the L.ird s cvcrlustiiii;-

arm had been made bare for the tleliveranee
of some of these, and that the wings of divine
merc}^ were still hovering over them. G.

The Fitness of One's Own Place.

On the dry shingly sides of a little brack-
ish lake by the seiishore, the writer once
found a flower with lustrous bell-like blos-

soms. It was unlike any flower he had ever
seen before, and so some time later, when the
seed-vessels were completely ripened, the
seeds were gathered and carefulh^ kept for

cultivation elsewhere. But although those
seeds were planted at various times and in

places three thousand miles apart, no green
blade ever rewarded the watcher's care. It

seemed as though, in all the wide world,
there was but one place where these lustrous
blossoms could grow.

Is there not something like this in human
life everywhere? Have you never met with
some winsome and saintlj' character, different

from all others, with a strength and sweet-
ness and beauty all its own ? You have tried

to analyze such a character, and have been
foiled. You have tabled off its virtues and
attractions—gentleness, purity, sensitiveness,

fidelity, unselfishness, and the rest; and yet,

when you have finished your analysis, j'ou

have been forced to confess that there was
something more there,—something that is

not to be found in unj catalogue of virtues
and graces. So, in despair of finding a name
for this nameless grace, you have called it at
last, simply and reverently, the grace of God.

If you iiad gone back into the history of
such a character, you would have found that
it had a history as singular as the character
itself It was by no ordinary experience
that its beauty and its strength were gained.
The well-watered garden maj- do for the lily

and the rose, but the lovely seaside belis

needed for their nurture the poverty of the
shingly soil and the bufteting of the strong
sea-winds. To have brought them into the
rich loam of the garden, or into the luxurious
calmness of the hot-house, would have been
the surest way to destroy them. And so
some of the noblest and the best men and
women whom God has given to the world

have been nurtured, as it were, on a hardy
or a desert soil of their own. Thej^ have
grown up perhaps through poverty and sore
afliiction, certainly through temptation and
conflict and endurance and victory, into the
full stature of the perfect ones in Christ
Jesus. God has prepared them for their pe-
culiar work, and given them a peculiar at-
tractiveness, by a peculiar training in a pe-
culiar lot.

We are too apt to forget that God deals
with each of us individually. In these days
of statistics, of great corporations, of masses
of men shut out and clearly defined from
other great masses of men, we are prone to
think of men in the mass, and to forget that
they are all and only individuals. That is a
mistake which God never makes. Every
man has been placed in surroundings of his
own and with relations of his own to the
outside world. He cannot live the life of
others; he has his own life to live. The
guiding bund of (mxI is ever with him as an
inilividiial. guiding liiiu unfailingly, if he will
only lolldw uijswxiNinglj-, into what is un-
mistakably best ior him. And when at last
lite is ended, he finds that he has to face
death—and God—as an individual soul.

There is no hiding, then, behind corpora-
tions, or societies, or mankind in general.
But one may say: "I know that God

watches over me individually ; but why
should my experience be so different from
that of every other individual?" Are you
so sure that your life is different from that
of others just where you suppose it to oe ex-
ceptional? Have none before you passed
through so many weary years as you have
marked? Is your pathway such an excep-
tionally rugged one? If indeed it be so, you
have all the more reason to thank God for
your lot. Do j^ou not see that he has taken
you in hand, and is preparing you for what
he has prepared for you? That heavy af-

fliction, that bitter disappointment, that pro-
longed trial, that blast of fierce temptation,
has not been meaningless. The very inten-
sity of your life's experience—its desert-
wandering, its Gethsemane-conflict, its hun-
gering, its thii'sting, its yearning—is a sign
that God is honoring you by peculiar train-

ing for a peculiar sphere, and all this shall be
made apparent to you and to others in his

own good time.

Ami if God gives you a special experience
like this, should not your character gain a
special grace and beauty and vigor of its

own? Great results should come from great
privileges. Surely it cannot be that for all

these years the Lord has been trying to
shape you into a kingly character, and you
have been murmuring at his hand, or even
persistently undoing all his work! If this

has been so, is there not a special message
for you now in God's words through his

prophet: ''What could have been done more
to my vineyard, that I have not done in it?

Wlirnture when I looked that it should bring
tortli grapes, brought it forth wild grapes?"
God ijas given you a place in the world,
which, hard and dreary though it maj- seem
to you, is the fittest of all places for your
spiritual nurture and growth. Your part is

to justify God's choice for you by continual

gain in submissiveness and strength, and by
increased fitness unto and fruitfulness in all

good words and works. That is the only

waj^ in which you will ever be able to enter
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fully into Godi
blessed results.

plau for j-OLir

-S. S. Tines.

From " T

"Vain Faith."

end,—There is, I ho]3e, not one ofDear F
the readers of Thr Fricml who fails to b
lieve that/a/YA irillnnit irnrhn is dead ; but I

fear that in the |ii'|iiilai- i-rlin-ious teaching of
the day there is soiuetiinet> a great want of
clearness in setting this forth, to judge by
the results. I am not thinking of infirmities,

nor even of sins repented of again and again,
but of daily conduct utterly at Tarianee with
Christianity, which is yet supposed to be
compatible with being " religious." A few
instances will illustrate my meaning. I was
recently told by a ladj' actively engaged in

promoting the welfare of young women em-
ployed in places of business in a large town,
that they were, as a class, inveterate storj^-

tellers, and did not seem to have an idea of
truthfulness. One of them, who was con-
sidered to some extent religious, gave it as
her opinion that "business lies were no mat-
ter." I gathered that these young women
were expected to tell them, and did so as a
part of their ordinary work. One of these
assistants, whose mind was not so darkened,
told my friend the following experience as
her own. She was showing some articles to
a Jady, when the latter asked if they were of
Parisian make. The principal was at that
instant passing, and he answered the ques
tion. "O yes; they have only just been un-
packed. I think it was the day before jes
terday; was it not, Miss ?" appealing to
the assistant. She was silent ; she knew that
they had all been made on the premises, and
felt a guilty sharer in the deception as the
deluded lady made her "Parisian" purch
The poor girl said, "I felt as if I wen
bad as he." After the lady was gone, the
master again entered the rooui, and mad
remark to the effect, "You know we must
say things like that in business." My friend
made further inquiries about him, and was
told that he was very particular in attend
his place of worship, and anxious that the
j-oung men, of whom he emploj-ed a large
number, should attend the same. "And
what do they think of religion ?" asked my
friend. " They make a scoff' and scorn of the
whole thing," was the answer, " and hate to
attend where he does." Now, how are young
persons so placed to be dealt with by "Chris-
tian workers"? Are they to be allowed to
retain the idea that "business lies" are com-
patible with "religion;" or are they to be
told that the law of Christ admits of no such
necessity, and so called upon to lose their
means of obtaining a living—for that is the
issue? How real would be a "revival"
which would lead assistants to say to an em-
ployer, " We will work for you with a dili-

gence hitherto unknown; we will be faithful
and obedient servants in all lawful ways

; but
one thing we cannot do—we cannot cheat
and lie on your behalf" Meanwhile, which
is most needed—a mission to employers or
em])loyed ?

May I give one more instance of this di-
vorce between morality and (so-called) re-
ligion ? A case was very recently brought
under my notice of a man and his wife, who
might have been in comfortable circumstances
but for their own folly, and who took it as a
matter of course to bo sot on their feet again

nto its I by generous friends—people who would spend
nearly a sovereign in a handsome, needless
article of dress when they had been short of
food. Once, when reduced to great distress,

and some furniture was sent to them by a
kind lady, either as a loan or to be absolutely
theirs by pajnng a very small sum in weekly
instalments, they fulfilled neither condition

;

and, when she thought it right to express
her disapproval strongly, was soundly rated
by them for her lack of Christian feeling in

ever expecting to have the loan returned.
Their debts were once discharged on similar
conditions, but not one penny has ever been
refunded. Yet these people were spoken of
to me as Ch'istians; that is, I presume, that
they are members of a Christian church, and
make a profession of religion. The man was
a teacher in a Pirst-day school, instructing
the 3'oung in their duties!

But there is no need to multiply instances.
My object in mentioning these painful facts

is simply that " Fi-iends" may do their part
uously in the matter, and be especially

careful to discountenance one-sided teaching.

A Friend.

Selected.

ST. MARTIN'S SUMiMER.*
Though Howers have perished at the touch
or Frost, the early comer,

I hail the .season loved so much,
The good St. Martin's summer.

O gracious morn, with rose-red dawn,
And thin moon curving o'er it

!

The old year's darling, latest born,

More loved than all before it

!

How fl imed the sunrise through the pines !

How stretched the hirchen shadows,
Braiding in long, wind-wavered lines

The westward sloping meadows !

The sweet day, opening as a flower
Unfolds its petals tender,

Renews for iis at noontide's hour
The summer's tempered splendor.

The birds are hushed ; alone the wind,
That through the woodland searches,

The red oak's lingering leaves can find,

And yellow plumes of larches.

But still the balsam-breathing pine
Invites no thought of sorrow,

No hint of loss from air like wine,
The earth's content can borrow.

The summer and the winter here
Midway a truce are holding,

A .soft, consenting atmosphere
Their tents of peace enfolding.

The silent woods, the lonely hills,

Rise .solemn in their gladness;
The quiet that the valley fills

Is scarcely joy or sadness.

How strange ! The autumn yesterday
In winter's grasp seemed dying

;

On whirling winds from skies of gray
The early snow was flying.

And now, while over Nature's mood
There steals a soft relenting,

I will not mar the present good,
Forecasting or lamenting.

My autumn lime and nature's hold
A dreamy tryst together.

And both grown old, about us fold

The golden-tissued weather.

I lean my heart against the day
To feel its bland caressing;

I will not let it pass away
Before it leaves its blessing.

O stream of life, whose swifter flow

Is of the end lorewarning,
Mtthinks thy sundown afterglow
Seems less of night than morning I

Old cares grow light; aside I lay

The doubts and fears that troubled;
The quiet of the happy day

Within my soul is doubled.

That clouds must veil this fair sunshine,

Not less a joy I find it;

Nor less yon warm horizon line.

That winter lurks behind it.

The mystery of the untried days
I close my eyes from reading

;

His will be done whose darkest ways
To light and life are leading!

Less drear the winter night shall be,

If memory cheer and hearten
Its heavy hours with thoughts of thee,

Sweet summer of St. Martin !

___^^_^ —Whiitier.

Selectee

HE MAKETH ME TO LIE DOWN.
He maketh

;
yes, He sees us on the mountain,

Toil-worn and weary, sadly needing rest,

And yet determined to be pressing onward
To gain the summit of some distant crest.

Too much intent to listen to his teaching.

Too eager to be gladdened by his smile

—

Too worried often, to hold clo^'e communion,
And then He bids us rest a little while.

And we rebel ; we do not wish to tarry
;

It is so hard to feel we must lie down.
Just at the moment when our hopes were highest.

And glory waiting our success to crown.

Dear Christian friend, perchince some trying illness

Has caused thy busy steps in life to cease.

And placed thee now beside the silent water.s

—

The waters of affliction, but of peace.

And though the pain is sometimes so distressing,

Thou canst not praise, and scarce ha.st power to pra
Still thou art patient, and the loving Shepherd,
Speaks words of tenderness in his own way.

And when the pain is passed, then He reminds thee,
Of many hours when thou wert strong and well,

In which thou scarcely h;id'st one moment's leisure
To tell Him everything thou had'st to tell.

And so He took thee from the hum of voice.s,

And will most tenderly thy soul restore.

Until thou art refreshed and duly strengthened
To walk more watchfully than heretofore.

Or else to tread, with faith renewed, made firmer,
The valley that grows bright when He is near

;

And thence to enter, where no rest is needed,
Upon the duties of a nobler sphere.

* This name in some parts of Europe is given to the
season we call Indian Summer.

to the Members of Brighouse Monthll

Meeting.

(Continued from page 150,)

The efficacy of the truth is still the sam
and the cross of Christ is none the less powe
ful, and still has the same effect upon all wh
come under it.

I feel it right to bear my testimony again;
the practice of manj^ amongst us, (very fe
being faithful in the things before mentioned
who have become enemies of the Truth ii

stead of" Friends of Truth,"inasmuch as the
do things which Truth does not sanction, fc

it hath come to pass that scarcely a new fas]

ion comes up, or a fantastical dress is inven
ed, but many amongst us run into it, makin
some look more like play-actors than Friend
The pure language of 'Thee and Thou is bt
little used by many, and then only to othc
members

;

" Which," says George Fox, " to say to Friend;
Thee and Thou, and to the world You, is hypocrisy.
—(Epistle qf George Fox 1660, p. 149.)
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And then the use of flattering titles, such
i: Mr., Mrs., Miss, Sir, &c., is permitted, as
ell us taking off the hat as a mark of re-

ject : and not only permitted, but even taught

Y some under our own name.
Also the salutation of" Good morning," and
Good evening," things which George Fox
id our early Friends condemned and wrote
raiust. Then there is the calling of days
id months by their heathen names, as "Sun-
ly," " Monday," &c., for First-day and Second-
ij, &c. ; "January," "February," &c., for
;rst and Second month, &c. And this is re-

gnized by this Monthly Meeting, for the
,mes Sundaj' and Wednesday are printed
ion boards outside some of our meeting-
luses, without any allusion to the plain, pure
,me of First-day, &c.: and the same thing is

ije on bills announcing the holding of meet

3ee book on " Good Morrow," by George Fox

;

1 a paper by him, " How God's people are not to

:e the names of heathen gods into their mouths."

We tind George Fox writing an epistle

569, p. 277), urging that in all Monthly
jetings, enquiry be made,—"Whether any
itprotess the truth, are out of the pure Ian-

age that the prophets used ?" In another
istle he stronglj' condemns, "All such as go
mthe using of it." (1660, 2nded.p. U5-9).
laerein he also says that, "Self, which is

.n-pieasing,'and a daubing spirit must be
t down."
[n several epistles and writings be refei's to
ise things, and evidently his mind was
eh exercised about them. How many in

3 Monthly Meeting would be called by him
pocrites and man-pleasers I I fearfew would
exempt. The same was the case with all

•early Friends; and all truly convinced
inds of truth since then have "had to come
3 the same practice.

Villiam Smith writes,—

•

We dare not speak any other language but Thou
single person, knowing it is the Spirit's lau

ge and hath been from the beginning ; and the
.pture declares it."— ( W. Smith's Works, 1660,
short testimony on behalf of the Truth," p. 64.)

t is indeed as John Barclay states,

—

An unanswerable fact, that there has not been
individual, who has risen to any eminence for
;ious dedication in our Society, (as a true and
iistent Friend), but has had to tread the straight
narrow path, and has had to attribute his pro-
a to giving up in the ability received, to obey the
et monition of the Spirit of Christ, even in little

gs."

—

(J. Barclay's Letters, p. 286.)

>f this many instances could be given, for
of which see the Journal of Thomas Shil-

e. True it is that few amonst us now at-

1 to this, but as John Barclay, iu another
2.6 says,—
All that have ever rightly given up to make a
n appearance, and to speak the plain language,
have done it on the very same sound ground,
not merely because George Fox and others did
The truly convinced have continued to feel on
subject as he did ; and though the instances are
,—as the mercy is great and the work marvellous,
no light and superficial one—such instances are
1 time to time occurring, and they are the re-

ef cleansing the inside of the cup, that the out-
may become clean also."

—

J. Barclay's Letters,

35.)

'he world notices the changes that have
le over us as a people, especially the change
Iress

; and of this many instances could be
3n. I will give one. A preacher address-
his congregation, at the close of an address
)ne of our recorded ministers, not long ago,

said, "We had a testimony to bear against
superfluity in dress especially the women ;"

—

Brit. Friend, 12th mo. 1879, p. 300,) and this
"recorded minister," says, " I could not but
feel ashamed when he alluded to this matter,
when I thought of the length many Friends
go to at this present day

; and if he could have
seen over many of our assemblies, he would
have thought that we had lost this testimony."
A Presbyterian preacher said to this same re-
corded minister. He iv- vetted that we had
laicl aside our oM ili.Miii-iiishing dress;" and
this same " jirugres.sive 1
it aside himself, might well include hunself
among those of whom he felt ashamed. But al-

though the world's ways and customs change,
and notwithstanding all the arguments which
the world's spirit can invent, Truth will still

be the same as ever it was. O ! Friends, be
not deceived any longer, bj- the cruel enemy,
who has worked such a forsaking of the testi-

monies of Truth, and caused our once fair

heritage to become his j^rej- ; for verily the
Wild Boar of the Forest" hath entered in

and ilevoured on eveiy hand.
Simjing and Music.—Another practice that

I feel I must speak of, and which is contrary
to truth, is Singing, which has become very
prevalent amongst us, even on the part of
ministers and elders and overseers

; and I fear
but few of the wealthy are without instru-
ments of music in.thieir houses. They are also
used on school premises, and young Friends
are being allowed to attend singing clas
one of which is held on the meeting-house
premises at Leeds. Some even take part in
concerts, and sing songs such as are sung at
theatres.

At the meetings of the so-called Friend
Mutual Temperance Society which are held
on the school premises at Leeds, songs of this

egularly

The li

The Light of Christ.

cht and life of Christ manifested in

practice coiitrarv tn the Truth, is the attend-
ance ulsteeiilc houses, and other such places,

and even ministers, elders and overseers fre-

quently absent themselves from our meetings
to attend such places: not as in former times
under the constraining power of the Most
High, to warn the priest of his errors, or to
speak to the people of a more excellent wixy;
but to join in their mannrr nt' worship, which
Geo. Fox called "will Wdrsliip and idolatry."

Marriage.—Again, tin- |iractii.'e has been
permitted of late, by this Monthly Meeting,
of marrying by a priest, a thing which is con-
trary to Truth's principles, and which our
early Friends stri)iiij,-ly condemned. Years ago,
man}' of the weiiility I'litiids were grieved at
these deviations, and tlic \' early Meeting has
issued epistles time after time referring to
them.—

(

Yearly Meeting Epistles, 1753 and
1783, 1846.)

Small Pox and Anti- Vaccinators.—A leading
anti-vaccinator, in Eotberhithe, Escott by
name, who had none of his children vaccin-

ated, has lost his wife and two children by
small pox, and four others have had the dis-

ease. Escott borrowed a suit of mourning
from a friend, named Angus, to attend his

wife's funeral, and I'cturned the clothes with-

out disinfection, with the result that the lender
caught small pox and died. Since then, nearly

ry house in the neighborhood has been
attacked, and sixteen patients have been re-

moved to the hospital.

—

British Medical Jour.

all men, has ever been a fundamental doctrine
with the religious Society of Friends. With
very many other Scripture testimonies illus-
trating and confirming this, they believe that
" That which may be known of God is mani-
fest in men," &c. ; that Jesus was and is
"the true light, which lighteth every man,
that Cometh into the world ;" and that in the

, ,, , . , .

,, light of the Lamb must the nations of them
nd,

^

having laid that are saved walk. Moreover, it was this
light of Christ in man that George Fox re-
joiced that he was sent to turn people to.
The same which William Penn calls "the
glory of this day (the rise of Friends) and
foundation of the hope that has not made us
ashamed since we were a people;" and in
reference to which Robert Barclay said,
"that when well weighed, it would be found
to be the foundation of Christianity, salva-
tion and assurance." Notwithstanding all

which sacred and sage testimony, this great
doctrine has now come to be assailed find ig-

nored by some of our own members, though
yet in varying shades or degrees of unholy
compromise:—one professed "minister, hold-
ing our name, even going so far as to assert
that the missionaries, with the aid of the
Bible, had done more towards the conversion
of the heathen, than the light of Christ had
done since the foundation of the world.

In view of these errors, and in view too of
the apprehension of the leprosy spreading,
and still more in view of the danger of reject-
ing or limiting some of the plainest testi-

monies of Holj' Scripture, and especially any
part of that holy mysterious union conveyed
in the language, "There are three that bear
record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and
the Holy Ghost : and these three are one," it

is herewith proposed to make some selections
from the writings of our early Friends,
setting forth their clear, unequivocal, gospel
views, respecting the great doctrine of the
light of Christ in the heart of every man

;

designed, in infinite mercy and loving kind-
ness, as the holy anointing received of Christ
Jesus, which abideth in us, teachcth all

things, and is man's infallible guide into all

truth. Fox, Barclaj', Penn and Penington,
with their faithful fellow-helpers, being the
expounders of Quakerism, and, moreover,
those who suftered for its principles, must
surely have known experimentall}' what it

was ; and thence have convej-ed it in words
that should not be gainsaid, nor need not be
misunderstood.
George Fox writes: "The Lord God opened

to me by his invisible power, how 'every
man was enlightened by the divine light of
Christ.' I savi' it shine through all, and that
they that believed in it came out of condem-
nation to the light of life, and became the
children of it; but they ttiat hated it, and
did not believe in it, were condemned by it,

though they made a profession of Christ."

Again, "I was sent to turn people from the
darkness to the light, that thej- might re-

ceive Christ Jesus; for to as many as should
receive Him in his light, I saw He would give
power to become the sons of God ; which I

had obtained by receiving Christ." "I saw
Christ died for all men, was a propitiation
for all, and enlightened all men and women
with his divine and saving light; and that
none could be true believers, but those who be-

Strrple Houses, &c.—Another
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lieved therein." " When the Lord God and his

Son Jesus Christ sent rue fortn into the world

to preach his everlasting gospel and kingdom,

1 was glad that I was commanded to turn

people to that inward light, spirit and grace,

by which all might know their salvation and

their way to God; even that divine spirit

which would lead them into all truth, and

which I infallibly knew would never deceive

any." Again he says :' " Every one of you

hath a light from Christ; which lets you see

you should not lie, nor do wrong to any, nor

swear, nor curse, nor take God's name in

vain, nor steal. It is the light that shows

you these evil deeds : which if you love, and

come unto it, and follow it, it will lead you
to Christ, who is the way to the Father," &c.

G. F. "directed Oliver Cromwell to the light

of Christ, who had enlightened every man
that Cometh into the world. He said, ' It was
a natural light;' but I .showed him the con-

trary; and manifested that it was divine and

spiritual, proceeding from Christ; and that

which was called the life in Christ the Word,
was called the light in us." G. F. also de-

clared, " If ever ye come to see Christ to

your comfort, while ye oppose his light,

then God hath not spoken by me." Again,

"Christ died for all men, the ungodly as well

as the godly, as the apostle bears witness,

2 Cor. V. 15. Rom. v. 6. And He enlightens

ever}' man," &c. " Therefore I exhorted all

to believe in the light, as Christ commands,
and own the grace of God their free teacher;

and it would assuredly bring them salvation,

for it is sufficient." About this time G. F.

records, that "great assemblies of priests

drew up a number of curses to be read in

their several steeple-houses, that all the peo-

ple should say Amen to. The first of which
was, 'cursed is he that saith, ever}' man hath

a light within him sufficient to lead him to

salvation : and let all the people say. Amen.'
To this G. F. answers, in short: "To believe

in the light is to be grafted into Christ. And
the light is sufficient to lead unto the day-

star." A very wicked man challenged Friends

to a dispute, affirming: 'That some men
never had the spirit of God, and that the true

light, which enlighteneth every man that

cometh into the world, is natural.' To this

says G. F., " I affirmed and proved, that

wicked men have the spirit of God, else how
could thej' quench it, vex it, grieve it, and
resist the Holy Ghost, like the stiff-necked

Jews?" Another contending 'That Christ

had not enlightened every man that cometh
into the world; and that the grace of God,
that brought salvation, had not appeared
unto all men; and that Christ had not died

for all men.' "I asked him," says G. F.,

"what sort of men those were which Christ

had not enlightened? and whom his grace
had not appeared to? and whom he had not
died for?" He said, 'Christ did not die for

adulterers, and idolators, and wicked men
"I asked him whether adulterers and wicked
men were not sinners?" He said, 'yes' "Did
not Christ die for sinners? said I. Did He
notcome to call sinners to repentance?" 'Yes,'

said he. "Then, said I, thou hast stopped
thy own mouth. So I proved tbat the grace
of God had appeared unto all men, though
some turned from it into wantonness, and
walked despitefuUy against it ; and that
Christ had enlightened all men, though some
hated the light."

Eobert Barclay, as an exponent of th

views of the Society, thus testifies :

—
" God,

out of his infinite love, who delighteth not in

the death of a sinner, but that all should live

d be saved, hath so loved the world, that

he hath given his only Son a light; who en-

lighteneth every man that cometh into the

world, and maketh manifest all things that

are reprovable: and this light enlighteneth

the hearts of all in a da}' or a time, in order

to salvation, if not resisted : nor is it less uni-

versal than the seed of sin, being the pur-

chase of his death, who tasted death for

every man; for as in Adam all die, even so

in Christ shall all be made alive." Again,

'From the scripture, 'That was the true

ight (Christ) which lighteth every man that

cometh into the world,' it is plain there

comes no man into the world, whom Christ

hath not enlightened in some measure, and
in whose dark heart this light doth not shine

;

though the darkness comprehend it not, yet

t shineth there: and the nature thei-eof is to

dispel the darkness, where men shut not their

eyes upon it." This is confirmed and es-

tablished by the expei-ience of all men ; see-

ing there never yet was a man found in any
place of the earth, however barbarous and
wild, but hath acknowledged that at some
time or other, less or more, he hath found

somewhat in his heart reproving him for

some things evil which he hath done, threat-

ening a certain horror if he continued in

them, as also promising and communicating
a certain peace and sweetness, as he he

given over to it, and not resisted it." " Fo
asmuch as Christ is called that light that

enlightens every man, the light of the world,

therefore the light is taken for Christ who
truly is the fountain of light, and hath his

habitation in it forever. Thus the light of

Christ is sometimes called Christ, i.e., that in

which Christ is, and from which He is never
separated." '' It is because this light, seed,

and grace that appears in the heart of man
is so little regai-ded, and so much overlooked
that so few know Christ brought forth ir

them." "Glory to God forever! who hath

their way is a shining light, that shines fo'

more and more to the pei'fect day." " Wi
and what does this blessed light do for yc

Why, 1. It sets all your sins in order befi

}'0u: it detects the "spirit of this world in

its baits and allurements, and shows how n
came to fall from God, and the fallen state

2. It begets a sense and sorrow,

such as believe in it, for that fearful laj

You will then see Him distinctly whom j

have pierced, and all the blows and woui
you have given Him bj' your disobedien

and how you have made Him to serve w
your sins, and you will weep and mourn
it, and your sorrow will be a godlj' sorrow

Isaac Penington thus records his views c

cerning the light, wherewith Christ the

enlighteneth every man: "The light wh
shineth in man, in his dark state, is of a li

nature ; it is light which flows from life
;

light which hath life in it ; it is the life of <

Lord Jesus Christ, of the Word eternal, wh
is the light of man." " It is one with Ch
it is of his heavenly Spirit and natun
makes way for Him, it leads to Him, it

|

with Him, it brings into unitj' and fellows

both with the Father and the Son, where
peace which passeth understanding, and
joy unspeakable and full of glory, abou
This is the gospel message, that God is lig

and they that are gathered into and abidi

this light, they are gathered into, and al:

in unit}' and fellowship, both with the Fat
and the Son." "He that knoweth the li

of God's Spirit, knoweth Christ; and he t

believeth in it, believeth in Him ; and he t!

knoweth not, nor believeth therein, neit|

knoweth nor believeth in Christ." "Nothj
less can lead unto eternal life than an eterj

light in man's spirit, where the darkness
which is to be discovered there, subdued th|

and to be led from."

Now, in conclusion, can any one beliij

that these wise Christian men and seers, v

first reared the standard of QuakerisrrI

primitive Christianity revived—were all a.|

mistaken with regard to the light of Chrisi

hosen us as first fruits to himself in this daj', power of the Holy Ghost ; which is recorj

wherein He is arisen to plead with the na-|bj' the apostle among the "three that h

tions ; and therefore hath He sent us forth to i
record in heaven"—being one with the Fati

])reach this everlasting gospel unto all, Christ

nigh to all, the light in all, the seed sown in

the hearts of all, that men may come and ap-

ply their minds to it."

William Penn is no less full and clear upon
this great doctrine. He says: "Their (the

Quakers) fundamental principle, which is as

the corner stone of their fabric, and to speak
eminently and properly, their characteristic,

or main-distinguishing point or principle, is

the light ot Christ within, as God's gift for

man's salvation. This, I saj', is as the root
of the goodly tree of doctrines, that grew
and branched out from it." " For of light

came sight ; and of sight came sense and
sorrow; and of sense and sorrow came
amendment of life." "It is the light and
life of Christ, which we profess and direct all

people to, as the great instrument and agent
of man's conversion to God. It was by this

we were first touched, and effectuall}- enlight-

ened, as to our inward state," &c. "The
light of Christ within, who is the light of the
world, and so a light to you, that tells you
the truth of j'our condition, leads all that
take heed unto it out of darkness into God's
marvellous light; for light grows upon the

obedient. It is sown for the righteous, and

and the Word? Or have we not, through
faithfulness, failed to attain like spiritual vis!

with them, according to our measure, in

mysteries of the gospel and kingdom of Chi

Jesus ? Have we not too much overlooked

turned from our ever-living and ever-pres'

Teacher?—our high calling in Jesus, "

Mediator of the new covenant"—Christ "

light of the world"—" Christ within the h
of glory;" in other words, "the Spirit

truth," " the Comforter," " the anointii;

" the day-spring from on high," " the gf
of God," the true inward unction and gv|

into all truth ?

Items, &C.

The Opium Trade.—S. L. Baldwin of
Methodist Episcopal denomination says:
I were asked after twenty-three years' expi

ence in our Mission field in China, ' Wha
the greatest obstacle to the progress of Cb
tianity there?' I think I should be obligee

reply, ' The Opium Trade.' I do not consi

that idolatry itself is so much in the wa^
our progress just now as this thing, for I d

go into any Chinese audience, and say
hardest things I choose against idolatry, i
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most always there will be men in the aud
ice who will stand by my side, and who will

y to their countrymen, 'Surely, it is a fool-

1 thing for us to worship idols.' But when
uii speaking of the morality of the Christian
ligion, it is very often the case that some
an will rise in the audience and say, 'Teacher,
bat you saj^ is very true, and we believe in

e doctrine that you are speaking, and Con-
eius taught us that doctrine manj' hundred
ars ago, but you are not the people who
actise it. Where does all this opium come
)ni ? Have you never pushed open the
ors of these opium dens all around your
urch and looked in and seen the haggard
jes and the wasted forms of the victims of
it traffic? Where does this opium come
im? Was it not brought here by a Chris-
,n nation ? Was not the traffic forced on us
ainst our will? and did not our emperor
;n the treaty which legalized it, protesting
fore heaven that it was against his will, and
It he did it only under compulsion ? And
;n you come to us and preach to us that we
ght not in any way to injure our fellow-

in. Your doctrine is good, but your prac-
e is not consistent with it.'

"

themselves the tinge of extravagance, that
tax our credulity considerably, yet neverthe-
less, the following pumpkin story is true, as
can be attested by several notable parties.
Philander Kellogg has nine pumpkins raised
on his place this year, the aggregate weight
of which is over a ton. He has opened one
of the largest ones, simply taking out the seed
and into the space thus occupied he put his
daughter, a finely develo])ed miss of eighteen
years, and completely closed her in by put-
ting the tw^o halves together. I put into one
half two boys, each eight 3-ears old, and com-
pletely closed them in with the other half
P. Kellogg put his three youngest children
into the cavity and completely closed them
in.— ff. B. Taylor.

Forcer of the Waves.—The tremendous force
of the ocean waves has been illustrated at
Wick, on the extreme northern coast of Scot-
land, where a break-water has been building
for some years past. It may give an idea of
what is meant bj- wave power. It was found
that stones of ten tons weight were as pebbles
to the waves, which have been measured to
be there fifty-two feet from crest to the bot
tom of the trough. The outer end of the
break-water where the storms boat most vio-
lently, was built of three courses of one-hun
dred ton stones laid on the ruliliK' foumhilion :

Disabilities in Sweden.—A bill to repeal the
fempowering ecclesiastical councils in Swe-
a to prohibit the preaching of dissenting
nisters was carried through one Chamber! next above these were three t
the Reichstag by a vote of_85 to 64,_but flat stones, and upon the.se a mass uf concrc

built on the spot, of cement and rubble. Tlected in the other by 54 to 25 votes. Dis
iters can, therefore, still be imprisoned for
saching contrary to the prohibition.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Ivory Trade of the Future.—People talk as
the ivory of Africa were inexhaustible,
•thing could be more absurd. In my so-

rn of fourteen months, during which I

jsed over an imniense area of the Gi'eat
kes region, Inever once saw a single elephant.
renty years ago they roamed over those
mtries unmolested, and now they have been
lost utterly exterminated. Less than ten
irs ago Livingstone spoke about the abund-
;e of elephants at the south end of Tangan-
:a—how they came about his camp, or en-
ed the villages with impunity. Not one is

77 to be found. The ruthless work of de-

uction has gone on with frightful rapidity,

ere are few corners of Africa where they
76 not been harried out.

3ach year the Arabs have to extend the
:a of their operations. Up to the present
le they have been able to resort to new
ds, hitherto not molested, and thus the
de has been kept up to a certain pitch,

t few such fresh areas now exist. The
ders from East Africa have overrun the
mtry till the}' have met those from the
pe, the Zambesi, and Benguela. They have
led hands with those from Loanda and the
ngo, and interchanged courtesies with trad-

from North Africa and the Nile region,

t one great area can now be pointed out
ere the elephant can be said to roam un-
lested. The ivory trade has certainly

,ehed its turning point.

—

J. Thomson.
'California Fumpkins.—[The following state-

nt is taken from the Santa Barbara Fress,

1 its probable accuracy is vouched for by
lend who has resided in that neighborhood,
leta, where the crop was raised, is about
'en miles from Santa Barbara.

—

Ed.]
rhere are some true stories that take upon

end of the break-water was thought to be as
immovable as the natural rock, yet the resi-

dent engineer saw it jield to the force of the
waves and swing around into the less troubled
water inside the pier. It gave way not in
fragments, but in one mass, as if it were a
monolith. The displaced mass is estimated
to weigh about 1,850 tons.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 24, H81.

In a letter received from a Friend living in

a distant Yearly Meeting, the apprehension
is expressed that there is danger of Friends
following the custom of others in the observ-
ance of Christmas and the week that follows
it; a period that is known as "the holidays."
The amount of money annually expended

in presents at this time, is very great. The
stock of one house alone, in this city, is be-
lieved to be valued at about a million of dol-

lars. Many articles intended for children,

have no otbier use than the temporary gratifi-

cation they give. Others are positivel}' in-

jurious, as they are calculated to cultivate or
encourage a taste for the grotesque and un-
real, or the unpractical. While a large num-
ber of articles are sn costly and at the same
timeofsiicli liitK' use, a-< lo pi-e>eiit an objec-

tion to tlieir pm-eluise 1mi' any purpose.
The exam]ilc of ticui-go Fux is commended

to our members, where he went about, "on
the day that is called Christmas," visiting the
sick and afliicted, and ministering to their

necessities. Let us bear in mind how many
worth}' people there are whose hearts might
be made glad by means of the money expend-
ed by many well-meaning, but inconsiderate
persons. Substantial food, comfortable cloth-

ing, furniture or other needed comforts to

their tlwellings
;
and useful reading for their

spiritual and mental benefit, would be a bless-

ing to many whose outward means are re-
stricted, and would yield to the giver a more
solid satisfaction aud comfort than if the
money they requii-e was expended in the
purchase of many of the holiday presents
which it is fashionable to give to relatives
and friends.

The 52nd report of the Bible Association of
Friends in America, read at the Annual meet-
ing held on the 2ii.l ..f III I, neuui, last, has
been received. It states (hat I lie >ale and dis-
tribution of the Scriptures Lhruugh its agency
during its past fiscal year, was 3122 volumes,
of which 2178 were donated. Of these 104
Bibles and Testaments were sent to Indians
residing |)rineipally in the State ofNew York.
A legae\- of .S2(l00 had been received from

the late Kli/.alietli Wain Wistar.
Eespecting the Revised Version of the New

Testament, it remarks

:

'' It is a cause of profound satisfaction to
find that the exhaustive labors oftwenty-seven
men seli'ei.d l.y a competent body as those
peculiail} ijuaiitied for the work, after ten
yeai-s of attention to the subject, have shown
that no radical error of doctrine or practice
has been taught by the old version of 1611."
The managers do not feel that the time has

arrived I'.u- ilieir A^-.- lejation to print an edi-
tion 111 ill,- K'cxi^nl \'ei-sion, and therefore
they ])ropose to continue issuing the old one
as Lieretofore.

The original object of the Association was
to furnish the families of Friends, where need-
ful, with copies of the Scriptures. This de-
mand, the report thinks, has been pretty
fully supplied

; and now their books are dis-

tributed in other ways,—largely to schools
and among the young.

We
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quaiutance and association among the young
men connected either by membership or com-
munity of interest with the Society ofFriends;"

and accordingly its membership is restricted

to thosQ who are members or professors.

Their Eeading Eoom is now located at 1413

Filbert St., where a considerable number of

periodicals are regularly received, and a small

library has been collected, mostly of books of

reference.

The homes and social surroundings of our

members are generally so pleasant and attrac-

tive, that it can scarcely be expected that any
Eeading Eoom for their use will be much
frequented. vSuch at least was the experience

of those who organized a similar institution

among us some forty years ago. It was kept

up for a time, and then died away, because

the need for it was not sufficient to sustain it;

yet there are probably some by whom the

conveniences offered by the Institute will be

used and valued.

We have received some copies of The Day-
Star, a small eight page paper, which will be

sent free, in packages of five, to any persons

who will read and distribute them, by address-

ing A. F. Foster, Mt. Vernon, Iowa. Its

pages are filled with short, readable articles,

advocating the cause of peace and temper-

ance. Like the Tract Repository of ouv h-iend

David Heston, it appears to be gratuitously

distributed, and the publisher to rely for the

means of defraying expenses on voluntary

conti-ibutions. The table of receipts and ex-

penses, published in each number, show that

it is managed in a very economical manner.

We have received the printed Minutes of

Iowa Yearly Meeting (the Smaller Body),
which commenced its sessions at Oskaloosa,

Iowa, on the 30th of 9th month last.

Epistles were received and read from New
England, Canada, Western and Kansas Meet-
ings. Eeplies were prejiared to these com-
munications, and also an address to Ohio
Yearly Meeting.
A committee on books and tracts was ap

poiiiied, and "Friends were encouraged to

aid them by voluntary subscriptions to carry

out the object of their appointment."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Up to the adjournment of the

Senate and House on Seventh-day, there had been in

troduced in the Senate 608 hills and joint resolutions,

and in the Hou.se 1613 bills and joint resolutions.

Proofs of the new 5 cent Garfield postage stamp have
been received at the Post-ofBce Department. The .stamp

" the handsomest ever issued."

Minister at Washington, hai

received the following cable despatch from the Peru
vian Minister at Paris: "Telegram dated Lima, De-
cember 14th, received in Paris on the ITth, says the
resignation of ex-Dictator Pierola confirmed and Vice
President Montero recognized by the whole of Peru,
Pierola himself has come to Lima and is residing there
as a private individual."

A complaint has been filed in the Clerk's Office of

the United States Circuit Court by the City Council of

Augusta, Georgia, asking that Gazaway de Rossett
Lamar, as executor of the estate of G. B. Lamar, which
is valued at $500,000, be compelled to give an account-
ing of the estate, and pay over to the cities of Savannah
and Augusta $100,000, which had been bequeathed to

those cities by the deceased for the erection of one or
more hospitals for colored parsons who had once been
slaves.

A tract of land comprising 2800 acres, on Sicily Is-

land, in Catahoula parish, Louisianna, has been pur-
chased for a Russian colony, the first in the U. States.

Three cars, containing 2-50,000 cards of silk-worms'
eggs, valued at $250,000, passed through Cheyenne last

week on the way to New York. They came from Japan

and are bound for Milan, Italy, four Italian merchants

having charge of the precious freight. Such shipments

were formerly made by way of India.

The agent at the Assinehoine Agency, in Montana,

has applied to the Indian Bureau for a supply of vac-

cine virus, the small pox being alarmingly prevalent in

the western part of that Territory.

The Interior Department has ordered to be sent to

the Crow Creek Agency in Montana a supply of vaccine

virus for the Indians in that region who are sufTering

from the small pox. Rations will also be issued to the

destitute among them.
The new car shop of the Union Pacific Railroad, at

Omaha, Neb, will, when completed, be the largest in

that city, and one of the largest car shops in America.

It rests upon piles, and its main floor is, strange to say,

six inches below the high water mark of last spring.

Dr. Isaac I. Hayes, the well-known Arctic explorer,

died at his home, in New York, Seventh-day afternoon,

aged 49 years.

The deaths in this city for the week ending 12th mo.

17th, numbered 339, as compared with 356 for the pre-

vious week and 391 for the corre.sponding week of last

year. Of the whole number, 51 died of consumption,

24 from inflammation of the lungs, 16 from small pox,

and 14 from old age.

Markets, &C.-V. S. 3J's, 100| a 103; 4J'3, 114| ; 4's,

tion declaring the Land League a criminal associat

"ncluded females, and directing them to take meas

gain.st any women participating in any illegal

ceedings.
. ,, . . j

It is stated that a prison especially designed

females is in course of preparation for the receptio

members of the Ladies' Land League, and that ths

restof several prominent members of the Dublin bra

of that organization is expected.

Another consignment of Australian meat has reac

London in a frozen state from Sydney, and the

tion of it is pronounce! excellent. Each quartf

beef and every sheep was sewed in a white cloth,

when the wrappers were removed in London the I

meat " looked as clean and fresh colored as if it

just come from a butcher's shop." Of beef there '

1033 quarters ; of sheep, 1469 carcasses ; in all about

tons of meat.

A later official list of victims of the theatre fir

Vienna, estimates the number missing at 620.

It is proposed to abolish the flotilla of boats and si

ships employed by the Customs Service of the Rii

Government, in the Baltic and Gulf of Finland, th

by saving 190,000 roubles annually.

There is great difficulty in keeping the Cana(

Pacific Railway in Manitoba open to Portage Li Pr
owing to heavy snow drifts off Lake M initoba.

ing pushed forward to obviate the repeline IS btf

registered, 117J ; coupon, 118J; currency 6'.s, 130. interruption to travel.
_

j

Cotton.—Prices were rather firmer. Sales of mid- Sir Leonard Tilley, addressing a total abstinj

dlings are reported at 12J a 12| cts. per lb. for uplands meeting in Ottawa last week, .said that forty years

and New Orleans. the cinsumption of spirits in the Province was five

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7 cts. for export, and i
Ions per head, now it was only one gallon and a bi

81 cts. per gallon for home u.se. The Mexican Congress adjourned on Filth-da

'Flour is inactive and weak. Sales of 1800 barrels,
|

last week, after a session in which its labors
^^

wer

including Minnesota extras, at $6.75 for clear, and
[

in harmony with the acts of the Executive. It

at .-7 a $7.50 for straight ; Penna. extra family at -6.25 proved all tiie railroad contracts made by the Presic

a $6.50; western do. do. at $7 a $7.37}, and patents ;a.s well as those for the establishment of a Nati

at »7.75 a $8.25. Rye flour is dull at $5 a $5.2.5. |Bank, and for the draining of the Valley of Mej

Grain.— Wheat is dull and lower. Sales of 2200 It provided also for the issue of four millions of do!

bushels Delaware red and amber at $1.37^ a $1.40 in nickel coins, and for the improvement of var

Rye is steady at 97 a 98 cts. for Pennsylvania. Corn is ports.

in limited request, and options are easier. Sales of 1
Yellow fever continues to ravage Barbadoes, ar

11,000 bushels, including new yellow, at 67* a 68 cts. ; increasing in San Domingo.

new white at 67i cts. ; old yellow at 70 a 70} cts ; do.

sail, mixed at 70'cts. ; new steamer at 67 cts. ; old No. CORRECTION.—On page 130 of " The Friend.^

cts., and rejected at 66 cts. Oats are dull and 'column, 7th line, for John the Baptist, read John,

nchanged. Sales of 9000 bushels, including white, at

51i a 53 cts., and rejected and mixed at 49.j a 50 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 12th mo.
17th, 1881.- Loads of hay, 300; loads of straw, 70.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, S1.25

to $1.35 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.10 to $1.20 per

100 pounds; Straw, 85 to 95 cts ppr 100 pounds.

Beef cattle woi-e in fair demand and prices were a

fraction higher; 3000 head arrived and sold at the
different yards at 3} a 7} cts. per pound, the latter rale

for extra.

Revelator.

.FRIENDS' INSTITUTE, 1413 FILBERT SI

The especial attention of Friends living in

suburbs or in the country, who will come into the

at the New Depot (Bro.ad and Market Sts.), is calle

the advantages offered by the Institute as a place wl

friends may meet by appointment, parcels be lefi,

leisure hour be profitably spent in the Reading Ro<

There will be no charge to those making such o

Sheep.-Good sheep were active and higher; 12 000 ^'0"ai use.

head arrived and sold at the different yards at 3 a 6 cts.,

per lb., and lambs at 4 a 7 cts. as to condition.

Hogs were in demand at an advance: 5500 head
arrived and sold at the different yards at T^ a 9} cts.

per pound, the latter rate for extra.

FOBEIGN.—The Times in a leading article on the re-

lations of the United States witii Chili and Peru, con-

tinues as follows: "We cannot doubt thit America is

sincere in her desire to reconcile the victors and van-

quished. The appearance of dictation and pirtisanship

may be explained by the unfitness of the instruments
cho.sen by the Secretary of State. It is not likely that

England or any European State will be tempted to

meddle in the affairs of South America ; but such inter-

vention might be necessary if European interests should
be affected. It must not be imagined that the European
Powers can acquiesce in the very wide extension of the

Monroe doctrine implied by Secretary Blaine's de-

spatches. Intervention for the protection of European
interests is as rightful as that claimed by the United
States for the protection of their interests in China and
Japan."
An explosion occurred at noon on the 19th instant,

in the Orrell Pit, belonging to the Abram Mining Com-
pany. Two hundred persons de.scended into the pit in

the morning. Itis believed that the explosion was caused

by the fall of a portion of the roof, which liberated a

quantity of gas. It is now believed that 40 persons

were killed. The Orrell mine is 150 yards above the
Arley mine, and the effect of the explosion in the former
imprisoned 150 miners in the lower mine. The.se were
subsequently rescued. Those rescued from the upper
seam were seriously burned.

The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland has issued a circular

to the Irish police informing them that the proclama-

DlED, on the r2tli of Fifth month last, in this .

Charles Mati,ack, in the 63rd year of his ag

member of Northern District Monthly Meeting.

, at Skaneateles X. Y., on the Uth of 12th

1881, Rebkcca L. Bowne, in the 79th year of

age, an esteemed elder of Butternuts Monthly Meet

N. Y. Her father, the late Joseph Bowne, will be

called by our older readers as an eminent and fail

minister in the Society many years since. Her att

ment to the fundamental principles of Friends

strong and unwavering, and her nnobtrusive but efflc

services were greatly valued by her fellow-meml
Kindne-s and unselfish devotion to duty were pr(

nent points in her character ; and a sincere and hun
trust in her Saviour cheered and sustained her du
the few days of her illnes.s, and now reconciles

friends to their bereavement, in the belief that with
it is " far better."

, on the 23rd of the 11th mo. 1881, in the (

year of her age, Lydia S., wife of Henry W. Wil,

beloved member and elder of Upper Evesham Mon
Meeting of Friends, New Jersey. She was stroi

attached to the principles and testimonies of our
ciety, and was a good example of simplicity and
mility, which, with her affectionate and benevolent
position, endeared her to a large circle of friends;

to her family, over whom she was a watchful and
der caretaker. In her life she showed forth in an
usual degree the peaceable spirit of Jesus; and in

last painful illness we have the consoling belief

His everlasting arras were round about and underni
for her snnporl, and th.at through redeeming me
after her faithful labors in the church militant, she
been permitted to join the Church Triumphant.
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shakon; he said he did not believe his new framed daily (saith my spirit) to look unto his
acquaintance was that kind of a man. The Heavenly Father for protection and preser-
letter was written and the book received, vation, who alone is able and willino
Other letters fbllowct'

readinc

lifetime of our friend.

Notes of Travel.

(Continued from page 154.)

"While attending the meetings in the neigh-
lorhood of JMuncy, I was afresh reminded of
he great truth, that all true knowledge of
Jod must come from Divine revelation, even
rem that Light which shines in the heart of
aau, and which comes from Christ, the un-
reated and eternal Word, power and Spirit

f God. This Light, and nothing short of
his, can so convict us of our sinful state as to
3ad us to repentance, the forsaking of sin,

nd the experience of the remission of sins

hat are past, through the atoning efficacy of
he offering on Calvary. As we pass through
hese experiences, we come to have a reallz-

(ig sense of the truths of religion, and become
eally acquainted with God—we are born
gain of the incorruptible Seed and Word of
rod,—we are washed, we are sanctitieil. wc
re justified, in the name of the Lord .Ksns.

nd by the Spirit of our God. This change
II must pass through before they can enter
be kingdom of Heaven; which must be es-

iblished in our hearts while in this state of
xistence, or \ye cannot be prepared for its

njoyment hereafter.

At Williamsport the Susquehanna river

ends more to the westward (as we ascend
jwards its sources), and the Northern Cen-
ral Eailroad follows up the narrow valley of

lycoming Creek among the peaks of the
.lleghanies. About 40 miles from Williams-
ort we came to Canton, where we left the
irs, and where a public meeting with the
ihabitants of this small town had been ar-

mged.
Canton is the railroad station for Elkland

'riends; who live among the mountains about
fteen miles to the south-east. On one occa-

on our late friend Joseph Elkinton stopped
ere and engaged the owner of a liviM-\- stalilo

)Send bim'to Elklands. The man >Mnp|,.y..d

young boy named Wilson Scinlih ^a^ drivor.

1 whom Joseph took an interest, ami |iroiiiised

lat if the boy would wi'ite him a letter, he
'ouldsend him a book alter liis I'elurn home.
i^'hen Willy (as he was called) came back
•cm his trip, he re)iorted the conversation,

ad said he intended to write the letter. Some
f his companions tried to dissuade him, tell-

ig him the Frienil would never sentl the
remised book. But Willy's faith was un-

pr
..-..- ^ effectu-

which I remember ally to preserve all those who sincerely call
\vith interest years ago, during the ^ upon Him for preservation from the snares of
it our friend. jthe evil one, who goes about seeking whom

^

Having some time at my disposal, while at he may destroy ; but thanks be unto God,
Canton, I called on James and Mehetable through our Lord Jesus Christ, there is a
Scudder, the parents of Wilson. During the power above the power of the enemy, that
late civil war, he joined the arinjr, when only is not only able to preserve from all evil, all
16 years old, and died in the South at the age those who sincerely crave He may so do, but
of 19, of a wound in the leg. When he left is very willing as ihey on their parts yield
home, he requested'his mother to write to his 'entire submission to his will concerning them,
Philadelphia friend and tell him of his going I manifested in the secret of their hearts—and
away. She did so and received in reply althat thy son Wilson may be of the number
good letter, which she k«eps among her trea- who are thus wisely engaged to seek the Lord
sures. She told me that J. Elkinton's letters while He may be found' and to call upon Him
"have been a very great comfort to me in {while He is near, is mv sincere desire for him.
days of sorrow. Many are the times that I|May he be preserved from i;iuviiin- the Holy
have read them and found comfort in them." Spirit, saith my soul, but oiulu eoiTtrary may
A copj^ of this letter the mother sent to

Willy. During the war she paid her son a
visit, who told her that being out on picket

be engaged to look unto his Heavenlj^
Father and seek strength of Him to enable
him faithfullj^ to yield in every respect to the

duty, and a sudden movement being ordered, manifestations of his holy will, which will
he had lost his baggage and with it his!cj[uire on Wilson's part a willingness to take
" Quaker letter," as he called it. He regretted

|

up the cross to his own will whenever it conies
this much, for he highly valued it, and hadiin conflict with the Divine will, that willeth
loaned it so much to his comrades in the .mi- pivsn-vat ion Irom all evil. It is very
ranks, that the paper on which it was writlen iihasani loio't'. Im- iiilormed that Wilson has-
was almost worn out. It contained valuable heena kind and alfeeiionate son to his mother,

the recollection thereof, I have no doubt will

afford him satisfaction. I regret that his

sister did not find out our residence when in

eligious counsel, and bore a clear testimony
to the inconsistency of war with the precepts
of our Saviour. What effect it had on the

s of the soldiers who read it, we shall the city last fall, for I think it would h
bly never know

; but it is an interesting
circumstance, that such a writing should have
been greatly appreciated a ndciivulated among
those whose eni|ilo\-menl il <• |e,,,n.d.

With the ]MTini,-M..n ol'.MehelaMe Sruddcr
I C0]ned the letter, whieli is as lollows :

" Pbiladelpbin, 6th mo. 17tb, 1SG2.

Respected friend, Mehetable B. Scudder,—
Thy interesting letter of the 15th came to
hand this morning, and was very acceptable;
having frequently had you in remembrance
since the cessation of our correspondence a
few years ago, and I can truly say that the
perusal of thine called forth my sympathetic
feelings on thy account. I have children, and
am not a stranger to the anxiety of a parent
for the welfare of his or her offspring. I de-
sire thou may be engaged to cherish day by
da}' a righteous concern for the welfare of
thy children, for I am a firm believer in the
eflieacy of the sincere and fervent prayers of
I he righteous, of which I have no doubt thou
de>ires, (at times) to be. Although thou art
|iersonall,yunknown to me. Ihon m^ed not have
commenced thy letter with l-'or-ive me lor'

on the contrary the effusion of the. heart of a

mother for the welfare of a separated child

that induced thee to take thy pen to address
me. I have felt much interested in Wilson
since we met in Canton, and I greatly desire

his preservation and welfare; maj- he be en-

been pleasant to me to have met with my un-
known (foWner) correspondent, and if she
should again come to tlu' eily, thou can tell

her we live at No. 783 Sonlh' .'-^eeond St., be-

tween German aiul Catharine Streets, upon
the east side of the waj-. 1 think of sending
thee out one or two volumes treating on the

subject of war, for thy perusal, and to make
what disposition thou mayest think best of in

regard to them.
Thou art probably aware that our Society

have a testimony' against war. and believe the
taking of life is contrary lo the injunction of

our Saviour when peisonally upon earth,

who said in his inenioi-aMe Sermon upon the
Mount, 'Ye have heard that it hath been said,

an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth ; but
I say unto you, that ye resist not evil ; but
whosoever shall smite thee on the right cheek,

turn to him the other also.' And again, 'Ye
have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt

love thy neighbor and hate thine enemy : But
I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless

them that curse j-ou, do good to them that
hate yon. and ]iray for them which despite-

Inlly nse yoii ami pei'^e.-ule you : that ye may
he the eiiildi-eii of your l'\itlier which is in

Heaven , lor lie maketh his sun to rise on the

evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the

just and on the unjust. For if ye love them
which love j'ou, what reward have ye? do
not even the publicans the same? and if ye
salute 3-our brethren only, what do ye more
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than others? do not even the publicans so ?

Be ye therefore perfect even as j'onr Father
M'hich is in Heaven is perfect.' The foregoing

I think are the words of our blessed Redeemer,
tielivei-cd when personally' upon earth, and no
doubt the3' were given for our observance.

We cannot attain to the state He spoke of in

our own strength, but blessed forever be his

holy name, He'is able and willing to abilitate

his dedicated children, to perlbrm all that He
may be pleased to require at their bands, if

they on their part are willing to be as clay in

the hands of the Potter, to be formed and
fashioned as He wills. And that it may be

thy and my own concern to be thus engaged
is the desire of my heart at this time.

With desires for thy welfare,

I remain thy friend,

Joseph Elkinton."

J. W.
(To be continued.)

From Ihe " Pall Mall Gazette."

Egg-Gathering on the English Coast.

In a ramble along the coast we came upon
a nest belonging to the stone-curlew, which
contained two eggs of a very pale brown
color, just flecked unevenly with a deeper
shade of brown ; the nest itself being a 'hole

scooped out of the ground. "Don't take
those eggs," said Joe, "they will not be any
use to you ; for they have been sat upon, and
are very likely set. I have two I can give
you. You see these are close together now;
when they are just laid they are quite a foot

apart, and are drawn close when the bird be-

gins to sit. You can always tell by that."

So we left them and proceeded on our way.
The stone-curlew is much more of a plover
than a curlew—to which bird, indeed, he is

no relation at all ; and he is supposed to be
called after his note, which eertainh^ sounds
like "cur-loo-oo" very much drawn out. But
lie has a variety of names, one of which is

"thick-knee," from the abnormal size of his

knee-joints. The bird lays on the beach
sometimes, but generally on the^dge of the
plots of green that are all about the shingle.

Presently we came to a deep dip in the
shingle, and to our great astonishment saw
close to us two calm inland lakes, deeply
bordered \yith quantities of vegetation, white
cotton rushes and iris and several stunted
willows being most prominent round them

;

and then suddenly from their midst rose a
cloud of small black-headed gulls, that flew
up together, then flew back, then off once
more, finally settling down in a long line,

like soldiers at attention, along the ridge of
shingle, vv'atehing our movements cautiouslj-.
The ponds, called "pits" locally, are popu-
larl}- su]i]iosed to be bottomless; and we
were assured b}- every one that this is indeed
the case. The water is quite still, and scarcely
undulates at all, and is the constant resort in

winter of all sorts of wild fowl ; but in the
spring and earlj' summer it is entirely occu-
pied by the black-headed gulls; and round
the edges of the pits the nests are laid, close
together on the sedges and rushes, that are
just thick enough to'beav them up out of the
water. Sometimes egg-gatherers place planks
from the shore on tibe yielding morass that
surrounds the ponds, and with a bag at their
backs proceed to fill it from the nests, that
are only reached in this manner, or from a
canoe; but as these ponds are luckily pre-
served, this has been in a great measure put

a stop to, and the birds are almost unmo-
lested.

On the seaward side of the pits the morass
is narrower and the vegetation much less

thick, and we could easily see the birds seated

close together, their heads just raised, look-

ing out of the reeds and rushes. The nests

themselves look just like a tuft of dried grass

resting on the water, and are laid all along
the land side of the pond ; none of the birds

appearing to build the other side, where they
are not protected by the raarshj^ edge and
the closely growing rushes. The pits are

fresh water, and have tiny creeks running up
into the shingle, where the brown water
sparkles among little stones. But if these

nests can be protected from the human egg-

stealer by rules and laws, the black-headed
gulls have to look out and defend themselves
against enemies of their own kind, one of

which—a great grey gull—took advantage
of our presence having disturbed the birds

to pounce down on an unoccupied nest, where
he proceeded to forage for himself He was,
however, soon discovered, and before he could

destroy another egg the black-headed gulls

all rose, flew savagely at him, and never
rested until they had driven him away,
screaming loudly and protesting vigorously

against the onslaught ; after which the little

gulls returned, and while some went back to

their nests the others swam on the ponds,

where presently they remained quite quietly

—

just rocking themselves up and down a little,

as if they wished to keep themselves afloat

—

their black heads, and the black tips to their

tails, showing most distinctlj- out of their

grej- bodies and the grey water. About these

pits is often seen the common red god wit,

who comes very early in the spring, j-et has
at present not been found to lay here. And
often, too, in the palmy days of long ago,

when every one did not own a gun or pro-

ceed to murder every rare bird, as is done at

present, have the wonderful avocets been
seen here—they used to be called "cobblers'
awls," from the curious shape of the bill

—

but now they are seldom met with, although
in 1876 a pair was constantly' noticed in the
winter feeding on the edge of the water, oc-

casionally wading in and bowing up and
down in their peculiar manner; which said

bowing is caused by the habit thej' have of
being constantly on the watch for intruders:
for though sociable among their own kind
they are of a suspicious nature, and are al-

ways looking out for surprises; perhaps thej^

have developed this habit from the ruthless

manner in which they have been pursued and
shot at whenever they have put in an ap-
pearance. Here, too, in the late spring come
thick flocks of the ox birds, but thej-, too, are
not known to breed here; they keep close to-

gether, and conie in such numbers that some-
times thirty of them have fallen at one shot
from a shoulder gun.

Oceasionallj' an 03'stor-catcher's nest has
been found near the pits, but, as we said be-

fore, the black-headed gulls seem to keep
them all to themselves in the breeding sea-

son, yet in the winter curious birds have been
seen here—the white spoonbill, with the wide,
poonlike bill from which he takes his name,
and which he rattles noisily when disturbed
or frightened, the pelican, the stork, and the
buzzard, having been either seen to pitch
about the flats or grass spots in the shingle.

round the little creeks that are to "the

right of the town; These birds have all e

dcnti}' been blown across by the strong win^

and are generally rao.st exhausted when p^

ceived, sometimes scarcely being able to ^

out of the way of their pursuers. In 9th n

there is a great deal of partridge shooti

about the bushes ; and often when so (

gaged the sportsmen disturb short-ear

owls, that fly heavily out into the sunshii

blinking and winking and tumbling stupid

awaj' inland, to return once more at nigl

when all is quiet. The ruff and reeve us

to breed constantly in the marshes, but th

were so extremely good to eat that they t

are almost extinct, though even now at tim
they are to be seen feeding near the ])its. b

their nests are no moi'e known ; neither a

they seen at all, except in the very eai

spring, after which they disappear myste
ously, doubtless to some place even more u

known to man than are these bottomk
ponds. The sews drain here from the mi
shes into the sea, and down their sides coi

the young herons, that also fall victims

the gunner, who is always on the look-oj

for them, before they have time to becoi
" fishy," for then they make excellent pu
dings, and are eagerly shot ; and here, tc

are constantly seen kingfishers flitting hitb

and thither, and occasionally alighting clo

enough to human beings to be closely c

served. On one occasion a gunner was in

punt or little boat lying down among t

rushes in the pits with his oar stuck straig

up; he was doing nothing and was qui

still ; a kingfisher was flitting to and fr

presently he alighted on the oar, and a

peared to be meditating profoundly'; the

like a flash of lightning, he darted head fii

into the water, bringing up a tiny fish in Y

beak. He alighted again on the oar, and c

liberatel^' dashed out the fish's brains on i

he then swallowed the fish, resumed bis mec
tative attitude, gazing into the quiet wate
then in a moment he was down again, retur

ing once more with a fish, which he serv'

exactly as he had served the first, and tl

he repeated four times, after which he seemi
satisfied, sat for a little time quietly on tl

oar preening his feathers, then he darti

away and was seen no more. A most int«

esting and wonderful insight into the ms
vellous code of manners and ways possessi

by wild birds is to be obtained in this lone

spot; and you can lie for hours behind ai

of the little tufts of green, and bj' the aid

glasses watch the birds at home and no
their individualities and extraordinarj- difff

ences of character for yourselves, as he
they see few people in the breeding seaso

except the Coastguards, who seem to intc

fere very little with the birds, and an c

casional emissary from Lloj'd's sent down
see about the wrecks that are constantly ca
up on the iron coast. But "as there must I

wrecks," said an old inhabitant, "why shou
they not be here!"—a line of argument \

were hardly prepared for ; but the nature
the coast certainly keeps off" intruders, ai

preserves the shingle almost entirely for tl

birds. Even in the early summer, under
bright sky, and with the tall fox-gloves at

sweet-scented roses springing out of tl

stones, the shingle has a most dreary appea
ance; and what then must it be like wh(
the sea comes roaring in, and the snowdrift
and the powerful wind rises until the one 1

two cottages are almost blown straight aw£
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nlaiul? Indeed, once or twice the cottages
lave been obliged to be pulled down, aiad
laced farther away from the sea. The
abitants shake their heads when questioned
bout this aspect of the shingle, and on\y re
lark that perhaps it is a trifle cold; but the
irds aio always there, and there is alway
jmething or other to look at.

The Excessive Struggle for Wealth.

1G3

in trusting in his works and in his treasures

:

"Moab hath been at ease from his youth, and
he hath settled on his lees, and hath not been
emptied from vessel to vessel, neither hath
he gone into captivity: therefore his taste re-
mained in him, and his scent is not changed."
"Theunmortified Christian and the heathen,"
writes William L'enn, "uro of the same re-
ligion."

It is noteworthy that in the examples
which our Lord has given of those who were
destroyed in the days of Noah and of Lot,
'hey were all for moral, and for the most
-arl, necessary duties; though no doubt
ai Tied to an unlawful or too excessive and
bsorbing extent; even to a forgetfulness of

God. Thus in the first case the record is

:

^They did cat, they drank, they married
wives, they were given in marriage, until the
day that Xoah entered into the ark, and the
flood came and destroyed them all." In the
second: "They did eat, they drank, they
bought, they sold, they planted, they huilded

;

but the same day that Lot went out of So-
dom, it rained fire and brimstone from

Was there ever a pcriiMJ when the im-
oderate struggle for wealth in this countrv
as so great as it is at present? or when it

as mure imperative to give close heed to
le warning words of the Apostle: ' The}-
lat will be rich, fall into temptation and a
lare, and into many foolish and hurtful
8ts, which draw men in destruction and
Tdition. Por the love of money is the
Ot of all evil." This opens out the sad
fects which such a course of action has
)on the ensnared and enslaved themselves,
it who can calculate the sum of worldliness
id spiritual dwartishness which these exert
er their families, if such they have, and

|
heaven, and destroyed them all." Under-

lon all who come within the sweeping tidalllying these— the too great love for and de-
lve of their influence? The loudest or votion to, lawful things—there were no doubt
[)8t effective preaching is, perhaps, that of, more flagrant sins and abominable iniquities
e hte and conversation. Hence, where |so as together to fill up the cup of their trans-
ose around us, the young particularly, see gressions. and to cause their overthrow and
e strenuous efforts early and late, eager destruction. Nevertheless, He who looketh
d fervent, that are put forth to accumulate 'on the heart and judgeth by its estrancrement
salth, and this not because of need, not to from Him, can, and no doiibt will, brino- into
Ip others, and last of all, not to manifest by judgment for idolatry, whether that idolatry
ecejDt and example how to enjoy the fruits consist in giving the heart too fondly and ex-
labor in a Christian, or even rational man-|Cessively to the lawful things of earth, or to
r, but to excel and make a show, may not: those which men account more corrupti'no- as
see, yea, will they not be strongly tempted, more likely to obscure the beams of the "Sun
not beguiled into the same current of pur-|of righteousness, and to call down the di.s-
it after worldly gain and grandeur which pleasure of heaven.
e example around them is so calculated to I Never, perhaps, was the exhortation more
3ite, to foster, and to intensify ? This is a needed :

•' Trust not in uncertain riches, but in
intof too grave importance to be at all the living God, who giveth us all things richly
erlooked: inasmuch as, perhaps, there is to enjoy." Where this trust becomes the
one talent for which we shall have more predominating feeling of the heart; or where
gely to account, than for that of our, the desire is uppermost to use this world as
iadilj'-operating influence over those about

I

not abusing it, knowing that the fashion
Then, if the mind and heart, the time thereof passeth awaj-, how careful it tends to

d talents, are swallowed up in the pursuit 'make us in seeking to avoid the very appear-
d greed for wealth, too unmindful of our ance of evil! How diligent to ask counsel
nne Lawgiver's injunction, "Seek ye first' and wisdom of Him who seeth the end from
i kingdom of God, and his righteousness;"

, the beginning, in whose hand our breath is,
th the after-promise, all things needful whose are the cattle upon a thousand hills'
ill be added; what must be the fearful ac- and who at his pleasure can bless the little
imtability that we shall have to render, or blast the great deal! By such a course
to a God of knowledge, who searcheth the jthe dreadful denunciation against the rich
ns and the thoughts, Avhen no less true is I man, and those like him, in the parable of
it written

: "Where your treasure is, there our Lord, " So is he who layeth up treasure
for himself and is not rich toward God,"
would be avoided. Hereby, likewise, the
blessing promised to such as hear the say-
ings of Christ and do them, would be forth-
coming. The betrayal of trusts, now so pain-
fuUj^ potent, would be unknown. The alarm-
ing overstrain for wealth, with the cherished
distinction which it gives, would cease. The
emulation and envy excited in the breasts of
the poorer classes, would no longer have
place. And above all, the great risk of souls,

or the forfeit of the future inheritance beyond
this fleeting scene, would be exchanged for
the humble hope, that having endeavored,
with the measure of grace received, to serve
our generation according to the will of God,
He will accept us, all unworthy as we are, for
his dear Son's sake, who loved us and gave
himself for us.

II your heart be ali

We may be esteemed by our fellow men
;

ly live amiable and moral lives ; may be
levolent and generous; and may aim to

3p pace with others in the legal standard
right ; and thence float smoothly and

iily upon the tide of time : but what better
this than living to ourselves, without due
erenee to the unspeakable gift of the Holy
lost—our guide into all truth—being a
i-t of the rich blessings derived through a
Flour's suff'erings and a Redeemer's blood ?

tecedent to which great epoch, the Apostle
the Athenians declared: "The times of
8 ignorance God winked at, but now com-
mdefh all men everywhere to repent."
id wherein, also, is the difference between
;h and Moab? who was thus judged for
tling down at ease, in carnal security, and

The following allegorical, but admonitory
caution from the pen of a readv and pious
writer, is commended to the careful attention
of all who are in danger of being drawn aside
by this lurking evil, or engulphcd in the
great love and struggle lor wealth now so
prevalent, and which, when it is given way
to, seems to drown out well-nigh everything
but the insensate worship "of Mammon,
causing forgetfulness of the holy precept:
"Bodily exercise profiteth little; but i^odli-
ness is profitable unto all things, having the
promise of the life that now i's, and of that
which is to come."—"Among the chief at-
tractions of the things below, were certain
little lumps of yellow clay, on which almost
every eye and every heart were fixed. When
I saw the variety of uses to which this clay
could be converted, and the respect which
was shown to those who could scrape to-
gether the greatest number of pieces, I did
not much wonder at the general desire to
pick up some of them; but when I beheld
the anxiety, the wakefulness, the competi-
tions, the contrivances, the tricks, the frauds,
the scufliing, the pushing, the turmoiling, the
kicking, the shoving, the cheating, the cir-
cumvention, the envy, the malignity, which
was excited by the desire to get this article;
when I saw the general scramble among
those who had little, to get much, and of
those who had much to get more, then I
could not help applying to those people a
proverb in use among us, that gold may be
bought too dear.-'

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.
VISIT OF SAMUEL COPE.

1 the progress of a religious visit within
compass (if Bucks Qnart'er. j^erformed by
dear friend Saniiic! ('(.pv, late in the j-ear

1842, he attciMloi «,)nait.Tly .Meeting held at
Falls, and thr i-rgulur meeting for worship
held at the same place on the First-day follow-
ng. The following memorandum of his public
services was preserved by a member of Palls
Meeting.
Our friend Samuel Cope arose and handed

forth a lengthy and instructive testimony.
I know Abraham, that he will command his

children and his liDnscliold after him;" and
an evidence of his faithfulness was, that he
was called the friend of God. When judg-
ment was pronounced against that wicked
city, Sodom, his prayers availed much with
the Lord. When he sujiplicatrd for the pre-
servation of the city providi'd tin y li^hteous
were found therein, his Mipiilicaiion was
granted; and his further iiiteiccssioiis w-ere
availing, until the number was reduced to
ten

;
the Lord promising, that if ten righteous

vere found in the city he would not destroy
t for ten's sake. But the Lord, willing to de-

liver the few righteous from the impending
•alamity, sent his angels to Lot, directing him
and his household to flee from the city, and
cautioning them not to look back. But Lot's
wife, disobeying the injunction, looked back
ind became a pillar of salt,—a monument of
her own foil}', and a warning to the diso-

bedient ; thus holding up to view the reward
of faithfulness, the efficacy of the prayers of
the faithful, the deliverance of the rigliteous,

and the forbearance toward the wicked for

the righteous' sake, the final punishment of
the wicked, and the fate of those who have
been delivered and look back

;
presenting an
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instructive lesson to us as a .Society and as

individuals, that the Lord is willing to spare

our Society for the sake of the faithful.

But those who have been delivered out of

spiritual Sodom, should beware of looking

back. Our worthy predecessors and fore-

fathers in the truth were led out of the cere-

monious worship in the outer court ; and how
necessary for us to be careful and maintain

the watch, that we go not back to what our

early Friends in the light of the Lord were

led out of George Fox exhorted them to

hold all their meetings in the power of God
;

and they were weaned from a dependence

upon man, and enabled to worship the Father

in Spirit and in truth. How difterent this

from the ceremonious worshippers in the outer

court, who think if they have no minister

they can have no worship—looking unto man
as their teacher rather than unto Him who
can teach his people himself, immediately or

instrumentally.

The interesting parable of the ten virgins

was also impressively brought to view ;
how

important it is for us to have oil in our ves-

sels, that when the midnight cry is heard,

"Behold the bridegroom cometh, go ye forth

to meet him," we may arise and trim our

lamps, and be ready to enter with him into

the guest chamber, before the door is shut

;

that our situation may not bo comparable to

the foolish virgins who had no oil in their

vessels when the midnight cr3Mvas heard, and
the bridegroom came ; but alter they went to

buj^ and came saying. Lord, I^ord, open unto
us. a voice was heard from within, saying,
" Verily I say unto you, I know you not."

The Lord's visitation to man was compared
to a day of twelve hours, in which he has
abilitj'- to work out bis soul's salvation ; and
if he does not work while it is day, the night
cometh when no man can work.
Much encouragement was given to the sin-

cere seekers after righteousness, and warning
to the backsliding and rebellious. It was an
instructive season, and I trust that many
hearts were thankful for the favor.

In the meeting for discipline, the deticien-

cies amongst us, as exhibited b}^ the answers
to the queries, wore pertinently spoken to b3-

this dear friend. The neglect of the attend-

ance of our week-day meetings seemed to be

a cause of much concern to him, intimating

that the neglect of this great duty paves the
way for other weaknesses to enter; and if we
neglect our meetings on other days of the
week, it is not likely we can bring an accept-
able offering on First-day.

Demas has forsaken me, having loved this

present world. He was not charged with any
immoral conduct, but he loved the world

;

and it is to be feared that there are too manj^
of us in this day, who, Demas-liko, are pre-

ferring the things of the world to the follow-

ing of Chi'ist. He cautioned us to beware of

little neglects of duty, for it is the little foxes
that spoil the tender vine ; and exhorted us

to improve our talents in the time given, for

the Lord will require an increase thereof ac-

cording to what He has committed to our
care.

Sleeping in meeting was also held up to

view as an offence to those not of our Society
;

causing the way of truth to be lightly spoken
of, and the feet of honest inquirers to stumble.
And it is a grief to well-concerned Friends.

(To be continued.)

ANOTHER YEAR.
Anotlier ye;)r 13 tlawning !

De.ir iM-.isier, let it be

In working or in waiting,

Anotlier year with tliee.

Anotlier year of leaning
Upon tliy loving breast,

Of ever-deepening trustfulness,

Of quiet, happy rest.

Another year of mercies,

Of faithfulness and grace;

Another year of gladness

In the shining of thy face.

Another year of progress,

.\nother year of praise;

Another year of proving
Thy presence " all the days."

Another year of service,

Of witne.ss for thy love;

Another year of training

For holier work above.

Another year is dawning!
Dear Master, let it he.

On earth, or else in heaven,

Another year for thee !

Frances Bidley Iluvergal.

A NEW YEAR'S EVE VISION.

I was sitting alone in the twilight,

The work of the day was done,

And the sombre evening shadows
Were gathering one by one.

The wind in the tall pine tree-tops

Was chanting a requiem drear,

For the old year was slowly dying,

The old, that had been so dear.

Within, on ceiling and casement.

The firelight's crimson glow
Was making its weird reflections

Dance merrily to and fro.

As I gazed in the glowing embers,

My thoughts went hack to the past,

And a throng of vivid memories
Came hurrying thick and fast.

I thought of the joy and sorrow,

or the pleasure and the pain.

Locked in the old year's casket,

Never to come again.

And, as the silent procession

Glided through memory's hall.

The ghosts of wrong and idle deeds

Were sadder and sterner than all.

My life was a pitiful failure,

A wretched blunder at best,

And where I had been most earne-st

Seemed but a mocking jest.

When the year in its new-born beauty

Was singing its opening song,

I said : "I will serve the Master
Who has led rae the way along.

"I will follow his blessed teaching.

And will lay at his dear feet.

The gift that is noblest and purest.

The hope that I count mojt sweet."

But now how poor and worthless

Looked the little I had done
;

How many the hapless failures.

How few the victories won !

I had turned from the Master's teaching,

I had made me paths of my own,
And, instead of leaning on my Guide,

I had tried to walk alone.

And I cried in bitter anguish:
" It is only a hopeless thing

;

I can not serve the Master.

And I have no gifts to bring."

The glowing embers had faded,

And darknes.s, chill and gloom.
Were falling on my heavy heart.

As they gathered in the room.

When I was aware of a presence.

All-glorious to behold,

AVith a glistening robe of whiteness,

And a gleaming crown of gold.

Speechless in raptured wonder
I gazed upon his face;

Bewildered by the wondrous light,

And by such heavenly grace.

" Fear not," the angel uttered.

In accents low and sweet,
" I have come from the land immortal,

From the gracious mercy-seat,

" With a message from the Master,

Whose tender, pitying eye

Hath seen the fabric of thy life.

Hath heard thy sad heart's cry.

" He bids thee take up the warp and woof,

And straighten the tangled skein.

And begin with the birth of this new year,

To serve thy King again.

" Forget those things that are behind.

And reach towards those before

;

Press toward the mark for the heavenly prize

Of Him whom the saints adore."

Kneeling there in the moonlight.

My soul went out in a song.

To the tender patient Master

Who had led me the way along.

Again I said :
" I will serve Him,

And will lay at his dear feel.

The gift that is noblest and purest.

The hope that I count most sweet."

Old Aunt Sally.

A writer in the Chicago Standard descri

a visit paid to an old colored woman in

poor-house at Columbia, S. C.

"As it was 'visitor's day,' the outside s

roundings were passably clean. On enteri

however, I was obliged to call to my aid evt

particle of will-power that I possessed in

der to endure the sight ofthe complete wret

edness of the place. The walls were gri

with smoke and dirt. Not a vestige of cc

fort was to be seen. Two poor old worn
one of them blind, sat crouching over a dy
fire, while on a miserably dirty bed lay Ai

Sally, about ninety years old, perfectly bl

and" helpless, shrivelled and shrunken, '.

body tortured with intense f)ain, she had 1

there for years, looking longingly 'for

home just over the way.'

Can there be such a thing as beautj' ar

such wretchedness? Yes, out of the dep
of that helpless suflFcring and poverty, in

radiance of Aunt Sallj-'s poor old black fg

shone the beauty of the Lord.

I went to see her with the dim idea tha

might, perhaps, be able to afford her a Hi

comfort in her affliction, but I soon foi

from the heights in which she dwelt, that;

had already appropriated all the comfort
Lord had to give to such as she, so that

poor attempts seemed quite out of place,

said, however, ' I am very soriy to see
^

suffering so much. Aunt Sally, and wish t

I could help 3'ou.'

' Oh, la. Missus, don't you feel sorry.

Lord is mighty good to dis poor cretur.'
' But you are helpless and blind. Aunt Sal
' No, no, not blind. I sees Jesus, I dcj

want to see the way you sees.'

' Not want to see vrith your eyes ?' sai(|

quite surprised.
' No, Missus, for if the Lord wanted me

see, he'd not make me blind. De Lord 1

blessed me with a long bed of 'fliction.'

'Blessed you with affliction ?' I said.
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'Yes, Missus, blessed me, or Ho would not

ive it to me. All He does is a blessing. De
rill of de Lord must be done. You're so good

J me, but la, }'ou can't help yourself; it's de

pii'it of de Lord. It works just like medi-

ine, 'pears like to me it comes jes like a peach

r an apple on a waiter.'

'Are you not lonely?' feeling that I must
ly something.
'Oh no, not lonesome. Missus, I done got

lenty of company—plenty o' company at

lidnight. I'se no time to get lonesome.'

'You live so near to the Lord, then, that

le devil never comes to trouble you. Does
9, aunty ?'

'Oh, la now, he done tries to get in here

rery chance he can get.

'But you have lain on this bed all these

ears. Aunt Sally; how can'you stay so cheer-

illy?'

'Oh,' said she, 'I don't want to hear tell of

3ar8—if Je.ius saj'S " stay," I stay. When
38US says " come," all de world can't stop me.

don't want to set de time ; but He'll come,
;e'll come!'
Thus her simple faith in Christ took hold

] everything. We could saj' nothing. He
,ust say it all."

ddress to the Members of Brighouse Monthly

(Concluded from page 157.)

Mission Meetings, dhc.—Then again, there

e the practices of holding what are called

riends' Mission Meetings, Prayer Meetings,

id the singing of hymns. They are falsely

,lled Friends' Mission Meetings, for no true

riend could take part in them.
Some time ago, a series of General Meetings
as held in Leeds, similar to those held in

merica, at which it was pretended many
ere converted ; but I fail to see the real fruits,

attended one of these meetings, at which
veral of our leading members were present,

ne of the leaders, after a hymn had been

mg, read from the Bible and then from an-

her book, and addressed the ])cnplc. using!

ich expressions as this: "L'any (nic is iiotl

ved, come just now; none need go awuy;
isaved," namingthenumbersavod—sdcalk-d

•on a previous night. Prayer was tluii

,lled for by the same individual saying. Lit

I pray," and a recorded minister aete[iti.

d

ic invitation to do so. An overseer said they
ere just the sort of meetings George Fox
ould sanction. But to show that this state-

j

ent is false let us compare what George Fox

"The next day we came into Cumberland again, I

3ere we had a General Meeting of thousanijs of|

lople. A glorious and heavenly meeting it was ;
i

c the glory of the Lord did shine over all. Their

es were fixed on Christ their teacher, and they

me to sit down under their own vine ; insomuch
at Francis Howgill, coming afterwards to visit

em, found that they had ijo need of words, tor

,ey were sitting under their teacher Christ Jesus
;

the sense wliereof he sat down amongst them,

'iltout speaking anything."—Fo.r's Journal, Vol. 1,

241.)

We read how careful they were not to "give

ay to the least fleshly notions of the mind."

niliam Dowsbury, (who lived, at one time

3t for from where the Modern General Meet-
igs were held,) writes,

—

" Meet often together in the name and fear of the

fing God
I
and take heed of words. See that the

''itness speaks, which will cut down vour own

wills, and minister to llir witn.-s in uthers, to the
slaying of their wills."— I

I!///. /^ "../w/ry, p. 122.)

Many precious jkiwi rliil imclings were
held, which were attended by thousands ; at

some of these meetings, James Parnell, a lad

of seventeen, was present and bore a noble
testimony to the truth ; at which many were
convinced. But in none of these meetings, is

mention made of any having been saved "just

then." And no mention is made of singing in

time and metre ; but on the contrary they
" denied singing in time and metre and poetry
that is the invention of the brain."

George Fox says,

—

" I was moved to cry out against all sorts of music,
for they burdened the pure life."

Many of the hymns that are sung by pro-

fessed Friends are such as all true Friends

have denied, they being such as cause people

to tell lies in the sight of God, inasmuch as

they sing words which do not answer to their

conditions.

Unsound Doctrines.—I feel it right to re-

mind you also of the unsound doctrines that

are held by many amongst us, even by those

recorded as ministers. One of these errors is

a tlenial of the inward appearance of the Light
of t'hrist with the saving power thereof.

Another error is the assertion that conver-

sion isinstautaneous, quoting the words "Now
is the day of salvation," and saj'ing " None
need go away unsaved, only believe." Now,
this language, "To-ilay." iV'c.. docs not refer

to a salvation of a day ot twenty-four hours,

but unto the day of a man's visitation, and it

is a dangerous and hurtful thing to persuade

a sinner that he can be saved when he will,

or if he pleases.

Then again we hear much concerning a

mere belief in the sufferings and death of

Christ, and that when we believe these things

we are converted. Also much about the blood

being the only means of salvation ; \\illi little

or no allusion to the essential ])aii of salva-

tion, that being lost sight of. Lidced many
amongst us have experienced as little of, and
believe as little in, the work of the Holy Spirit

as the great btilk of other professors.

Another error whieli has creiit in amongst
us is calling the I'.ible the Word of God ; also

calling the'books, Matthew, Mark, Luke and
.lolm, the (iospel; lioth of which terms, when

77/. Ln//,t lit (_'lirist Saving.—Now to deny
tlie l.iuiit of Christ in man, and its saving and
eleaiisiiig power, is to deny the very founda-

tion of ( 'bristianity
;
for except we take heed

to, and are led by this Light, we can never
have a right knowledge or belief in Christ's

death, sufferings, and resurrection ; and unless

this Light or Power work in us we can never

be truly converted. Those who hold contrarj'

views to these, as laid down bj' Fox, Barclay,

and Penn, and a host of others, are not Qua-

kers, for

—

"They [Friends] deny the teachers who tell the

people that Christ hath not enlightened every one

that cometh into the world, and that say God hath

not given every one a measure according to his

ability ..." And such teachers as tell people

that Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John is the Gospel,

which are but the letter . . . The letter is but

a declaration of the Gospel, and many have the let-

ter, but not Christ; but we, having received the

Gospel, know them to be no ministers of it, there-

fore we deny them."— (//-ora a Paper sent forth by

thr people in scorn called Quakers.)

George Fox says,—
" I was glad that I was commanded to tm-n people

totliat inward l.i-lit, S|.i, il .-nid ( inice by which all

might l<n<Av (li.'ir >alv:iii,,n and tlieir way to God

;

even tliat divine Spirii wlii, li would lead them into
all truth, and whieli 1 infallihly knew would never
deceive any."

—

Fo.r's Journal, Vol. 1, p. 113.)

Another Friend saj-s,

—

"That very light which before reproved, con-
vinced, judged and condemned in all for unbelief
and unrighteousness both in heart and life, is still

the same which dothconvert, confirm, cleanse,justify,
and save. . . . And, (mark the words), it is no
less than Blasphemy to say the Light of Christ is in-
sutEcient, and not able to save all that come to God
thereby."

—

(Ja^. Jackson, p. 23.)

This light is not a natural light, but a divine
seed sown in the heart of man

; and is the gift

of God for man's salvation. Let none charge
me with Hicksism, as some true Friends have
been, for we do all own that same Jesus whose
body was crucified at Jerusalem, and who
rose again for our justification.

Again, it is a false doctrine to teach that
we are justified bj^ Christ's blood as soon as
we believe, and before we are sam-titied. And
the doctrines of imputed ri^bleousmss

; that
a literal belief in the histoiy of ( hrist's death
and sufferings, is conversion

; and thtit justifi-

cation first occurs, and then sanctitication, are
not (Quaker doctrines, though taught among
us as the truth.

Eobert Barclay, that worth}- champion of
the Truth, says,

—

" And therefore Christ lives always making in-

tercession during every man's day of visitation, that
they may be converted ; and when men are in some
measure converted, He makes intercession that they
may continue and go on, and not faint nor go hack
again."

—

Apology, p. 203.

These doctrines have been proved again and
again b}- many writers to agree with the
Scriptures.

Now the practices and unsound views of
many amongst us are quite coniraiy to and
inconsistent with the Truth, and the princi-

ples thereof; and in unison with John Bar-
clay,—

" I long that those who cannot see with ns, would
honestly go their ways from us, and we should be
the stronger, purer people, and take more root down-
wards."— (./. Barclay's Letters.)

Many amongst us have broken our bond of

unity. "For we are gatlierccl," saj's Eobert
Barclay, "into the belief of certain principles

and doctrines."—

(

.l/c//-./,,/ ,,/ the Banters, -p.

33.) And on these do the terms of member-
ship in the true Society exist when in the true

life and power of God. Again he says,—

" If any one or more so engaged with us should

arise to teach any other doctrine or doctrines con-

trary to these, which were the ground of our being

one . . . Such cut themselves off from being

members by dissolving the very bond, by which
they were (or ought to have been) linked to the

body."—(P. 34.)

Some say, " Oh, we don't follow George
Fox, but Christ;" but if thej' did so, they
would come into unity with George Fox, and
with all the children of God in all ages of the

world. Others say, " We must not judge, but

let all work together."

" Now," says Robert Barclay, " were such a prin-

ciple to be received and believed, that in the Church
of Christ, no man should be separated from, no man
condemned or excluded the fellowship and com-
muniiiii i]f tlu' licdy, for his judgment and opinion

in matters .it fail li. tlien what blasphemies so horrid,

what heresies so damnable, what doctrine of devils

might harbor itself in the Church of Christ ! What
need then of sound doctrine if no doctrine make
unsound!"—P. 3.'>.)
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As to judging, George Fox says,

—

" Yea, the least member of the Church of Christ,

hath power to judge of such things, having the one
true measure and the true weight to weigh things
and measure things withal, without respect of per-
sons."

—

[Journal, Vol. 2, p. 281.)

We may take it for granted that our Society
will never prosper in the true life of religion

until we become a purer people and more in

unity with each other, and faithful towards
God. The evil things now come upon us were
clearly seen, and a warning went forth from
such Friends as Thomas Shillitoe, John Bar-
claj', Ann and George Jones and Sarah L.
Grubb. The last named of whom in 1820,
after alluding to the various good-looking
schemes which had been set afloat amongst
us, said,

—

" That we should be so taken up with them, and
be so mingled with the world iu them for want of
keeping close to the leadings and restraints of the
Spirit of Christ revealed within as to get mingled
with the world's spirit, and by little and little al-

most imperceptibly should lose our zeal and up-
riglitness in the testimony of the truth ; and should
begin to think there was no good in this or the
other query until by degrees our discipline, once so
excellently set up amongst, us, would utterly fall to
the ground, and we should become mingled with the
spirit thereof, and become like the other various
professors of the world."

—

(L. A. Barclay's Letters,

p. 435.)

And these sa^'ings have been literally ful-

filled amongst us
;
for some members of this

Too Late to do Good.

Annie A. Preston, in The Illustrated Chris-
tian Weekly, relates an interesting circum-
stance in connection with the death of a kind-
hearted but gay and worldlj^ woman of wealth
who lived in a suburban district. To the
simple country folk, who, while realizing
from her bounty good returns ibr their pro-
ducts, yet regretted her apparently entire

_ _ _ _ ^

_ ^^ ^^_^
indifference to her soul's interests, she would

Monthly Meeting have sakf' There Is no'cood ^^^ '
"^ '^'^ ^ butterfly

;
jet me flit where the

in those old stereotyped queries.' Fo
and clear description of departure

God, I came to the knowledge of Scripture and
to the eternal rest in Christ, of which they testify,

by the inspiration of the Spirit of Jesus, the Lion
of the tribe of Judah, who alone is fouud worthy to

open the seals of the Book."— ( Wm. Dewsbury's
Works.)

These things are not mystical to the true
babe in Christ, so let us not be deceived, nor
look to lo hercs ! and lo theres ! amongst this

people.

All who are seeking and longing for the
True Eest in Christ, must find it within them-
selves. They must turn the mind inward and
away from all outward things

;
yea to that

which alone can lead to, and which can give
true rest and peace. That we may all come
to this is the desire of my heart both for my-
self and you,—not as though I had already
attained, or were alreadj'^ perfect.

William Land.
7tli mo. 1881.

^f,,[j
jflowers are brightest. I cannot be thir

doc-
of another world; there w^^ ^^ __^ „„^^i

be time enough

trine,'^&c.^ see~an"''¥xpol}\uTat'ion''orbeharf"of [?'' ^^^^ !^^^®" ^ ^"^ ^ """'^^ S^ there. As lor

the Truth," by Daniel Pickard, wherein ther^""^'^3%
I must make that a pleasant day for

ancient and modern forms of Discipline are
I

^^ .f'"'""^'^- «omeof them are so pressed by

examined and compared, and the declensions

for them. They
j'our

fog and mould and cobwebs for

pointed out
The faithful lourn over this sad state of,

business cares that thej- cannot visit me at
any other time. I must make the day bright

are not used to ehurch-

Mief that the Truth will not be permitted to
fiUl to the ground. That mourner in Isi-acl,

S. L. Grubb, writes,

—

" Friends

and repented after she had no time left

which to do good. I can now see that n
gifts, although they were often prodigal, we
never made in the name of the Mast(
They may have alleviated suft'ei'ing for tl

moment, but were never of the kind th

brings the reward promised to the Christia
Do not delay. Seek the Saviour now.
want to see you all again. I know now it

not possible, only through the blessed bloc

of Jesus. Seek Him now, M'ithout dela

and take up the work I have no time to do.

He delivered his message, and, whilst tl

sound of much weeping filled the room, s;

down. "I meant to give them a reguli

scathing lecture," he said afterward, "at
have never known what controlling influem
guided my tongue, and bade me desist after

had repeated the beloved sister's last words
We may not doubt that this sweet, co

trolling and limiting influence was that
God's own promised Spirit, and so great
was the brief and tender message fjlesse

that one after another of the gay circle ga'

hopeful promise that they had found the wj
of life.

The villa was turned into a country boni

for poor children, where the energies th
were once wasted in amusement are no
used in directing, teaching and managin
The minister and the village folk look upt
the wondrous change and sa}': "Veril}', Goc
hand was in the departure that to us seemt
so sudden, so shocking, and so sad."

—

Selecte

For ' The Friend.'

"Endeavoring to keep the unity of tl

Spirit in the bond of peace." This injun
tion of the apostle Paul is fraught with i

struction, and is one to which the membe
of the Church militant, the living membei
have need to give heed.

There often arise among these, diflferei

views in regard to church matters; not in r:

lation to our precious principles and testirai

nies, but about points of interest, perhaps
their own particular meeting; and whe,
there is this diversity of view, great care
nccdfil. lust iin])ci( rptibly to ourselves, sei

bccoiiirs iiiteiTstcil in carrying our point, aii

filled wit
them
One day, however, she was thi-owu from

riends! there will be a little living suffering i^"" '.^V'/'IS'^'
^"^ "'''^^ ^"'^'^^•^^"'"^^Vhat it

ant preserved to support it, [the Truth,] and ''^?* ^"'"^ '^^'' ^'^*' ""^^ ^le. She saw her mis-

after they have suffered awhile, there will be a flock-
^ake now, and so great was her self-condem-

ing to the standard."— {.S. Grubb's Letters, p. 364-|"ation, and so sincere seemed her contrition
"588.) and repentance, that it was believed she had.
And as another mourner in Israel said, "We through great mercy, received pardon and 1 we be found pressing it beyond what .. ..,

want some plough-boy preachers again ;" [acceptance from her Lord, even at the sistent with the meekness and gentleness
which will be so; and a reformation will eleventh hour. Christ, and in such a manner as to endang.l
come. Mary Peisley says,—

|

In accordance with her dying request, her the unity existing among the members. 1
"The instruments thereof must differ in their funeral was held in the little meeting-house this state of mind there will be o-reat dano-.j

trials from the sons of the former morning, and will to which she had seldom gone while in life, of judging incorrectly and uncharitably tH

Theirs wLfrorth'^PrnrlHT^^^^^^ ^^^"J' °f her friends came out to the burial, actions and motives of those differing from ui

justT/UV^Mper^^^^^^^^^^^^^
old -i-'-ter had. often seen these ga^Jnow important then, when any diversity

from false brethren: ours will chiefly arise from those i^.^'y P^<^P'° o° their iMrst-day visits and feeling arises in a meeting, that the membe
under the same profession, clothed with the dis- P^^°"^® '^"'^ clam-bakes in the groves and thereofshould watch narrowly over their ow
guised spirit of the world, and that amongst some gardens of the villa, and had desired the op- spirits^, and seek to be brought into an hut
of the foremost (so-called) in the Society."—(P. jportunity now before him to speak to them, ble, teachable state of mind, in which the:
^'^^•' 'His heart was stirred within him, and as he! would bo a willingness to be instructed, ifThis paper is sent forth to clear my.self of
a burden that has long rested on my mind

;

with the desire that those who have lately
joined this people may not be deceived. Let
us not measure ourselves by others ; not take
up a false rest short of the true rest in Christ.
William Dewsbury says,

—

"God is alone the teacher of his people! He
hath given to every one a measure of his Grace,
which is the Light that comes from Christ. It
checks and reproves for sin. All who wait in that
light come to know the only true God and Father
in Christ Jesus, who is the way to Him. This I
witness to all the sons of men : that I came not to
the knowledge of Eternal Life by the letter of the
Scriptures, nor by hearing men speak ofthe name of

rose he thought he was going to pour down
the veiy rain and bail of condemnation upon
them. But his words found altogether dif-

ferent utterance, for instead, he said, with
much gentleness of voice:

—

"My friends, I bring a message to you

error, and if in the right, a care be felt to cor
mend it by a truly Christian spirit, whic
would not admit oi' cherishing any unkindl
feeling towards tho'se of different views, bi

which would indeed endeavor to keep tl

unity of the Spirit unbroken. As different
from the dying lips of that precious sister.

|

in judgment are thus met, no hard feelins
There was not time to summon you to her would find entrance, but regarding our fellov
bedside, and after hope came to her like a members as dear children of the same Heavei
flood of light she forgot self, and thought only ly Father, we would love as brethren, and tl
of the gay circle she was leaving behind. Sheivery exercise of patience and forbearanc
said

:
' Tell my friends as they gather about[ which, by this diversity of view, would thi

my coffin, that I am one more example of the be called forth, would tend to bring all neart
death-bed repentance of a sinner who had and nearer to the feet of our common Maste
long known but wilfully neglected her duty, and nearer to one another in Him.
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Religious Items, &c.

Liquor Traffic in Kansas.—Govonior St.

jhn. of Kansas, has issued a ]iroclaniation

atiii.n- that in SdiiU' (if (ho cities of that State
iinhinatidns (jf persons exist who are viohU-

g the jirohibitions of tliu hiw in reference to
le inamitiaGture and sale of intoxicating li-

ters. For the arrest and conviction of such
Fenders against the law, he offers rewards
nging from $100 to $500. The classes for
bose conviction rewards are offered, include
it only those who sell such liquors, but the

y and county officers who connive at the
jJations of law.

Customs and Principles of the Bunkers, or
rman Baptists.—[The following description
taken from an article in the Century for the
th month; corrected in accordance with
B criticisms of The Primitive Christian, a
per of that denomination, published at
ntingdon. Pa.]

For " The p-nend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

(.',nn r„;,„/.--.\s most readers are axvare
this is a fossil or seiui-lossil ^-uni ivseniMn,.-
anilier. lo„„d in the reddish sands whieheovrT-
the lowdying country near the coast in .lOast-

ern Africa. The tree from which it exudes
is practically extinct, though occasionally
specimens are seen near the sea. The gum
of living trees is of little value.

Curiously enough, the tree seems never to
have grown any distance from the coast, as
no copal has ever yet been found in the heart
of the continent, neither has the living tree.
Livingstone, it is true, on several occasions
speaks of them occurring to the south and
east of Tanganyika, but certainly this has
been a mistake. I made every inquiry possi-
ble among mj- men, and told them to be on
the look-out for the tree, but without result.
The natives have certain seasons when they

dig for the copal. Suftleient only is dui;- .mtThe Duukers profess all the fundamci
inciples of Christian faith. Tli.y baptize; to buy all the cotton
sneophj-tes—astheir founders at Seliwar/.e- even then they are so independent that il

U did—by immersing them three times ijilthey do not receive the jjriee they set on it,

3 name of the Father, the Son and the they are content to wait another season tor a
irit. Their communion is preceded by the' higher price. The mode of digging is char-
e of footwashing. A curious discussion has J^t-teristic of the native. Proceeding to the
late engaged their attention—upon the forest, he looks about him for a place which
BStion whether the single or the double appears to his eyes promising. He then takes
ide has the better claim for observance.' a sharp-pointed stick, and begins digging a
ben the same brother both washes and I'ound hole 8 inches in diameter, vertically

feet, it is the single mode; when' downward as far as his arm will reach. If

ed to rub the eyes, that moment cease using:
them.

°

If the eyelids are glued together on waking
n|i. do not forcibly open them, but apply the
saliva with the finger—it is the speediest dilu-
ent in the world—then wash your eyes and
face in warm water.

—

Hall's Journal of Health.
[The flickering light of a " bat-wing" gas

burner is especially injurious to the ej^es.
Substitute for this 'the 'steady flame of the
argand burner, and the relief afforded will far
more than compensate for the cost of the ar-
gand.]
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!h service is performed by a separate per-| lie be successful he digs a few more holes near
I, they call it foot-washing by the double the same place, but if he is unsuccessful one
de. It is not to bo understood, however,, or two times, he gives the place up and look
it the whole congregation is thus served by out for another to resume work in the same
) or two of their number. There are manner.

—

J. Thomson
)ugh of them going around with tub and
eel to finish the ceremony within a reason-
e time. Foot-washin^and communion are
^ays administered in the evening

; and just
ore the communion a love-feast is held, in

theEye-Sight.—Milton's blindness
suit of over-work and dyspepsia.
One of the most eminent American divines

having, for some time, been compelled to fore
go the pleasure of reading, has spent thous-

nmemoration of the supper which Jesus' "ids of dollars in value, and lost years of time
k with his disciples. There is no bindingji" consequence of getting up several hours be
B as to the choice of food, though among! fore day, and studying by artificial light. His
i viands lamb has the preference. Even eyes never got well

uxuries as coffee and butter, unknown
Scriptural Palestine, are not objected to.

ler the love-feast comes the " holy kiss."

e minister gives it to the brother that sits

:t to him on the right; he applies it, in

n, to his neighbor, and thus it is passed
ng the line, and by the last is carried to
next table. The same order is observed
h the women, with the exception that the
t kiss is applied by the minister to the first

er's hand.
^he Dunkers live in peace with one another
[ seek no redress for injury' done to them
recourse to law. Disagreements among
roselves are settled by the elders, whose
ision is final. Only in exceptional cases,

I after permission is granted hj the officers

the congregation, do they institute law-
;s against the people of the world. Like
(Quakers and the Mennonites, they re-

n from taking or administering oaths, from
ticipating in warfare, or giving connte-
ice to it in any manner whatever. They
averse to accepting public office. Their
r they support. Among their host of two
idred thousand ])eoplo there is not one who
ers from want.

itself is always
absence of light.

ible Its na-

Multitudes of men and women have made
their eyes weak for life hy the too free use of
the eye-sight reading small print and doing
fine sewing. In view of those things, it is

well to observe the following rules in the use
of the eyes:

Avoid all sudden changes between light and
darkness.

Never begin to read, or write, or sew, for
several minutes after coming from diirkness
to a bright light.

Never read by twilight, or moonlight, or on
a ver3' cloudy day.
Never read or sew directly in front of the

light, or window, or door.

It is best to have the light fall from above,
obliquely over the left shoulder.
Never sleep so that, on the first waking, the

eyes shall open on the light of a window.
Do not use the e_ye-sii;lit by li^dit so scant

that it requires an effort to discriminate.

Too much light cretites a glare, and pains
and confuses the sight. The moment you are
sensible of an effort to distinguish, tliat mo-
ment cease, and take a walk or i-ide.

As the sky is blue, and the earth green, it

would seem that the ceiling should be a bluish

tinge, and the carpet green, and the walls of
some mellow tint.

The moment you are instinctively prompt-

It seiiiis seasonable to remind some of our
readers of ili.^ advice contained in our Disci-
pline, that iMiendsshouldcarefully inspect the
slate of their affairs once in a year, and make
their wills and settle their outward business
while in health. The close of a year and the
commencement of a new one is generally ac-
cepted as a suitable time by business men to
make this close investigation into their con-
cerns—of its impoi'tance there can be no
doubt. For want of this many an one has
gone on in fancied security, while he was be-
comingentangledin financial dittlenlties which
have ultimately bi-ought ureal distress upon
himself and fai'nily, and loss upon others.

_

A prudent man' who is a <lealer iu juerehan-
dise, will take an accurate account of the
stock on hand, estimating his goods, not at
the price at which he hopes to sell them, but
at their actual cost, and making a projjer de-
duction from that, in the ease of those which
have depreciated in value or become in mea-
sure unsalable.

He will value his counters, shelving, and
other appliances of his business, not at cost,

but at the price which he would probablj'-

procure for them, if he should retire from the
business.

He will make due allowance for the proba-
bility of loss ill i-.,||ertiiig the debts which are
owing to him—a point (jn which many per-
sons are over-sanguine, who reckon as part
of their estate large sums of money, which
they will never be able to procure, or which
will cost them in labor and expense as much
as they will realize from their claims.

On the other hand, he will not fail to
charge himself with every cent that he owes
to others.

Similar principles applj' to those who are
pursuing other branches of business than
trading.

When such an examination is honestly
made, and is compared with the record of
that at the close of a previous j-ear, it enables
the person to know whether he is becoming
mpaired in his estate, remaining stationary,
)r increasing in worldly possessions. If tlie

first of these should be his situation, he can
then consider what must be done to prevent
\ further loss. It may lie his duty to bestow
more labor and thought in - jirovidiiig things
honest in the sight of all nu'ii." lie may need
to cut off' needless expenses in the manage-
ment of his business, or to make some changes
that will render it more profitable ; or to
practise greater self-denial and economy iu

personal and family expenses.
He who finds his estate increasing, may
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profitably remember the Scripture advice—
'• If riches incroaae, set not your heart upon

them"—and reflect upon the danger which

William Edmundson mentions, of being laden

with them as with thick clay, and thereby

hindered from the Lord's service. As we are

only stewards for a few years of what the

Lord permits us to control of his earthly

goods, we ought earnestly to desire that we
may be faithful stewards, so that when the

Lord calls us to account for the trust com-

mitted to us, we can render our account with

joy and not with grief Let us inquire whether

we have, in proportion to our ability, fed the

hungry, clothed the naked, warmed the cold,

cai-ed for the neglected, given of the means
in our care to spread sound principles and
useful knowledge among men, and in other

wa}'s devoted to the Lord's service and the

good of his creatures a proper portion of that

increase with which He has prospered us.

But may not this annual inquiry into our

condition "profitably go deeper than a mere
investigation of our outward estates? Is it

not well to revive the advice of an apostle,

' Examine 3r()urselves whether ye be in the

fiiith
;
prove your own selves. Know ye not

your own selves, how that Jesus Christ is in

you, except ye Ix' reprobates ?"

Let us honestly ii'llcct . w hct her or not we are

so joined unto Olirisi, that we are habitually

living as in his presence, submitting all our

thoughts and desires to his controlling influ

ence, looking to Him for wisdom and help in

all difficulties, cheerfully submitting to his

will, and prizing above all earthly treasures

the sweet contriting evidences of his love

with which he tavors from season to season

the soul that is joined to Him in the cove-

nant of spiritual life!

SUMM.\RY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The President has nominated and

the Senate confirmed Tliuolhy O.. Howe, of Wisconsin,

to he Postmoster General, and Horace Gray, of Massa-

clinsetts, to be Justice of the Snpreine Court.

A ca-^e wa.s argued last week in the Supreme Court

of the United States, involving the question whether

real estate which was used by the rebel authorities dur-

ing the war, with the consent of the owner, could be

confiscated for a period beyond the owner's life.

W. H. Trescott and W;ilker Blaine, our Special En-
voy.? to Chili, Peru and Bolivia, arrived at Panama, by

the steamer Colon, from New York, and s.ailed on the

13tli inst. for Callao, on the U. S. steamer Lackawanna.
News of the Arctic steamer Jeannette is received

from Siberia. The Jeannette was crushed by the Ice

last 6th month, in the .sea north of Western Siberia, and
her crew embarked in three boats. They were separated

by wind and fog, but two of them, containing Captain

De Long, Dr. Ambler, Engineer Melville and twenty-

three men arrived at the month of the river Lena in

9th month. The other boat has not been heard of yet.

The men suffered great hardships and were terribly

frost-bitten. A.ssistance has been sent to them by the

Ru.ssiiin authorities.

General Pope has informed Secretary Kirkwood that

"it is impossible for Payne, unless alone," to get into

the Indian Territory. The general thinks the report

of P.ayne's raid was started for the purpose of inducing

Congress to interfere in his behalf.

The Mexican Kickapoos, a semi-civilized band in the

Indian Territory, are reported to be on the verge of

starvation owing lo the failure of their crops and ihe

disappearance of game.
Mayor Carleton, of Port Huron, Michigan, chairman

of the Port Huron Relief Committee, estimates that

$200,000 more is needed for the sufierers by the forest

fires last foil.

The Oceanic Steamship Company on the 23d inst.

filed articles of incorporation in San Francisco The
Company proposes, with a capital stock of $2,500,000,

to conduct "a general freight and pa.ssenger business

between San Francisco and the Hawaiian Lslands and
Other points on the Pacific and elsewhere."

A telegram from New Orleans reports that Phillips,

Marshall & Co., of London, have just concluded a pur-

chase from the State of Mississippi of 1,300,000 acres of

land, 760,000 of which are known as the levee lands,

sitnated mostly in the Yazoo delta. The tract com-

prises some of the richest cotton and timber lands in

the State. The purchasers intend to colonize and cul-

tivate the land.

The Lengle interest in the Florida Central Railway

was sold on the 23d inst. to Sir Edward J. Reed, an

English capitalist, "who has recently purchased 2,000,-

000 acres of land" in Florida. After the transfer. Sir

Edward, having acquired a controlling interest in the

railroad, was elected its President.

The first of the dredges to be used in the draining of

Lake Okechobee, Florida, has been finished at Cedar

Keys, and is on her way down the coast to the Coosa-

hatchie river.

Director Burchard, of the United States Mint, esti-

mates that at the close of the present fiscal year there

will be in circulation $440,000,000 in gold and $171,-

500,000 in silver coin.

According to the census returns, the New England
States alone have nearly $322,000,000 permanently in-

vested in railroads.

Twenty-five thousand persons are employed manu-
facturing tobacco in New York.

There has been $421,801.60 of the Pennsylvania

State debt extinguished during the past fiscal year.

Deaths in this city for the past week numbered 3.50, as

compared with 319 for the previous week and 339 for

the corresponding week of last year. There were 175

males and 175 females. Of consumption 55 died; of

pneumonia 35; of typhoid fever 14; of diphtheria 13;

of croup 13, and of small pox 11.

Markets, &C.— 15. S. 3J's, 101 a 102f ; 4J's, 114§- ; 4's,

registered, 1171; coupon, 118|; currency 6's, 130.

Cotton.—There was very little movement, but prices

were without essential change. Sales of midillings are

reported at 12J a 121 cts. per lb. for uplands and New
Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7 cts. for export, and

SJ cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour was dull, but prices were steady. About 1000
barrels sold in lots, including superfine, at $4.50

;

western and Penn.sylvania extras, at 14.75 a $5 ;
Min-

nesota extras, clear, $6.75 a $7 ; Minnesota extras, clear,

straight, good, at $7 a $7.25 ; Pennsylvania extra family,

good, at -6.25; do. do. fancy, at $6.50 a i6.62i; Ohio
do. do., good and choice, at $7.25 ; winter wheat patents,

at -8; Minnesota patents, at $8.25, and 500 do. City

Mills, family, on private terms. Rye flour was dull

;

sales, in small lots, at $4.75 a $5.25. In corn meal
there was nothing doing, and prices were nominal.
Buckwheat meal sells slowly within the range of f4.10

a $4.25. Feed —Sales are reported at $21.50 a $22.50
for winter, and Sil for soring wheat bran.

Grain.—Wheat was dull, but prices were unchanged
;

1600 bu-ihels Penn.sylvania and western red and amber
sold at $1.38 a $1.42 ; No. 2 red at $1.38 a $1.38i. Rye
was dull; sales at 97 a 98 cts. per bushel. Corn was
firmer; about 5500 bushels sold in lots at 69 cts. for

yellow, 69 cts. for mixed, 67 cts. for steamer, 66 cts. for

No. 3, 65 cts. per bushel for rejected. Oats were un-

changed ; sales of 4600 bushel white at 51 a 53 cts., and
rejected and mixed at 49 a 50 cts. per bushel.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 12lh mo.
24th, 1881.—Loads of hay, 230; loads of siraw, 35.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.20 Died, at his residence in Reading, Pa., on the i

to $1.30 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.10 to $1.20 per of 8th mo. 1881, Tyson Embree, in the sixty-third
;,

100 pounds; Straw, 85 to 95 cts per 100 pounds. of his age, a member of Exeter Monthly Meetinj

Reports are that the iron trade, in keeping with tex- Friends.
tile manufactures, is very bri.sk in Philadelphia, the , on the 7lh of 11th month, 1881, Chalk
increased inquiry having .stimulated prices to some ex-, Stokes, an esteemed member and elder of Evesil

tent. This demand is claimed to be legitimate and not
j
Monthly Meeting of Friends, N. J., in the 62nd yei'

speculative.
_

_
his age. The example of this dear Friend in thi

Foreign.—A recent meeting of landlords in Dublin tendance of religious meetings, and his quiet, hue
was an imposing demonstration. The resolutions

j

walk through life, with the patient, cheerful submis
adopted condemned the way the Land Act is adminis-.to the will of his Heavenly Father raanifesle '

'

tered, and demanded compensation and purchase by the months of indisposition, leaves the very comforting
State. I lief in the minds of his relatives and friends that t

Jo.seph Chamberlain, President of the Board of loss is his everlasting gaii

Trade, answering a correspondent who criticized the
|

, 12th mo. 6th, 1881, at her residence in Da
policy of coercion, writes strongly in justification of the Delaware Co., Pa., Abigail P. Elfreth, i

Government's resort thereto. He declares that it is year of her age, a beloved member of Chester Mon
unbearable that the goodwill shown by the farmers Meeting of Friends. Her life had been one of trus

after the pa.ssage of the Land Act should be nullified by loving dependence on her Divine Master,
the illegal acts and teachings of tho^e who have avowed grew toward eventide, she manifested much single

a sinister desire to render reconciliation impo.ssible. 1 of heart toward God and unselfish devotion to her

The Morinon missionaries here held a conference in lows. " And they shall be mine, saith the Lor
London on the 26th in.st. Mormonism in London has hosts, in that day when I make up my jewels."
been unsucce.ssfnl, but many converts have been made

i

in the provinces. WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
It is proposed to take the converts to Utah early in I No. 422 Walnut Street.

1882. Some of the elders will remain to proselyt

A number of them will return to Utah. Fifteen h

dred converts have been made in England since

month.
he Standard's Berlin correspondent says :

" Emi;

tion in 1882 promises to become more colossal than t

in 1881. Fourteen thousand tickets have already b

taken for transportation by vessels leaving Bremen
America in the spring. Almost an equal numbe
emigrants will go from Hamburg."
An eruption of Mount Vesuvius is in progress

seems to be on the increase.

On First-day last, during a Catholic service in M
saw, a Jew was seized while picking pockets. In oi

Sect his escape the culprit cried " Fire."_ Im
diately a great panic seized the congregation, ^

rushed for the doors. During the confusion forty
]

sons, mostly women, were crushed to death or fat:

injured, and sixty others more or less seriously h

The pick-pocket was soundly beiten by the cro

Very serious rioting ensued after the panic. Mos
the Jewish liquor shops and many Jewish houses v

sacked. The police were powerless. In several e
policemen a.ssisted in plundering dram shops,

hundred arrests have been made.

The Standard's Vienna despatch says: "A teleg!

from St. Petersburg reports that the whole navalj

of Cronstadt is on fire. One quarter of the town is

ported to be already destroyed. The loss is enorm
The fire is believed to be the work of Nihilists."

Owing to the influence of Ali Ben Kalifa, the A
rebel chief, three of the largest tribes in Southern T'

hold out against the French. The insurgents h

pillaged the large town of Kasr Mondenig. The mi

of General Logerot's column from Sfax is, in co

quence, thereby postponed.

Alexandria, 12th mo. 22d.—There were 32 de

from cholera at Elwedj during the week ending on

15th instant. Some of thecaravans have broken thro

the quarantine by avoiding the ordinary route.

Preparations are to be made next year for the

struction of the proposed railroad from Winnipe
Hudson Bay.
The yellow fever is reported to be disappearini

Barbadoes. The census returns just piibli.-hed

171,860 as the number of inhabitants of the isl

being an increase of 9811 over the returns for the i

The police in Havana have arrested a numbe
counlerfeiters of Spani4i quarter dollar pieces,

seized their implements and a large quantify of

spurious coin.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL. .

The Committee who have charge of this institui

meet in Philadelphia on Sixth-day, 1st month 6th, 1

at 11a. m.

The Committee on Admissions and the Commi
on Instruction meet at 9 A. M., the same day.

Wm. Evans, Cto

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankjord, [Twenty third Ward,) Pluladelph

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, ft

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa:!

Managers.
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Notes of Travel.

(Concluded from page 162.)

One of the Elkland Friends kindly met us
t Canton, and conveyed lis in an open wagon
761- the mountains to their settlement." A
lunder shower in the previous evening had
lid the dust, and refreshed the parched sur-

ice of the earth, washing from the road-side
iliage the thick coating of dust which had
efore marred its beautj'.

We met manj- teams iiauling loads of hem-
ick bark for the tanners' iisi.'. In sonic parts
rthe mountains the hemlock al)oiiiids, form-
ig dense woods, composed of enormous trees
) thickly set together and covered at their
istant summits with evergreen foliage, that
lit little underwood can grow. As found in

leir native woods, these trees have no large
jreading branches like the oak, hickory, or
laple

;
only a group of small branches at the

)p to bear the leaves. The general outline
Ethe tree is conical. It has been a pleasure
) me to wander alone in one of the grand
emlock forests, and enjoj- the feeling of sub-
mity, almost amounting to awe, thatcovered
le mind, when surrounded with trunks 3, 4
r 5 feet in diameter, running to a height of
[) or 80 feet without a limb, and surprisingly
ear to each other.

The summits of the hills often presented a
Dnsiderable area of level or gently rolling

ind, comparativeh' free from stone—and in

ich situations some of the farms looked as if

leir owners might raise from them a com-
irtable living. On the hill-sides there was
equently a large amount of loose stone,
hich the farmers gather into great piles in

leir tiolds.

We saw many pieces of land, which were
eing cleared from the timber for agricultural

urposes. As we estimated the amount of
ibor required to hew down, roll together, and
urn the heavy growth of timber, and gather
ae stones that often were thickly strewn
ver the surface

;
thought of the tedious pro-

ess of bringing into cultivation ground that
fas almost filled with roots of trees, and
rhich would require years to decay; and no-
iced the numbers of stumps that for a series

f years would remain in the way of the
lough

;
we could but sympathize with the

arly settlers who had so energetically hewed
ut homes for themselves ; and rejoice at the

evidences we frequently met with, of comfort
and thrift.

In these mountain tops grass flourishes, so
that raising sheeji and cattle ai-e among the
principal occupations of the farmers. In some
of the pasture-fieldSy I noticed great patches
of fern which reminded me of similar growths
on the tops of the Catskill Mountains. It

proved to be the same species as is so abund-
ant there—-the Dicksonia pilosiuscula. Among
the more interesting shrubs was a largo flow-

ered raspberry, Riibus odoratus, which I had
before seen on the banks of the Schuylkill,

near Philadelphia. It grew abundantly b\- the
roadside on the edge of woods. The bright
red flower was about one inch across and the
fruit, of the same color, was pleasant to the
taste, but not abundant.
We saw but a single specimen of the moun-

tain Elder, which bears a cluster of brilliant

red berries, not spread out like the common
elder, but gathered into a bunch resembling
in appearance the fruit of the common sumac.
A species of Haw ( Viburnum lantanoides),

was very common. Its berries were quite
eatable. The broad leaves easily distinguish
it from the surrounding shrubbery. The
branches, when they come in contact with the
ground, take root, thus forming loops which
'mpede the traveller and give it the popular
names of " Trip-up," and "Hobble-bush."

It was in this rough country, then almost
covered with the primeval forest, that Joel
n<i Ellen M'('urtv settled about the year

tian and faitlitiil siiti'rivr I'or the I'nilh. .Moses

Kol.erts, of (.'atawissa, of whom some account
was given in the former numbers of these

articles. She was born either during the time
of his imprisonment or soon after his release

from jail. Her history shows that hardships
d exposure do not prevent those who pass

through such experiences from richly par-

taking of the visitations of heavenly love, ami
profiting thereby. Her influence and that ot

her husband were largel}' for good, in that

new settlement, and we found abundant traces

of it still remaining: Of their large family,

six children are still living, and numerous
grand-children and more remote descendants.
Surely such pioneers, who sow the seeds of

virtue in a community, and give it an impulse
in the right direction, may well be remem-
bered with honor.

The testimony of Muncj' Monthly Meeting
concerning her says :

'• She was the daughter of .Moses and .lane

Roberts, who were among tln' early scllli-rs

in the neighborhood of Caltawissa, [in IVmiu-

s.ylvania,] and at that time members of Exeter
Monthly Meeting. Herfather dj-iug when she
was quite young, she was left under the care

of her widowed mother and other branches of

the family, in a situation not very fiivorable

for literary or religious instruction
;
yet dur-

ing this period she appeared lo be preserved
in a stateofinnocency and tenderness of spirit.

"In the year 1798, she was united in mar-
riage with Joel M'Garty, a member of Muncy
Monthly Meeting, and soon after removed
with her husband to Elklands, [in Pennsjd-
vania,] where, a small settlement of Friends
was then fbriaing within, the. limits of thia
meeting.
"In this retired situation, very much se-

cluded from the busj- scenes of life, and sub-
jected to many of the privations attendant on
the settlement of new lounliies, her mind be.-

came more dee])ly impressed with the import-
ance of seeking those treasures which neither
moth nor rust can corrupt.

" Under these renewed exercises she often

expressed the concern she felt on account of
their not having a meeting for worship, and
encouraged her friends to unite in making
application for an indulged meeting, which
was granted them in 181G.

"She was very diligent in the attendance
of our religious meetings, though frequently
having to press through many difficulties and
hardships in the performanceof this important
duty; often speakin;;- of the sweet peace she
was at times |ierniitieil to experience, when
sitting in iheii' liule silent meetings ; and en-

couraged her own family and friends not to
suffer any worldly business so to engross their
attention as to prevent them from a regular
attendance.

" Having thus learned in the school of
Christ, the excellency of his government, and
by yielding to the manifestations of Grace in

her own heart, she became qualified to invite

others to come, taste, and see that the Loi'd

is good.
" Though her literaiy acquirements were

very limited, she was enabled in her public

ministry to express herself in clear and im-
pressive language.

" Her early communications cjirried with
them an evidence that they were from that

.Vnoiniing which alone can qualifj' for true
uiis|iel luinistry; and in the year 1819 were
approved by the Quarterly Meeting of minis-

ters and elders.

"By closclj' following the leadings of the

true Shepherd, she became a lively and ac-

ceptalile minister; was a firm believer in the

doetiines anil principles of our religious So-

ciel\'. a- ^ei inrth in the approved writingsof

our'early Friends; and opposed to all specu-

lative views and unprofitable theories. She
bore a faithful testimony' against the unsound
views of Elias Hicks and his followers, being

frei|nenlly led in her communications to ex-

press hir full belief in the authenticity and
Divine authority of the Holy Scriptui-es, and
in the divinity and offices of our blessed Sa-

viour as therein set forth.

" She several times visited the families of

this Monthly Meeting, a service for which she

was well qualified ; frequently administering

counsel and encoui-agement suited to the con-

ditions of those present.

'With the approbation of her friends in
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1S30, she performed a visit in gospel love to the

Tueetings composing Farmington and Seipio

Quarterly Meetings, [in the StatcofN.York,]

and to those of Friends in Upper Canada.
" Although domestic duties necessarily

claimed much of her time, having a large

family of children, yet these seldom prevented

her from attending to the <:ills (.f.hity.

"Christian love so warnin I hci'lu-irt towards

the whole human family, that she was a truly

sympathizing friend to the afflicted in body
or mind. The last few years of her life were

much spent in visiting and nursing the sick;

frequently having to endure many hardships

and privations when attending on the poor

and remotely situated fiamilies of her neigh-

borhood. And while administering to the

wants of the body, she was ever mindful of

that more precious part, the immortal soul
;

endeavoring to turn their minds unto Christ

Jesus, as the only hope and means of salva-

tion.
" In the last meeting she attended, the day

before she was taken ill, she spoke of the

shortness of time to some present, and en-

couraged those who might remain a little

longer, to greater diligence in the attendance

of their religious meetings.
" From the first of her sickness, she was

impressed with a belief that she should not

recover, and was much engaged in fervent

supplication to the Father of mercies, that

He would be pleased to preserve her in patient

resignation to his blessed and holy will.

" The evening before her close, being asked
if she would like to see her physician, she
calmly replied, 'No! there will be a change
before morning ;' and soon after requested her
children might be sent for

;
some of whom re-

sided a few miles distant.
" On their arrival, her powers of speech had

so failed, that she could say little more than
'I have told you the truth before;' and in a
few minutes quietly passed away, on the 20th
day of the Fourth month, 1844, in the sixtj"-

third year of her age."

J. W.

For " The Friend."

The words of the wise arc as goads, and as

nails fastened by the masters of assemblies,

which are given from one shepherd.—Eccl.

xii. chajD., 11 ver.

The above passage has been brought to

mind while reflecting on the remarks "in the
editorial columns of No. 19 of The Friend.
It would be well for all of us to seriously pon-
der them, and be willing to apply them to
ourselves as they meet our own state and con-
dition. How apt the remark of the experi-
enced minister, that " Those who should act
as nursing fathers and mothers, had so long
been trained to guard the walls from enemies
without, that they seemed to have lost sight,

in measure, of cultivating the field within."
And how applicable the epistle of George Fox
which follovvs. True it is, " that the Lord is

able to prosper his own work without instru-

mental help
;
yet it is in accordance with his

will and wisdom to have a gathered church,
and that the members of his church should be
one another's helpers in Him."

If the " field within" was properly cultivat-

ed, there would be much less danger from
"enemies without."' We who are tillers of
the soil know how important it is to have our
grounds well set with proper kinds of plants,
BO that noxious weeds may not have the same

chance to take root. And in order that the

good seed may grow and bring forth fruit,

more is required than merely to keep out or

pluck up noxious weeds ; cultivation is neces-

sary ; and whilst we are cultivating and
cherishing with care every germ that is

springing up from the true root, we may be,

unaware to ourselves, rooting out many a

germ of a noxious plant that was secretly

taking root.

"Brethren, if any of you do err from the
truth, and one convert him, let him know that
he which converteth the sinner from the error

of his way, shall save a soul from death, and
shall hide a multitude of sins."—James v. 19,

20.

The work of converting a sinner from the
error of his ways, or of having our minds
turned towards the "cultivation of the field

within," maj' not bring us out so prominently
before the view of others, as that of guarding
the "walls from enemies without." But if

we go forth to battle in our own strength, the
Truth will suffer therebj', and wo have our
swords turned backward to our own shame.
The Lord said to Ananias, when he would

send him to Saul (who became Paul), " Go
thy way, for he is a chosen vessel unto me, to

bear mj name before the Gentiles and kings
and the children of Israel. For I will show
him how great things he must suffer for my
name's sake." " How great things he must
suffer for my name's sake I" Suffering is not
pleasant to flesh and blood : but what matters
it ? If the poor servant is permitted to be
where his Master is, he ought to esteem it

enough for him. Although the saying in

reference to Paul may have had reference to
his outward persecution, yet it is still true,

"that those who would reign with Christ,
must also suffer with Him." And this bap-
tism may not be for ourselves alone as indi-

viduals, but for the Church's sake also. Nei-
ther "the field within," nor the fields without,
can be cultivated without toil. It is often
necessary to rise up early and to lie down
late

; the heat of the midday's sun is to be
endured

;
the hands and garments are often

soiled in the labor, and we are sometimes
sorely discouraged, fearing that when the
harvest does come, we shall miss of our re-

ward. And we may miss in the outward, but
the promise as to the inward is, "Be thou
faithful unto death, and I will give thee a
crown of life."

To return to the editorial alluded to, "Th
talk at the breakfast table." How instructive
the remarks of the Friend, "whose mind had
been increasingly drawn to seek communion
with his Heavenly Father." He felt disturb-
ed if, while thus engaged, a minister offered
that which had not the savor of Life attend
ing it. Well would it be if ministers did at
all times dwell under a sense of their own ina-
bility of themselves to minister to the profit
of any class of hearers. But to those whose
minds are drawn to seek for themselves that
heavenly communion which is so comforting
to the rightly gathered soul, a communication
without the heavenly unction seems like call-

ing away from that table where " The Master
Himself serves," and offering nothing to the
hearer but husks.
The effect of prejudice was also alluded to

instructively and truthfully,—"The effect on
both preacher and hearer." The poor preacher
feels that somewhat is laid upon him to offer;
and he feels very desirous that what he may

offer may tend to lessen the prejudice thai

.-It towards him. In his anxiety to have
just right, he is in great danger, indeed, of i

sufficiently regarding the injunction, "Proa
the preaching that I bid thee." And so

finds and feels that he has been too anxic

about his own honor whilst he was aiming
be engaged for the Master's honor, and has

be dipped in Jordan oftener than the Syri

lord, before he gets rid of all his spots. Y
with a little "cultivation of the field withi:

by those who might be qualified, he mig

escape some of his plungings. If his or 1

friends feel that there is a goodly root the

why not cherish it ? If they see somethi

springing up that they feel is not from f

true i-oot, lop it off. If they feel that there

that springing up from the true root whi
needs training, train it. If they feel that th

have no ability given them to help a brotl

who may err from the Truth, let such an c

be careful how he takes the seat ofjudgme
" The words of the wise are as goads," a

" as nails fastened by the masters of asse

blies which are given from one shepherd."

Our Lord instructed his disciples that th

were to pray " the Lord of the harvest to se

forth more laborers into his harvest." M
we not also praj- that the number of the

who are qualified by Him to use the goa

and to fiisten the nails, may be increase

There is felt to be at this day a great need

our Society of a more united exercise and t

vail of soul with and for one another.

As is said in the editorial to which I ha
referred, " An unsound ministry, or one i

authorized by the Lord, tends to close up tj

way for the coming forth of those who ai

truly called to that service;" and "In t^

state of things which has existed for years'

critical spirit has been developed."

Our Discipline is clear in regard to t

treatment of those who give cause for unea
ness in their appearances in the ministry ; ar

if there is not strength with those whose pla

it is to labor with such for theij" restoratic

the fault must be theirs. We do not belie

it is the will of the Head of the Church th

such should be our condition. "Judgme
would the Lord have laid to the line a'

righteousness to the plumb-line." And i

trust there are those still preserved here a

there who are qualified of the Lord to th

lay judgment where it belongs ; but the niL

ber of such seems small at this day; and a

not their places often occupied by mere critic

From the records of our Societj'^, from t

journals of the "called and chosen" of t

Lord, we find that they sometimes miss

their waj'; that in the warmth of th(

feelings they were sometimes led beyond th(

depth to their own sorrow. We have o

treasure in an earthen vessel, and unless t

watch is closely kept, our natural warm
may be mistaken for the " coal from off t

holy altar." At the present day there
much that is calculated to arouse the feelin

of those who are honestly concerned for t'

"welfare of Zion and the enlargement of h
borders." Unless these are kept upon th<

watch, they are as liable as any others to

led bej'ond their depth, and thus bring
wound upon themselves. Such need the te

der care and sympathy of those who feel tl

force of the apostle's injunction, " Bear ye oi

another's burdens, and so fulfil the law
Christ."

12th mo. 24th, 1881.
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Westtown Boarding School.

In a recent munber of " The Friend," allu

ion was made to the early records of the
ransactions of the Committee in charge of
he Boarding School at Westtown, bearing
,mple evidence of its having been from its first

aception, a carefully considered project, com-
lenccd and carried on under a deeply felt

xereise for the right performance of a re-

gious duty.
Having recently had the privilege of look-
ig over the first book of Minutes, embracing
period of time extending from 1794 to 1840,
nd becoming interested in observing the ex-
rcise and care of our predecessors in the
rtablishment and proper conducting of the
)ncern of the Yearly Meeting, it was thought
lat some extracts from these minutes might
J acceptable to the readers of " The Friend."
"At a Yearly Meeting held in Philadelphia,
r Pennsylvania, ISTew Jersey, Delaware, and
16 eastern parts of Maryland and Virginia
-in the 9th and 10th mos. 1794.
"Third-day, the 30th of the 9th mo. p
he matter respecting the establishment of a
oarding vSchool (brought up from Philadel-
lia (Quarter in the year 1792), in order to
icourage a guarded education of our youth
ider the superintendence and care of this
eeting, being now entered upon and'con-
iered,—as the subject appears weighty and
18 meeting not being prepared to determine
result thereon

; in order to open and throw
^ht on the proposal, it ie judged best that a
mmittee be appointed to investigate and
gest the same, who (after having had a con-
renee with such Friends as have for a length
time had this concern on their mindsj are
sired to report their sense and judgment
hen prepared, a committee of 54 Friends
IB thereupon named to the service."

10th mo. 3rd.—This committee brought in

e following report:

To the Yearly Meeting of Pennsylvania, &c.
In pursuance of our appointment we have
refully attended to the concern brought up
jm the Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia,
the year 1792, relating to the establish-

ent of a boarding school. It appearing that
' many Friends iu that and other Quartei-ly
eetings, prospects had been entertained of
tensive advantages to our religious Society
be derived from one or more such institu-

ms in some suitable place or places in the
nntry, within the limits and under the direc-

m and care of the Yearly Meeting, the use
d benefit whei-eof to be confined to the
ildren of Friends; and that divers members
those Quarters, many of whom have had

is subject ripening in their minds for a num-
r of years past, have by donations and sub-
riptions, alreadj' received the amount of
out 5000 pounds to be applied to the pro-
Jtingsuch an establishment when the Year-
Meeting shall take the same under its care
A patronage.
On our taking the subject into deliberate
nsideration, we are united in sentiment that
institution of the kind proposed, if man-
ed with religious care and circumspection,
a,y tend to the prosperity of Truth by. pro-
oting the real good of the rising generation

;

3 do therefore recommend the said proposal
the (Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia to
e patronage of the Year!}' Meeting, and pro-
'Se that a committee thereof be appointed

government and management of the house,
school, and other parts of the economy ; to
receive contributions Irom those Friends dis-

posed to encourage such an establish ment, with
authority to purchase lands, erect houses and
other conveniences, out of the funds which
may come into the hands of such committee,
who, after having prepared a plan of rules and
regulations for the well ordering and right
management of the institution, should submit
the same to the sense and judgment of the
Yearljr Meeting; and that such committees
as may from time to time be appointed, should
ender a general account of their proceedings

to that meeting annually. Which is subniii-
ted to the meeting, and signed on behalf and
by desire of the committee by

Jos. Potts,
Thos. Gaskill,
Daniel Smith,
Robert Kirkbride.

Philada., lOlh mo. 2d, 1794."

After due and weighty deliberation there-
on, it appears genei-ally easy to the meeting
to unite therewith; whereupon the same is

ado])ted and the folloM'ing committee are
nominated and appointed to carry into effect

the several matters contained in the report;
and they are desired to submit a full and clear
state of their proceedings to our next Yearly
Meeting, viz

:

Henry Drinker, Owen Biddle, Jno. Drinker,
Thos. Fisher, Jesse Foulke, William Jack-
son, Humphrey Marshall, Joshua E. Pusey,
Warner Mifl[iin, Jona. Evans, Jr., Nicholas
Wain, Geo. Churchman, John Hoskins, and
33 others, added to the committee 2nd of
10th mo. 1795.

Philip Price, Jr.,

James Emlen,
Wm. Savery,
Eli Yarnall, and other

Extracted from the niiuutes,

Nicholas Waln, Clerk.

rit of Jesus,

ered."
by their prayer being an-

In the journal of Catharine Phillips, she
mentions that in the year 1755 she was in

Philadelphia, and that it was a time of great
trial on account of an Indian war, upon which

arks as follows :
" During the time of

the people's being in so great confusion and
distress on account of the Indian war, my
mind was much exercised ; but for several
months I know not that I could at all, even
ecretly, petition the Almighty for their re-

ief, with any evidence of such a petition aris-

ng from the spring of Divine Life. But a
ittle before a stop was put to their depreda-
tions, my spirit was almost continually cloth-

ed with intercession that the Lord might be
pleased to stay the sword : and in two public
meetings I was concerned in like manner ;

md I did not hear that any mischief was
done after that time by any Indians who had
occasioned that disturbance, and a cessation
of arms ensued. I record this as an instance
of Divine wisdom, instructing his servants to

ask what it is pleasing to Him to grant, as

well as restraining them from petitioning for

what might be exceedingly desirable to them-
selves before the proper time

;
and I believe

that if ministers thus kept under the govern-
ment of that spirit of wisdom, which giveth
liberty in the appointed season to approach
the throne of Divine Grace, it would be more

consider and digest a plan and rules" for the 'evident that they asked in the name ^nd

For " The Friend." '

of Departed Worthies.
VISIT OF SAMUEL COPE.

(Continued from page 164.)

In the First-day mooting, our beloved friend
Samuel Cope again handed forth testimony,
and to a numerous audience. " Unto you it
is given to know the mysteries of the king-
dom of Heaven, but to them that are without
in parables." He thought this was the lan-
giKige of the Redeemer to his Ibllowers when
]uisi 111 ally upon earth

; bringing into view the
icwai-d (li- the faithful. Those that walk in
the way of the Lord'* requirings. He will
teach of his waj's ; and give themto know of
the things of the Heavenly kingdom

; but unto
them that are without, in whom the light has
become darkness, it is not for them to know
of the things which belong to the kingdom of
Heaven. But still, tlirr<' was much encourage-
ment for those wild linvc idii^- rebelled. The
invitation is extended cvni until the eleventh
hour, or until man becomes spiritually dead
and there is no hope.
The condition of the repenting sinner was

beautifully portrayed by the ap])lication of
the parable of the prodigal son, who it is evi-
dent had 7-eceived a share of the inheritance
or Grace of God, but had wasted his substance
in riotous living in a far countiy, and was re-
duced to that condition that he fain would
have filled himself with the husks such as the
swine did eat,—or with the lowest of natural
things. In this forlorn situation, he came to
himself and thought of his father's house ; and
said, "how many hired servants of mj' father
have bread enough and to spare, and I perish
with hunger ;" and he came to tliis good reso-
lution, " I will arise and go to my father, and
will say unto him, 'Father, I have sinned
before heaven and in thy sight, and am no
more worthy to be called thy son, make mo
as one of thy hired servants.' And he arose
and went to his father ; and when a great way
off his father saw bun, and had compassion,
and ran and fell on his neclc and Idsscd him.
And the son said, 'Fatlivr. I have sinned
against heaven and in thy sight and am no
more worthy to be called thy son ;' but the
father said to his servants, bring forth the
best robe and put it on him, and bring hither
the fatted calf and kill it, for this my son was
dead, and is alive ; was lost and is found."
Here there was encouraging language ex-
tended to the repenting sinner, to the awak-

ed prodigal desirous of returning to his

father's house.

But a warning was given iu the fate of the
foolish virgins who had no oil in their vessels

when the midnight cry was heard, and the
bridegroom came. No man will be forced into
the kiii-ddin ofHeaven, and it is dangei-ous to
dilii- thr work of preparation—for the young
uiau and the strong man may be brought to

the bed of death. He had been witness him-
self when the young and strong man had
been rexiuced almost to the confines of eter-

nity ; and oh ! how he bewailed his lost and
undone condition, and how bitterly did he re-

gret his mis-spent time at that awful period.

He had been moral in his conduct, and up-

right in his walking amongst men, but he had
not been obedient to the requirings of the
Lord. An extension of mercy was granted,

but how unsafe and unwise for any of us to

delay the work of preparation.
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dividual gvowtb in religion, was brouglit into

view. What is to bo known of God is raanit'est

in man ; but man cannot look into his own soul

without the Grace of God. The will of the

Lord is revealed to him, which, if obeyed,
would lead to salvation. " But whom say ye
that I am?" Peter, answering on liehalf of

the rest, said, " Thou art Christ the Smi ol' the

Oh ! it is good for the lofty spirit of man tola people peaceful and progressive, and in all

bo subdued, to be brought down into the val-' material regards more than self-supporting,

ley of humiliation, for there flow the waters and having but five fishermen and fifteen

of the river of life; and it is only there that hunters by occupation left among them as the

he can find true peace. If he dwells near last vestige of a savage state from which we
nuto this fountain he shall never thirst ; and have been rescued within the memory of men
all are invited to come and partake of these yet living, by the goodness of an overruling

living waters. " Whosoever is athirst let him Providence.

come, and whosoever will may come and par- 1 Such is the situation of the Cherokee Na-
take of the waters of life freely." "Andhetion to-day, in a fair and ample country,

showed me a pure river of water of life, clear secured to them by treaty and by patent, and

as crystal, proceeding out of the thi-one of
j

of which the honor and honesty of their great

God and of the Lamb." !
earthly protector, the United Slates Govern-

The importance of the revelation of the Di- ment. is pledged to guard their possession."

vine Will, as Ij'ing at the foundation of all in

HYMN FOR THE NEW YE.\R.
I take my pilgriDi slaffanew,

Life's path untrodden to pursue,

Tliy guiding eye, my Lord, I view
;

My times are in thy hand.

Throughout the year, my heavenly Friend,
On thy blest guidance I depend

;

From its commencement to its end,

My times are in thy hand.

Should comfort, health and peace be mine,
Should hours of gladness on me shine,

Then let me trace thy love divine
;

My times are in thy hand.

But should'st thou visit me again,

With languor, sorrow, sickness, pain,

Still let ibis thought my hope sustain,

My times are in thy band.

Thy smile alone makes moments bright.

That smile turns darkness into light;

This thought will soothe grief's saddest night

—

My times are in thy band.

Should those this year be called away,
Who lent to life its brightest ray,

Teach me in that dark hour to s.iy

My times are in thy hand.

A few more days, a few more years

—

Oh, then a bright reverse appears;
Then I shall no more say with tears,

My times are in thy hand.

That hand my steps will gently guide
To the dark brink of Jordan's tide,

Then bear me to the heavenward side

;

My times are in thy hand.
— Charlotte Elliott.

living God." Our Saviour rc])li

art thou, Simon bar-Jona, for fit

Ml. '

h an.

•ssed

.lood

has not revealed it unto thee, but my Father
which is in Heaven." "And upon this rock
will 1 build my Church, and the gates of hell

shall not prevail against it." "I thank thee,

Oh Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that

thou hast hid these things from the wise and
prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes."

It is not every one that saith. Lord, Lord,
that shall be accepted ; not the hearers but
the doers of the law. The body must return

to dust, and the spirit must return to God
who gave it, and appear before the just Judge
to answer for the deeds done in the body.
And what a lamentable thing, if judgnaent is

given against \is, after all the advantages that
have been cast in the balance in our favor.

For the Lord will divide between the shee])

and the goats; and will set the sheep on his

right hanil but the goats on his left; and will

say to those on his right hand, " Come, ye
blessed of m}' Father, inherit the kingdom
prepared for you ;" but to those on his left,

" Go, ye cursed, into everlasting torment."
What is a man advantaged if he gain the
whole world and lose his own soul? And he
verily believed that the earth would at this'

time send forth an
was it not for the sake of the righteous which
it contains,—these are the salt of the earth.

The Cherokee Nation.

The following statement is from a procla-
mation of D. W. Bushyhead, principal Chief
of the Cherokee Nation:
"Last year the census of the population

and possessions of the Cherokee Nation was
first taken within their history. We have
now counted our treasures and know for what
and for how much we should feel grateful as
a family of people having and occupying one
home in common. From this authentic source
we find our people blessed with one hundred
and two primary schools for a rapidly increas-
ing population of twenty thousand three hun-
dred citizens: two high schools—male and
female; an orphan as3-lum

; an asylum for

the unfortunate insane, blind and helpless;
forty-five churches, and as many native min-
isters of the gospel ; one hundred and fifty na-
tive teachers bj^ profession ; a written con-
stitution and code of laws

; a government
consisting ofexecutive, legislative and judicial

branches^ well understood and administered ;i

THE THREE BIDDERS.
INCIDENT IN THE LIFE OF KOWI.AND HILL.

savor "imto The "Lord,
i

^i" y™
'If

^"'
y»""f ^"^"".f'

^"^ ^
Vvhile a story 1 unfold.

A marvellous tale, of a wonderful sale

Of a noble lady of old :

—

How hand and heart, at an auction mart,

And soul and body, she sold.

'Twas in the broad king's highway,
Near a century ago.

That a preacher stood,—though of noble blood,

—

Telling the fallen and low
Of a Saviour's love, and a home above,

And a peace that they all might know.

All crowded around to listen
;

And they wept at the wond'rous love,

That could wash their sins, and receive theui in

His spotl&ss mansions above :

—

While slow through the crowd, a lady proud
Her gilded chariot drove,

" Make room," cried the haughty outrider,
" You are closing the king's highway

;

My lady is late, and their majesties wait

;

Give way there, good people, I pray."

The preacher heard, and his soul was stirred,

And he cried to the rider, " Nay."

His eye like the lightning flashes
;

His voice like a trumpet rings.

" Your grand fete days, and your fashions and way.s,

Are all but perishing things.

'Tis the king's highway, but I hold it to-day

In the name of the King of kings."

Then,—bending his g.ize on the lady,

And marking her .soft eye fall,

—

" And now in bis name, a sale I proclaim.

And bids for this fair lady call.

Who will purchase the whole—her body and soul,

Coronet, jewels and all ?

" I see already three bidders,

—

The World steps up as the first.

'I will .give her my treasures, and all the pleasures

For which my votaries thirst

;

She shall dance thro' each day, more joyous and ga

With a quiet grave at the worst.'

" But out spake the Devil, boldly
;

' The kingdoms of earth are mine.

Fair lady, thy name, with an envied fame,

On the brightest tablets .shall shine

;

Only give me thy soul, and I give thee the whole,

Their glory and wealth to be thine.'

" And pray what hast thou to offer.

Thou Man of Sorrows, unknown?
And He gently said, ' My blood have I shed.

To purchase her for mine own.

To conquer the grave, and her soul to save,

I trod the wine press, alone.

" 'I will give her my cross of suffering.

My cup of sorrow, to share
;

But with endless love, in my home above,

All shall be righted there:

She shall walk in white, in a robe of light,

And a radiant crown shall wear.'

" Thou bast heard the terms, fair ladv.

That each hath offered for thee.

Which wilt thou choose, and which wilt thou lose,

This life, or the life to be?
The fable was mine, but the choice is yet thine,

Sweet lady! which of the three?"

Nearer the stand of the preacher.

The gilded chariot stole;

And each head was bowed, as over the crowd
The thundering accents roll

;

And every word, that the lady heard,

Burned in her very soul.

" Pardon, good people, she whispered.

As she rose from her cushioned seat.

Full well, they say, as the crowd made way
You could hear her pulses beat;

And each head was bare, as the lady fair

Knelt at the preacher's feet.

She took from her hand the jewels,

The coronet from her brow
;

" Lord .Jesus," she said, as she bowed her head,
"

I he highest bidder art thou
;

Thou gav'st for my sake, thy life, and I take
Thy offer—and take it now.

" I know the world and her pleasures.

At best they but weary and cloy
;

And the Tempter is bold, but his honors and gold
Prove ever a fat.al decoy

:

I long for thy rest—Thy bid is the best

;

Lord, I accept it with joy

!

" Give me thy cup of suffering,

Welcome, earth's .sorrow and loss.

Let my portion be, to win souls to Thee,
Perish her glittering dross.

I gladly lay down her coveted crown,
Saviour, to take thy cro.ss."

" Amen !" said tlie holy preacher
;

And the people wept aloud. '

Years have rolled on—and they all have gone, ''A

Around that altar who bowed, 1
Lady and throng, have been swept along i

On the wind, like a morning cloud.

But the Saviour has claimed his purchase,
And around his radiant seat,

A mightier throng, in endless song.

The wondrous story repeat;

And a form more fair; is bending there,

Laying her crown at his feet.

So, now, in eternal glory.

She rests from her cross and care

;

But her spirit above, with a longing love,

Seems calling on you to share

Her endless reward, in the joy of the Lord.
O ! will you not answer her—there ?

—FaUh and Work
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The Hop-Pickers.

" One half the world does not know how the

ther half lives."

Perhaps some of the readers of The British

Mend do not know what kind of life the

ravelling- hop-pickor leatls in our district dur-

ig the 9th month when the hops are re'ady

J be gathered.

A large number of people, many of them
cm the lowest ranks of life, flock out of the

irger towns into the country districts at these

mes, and those who live in these districts

itch a glimpse behind the scenes of some
ther people's lives, which is enough to cast a

ladow on ever}' kindly heart.

Some thousands of these people may be

lid to gather yearly in our Alton (.lis'trict,

'here some i>f tlieiii arc accomnKjd.-itod In

Mlgh sheds, :uid olli.'i's luiild foi- l linusrlvrs

laces which malcc one iliink ofihi^- kciiiicls.l

lade of sticks and si raw. where I heiv is Just

>om to crawl in at night, and lie dowu to

eep.

In rainy weather tlie people's clothes are

fteu wet through, but a tire in many of these

laces is not to lie tliought of. aiid'il is very

lain that some ivfuge is neeiled foi'tbc hours
fter their work is tinislied. until luMkiiinc

Dmes. Of course, until soineiliin^- lieitci'was

rovided, a large number of them \\eiit to the

ublic houses. Six years a^o Samuel Cbinn,
'ho has hmg intereste.l liimscif in tin- highest

'elfare of tlii'se peo|ile, arranged t(} put u|i a

[ission Tent tor their acconiniodati.m. 'I'his

ear the iiumbei- of lents has increased to

mr, and most successful the plan has ]irovcd.

At six (fclock every night tlu' pickers are
rovided with tea. ivri of expense, but they
re expected to In-ing their own tooil. AfteV
16 tea-driid<ing is over, the evening is occu-

ied in a 'variety of ways. Sometimes a
lagic-lantern is shown—sometimes a suitable

;ory is read—and, very often, the old, old

;ory of Jesus and his love is told in simple
'ords, and listened to with deep attention.

The testimony of the police for some years
ast has been not the least eneourayini;- result

f the work. They tell how much less ih.'y

ave to do since the tents have been in opera-

ion : and at one of our village inns the other

ay the landlady testified that the pickers

nprove in their behavior every year. The
irmers also see the change in tiie better con-

uct of the people in the gardens, and those

?ho go to the tents, and hear the lu'art-fclt

38timony of the people, listen to dcligbifnl

des of lives altered for the better, and wrctch-
d homes made bright by the iiresence of love.

Samuel Chinn writes": •Some of the char-

Cters we have bad in these lenls have lieeii

ery sad. We have seen men, from their low

.irty habits, almost covered with vermin
;

lUt after a week's attendance at the tent ser-

ices, and brought under Gospel influences,

ve have seen these same men washed, their

lair combed—thoughtful and attentive ;
and

ome have given evidence of a better state of

nind, and have said, 'This tent has been a

lOd-send to us chaps.'
"

We extract the following from one of our

0X!al newspapers :
" We desire to claim a wide-

ipread recognition of the vast importance ot

ilr. Chinn's interesting work—a work that

las proved most healthy and useful to the

lome pickers, and of inestiSiable value to that

itill larger class known as the ' out-comers.'

!lmong this throng there are to be found

classes so low in the moral scale that they

have but the crudest notion of a God, or of a

spiritual existence, and whose only aim is to

get through the world in the rudest possible

manner. The temper and bearing of a numer-
ous throng is too often coarse and brutal in

the extreme. Bringing with them, as they
generally do, troops of young girls, boys, and
children, the atmosphere of the hop-picking
districts too often becomes the atmosphere ol

amoral |ieslil.nce. .Ml this haslicen partially

righted l.i\- the e^iaf lishment of the hop-pick-

ers' tents!"— 7'/c linlisl, Friend.

you might seek after that which is better than
any earthlj' enjoyment ; and bend your necks
to that which is able to j'oke down every un-
ruly passion, and every inordinate desire ; that
thereby you may obtain everlasting peace.

' 'The others that were shown me were all

white stojies. There was no dirt upon them.
I' hough t here bad bien many slips, and many
omissions, yet they wei'e all washed away and
renntted. 'There' remained only one, which
was, that I had been sometimes too thought-
ful that the people might have somewhat
spoken to them ; and as that sprung from a
good intention, it was also remitted ; and then,

friends, the peace, the comfort, and sweetness
that I felt, was unspeakable.

'"I was desirous to leave this as a legacy
with you. Oh, j'ou that are young, seek after

it. Press after that divine help, which alone

can make j'ou possessors of that peace which
the world cannot take away.' "

In th

New African Explorations.

work of African ex])loration, Bel-

thcgium is now ta

tries of Europe. Jler c;

in this direction result

est shown bj' King Lei

dent of the General Ku
to cany forward the

Dark Continent to s

)f all tlie coun-
nary enterprise
he active inter-

ho is the Pi'esi-

societw formed

•omn

wh
ds.

Amc

" You that are Young."

The following is an abridged biographical

ketch of the life of .Jonathan Raine, of Sun-
ivside. Lancashire, England, who departed
bis life the 27th of the Eleventh month, 1773.

His parents being members of the Society

if friends, educated him in the principles of

our profession ; but he seems to have neglect-

ed in great degree the circumspect way in

which they had endeavored to direct him;
and to have been much infected with the spirit

of the world, and the vanities of life.

"At length, as his friends relate in their

testimony of him, it pleased the Lord to re-

veal his righteous judgments against the

transgressing nature in him ;
when he stoop-

ed to the cross of Christ, and patientlj- en-

dured the baptism of the Holy Spirit; thus

liecoming qualified for the Avorlc to which he

was called. The reader may here truly anli-

cijiate, and conclude that the work in ques-

tion was gospel ministry; but let him also be

sure that l>y these means likewise, and oidy.

qualifications I'nv .,|b.T ser\-i</cs. and f u' c/-,/-//

service, in tin/ Lord's house, mnsl \h- oflaineil.

low the vocation with which this l''rieiid per-

ceived himself to be called, he left otf luisiness.

in which he had engaged when young: for

something of what has been termed 'truejsouth, east ami west.

moderation' now bounded his desires. The lour iiejuian parties organized forthis

"About two hours before he breathed his 'great |.roJeci are now yneparing to start from

last, having lain still for some time, he desired r.russ.ls. 'flic first, under Colonel Wouver-

to be helped up, and, as nearly as can be i-. - manns. will go to the east coast, and, striking

membered, spoke as follows: 'I want to tdl westward from Dar-es-Salam, a port near

you a little of what has appeared to the view Z:in/,il.ar. wdl pi-oc,.e.l to Lake Tanganyika,

of my mind, as I was lyinn- and reth'ctinu'. pas-ing over uiiexi. I. >red ground lor a. portion

thatmytime seemed to'be near i he conclu- "f i he disiance. .\fler mapping the s.iuth-

sion.
-

I earnestly breathed tot bet; real 1 nior- J
western shore of the lake, they wdl cro.ss the

mer, that He would be pleased to show me bill country to Lake Moero-Okata and ascer-

my own state, and how it was with me. and tain whether the river Lualabo flows into

to forgive all my sins. And there was shown that body of water. Then they will go north-

me some little stones, laid in regular order, ward to Nj-angue, the point ot meeting for

and a path through the middle of them. The all the four expeditions. The second party,

first heap, if was told me. were the sins of my under Professor Dusief, will leave Capstadt on

youth : and thev were all passed by and for- the east coast and follow in the footsteps of

'•iven f(ir the sake of ( 'lirist : though my sins Livingstone up the river Zambesi as for as

and backsliiliiiii-s were many. Yea^there was Lethosi, where they will turn northward, in

a time when my trouble and distress were order to reach Lake Banguelo. the least known

such, I could have wished that man had died of the .great African lakes, which it is their

as the beast that perishes, and that there had chief purpose to explore. They expect to

been no rewards or punishments after death, overtake Colonel W ouvermann s party in

I could have been content to have been shut Casern be, and go on to A^yangue with them,

up in a dungeon, never to have seen the light The third party, commanded by Colonel

ao-ain if I thereby might have -aincd peace. Straueh, is to meet Stanley on the Congo, and

In unutterable condescension it plca.d the;aid him in the exploration of that stream.

Lord to break in up.m mv soul, as the li^ht ,They take with them a fleet of small stream

e^earch and
Society has
riiiaiiy," Italy,

triliiite to its

sides jirosectiting more or less of

1 research on their own separate ac-

counts. Last year Belgium kept an expedi-

tion in the field in the region west of Lakes
.Xyassa and Tanganyika. Next season she will

have four parties at work upon a joint plan,

which is much the most comprehensive yet
undertaken. It contemplates nothing less

than the meeting in the heart of the conti-

nent of expeditions coming from the north,

south, ea

itV darki h'so boats, which can be transported in sections

overcami' me. thai 1 believe that if an account

had been brouu'lit me that all I had in the

world had been lost, it would have given me
no concern. Oh, Friends, you that are young,

my desires have been earnest for you, that

nd carried around the fall and rapids of the

lower river for service above. Mr. Stanley

has collected a force of 1,000 natives at 'V^ivi

for the portage of these boats. From the

head of possible navigation ' on the upper
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Congo, wherever that point may be, Colonel
Strauch's party will make their way to Nj-an-
gue. The fourth expedition, under Emil Ban-
ning and Captain Theis, starts from Khar-
toum, at the junction of the V\^hite and Blue
Niles, and ascending the White Nile to the
Albert Nyanza, will explore the western shore
of that lake, and passing through the Uregga
countiy, will join the other expeditions at Ny-
angue. After the four parties meet, the pro-
bability is that they will seek the east coast
at Zanzibar, though the route of the home-
ward-bound journey is not yet determined.
It will be at least two years before we can
expect to hear the results of this splendid
scheme of systematic and extensive explora-
tion.

—

New York Tribune.

How an Old Pasture Cured Consumption,

The family of ray old colleague. Dr. Gr., of
JSTamur, adopted a young relative who had
lost his parents and his only brother by febrile

consumption, and v/as supposed to be in an
advanced stage of the same disease. The Ant-
werp doctors had given him up, his complaint
having reached the stage of night-sweats and
hectic chills, and, though by no means resign-
ed to the verdict of the medical tribunal, he
had an unfortunate aversion to anything like

rough physical exercise. But his uncle, hav-
ing from personal experience a supreme iiaith

in the efficacy of the open-air cure, set about
to study the character of the young.ster, and
finally' hit upon a plan which resulted in the
proudest triumph of his professional career.
Pierre was neither a sportsman nor much of
an amateur naturalist, but he had a fair shart
of what our phrenologists call "constructive
nes.s"—could whittle out ingenious toj's and
make useful garden chairs from cudgels and
scraps of old iron. That proved a sufficient
base of operations. The doctor had no farm
of his own, and the only real estate in the
market was a lot of poor old pastures on a
sparsely-wooded slope of the Ardennes. Of
this pasture-land he bought some ten ortwelve
acres, including a hill-top with a few shade-
trees and a fine view toward the valley of the
Sanrbre. At the first opportunitj', one of
Pierre's garden-chairs was sent up to the look-
out point, but rain and rough usage soon re-

duced it to its component elements—scrap-
iron and loose cudgels. Pieri-e volunteered
to repair it, and was supplied with such a
variety of materials and tools that he made
two more chairs, and while he was about it

also a rustic round-table with a centre-hole
corresponding to the diameter of one of the
sbade-trees. The hill was only two miles
from town, and soon became a favorite even-
ing resort of the G. family; but the road was
rather steep, and Mrs. G. appealed to the in-
genuity of her constructive nephew,—could
he not try and make a winding trail hy knock-
ing some of the rocks and bushes out of the
waj^ ? Pierre tried, and his success, the uncle
declared, proved him an intuitive engineer,
the peer of Haussmann and Brunei. That
new road had so increased the value of the
old pasture, that it would be worth while to
put up a pavilion and make it a regular hill-

top resort. The only drawback upon the ad-
vantage of its situation was the want of good
drinking-water; but there was a sort of a
spring in an adjoining pasture on the oppo-
site slope of the ridge,—would Pierre make an
estimate of the number of bricks requisite to
wall it up and keep the cattle from muddling

it? The requisition proved an under-estimate,
but Pierre made up the deficiency by collect-

ing a lot of passably square stones. The wa-
ter now became drinkable, and somehow the
rumor got abroad that Piei-re had discovered
the spring, whereupon his uncle's neighbor
urged him to exercise his talent for the bene-
fit of his valley-meadow, in all but the want
of water the best pasture in the parish. Pien
selected a spot where a lot of daj'-laborers
were set to work, and actually struck water
—by digging deep enough. The gratitude of
the farmer was almost too demonstrative for
the modest lad, who, however, agreed with his
uncle, that a talent of that sort might make
its possessor a public benefactor, and ought to
be cultivated. Would Pierre undertake to
locate a well on his uncle's hill-pasture, a lit

tie nearer to the lookout point? The brick-
spring was too far down, and it would be sc

convenient to have water on one's own pre
mises. Judging from analogies, the young,
hydrologist fixed upon a spot at the junction
of two ravines, but too near the upper boun
dary of arboreal vegetation, and after digging
down to a stratum of dry sandstone detritus,
the workmen gave up the job in disgust. But
Pierre himself would not yield his point, and
offered to dig the well alone if they Would
give him time and a boy to turn the windlass
of the sand-bucket. His wish was granted,
and before he had been a week at work, his
asthma had left him, his digestion improved,
and his appetite became ravenous. The well-
project had finally to be relinquished, but his

uncle consoled him by purchasing the adjoin-
'ng lot and letting him make a winding road
from the brick-spring to the hill-top. The
road was built, but Pierre indorsed the opinion
of a professional engineer that the well-hole,
too, would be full of water if the woods of the
upper ridge had not been so ruthlessly de-
stroyed, and that the replanting of forest-trees
along the line of the subterranean water-
courses would not only replenish the springs,
but redeem the arid pastures of the foot-hills.

The doctor controverted that point, but—just
for the sake of experiment—pi'ocured a hun-
dred beech-tree saplings, which Pierre plant-
ed and watered with untiring assiduitj-. Some
sixty per cent, of the trees took root, to the
unending astonishment of the uncle, who
now declared that his confidence in the fertil

ty of the ridge-land had increased to a degree
which encouraged him to try his luck with
orchard-trees. They procured a lot of young
apple, almond, and apricot trees, about two
hundred of each, and planted them along the
line of the suppositive water-courses. Pi
uperintended the work, and was kept so
busy for the next eighteen months, that he
had no time to be sick for a single day. The
boy that was given up by the Antwerp doc
tors is now a well-to-do horticulturist, able tc

climb without a stop the steepest ridge in the
Ardennes, and to fell a forty-years' oak-tree
in twenty minutes !

—

Dr. Felix Oswald, in the
' Popular Science Monthly."

' The life being the truth and the way, go
not one step without it, lest you should com-

3 a mountain in the wilderness. Let the
enjoj'ment of the life alone be j^our hope,
your joy and consolation, and let the man of
God tlee those things that would lead the
mind out of the cross, for then the savor of
ife will be buried, for it was only well with the
man while he was in the life of innocency."

For "The Friend.

Religious Items, &c.

Boy Bishops.—The English corresponde
of the Episcopal Recorder revives one of t

peculiar customs of Salisbury Cathedral—

t

selection on the feast of St. Nicholas (6th
12th mo.) of a boy bishop from among t

choristers, whose term of office lasted un
Innocents' Day, on the 28th of the mom
The boy was invested with the full authori
of a genuine prelate; dressed in episcoj
robes and mitre, carrying also the pastoi
crozier. His fellow-chortsters, for the tit

named, acted as prebendaries ; and were c

liged to render due homage and respect
such. The evening before Innocents' D
there was a special sei-vice, attended by t

juvenile prelate and his juvenile clergy
solemn procession, chanting hymns as th
marched up the aisle to the choir. There t

little bishop took his seat on the episcoj
throne, surrounded by his youthful clerg
when a solemn service was rendered in :

membrance of the massacre by Herod of"
the male children that were in Bethlehen
Multitudes used to assemble to witness t

spectacle ; and so great was the crush tb
special enactments were passed to preve
any undue crowding of the little fellows,
the boy elected as prelate died during I

term of office—twenty-two days—his funei
was conducted with the pomp and ceremoni
of a veritable prelate

; and he was buried
his full canonicals. There is a monument
one who did die during this brief period
official life, carved in stone, with mitre on 1:

head and crozier in his hand, and two ang(
with canopj^ over his head, keeping in memo
this reminiscence of a by-gone age.

Opium Traffic.—The Government of Mad
gascar, having heard of the evils of the opiu
traffic in China and other lands, hasprohibiti
the growth of the poppy by the followii
clause in its new code oflaws, lately publishe
"The planting of the poppy is forbidden
the Island of Madagascar, and whosoev
shall plant the same shall be fined $100 ; ai

'n ease of failure to pay, the guilty shall f

every 6d. unpaid spend a day in long irons >

chains." Such a law is a credit to the Gover
ment of the Christian Queen of Madagasca
Our treaty, prohibiting Americans in Chii
from engaging in any way in the opium traffl

is honorable to us as a Christian nation. Tl
world is waiting to hear from England

; ai

Gladstone cannot afford to halt much long
over the question, " Where shall we get oi;

Indian revenue?"

—

Chris. Adv.
It has something of the odor of a garden

spices, rather than of the convict's domai
when we read that: "The convicts in tl|

Ohio Penitentiary have sent $100 to tl

Michigan sufferers. They raised this su
by denying themselves the luxury of tobacc
and the sale of trinkets which they hs
made."

—

Ep. Recorder.

For " The Friend.'

Natural History, Science, &c.

The Winkle, or Ladle-Shell.—Ono of tl

most common objects to be met with on tl

sea-shore are the strings of egg-cases, or ca-

sules of the Winkle, or ladle-shell. The!
strings vary from 12 to 20 inches in lengt
and contain from 40 to 75 capsules. Tl
first few capsules are always small and ba
ren, while the others contain from 50 to K
eggs. After having exhausted the jelly-
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ubstance with wbieh the caiMules are char
d, the youni^ Winkles eat their way out
brough touo-h membranes at the ends of the
gg-cases. On escaping from the capsule, the
Cling Winkle buries itself in the sand, leav-
ig only the end of its syphon (through which
, breathes) exposed.
When newly laid, the egg-cases are of a
ght creamy color, and the tough, leathery
ibstance of which they are composed is

anslucent. These egg-cases are deposited

J the Winkle when buried underneath the
ind. Several deposits are made from earh-
1
the spring until late in the fall.

The Winkle does not like a rough rocky
rttom, and frequents only sandy and muddy
(ttoms. It feeds on small crustaceans and
arinc worms. " The' flesh of the Winkle.'
ys A. W. Eoberts, in the Scientific American.
iS the toughest of all marine food that I have
,ten. Still, there is a colony of colored peo
e back of Keyport, N. J., known as ' Win
e Town,' from the fact that its inhabitants
re largely on Winkles, whose shells line the
adside in large heaps." In Europe the Win-
e is known as the pear-shell, because of its

ape; in this country it is called the ladle-
ell, because the fishermen when calking
eir boats, sometimes use the empty shell to
n the tar into the seams. On our Jersey
ast, we believe, it is known as a Conch,
augh it is very different from the West In-
i shell of that name. The Winkle is one of
B largest shells on the JSTorth American
ist, sometimes measuring seven inches in
igth. It is found from Cape Cod to Mexico.
Bay for Fuel.—A missionary of the Ameri-
I Sunday-school Union in Central Dakota,
tes that at one of his schools, situated on
5 prairie, one mile from the nearest house,
len a meeting was held to organize, the
Bstion was asked, "What shall we do for
il, with which to warm the house?" Coal
;here very expensive, and wood is scarce as
II as high, so nearly all the farmers burn
Y in their stoves at home. One of the
ang ladies suggested that each family bring
tte hay in their wagons when they came to
lool. It was so decided, and the children
i to twist the hay and place it in the wa-
18. The hay is twisted with the hands into

g knots or skeins, resembling somewhat a
ge skein of yarn. It makes a hot fire, but
:ns out quickly, which makes it necessary
one person to remain near the stove and
as fireman.

—

Selected.

Let the Heart Rest.—I was able to convey
onsiderable amount of conviction to an in-
igent scholar a little time ago by a simple

I was in his house, and he was
oiling wine and singing its praises. Ht
g:

Life is chequered o'er with woe,
Bid tlie ruddy bumper flow,

Wine's the soul of man below.

le sang that to me every morning in order,
he said, to rouse my flagging spirits. I

1, "You sing that song well. Why not
;in with wine at breakfast, and give" it to
ir servants?" "My dear friend," he said,

couldn't get through a day. I should be
jeedy as possible. I couldn't ; and as for
servants, if I gave it to them I don't know
at would happen." Then, vvhen do you
;e it?" I asked. "When the cares of the
T are over, then's the time for a few glasses
wine and a nightcap." " Will you," I said,

5 good enough to feel my pulse as I stand

here?" He did. "Count it carefull}-. What
docs it say ?" " Your pulse says 74." I thei
sat down in a chair. "Will you count i

now?" "Your pulse has gone down. You
pulse is now 70." I then laid myself down on
the couch, and said, " Will you take it again ?

W^hat is it?" "It is 64; what an extraordi-
nary thing!" " What is the effect of position
on the pulse? When you lie down at night
that is the way nature gives your heart rest.
You know nothing about it, but that beating
organ is resting to that extent, and if you
reckon it up it is a great deal of rest, because
in lying down my heart is doinc: ten strokes
less per minute. Multiply that by sixty and
it is 600. Multiplj' it by eight hours, and
within a fraction, it is 5000 strokes different,
and as my heart is throwing up six ounces of
blood at every stroke, it makes a difference
of 30,000 ounces of lifting during a night."
"That is a curious fact; but what has it to
do with me?" "When I lie down at night
without the alcohol, that is the rest my heart
gets

; but when you take your wine or grog
you do not allow that rest, for the influence of
alcohol is to increase the number of strokes,
and instead of getting this rest you put on
something like 15,000 extra strokes, and the
result is you rise up very seedy, as you your-
self have said, with the result of a restless
night, and unfit the next day for work until
you have taken a little of the wine which fills

the ready bumper, and which you say is the
soul of man below." His wife said, " That is
perfectly true. The night is attended with a
degree of unrest and bn.km slcrp which I can
hardly describe, and which i,qves nie ver-
much anxiety." That had an intiuouce. H
began to reckon up those figures, and think
what it meant lifting up an ounce so many
thousand times, and in the result he became
a total abstainer with every benefit to h
health, and, as he admits, to his happiness.-
Dr. Jtichardson.

When accompanying D. H. on a previous
visit of this kind, the advent of the New Year
found us in the interior of South Carolina,
and abundant opportunity was then afforded
us of seeing the unsettlement and distress
among the colored people attendant upon the
renewing of their leases for the plots ofground
which they cultivated. There was reason to
think that in many cases, they were unfairly
treated

;
at least they themselves so believed.

What was witnessed at that time enables us
to understand the eagerness with which a
plan of escaping from oppression has been
embraced by those whom D. H. has recently
been among. There would seem to have been
no pro])crIy oi-ganized scheme of emigration
in tins case, liut a spontaneous rush of the
peo]iic, iiopiiig to benefit themselves by a
chaiiucul I'csi.lcnce, but without proper means
of traiis|)(M'talioii oi- sulisistcncc. and without
arran-,Mn,ntsti,r homes ,„ lainl to be occu-
pied at the end of their Journey.

Unless supervision and assistance are re-
ceived from some sourceoutside ofthemselves,
't is scarcely possible but that great suffering
and much loss of life must befall these emi-
grants.

Rmmple.~L\ght will shine, true religion
will be acknowledged and felt, and a faithful
Christian example'will have power. A young-
minister stated, that at one period of his life,

he was almost carried away by the arguments
of infidelitj' ;

" but," said he, " there was one
argument in favor of Christianity I could
never get over, and that was the consistent
Christian life of my father." And when a
young lady, on uniting with the church, was
asked, " under whose preaching were you
converted?" Her reply was: " TTnder no
oue's preaching ; it was' under Aunt Mary's
living." And of even Peter and .Idhii we are
told, that it was their open and Ixild ami faith-

ful avowal of the crucified Saviour, that led
all to " take knowledge of them that the}- had
been with Jesus."

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 7, 1882

The following graphic account of a move
ment towards Arkansas on the part of some
of the poor coloi-ed people in the south-western
portion of South Carolina, will interest many
Df our readers. It is taken from a letter dated
13th mo. 30th, 1881, and written by our friend
David Heston, who is now engaged in a re-

ligious visit among the Freedmeii in some of
the Southern States.

' I nuist now tell thee something of the unsettle-
ment in Aiken and Edgefield eoiintie.s, which has
resulted in an extensive exodus movement. Thou
knows, r iiresunip, thnt thp^e counties have long
been nnlcl for the ,vick.v!ness nf mnny of the white
popuhitioM. and fni- rlie .-n,.s injustice done the
colored |;e<,,, I,, in nianv ways. Altliough as far as
the iiohtical situation in coucenicd, peace and quiet
seemed t(j increase and spread, since tlie Democratic
party inanaL'e.l ll,y means fair or foul,) to get con-
trol of the jiolls; yet there was still much dissatis-
faction among the blacks, on account of the oppres-
sion and unfairness, and often downright dishonesty
of the land owners, who so generally manage to get
every thing, and the Freedmen nothing save the
most miserable subsistence. This continual state
of things, when added to the poor crops generally,
(occasioned by_ the drouth the past summer,) be-
came so exceedingly discouraging to a large portion
of the Freedmen that many of them felt their situa-
tion growing really desperate and that something
must be done, if possible, to relieve them from thi«
lonpT-i^oiitJuutra rsiirrenng ana want. So a plan was
devised to send chosen men to spy out a land, if not
one flowing with milk and hoiiey, one, at least,

where with an earnest and honest effort they might
manage to live with some small degree of comfort,
and with brighter prospects before them for the fu-
ture.

They accordingly sentthree men, one ofthem amin-
ister, among them' These, after a trip as far as Little
Rock, Arkansas, concluded that that was a desirable
part of the country for their people to flee to. Their
report on their return appears to have spread over
this unsettled section with great rapidity, and many
hundreds were eager to go, and not a few seemed
willing, if needs be, to suffer almost any hardship,
even to death itself, in an attempt to reach what
they were led to believe to be a good land for them
to live in.

As the first of the year is the time to change ten-
ants ill the s(nith, it was thought that by the 26th
thev must he ready at Augusta for starting off on
trains which they hoped their leaders would be able
to charter for them. So on the appointed day they
began to pour in, (though I can hardly say be-
gan, as quite a number (200 or .300) were" there on
Seventh-day, and took train for Atlanta), and by the
time I reached Augusta a perfect crowd had assem-
bled in and around the LTnion Depot. I had passed
several groups on their wav to Augusta as I drove
down from Edgefield, trudging along through the
mud, and wet to the skin from the heavy rain that
prevailed nearly the whole day. I was naturally
somewhat anxious to see how things looked at the
depot. So a.s soon as I had my horse cared for

d got my supper, I wended my way to where they
were collecting, and was auite unprepared to find
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such a motley crowd as I found standing and squat-

ting in and around the large depot. Some were

moderately well dressed, others were ' in rags' for

certain. All colors, all sizes and ages, mixed up
among piles of boxes, trunks, bundles, &c., formed

a curious medley that, but for the serious aspect_ of

aflfiiirs was calculated to produce or provoke a smile.

But the thing was too grave for this. I soon found

two children very ill, one not likely to live many
hours; while all around me I beheld that which
soon brought over me feelings of sadness. In inter-

esting myself a little, by enquiring if something
could not be done to better protect and shelter the

poor things, for the night at least, I was soon pick-

ed out by a policeman as 'the Yankee who was

the ringleader of this whole business,' who loudly

proclaimed me to the numerous bystanders as a fit

subject for the gallows or a tree. I endeavored in

a quiet way to assure him that I had nothing more
to do with it than he had, but he would not believe

me, but tried to assure the people that he knew that

I was the man who had robbed the ' niggers,' as he
called them, of their money, &c. I did not much re-

gard his insolent behavior, and I don't think there

were many around but what thought it such. I

spent most of the evening around among them
talking with one and another, and hearing what
they had to say, and greatly did I desire that

one" was with me bettx^r qualified than I was to coun-

sel them, and help them in any way possible

.spent a considerable part of the next two days

Yearly Meeting by Thomas Wells of Englantl,

the income to be applied to educational pur-

poses.

A joint committee of men and v^'omen was
appointed on addressing other religious bodies

on the proper observance of the First-day of

the week.
Eeturning minutes were prepared for 26

visitors, 19 of them in the station of minister.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—Martinez, the Chilian Minister, at

Washington, has received a despatch from his Govern-
ment, stating that the latter has issued a manifesto to

the former, giving the reason why Chili went to war
with Peru, and defining " in a measure" the Chilian

policy in reference to the present difficulties. The cir-

cular has been forwarded to Martinez and other Chilian

envoys by mail.

Chin Lan Pin and Yung Wing, the retiring Chinese

Ministers, on Seventh-day last presented to the Presi-

dent their letters of recall, before leaving Washington
on the night train for San Francisco. The new Chinese
Minister, Cheng Tsao Jn, was then presented to the

President, and the customary compliments were ex
changed.
A despatch from Santa Fe, New Mexico, reports that

the Navajoe Indians threaten reprisals for continued

petty outrages inflicted upon them by whites " attached

among them. Not that I could do much to help or to or following the movements" of the Atlantic

alleviate, yet I did what I could in a small way to Pacific Railway. The Indians have had their dogs and

relieve a few special cases, and to extend advice in'other domestic animals killed, their tepees pulled up

some others, feeling sorry I could not do them more during their absence, and suffered other annoyances,

good. A despatch was received by the Indian Bureau re

Although each day a large number who had the cently from the Navajoe Agency in New Mexico, asking

money, paid their fare as far as Atlanta and went on, 'for the immediate shipment of enough vaccme points

yet the crowd seemed not to diminish, as new re-l '? vaccinate 500 persons, as the small pox

cruits continued to arrive. I found many men with I
there.

1 spreading

out wives or children, were deciding to walk the TSO,. r o^.^o An<^ ^nn • ioqa
miles, concluding they could subsist somehow on Ijnc'-ease of ^23,000,000 since 1880.

The assessed valuation of Colorado is ?96,059,000, an
During the year

the road, and reach their journey's end in a month J""^
''T1 w"''.'''"',;°l^,""'°"

^'°°'"'" ^'"''' ''""'"^

or so; while others who had, said.they would gladly
]

-^.J^^J,-
'»--' -'""'"«•

walk if it were not for their families. There were
flocks of ragged little children, of almost all ages,

down to infants two weeks old ; while here
there were to be seen men and women bending with' 400 oood\!^ri7g7h7y

fls fl.nxions ns tt--. : i :-

lowest estimate, was $20,200,000, mid over

spent in the construction of railways.

In the city of Denver more than 8-4,000,000 was ex-

^,'lpended in the erection of new buildings, and the total

, i

a.ssessed valuation of the city shows an increase of $9,-

age and its attendant infirmities, yet as anxious asl Extensive c5al veins have been discovered near Grand
any, apparently, to go to the new country they had junction, Iowa, on the line of the Chicago and North-
heard talked so much about, where, I suppose, they western Railroad.
hoped to end their days in comfort. The State Treasurer of Iowa reports that the receipts

That these people have often been greatly wrong- ! of that State during the two years ending 12th month
ed. there can scarce be a doubt ; but whether relief' 1st, were t2,126,900, and the disbursements ?2,035,0o0,
IS to come from this aesperate move uu,^ ;» tko Prlge leaving a balance of $91,850. " Funds are now on hand
of wmter, remains to be seen. All tell much the to meet every leglilmaie demani against the Stale, a

same tale of their wrongs,—that they are at the condition not before attained since 1876."

mercy of cruel and unprincipled men, who care only
for themselves, and who at the end of the year are
sure to produce an account against them sufficient

to take all they have raised. As one expresses it,

' They bring out a paper and run over some items
and figures they do not well understand, and theu
sum up the amount with ' an is an and a 9 is a 9,

all the corn and cotton is mine.' "

The printed Minutes of Kansas Yearly
Meeting, the Larger Body, have coine to

hand, from which we learn that the meeting
commenced 10th mo. 7th, 1881.

A proposition to revise the Discipline and
change the manner of appointing elders, re-

sulted in the ajipointment of a committee to

make such revision, and repart next year.

A pn>iios;il to cslnlilish a ^)iiurterly Meet-
ing in Ai-lvansiw, to lie railed Silnarn, was re-

ferred to a couimittee, who are to visit its

constituent meetings and establish the Quar-
terly Meeting, if they see fit.

The statistical table gives the number of
membei-s as 4555. The number of births for

the year was 137, and of deaths 56. In our
own Yearly Meeting, the deaths, wo believe,

outnumber the births.

• A bequest of $1000 bad been left to the

The sale of postage .stamps, stamped envelopes and
postal cards for the quarter ending 9th mo. oOth last,

amounted to $7,017,788, an increase on the sales for the
corresponding quarter of 1880, of $1,030,109.
The factories in Richmond, Virginia, sold during the

year 1881, $32,802,756 of their products— f8,097,864
more than in 1880. The shipping of the port of Rich-
mond increased about 50 per cent, during the year.

Statistics of the trade of Petersburg, Virginia, during
1881, show a large increase in all branches compared
with the preceding year. There was an especially large
increase in the receipts of cotton and tobacco.

Eugineers are now surveying a route for a railroad
from Danby, Vermont, to a point on Lake Champlain,
opposite Ticonderoga, where the lake is to bridged.
The length of the route is 55 miles. This road and the
links connecting the Massachusetts Central and Grand
Trunk railroads will, it is stated, make a ronte from
Boston to Chicago 150 miles shorter than any other now
in existence.

The coinage at tlie U. S. Mint in this city during
1881 aggregated, it is reported, 9,597,210 gold pieces,
valued at $67,372,810; 9,212,900 silver piec&s $9,175,-
203.75, and 40,364,525 five, three and one-cent pieces,

$428,151.75.
Deaths in this city for the week ending 12th mo. 31st

were 414, as compared with 350 for the previous week,
and 392 for the corresponding week of last year. The
number of males was 205, females 209. There were 62
deaths from consumption ; from small pox 29

;
pneu-

monia 28 ; croup 17, and diphtheria 16.

Markets, (fee—U. S. S^'s, lOU a: 103| ; 4^'s, 114| ; 4's,

registered, 117| ; coupon, 1181; currency 6's, 130.

Cotton.—There was no material change to notice in

price or demand. Sales of middlings are reporte.

12J a 121 cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7 cts. for export,

8J cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour continues dull, but prices were unchan)

les of 1100 barrels, including Minnesota extras

.*6.50 a $6.75 for clear, and at »7 a $7,121 for straif

Penna. extra family at 3:6.25 a 46.50 ;
western do.

$6.90 a $7.25, and patents at i7.50 a $8.25. .

flour is inactive at $4.50 a $5.25.

Grain.—Wheat is quiet and rather lower. Sale

2600 bushels red at $1.40. Rye is steady at 97 cts.

bushel. Corn is in steady request and firmer. Sah

5000 bushels including new yellow and white, at (

68| cts.; old yellow, at 70 cts.; do. mixed at 69 a

cts' ; new steamer, at 67 a 68 cts. , lb. No. 3, at 66^

ejected at 65J cts. Oats are quiet but firm. S
of 6000 bushels, including white at 51 a 52i cts.,

rejected and mixed at 50 cts. per bushel.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 12th

31st, 1881.— Loads of hay, 150; loads of straw.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $
to $1.30 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.10 to $1.20

100 pounds; Straw, 85 to 95 cts per 100 pounds.

Foreign.—A large consignmentof cotton h.asarri

at Oldham from Bremen, one firm alone taking

bales. It is said that the cost is a farthing below

Liverpool rates.

The Dublin correspondent of the Times, reviev

the events of 1881 in Ireland, says : The year has cl

in confusion, contention and a war of races and cla

Commercial credit is broken. The spirit of the c

try is sunk in deep depression. The scare produce

the large importations of American cattle has ab:

The result of the year's trade shows a decrea.se of 30

cent, in imports. The Iri,sh cattle trade is impros

The London correspondent of the Manchester (3

dian says :
" The Government has opened negotiat

with France, Germany and America with a vie

establishing an international court to deal with

rages connected with the kidnapping of natives of

South Pacific.

It now appears that the wheat crop of France is

294,000,000 bushels, while the quantity nece.ssar;

her consumption is 352,000,000 bushels.

An inventory of the property in Paris belongir

the city estimates its value at about $200,000,000.

A despatch to the Kmcs from Tunis says :
" Th

alily and durability of the submission of the trih

the"south of Tunis are doubted by all acquainted

the native feeling. It is generally believed that t

will be an extensive rising in the spring."

Several Portuguese journals publish articles i

moning the Government to take measures to regi

the emigration of people of the Azores Islands tc

Sandwich Island^, and complaining of the trenti

received by Portuguese in Hawaii.
Two expeditions are to be sent out next year (1

by the German Government for observing the tr.

of Venus. One will proceed to the mouth of th.

Plata River and the other either to the Straits of M:
lan or to the Falkland Isles. The expedition of

cost the Government about $150,600, but the one
year is estimated not to cause a greater expend
"than $48,750.

Reports from Warsaw show that the damage do
property during the recent riot there is enormous;
portion of the city wis virtually destroyed.

A Russian expedition to take scientific observa

at the mouth of the Lena, during the year 18fl

started on the 27th ultimo.

Atlastaccounts, the outbreak of small pox in Syci

New Soiitli Wales, was assuming alarming proport;

FRIENDS' LIBRARY.
Wanted, numbers 2 and 3 of the "Tract Repositi

Reports of the " Tract Association of Friends," for

1862 and 1866; and the Discipline of "Balti
Yearly Meeting of Friends," the different editions

Copies of any of the above may be sent to the '.

Store, 304 Arch street.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN]
Near Frankjord, [Twenty third Ward,) PliUadelp.

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C. Hali
Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo£
Managers.

WILLIAm'h. PILE,^RINTER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For " The Friend."

Extracts from the Diary of Rebecca Dewees.

Ill reading some of the memoranda left by
his dear friend, I have believed they were
.dapted to stir up the pure mind in others,
,nd to comfort and encourage some who are
arnestly pressing towards Zion,—the ever
jsting, heavenly home of those who are re
earned from the spirit of the world.
She was the daughter of James and Anna

adgertoii, and was born on the 10th of 9th
10. 1822, in Belmont Co., Ohio. The country
?a8 then newly settled, and in one of the
isitations of fever, to which such districts

re liable, her father was taken away, leaving
er mother with a flock of little children to
e trained and cared for. These duties were
lithfully performed

;
and she has been heard

describe the manner in which she took the
oe which had dropped from her husband's
and, and labored for the support of licrlhmily.

rhile the tears of sorrow for her loss flowed
'om her eyes. The divine blessing rested on
er labors for the spiritual and temporal wel-
ire of her offspring.

In 1847, Rebecca Edgerton was married to
esse Dewees, and removed to reside with
im in Morgan Co., Ohio, which continued to
e her home for the remainder of her life.

For many years she was in the habit of oc-

asionally writing down her mental exercises,
he ilesires of her heart, or the acknowledg-
lents of gratitude for seasons of spiritual re-

eshmcnt. Many of these rneiiiorundu ai'c

hietly Scripture quotations, \vlii<-h exiiri'sscd

er feelings at the time, or had been revived
1 her memory with comfort or instruction.
'he earliest of these is dated in 1844, when
be was about 22 years of age. On 11th mo.
Ist of that 3'ear, she writes :

" What shall I render unto the Lord for all

is benefits towards rae ? This day has been
ne of renewed favor, a feast of fat things

;

bough in humiliation of the creature, not
nattended by conflicts and baptisms. May
; long be remembered

; and may it please
[ini whose compassions fail not, to seal on
ur minds the impressions made this day

;

nd graciously grant the feeble petitions which
ave been poured out as incense before Him."
The main bent of her heart and desires was
serve the Lord and to be united to Him in

petitions, and gave her a sense of the forgive-
ness of her sins and acceptance with iliin.

Yet she continued to feel the need of wadh-
ing and praying, lest she should slide into a

careless or lukewarm state, and thus lose the
crown immortal promised to those who con-
tinue the warfare against sin to the end of
life. The following jiassages from her diaiy*

will show her liunililc vic\v of lici' own attain-
ments, her wati-lifuliirs-. |,,.i' oTatitude for
seasons of refi-eshniciit Irom the iii-cs(/nec of
the Lord, and her fervent concern fur the
eternal welfare of others.

1844. 12th mo. 13th. " One thing have I

desired of the Lord, and that will I seek after
that I may dwell in the house of the Lord all

the days of my life to behold the beauty of
the Lord and to inquire in his temple; for
in the time of trouble He shall hide me in

the secret of his pavilion, from the strife of
tongues."

25th. '"I have opened my mouth to the
Lord and T cannot go liaok.' Oh strengthen
me, I be-.,. .ell i!,,r. () 1 .oril. to make a fu'll Sur-
render, tailliliilly to prilorm my vow, though
it require the saeriliee of things dear, com-
paratively,a8 an only daughter; anunr-eserved
sacrifice i.s what thou reqtiirest ; a free-will

offering alone is pleasing in thy sight. Oh
make thou me as the passive clay in th}'

Heavenly hand
;
form and fashion as seemeth

good unto thee, and in thy own time and will,

restore to my bosom the enjoj-ment of peace.
But spare thou not until thou hast subdued
all— until thou hast made me what thou
wouldst have rae to be."

1845. 4th mo. 27th. "But I am poor and
needy, yet the Lord thinketh upon me. My
soul is bowed this daj' in humble thankful-
ness under a renewed evidence that the Lord
thinketh upon me—though unworthy of the
least regard. And while reviewing my past
'

fe, and the many hours I have spent in levity

and forgetfulness of God, how am I lost in

admiration that I am 3'et spared. Oh may I

more offend—never more grieve thy
Spirit ; but may my few remaining days

be wholly consecrated to Him who has been
my support in distress, my shield in danger,
and an ever-present helper in the needful
time."

Cth mo. 3d. " 'Oh that I were as in months
past, as in the days when God preserved me :

when his candle shined about mj!- head, and
when by his light I walked through darkness.
As I was in the days of my j'outh, when the
secret of God was upon my tabernacle.' Ob
for a little strength to endure ; Oh for more
of that patient endurance which marked the
footsteps of him who thus bemoaned the de-

parture of his Lord
; and oh for ability to re-

ist the insinuations of a cruel enem}- ; and a
enewal of faith and confidence in the unfail-

ng Arm. Revive thy work in the midst of
n everlasting covenant. He, who thus drew I the years; in the midst of the years make
er to Himself, did not fail to answer herjknown ; in wrath remember mercy."

walk

). lltb. ''Concluded this day, as at
liers. that there never w-as a heart so
iiii-iai)le—now mourning overpast

laiiii iiting m}' poverty of spirit, and
;. through, the kelp of the Lord, to
re in his fear—and now yielding to

my volatile disposition, and indulgingiii njiitli

and vanity. What shall I say. I a])]iear to
be farther removed than evei' IVoni the i'i<j,lit

waj'. The Lord i- departed iVoni me. and an-
swereth me no nioi-e, neither b\- prophets, by
vision nor by dreams. But I desire not to
murmur, I know that his ways are equal
and just ; I feel that He hath not dealt with
me after mj- sins, nor rewarded me according
to mj' iniquities; and that it is of his un-
bounded compassion that I am yet spared

—

yea, and desire to ascribe thanksgiving to
Him, though unworthy to take his sacred
name on my lips."

12th. "Last night ' watered my couch with
my tears' under a fresh extension of unmerited
mercy; how was my cup made to run over,
even at a season when I dared not ask for

favor—never more deeply- felt my unworthi-
ness in the Divine sight ; surely with the Lord
is forgiveness that He may be feared."

7th mo. 20th. "While "assembled this day
with my beloved friends for the solemn duty
of divine worship, felt it almost impossible to
withhold crying aloud, even for sorrow of
heart; and though this has been, in a degree,
often my portion, I think never before was I
so deeply plunged, never before felt such an-
guish of spirit. But in the end the language
sweetly arose: ' Though thou slay me, I will

trust in thee ;' and I felt that I could adopt
the language of the prophet; ' In the way of

thy judgments, O Lord, have we waited for

thee ; the desire of our soul is to thy name,
and to the remembrance of thee.' And I had
also to remember this cheering declaration :

' The Lord will comfort Zion, He will comfort
all her waste places, He will make her wilder-

ness like Eden and her deserts like the gar-

den of the Lord. Joy and gladness shall be

found in them, thanksgiving and the voice of

melody.'
"

(To be continued.)

Our Heavenly Father, in his good provi-

nce, sends us blessings sometimes bj' one,

met lines by another and very differently

tted servant. Let us remember there were
elve distinct tribes in Israel, each bearing
litferent standard, each inheriting a different

essing; nor could he who belonged to one,

;in>ler himself to another; yet all formed
one army, all looked to one sacrifice of atone-
ment ; all had the same ark, over which was
the same mercj'-seat, in which was laid up
the same hoi}' law, the same sweet manna of
promise, and the rod of the same High Priest

;

and while each stood in his own division, all

were united in one great body under one
Lawgiver and one Captain of their salvation.—M. A. Schinunelpmneck.
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Colorado and California.

A friend has kindly placed in our btinde a
series of letters from Colorado and Calif(.iniia

in 1880 and 1881 ; with permission to exti:ul

therefrom such portions as might interest our
readers. The writer is one whose habits of

close observation and scientific knowledge,
give value to his remarks.
The first letter is from Colorado Springs,

near the base of Pike's Peak, Colorado, and
was written on 4th of 7th mo., 1880.

"We have been pretty quietly settled in our
new home in the West, with little or nothing
of interest to communicate, or I might have
written earlier. We occasionally take an
afternoon's drive in the neighborhood. Have
visited the 'Garden of the Gods,' about five

miles distant, 'Monument Park,' ten miles
north, and Cheyenne Caiion, some six miles
south of this place. The wonderful tower
and cathedral-like red granite rocks, rising

up hundreds of feet, nearly perpendicular, out
of an almost level plain, that are found in the
fir.st, 1 have no doubt are familiar to thee from
bettci' (Icscriiil ions of them than I can give.

Ill Mdiiiiiiiciil Park there are hundreds of
statue-like rucks, standing singly and in

groups, from 10 to 30 feet high. The rock is u

light colored coarse sand-stone, and carli

monument is capped with a hard, flat stone,
forming what looks like a broad-brimmed hat
to the figure, and explains at a glance the
origin of the form. Where the same kind of
rock occurs on the brow of a hill, and is more
largely protected by the surface rock, it takes
the form of an old ruined fort or castle.

Cheyenne Canon is not a canon proper, but
a deep ravine from which a small stream
flows from out the mountain. You enter it

between rcil granite rocks, two or three liuii-

dred UtI in height, and these become lii^hei'

as you asi/eiid the stream, until thej- beconu'
a tliousand feet high, and are terminateil at
the top with turrets and towers. About a
mile from the entrance the canon terminates
in a sort of an amphitheatre, with nearl3' per-
pendicular walls, on one side of which de-

scends a small cascade from the mountain
above. Like every thing one sees here, this
gorge in the mountain is simplj- grand. There
is nothing, it seems to me, in the natural
scenery here that is either picturesque or
beautiful. As its vastness cannot be ]3ortrayed
on canvas, it must be seen to be appreciated.
About two weeks ago, K. W, and myself

joined an exciirsi(,ii piu-lvt"thc (Iraiid Canon
of the Arkansas. aii(iiit ll lies south-west
of Colorado S|iriiigs, but some !»(! by railroad.
We first went 45 miles south to Piieblo, then
by a branch road west up the river. Owing
to some of the excursion pai'ty being behind
time in starting, the train was half an hour
later than it should have been in leaving, and
as a consequence we laj- switched off' more
than half the time, in uninhabited parts gen-
erally, waiting for the regular trains. We
had plenty of time, therefore, to see what
grew on the brown lands near hj. The Cacti
were the most conspicuous,—some of these
were four or five feet high, and covered with
brilliant crimson flowers. These were full of
branches, while there were smaller ones, near-
ly globular, half buried in the ground, with
yellow flowers.

In one place where we stopped under a
high cliff, we noticed thousands of cliff-swal-

low's nests, plastered up against the rocks
;

but did not see a bird ; but whether the nests

had been deserted, or the birds had not yet
arrived for the summer, we could not tell.

These nests had longer necks to the entrance
than with us.

The railroad has within a year been com-
pleted through the canon, and is here spoken
of as a wonderful piece of engineering. In
one sense it is. But as it is biiilt in the only
possible way it could be, it did not require
a great deal of skill or planning as to the how.
For some twelve miles, the rocks on either
side descend from a vast height above, either

nearly perpendicular or very abruptly into

the river, which is all the way a roaring, head-
long torrent. In some places there is a small
beach,—but perhaps half the way none. At
an elevation of ten or fifteen feet above the
surface the road-bed has been formed by cut-

ting out the rock and tumbling it down on
the beach or into the river—the grade being
that of the river, which is pretty steep. As
the river is very winding, the road is very
crooked and the curves short. Onlj' a small
reach of the river can be seen at any one time;
and the immense height of the wall on both
sides, from one to two thousand feet, I think,
makes it apjicar as thouiih the whole train

srd with a wall of rocks.
Siumliiig ill the trout door of the baggago-car,
and looking ahead, I found it difficult, and
often impossible, to tell to which side of the
river the wall directly ahead of us belonged.
How wide the river really was in its nar-

rowest parts I do not know, but it certainly
did not appear to be more than 15 or 20 feet, i

At the Eoj-al Gorge the train stopped, and;
we got out of the rear of the train and walked

j

back on the ti'ack. The immense height of
the cliff, and the roaring, rushing river, was
almost too much for weak nerves, and many;
soon retreated to the cars ; and I soon found;
niysilf feeling dizzy. On returning we had

'

the same kind of luck as in going, and as a|

consequence did not get home till after mid-
night."

(To be continued.)

" Learn of Me."

The above is the language of one who said,
" I am the way, the truth and the life," and
''he that followeth me shall not walk in dark-
ness, but shall have the light of life." It is

the language of Him of whom the Father
spake in the transfiguration, saying, " This is

ray beloved Son in whom I am well-pleased

;

hear ye Him." And " Moses truly said unto
the fathers, a prophet shall the Lord your
God raise up unto you of your brethren, like

unto me; him shall ye hear in all things,
whatsoever he shall say unto you." And it

is the language of this same prophet who in-

vitingly said, " Come unto me, all ye that
labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learii of
me ; for I am meek and lowly in heart ; and
ye shall find rest to 3' our souls." So let us hear
llim, and learn of Him, for He has left us an
example that we should follow his steps. And
one of the first, and perhaps the greatest les-

sons that we have to learn in following Him,
is meekness and lowliness of heart. For it is

"the meek He will guide in judgment, and
the meek will He teach of his wa3's." " And
they that hear shall live." " For lie will guide

them by his counsel and afterward recei^

them into glory."

But we have to take his yoke upon us, ar

learn of Him. And " it is good for a mr
that he bear the yoke in his youth. He si

teth alone and keepeth silence, because 1

hath borne it upon bim. He jJUtteth h

mouth in the dust, if so be there may be hop
He giveth his cheek to him that smiteth bin

though he is filled full with reproach." Ye
the reproaches with which our Lord was r

proached will fall on us if we turn our bad
upon the world, and our faces towards Zio

But "if we be reproached for the name
Christ, happy are we, for the Spirit of gloi

and of God resteth upon us." And by it v
are made more largely to partake of his ho
ness. As we are thus brought down in hui

ble prostration before Hirn, as in the vei

dust, we can most availingly learn of Him,
|

the silence of all flesh, who is meek and lowi

in heart. So let us be of good cheer, for l!

has overcome the world. And He will, am
all our tribulations, if we confidingly look i

Him, and learn of Him, enable us to overconi

also ; and finally to be made " more than co:i

querors through Him that loved us."

It is good for a man that he bear the yolj

of Christ until all that is unruly or lofty

brought down into subjection to his wi
There is much about us naturally that
wayward, and that needs the restraining yol
to keep us within the bounds of his gover
ment. Even in our places of worship, \i

often find that which is wild and unrulj% ar

inclined to overleap the gospel bounds, f

the wandering and roving imagination of tl

busy mind has much need to bear the j^ol

of Christ in order to keep man in the heave:

ly inclosure, that he may feed with Him c

the pastures of life, and that he might hei

Him, and learn of Him who is meek and lowl

in heart, and find rest in Him for the weai
and heavy laden soul. For when we presei

ourselves before the Lord, as the sons of Gc
did in the days of Job, Satan m.ay presei

himself also. And as he is the same wande
ing spirit now, unless we are wearing tl

yoke of Christ and learning of Him, he ma
take our wandering spirits or minds M'ith hii

into the world or into "the volume of tl

Book," and assist us in hunting up a simil

tude for us to offer to the God of heavei

which may be no more acceptable than Cain
'offering was, which was of the earth.

Now this same Jesus that spoke outwardl
to his disciples, while He was yet personall

with them, saying, " Learn of me ;" told thei

also, near the last of his visible mission, ths

it was expedient that He should go awa;
But He "would pray the Father, and H
shall give you another comfortei-, that H
may abide with you forever,—even the Spir
of truth ; whom the world cannot receive, h
cause it seeth Him not, neither knoweth Hin
btit ye know Him ; for He dwelleth with yoi

and shall be in you." The world, or the pei

pie of the world, did not see Him then nc

know Him ; neither do thej' now. But H
not only dwells with his humble follower
but in them as their spiritual guide, to guid
them into all truth, and even to show thei

things to come. How can this be, only as w
hear Him, and learn of Him the way to th

kingdom, who is the way, the truth, and th

life; and who said, "No man cometh to th

Father but by me." As many as are led b
the Spirit of God, they are the sons of Got
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And if wc are not led h)- the Spirit of God.
and are not taught bj- Ilim, and if we do nol

learn of Ilim, we are not his ehildren. And
if not his ehildren, we are not heirs; and il

not heirs, we shall not be partakers of the in-

heritance of the saints in light. If we have
not the Spirit of Christ we are none of his.

But if we are his, and turn to Him with full

purpose of heart, and take up our daily cross

and follow Him in the way of regeneration,
He will, by his grace, " teach us, that, deny-
ing ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should
live soberly, righteously and godly, in this

present world." And if we hear Him and
earn of his teachings, He will, by his cobper-
iting workings on our willing heai-ts, redeem
15 from all iniquity. Not by his works alone,

lor by our works alone, nor bv faith alone,
'For as the body without the spirit is dead,
,0 faith without works is dead also."

While the children of God are led by his

Spirit, and fed spiritually with heavenly "food,

10 as to grow strong in the Lord; it is said,

,hat " dust shall be the serpent's meat." And
he children of the wicked one are fed with
larthly food, and grow strong in his cause on
bat; and are led by the groveling, twisting,
wining serpent. Yet the power of our glori-

ied liedeemer is over all the powers of the
memy ; and greater is He that is in us, than
le that is in the world. So let the timid,

rembling, wrestling seed of Jacob, be of good
heer. For as Christ overcame the en'emy
,nd the world. He will enable us to overcome
Iso. And if we hold fast our confidence
teadfast unto the end, and continue faithful

,nd ]iatient in well-doing, and continue to
earn of Him. and lean not to our own under-
tanding, we shall, in due season, if we faint

lOt, reap a glorious reward in a better w..rld :

rhere "the wicked cease from troubling, and
he weary soul will be at rest." For Christ
ays :

' To him that overcometh will I grant
sit with me on my throne, even as I over-

ame, and am set down with my Father on
lis throne.

' " D. H.

Dublin, Inii., 12di mo. 14th, 1881.

Carl Springel.

A SOrTH (iER.MAN INCIDENT.

Carl Springel is the name of a boy who is

leld in remembrance over half of Germany,
or a deed of self-sacrificing heroism which is

inparalleled in the legends of Greece and
lome, or in the annals of more modern
hivalry.

It is not so very hard for the soldier to face

ullets and cannon-balls upon the battle-field,

ar he knows that while there are many
hanees of death there is still some chance for

fe.

Caid Springel, a poor, lame German bo3', to

ave manj- human beings from an awful death,

ralked straight into the face of certain death
imself, and met it like a hero.

On the 19th of [Eleventh month], 1867, a

errible rain storm swept over Southern Ger-
(lany. For twenty hours the rain poured
own in such torrents as had never before

leen known in that region, and it seemed as

["the day wereto be the beginning of a second
leluge. Rivers overflowed their banks and
letty streams were swollen into rivei'S.

At nine o'clock at night the storm raged on
vith unabated violence, when Caid Springel

et out on his crutches from the hut in which
16 lived, alone to caiTy an evening repast to

lis parent, who was on watch-duty at the

I )eA Gulch," on the G

ifs Culc fanciful name given
l<> ail nmiifiisc.' clclt In the rocks, two hundred
I'rcl wide and a liundivd feet deep, which had
bi'cii s|iaiiin'd by a strong bridge of wood and
iron, lii'iieved by the engineers who con-
structed it to be capable of withstanding all

possible assaults of wind and water.
It was the duty of Wilhelm S]iringel

—

CaiTs father—to keep guard at this bridge on
sidrniy nights, and warn the oncoming trains
of any lurking danger which might exist.

Beneath the bridge a mountain-stream boil-

ed and bubbled in ordinary times ; on that
night the heavy rains had swollen it to a furi-

ous torrent.

Carl Springel hobbled slowly along upon
his crutches through the almost Egyptian
darkness of the night, half blinded bj-the rain,

but buoyed up by the thought that he was
bringing cheer and comfort to his beloved
father.

When within a hundred ^^ards of the bridge,

an awful crash sounded out upon the night-

air loud above the din of the storm, and a

shudder of horror ran through his brave
young soul.

It was the bridge—the bridge which had
been deemed impregnable. The bridge had
succumbed to the fury of the water, which
rushed down upon its foundations in irresisti-

ble torrents from the mountain side.

Huriying on as fast as he could, Carl reach-
ed the railroad track, and his worst fears were
realized. Upon the track, some ten feet away
m where the entrance of the bridge had
n, was his father's hand-car, with his red
Imi biifiiiiig dimly in it, and bj' the lan-

Uth's li-ht ('arl ((jiild see the full extent of
the disaster, livery section, every timber of
the bridge hail been swept away, and the
yawning gulf and the roaring flood were all

that were left.

" Father, father!" cried Carl, in his loudest

tones. "Father, father," he called again,
" where are you ?''

But no answering voice responded, and
there rushed across his brain the terrible cer-

tainty that his father had gone down with
the bridge.

For a moment his breast was filled with
unuttei-able anguish. But it was only for a

moment. Quick as thought, it flashed upon
his mind that it was almost time for the last

night train from the great city above to come
rushing along with its living freight.

No danger-signal gleamed from the watch-
tower upon the bridge, and on they w^ould

come, unsuspicious of their peril, until it

would be too late, and they would be dashed
in a moment into the seething flood, more
than a hundred feet below.
What was to be done? Forgetting for the

instant the great woe that had lieliillcn him.

Carl decided at once that it was his diii\- to

supply his father's place, and warn the train

of its peril in time to save it, if i)ossible, but
but what could he do ?

The tempest increased in its fury, and the

rain poured down as though it could never
stop. Hark, the train is coming ! Already
he heard it rumbling on toward destruction,

and it must be near, or he could not hear it

above the storm.
He cannot run with his poor, crippled legs,

so he throws himself upon the hand-car, and
nerves himself for a miii'hty effort.

As though bis own life were at stake, he
begins to turn. Slowly at first, then faster
and faster, he drives the car in the direction
of the ap))foaeliing train.

On, on dasiusth.' iiiightyiron-horse; nearer
and nearer it coinrs. ol,, if he can only warn
them while there is yet time to stop the train!
If he can only get far enough off to save the
train from rushing headlong into that terrible
grave

!

A found the mountain side, on the curving
tfark, tlie train s].eeds along. The gleam of
its lights is now shed upon the vatley, and
the boj' knows that the supreme moment is

at hand.
On thunders the engine, and the track trem-

bles beneath the heavy burden. Suddenly,
around a sharp bend a hundred feet away,
full on his sight, bursts the blazing head-light
of the engine.

( 'casing iVoiii his labor, Carl Springel braces
himscir w ith one hand, and, grasping the red
lantei-n in the other, swings it wildly above
his head.

" The bridge isdoMii ! The briilgeisdown!"
he cries with all his ]iowei-. '-The bridge is

down! The bridge is do—

'

The engineer has seen him. but cannot save
him. With a dull thud, the engine clears the
obstruction from the track and dashes along
—but slower and slower now.
The hand-car and the boy are burled fifty

feet through the air, and when the boy is

found his bodj- is crushed, mangled and life-

less. But the train is saved. Trembling,
gasping, staggering, the engine halts—halts

not a dozen yards from the mouth of the
yawning chasm—and all on board are saved.
Saved by the unparalleled heroism of this

ippled boy who has given up his life that
they may live.

Two years ago, in a quiet village cemetery
in the south of Germany, I saw the grave in

which he sleeps. Upon a modest tombstone
at its head, erected by the gratitude of those
whose lives he had preserved, is this inscrip-

tion :

CARL SPRINGEL,
AGED 14.

He died the death of a hero and martyr, and saved
two hnndred lives."

A hero and a martj'r he was indeed, and,

some time yet, bards and poets will sing the

story of this brave, young peasant boy of
Germany.

—

Sabbath Visitor.

The Immigraiit Woman's Testimony.

In Fifth month, 1880, the Dutch steamei-,

Rotterdam, arrived in New York with about
250 Hollanders who had come to seek homes
in the new world. Most of them were able

to start for the West the same day the vessel

're<l New York. Some fifty or sixty, how-
ever, remained until the next day. A. H.
lieclithold, pastor of the Holland Church in

>,ew Vork citj', having met his countrymen
on their arrival, and aided in speeding the
strangers on their waj^ availed himself of the
opportunity afforded by this delay in giving
the wajiivrers such suggestions and religious

counsels as he might toi' theii- jirofit.

The Christian Jiifilhijinfrr gives an account
of an interview which occurred at the Holland
Hotel, where A. H. Bechthold, after welcom-
ing the new comers, gave them appropriate
religious counsel, and in conclusion expressed
the hope that none of them had embraced the
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es of" niudcniism," which is the llol

landish name for the most advanced ration-

alism and skepticism. For some minutes there

was entire silence. At last one man arose and
said, "We cannot refrain froni offering you
our sincere thanks for j'our kindness to us

—

in getting our baggage quickly through the 'deny that this is th

custom-house, and changing our railroad take- the advice of th

checks, &c., &c., without any pecun
to yourself, and especiall}' for you

on every side. But I ( jt and will not deny
that since we embraced ' modernism,' about
ten years ago, it has gone ill with us. Peace
has left my soul. Our families are not in har-

mony, and our children are not obedient.
None of you" (turning to the company) "can

ase. But now let us
man of God. Let us

ic the deceitful doctrines of modernism,'
inee we have landed in a new country,

welcome and useful suggestions on our land-jlet us live a new life, a life of faith and holi-

ing. It gives us a good impression of the land I ness."

in which we intend to make our home; and In this strain she continued for some time,

we shall write back to our friends that JSTeWjand her words made a deep iin|iression upon
York is not so bad a place as people are wont the whole company. Thr circunistance is the
to say. But we do not agree with your doc- more remarkable, in that ^-iic liist joined her
trinal views. Wc are all ' moderns,' and do I husband in the opposition to the truth; but
not believe in the liiMc as you do." Here the Spirit of God so blessed the word spo"

n) any joined in, cry in,

accept the stoi-ics in tl

derful things that tiy i

science."

To this A. H. Bechtbold answered that he

th

;is ^

X'l. no ; wo cannot
^riptures—the won-
3 face of reason and

by his servant, that her conscience
aroused.

Let faith in God (and the word of his grace

)

die out in any community, and it will soon be
found that that is a good country to emigrate

was not surprised at their way of talking. Ot'from. No advantages of soil or climate or
the 1,400 ministers of the Reformed Church government can make a nation happy, peacc-
in Holland, 1,100 ai-e more or less " modern" Iful, or prosperous, unless they regard the
in their teachings; and so every city and

|

[Scriptures] and fear and love the Lord their
hamlet is filled with the pernicious influence. iMaker.
What else could be expected from a genera-

1 „ ,- , .,,,,,.,„
tion thus taught and trained, than a eon- .

Some of the evils alluded to ,n the forego-

tcmptuous disreii-ardof that blessed book, for !°& ^^"^ ^^"^ "Christian
1
nhlhgencer," are

the peaceful po.ssession of which their fathers J"*^ ''''^^* '''?
^'^^i*

sometime, leared for our

ured out blood and treasure without stint,
,?ou"tiT m view of the great uillux of foreignpoi

and fought battle after battle for eighty long
3'ears? "But a little while ago you told me
that a poor man could hardly make a living

toleral.letaxali.in. the lialefiil ari>t. M^aey. \r..

are driving every man, who can. K. eimuiate.
There must be a cause for this,

immigration with their, so-called, "Modern-
ism" of practical unbelief If, according to
Holy Scripture, righteousness alone exalteth

1^ a nation, then from the leaven of unrighteous-
ne-s su increasingly overspreading the land

'
in this way, is there not ground to fear that

^! we too maj-, in time, witness a withdrawal of

1^

the blessings of heaven hitherto enjoyed, be-3'ears, to the time when 'niodeinis

out from the schools of (ironingeii ami l.e\ den.

Then there was no need to emigiat.'— plent\-

of work, plenty of IoimI, and taxes eoni|iara-

tively light. The children obeyed their par-
ents, and thei-e was harmony- and [leaie in ihe
family circle. But now there is a great elianue
for the worse. Modernism led the Sejiaratisis

to leave their native land for conscience' sake,
banished the Bible from our schools, and led
to a sad decline in morals. And so God has
withdrawn his blessings. Ifyou have brought
this evil spirit with you here, I could almost
wish that you had not come ; for we Ameri-
cans believe that the prosperity of our land u j. i u-i

I, . ., n ., f. ^
r. A „., has since passed to the unseen world.]

IS tlue to the faith of our fathers—a faith
which, by God's help, we mean to preserve ;

"""" '"''" *'" "'"'•"" " "='" "" "

making the Bible our [outward] rule, acknow-
ledging the God it reveals, and seeking to do
his will in all things. Now^, if thousands of
so-called Christians like you come here and
spread your views, I fear lest the same evils

which prevail in Holland should prevail among
us, and we should come to be in the sad con-
dition of every land where the Bible is not
loved and honored." He then exhorted them
all to become true believers in the Lord Jesus
Christ.

After he resumed his seat, there was again
an interval of silence. At length a woman
got up and said, " The dominie is right. The
man who spoke before is my husband. And
now let me confess that the time when wc
both joined the church, about thirty years
ago, we did it in that simplicity of faith which
made us extremely happy. We obej^ed our
parents, harmony and love prevailed between
me and my husband, and we were prosperous

cause of the prevailing looseness of religious
]irineiple ? It was pleasant to be able to note
tliat A. H. B.'s words so influenced those of
liis eoiintrymen whom he addressed, as to in-

duce the desire to turn from their apostate
eour>e. and resolve to "live a new life—a life

ot taith and holiness."

For • Tlie Friend."

REFLECTIONS AT MIDNIGHT,
While sitting at the bed-side of a sich friend, IMenu

Ellis, Sr.)

[The account of Mercy Ellis, recently published in

"The Friend," has brought to light the following
flTectionate tribute to her worth, from one who herself

Soon will the closing scene of life be over.

And all we've loved will unto dust return,

The green sod of the valley rest above thee,

Covering more fair than costly stone or urn.

Yes ! the bright sun that long has beamed unclouded.
Shining on all with mild and placid ray,

In sorrow and in passing cloud is shrouded,*
To beam more perfect in an endless day.

Oh ! I liave seen thee when tliine eye was glowing
With holy raptures, and thy voice was sweet

As a light zephyr, o'er a harp-string blowing,
As thou discoursed of what thou soon wilt greet—

Heaven and its joys—on thee they soon will open,
And thy pure spirit sanctified and free,

Will meet the One of whom thou oft hast spoken,
Whose name, whose words, were ever dear to thee.

Yet though thy sojourn upon earth is lengthened,
Thy counsel and thy care been given so long,

And much thy precious words our hearts have strength-
ened.

Still would we stay thee here—but that were wrong.

* In allusion to her disease

porary delirium.
ng induced tern-

" Enter thou in, thou good and faithful servant,

Into the joys thy Lord prepared for thee."

Phis was tliy frequent language, pure and fervent,

This the reward that thou wilt surely see.

Then would we wish thee yet on earth to linger?
Thou, whose whole life has been a constant prayer-

And constant yielding to God's holy finger

—

A longing after Heaven. Go rest thee there !

S. E. L.
Muncy, 1844.

Selected

THE IVY IN A DUNGEON.
MACKAY.

The ivy in a dungeon grew.
Unfed l)y rain, uneheered by dew

;

Its pallid leaflets only drank
Cave-moistures foul, and odors dank.

But through the dungeon grating high.

There fell a sunbeam from the sky
;

It slept upon the grateful floor

In silent gladness evermore.

Tiie ivy felt a tremor shoot
Through all its fibres to the root;

It felt the light, it saw the ray,

It strove to blossom into day.

It grew, it crept, it pushed, it clomb—
Long had the darkness been its home;
But well it knew, tho' veiled in night,

The goodness and the joy of light.

Its clinging roots grew deep and strong.

Its stem expanded firm and long.

And in the currents of the air.

Its tender branches flourished fair.

It reached the beam, it thrilled, it curled.

It blessed the warmth that cheers the world;
It rose toward the dungeon bars

;

It looked upon the sun and stars.

It felt the life of bursting spring, .

It heard the happy sky-larks sing
;

a
It caught the breatli of morns and eves, ^.

And wooed the swallow to its leaves.

By rains, and dews and sunshines fed.

Over the outer walls it spread;
And in the day-beam waving free.

It grew into a steadfast tree.

Upon that solitary place.

Its verdure threw adorning grace
;

The mating birds became its guests,

And sang its praises from their nests.

Wouldst know the moral of the rhyme? ;

Behold the he.avenly light ! and climb.

To every dungeon comes a ray 1'

Of God's interminable day. IJ'

Selected.

AFFLICTIONS.
As a plowed field.

Left desolate and bare.

To winter storms and chilly, frosty air,

—

Yet only thus made dreary for awhile,
That richer there the harvest grain may smile;

So is the heart whose sod.

Tender and green.

Hath deeply been
Upturned by God,

Its sprouting blades laid low,—

•

Yet only broken thus by grief's plowshare.
That in its furrows He might sow

The seed of rigbteoasness, which shall increa-e
Until it yield the harvest of eternal peace.

Selected.

WEDDED LIFE.
And if the husband or the wife

In home's strong fight discovers
Such slight defects as failed to meet
The blinded eyes of lovers.

Why need we care to ask ? Who dreams,
Without their thorns, of roses

;

Or wonders that the truest steel

The readiest spark discloses ?

For still in mutual suflferance lies

The secret of true living,

Love scarce is love that never knows
The sweetness of forgiving.
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As we stood .iround the grave of our dear

lend H. F., on the 28th ult., the words of a

iloved minister, who was early gathered to

ir heavenly home, forcibly passed before me,

16 says :
" The messenger of death seems to

I repeating his visits to our little company
lOugh truly painful are these final separa
ms, such events, I think, are calculated to

eminently profitable.

We may gather at the gravo side, not only
see the remains of a (lf|iai-U:(l iVicnd or
ighbor consigned to their la>t resting place,

t to ask ourselves how it stands with us in

lation to so awful a matter; and whether
r day's work has kept pace with the day,

d that witness for God in every bosom, al-

wed the place our everlasting safety and
ppiness demand for it."

.St mo. 2d, 1882.

Help in the Time of Need.

Henry G. Stephens, writing in the Bally
mdard, gives the following interesting inci-

nt, which he heard related at a meeting in

i Five Points, Ne^y York, many years ago.

,e speaker was a man poor as to this world's

ods, but rich in faith.

'My friends, you all know who and what
iva," he began. Here be paused for a mo-
:nt, glanced around the brilliantly-lighted

ipel, at the eager upturned faces before and
lind him, and then added: " But no, I see

it there are several persons present who
! strangers to me, so I will inform them that
,m Willie, the coal carrier. I walk up and
ivn the streets of the city every day with
coal shovel and basket over my shoulder,
king sharp to the right and to the left for

mces to carry coal and wood into houses
1 stores, and for any other jobs of rough,
•d work that I can get to do. In this way,
:h a little help i'roni my feeble but willing

Pe, I have earned a comfortable living for

•self and family for several j-ears. In some
nths past I have had a deal of sickness in
• family, and two weeks ago I found that
• little store of savings was exhausted. For
r days after my money was all gone I

lid find nothing whatever to do. For
rty-five hours I was without a morsel of

d ; and for twenty hours my poor wife and
Idren had nothing to eat. My wife was
c at the time, and unable to work ; and ray
Idren were slowly recovering from a fever

i needed nourishing food to assist nature
her work of restoring their health and
3iigth. Late in the afternoon of the fourth
T, as I was walking along one of our up-

m streets, closely on the lookout for a job,

aker's wagon was driven up to the curb-

ne line, and stopped : just as I arrived op-

itetho w;ii;i>ii the liaker lifted out a bas.<et

of bread, antl disapjjeared with it around
corner of a street, to serve it out to his

tomers. There were several large baskets
ide the wagon, each filled with loaves of

ad. I put my shovel and basket down on
sidewalk, and stood there and looked at

,t bread. Oh, how hungry I was. It did

m to me, then, that I had never been reallj'

igry before. I was famishing for the bread
t perisheth in the using. Oh, how I did

g for a sum of money sufiicicnt to pay for

! of the smallest of those loaves. TLien the

il came to me and said, 'Pick up your
'Vel and basket : snatch one of these loaves

)read ; throw it into your basket, and then
|

run away as fast as you can go. No one is

looking at this moment, and you can get oft'

without detection !'
"

" ' No—no, no !' said I, 'I can not steal
!'

"'Fool,' said the devil, 'it is not stealing;
it is simply helping j'ourself to food when you
are starving. The baker will be none the
poorer for the loss of a single loaf; indeed, he
will never miss it. Hurry up ; snatch a loaf
and be off with it.'

"'No—no, no,' said I again, 'I can not
steal the bread.' 'Do it, fool,' urged the
devil ;

' you are too proud to beg, or to make
your wants known to the benevolent. You
will find no work to-day. Are you going to
starve yourself to death when there is an
abundance of food before j'ou, and all you
have to do is to stretch forth your hand and
help yourself to it? Now is your time. Snatch
a loaf and run. Quick, quick, quick !'

" ' No, no, no !' said I. ' I love Jesus ; I can
not steal the bread ; I love Jesus: I put my
trust in Jesus; 1 will not steal the bread!' I

did not say all this out as loudly as I am relat-

ing it to you to-night, but in an undertone.
I could not have been heard hy any passer-by.

Well, just as soon as I said those words, the
devil left me, and I was no longer tempted to

teal the bread, and I did not feel half so hun-
gry as I was before. Yet still I stood there
on the sidewalk and looked at the bread. I

could not help it. I was as if rooted to the
spot. All at once it occurred to me that it

was growing late, and the chances were that
I would find no work to do that day, and if I

did not I would have to go home empty-
handed to my expectant wife and children.

The thought made me cry, and I cried, and
cried, and cried, until the big tears rolled

from my eyes down my cheeks, so that I had
to use my coat sleeves to dry them. I sup-

pose it was because I was so weak and feeble,

and sore broken. Then I thought I would
call on God for help, and I said in a low tone

of voice, ' Oh, Lord God, my Heavenly Father,

for Christ's sake help me to find some work
to do to-day, and give me the necessary
strength to do it, that I may earn a little

money to buj- food for myself and family. I

can not beg while I am able to work, and I

ove thee—oh, I love thee too much to steal.

My wife loves and serves thee ; my children

all love thee. Oh, Christ, forsake us not.'

Well, while I stood there crj'ing and pray-

ing and drying mj- eyes on the sleeves n\' \ny

coat, I felt the weight of a hand upon mx
shoulder. I started and looked up, expeeiing

to see a policeman, and to hear his grull voice

say, 'Move on; no loafing allowed on this

thorougbfiire ;' but, instead, there stood a tall-

handsome, well-dressed gentleman, with a very
eiievolent countenance, and with his riglit

iaiid resting on my shoulder. He put his

ace close to mine, looked me straight in the

ye, and said, in a kindlj- tone of voice and
manner, 'My friend, are you ill? What is

the cause of your apparent distress ? Come,
tell me all about it.'

'So I up and told the gentleman the whole
story, just as I have told it you to-night. He
heard me through, and then he took one of

my great, hard, rough, coal-staiTied hands in

both of his, and he squeezed it and shook it

heartil}', and said, 'Bless the Lord! How
glad I am that I came this waj' ; how glad I

am to have met you, my brother. I am fiappy

to know that you love Jesus so much, and
that you put j'our whole trust in Him. I was

on my way to Broadway through another
street, but I changed ray mind, and turned into
this instead, fori thought I would like to see
the changes and improvements which have
been made on it of late. No doubt the good
Lord sent me expressly to relieve your wants.
Cheer up, my brother, brighter days may
come to 3'ou.' The gentleman then let go my
band, went to the wagon and picked out six
of the largest loaves of bread and put them
into my arms, one after another, like sticks of
wood. At this moment the baker came to us,

looking verj' much astonished at the liberties

we were taking with his goods, and said,
' What are you doing with my bread?' The
gentleman bowed and smiled, and taking out
his pocket-book, he very soon satisfied the
baker that he was doing a vary good thing
with it for me. Then the gentleman took
two large newspapers out of his pocket, and
bending over my old black coal basket, he
very neatlj^ and nicely lined the inside of it

with them, and taking the bread out of my
arms he put it in the basket. Then he took
my hand in his again, and said, 'The Lord
bless you, my brother, keep you faithful, and
give you a home in heaven when He is done
with you here. Give me your name and ad-
dress, please.' So I told him my name and
where I lived, and he wrote them in his

memorandum-book, and then picked up mj^
shovel and basket, handed them to me, and
sent rae on my way home rejoicing. Not long
after my return home, and while myself and
family were eating our bread with thankful
hearts, the door of our room was opened by
one of our neighbors, and in walked our
generous benefactor. He took me to a large

grocer3' store, and bought a lot of provisions,

which he ordeied scui lo my house at once.
There were some canned fruits for my con-

valescent wife ami cliildrt'n. tea. cotfeo, sugar,

butter, potatoes, and otlier things. The next
day I called on him at his oHice by appoint-

ment. Several gentlemen canu! in to see him
on business, and he made them take an inter-

est in me and promise to give me work. Since

then I have had all I can do, and I am saving

a little money every day. So you see, my
friends, that Jesus will hel]3 his own, when
they put their trust in Him."
At this point a man sittinu,- near the door,

whose ragged and fillliy eafmcnts, bloodshot

eyes, and coarse, red face, plainly pi-<.)ved that

he was smitten with poverty, antl degraded
in the extreme by vice, interrupted the

speaker, and said with aderisive laugh, ''And
sij will the devil, too!'''

" That's so," said the speaker, " the devil

will, and often does help his own, but he al-

ways manages, sooner or later, to get them
into troiilile, and then and there he leaves

I hem to M-et out of it as best they can, or to

lie iiuiiished for their folly in putting their

trust in him. W^hat has he done for j-ou,

Jim, that makes you stand up for him to-

night. The color of your face and eyes, and
the wretched condition of j-our clothes show
that, although you have been, and are still, a

good and faithful servant to him, he has not
dealt fairly nor kindlj' with you. Oh, my
dear friend, forsake the evil one and put j-our

trust in Jesus, as I did, and as I have done
for two years past, and you will find Him a

very present help in times of need and trou-

ble."

—

Henry G. Stephens in Daily Standard.

Besist temiitation till you cono^er it.
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Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.

1842. Ill our meeting I'or worship at Falls,

our beloved Friend Christopher liealy spoke
impressively, saying, " The righteous shall

have tribulation, but the Lord will deliver

them all ;" holding up to view the necessity

of having living faith in the Divine promises,

and then tribulations will be borne patiently,

and our faith will increase with our trials.

There is but one sure foundation, but one
foundation that will stand when all things
else fiiil ; and unless we build rightly thereon
we cannot be saved.

The Divine will revealed in us is always in

accordance with the Scriptures ; he had never
found it different.

He spoke of the necessity of having faith

in that Almighty power which a servant of

old described in this language, "The sea saw
it and fled; Jordan was driven back; the
mountains skipped like rams and the little

hills like lambs. What ailed thee, O sea, that
thou fleddest, thou Jordan that thou wast
di'iveu back, ye mountains that ye skipped
like rams, and ye little hills like lambs?"
This was the power that gathered ourSocictj-

from the maxims and customs of the world,
from the forms and ceremonies of a lifeless

profession, from all will-worship, and from a
hireling priesthood; and though many may
fall on the right hand and on the left, yet the
faithful will he preserved.

He believed that if our members walked an-
swerably to our high profession, there would
an hundred come unto us to where there
is one now ; and we would be as a city set

upon a hill that could not be hid; our" con-
duct would then speak louder than words

;

and many would be invited by our example
to come, look upon Zion, and behold Jerusa-
lem, a quiet habitation, with none of its stakes
broken nor cords loosed.

1842. Attended meeting. Our beloved
Friend Christopher Mealy bore a short but
impressive testimony to the excellency of
silent waiting, and warned us against suffer-

ing our silent sitting together to become a
mere formality

; that if our practice is merely
to come and sit down in meeting and abstain
from words, without eudeavoring to have our
thoughts gathered to the Master of assem-
blies, we shall never know the excellency of
silent waiting, and perhaps never experience
that state of mind which will afford us a
lively hope bej'ond the grave ; but if we
maintain the warfare and struggle for the
blessing, the Lord maj^ condescend to favor
us as He did a faithful servant of old, that
man after God's own heart; " The Lord inclin-

ed unto me and heard my cry, and He raised
me up out of an horrible pit, and out of the
miry clay; and set my feet upon a rock."
How encoui-aging! "And he established my
goings, and put a new song into my mouth,
even praises to our God." G.

Beat My Sheep.—Au apostle recommends
" speaking the truth in love," but some
preachers overlook the words "in love," when
thev rt'uil I he text. ( >iie of these ministers,

; :i flagc'lialing sermon, was
a hi-otliei-. and requested to

]ireaeh troiu the text, "Lord thou knovvest
all things

;
thou knowest that I love thee.

Jesus saith unto him, Beat my sheep." "No,
no !" saiil the pastor

; "you are mistaken, mj'
brother. He said ' Feed my sheep.' " " Ah,

did He ?" said the old man, with a searching-

look into the pastor's face ;
" I thought mebbe

you read it, ' Beat my sheep.' "

The Betrayer Betrayed.

History informs us that when, several hun-
dred years ago, the Knights Templars of Jeru-

salem—an order ofknigiits specially organized
and set for the defence of the Holy Sepulchre
against the infidel Moslem—consented, for

the sake of a paltry bribe, to beti-aj' into the
hands of their sworn foes their own allies,

who. together with themselves, were engaged
at the time in the siege of Damascus, these

traitor knights were straightway and most
effectually punished for their perfidj' by being
disappointed after all, of their bribe ; since, as

we are told, the coin with which the wily
Turk took occasion to reward their baseness
pi'oved to be utterly worthless, because coun-
terfeit. A signal instance truly of what is

sometimes called poetic justice—the betrayer

beti-ayed, the hypocrite mocked, the counter
feiter paid, as it were, in his own coin.

Is it not ever thus with sin and the sinner?

The former delights to hold out the most
tempting offers ; to make the most dazzling,

but delusive promises ; to display the gilded

bait, the beguiling ln-ibc. He, however, that

is deceived lluToby. clcai-ly is not wise. Nay,
no man ever _\cl coii.sriiled, for the sake of

any inducement whatsoever, to venture on
to the devil's ground, to accept of any of

Satan's beguiling prizes, but found sooner or

later, and to his hitler sorrow, that in so doing-

he ha.l luM'll dliprd.

Thi'sf r.'ll. (lions have been suggested by
the hue very .sad case of 0. L. Baldwin, the
defiiulting cashier of the Mechanics' National
Bank, Newark, N. J. Sin displayed her
golden bribe here. Baldwin yielded to the
temptation, consenting, in the hope of gain,

to betray the sacred trusts committed to his

hands. Was ever coin more utterly worth-
less than that which is found to rewai-d his

guilty complicity with evil in this case ?

Wiaat more pitiable, indeed, than this man's
testimony to a friend visiting him soon after

the mournful disclosure of his crimes? The
poor victim was ill in bed. His weeping,
broken-hearted family surrounded him. "I
know," said the ruined man, " I know I have
done wrong ; I know I am guilty ; I expect
nothing but to go to the penitentiary." Lo,
here, reader, the rewards of sin ? Yes, look
into that once charming but now darkened
and desolated home, and behold this melan-
cholv, this tnilv monumental instance of the
betrayei- l^d raye-d.

How different all this from the rewards and
promises of religion ! Promises these that
never in a single instance have failed of fulfil-

ment, that have never once been known to
be " protested," but which have always been
ratified in perfectly good faith.

—

R. H. Howard.

Nothing Finished.—I once had a curiosity

to look into a little girl's work box. And
what do you suppose I found ?

Well, in the first place, I found a " bead
purse," about half done

; there was, however,
no prospect of it ever being finished, for the
needles were out, and the silk upon the spools
was all tangled and drawn into a complete
wisp. Laying this aside, I took up a nice

piece of pei'forated paper, ujion which was
wrought one board of a Bible, and beneath it

the words, "I love-— ;" but what she lo-

was left for me to guess. Beneath the Bi

board I found a sock, evidently common
for some baby foot ; but it had come to a sti

just upon the little heel, and there it seer

doomed to remain.
Near to the sock was a needle book,

cover of M'hich was neatly made, and u)

the other, partly finished, was marked, "

my dear—

"

I need not, however, tell you all tha
found thei-e ; but this much I can say, t

during my travels tht-ough the work bo;

found not a single article complete ; and sil

as they wei'e, these half finished, forsal

things, told me a sad story about that li

girl.

They told me that, with a heart full!

generous affection, with a head full of usi

and pretty projects, all of which she had b
the means and the skill to carry into eff

she was still a useless child—always doi

but never accomplishing her work. It a

not a want of industrj^, but a want of pei

verance.
Eemember, my dear young friends, tha

matters but little what great thing we mei
undertake. Our glory is not in that, bu
what we accomplish. Nobody in the vvc

cares for what wo mean to do ; but everyb(

will open their eyes by and by to see w
men and women and children have don(

Children's Friend.

A Specious Delusion.—I had some conve
tion with an intelligent settler, who i

awakened by shipwi-eck to a considerat

of the importance of eternal things ; but, 1

many others, he shrinks from taking up
ci'oss and practising self-denial, and wo
rather trust solely to the death of Christ
salvation, than esteem his propitiatory of

ing as the means of redemption from sins t

are past, and of jjerfecting forever those y

submit to the sanetification of the Spirit u
obedience, and who consequently seek Div
help continually to keep the precepts ofChr
Such persons would be saved by what Ch
has done for them, without troubling thi

selves much about the practice of what
has enjoined ; they seem to settle theinsel

down under a kind ofsystematic delusion,

:

getting the declaration ofthe Eedeemer, "1

every one that saith unto me Lord, Lq
shall enter into the kingdom of Heaven,

!

he that doeth the will of my Father whi
is in Heaven."

—

James Backhouse.

" Speak with calmness and deliberationi

all occasions, especially ofcircumstances whI

tend to irritate."

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 14, 1882.

The London Friend for the 12th month, e

tains a detailed report of the proceedings <

"Home Mission Conference" of membei-s
our Societj', held in London on the 29th i

30th of 11th month.
The Home Mission ivork, as stated

Conference, is an outgrowth of the First-I

School movement. The meetings held in

prosecution are not generally held after •

manner of our meetings for Divine worsh
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It in them, singing, reading and expounding
le Sci-iptui-es, and other methods of influ-
leing the people assembled, are used, much
1 such meetings are conducted by those of
her religious denominations. The chairman

' the Conference said, " It had been felt for
long time jmst a very difficult question to
iswer, in what way the outside mission work
as to be brought into harmony with the
ork of their own Society." The solution of
is problem was one of the subjects that
limed attention.

It was truly a difficult problem to bring
to harmony things in their nature ineon
itent—to reconcile the views of Friends, as

the leadership of Christ, our holy Head
tb the holding of meetings and the perform
ee of religious labor, where the services art
e-arranged by man, and are not dependent
any fresh extension of Divine help or com-
ssion.

Some of those who took part in the discus-
ns recognized the fact, that the " Conserva-
e element [the attachment to the principles
our Society] that existed in many country
etings at present" was an obstruction to
sir taking up this work' as a Yearly Meet-
;
concern. Others thought that " a great
mgo had come over the Society" in the past
7 years, "that the Yearly Meeting of 1882
uld hold opinions very different from those
1861," that " the Yearly Meeting as it now
sted was an entirely different creature from
at it was a few years ago."
Phe outcome of the deliberations was the
)ointraent of a large committee to lay the
ject before the next Yearly Meeting, with
rer to call a future meeting of the Con-
mce.

n the remarks made by the different
akers there are several expressions of at-
bment to the views of Friends, but the
iression left on the mind by the whole re
t, is that of a very marked departui-e from
spiritual doctrines of our forefathers in
irence to worship and ministry. It would
n that manj' earnest and well-disposed
sons,—who had entered on a line of labor
the good of others, which they were carry-
on without constant reference to the Di-
5 call and the heavenly anointing for ser-
I,—had gradually lost their belief in the
trine of Friends as to the inefflcacy of
ely human efforts in religious labor; though
r ma}' scarcely know it.

"^

he tendency of the whole movement is to
roy the character of our own meetings for
ship, and with them any occasion for the
tence of our Society as a distinct organi-
5n of Christians. As time and use famil-
e the people with the form of proceed
adopted in mission meetings, changes
be called for and introduced into the

liar meetings. Our chief hope for the
ervation of a "Society of Friends" lies in
faithfulness of those " conservative" mem-
,
who are willing to suffer reproach for

[•adherence to its original principles and
tices; and in the renewed extensions of
ne Grace which may raise up in unlooked-
[uarters those who will be valiant in con-
ing for the faith once delivered to the
;8, and in spreading the truth among men.
letter received from a valued, experienced
judicious friend, thus refers to this sub-
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Conference] furnishes evidence of the rapid
growth of what may be termed for conveni-
ence -Modern Quakerism,' and fho advanced
stage which it has rcarhcMl—;,n/,f/,w//// to
wards the same foot iiii;- as olhcr ik'nuiliina
tions—and our great and vital docU'ine of the
government of Christ in I he church reduced
to nothing beyond an cinpt^' profession, with
alluring and delusive ass^-rtions of lovaltv to
the Society and atlhercnce to its primifik's.
There are some perhaps almost everywhere
very liable from temperament and snrrouiid-
ings to be caught by. this spirit, lookiin- ut
what appears to be the gradual decline "•'mn..-
on all around us, and not having imiilicitJiiith
in, nor patience to wait for, the experience of
that which alone can effectually help the
church. And thus the sound of the 'work-
man's hammer' miiy be heard in various dii-ec-
tions; and the unwary are eaiiohi hv ii. and
the burdens of some greatl\- inei'eased there-
by, and our own precious prineiples have to
be contended for over again among our own
people—in our own midst."

A friend in England has sent us a copy of!
a small, neatly printed pamphlet, pointin..
out the opposition of war to the spirit of the
petitions contained in the prayer taught by
our Lord to his disciples.

A letter accompanying the pamphlet states
that from a desire to see a more full convic-
tion of the anti-Christian character of war
inculcated among the children in the schools
of our Society, the writer had offered prizes
for the best essays on the subject. The pi
sent essay is one produced in response to this
offer, and was written by one of the scholars
at Ackworth.
We have a strong conviction of the iniquity

and impolicy of the militarv svstem, and re-
joice ill the evi.leii.'es that are IVom time to

life and Divine communion, which these memo-
randa exhibit. They have seemed so edifyino-
and instructive, that a hope is felt that many
of the readers of "The Friend" will derive
spiritual refreshment through them.

It is but seldom we allude in this part of
our paper to the decease of those valued
Iriendswho are passim,- awnvfrom time to
time

;
but we felt williii- to refer to the hon-

est laithfulness an<l seil-sa.-ritieing kindness
winch were such ).ronii.ieiit traits in the
iharacter of the late Hannah Flanagan, whose
leath is noticed in the obituary column of the
iresent number.
Like her Divine Master, she went about

doing good to others, especially to the poor
and neglected

; and she has left a testimony
n the hearts of many survivors that she was
a true follower of t hi' iile-^-ed K'eileenier.
Having endeavored to ser\ e her feneration

according to the will of God, when the end of
ife drew near, she was favored with a peace-
ful confidence in the Lord's mercy, and an as-
snraiieo that a crown of righteousness was
piv|,ared r,,rher.

The large atteiidaiiee of Friends at her
iuneral showed the solid esteem felt for one
who had 111 an unusual degree been kept "un-
spotted from the world," as Avell as dilio-ent
in helping the afflicted; and the evidence'felt
at that time, that her "lot was among the
saints," was comfortingly precious.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—General Terry, in liis report for

the Department of Dakota, says that "the bulialo are
rapidly diniinishing, the Indians are raiding on the
cattle, and the ranchmen are organizing for protection."

the great sugar refinery of Havemeyer & Elder in
Williamsburg, N. York, was destroyed by fire on First-
day evening last, only the char house, which is fire-
proof, escaping. The loss is estimated at *1,500 000
and 1000 men are thrown out of employment. The in-

•ance i.s in 276 companies, mostly foreign, and will
cover about 60 per cent, of the loss. A new and larger

lilding is to be erected at once.
The arrivals of vessels at this port during 1881 num-

bered 5316, of which 1364 were foreign and 3952 coast-
wise. The total tonnage arriving during the year wa.s
1,069,.520, as compared with 1,08.5,495 for 1880.
The publjc debt statement for 12tb month shows a

11, there

lie sentiment in Ihvor of peace. When the
kingdoms of the earth become the kingdoms
of our Lord and of his Christ, through the
submission of the hearts of the people to his
Divine Grace, then war will inevitably cease.
Till then, we cannot hope to see this curse of
mankind entirely removed. Under the in-lreductio'n"of il2j9V,6?3V" DuHng^he"y'ea"r'
fluence of evil passions and unregulated de-'

'^ '

sires, men often do that which they will ad-
mit is contrary to their real interest. There
is no effectual remedy for sin and evil, either
private or national, but the restraining, regu-
lating power of the Lord coming into full
dominion, and being willingly received as the
guide and controller of individuals and of
nations.

Phe whole report [of the Home Mission

We commence in the pre.sent number the
publication of some extracts from the memo-
randa left bj'our late beloved friend, Rche
Dewees, of Morgan Co., Ohio. She attended
the Yearly Meeting of Philader],hia, and a
few meetings in the vicinity of our city, with
a minute from her friends at home, some
years since. Her natural disposition was re
tiring and diffident ; and, as her stay among
us was short, it is probable that many friends
in this section of country will scarcely remem
ber the visit.

In examining the papers placed in our
hands, we have been unusually interested in
noticing the fervency of spirit, the humility,
the watchfulness over herself, the frequent
turning of the heart to the Lord in secret
prayer, and the longing for a sense of spiritual

a net decrease in the principal and interest of the
public debt of the United States of #102,611,777, and
the cash in the Treasury increased »31,078,241.

According to the report from the Bureau of Stati.stics
for the 11th month, 4,629,191 hu.shels of wheat were e.x-
ported from the port of San Francisco, against 2,719,-
236 for the same period from the port of New York.

'

I

_
The Independence Tribune states that the experiments

I in raising cotton in Kansas have been highly successful.
One farmer raised, ginned and shipped 100 bales of an
excellent quality, and others were successful on a
smaller scale. The colored refugees from the South, as
a rule, understand its cultivation, and cotton may be-
come as certain a crop in Kansas as corn or wheat.
The message of Governor Bigelow, of Massachu.sett.s,

.shows that during the last year, the receipts exceeded
the expenditures $212,304. He advises that the !'877 -

000 of the State debt coming due at the end of the cur-
rent year, be paid out of the funds in the Treasury.
The total corn crop of Illinois, during 1881, was 174,-

996,000 bushels, or 70 per cent, of the crop of 1880 and
only half that of 1879.
An anti-Prohibition club, with a large membership

has been organized in Burlington, Iowa. The liquor
question promises to be an important factor in the
politics of that State this year.
The Post-oflice Department is reported to be engaged

in removing the Mormon post-masters in Utah and ap-
pointing Gentiles in their places.

Dr. John W. Draper, famous as a chemist and phy-
siologist, died on the morning of the 4th inst., at his
home at Hastings on the Hudson, New York, in the
72d year of his age.

Deaths in this citv for the week ending 1st mo. 7tb,
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were 399, as compared with 414 for the previous week, I would excite the gravest misgivings, and would only

and 391 for the corresponding week of last year. Of be entertained in any case with the utmost reluctance.

these 198 were males and 201 females: 69 died of con-

sumption ; 36 of pneumonia ; 23 of small pox ;
22 of old

age and 14 of croup.

Ilarkets, &C.—V. S. 3J's, 101 a 102}; 4J'8, 114J; 4's,

registered, 117| ; coupon, 117; currency 6's, 130.

Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice in

price or demand. Sales of middlings are reported at

12 a 12J cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 6J cts. for export, and

8i cts. per gallon for home u.se.

Flour is quiet and unchanged. Sales of 1900 barrels,

including Minnesota extras, at 16.50 a $6.75 for clear,

and at £7 a «7.12i for straight; Penna. extra family at

$6.37^ a 16.62^ ; western do. do., at S6.75 a $7.25^,

and patents at t7.50 a $S. Rye flour is dull at $4.75

a $5.

Grain.—Wheat, better demand, |c. higher. Sales of

2400 bushels red and amber, at $1.42 a $1.43^. Rye is

nominal at 97 cts. for Pennsylvania. Corn is in fair

request and ^c. higher. Sales of 8700 bushels includ-

ing new yellow, at 70 a 70.} cts. ; do. white, at 69^ cts.;

old yellow, at 71 a 71J cts.; do. mixed at 71 cts. ; old

steamer, at 68} cts. , do. No. 3, at 69J cts., and rejected

at 68J cts. Oats are active and options are higher.

Sales'of of 9500 bushels, including white at 51 a 52|
cts., and rejected and mixed at 50 a 51 cts. per bushel.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 1st mo.
7th, 1882.— Loads of hay, 251; loads of siraw, 50.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.25

to $1.35 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.15 to $1.25 per

100 pounds; Straw, 90 cts to $1 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in demand, and prices a fraction

higher; 2800 head arrived and sold at the difl'erent

yards at 4 a 7} cts. per pound, as to quality.

Sheep.—Sheep were in fair demand at about former

rates : 12,000 head arrived and sold at the different

yards at 3} a 6 cts., and lambs at 4J a 7 cts. per lb.

Hogs were active and higher ; 40U0 head arrived and
sold at the different yards at 8 a 10 cts. per pound, as

to condition.

Foreign.—The Daily News, discussing Blaine's cir-

cular to the republics of Central and South America,
proposing a conference at Washington, says: "The
meaning of the project is the estabiisliment of an
American protectorate over both Ceniral and South
America. Mr. Blaine's pretensions are novel and ex-

travagant. Tliey were never conlemplaled by the ori-

ginator of the Monroe doctrine, under which an attempt

will probably be made to slieker them. Now that Mr.
Frelinghuysen has succeeded Mr. Blaine, there is, at

least, hope that some rational basis of negotiation can

be arrived at. That the American interest on the

Pacific seaboard has greatly increased since the CIayt(

Buhver treaty was signed admits of no doubt, but i

quite an open question whether England is not in-

terested in the Panama Canal yet more deeply. That
England, with her vast American possessions and carry-

ing trade, should become a party to any agreement
yielding the canal into American hands and acknowl-
edging the suzerainty of the United States of the en-

tire Western hemisphere, is a dream beyond the domain
of practical politics."

The same paper states that it is estimated that a
fourth of the Irish tenants who need protection have
come under the operation of the Land act, and that

competent persons believe that the whole question will

be settled in two years.

Speci:;! despatches from points in Ireland show a

great development of the latest form of lawlessness,

namely, Land League hunts. In rare cases, where the

authorities had not had time to interfere, quantities of

game were destroyed and preserves damaged. In other

instances the hunts were prevented by sending large

bodies of troops to the places menaced. This was par-

ticularly the case in the County Cork. This necessity

for moving the troops and thus weakening the hands of

the authorities, is considered the most serious conse-

quence of the movement.
Great Britain is said to have lost $1,000,000,000 in

the last three years in crops.

Belfast, 1st mo. 9tli.—The largest steel sailing ship

afloat, registering 2220 tons, has just been launched for

Ismay, Imrie & Co., managers of the White Star Line.

It is named the " Garfield," and will be employed in

the Australian and Californian trades.

The French revenue received from direct and indi-

rect taxes in the year 1881, exceeds the estimate by

217,000,000 francs.

The Times, in an editorial article, says: "The peo-

ple of England would view with serious apprehension
any further interference in the internal affairs of Egypt.
The idea of a joint Anglo-French military intervention

The premature landing of foreign troops would, in the

present condition of Egypt, be the beginning of dis-

turbance."

An imperial rescript, dated 1st month 4th, counter-

signed by Prince Bismarck, has been addressed to the

Pru.ssian Ministry. It says: "The right of the king

to direct the Government and policy of Prussia in ac-

cordance with his own judgment is restricted, not abro-

gated, by the Constitution. The official acts of the

king require the counter-signature of a Minister, and

are carried out by his Ministers; but they remain the

official acts of the king, in whose re.solve they origi-

and who in them gives constitutional expression

to his will. Therefore, it is not permissible to repre-

sent their exercise as proceeding from responsible

Ministers. The Prussian Constitution is the expres-

sion of the monarchical tradition of this country, whose

development rests on the living relations of its kings

to the people. These relations cannot be transferred to

Ministers, because they appertain to the person of the

king, and their maintenance is necessary for Prussia.

It is, therefore, my will that in Prussia, and also in the

Legislative bodies of the Empire, no doubt will be al-

lowed to attach to ray constitutional right, or that of

my successors, to personally direct the policy of the

Government. It is the duty of my Ministers to sup-

port my constitutional rights by protecting them from

doubt and obscurity, and I expect the same from all

officials who have taken the oath of loyalty to me. I

am far from wishing to restrict the freedom of elections,

but the functionaries intrusted with the execution of

my official acts, are bound to support the policy of ray

Government, even at the elections. I shall acknowl-

edge the faithful discharge of this duty, and shall ex-

pect all officials, remembering their oath of allegiance,

to hold aloof, even at the elections, from all agitation

against my Government."
The TagebhU regrets the unpleasant position created

for officials by the Rescript, which it believes is destin

ed to produce much sorrow and trouble.

The provisions of the Naturalization Treaty with

America have finally been extended all over Germany,
The Geneva correspondent of the Daily News says:

" In anticipation of the completion of the St. Gothard
Railway, which will open, by the way of Genoa, the

Central European markets to American breadstuITs, the

Austrian railway companies announce their intention

to make important reductions in their rates for foreign-

bound cereals."

It is proposed in Italy that Parliament shall take

steps to have reclaimed a portion of the unredeemed
land of the peninsula. With an area of 296,300 square

miles of what are known as secondary lands and 145,000

of mountainous territory, it is estimated in a recent re-

port that there exist in the country 231,345 acres of

which the recovery is indispensable, and 440,000 that

are capable of being improved.
The Berlin correspondent of the Morning Post says

the Emperor of Russia has pardoned the Polish bish-

ops exiled in 1864.

It is announced that the results of the recent Turkish

mission to Berlin and Vienna are that the Porte is con-

vinced thai, although Germany and Austria will not

actively aid Turkish policy, they have resolved to main-

lain the status quo; at least Germany has promised to

send more functionaries to Turkey. The relations be-

tween Austria and the Porte are greatly improved.

Chiria has paid the first instalment of the compensa-
tion to Ru.ssia stipulated in the Kuldja treaty.

The latest advices from Central America indicate

that in the event of war between Mexico and Guate-

mala, all the other Central American States will join

against Mexico. The popular feeling in Central Ameri-
ca upon the subject is strongly expressed in an article

in La Paz, the principal newspaper in Honduras.

FRIENDS' LIBRARY.
Wanted, numbers 2 and 3 of the " Tract Repository ;"

Reports of the " Tract Association of Friends," for 1858,

1862 and 1866; and the Discipline of "Baltimore
Yearly Meeting of Friends," the different editions.

Copies of any of the above may be sent to the Book
Store, 304 Arch street.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INS.\NE,
Near Frankjord, (Twenty third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of

Managers.

Died, at the residence of her son-in-law, John

phant, the 3rd day of 10th month, 1881, in the 82d
;

of her age, Elizabeth Williams, widow of the

Daniel Williams, of Salem, Ohio. She was an estee

member of Hickory Grove Monthly and Partic

Meeting of Friends, Cedar Co., Iowa, and during a

traded illness was concerned to endure patiently

suflTerings appointed her; and was often favored to

proach the throne of Grace in vocal supplication

her children, and that her own soul might be redee

and fitted for an entrance into that rest prepared foi

righteous. At times expressing submission to the

vine will either to live or die. Although the finals

mons came in an unlooked for hour, her relatives

friends have the comforting evidence that their lo

her eternal gain.

, at her residence, in Germantown, on the i

of 10th month, 1881, Ruth R. Williams, wido

the late Richard Williams, in the 85th year of her

a member of Frankford Monthly Meeting, Phil

Being deprived during her declining years, of thf

portunity of attending our religious meetingni, she

it a privation, and was an encourager of others to

duty. The Christian virtues shone conspicuousi

her daily walk, endearing her to many ; and as the

close drew on, having given evidence of a prepara

for it, to her the words seem applicable :
" In quieti

and in confidence, shall be thy strength."

, at her home near Tecuraseh, Michigan,

mo. 10th, 1881, Elizabeth R. Comport, wife of Eh
Comfort, in the 53rd year of her age. She was

daughter of Samuel and Hannah Satterthvvaite, (

deceased), formerly of Burlington Co., N. J. I

considerate of the welfare of others than her own
or indulgence, she found frequent opportunity for

fulness to friends and neighbors, especially in tim

sickness. She occupied but little time reading, ei

her Bible and religious books and periodicals,

greatly enjoyed perusing the lives and writings of I

worthies in our Society who were faithful in theii

to uphold a pure Gospel standard before the w
Although of late in the enjoyment of apparently

health, she often spoke of the uncertainty of time.

the great need of preparation for the life to come, w

time and opportunity were afforded. Her friend:

comforted with the assurance given by her on a

bed, that she was enabled to look forward with ai

of fiiith to the rest prepared for the righteous of all

, at the residence of her son-in-law, near I

ington, Bucks Co., Pa., on the 10th of 12th rao. ;

Mekcy, widow of Moses Comfort, in the 77th ye

her age, a raember and elder of Falls Monthly Mee
As long as she could converse, her rainddweltr

on the Society she loved so well, and her convic

of the rectitude of its principles and testimonies, as

by our early Friends, were strong and unwave
Her own heart filled with the love of God, on one

sion she remarked, " I feel as if I could gather al

friends into a bundle of love." Feeling that her "

work" had been "done in the day time," she;

favored with a humble quiet assurance of accepti

She passed through great bodily sufliering
;
yet

all, she was enabled to testify that " His time is thf|

time," and to ascribe " Glory to Him—Glory to Bl

"These are they which came out of great tribulal

and have washed their robes, and made them whi!

the blood of the Lamb."

, on 12th mo. 25lh, 1881, Hannah FlanA|
in the 73rd year of her age, a member of Phihide

Monthly Meeting for the Western District. Abocj

20th year, when she was first called out of the vaiil

toms and fashions of the world, into plainness andl

plicity, by Him who wore the seamless garraen|

inspeaking voice of his Holy Spirit was distinctly!

by tier spiritual ear :
" The King's daughter is all

j

ous within : her clothing is of wrought gold." F

xlv. 13. And having, through faith in Him, beet

dient in the day of visitation, she thereafter experii

a growth in the Truth, and became established ot

Rock against which the winds and waves of tliis i

beat in vain. " I love the Lord, because He first

me." " The Lord is my strength." These declara

weightily expre.ssed, seemed to be much with h.

some days before her close. The exhortations sh

concerned to deliver to others were edifying to i

and were illustrated and enforced by her own lif

conversation, which were in the simplicity and
denial becoming a follower of the lowly Jesus. H
steadfastly and patiently borne the burdens and c!

laid upon her in this life, she has, as we reverent

lieve, at last entered into that eternal state of peac

joy in the Lord, which He has promised to his fa

servants.
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Extracts from the Diary of Rebecca Dewees.
(Continued from page 177.)

18-16. 4th mo. 5th. "This day twelve
lonths ago was a day not to be forgotten by
le while memory lingers. The day in which
first felt necessity laid upon me to open my
louth in a religious meeting, and to which I
ielded

; arising with the language of the
rophet, ' Arise, shine, for thy light is come,
nd the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee."
evere was the conflict. I felt at that awful
loment that my life would have been a much
isier sacrifice. But the Lord's people are a
illing people in the day of his power. It
)uld have been nothing else but the wonder-
orking power of Him with whom all things
•e possible; I have been constrained to ac-
Qowledge this amid all the trials, the varied
)nflicts which have been permitted to attend
e. And When I contrast that day of merci-
il visitation with this of seeming desertion,
3W does my soul faint within me. The peace,
le joy of that day exchanged for mourning,
mentation and woe. Well, am I not reaping
le fruits of my own rebellion

; if so, why
iirmur? And if in the ordering of Divine
rovidence tor my sanctifieation and final re-

jmption, why not rather rejoice? Ah! I

ive thought this daj^ that t could freely
rink the bitterest cup handed by a gracious
.aster; not of my own procuring, but in-

nded to promote my establishment in the
rer blessed truth. Oh the awfulness of being
,terly forsaken. I only desire, Lord, that
lou wouldst not utterly cast ofl'. Do with
e even as thou wilt, only leave me not a
•ey to my soul's enemy, t acknowledge my
;ter unworthiness; I have nothing on which
hope but thy free unmerited mercy. I de-

re to love and to serve thee. I desire in the
idst of poverty and weakness to return
lanksgiving to thy adorable name, for thou
fc worthy, worthy both now and forever."

manner as the Lords ambassador. Ten years that year, she says : "Had the privilege for
after the act of unfaithiulness, whose bitter the first time of sitting in the Select Meetino-
truits she related above, she makes this and felt constrained to return thanksgivinS|

^'^^°™- not only for the consolations of the Holy
1855. 4th mo. 29th. "Ten years of sileut'?^'"^' '^"t for trials, for conflicts, and prov-

exercise have rolled away; what the future is j™^''
*^-"

The sense of (

is extract all 11

llion." was pr
full faithfiiliii

rtion sorrow to which
^ ti-iiils of my own re-

riiiuH'ctcd with a want
Divine requiring in her

)pearances as a minister; she found that
le "withholding more than was meet" tend-
l to her own spiritual poverty. Eighteen
3ars rolled away, before she was again en-
usted with the commission to appear in this

to unfold is only known to Him who secth
the end from the beginning; that I may not
be found a loiterer "in the vineyard, or likr
him who buried his talent in the earth, is oftiii

the engagement of my heart. And though
one act of disobedience to th<' Divin.' riMjulr-

ingseemedtohave introduced thi^ Imii;- wilder-
ness travel, that act, I hcli.'vr. was "i ln-dun-h
the compassion of [[ini wlm is toiidi,.! with a
feeling of our intirinit ics, nicriirulK- loi'^ivcii,

and an indubitalilc evidence alforilcd ihat my
sins, which were many, were blotted out.
That lesson, so hard for human nature to
learn, which I shrunk from declaring to others,
' If any man will be my disciple, let him take
up his cross daily and follow me,' was yet for
me more practically and fully to be learned.
That I might even be found willing to be any
thing or nothing, to do or to suffer even as
our glorified Head and High Priest may ap-
point, is what my soul secretly craves."

At last her chr,ins were broken, aftd in 8th
mo. 25th, 1863, she notes in her diary

—

" Having after a silence of more than eigh-
teen years, felt bound again to manifest my
love by my obedience, I turn to take a retro-

spect of the past ; and' desire with gratitude
to adore that goodness that waits long to be
gracious, and whose workings are incompre-
hensible to poor finite mortals. An act of
unfaithfulness to manifested duty seemed the
introduction to this long season of silence

;

but that act was, I believe, through unbound-
ed mercy long since forgiven. But though
many, very many have been the trials ami
provings of that period, I desire witli i^i-aii-

tude to say, that manj' too were tli<' -ra-diis

of Divine consolation and ftivor; soni>' ol ili.-r

in times of retirement, which was iii\- daiU
practice, are, I think, never to be Iniooit.n,
In one of these in particular, after a siason oi,

trial and provino-. the ividonee of pardon and
acceptance wei-c s.i clraily granted that not a
shadow of a doulii niuaiiK'd ; at the recollec-
tion of which m\- heart has (iffentinies over-
flowed with gratitude. Sunshine aii'l vliadr

ivebeen wisely intermingled, and i In- -la^Mii

of fa.vor was followed by tossings as on a tem-
pest, many times being ready to conclude
that the Lord had forsaken me, and my God
had forgotten me. And now, although re-

olved through the help of the Lord t6 follow
Him- in the way of his holy leadings, what
constant watchfulness on everj- hand is need-
ful—neither to offend by omission nor com-
mission. May the Lord in unmerited mercy
enable me to make straight steps for my feet."

Her gift as a minis-ter was acknowledged
by her friends in 1866, and in 5th mo. 24th of

The humility and dependence on the Lord,
in which she exercised her gift ; and her faith-
luliu'ss ill declaring the truth without con-
eeainunt.are shown in the two succeeding

1868. 7th mo. 8th. "'I have opened my
mouth unto the Lord and I cannot go back.'
The test of love is obedience; but how does
nature shrink beyond the power of utterance,
at the thought of going forth in the awful
work of the ministry. I know that I am
utterly unworthy to be employed as an instrit-
ment in the Divine hand; and I know that if
thou wilt be with me, and be mouth and wis-
dom for me, all will be well. Preserve me,
I pray thee, from sinning against thee in
thought, word or deed, and from now looking
back after having put my hand to the plow."

1869. 1st mo. 3d. " Felt constrained some
months since to ask of the friends of my
Monthly Meeting the privilege of an oppor-
tunity with them with the shutters opened;
addressing them, in the language of the pro-
phet :

' Stand ye now in the ways, and see, and
ask for the old paths, where is the good way,
and walk in it, and ye shall find rest unto
your souls.' That in the early days of this
Society, their meetings were held, as George
Fox expresses it, in the power of God. The
life, the truth reigned

;
and that while I was

contrasting that fixvored season with (as it

appears to me) our low and withering condi-
), I had been led to inquire the cause; that
ppeared (u nie that we were not the same
Ions and nntinni;- advocates for truth and
[(eiinsness that I hey were; that we have
'nie iiigrossed and entangled with the

ihin-s,,|' time, and lukewarmness and indiffer-
enee have spread over us; and those pre-
( iiius testimonies which they believed them-
selves called upon to bear before the world,
ihrough great and grievous persecutions and
siitlerings, even unto death, we have not up-
held in their ancient simplicity and bright-
ness. Our testimony to plainness of dress and
address ! where is it ? What difficulties and
dangers did they not surmount in the attend-
anie of their religious meetings; and how
richly were they rewarded—the power and
]iresence of the Lord being felt amongst them,
humblingandcoutritingtheir hearts together,
so that on some occasions we read the floor
was wet with their tears. And in some in-

stances, where the parents were all thrown
into prisons, the children still kept up their
meetings. And how is it with us. my beloved
friends ? How oft when I have taken my seat
in our own little meeting with a few of my
elder brethren and sisters, has the query
arisen. Where are the children? At home,
pei'haps, in our employment, or at school.
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Bear with me, my beloved friends, if I say,

should the succeeding generation wholly ilis-

continue tbe attendance of mid-week meet-

ings, the iniquity thereof will, in a great

measure, lie at our doors. It is painful to my
feelings thus to allude to these things, and
nothing but the belief that m^^ peace consisted

in it, has induced me to do it. For truly it

seems to me the language addressed to Eph-
raim of old has become applicable unto us:
• Ephraim has mixed himself with the people,

strangers have devoured his strength, yet he

knoweth it not.' And just in proportion as

we mix with the people in their associations

and in their schools, just in that proportion

will we lose our strength, though we may
know it not."

Colorado and California.

(Continued from page 178.)

ORCHARDS, EUCALYPTUS, DUST.

The next letter of the series was written

from Los Angeles, California, on tbe 3rd of

Tenth month, 1880. From it, the following
extracts are taken.

" We were glad to get away from the cold

winds and fogs of Northern California and
get a little further south, where at least it is

somewhat warmer, if it is not much less foggy,

and where you don't have to wear an over-

coat l)()th in the house and out dooi's, to keep
comfortable.

I was very much pleased with San Fran-
cisco, and found it much more of a first class

city than I expected, as well as cleaner and
better kept. I think it would rank as a city

but little behind New York, Philadelphia or
Boston, and ahead of either Chicago or St.

Louis; and I can readily imagine it a veiy
pleasant place to live in, if the same care could
be taken to warm the houses when they are

cold, as we take in Philadelphia. Often while
we were at the Lick House, the mei-eury
would fall below 60^, with a cold, raw wind
from the sea. that made seal-skin cloaks and
overcoats not out of place in the streets ; and
yet I did not see a fire in any part of the
house to sit by."

" We have ridden out two or three times
around the neighborhood of Los Angeles, and
were last week up at the villa. It is surpris-

ing to see the great number of orange trees

that have already been planted, besides lemon,
walnut and olive trees. Some of the orange
orchards appear to be in nearly full bearin^^

but many of them, where the trees are equalTy
large, have but little fruit on

; and I notice
that the leaves of many of the trees ai-e very
dark with what they call mildew, but which
I think is caused by some minute insect.

When all the trees now planted are farge and
in full bearing, the quantity of fruit will be
very great in this section of the State, and as

it will not bear transportation, at ordinary
rates over the railroad, the California market
will be in danger of being glutted. I think
either olives or grapes a safer crop to depend
on. The market for the first, either as pickles
or oil, is almost unlimited, and the latter,

when not required for the table, can be con
verted into raisins or wine. It is wonderful
to see how the large bunches of the Tokay and
Black Hamburg hang on the vines in the vine
yards here.

The vines are not allowed to grow more
than two foet high, so that a vineyard looks

wonderfully like a potatoe-patch. You can

buy all you want of the finest grapes at three

cents a "pound. We think the Hambui-g the

best, though the Mission and one or two other

kinds are somewhat like them, being sweet

and juicy. The Tokay and raisin grapes are

too solid unless one were hungrj'.

It is wonderful how rapidly trees and

plants grow here when irrigated. The sur-

roundings of N.'s house w-ould indicate with

us at least ten years' occupation. The yard

and avenue to it are bounded by a complete

ime or citron hedge, on the outside of which

are pepper trees, some 20 feet high, with wide

spreading tops 12 or 15 feet in diameter

—

making really fine shade trees—the foliage

being similar to the Honey Locust, only denser

and more graceful.

A row of Eucalyptus trees, planted by hi

along the road, are from 40 to 50 feet high
;

and one on his neighbor's grounds, which he

saj-s is oidy four year's old from the seed, I

found measured over Si feet in circumference,

5 feet above the ground, and it must be nearly

50 feet in height. These trees are now grown
here for firewood. N- has apples, pears,

peaches, figs, oranges, lemons and olives, in

bearing. The last three are still green, but

we have been well supplied with all the rest,

and with the best of nutmeg melons, nearly the world further than to live in obedience t

every morning at breakfitst. In Northern the Divine requirings. He had felt it as plai

California we found these of an immense size, as he had ever felt any thing outwardly wit

and very good ; N 's are smaller and still his hands, that there were those present thi

better. Pumpkins grow to an immense size ; had sustained great loss by going on froi

in a little patch in his orange-orchard, there 'year to year, and not suflaciently confessin

are a >;rcal many that must weigh over a bun- 1
their Saviour before men. If there had bee

dred i)<)iin(ls, and few that are ripe that would more faithfulness to the Divine Master's wil

fall below fifty. | there would have been more fathers and m.

The greatest drawback to this country is thers in our Israel raised up amongst us, 1

the dust. Not so much that that flies up in 'encourage others to come look upon Zion, tl

the air when you drive, as that that lies oUiCity of our solemnities, not one of its staki

everj' thing and defaces every thing, except broken or cords loosed, and they would ha^

flowers and plants, and such things growing ^found Him indeed to be their counsellor, tl

about the house as can be washed off with almighty God, theeverlastingFather,thePrinc

hose. Just imagine the trees along the roads of peace. - G.

with 3'ou, if there was not a shower all sum-
' The Friend.'

There is too much of a disposition in us t

bun the cross. We want to come to th

Saviour and at the same time hold fast to th

things of the world. We are convinced tha

there is no better profession than the pre

fession of Friends ; and we would love to b«

come religious members and walk answerabi;

to our high profession ; but the cross is in th

way ; we are not willing to sutter for the Se

viour's sake, who was a man of sorrows an^

acquainted with grief.

He had met with many, while travelling u

and down through the land, who were willin

to acknowledge that Daniel's God is the onl

true God ; that there is no better professio

than ours ; and yet they would not live then

to. And when tlie light of the Divine countei

ance shines upon us, wo are almost or quit

persuaded to be Christians, and resolved i

live in obedience to the Divine will ; but whe
the light is a little obscured, we stumble i

the cross and turn away. The question h

put to those whom it is for, " What is tb

cause of these things?"
The cross must be borne though it ma

lead into singularity, and cause us to be de

pised and rejected of the worldly-wise. H
did not mean to insinuate that we shoul

make ourselves disagreeable in the ey<

" The Light of Christ" in man, as a fund

mental doctrine of Christian it}', was so clear!;

mer ; and here the dust is even finer and
lighter than in Plainfield. In Colorado Springs
the soil was gravelly, and the dust rarely

reached the leaves of the trees, and they al-j set forth in the article and selections undii

ways looked bright and clean, and you never that head intlie20tli numberof "The Friend
tbercgutyourclothesdirty in walking. Hero that it is diliicult in imagine how they csi

it matters little whether you walk in the mid- bonestly be uiisumkTstuod or ignored by aii

die of the road or the most carefully selected of our membei's. Tlicre is also unequivocj
places, as all are equally dirty. Newly har- testimony to the saving value of tbe saiil

rowed ground is perhaps the cleanest, as it is blessed doctrine, contair
free from dusty weeds."

(To be continued.)

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.

1812. 12tli nio. 25th. In our meeting to-day

our beloved frienil Christopher llealy^handed
forth an instructive testimony, setting forth

that his mind had been exercised, almost from
his first sitting down in the meeting, in a way
comparable to our Saviour's answer to those
who spake of the temple, how it was adorned
with goodly stones and gifts :

" As for these

things ye behold, the days will come in which
there shall not be left one stone upon another
that shall not be thrown down." And these

things must be fulfilled spiritually in us as

much as they were fulfilled outwardly. The
glory of this world must be stained in our
view ; our delight in the riches, the fashions,

the oustoms, and whatever is worldly, must
be thrown down.

tained in to-day's nui'

ber of " The Friend," in the Address to tli

Members of Brighouse Monthlj' Meeting.
It seems timely, thus to re-assert and ho

up to view, the sentiments that Friends ha'l

always held on this vital subject. In legai

to the efforts that have been, and are beii]

made to undervalue it, well may we exclaij
" If the foundation be destroyed, what can tl

righteous do?" It has been interesting

read some of the exercises of S. L. Grub
fifty years ago, when these anti-christian n

tions began to be disseminated in the Societ;

and it is believed they will be of interest

the readers of this Journal. Under date
6th mo. 1833, S. L. G. says

:

" What shall we do if we suffer ourselves
be drawn from this blessed Spirit of the S
viour of men, or the measure of it which
given to all for our profit ? Where but wit
in our own hearts shall we find the Comfort
and the safe Guide ? Surely the Holy Scri

tures direct us to Christ within, the hope
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glory
;
but now we are told that in looking for

inward direction, we subject ourselves to error,
and that the Gospel is to be found in the
Scriptures, where there is clear comprehen-
sible truth, and ' a direct message from God.' "

" 9th month. I think I never knew such a
trying time in my day, as the present. I can-
not close my eyes to the wide deviations fi-om
our ancient testimonies, which is, I believe,
fast levelling us with the world at large. I
grieve, I mourn over these things in secret.
Sometimes I tell my sorrow publicly, under
;fae constraining influence of gospel love ; and
[ have a word too, for the bowed down ones.
But I am told again and again, that my views
ire not correct

; in fact that there is no occa-
ion to take up such a lamentation for us in
his day. Some of us see the necessity of
leing ranged conspicuously on the side of
irimitive Quakerism, and warning faithfully
f the danger of things creeping in, that from
heir nature and tendency must divide.

12th mo. 31st, 1881.

An Instructive Comparison.

^

Most persons know that every butterfly (the
^reek name for which, it is remarkable, is the
ame that signifies also the soul—Psyche)
umes from a grub or caterpillar ; in the lan-
uage of naturalists called a larva. The last
ame (which signifies literally a mask) was
itroduced by Linnajus, because the cater-
illar is a kind of outward covering, or dis-
uise of the future butterfly within. For it

as been ascertained by curious microscopic
samination, that a distinct butterfly, only
ndeveloped and not full grown, is contained
ithin the body of the caterijillar ; that this
tter has its own organs of digestion, respira-
on, &c., suitable to its larva-life, quite dis-
nct from, and independent of, the future
itterfly which it encloses.

When the proper period arrives, and the
ie of the insect in this its first stage, is to
ose, it becomes what is called a pupa, en-
osed in a chrysalis or cocoon (often eom-
)8ed of silk

;
as is that of the silkworm which

ipplies-us that important article) and lies

rpid for a time within this natural cofiin,
am which it issues, at the proper period, as
perfect butterfly'. But sometimes this pro-
88 is marred. There is a numerous tribe of
sects well known to naturalists, called Ich-
lumon-flies; which in their larva-state are
irasitical ; that is, inhabit, and feed on, other
rva. The ichneumon-flj' being provided
ith a long sharp sting, which is in fact an
ipositor (egg layer,) pierces with this the
dy of a caterpillar in several places, and I

walls of a summer-house; and some of them
those that have escaped the parasites, assum-
ing the pupa-state, from which they emerge
butterflies. Of the unfortunate catcr]]illai
that has been preyed upon, nothing remains
but an empty skin. The hidden butterfly has
been secretly consumed.
Now is there not something analogous to

this wonderful phenomenon, in the condition
of some of our race ?—may not a man have a
kind of secret enemj- within his own bosom,
destroying his soul—Psyc/ifl—though without
interfering with his well-being duriiui the jirr-

senfsfff^e of his existence; and whosr |.i-,s,'iic,'

may never be detected till the time arrives
when the last great change should take place ?— Whateley's Annotations to Bacon's Essays.

For "The Frieml."

Tlie Holy Ghost a Witness to us.

Whilst Jesus Christ, our Lonl and Saviour,
IS " the faithful witness, and the first begotten
from the dead;" and who "loved us, and
washed us from our sins in his own blood," no
less, also, the Comforter, which is the Ii<>l\

Ghost, whom the Father hath sent into tbV
world in that Son's place, and name, and
power, is a swift witness within us, as saitli
the apostle, "The Spirit itself beareth witness
with our spirits," &c. ; and again, " The 'Holy
Ghost witnesseth in every eit^y, saying that
bonds and afflictions abide me.'"

Nothing short of this quickening renewing
power of the Holy Ghost, which is shed on
us abundantly through Jesus Christ our Sa-
viour, with tlic washing of regeneration,—all

through redeeming merej^—c'an save any of
us. For can we be savingly liajitizvd. either be
the recipients of heavcnh' i^itts. Iml ihrDUnh
the influence of this Il(>i_\- Amiinling ? \w'
ot our bodies to be made tit temides of the!

Hob-
Fa the

I

haps been too much overlooked l.y some in
I'ur Society, in the desire to avoid the other
I'xtreme too unduly, thou-l, loosely, advanced
now more than tilty _\<..ais auo, of sorrowful
ivininiscence. N.,1 witbslandnig which, the
indisputable truth will ever remain : "There
are three that bear record in heaven, the
Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost: and
these three are one."

This tundamental practical doctrine, so be-
lieved in, realized, and acted upon, in the early
days of the Christian Church, and which was
(1ms foretold by the prophet Joel : "It shall
I (ime to pass in the last days, (saith God,) I
wdl pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh: and
your sons and your daughters shall prophepy,,
and your young men shall see visions, and'
your old men shall dream dreams : and on my
servants and on my hand-maidens, I will pour
out, in those days of my Spirit ; and they shall
prophesy :" has lost none of its vitality or ap-

ibility (lown lo the present day. More-
now lull\- our Messed Lord and Lawgiver
unizcMl tl]is (loci lino! Ho was begotten

jot til.' Holy (lliosi. 11<. baptized with the
^

Holy (ill ost. He enjoined not to speak against
the ll(i|\- (iliost. He lii-eatli>d Upon his dis-
ciples just before bis ascension and said, "Ee-
ceive ye the Holy Ghost." And, as the crown-
ing, the unspeakable gift, he promised them
" another Comforter," in the place of himself,
" which is the Holy Ghost," that should abide
with them—with us—forever, teach them all
things, and guide into all truth. This is the
same efficient, operative, holy power unto
man's salvation, as "the Spirit of truth;"
" the grace of God," "Christ within ;" " The
more sure word of prophecy;" "The Day-
S|nine- IVom on high;" "The law of the Spirit
of life ill ( Mirist Jesus;" " The engrafted Word ;"

the "Unction;" "the Anointing;" "The
t '.' and hereby communion with the

j

Power from on high;" "The Light and the
I Hie Son alone to be witnessed ?j Life of men."

not the Holy Ghost also a witness to us of Ls there not ground for many fears, lest the
the one holy ottering of the Lamb of God for overlooking or practically forsaking, with too

posits her eggs, which are there hatched,
dfeed, as grubs, (larva) on the inward ]iails

their victim. A most wonderful cireuni-
moe connected with this process is, that a
terpillar which has been thus attacked goes
feeding, and apparently thriving quite as

ill during the whole of its larva-life, as those
at have escaped. For by a wonderful pro-
lion of instinct, the ichneumon-grubs with-
do not injure any of the organs of the larva,
t feed only on the future butterfly enclosed
thin it. And consequenlj^, it is hardly
ssible to distinguish a caterpillar which has
9se enemies within it, from those that are

our sins, and of the new covenant of light and
life of which Jesus is the mediator? Were
not the Scriptures written by holy men of old

, as they were moved by the Holy" Ghost? and
^'are we not to praj' and to teach, if at all

etfectual for good, in the wisdom and power
which the Holy Ghost giveth and teacheth ?

Did not Peter and John pray for the Samari
tans, that they might receive the Holy Ghost:
Were not the saints of old filled with the Holy
Ghost ? Did not Ananias and Sap])hira lie to
the Holy Ghost? and was not that repre-
sented as Ij'ing unto God? Was it not the
" stiff-necked, and uncircumcised in heart and

tha the rlv av. did a:

Hoi
ilXi (i. Willi Hie HoJN- (lliosi ; and

did not the churches, as recorded by the
apostle, walk in the comfort thereof? Were
not Paul and Barnabas chosen, and sent forth
to the Gentiles by this Quickening Power ?

and was not the former when consorted with
Timothy, forbidden by the same Heavenly
Unction to preach the word in Asia ? And,
lastly, can anj- one sav that Jesus is the Lord,
but by the Holy Ghost ?

Similar examples from Holv Scripture of

the ving, quickening power and authority of
touched. But when the periodjirrives for the Holy Ghost—o?ie with the Father and the

' "
' '

""

Word— might be largely multiplied. But
surely enough has been presented to show
without gainsaying, that, though a doctrine,
" which is according to godliness," it has per-'

close of the larva-life, the difference ap
ars. You may often observe the common
bbage-caterpiliars retiring, to undergo their
ange. into some sheltered spot,—such as the

many of our members, of this fundamental
doctrine of the grace of God and light of
Christ within men, where our King and his
kingdom must, if ever, be known to come and
to be set up, has tended very materially to
bring about the manifest outwardness and
consequent weakness of our present lapsed
condition ? If this be in anywise so, how de-
sirable that, as professors of such holj- faith,

we should seek to have our eyes so anointed
with the eye-salve of the kingdom, as to see
the gradual and almost imperceptible falling

off in dutj', which we, as a Society have,
through unfaithfulness, through love of the
w(u-ld, through mingling with the people
thereof, and the beguiling influence of Satan,
lieen brought to—a once highly favored, but
now, too much, a backsliding generation.
How much this state of things, we repeat, is

owing to a denial, or at least a jiractical dis-

regard of the precious, universal gift of saving
light and grace, as always held by this re"-

ligious Society, it is not in the ability of the
writer to determine. But oh ! that all might
fully recognise this spiritual and truly gospel
view of things; and thence be willing to let

Christ, our Alpha, as a little seed—"Christ
within the hope of glory"—have due place and
be permitted to grow up within them unto
precious heavenlj' increase—the thirty, the
sixty, and the hundred fold, to the praise and
glory of the Redeemer's all-sufficient grace.

Tiie Quaker standard is an advanced and
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dignified one ;
and oh ! that we might all rally

to, and more and more seek tore-erect and to

uphold it,—that standard once set up by our

worthy forefathers, and bequeathed as a rich

inheritance to us. Do not let us, the succes-

sors of such worthy parentage, neither in any-

wise cast it aside, nor allow it to trail in the

dust through auy lukewarmness or indift'er-

ence ; but, rather, rallying to the law and the

testimony—the second coming and inward

appearing ofour glorified Emmanuel—become

increasingly banded as the heart of one man,

in the faithful advocacy and support thereof;

and in strengthening one another's hearts and

bauds in the ever blessed Truth as it is in

Jesus, the uneonquered Captain of and unto

salvation.

Thus turning inward to Christ's spiritual

appearance within them, instead of looking

outward for that kingdom, which He himself

declared " cometh not with observation," such

will find their hearts, to a degree unknown
before, oft to burn within them from his com-

passionate regard and sweet communion. He
will more and more beautify the place of his

sanctuary. He will show himself strong on

behalf of these. He will help against the fear

of man. He will cause that the conduct and

conversation of these shall adorn the doctrine

of God their Saviour. He will confirm and

settle them in that precious experimental

knowledge of himself which is life eteriuil

Seeing, then, all that has been done for us
;

that man was created by an all-wise power
for the pui-pose of his own glory ; and when
this Divine image was lost through disobed'

ence and sin, redeemed from its bondage and

thraldom, so far forth as to be put into a ca-

pacity for salvation, through a Saviour's ad-

vent, suffering and death; and, finally, to

crown all, permitted access, throui;li tlu- 1>1

of the everlasting covenant, iiitu the i;i-:ire,

and light and sufficiency of Jusus the Sdu of

God,—because of his love being • shed abi-oad

in our hearts by the Holy Ghost, which is

given unto us,"—bow should we magnify our

calling ! How work out our salvation with

fear and trembling ! How rejoice in the ho]5e

of the glorj' set before us! How watchfully

and prayerfully guard against grieving or

frustrating in any-wise such an inestimable

gift!—giving much heed to the expressive

words of Paul to the Hebrews :
" See that ye

refuse not him that speaketh. For if they

escaped not who refused him that spake on

earth, much more shall not we escape if we
turn away from Him that speaketh from
heaven." * * " Wherefore," he continues,
" we receiving a kingdom which cannot be

moved, let us have grace, whereby we maj'

serve God acceptably with reverence and
godly fear," &c.

The advice of David Hogg on his death-bed

to the youthful Livingstone, afterward the

celebrated African explorer, is advice that

may well be given to everyone, and to which
everyone would do well to give heed : "Make
religion the every-day business of your life.

•and not a thing of fits and starts; for if j'ou

do, temptation and other things will get th

better of you."

WORRIES.
Tlie little worries which we meet each day,

May lie as stumbling-blocks across our way
;

Or we may make them stepping-stones to be

Of grace, O Christ, to thee.

THE USEFUL LITTLE GIRL.

A little girl I am indeed,

And little do I know
;

Much help and care I yet shall need,

That I may wiser grow,

If I would ever hope to do
Things great and good, and useful too.

But even now I ought to try

'J"o do what good I may
;

God never meant that such as I

Should only live to play,

And talk and laugh, and eat and drink,

And sleep and wake, and never think.

I may, if I have but a mind,

Do good in many ways
;

Plenty to do the young may find

In these our busy days;

Sad would it be, though young and small,

If I were of no use at all.

One gentle word that I may speak,

Or one kind loving deed,

May, though a trifle poor and weak,

Prove like a tiny seed.

And who can tell what good may spring

From such a very little thing.

Then let me try each day and hour

To act upon 'this plan;

What liUle good is in my power,

To do it while I can.

If to be useful thus I try,

I may do better by-and-by.

*"*
Selected.

THE BURIAL OF MOSES.

"And he buried him in the valley in the land of

Moab, over against Bethpeor ; but no man knoweth of

his sepulchre unto this day."— Deut. xxxiv. 6.

By Nebo's lonely mountain,

On this side Jordan's wave.

In a vale in the land of Moab,
There lies a lonely grave.

But no man dug the sepulchre,

And no man saw it e'er;

For the angels of God upturned the sod,

And laid the dead man there.

That was the grandest funeral

That ever passed on earth
;

But no man heard the trampling

Or saw the train go forth.

Noiselessly as the daylight

Comes, when the day is done,

And the crimson streak on ocean's cheek

Fades in the setting sun
;

Noiselessly as the spring-time

Her crest of verdure waves.

And all the trees on all the hills

Open their thousand leaves
;

So, without sound of mu.sic.

Or voice of them that wept,

Silently down from the mountain's crown
The grand procession swept.

Perchance the bald old eagle

On gray Beth-peor's height,

Out of his rocky eyrie.

Looked down on the wondrous sight

;

Perchance the lion,- stalking.

Still shuns that liallowed spot:

For beast and bird have seen and heard
That which man knoweth not.

But when the warrior dieth.

His comrades in the war.

With arms reversed and mufHed drums,
Follow the funeral car

:

They show the banners taken.

They tell his battles won.

And after him lead his matchless steed,

While peals the minute gun.

Amid the noblest of the land

They lay the sage to rest,

And give the bard an honored place

With costly marble drest.

In the great minster's transept height.

Where lights like glory fall

;

And the choir sing,s, and the organ rings.

Along the emblazoned wall.

This was the bravest warrior

That ever buckled sword

;

This the most gifted poet

That ever breathed a word
;

And never earth's philosopher

Traced with his golden pen.

On the deathless page words half so sage

As he wrote down for men.

And had he not high honor?

The hill-side for his pall,

To lie in state while angels wait.

With stars for tapers tall

;

And the dark rock-pines, like tossing plumes.

Over his bier to wave,

And God's own hand, in that lonely land.

To lay him in his grave.

O lonely tomb in Moab's land I

O dark Beth-peor's hill I

Speak to these curious hearts of ours.

And teach them to be still.

God hath his mysteries of grace.

Ways that we cannot tell,

He hides them deep, like the secret sleep

Of him he loved so well.

— Cecil Sarah Frances Alexander

VALUATION.

The old 'Squire said, as he stood by his gate,

And his neighbor, the Deacon, went by,

'In spite of my bank stock and real estate,

You are better off, Deacon, than I.

' We're both growing old, and the end's drawing ni

You have less of this world to resign
;

But in heaven's appraisal your assets, I fear,

Will reckon up greater than mine.

' They say I am rich, but I'm feeling so poor,

I wish I could swop with you even,

The pounds I have lived for and laid up in store

For the shillings and pence you have given."

' Well, 'Squire," said the Deacon, with shrewd o

mon sense,

While his eye had a twinkle of fun,

' Let your pounds take the way of my shillings

pence.

And the thing can be easily done." — Whittle

Children and Tree-frogs.—When I wai^

small boy I heard a minister say, "Child!

are like the little tree-frogs." I wonde|

what he could mean by such words as the

for I could see no resemblance between c

dren and tree-frogs.
" It is said," reimirked the minister, " t

the tree-frogs become the color of the barl

whatever kind of a tree they are on." J

he said :
" Little boys and girls are like tb

ia this way : they partake of the habits of

children with whom they keep company,

they play with bad children, they will

likely soon to form the same bad habits wt

they practise."

Oh, how true were his words! Even a c:

is known by the company he keeps. In gc

to school it is impossible sometimes to a^

hearing improper language, but the boj^ <

chooses for his friends and playmates the

gar and profane, will soon grow to be

them, as the tree-frog becomes like his

rountiings.

—

Ex.

Now what is a church but the redeei

flock, family, household or people of G
If then the church of Christ must be p
the members that constitute that church n

be pure ; not by a vain and fictitious imp

tion, but a solid and real purgation, rede

tion and salvation unto righteousness.— i

Penn.
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The Salvation Army.
As this body of men has excited eonsidera-

ile attention in some parts of England, the
bllowing account has been drawn up, with
he belief that it may prove interesting to

ome who have heard the name, j'et know lit-

is of the nature of the movement with which
hey are connected. The information is niain-

Y derived from " Heathen England," a small

ook issued by them in 1877.

The band of religious workers known as the
Salvation Army," commenced their labors in

Ingland in the year 1865. It originated with
Methodist minister named William Booth,
'ho had resigned his position in the body to

rhich he belonged, in order to devote him-
3lf to preaching the Gospel in different locali-

es, without being hampei'ed by the duties of

stated minister. In company with his wife,

'ho shared his labors, he travelled through
arious parts of England, and came to Lon-
on in the summer of 1865. Here he found
D enormous population of people who made

pretension to religion, never attended a

lace of worship, and seemed entirelj^ outside

f and apparently beyond the reach of any of

le bodies of organized Christians. Peeling
is heart drawn out in earnest desires for

leir salvation, he resolved to spend his life

1 endeavoring to christianize these thous-

nds of his countrymen who, instead of invit-

ig, might be inclined to repel his labors.

It was idle to expect them to go to any
lace of worship, so he began by preaching in

38 open air on a piece of land, " where shows,
looting ranges, pettj' dealers and quack doc-

k's rival each other in attracting the atten-

on of the poor." Gradually, one afteranother
f his rough listeners were stirred by now emo-
ons ; and as these surrounded him while
reaching, and excited attention by their loud

nd unpolished singing of hymns, and the art-

iss confessions of their former wickedness
nd newly-found sense of forgiveness and Di-

ine fiivor, the excitement spread. Some of

lese converts had been notorious for their

liquit}', and their testimony was the moi-e

apressive to those who had known their for-

ler way of living. They are described as

converted navvies and thieves, and infidels

nd drunkards, and gypsies, and sailors, and
utchers, and dog fanciers— in short, the
Jiighest, most ignorant and wildest men and
omen who could well have been got to-

other, and set up as witnesses for Him who
ad plucked them as brands from the burn-
ig."

An old dancing saloon was secured for in-

oor services; and as the movement spread,

nd additional laborers were enlisted in the
rork, cellars, sheds, arad rooms which could

ehad at cheap rates, were engaged in other

laces.

The usual routine of operations, when there

re sufficient helpers present, is to form " a

ing in some public place, the leader of the

leeting and speaker for the time being stand-

ig in the centre; those composing the ring

nking their arms should any appearance of

ctive opposition arise." The speaking gene-

ally consists of a series of addresses, none of

hem exceeding five minutes in length. In

hese the plainest language, and the most di-

ect appeals to the consciences of the people
ro used. The following are given as speci-

lens of the homely and uncultured style of

ome of these appeals. They are not repro

duced in full, but merely show the distinctive

features of the addresses :

" Praise God I He can save farmers, too I

The grace of God found me when I was hoe-
ing turnips in a field. When I sought for

mercy, God said to me, ' But you won't give
up all ?' ' Yes, I will,' I said ; and the hunt-
ing, the silver spurs, the j^ellow kid gloves,
and the silver-mounted whip were all put
away. The last four months have been the
happiest I ever had, and I am determined to
do all I can for the glory of God and the sal-

vation of souls."

'•Well, I can tell yow that God has saved a
sailor, 53 years before the mast, a drunkard,
and one of the worst men that ever lived. I

have been in irons 90 days, have been in pri-

sons in all parts of the world, and have had
many a dozen lashes at the gangway in the
service of the d«vil ; but now God has saved
my soul, and I'm on my way to glory."

The two points which they profess to pre-

sent to the hearers, are " that every man is a

guilty hell-deserving sinner, and that there is

a waj' of escape for him if he be willing to

avail himself of it."

When the speaking is ended, the in-door
services are announced, and then a procession
is formed to the hall. The biggest men are
placed at the front, with one or two to keep
troublesome lads away from the leader, sisters

in the centre, and a line or two of men at the
back.

The whole movement is regarded hy those
engaged in it, as an effort to awaken the un-
godly to a sense of their condition, and lead
them to repentance and conversion. Thej-
seem determined not to be officially associat-

ed with any sect, or to be the founders of a
new one. William Booth, as General Super-
intendent, occupies the position of the com-
mander of an army; and the preachers move
under his orders.

The zeal and earnestness manifested arc

quite remarkable, and expose the " missionci-s"

to much abuse, as might be expected, from tin:

rough classes among whom they labor. Cold
and rain, wind, sleet and mud, are not allow-

ed to interfere with their efforts. Their his-

torian, G. Railton, remarks :

'• We are sure it is unnecessary for us to

point out that the men and women who do
this kind of work are not of a particulai-lj'

mild and gentle character. We trust they
have learned the meekness of forbearance and
the gentleness of constant loving-kindncs^-.

But 'they are a determined lot,' as a by-

stander recently remarked. Thej- have been
accustomed to run into sin with excess of riot,

and the}^ are now prepared for any lawful acts

which may be deemed necessary to break
down the kingdom of Satan and to establish

the kingdom of Christ.
" One of them, a gi'eat navvy, was met in

the street one day by some acquaintances and
knocked down over and over again to test

his temper. A policeman suggested that he
should give the men in charge. 'Oh, no; I'll

leave them to the Lord,' he said. But the

same man expressed his state of feelings as to

the work of God admirablj^ when he calh d

out at parting to a friend, 'Hit the devil hard,

mate !'
"

It is said that the army has now 231 sta-

tions in diffei-ent parts of England, Wales and
Ireland, as well as a few in other countries

;

and that it consists of 12,000 " soldiers." Its

weekly paper, The War Cry, has a circulation

of 200,000. It teaches its followers to abstain
from intoxicating drinks, tobacco, finery in
dress, and worldly books and amusements;
and to find their chief delight in promoting
the work in which they are engaged.

Its success thus far is an interesting illus-

tration of what may be accomplished by zeal
and determination, even in unpromising fields

of labor. The methods followed are not in all

respects such as commend themselves to our
views of propriety, nor are consistent with the
direct leadership of Christ in his Church,
whose sole prerogative it is not only to
qualify his ministers, but to point out to
theni where to go and when to speak. Yet
a measure of the Divine blessing appears to
have accompanied the evident sincerity which
has marked the efforts of these people.

The Banished Quakers.

(Letter from Ellis Ilookes to Margaret Fell.)

Deare M. P.—My very deare love is remem-
bred unto thee and to thy children andftami-
ly, to G. Stubbs, Leonard ffell and T. Eawlin-
son. I have been in the Country a little while
but did not stay there soe long as I intended,
by reason I was not well while I was there.
As for passages heere in relation to 3-e Truth,
things is pretty well, & our meetings quiet,
except on the first dayes and 4th dayes wee
are kept out of the Bull. Morgan Watkins &
Josiah Coale are heere at present, & concern-
ing the shipp in w'eh friends were putt soe
long since to be banisht, they are still in the
Downes. & heere is news come from the
other 8 freinds who were to be had to Barba-
does ;

it secmes they were taken by a dutch
man of warr, who putt about 12 dutch men
aboai-d to have her to Holland ; but a storm
ariseing they were not able to manage the
shipp without the help of the English whom
they had put under deck as prisoners before,

soe they lett them up, and when the storme
was over they would not goe downe againe,
I'lit sailed w'th the dutch men to Ireland &
laniled there. Heere comes sad newes every
Any of losses by this late great storme at sea.

John Tompson ship is cast away & all the
goods lost, but he and his men are saved. I

suppose severall freinds will be great loosers

by it ; soe this is the most at present, only de-

sireing to heare from thee, I rest thy Love-
ing frcind, E. H.

Tliy liooke has been printed a pretty while
siiui', ,V 1 suppose by this thou m.ay have seen
it, lor \Vm. told me he had sent some down.

[Directed] For my Lo. ffreind, M. ffell.

Leave this with Thomas Greene, at his

shopp in Lancaster.

The writer of the above probablj- alludes

to the case of seven Friends who were sen-

tenced to bo ti-ansported for attending their

own place of worship, of which an account is

given in "The Fells of Swarthmoor Hall;"
where also are other letters from Ellis Hooks
to Margaret Fell.

"In accordance with the sentence of ban-
is!]nient ])run()uiirrd by the judge, the sheriff

of lkTttiii-il>liir,> (lii\rtcd the jailor to con-

ti'act with the iiiaslir < if a vessel bound to the
West Indies to take the Friends thither.

When they were brought to the ship the
captain was not ready to sail, and he gave
them a written permission to go ashore till he
should summon them, merely trusting to their

word of promise to return. On the 1st of
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October, 1664, they were summoned, and ac-

cordingly went aboard. Tbe sbip then sail-

ed down the river as far as the Red-house,

near Deptford, when a sudden change of wind
drove her back to Limehouse, where the pri-

soners were again set on shore. On the 6th

again the ship weighed anchor, with wind
and tide fair, yet the seamen declared that,

notwithstanding their utmost efforts, they
could not get the ship to sail, and were, con-

sequently, obliged to anchor again about a

stone's-cast from where they lay before. Some
of the seamen were both amazed and alarmed

;

they raised the murmuring cry, ' We shall

never get out of England while these Quakers
are on board!' So they set them ashore the

third time. On the 8th they sailed again
;

the Friends, as they had promised, having
duly returned, the vessel sailed down to Green-

wich, when a sudden storm obliged them, in

order to secure the ship, again to cast anchor
;

then the prisoners were sent on shore the

fourth time. On the 10th they were ordered

on board the filth time, and sailed again
;
but

now the ship with much ado was kept from
running aground : then they set the ]iris(iiRTs

ashore at Blackwall, and she went down lijc

same tide to Gravesend. Thither tiie |ii'isini-

ers followed, and by the captain's orders some
tarried there and others went back to Lon-
don, till the 28th, when they were ordered
aboard the sixth time, and the ship sailed tliat

night to Leigh-road, where they r:\^i aiich(Ji-

till the next'daj'. At night the eaplain ^el

them ashore, and directed them to Deal,

where he met them altogether, and before

sevei'al witnesses declared that though they
had followed tbe ship so long, he was resolv-

ed not anj' further to attempt to carrj' them.
The captain afterward sailed without them,

and they, being left on shore, returned to their

liomes and sent word of their circumstances
to the king and council. An order was issued

for their arrest, and thej' were committed to

prison, where they remained for seven years."

Selected for " The Friend.-

Extract from the Journal of Elizabeth Dud-
ley, dated 8th month 24th, 1817.

"I am more and more convinced that for

public meetings, there is a jiei'iiliar and super-

added gift. Keither diie> liieie >.eiii eare

enough on the part of .Mnnliily Mrel in--, i-e-

speeting who is set at lilierly lor sueh wurk.
A little friendly exhortation in the spirit of

tenderness, might save some from entering
into that which is not their proper business,

though undertaken with the purest motive,

and pursued in real dedication of heart. 1

fear elders are not sufficiently willing to un
dergo that secret exercise of mind which
would quality for discerning spiritual gifts

and helping to the rightly occupying tiiere-

with."

Grime and Sensational Literature.—The di-

rect connection between '• Penny Dreadfuls"

and crime has been demonstrated over and
over again b}' the annals of our own Police

Courts. The mischievous lad who sometime
since presented a pistol at her Majesty's head,

and got well-whipped for his pains, was touiui

in possession of a collection of lives of cele-

brated highwaymen; and the various gangs
of youthful burglars and would-be highwa}'-
men who have lately appeared in the dock,

have one and all modeled their career upon
the heroes of criminal novels. Only the other

day a terrible illustration occurred of the ac-

tual effect of this gallows literature upon
weak minds. A j'oung man, nineteen years
of age, named Westby, shot his father dead
at Nottingham, having first murdered a little

office boj' at the office of the solicitor whei-e

he was emploj-ed, " merely to strengthen his

nerve," and then took refuge in a fowl-house,

where he was captured with a revolver in his

possession, with which, as he frankly owned,
he intended, when the police came, to shoot

as many as possible.

The key to this otherwise inexplicable out-

break of homicidal fury was afforded by the

poor mother's words :
" My son was very fond

of reading, and would sit for hours at his

favorite amusement studying periodicals and
sensational literature." By this "sensational
literature" his habits appear to have been
formed.

—

London Saturday Review.

Religious Items, &c.

Witherspoon on Jiomanism, is the title of a

pamphlet issued by the Presbyterian Com-
mittee of Publication, at Richmond, Va. Like
the I'amous provincial letters of Blaise Pascal,

which so damagingly exposed the sophis-

try and doctrines of the Jesuit writers, this

pamphlet contains numerous extracts from
Roman Catholic catechisms and other books,

wiilteii by Catholics and published by autho-
rity of their ecclesiastics. Among the doc-

trines t an;; lit in these books are the following :

that neither heretics, prntestants. nor any
others who die outsiile of the Konian ( 'atholic

Church, can be saved : that tin- doeirines of

Christianity are independent of the scriptures,

and are believed, not because they ai-e found
in those writings, but because the pastors of

the Catholic church teach them ; that Pro-
testants never had any faith in Christ ; that
the Virgin Mary is to be worshipped, and
that the Lord has ordained that all mercies
which are dispensed to men, should pass
through her hands, and should be bestowed
according to her good pleasure

;
therefore she

is addressed as the "Mother of God," the
" Mistress of the world," the " Queen of hea-

ven," the "Source of our salvation." That
" the priest has the power to free the sinner

from the bonds of sin and hell, and to open to

him the gates of heaven. He has the power
to transform him from a slave of the devil to

a child of God." "The priest laises his hand,
he pronounces the wcjnl i>t' alisolution, and in

an in.<itant. quick ax <i ilnsli m' In/lit. the chains

„f lull arrl,i,M asiitnh'r. a ii.f Ihr'.-.inner becomes
„ rliil.l ,-,/ (in,l. ^n or,. at is the ]iower of the
priest that the judgments of heaven itself are

subject to his decision." He " opens at will

the gates of heaven, speaks to the eternal Son
of God, and at his voice the God of heaven
descends on earth and subjects himself to his

control." That there is a state of purgator}-
after death, where "holy souls," who "love
God above everything," are made to endure
excruciating torments, in order " to expiate
for their sins not sufficientlj- cancelled in this

life. " That " the invocation of saints is a ne-

cessary duty." That " as soon as the priest

has pronounced the words of consecration
over the host and the wine in the chalice, the
real body and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ
are present upon the altar ; his body under
the appearance of bread, and his blood under
the appearance of wine." " Not only the
body of Christ, hut Jesus Christ, ti-ue God

and true man, is entire there, such as he is

heaven
; so that the blood of Christ, his i

cred soul and his divinity are conjointly wi
his blood in the chalice." That " a confess

may affirm, even with an oath, that he do
not know of a sin heai'd in confession, seer'

ly understanding that he knows it as a min
ter of Christ, but not as a man." " A nob
man who is ashamed to beg or work, m;

steal to supply his wants if he is poor," &c.

The titles of the books from whicii the

extracts are said to be taken, are given,

the names of the authors and publishe

and the pages of the volumes where the pt

sages can be found. We suppose thej' ha
been fairly and correctly extracted by t

writer of the pamphlet, T. D. Witherspoc
who is the pastor of a Presbyterian congrej
tion at Petersburg, 'Va.

Assuming this to be so, it seems to us
most marvellous, that intelligent and respeij

able persons, as we believe many of our RomJ
Catholic citizens are, can truly believe in su
strange doctrines, which are at variance wi
enlightened reason, with the testimony
scripture, and with the spiritual experieni

of those who, through submission to the graj

of God, which bringeth salvation, have be

enabled to walk in the light of the Lord, ai

to know his Spirit to teach them.
The Scripture assertion that, if theblii;

lead the blind, both shall fall into the ditci

shows that it is veiy unsafe to trust to mil

in such important matters ; and eraphasizj

the exhortation, " Come ye, let us walk in t

light of the Lord, in the light of Divine gra(

which illuminates every heart willing to i

ceive it."

For " Ttie Friend.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Butter-producing Cows.—There is a mark
difference in the milk from different cows,
to the facilitj- with which the cream is cc

verted into butter. Cornelius Dewees,
Chester Hill, Morgan Co., Ohio, writes, th

the butter quality of a cow belonging to \

brother is so great, that when the milk
allowed to stand tbe usual time, the butt

forms on the top without churning.
A Remarkable Feat.—At the recent exhil

tion at Atlanta, Ga., some of the Yank
exhibitors undertook to show our Southe
friends just how quickly a suit of cloth

could be made after the cotton was pickt

The race against time is thus described :

" It was about sunrise on the appoint
day when those who were to gather the cott'

entered the field at Norcross, Ga., a smi

town twenty miles from Atlanta, named fro

Jonathan Norcross, of Maine. The cott

was of the variety known as ozier silk, whi
is not only very prolific, but the staple of

is jironounced to be of the highest grade
the short staple cottons. By seven o'clo'

the necessary quantity of seed cotton to yie

the lint for two full suits of clothes was gat

ered and delivered to the gin, and twen
minutes later the silky lint was on its wt
to the liitson picker, where in thirty minut
more it was prepared for the Foss & Pea'
cards, in use by the Willimantic Linen Coi

pany. Half an hour later the cards deliver

it to the railway heads made by the Lowi
Machine Company, where, within anoth
thirty minutes it was made ready for t,

spinning frames, and twenty minutes lat

the spun filling was on its way to the Com
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ng all this time and process
le gathering multitude looked on with the
reatest interest, increasing in number all the
me; and when about nine o'clock, the cloth
lade its appearance, the enthusiasm mounted
) the highest pitch. It was a new and
rand experience.
" By half-past twelve at noon enough cloth
r the first suit was delivered to the dyer,
id before one o'clock, in less than six hours
om the time the raw cotton, bespangled
ith dewy diamonds, was dangling from the
ills on the stalk in the 'patch' the cloth
ade from it, for a full suit of clothes for
jvernor Bigelow, of Connecticut, was placed
the hands of the tailor! Soon after sun-
t on this memorable daj' two suits of clotbt's
one for Governor Bigelow, of Connecticut,
d another for Governor Colquitt, of Geoi-gia
were delivered to them, and a short time
;erward the Governor of Connecticut, dress-
in his suit, received a delegation from

lanta (colored) University, at the elegant
msion of Director-General Kimball, and
ler callers, while the popular Governor of
lOrgia was courteously entertaining and re-
ving the hearty congratulations of dis-
iguisbed visitors and exultant citizens.
S7iake Bites.—The poison of thei-attle-snake
educes the same symptoms in men and
imals. Immediately after the bite we have
the symptoms of a shock or concussion
3Cting the whole nervous and circulatory
paratus, and this in proportion to the viru-
ce of the snake which has inflicted the
und. The skin is cold and pale ; pulse
lost imperceptible

; heart is agitated and
its with tremulous motion. The counte-
ice is expressive of alarm. The patient
iplains of a burning pain in the wound,
ich is swelling rapidly. I have seen this
ge of shock continue for a period of three
irs even under the best treatment. With
iper treatment a stage of reaction comes
in one or two hours. The experience ot
rty-tive years has taught me that the fol

•ing plan will relieve every case where it

I he adopted in time. First tie a stron_
iture between the wound and the heart
[it enough to prevent the return of the
lous blood. Scarify the wound freely and
the blood flow, applying the cupping glas
irther continue to invite a flow from the
md by applying a warm meal poultice
mgly saturated with nitrate potash. Pure
n whisky is the best stimulant for the first

je, given in moderate doses, every ten
lutes, with sugar and water, until reaction
es place. It is a grave error to push the
iskey to beastly drunkenness, because its

tation provokes the nausea and fever of
md stage. When reaction takes place
ligature should be slackened, full doses of
>mel and nitrate potash will relieve all the
ent S3'mptoms, arid these should be carried
a the bowels with four-ounce doses of
e oil given every six hours until free pur-
.on ensues. Should the limli rciiiuin stitf

swollen it may be discharged spciMlily l.y

bing four times per day with a liniment
qual parts of olive oil, spirits turpentine,
spirits c;un|)hor.—Dr. W. M. Bhuler, in

x Medical Gazette."

'ot very long ago a portion of hard dry
I was found underneath the bossed head
fc huge iron nail that was fixed into the
r of the Chapter House at Westminster.
jn this skin were found several hairs. —

Quekett, curatorofthe museum ofthe College dious sound, indicating the peace and iovof Surgeons recognized the hair to be human, which the Lord bestowed at the time on hisand asserted that it belonged to a fair-haired faithful followers. This incident Tdves no
lTr.-±.\':r: ^"'- }^'. I^-"- .'—-"I'Porttotheuseofmusicinreligio^ismeet"
up the mouths of the Engiisn rivers
thechurch buildings. AVhen they were caugh
they were skinned, and their skins nailecFto
the door of the building they attacked. In
the course of time all the exposed portion
would peel oft', that covered by the nail would
remain protected, and thus bear testimony to
the cruelty of our ancestors. In the College
of Surgeons ra&j be seen three specimens of
'--an skin presented by Albert Way—viz
portion of human skin, said to be that of a
r)ane, from the door of a house at Hadstoek
in Kssex

; a second specimen fsl from Cop-
ford in Essex, and a third from the north
door of Worcester Cathedral.
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A pamphlet entitled, George Fox and his
Salvation Army, 200 -yea is ago, has been sent
to us from England. It was prepared by
George Eailton, one of those connected with
William Booth in the labors among the rough
er classes of society, known as the Salvat'ion
Army movement,
The pamphlet is a very readable outline of

the life and labors of that great reformer; and
aims to show the substantial agreement of his
objects and methods with those pursued by
the followers of Booth at the present time.
The point- ofi-eal agreement are well put by
George Kailton. and are certainly numerous
enough to attract the interested attention of
Friendly readers. They are mainly those
which grow out of similarity in zeal and out-
spoken boldness of action, leading to self-

denying labors and exposure to ridicule, re-
pioaeh and even personal abuse. In some
points of practical doctrine too, the soldiers
of the "Army" approach more nearly to
Friends than perhaps any other bodj^ of peo-
ple, especially in the full acknowledgment of
equal rightsin the ministry, ofmen and women—that all are our in Christ .U-sus.

But the simihuit>- between the FriiMids of

1681 and the -Soldiers' of 18S1 is overesti-
mated. The soldiers make much use of li\inn-

singing in their eftbrts to attract the jxoplc ;

and G. Eailton thinks the early Friends were
not opposed to this, but merely to ihe mere
machine singing of jaws, w itiiout the Spirit."

When they ""were 'merr_v in the Lord, they
sang aloud, just as we do.' The truth is, that
the Journal of George Fox and the whole his-

tory of the Society show, that neither lie nor
his fellow ministers practised or enconiau-eil
the singing of hymns in religious meelin^s a-
is done by most other denominations (jf ( 'hris-

tians. In that respect, the meetings of Friends
have remained unchanged from the earliest

limes down to the present, except in those
'ocalities where a spirit of change has pos-
essed the minds of some under our name, and
sd to practices which our forefathers would
have repudiated.
George Fox relates that when unjustly

The " soldiers" are under thercommand of
their General Superintendent, WiUiam BoOth,
and labor m sucli places as he directs. This
pamphlet states that tlie early ministers in
the Society of Friends acted " under'[George
Fox's] direction, as well as the Lord's," tn
their ministerial work. George Fox never
assumed or exercised such authority in a gen-
eral way, although in particular instances he
might have felt that he had a word of encour-
agement or advice to one or another. The
journals of those early laborers continually
speak of the movings of the Lord, as the im-
pelling cause of their travelling abroad. They
were sent of the Lord and not of George Fox
or an 3' other man.
The Sdlivition Army believe with Friends

that a Divine command is necessary for any
one to preach the Gos])el. One of their publi-
cations says: "We want nobodv, male or
female, to do any ordinar\- preaehine-. We
only wish people to speak 'when and as they
are moved by the Holy Ghost, for only such
peaking can break sinner's hearts, and lead
them to the Lamb of God." So far we can
unite with them. But they go on to say,
"What we maintain is, that the Spirit of God
does move every converted man and woman,
so to speak in public at times." This assump-
tion is not in accordance with the belief of
our Society. For, while all are called upon
to be preachers in life and conversation, and
to promote the cause of vital religion in their
respective spheres or action, j-ct, noitLor oj.
perience nor the scriptures warrant us in as-
suming that all are called upon to preach in
the assemblies of the peojjle.

We have no desire to undervalue the good
results that may have been effected by the
salvation army, and we can heartily wish that
the}' may be successful in awakening thou-
sands of sinners from the sleep of death

; but
it seems to us, that those who are fully con-
vinced of the doctrines of the Gospel as held
by our Society, will feel restrained from join-
ing in this as well as in many other move-
ments of a professedly benevolent or religious
character. The Lord of the vineyard alone
can assign to each of his servants, his place
ot hibor, and the kind of work in which to
engage; and it is our part to follow his direc-

We wish to call the attention of our readers
to a work entitled, "Passages from the Life
and Writings of George Fox," which has been
recentlj' issued. It is an abridgment of the
journal of that eminent Christian made bv

hiple omission, witi .(lur

fulh

sucli

lu

beaten by the jailor in Carlisle prison, he " was
made to sing in the Lord's power." There
is nothing to show that this was anything
more than an inarticulate outburst of melo-

aii\- new matter. It has been
prepared, under the belief th

« iiuld lie ac(-ep(alile to manj- ])erson^

the lull jonrnal might seem formid
size and ajipearance, ills au attractive volume.
That it is both interesting and instructive,
scarcely needs to be said to any one familiar
with the unabridged journal. The retail jirice

is 50 cents. It is for sale at Friends' Book-
store, J^o. 304 xVrch St., Philada.

A friend has wr
as to the correcti

m to us expressing doubts
3 of the statement, copied
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from a California paper, of a pumpkin grow-

ing to such a size tliat when the seeds were

removed a young woman could be enclosed

in the cavity. It may render the story leas

wonderful, if he will consider, that the air or

water displaced by a person of 120 pounds

weight, would not fill the inside of a globe of

20 inches in diameter. The projecting points

of the human body would require a somewhat

larger space than this; yet, when the body is

placed in a sitting position, with the knees

closely drawn in, and the head and trunk

bowed down, it approximates pretty closely

to a globular form.

Before inserting the item, we inquired of

an observant and'judicious friend, who had

resided for a considerable time in the neigh-

borhood where these vegetables were said to

have been grown. He expressed his belief

that the account was correct.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In the U. S. Senate on the llth

instant, a petition from Omaha Indians, asking a grant

to each of the full title to the lands which he has worlced,

was referred to the Committee on Indian Afl'airs.

The total exports of domestic breadstuffs from the

United States during 1881, were valued at $224,118,560

against $275,936,8.59 in the preceding year.

The New York Express train, which left Albany at

2.40 P. M. on the 13th inst., was run into by a Tarr

town passenger train in the rock cut at Spuyten Duyvil,

and two of the rear cars were destroyed by fire. Eight

lives were lost, and about forty persons sustained in-

juries. The train contained a number of members of

the New York Legislature, who were returning from

Albany. Senator Wagner is reported among the killed

Most of the deaths occurred in consequence of the stoves

being overturned, and the cars taking fire.

The New York State debt on 9th mo. 30th last was

$9 109 0-54, and, after deducting the amount of as.sets

:„ 'tu» ii=.iA„g fund, the uei aet)i on that date was f 0,-

683,073.

A correspondent of the Charleston News says there i:

great unrest among the negroes of Sumner county, S. C.,

and that at least 500 families are preparing to leave in

the spring. Their complaint is high rents, high taxes,

the Stock and Election laws.

The Langley cotton factory of Angusta, Georgia, has

just declared a semi-annual dividend of §12.50 per

share, making over 20 per cent, for the year.

At Dallas, Texas, 5725 bales of cotton were recently

sold by M. D. Cleveland lo Major A. Rutt Kay for

$290,000, payment being made in cash. This is said to

be the largest single sale of cotton ever made iu the

United States.

Governor St. John, of Kan.sas, denies that the Pro-

hibition amendment to the Constitution of that Stale

has been invalidated by the recent decision in a liquor

case, of its Supreme Court.

There were reported in New York last week 269

cases of scarlet fever, 197 of measles, 124 of diphtheria

and 31 of small pox. The last named disease is also

prevalent in Port Jervis, N. Y., at various points on

Long Island, at Pittsburg, Pa., Richmond, Virginia,

and many other places. In Wilmington, Ohio, a few

days ago, a child died of what was supposed to be

chicken-pox, and its funeral was largely attended.

Since then fifty cases of virulent small-pox have de-

veloped in the town.

The number of deaths in this city l.-ist week was 390,

as compared with 399 for the previous week, and 365

for the corresponding week of last year. Of the whole

number there were 196 males and 194 females: 64 died

of consumption ; 46 of pneumonia; 20 of diphtheria,

and 16 of typhoid fever.

Markets, &C.-U. S. 3J's, lOlJ a 102| ; 4J's, 114'-
; 4's

118^; currency 6's, 130.

Cotton remains about the same as last quoted. Sales

of middlings are reported at 12J a 12| cts. per lb. foi

uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 6J cts. for export, and

8} cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is dull and unchanged. Sales of 2000 barrels

including Minnesota extras, at $6.25 a $6.75 for cleai

and at $6.75 a $7 for straight; Penna. extra family at

$6.37^ a 16.50 ;
western do. do., at $6.75 a $7.20, and

patents at f7.25 a $7.70. Rye flour is dull at $4.

$5. Corn meal is unchanged.

Grain.—Wheat was a fraction higher. Sales of ISOO

bushels red, at $1.41. Rye is scarce and steady at 97

cts. Corn is in fair demand and firm. Sales of 7000

bushels, including new yellow, at 71 cts.; do. at 70 cts.

;

old yellow, at 71 cts.; do. .steamer, at 69i cts.; No. 3,

69 a 69i cts., and rejected at 69 cts. Oats are dull.

Sales of 8500 bushels, including white at 501 a 51 cts.,

and rejected and mixed at 49 cts. per bushel.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 1st mo.

14th, 1882.—Loads of hay, 268; loads of straw, .57.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.20

to $1.30 per 100 pounds ; mixed, $1.10 to $1.20 per

100 pounds; Straw, 85 to 95 cts per 100 ponnds._

Beef cattle were rather dull this week, but prices re-

main about the same as last quoted ; 3200 head arrived

and sold at the different yards at 4 a 7i cts. per pound,

the latter rate for extra.

Sheep.—Sheep were in demand at full prices : 9500

head arrived and sold at the different yards at 3V a 6\

cts. per lb., and lambs at 4J a 7^ cts., as to condition.

Hogs were unchanged ; 4000 head arrived and sold

at the different yards at 8 a 10 cts. per pound, the latter

rate for extra.

Foreign.-The London Times says it understands

that the Government have carefully considered the case

of the suspects who are members of Parliament, and

have decided that the leaders of the Land League do

not call for exceptional treatment.

The Observer says, it understands that the Earl of

Shaftesbury, Dean I5radley and Canons Lindon and

Farrar are in communication with each other on a

scheme for organizing a conference or committee with

the view of calling public meetings throughout th

country to raise a fund for the relief of the homeles

Jewish families in Russia, and to facilitate their irami

gration. A prominent Israelite has volunteered to

head the subscription list with £10,000, and con.siders

that one million pounds will be necessary to carry out

the project.

The "Berlin correspondent of the Daily News writes

Advices from Santo Domingo, of the 27th ult., e

that " an American war steamer is quietly surveyi

Samana Bay-"
Advices from Peru to the 28lh ult. report that t

American Commissioners had left Lima for Chi

There was a severe earthquake the day of their arri^

at Callao. Nothing had yet resulted from their vis

and affairs were in statu quo. The probable results

their mission were the absorbing topic of discussi

along the coast.

A girl called as a witness in a criminal case at Ham
ton, Ontario, a few days ago, refused to take the oa

on the ground that the Bible commands us to "swi

not at all." Persisting in her refusal she was commit!

for forty-eight hours for contempt of court.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

Notice to Parents and Others. In consequei

of a change in the railroad arrangements, ALL PAC

AGES to be forwarded to the School from No. 304 Ai

St., must in future be there by HALF past ten o'clo

on Sixth-day mornings, instead of by twelve o'cloi

as heretofore.

Renewed attention is requested to the printed Ru
of the Committee restricting the sending of eatables

the pupils, the practice being, in alniost all cases, j

only unnecessary but positively injurious.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty third Ward,) Phitadelphu

Physician and Superintendent—John C.Hall,M
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar(

Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Marlbc

Stark county, Ohio, 12th mo. 29th, 1881, Thomas

I

Crawford and Sarah, daughter of John and Hani

as follows: "There are signs of apparent unpleasant-iBrantingham, both members of Upper Springfi

ness between Prince Bismarck and the Crown Prince Monthly Meeting.
Frederick William. The Chancellor is in bad temper.

He is be no means .satisfied with the reception the em-
jjied^ at the residence of her mother, Elizabeth P

peror's rescript met in England." „gii ^^^^ ^Qth day of 10th month, 1881, in the 51st y
In the Chamber of Deputies on the 14th inst.. Gam- ^^ ^^^^ PIannah S. Pennell, a member of Me

betta ascended the tribune, and read the bill for the
particular' and Chester Monthly Meeting of Friei

revision of the Constitution. The principal points of
D^i^.^are Co., Penna.

the bill are as follovys: The election of life Senators byj ^^ ^^[^ g^^j ^f ^oth mo 1881, Mary All
both Chambers voting separately, instead of by the

j^ j,,^ J.^^,, ^r of her age, a member of Phil.adelp
Senate alone

;
instead of the Senatorial delegates being Monthly Meeting. For .some time it bad been evid

chosen by the Communes, one to be elected by each 500
,,^j ^l^f^ ^^^^ 1%^^ ^^s looa.ning from earth :

electors ; the principle of scrutm de liste to be inscribed 1^^^,. preparing for a better world. Her last illi

in the Constitution. The details are to be subsequently! ^^^ ^^^^^ .J^^y severe, but she bore it with patience,
settled by an ordinary bill. The Senate is to he dc-|

^^^j^ ,^jj^ ^,1,^ g^jg^vored to look for help to do
prived of the power of restoring items stHcken from the,

-yyi^g^ j^jj ^^f i,^^ critical condition, she received
budget by the Chamber of Deputies. The final cl.ause^fg^^jjji„„ ^jj,, calmness, and spoke of the ten
of the bill provides for the discontinuance of public ^ ^f ^^^ Heavenly Father, that "He was graoi
prayers at the opening of the Legislature I

nd full of compassion," and of her willingness to
In the Chamber of Deputies on the 16lh insl., the

released, if .she was prepared. Being told, as the
bill prescribing regulations!

approached, that it was believed her sufferings wcGovernment introduced

for the admission of foreign pork. It provides that

pork must be accompanied by certificates attesting that

it has been properly prepared, and is of the description

known as "fully cured." The certificates are to be

issued at the place of the origin of the pork by local

licensed experts, and certified by French Consular
agents. The importers will also be required to declare

when paying the import duty, that the meat is perfectly

preserved. The importation of uncooked chopped
meat, such as sausage.s, remains absolutely prohibited

soon be over, with a look of joyful surprise, she s

" It will be a great mercy and favor." Very soon a

this she sank into the sleep of death,—to awake,

reverently believe, through the mercy of God in Cli

Jesus her Saviour,— to eternal life; realizing the fu

raent of the language, "I shall be satisfied, whe
awake, with thy likeness."

, on the 7th of 1st mo. 1882, Thomas Hutce:

SON, in the eighty-second year of his age, a belo

member, and for many years an overseer of the Mont
A breach of the regulations is punishable by imprison-

, Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. This dear Fri^

mentoffromlwotosixmonth.s,andafineoffroralOO
j^avipg been brought under the influence of Di',

500 francs

The French budget for 1883 is nearly settled. The
expenditure is estimated at 2,972,000,000 francs, being
an increase of 118,000,000 francs, as compared with the

expenditure estimated for 1882. This increase is ac-

counted for by the desire of M. Alain-Targe, Minister
of Finance, to insert in the ordinary budget many items

hitherto figuring in the extraordinary budget. The
revenue is estimated at 2,976,000,000 francs.

The recent land-slips in Switzerland are ascribed to

the frequent slight shocks of earthquake. No le.ss than
twenty-one shocks have been observed since 12th mo.
The Czar has signed a ukase, in accordance with

which the payments by peasants on account of the lands

they received at the time of their emancipation will be

reduced by twelve millions roubles per year.

It is announced that Northern China will soon be
opened to the world by telegraphic communication.

Intensely cold weather prevails on the Sahara fron-

tier, and hundreds of camels and many soldiers have
perished from the cold.

Grace, in his youth, and attending to the dictates th'

of, became prepared to maintain throughout a long_

the doctrines and testimonies of our religious Soci

as held by early Friends. He was a diligent attei

of meetings, and though he had an humble opinio

his own merits, yet he believed it to be his duly fa

fully to till up his place in the church militant,

sick and afflicted claimed much of his thoughts,

many of these can bear testimony to his visits, in wl

he was enabled to hand " a cup of cold water in

name of a disciple." As he drew near the close of

his mind was often clothed with a trusting spirit,

in the end all would be well; and we reverently bel

he has been gathered, " as a shock of corn fully i

into the Heavenly garner." " Mark the perfect c

and behold the ijprighl, for the end of that ma
peace."

WILLIAM "iL 'piLe7pRINTER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Extracts from the Diary of Rebecca Dewees.
(Continued from page i86.)

1847. 9th mo. 11th. "Having just entered
y 26th year, I turn to take a retrospect of
e past—humiliating indeed is the review.
hile I behold abundant cause for deep self-

lasement and awful prostration at the foot
Dol of Ilim who is indeed long-suffering andm to anger, how shall my'feeble pen set
rth the goodness of that power that has
ared hitherto; though I have often thought
late that it might be said to me as to Lsi'ael
old, ' How thou art slidden back by a per-
tual backsliding.' My soul desires to adore
in the dust such matchless loving-kindness,
d be enabled still to put my confidence in
im who is the healer of breaches; and who
n by his all quickening influence reanimate
e dead, that I may even yet know, by the
ishing of regeneration and the renewing of
B Holy Ghost, a preparation for my allotted
-vice in the church militant; enabled to
ilk as becometh the gospel, bringing no re-
oach upon the cause of truth, and finally be
spared, when done with time, to join the
st of all generations in ascribing glory and
nor, thanksgiving and praise to the "Lord
id and to the Lamb who is worthy, worthy,
th now and for ever.

1849. 5th mo. 13th. "What important
anges hath the hand of time wrought forth
ice last I dropped my pen ; having been
ited, soon after the date of my last, to a
)8t affectionate companion in the conjugal
ation, and standing as now in the respon-
le station of mother

; new duties of a most
portant character seem devolving upon me,
i the necessity increasing to remember the
unction :

' Take heed lest at any time your
irts are overcharged with surfeiting and
inkenness and cares of this life—since we
ow neither the day nor the hour when the
n of man conieth.'

1851.. 5th mo. 11th. " Poor beyond all de-
iption, unworthy of the least crumb from
J Master's table; yet favored with a little

ength to put up a feeble but heartfelt peti-
n for that ability which comes only from
m, to be found making straight steps for

L853. 5th mo. 28th. " 'Oh thou of little

th, wherefore didst thou doubt?' I have
3n ready to conclude sometimes of late that

there never was an}- one who had more cause
to trust confidinglj' in the everlasting Arm,
nor ever any more faithless, more distrustful,
'Surely goodness and mercy have Inlhjwcd
me all the days of ray life;' and would tiiut 1

could add with the confidence of the Psalmist.
' and I shall dwell in the house of the Lord
forever.' Increase my faith.

1854. 5th mo. 30th. " ' Trust in the Lord
for ever: for in the Lord Jehovah is everlast-
ing strength.' Even from my very childhood
unto this hour has this been as a cordial lo
my wounded spirit; as a stay to iu\- to.s.si'il

d in times of trial and danger : and ik.I-

withstanding it has ever been the gi-and aiui
of the enemy to destri>\ iu\ iimfidruce in bis
Almighty power; yet l.li'ssod aud lor ever
adored be his excellent name, lie has not per-
mitted to prevail. ' Thou art the confidence
of all the ends of the earth.'

7th mo. 8th. " ' They that trust in the Lord
shall be as mount Zion, which cannot be re-
moved, but abideth for ever.' How inex-
pressibly great is this privilege ; how unutter-
able is that love which thus condescends to
enable the helpless to look to their Almighty
helper, and thus experience Him to be their
strength in weakness, their support under
every trial, their joy and the crown of their
rejoicing.

8th mo. 30th. " He brought mo up also out
of an horrible pit, out of the miry clay, and
hath set my feet upon a rock, and established
my going

; and he hath put a new song in my
mouth, even praise to our God.'

9th mo. 30th. " 'If thou seek Him he will
be found of thee; but if thou forsake Him he
will cast thee off for ever.' Fervent has been
the engagement ofmy heart that I might even
so walk before the Lord as in nowise to offend
or grieve his good S]3irit, that haply I might
bo favored to know what He docs indeed re-

quire at my hands, and be strengthened to do
it. In vain is every human effort to do the
Lord's work :

' Except the Lord build the
house they labor in vain that build it; except
the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh
but in vain.'

11th mo. 26th. " In my silent waiting this
day, I was led to lake a view of that period
of my life when the terrors of the Lord were
upon me for sin, and when it might truly be
said, there was nothing but a fea'rful looking
for of judgment and fiery indignation

; when
the enemj- had nearly succeeded in wholly
destroying my confidence in that goodness
that cai-eth even for the sparrows, but before
hom I was persuaded ni}^ ti-ansgressions had

rendered me even more contemptible than
they. A deep and abiding sense of my un-
worthiness of the Divine protection and re-

gard, seemed ever present with me, and al-

most wholly disqualified me from even look-
towards his holy temple. How often since

that trying period has my cup been made to
overfl(.>w with thankfulness to Him who de-
lights not in the affliction of his creatures; but

when the will is sufficiently subdued, and the
]ioor penitent becomes even as the clay in the
liands of the potter, He will in his own ap-
jiiiinted time, give the 'oil of joy for mourn-
ing, and the garment of praise for the spirit
of heaviness;' will speak peace to the tossed
mind, and enable it to know that the earth
has nothing on which it can lean

;
yet his name

is a strong tower and a rock ofrefuge in which
none ever trusted and were confounded.

1855, 4th mo. 8th. " It is in vain that we
seek for fuilh.T UKiiiirrstalious of the Divine
\ill, il' WT aiv yei uiiwillnin' lo \-iold obedience
o^ the .k-ivc ol' li-l,L ain.nlJd. Oh, that I
night niui'o iind iiuire become as the clay in
he hand of the potter, that my will might
ndeed be the will of my Lord aiid Master,

—

that simple child-like obedience might mark
all my goings. But that nature which stum-
bles at the cross is still alive,—that nature
which shrinks from appearing as a fool before
men, which trembles at the thought of be-
coming a reprover in the gate. How does it

strew my way with briers and thorns, and
cause tears to be my meat day and night.

17th. "How often is the tribute of grati-
tude and thankfulness raised in my heart
when the recollection of by-gone daysis fresh
before me, when the enemy of my soul was
permitted to try me as to an hairs breadth,
even suggesting th;it my transgressions had
rendered me altogn li.i'' unwu-l hj- of Divine
protection and regar.l, aud t lial, therefore, I
need not hope for it : that 1 was rather an ob-
ject of Diviu.- di-|ilrasure, and was liable at
any momeni lo l„. ciu utf in judgment. But
oh, the unbounded condescension ofHim 'who
will not break the bruised reed, nor quench
the smoking flax,' who will in his own ap-
pointed time speak peace to the troubled ele-

ments, and cualilr his pooi-, ci-riug, i>ai-k-slitlden,

though ]icnilriii ones, to put tln'ii' trust in the
shadow of his wing, and in that ability which
He alone can give, lo saj- :

' Get thee" behind
Satan.' May I never cease to ascribe

thanksgiving anil praise unto Him to whom
forever it is due.''

the Poor.

As I was one daj' walking along the streets
of Philadcl]diia, my attention was attracted
to a little girl. ]irobal)ly ten or twelve years
of age, sitting along side of the pavement,
vith her face buried in her apron, apparently
n distress. I looked at her and passed on,
as we often do; but somehow my s\-mpathies
went unusually out to the child. As I passed
on, I wished much I had stopped and given

little aid. However, I went on a few
squares and transacted a little business. I
had one more stop to make before taking the
cars

; and on looking at my watch found I
had some time to spare. So I retraced my
steps and found the child still in the same
place. She said she had lost the rent-money
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which her mother had given her, (whifh was

not a very large amount,) and appeared to be

quite grieved about it. I gave her some assist-

ance, and told her to cheer up, perhaps some

one else would give hersome too. She thanked

me, and I felt much comforted for doing this

little act of charitj', and went on my way
much happier than when I first passed her

by. We may remember the words of Scrip-

ture are, " Inasmuch as ye have done it unto

one of the least of these—ye have done it unto

me."
I know that we are apt to meet with many

similar cases in our walks in the city, and

know not whether the stories of such are al-

waj'S true ; but I think, when our sympathies

go out in an unusual manner towards these.

It majr be taken as an evidence that it will be

right for us to attend to our feelings and ex-

tend a little aid. Even a trifle, or a kind

word onlj', may tend to soothe a breaking or

over-burthened heart. Though no one indi-

vidual can help all who are in want, yet we
ought not to turn a deaf ear to, or pass by all

—even of those who do not ask for assistance,

but who are evidently in distress—without

favoring them a little.

We are manj^ of us famiJar with the lines :

" Not more than other.s I deserve,

Yet God has given me more."

For "The Friend."

Colorado and. California.

(Continued from page i86.)

FRUIT—WINE-MAKING.

A letter from Los Angeles, written on the

22d of 10th month, thus speaks of an Agri-Jforth in its true light, the necessity of pre

cultural Fair held at that place : jparation for another state of existence
;
and

"Thodisplayoffruits,&c., they say is much that sufficient grace is bestowed upon every

better than usual. But it certainly does not man to enable him to make his calling and

do justice to the country,—ten minutes in a election sure; and if this Grace is rightly

vineyard, where all kinds of grapes are hang-
j

heeded, death would not find him unprepared

;

ing in two or three pound clusters not a yard repeating these solemn warnings, "As the

from the ground, and at the same time in jtree falls, so it lies; as death leaves us, so

some of the orchards here, where apples, figs, 'judgment will find us ;" " there is no repent-

pears, peaches, pomegranates and walnuts are ance in the grave, nor pardon offered to the

growing side by side with rows of orange and dead." He also brought to view, as a warn-

femon \rees, all loaded with fruit, would ing to the lukewarm, the condition of the

convey to a stranger a much better idea of church that was neither hot nor cold, and the

its productiveness than the half-dried, dusty Ijudgment denounced upon it ; a state of luke-

exhibits left by distant owners. There are|warmness being so ottensive in the Divine

huge squashes and pumpkins shown, some of sight. And in our meeting for worship oc-

an adulteration, perhaps, might be a benefit

to the consumer.
The grape juice, when drawn from the tank

nto which the pulp runs from the mill, is

pumped through a hose into large vats some

ten feet high and twenty feet in diameter,

standing in long rows in the building. This

tablishment belongs to parties in San Fran-

cisco, one of whom is generally present dur-

ing the grinding—or from four to six weeks

—and every thing about the premises is very

neat and clean. The mill stands back from

the road, and is approached through an avenue

of orange trees some 20 feet in height, all

loaded clown with green fruit.

Near this place is a large orange orchard,

in which the trees are about the same size.

How many acres it contains I cannot say, but

was told that the average value of the yield,

for several years past, had been more than

820,000 per annum. It is no wonder then

that everybody who can command water for

irrigation, is planting orange trees. In some
soils here, not only fine apples and pears, but

also grapes can be grown without water. At
the fair there was a fine display of these from

both Pasadena and Florence, said to have

been grown without irrigation. But both

lemon and orange trees require it; and I be-

lieve the walnut trees do also."

(To be continued.)

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.

1842. 11th mo. Our meeting was much
favored, our beloved friend C. Healy, amongst
much instructive testimony, was led to set

which weigh over 200 lbs. But there are

large pumpkins at all fairs, even Jersey ones
;

but those exhibited there are the exception,

here tons of such may be seen in many a

patch. It requires two men here to gather

them in the field. One man alone cannot

handle them.
I yesterday visited a wine-making establish-

ment near here. I found three or four wagons
loaded with grapes in boxes waiting ttieir

turn to discharge. Several men were busy
pushing the grapes into the hopper of some-
thing like a huge coffee-mill, that crushed the

grapes and threw the stems one side, just as

fast as they could be unloaded and weighed,

or at the rate of about sixty tons per day.

They estimate, the proprietor told me, six

gallons to the 100 lbs., and ai'e paying $22
per net ton for the fruit. This would make
the unfermented juice worth a little less than
20 cents a gallon. We tried some of it made
from the white raisin grape, as it ran from the

mill, and found it very sweet and luscious,

and such as must make a very strong wine
when fermented, unless well watered. Such

ring shortly after a fatal accident in th

neighborhood, he was evidently moved to

speak in reference thereto ; holding up to view
the necessity of preparation for another state

of existence: "Be ye also readj", for in such

an hour as ye think not, the Son of Man
Cometh." There are gifts dispensed to every

one of us, by which," if we properly profit,

death will not find us unprepared, though it

come upon us as a thief in the night. No soul

is lost that has not had the opportunity of

being saved ; but if we are not careful for the

improvement of these gifts, we cannot expect

to grow in grace, for it is only as we are faith-

ful in the little that we shall be made i-ulers

over more.
And in another meeting for worship occur-

ring about the same period, our dear friend

distributed instructive testimony, "If an}-

man love me he will keep my words, and my
Father will love him, and we will come unto

him, and make our abode with him." We
are the children of Abraham if we do the

works of Abraham ; and it is an evidence that

we love our Saviour if we keep his words

holding up to view the precious reward

coming unto Him who is the way, the trut

d the life ;
the necessity of having faith i

God ; and that the reason why some of us c

not grow in grace is for the want of fait

We make a partial sacrifice, and do not gii

up the whole heart. If we had faith as

grain of mustard seed, mountains of oppof

tion would be removed, and a way ma(

where no way is se'en by the art of man. 1
expressed a desire that we should love oi

another, and that our church might be

church of love. He also brought into vie

the preciousness of the example of those

have served the Lord, and their generatic

in their day, and have been gathered to the

rest. Their usefulness does not always d

with them, but they being dead yet speak 1

the pious examples and precepts they ha
left behind them ;

and who finally had not

ing to do but to die, and join the general a

sembly and the Church of the First-bor

whose names are written in heaven. •

In a meeting for worship about this tim

our dear friend Christopher was again led

distribute pursuasive counsel, "Oh! my s(

look thou unto the Lord, for my expectati<

is from Him." Bringing into view the nec(

sity of this being the prevailing inclination

our desires, and without which we shall nev

know the excellency of silent waiting

that there is a vast difference between tho

who feel poor, weak, and unworthy, ai

whose expectation is from the Lord ; ai

those who endeavor to worship Him in th«

own will and wisdom, and whose expectatiJ

is much from the poor instrument. It is on

the humble, dependent, waiting ones, thi

come to know the excellency of sile

worship.
In another meeting for worship he w

nstructively led to describe that rest whi-

remains for the people of God ;
and told

that the Lord will not forsake us, unless (

first forsake him.

In our Quarterly Meeting held at Buckin
ham, our dear friend Alice Knight appear

in tho ministry, and handed forth instructi

testimony. She believed there were tho

present whose situation might be compar
to that of the Psalmist, when he said, ".

the hart panteth after the water-brooks,

panteth my soul after thee, O God !" and tb

if these wei-e faithful they would be ma
pillars in the house of the Lord, that shall

no more out. We were exhorted to abide

Christ, for "the branches cannot bear fruit

themselves unless they abide in the vine

neither can wo bring forth fruit unto holinc

unless we abide in Christ. And she believ

there were present of different ages and c(

ditions in life, those of another class, who h

been tenderly visited with the Day-spri

from on high, and had tasted of tho bread a

waters of life, but by unfaithfulness had
in discouragement. She earnestly desired

encourage theP8 to greater dedication in futu

believing that the Lord was yet willing to

merciful unto them.
In our meeting, our young friend M.

Lovett again dropped a few words of tes

raony, " Pull off the shoes from off thy fe

for the ground on which thou standest is h(

ground ;" this was an expression delivered

Moses when he saw the flame in the bush, a
it seems to me to be peculiarly applicable

us at the present day, that when we coi

here and present ourselves before the Lo:
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ve should in a spiritual sense, pull off the
hoes from off our feet, for the ground on
rhich v.-e stand is holy ground, that we may
lOt be encumbered with the things of the
corld upon these solemn occasions. In an
ther meeting he said, " Go ye forth as lambs
iiiong- wolves, not as wolves among wolves
iOt with the armor of unrighteousness, but
,'ith the armor of faith.

For " The Friend."

Westtown Boarding School.

For which of you, intending to build a tower, sitteth
not down first and counteth the cost, whether he hath
sufficient to finish it ? Lest haply, after he hath laid
the foundation, and is not able to finish it, all that
behold it begin to mock him, saying, this man began
to build, and was notable to finish."—Luke xiv. 28.

In accordance with this instructive lau-
uage we find the worthy friends who were
itrusted with the care of bringing into prac-
cal form the crude ideas and desires for a
sleet Boarding School for Friends, were care-
il first to provide the means wherewith to
jrchase land and erect the necessary build
'gs. On page 1, the first recorded minute
iforms us, that the meeting was held in the
rening of 10th mo. 3rd, 1794, Thos. Morri;
Dpointed clerk, and that "after due delibera
on upon the subject committed to our charge,
}d the most proper mode of procedure in
irrying into effect the views of the Yearly
eeting, it was concluded to name two friends
each of the Quarterly Meetings to receive

le voluntary contributions and subscriptions
'the members of our religious Society

; not
)ubting the disposition of many to devote a
)rtiou of the worldly substance committed
their trust in pi-omoting a work so desir-

ile as the guarded religious education of our
)uth. The following are therefore appointed,
z : Philada. Quarter, Thos. Fisher and Jos.
msom," and others in the several Quarters,
which there were then nine. Thos, Fisher
ipears to have been the first Treasurer,
•om the minute which follow
at another location than the
id been thought of.

" Some of our number who for a consider-
iletime past have had their attention turned
ward the subject of our appointment, pro-
sing to the consideration of the present
eeting, as a situation for the Boarding
hool in contemplation, a tract of land called
janghorne Park,' in the county of Bucks,
unded on one side by Xeshaminy Creek,
miles from this city, and containing about
acres." Humphrey Marshall, .lona. Evans,

;ven Biddle and eleven others were named
view this spot and report their judgment

3pecting it to our next meeting ; they are
loauthorized to view any other places which
ly be thought more likely than the above-
mtioned to answer the purpose, and bring
'ward their opinions respecting them."
At the next meeting of the committee, held
th of 12th month, a minute states: "The

5, It appears
present one

mo. 20th, in the evening, " The sub-committee
laid before the committee at large a descrip-
tion of the several tracts of land which tliev
have viewed, and the general sentiiiunt hcin'--

expressed in favor of fixing on tin.' iinin oi

James Gibbons, in Westtown townsiiij). < 'li,..s-

ter county, containing 595 acres, Humphrey
Marshall, John Pierce, Thomas Fisher and
Samuel Canby are named to treat with James
for the purchase thereof, and to confirm a
bargain with him, if the terms and title should
be to them satisfactory; and if the contract
be completed, it is agreed that the dccl be
made in trust to Jona. Evans, Jos. Saii^om.
Thos. Morris, Thos. Stewardson, John l'irl,i

and Jno. Wistar."
At the following meeting, held 12th of 1st
0. 1795, "the committee appointed to bar-

gain with James Gibbons for his plantation in

Chester county, produced 'Articles ul Auivc
ment indented, signed and sealed b\- liinraiHl
his wife Elinor, dated 29th of last month ;' to
perfect the bargain the committee is continued
with the addition of Henry Drinker, John
Morton and Eoger Dicks."

It was thought proper to state all the nanios
of the committee who made the auitMiiuHi
with James Gibbons for the sale of hTs farm to
the Westtown Committee, for reasons which
will afterwards appear. In the History of
Chester County, as prepared by Judge Futhey
and Gilbert Cope, of West Chester, there is

quite an account of the Gibbons family, and
some allusion to this farm, and the sale of it

to the committee for the purpose of a Friendi
Boarding School. James Gibbons, of whom
they purchased, was the third James in regu-
lar descent who had owned this tract of land,
"He was educated chiefly in his father's house
bj-- his parents; was a diligent student and
became an accomplished scholar, linguist and
mathematician. He was for some time Trea-
surer of Chester county, and was a represen-
tative of the county in the General Assembly
for the three years immediately preceding
the declaration of Independence. A member
of the Society of Friends, and a non-com-
batant; he retired from all public service at
the outbreak of the Eevolutionary war ; but
in private pui'suits he was a valuable and
honored citizen. At his residence on his plan-
tation, he opened a private school for instruc-
tion in the French, Latin and Greek lan-
guages, and several of the young men of the
county, who afterwards became honorably dis-

tinguished, were among his pupils. When
disputes arose among neighbors, they were
generally referred to him for settlement, and
n open quarrels he was the peace-maker of
his township. His judgment and advice were
rarely appealed from even when they involved
rights of property.
His services as surveyor were in frequent

equisition, and many of the deeds and wills

executed in Chester county were prcpanil li\-

-luile as w
some accoi

more reasi

thou wilt s

About the year 1780, he
lends named to view the land in Bucks jPhiladelphia, where he opened a classical
untj^ mentioned in the minutes of last meet- school on Pine street below Second, which

was largely attended. But he .soon gr
weary of city life and returned to his aYic

tral home. He retained his properly iii

1795, when he sold it to the Yearlv Meeti
liim- Srh

5, and such others as they might believe
oper as situations for the proposed Board-
5 School, reported that they have all, except
ree, been on the plantation called Langhorne
irk, but having one or more other places of Friends for the site of a B
lich they propose to attend to, they are j for the education and 'religious insi niciioii of
ntinued and desired to report to our next children of Friends. The caiisu ol' iMlmation
Jeting." Eight more Friends being added to] was one in which he took a lively interest,
e committee.

]

and when the committee of the Yearly Meet-
At a meeting of the committee held 12th ing appointed to iiurchase a proper site for

the school signified a ]n-eference for his pro-
perty, he fixed in his own mind a price for it
which was much less than its actual value.
His intention was to encourage the scheme
li.\- a donation, and be ]ireferred to do it in
that way. He imagined that the members
ot the committee would understand and ap-
preciate his motives in fixing the price of a
parallelogram containing 600 acres of land at
the low price of ten pounds per acre, Penna.
ciirrcncy. But in this he was disappointed".
Ihe chairman of the committee was an Eng-
lishnian living in Philadelphia, a sharp, lo-
'luaeious and successful man of business, who
never lost an opportunity for a display of his
business acumen. When James named to the
committee the price which he proposed to
accept for his phmtation, the chairman, after
a brief silence, remarked that the conrmittee
liad been viewing another property in the
unty which he thought would suit them

perhaps a little better on
lii'li could be obtained on
I' THIS. ' but,' he added, 'if
no |ioiinds per acre I would

to a'lvisc the committee to takethy
It prirc.' .lames was indignant. He
[liicil

: Why Friends, you deal like
jockeys!' ' If you are not content with my
ofter our business is ended !' ' Quite content 1

Quite content!' the other members of the
committee at once responded. They were as

iich mortified by the suggestion' of their
chairman as James was incensed by it. The
deed was delivered on the 1st of April, 1795,
but not until the committee had executed to
him a covenant that the property should be
used for the educational purposes for which
he had sold it to the Yearly Meeting."
The incident above related is probably in-

correct, perhaps only a legend in the family,
as Friends are not in the habit of doing busi-
ness through a chairman, and there was no
Englishman on the purchasing committee, all
being natives of this country.

(To be continued.)

For "Tlie Friend."

Rise and Progress of Beaconism.

[The letter accompanying this article states,
that it is intended " to be a briefand true state-
ment of the radical defects of I. Crewdson's
teaching, and the extent to which his views
are permeating Society

; hoping, that to some
who are drifting with the cin-rent without
much thought of the revolutionary influences
at work, it might be as a word of caution."—
Ed.]

Most readers of "The i-^'iciid" may be
aware, that in 1835, when tin desolating effects

of Hicksism were so lamenlaMy nianifesting
themselves, Isaac Crewdson, a minister of
-Maiicliester, England, published a work, en-
lillfd A Beacon to the Societj- of Friends,"
intended, as he states, "to bring before the
view of the Society some of the errors that
led to such fatal results."

Though his object, as thus expressed, might
have been a worthy one, yet the publication
of ins book made it evident to Friends, that
while endeavoring to expose the errors which
ho had ill view, he, like many others, under
similar i iiviiiiisiaiices, had been led into the
op|io>iu- ixtiiiiic

, even to the adoption and
prunudgaiion olsentiments no less at variance
with the belief of the. Society, as set forth by
its authorized doctrinal writers, particularly
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iu regard to the doctrine of universal Light

;

the immediateinfluence and perceptible teach-

ing of the Holy Spirit, and the nature of true

worship and ministry.

The dissemination of those erroneous views

eventually claiming the attention of London
Yearly Meeting, a committee was appointed

for careful con'sideration of the subject, who,

after much faithful, but ineffectual labor with

the author, advised him to withdraw, for a

time, from jjublic ministry.

"This advice," as one of the committee re-

cords, " not being complied with, and ihi- dis-

tance between Friends and Isaac Crcwilxui

and his followers becoming greater audi; Tea I er,

as indicated by a variety of circumstances,

—

especially by certain devotional meetings,

held by the dissentients, on First-day even-

ings, and conducted on principles of wor-

ship essentially different from Friends—the

committee felt constrained to report to the

Monthly Meeting of Manchester, the advice

Avhich they had given, and wliiili had biin

disregarded. The Monthly .Merting. atur

long and painful discussion, came to a solid

conclusion to confirm the advice of the com-

mittee. New overseers were appointed ;
the

irregular meetings for worship, which the

dissatisfied party had institnti'd. were dis-

couraged, and as a result of Ww disciplinary

proceedings, Isaac Crewdson and many oi hers

resigned their membership in (he Smiciy.

These established separate meetings. Inii find-

ing little to distinguish them from othci- com-

munities of professing Christians, their meet-

ings were soon disconl inncd. and most of

them founda home in tlic ilslaljlislieil ( 'hnrcdi,

or with different dissenting botlies. No dis-

tinct bodj^ now survives to pi-eserve a memo-
rial of this secession."

Subsequently individuals still retaining their

membership in London Yeaidy Meeting, hold-

ing some of the same views, and condemning
as unscriptural the writings of Robert Bar-

clay, aud other early and faithful expositors

of Christian Truth, as professed by Friends,

have been instrumental in more widely spread-

ing the defection.

Eecently Eobert Barclay, a descendant of

the Apologist, and one who does not con-

ceal his sympathy with Beaconite views, as-

serted in his "Inner Life of the Religious So-

cietiesof theCommonwealth," that " although
the Beaconites did not preserve the same sepa-

rate existence as the Hicksite Body, the views
of Isaac Crewdson's followers have taken root

in the Society of Friends in England and
America."
The truth of this assertion no thoughtful

observer of the course things have taken dur-

ing the last few years, within the limits of

most of the American Yearly Meetings, will

be prepared to deny.
We find the same great distinguishing doc-

trines of Friends, the Universal Light, and
the immediate influence and perceptible teach-

ing of the Holy Spirit ignored or openly at-

tacked ; and their views respecting worship
and the ministry are so far departed from, in

theory and practice, that in some sections

meetings have lost nearly all that would char-

acterize them as Friends' meetings.
Beaconism has indeed " taken root in our

land," and is bearing its legitimate fruits.

The views of Isaac Crewdson and his school,

accepted and urged by dissatisfied and rest-

less members and ministers, are working their

of revolution and disintegration
;

and unless the Society, baptized into Christ,

and under his Divine leading, with clear sight

and abounding love, and a wise administra-

tion of its Discipline, has strength enough to

stay the tide of error, it can hardly be doubt-

ed that Beaconism, with principles and meth-

ods as much at variance with Friends on the

one hand, as those of the Hicksites are on the

other, and more misleading, because more
specious, will ei-e long embrace a large por-

tion of our members.
With these three distinct lines of religious

belief and teaching apparent at the present

day, among those claiming to bo Friends,

would it not be well in designating them to

use such applications as may be just and dis-

crimiiiatinu'.' The term ''Progressives," as

sometimes ajiplicd to those of Beaconite pro-

clivities, seems ina]ipro])riate. sincethat move-
ment is clearly retroqr: sslr,' in character, indi-

cating a return to views and pradicis which
Frieiuls. from the rise of the Society, have
unifoi'ndy rejected- as incompatible with the

spirituality of the gospel dispensation taught

by our Lord and his apostles.

They who are convinced of the Christian

principles and testimonies, so nobly and fear-

lessly defended by George Fox and his coadju-

tors, who were instruments in gathering the

Society, will alone be entitled to the name of

Friends; and as these remain true to their

mission—as the " old banner" continues to be

upheld by their loj'al hands. He whom they

acknowledge as their only Head, and who
" with two can put ten thousand to flight,"

will still bless and use them to his praise
;

strong in the Lord, they will still be found

successfully resisting the encroachments of

both Ritualism and Infidelity, and as good
soldiers of Christ, extending his kingdom of

peace and righteousness in the earth.

G. W. C.

HIDE AND SEEK.
ALICE CAREY.

As I sit and watch by the window pane,

The light in the sunset skies,

The pictures rise in my heart and brain,

As the stars do in the skies.

Among the rest, doth rise and pass

With the blue smoke curling o'er.

The house I was born in, with the grass

And roses round the door.

I see the well-sweep, rough and brown,
And I hear the creaking tell

Of the bucket going up and down
On the mos.sy sides of the well.

I see the cows by the water side,

—

Red Lily and Pink and Star,—
And the oxen with their horns so wide,

Close locked in playful war.

I see the field where the mowers stand
In the clover flowers, knee-deep

;

And the one with his head upon his hand,
In the locust shade asleep.

I see beneath his shady brim.

The heavy eyelids sealed,

And the mowers stopping to look at him,
As they mow across the field.

I hear the blue-bird's twit-te-tweet!

And the robin's whistle blithe;

And then I see him spring to his feet.

And take up his shining scythe.

I see the barn with the doors swung out,

Still dark with its mildew streak,

—

And the stacks and the bushes all about,

Where we played at Hide and Seek.

I see and count the rafters o'er,

Neath which the swallow sails.

And the sheaves on the threshing floor.

And the ihresher.-i with dieir flails.

I hear the merry shout and laugh

Of the careless boys and girls.

As the windmill drops the golden chaflf,

Like sunshine in their curls.

The sliadow of the years that stand

'Twixt me and my childhood's day,

—

I strip like a glove from off my hand
And am there with the rest at play.

Out there, half hid in its leafy screen,

I can see a rose-bud cheek.

And up in the hay-mow I catch the sheen

Of the darling head I seek.

Just where the whoop was smothered low,

I have seen the branches stir,

It is there that Margaret hides, I know,

And away I chase for her.

And now with curls that toss so wide,

They shade his eyes like a brim,

Kuns Dick for a safer place to hide,

And I turn and chase for him !

And rounding close by the jutting stack.

Where it hangs in a rustling sheet,

In spite of the body that presses back,

I espy two tell-tale feet I

Now all at once, with a reckless shout,

Alphonse from his covert springs,

And whizzes by with his elbows out.

Like a pair of sturdy wings.

Then Charley leaps from the cattle-rack, J,

And spins at so wild a pace,

The grass seems fairly swimming back
^ ^

As he shouts, " I am home ! Base ! Base I"

While modest Mary, shy as a nun.

Keeps close by the grape-vine wall,

And waits, and waits, till our game is done.

And never is found at all.

But suddenly at my window pane.

The lights grow dim and die.

And the pictures fade from the heart and brain

As the stars do from the sky.

The bundles slide from the threshing floor.

And the mill no longer whirls.

As I find my playmates now no more.

By their shining cheeks and curls.

I call them far and I call them wide.

From the prairie and over the sea,

" O why do you tarry, and where do you hide!

But they may not answer me. *

God grant that when the sunset sky m
Of my life shall cea.se to glow,

_ 1
I may find them wailing me on high.

As I waited them below.

TO THE MARK.

'Tis a sharp rugged hill that .seems to mock
The climber's strength and skill, where rock on j

Shoots sternly upward to the bending skies

;

Yet right in front of thee its steeps arise,

—

And thou must climb !

'Tis a thick throng of foes, afar and near
;

All hell in front, a hating world in rear;

Yet flee thou canst not, victory must be won
Ere fall the shadows of Time's setting sun ;

—

And thou must fight

!

Gird on thine armor; face each weaponed foe

;

Deal with the Spirit's sword the deadly blow
;

Forward, still forward, in the fight divine.

Slack not the warfare till the field be thine
;

Win thou the crown !

'Tis a fair crown which never can grow old !

A crown of heaven's own everlasting gold !

Wages of service rendered here below,

Eeward of battle for the conqueror's brow,

Win thou the crown ! —Horatius Bovm
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For " The Friend.'"

Satan as an Angel of Light—The Poor in Zion.

Tho apostle Paul, in his epistle to the Cor-
nthians thus, in the present tense, writes :

'Satan is himself ti-ansfbrmed into an angel
)f light. Thei-efore it is no great thing if his
ninisters also be transformed as the niinis-
ers of righteousness ; whose end shall be
lecording to their works." While the fore-
[Oiug testimony, written of that day for the
DStruction of this, cannot be gainsaid, its sug-
[estiveness should incite us all in watch
losely our stoppings, even to •Hud'h uui.i
irayer with all perseverance," Ksi iln- ini|M)s-

ag and artfully gotten up rcsemblaiiLcs by
ur transformed enemy, deceive through their
ilse attractiveness and plausible, though de-
eiving and misleading, influences. Is it not
?ell to bear in mind that the tcni|italii>iis of
[lis wily foe are, with consmiiriiuiij skill, rver
resented to us in the wa\' must caiil i\ at inu-.

lost conformable to our liatui'al iiicllnal ions.

nd on theside]eastguarded,aiiil u\>i,n ulnch:
e are most vulnerai3le to his southing,- bland-
ihments.

Thus it is that Satan endeavors to beguile
le leaders of the people, even ministers, as
'ell as other prominent members ; which, if

e succeeds, causes more, through their infiu-
ace, to be led into captivity to him. For in
16 exerci.se of the ministry, and other gifts
astowed for edification in the church, the
t-eat preparation is an humble, faithful, filial

riding in the Lord, our great Teacher
; and

len an inward, earnest Maitiug upon Him
r wisdom and strength to do his will, which
our sanctification. "This the grand enemj^
ideavors to thwart through his specious
ibtilty. He artfully prompts to a love of '

j

lift up a standard against him." The Lor.
Jesus Christ, our blessed and holy Eedeemei
the uneonquered Captain of salvation, cam.
into the world that he minlii .|esii'o\ il,,

works of tho devil. And it is as we U-t ih,

government of onr hearts be upon his shoul
ders, and clea\-c |o llini in tear,

ness, and in (l<T|i ImniiliU'. lijat

enabled to oven-oiue llii'ough the power of
his Spirit who, as we arc thus passive, worketh
in us, both to will and to do of his good
pleasure. How encouraging is the testimonv
be(|ue;

taithfut

.^liall be

•athed us by the ajiostle Paul :

'

ill things through Christ, who sti

We believe that there are those up and down,
whose faith is often closely proven through
the presentations of our cruel enemy to draw
them away from the waiting state— the
ilc()i inward exercise of soul, they are at
linns eloiii,.,! with, both on their own ac-
'•ouiil and that of the Church—into more eon-

enemy, and they shall sing his praise on the
glorified banks of everlasting deliverance.
Tliin also shall this song be sung: -'The
l."itl liaili lounded Zion, and the poor of his
|'<;o|,|,. shall trust in it;" and "Let Israel re-
joice in Him that made him; let the children
of Zion be joyful in their King."

Anecdote of Big Chief.

Big Chief, the leading man aniong the
Osage Indians, died' on the 1st of 12th mo.

m loekjaw, caused by an injury to one
'I. He was a man of more than or-

^
ibility and always had the interest of

his people at heart. The following anecdote
elated of him by A. B. Meacham, editor

of the Council Fire.

Upon one occasion when the Osages were
out on the annual Imllalo Imnl in what is now
western Kansas, \hr (

'lirN cnnes made a visit

iiipmeiits were near

P,ut

oquence ; to an unholy desire of being
lought well of, or coveting the praise o"f

en
;
to lengthening out ministerial offerings

II they become light-weighted, or more
ords than living substance. These are in-
iious snares, but ever tending to weakness,
has been well said, that " A few steps taken
the life and power of God are much safer
id sweeter than a hasty progress in the
iBty forward spirit." " My time is not yet
me," said the Saviour to some of old, -iiut

)ur time is always ready." It is this waiting
)on our Heavenly Teacher in his inward
anifestations as our guide into all truth, and
18 the eye of the servant is to llic hand of
8 master," that constitutes true dis(iplrslii|,

ith Him; and distinguishes between the
lieving disciple that ' maketh not haste,"
d him that hastens to sacrifice without due
rrying for the anointing from on high. In
is view the homely lines may not bo whollv
id of truth :

" How ready Is that man to go
Whom God hath never sent;

How deliberate and with the woe
The chosen instrument."

There is but one effectual antidote to Sa-
q's insinuating, destructive, poisonous baits,

d that lies in thorough subjection to, filial

ming upon, and close, patient abiding in
e Eternal, even Him who givoth strength
d power to his people, in whom, the Lord
hovah, is everlasting strength. He it is,

10 is above all the power of the enemy and
J deceiving transformations; who hath
omised, through his prophet, to those who
ir his name, " When the enemy shall come
like a flood, the spirit of the Lord shall

titu'd, etlorts to build up ||,e wa^
like to ottering saeiifK is. as did
before the prophet of ihr Lord c

may these keep steadily on the walrli. kee|
low, and inward, and pjatient. all the Lord'.'

appointed time
; breathing to Him with sinijih

dependence upon his everlasting arm, witi
whom are the times and the seasons, and win
is ever sufficient for his own \v(Ji'k, that lli

will be to them "as a little saiu.duarv,'

whithersoever He may lead them. May these
as the poor in Zion, put on the whole armor
of God, that they may be able to stand
against the wiles "of the devil; and exiieri-
..,.•.. il, rough tlir SaviouL'-s wonder-working

anointed, as to be able lo,|uench all tiie ilrvv

darts of the wi.k-ed. .May tlic\. in seasons
of close trial, rcM-all tiic riicoui-auinn' m-ord
concerning the propluM Mlishu and his ser-

vant (2 Kings vi.. 1."). IT i. when tho latter ex-
claimed, "Alas. luynuisi.u-I how shall we
do?" "And I'^lisha pra.yed, and said. Lord,
I pray thee, open his eyes that he may see.

And the Lord opened the ej'os of the y<iun^
man

; and he saw, and, liehold, the mountain
was lull of horses and ehariots ,,f tin. ro„ud
about Klisha.- There is no restraint t.itlu'

l..u-d to save bv manv or bv lew." lie ,-an

make of a little one a strong nation in bis
own way and time. Then." however ])o(]r

and sti'ipped, tempted and faith-tried an\- ina\
feel, Ho can and will preserve through all, and
do them good, as the\- abiile in and cleave to
Him with the whole heart.

s were play-
irrived from

ili-.'Ulh

all tru.

I.(n
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religious delusions to religion, it is simply

Iboiish. The topics of a lunatic's wandering

thoughts are not the cause of his aberration,

and no one supposes they are except when
religious delusions are in question. A man
imagines he is a glass jar; no one calls the

art of glassmaking the cause of the vagary.

A woman is overcome by a diseased propen-

sity to take goods from shop counters
;
no

one thinks the shops must be closed. In de-

lirium tremens the patient sees snakes; are

snakes the cause of delirium tremens ? Or
would there be less of the disease if there

were fewer reptiles ? Insanity is an impair-

ment of the physical condition and powers

of the brain, and its causes must be sought

either in original defects or in influences

which have hindered normal brain action.

The tendrils of the vine wind around the

oak, but the oak has nothing to do with

causing the vine's growth. So the wander-

ing thoughts of the lunatic stray toward all

sorts of subjects, but that is no indication

that the subjects have produced the malady.

The insane belief that one is Jesus Christ, or

that he is inspired, or that he has committed

the unpardonable sin, is not in any sense

caused by the doctrine of the incarnation, or

of inspiration, or of future punishment. The
cause is phj^siological.— Tribune.

The Fakir's Answer.

countries ofIt is related that in one of th

the East there lived a fakir or dci'visb.—

a

man who lived in voluntary ]>()Vci'ly and as-

ceticism. Some of the fakirs ol' ihc Mast are

simply fanatical and disgusting. But olhcrs

are of a higher type ; men of deep earnestness

and thoughtfulness, who are really seeking

God. and Rtrivino- ufter the attainment of in-

wai-il ])urilyaiid jintV'ction in a niislakcn way.
Sucli as this was I he man we sjivak of Giv-

ing himself to religious contoinjilation, he was
exceedingly chary of words. As long as he

could make himself understood by signs, no-

thing would induce him to open his lips; and
he was highly esteemed for his piety, being

generally called " the holj' Dervish."

In the same town lived a rich man, famotis

for his lively social qualities, and liis amiable

ingenuity in finding amusement lov his fi'icmls. t

One dav'he had a numerous cc>iii|iaii\- at liis 1

The dervish only answered by a sigh ex-

pressive of profound attention.
'' My second question relates to Satan. We

are taught that Satan is an angel of fire. If,

then, he is fire himself, what has he to fear

from the flames of hell ?"

Another expressive and impressive sigh.

"And now for my third question. It is

written that all our actions are fixed and de-

creed by God, even before we commit them.

How then can God call us into judgment for

acts which do not depend upon our free will ?

How can we be accountable ? Holy father, I

implore you to answer me."
Another sigh. Then, suddenly seizing a

sod of earth, the dervish threw it with all his

force full in the face of his questioner.

Transported with rage at this unheard-of

insult, the rich man instantly had the dervish

seized, and the whole party appeared before

the judge.

The plaintifi'made his statement, and added
the assault was a serious one, as the pain in

his head from the blow he had received was
almost unbearable.

The judge, turning toward the accused,

asked what he had to say in his defence.

The dervish made a sign.
" Explain yourselfintelligibly,ifyou please,"

said the judge, severely; "I will not put up
with sigiis."

" Be it so," said the dervish. " I have only

to .say that this gentleman came to ask me

for the Mohammedan East. Plausible objc

tions against Bible truths are easily raise

but are in many cases capable of being a
swered by a simple appeal to the analogy
facts of daily experience ! There are mj
teries above human comprehension connectc

with these ; but he who will not believe wh
he cannot comprehend, ought not to belie-

even his own existence, or a thousand fac

connected with his own wondrous natui

How then can he expect to comprehend tl

nature and the ways of the self-subsisting in

nite God, his Creator? He cannot compi
hend ; but the humble man will restfully I;

lieve, and be blessed in thus leaning upon Go

The child leans on its parent's breast

Leaves there its cares, and is at rest

;

The bird sits singing by his nest,

And tells aloud
His trust in God, and .so is blessed

'I^eath every cloud.

He has no store, he sows no seed,

Yet sings aloud, and doth not heed
;

By flowing stream, or grassy mead
He sings to shame

Men who forget, in fear of need,

A Father's name.

The heart that trusts, forever sings,

And feels as light as it had wings
;

A well of peace within it springs
; ^

Come good or ill. '«

Whate'er to-day, to-morrow brings, 4|
It is his will. 4—British Messenger,'

three questions, and that I fully answered
them all."

" Answei'ed them 1 What! by throwing a

sod of earth at my head ! Oh ! this dreadful

pain. No one knows the pain I suflFer!"

" Explain yourself further," said the judge
to the dervish, impatientl}'.

" I will do so," said the dervish, with per-

fect calmness. " The gentleman asserts that

there is no God, because he has never seen

Him, and because no one can show Him to

Will your excellency have the good
ness to ask him to show me the pain he feels

in his head. Not having seen it, I cannot
believe that it exists."

The company smiled, and even the stern

features of the judge relaxed a little

bouse. They freely enjoyed the pleasures he

ottered them, and then, as usual, looked out

for some novelty to crown the entertainment.
" Come, let us see our old friend, the holy

dervish," said the host: "I have three ques-

tions to put to him. Let us see how he will

answer them."
The proposition was received with enthu-

siasm, and all the company set out gaily

towards the hut of the poor fakir.

They found him quietly seated beside a

freshly dug field. The leader of the partj'

composed his laughing face, assumed an ex-

pression of profound humility, and addressed

him thus :
" Holj' father, my soul is in anguish

because of three deep and difiicult questions

which exercise it. Will you deign to come to

my assistance, and help me with your wisdom
to answer them ?"

The dervish made a sign in the affirmative.
" Well, then," said his visitor, " the first of

these questions relates to God. They saj^ that

there is a God ; but I cannot see Him, and no
one can show Him to me. How, then, am I

to believe that He exists ?"

The gentleman also asked me how it is

Uuii. who is an angel of fire, should

liavf any I hing to fear from the flames of hell.

Now, we all know that our first father was
formed of the dust of the ground, and that we
are composed of the same. Dust we are, and
to dust shall we return. I am sure the gen-

tleman will admit this. Then, if he is earth

himself, what harm can a sod of earth do to

him?"
"And now for my third answer," said the

dervish, drawing himself up with dignity
;

"here it is. Since it was decreed that I

should strike this gentleman with a sod of

earth, why has he brought me before the

judge?"
Here everj^ one laughed, and it was gener-

allj^ agreed that the dervish had defended him-
self well with his adversary's own weapons.
"I admit," said the judge, "that your sod

of earth contained these three answers. Your
reply was ingenious, but rather too forcible.

In future, holy father, you must answer the

questions proposed in a diff'erent manner.
Another time you might not escape as well as

to-day."

Such is the Eastern story. It teaches a

lesson as suitable for our Christian lands, as

For " The Friend,

In reading the enclosed [the extract frc

M. Capper, which follows,] it seemed so fittii

to follow the Editorial i-emarks on the Hoi
Mission Eeport [London], I have copied iti

" The Friend." Well would it have been f

that Yearly Meeting if the warnings of the

faithful watchmen and watchwomen, who
divinely anointed vision foresaw in measu
the approaching dangers; had been heed(

And well will it be for us, if we of Philad
phia Yearlj' Meeting pi-ofit by their expe
ence. 0.

An Exercise of London Yearly Meeting, 18'

Some tender cautions were given, with :

spect to those benevolent associations, in whi
members of our Society are now so cons'

cuous. There was a fear in some minds, ev

while they rejoiced in the spreading of knoi
edge, the distribution of the Scriptures a
the instruction of the poor, lest a dan^j

might secretly lurk in the pleasure receiv

from eloquent speeches and flowing languaj

at the public meetings of these a8sociatioi|

especially lest our dear friends should therei

lose their relish for simplicity, and be gra(!

ally drawn from the love of silent waiting
our meetings for worship ; that waiting whe
in they may know Jesus to be in the
teaching as man never taught; and by wh(
we have access to the Father. Then
much worthy of observation in these remar—Mary Capper.

I just now found a black beetle whic
been turned over on its back on a smooth s

face. It seemed to bo feeble, probably fr<

a long struggle to right itself; still it put foi

efforts to get right side up, without suece

I held out "to it a straw which it seized

thus turned itself over. It felt better, an(

felt better to see it released. I thus increas

in some degree the sum of sentient happine
My Father made the insects.— Walker.
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Moderate Drinking.-— In the days when
iverybody drank brandy, most persons of
ihose called temperate, felt, at times, the ex
lilarating influence of intoxicating liquors
:
think I never was so affected by liquor that
trangers would notice its effect upon my
walk and conversation." But I have been
xhilarated by it, and promjjted to conversa-
ion and conduct, that in my more thoughtful
loments I would have eschewed. I learned
y experience that the moderate drinker is

ot a safe man to trust with the management
f affairs that require close thinking. JSTo

lan after he has taken a glass of spirits will
lature his thoughts so perfectly, nor look to
jsults of his actions so carefully as he would
ave done without it. JSTo one knows how
lany of the failures in business and of the
nexpected defects in moral conduct are to be
ttributed to this cause.

—

J. B. Walker.
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Historians versus War-Heroes.—hoo\^mg at
le long roll of men in all ages who have dese-
•ated their lives to so ignoble a purpose [as
le pursuit of war], we have been astonished
ithe conduct of historians who have .selected
lem above all others as the heroes- whose
laraeter and conduct most deserves to be
irded. For what are the current histories
' the world but a tissue of licensed crimes
irpetrated by military desperadoes ? How
uch better would it have been for the world,
their deeds had been remanded to that ob-
iirity which they merited, and the noble
eds of worthj- heroes had constituted the
m and substance of such histories ?—t7(r(S-
'.n Index.

For " The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

The '• Asia Rip."—B. Aycrigg, in the Hpis-
oal Recorder, describes this as observed dur-
y a voyage on the steamer " Adriatic," from
leenstown to New York, "When about
ith of Nantucket the ship was stopped, the
inding taken, and a specimen of the bot-
n adhering to a lump of tallow, which had
3n in the bottom of the lead, was taken by

The Formation of VeijetaUr Jfnif.l. fhrmigh
the Action of Worms. By r/i,irlrs l),,r,rin.—
After a brief account of the physical ami men-
tal structure of the common' earth-worm, we
have a series of painstaking observations on
the habits of the animal and the effects which
it produces.
These worms burrow in the ground to a

depth of rather more than three feet, and in
very dry or very cold weather, to a depth of,

perhaps, six feet. They accomplish this by
pressing forward the anterior end of the
body, attenuated to a mere thread, into
the ground, and then, by a peculiar process,
enlarging it so as to compress the ground.
They also swallow some of the ground. By
these means they make their way through
even rocky soil and the mortar of ancient
buildings. The earth is swallowed both for
the purpose of tunneling their way and of ex-
tracting as food whatever of organic sub-
stance it may contain ; but they always min-
gle with it a salivary secretion by which, in
most cases, it becomes dark-colored or even
black. The worm frequently opens a pas-
sage-way to the surface, so that its track into
the_ earth is not a closed chamber. The earth
which it swallows is always voided at the sur-
face.

Our author found by careful observation,
weight and measurement, that in many places
these worms throw up on the surface of pas-
ture or meadow lands, and especially in gar-
dens and ploughed fields, an amount of black
earth which gave an annual aggregate thick-
ness of two-tenths of an inch. And, on each
acre of land, more than ten tons of dry earth
are annually brought to the surface.
Nature often works by agencies which

seem at first view too trivial to require notice
The effect of the atmosphere in the decompo-
sition of the most perfect marbles is imper-
ceptible for a few years; but in a century
the fine lines of sculpture are obliterated.
The minute hillocks of earth which the earth-
worm leaves on the surface, if but one or two-
tenths of an inch in a year, become important
results in one or a few centuries. Thus, if

the tenth of an inch be brought up annually.
captain into the chart-room. When he it would, in a hundred and twenty years fu
e out 1 requested him to let me have this nish a layer one foot in thir-km>'ss' over tl

ne
icimen (as he had done before) to examine
th a microscope. He brought it out and
d, 'Do j'ou see that white sand with red
icks?' Yes. 'Come in and I will show
11 the chart.' Then pointing to a small spot
the chart, he showed the -word 'Asia Eip,'
i said that the peculiarity of a rip in the
3n sea where there were twenty-four fath-
8 of water, was discovered by the captain
the steamer 'Asia,' and thence the name

;

1 said, 'I was on the lookout for this rip'
I when I saw it, stopped the ship half an
ir sooner than I expected, for she had over-
i her reckoning half an hour. We then
nded and found twenty-four fathoms as on
chart, and ' white sand and red specks' as
this little spot on the chart, and nowhere
5. Hence the presumption that we are
>ut there.'

Ve had then been running for a long dis-
ce by dead reckoning. Under the miero-
pe these ' red specks' appeared to be water-
ra agates. This rip must be caused by a
jecting ledge of rocks arresting the tide and
owing this rip to the surface 144 feet above
torn, with sufiicient force to make it evi-
it among the waves."

the
surface of what we usiialK- (-all soil or vege
table mould. Twelve iii.-l'i.-s is nmre than tlie

average thickness of this bluck earth. It con-
sists in part of decaying vegetable tissue, and
the worms re-deposit much of it several times
over. Yet this animal pi'ocess does, beyond
question, contribute largely and mainly to the
formation of that layer of our riekis from
which all vegetation draws its chief support.
The earth-worm then makes the soil. It

opens air-passagos to facilitate the decompo-
sition of the sub-soil and the sub-jacent rocks.
It forms the aqueducts by which the rain-
water is carried downward into the earth
more rapidly than the porosity of the soil
alone would allow it to enter. These insigni-
ficant creaturese are, therefore, among the
most important aids to agriculture.
There are some other effects to be ascribed

to them which require long periods l.i-i;.i-(-

they can be recognized. Thus, it has olicii

been observed that fields which have been kit
in a rough and broken condition gradually
assume a uniform and level surface. Tlu-
worm-castings would naturally bo in great

dry, in such a pulverulent condition as to be
most readily moved to the lower levels by rain
and air currents. And thus gradually the in-
equalities of surface disappear. Thus, also
the bricks and mortar and ]30rtions of walls'
not too protuberent, of ancient buildino-s, al-
low the plough to pass over them without
revealing the ruins over which the harvest is
now reaped.

In England such fields have been accident-
ally discovered which are now known to
have been the sites of ancient Eoman villas.
When suitable excavations have been made'
l>avenients are discovered; but they show
certain inequalities and subsidences which
arc attributed to the removal by worms of
the underlying earth. Such settlings often
occur in paved areas which continue still in
use. The castings which worms continually
bring up through the joints of the pavino-
bricks are constantly "swept away; but by
their whole amount, they diminish the sup-
port on which the i.av.-n'irnt tirst rested
These tacts are bmn-ht ..,,1 by our author

with much detail and exactness.' He chose a
subject which had no promise of interest, if it
did not promise to be revolting. But he has
surrounded it with real interest. We acknowl-
edge ourselves under gi-eat obligations to him
for giving i.i-.nuin.-ne,. to one of the great,
though sIowIn- ..jK-ralini;-. agencies by which
the earth has been fitted for giving suste-
nance to man.—./. R. Loomis in 'Chrisiian Ad-
vocate.

When a man or woman comes to this pass,
that they have nothing to rely upon but the
Lord, then they will meet together to wait
upon the Lord; and this was the first ground
or motive of our setting up meetings

; and I
would to God that this was the use that every
one would make of them that come to theni.—S. Crisp.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 28, 1882.

The investigation into the causes of the re-
cent railroad accident at Spuyteii Duyvil, on
the train bound li-dni Albany to New York,
has produced a statement from the conductor
of the train that was wre(-ked. which, if true,
is a humiliating eommentary on the low
standard of character wlii(-li marks some of
those moving in political circles.

The accident was caused by the improper
sto])ping of the train ; which, while standing
on the track, was run into by a train follow-
ing, causing lo.ss of life and other injuries.
The conductor thinks that some one of the
passengers stopped the cars mischievously by
pulling a rope which connected with the air-

iDrakes. lie said, - there was a party on the
train who were sin^-nii;-. mashing hats, and
conducting tli(-mselves in a vc-rv ilisu-raceful

manner. Tlie\- «ei-.- |.a-iii-- ai-onml bottles
of whisky, an. I'llieleiin.lationor

,vas rum. Among ibe jiasseng.

lumber of ex-senators, assemblymen and
l«-i-men, and he could not deprive them of

cident
I'e any

hott

Wi sing the accuracy of the con-
It, we refer to this subject to
which we believe is greatly

quantity in the lower ground, and that which needed, that the people who elect the Tegishi'-
18 deposited on the higher portions is, when Itors and executive officers who administe'r the
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o-overnment, are in measure responsible for

their conduct. It may well be doubted,

whether a voter can, without violation of his

duty, cast his ballot for any candidate for office,

whose moral character or personal habits he

has reason to believe are impure or degraded.

Eespectable men have often voted for persons

to be their representatives in important posi-

tions before the community, because they

were the selected candidates of the party to

which they were attached ; when, at the same
time, they considered them unworthy of being

admitted to social intercourse. In so doing,

we believe they have not realized the respon-

sibilitj' which "rests on all, to exercise their

influence for the promotion in the world of

righteousness and purit3^ If they put in

power those who will, in all probability, be

examples of immoralit3', intemperance, dis-

honesty, corruption, or injustice; they are

themselves promoting these vices and evils.

The facility with which the nominations of

candidates for office, are controlled by those

who make a business of politics ;
renders it

difficult for the ordinary citizen to do much
in that early stage of the elective process.

But if it is once well undrr-i.MHl, tbut a large

body of the voters will uiii'.iiii|iroinisingly re-

fuse to assist in the oleetiun ul' any man, who
is tainted with vice or corruption ; then poli-

ticians will be compelled to select for their

candidates men of such high character, that

we will no longer be ashamed to own them
as worthy representatives of a great people

SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Secretary Frelinghuysen is ad-

vised from Paris that the bill introduced in the French

Chambers on Seventh-day will result practically in the

free admission of American salted meats. It is expected

to become a law at an early date.

The total number of immigrants who arrived in the

United States during 1881, was 716,868. Of this num-
ber there came from Germany, 248,323 ;

England and

Wale.s, 77,750; Ireland, 70,896; Scotland, 16,441; Do-
minion of Canada, 94,159; Austria, 19,667; Norway,
26,824; Sweden, 55,805; China, 20,628 ; all other coun-

tries, 86,375.

At the annual meeting of the Insurance Patrol, the

report showed that the estimated loss by fires was $1.-

7.50,447.73, this exceeding that of 1880 by $461,419.43.

The number of fires and alarms was 782, being 102 less

than the previous year. The main causes of fire were
explosions from oils, 112; gaslights and jets, 54; defec-

tive flues, &c., 51 ;
overheated stoves, 41 ; matches, 40

;

incendiary and supposed incendiary, 35; cotton and
woollen mills, 41.

The present population of Chicago is estimated in

that city at about 630,000, or 125,000 more than in 1880,

when the last census was taken.

Tlie Denver Post-ofiice afl^ords an example of the en-

ormous growth of mail business in the West. During
the last five years the expenses of the oflice have in-

creased only one-half, while its receipts have nearly

quadrupled. The money order receipts were over $2,-

000,000 last year, against 5(-530,000 in 1879.

Enoch Pratt, a prominent capitalist of Baltimore,

has contracted for the erection, at a cost of $22.5,000, of

a fire-proof building in that city, capable of holding
200,000 volumes, for a free public library. The build-

ing is to be finished in the summer of 18S3, and E.

Pratt proposes to deed it to the city with an additional

gift in money of 1833,000, provided the city will create

an annuity of j^50,000 for its support. It is to be known
as the " Pratt Free Library."

The Executive Committee of the National Board of

Health, at a meeting in Washington recently, declared

small pox epidemic in the United States, and ordered
an inspection of several of the principal quarantine
stations ni the country, to determine whether the rulei

of the Board, approved by the President on the 14th o

11th mo, last, are being properly enforced.
There were 450 deaths in this city during the week

ending First month 21st, as compared with 390 for the
previous week, and 368 for the corresponding week of

last year : 77 deaths were caused by consumption of th

ungs; 16 by diphtheria; 16 by heart disease; 54 by

nflammation of the lungs, and 23 by small pox.

Markets, <6c.—U. S. 3J's, lOli a 102 J; 4J's, 115| ; 4's,

.18J; currency 6's, 130.

Cotton continues quiet, but prices were steady ;
sales

of middlings are reported at 12} a 12| cts. per lb. for

uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7 cts. for export, and

cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is quiet but firmer; sales of 2100 barrels, in-

cluding Minnesota extras, at $6.37* a $6.50 for clear,

and at S6.50 a $7 for straight; Penna. extra family at

*6.20 a $6.-50; western ditto at $6.75 a $7.15,^ and

patents at $7.25 a $7.70. Rye flour is steady at $4.65

a $5.

Grain.—Wheat is quiet, but ic. higher. Sales of

2600 bushels red, at $1.43 a $1.43}. Eye is dull at 90

cts. for Pennsylvania. Corn is quiet but .steady. Sales

of 9000 bushels, including yellow at 71 cts. ; white at 73

cts. ; sail, mixed at 71 cts.; steamer, at 70 cts. ; No. 3 at

69J cts., and rejected at 69 cts. Oats are quiet and

steady. Sales of 8000 bushels, including white at 50 a

52 cts., and rejected and mixed at 48J a 49 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 1st

21st, 1882.— Loads of hay, 251; loads of straw, 54.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.20

to $1.30 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.10 to $1
~"

100 pounds ; Straw, 85 to 95 cts per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were rather dull this week, but prices

were unchanged ; 3000 head arrived and sold at the dif

ferent yards at 4 a 7} cts. per pound, as to quality.

Sheep were rather lower ; 13,000 head sold at the

different yards at 3 a 6i cts. per lb., and lambs at 4|

7} cts., as to condition.

Hogs were in demand and prices were steady ; 4500

head sold at the different yards at 8 a 10 cts. per poun
'

as to condition.

Foreign.—Henry Stafford Northcote, member of

Parliament, who recently returned from America, ad

dressing his constituency at Exeter, said he did not

believe in the decrease of American competition in the

food market. It was, he said, idle talk of the exhaus-

tion of American lands. The supply of land for many
years to come in the great Northwest will be boundless.

Special Paris despatches indicate that Gambetta's

utterances at a recent meeting of the Committee on thf

bill for the revision of the Constitution, when he de

clared that should the Congress of the two houses go
beyond the scheme for revision previously adopted bj

the Senate and Chamber of Deputies, it would_ place it

self in a revolutionary position, requiring the interven

tion of the President of the Republic, has created i

great sensation. His opponents construe the matter ai

conveying a distinct threat.

The Republique Francaise seeks to minimize the very

bad impression created, by explaining that Gambetta
merely meant that in the event of the Congress passing

an illegal decree President Grevy would, in accordance

with his constitutional prerogative, refer it to the

Chambers for reconsideration.

A panic has occurred in the Paris Bourse in conse-

quence of the embarrassment of the Union G^n^rale,

which has made a statement of its aflfairs and allowed

[ination of its books, showing that it owes a

large sum to authorized brokers of the Bourse, but that

still more are due it from dealings with the Petite

Bourse. Financial establishments still make advances

to the Union on security of stock certificates. Settle-

ment on its new shares is postponed two months.
The London Standard's correspondent at Paris says :

"The panic has ruined thousands of families, but it is

hoped tliat a powerful syndicate of financiers which has

been formed to facilitate settlement will restore confi-

dence "

A confidential report of Dr. Pazzi, of the French Red
Cross Society, asserts that, notwithstanding M. Gam-
betta's statement that the deaths among the troops in

Tunis only amount to 1000, they are nearer 30,000, but

that the fact is concealed by the removal of invalid;

A despatch from Vienna says :
" Alarm is caused by

the warlike preparations going on. Regiments march-

ing south pa.ss through Vienna daily. The soldiers are

paid the same as in time of war. The general impres-

sion in military circles is that the entire army will be

mobilized in the spring." An explanation of this state

of things is given in another Vienna despatch to the

Standard which says : The rising in the Balkan penin

sula commenced in Herzegovina, extending to the

border districts of Dalmatia, Bosnia, Albania, and pro

bably Montenegro. It has been determined to despatch

an army corps to crush the insurrection.

The Ru.ssian budget for 1882 is officially publi.shed.

The totals of the revenue and expenditure are made to

balance, both being 762,000,000 roubles. This part of

e budget appears to be conjectural. Thus the extr

dinary revenue from the State railways is estimati

an exactlv equal amount with the expendituc

namely, 23,000,000 roubles. The ordinary revenue

the Empire, which is estimated at 654,000,000 roubh

falls short of the ordinary expenditure by over4,000,0(

roubles.

Sibirjakoff", the merchant who owns the steamer Len

which aided in Prof. Nordenskjold's expedition, au

which is now stationed on the River Lena, has plac(

that vessel at the disposal of the searchers for Lie

tenant De Long. The steamer will be ntilized by co

respondents in the spring if the difficnlties of journe

iog beyond Yakutsk by sleigh during the winter pro'

insuperable. Intelligence from Yakutsk states th

nine Americans, under Lieut Danenhower, had h
that place. They are expected at Irkutsk at the end

the month. The search made by Engineer Melvil

for Lieut. De Long and his comrades in an easterly c

rection from the mouth of the Lena has been fruitles

although some of De Long's letters have been found

abandoned camps, as well as the ship's log and vario

instruments. The places in which these were four

have been indicated by the erection of cairns. Liei

Danenhower's party left Yakutsk on the 8th of tl

present month.
Advices by mail, received at Lisbon, from Buen

Ayres to 12th mo. 20th, have been received. It

reported that a revolution had broken out in Bolivi

and that ex-President Pierola, of Peru, had sailed f

Europe. The attitude of the United States with re

ence to the affairs of Chili and Peru was viewed v

dissatisfaction by all the South American Republic

WANTED
A female Friend as teacher of theTSchool for Indii

children at Tunesassa. Also a young or middle agi

Friend and his wife, to reside in the tenant-house, ai

assist the Superintendent in conducting the farraii

and other concerns under care of the Committee.

Per-sons who may feel drawn to engage in the abo

services, address

—

Jos. S. Elkinton, 325 Pine St, Philadelphi

John Sharpless, Chester, Delaware Co., Pa.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St, Philada.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Notice to Parents and Others. In consequenj

ofa change in the railroad arrangements, all PACj

ages to be forwarded to the School from No. 304 An
St, must in future be there by half past ten o'cloc

on Sixth-day mornings, instead of by twelve o'cloc

as heretofore.

Renewed attention is requested to the printed Rul

of the Committee restricting the sending of eatables

the pupils, the practice being, in almost all cases, n

only unnecessary but positively injurious.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankjord, [Twenty third Wai-d,) Philadelphia

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board

Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house on 12th f

1st mo. 4th, 1882, Ellwood Cooper to Rachel
Wills, both of Philadelphia. Pa.

Died, on the 26th of 9th month, 1881, Willu
Smedley, in the 45th year of his age, a member of t

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, for t

Northern District.

, in this city, on the 17th day of 12th mon
1881, Seneca E. Malone, in the 77th year of his a;

a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Phi
delphia, for the Northern District His last illness n

one of great suffering; which he bore with mu
patience, and witn Christian resignation.

, at the residence of her son-in-law, John Doy
in Wellington Co., Ontario, on the 23rd of 12th mon^

1881, Elizabeth, widow of Joseph Kiteley, and dang

ter of Joel and Ellen McCarty, of Penn.sylvania, in t

76th year of her age, a member and elder of Youi
street Monthly Meeting of Friends, Canada. She i

hered strictly to the principles of the Society of whi
she was a member, and deplored the manifest depi

tures from its ancient principles and practices. Tri

the memory of the just is blessed.

WILLIA>rH7piLE,'PRINTER^ ~
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For "The Friend.-

Extracts from the Diary of Rebecca Dewees.
(Continued from page 193.)

1855. 5th mo. 20th. " Felt this evening,
hile endeavoring to turn the eye of th^e

ind inward, that there was nothing in this

orld SO much to be feared as a separation
am the source of all good ; nothing so much
be dreaded as the frown of Omnipotence

;

id longing desires were begotten in my soul
ter that purity, that holiness, which alone
acceptable in the divine sight.

31st.
" When all thy mercies, oh my God,

My rising soul surveys,
Transported with the view I'm lost

In wonder, love, and praise.

Last night watered my couch with mj^
irs, in humbling view of my own barren,
fruitful condition ; and the secret breath-
ys of my soul were, that I might even be
oroughly searched, that eveiy thing which
)rked abomination and made a lie, every
ing that hindered my progress Zionward or
;arded the work of sanctification, graciously
s;un, might even be done awaj^.
8th mo."2nd. Often have I thought, when
lecting on the past, none had more abun-
nt cause of gratitude to the Author of
ireies and God of all comfort than mj-self
hen that period ofmy life is before me when
tood a.s it were upon the brink of a preei-
!e, and was scarce able to discern one gleam
hope, He who saw meet to trj' me as'to an
ir's breadth, was pleased to pluck me as a
md from the burning, and enable me once
ire to look towards his holy temple. May
that is within me bow in humble thank-
ness for such unmerited mercy. And may
thing ever be permitted to destroy my con-
sncein that arm of power which has hither-
been my refuge and support. And oh !

It strength might be afforded me so to walk
that pure and perfect way, as in nowise to
3nd or grieve his good Spirit who hath so
ieiousl3- dealt with my soul,

'th mo. 1st. "'He that dwelleth in the
ret places of the Most High, shall abide
ier the shadow of the Almighty.' AVhat
;here in this fleeting, fluctuating scene, to
eompai-ed to this safe abiding, this humble
ifiding in the Divine protection.
17th. " My soul, wait thou only upon God,
all my expectation is from Him

; all the

benefits which have ever been bestowed upon
me from my cradle unto this hour, all that I
enjoj- or yet hope for, is the gift of the all-

bountiful Giver. Deserted of his quickening
virtue and no living creature could be poorer;
but animated and strengthened thereby, how
light, how trivial are alt the afHictions of this
changing scene. Truly there is nothing that
my soul desires in comparison of the favor of
f"3' judge

; nothing that it fears like the frown
of his countenance. Only enable me, I pray
thee, to walk before thee as in no wise to
offend. Only be pleased, in thy unutterable

^T' to grant me pardon for the past and
strength for the future. That I maj^ even yet
be found blameless and harmless before thee
thy child without rebuke in the midst of i

crooked and perverse generation.
20th. "-Thou wilt keep him in perfect

aeace whose mind is stayed on thee, because
le trusteth in thee.' What can be compai-ed
to this perfect peace, this confiding trust ? O
Lord God of Hosts, take from me what thou
wilt, only be thou pleased to grant me this

;

only in thj' adorable mercy remove far from
me every thing that is offensive in thy holy,
thy pure eyesight :

' Wash me thoroughly
from mine iniquity, and cleanse me from my
sin

; then will I teach transgressors thy ways,
and sinners shall be converted unto thee.'

23rd. " ' Zion shall be redeemed with judg-
ment and her converts with righteousness.'
Oh how prone is the human heart to err.

How many are the washings, the purgings,
the fiery dispensations that seem needful.

8th mo. 25th. '"Boast not th3'self of to-

morrow, for thou knowest not what a day
may bring forth.' What abundant evidence
of the truth of this is everywhei-e to be seen
and felt. And since we know neither the day
nor the hour when the Son of man cometh,
how urgent the necessity to have our lamps
trimmed and our lights burning.

9th mo. 25th. ''"'How much owest thou
unto my Lord ?' When most loaded with the
choicest of gifts, are we not most prone to for-

get the giver? Strange propensity of the
human heart while enjoying the gifts to be-
come unmindful of the great Fountain and
Source. Thus it is that He who knows the
end from the beginning, oft sees meet to hide
from us our bosom idols, that that which was
designed a blessing may not prove to us a
curse.

11th mo. 5th. "Oh for more clearness of
spiritual vision! Oh for an ej-e truly anoint-
ed to see what the Lord does indeed require
at my hands! That I may not be found a
loiterer by the way, or like him who buried
his Lord's talent in the earth, is often the
secret breathing of my soul."

1856. 4th mo. 13th. "'He that cometh
unto God must believe that He is, and that
He is a rewarder of all them that diligently

seek Him.' How precious is this living faith !

When the soul under a humiliating sense of
its own vileness and unfitness, [can feel] that

there is One who is mighty to save even to
the uttermost; how comforting, how consol-
ing!

18th. " A little secret breathing after help
and strength from the alone unfailing Foun-
tain ; a little secret wrestling for ability to do
or to suffer.

5th mo. 27th. "What shall I render unto
the Lord for all his benefits ! Surely no living
creature ever had more abundant cause for
gratitude to the Author of mercies and God
of comfort, than niy-^rlf: li.'lprd and -^ujiported
through various afflii-tinn-., I,|,ssim1 l.i-vondall
that I could have asUd (Ji- thought, how shall
I be sufficiently grateful ? and may I not learn
more confidingly to trust in the Helper of the
helpless who hath in adorable mercy even
helped me hitherto?

7th mo. 3rd. " Felt the tribute of thanks-
giving and praise for mercies past and present,
but most of all for that unspeakable gift, with-
out which all other gifts would be nought to
me.

18th. " Whilst my hands were engaged in
my temporal affairs, felt strong desires raised
in mj' heart, that that refining, purifying
work, once graciously begun, might even be
perfected in us ; even though great and sore
trials might be seen needful by Him who
afliicteth not willingly, if only we might not
be cast out of his sight, nor "his Holy Spirit
taken from us.

9th mo. 18th. " The reply of the king to the
poor afflicted widow has often been brought
to my remembrance in these days of treading
down and jierplexity :

' If the Lord do not help
thee, wherewith shall I help thee,' &c. If the
Lord doth not help us, truly in vain is the
help of man

;
if He doth not arise to plead his

own cause in the hearts of his rebellious and
backslidden people, shall not we be as Sodom
and Gomorrah ; would that our eyes might be
directed to Him. even as the eyes of servants
look t" their inastcr. and as the eyes of a maid
to the hanil <>r III r nii~l irss, that haply our eyes
might be o]>(jJicd to see, our ears to hear, and
our hearts to understand, that one may even
yet chase a thousand, and two put ten thou-
sand to flight.

26th. " Felt this morning like giving way
to discouragement at the difficulty in the way
of getting to meeting with my little babe; but
having persevered, felt peaceful in the retro-

spect.

1857. " That I might experience preserva-
tion on every hand from the power of evil;

that I might indeed be enabled to know and
strengthened to do what is really required at
my hands, has been the breathing of a heart
that feels its own poverty and weakness.

3rd mo. " Though discouragements within
and without abound

;
felt a little comforted in

endeavoring to flee to the stronghold for re-

fuge, and pouring forth my sorrows before

the alone sure Helper.

4th mo. 27th. "Having been permitted to

welcome the coming of another spring, the
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flolemn inquiiy often arises whether the daj-'s

work has been keeping pace with the day

;

and when I recollect that twelve springs have
rolled away since that period of Divine favor

in which I was read}' to believe that nothing
should ever be able to separate me from the

love of God, through Christ Jesus my Lord,

or to turn me aside from following Him, very
humiliating reflections arise ; that there should
have been no growth in religious experience,

no advancement in the strait and narrow way
during a lapse of so many years, is indeed a

most painful reflection. May it arouse me
even yet to redoubled diligence ; and may that

mercy which has long waited to be gracious,

bless my feeble efforts."

Though the humility and diffidence of our
dear friend, led her in this last extract from
her diary, as well as in other places, to speak
of her own attainments in a very modest
manner, yet the diaiy itself bears ample evi-

dence that a "growth in religious experi-

ence," and an "advancement in the strait and
narrow way" had marked her course througii
life. It has been refreshing and instructive,

in preparing these extracts for publication, to

observe her fervency of spirit, her living faith

in God to whom she turned as her refuge in

all times of trial, her concern to be found wait-
ing on Him, and her desire to be faithful in

the performance of all that was required of
her.

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

Westtown Boarding School.

(Continued from page 195.)

The four Friends who made the agroemenl
with James Gibbons for the sale of his ]iro-

perty for the purpose of a Friends' Boarding
School to be under the care of Phila(ic'l|ihia

Yearly fleeting, were Jno. Pierce of TlKirii-

bury, Delaware Co., Pa., born 4th mo. I'sth.

175(3, son of Caleb and Ann Pierce, an unck:
of James Emlen

; Samuel Canby of Wilming-
ton, Del., born 8th mo. 6th, 1751 ; Humphrey
Marshall, of Marshallton, Chester Co., born
10th mo. 10th, 1722.

Thos. Fisher, the records of Philadelphia
Monthly Meeting state, was born 3d mo. 6th,
1741. He was the son of Joshua and Sarah
(Rowland) Fisher. To perfect the bargain,
Henry Drinker, John Morton and Eoger
Dicks were added to the committee 1st mo
12th, 1795, but not until after the former com
mittee had reported an agreement with J. G.
At an adjourned meeting held on the even-

ing of the aliove named day, steps were taken
for the erection of a saw-mill, and to "improve
the cleared land," and Joshua E. Pusey, Owen
Biddle and six others, were appointed to al

tend to both concerns. "And as some ropaii--

to the present mansion house and barn arc
immediately needful, they are at liberty to
have them done in the most economical way,
so as to answer the purpose."

"It being desirable that the committee at
large should take an opportunity of viewin^
the farm now agreed for, it is proposed that
as many as can will attend there at 10 o'clock
in the morning of the 11th day of next month

;

being the day following the youth's meeting
at Concord."

" A very considerable expense being now
incurred, it becomes necessary to procure
money for its reputable discharge, and for the
prosecution of still further work before us, it

therefore recommended that the Friends
appointed will attend to the procuring sub-

scriptions for the purpose, and that the com-
mittee generally in all the Quarters will con-

sider themselves interested in this particu-

lar."

At a meeting of the committee held 23d of

3d mo. 1795, Thos. Stewardson, Benj. Sweet,
John Drinker and Owen Biddle, w^ere desired

to attend at James Gibbons' on the first of

next month, in order to get the deed executed
;

also to keep in mind a declaration of trust,

which they have in charge to prepare. They
are also to take with them bonds for the pay-
ment of the whole purchase-money.

4th mo. 15th. " It being represented that
the creek which passeth through the farm
runs off in a small degree upon the lands of
Eobert Green and Wm. Ashbridgo, the sur-

render of their right to which thej" may sup-

pose of some value to them, the committee
last above mentioned, (viz., the committee to

repair the mansion, &c.,) are desired also to

attend to this subject and are authorized, if

they find it needful, to refer any differences

which maj^ happen in opinion between them
and the said Green and Ash bridge, or either

of them, to the judgment of suitable arbitra-

tors."

At the next meetinu-, li<'ld .")th mo. 22d, it

was reported :
" Asatisra<-lni\ -,oi ll«'iiiriit hath

been made with Eobei't (irccu respecting his

right to the water of Chester Creek, runnin
off our farm in Westtown township upon part
of his land, and Josiah Bunting and Samuel
Canby have paid him six pounds for his sur-

render thereof, according to the award of
Thos. Purnell and Abraham Sharpless, now
produced, together with his receipt in full for

that sum. It is expected that a deed for his
right to that part of the creek above-men-
tiiiried is in forwardness, and will ere long be
rxiM-uted by Eobt. Green. Wm. Ashbridgo
being lately retui-ned from Ireland, it is in-

tentled to promote a like settlement with him
for a claim he hath of a similar nature."
The grist and saw-mill at Milltown, on the

West Chester road, was then the property of
the Ashbridge familj', perhaps solely belong-
ing to William.
The early settlement of these water-rights

by arbitration exhibit the pacific disposition
of Friends, as well as the soundness of their

judgment; as such privileges, when unsettled,
are a fruitful source of litigation as well as
unpleasant feelings on both sides.

" In order for the accommodation of such of
the members of this committee when at the
farm on business, Henry Drinker and Thos.
Morris are desired to provide two beds, bed-
steads and bedding and two mattresses at the
rxpfuse of the general fund." Henry Drinker
iiilorms the committee, that by a letter lately
received from our friend John Elliott of Lon-
don, he, from a desire to promote the Institu-
tion under our care, hath authorized Henry
to draw upon him for £100 sterling, to be
applied for its benefit, and that he is about to
draw a bill of exchange for the above amount,
having sold it for 175 pounds currency."

Josiah Bunting, Owen Biddle and Samuel
Canby have entered into an agreement under
articles with Silas Green, " to cut out of the
woods such timber as shall be requisite for

a saw-mill ; frame and finish the millwright-
work in a masterly workmanlike manner, on
termsthereinmentioned. Joseph Larkin hath
also been agreed with to erect a mill-dam

and dig a race, as stipulated in writing, f(

the sum of one hundred and fifty pounds."
This mill-dam and mill were located nort

west of Walnut Hill, and not far from t\

northern boundary of the farm, though soul

of Chester Creek ; some traces of the race ar

dam being yet discernible.

At a meeting of the Boarding School Cor
mittee at the farm, 17th of 8th" month, 179i

Present, John Shoemaker, Owen Biddle, Jol
Wistar, Jonathan Evans and eight othei

"Viewed the eminence north of the old ma
sion, remarkable for the fine prospect
aft'ords. Its situation, aspect for a gardi

and general properties rendering it a desirafc

spot for the buildings to accommodate ma
agers, teachers and pupils; in which sentime
there appears a general uniting. In the afti

noon viewed the dam and race; the latter, t

undertaker thinks, may be finished with
eight days ; respecting the former the la

heavy rains evincing a defect in the plan
its construction, a remedy therefor claims i

tention."

18th of the month. The following minii

is interesting as being the first allusion to t

women Friends meeting with men Friends'
care-takers of the institution :

" The committee of women Friends a

pointed by their Yearly Meeting to unite wi
us in this service, it is agreed should be i

quested to procure, as early as they conve:

ently can, two good feather beds, bolsters a
pillows, and two good hair matti-esses wi
bolsters and pillows, together with the nec^

sary covering, for the accommodation of su

of the committee, men or women, who in i

tending to the duties of their appointmei
may be occasionally at this place. And
order that our said women Friends may
more particularly informed and better pi

pared to judge of such other services as ra;

properly fall on them by visiting the far

etc., it is further desired they may attend t

committee of men previous to our next Year
Meeting." No names of women Friends j
appear upon the minutes.

(To be continued.)

of our

But few, perhaps, would, theoreticallj'-

least, call in question the sage testimony
John Woolman :

" The superfluities of oj

own houses are against us." While at t

same time it may be, as in " The love of t]

world detected,"
j

" Each thinks liis neighbor makes too free,

Yet likes a slice as well as he." ,

If excess in these matters called forth su

a cautionary precept in the time in which
Woolman lived, what would this single-ey

servant think and write of our age when su
increased facilities for obtaining, with su
increased liberties in indulging, mark t

epoch ? When practical heed to the preac|

ing of the crot,s and of self-denial is inore pi|

sistently turned from
; and when the since

enquiring mind is greatly conflicted, if r

stumbled; and as an unavoidable sequem
weakness of hand and dimness of spiriti

vision to them who set the example. Mo:
over also, the vanity of the heart, the sedt

tions of the world's spirit, and general inju

to the mind of our beloved youth, are foster

to an extent scarcely to be appreciated. (

These superfluities, of whatever descripti'

and under whatever plausible pretexts us«
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'are against us" in that they go to prove a

shaking hands with the spirit of the world,
I'oupled, it is to be feared, with the desire to
reconcile the narrow with the broad way
n their nature ever discordant—and instead
3f feeling and living as "strangers and pil

p-ims" here unto the better country, such find
;he world rather an agreeable place of sojourn,
md even capable of producing pleasant and
grateful fruits to their refined tastes. But
vhat complicity had the dear Master and
ligh Priest of our profession with these un-
loly customs or delights of the unrenewed
leart? Though Lord of all. He had not
yhere to lay his head. He was the great
'attern of self-denial ; who, while He had
egard to the useful, condemned the vain and
nical. He came into the world to sot us an
xample that we should follow his stejis. And
an an}' one suppose that He, who wore the
rown of thorns for our sakes, ever intended
hat his followers should surround themselves
nth garlands of luxury and sii|nTtluity ?

Some may be plain a'nd ^inlpU ami keep in

good degree of nuKkTalidh as respects their
rfiss

;
but accompany them to their houses,

nd how will their self-gratification rather
ban their self-denial be manifested ! Mark
he nicety, the softness, the superabundance,
' not richness and even luxury of their
weliings. Eerainding of the poetical lines :

'' Whai contradiction—grave the dame and sire,

—

Gorgeous their dwelling,—simple their attire !

Their children moulding to the place they dwell,
In London fashions, Pari.s manners, swell,

—

While parents scarcely wish to set them free

—

For what they won't restrain they love to see."

These superfluities multiply almost impcr-
sptibly upon us after beginning to o])tii tlie'

oor to their admission. This is es|H(ially
le case when surrounded with nuincnnis
beral f'riends given to those indulg
r when, as respects ourselves, the means for
ich gratifications increase ; unless Christian
atchfulness bo duly sought and found unto
reservation from the damaging and wide-
Dread contagious influence. But where such
'eakness is yielded to, and superfluitj^ ob-
uns, what will be the probable eff'ect upon
ear children if members of such families?
nd what upon Friends or visitors who at the
ime time know the profession made, and see
36 inconsistent liberties taken ? Moreover,
ippose the ease of a young couple just pro-
osing to enter upon housekeeping, who shall
isit first one Friend's house and then another
nd another, and shall witness such excesses,
ill not one of these eifects—beside the charge
['inconsistency—be produced? either a feel-

ig of envy, if from restricted means they can-
Jt so indulge, or increased latitude in the
ake of such examples, if having means at
)mmand, upon seeing one rather prominent
riend have this, and" another allow of that,

id a third seriipK' nm to --.i still fartli.T

ith respect to surh sii|KTlluitics? 'I'lie teni|i-

ition herein is also increased by these vaiii-

es falling in with the natural tendencies of
le human heart : as, likewise, from our prone-
38S to that which Paul thus condemns, who
measuring themselves hy themselves and
)mparing themselves among themselves, are
3t wise." Surely we cannot be too careful
> avoid an example which may in anywise
Tend one of the little visited ones that he-

ave in Jesus, stumble a weak brother caus-
ig him to offend, or that with ourselves may
ad into a worldly spirit and into weakness
irough the gratification of a vain mind.

In addition to the sumptuousness of some
of the parlors of Friends, how oft do we see
therein the centre-table loaded with books
of rich and costly liimlin^-, ])iit forth by
members of other jvli-ious societies, and per-
haps not a volume of uur own rich and enrich-
ing literature among them. Whatever jiK a
may be advanced for this, we would ;i

query what may be presumed relative to the
wide-awake observation of children and oth-
ers touching our tastes, and above all the
solemnly entrusted talent of influence ? May
not the absence of Friends' books on Friends'
tables, with the little interest shown by some
parents in them, be one cause why our'young
Friends, as well as some others, have so little

knowledge of our religious principles and
testimonies?

While it 7iiay require brotlici'U- condescen-
sion, with Christian watchfnlnc^^ an-l |na\.'i'

fulness, in order that our hou-.- an-l i hr i;'iin|i

may be cleansed of these liindian..'^ and
superfluities, yea, in some casc^, of iIoh niii;lii

ornaments and trappings " wliicji ^i-c auain-t
us," it is well to remember that they aic moiv
likely to retard our pilgrims' progii^^
the celestial city, if not to bring (low

monts upon us from a God of kiio

Truth required, we then j)rocceded to visit
others."

The "Advices" before mentioned, are as
follow

: "Dear Friends, it is with sorrow we
observe that many, under our name, in this
day of outward ease and prosperity, wherein
(lie means of imiulu-iiig pride and ambition

swerved from that
Christian siinj)licity and plainness in habit,
sjieech and deportment, and in the furniture
of their houses and manner of living, which
the gospel enjoins, and which become men and
women professing godliness. It is cause of
grief and concern to faithful Friends, to ob-
serve how far these things are dejiarted from,
and what an increase of luxury, extravagance
and vain show is to be seen amongst us.
"Some, to excuse or to palliate their depar-

-jlures in these respects, speak of them as 'lit-

il'' tliinL!s, ;iimI of small moment, thereby
1
eiidea\oini- to lower that standard of modera-

1
lion an^l -eli-,lenial which is set before us in

I llie lloly Scniitures, and which the witness
I toi- Ti-uili raided in the hearts of our fore-

lathers, and .still calls all to uphold. We be-
1 lieve that nothing can be called little that
loi-ms a part of oiu' duty to God, and that the

])osition to lessen these testimonies, as well
ather than to yield that blessed peace which 'as the unwillingness to conform to them, arise
would be the outflow of a faithful looking to alike from the unsubdued will and unmorti-
the Lord in all we allow ourselves, and in the, fled pride of the human heart, which shuns
conscientious appropriation of all the gifts of the offence of the cross."
his bountiful hand to the purposes for which The writer is assured that were those
they were intended. worldly compliances, these "superfluities of
The following instructive selections, closely ]our houses which are against us," denied and

bearing upon our suhjeci, are tVoin the life of put away, there would'be more of primitive
Joseph Pike, and Philadelpliia Yearly Meet- j life and zeal; more strength and authority
g Advices. As record ' ' ' '^' "- i

. , , .

previous counsel on the subject of superfl
lie- not having proved effectual as was desir-

ed, the Halfyear's ]\fectinn- (Ireland) recom-
mendeil tliat'ever\- I'l'ovinVe .Meet ini;- slioiiM

appoint <7,w,c/c/;/./,-/w/„/ /,////,/„/ /Vi.^ids. who
had a true concern tor a rclui-niation in these
things, to ins].ert and visit every particular
meeting, faniil\ . and p( ison

; and thereupon,
as they found occasion, to advise, exhort, and
admonish Friends to a compliance with the
minutes which had gone forth.

"When the aforesaid minutes came to our
meeting, relative to the nomination, Samuel
Eandall and myself, and some others, were
appointed to the service. But before my dear
cousin Samuel and I joined in the visit, the
first thing we did, was to cleanse our own
houses of some superfluity, which, for Truth's
sake, we were made willing to part with

;
and

our dear wives also, joined in spirit with us.

As to our own clothing, we had but little to
alter, having both of t^s been pretty plain in

our garli, yet some things we did change to
i;ieater siniidicity. But my dear cousin, be-

by J. Pike, " The
|

experienced to stand against our enemies;
more ability to labor for the promotion of the
precious standard of Truth—the power and
kingdom of Jesus—consisting in self-denial
and the cross, as He taught and ever teach-
cth; and without which avo cannot be the
meek and lowly disciples of Him, a crucified
yet risen and glorified liedeemer and Lord.

off verv exact at

and that spirit irlurl,

exchanged, as 1 did.

too fine. We both h tin

ing practices around us, ujion our first house-
keeping; at which time there was, in a gene-
ral way, but little said against such things,

being pretty common among Friends, espe-

cially in great towns, one taking pattern from
another, and often exceeding each other, till

they came to this pass." "Having," he con-
tinues, "cleared our own houses and families

of superfluities, as we thought the plainness of

For " The Friend."

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.

184B. 1st mo. Our meeting to-day was a
fiivored season. Our dear friend C'. Healy
was favored to publish a testimony, evidently
in demonstration of the Spirit, and with
power: "Remember now thy Creator in the
daj-s of thy youth, before the evil days come,
when thou shalt say, I have no pleasure in

them ;" bringing into view the blessed eft'ects

of early submission to the Divine will, and
the danger of putting off submission to the
Lord's visitation until a more convenient sea-

son ; and that we all have need of a mightier
power than our own to guide us safely to the
realms of peace. He believed that some felt

a little discouraged because their trials are
greater now than when more careless about
spiritual things; but ho was acquainted with
these things, for while we are pursuing self-

uratification, and walking in the way that
Satan would have us to go, he troubles ns not,

hut endeavors to makethe way smooth and
easy; but when we take a stand against him,
and turn our faces toward Zion, 'tis then he is

aroused to vigorous action with his assaults,

temptations and insinuations, in order to turn
us from the way that leads to salvation. This
keeps us in a stateof continual warfare against
our soul's enemy ; but the watch and the war-
fare must be maintained

;
and with weapons

that are not carnal, but mighty through
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God, to the pulling down of strongbolds, the

strong-holds of sin and Satan. He bad stood

by the bedside of one who acknowledged that

be bad despised the counsel of the Lord, and

had served Satan in almost every respect, and

he thought it the most awful sight be had
ever beheld; the soul struggling under the

just judgments of the Lord, and it seemed to

be in torment while yet in the body. The
poor victim bad no hope of pardon and re-

demption, and ended his daj's much in this

awful condition. Our beloved friend seemed
deeply att'ected with this revolting state of

human existence, and held it to view as a

solemn warning to us
;
pressing upon ns the

necessity of seeking the Lord while He may
be found, and making preparation for th

.solemn close before the evil days come. Tb
Lord will not saj^ to the sincere wrestling

soul, "Seek ye my face in vain." Do not de

spise counsel. Ho also intimated that there

was danger of some falling away who had
made a good beginning. They would fall

unless they were more obedient to Divine re

quiring; and he spoke of his own experience
how be bad been assailed by the enemj', and
had tied to the Lord Jesus for refuge; who
pointed him to the straight and narrow way,
and raised him up out of the miry clay, and
set his feet upon that rock, which he could de
elare was the rock of ages, even Christ Jesus

G.

For "The Frien<

ON THE DEATH OF ROBERT SMITH,
Editor of " The Friend."

[The following lines on the death of Robert
Smith, who deceased 5th mo. 5tb, 1851, aged
neai'ly 81 years, were wi-itten many years
ago, we believe, by his friend the late Joseph
Kite, and have recently been sent for inser-

tion in our columns. They may appropriatelj'

be introduced by the editorial notice of the
removal of this worthy man, which ajipeared
in " The Friend" of 5th mo. 10th, 1851.

"Since the issuing of our last number, our
esteenied friend Eobert Smith has departed
this life. His illness was short and unaccom-
panied with much sutfering ; his end was calm
and peaceful. Having been the Editor of this

Journal from its commencement, now nearly
twenty-four years, we think it may be truly
said, that in all the vicissitudes and times of
trial through which it has had to pass, he
proved himself peculiarly qualiiied for the
duties devolved upon him. With a thorough
knowledge of the doctrines of the Gospel as
held by our religious Society, he was un-
wavering in their support, as well as of all

the testimonies given us as a people to main-
tain; while his life and conversation illustra-

ted and adorned the religion he professed."]

That honored head 18 bowed to earth
;

That gentle eye has ceased to glow

;

That brain that gave fair fancies birth,

Has ceased creative thoughts to know;
That hand no more in kindly press,

Tells of that true heart's tenderness

!

How gently age, by slow degrees,

Won thee from nature's out-door power,
From frowning woods to side-walk trees.

From glowing fields to sheltered flower,
From Nature's open book, lo where
The copyist aped her colors rare.

Limner of Nature ! earlier days
Saw thy apt pencil richly give,

At .stolen hours, such truthful rays.

As bade departed worthies live.

Thy pencil dropt:— a doubt, perchance,

Sent to thy soul a warning ray,

And gave thy sentient mind a glance

Of duty for thy earthly day.

Where written pictures richly blend

Their varied colors in "The Friend."

How long—how faithful ! Year by year
Grew page by page thy lengthened toil

!

How many a faltering heart to cheer,

And innovator's plans to foil,

Where heresy had dared invade,

Or lifeless form an image made!

Farewell ! my ancient Friend, farewell

!

Thy upright form, unbent by age.

Now moves before me ! May I dwell

In that pure nature calm and sage,

Which thy believing soul pos,sessed.

As sank thy setting sun to rest

!

For The Fri

ON THE DEATH OF THOMAS B. GOULD,
OF NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND.

[These lines were written many years since on the

removal of a beloved minister in the Society of Friends,

who died in the year 185(3.]

Little thought I when the vessel bore me far from thee

away,
Wlien the last farewell was spoken, and I might no

longer stay,

That the mist which came between us—that was to re-

main for aye.

Dimly faded the green island, thy loved form was hid-

den too,

Round me the white waves were breaking,—round me
(he chill night-air blew.

Still to that receding picture could I never say adieu.

Years have passed since then, but memory touches with
a faithful hand,

Scenes whose tints are only mellowed, of that unfor-

gotten land
;

Often on that lonely sea-shore—often do I take my stand,

-to that long con-Listening to that s

Which the ocean bosom heaveth—swelling upward to

(he sky,

—

In that melancholy moaning, never could I change
descry.

Well thou loved its sad complaining,—ocean sang thy
cradle- hymn.

He hath soothed thy infant slumbers,—now he sings
thy requiem

;

And a lonely vigil keepeth in his chambers, old and
dim.

Many bright scenes pass before me,—one is on a little

isle,

And the bright blue sky above me, with its soft and
changing smile

;

.

We in pleasant converse wandered o'er the meadows
for awhile;

old man, feeble were his steps: met iAs we walked
and slow,

Thin the white hair round his temples, short the dis-

tance he could go

;

On his cane he leaned to tell thee,—for his history thou
wouldst know.

Much of heaven there was about thee, pure and guile-

Grace of speech didst thou e.Tcel in,—thou wert ever
gentle, kind,

And in thee a kindred sorrow did the mourner ever

Vanished is that summer morning,—and I stand beside
a grave.

Where my footsteps oft have wandered—where the
summer blossoms wave;

Now about that narrow dwelling wintry storms and
wild winds rave.

But they never more shall reach thee—entered now a
better land.

Thou hast passed the dark deep river—victor—palm-
branch in thy hand,

On thy lips the song triumphant—thou hast reached
the heavenly strand.

S. E. L.

CHILDREN'S JOYS.
The children's world is full of sweet surprises;

Our common things are precious in their sight;

For them the stars shine and the morning rises,

To show new treasures of untold delight

;

A dance of bluebells in the shady places;

A crimson flush of sunset in the west;
,

The cobwebs, delicate as fairy laces;

The sudden finding of a wood-bird's nest.

Their hearts and lips are full of simple praises

To Him who made the earth divinely sweet

;

They dwell among the buttercups and daisies.

And find his blessings strewn about their feet.

But we, worn out by days of toil and sorrow.

And sick of pleasures that are false and vain.

Would freely give our golden hoards to borrow
One little hour of childhood's bliss .again.

Yet He who sees their joy beholds our sadness;

And in the wisdom of a Father's love

He keeps the secret of the heavenly gladness

—

Our sweet surprises wait for us above.

For "The Friend."

Colorado and California.

(Continued from page 194.)

DUST STORJI—CATTLE RANCH.

A letter froin Los Angeles on the 15th o|

11th month, 1880, describes a "dust storm.'j

The writer had gone on a carriage excursiojl

and had stopped for the night at Anaheim,
;|

Crerman settlement, about 30 or 40 miles S. Wl
of Los Angeles. It saj'S :

" About ten that evening, after we had al|

gone to bed, there arose a fearful dust stormi

Our windows rattled so that we could no

sleep, so I got up to wedge them with thi

scissors and tooth brushes, and such othe:

things as I could find. The moon was shin

ing bright, and by the light of it I could sei

that the air was tilled with dust, that oftei

hid the stars, and that the dust was drifting

and whirling along the streets like snow. Be
tween the rattling of the windows, the wav
ing of the wind, and the stifling atmosphere
we slept but little that night. In the morn
ing we intended going on to Santa Ana, bu
there was no such thing as turning out in tht

dust storm, that still raged furiously. How
long we might be kept there was uncertain

Such storms we were told often lasted thre<

days, and that driving in them was impossi

ble. So we found we were trapped. In tht

afternoon there was a slight abatement, ant

we decided, as the wind would be partly wit!

us, to try and reach Santa Ana, seven miles

distant. So the horses were hitched up ii

the stables with the doors and windows al

closed, and we went there and got in the car

riage, and when we were all packed snuglj

in and muffled up, as if to encounter a snow
storm, the doors were opened and we drov(

out. For the first mile or two the wind anc

the dust were fearful, after that we descend
ed into a flatter couutiy, more covered witb

weeds and grass, and found not only less dust

but less wind. In an hour we were at Santf

Ana, and having found that we could get

quarters for the night at the hotel, we drov(

out two or three miles to a new fruit settle

ment called Orange. The orange orchard!

were many of them large, and the trees tbougl
young, looked thrifty, and a good many o

them loaded with fruit. The wind we coulc

had done great damage—hundreds o:

trees bad broken limbs, and in manj^ places

the ground under the trees was covered with

green fruit. In places the sand and dirt had

been drifted in' banks across the road a fool
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3 depth. We wei-e told that it was ouc of
tie worst storms they had over had.
We left early the next morninir for home,
oping, though the storm was not over, to
Bt out of it a lew miles this side of Anaheim,
hese dust storms are said to be local, and to
-How often quite narrow lines across the
luntry

;
and at Anaheim we were told that

lis was a "Norther" from the Colorado
ver, which came through a gap in the
ountains N. E. of that place. But this
•oved to be wider than we .supposed, for
hen ten miles west of Anaheim, the wind
id dust became worse than at any time he-
re, and at one time when we missed the
ad, it was a long time before we could find
again, and then roeognized it more by the
und of the horses feet that by anything we
uld see. But throe or four miles wett of
at point, we passed entirely out of the
srm; the dust was seen behind us like a
ill of smoke, the wind died away to a gen-
1 breeze, and when we got home we found
ere had not been wind enough to keep the
ndmill at work. It was perhaps we"
ve the experience of one dust storm,—but
e is enough for a lifetime. Two in a year
ihiiik, would keep me away from any place,
latever its other attractions might be."
In a letter from Sierra Madre Villa, a board
?-house at the foot of the Sierras, near Los
igeles, written on the 18th of 12th month,
BO, there is a description of an Arizona cat-
ranch, which had been visited shortly be-

There ai-e at present, as you have without
doubt heard, about 5000 cattle and a few hun-
dred horses on the ranch

; and there is pro-
bably pa.sture enough within reach of water
for two or three thousand moi-e. In a year
or two more they will probably reach this
limit.

It is interesting to see the cattle in such an
nnfenced pasture as that. They divide them-
selves up into companies of from five to thirty
and wander off from two to ten miles from
their watering places. Those whose feeding
•ounds are near by come daily to drink ; while

those whose fixvonte resorts are farthest off,

feed down to the springs one day and bacl
ain the next."

'The house at the ranch I found much
gcr, and in many respects more comforta-
than I had supposed. It is of course all
It of the material nearest to hand—nnburnt
ck—probably just such as gave so much
able to the Hebrews in Egypt. But the
lis appeared to be very solid and substan-
I, and being nicely smoothed on the inside,
i of the natural dark olive tint of the clay,

y need a "dado" to give them the most
hionable modern finish. For mantel orna-
nts there are two rifles standing upright
Bach end, with deer horns between. Open
i-places are in each room, and look very
afortable, and would be so if the smoke
lid only be induced to go up the chimney.
t as wood smoke is poison to me, I did not
oy them.
^he location of the ranch is in the middle
I, large valley, some 25 by 35 miles in ex-
t, bounded on all sides by mountains of
n six to ten thousand feet in height, and
not unlike the rolling prairies of Iowa, ex-
t that the undulations are larger, and near
borders of the valley are little less than
antains themselves. The whole valley is

ered with a more luxuriant growth of

For " The Friend."

Impressions and Reflections.

" We (the Progressive Friends ) are return
ng to the early day, and the early usages and
fundamental principles." This was th
^uage, at the recent trial at Indianapolis, ot
B. C. Hobbs. Probably no man in the West
has been more frequently placed in eonspi
euous and representative positions in Society
than he. In the character of a minister he
has travelled in Great Britain and in various
parts of this country. His opportunities,
therefore, cf knowing the situation and views
of those with whom he is in unity, are such
as to entitle the above remark to examina
tion.

_

It would seem, then, that it is actually be-
lieved that the recent change of doctrine and
practice among many whoctaimto be Friends,
is in accordance with the fulfilment of the
prophetic declarations of Mildred EatelifFe,
Eichard Jordan, Stephen Grellet and others;
that there would be a fresh outpouring of the
Spirit, and enlarged dispensation of spiritual
gifts, and a flocking to the Society " as doves
to the windows."
Let us take a look at the situation of some

of the meetings within the compass of two
Yearly Meetings—those of Western and In-
diana.

At Danville meeting in Hendricks county,
Indiana, twenty miles west of Indianapolis, a
Friend of that county informs that hymn-
books are regularly distributed among the
audience, early in the meeting, and that sing-

hymns by all who desire to join therein,
is a regular exercise.

At Kokomo, in Howard county, Indiana,
fifty miles north of Indianapolis, a large
chromo of a Bible and a cross, is hung over
the gallery. The backs of the seats have
pockets containing bibles and hymn and note
books, and their tops are furnished with places
"~ rest the books upon. A Frien

'

vith place

o - --,._ — .^
..J ^i J. i.v,.id who re-

than 1 saw any where else in Arizona ; cently attended this meeting, informs that on
though It IS now brown and dry, the ap- First-day about two hundred were in attend-
rance of the cattle indicated that it waa'ance. the exercises embraced reading the
.
good pasture. And it certainly makesiBiblo, singing hymns, in-eachinu-, exliorladdii

d beef, for I have not found better anj'-!&c. ; and finally after a review of ih,. wl,,,|r
3re than on the table at the ranch, nor 'proceedings of the meeting by a |hisoii wIio
ked more to my taste. John Chinaman, thad made copious notes, thethirtecnthspcaker
ir cook, sets a good table, if not a stylish 'gave a benediction. On the following week-
,
and knows how to make good bread and day, the Friend found an assembly of eight

luit, and has first-rate griddle cakes every 'persons in the same house,
ning for breakfast. Milk, too, was gener-j At Winchester, in Eandolph eount3', Indi-
to be had, though I was told the milking ana, seventy-five miles north-west of Indian-
ays had to be done by lassoing a cow and apolis, a meeting is held in which it is stated
1^
tying her hind legs together, and this an organ has been placed, and congregational""" "'^ was wild and ugly, but be- singing, with musical accompaniment is regu-

larly a part of the exercises.

ause si

36 she had been used to it.

At Georgetown, in Eastern Illinois, eighty
miles west of Indianapolis, a Friend informs
that anew house was erected a few years ago,
in which " a seat was built specially arranged
for the singers." And that "it has generally
been occupied by a class of young women who
were prepared with their books, and that the
minister would call on them at times for a
certain hymn, and that they did sing it."

The condition of the Society in Clinton
county, in Eastern Ohio, ofwhich Wilmington

the principal town, (located 130 miles'east
of Indianapolis) will be judged by the follow-
ing document, viz :

" The State of Ohio, Clinton county, ss.

^'I, John Matthews, Judge and Clerk ex-
officio of the Probate Court within and for
said county of Clinton, do hereby certify that
the following named persons are entered of
Eecord in said Probate Court as ministers of
the Gospel, officiating as such in the State of
Ohio, belonging to the denomination called
Friends, and duly licensed as such, their
licen.se bearing date as follows: Eobert W.
Douglass, March 19th, a. d. 1868: John H.
Douglass, Oct. Tth, a. d. 1872; Esther B.
Frame, Oct. 16th, a. d. 1879; James Garner,
February 9th, a. d. 1877 ; Hazael D. Green.
July 7th, A. D. 1879 ; William G. Hubbard^
May 1st, A. D. 1876; Euth M. Halliday, Janu-
ary 9th, A. D. 1877; Josephus Hoskins, April
5th, A. D. 1879

; James Hawkins, October 6th,
A. D. 1880; Jane Jones, Nov. 4th, a. d. 1876

;

Levi Mills, May 27th, a. d. 1876; John M.
Pidgeon, Dee. 25th, a. d. 1873; Isaiah Peelle,
July 7th, A. D. 1874; Benjamin Trublood,
March 15th, a. d. 1875, and Joseph Wright,
January 28th, 1875. And that said license
Records remain in tlie office of said Probate
Court and under my control.

Witness my hai'id and seal of said Probate
Court at Wilmington, Clinton county, Ohio,
this loth day of Augu.st, a. d. 1881.

John Mathews,
Judge and Clerk ex-ofKcio of said court,

Clinton county, Ohio."

Whj' it is that these twelve men and three
women have taken a license as ministers, may

a mj-steiy to some. The answer is, that
they may be legally entitled to take pay for
the services they may render as such, parti-
cularly in performing the marriage ceremonj-.
The following notices, taken from the Clinton
Republican of 8th month 25th, 1881, are of
marriages performed by one of those licensed
by the above-mentioned court.

" Married.—At the residence of Elias Peelle,

in Fayette county, on Wednesday, Aug. 27th,
1881, 'by Levi Mills, M. G., Elias P. Mills and
Miss Emma J. Fellers.

"At the residence of the bride's parents, on
Thursday, the 18th day of August, 1881, by
Levi Mills, M. G., N. J. Sewell and Miss Anna
Mills."

If it is (bought by the nicinli.Ts of the Meet-
ini;s ill this cdunty thai they have a testimony

I

against war, ihvy bavi'a strange way of main-
taining it. "A member in good "standing"
being colonel of a militarj' company-, and a
captain and several privates, volunteers, in
membership. Or against oaths, as they are al-

lowed to be administered by members. Plain-
ness of dress and address " well nigh aban-
doned by the leaders and many others, and
compliments and customar}' usages of the
day, adopted."
Evan Hadlej', a Progressive, in his testi-
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monj at Indianapolis, admitted that in bis

meeting a minister sometimes called upon

"persons present to stand up for prayers, to

confess their sins, relate Christian experience,

and come forward and occup}' seats set apart

for such persons." And that the minister

sometimes sent messengers " out through the

congregation to invite persons forward for

prayers." .

Without any religious belief peculiar to the

Society, as B. C. Hobbs states he understands

is the case with [his] Friends, without any

testimony that is maintained against war,

oaths, a hireling ministry, and many of the

fashions and practices of the day, as was until

recently believed to be obligatory, the Friends

above referred to must bo a "peculiar" people

indeed.

Do the foregoing facts indicate a " return

to the early day and the early usages and the

fundamentalprinciples ?" How can any honest

"person believe it? To the mind of the writer

it rather confirms an observation recently

made in his hearing hj a Methodist, resident

of Indiana, who has had excellent opp^rtun'

ties of knowing the real state of things among
Friends there. He said: "These people do

not act like Friends, do not worship like

Friends, they do not believe the doctrines of

Friends, they do not speak the language of

Friends, ihey are not Friends." E. M.

Heathenish Names of Days and Months.

The British Friend for the First month con

tains a communication on this subject, which
is introduced by the following exhortation

from an epistle of London Yearlj^ Meeting of

1697.
" That all Friends keep to the simplicity of

Truth and our ancient testimony, in callin

the months and days by Scripture names and
not by heathen."

After quoting some texts bearing on the use

of such names, the article proceeds as follows :

" It has been hitherto the invariable Society

jiractiec in all disciplinary and other records,

and ill vvrvy successive issue of its collective

Yearly Mcrliiig utterances, to follow Sciip

turnl 'uxiun])lc, that of the New Testament
especially, when naming days and months;
thus setting a marked and practical examplt
of nonconformity with the prevalent incon

sistent usage of a nomenclature which is both

directly and wholly derived from the heathen
idolatrj'.

Here at Gloucester, however, within this

present week, we have had contravention of

this gospel testimonj-, embodied in a report

presented to the Quarterly Meeting, respect-

ing a series of certain ' services.' This inno-

vation on our long-accustomed practice, proves
that those by whom that report was drawn
up, are not at one with either Society usage
or the last Yearly Meeting's declaration. This
tendency was pointedly exemplified by the

appointed reader of our Yearly Meeting Epis-

tle, who, in announcing the coming Quarterly

Meeting, informed Friends— 'It was to be

held next Wednesday, and that a meeting was
tixed for Tuesday evening.'

While introducing into our very meetings,

the innovators were, perhaps, not simply ex-

hibiting disregard of Yearly Meeting advice,

but also the cherished rights of others—which
they undeniably have to expect better things

than this amalgamation of our Society pro-

ceedings with the currently accepted phrase-

ology of the world—Christian professors or

t.

Yes, as of right, we do and shall look for

maintenance", not subversion, of a truthful,

therefore well-grounded item (as the one in

question is) among the distinctive -practices of

Friends.
Although the 'Ministry and Oversight'

(as a body) may wink, remain mute, or be in-

different to it, the experiences and convictions

of old age help me to a recollection of a simile,

and prompt me to quote it as applicable to

some of our minor j^et sound Scripture testi-

monies :

" Take us the foxes,

The little foxes that spoil the vine.'!,

For our vines have lender grapes."

I am in the 83rd year of my age, a member
in the Society the whole time, which com-

prises more than one-third of the period of

our Society's existence, and I would fiiin see

that its principles—those which uphold th

standard of true Christian simplicity—be not

deserted nor thrown away, how much soever

I may have been, in any way, one of the de-

faulters ! Samuel Clark.
15th of 12th month, 1881.

In the aforesaid ' Report' addressed to
' Western Quarterly Meeting,' the Scripture

appellation 'First-day' is exchanged for 'Sun

day.' id est, the day of Sun-worship. ' The
wDrshiiKil'the sun was widely spread through
(Hit the Ivist, and assumed a variety of forms

in different countries. The Parsees of India,

at this da}% adhere to one of these forms.

Here in Britain, among this country's early

invaders, Woden, Thor, and other idols gave
source to the names Wednesday, Thursday,
&e. Assuredly reporters to our Quarterly or

other Meetings, are hound to give " strong

reasons" for intruding into thi-ni these luiines,

and all our Meetings for J ii-ii]iliiie simiilil

consider themselves bound f" <lis:qi|iii)\ e and

refuse all inconsistently worded documents.

[We very fully sympathise with our corre-

spondent's concern, considering it a matter of

special regret that now when the commercial
world has come so extensively to appreciate

and adopt the practice of Friends, they them-
selves sliDuM display such a lamentable weak-
ness as to be rei'uikling what the Society had
been instrumental in destroying.

—

Fd. of Bri-

tish Friend.
J'

Religious Items, &c.

Marriage loith a deceased wife's sister among
the Presbyterians.—The Presbyterian Journal,

in reply to a query whether the law of the

Presbyterian Church, forbidding such connec-

tions, had been rescinded, states:

The decisions of the Assembly on the ques-

tion have been vacillating and not entirely

consistent. None of them amount to declar-

ing such marriages clearly wrong in them-
selves. The expressions used are these ;

" Such
marriages are offensive to some, to others

they appear lawful ; therefore, this Assem-
bly considers the subject doubtful and deli-

cate ;" " not a direct violation of the express

words of the Levitical law," yet " contrary to

the practice of the Protestant churches in

general;" "imprudent and unreasonable;"
" inexpedient," yet " as we cannot find it pro-

hibited by the 'Levitical law, it is not to be

condemned as incestuous ;" " highly inexpedi-

ent, unfriendly to domestic purity, and ex-

ceedingl}' offensive to a large portion of oi

churches;" not "so plainly prohibited i

Scripture, and so undoubtedly incestuous, s

necessa4-il3' to infer the exclusion of those wl:

contract them from church privileges." W
suspect the discipline of the church would m
ow be enforced against them.

For ' The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Earth-worms.^ii. T. Livermore, in The N.

tional Baptist, after referring to a notice

Darwin's book on earth-worms, saj-s

:

" I have never learned of their existem

where human habitations have not precedi

theiu, and my inquiries have been somewh.
extensive among early ssttlers and fishermi

who have spent much of their lives in tl

forests.

These little industrial reptiles feed up(

dead vegetable matter upon the surface of tli

ground, but seldom eating what is alive. Dei

grass is their choice. They gather food in tl

night, swallowing some, and drawing dov

some into their holes in the ground. In t

evenings of the Sixth month the surface of

rich clay soil is alive with them, and bj' star

ing still thei-e half an hour in a quiet ]ila(

you may hear thousands of them movin,

but a single stamp of your foot will hush the

in an instant, as they then dodge back in

their holes in the ground. They have th«

season of love, courtship, &c., as regularly

do the birds.

Their greatest value is for their action

a clay soil. In some localities, during d

weather, it becomes nearlj' as hard as a brie

and but for these worms, the ordinary rai

of summer would fail to penetrate and moist
the soil for vegetation. They bore the cli

all through and through as with gimlets, ai

the rain passing into these millions of gimli

holes, reaches the roots of vegetation, m
lows the soil, and thus secures a harvest.

Another invaluable work done by these fi

lowers of human habitations and agricultm

is that of refining coarse manure, which oth(

wise would be worth but little during thefli

year after its application. They refine it I

their own digestion.

Ivory.—It is said that one leading cutle

firm in Sheffield made a calculation that

supply themselves with the ivory needed i

their "business, they required 1,280 elcphar

every year, and that even with this numbi
the tusks were estimated to weigh 23| pouno

The Eyesight of Readers.—A writer to t

Library Journal calls attention to the dang

which readers run of injuring their eyesig

by the use of a bad light. He remarks th

engravers, watchmakers, and all others w
use their eyes constantly in their work, ta

extra care to preserve them by getting t,

best possible light by day, and using the b<i

artificial light at night. The great army
readers are ca.'eless, and have, sooner or lati

to pay the penalty of their carelessness bj' gil

ing up night work entirely, and sometirr

reading, except at short intervals and unci

the best conditions. All departures from co

mon type, making the matter more difficn

for the eyes to take in, increase the dangj

The magnitude of the physical labor of reij

ing is not appreciated. A book of five hil

dred pages, forty lines to the page and fill

letters to the line, contains a million lettej

all of which the eye has to take in, identii

and combine each with its neighbor, Yet ma i
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eaders will go through such a book in a. day.
'he task is one he would shrink from, if he
ould stop to measure it beforehand. The
est positions and best lights, clear types,
lain inks, with the best of yellowish tints^
nd abundant space between the lines, afford
ae best safeguards against harm.
W/md.—" In 1881 Great Britain produced

ighty million bushels of wheat, the United
tates, four hundred million, France, two hun-
red million, Germany, one hundred million,
nd the Dominion of Canada, thirty million.
The average yield of wheat in England,
ranee, Holland, and Belgium is about six-
sen bushels per acre

; Spain, Portugal, Italy,
iissia, and Scandinavia, less than fourteen
ashels

;
the United States and Canada about

sfl bushels.

The best crop of wheat grown in England
ir many years was in 1878^^ being ninety-two
lillion bushels

; and the worst in 1879, bein
Pty million

;
in 1881, 'about eighty million.

In 1876, England bought of the United States
lirty-four million bushels of wheat, forty
TO million in 1877, in 1878, about fifty-eight
illion, and in 1879 and 1880, more than
iventy-five million bushels each year. From
1 other countries England purchased in 1880
ily thirty million bushels.
The average size of farms in Great Britain
seventy acres, in the United States, one
jndred and forty acres, Holland, fifty, Bel-
um, fifteen, Russia, thirty, Austria, forty-
^e. Italy and Spain, fifteen, Sweden, fifty.

The United States has more land in pastur-
;e, compared with its tilled laml, tliiin ;inv
her country in the world, and al)niit as lit-

i wood land."

—

Vick's lllusiratcil J/,i,j,i;iii,\

The Chemical Section of the Franklin In-
itute, Philadelphia, submitted a report of
i operations during the year, concluding
:th a statement that a preservative sub-
ince known as " Ozone Preservative" had
en put upon the market in the "West,
lalysis showed it to be composed of flowers
sulphur blackened with some carbonaceous
after, and scented with a volatile oil. It it

Id at thirty times the real value of the sub
mces it contains.

Antiquity of Weights and Measures.—The
ry oldest books in existence yet discovered
3 the Egyptian papyrus rolls, entombed
th the embalmed mummies. These are
ler than the Bible, and relate (some of
em) to a supposed pre-historic race. The
lest of them is called "Book of the Dead,"
lieh represents the mythical demi-god Osi-

,
the husband of Isis, as sitting in judgment

er a departed spirit, who must be a'ble to
swer satisfactorily questions put to him by
ty-two inquisitors, before he can pass his
ieal. It was a law tribunal only, where
Btice rigidly held the balance, and Mercy
Is out of sight. For among the satisfactory
tements a spirit must make, he must be
e to say, "I have not falsified measures,"
have not cheated in the weight of the

lance." So this subject was paramount.

Wo once interpreted this : Thou shalt not
have tivo different weights and measures, one
to sell by, and another to buy by. And it

gave offence. We were reminded of the law-
yer who replied to our Lord :

" Master, in so
saying, thou reproachest us also." People
who disregard law desire to be let alone.—./.

French.

A stronger temperance sermon will seldom
be preached than that which an unfortunate
woman of Cape Girardeau, Mo., recently de-
livered before her husband in a bar room.
Sotting a c(jvcred dish which she had brought
with her upon the table, she said: ''Presum-
ing, iiiisliaiid, that j'ou are too busy to come
' ' '" 'liiiner, I have brought yo'u yours,"
aiid departed. With a forced laugh he 'invited
bis ii'ieiids to dine with him; but, on remov-
ing the cover from the dish, found only a slip
of paper, on which was written, "I hope you
will enjoy your meal; it is the same your
family have at home."
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trations. One such passage says, the minister
has to be "like the wise scribe, instructed
unto the kingdom of Heaven

; who is ever
seeking to accumulate light and knowledge
and thoughts and truths, so that he may be
enabled at the right time to bring out of his
treasury things new and old."

Again, it is said, the "constant observing
of God's doings and dealings, as recorded in
the Bible, in history, and in our own lives,
lies at the very root of an effective ministry."
Though the writer of the Address says he

is " not pleading for a mere intellectual min-
istry," yet a portion of the pamphlet seems
to indicate that he has been living in an
atmosphere where evidences of intellectual
culture in the exercise of the
needed to make
that t Ik

ministry arc
We believe

in in the supposed pre-historic ages.
fhe oldest Biblical writings are very ex-
bit on this subject. The "Law" which
ame by Moses" reads thus: "Thou shalt
t. have in thy bag divers weights, a great
i a small. Thou shalt not have in thine
lise divers measures, a great and a small.
*t thou shalt have a perfect and just weight,
)erfect and just measure shalt thou have."
)eut. XXV. 13-15.

t accepta
'ullybnth ])reachersand hearers

nd 1111 I he mcasiii-c of Divine Grace which
nijianh-, I ii,- minisi vy, and the more their
ilion is dii-ceted thereto, the more fully
the effect be produced which is intended

by the Head of the Church, and the less
danger there will be of placing our faith in
the wisdom of man instead of the power of

d. It may again please the Almighty to
choose the foolish things of the world to
confound the wise; and the weak things to
confound the mighty; and things which are
despised, yea, and things which are not. He
may choose to bring to nought things which
are

;
" that no flesh should glory in his pre-

sence."

Having received from a friend a reprint of
an address on Christian Ministry, by William
Pollard, a member of our Society in England,
which was pulijished in "The Friends' Quar-
terly Ivxaniiner" ai>out one year ago, we have
again read it, and have been interested in its
contents Considerable interest has been expressed in

Ifie Address contains many sound senti- the account given in " The Friend" of 1st mo
ments,—on the value and reality of that Di- 7th, of the colored people whom David Heston
vine communion which is experienced by the met will, at .\n^u>ta Geom-ia on their way
t^ai^Uijrsoul, and which is not dependent upon from South ( 'ai-.-luia u. I .ittle Rock, Arkansas,
any vocal ministrations

;
on the necessity of A letter of later date from the same friend

preachers of the gospel receiving a Divine says: " The great bulk of those who were at
call, and ministering under a measure of the Augusta finally got away, starting towards
holy anointing; that as the call to the minis- Little Eock. Quite a number, both of the
try IS freely given by the Lord it must be men who had families, as well as some sino-le
exercised freely, and that the rewards to be men without means, started off on foot; those
looked for are spiritual and not temporal ; with families having previously arranged to
and that it is extended to women as well as have their wives and children to go on 'to At-
to men. Janta by rail.

We are pleased to notice that it rejects the
I

"On my return from Warrenton, Ga., to
idea advanced in a recent work—"Barclay's! Augusta, "l learned that the railroad com-
Rehgious Societies of the Commonwealth, " Ij.ani.s bad offered to forward them at some
that the movements of the early ministers of, redaeti,.n, and that they were gradually
our Society were controlled or directed b^
George Fox. Some of our readers will proba
bly remember the refutation of this strange
notion, in the review of the book which con
tained it, prepared by the late Charles Evans,
of this city.

Some of the extracts published in the Ad-
dress from the writings of persons of other
denominations present in a forcible manner
the evils which result from the system so
prevalent in Christendom, of confining the
"spiritual teaching in each church to a single
individual."

There is much in the Address with which
we can unite, and we can believe that it was
written with the intention of re-affirming
the spiritual doctrines of our Society on tliV

subject on which it treats. Yet wo" feel un-
easy with several passages in it, espeeially
some which refer to the ]ireparation ibr re-

ligious service, and wlii( li may lead their
readers away from sinijile <li|ien(leiice on the
Lord in the exercise of the iniuistiy, and in-

duce them to trust in some degree to their
own stores of thoughts and texts and illus-

geiiing tlie means to move on towards their
place of destination. I can scarce dispel the
feelings of serious apprehension which have
covered my mind in regard to their having
to meet with much suffering. Their almost
utter destitution of everything needful for
bodilj' comfort bcj'ond "what their scanty
wardrobe may furnish must, I think, open up
a large field for the philanthropist, as sucli

numbers could hardlj' be expected to find the
required food, clothing and shelter in any or-

dinary community in such a country.
" The newspapers hero would have us be-

lieve that there is no reason for this exodus,
and little or no sj-mpathy is expressed with
the blacks, who are fleeing from oppression
that seems to have become too heavy for
them. But from much personal inquiry I am
impressed with the belief that while some fare
tolerably well, manj- others have an exceed-
inglj' hard time of it, the laws in South Caro-
lina relating to landowners and their tenants
being such as to place the latter much at the
mercy of the former.

" I never saw people so resigned to the pro-
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bable suffering awaiting thorn. Tlie3' appear

to tliink that if they must die, they might as

well die in the attempt to better their situa-

tion, as where they had long been suffering

sore privations. This resignation, upon talk-

ing with them, seemed general ; though many
liad faith that the Lord was about to grant

them some relief."

A letter since received from a colored min-

ister, a man of much intelligence, who resided

for ten years in Arkansas, speaks of that State

as a very favorable one for the emigrants " in

soil, climate and government," provided they

will scatter over the country, and not settle

too much in and ai'ound the cities.

Letters have been written to different in-

dividuals, asking tor such information as was

needful to determine whether there was any

available opening for assisting those of the

emigrants who might be in distress. Nothing

further has yet reached us, except a letter

from a member of our Society living near

Little Rock, who mentions the arrival of some

hundreds of these people at that place, who
after a short stay had gone elsewhere—we
may hope, had scattered over the country, as

openings for labor and for homes presented.

It is quite probable that many have acted on

the advice which was industriously spread

among them by our friend D. Heston during

the two da3-s he spent at the depot in Au-
gusta—to embrace the first opportunity that

presented of obtaining employment, without

waiting to reach the country for which they

bad started.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—During 1881 the excess of e-^cports

of merchiindise from the United States over imp(

amounted to $163,396,226, against $192,876,246

1880.

According to the Census Bureau the total amount of

bituminous coal mined in the United States during

1880, was 42,420,.580 tons, of which 29,842,240 tons were

produced in the Appalachian coal fields. Of the entire

product, Allegheny county, Pennsylvania, furnished

over one-tenth, while the States of Pennsylvania, Illi-

nois and Ohio furnished nearly three-fourths. The
average price per ton at the mines, in 1880, was $1.2r

against $1.92 in 1870. The anthracite coal product of

1880 was 28,646,995 tons, nearly all furnished by Penn
sylvania.

The Census Committee has decided to report to the

House the Apportionment bill of McCord of Iowa, with

out fi.ting any number. It is believed 319 will be

adopted as the basis, in which event Maine, Vermont
Rhode Island, California and Florida would lose each

a Representative.

It is said the project for a ship canal across Cape Cod
has been abandoned, recent surveys showing that tht

work would cost 41,000,000 more than was calculated.

A severe earthquake shock shook Centreville, Cali

fornia, on the evening of the 30th, causing much excile

ment among the inhabitants. The shock was preceded

by a heavy shower of rain.
' The disease known as pink eye has appeared among

the horses in Buffalo, New York.
A reservoir at Calais, Maine, suddenly burst on the

30th ultimo, and the torrent destroyed a school house

and two otiier buildings which were occupied at th

time. At last accounts 27 bodies had been recovered

from the ruins.

A crevasse 100 feet wide is reported on the Louisiana

side of the Mississippi river at Tropical Bend, near the

Vicksbiirg quarantine station. No serious trouble

expected, although about two miles of the back country

is flooded.

To facilitate the withdrawal of mutilated coins from
circulation, the Secretary of the Treasury ha-s author-

ized the Superintendents of the Mints to purchase mu
tilated silver coins of standard fineness in sums of $3
and upwards, without melting and assaying, paying at

the rate of $1 per ounce of standard silver contained.

There were 371 deaths in this city last week, as com
pared with 402 the corresponding week last year. Of

the whole number, 180 were males and 191 females ; 62

died of consumption, 33 pneumonia, 18 of small pox,

and 15 of croup.

Markets, cic.-V. S. Si's, lOU a 102J ; 4^'s, 115; 4's,

185- ; currency 6's, 130.

Cotton.—There was no material change to notice in

price or demand. Sales of middlings are reported at

12J a 121 cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7J cts. for export, and

I cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is quiet but firm ; sales of 2100 barrels, in-

cluding Minnesota extras, at t6..50 a $7 for clear, and

at 8-7 a $7.25 forstraight; Penna. extra family at *6.37^

a $6.62i ; western do. do. at $7 a $7.50, and patents at

S7.50 a'$8.25. Rye flour is quiet at $4.75 a $5.

Grain.—Wheat is dull, irregular and lower. Sales

of 2000 bushels red, at $1.43 a $1.44. Rye is dull at

90 a 92 cts. Corn is quiet but steady. Sales of 7-500

bushels, including yellow at 71 cts.; white at 75 cts.;

mixed at 70^ a 71 cts.; steamer, at 70 cts. ; No. 2 at 68

a 70 cts., according to location ; No. 3, at 67 a 69* cts.;

do. do. and rejected at 67 a 68J cts. Oats are dull.

Sales of 8000 bushels, including white at 50 a 51 cts.,

and rejected and mixed at 48.} a 49 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 1st mo.

28th, 1882.—Loads of hay, 274; loads of straw, 61_.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.15

to $1.25 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.05 to $1.15 pe

100 pounds ; Straw, 90 cts. to $1 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in better demand, and prices were

rather firmer; 2.500 head arrived and sold at the dif-

ferent yards at 4 a 7|^ cts. per pound, as to condition

Sheep were in demand, and prices were firm
;
10,000

head arrived and sold at 3} a 6J cts. per lb., and lambs

at 5 a 7J^ cts.

Hogs were active and higher ; 3500 head sold at the

different yards at 8| a 10 cts. per lb., as to condition.

FoKElGN.—A heavy snow storm prevailed during

the whole of First-day in North Wales, and consider-

able snow fell in some parts of England and Scotland.

A very severe storm was experienced in the counties

of Dublin, Kildare and Wicklow, Ireland, causing great

damage to property.

Gambelta having personally handed to President

Grevy his own resignation and that of his colleagm

the latter requested De Freycinet to reorganize the

Ministry. The following names were accordingly pre

sented : De Freycinet, President of the Council anc

Minister of Fore'ign Affiiirs; Jules Ferry, Minister of

Public Instruction ; Goblet, Minister of the Interior and

of Worship; Humbert, Minister of Justice; Leon Say,

Minister ofFinance; Varray, Minister of Public Work.-i

General Billot, Minister of War; Admiral Jauregui

berry, Minister of Marine; Tirard, Minister of Com
merce ; Cochery, Minister of Posts and Telegraphs. The
post of Minister of Fine Arts, created by Gambetta,

'

thus suffered to fall in abeyance.

The Paris correspondent of the Times .says; "The
new Cabinet cannot fail to be welcomed by Europe. I

will be hailed with general satisfaction in France. It:

ect will be to restore tranquillity, which the country

wishes and needs."

A despatch from Berlin reports that the German
Government is about to establish a station on Cumber

nd Sound for the purpose of recording observations

the Arctic Region.s.

The Swiss Council of State has confirmed the decision

of the Nation;)! Council to transform the Consulate

Washington, D. C, into a Legation.

Another submarine tunnel is in contemplation. It

is proposed that one shall be constructed under the

Straits of Messina, and the Italian Minister of Public

Works has already authorized the surveys. Messina

will be one of the termini and Reggio, in Calabria, the

other. The Government has reserved the right to carry

It the enterprise itself should it care to do so.

The census returns show that thepopulation of the

citv of Rome and its suburbs is 300,292, an increa.se

since 1871 of 5.5,808.

A telegram from the commander at Serajevo gives

the details of numerous small skirmishes. The resu'

were invariably unimportant, but the places mentioned

show that the insurrection in Austria extends over a

very large district, both of Herzegovina and Bosnia.

The St. Petersburg Bourse Gmelte states that an un-

derstanding between Russia and Turkey has been

reached, by which the Porte is to pay $2,000,000 an-

nually, on account of the war indemnity.

From Berlin it is announced that an important and

somewhat successful experiment has been tried for the

importation of meat from the Russian steppes, where

enormous herds of cattle abound, the meat of many
being allowed to perish after the hides have been

cured. Railways in Ru.ssia, as is well known, do not

from east to west, but from north to south, so th

the ditficulties of transportation, even where the catt

lear a railway line, have been great. The expei

ts in question have been to ship the meat in a saitt

state, and their success last year, in a small way, h;

now led to much larger undertakings. The Russia

meat resembles in taste the smoked meat of Hambur
but its price is about 40 per cent less.

Late news received from Irkutsk states that Englnei

Melville has proceeded to the mouth of the river Len

to resume the search for Lieut.-Commander De Lon

with the greatest energy, aided by natives. Provisioi

are plentiful, so that the search can be prolonged, Tl

captain of the steamer Lena accompanies Engin&

Melville,

The Calcutta correspondent of the limes says : Tl

outbreak of cholera at the Allahabad Fair did not cau:

much mortality, but the returning pilgrims are carryii

the infection in all direction.s."

Advices from Sydney to 12th mo, 29th, received :

San Francisco, state that Sir Henry Parks has been cec

ssioned to represent the Governments of New Za

d. South Australia, Queensland and Tasmania, in i

endeavor to have the duties levied by the United Stat

on Australian wool repealed or modified.

Two hundred Italian colonists have arrived at Ve
Cruz, and three hundred families are on the way thith

from Genoa.
Owing to a great increase in the production of silv

the Mexican Government has indefinitely postponi

the coinage of nickel money, for which arrangemer

had been made.
All late accounts from the tobacco growing distri<

of Cuba, and the opinion of experts agree that the pr

spects of a good tobacco crop have disappeared. Co

tinned drought and the prevalence of worms have

injured the quality of the plant that no change

weather can remedy the damage. Experts say the cri

will be a small one and poor in quality, and the leav

will not be suitable for wrappers.

CORRECTION.—On page 196, 2nd column, line I

for applications, read appellations.

WANTED
A female Friend as teacher of the School for Indi;

children at Tunesa'i.sa. Also a young or middle agi

Friend and his wife, to reside in the tenant-house, ai

assist the Superintendent in conducting the farmii

and other concerns under care of the Committee.

Persons who may feel drawn to engage in the abo

services, address-
Jos. S. Elkinton, 325 Pine St., Philadelphia

John Sharpless, Chester, Delaware Co., Pa.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St., Philada.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Notice to Parents and Others. In consequen:

ofa change in the railroad arrangements, all i>ACi

AOES to be forwarded to the School frora No. 304 An
St., must in future be there by half past ten o'cloc

on Sixth-day morning,-!, instead of by twelve o'cloc

as heretofore.

Renewed attention is requested to the printed RuV

of the Committee restricting the sending of eatables

the pupils, the pr.ictice being, in ainiost all cases, n,

only unnecessary but positively injurious.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankjord, (Twenty third Ward,) PhiladelphiBl

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M,
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boardj

Managers. i

Died, Tenth mo. 30th, 1881, at his residence m
Adrian, Michigan, William Gidley, aged sever

years and sixteen days. Impressed with a belief tl

his day's work was nearly done, he was not dismay
at the near prospect of death ; being heard to say,

"

is all light, pure light beyond !" And many times dij

ing his short but painful illnes.^ said: How sweet

rest in the arms of Jesus,—and that he was waiting a

ready to go. We tru.st he has been gathered as a slio

of corn fully ripe, into the heavenly garner. " Bless

are the pure in heart, for they shall see God."

'wirLIAirH7piLE,"FRINTERi' "
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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ktracts from the Diary of Rebecca Dewees.
(Continued from page 202.)

6th mo. l-ith. The petition of the1857.

ind man by the waj-side has of late been my
titiou

;
" Lord, that my eyes may be opened ;"

,d truly it is a time wlien the engagement
every heart should be to know for itself the
jbt way and to walk therein ; for many voices
e abroad in the world, and the accuser of
e brethren everywhere scattering the seed
discord

;
and a total overthrow of our scat-

•ed and peeled Society seems to await us.

ly that arm which in the beginning was
ide bare for its deliverance, when we shall
ve suffered enough, be pleased to avert the
reatened destruction, and for his own name's
ke to cause that her walla may be rebuilt,

d her waste places repaired. We are sen-
ile that our way and our doings have pro-
red these things unto us, but in the Lord
)ne is our hope. Felt the tribute of thanks-
ring and praise to arise in my heart this

y for the countless favors and mercies dis-

nsed; but most of all that richest of all

ons, a grain of living faith ; without this
Im confiding trust, how poor, how utterly
stitute, but with it rich though deprived of
ptlily enjoyments.
lOtli mo. ist. Pelt this day an earnest en-
gement that I might not be found content-
r myself with a name to live, gliding as it

ire upon the surface instead of digging deep
• the precious ti-easure

; and the secret peti
n of m}' heart was to Him who knew just
lat I needed, that his hand would not spare
r his oj-e pity, until my unyielding will be
lie as the passive clay ; and felt that I could
ifide in unshaken confidence in Him who
1 hitherto been gracious to my soul, that
» would not inflict "one needless pang."
|e tribute of thanksgiving and praise was
jntally poured forth "for the ability thus to

p my trust.

1858. 3rd mo. 14th. The engagement of
r heart this day has been, that the Lord
juld be pleased to pour out of his Spirit
pn me and mine, that we might experience
is mantliS to be about us, and that strength
ght be given us still to struggle on, con-
ing in that blessed assurance that, " He
It endureth unto the end shall be saved."
ith mo. 25th. " There must be shade spots
our pilgrimage, our Father wills it so."

Every dispensation ofhis Providence is doubt- midst of discouragement, while lookinrr over
less in some way or other intended for our the confused and distracted state of our So-
good

;
however painful or afflicting, it is no ciety, by the reflection that the sincere-heart-

doubt in mercy sent. That the trials and ed of every class and denomination were seen
troubles of this life might be sanctified unto and regarded by the All-seeing eye, and those
us, and that the great end of their mission i who seek in sincerity for refuge under the
might be answered in disciplining our spirits shadow of his wing, will witness preservation
and fitting for a better world, has often been amidst all tossings that now rend the Society,
the engagement of my heart. I ask n.it i;.r, Thoso who are niost ready to judge and con-
an exemptionfrom trials,but only foi-siivn-i lr.|,.mn, are often farthest from the right way.
siittieient for the day

; not for uninterrupted 10th mo. 21st. If thou wilt be with me
'

prosperity, but for a calm confiding trust, a
soul redeemed from the world's pollutions, a
clean heart and a right spirit.

5th mo. 17th. " Thou wilt keep him in per-
fect peace whose mind is stayed on thee, be-
cause he trusteth in thee." That if there is

that in my heart which mars my peace and
impedes my progress Zionward, it may be
made manifest by that light which canno"t de-
ceive, is often the engagement of my heart
That I may not be one among the slothful
servants, nor yet one who would run when
there are no tidings

; that I may not content
myself with a name to live when I am dead,
gliding along as it were upon the surface
the earnest engagement of my spirit.

25th. " Wash me thoroughly from mine
iniquity and cleanse me from my sin." A fear
lest I am falling far short of leading that life

of holiness and dedication which is well pleas
ing in the Divine sight, has deeply impressed
my mind. That the Lord may perfect that
which concerneth me is the secret breathing
of my soul.

6th mo. l:th. It is good for me to draw
nigh unto God; I have put my trust in the
Lord God that I may declare all his wondrous
works. Have felt that I could experimen
tally adopt the language of the Psalmist :

" It
ia good for me to draw nigh unto God ;" and
every thing which has a tendency to alienate
me or separate from Him will assuredly bring
trouble. That I may be enabled to walk be-
fore Him as in no-wise to ofiend

; that the
temple of the heart may be so purified that
He would deign to dwell therein, is what m^-
heart secretly ci'aves.

1858. 8th mo. 3rd. " Though the fig-tree

shall not blossom, and there be no fruit in the
the labor of the olive shall fail, and the

field shall yield no meat, the flock shall be cut
off from the fold, and there be no herd in the
stall

;
yet will I rejoice in the Lord and joy in

the God of my salvation." Great indeed was
the prophet's attainment that he could rejoice
in the midst of stripping and proving

; but
there are seasons when the contrite heart can
rejoice even in trilnihitidii, when its secret as-

pirations are—take wlial thou wilt, only grant
me the gift of tliy Holy Spirit, thy life-giving

power and presence, ulid 1 shall be rich, how-
ever destitute as to the outward. For truly
hath the poet said, " Give what thou wilt
without thee we are poor, and with thee rich,

take what thou wilt away."
9th mo. 12th. Felt a little comforted in the altog^ether"" Thou knowest all my weak-

the way in which I go, then thou shalt be my
God and I will serve thee. It is a fearful
thing to enter into covenant with a covenant
keeping God. It is better not to vow than to
vow and not pay. Earnestly have I desired
that the covenant of this day may never be
broken. From the Lord alone is received
both strength and qualification, and to the
Lord alone do I owe my veiy life. He has
long waited to be gracious. He has crowned
me with the richest of his mercies, and shall
I any longer refuse or rebel.

1859. 2nd mo. 27th. In the hours of pro-
sperity how are we readj^ to adopt the Psalm-
ist's language: " Surelj^ goodness and mercy
shall follow me all the days of my life;" but
when the billows swell, like Peter, we begin
to sink, and were it not for that outstretched
arm that deigned to uphold him, should utter-
ly perish. ( >h I for a little renewal of faith.

4th. mo. !»lli. The u-^surance that the Lord
doth not willingh- adlict; that He will not
administer one needless pang; will not permit
afflictions to overtake unless seen needful by
his all-seeing ej-e, is a blessed assurance, a
source of inexhaustible comfort: " Feed me
with food convenient for me," though this
food may be " the bread of affliction and the
water of affliction."

25th. It is indeed a most precious privilege
to know the mind stayed upon that which
cannot be sliuivrn ; but oh it is doubtless good
for us to he lossfd as with a tempest and not
comtortcil. i)li for a heart resigned to all thy
dispensations—only grant me strength suffi-

cient for the day.
5th mo. 21st. Not riches, honor or length

of days, but strength so to run as to obtain;
o walk in the ]iiii-c- iiiid prrtect way, that

the rich reward of pcacr may lie mine; this

is what my soul covets moro than corn, wine
or oil.

6th mo. 2Stli. Kce]! me as the apple of
thine eye ; hide lue under the shadow of thy
wing. And oh, if there is in my way or my
doings any thing which is ofi^ensive in thy
sight, if there is j-ot in my heart some cher-
shed vice wliicli (In- natural will would save
alive, be pleased w h.iily to remove it. Let

usalcm lie seaiejied as with a lighted can-
dle, and all the abominations east out.

th mo. 18th. ''Thou knowest mj' down
sitting and mine uprising, thou understandest
my thoughts afar oft'; for there is not a word
in my tongue but lo, O Lord, thou knowest it
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nesses, all my besetments, all tho snares and

temptations which suiToiiiid my path. Be
]ileased, O Lord, to grant thy fatherly care

and protection to a poor backslidden creature;

and oh, in thy adorable mercy, grant me " a

clean heart and a right spirit," that so I may
be prepared for thy work and service here, or

lit for an entrance into the world of purity

and peace."
(To be cmninued.)

Puritans vs. Quakers.

[The following article, written by Hcury L.

Southwick, has been kindly forwarded to us

by a friend in New England, and we think

will interest many of our readers. Its ex

position of the intolerant spirit of the first

settlers in Massachusetts, and of the close

connection between it and the theocracy which

they attempted to establish, is very clearly

aiiJ fairly set forth

The principal defect that we observe in the

article grows out of a failure properly to ap

preciate the ruling motive that actuated those

members of our Society who encountered New
England persecution. The writer says: "The

broader, grander and more euduring^these things

e " familiar as a household word."

The settlement ofNew England wa.s almost wholly

due to the bitter antagonism between the Protestant

ssenters and the Church ofEngland. In Plymouth

took the form of separation, a total severance

from the Episcopal church, while in Massachusetts

Bay it aimed at the establishment of a theocracy, a

sort of " renovated Israel," with the Old and New
Testament as statute book and constitution. The
famous words of Daniel Webster strike the key-note

to the situation :
" Let us not forget the religious

character of our origin. Our fathers were brought

hither by their high veneration for the Christian re-

ligio'.i: they journeyed in its light and labored in

its hope. They sought to incorporate its principles

with the elements ot their society, and to infuse its

influence through all their institutions, civil, politi-

cal and literary." And let us not misconceive the

aims and purposes of the founders. The attempts

to palliate their faults, to apologize for the harshness

of their spirit and the cruelty of their dealings, fail

to get at the root of the matter. As Dr. Ellis says,

" On no subject dealt with among us has there been

such an amount of crude, sentimental and wasteful

rhetoric, or so much weak and vain pleading, as on

this." Could our fathers but listen to what has been

offered in their behalf, if their merriment were not

overmastered by indignation at being so grossly mis-

,,. . -
-n represented, how they would laugh over the delusions

(Quakers had resolved to break down Puritan i^f their progeny, much as the chiselled skulls on

intolerance in spite of ever}- obstacle," &c.j antique gravestones are said to grin at their own
We do not believe any snch plan or scheme epitaphs.

existed in the minds of those devoted men Their assailants and defenders alike fall mto the

o>i,l wnmnn Thp-i7 aimnlv fflt thp T)i vine Common fallacy, of attnbutmg to the tounders the
and women, ihey simplv tclt the -L^'^'ne,

of seeking to establish an asvlum for perse-
call to go to Boston, and 'preach the preach-i^^,j^j^^jj^^ig^^g^°p^gj^gi^ggfit^,^^tQ,g^ilj,jeupo^
ing that the Lord bid them. it was the

jt^^n^j gej^ooHjookgiaculcateit; but thefact is, that.

Lord's way and plan to introduce light into |of all the popular notions respecting the early Puri-

that part of the earth, and they were mere tans, none are less warranted by history than that

instruments, who had but little conception of. which credits them with a love or regard for re-

the purposes for which they were used, or of ligio^s liberty. They never intended to permit

th,^ r,>«Mlt^ to bp Pfppctpfl hv their Hbors nnd .freedom of conscience in their midst. They were
the 1 csults to be ettected by tbeu labors and

^^^ sufficiently advanced for it. They abhorred the
sutferings. The records of those days suffi- ^^^^^^

rp^ them it was the synonym for the
ciuntly show that then- motive, was the obtain- deadliest of heresies, for moral looseness and for

ing of that peace of mind and sense of the; social anarchy. They had seen its tendency in

Divine favor, which the Lord bestows on his! England, and they dreaded its result. They could

faithful servants. I

not and would not tolerate it.

We wish it also understood, that, in print- 1

Ignorance on this important matter seems to be

ing this article, we do not admit the trith of 5:'despread and almost universal Even the learned

^,». ^ ^- c £ i- ..1 1 „ Dr. Palfrey shares the popular fallacy, when he says

:

the imputation of fanaticism on the part of .^^ ^ corporation, the company had obtained a
some of our members, implied m it. ihejiarge American territory, on which it designed to

circumstances in which they were placed hadipiace a colony which should be a refuge for civil

a strong tendency to produce an ill-regulated 'and religious freedom." But, if we would obtain a

zeal in minds that were not kept properly j correct insight into the real aims and purposes of

balanced. It would therefore be imprudent the founders, we must turn to the writings of the

to deny that no such cases occurred. But it
early settlers themselves. Win hrop speaks of '' the

• i-ii^ li i- i- i f , work we have in hand, to seek out a place ot cohabi-
is difhcult for one generation to form a JustLtion and consortship, under a due form of govern-
judgment ot the acts of a distant period, ment, both civil and ecclesiastical." Here is truly

where no " crime against nature" is involved
especially' in the case of those who give the

strongest proofs of their devotion to God and
their love for their fellow men. Our Saviour
himself denounced some of those for whom
He laid down his life, as "a generation of
vipers ;" and the most sublime of the Hebrew
prophets walked naked three years for a sign.

—Eds.]

The story of the rise of the Puritans, of the train-

ing and development of that mental and moral
phenomenon the Puritan character for its peculiar
destiny, has been narrated, ably and copiously. The
history of that portion of the sect which remained
in England, and followed the standard of Cromwell
from victory to victory, hurled Charles from his

throne, and buried crown and mitre under the founda-
tions of the commonwealth, and of that other por-
tion which left their peaceful, smiling, merry Eng-
land for a wild and inauspicious shore, crossed the
ocean, fought their way
" Through tangled forests, and through dangerous ways,
Where bea.sts with man divided empire claim.
And the brown Indian marks with murderous aim,"

and laid tlie foundation of a commonwealth still

ide discrepancy. We see at once that the differ-

ence between Dr. Palfrey's " refuge for civil and
religious freedom," and the Governor's " place of

cohabitation and consortship, under a due form of
government, both civil and ecclesiastical," is im-
measurable. In the same strain Gov. Hutchinson
says :

" It was one great design of the first planters

of the Massachusetts colony to obtain for themsef
and their posterity the liberty of worshipping God
in such manner as appeared to them to be most
agreeable to the sacred scriptures

These extracts, which are fair samples of the spirit

of the early planters, seem to establish beyond chal

lenge or cavil the assertion of Mr. Quincy, that
" they came here not to acquire liberty for all sorts

of consciences, but to vindicate and maintain the
liberty of their own." A truly representative Puri
tan was Gov. Dudley, one of the most eminent of
the settlers of New England. He was a man of

sound judgment, inflexible integrity and exemplary
piety. How strongly he was imbued with the

'

tolerance of his age will appear from his reply to an
inquiry from Holland as to whether "those that

diflered from you in opinion, yet holding the same
foundation in religion, might be permitted to live

among you." " God forbid," said he, " our love to

the truth should be grown so cold that we should

tolerate errors." After his death these lines wei

found in his pocket

:

" Let men of God in courts and churches watch
O'er such as do a toleration hatch.

Lest that ill egg bring forth a cockatrice

To poison all with heresy and vice."

The hard, intolerant, unchristian theology of tl

Puritans has justly met with unsparing condemni
tion, while their morose and grotesque manner
their canting phrases and their very atmosphei
" black with sermons," are made the subject

stinging jests and much flippant ridicule. But tl:

charge of hypocrisy, so often hurled at them, se

to have little, if any, foundation in fact, except, pe
haps, the duplicity of the colony's relations towai

the mother country. Marsten says : "Their incoi

sistencies were almost equal to their virtues. Tl
disciples of liberty, they soon confined its blessinj

to themselves. The loud champions of the freedo

of the conscience, they allowed of no freedom whit
interfered with their narrow views." Now I ha'

carefully and diligently sought the records for e\

dence that the Puritans of Old or New England ev|

advocated or sued for religious freedom; I hai

found none. True, remonstrances were freque,

and petitions numerous, but they were invariab]

remonstrances against some abuse of the ecclesiasi,

cal regime, petitions for some modification of tl

ritual or church government. As Col. Higginsc

so pertinently observes :
" In England they did nj

wish to be tolerated for a day as sectaries, for thi

claimed to have authority as the one true churcj

They objected to the Church of England, not that|

persecuted, but that its persecution was wrongi

aimed." They were consistent to their consciencij

narrow and perverted though those consciences well

Long before James I. had carried out his thre^

to " harry them out of the land" they had adopti

opinions which they fully believed they ought to pij

fess, a mode of public worship which they fully I

lieved they ought to observe; they reposed in the i

curity of conservatism ; they claimed the sword of t

magistrate to punish the schismatic and the hereti

they proposed to regulate their commonwealth by t

strictest legislation of the Bible—the whole Bib
but especially the Old Testament. We look in va

through the darkness of Puritan Judaism for a:

gleams of that light of Nazareth, which they pi

fessed to adore. They preached, not the fatherhoc

but the wrath of God. They were absurdly cred

lous, completely swaddled in the " grave clothes

creed and custom," and, in their supreme arrogant

fancied they were " God's elect." But we must gi

them the credit of their work. We must look at tl

facts, not with our prejudices, but with our ey(

The Puritans brought to bear a coolness of jud
ment and an immutability of purpose which see

inconsistent with their religious zeal. Bancroft sa

of them :
" The wildest theories of the human re

son were reduced to practice by a community
humble that no statesman condescended to noti

it." To do them justice, we must review their pt

and actions by the light, or, if you pie

darkness, of their own beliefs and consciences. Th
were men of intelligence and wisdom for their ag

Their purposes were pure and lofty. They " scorn
delights, and lived laborious days." They were i

tempting a great enterprise in the midst of dange
and privations and all the sombre influences whl
stamped indelibly upon the Puritan character i

that it had of gloom and repulsion. " Their fund
mental error," Judge Story says, "was the necessi

of a union between church and state." This atteni

to construct a state from a church proved a co

spicuous failure. Their discipline was found, i

trial, to be crude, impracticable, hopelessly ei

barrassed by collision with the civil rights of mar
The colonists wished to have it distinctly understo

that " New England was a religious plantation, t

a plantation for trade." Their great misgiving tv

that the wickedness or waywardness of any strang(

or interlopers who might steal in among them won
imperil the success of their cherished undertakit
The earlier settlements had been filled with a la

less multitude. They now proposed to admit on

the " favored of heaven" to form a " peculiar govei
ment" and to colonize "the best." In their c

termination to keep out all unwelcome persons, th

took refuge behind the following clause of thi
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charter, the only provision in the entire instrument
which could, by the most extreme distortion of its

meaning, even technically, justify their exclusive
policy :

" That it shall be lawful for the chief com-
manders and officers of the said Companie for the
;yme being for their special defence and safety to
encounter, repulse, repell and resist by force of arm
—all such person or person, as shall at any time
lereafter attempt or enterprise, the destruction, in-
rasion, detriment, or annoyance of said plantation
)r inhabitants, and to take and surprise by all

vays and means whatsoever, all and every such
)erson and persons, with their ships, armour, muni-
ion, and other goods as shall in hostile manner in-
ade or attempt the defeating of the said plantation,
r the hurt of the said company and inhabitants."
To disclose what there is in this very clear and

Igniflcant provision of a colonization and trading
barter to justify the historian, Henry Cabot Lodge,
nd that eminent authority. Dr. Ellis, in asserting
iat it endowed the colonists with all the exclusive
rivileges of householders, and with ftill authority
} exclude all unwelcome persons, and to drive
iem away even by legislation of excessive cruelty,
lus vindicating the iniquitous proceedings towards
laptists and Quakers, requires a well developed
iculty of extracting undreamed of meanings in
igal phraseology. The clause is clearly a reference
) hostile invasion, and admits of no other inter-
retation without grossly perverting and distorting
8 significance. It simply empowers " the chief
ommanders and officers" to "resist, by force of
rms," those who may " in hostile manner invade"
leir territory. The word "annoyance," used in
lis connection, is merely a military term. It was
oubtless intended that "the charter should be ad-
linistered in Old and not New England. Had it

een but faintly suspected that their colonization
ad trading charter would have been made the
loak for establishing a Puritan theocracy, the in-
Tument would never have received the royal seal,
he planters were granted permission to make their
wn laws, but "so as such lawes and ordinances
e not contrary or repugnant to the laws and statutes
f this our realme of England." Now, it must be
ankly admitted that their government and its ad-
linistration were such as the statutes and common

England did not warrant. While they

which requires no demonstration. They were now
xt liberty to make their own choice, and to carry
their principles into full effect. They deliberately,
with their eyes wide open, chose the path of in-
tolerance, and their fault is aggravated by the re-
flection that they themselves were the living wit-
nesses of the folly of the experiment Untaught by
experience, they repeated in America the self-same
crimes from which their fathers had suffered so
much in England, and thus justified the men who
had wronged them. In the language of Macaulay :

" They should have learned, if from nothing else,
from their own discontents, from their own struggles,
from their own victory, from the fall of that proud
hierarchy by whicli tliev had been so heavily op-
pressed, that it was not in the power of the civil
magistrate to drill the minds of men in conformity
with his own system of theology." But the stand
of the founders had been taken, and they held to it

with consistent pertinacity.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Westtown Boarding School.

(Continued from page 202.

J

It 18 perhaps due to the editors of the His-
tory of Chester County to state, that the ex-
tract from that work relating to the purchase
of the Westtown farm was not written by
thorn, but was furnished for publication by a
member of the family of whom the farm was
purchased.
At a meetin<r of the committee held 9th

siderable sum, and make additional aid neces--
sary in order to cany the design fully into
effect."

At the meeting (9th mo. 16th, 1795) the
proposition to add a grist-mill to the saw-mill
appears to have been'tirst entertained, and it

was agreed "that instructions be given by
John Shoemaker and Samuel Canby, bow in
the prosecution of the present work the in-
tended grist-mill may bo best promoted."
The road alluded to in the next minute, is

the one that yet forms the eastern boundary
of the farm, and the Goshen Township Eoad
mentioned is probably the one forming nearly
the northern boundary, and terminating at or
near Milltown.

' It being apprehended likely to prove use-
ful to the Institution and generally so to the
neighborhood, and agreeaiilc to the views of
the owners of the land ailjaci'iit to the farm,
that a road be opened ,,u the easterly side
thereof, from Marlboro Street Road to the
Goshen Townshij) Eoad ; it is recommended
to the attention of the committee at their next
coming together."

The committee having at several meetings
compared sentiments respecting the buildings
necessarj' to accommodate the superintend-
ent, teachers, scholars and attendants in the
proposed Boarding School, the number of 150

mo. 16th, 1795, it mentions the attendance of scholars being most generally talked of, Jona.
•'threeof the seven women Friends named by Evans, Owen Biddle, Tho's. Morris, Thos.
their Yearly Meeting to join with us in this Stewardson and Jos. Sansoni are named to
concern." prepare a plan and estimate of a building eom-

_At this meeting the first report of the com- Ipetent to the accommodation of that numbei-,
mittee to the Yearly Meeting was produced land contrived in such a manner as will here-
and read, from which the following is taken:! after admit of enlargement without injuri-
"The committee appointed on the Boarding ously aftecting the present proposed plan."
School having early attended to the business! Under date of 19th of 11th month the fol-
entrnsted to them aiuH'rom time to time met lowing is recorded ;

and conferred thereon, have now to report, I "The site of the building proposed to be
that as a first care in an orderlj^ procedure erected for the accommodation of scholars,

retched the provisions of their charter, they grossfy for the gradual addition to, and advancement &c., is now generally understood to be fixe

Sent beSed artEhTvUlTfoni^fthnt °f' ^'^^ ^'"^"'^ '°^^'^''^^ '"'^'"'^ subscriptions to at the eminence north of the old mansio.

le iLorpSol' fsmlde to certain ^rot^^^^^^^
"" amount had been obtained, mentioned on minute of 17th of 8th mo. la.s

ame, and unto such as they shall associate ton.P™P®'" *°^"'^ to be subscribed by Friends David Evans, Thomas Morris and six otheri

lemselves. None other can claim privilege withM'sposed to contribute to the immediate pro- are appointed to fix on the centre spot of the
lem but by free consent." Now, a careful perusal
f the patent will find therein neither authority,
3r the shadow of authority, for Gov. Winthrop's
iterpretation. That " the incorporation is made to
!rtain persons by name," is a logical and necessary
iference, for it is difficult to conceive how else it

luld have been granted. It is a very significant
.ct that, when the second charter, granted by Wil
im III., received the royal seal, the colonists wen
cpressly forbidden to expel unwelcome
om their jurisdiction.

Starting fi-oni the hypothesis that they were niem-
irs of a joint stock company, and possessed all the
ghts of proprietors, the fixthers, urging the neces-
ty of protecting their own property^ their own
mchise, their own great design, decided to restrict

iC right of franchise to church members alone, to
:Ose whom they supposed to be in full sympathy
ith the religious purpose of the colony, which they
ilieved would alone insure its success. This, it

ill be conceded, was plainly "repugnant" to the
ws of England. As it might be readily supposed,
16 result was all manner of mischief. Their scheme,
hile it shut out many of their best citizens, afforded
) adequate protection against the worst. And yet,

. that age of universal intolerance, even the New
ngland Puritans, with all their narrowness and
gotry, seem, by contrast, liberal, and even in-

ilgent, when we consider that France and Eng-
nd were gasping under the despotism of intoler-
ice, that Holland and Germany were torn asunder
r the unplacable wars of religion, while the demons
'the Inquisition held bloody saturnalia in Spain.
That the Puritans, in choosing their course of
^tion, made a most grievous mistake, is a truism

motion of the Institution, was without much
delay deliberatel_y considered and digested;
also a form for testamentary bequests, &c. ; a
number were printed and committed to the
care of members of this committee in the re-

spective Quarters. Such further attention to
this very material part of the concern having
also been given that so much has been added
to the fund under difl'erent modes of subscrip-
tion of money paid, or payable into the Trea-
sury, of contributions in real estate by con-
veyance actually made or contracted to be
made, amounting to about ten thousand
pounds. In seeking a suitable situation and
pi-oper tract of land whereon to make the
needful improvements preparatory to opening
the schools in prospect, after a deliberate ex-
amination and consideration of the compara-
tive advantages appurtenant to divers tracts
proposed as eligible for the purpose, the fitrm

of James Gibbons, distant from Philadel|ihia
about 20 miles, in Westtown township, Ches-
ter county, containing about 600 acres, being
offered on terms thought reasonable by the
committee, after careful attention to the' title,

ascertaining the boundaries, &c., the purchase
has been effected for the sum of six thousand
and eighty-three pounds, six shillings and
eight pence (£6083 6s. 8d.), which considera-
tion with the needful repairs and improve-
ments will together amount to a very con-

main front (which is proposed to be as nearly
parallel to the intended new road as will be
consistent with the sentiments now e.xpressed
in favor of an east front), in order that the
avenue between the proposed orchards lead-

ing from said road to the house may be laid

out, and the fencing be immediately put for-

ward, and in order to prepare for planting a
part of the orchard in the ensuing spring, and
the remainder in the fall following. They are
also desired to consider of a ])roper situation

for a barn or stable. The place for a well
may also be considered, and the digging of it

be begun."
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Colorado and California.

(Continued from page 205.)

RAINY SEASON—SANTA BARBARA—OLIVE
TREES.

The following passages arc extracted from
a letter written at Santa Barbara on the 25th
of First month, 1881.

When I last wrote thee, we were at the
Sierra Madre Villa, among the finest of the
orange groves. That was a little before Christ-

mas, and at the California rainy season. A
few days after we arrived there it began to

rain, and rained nine days in succession,
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averaging a little more than an inch a day.

This was not the kind of weather to give one

as favorable an impression of the place as it

probably deserves ; but it was not cold. There

were plenty of flowers in bloom in the open

air ; and every morning at breakfast we saw

the humming birds fluttering around the

honej'suckles by the window. On our return

to Los Angeles, to spend Christmas, we found

the streets in the business part of the town
muddy bej'ond conception—perfect canals of

serai-fluid mud, beneath which the street rail-

ways were lost, and Eddy wondered how the

cars managed to find tixe tracks. It was ton

days after the rain ceased before the mud be-

gan to harden.
" As soon as the roads were reported in a

passable condition, we hired a light carriage

and came across the country here, sending

our baggage by sea.

"EUvvood Cooper's place is about 12 miles

west of Santa Barbara, and is very beautifully

located at the foot hills of the Santa Inez

Mountains, within two or three miles of the

ocean. During the ten years he has been here,

he has done an immense amount of planting.

Eucalyptus surround his fields, form long

shady avenues, and on some of the hill-sides

are planted in groves. He estimates the num-
ber at 150,000,"and some of the older ones are

more than a foot in diameter and nearly 50

feet in height. The wood is said to be dur-

able, and very good for railroad ties, and as

it grows very tail, many cuts can be had from
the same tree. If a railroad then should be

built along this coast, as has been proposed,

these trees would become very valuable. But
Cooper's olive orchards are the most interest-

ing of his tree planting. The trees are now
loaded with ripening fruit, and are the hand-
somest young olive trees I have seen, being

very straight and regular in outline, and with

clean bright leaves. But he tells me that it

is only by great care and constant vigilance

that he keeps them in the coBdition they are,

for like the orange trees, they are infested by
a scale Insect that covers the leaves with a

smutty substance, and soon checks the growth
of the tree, and these can only be destroyed

by washing the leaves with hot infusions of

tobacco. He estimates the- yield of oil this

year at about 1500 gallons.
" The site of Santa Barbara is very fine.

The Santa Inez Mountains, which are four or

five thousand feet high, run parallel to the

coast, and are onlj'a few miles from it; while

the Mesa, a hill a few hundred feet in height,

lies close along the shore ; between these is an
undulating valley about a mile in width, slop-

ing upwa,rd from the Pacific, and in this the

town is built. From almost everj' part of it

you have views of both the mountains and
the ocean, while well sheltered from the sea-

breezes, and the north winds. The climate at

this season of the year seems to us as nearly

perfect as one can imagine. We have had
but one rainy day since we came, and no raw
cold winds. During the day, after the sun is

fairly up, the thermometer stands at about
60°, while at night it generally falls to about
45°. A little fire in the morning is all that

is needed to make our rooms quite comfort-

able for the whole day. An overcoat is needed
when riding, but never while walking. Spring
gardening commenced a week or two since

;

roses and other flowers are in bloom, and the

grass is fresh and green. A few days since,

while walking through a neighboring garden.

we found peas ready for picking, and gathered
plenty of ripe strawberries."

(To be continued.)

UNDER THE SHADOW OF THY WINGS.

Hide me under the shadow of thy wings."—Ps.ilma

xvii. 8.

Under the shadow of thy wings,

Teach me, O Lord ! to hide
;

Sheltered from each hesetting sin

Or sinful thought, that stealing in

Allures me from thy side.

Under the shadow of thy wing.s,

Hide from the noontide ray !

Lest underneath the load of care

And toil that duty bids me bear,

I fiiint beside the way.

Under the shadow of thy wings,

When darkness shrouds the hills,

And slumber, with Lethean hand,

Holds me within her •' border land,"

Hide me from all its ills.

There hide me while the heavy clonds

And darkening mists of sorrow,

Almost shut out the cheering r.iys

Of hope, which through the gloomy days

Tell of a brighter morrow.

There, too, the only safe retreat

When the darkness is dividing;

O ! keep me safe when the sunlight falls

Into the heart's mysterious halls.

Under thy wings abiding.

Into this covert let me fly

While the tide of life is swelling

—

A refuge safe from the strife and din

Of the busy world, where vice and sin

May not invade our dwelling.

Under the shadow of thy wings,

When the hour supreme shall come,
O 1 keep my soul, while the boatman pale

With his silent oars and snowy sail

Shall carrv me gently home.
Columbiana, O.

"

J. E.

For "The Friend."

The following was written by Nathan Kite
for a young friend of his in the countrj% who
inforiiied him "he liked to work." After an

introduction, personal in its character, it con-

tinues as follows

:

Work away then !—let us see

Many fruits of industry!

Work away ! at study bright.

Work away with all thy might

!

Work with hearty will to get

Every lesson for thee set;

Whether long and dull it be,

Grammar or Geography,
Or Philosophy so deep,

Hard to learn and hard to keep

!

Work to do thy writing well,

Every word correctly spell

;

Every letter form with care

;

Keep thy copy neat and fair

!

Then thy teacher pleased may think
When she finds no blots of ink,

"Why, of boys he is a pearl !

Good—almost—as is a girl
!"

Work away ! 'tis good to see

Boy as busy as a bee,

Type of useful industry.

AVork in thy arithmetic !

_

Work to be exact and quick !

Strive in working sums to make
Never blunder or mistake !

Sad it were in coming time,

Selling cattle fat and prime,

Or thy oats, or corn or wheat,

If thyself thou wert to cheat

!

Or when stock for feeding, buying,

Thro' mistake in multiplying

Or subtracting—blunder sad

—

When the right thing was to add.

Work away then ! live and learn!

Knowledge seek at every turn!

All that study can attain.

May find granary in thy brain.

There is room enough to hold
All thy teacher can unfold.

Stow away 1 when youth is o'er

There'll be room enough for more.
Stow away then I sure of this,

Knowledge never comes amiss.

Harvest cometh—work away !

Let thy labor be thy play !

Load the wagon day by day I

In the mow tre.ad down the bay !

Count all pleasure—tho' thou get

Many a heat, with dripping sweat
On thy skin like drops of dew.
From thy hat brim to thy shoe,

Soaking shirt and panties through.
Carry wheat sheaves ! errands run !

Work away—'tis healthy fun.

None will blame us if oar plan
Is to do all work we can.

Father will thy praise exalt

—

Say " the boy is worth his salt

;

In a year I think 'tis true

He'll earn bread and butter too."

Work away 1 there's no disgrace.

In wet shirt and dirty face;

Shirt will dry at noon and night

;

Face well washed be clean and bright

;

And no new spots wilt thou win.

Save some freckles on thy skin.

Every hour in every day.
To grow better work away.
Never quarrel, fret or tease

;

Work the younger ones to please;

Work the elder ones to serve;

Never once from kindness swerve

;

Be thou kind to old and young;
Loving heart makes loving tongue;
For the love we others show,
They on us their love bestow.

Love thy Saviour from thy youth

;

Love and serve in deed and truth
;

Then his love will gently cheer,

Till the hour of death draws near;
And our God whose righteousness

Deigns all loving hearts to bless.

Shall receive thy soul above,

Where his dear ones dwell in love.

Work then ever more to win,

Love and purity within
;

Work to gain humility
;

Work a lamb of Christ to be

;

Work to serve Him here below;
Where He calls thee, thither go;

Let Him Guide and Pattern be ;

Do the work He giveth thee
;

Then the work and worker blessed
;

Thou in Heaven shall sweetly rest;

There thy labor and employ.
Shall be full of peace and joy

;

Light shall ever round thee shine,

Holiness and love divine;

Glory ceaseless shall be given;

Work away then ! work for Heaven !

For " The Friend.'

The Bible.

No one can ktiow the spiritual truths of til

Bible, but through the medium of the Spii:

of God. And no one can teach them only il

they are made tnanifest by a portion of tb

J

unerring light which gave the Scripturl

forth. .For the things of God knoweth i!

man but by the Spirit of God. And if v

would know the things of God, we must I

taught of Him. For the world byitswisdo
knows not God, nor the things of God, becau
they are only spiritually discerned. And tl

Spirit (not the Bible) searcheth all thing
yea, the deep things of God. The Bible hasi

power or virtue of itself in it ; but the Spii

from whence the Scriptures arose, is the powi

of God. The Bible cannot reach the heart

a blind or deaf or unregenerate man. Buttil
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avisible Gospel, which is the power of God
nto salvation, can. The Bible is not a more
lire word of prophecy, than the great pro-
hetic Word from whence the Scriptures
prang-. The Bible of itself cannot save ; but
,
and the Spirit combined, can in blessed har-

lorj' point the sinner to the Lamb of God
hich taketh away the sin of the world
'he Bible, as a stream, cannot rise highei
lan its fountain. Bnt though it should hi
ighly prized as a secondary rule, the Spirit
one is a perfect and infallible rule. The
ible of itself cannot penetrate the heart, nor
eanse the fountain of sin and corruption
lere, nor bring life and immortality to light,

ut the Spirit can bring to light the hidden
lings of darkness—can destroy the works of
le evil one, and bring everlasting righteous-
>88 into every indiv^idual soul that submits
• his government. The Bible, when opened
rtho Spirit, is able to make wise untosalva-
OD, through faith, which is in Christ Jesus,
nd thus the man of God, (like Timothy was,)
thoroughly furnished unto all good works,
he Bible of itself, has no spiritual light nor
'e in it. The unregenerate man maj' search
from Genesis to Revelation. But i{ he has
)t_the light of the Spirit to guide him, it will
ilikc seeking the living among the dead. It
ill profit him nothing. For the letter killeth.

is the Spirit that giveth life. Chri.st is the
e and light of mem But though we do not
ink we have eternal life in the Scriptures

;

st we should prize them above all books ; as
ey point us to Christ, and testify of Him,
bo is the light of the world—the way, the
iith and the life. And as a certain writer
serves: "The sum and substance of the
3ole Bible, is Jesus Christ and Him crucified
save a lost world ; and without this object
view as its grand end, the whole Jewish
stem of religion can have no meaning."
But the Bible does not reach to all man-
nd

;
though the Spirit or grace of God that

ings salvation, is uuiversal. A manifesta-
m of the Spirit is given to every one for our
ofit, if we will receive it and profit by it.

id we may have the Spirit without the
ble; and we may have the Bible without
e Spirit. And we may have both in mutual
d blessed harmony, as a comforting aid to
nstus in working out the sanctiflcation and
al salvation of the never dying soul.
Christ, while outwardly upon earth, gave
peated sanction to the Bible. And in'one
stance took the book of the prophet Isaiah,
d read from it. But this was in the per-
•mance of a legal duty, and a Jewish custom.
it did He ever constitute reading it as a
rt of Christian worship? I find no au-
Drity for it. Neither do I find any example
precept for it as a part of worship in the
igious meetings of our forefathers. But I

find ample proof to the contrary, some of
lieh I will cite. E. Barclay, in his works,
ges 1.51 and 152, says: " We meet not to
id the Scriptures hut to wait on the Lord,
d be taugbi of Uini. and receive from his
irit what \\r pli-i-^cth to administer, either
ourselves, ur through ,th« mouths of his

•vants;" and •• we meet to worship God,
lose worship is to be performed in spirit
d in truth, and not in external reading," &c.
And Daniel Wheeler, in his life, page 145,
alluding to reading the Scriptures morning
d evening, on shipboard, to the officers and
5W of the "Henry Freeling," sa,ys : "I was
reful to inform them that we did not con-

sider such reading as a part of Divine wor
ship, but that true worship is an act between
man and his great Creator, and can only be
performed acceptably in spirit and in truth
We profess to be followers in faith and

practice of the founders of our Society—of
those who through belief in the Spirit and ii

the Bible, and by patient continuance in well
doing amidst much persecution, have gone to
inherit the promises. They highly valued the
liibh', and liad divinely enlightened views of
its sacred contents. Shall vve now, with th'

same Bible in our hands, turn our backs on
the high Christian views of the spirituality oJ

true worship, which they so unfliiichinglj
held up before a gainsaying and frowniui;
world ?

We have an enemy that would fain per-
suade us that the way to the kingdom is easiei
now, and more broad and conformable to the
ways and worships of the world than it was
in the days of our forefathers. But does the
Bible say so ? Does it not teach that the way
is still strait and narrow ; leading us to take
up our daily cross, and follow our glorified
guide under the restraining power of the gos-
pel

; and " that we must tlii-ough much ti'ibu-

lation enter into the kingdom of God."
I am far from wishing to undervalue the

Bible. But I think with Paul, that all Scrip-
'

I given by inspiration of God ; even
though the Bible contains the sayings of
wicked men, and of Satan himself. Yet I be-
lieve the writers were inspired to write as
they did write. So I look upon it as a divinely
inspired volume. And that it is all profitable
for the various conditions of man : Some for
doctrine, some for reproof, some for correc-
tion, some for instruction in righteousness. &c.
But while I highly prize the'Seripturea I do
not want to place them higher than the holy
men of old put them. Neither do I want to
put them higher than the Divine Fountain
from whence they sprang. And I think too
much of my holy Eedeemer to be willing to

put Him down on a level with the written
word. Or to let the Bible, or any earthly
object, come in between Him and the natural
darkness of my heart, so as to eclipse the
brightness of his shining there, where it is so

part of the Island. The man while on the
road being tired and hot, ate one of the melons;
first hiding the letter under a stone. When
the remaining melons and the letter were
given to the missionary, he asked,

" Where is the other melon ? There were
four sent ?"

The poor native was greatly astonished.
Pointing to the letter, he siiid :

"How can that tell you ? It did'nt see me
eat the melon, for I hid it under a stone."

—

Selected.

Hazardous or Speculative Enterprises.

It is recorded of George Dillwj-n that when
in England he was otiei'ed by a vender there
a hundred thousand acres of land. " I told
him," said G. Dillwyn, "it would be very
strange, if I, who came over to this country
to persuade people to think more of heaven
than of earth, should become a purchaser of
a hundred thousand acres of land."

After some refleetiou upon this, the writer
has arrived at the conclusion, that, inasmuch
as our Society was raised up to show forth
and maintain a high standard ofmoral probity
and equity as well as Christian life and purity,
even to the becoming as a city set upon a
hill that cannot be hid, is it not the bounden
duty of every one of its members, be they
ministers, elders, overseers, or others, in view
of our high calling, to be engaged to walk
worthj- of the vocation wherewith we are
called, as good stewards of the manifold grace
of God ?

Is not the fact indisputable, that we shall
each be held accountable at the tribunal of a
just and jealous God, not only for the fruit of
our lips, but no less for- the ex-preesiveJau^
guage of our conduct ? Does not every mem-

n this respect stand upon a platform of
conviction and of dut_y for which he is, in
measure, alike with others accountable for
the motives to an action, or why he does so
nd so? remembering that the self-denying,
onscientious integrity of men in private
lafioiis. goes a glial \\ ay towards making
|i till' siiMi iiftlir i'\('r |o be desired devotion
lel )Ji'acUeal holiness, wliieli become followers

Lawuiver, High Priest, andmuch needed. Lf t'l

And as the great eternal, invisible Word,! King. Thus, too, it is that we become way-
by whom the worlds were made, and by marks instead of stumbling-blocks unto con-
whom it is to be judged, and by whom woUistent membership in a church of which

iksare redeemed, and by whom God s

man, is infinitely above the Scriptures. I (an
not therefore conscientiously call tlie ISiMe

the word of God; as that would seem to rob
Christ of that glory which belongs to Him
alone. " Now unto Him that is able to keep
us from falling, and to present us faultless be-
fore the presence of his glory with exceeding
joy, to the only wise God our Saviour, be
gloiy and majesty, dominion and power, both
now and forever." D. H.

Dublin, Ind., 12th mo. 21st, 1881.

Talking Paper.—Some of our natives on the
Island of Ponape, in the Pacific Ocean, are
greatly delighted when they have learned to

read and write a little. In their joy they
sometimes write to a friend whom they are
going to visit, and then themselves earrj' the
letter and read it to him. At tiirst they thought
it very strange that paper could be made to

talk.

A missionary once sent four watermelons
by a native to a fellow missionary on another

us is the glorified Head ; and "who
ua\-e liiinself for it, that He might present it

to himself a glorious church, not having spot
or wiinlNle or any such thing," &c.

Wli\ did ( leoigc Dillwyn turn at once from
a projiosai whieb bore upon its face an in-

consistency, and which would have been also

a hazardous and speculative enterprise ? Not
surely from the absence of a legal right! He
found, no doubt, that it would weaken him
as a Christian. He wished to abstain from
all appearance of evil. He feared the exam-
ple would not be good to his fellow members,
neither of good re]iort to others. He could
not reconcile the motive with his sense of ob-

ligation to Him who, on earth, had not where
to lay his head; and who hath left the testi-

mony, "Having food and raiment, let us be
therewith content." He knew, moreover,
that though favored as he had been bj^ hia

heavenlj- Master, he was by no means exempt
from the danger of becoming a castaway.
And that those who speculate in order to ac-

cumulate do wrong, and are much more apt
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to be ruined than enriched; and that the
I

tendency of the pursuit of riches is to with-

draw the heart from spiritual exercises, if not

to choiie the good seed of the kingdom and

render it unfruitfuh

Now to apply these remarks to the point

intended ; the writer has been surprised and
ti-oubled to learn that some of our members
hereaway are moi-e or less pecuniarily in-

teresting themselves in the working of silver

mines in the far West. Would that these, if

there are such, might weigh well the motive

that actuates or prompts thereto ! Whether
it be to promote their own virtue and useful-

ness, or the welfare and happiness of others?

Let them query, as in the sight of the Searcher

of hearts, whether the probable effects upon
their own minds and hearts will not be preju-

dicial ? and whether the very responsible

talent of influence over others, will, hereby,

be duly occupied to the glory of our Father

in heaven, or whether, on the contrary, the

opposite tendencies will not greatly pre-

ponderate ? And whether, in view of each

one of us being called to let our "light so

shine before men, that they seeing our good
works," &c.; and that through Jesus Christ

our Saviour, who loved us, and washed us

from our sins in his own blood, we are made
capable of becoming kings and priests unto

Him, it would not be far better, in the spirit of

G. Dillwj'n, to look after our influence over our

fellow pilgrims, seeking both by example and
precept to turn their thoughts from the things

of earth to those of heaven, rather than to in-

dulge in an}' speculation, at best of question-

able propriety, no less than in the purchase
of a hundred thousand acres of land ? Should
we not rather seek to glorify our Holy Re-
deetnei- by giving Him " tho first fruits"

—

our hearts and affections, a living sacrifice?

Seeking more to sow seeds that, through the

power of Divine grace, shall yield spiritual

increase to his glory, knowing that the time
for winning souls must be over soon.

" Then let us all be .ictive

If a fruitful sheaf we'd bring

To adorn the royal table

lu the palace of the King."

The subjoined testimonies from the Disci-

pline of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and
from its Advices, are commended to the care-

ful, serious attention ofour members wherever
these may come :

—" This meeting being earn-

estly concerned that the service of our re-

ligious Society may not be obstructed, or its

reputation dishonored, bj' any imprudence of

its members in their worldly engagements,
recommends . . . that none engage in

such concerns, as depend upon the oft decep-
tive probabilities of hazardous enterprises

;

but rather content themselves with such a
plain and modest way of living, as is con-
sistent with the self-denying principle we
make profession of; whereby many disap-

pointments and grievous perplexities may be

avoided, and that tranquilit}' of mind ob-

tained, which is inseparable from the right

enjoyment of even temporal things. And it

is advised, that where any among us err, or
are in danger of erring in these respects, they
be faithfullj- and timely admonished.

" We affectionately desire that Friends ma}'
humbly wait for Divine counsel in all their

engagements, and dulj' attend to the secret
intimations and restrictions of the Spirit of
Truth in their business and trading, not suf-

fering their minds to be hurried away by the

inordinant desire of worldly riches; remem-
bering the observation of the Apostle in his

day, and so often sorrowfully verified in ours,

that ' They who will be rich, fall into tempta-

tion and a snare;' and erring from the faith,

'pierce themselves through with many sor-

rows.'
"

" Our worthy ancestors having their eye

directed towards an enduring inheritance, and
their affections placed upon things above,

sought not after greatness in this world, but

passed the time of their sojourning here in

fear and in great simplicity of heart, endeav-

oring thereby to reach the Divine Witness in

every mind, and to promote the love of truth

and righteousness amongst mankind. In

minds thus bent upon seeking a more glorious

inheritance than the accumulation of worldly
possessions, a concern is maintained to hold

forth an example of temperance, justice, and
truth ; but where a defection from this sim-

plicit_y of heart and heavenl}' mindedness hath
prevailed, it hath led into the love and pursuit

of this fading world, produced the fruits of

pride and ambition, and occasioned many
wants which our predecessors were preserved
from.

"Earnestly do wc desire that all our dear
Friends maj- be scrupulously on their guard,

not to suffer their nice sense of christian in-

tegrity to be blunted or benumbed b}' the ex-

amples which pass unreproved in the com-
munity, but steadily adhere to that strict

uprightness, in all their transactions and con-

verse, which becomes the disciple of Christ,

and which so remarkably distinguished our
worthy predecessors. Hovv exact were they
in the fulfilment of their words and obliga-

tions! How careful to avoid all evasive and
insincere dealings ! And how conscientious not
to engage in anything of a doubtful or objec-

tionable character! Their strictness in these

respects gained for them and for our religious

Society a high reputation, and thoLord blessed

their honest endeavors so that they prospered
in the world. May their noble example in-

fluence us of the present daj' to follow in their

footsteps, that so our conduct may bring no
shade over the brightness of our christian

profession, but that walking and acting in the
holy light of the Lord Jesus, we may by our
example, commend our principles to those
who behold us, and experience in ourselves

the truth of the Scripture declaration, ' The
path of the just man is as a shining light, that

shineth more and more unto the perfect day.'
" We believe the desire after large business

is one of the besetting temptations of the pres-

ent day, and we would att'ectionately entreat

our members to beware of being caught with
it. ' Seekest thou great things for thyself?

Seek them not,' is a language of Holy Scrip-

ture applicable, we believe, at this day, to

every one who desires to bo a partaker of the
joys of the righteous. The happiness of man's
life consisteth not in the abundance of the
things which he possesseth, but in the love of

God shed abroad in the heart, and daily com-
munion with Him. Trade, or business, or
speculations in propert_y, which hold out pros-

pects of a rapid accumulation of riches, often

destroy the tranquility of the mind, and lead

to perplexities which not or\\y lessen the de-

sire, but disqualify for a patient, humble
dependence upon Him, who is the Author of

all our mercies, and whose blessing alone

maketh truly rich. Maj' none of our members
involve themselves in worldly concerns of

such magnitude, or of so absorbing a charact

as to disqualify them for acting the part
faithful stewards to God, in the right use

their time, their talents, and the tempoi
bstance intrusted to their care ; or preve

them from being concerned, in all things,

pass the time of their sojourning on earth
fear, and by dailj- watchfulness unto prayi

to have their lamps trimmed, and oil in th(

vessels, that when the solemn end of tit

shall come, they may be prepared, throuj

the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, to enter in

the joy of their Lord."

1st mo. 14th, 1882.

For " The Friend.

Religious Items, &c.

Church and State in France.—When t

State supports the Church, of course, t

State, in return for its support, demands t

right of control. Now, this control may
exercised bj' a ruler, conscientious and Chr
tian, and sincerely friendly to the Churc
as Gladstone ; or, it may be exercised by
good man, though not a friend to the Churt
as bj' law established ; or, it may be exercis

by a man like the late Lord Beaconsfield, w
is utterly indifferent to principle.

Or again, the power may be exercised bj

man who hates every form of religion, as I

ing superstition and idolatry.

Such is the situation in France. The Prii

Minister and virtual ruler, Gambetta, is h(

tile to all religion ; and his organ, the Jiept

lique Francaise, is bitter and scurrilous in

opposition to Christianity. The Minister

Public Worship, Paul Bert, is equally' pi

nounced, not only against Eomanism, b

against every form of religion.

"The American, of recent date, thus co

ments

:

" The scandal of placing an avowed and
tolerant atheist in charge of the relations

the French Government to the French churt

es, has proved too much for Garabetta's inf

ence to sustain. By a reconstruction of 1

duties Bert is left in charge of the educatioi

and artistic relations of the Governme:
while the regulation of public worship pasi

into other hands. The change is valuable

a concession to decency ; but it robs Bert
none of his power to make mischief In 1

relations to the churches, he had no power
dictate the doctrine to be taught from th'

pulpits, or the course of training throu
which they should carry their catechist

It is different with the public school syste

The teachers of such a system form a hti

clerisy—to use Coleridge's word—to wh(
the State can dictate at its pleasure. Bi

can prescribe the studies he pleases. He c

exclude the classics and philosophy—both
which he hates—and can substitute for thi

phrenologj'and Zola's novels, if he so pleas

He can inculcate lessons of material scien;

to the destruction of all belief in persoi'

freedom and responsibility. And, ifhe be i'

greatly belied, this is just the kind of chani

he intends to make.
And this is what the priests have done l'

Christ's gospel. Thej- have made its ve

name hateful in the world for which its i',

thor died. They have made the people 1|

lieve that Christianity, in all its states aj

forms, is hostile to progress ; that it is alwai

on the side of their tyrants in Church a

State ; and that the only hope of a radical
form in society is in getting rid of it al'
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ether. And so the attempt is to be made by
le chosen Ministers of the Republic. * *

he Church * * will be left, in the judg-
lent of her friends, very naked and desolate,
hile the Government, under profession of
eutrality, is, really, her determined foe. It
the temper and spirit of Gambetta's gov
•nment towards the Church, which makes
le crisis so grave—a temper and spirit which
ill open a conflict that we fear will inevita

y draw blood before it is closed."

How deplorable all this is, we need not say;
it it is a state of things which need surprise
3 one, so long as the union of Church and
;ate abides.

[Since the above was written there has
:en a change in the French Cabinet, and
imbetta has retired. But this does not
feet the lesson taught by the preceding
atement.]

For " The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Ocean Colors.—In an elaborate article on
e colors exhibited by the waters of the
ean, Prof LeConte attributes the blue
the presence of finely divided matter in a
ite of suspension, the shades of blue vary
5 with the amount and the attenuation of
is suspended matter. If the waters were
emically pure, and optically homogeneous,
d sufficiently deep to extinguish the solar
^'S, they would appear perfectly' black to one
ating on their surface.

When the bottom or any object in the
iters is sufficiently near the surface for some
ht to be reflected from it, a green tint is

sduced, as is seen in shallow parts of th
Ban. In the blue waters of the sea the greei
lor may often bo observed in looking at the
lite bellies of the porpoises, as they gambol
out a ship. The same effect is produced in

iter of any depth when a greater an^ount
solid matter is held in suspension than is

luired to produce the blue tint.

Lily as Food.—Various species of li ly abound
northern Japan, whose bulbs are used for
id. The women may be seen returning
ni the forests earlj- in the autumn loaded
th bulbs. These are crushed in a mortar,
i the starch separated from the cellular
sue by repeat-ed washing.
Lily bulbs are so esteemed for food by the
panese that they are cultivated in large
entities, and form one of the prominent
m products to be seen in the market. They
) boiled and eaten as potatoes would be.

—

I. Nat.
Failed Men of Borneo.—Carl Bock, late Com-
38ioner of the Dutch Government, in his
rneyings in Borneo, endeavored to inves-
ate the truth of the reports, that one of the
bes on that island were furnished with short
Is. One of the servants of the Sultan of
ti declared that he had seen such in the
ssir country. An embassy was accordingly
it to the Sultan of Passir with a letter re-

Jsting him to send two of them by the
irer. The embassy was unsuccessful, and
ippeared that no such people were known
sxist, but that " the tail-people" was the title

en to the personal attendants of the Sultan
Passir.

—

Nature.
Fishing Wheel.—A new and very destruc-
e fishing device is reported from theColum-
river, Oregon. It consists of a jetty of

:ks built out from a point on the shore of

the riyer, outside of which is a planked sluice
way, in which an under-shot wheel with large
tank buckets revolves. The sluice-way was
built when the river was at its lowest stage
of water, and the wheel is hung so that it car:

be raised or lowered as may be desired, ac
cording to stage of water. The instinct of
salmon is to run up the river alongside of the
banks instead of mid-channel. By this the
fish can take advantage of the eddies below
jutting points of land. On these projecting
points the Indians have from time immeni-
orial, taken salmon in large numbers by using
dip nets. The jetty built out from the point
above-named makes a larger and longer slack-
water behind it, and the salmon rounding the
point rush into the sluice-way to get up the
river. In the sluice-way the wheel which re-
volves with the current, is guaged so as to
sweep within a foot of the bottom, and the
salmon are scooped up in the tanks or buckets,
which let out the water as they ascend. On
the wheel descending the fish are thrown out

a trough or gutter leading to a pen below,
here they remain until taken away to be

canned. The arrangement of the sluice, wheel,
&c., is a most successful one, the catch of
adult salmon, which are the only ones canned,
running from 1,500 to 4,000 per day. There
is virtually no expense in taking the fish save
attending to the pen.
As the fishermen who take salmon in boats

in the lower Columbia Eiver demand and re
ceive from 50 to 60 ets. per fish from the can
neries, one can readily see what a vast profit
the use of the wheel makes to the cannery
connected with it.

A fatal objection to this device arises from
the fact, that it scoops up and kills little fish
as well as big ones, and as yet no provision
is made, in connection with it for the escape
of the former. Unless the threatened whole-
sale killing of salmon too small for canning is

prevented, the supply will be entirely cut off,

and the entire canning industry destroyed, if

the wheel comes into general use.

—

Scientific

American.
O. N. Denny, United States Consul General

at Shanghai, has sent to a friend in California,
for distribution throughout the State, a pack-
age of the seeds of the "tallow tree," which,
he thinks, will flourish there. The nuts grow
in clusters, and are gathered in the 11th
month. When ripe, the capsule divides and
discloses, usually, about three kernels, covered
with pure, hard, white tallow. In preparing
the tallow, the ripe nuts are put into a wooden
cylinder with a perforated bottom, and, after
ten or fifteen minutes' steaming, the tallow
becomes so soft that it is easily detached from
the albumen of the seeds by breaking them
with mallets. It is then separated from the
seeds by sifting it through hot sieves, but, of
course, it is discolored from mixture with the
brown testa of the seeds, and, in order to
strain it and make it perfectlj' pure and white,
't is poured into a cylinder made up of rings
of straw placed one on top of the other, then
put into a rude press, when the tallow is

squeezed through in a pure state. From 183
pounds of seed is obtained from forty to filiy

poundsof tallow, besides the oil obtaincil sulV

sequently from the albumen, by giiiidiiig.

teaming and pressing it. The tallow is used
for a variet}' of purposes by the Chinese, but
more particularly for making candles, which
are burned in Buddhist worshi]).

(I liable Manuscripts.—The British Museum

has recently purchased a collection of fortv
manuscripts made in Southern Arabia. Fif-
teen are portions of the Hebrew Scriptures,
of which two are probably the oldest which
as yet have come to light. " One of the fifteen
contains the Hagiographa, exhibiting a recen-
sion of the Hebrew text, and, with two other
iwrtions already in the Museum Library,
forming the complete Hebrew Bible.

Purifying Glay.—Aiter prolonged and wide-
ly varied and expensive experiments, the task
has been successfully accomijlished of separa-
ting the particles of iron from the clay from
which the pure white and costly porcelain is
made. Two powerful electro magnets are
placed with opposite poles facing one another,
and between them is a trough or funnel with
a vent-hole in its lower part. The liquid clay
is caused to flow along the sides of this trough,
past the magnetic poles, which attract the
iron to the sides. Twice a day the sides are
cleansed of the deposited material. In this
way half a ton of clay can be purified per day
in each trough. The magnetic deposit is said
to consist mainly of silicate of iron and a trace
of carbon. The finished product is worth
more by 40 per cent, than it used to be.
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Public attention has been frequently called
of latter time to the annoyances and 8ufl:er-

ings inflicted upon the new comers by the
older students, in many of our institutions of
learning

;
and those who direct such institu-

tions have been called upon to repress and
prevent such outrages; ' "

'

They are evidences of the depravity of the
human heart, which loads the strong to tyran-
nize over the weak—the master over the slave—the powerful to trample on the rights of
the unprotected. Probably, we ean all re-
member that in our youthful daj-s, there was
in almost every school we attended some un-
fortunate boy who was made the butt of his
fellows, and subjected to insults and ill-treat-

ment which often rendered him very unhappy.
The danger arising from this source is greater,
because of the thoughtle.ss character of the
young, and their inability to appreciate the
serious consequences which may flow from
such abuses.

It is certainly the duty of those intrusted
with the care of children, especially in Board-
ing Schools, to watch carefullj- over those
under their charge and prevent, if possible,
such evils from developing among them—and
that, nut <'i\\y for the sake of the poor victims
iif wrung, liiit for the good of their oppressors,
and the chocking of the growth of cruelty and
depravity in their hearts.

These remarks have been elicited by the
following newspaper item :

—

" Great interest has been aroused at Bowden
College by the suit brought against eight
udents for $10,000 each for damages to a
llow-studont whose ej'c-sight was nearly
•stroyed by their wanton hazing. The en-

tire sophomore class, and possiblj^ the whole
college, will be summoned as witnesses."

We are glad to notice in The British Friend
for First month, an article commenting on
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the report of the Conference recently hold in

London on Home Mission Work, and express-

ing uneasiness at "the evident tendency to

drift into a paid one-man ministry ;" for it says,

"If a Friend is to be located in a place as a

regular preacher, what else can it be?" "If
it becomes a stationary paid ministry, where-

in will it differ from existing sects? It is the

free Gospel ministry exercised only under the

Holy Spirit's prompting, that so commends
itself and places it above criticism ; but let it

be known that it is paid for, and people will

then judge it on its own merits, and naturally

say: If it is to be paid for, then we will go
where we can get the most highlj^ educated

and talented preachers. Such a state of

things would lay the axe at the root of true

Quakerism, with all its Scriptural spirituality

and simplicity. If the people are thirsting

for Quakerism, it must be for primitive truth,

and not an adapted and moditiod form of it.

Greater faith and a humble reliance on the

teachings and loadings of fhe Holy Spirit,

would 25roduce the results of ancient days."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—Charles J. Guiteaii, convicted of

assassinating President Garfield, has been sentenced to

be executed on tlie 30tli of Sixth nionlli next.

The public debt statement shows a reduction of $12,-

978,836 during First month.
The exports of petroleum and petroleum products

from the United States during the year 1881, amounted
to 514,550,719 gallons, against 346,779,449 during the

preceding j'ear.

The old " World" building, in New York City, cover-

ing about half the block between Park Row, Nassau
and Beekman streets, was entirely destroyed by fire on
Fourth-dav morning of last week. It was occupied by

the New York Belling and Packing Co. : Willy Wal-
lack, Stationer; the New York Observer, the Turf, Field

and Farm, Scottish American, Halional Bank Note Re-
porter and other journals, and by several law and busi-

ness firms, and the loss is estimated at about f725,000.
The flames spread so rapidly that there was scarcely

time for those in the building to escape, and four or

five persons lost their lives.

The storm of Seventh-day last was accompanied by
heavy precipitation of .snow, from North Carolina to

the Canadian border. South of that State there was
rain. The snow-fall ranged from ten inches to three

feet in depth, the maximum being reached in the moun-
tain regions of this State and New York. At Boston a

wind velocity was recorded of forty miles an hour.
Travel was seriously impeded everywhere, railroad

trains being delayed, and steamers prevented from run-

ning on Long Island Sound. The railroad blockade
was especially severe in New England, the snow drift-

ing on the roads. The storm ceased in Boston at three
o'clock yesterday afternoon. Many of the narrower
streets in that city are reported to be " wholly impassa-
ble." In New Hampshire the snow is from eighteen
inches to two feet deep on a level, and badly drifted,

An explosion of gas occurred in the Groveshaft of

the Midlothian Co:il Mines, in Chesterfield county,
Virginia, on the 3rd inst. It is said that 32 men were
caught in the mine, and had probably perished. Five
bodies have been thus far recovered."

Despatches from New Orleans received at the Cotton
Exchange, New York, report the crevasse In the Mis-
sissippi at Tropical Bend, 60 miles below the city, near
the quarantine station, as having become serious. The
break is 100 feet wide, and was rapidly overflowing the
cultivated plantations in the neighborhood. The latest

reports say the break was constantly widening, and a
body of water two miles broad was passing across the
plantation to the swamp in the rear. The levee at

Lockport, on bayou Lafourche, 40 miles west of New
Orleans, on the New Orleans and Texas Railroad, has
also broken, and the adjacent country was being rapidly
flooded. This is in the midst of a very productive
sugar district.

Many Russian Jews are settling in Mississippi.
Drexel & Co. of this city, last week issued their check

to the State Treasurer for six millions seven hundred
and sixty-seven thousand seven hundred and sixty-six
dollars and seventy-five cents, in payment for the

amount of the Pennsylvania 4 per cent, loan awarded
to their house at the recent letting. Tbis is probably

the largest check ever Lssued in Pennsylvania.

Deaths in this city for the week ending Second mo.

4th, were 433, as compared with 371 for the previous

week and 405 the corresponding week last year. The
main causes were: Consumption of the hings, 70; con-

vulsions, 30 ;
diphtheria, 22 ; typhoid fever, 15 ;

inflam-

mation of the lungs, 43 ; old age, 21 ; small pox, 12.

Markets, &c.—U.S. SJ's, 101 a 102i; 4.J's, coupon,

113i; registered, 115; 4's, 118j ;
currency 6's, 130.

Cotton.—There was no material change to notice in

price or demand Sales of middlings are reported at

12J^ a 12| cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7i cts. for export, and

7| cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour.—Flour has been less active, but prices were

without material change. Sales of superfine, at $4.50
;

western and Pennsylvania 'extras, S4.75 a $5.25 ; 400
barrels Minnesota extras, clear, $6.75 a $7 ; 300 barrels

Minnesota extras, clear, straight, good, at $7 a $7.37J

;

500 barrels Pennsylvania extra familv, good, at -6.50;

600 barrels do. do. fauov, at * 6.62J a $6.75 ; 200 barrels

Ohio do. do., good and choice, at $7.25; 100 barrels St.

Louis do. do. on private terms ; 100 barrels winter

wheat patents, at •r7.75 a $8; 200 barrels Minnesota
patent-s, at $7.75 a $8, and 900 barrels do. City Mills,

family, on private terms. Rye Hour was dull ; sales,

in small lots, at $4.75 a $5. In corn meal there was
nothing doing, and prices were nominal. Buckwheat

nge of $3.25 a $3.50

returns one of 26,870. The next largest was in (

Seventeenth, with 26,500.

Nearly all the Paris newspapers comment favoral

on the Ministerial programme, except the irreconcila'

in politics, which blame the Ministry for the postpo:

ment of the Revision question.

The Budget Committee of the Austrian delegati

has approved the grant of 8,000,000 florins for the si

pression of the insurrection. The Minister of War Si

that the insurrection was now moving more towards I

frontier of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Mahmoud Barondi, the new Egyptian Premier, I

visited the foreign Consuls General. He inform

Malet, the British Consul General, that the new Gove:

ment would respect all international obligations. Il

understood that the Ministerial progranime, wh
specially enumerating the different administralit

guaranteed by international obligations, does not mi

tion the budget question.

The Journal de St. Petersburg says: "The preai

state of affairs in Egypt cannot last. A settlement H

probably be effected through a concert of the powers

terested in the East."

The Times says; "The time has arrived when Ei

land and France should make it plain whether the jo

note meant that interference with the Egyptian sta'

quo will he forcibly resisted or whether it meant no

ing." The Daily News considers that the last phase

the crisis in Egypt may well pass without any necesa

for intervention, and particularly deprecates any int

ference through Turkish agency.

A despatch from St. Petersburg says Lieuten:meal sells slowly within the _ ^ ^^^ ^^^^_ ,^^^ .j„ i^^^. ,„,.. „„ „ ^,^„.^„,
Feed-Sales are" reported at $21 .a $22 for winter, and' j);;,^;;^"^};;;"';^/;";;; ,;;'' f;o;;''Y;u;;fsk7hat ThlTQ
$19 a S19.O0 for spring wheat bran.

, ^ ^ ,

I abouts of Commander De Long is known. He propa

..S!'i'"-r)^ '""i' '^"l.'^!:'}^ ^l^
unsettled. Sales of

j^ send his men to St. Petersburg, hut will remain
2000 bushels red, at $1.40 a $1.42, as to qua ity and ^i^j hj^self, to undertake an exploration in the spr:

'"'=i^!'T^ ' ?n?,
'',"''','''?

'^S-
^^

^i;^?t,'
^^^^

'""'"''f "JP-i along the Siberian coast, to rescue Cliipps' party,
at $1.40; 1600 bushels do at $1.40J. Rye was dull

;j xhe St. Petersburg correspondent of the Stand,
sales at 90 a 92 cts. per bushel. Corn was .steady

;
about] ..rj,,,^ Government of Russia is contemplat

8000 bushels sold in lots at 70 cts. for yellow
; 70 cts.

' (he annexation of Corea on the ground of the insecnr
for mixed

; 68 cts. for steamer; 67 cts. for No. 3 ; 67 cts ^f ^^^^ Russian possessions in the Pacific and the w

P^^^i'""'' f°^
rejected. Oats were unchanged

;
sales of

ij^e disposition of China. Japan favors the plan, a

10,000 bushels white at 49 a 51 cts., and rejected and
^^ j^ calculated that the United States will not interf

mixed at 47 a 48 cts per bushel. U^ f^^^^ of China, in consequence of the bad feel

. ?7.cfo"'^ ^""^ Market, for week ending 2nd mo.'
jn^j the Chinese prevalent in California."

4th, 1882. --Loads of hay, 330 ;
loads of .straw 73 : The insurrection in Yemen, Arabia, is gaining grou

Average price during the week-Prime timothy, $1.10 Nm^jbers of Arabs have deserted the Turkish standa

'^r.F-^^
per 100 pounds; mixed, ijl 00 to $1.10 per xhe insurgents are in pos.session of the principal

100 pounds
;
Straw, 80 to 90 cts. per 100 pounds.

|
^^^^^^ j^,^^, ^^^ occupy positions from which they <

Foreign.—London, 2nd mo. 7th. The Times, this only be dislodged by a large force,

morning, foreshadows the Queen's speech. It says thej The Caughnawaga Indians in Canada have resoh
speech dwells on the disappearance of many causes of

t to petition the Dominion Government "for their em
anxiety in Europe, Asia and Africa. Of the Eastern ' cipation, and to have the right of franchise confer
question only one point will be referred to, namely, the upon them."
peaceful transfer of Thessaly. Careful attention will be

j

paid to the aflTairs of Egypt. International obligations, r.^r>r>T^r.-r.T/%^T t »i u-. .• ct^i- u
will be carried into effect and the rights of the Sultan '

^.COKRECTION -In the obituary notice of Elizab

maintained
i Kiteley, in No. 2o of the present volume of I

The speech will congratulate the country upon the'
Friend," the date of her decease should have been t

restoration of peace in Afghanistan and in the Trans- 1

^"d, instead of 23rd of 12th month.

vaal, and will refer to the sporadic troubles in Basuto
land. The French commercial treaty will receive at-| WANTED
tention, the negotiations concerning which are not yet i

j^ (^^^^^ priend as teacher of the School for Indi
closed. The improvement in the trade of the Empire ehildren at Tunesas.sa. Also a young or middle af
IS beyond dispute. The condition of Ireland is regarded p^iend and his wife, to reside in the tenant-house, !

as improved Reform of Parliamentary procedure is
ggj^t the Superintendent in conducting the farmi

not mentioned.
_ and other concerns under care of the Committee.

All persons entering the public houses-hotels res- persons who may feel drawn to engage in the abl*"'""'- and liquor saloons—of Bristol, England, he-
' gpj.yiggg address—^"''"'^-^''' '"''

'

Jos. S. Elkinton, 325PineSt., Philadelphitween the hours of 7 and 11 o'clock on Seventh-day, 1st

mo. 7th, were counted, with the following result : Of a
population of 206,000, 105,000, or more than one-half,
entered the public houses in four hours. Of this num-
ber 54,074 were men, 36,803 women, and 13,415 chil-

dren.

Great nneasine.ss prevails at Limerick, owing to ill

feeling existing between certain classes of citizens and
the military. The oflieer commanding has addressed a
communication to the magistrates, pointing out that the
soldiers are unable to walk on the streets at night with-

Juhn Sharple.ss, Chester, Delaware Co., Pa

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Fraiikford, {Twenty third Ward,) PhUadelphii

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hall, M|
Applications for the Admission of Patients maji

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boari'

out being stoned, and giving warning that the military! Mlanagers.

will be compelled to fire on the people in self-defence ifi
1

the attacks continue. The magistrates have resolved Died, at the residence of his step-son Aaron Dewil

to take extraordinary precautions to preserve the pftace. 10" ''^s '^Ot'i °f 1^'h month, 1881, Samuel Craft,|

Returns of the recent census in Paris give a total 'he 83rd year of his age, a member of Pennsv
popul.-ition of 2,225,900, against 1,988,800 in 1876, and: Monthly and Particular Meeting of Friends. 01,

1,851,792 in 1872. This is an increase since 1876 of This dear Friend, through a long and useful 1

237,100, against an increase in 1876 over 1872 of only
J

evinced that meekness and gentleness characteristid

137,000. For the later period the increase is distributed 'he true Christian ; and though nearly deprived

overall the arrondissements except two ; but it has been 'spe<2ch for many months prior to his death, he msj

greatest in the industrial quarters on the outskirts of
*'f^^5^}j:J;'*'

^" ^^''1^'° "as peace,

the town, where there has been, and still is, a large sur-l

face of ground available for new buildings. The largest

was in the Eleventh Arrondissement, which
|

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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newixl :tli which we so much need, forth all our wants and sorrows into the
and whicli IS only (o be obtained by waitinj,^ bosom of an Almighty Helper, who knows all
ii|ion til.' Lord .May that mercy, which once our infirmities, all our prononess to err from
deigncl with the whip ofsmall cords to cleanse his ways, btit who, in unbounded mercy is
his temple, not utterly forsake. But in thy ever ready to hear the sighing of the poor
abundantmercy grant that, that house which and the crying of the needy, and to admin-
should be the house of prayer may not bo^ister that food which their flimishing souls
made a den of thieves

25th
vanta."

demand.

For "The Friend."

ilxtraots from th3 Diary of R3b3cca Dawess.
(Continued from page 210.)

1860. 4th mo. 20th. '^ Thou kuowest my
(wnsitting and my uprising; thou under-
mdest my thoughts afar otf." To be en-
iled simply to know and to do the Divine
ill, neither running in my own will or
i-ength, nor burying' my talent in the earth,
often the enga*gement of my heart ; neither
act in the will of the creature, nor yet to
rink from required duty. O Lord, in the
jnitudo of thy mercy, "lead me in a plain
th because of mine enemies."
Gth mo. Ifith. In my evening retirement
t, as at many other times, an e'arnest desire
at my eyes might indeed be opened

; and
Tiembering how swiftly life was -passing,
It the prime of ray days was alreadj' past,
ry humiliating reflections arose ; and the
ery, how the talents committed to my trust
d been employed, accompanied by the fear
it like the slothful servant thej' had been
ried in the earth.

rth mo. 4th. Felt this evening like again
lowing my covenant in the language of the
triarch Jacob, '-If thou wilt be with me in

s way that I go, and give me bread to eat
i raiment to put on, then thou shalt be my
d and I will serve thee;" but the remen'i-
uice of my manj^ short-comings seemed to
B as a mountain befoi-o me, and I felt hardly
e to lay hold on hope. Ami though I sen-
lyfelt that there was nothing lacking on
! side of my long-suffering God, yet I felt

ire was much on m3^ own : and the fervent
sathing of my soul was, that if there was
it in my way or my doings which was offen-
b in the Divine sight, which retarded luv
Egress, or marred the work once gracioiislN-

pfun, it might be made manifest and wholl'v
loved.

ith mo. 7th. Oh keep me in the hour of
aptation and trial ! How unwearied is my
'I's enemy

! Even tempting me to doubt
.hose things on which rests my only hope,
keep me in the hour of temptation and

d, has been the breathing of my soul.
'861. 3rd mo. 3rd. How swiftly time flies

kJ^ and how various are the stratagems of

I

enemy wholly to engross the mind,"so that
Itimc shall be'left for serious reflection. It
tiers not in what way he etfects it, if he
y prevents us from experiencing the re-

" Make me as one of the hired ser- 7th mo. 24th. What higher enjoyment can
In, I trust, a little of the penitence fall to the lot of mortals than to be permitted

ot the prodigal, felt this language to arise, for, to approach the throne of infinite purity, to
truly, "In thy house is bread enough and to hold communion with the Father of spirits
spare," but the rebellious do indeed dwell in through the medium of his Holy Spirit. Whoy Spirit. Who

that has once tasted its blessedness would
forego it for the fading enjoyments of earth ?
Take from me what thou wilt, only grant me
this blessed privilege. Scourge and chasten

a dry land.

1863. 3d mo. 23rd. Almost one year has
rolled away since last I dropped the pen,—

a

year memorable for strife and bloodshed, for
commotions in civil and religious society, forjas thou seest meet^ only keep me near unto
much to cast down and grieve the Christian

;
thyself Enable me clearly to understand

whilst every upright and candid heart must thy will, and strengthen me with strength in
acknowlcd-,- wii h lli.- Psalmist

:
" I know, O my soul to do it. thou knowest all my weak-

Lord, that ihy jiidgineiits are right, and that|ness, all my proneness to err from thy ways,
thou in Uiithfuhirss hasi afflicte.l me:" and|In the plenitude of thy mercy be pleased to
nothing seems t.. alt'ord a lay of light hut the jkeep me from turning aside to the right hand
abiding conviction thai tlnn-,. is a pow^i- above [or the left, from doing anv thing that will
every power, in whose hand arc the hearts of
all men, and whoso right it is to rule in the
'cingdoms of men.

6th mo. 22d. " For all this his anger is not
turned away, but his hand is stretched out
still." How heart-sickening is the thought of
the awful destruction of human life now going

hapjiy land, the load of w.hicii

overhangs us as a nation. What commotions,
what divisions in lioth Church and State ! Oh
" ft'll il iioi in Gath, publish it not in the
stivMis oi' .\slikelon, lest the daughters of the
I'liilisiiiirs rejoice, lest the daughters of the
uneirciuacised triumph." N"o stratagem ot
the enemy was more successfully laid for the
destruction of society, than the introduction
of feelings of discord and distrust; and never
was there a day in which we were more
loudly called upon to humble ourselves as in

the dust.

1864. 2nd mo. 5th. A disposition I fear
prevails to shun the cross, to shrink from the
labor, and to glide along, as it were, too much
upon the surface. Oh this sleeping at our
posts, how awful, when our enemies are busy-
ing themselves on every side. Oh Thou, who
seest and knowest all things, who knowest
my weakness as well as my unworthiness,
preserve me, I be.seech thee, from this dread-
llil sleep. "Lighten my eyes lest I sleep flic

sleep of death;" strengthen me wiih ili\-

strength, and gird me with thy girdle, ihai I

ay run the race set before me, returning'
the praise unto thee alone, who art for ever
worthy.
4th mo. 5th. Last night enjoyed the luxuiy

of tears. When the poor halting traveller
has been wandering as in a '' dry and thirsty
land where no water is," and unexpectedly
discovers a fresh-flowing fountain, how cheer-

how consoling ! Oh how unspeakably
great is the privilege to be permitted to pour

bring reproach on thy great name and cause.
Thou art able, glory, glory, glory to th}- name.

1865. 2J mo. 28th. Poor, very poor, but a
little comforted at times by the reflection that
it was -ivhen the prophet felt his leanness, his
iniclranncss, that the live coal from off the
altar was adniiiiistered, whereby his iniquity
was taken a\vay and his sin purged. The
guidance ainl direction of thy own unerring
Spirit, 'I'lioii great Preserver of men, is what
my heart craves above every thing else

;

ability to know and to do thy will; a being
brought still nearer and nearer unto thee

;

strength so to walk before thee as in no wise
to offend in thought, word or deed.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Colorado and California.
(Continued from page 211.)

CLIMATE—OLIVE OIL AGRICULTURE.
From Santa Barbara on 22d of 2d month,

and 14th of 3d month, 1881:

" Of late wo have been quietly settled down
iu our cottage, and without any novel experi-
ences, except such as this wonderful climate
affords. Here it is still nominally the rainy
season, yet there have been only four rainy
days since Christmas, and the last of these

'

; a forlniglil a^o. :\rore delightful weather
llian \\c arc now lia\ing. and, indeed, have
lunl, Hiih slight cxci'iitions, ever since we
came here, it woiiUl be difiicult to find any-
where at any season. In the shade the mer-
cury stands all daj', from 9 till 5, at from 60°

to 65°. At night it rarely falls much below
50°

; though now and then, when the air is

perfectly still, it may sink to 40°, and a white
frost show itself on the board walks in the
lower part of the town. Only the early risers

ever see it, and the most delicate vegetation
is unharmed.
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" A few days since, during one of our drives

over the foothills, we gathered in the same
garden, ripe strawberries, bananas, and gua

vas. But the latter, though ripe, were iiul

well matured or fine-flavored; nor, iiKK'cd,

were the bananas. In truth, the summers are

too cool for tropical, or even semi-tropical

fruits. Neither oranges nor lemons can be

said to thrive here as thoj^ do at Los Angeles.

In spite of the proximity of the two places,

the climate is different. The winters here

are warmer, and the summers are cooler, and

there is much less diurnal change in tempera-

ture. At Los Angeles I have seen the mer-

cury at noon 55° higher than in the morning.

Hei-e never more than 30°, and commonly it

is only from 10° to 15°.

"Ellwood Cooper (who with his family latel}'

spent an evening with us) says, the year hero

cannot be divided into seasons. There is not

a month in the year in which our ordinary'

vegetables, such as peas, potatoes, corn and

beans cannot ho grown, and that he generally

has green corn and melons for Christmas.

The first of these peas we now have, and 1

have never eaten better.

"Lima beans and tomatoes, as I think I have
mentioned before, are here perennials, and
bear fruit the whole j-ear. The tomatoes fre-

quently get astray from the gardens, and are

found growing along the fences. In a year

or two they seem to fall back into their wild

state, with fruit but little larger than a cherry,

or like the ' love-apples' of ante-tomato-eating

times. Only a few days since, we found some
of these, nice and ripe, on the top of the foot-

hills, north of the town, nearly a thousand
feet above the sea. A handkerchief full of

them made a nice treat for supper.
"A few days since we pic-nicked among

the live oaks in Ellwood Cooper's canon, and
then walked down to his olive oil mill, when
finding the owner, he showed us the whole
process of extracting the oil. The olives are

first heated or warmed in a sort of cabinet of

shallow drawers, beneath which there is a
furnace. Theyarethen crushed in a circular

trough by a rolling wheel drawn round by
one mule. The pulp from this trough is then
pressed very much as that of apples, in mak-
ing cider, onl}' that the press used is similar

to the old-fashioned countr}^ cheese-press, a
long lever with a heavy weight at one end.

The oil as it runs out is by no means clear,

but sweeter tasted than after it is clarified.

Clarifying is done by letting it filter slowly
through a series of canton flannel sieves,

placed one on top of another. Cooper thinks
that the foreign oils soon become rancid, be-

cause much heat is used in extracting them,
as well as because most of them are adulter-

ated. He claims that his oil will keep sweet
for years, even though the bottles containing
it should be opened frequently. He showed
us some of the first he made, which was not
the least strong.

"It is doubtful, however, whether there is

much profit in growing the olives and mak-
ing oil, so long as it has to compete with
that made from cotton seed and ground-nuts.

" Prom personal observation I know very
little in regard to the agricultural character
of this part of California. Before the Ameri-
cans came in, the country was divided up into
immense cattle and sheep ranges, or ranches,
as they are called here, and after the annexa-
tion, they still continued to be held by their
Mexican proprietors, who were often the

ownei's of twenty or thirty thousand acres of

land and as many head of cattle and sheep,

and were, therefore, immensely rich. But in

1S71. .iralMiutthatyeai-, there was an unusual
drought, and the grass utterlj' failed, and as

a consequence nearly all the stock died, and

the owners were ruined, and had to sell their

land. In this way the large ranches came to

be subdivided, and the "American settlers

formed farms and smaller ranches out of

them. Many sheep are still raised here, but

those who own them generally grow barley

also, of which they make hay, and in case of

a scarcitj^ of pasture, have feed enough to

keep the stock alive.

"But here, as everywhere else, there is no
certainty as to crops, and the farmer is suc-

cessful only by working hard and saving care-

fully. Vegetables are so easily grown that it

is hard to find a market for even the early

ones, except at a distance. Tons of green

peas have already been shipped from here to

San Francisco. They probably bring a good
])rice there, but the steamboat company takes

the lion's share of everything thej^ carry, and
the producer gets but little for his labor."

The next letter of the series we quote from,

was written on I4th of 5th month, 1881, at

Yosemite Valley

:

" Dear Cousin.—Unless others know more
about our intended movements than we our-

selves, I think it will surprise thee to find us

dating from this place. We started from a

sudden impulse to get ahead of the large ex-

cursion parties from the east. On Seventh-

day, the 7th, we heard that the houses in the

Vallej' wore open and ready for visitors, and
decided to start without delay.

" The journey from Santa Barbara to Santa
Paula, across and among the mountains, and
through the Ojai Valley, a distance of some
sixty miles, had almost ever^'thing to make
it delightful,—smooth roads of easy grade,

and an alternation of the wildest mountain
scenery with park-like groves, through which
the road wound, sometimes along the banks
of clear mountain streams, and sometimes
through seemingly boundless grain fields, in

which the wheat grew everywhere, under the
trees and out, and up to the very ruts, tempt-
ing the horses to snatch now and then a

mouthful, as they passed. The three highest
points on the road that I noted by my bai-o-

meter, were 1000, 1150, and 1500 feet above
the sea. Many of those prettj- tufted quails

were started up among the hills, and we
counted them up to 170 when we stopped.
"A few miles east of JSTordhoff we passed

several small streams almost black with as-

phalt, and at one place saw a large mass cov-

ering acres of ground, from which a tarry
substance had oozed, and, running into and
mingling with the dust of the road, had cov-
ered it with a good solid pavement."

From Santa Paula the party went by stage
and rail to Madera, from which point coaches
run to the Yosemite Valley. The letter con-
tinues :

" We left Madera very early in the morn-
ing, in four coaches, carrying forty-seven pas-

sengers ; three of them with four horses, and
one with six. The first dozen miles was over
the level plain. We then entered the foot-

hills, changed, and increased the number of
our horses to six.

" The plains were treeless, but the foothills

were dotted over with sevei-al varieties of li

oaks, and at least two deciduous ones ; amoi
which our road wound about most deligl

fully, now up hill and now down, but alwa
at such an easy grade, that our horses we
kept constantly on a trot.

"When we started in the morning, t

summit of the Sierra, here and there whi
with snow, was distinctly visible ; and t

mountain looked simply like a long ran

rising directly from the plain, and not far c

But as we advanced the distance seemed
increase, and the top of the mountain wi
the patches of snow was only occasional

seen far away among the hills, and soon e

tirely disappeared.
" By my barometer I found that we we

steadily rising above the plain, but cor

scarcely tell, when viewing our winding w:

along the hillsides, when we were ascendi

or descending.
" Among the foothills wo noticed many n(

trees and flowers. Among the former wc
several pines, one of which had long gr

.leaves, loose, open foliage, with the tru

I

divided into several nearlj^ parallel branch

and very unpine-like in appearance.

'driver called it the ' willow pine,' but I tbi

|it is more generally known as the 'digg

Ipine.' There was also a California buckeye
full bloom, with long spikes of white flowe

I

" When at the height of some 2000 f.

above the sea, the hillsides became pretty w
covered with pines, firs, and cedars, all

them vvhat we should call large trees. 1
first were mostly a pitch pine (P. "ponderos

and often of great size, with the sides oft

trunk so nearly parallel that they look aim.

jas large at the height of 50 or 80 feet, as

the ground. I measui-ed one by the roadsi

while changing horses, 24 feet 5 inches in gii

at some five feet from the ground, and it coi

not have been less than 15 feet at a hundi

feet up. It was of great height—how higl

had no time to ascertain, but from a measu
'ment I afterwards made of the same spec

I

at Clark's, I have no douht at least 240 fe

" As our height increased we came amo
a new class of flowers and shrubs, and amo
the latter was a splendid dogwood in 1

! bloom, having exactlj' similar flowers to t;

Cornus Florida, only of California dimensio|

some of them more than five inches across.i

I "At the foothills the deciduous trees wi

'all in full leaf; but a little before reachi

Clark's, near the Mariposa Grove, at a heit

'of 5000 feet, the swelling buds of the ot

were barely visible, and there were no bl

soma on the dogwoods. But so rapidly (

we descend a thousand feet or more to 1

hotel, that it was hardly twenty minutes af

passing the summit, before these last were
full bloom again, and the oak leaves well i

panded.
" Our descent down the narrow windi

road, with six horses on the gallop, was tri

exciting, and seemed almost like old Westto
'coasting' on Walnut Hill.

" From Clark's into the valley the grai

were much heavier, and our progress compa
tively slow. But the road still wound amc
open groves of immense pines, cedars and f

Of the former were many of the ' Sugar Pii

(P. Lambertiana), very similar to our wb
pine, only of a gigantic size and with eo:

large in proportion.
" The road down into the valley is a gc

one, and tl^e views from it grand ; but i
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iides are scarcely more precipitous than many
)arts of the road we had already trav " '

"Of this wonderful chasm in the granite
iiountains it is impossible either by language
ir painting to convey any idea. As a wholi
do not think it either picturesque or beauti

111. It is simply overwhelmingly grand; in

ature what St. Peter's is in architecture, and
lust be seen to be appreciated.
" We are at the Yosemite Falls Hotel,

rhich is not crowded, the excursionists being
t the others. Just in front are the Yosemite
'alls ; the water in which is seen descending
om a narrow flume on the edge of the gran-
e wall 2600 feet above us. At the top it

oks like a small stream, but spreads as it

3seends in millions of rocket-like divisions,
ily the outer ones of which can be distinctly
len with their arrow-like heads, and is per-
ips five or six hundred feet wide at the bot-
im of the upper fall. The noise is very
'eat, not the heavy, rumbling sound of Nia-
ira, but an intermittent irregular, crashing,
ilf explosive noise, as if rocks, instead of
ater, were tumbling down the mountain,
'fay the sound is so variable I cannot imag-
e. For a minute or more you hear nothing
it a rush, and are then startled by a rumb-
ig, rattling noise, like the prelude to a heavy
ap of thunder.
"The Merced flows within ten yards of
here I sit. It is a deep, clear and rapid
ream, and of much greater volume than I

id supposed. At the bridge, near the end of
is house, it is 80 feet wide, with an average
ipth of more than 6 feet, and a velocity of
lOUt 300 feet per minute. The water from
e Yosemite Falls enters the Merced below,
id is, at this time, about half the volume

;

it in midsummer, we are told, runs nearly
y. In all directions waterfalls are pouring
iwn feathery-looking tributaries, hardlj
iticed in the distance, that are fairly mill
I'eams in the vallej-.

"I have said but little about the ordinary
)nders of the Yosemite, for are thej- not
inly attempted by every tourist ? The
me picture may represent a pigmy or a
int, the difference can only be known by
eing them."

(To be concluded.)

and lowly disciples
;
his filial, dependent fol- the Lord's nurture and admonition. And tolowers and dear children. meet any forthcoming plea of inability, it

It IS this, moreover, which can alone keep ——i" - -- ^ •

•''-

things in their right places. "First, the
kingdom ofGod,"and, secondly, The "all these

For " The Friend."

,e Government to be upon Christ's Shoulders.

Ihe above portion, in substance, of a pro-
ecy of Isaiah concerning the coming in the
sh of the dear Son and Sent of God, seems
tingly to re]H-esent the subordination which
! should feel to Him, and also relatively re-

acting this life so fleeting, and that to come
eternal. For were the government of our
arts superlatively and in the first place fix-

upon Christ Jesus, our Holy Leader and
,w-giver, then would there be truly a living

and an abiding in llim, even a " holding
3 Head, from which all the body, being sup-
od and knit together through the joints and
nds, inoreaseth with the increase of God."
Thisof wisely preferring our spiritual before
r temporal interests, this hol3' subjection of
r all to a King immortal and invisible, this

icing the government of ourselves upon the
Dulders of the Child born and the Son given
the proffered terms of mercy and redemp-
n—and letting obedience keep pace with
owledge to the law of the Lord inwardly
.^ealed, is that which constitutes us his

thful servants and hand-maidens ; his meek

keep would .seem to have bee'n written purposely
by one of the apostles :

" If any of you lack
wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to all
men liberally, and upbraideth not; and it
shall be given him." Moreover, if the govern-
ment of the affections of both parent and child
be, as it should, upon the shoulders of Him,
who is mighty to counsel and to deliver, the
rich resulting experience unto these would be,
" of the increase of his government and peace,
there shall be no end." Oh, that the curse
pronounced against Eli's house—so bitter and
severe and enduring—so unmistakably pre-
sented in Holy Scripture that be who runs
may read—might induce every parent to
watch over his or her precious and very re-
sponsible charge in the fear of the Lord; and
not only caiitinn and advise, but teach, in the
abilit\- gi\<,ii. as Jsrael. Liefore referred to, was
equired lo do: "Speaking of them (God's
dealings with his people and his requisitions)—when thou sittest in thine house, and when
thou walkest by the way, when thou liest
down, and when thou risest up." This watch-
ful care, with the parents' hearts deeply im-
bued with their truth and with the love of the
Saviour, and seeking to have the government
of their families upon his shoulders, together
with that indispensable Christian restraint
wherein Eli was so greatly at fault, will, no
doubt, free such parents from the blood of
their children; which otherwise might be re-
quired at their hands. A pious writer, in al-

lusion to the right education of children, has
left us the following: "She had greatly to

t (be neglect of parents, to bring into
v\YiiK' ^ubji'rtion the tempers and wills of their
!, >)tls]iriiig. This neglect," she continues, " in-

y
I

creases the difficulty of education, causes the
occurrences of life to be more painfully

(needfulj things," which, as promised, ''shall
be added." Kow can there be a doulit, that
were these premises, of unquestionable truth
duly carried out in that precious faith which
is declared to overcome the world, and which
is the saints' victory, that we should abund
antly realize, as declared in Holy Scripture,
that "godliness is profitable unto all thingsj
having the promise of the life that now is

and of that which is to come ?"

The great danger lies in being improperly
biassed;- and thus turned aside from the nar-
row way of the cross. This may be from the
'nfluence of the family circle; from the per-
suasion of our youthful associates ; or from
the contaminations of a world that lieth in
wickedness. Satan, by ever;^ means in his
power, would fain beguile and lead us to go
forth in our own strength, instead of letting
the government of our all—the alone safe
course—be upon the shoulders of Him who
's represented as "Wonderful, Counsellor,"
and who can by bis wonder-working power,
and all-preserving counsel and grace influence
our hearts, and guide our steps in the way He
would have us to go—the only one of sa'fetj'.

As "It is not in man that walketh to direct
his steps," how great the need of having them
ordered in his will and wisdom, whoseeth the
end from the beginning; whose poweris above
every power, and who, as we put our trust in
Him alone, will lead in paths of mercy and
truth, preserve from the snaresof the ci-uul oiie.

and give us our lives for a prey. Then h.iw
appropriate and instructive the Sirinunc,
" Not by might, nor by power, but
Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts." _._

Does notjust here lie the fatal mistake with! felt, and renders it harder for the youthful
too many j'oung persons'? Starting out on

|

mind to submit to the necessary restraints of
the stage of action, they see the world around

|

the Christian life."

them eager and fervent in pursuit of the We long to see the daj-, prophetically al-
riches, the honors, the pleasures of life, appa- 1 luded to, wherein the heart of the fathers
rcntl^' without regard to having, as a first lahaW be more turned to the children in a
great duty, the government of themselves and spiritual sense, and the heart of the children
their all placed upon a Prince and a Saviour,
who having bought them with the price of
his own sufferings and death, thence looks
for that love, allegiance and obedience, which
becomes those who " are not their own." We
say, 3'oung persons seeing this, so undeniably
prevailing, without, too, the needed antidote
of judicious restraint coupled with a godly

and conversation; and such a worldly
course at the same time falling in with the
native propensities and attractive influences
of the unrenewed heart, their little bosoms at
once, or very early, burn to enter into the
same inciting pursuits, the same whirlpool of
business, the same giddy round, too oft, of
worldliness; being little aware of the dangers,
and pitfalls that lie in their wa_y, nor of their
continual need of a better wisdom and gov-
ernment than their own, because, it may be,

t has never been taught them, as parents
(Deut. vi. 7 and xi. 19), were required to do
under a less perfect dispensation ;—so to have
the law of God in their own hearts, as to teach
the same diligently to their children.

This is aresponsibilitj' that cannot be shirk-

ed with impunity ; for no human iiistrument-

alitj' can relieve those who are parents from
t. They are solemnly enjoined to train up
their children in the way they should go—in

to their fathers, that the otherwise threaten-
ed "curse" (Mai. iv. 6) may be averted. Is
there not much need, as the first great busi-

ness of this very uncertain life, of an individ-

ual, careful inquiry and examination, whether
He, whose kingdom should be over surrender-
ed hearts—whether Jesus, made an High
Priest forever, and who was sent to rule and
to reign in the power of an endless life^has
the government He should over all that wo
have and are? and whether our obedience to

Him and his saj-ings oiitwanlly written and
inwardly comniunieatcl. is that which will

stand in the solemn day of trial, when the
winds and the waves shall try our respective

buildings with their foundations! Nothing
short of hearing the sayings of Christ, howe'er
imparted, and doing them, will avail. But let

none be discouraged. Help is laid upon One
that is might}'. He can can.se a little one to
become a thousand

;
yea, to wax stronger and

stronger in fiiithfulness, and in that heavenly
might and holy, invincible power and life,

which makes fruitful to the praise and glory
of Him who gave Himself for us—faithful in

the field of ofiering, and joyful in the house
of prayer.

Prayer is the vital breath of faith.
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Puritans vs. Quakers.
(Continued from page 211.)

The first troublers of the Puritan Israel were John
and Samuel Brown, who were sent back to England
in 1629, for adhering to Episcopal forms. They were

reputed "sincere in their affection for the good of

the plantation," but, to the eyes of the colonists, the

service of the Church of England was as great a

crime as the conventicles of Brownists and Ana-
baptists had ever been in the days of Whitgift and
Barlow. Nor was their enmity without real founda-

tion. The Episcopalians had waged against their

party a war of extermination. They could not im-

peril the safety of the colony by a breach of its unity.

Having settled here to maintain and perpetuate

Puritan Christianity, and made the greatest sacrifices

so to situate themselves, they did not propose to have
the hierarchy, whose persecutions had driven them
into exile, intrude into the forests of Massachusetts.

Their next trial was the advent of Roger Williams,

the apostle of "soul liberty," "young, godly and
zealous, having precious gifts." His great and un-
changed tenet was the sanctity of the conscience, a
doctrine especially abhorrent to the Puritan fathers.

He held that " the magistrates should restrain crimes,

but not control opinions." Compulsory church at-

tendance he regarded as a violation of the natural^ I"

rights of man, and the church-membership limita- '.''

tion met with his stern and unequivocal f1isn|iprnyal. ,,'"

In his "Bloody Tenet" he says: "Notonl\ ilidtlir l;i\v \, ,

of calling to magistracy shut out natural anil nine-

generate men, though excellently littiil Inr (i\il

ofhce, but it also shut out the lie>i ami alilr-i ~ri- "'

vantsof God, except they becnirrnl int.u ihc cIiiiitIi
""

estate." He deniedintoto the la.iion ofihr .ImivliV ""

concern in civil aflairs, which was the I'uuinlutiou uf ""

New England's polity. But his crowning and un- "'

pardonable heresy was when he attacked the right ".'

of the colonists to their land. The planters resolved '^^

to bear with him no longer. At the .-essiun of tl

General Court, held at Boston in SepLnilMr, li;:;.

this order was passed: "Whereas, Jlr. Kuu.i' Wi
liams, oneoftlie elders of the Church ot Salem, hat

rayed against her. The dispute waxed warm, and
infused its spirit through the whole community
The subject became one of supreme political im
portance. At the ensuing choice of magistrates the

theological divisions controlled the elections, and
the triumph of the clergy was complete. Mrs,

Hutchinson was summoned before the General Court,

denounced as " weakening the hands and hearts of

the people against the ministers," as being " like

Eoger Williams and worse," and Massachusetts, true

to her theocratic system, banished Mrs. Hutchinson
and her followers, as she had banished Roger Wil-

liams. But, while the case of Williams was political,

in that of Mrs. Hutchinson the religious element

entered as well. Her attack upon the church in a

community where Church and State were substan-

tially one,"was practically an assault upon the state

itself. In defending the'order of the court of 1637,

to the effect that " none shall be allowed to inhabit

here but by permission of the magistrates," and thus

vindicating the expulsion of Antinomians, Winthrop
says: " A commonwealth is a great family, and as

such is not bound to entertain all comers, nor receive

unwelcome strangers."

If Roger Williams was the first individual to up-

hdlil the liliertv (if eoiiseienee, the, Baptists were the

fii--! srci til |.ul.lirly maintain its doctrines. I have
liiliiir nie a .inaint nlil vi)lnnie of Baptist tracts, pub-

ne of them, entitledLondd ;44.

ious Peace," we find tliis typieal |iaraf;raph

:

liow much more ouirlit Cliri-tian- lu tolerate

ans whereas the Turks dutok rate ilu ni. Shall

OSS merciful than the Turks ? or .shall we learn

rks to persecute Christians ? It is not only

iful, but unnatural and abominable; yea,

ous for one Christian to vex and destroy an-

>r (lillia-enee and questions of religion." Like
.iMicaii- .i| ilii-; dangerous heresy, the Bap-
uM ( \|M'( t litili- indulgence from the Puritan

culcinists uf ^lassoehusetts. Indeed, as Hildreth so

justly observes: "The horror of toleration is an

broached and divulged divers new and dangerous 'P
England,

etters of defamation, both of the magis- .legisiation in the

erent and essential characteristic of every theo-

[j
cracy." The Baptists had been relentlessly persecuted

the prejudi
slation i

id the colonists, naturally imbibing

opmions against the authority of the magistrates, ""=. prejuuices of the mother country shaped their

and also wrft letters of defamation, both of the magis-- legislation m the same direction Their dread and

trates and ehnrehes here, and that before anv pon-' "^^'e'-^on 1°/l^'S sect arose, m part, it may be readily

viction and vet ni lint linetli the < inir witih'.nl iv-
supposed, from confounding them with the Ana-

traction it is' i In ivVnredrdi rrd lliii ill.' <iid :\li
I'^'I'i'-'^.-iGrermansect, whose extravagant opinions,

William's shall di-pirt uiiN)ttlii juiVdininii wiihin ""' ^''" ™°''6 extravagant practices, had incurred

six weeks' now next ensuing."
^
AH the nnn,-t,a,,

"'"ivrsal odiiim in Europe In 1644 a law was

save one, approved the sentence. The Ghur.U had l;^'-'','- >"flicting banishmeni; upon all such as, after

driven from her fold one of her best and holiest ,hil-
'I'"' i.'""' and means of conviction, continued obsti-

dren, but one who was nevertheless dangerous t., the "•'" "' "Pposing infant baptism. Among the vic-

state. The historians generally agree that tlie han- '""^ "' * "« enactment were^Gorton and bissixasso-

ishment of Roger Williams w^s more a matl.r .„ "^.i-,"ho were banished, Clark and Crandall who

policv than a question of religious tolerance. In tlu-
"' '' I'";''!- a°d Obadiah Holmes, wdio in 16ol was

fangiiage of Henry Cabot Lodge, " He (Roger W il-
" l^l'l"'! tor heresy. Several of the Baptists who in

liams ) den ied the "power of the magistrates tS en li.,-, ,
["''' < teinpted to organize a chui;ch in Boston were

the laws; he struck at allegiance tS the governnn Ml: '
nnd banished for not attenoing the established

he strove to encourage a policy which wouhl still ",;"-l"l>. The^ same conduct, says the astute

ftirther inflame the king, and embitter their relations
*- 1'^'''.""''*. ^^^ been invariably pursued in all times

with England, and all this was done in a time of trial
='°d }"" every country

;
the persecuted when they

and extreme danger from abroad." The colonists '^'^^T TY/' ''''^ ^^^ persecute
! \\ re

were very reluctant to have Williams point to them \

'^"^ deplorable as was the treatment of the Ba,,tists,

the wide diiferences between their practice under that the Puritans were not unanimous m their acts
' - • . 1 . . . of oppression and intolerance will appear from the

noble letter of Sir Richard Saltonstall, one of the
original founders of the colony, written in 1652, to

Wilson and Cotton, ministers of Boston :
" It doth

not a little grieve my spirit to hear what sad things

are reported daily of your tyranny and persecution
in New England, as that you fine, whip and imprison
men for their conscience. First, you compel such to

come into your assemblies as you know will not join
you in your worship, and, when they show their dis-

like thereof, or witness against it, then you stir up
your magistrates to punish them for such, as you
conceive, their public affronts. I hope you do not
assume to yourselves infallibility in judgment, when
the most learned of the Apostles confesseth he knew
but in part, and saw but darkly, as through a glass."

The high-souled nobleman was prompt to recog-
nize that, among the New England Puritans, the old

principles of the independency had been completely
subverted by the spirit of the establishment ; that
the union of church and state was fast corrupting
both. But now the attention of the colonists was
absorbed by a new influx of heretics, before whom

their charter, and the real meaning of the instru
ment. But they were nevertheless justified in treat-
ing him as an intruder.

Hardly were they well rid of Roger Williams,
when Mrs. Hutchinson appeared upon the scene.
She was a woman of high and subtle intellect, deeply
imbued with the controversial spirit of her age. She
stood at the head of a constantly growing party,

largely composed of individuals who had arrived
after the civil government of the colony had been
established, and who, followii'g out the doctrines of
strict Calvinism with logical precision, maintained
that salvation was the fruitof grace and not of works.
The conservative party, which consisted of the ori-

ginal settlers, of the men who had founded the colony,
and who were content with the established order of
things, readily conceived how such a doctrine might
be perverted by logical interpretation, and religious
standing be made independent of moral character.
She was supported in her rebellion against spiritual
authority by Gov. Vane, Rev. John Wheelwright
and a majority of the people of Boston, but Win-
throp, Dudley and nearly all the ministers were ar-

Ritualists, Antinomians and Baptists faded into it

significance. The rise of the sect called Quakei
was one of the results of that fermentation of publi

opinion in England which Cromwell allowed to g
on unchecked. It was a consequence of the mors
warfare against corruption and bigotry. The Qus
kers sought to effect a reform in manners, rathe

than in belief They were irreproachable in thei

lives, meek and patient in suft'ering, never returnin

evil for evil, advocated the utmost simplicity, an
were outspoken in their testimony against war, it

temperance, slavery, and all immorality. They wer
men of whom Cromwell said :

" I cannot win thei

by gifts, honors, offices or places." Regarding th
" Inner Light," their oracle of duty, as the only an
all-sufficient authority for proclaiming the trutl

they rejected all forms, all rituals, and opposed a!

ordained ministry. " The letter killeth, but th

spirit giveth life." They asked for no privileges fc

themselves which they were not willing to accor
to others. They denounced religious persecutioi

and advocated perfect freedom of opinion and ej

pression for all mankind, recognizing in all creec

some mixture of truth. By their constancy of pui

pose and unshaken resolution, they worked out fc

themselves and the world one of the grandest pro!

lems of civilization.

At the age when Quakerism took its rise, men'
passions were at fever heat, and public opinion wa
in a state of perpetual agitation. The nature of th

Quaker doctrines and the cruel treatment which th

sect received, aroused in many an extravagance c

speech and action hardly distinguishable from ir

sanity. They had their " illuminations"—imagine
that they were inspired with the spirit of prophec
—addressing warnings to ministere and magistrate

In England they were whipped, imprisoned, finec

branded and treated with atrocious cruelty. Bu
far from shunning, they rather gloried, in persecc

tion. " The Quaker entered the contest," says Ma
caulay, "with all the zeal of a reformer, the conf
deuce of an enthusiast, and the cheerfulness of

voluntary martyr." They had heard of New Eng
land as a place "where religious liberty was crucifiec

where " the servants of the Lord were forbidden t

serve Him ;" and single-handed, without organize

tion and rejecting the use of carnal weapons, the
1ved to brave the perils of the sea and attack th

Puritan stronghold. That they were not want©
here did not hinder them in the least, but rathe

quickened their zeal, and threats were interpreted a

'nvitations.

In Massachusetts the fame of the Quakers ha'

preceded them. The fathers had heard of them a

wild and noisy fanatics, " drunk with zeal."

They had heard reports of their dismal prophecy
mgs and revilings, and their coarse and unfriendl;

behavior. Endicott and his followers rememberei
ut too well the violence and tumult of the Antii

omiaii controversy, and dreaded a repetition o!

such a strife. Their fevered fancy saw the " fabril

of their institutions overthrown and their long anii

arduous work undone." They resolved to keep th'|

Quakers out at all hazards. Their policy of " absoi

lute intolerance sustained by capital punishment-
had been successful in the cases of Williams, Gorton
the Antinomians and other offenders, and they no\

proposed to try it on the Quakers. But little di(

they know the immutability of purpose and the in

vincible determination of the Quaker charactei
The Quakers had resolved to break down Puritai
intolerance in spite of every obstacle, and in spite o

the most atrocious barbarities which might be in

flicted upon them, and faithfully and thoroughly di(

they perform their task. That the conduct of thi

Friends was excessively aggravating, often givinj

provocation for the most radical measures, there cai

be little doubt. Even Roger Williams called then
" insufferably proud and contemptuous." But thi

remedy chosen by the magistrates was worse thai

the disease itself The sincerity of neither party ii

questioned. Both were consistent from their respec
tive standpoints. The Quakers were the aggressiv*

arty, but, under the law of England, and as Eng-
sh subjects, they claimed the right to come here.

(To be continued,)
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YOUNG AGAIN.

An old man sits in a liigh-backed chair
Bf (ore an open door,

Wliile the sun of a snnimer's afternoon
Falls hot across the floor;

And the drowsy tick of an ancient clock
Has noted the honr of fonr.

A breeze blows in and a breeze blows out,
From the scented summer air;

And it flutters now on his wrinkled brow,
And now it lifts his hair;

And I he leaden lid of his eye drops down,
And he sleeps in his high-backed chair.

The old man sleeps, and the old man dreams,
His head droops on his breast,

His hands relax their feeble hold,
And fall to his lap in rest;

The old man sleeps, and in sleep he dreams,
And in dreams again is blest.

The years unrol their lengthened scroll

;

He is a child again
;

A mother's tones are in his ear.

And drift across his brain
;

He chases gaudy butterflies

Far down the rolling plain.

He plucks the wild rose in the woods.
And gathers eglantine,

And holds the golden buttercups
Beneath his sister's chin

;

And angles in the meadow brook
With a bent and naked pin.

He loiters down the grassy lane.

And by the brimming pool.

And a sigh escapes his parting lips.

As he hears the bell for school

;

And he wishes it never were nine o'clock.

morning i •full.

Iiead,A mother's hands press on hi:

Her ki.ss is on his brow;—
A summer breeze blows in at the door,

Willi the toss of a leafy bough
;

And the boy is a white-haired man aga
And his eyes are tear-filled now.

GOD KNOWS.
bere is a thought upon my bo.som stealing,

thought that ever, with each tide of feeling,

Ebbs and Hows

;

owing, my soul its mighty flood receiveth
;

jbing, it still on me its impress leaveth

—

" God knows, God knows."

I ocean waves, the cliflTs majestic smiting,
pon the rock their records grand are writing.

As on Time goes,

on my soul, by waves of sorrow smitten,
never-fading characters is written,

"God knows, God knows."

)d knows ! When the pure tides ofjoy are rising,
id all my spirit in their flow surprising

With pleasure glows,

)t on this transient mood my soul relieth,

le blessed thought my joy intensifieth

—

" God knows, God knows."

hen in despair, no earthly comfort heeding,

E spirit prostrate lies, all"crushed and bleeding
From cruel blows,

othed is each shattered, throbbing nerve of feeling,

uched by this thought, as by a hand of healing— '

" God knows, God knows."

birds within their nests, no danger knowing,
e rocked by tempests that without are blowing.

To sweet repose,

eked in the cradle of Divine compassion
r soul is safe amid the storms of passion

;

"God knows, God knows."

ben with rebellious thought my heart is burning,
hen from the narrow way my feet are turning.

To walk with foes,

vain my soul her guilty secret hidetli
;

ough men be blind, one awful truth abideth—
" God knows, God knows."

When on the promises of love relying.
My soul in deep contrition bowed, is sighing.

In sorrow's throes,
Like morning dew upon the flowers distilling,
There comes a thought, my heart with comfort filling,

"God knows, God knows."

Great Sympathizer in my joy and sorrow.
Great Keeper of the present and the morrow

'lill '1 ime shall close.
Grant that forever in my heart remaining,

truth may hold me liy its power restrainini
" God knows, God knows "

Tl:

For "The Friend."

Westtown Boarding School.

(Continued from page 2ii.)

At a meeting of the comraittee held 2d mo.
17th, 1796, the following notice of a gift from
Irehmd appears on the minutes :

'John Dawson Coates, late banker of Dub-
lin, in the kingdom of Ireland, a member of
our religious Society, having desired and au-
tiiorized Rogers & Wilson of that city to pay
the sum of 500 poundssterling, Irish currency,
to such members of this committee as should
be authorized for the purpose

; and this gener-
ous donation being benevolently designed by
our said ffiend for the advancement of the

youtli,- Ueniy Drinker, Thos. FisI,,

three others were uppniiilo'l Id rrccivr (In-

donation, "and alliM-iionatrU- to ((iii\(\- {,, (un-
friend J. Dawson Cuiitcs an'ackiiuwicd- im-iii

of his kind attention on the present oi(:isi,,ii.

"The committee who bad in charge tnln-ing
forward a plan for a building, now ottei-ed ,jue
drawn under the dii-ection of David Evans,
about 100 feet front, 56 feot deep, and 3 stories
high. It being desirable that this plan may
have ftdl consideration before it is adopted,
the Friends who brought it forward, with
John Morton, Jno. Shoemaker and Philip
""ce, Jr., are iv<iucst((l again to examine it

to, present only seven of the committee, who
in hope of a larger collection agree to adjoura
to 7 o'clock to-morrow evening; divers mem-
bers attending our beloved friends Samuel
Emlen and others about to embark this day
at New Castle, for Europe." .

^
IGth of 6th mo. " There appears among

Friends now present a general acquiescence
with the addition of 10 "feet to the front of
the building."

9th mo. 24th. "Present 38 members, and
our friend Martha Eouth from Great Britain,
with eight of the committee appointed by our
women's Yearly Meeting. The introduction
of the Essay of 'Eules and Eegulations' was
read," which was directed to be laid before
the Yearly Meeting to be held next week.
At this meeting the committee presented an
interesting and minute account of their pro-
ceedings during the ])ast year, stating among
other items of information, that " subscrip-
tions, donations in money, annuities and be-
quests of real estate had been obtained to the
amount of £12,000 and upwards. That a farm
of 600 acres had been purchased, costing six
thousand and eighty-three pounds, six shil-
'ings and eight pence, and the subsequent ex-

r ,., ,. , „
- - — - penditures amounting to about £3265 more,

Institution under our care from conviction of appears to have engrossed that lively part of
tlu- l.riirtit and great utility hkely to arise to the contributions which is so under our com-"" •^"^•"^fy ''V the guarded education of our|mand as to be api.licablo to immediate occa-

sir.ii
;
and it seems here not improper to re-

niai-k, that of the above-mentioned capital
si nek, some liberal foreign donations made a
pait. it otherwise ciiietly consisting of con-
irilMUidiis in riiiladfl|iliia, veiy little com-
]iaralivcl\- lia\iiin' been obtained from other
branches of the Yearly Meeting.

'_' Nevertheless fi'om the beneticent aim and
religious ground of this interesting concern, -

and the blessmg so far apparently attending
it, there is sufficient encouragement to believe
it now seasonable and right to submit to the
judgment of the Yearly Meeting the following
articles or jdan of constitutional rules," &c.

"First.—That this Institution being intend-
ed for the benefit of the children of Friends
generally, shall continue under tiie care and
sui.fi-iiitni.lriiee of a Slandin^- ('(.inniittee of
this Yearly Meotin-, who shall appoint a
Treasurer and Clerk, and meet al least twice
a year; once al \Vesll,,wn, on I lie first Second-
day of the week in (lie lOth liioiitli, at 10
oVIoek A. .M., and onee in Philadelphia on the
Sixth-da\- <if the week preccdinir the Yearly
Meeting-, at 3 o'clock p. m. They shall also

arises trom five yearly rent-charges, payable' appoint an actin- committee of ten or more
out of four lots of ground on the north side of

j
members, of win mi the Treasurer shall be one,

Elm St. and we.st side of Second St., in thisjto meet on the luvmises at least once a quar-
city. jThisjs the first allusion to any bequest Jter, for the management of the Institution.

Who shall keep minutes of their proceedin<rs.

nd report to the i;.

iy as maj' be thci

whether any altei

niittee as speedi-

nt thereon, and
ay be properly

At :

mornir

y the

eased,

hillin.

re left at the decease of his widow to the li

ion of which we have the care." It

djourned meeting held the next
the committee was informed that
of our friend Jno. Pemberlon, de
pistoles" (value of a ]iis(o|e k;

'ing, or about $3.60)

ititi

from Jno. Pemberton to Westtown, and ap-
pears to be for general purposes. At the
same meeting, mention is made of a donation
froni Henry Drinker of a tract of land in

Luzerne count}-, " containing in the whole
four thousand nine hundred and eightj'-nine
and three quarters of an acre, and allowance."
Thos. Morris, Thos. Stewardson and others
were appointed to receive and hold the same
in trust, and T. S., with Jno. iMorton, "were
directed to make a record of this valuable gift

in a book to be provided for the purpose."
3d mo. 25th, 1796. An agreement with

Robert Green and wife to take charge of the
farm, &c., for the sum of £50 a 3'ear, was re-

ported. Edward Churchman had been thei^e

'n that capacity for one year previouslj-.

18th of 5th mo. "At the time adjourned

to be submitted to the general Committee at
their stated meetings, and exhibit once a year
a particular account of the stock, incotne and
expenditures. The second provides for the
ap]5ointment of a superintendent, ixndthethird
directs the holding of religious meetings on
First and Fifth days of the week.

"Fourth.—That the acting or such other
committee as may be selected for the service,
prepare in due season an essaj' for the con-
sideration of the General Committee, of such
specific internal regulations as relate to the
preservation of salutary order and discipline,

in the division and adjustment of time to be
observed for the ]iu]iils rising in the morning

;

their decent ]ire]iaration for the respective
avocations (jf the day and becoming conduct
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thvoUgh the same, specifying the hours of ap-l

plication to school tuition, meal times, beha-

vior thereat, seasons of relaxation, either in

innocent amusement or such instructive exer-

cise in useful labor as may be neither oppres-

sive to the bodily nor unfriendly to the mental

powers ; stated periods for improving lessons

with religious caution respecting the books

used therein ; time of the ctiildren retiring to

bed, order of their lodging, careful and dili-

gent oversight thereof, with such other or

more minute provision as may tend to sup-

port the reputation of the Institution, excite

a lively unremitting attention to the health

and well-being of the scholars; guarding
against want of cleanliness and against habits

of indolence and carelessness which have a

pernicious effect on individuals, and are of

hurtful example in the general."

The remaining twelve Eules submitted to

the Yearly Meeting for its judgment, are in

substance very much those that remain in

force at the present time, and it is thought
exhibit the sound discretion as well as re-

ligious concern of the first care-takers of
" Westtovvn."

The following minute was adopted by the

Yearly Meeting in reference to the Eeport
and Regulations, viz:

"The committee of this meeting appointed

to promote the establishment of a Boarding
school, having given careful attention and
been closely exercised in endeavoring to ad-

vance the concern as far as circumstances

would admit, prepared a report, and digested

a plan of rules and regulations for the well

ordering and right management of the insti-

tution; an essay whereof was now submitted
to the meeting, which being several times
read, and the sentiments of many brethren

freely expressed, is concurred with. It ap-

pearing from the statement exhibited in the

foregi>ing report that but a small part of the

capital stock remains unappropriated, and the

funds so exhausted that additional pecuniary
aid is requisite to enable the committee to pro-

ceed in carr^-ing into effect the benevolent
views contemplated in this undertaking.
Monthly and Preparative Meetings are, there-

fore, desired to circulate printed copies of

these rules and regulations, and appoint some
Friends to apply to and give such of their:

members an opportunity as are of ability and'
are disposed to contribute a part of their'

worldly substance in furthering a work which
in its aim and tendcncj'' extends not only to

the im]3rovement of the rising generation, but
through a guarded religious education affords

gi-ound to hope it nvAj produce an encourag-
ing increase of lights and way-marks in the
world, which must eventually prove highly
beneficial to civil and religious community in

general.

Taken from the minutes.

JoNA. Evans, Clerk."

Anecdotes of James Gibbons.

In the '•History of Chester County, Pa.,"

there are related some anecdotes of the James
Gibbons, who formerly owned the farm now
occupied by the Westtown School, which show
the estimation in which he was held for learn-

While the British army was yet in the
county, after the battle of Brandywine, some
officers were one day making themselves
merry at a wayside inn. They wore criticis-

ing the ignorant country boors who were en-

gaged in rebellion against their king, and run-
ning the inn-keeper pretty severely. He hap-
pened at the time to see James Gibbons
driving up the road ; and turning to his

valued, and the agent announced that he mi
take with him the cattle or the money. Wir,

field paid the money, counting out the gc

sovereign by sovereign, and saying, as

;uests said, "The first farmer who drives counted it, " there are thirtj' for bishops w
past this house can speak more languages
than the whole kit and crew of you put to-

gether." When James came up, one of the
party saluted him in French, and was civill}^

answered in the same language. Another, in

Spanish, asked him if he was a Frenchman ; ship has recently been made in several pai

and he answered in very good Spanish, that [of England. The worshippers of the Churi
he was born in Chester county, and had never 'of England were found to be much fewer thi

live in palaces, ten for rich rectors, eight f

poor curates, and seven for the gentlemen ei

gaged in the day's business."

Attendmice at Public Worship in England.-

A census of those in attendance at public wc

been in France. There was a pause in th

conversation, and, jjutting their heads to-

gether, a quotation was aimed at him from
one of the satires of Horace ; and they found,

to their amazement, that this plain-looking
farmer was a good Latin scholar. By this

time the farmer perceived that he was on
trial, and put them completely to rout by a

volley of Greek, which none of them could

understand.
On another occasion a well-educated officer

in command of a foraging party from the Bri-

tish army, entered his residence. Saluting
him rather familiarly, and looking at his

shelves well filled with books, he remarked,
'•You are a clergj'man?" "JS'o, I am not," I Italy, and from him i am to receive instri

was the reply. "A doctor, perhaps?" " I tion as to the way I should exercise the cii

am not a doctor." " Pray then, what is your power. I say I am liberated from all ci'

profession?" "I am a Chester county far- 1 subjection, that my Lord made me the su

mer." The stranger meanwhile was thumb- ject of no one on earth, king or otherwis

over some of the books, and answered, that in his right 1 am sovereign. I ackno?

those at the houses of other denominatioi
Of every 100 inhabitants of the large towi

the division is : Unable to attend, 42 ; volu

tarily absent, 35; at places of worship, i

The small proportion who are found in t

discharge of this duty is cause for sadne—Selected.

Claims of the Pope as to Civil Sights.—Arc
bishop Manning, the principal representati

of the Pope in England, defending the mo
ern dogma of the papal infallibility, puts tl

following language into the mouth of t

Pope

:

" You tell me I ought to submit to the ci'

power, that I am the subject of the King

" But these are not farmers' books." "What
dost thou know about them?" James inquir-

ed. "Oh," replied the stranger, "they are

old and familiar friends !" A long and very
pleasant conversation ensued on education in

England and America, and when the stranger
rose to take his leave, he extended his hand,
and said, " This has been the most agreeable

hour I have spent in your country. I did not

expect to find classical scholars in the woods
of America." The party retired from his

farm, leaving his property untouched.

For " The Friend."

Religious Items, &c.

Tithe Agitation in England.—Agricultural

distress, which is wide-spread and deepening,
is yielding a plentiful crop of disputes about
tithes. Before 1836, tithe was paid in kind.

Since that year it has been commuted into a
rent-charge, which is determined by the offi-

cial average of the price of corn during the
previous seven years. The tithe-rent charge
is thus fixed for seven years. Farmers allege

that the mode of assessment is unjust, and
that they pay far more than is due from them.
It is quite possible the Tithe Commutation
Act needs amending, and it is certain that the
tithe is often disproportionate!}' heavy. Thus,
this week, a farmer stated at a meeting that
he knew a holding, the rent of which is £60
a year, and the tithe £80! This is simply
monstrous. Tenants are beginning to refuse

to pay tithe, and so, to call the attention of

the public to their grievance. Wingfield, of
Whistler Mill Farm, Hurst, in Berkshire, is

of this mind. His tithe is due to the Ecclesi-

astical Commissioners. He applied for a re-

duction in consequence of a succession of bad
harvests. The Commissioners answered that
he must paj' the uttermost penny. Bailiffs

were put in possession, a number of cattle

seized to satisfy the clerical demand. To pre-

vent the turmoil of a sale the cattle were

edge no civil superior. I am the subject

no prince, and I claim to be more than th

I claim to be the supreme judge and direct

of the consciences of men ; of the peasant th

tills the field, and the prince that sits on t

throne; of the household that lives in t

shade of privacy, and the legislature th

makes laws for kingdoms. I am the sole, lai

supreme judge of what is right and wronj
That any man should dare to utter sui

impious and revolting words is a melancho
proof of the depths of deception into whi(

an intelligent man may sink who has chosi

the bondage of a corrupt ecclesiasticism '

prefei-once to the liberty of Christ.

—

Lond(
Commonwealth.

For "The Friend.'

Natural History, Science, &c.

To Avoid Dyspepsia.—-Edwards on Dj
pepsia gives the following rules .—Eat eve)

thing except what disagrees with you, becau
the hody of man requires a variety of nouris

ment, and could not exist if confined to one
two articles.—Chew all food thoroughly
that it may become well mixed with tl

saliva.—Cease eating when there is a comfo:

able feeling of satiety, but at the same tin

feeling fully capable of eating and enjoyii

more than you have taken.—Do not eat whi
overheated, overfatigucd or much excited.-

Be regular in j'our habits of eating.—In war
weather avoid much oily and fatty food.-

Avoid excessive mental or physical exerci

for half an hour after finishing a meal.

—

j

this climate eat three meals a day.

—

Nev
eat between meals.—Do not use artificial a

petizers.—Do not eat just before going to be

Easy Floating.—The easiest position f

floating is lying on the back, with the arii

extended bej-ond the head. The lungs ai

other buoyant parts of the viscera conta
enough air to float the bod}', and keep tl

mouth above water; while the weight of tl
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eavier portions are so balanced as to coun
iract the natural tendency of the feet to sink
Trap for Sheep-killing Dogs.—The Lynch

urg Virginian describes an ingenious trap
evised by a Virginia farmer to catch sheep
illing dogs. Having suffered severely from
leir depredations on his sheepfold, he built
round a number of sheep that dogs had killed
a inclosure of rails twelve feet high and about
>n feet square at the ground, the sides of the
ap sloping inward until an opening was left

30ut 5 feet square. Any dog could easily
imb the sloping fence and enter the pen, but
3t even a greyhound could jump out of it.

1 three nights the farmer captured forty-six

)g8, including fifteen or twenty that had
»ver been seen before in that neighborhood.
bis, after there had been a public slaughter
' all dogs suspected of sheep-killing, save
le, whose master could not be convinced of
8 guilt. The trap was built for his especial
inefit, and it caught him the first night
!i. American.
About the Sun.—-Particularly impressive are
e iacts and examples by which Professor
sung endeavors to convey to the reader
me idea of the prodigious forces and activi-
iS with which the student of the sun is con-
jnted. Speaking of the outflow of the solar
iat he sa^ys :

—

" The quantity of heat emitted is enou
melt a shell of ice ten inches thick over the
aole surface of the sun every second of tira

is is equivalent to the consumption of a
f^er of the best anthracite coal nearly four
3hes thick every single second." In regard
the distance of the sun from the earth, he
^8: "Though the distance can easily be
ited in figures, it is not possible to give any
il idea of a space so enormous

; it is quite
yond our power of conception. If one were
try to walk such a distance, supposing that
could walk four miles an hour, and keep
up for ten hours every day, it would take
cty-eight and a half j'cars to make a single
Uion of miles, and more than sixty-three
indred years to traverse the whole. If
me celestial railway could be imagined, the
irney to the sun, even if our trains ran
:ty miles an hour, day and night without a
)p, would require over one hundred and
?entj--five j'ears. Sensation, even, would
t travel so far in a human life-time. To
rrow the curious illustration of Professor
Jndenhall, if we could imagine an infant
th an arm long enough to enable him to
ich the sun and'burn himself, he would die
old age before the pain would reach him,
ice, according to the experiments of Ilelm-
Itz and others, a nervous shock is comniu-
mtcd only at the rate of about one hundred
it per second, or sixteen hundred and thirty-
ren miles a day, and would need more tlian

B hundred and fifty yeai's to make I lie jmir-

f. Sound would do it in alioul tiiuiiccii

tirs if it could be transmitted through ccles-

1 space; and a cannon-ball in about nine, if

were to move uniformly with the same
*ed as when it left the muzzle of the gun.
fhe earth could bo suddenly stopped in her
jit, and allowed to fiiU unobstructed toward
* sun, under the accelerating influence of

i
attraction, she would reach'the centre in

)ut four months."
V.8 to the attraction between the sun and
I earth :

" It amounts to thirty-six hundred
idrillion of tons—in figures, 36 followed by
enteen ciphers. . . Wo may imagine gravi-

tation to cease, and to be replaced by a ma
terial bond of some sort, holding the earth to
the sun and keeping her in her orbit. If, now
we suppose this connection to consist of a web
of steel wires, each as large as the heaviest
telegraph wires used (^No. 4) then to replace
the sun's attraction these wires would have
to cover the whole sunward hemisphere of
our globe about as thickly as blades of grass
upon a lawn. It would require nine to each
square inch."

Jnfluence of the Mind upon Hunger and Thirst.—No one will doubt that the sensations of
hunger and thirst are modified, aroused, or
dulled by the condition of the mind. A child
hears water mentioned, and experiences a
desire to drink in consequence. With the
drunkard the mental image of a glass of spirits
will excite his peculiar thirst for drink. Per-
sons are often thirsty when, as every one
knows, if the attention be diverted, the sensa-
tion disappears. But apart from these ex-
ainplos of the influence of ideas—the imagina-
liiiii—there are cases in which emotional ex-
cileuiciit tends to create thirst. Thus it has
been observed at the commencement of an
engagement. Dr. Eush, in his essay on the
'Influence of the American Eevolution upon
the Human Body," says he noticed thirst to
be a very common sensation among both
officers and soldiers. He adds that it occur-
red when no exercise or action of the bodj'
could have excited it. This is the more strik-
ing, because the circumstance of the mind
being concentrated upon another subject failed
to extinguish this sensation.
Hunger from this cause is not often ex-

perienced. Other mental images appear in
this instance, to occupy the attention to the
exclusion of this. Dr. Carpenter relates an
anecdote of himself which illustrates this
fomiliar fact. He adduces it .as a proof that
the sense of hunger originates in the condition
of the general .system, the secondary phe-
nomenon being its manifestation through a
particular action in the stomach, which may
be overlooked when the mind is otherwise
emploj'cd. " He was walking alone through
a beautiful country, and withniuch to occup\-
his mind

;
and having expected to meet with

some opportunity of obtaining refreshment on
the roail, ho had taken no tood since break-
fast. This expectation, however, was not ful-

filled
;
but as he felt no hunger, he thought

"ttle of the disappointment. It was evening
before he approached the place of his desti-
nations—after having walked about twenty
miles,-resting frequently by the way—and he
then began to feel a peculiar lassitude, different
from ordinary fatigue, which rapidly increas-
ed, 80 that during the last mile he could
ecarcoly support himself. The stimulus o\

ressity, however, kept him up; but on ar-
ing at his temporary home he immediately

in connection with this subject, a few words
may be added in regard to the influence of
the peculiar condition of the mind present in

some forms of hysteria, &c., in maintaining
the vital power in the absence of food. The
physiologist last cited records a case in which
young woman, under his own observation,

took no nourishment for three weeks, except,
on some days, one or two cups of tea. Yet
the strength of the patient rather increased
than diminished during this period

; her mus-
becamo firmer, and her voice more power-

ful. In a case of delusional insanity, cited by

the same writer, on the authority of Dr.
Willan, the patient, a young gentlewoman,
only took a little orange-juice, and yet lived
for sixty days.—D/-. D. if. Tuke, in '-Influence
of the Mind upon the Body."

THE FRIEND.
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^
A letter from a Friend residing in a distant

Yearly Meeting expresses the opinion, that
although many very excellent articles have
appeared in "The Friend," to correct and
Counteract the gross and wide-spread errors
which a large proportion of our membership
are either actively engaged in propagating,
or passively endorsing; yet sufficient atten-
tion has not been directed to the foundation
principles upon which the modern structure
is erected.

These he thinks may be expressed asfollows:
First. That Christ finished the work of man's
salvation on the cross on Calvary. The literal
acceptance of this dogma would ignore the
offices of our Saviour, attributed to Him in
the Scriptures, which must be continuously
exercised for the salvation of man to the end
of time. He is not only the atonement for our
sins through the offering on the cross ; but He
is the ever-living guide and helper of his
people; the Mediator; He who enlightens the
jeart to see its sinful condition, gives faith to
turn to this Light, gives power to repent and
forsake sin, and thus enables the penitent to
work out their souls' salvation.
The second fundamental error is, that Faith

is a faculty of the mind to be exercised at will.
The apostle Paul wrote to the Ephesians,'

"By grace are ye saved through faith; and
that not of yourselves; it is the gift of God."
It has always been the belief of the Society of

!nds, that the saving faith which brings
into a conformity to the Divine will and

makes him a partaker in the forgiveness of
sins through Christ, is a "gift" from God, and
must lie exer<ise(l in his will. The experience
<ilthe woi-k of o-race confirms this view. For
nothing less than the renewed extension of
the visitations of the love of God can awaken
the sinner to a sense of his condition, or in-

duce him to bring bis deeds to the Light of
Christ, and submit to be judged therebj-

—

which is the test of faith.

" The teachings at Iowa Yearly Meeting,
as reported in The British Friend, are the full-

est exposure of these fundamental errors that
I have seen. Sanctification was treated of,

as a ^ilt wrought for us by Christ in his out-
\\ arM saei-iiiee, and to be received in its com-
pleteness by one definite act of fiiith. This
lu'anch of the tree of error springs from the
first root above mentioned, i. e., that Christ
finished the work of salvation by his outward
offering. But in opposition to this doctrine.
Friends believe with the a|io>tle. that we are
washed and Banctilied \<\ the .Spirit of our
God ; by the powerful operations of -which
Spirit, as man submits thereto, his corrupt
will and tendencies are slain, and he learns
righteousness through the Lord's judgments
on the transgressing nature.

The doctrine that the work of Christ for

our salvation was finished 1800 years ago, is

the fruitful root of many errors of a serious
and pi-actical nature. If the work was com-
pleted, it may be thought that there is noth-
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ing left for the Holy Spirit to do in men's
hearts ; that there is no need of a light or seed

in man to save him; that there is no sorrow
in repentance, but that repentance, as some of

the advocates of the new doctrine have de-

scribed it, is simply laying aside all our pre-

viously conceived opinions, and ' accepting

Christ's finished work.'
"

Those who imbibe these views may delude

themselves with a belief that they are in a

saved slate, while sin yet retains its dominion
over them, and they have not passed tlirough

the spiritual change spoken of in Scripture as

being born again of the incorruptible Seed and
Word of God.
The writer of the letter i-eferred to, in ex-

planation of the religious concern which cloth-

ed his Spirit on account of these errors, further

says: "Those who only hear of these things

from a distance, cannot conceive of them." A
full sense of the evil will only be felt, he

thinks "when we have been obliged to min-

gle with those whe propagate these doctrines,

either under cover or more openly
;
and when

we have had opportunity to reason with them

ig to attract immigration from Soutliern Europe to the

southern section of this country. Two-thirds of the re-

quisite money, it is said, lias been sub.scribed abroad,

and the other third is to be raised in this country. A
land company is to be organized in connection with the

steamship company.
A crevasse 300 feet long and 4 to 5 feet deep is re-

ported in the Kemp levee, in the lower end of Tensas
Parish, near Waterproof, Louisiana. The levee is one
of the most important in the State, protecting a very

rich district. The levee at Trotter's Landing, opposite

Helena, Arkansas, is broken, but as yet no serious

damage is reported.

Floods in the Savasota and Brazos river.s, in Texas,

have caused a loss of hundreds of cattle, but are now
subsiding.

An immense tract of land set aside by the State of

Texas to pav for the erection of a new State House has

been transferred to Ahner Taylor, C. B. Farwell and
John V. Farwell, of Chicago, and A. C. Babcock, of

Canton, Illinois. The track of land is in the northwest
corner of the State, and the survey extends south from
the Indian Territory a distance of 197 miles, with an

average width of 27 miles. Two railways are already

projected through that section.

A telegram from Chattanoo^, Tenn., says that Elijah

Chadwick, aged 102 years and 3 months, and his wife,

aged 102 years and 7 month.s, of Walter county, Ga.,

passed through that city on the 29th ult., en route to

Arkansas, where they will reside in the future with

on the various features of the subjects and to tlieir son. They are hale and hearty, and may live

go into the ground-work and outgrowth
; and^^^.^^Jflu

'*'"°'"'-
. it, r^^ r • ,r5 : , ^.

, ^ ^4 4. -11 In 1881 there were 4,171,554 acres of corn in Kansas,
find that neither argument nor entreaty vviilL^|,ieh produced 80,760;542 bushels.
avail—and when we sec the sad results, that in the Yellowstone country, M. T., are some of the

80 many h02:)eful plants have been (we are at' most extensive coal fields in the world, many of the

times given to fear hopelessly) injured. Many
|

beds being from ten to thirty feet thick, and covering

of these have been taken in the snare without^ ^f} ^^l^'^}
\mnAT^.\ miles wide

. . J ^, 4 c \
After having successfully introduced trout and perch

seeing it, under the specious pretence of con-|
j^j^ ,1,^ „,^,g^^ „f New South Wales, the Zoological

verting souls to Christ, i he carnal mind has Society of that country recently renewed its efforts with

been engaged and stimulated in professedlj'l salmon. It applied 'to the Fish Commission of the

religious work, which many Friends have i
United States for eggs, and two boxes, containing 40,-

mistaken for an evidence of religious life."
O*"^, were soon forwarded. These have now been safely

^ [deposited in the hatching-boxes at Bowenfels, after
It is one of the painful duties of the pr

I

great care and trouble.

of our Society among its own members. But we, $1,326,217, an increase of $167,819 compared with 1880

have remembered, as at inanj' former times,
"^'

. ^> ^ ., ^ ,

the significant remark of the late Charles
Evans, that he saw little difference between
being unsound ourselves and having no testi-

mony against unsoundness in others. Yet we
have desired that none of the tenderly visited

children ofour Heavenly Father maj^ be stum-
bled or injured hy the confusion of voices that

exists in our borders. If they keep inward in

spirit, waiting on the Lord in the silence of

all flesh, watching the revelations of his Di-

vine Light in their souls, and submitting to

all the manifestations of bis will. He will lead

them safely onward, show them each succeed-
ing step that is to be taken in tbe way to sal-

vation, give them strength to do what He re-

quires, open to their understandings the mys-
teries of his kingdom so far as it is for their

good to know them, and finally bring them to

the Father's house in peace.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Colonel Seaton, Superintendent of

the Census, estimates that it will require eight to twelve
months to complete the work of his Bureau. The
printed reports will embrace about 20,000 pages.

The Supreme Court of Vermont decided on Seventh-
day of last week, that a mill-owner or manufacturer
"has no right to dump into the stream on which his

mill or factory is situated, sawdust or any kind of waste

except what is absolutely and indispensably necessary

in the beneficial enjoyment of his water privilege, to the
injury of others below him on the same .stream."

The Natural Bridge property in Virginia, consisting

of 1200 acres, has been sold by the Allegheny Coal
and Iron Company to H. C. Parsons for $55,000.
The B.iltimore newspapers report that the plans are

nearly perfected for the establishment of a line of steam-
ships between B iltitnore and some French port on the
Mediterranean Sea. The Baltimore and Ohio, Road
is said to be interested, and one object of the enterprise

The net revenue to the Government from the office last

year was $897,542.
There were 443 deaths in this city last week, as com-

pared with 433 the previous week. Of the.se 218 were
males and 225 females: 65 died of consumption, 51 of

pneumonia, 23 of old age, 20 of croup, and 15 of small
pox.

Markets, <£-c.—U.S. 3J'.s, 10^ a 102| ; 4J's, registered,

114; coupon 115; 4's, 118^ ; currency 6's, 130.

Cotton continues quiet at about former rates. Sales

of middlings are reported at 12 a 12} cts. per lb. for

uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7} cts. for export, and

7J a 8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is quiet and rather easier. Sales of 2200 bar-

rels, including Minnesota extras, at f6.75 for clear, and
at 8f7 a $7.25 for straight; Penna. extra family at :6.25

a f 6.50 ; western do. do. at $7 a $7.25, and patents at

J7.75 a $8.25. Rye flour is quiet at $4.75 a $5 per bbl.

Grain.—Wheat is unsettled and lower. Sales of red

for milling at $1.37J a i"1.38. Eye is nominal at 90
cts. for Pennsylvania. Corn is in moderate request and
options a shade lower. Sales of 8500 bushels, including
yellow, at 68 a 68J cts. ; white at 75 cts. ; sale, mixed,
65.i cts. ; steamer at 65i a 66 cts., as to location ; No. 3

at 65 a 65J cts. and rejected at 64 cts. Oats are quiet,

but steady. Sales of 10,000 bushels including white,
at 47i a 49 cts., and rejected and mixed at 47 a 47J cts.

Beef cattle were rather dull, as most holders were
asking an advance; 2500 head arrived and sold at the

different yards at A\ a 7J cts. per pound, as to condi-
tion.

Sheep.—Prices were a shade higher: 8000 head ar-

rived and sold at the different yards at 4 a 6J cts., and
lambs at 5 a 7J cts. per lb., as to condition.

Hogs were in demand, but prices were unchanged :

3600 head arrived and sold at the different yards at 8}
a lOJ cts. per lb., as to quality.

Foreign.—On the 7th insl., on motion of Sir Stafford

Northcote, a resolution was adopted by a vote of 286
against 227, that Bradlaugh be not allowed to swear,

previous to his taking a seat as member of Parliament
The first of a series of new rules to be introduced

into the House of Commons by Gladstone, invests the

Speaker, as chairman of committees, with authority to

put the proposition that the question before the House

" Be now put." This propositio^will not be debi

able ;
but, in order for its adoption on a division, it m

be supported by more than 200, or opposed by less tl

40 members.
The second rule is designed to restrict the right

members to make dilatory motions in Committee of

Whole House, and limits such right to one time
each member during the debate on any one question

move either that the Chairman do report progress,

that the Chairman do leave the chair. No memi
shall speak more than once to each separate motion, a

no member who has made one of these motions n;

make another motion on the .same question. Nome
her shall move the adjournment of the House befi

the orders of the day (or the motions on the paper,

the case may be,) have been reached; but provisior,

made for enabling matters of extreme urgency to

brought before the House without notice and withi

delay. Great opposition to these proposals has bf

manifested by the opposition, with whom some me
hers of the Liberal party are in accord.

A Parliamentary return shows that 512 suspects !

confined in the jails of Ireland.

In the House of Commons, Justin McCarthy, me
her for Longford, on behalf of the Irish members, g£

notice of a long amendment to the address in favor o

repeal of the Union, categorically condemning evi

point in the Government's Irish policy, and urging

immediate return to Constitutional methods.

W. E. Forster confirmed the statement that an exp
sive letter had reached Dublin Castle after his dep
ture for London. He said if he had opened it, as i

.sender desired, he would certainly have lost his ban
and he might have been killed.

At a meeting of various Irish organizations in Lond
resolutions were passed expressing horror at the reo

attempt to injure W. E. Forster by sending him a let

containing an explosive material.

A parliamentary return shows that 811 outrages w
reported to the Irish police in First month, of whi

479 were agrarian, being an increase of 31 over Fi

month, 1881.

The Submarine Cable Companies have written to I

Board of Trade suggesting legislation for the preventi

of negligent or intentional injury to cables under 1

bility for damage's; the cable companies, on their p:

undertaking to compensate vessels sacrificing their i

chois and gear in order to avoid injuring cables.

Arrangements are nearly completed for the establi

ment of a line of steamers called the " Black Star Lin
between Great Grimsby, England, and New York a

Philadelpliia.

The Standard's despatch from Vienna says: "

order not to offend Russia, Austria has entirely abi

doned the plan of partial or temporary occupation

Montenegro. Negotiations, however, are proceed!

with Prince Nikita for the passage of Austrian troc

acro.ss his territory if necessary."

St. Petersburg, Second mo. 7th.—The GovernmenI
about to publish a statement, which it hopes will

[

an end to the foreign agitation regarding the Jews,

is to the effect that it has not hitherto thought it woi

while to contradict the un'bunded rumors that Engla
was about to take a course so much at variance wi

existing good relations as to intercede on an interr

question which every government regulates in acooi

ance with its own views, and which never admits ol

foreign interference which is only calculated to incre;

the irritation of the ignorant and credulous people w
carry on the anti-Jewish movement. The statemi

then shows that hundreds of people have been tried a

otherwise dealt with by the authorities of various tow

particularly by those of Warsaw, where 2302 have bi

committed for trial. The statement concludes by si

ing that all precautions will be taken in future, butti

it is necessary to avoid aggravation by the outside :

tiuence ari.sing from f.ilse rumors.

Died, suddenly, on the 6th of Tenth month, 1881,

his residence in Fallsington, Bucks Co., Pa., Thoj)
Satterthwai I E, in the 67th year of his age, a meml
of Falls Monthly Meeting.

, at her residence in Smyrna, N. Y., the 14th

1st mo. 1882, Mary F. Collins, a member of Smyi
Monthly Meeting, in the 84th year of her age. S

was a kind neighbor, very helpful to the sick a

afflicted. She w.is a firm believer in the doctrines

Friends and walked consistently therewith; diligen

attending meetings as long as she wa-i able. We I

lieve her end was crowned with peace.

-, Second mo. 2d, 1882, Rebecca W. Smith, a|

74 years, a member of Philadelphia Monthly Meeti

for the Western District. " Blessed are the pure

heart, for they shall see God."
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bowed under a deep sense of unworthiness to
do the least act of service for the blessed
Master; but, weary of feeding as upon husks,
my sniil yr[ loii-s'to lu- iiia.lc -as one of the

d s.

11th mo. 19th. "Make me as one of thy redeemeth thy life from destruction; who
hired .servants." It is indeed an unsi»;,k;il.lc crowneth thee with lovini^^-kindness and ten-
privdege to be made as one of thr Imrd -^.r^ .Iri- mercies."
vants of the King of kings; and >:.nu'>ily; 1867. 1st mo. 16th. FcOt condemnation
have I desired, if there is that in my way or this morning for omitting the reading of the
mjdoings which mars myprogress Zionward, iHolj- Scriptures on accoinit of the presence of
which retards my spiritual growth, or dis-!somc who, I had reason to think, would not
qualifies me for service in the Lord's house,! be interested therein. Oh when shall I learn
that He would be pleased to show it unto me, jto acknowledge the Lord in all my ways!
that He would bring me just where He would,' Oh when shall my conduct and conversation
have me to be, that He would make me just; adorn that high and holy profession which

It He would have me to be, that his handlthis people ai-e making before men I May He
might not spare nor his eye pity until I in- 1 who sits as a refiner "with fire, be pleased to
deed become his devoted, dedicated follower, carry on his own work until every thing that
Make me as one of the hired servants, onl3- so is offensive is even purged away—all this
that the penny of peace may be mine; or a 'shrinking from the cross, as well as the very
crumb may be granted me from thy bountiful dregs of hypocrisy and deceit. My spirit is
table, and the praise shall be ascribed unto
thee, for thou alone art worthy.

1866. Sth mo. 3rd. I feel, O Lord, that I
am a little child, a vevy babe in religious ex-
perience

;
that all importantdutiesand respi

sibilities rest upon me as a wife, as a mother,
as a guardian of the flock ; wilt thou,
plenitude of thy mercy, give me wisdom to
discharge them to the hon'or of thj' own great
and worthy name, and the glorj' and the
praise shall be ascribed unto thee both now
and foi"©ver.

6th mo. 30th. A clear and certain knowl-
edge of thy will, O Lord, is all I crave, with
ability to perform it to the honor of thy greait

name. Simplj- to follow thee in the way of
thy holy leadings, neither withholding more
than is meet, nor yet presuming to offer the
sacrifice of fools, is, oftener than the return-
ing da\-. my ]>etition. Oh help me to dedicate
my tr\v remaining days unto thee; and if

tini'o is any thing required at my hands for
the good of immortal s(]uls. oh strengllicn me
to do it; and the glory and tin: |iraisc shall be
forever ascribed to 'riicc. foi- Thou and Thou
only art worthy, with the beloved .Son of thy
bosom, both now and forever.

7th mo. 21st. Pelt yesterday while sitting
in the select meeting, such sensible enjoyment
of that which is hot tor than lito. that 1 Idl as
though I was prepared to adopt the lani;-uago:

I am ready to follow thee even to iirison

and to death ;" but I have been forcibly re-

minded of the weakness of human nature by
the reflection, that was the feeling of Peter
when our blessed Lord told him, before the
cock crow thou shalt deny me thrice.

9th mo. lOlh. This day completes mj' -l-tth

year, and I sought in silence a little renewal
of strength

;
felt afresh strong desires that the

jsidue of my days might be unreservedly
edieated to Him who seeth not as man sceth;

and to whom I felt that I couM ap|i<:il toi- the
ntegritj' of my heart—that abo\ r i\n-yihing
dse, I crave just simply to follow in child like

obeilience, neither offending by omission nor
commission.

d. " Bless the Lord, oh my soul, and for-

Bxtracts from the Diary of Rebecca Dewees.
(Continued from page 217.)

1865. 5th mo. 16th. "Cleanse thou me
GUI secret faults, keep back thy servant
ora presumptuous sins, let them not have
)minion over me," has often of late been th
nguage of my heart. The many weak-iesses
id besetments which abound, the errors upon
.6 right hand and the left, have been a fruit-

1 source of discouragement; and the enemy
'souls would gladly persuade me, that it is

dn to hope to steer my little bark safely
aid 'so many dangers, where many gallant
ips go down. But it remains to be an un-
angeable truth, that " He that dwelleth in
e secret places of the Most Hi<^b shall abide
ider the shadow of the Almighty." And
ose who are daily and hourly seeking for

eservation, even unto the end, will doubtless
:pcrience it.

29th. Have of late endured much of con-
ctand deep humiliation, arising from a fear,

at on one occasion I had been misled, or
id not suflficiently tried the fleece, with re-

,rd to my public appearance. May unbound-
goodness and mercy pardon, and preserve

)tn errors as on the risht hand and on the
ft.

6th nio. 23rd. For all I bless thee; most
r the severe. From mj- inmost soul I desire
bless and adore that mercy which has still

itched over me for good ; from m}^ inmost
ul I crave guidance, preservation anddirec-
)n, that the Divine will, may be perfected in

3; that mine may be thoroughly brought
wn let it cost me what it may ; that I may
t live to tell of thy goodness, to magnify
y great and glorious name, for thou alone
t worthy.
10th mo. 29th. Inasmuch as the preserva-
m of our spiritual life is more to be desired
an any thing else; and inasmuch as the
eat Author of our being knows what will

)st tend to its preservation; does it not he-

me us with all humilit}' to implore that He
ly deal with us as He may see meet. For
liy without the enjoyment of this [spiritual]

3, what comfort can the world bestow ':•

ike from me what thou wilt, do thou but
ant me this. Remove far.from me, I be-

5ch thee, whatsoever alienates or separates
)ra thee ! thou Fountain of light and life.

favge me with hyssop and I shall be clean
;

|

get not all his benefits ; who foro-iveth all thine
ish me and I shall be whiter than snow." j 'iniquities; who healeth all thy diseases. Who

. t.i lu_' rrd.rnicd trom all the
corru|i|ioiis ol' sin and srll', and that the resi-

due of my ilays nli^llt ^•et be devoted to the
best of causes and tli.' i.est of Masters. My
lips have Im'.-h s,.al.-d in silence for months
past, and many have been mj' searchings of
heart lest there was something in my way or
ixiy doio^a -wlxicJi. -wzaa. oB!en&Lve in. the Divine
sight. To be found in my allotment, whether
this be in active service or silent suffering, is

all that I crave.

2nd mo. 1st. Oh how cold, how lifeless are
poor mortals, when the blessed beams of the
Sun of Eighteousness are withdrawn, how
utterly powerless when thj- awakening power
and virtnc aic witlilicld ! Oh, Thou helper of
the hi'liilis^. Ii,. iiK/ascd in thj- own good time
to shed alii-oad tliy h.ve in my heart, revive
th_y work in the midst of the years; and oh,

enable me to do the work of the da}' while the
day rolls on

;
and if consistent with thj- holy

will, grant unto us the guidance of thy un-
erring Spirit in all our goings. The end is

known unto thee from the beginning, and
what will most tend to thy praise and our

dill nn>. 2nd. "The troubles of ray heart
ure enlarged. Oh bring thou me out of my
distresses." Oh the awful responsibility at-

tached to those unto whom is entrusted the
training of immortal spirits. In this age of de-

generacj', when so many delusive snares are
spread for their feet, who is sufficient for these

Oh Thou, whose tender mercies are
over all thy works, be pleased to make them
objects of thy chastening love. If they turn
away from thy statutes, if they keep not thy
commandments,—then visit their transgres-
sions with the rod, and their iniquity with
stripes. But thy mercy take not Thou away
from them, nor suffer thy faithfulness to fail.

And oh, be pleased to grant us wisdom and
strength, that we may stand acquitted in thy
sight; for thine is the power and thine is the
glorj' forever.

(To be continued.)
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For "The Frii-nd,"

Colorado and California.
(Concluded from page 219.)

WHEAT RANCHES.

The last of our California letters was written

from Sauta Barbara on the 23d ot 7th month,

1881, and describes an excursion made a few

daj'S before, in a carriage, from that point.

During the trip, the party passed through
some of the large wheat farms of lower Cali-

fornia. The letter saj^s

:

'• A few miles before getting to Gaudalupe
we came out into a grand valley where there

were thousands of acres of wheat, and saw
many heading machines at work gathering

it. But, except the wheat, there was nothing
to indicate either civilization or comfort ; n

farm-houses or gardens, or orchards—nothin,

but a dreary waste of wheat, that in growing-

is only exhausting the land for the benefit of

some non-resident owner, and in this way un-

fitting it for the home and supjiort of hun-
dreds of families. It seems to me that much
of California is cursed, like Ireland, with
absenteeism.

" After leaving Arroya Grande we passed
through a most maguitieent rolling country',

dotted all over with scattering oak trees, and
much of it covered with wheat, even to the

topsof hills several hundreds of feet in height;

but we saw no houses anywhere, and no other
evidence, but the wheat, that the country had
inhabitants. We entered the Santa Maria
valley again about three miles from Central
City, about two miles of the road to which
was the doi'p sandy bed of the river. Around
that place there is a very fine wheat country,
and the scattered houses, surrounded by trees

and gardens, showed that the land was owned
by residents.

" We left there on Second-day, and travelled

nearly all daj' through a great wheat country
in which were scattered farm-houses indica-

ting smaller ranches. About noon we i-eached

Los Alamos, a small village with a number of

comfortable-looking houses in the vicinity of
it. Under the shade of a large oak tree, near
one of these, we stopped to dine, and by per-

mission made our coffee at their kitchen fire.

At the store in the town we replenished our
lunch box, and then journej'ed on through a
most beautiful country, covered with trees

like a park, around and under which we saw
fine ripe wheat everywhere, on the right and
on the left, as far as the eye could reach

; but
not a solitary house ; and were "told that it all

belonged to one man. Our road was hard,
smooth and level, and two hours drive brought
lis among the hills, and in an hour more we
ought to have reached " Ballai'd's Station,''

an old stage-house on the Alamo Pintado,
where we intended staying for the night. We
had followed the main road, and the main
load, our driver said, led there. But we did

not get to it, and as we followed down a deep
canj-on, things began to look strange to him,
which he could explain only by supposing that
a new road had been opened since he travel-

led there. A Chinese shepherd of whom we
enquired, if that was the road to Ballards,

said yes ; and we went on and on until near
sunset, when we came to the ranch-house of
R. T. Buell, the owner of " lonata," an im-
mense ranch of more than 26,000 acres. He
consented to keep us for the night, and before
we left the next morning, which we did very
early, we got considerable insight into the

miseries of such a life, and of the consequence

of trying to get rich too fast. He had suc-

ceeded to some of the large Spanish owners,

when they were used up by the great drought
;'

bought all the land he could, and then bor-

rowed money to stock it ; managing to pa}'

the interest till the drought came in 1870,

when he had to feed all his wheat, cut down
his trees for the cattle to browse, and yet lost

a great man}- of them. Since then he has

been constantly sinking deeper and deeper in

debt ; and now'his only hope is to sell his right

of redemption of the property. Such is the

result of trying to make one's fortune by bor-

rowing money."
If the ranches instead of containing ten,

twenty and thirty thousand acres, under the

management of one man, were divided up
into hundreds of small farms, each bavin

family on it, what a benefit to California it

would be

!

HEAT IN THE COAHUILLA VALLEY.

" Leaving Los Angeles, 9th mo. 10th, by
the Southern Pacific Railroad, we passed for

a hundred miles or more along the base of the

San Bernardino mountains, through a partly

cultivated country.
At Colton, near San Bernardino, whore we

dined, I tried to replace ray thermometer,
broken the day before, and failing to do so,

was told that none would be needed to find

out that it was hot down in the valley.

For an hour or two after leaving Colton,

the road gradually ascended till, near the
northern extremity of the San Jacinto Uange.

probably no place out of Africa can mat(

this part of California in its summer temper

The Spirit of

" Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye whi

are spiritual, restore such an one in the spirit

meekness; considering thyself, lest thou also

tempted."—Gal. vi. 1.

The manner of treating with those who a
" overtaken in a fault," is very clearly pointi

out by the apostle in the above text :
"

;

which are spiritual restore such an one in t!

spirit of meekness." The apostle seems to ha'

not looked toward anything but restoratic

where " a man had been overtaken in a fauli

We know that it is the design of ourHea
enly Father that we, through the mediatii

of his beloved Son, should be presented in t

end, fmtlt Iess before the throne with excet

ing joj\ But our blessed Lord, when perse

alty upon earth, enjoined his disciples "'

watch and pray lest they should enter ii

temptation." " What I say unto one, I S;

unto all, watch." There would have not be

the need ofthe injunction, if there was to ha

been no temptation. " What I say unto on(

says He, "I say unto all, watch I" And t

apostle, knowing how all were liable to

tempted, could sympathize with those w
were tempted, so as to be "overtaken ii

fault," and he enjoins it upon "the spiritua

—those who, through watchful obedience

the Light of Christ in their own hearts, h

n preserved,—" to restore such an on
we reached an elevation of more than a thou- Eestore him to what? Why back again
sand feet above the sea; we then began to that preserving power which, if abode in, p
descend into the Coahuilla Valley. As we [serves from evil. Audit is only as this p
advanced the country became more and more serving power comes to be lived in, and abc
sandy and barren. Soon nearly all signs of in, that any become /rtw/iZess, and are thus p
vegetation disappeared, except here and there 'pared to be presented by the Son and Sent
a stunted mesquit bush. The high rocky! God, "faultless before the Father's throi

mountains on either side looked scorched i with exceeding joy." Seeing "that it is

and burnt, and their rough angular outlines, 'the Lord's mercy that he saveth us" throu
though theywere perhaps twenty miles awa}',! the washing of regeneration and the renewi
were as sharp and well defined as if close at [of the Holy Ghost," it behoves us, undei
hand, while, their shadows were so intense sense of our own inability to A-eep ourselves
and black as to remind me forcibly of those in |to save ourselves, to let the true meekness
the moon, as shown by the telescope. cover our spirits that we may witness ;5res

The air soon became hot beyond anything -vation in the hour oi temjitation.

I had ever experienced before, except at the! Our eighth query in the Book of Discipli

side of a lava stream on Mt. Vesuvius ; and it seems to be framed very much in accordar
was very much the same kind of heat—not

j

with the apostle's injunction. We are i

sweltering, for we scarcely perspired, and only quei-ied with "whether offenders i

were not much oppressed— but scorching,
i dealt with," but how are they dealt with ?

To fan was almost to burn one's face
;
and to 'it in the spirit oi meekness, without partiali'

hold the hand out of the window in the pass- in order for their helf ? And where laboi

ing current, was like placing it too near a hot
stove.

At one place, where the train stopped, I

picked up a small piece of iron, and by shift-

ing it rapidly from hand to hand managed to
carry it into the car, but found no one who
could hold it more than a second or two in

their hands. What the temperature was I

had no accurate means of knowing, but think
it could not have been much less than 180°.

We were told by some of the railroad offi-

cials that the mercuiy, in the lowest part of
the valle_y, which is some 300 feet below the
level of the sea, not unfrequently rises to 135°
in the shade.

Arizona has places that are decidedlj' hot.

Even at Tucson, which is 2.500 feet above the
sea, the mercury this summer rose to 110° in

the shade ; and Yumo, on the Colorado, has
the reputation of being much hotter. But

ineffectual, to \)\a.ce judgment upon them in 1

authority of truth ? It is only as the true mei

ness is abode in, that judgment goes forth

Truth's own authority. If offenders are de

with regularly, and it is not in that "spiril

meekness" which desires their help, surely '\

end of discipline is not answered.
We cannot but feel sensible, let the cause

what it may, that our meetings, both forw
ship and discipline, are not held in the fuln

of that power in which they were first ga
ered. In the absence of that fulness we (

in the more danger of being led on in ouro
power to the hurting of the pure life ; and !

in danger of passing "judgment" in our o

authority, instead of that authority which (:

discipline enjoins, viz :
" In the authorityl

Truth." Thus we may be transgressors o

selves whilst is.suing our testimony agai:!

offenders.
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Our Saviour warns those in the daj-s of bis
Bash (which warning applies to our day also)
igaiust supposing that some were sinners
ibove others because they fell under more suf-
ering. " Those eighteen upon whom the tower
n Siloam fell and slew them, think ye that
hey were sinners above all men that dwelt
n Jerusalem ? I tell you, nay : but except ye
epent, ye shall all fikewise perish."—Luke
:iii. 4, 5.

How many there are in this day who are
lain for the present as to their usefulness in
ociety by the " falling of a tower" of their
wn erecting ! Such persons are often objects
f commiseration and pity; and their friends
eed to remember theexhortation: "Brethren,
a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are
)iritual restore such an one in the spirit of
eekness, considering thyself lest thou also
3 tempted;" and also to heed the warning

—

Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed
St he tall."

The Memory of the Just is

"The Notes of Travel," published lately in
16 columns of " The Friend," have no doubt
sen interesting to many readers and tn some
irticularly so, who have met by llic \v;i\- the
imes of those who crossed their ii:ith\\;i\- in

,rly life, to whom memory has ott since re-

irred,_as living witnesses to that which may
I attained unto in very simplicity' and noth-
gness of self, through the sufficiency of
ace bestowed. Dear aged Mercy Ell'

"

16 of these to me, and I can but admire how
Jting the impressions and the love which
3re begotten from only a comparatively
.ssing acquaintance.
-More than half a century ago, mj- residence
I- a few years was about ninety miles from
e city of Philadelphia, on the direct road to
uncy. Our home, at that time, afforded
ery accommodation to Friends travellin^
and from the city; and Mercy Ellis wa^

e most frequent visitor, generally stopping
er night. These opportunities were con-
cive to our best welfare ; and though hei
itures are not vividly remembered, the
eetness of voice, with the love her coun
lanee betrayed, fadeth not from the mind
t since then, when fancied inability, or a
llingness to permit small obstacles to deter

), have tempted me to omit the exertion to
iend meetings, her energy and zeal have
ofitably come to mind.
She belonged to Philadelphia Yearly and
larterly Meetings, held perhaps 160 miles
im her home, which she mostly or often at-

ided, travelling in a private conveyance,
.times with but one horse to carry two or
fee over the long distance of mountains
d hills. She was nearly 75 years of age at
it time, small in stature, and in appearance
t very able for such long journeys

;
yet she

ver spoke of feeling wearj^.

Ibe interest and sympathy she manifested
fvai-d the j^oung endeared her to them.
3he could but observe that as Friends our
nily was wandering, having no meeting of
r own people to attend ; but she did not
en allude to this, or utter the language of
ademnation, or speak of her fears. She was
)r6 frequently led to encourage us with the
riting language, " Ob taste and see that the
ird is good." This she often repeated in

igious opportunities, at the times of our

sitting in quietness, ere she left us to proceed
on her way.
How welcome in these days would be such

as she was, to fill the place she has left in the
gatherings of the people, and in social oppor-
tunities ! The Psalmist has said :

" The right-
eous shall inherit the land, and dwell therein
forever," and with the memories of these
there m&y come a blessing.

Chester County, 1st mo. 22d, 1SS2.

natural will; but a minister of the sanctuary,
and of the true tabernacle, which the Lord
has pitched, and not man

; and who is willing
to take up his cross, and it may be, suffer in
painful silence, rather than hand forth that
bread which comes not from above, and can-
not nourish up the soul unto everlasting life.
And it may be that He who sees us as we are,
and feeds us with food convenient for us'
sometimes seals up the fountain, and checks
the flow of the gospel stream, where the ex-
pectations of the people are too much out-
ward,—more anxious to be fed with words,
than to draw near to the Master of assemblies,
who can administer to our needs as effectually
in our silent gatherings, as by his most gifted
instruments. It is our duty to be thankful
for his Divine manifestations, whether they
be dispensed immediately, or instru mentally,
and it is also our duty to be resigned and for-
liear to murmur when these favors are with-
iield

;
for surely it is nothing short of murmur-

ing against the dispensations of Providence,
to find fault with ministers for sometimes con-
tinuing silent throughout the religious meet-
ing; for their silence is not of themselves, but
of Him in whom they live, and move, and
have their being. That preaching is not pro-
fitable to us, which pleases the imagination
but benefits not the heart. And although those

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies,
Our esteemed friend AVilliani Kirkwood, a

minister from Cain, attended Bucks Quarterly
Meeting held at Buckingham, but was silent
throughout the meeting for worship, and had
very little to communicate in that tor discip-
line. He also attended a meeting appointed,
at his request, at 3 o'clock on First-dav after-
noon, at Falls. Invitation had been li'licrallv

extended, and the gathering was large; luit

here also, doubtless to the disappointment of
many, he sat in silence throughout the meet-

A member of Falls Meeting shortly after-
wards thus recorded his impressions relative
to these interesting circumstances, "I do be-
eve that those meetings were profitable sea-

sons, and that it is sometimes good to disap-
point that eager propensity to hear preaching,

|

not of our Socictv may not see the beauty of
which some of us are too prone to gratify, silent worsliiji. and smuc of our members may
The friend has suffered no loss of merit in my not be sufiinmtU a. ,|iiainted with livin<>- si-
cstimation, by sitting silent through those lence in our solmi'n assemblies

;
yet as we be-

meetings; but he has rather given evidence ^-omethorouuhK acquainted with truespirtual
of being a true gospel minister, depiMMlmt wnsbip, wr will not feel disappointed and
upon the Great Head of the Church li.r his .lis], leased when the Lord does not move bis
puttings forth and going before, and that be servants to preach to us, and to pray for us;
was afraid to go forward, unless at his Mas- but we shall be enabled to say, ' Thou know-
ter's bidding. It doubtless ia a dangerous est, O I.ord, what is best for us, do with us
thing to trifle with Omnipotence, and sorrow- as seemeth good in thy sight, dispense thy
ful might have been the consequence of hand-! favors to us when thou thinkest best, and
ing forth counsel in his own strength, in hisj withhold thy bounteous hand when 'thou
own will and wisdom, and without Divine pleasest; thy will, not ours be done.' I trust
authority. By thus going forth without his that those meetings will have their use, they
true Guide, he might have missed his way, 'may lead some who are not well acquainted
might have brought reproach ujjon his pro-] with our principles to inquire into the nature
fession, might have endangered the peace of of spiritual worship, and may bo a salutary
his own mind, and most likely would have disappointment to some of our own mem-
left the people entirelj' unprofited. I believe bers

'

that I have a greater love for that friend be
cause the gospel message flowed not from him
'n the two meetings for worship brought into
notice ; and although I rejoice at the privi-

ege of hearing gospel communications from
anointed ministi

better that our religious meetings should b
held in silence, than, in an assembly met to-

gether for the solemn purpose of worshipping
Almighty God, there should be an oration
proceeding merely from the will and wisdom
of man. No doubt but what it was a trial to
the dear friend to see that largo congregation
at the Falls separate under such circum-
stances, who had met together at his request,

nd with the expectation of bearing the gos-
pel message from his lips; and doubtless he
would have gladly encouraged his fellow-

mortals, in gospel love, to set their faces

toward Zion, and seek an inheritance incor-

•uptible, that fadeth not away, had it been
his Divine Master's will that such was bis al-

ottod service; but this dear friend chose
ather to obey Divine injunction, than gratify

the erring will of man. And surely this care-

'ulness and submission, is evidence that he is

not a man-made minister, who can preach at

such times, and at such places, as suit his

Modern and Primitive Teaching.

In a recent issue of a Journal professedly
published in the interest of our Society, arc

,
yet it unquestionably is

1
the following words: ''In this grand age of
discovery and invention, the simple ' Old
Story' has been re-stated—presented in ' dis-

solving views' of a 'first experience,' of a
' second experience'—the one 'justification,'

the other 'sanctification.'
" This problem of ' fast and loose,' saved and

not saved ; a justification that leaves a carnal
mind, 'which is enmity against God, is not
subject to the law of God, neither indeed con
be,' has bewildered manj^ minds, and could
safely be replaced by the old fashioned teach-
ing of our fiithers upon these matters; and if

that teaching should come in the very lan-
guage of their sound old formulas, perhaps it

would onl}' be so much the better for the
Church."
The above is from the pen of one who in

the article says :
" I most fully endorse the

plain and clear delineation of Christian life

and character as taught bj' this—in our So-
ciety new—'school of teachers,' when they
describe a justified and sanctified Christian."
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The teaching of" a justification that leaves a

cai-nal mind, which is enmitj- against God,"

can only bewilder the seeking mind. At beHt

the new school of teachers has a bewildering

effect. Therefore we may consult the teach-

ing of our fiithers "in the very language of

their sound old formulas," in the full assur-

ance that it will be "so much better for the

Church."
William Penn, in his "Primitive Chris-

tianity Eevived," has the following:
" We do believe, that Jesus Christ was our

lioly sacrifice, atonement, and propitiation
;

that he bore our iniquities, and that bj' his

stripes we are healed of the wounds Adam
gave us in his fall ; and that God is just in

forgiving true penitents upon the credit of

that holy offering Christ made of himself to

God for us, and that what He did and siiffcivd.

satisfied and pleased God, and was foi- 1 lir sake

of the fallen man, that had disploasfd C.d ;

and through the offering up of himself (ince

for all, through the eternal Spirit, lie hath

forever perfected those in all times that were
sanctified, who walked not after the flesh, but

after the Spirit."
" In short, justification consists oftwo parts,

or hath a twofold consideration, viz: Justifi-

cation from the guilt of sin, and justification

from the power and pollution of sin ; and in

this sense, justification gives a man a full and

clear acceptance before God. For want of

this latter part it is, that so manj' souls, re-

ligiouslj' inclined, are often under doubts.

scruples, and despondencies, notwithstanding

all that their teachers tell ilieiii of the extent

and efficacy of the first iiurt of justitieiitidii.

It is too general an ui)haii]iiiiess anmng the

professors of Christianitw llial they are apt
to cloak their own active an.l |msMiv« tlis-

obedience, with the active and passive obedi-

ence of Christ."
" The first part of justification, we do rever-

ently and humbly acknowledge, is onlj' for

the sake of the death and sufferings of Christ;

nothing we can do, though by the operation

of the Holy Spirit, being able to cancel old

debts, or wipe out old scoi'es. It is the power
and eflScacj'of that propitiatory offering, upon
faith and repentance, that justifies us from
the sins that are jiast ;

and it is the power of

Christ's Spirit in our hearts that purifies -and

makes us acce])table befoi-e God. For till the

heart of man is purged from sin, God will

never accept of it. He repi-oves, rebukes and
condemns those that entertain sin there, and
therefore such cannot be said to be in a justi-

fied state; condemnation and justification

being contraries. So they that hold them-
selves in a justified state bj' the active and
passive obedience of Clirist, while they are

not actively and passively obedient to the
Spirit of Christ Jesus, are under a strong and
dangerous delusion."

The above is a sample of the teachings of

our fathers in these matters—which teaching
is founded on the Scriptures, and will not be-

wilder the truly seeking mind.
A. S.

Ontario, let mo. 16th, 1882.

A Forgiving Spirit.—He that cannot for-

give others, breaks the bridge over which he
must pass himself; for every man had need
to be forgiven.

—

Herbert.

When God afflicts thee, think He hews a rngged stone,

Which must be shaped, or else aside as useless thrown.

REST FOR THE WEARY.

When life's sorrows 'round me gather,

When my heart is dumb with woe,

When llie chast'ning rod is o'er me,

And I faint beneatli the blow.

How my soul with eager longing

Seeks the goodly land and blest

—

" Where the wicked cease from troubling,

And the weary are at rest."

When the skies are black and low'ring.

Angry waters 'round me roar.

And the sands beneath are crumbling.

From my weary feet and sore

;

Still my straining eyes are looking

Far beyond the billow's crest,

" Where the wicked cease from troubling,

And the weary are at re.st."

AVhen the flowers of hope are faded,

Chilled and dead before they're blown,

Fruits of pleasure turned to ashes

Ere their joys are felt or known,

To my soul there comes sweet comfort

—

" Peace, be still ! He knoweth best.

Soon the wicked cease from troubling,

And the weary are at rest."

From the loved ones who are resting,

Who have passed the "Golden Door,"

Come in whispers to my spirit.

Greetings from the other shore,

From the shining streets of glory

—

Golden streets their feet have pressed—
" He.-e the wicked cease from troubling,

And the weary are at rest."

When, at last, there comes the anguish

—

Comes the shroud, the pall, the bier,

Tired hands shall then be folded

O'er the heart then closed to fear,

And my head shall sink in slumlier—

Sweetly sleep on .Jesus' breast.

" There the wicked cease from troubling.

And the weary are at rest."

TO MY DOG " BLANCO."

My dear, dumb friend, low lying there,

A willing vassal at my feet,

Glad partner of my home and fare.

My shadow in the street.

I look into your great brown eyes,

Where love and loyal homage shine.

And wonder where the difl'erence lies

Between your soul and mine!

I scan the whole broad earth around
Fur that one heart which, leal and true,

Bears friendship without end or bound,
And find the prize in you.

I trust you as I trust the stars;

Nor cruel loss, nor scofl'of pride,

Nor beggary, nor dungeon-bars,

Can move you from my side

!

As patient under injury

As any Christian saint of old,

As gentle as a lamb with me,
But with your brothers bold

;

More playful than a frolic boy,
More watchful than a sentinel,

By day and night your constant joy
To guard and please me well.

I clasp your head upon my breast

—

The while you whine and lick my hand—
And thus our friendship is confessed.

And ihus we understand !

Ah, Blanco ! did I worship God,
As truly as you worship me,

Or follow where my Master trod

With your humility,

Did I sit fondly at his feet,

As you, dear Blanco, sit at mine.

And watch Him with a love as sweet.

My life would grow divine !

BE NOT FAITHLESS BUT BELIEVING.
Father, thy oft rebellious one.

Doth still regard the clouds,

Unmindful of that glorious sun.

Thy wisdom only shrouds.

Oh shall our spirits never learn
'

The teachings of thy love,

That bids us constantly to yearn

For thee—and things above?

Yet willingly to bide the veil

Thou sometimes drops between

Our anxious, longing, weeping sight,

And that blest home unseen.

To trnst thee on,—all fruitless care

To cast in faidi aside;

To ask thy aid in secret prayer.

And feel thou wilt provide.
j,

To watch and wait each lonely hour.

When thnu hast turned away.
Remembering that thy unseen power

Is with us every day.

Only a little moment hid

From our too slender faith,

That we may list with quickened ear

To what thy Spirit saith.

Oh 'tis by faith we come to thee.

Or reach thy changeless light;
;

And could our spirits always see,

It were not laith but sight.

Puritans vs. Quakers.

(Concluded from page 220.) .^

Ann Austin and Mary Fisher arrived at Bosto

early in 16-56. Acting-Gov. Bellingham ordere

them to be seized, their persons searched for marl

of witchcraft, and their papers burned by the con

mon hangman. They were then shipped back i

England. In October, 1656, eight more Quake:

landed in Boston, and, like the others, were promp

ly seized and thrown into jail. Thus these Quake

were punished, not for what they had done, hi

for what the magistrate imagined they might d

Furthermore, at this time there was no law again

Quakers, and the colonists, aware of the weakne
of their position, passed laws to meet the case. Th
was practically before a Quaker had appeared :

New England, or had any opportunity to comm
" lawlessness." Quakers coming into Massachuset

were to " be forthwith committed to the house

correction, and at their entrance to be severe

whipped, and by the master thereof to be kept coi

stantly at work, and none suffered to converse i

speak' with them during their imprisonment." Ma
ters of vessels were subject to a fine of ;£100_f

bringing a Quaker into any part of the jurisdictio.

and required to givesecurity to take him away agai:

In the following year the severity of the laws w
increased. A fine of forty shillings for every hoi

was imposed for harboring Quakers, and the forfei

ure for bringing them in was enforced by a mo>

rigid rule. It was furthermore ordered that evei

Quaker coming into the jurisdiction, after havii

been once banished, should " for the first offenc

suffer the loss of one ear ; for the second offence tl

loss of the other, and for a third offence should ha'

his tongue bored through with a hot iron." And
October, 1658, the penalty of death was decrei

against all Quakers who should return after thi

had been banished. Let us do the fathers the ju

tice to say that the death penalty was passed by
bare majority, and after much opposition.

The federal commissioners soon wrote to the Ge
eral Court of Rhode Island remonstrating against tl

leniency of its policy toward these " cursed hereticsi

Here they were enjoying such a refuge as the ear

Puritans themselves had found in Holland. Tl

reply of Gov. Arnold contained a significant ai

valuable suggestion, which the magistrates of Ma
sachusetts Bay had done well to adopt. It had bee:

his experience that where the Quakers are " suffen'

to declare themselves freely, there they least desi
|

to come ; and that they are likely to gain more fc|

lowers by the conceit of their patient sufferings thij

by consent to their pernicious sayings."

But brandings, whippings and cropplngs of eai
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ad but little effect in keeping out the Quakers,
.nd especially did they swarm to Massachusetts, as

16 hot-bed of bigotry, and, therefore, in the great-
it need of their remonstrances and preachings,
he cruelties inflicted upon them would seem in-

edible if not too well authenticated. Nicholas
psall, a venerable and highly-respected citizen,

r showing some compassion toQuiikiis in prison,

as himself thrown into the same pri-nn, linr.l and
inished, and suffered incredible hai(l-lii|.s r..r lii>

imanity. Sarah Gibbens and l)orolliy Wani;!
;re imprisoned three davs witlHini lni,d. ilim
ivhipped with a three-fold kiidttid \\h)\>. \r:iv\nt!

e flesh," and afterward bani-licl. In Sciilcnilur,

58, Holden, Copeland and 1!mu-.., uin. had twici

me back after banishment, larli liad tlic ri^rjit v:u

t off' by the constable. 'J'ln- law .nniiHUinjr all

raons to attend meeting umlur a j>cindty <il' r. sliil-

,gs was rigidly enforced, and caused great di>lr.-~

long the Quakers. The fines often accuninlaird

a large amount against the same person, and
iny were thrown into jail, .and their cows, slnc'|>

d other suhstance taken I'nan tlnan, ami llicir

nilies reduced to utter deslimtion. A law liad

been pa.ssed requiring all pi-rsons to take tln'

;h of fidelity to the country. As Qu.akers conld

b take an oath, they could not be protected in pia-

1 or estate by the laws, and were the heli>l(ss pny
every designing rogue and swindler. The casr ,'il

! Quaker then seemed to stand sonictliin;; likf

s: If he stayed awiiy from the Puritan "^brplc-
use," he would be fined; if he went tlicix', ami
; Spirit moved him to utter a protest, he would l.c

ed again ; if he chose to attend his own iiu-riinL:,

would inevitably be fined. If driven to a pi i In t

nzy of fanaticism by his sufferings, he should n

-

e his persecutors, fine and imprisonnunt W( ic hi-

|tain fate, supplemented, perhaps, by the laandin-
and whipping post. If unable to pa\ hi- lin.s,

1
property would be confiscated, and he himsell

ole to be sold into slavery. Truly a disheartening
aspect for the outlawed "Quaker. The number ot

lends who were fined, imprisoned or scourged, by
er of tlie General Court, was about 30. The num-
imiiished in a like manner by sentence of the
nty idurts, is not ascertained.

,n !()")!) Puritan persecution reached its climax by
' judicial murder of four persons, but it was done
a much murmuring and public protest. In the

mer of that year, Mary Dyer, William Robinson,
Marmaduke Stevenson, three exiled Quakers,
rned to Boston. They were tried, condemned,

the following October the two men were
;ged on Boston Common, but Mary Dyei-'s sen-

:e, at the intercession of her son, was coninnitrd

nishment. She soon came back, lio\M\,a-, and
he 1st of the following June wa.s aj;a in Ird lo ihc

ows. Being offered her life on condition thai

would go away and stay away, she rrplicd:

ay, I cannot; for, in obedience to the will ofihc
' I came, and in his will I will abide faitlilnl lo

death." The brand of that day's infamy will

disappear from the annals of the Puiitan
ders. In all these barbarities the clergy hearti-

ioncurred. In pronouncing sentence of death
m the Quakers, in defiance of the law cd' I'.niiland

the patent from which all his autlioril) was i\f-

', Gov. Endicott exceeded his uuthoril\ and
ged into the double guilt of treason and mur-
It would, indeed, seem as if the magistrates

"Bereft of light, their seeing had forgot."

jy might have perceived that, while they proceed-

from one severity to another, the evil thry wen'
ting to crush augmented rather than diminished,

every Quaker hanged five were ready to t.ike his

;e. The next victim was William Leddra. He
ofiered his life on the condition orgoiniito faii;-

1 and not returning, to which liere[died, " I have
business there; I stand not in my own will, but

he will of the Lord; to make you the promise, I

not." On the following day, March 14, 1661, his

16 was added to the list of martyrs.

S"hile
Leddra's trial was still in progress, Won-

.Christison appeared before the court. Tin ri'

something sublime in his courage. At his trial

emanded to know if the court was bound hy the

I of England, and, on receiving an afiirmative re-

deilared that there was no English law for hang-

tion. Gov. Endicott treated his demand with deri-
sion. Not without reason did poor Christison ex-
claim against such "monstrous illegality," that the
"Manila (,'Iiarla was trodden down, and the guaran-

But hi

rllted.

Utterly disregardo
stined never to be ex
leneral Court had nn

uul uttered itself in over-
softening sway of gentle
had, at length, melted the

the offences were not committed until long after
the brunt of the persecution had passed. Deborah
Wilson and Lydia \\'anlell a])peared naked, the
hr-t in Novemher, Kliiii, an the la-t in >Iav, 1663,
.and .Mary I'.rewsler went ahout in -arkrioih in 1667.
Iheaei of the two poor d'Onded ( n,diva> was one of
lanaliei^ni, ..r, more properly, of insaidtv itself, dis-
approved l.y the hody of the sect. The substance,
ilieii, oi ihe-e -,wee|iing charge.s, after due sifting,
le.i\e- 1,111 ihre,' ea-es, uot One of which is connected

'II "f things here in May, 1661."—with the

The il

kers are

Uhieh 111

.ni.versive|Pei-e<ailor.,

^unient is charily or d

i in Spain " Baal's pri

irs of one brood oflsli

rights of in e.xtravaii

nkind
ar hiws

LStth. el.na
.fthe

wh.

left

unharmed." iUit the Quaker knew
weak and fatal concession. Hold-
lount, he could die, but would not

nor surrender his sacred mission,

d to break down Puritan intolerance.

cost him his life. He conquered,
erity the invaluable legacy of religi-

Upon the question of the his

the "King's missi\-e," o\-er whh
some recent disens-ion luawei n il

Dr. Gorge E. Ellis, through the i

ton Ailr. rlhir, it is not now net

unv haii;lh. Suffice it to say that

linanati'on upon the eflTect of th<

seems lo have been well foun.led

modilieatioiis, while the death
r- ne\ei auain disgraced the sta-

• alter the discontinuance ofcapi-
e a n t i cs of the sufferers grew more
inu than before. Railings, pro-
iirhances became more numerous
Warden, at Xewl.urv, an.l Delwi-

.Ma

which in their eai

eiitial.

t Quaker persccuti

dent
eng.'

/Quakers, and appealed to En°gland for protec- 1 '^g'^""^' '^^'^«='i<=y" '^^'''^ "o*

that Quaker excesse

persecution. Quaker men were si

property, starved in Puritan jails, tort it rei I and miiti-

lated
;
Quaker women dragged through jeering

erowds, stripped for the Lash, until, driven to a

perle t frenzy by their inhuman treatment, they
were goaded on to acts of defiance and indelicacy.

"But an offence against manners may not be pun-
ished by a crime against nature." The " oflfenders

]

onlv few in number, but

almsive language of the Qua-
a- .an excuse for the treatment

They believed that they were
nd naturally denounced their
inmiaiie not remarkable for its

Mini.-ters were stigmatized as'
le -eed of the Serpent," " the
painted sepulchres," &c. But
laiiuiiaue, the Puritans often

th-irv,elims. Coilon Matlna- writes : "In
-ui, the sink ol all heresies, we see the vomit

eke.i npa;,;ain lor a in-w digestion." In the
'I oil,nM\e epithets, the two parties were
\eiily matched. The language of contro-
I hat age w as not notable for urbanity or de-

hat the Puritan clergy, who were theinsti-
'

I he laws, most violently opposed, was the
of the Quakers. This was the primary

Ihe perseiaition, and ihi- tin- Puritan minis-
er lor a inoirient faliereil in their determi-
' ''""t "UI. Ihe I'ritnd- were sometimes

1 toi' ahii-i\eiie-- of language, but the re-
"" lli:i' ilie> more frequently suflTered for
I i aiieiid iliee-iaMished church, for attend-
;er iieeiiiiL:-. lor returning after banishment
ln-in,Li to take oalli. .U'ler the persecutions
on weie o\er. We nia\ >eareli the records in
a >iii,^le insianee of iiiipri-,onment or arrest.
in-.|.ired h\- ilread of (Quaker heresies, speak
hemoii- opini.aLs," " eurscd heretics," their
of all e-lal.lished forms of worship," and
iihdraw.il IVoin ehurch assemblies."
as we condemn llie fathers in their treat-
lie early l'"rieii.|s, \vi' mirsl not fail to bear
Ihi- facl lha(, while a \ery large minority

laiilly opposed lo Ihi'se ( rnelties, a reaction
em. V.wn I 'olton .Mather, writing in 1695,
will not. I eaiinoi, make myself a vindica-
Ihe si'ieril je- w ith which the zeal of some
men hath >omelinie> ciiraL^-ed and increajed,
an reclaimed, the-e nii>eralile heretics." It
;e, hard, eoar-e and intolerant. Persecution
ti-.ed \>\ CM r\- doiiiiiiani -eet in Christen-

incn w ith the power in their
cl liie riuht- ..f others. The
eir piiri' and loft.\ principles,

heir jndLiiiic it-, and we cannot
to ri>e \erv lar ahove thi' prejudices of

a-e. We nin-i r-ither "walk backward and
I o\er their imiiiorie- ihe mantle of charity and
-e. .-axin;:- re\ (a-( tit ly. ' Keniianher the tempta-
nid ihe age.' " 'Ihe Verdict of impai'tial his-
viewing thcii- piety, p.al laotism and moral

I. iheir ineredilile .-acrilicc-. and the almost
ralleled ilillicuilie-i with which thcv had tO
nd. nniM prononnce the New England Puri-
de~pil<' all their I'anlls and weakne.sses, the
reniarLalile IhmK of men I lie world has ever
Til.' (Quaker- live in the work- that follow

; in a civili/alion heller, hecaii-c purified by
arching lire of perse 111 ion ; in a hi.uher ])lane

cr.'y, jii-tice and eijiiality ; in the "religious
:>m wliich is now our life."

Puritan spirit perisliing not,

doni. Il is ban
own hands to i

Puritans, with a

were very fallihl

expect Ihein to i

To Concord's yeomen liie signal sent;
nil spake in the voice of the cannon-sliot
Tliit severed the chains of a continent.

Willi its gentle mission of peace and good-will,

The iliiinght of the Quaker is living still,

And the freedom of .soul he prophesied.

Is gospel and law where its martyrs died."

Labor.—What men want is, not talent, it is

iivposc ;
in (ither words, not the power to

;hieve. but the will to labor.
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Religious Items, &c.

English Methodism.—One of the attenders

at the Methodist Ecumenical Council held

in London last year, has sent a communica-
tion to the Christian Advocate, pointing!; out

the difference between English and American
Methodism. He considers the comparatively

slow growth of the English Methodist socie-

ties to be due to their leaning towards the

Episcopal Church, into which the children of

their richer members steadily drain, as a

mother church, and more nispectable iu social

standing.

He says :
" John Wesley himself strenuous-

ly resisted to his death a separation from the

Established Church of England. But for the

Eevolution which separated the Colonies from

Great Britain, he would never have allowed

the Societies in Amei-ica to take form as an

independent church organization. He never

granted that much to the Methodists of Eng-
land and Ireland. He kept tljcni in a sulxu'di-

nate and most humiliating iinsitinn as -So-

cieties," not a " Church," and dcpcmling upon

the clergy of the Established Church for the

sacraments. Much dissatisfaction existed dur-

ing his life, both among preachers and peo-

ple, at this humiliating position. His per-

sonal influence, CdinMiKMJ with his giH-at alnli-

ties, and long eminent imlil

Istructcd in Methodism, and that it behooved
him to maintain thedignity and pre-eminence

of the parent body. I think, if any of tlie

American delegates had a hankering after

ritualistic service, that half hour's experience

would effectually cure them of their weakness
and folly.

Judging from what I saw and heard in the

Conference, I would say that some ofthe minor
sects, and notably the large body of ' Primi-

tive' Methodists, retain more of the fire, zeal,

and earnestness of early Methodism than the

'Wesleyan Connection.'

The reason given for using the liturgy of

the Established Church is that it attracts to

the chapels and secures the support of some
who would not otherwise attend. Admitting
this to be true, no permanent advantage is

gained by it. The chapel becomes merely a

preparatory school to the Established Church.
Its services are apt to become so formal and
high-toned that the common jieople, who are

alwaj-s the foundation and hope of any soci-

ety, are not attracted, but rather repelled.

The result, is a weak society, of little spiritual

life, and very slow growth.
This leaning toward the Establishment

weakens the power of Methodism with the

usliod

jt the

But

It is a significant fact that many of the

members, as soon as they get a little up in

the world, or wish to get up, leave the chapels

he lived." But and join the Established Church. It is also a

cceived the fact admitted and deplored, that it is almost

listors. If Wes- impossible to keep the children of the better

the murmurings of di.sc

movement in progress i

soon after his death the ^

sacraments from their o\

ley's views and policy had been adhered to,

the Societies would have been divided and
scattered, and Methodism in England most
likely have died out.

When the English Methodists took that
?tep, and made such a wide departure from 'ritualism, more zeal and earnestness, more

class in the Societies after they have grown
up.

American Methodism is a much truer type

of eai-ly Methodism than that of England. It

has more spirit and power, less formalism, less

the policy of Weslej', it was a great mist

they did not take another step, the natu
sequence of the first, and at once take tli

position as an indepemlenl C/nirrh. H\- s

th the masses, is more inde
nlcnt and aggressive in character. It is

clainiiiig too much to saj' that the Ameri-
1 diitgates in the Ecumenical Conference
d tiir lead ; and properly so. for they repre-

ilcd the larger body of Methodists.

Jomiiarinu- the two Methodisnis on the

ng their places of wi>r->hip iha]K'ls,' and
continuing to use the liturgy of the l-;stalili^h-

ed Church, they retained their suboi-diiiate

position, like outside hangers-on, to the Estab-! opposite shores of the Atlantic, wo of the

lishment. Methodist Episcopal Church may derive some
Methodism in Enc-lnnd, like Methodism in useful lessons,

the Unitt'il Stat.-, i- divided into srcts, differ- 1. We should never forget that Methodism

inu- in n-ovcrnincnlal .•(•ononi\- and somewhat'started among the laboring classes of society,

grecmcnt'and has always had its greatest triumphs

on doctrinal points. The 'Wesleyan (. onnvc-

tion' claims to be the parent body, and the

regular successors of John Wesley. Perhaps
they adhere more closelj' to his policy and his

fondness for the Established Church ; but are

they more in harmonj-with the great Metho-
distiic movement ? Have they more of the
spirit of Methodism ? While in Ireland and
England I was strongly impressed with the
conviction that English Methodism had lost,

to a great extent, the energy and aggressive-

ness it had in the first half century of its his-

tory. It had been shorn of its strength in the

effort to become respectalilc and Ivcep com-
pany with the Establislied Churili. In the
opening exercises of the Ecumenical Confer-

ence it seemed to me that Dr. Osborn, the
President of the Wesleyan Conference—a very
good and excellent man—in the long liturgi-

cal and ritualistic service, and the complai-
sant serenity with which it was performed,
imagined he was the representative of John
Wesley receiving his sons from the four quar-

ters of the earth, who had come to be in-

that class. ' To the poor the Gospel
is ])ieached' should ever be its crowning glory.

Its greatest champions have come up from
the common walks of life—where the children

are now plaj'ing that will be the great men
of the future.

2. That ritualism, in all its forms of develop-

ment, is a process of petrifaction that casts a

death shadow upon the altars of a Church,
and repels the masses from her communion."

For "The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Accidents at the Paris Electrical Exhibition.

—The correspondent of the London Times
says:

" Yesterday a gentleman was leaning over a
balustrade to examine an extremely interest-

ing machine of M. Christwfie, when his gold
chain made a connection between two con-

ducting wires which happened to be exposed.
His chain became red hot and set fire to his

waistcoat. To-day I had some conversation
with a gentleman who was nearly killed the

other day by a Brush dynamo-electric no

chine. Part of the conducting wire was n
insulated, and was lying on the floor. I

touched the stand of a lamp which form,

part of the conducting sj^stem. His hot

then formed a connection through the groui

to the naked wire, and contracted his muscl
so as to cause his hand to clinch the lam
Ten lamps were in circuit at the time, and
much current was passed through him th

eight of them were extinguished. He w
powerless to unclasp his hand. Every mt
cle in his body was paralyzed. His face w
distorted ; his lungs were so acted upon th

he could scarcely breathe. He could on
utter a faint and unnatural cry. The wor
men in the place fled from the workshop, h

lieving that soine explosion was about to hai

pen. A friend came up and tried to unlo(|

his hand. It was impossible. He then liftii

his legs from the ground. This broke the c:

cuit, and his hands were released, while bur|

ing sparks flew to his hands in the action

breaking the circuit. He was insensible, b

has since then greatly recovered, and has &
vised an improvement to the lamp which w
prevent a recurrence of such an accident."

Fires in New Jersey Swamps.—The fir

which burned in the great Jersey swamps i

summer raged until the Tenth month. Loo
ing across the meadows from the Bergen hil

lone could see no evidences of fire except tl

blackened surface and an almost imperceptib

blue haze. Yet the fires were there, dei^

down, seldom developing flame, but steadi

burning among the roots and other vegetab
matter below the surface. In the day tin

especially when the air was clear and dr

the light-blue smoke that rose from the me
dows was scarcely perceptible, but at nigl

when the atmosphere was heavy with moi
ture, the smoke was held down, and it 1:

came thick and spread over the neigh borii

land, making even the gas jets indistinct, at

travel out of town troublesome. The Pen
Isylvania Railroad men said that when a den
fog blew up from the sea it was impossible
jsee a locomotive headlight a block awa

j

These men say that they experienced mo
.trouble from the fires in Bear Swamp, notf

from Princeton, where the marsh was on fi

! eight or ten feet below the surface.

—

Scienti

\ American.
Turquoise of New Mexico.—This rare gc

has long been obtained from Mt. Chalchui
in New Mexico, where the mines were exte

sively worked by the Mexicans in ancie

days. The rocks of this mountain are of

white color and decomposed appearance, i

sembling kaolin, and giving evidence to \

observer familiar with such phenomena,
extensive and profound alteration ; due, pi

bably, to the escape through them of heat

gases or vapors, by the action of which t

original crystalline structure of the rocks h
been changed, and nev? chemical compoun
formed.

In this kaolin-like rock, the turquoise
found in thin veinlets, and little balls or oo

cretions, covered with a white crust.

The Shoe-black Plant.—This is the popul
name of a species of Hibiscus (the Hibisc

Rosa sinensis) which is a native of the Ea
Indies. It is said to be cultivated for the sal

of its flowers, which contain a large propc

tion of mucilaginous juice. When spread up(

shoes, they give the leather a glossy, varnis

like appearance like ordinary shoe-blackin
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[hey aro quickly applied and are cleanly in
ise. Four or five flowers, with the anthers
nd pollen removed equired for each

n China are said to use
be juice in dying their hair and eyebrows.

pollen

cot. The women

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 25,

Wc have received through the kindness of
iterested friends two copies of the Proceed-
igs of a Conference on Education, held in
'ew York City in the 12th mo. last.
In the essays and discussions at the con-
rence, two leading motives were used in
messing upon our Society greater attention
I intellectual culture, and a more general
aining for professional pursuits. One of
lese was the increased influence on the world
hich it would give to us. The other, the
iprovement in the exercise of the ministry
hich might be expected from such culture.
That such improvement would result from
.erary culture seemed to be the prevniHn,.-
eling of the conference, and the sent

teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost tcachetb,"
furnishing them with a heavenly wisdom and
accompanying their ministry with a Divine,
quickening and baptising power, which no
adversary could resist. This same Divine
power may accompany the labors of one who
IS skilled in outward learning; but it will
only be when such an one has learned to
count all his attainments as of no worth in
the Lord's service by themselves, has been
weaned from any dependence on them or his
own natural abilities, and has given himself
up entirely into the Lord's hands, waiting to
hear his commands, and endcavoi-ing to de-
liver his message as simply and hunfbly as a
httle child, or as the most illiterate of men.
Most of the religious denominations of the

present day believe that there must be a Di-
vine call to enable any one rightly to enter
the ministry. Those who apprehend they
have received such a call, endeavor to pre-
pare for the effective exercise of the gift by
a regular course of training and instruction.
We believe it is practically almost impossible
for one who is thus taught, to rely fnllv on
the Lonl's ])ower and help for the'alijlii'v tn

hers. His sermons will no't In-

leaking of the different subdivisions of the will enable him to deliver discourses re, ee
rtori.:;;iXot' '''°'°^^T-' ""'fT' l^^^'^^SyU^h moral and religious sen iment? an'do

T^tlTlhe^ijlnTT.^^^^^^
''''^ ^'"^Vture quotations, when-mat c theology and practical theology—he! ever occasion presents. If he is a o-ood mand the time has come "totake eflicient| he will no doubt desire that a ble.^in may^^sures for enabling our ministers to be- rest on his labors; but they are really hi

ris u el'es^to tiirorPH°'''r'
-otters." result of his own effbrts, and a^e notthe Sv n^

Wrs tL fit ^h, n f ,f
"^'-^f'g

'^^1
.0"i- message through him. The tendency of theSmbeis to fit them for the most efficient system is to found the faith of the hearers inpcise of the gift of the ministry if it is re- the wisdom of man and not in the power ,.ljed by them; and we should thcvfoiv' God—a danger against which the aposti,-

Vise some method by which tl„.s.- wl,., u re
; Paul warned^those to whom he wrote.

|ledtothis.orv,cecanbeproperly instniclr.l. i William Ponn savs of the early ministers „r
b might, for example, provide means l,v ,Mir Sori,.) v Unt lliVv spoke »asChi'is( Hkmi'
ich they could speiid soine time uj r„/,/,,V i;..,k...n,..|- pivpaivd'and moved then l,v hi.
\heological course at Haverford, or we c.uM „wn blessed Sjlirit, for which they wa.
pvide them with meanu fnr. nffin;„.,t .-,....i,.l..u . _ ' ,

'
. . ' .

hon
them with means for efficient study

^e noticed one speaker, Benjamin Tatham,
""Tew York City, who bore an open and dis-
t testimony against this seeking to make
feet through the flesh, those who have

the Spirit.

t is almost humiliating to be compelled at
J daj' to reaffirm to our own members those
ths which have heretofore been nnqucs-
ed among us from the rise of the Society.
one is disposed to deny that for the varied
ies of civil and religious society which a
istcr has to exercise in common with
ers, he will require the same education
Ipreparation which is needful for others

;

in the exercise of his peculiar gift, his de-
dence must be placed on the Lord alone,

"ectual training which he requires
( this, is that enlargement of the under-
Jnding which is the result of submission to
i Divine will, and of frequent communion
jh Him, who is truly the source of all

f"itual wisdom.
*!'here are few things which are more in-
ifistingand instructive to contemplate, than
I manner in which it has pleased the Head
fthc t;hurch often to make of men and
non unlearned in outward knowledge, able

I ett'cctive ministers of his gospel, preach-
I it '• not in the words which man's wisdom

.s_ed Sj,

I'vico.s and meetings, and spoke as tl.
the

gave them utterance, and'whieh was as thos
having authority." " They spoke not then- ].

own studied matter, but as they were opened tl

and moved of [God's] Spirit." " They reached
to the inward state and condition of people,
which is an evidence of the virtue of their
principle, and of their ministering from it, and
not their own imaginations, glosses or com
ments upon Scripture."
Wm. Penn also sj^eaks of the remarkable

degree in which the Divine power "fitted
even some of the meanest of this people for
their work and service, furnishing some of
them with an extraordinary understanding
in Divine things, and an admirable fluency
and taking way of expression."
From that day to this, our history shows

that many of those in our Society who have
been instrumental in turning others to righte-
ousness, and have been able ministers of the
Gospel, have been persons of little education,
and sometimes of little natural ability. The
same writer says of George Fox him.self, that
" it showed beyond all contradiction that God
sent him, that no ails or parts had any share
in the matter or manner of his ministiy."
\nd he adds, " Many times hath my sou

in our age of his blessed truth to men
; but

that He took one that was not of high degree,
or elegant speech, or learned after the way of
this world."
To his brethren in the ministry he extends

these cautions, which are as needful to be
observed now as they were 200 years ago.
" Wherever it is observed that any one does
minister more from gifts and parts than life
and power, though thev have an eidi^htened
and doctrinal un'dei-staiidiiiH-, let tlienrin time
be advised and a.iiih.nisli.Ml i\n- their preser-
vation; bccaii~r ii,s,.|,.il,ls- such will come to
depend up..ii s.-li'suiliri,.,„.v. to forsake Christ
the living founlaiii, and to hew out to them-
selves cisterns that will hold no living waters,
and by degrees draw others from waiting
upon the gift of God in themselves, and to
feel it in others, in order to their strength and
efreshment, to wait upon them, and to turn
from God to man again, and so to make ship-
wreck of the faith once delivered to the
saints."

If we are not to speak our own words, or
take thought what we should say to men in

defence when expo.sed for our testimony,
ly we ought to speak none of our own

our testimony and ministiy in the nam'e of
the Lord to the souls of the people ; for then
of all times, and of all other occasions, should
it be fulfilled in us, ' for it is not ye that speak,
but the Spirit of my Father that speaketu in
you.'

"

As we have reflected on this subject, we
have become increasinglj' confirmed in the
belief, that there is a snare in anything which
tends to draw the attention of ministers of
the Gospel from a pure dependence on the
Divine power, which alone can teach them
w lu'H. (o s|ieak, and what to say; and whose
li"l,\ iiilliience must operate on the hearts of
ihr licarirs to confer upon them any s])iritual
'"iK'lii- And we believe also, that persons
will be stiviigllnMicil ill their self-suflSciency,
and llu-ir (l(']>eni!cnre on the Lord alone in
llu' cxiMc'isc (>l' niinisiiy, will be weakened
by {\\i- |irailirc (jT sHid_\ing and meditating,
-rs' ii pr,jj.ir,if,'u,i for that service. The best

jiaraliiiii is the coiuinunion with God, and
training of the spiritual ear to hear what

to the attentive soul.

uiity. These
ting in their

He sa

The tendency of the views advocated in
this Educational Conference is to gradually
obliterate the distinctive features of Quaker
ministry, and to bring it to the same level as
that of other professors of CI I

sentiments are the ni.uv ins

character, and less lilvely to civate uneasiness
or opposition, because we all are united in
recommending the reading of the Scriptures
and other religious works, and meditating
on serious themes, as spiritual hi'l|is on our
heavenly journey. The minisin- nerdstorhis
own comfort and instruction the samr means

other Christians. But if lie comes to de-
nd on his knowledge of Scrijjture or on the
suits of his meditations, to supply him with
iilerials ibr his communications, he will de-

part from the true ground of Gospel ministry.
How excellently is this subject treated by

that devoted servant of the Lord, John Bar-
clay! In a letter dated in the 12th mo. of
1818, he says—" Does the best qualifieation,

, . „ „ even that which the ministers have fresh
bowed in an humble thankfulness to the Lord, from the Fountain of all-sufiicient wisdom and
that He did not choose any of the wise and strength, even the aid and influence of the
learned of this world to be the first messenger |Holy"Spirit, want any human help to bear it
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A fire occurred in Haverhill, Mass., on the night of

the 17lh inst., and was not brought under control until

after it had burned with almost uncontrollable fury

for over four hours. In that short time the larger part

of the business portion of the city was destroyed. The
loss is estimated at *2,250,000. The fire could be seen

at Boston, 33 miles distant. The most dreadful feature

of the calamity is the loss of life, and the awful uncer-

tainty caused many anxious hearts. It is feared that

the bodies of a score or more prominent business men
are buried in the ruins. Two thousand people are out

of employment, and several families are homele.ss.

The report of the Secretary of Internal Aff.iirs shows

that the assessed valuation of real estate in Pennsyl-

vania is $1,658,301,736, and of personal estate $7,-

229,000.

It cost M'Kcan county, Pennsylvania, $6455 for the

destruction of foxes last year.

Gov. Baldwin, of Michigan, says, in a letter dated

2nd mo. 8th, that much yet remains to be done ere the

fferers are placed in a position to maintain them-

ves. Full information is being gathered for presen-

out, or to assist the true ministers in the dis-

charge of their gifts? Ifhuman acquirements

be of use, and helpful to those that have best

help, or advantageous to the cause they es-

pouse, then the want of it is a deficiency

;

that is, the instrument is not of that service

that he might be, if he had learning. And
therefore the apostles, if they had had a good
education would have been more extensively

useful, especially among the rulers and great

people. Why did not the apostle Paul, who
had much learning and " man's wisdom," use

it in his preaching among the learned Corin-

thians? and why did he'determine to lay it

all aside, and to know nothing among them,

save Jesus Christ and Him crucified? Whj'
did Paul in speaking of the things of God, if

speak them 'not in the words which
wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghostj tation to the Legislature at the coming special .session,

teacheth'—if his learning was benoticial to A vein of pure cannel coal, five feet thick, has been

him as a preacher ? Was not his learning one discovered in Marion county, Iowa, thirty miles from

of thoseVhings which before was 'gain; t^p^^J:^,:i^::::^^^^r'^'''''^
bun, a profitable and advantageous thing, There were 453 deaths in Philadelphia during the

and which now he ' counted loss for Christ ?' week ending Second month 18th—68 being from con-

Why did our God choose foolish, weak, base, [sumption of the lungs, 30 from convulsions, 16 from

despised things, as his instruments; if wise,:croup 15 from diphtheria, 21 from typhoid fever, 43

ntiihty, honorable ones would have been
j

^o™ -^'----f^'^V
thfr\^wil'44l^

more extensively useful, as long as they were Markets, <£<;.—U.S 3J's, 101 J a 102} ; 4rs, registered,

humble? Why did Paul come among those ii3|; coupon 114|; 4's, llKj; currency 6's, 130.

of Corinth not with excellency of speech or Cotton.—There was very little movement, but prices

of wisdom '' '' remain about the same as last quoted. Sales of mid

If we look back to some of thos. n.inisters|fl^^^'^^J^P-f ^' ^^^ ^ ^^ ''' ^^^ "'• ^"^ "P''^"'^'

of the Gospel whom we have known, incnj Petroleum.—Standard white, 7J cts. for export, and
and women of very little literar\- lultui-c l>ut s cts. per gallon for home use.

eminently furnished by their Jiiviiic .Master' Flour moves slowly at former rates. Sales of 1700

with spii-itual wisdom, we cann.U brlirvo l hat' b;'rrels, including Minnesota extras at $6.25 a J6.75 for

' ^ f.. I • f r •. clear, and at "6.75 a $7,124 for straight; Penna. extra
an.y antount ofhuman training, any turn, uinty

^^_^_.
•

^^ .g^^^ ^ ^g^.^ . ^^^^^^ ^- ^^' ^5.75 a $7.25,
with the learning ot the schools, would have ^„j patents at 'r7.50 a $8. Rye flour is dull at $4.50

added at all to the convicting force of their a $4.75 perbbl.
powerful ministi-y, to their ability to reach

|

Grain.—Whent is in limited request and a fractioi

the hearts and the understandings of their lower. Sales of 400 bu,shels, including mixed at j 1.3

hearers with the Divine messages given them '

^J^-^'^'
"""^ '^^ ".' *)•?! ^

^^'^'j: Yr "
^'""^l f

, ,
,

=> '^ „ . ^80 cts. Corn is in fair demand and hrmer. bales 01
to communicate, or made them more efficient ggoo bushels, including yellow, at 66 a 67 cts. ; mixed
instruments in turning the people to that at 65A cts. ; steamer at 63J a 68 cts., according to loca

Light of Christ in their own hearts by which tion; No. 3 at 63 a 64J cts., according to location, and

their salvation must be effected—that Grace rejected at 62 a 63| cts according to location. Oj

^f r< ^ 1 „rU; K K,,-., ,.f I o,UT„t;,.v. are d.il . Sales ot 9o00 bushels including white, at 46Jof God which br.ngeth salvation.
^ 4^^ ^,^ _ ^^^ ^^.^^^^^ ^^^ ,„i^^j ^^ ^.f^ ^g ^^^

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 2nd mo.

18th, 1882.— Loads of hay, 314; loads of straw, 91.

\verage price during the week—Prime timothy, *1.:Uni
SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

States.—A bill is pending in Congress in-

tended to prevent polygaraists from holding offices of ; to $1.30 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.10 to $1.20 pe

trust or profit under the Government. 100 pounds ; Straw, 86 to 95 cts. per 100 pounds.

Measures are in progress, looking toward the admis- Beef cattle were in fair demand last week and prices

sion of Washington Territory and of Southern Dacotah, 1 were steady ; 3000 he.ad arrived and sold at the different

as Stales. yards at 4| a 7 cts. per pound, the latter rate for extra.

In the House the Apportionment hill was passed Sheep were in demand and prices were a friction

finally, the number of Representatives being fixed at higher: 10,000 head arrived and .sold at the differenl

1
yards at 4J a 6f els., and lambs at 5 a 7J cts. per lb., as

Tlie ship Glenmary arrived at New York on the 14th

inst., from Calcutta, willi eleven seamen and two pas-

sengers of the .steamer Bahama, Captain Ashwood, from

Porto Rico for New York. They were picked up in a

boat on the 11th inst., in lalitiide 31.51, longitude 73.10.

The Bahama was disabled in a hurricane on the 10th,

which threw her on her beam ends, and carried away
two of the larger life boals. In the afternoon it was
decided to abandon the vessel, and the two remaining
boats were lowered. The captain's boat, containing

seventeen persons, was swamped soon after leaving the

ship, and two or three persons were seen to swim back
to the vessel, but it was not known whether they got on
board. Three of the crew preferred to remain on the

slearaer, the two boats bs^ing heavily loaded.

There was a terrible explosion on the morning of the

17th inst.. at Professor Jackson's fire-works factory in

Chester, Pa., by which seventeen persons were killed

and fifty-seven injured, some fatally. The old Porter
mansion, in which the work of the factory was done,

from some unexplained cause took fire, and it was while
the firemen were on the ground, and when the building

was surrounded with people, that the explosion took

place. An inquest was begun in the afternoon, and at

meetings of citizens a considerable .sum of money was
contributed for the benefit of the sufferers.

to condition,

Hogs were firmly held ; 3600 head arrived and sold

at the difl'erent yards at 8} a lOi cts. per lb., the latter

rate for extra

FoREiON.—London, 2nd mo. 16ih.—An explosion

occurred in a colliery at Trimdon Grange, Diirhain, to

day, by which 130 persons were entombed in the mine
Ttiirty of the imprisoned workmen have been- rescued

The foul gas resulting from the explosion caused iIk

death of four persons in another colliery two miles dis

taut.

Gladstone has written to Bradlaugh that he is not at

present prepared with any fresh proposal relative I

the latter's admission to the House of Commons.
The newspapers in Berlin express indignation at tl

speech of Gen. Skobeleff to the Servian students, in

which he said that Ru.ssia had been held in check by

German influence, and that the sword was the only

means the Russians had of ridding themselves of the

incubus. The Oermania says it hopes the Government
will seriously ask Russia whether she grants her

erals leave of absence to preach a cru.sade in France
against Germany. The National Zeitung advi-<es Aus-

tria to bring the struggle with the Herzegovinian in

surgents to a close.

In an interview with a representative of the Voltaire,

General Skobeleff, who is at present in Pans, refu.'

to lifclaim one jot or tittle of the anti-German set

raents to which he gave utterance in his fainous spee.

My position," said the general, "is anindependi

_ le. So long as I am summoned in the lime of wa

care nothing for the rest. Ye.s, I did say thatGerma

is the common enemy, and I repeat it. I believe tl

safety lies in the union of the Slavs with France. T
European balance of power must be re-established,

there will soon be only one power—Germany." T
general also told the interviewer that he had come

Paris entirely of his own accord, and that, far fr(

being in disgrace, the emperor had just had a new st

named after him as a signal mark of favor. The Tim

commenting on General Skobeleff's recent speech, sa;

The Russian Government, by its laxness in discipli:

becomes morally responsible for the state of tilings d

tinctly endangering the peace of Europe. Gene

Skobeleff's position cannot fail to breed alarm a

suspicion in the financial and political world. Eurc

has the right to ask that the Czar's autliority shall

used to prevent a recurrence of firebrand speeches fri

Russian generals.

A Vienna despatch to the Times .=ays the insurreoti

has practically come to a stand still. The insurge

have not seriously taken the initiative since their ab

live attempt at Foca, at the beginning of the nion

The only recent encounters have been brought about

Hying columns of troops, whose principal difficult)

to find the insurgents. On the other hand, the ins

gents are redoubling their pre.ssure to compel the

habitants, who have hitherto held aloof, to join thei

Gen. IgnatiefF, Minister of the Interior, has inforn

a Jewish Ralibi that the Government would neit:

encourage nor oppose the emigration of the Jews.

Advices from St. Petersburg state that the Met

politan of Moscow, Archbishop Macaire, who is an

fluential personage in the Russian jpolitical world,

addressed a letter to the Czar, urging him to quit

seclusion, which, he says, suggests poltroonery and

injurious to the national traditions. The Emperi

seclusion, he continue.s, will lead to disunion betwi

the Emperor and the people, who will finally accust

themselves to dispense with their sovereign.
_
The C

was irritated by the letter, and sent for Privy Co

cillor Pobedonoszeff", Procurator-General of the "H
Synod," of whom he inquired whether he (theemper

could dismiss the Metropolitan. M. Pobedono.szeflf

plied :
" Yes, with the sanction of the Holy Synod.''

The Egyptian Ministers have decided in princi

upon the total abolition of .slavery. In view of

execution of this decision, Kader Pasha has hceii

pointed Governor of the Soudan, and a sp^'cial depi

ment for the province will be created at Cairo. .

tailed instructions relative to the slave trade and slav

are now being prepared.

Advices from Yemen, received at Constantinoj

state that the insurrection is spreading among the hi

erto peaceful tribes, but that the Sherifof Mecffi

calling upon the Yemen tribes to support the Sultai

It is reported in Japan that the Government is ab

to re-establish Shintoism as the religion of the Sti

and to combat, by all possible means. Buddhism i

the progress made by Christianity.

The population of British Columbia, according to

last census, is 49,4-59, of whom 4320 are Chinese i

25,900 Indians. The Canadian Minister of Agriciilt

stated in the Dominion Parliament that during

year "2154 people had gone from Ontario into Ms

toba and the Northwest, 2758 from the United Sta

and 4334 from other countries."

An eight-foot seam of bituminous coal has been

covered at a depth of eighteen feet, in sinking a w
near Victoria, British Columbia.

The hor.se disease, known as pinkeye, continues

tlie Ottawa district of Canada, and many cases h

proved fatal.

Married, at Friends' Meeting, Germantown,
Fifth-day, Second month 10th, 1882, Joshua C.SMrj

of Haiford county, Maryland, to Edith, daughte

Samuel Mason.

Died, on the first of Eighth month, 1881, Maris
Eldridge, in the 2Sth year of his age, a membe!
Goshen Monthly and Particular Meeting, Pa. Diir|

a long suffering illness he endeavored to live in dij

preparation for the solemn change which awaited h

and gave to his relatives and friends the consoling

lief, that what was their loss, was to him eternal ga

, at his residence in this city. Second mo. i

1882, Samuel Soattergood, in the 69th year of

age, a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friend

Philadelphia.
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Extracts from the Diary of Rebecca Dewees.
' (Continued from page 225.)

1867. inth mo. 13th. Felt this evening in

y silent waiting, that I could make the grate-
;i acknowledirment, that the Lord had not
isn an hard Master, had gently led me, had
6,de hard things easy, and bitter things
feet

;
and earnest have been my desires, as

! many other occasions, if there is any thing
aieh I may be enabled to do through his
|Iy help, for the good of immortal soul's, that
b would show it unto me. Accept, I be-
bch thee, my feeble offering, and enable me
I

dedicate unreservedly the residue of my
ys unto thee.

12th mo. 1st. While sitting in our little

listing to-day, I felt an earnest engagement
xt nothing might be permitted to separate
\ from the Fountain of all good—that no
ptition-wall of sin or iniquity might deprive
s of that presence which is better than life

that divine direction and guidance might
|granted us in all our goings, both temporal
4 spiritual—that there might indeed be an
iding in the true Vine, and a bringing forth
:it to his praise.

(868. 2nd mo. 8th. Under a Sense that
jxcept the Lord build the house they labor
ifain that build it, except the Lord keep
( city the watchman waketh but in vain

"'

it vain indeed are all our efforts to bring
j-children unto Christ without his blessing.
Irnest have been my desires that He, who
ne is able to change us from a state of na-
:e to a state of grace, would carry on his
n work to his own praise. The means and
power are in his holy hand,
rd mo. 12th. "Grant that these, my two
s, may sit the one on thy right hand and
other on thy left in thy kinu;dom." I ask
|pre-ominenee, oh most holy Father, but
;

the preservation of the spiritual lives of
,
children—their salvation, entire sanctifi-
'on, and redemption. The power is thine,
i the glory and the praise shall be forever
ribed unto thee, for thou alone art worthy.
th mo. 19th. " If thou wilt be with me in
way that I go, give me bread to eat and
jnent to put on, then thou shalt be my God

IS better than life, my lips shall praise thee
thus will I bless thee while I live, I will lift
up my hands in thy name.

1869. 6th mo. 8th. Have known something
of late of poor Christian's conflicts in the val-
ley of humiliation

; but have at times been en-
abled to lay hold of my only availing weapon,
prayer, and to flee to the stronghold for refuge.
But amid all my conflicts, I leel that I ha've
one source of consolation, that I have not wil-
fully offended. Most earnestly have I craved
that my eyes may be anointed with the eye-
salve of the kingdom, my spiritual ear opened,
and my understanding quickened, that I may
be enabled so to walk as to b:ring no reprroach
on the cause of truth. I3ut much, very much,
have I feared of late, that I should yet be
numbered with him who having put his hand
to the plow but looking back was not fit for
the kingdom. May the Lord's hand not spare
nor his eye pity, until judgment is brought
forth unto victory; until a growth and an
establishment is witnessed in the ever-blessed
truth

;
until all that is of the creature is laid

'ow, and his own great name is exalted above
all, who is worthy of all honor and glory both
now and fovever.

7th mo. 12th. Felt comforted last evening
in reading soine remarks of M. M. Sheppard^
in the 45th number of the 42nd vol. of " The
Friend," respecting the ministry. Oh, itseems
to me it is the work of the enemy, when once
he finds the will of the creatm-e simply given
up to follow the Divine guidance, to st'iniulate

to activity, to a desire to gratify the itching
ear. Oh it is a great attainment to know our
wills wholly centered in the Divine will ; a
willingness to do or to suffer, to be any thino'
or nothing, just as He may see meet ; neither
saying, I pray thee lot me run, nor I pray
thee have me excused. Most earnestly do I
crave, that every thing that is offensive, every
thing that mars my usefulness or retards my
progress, may even be removed, and that I
may be enabled to stand in my allotment ; to
fill up my measure of service or of suffering,
looking only unto thee, and trusting only in
thee, and returning all the glory and the
praise alone unto thee, for thou alone art
worthy.

12th mo. 6th. Months have rolled away
since last I drojiped the pen ; life has been
checkered with sunshine and shade, hopes
and fears, joys and sorrows; but the language
of my heart has often been, " What shall I
render unto thee for all thy benefits ? Surely
goodness and mercy have followed me all the
days of my life ;" and would that I might feel

the blessed assurance, "And I will dwell in

the house of the Lord forever." Our late
Yearly Meeting seemed to me a season of Di-
vine favor; the awful solemnity sometimes
attending I trust will not soon be forgotten.

could commit them to his holy keeping, with-
out whose notice- not a sparrow fiills, desiring
above all things else their sanetification. Thy
power, O Lord, alone is able to break in pieces
and subdue, to change from a state of nature
to a state of grace.

1871. Lst mo. 29th. Oh for a perfect and
entire resignation, O Lord, to every dispen-
sation of thy Providence

; a willingness to be
anything or nothing, just as seemeth thee
good. If the proving season through which
I have have been passing, be in the ordering
of thy providence, I freely accept it. But if
procured by my own unwatchfulness or un-
faithfulness, if some partition wall of sin and
iniquity is separating and alienating from
thee, O do (Ik.u i( away.

3rd mo. ."ifh. hmiiii;- my silent waiting last
evening a fcflin- like ihat of Jonah came over
me with overw Lelaiing power, when he said,
" Take awa^', I beseech thee, my life from me,
for it is better for me to die than to live ;"

when it pleased unbounded compassion to
show unto me, that it was the unsubdued
pride of the creature, his unwillingness to be
made of no reputation, to be any thing or
nothing, to be accounted a fool or a false pro-
phet, that occasioned hie uneasiness and im-
patience of life; and with a spirit broken and
contrited, I implored strength to endure, to
maintain the conflict, and to hold fast the be-
ginning of my confidence steadfast unto the
end.

tlioii bv,

I will serve thee." Only grant thou the I 1870. ^nd mo. 25th. The year of 1870 was
.it qualification, only be with, and go be-lushored in, in a season of family aflliction, the
S and no sacrifice shall seem grievous

I children all being sick of measles. But while
:eh thou requirest. Because thy presence I felt deeply solicitous for them, I felt that I

" Thou great Refiner, f

Thy purpose to fulfil."

9th mo. 29th. Having been favored once
ore to mingle with my friends in our annual

assembly, I feel that I might well say with
he Psalmist

:
" W^hat shalfl render unto the

Lord for all his benefits ?" During the public
meeting in the afternoon, felt as I appre-
hended, a call to bring to view the circum-
stance of the children of Israel being unable
to stand before their enemies, which led to a
deep and thorough searching of the camp; ad-
monishing to a like searching of heart whilst
the enemy was making his inroads upon us,

&c. But'thoiigh I endeavored simply to fol-

low my guide, my mind became sorely dis-

tressed, fearing that the life did not sufficient-

ly attend. But after a night of tossing and
conflict, the language sweetly arose :

" Now
no chastening for the present seemeth to be
joyous, but rather grievous," &e., and I was
made to return thanks for this renewed token
of a Father's love. If I may be favored with
an evidence of acceptance "it is enough, and
may chastening love and mercy still be length-
ened out.

1872. 3rd mo. 6th. " He that dwelleth in

the secret place of the Most High shall abide
under the shadow of the Almighty." That I
might know this dwelling, this abiding, a
being brought near and kept near to the great
Preserver of men, has been the daily and
hourly breathing of my spirit. For herein
alone is presei-vation -witnessed from every
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SDare of the fowler. Herein alone abilit}' is

attorded unerringly to follow, neither tnrning
aside to the right hand norto the left. Only bo

pleased, O Lord, to lead me by the right liand

of thy righteousness ; only preserve mv li-imi

bringing reproach and dishonor on thy hal

lowed name and cause, and I will follow thee

whithersoever thou art pleased to lead. For
in thy presence there is life, at thy right hand
are pleasures for evermore. Do thou but

clothe with thy armor, and, though but a

stripling, I shall have nothing to fear. Do
thou but be mouth and wisdom, tongue and
utterance, and the glory and the praise shall

be forever ascribed unto thee ; for thou alone

art worthy.
(To be continued.)

Westtown Boarding School.

(Continued from page 222.)

In looking over the minutes of the com-
mittee, which have been well preserved and
and written in a clear legible hand, notice has
been attracted to the fact of their frequently

having been held in the evening.

The following appears on the minutes of a

care-takers and well qualified instructors may
be omitted, the following Friends are now ap-

pointed an Acting Committee to carry into

clfcrt the said intentions, agreeably to a plan

suliinitted to and approved by the Yearl}-

Mecting, viz: Samuel Smith, Philada., Jona.

Evans, Thos. Morris, Henry Drinker, Philip

Price, Jr., James Bmlen, Eli Yarnall, and nine

others, with whom it is expected the Trea-

surer will unite. Adjourned to the evening
of the 16th of 11th rao. next, at 6 o'clock, if

so permitted."

8th of 12th mo. 1798. " The acting com-
mittee not having yet agreed with any per-

sons as teachers to open the Institution, nor
having as yet received application from any
person as Superintendent, that they at pre-

sent believe it proper to bring forward for the

consideration of the General Committee, it is

hoped that the report proposed to be laid be-

fore the Yearly Meeting in the ensuing week
will draw the minds of Friends towards this

very interesting part of the good work which
we have in hand, so as to promote the coming
forward of suitable characters, religiously

bound thereto."
" * * * After fully canvassing the subject.

meeting held 19th of 1st mo. 1797, in the $64 is fixed for the first year as a reasonable
evening: sum for tuition, boarding, washing and lodg-

"An extract from the last will and testa- ing, mending such parts of clothing as usually

ment of our deceased friend Bartholomew fall under the care of women, and furnishing
Wistar was produced, whereby he gives the those school books which are most commonly
sum of £150 to the committee who are ap-luscd in reading in the Institution. But an
pointed to receive subscriptions for carrying extra charge is to be made for paper, pens,

into effect a plan ibr a Boarding School," &c. jink and slates."

Kith of lid mo. 1797. By note of this day's 1st mo. 18th, 1799. "An extract from the
date, signed Alexander Wilson, the committee

i will of our lately deceased friend James Emlen
is informed that he has received advice by|M'as produced," bj' which he gives to this In-

letter from Jno. Grubb, that his deceased stitution £100, and the Treasui-er reports that
cousin, our friend Robert Grubb, late of Olon-' he has received the same,
mell, Ireland, had directed the pajMiient for] " Henry Drinker produced patents for two
the use of the Institution under our care, of tracts of land in Luzerne Co., they being the
one hundred guineas. I gift of Samuel Walles." (802J A.)

18th of 5th mo. " Tho.s. Fisher, as trea-i 15th of 2d mo. 1799. " Our friends Eichard
surer of the committee, having advamcd a and Cutharine Hartshorne, having for a con-
considerable sum towardsimprovemeiits mak- sidciaMr lime believed it their duty to offer
ing on the farm, and representing that uidi-c tlicm-rlvrs to this committee to lindertake
money will be immediately wanted, it is earn- t he .sui>riiiitendenceof thefamilyattheBoard-
estly desired that the members present will ing Si1pm)|, and the subject having at length
endeavortopromoteintheiri-espectiveMonth s.j ii|Kiu-d in their minds as to induce them
ly Meetings the raising subscriptions and for- at this time, through a friend, to come for-

warding to the treasurer such sums of money
j

ward with a disinterested proposal to enter
as may be obtained." on the duties of the station, without any view
"At a meeting of the School Committee, to pecuniary satisfaction, which it is stated

held 17th of 8th mo. 1798 : Present, five mem- they cannot agree to receive. The committee
The smallness of our number induces from their knowledge of these friends and thebers.

an adjournment to the 21st of next month, at
7 o'clock in the evening."

" Memorandum.—At or soon after the last

attempted meeting, and at the time then pro-
posed to meet again, a pestilential fever, of
unusual malignancy, raged in the city of Phila-
delphia, and Friends being on account there-
of much dispersed in the country, no meeting
was held, nor was it deemed prudent to retuim
to Philadelphia till the beginning of the 11th
mouth following. There was, however, a
meeting bj- appointment at Darby, as may be
seen by minute hereunder."
The meeting of 16 Friends at Darby is re-

corded, at which information was received
that there was a probabilitj' the house on the
school farm would in a short time be ready
for the reception of its proposed inhabitants,
and it being desirable that no needful prepara-
tions for their comfortable accommoclation or
for opening the school according to the inten-
tion of the Yearly Meeting under prudent

sensations attending the consideration of this

important appointment, believing their com-
ing forward to be on a foundation the most
likely to promote the general benefits hoped
for and proposed to be obtained by the es-

tablishment, and that their talents and abili-

ties are likely to be equal to the trust, unite
in their appointment thereto, and have with
the acting committee to inform them thereof,

and settle with them any inferior arrange-
ments previous to their removal to the In-

stitution."

At a meeting held 16th of the 4th month,
1799, the following report was jiresented, viz :

" Considering what regulations may be pro-
per to be observed in the house intended for

the entertainment of such friends as may have
business with the Institution, we believe it

right to suggest that it should not be viewed
as a tavern, where arbitrary conduct in call-

ing for meals, commanding the servants is

often observed, but that as much as possible

a Christian, meek deportment be maintaine(

that the table be provided with victuals, pla

cooked and served in a decent vfny, mere
for needful accommodation, avoiding all pr

fusion and unnecessary expense. And th:

no liquors of any kind be sold."

s Views and Tenets.

The law was given by Moses, but Gra'

and Truth came by Jesus Christ. So tl

spiritual Israel of God is not now under tl

law of Moses, which was only a shadow
good things to come, but he is under Grac

under the law of the Spirit of life in Chri

Jesus, and if led by it he is set free from tl

law of sin and death, and has come out frc

under the bondage of that law which ma'
nothing perfect into the glorious liberty

the children of God ; being raised from spir

ual death into newness of life bj' and throu^

the effectual working of Him who is the i

surrection and the life. And repentance 1

wards God and faith towards our Lord Jes

Chi-ist, is the first step towards being rais

from the spiritual death of the fall into ne

ness of life; being willing to be crucifi

with Christ, and " buried with Him by ba

tism into death ; that like as Christ was ra

ed up from the dead by the glory of t.

Father, even so we also should walk in ne'

ness of life."

As to the resurrection from the dead, I I

lieve that a spiritual one, before the death

the body, is the one which should most en

nently concern us. The body that dies

natural, but "afterward that which is spir

ual" is given us. It is sown a natural bod

it is raised a spiritual body. So that fie

and blood cannot inherit the kingdom
God. JSTeither doth corruption inherit incc

ruption. "Why should it be thought a thii

incredible that God should raise the dead
And why need we vainly inquire, " with wh
bodies do they come ?" Is the Lord's hai

shortened, or is his power diminished sin

He gave Adam and Eve their separate bodie

Why not trust it to Him to give to each se

a separate body as it may please Him? I a

now over 80 years old, and expect soon
leave behind me a wrinkled, decrepit body
the grave. And though it is not much c

formed nor helpless yet, like many of mj' afi

yet perhaps I maj' not vainly hope for a W
ter body in the world to come. But I feel

:'

anxiety or vain curiosity about it. " Grei

and marvellous are thy works. Lord God 7!

mighty; just and true are thy ways, thi

king of saints." Why do we dare to call the

in question ? or presume to be his counsell

as to what bodies He may give us, when '

are crowned with immortality and eteri

life ?

" Great is the mysterj' of Godliness. &
was manifest in the flesh," &c. I have nev
found it to be my place to try to distingui

between the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
the great work of man's salvation. For 1

1

lieve, according to the Scriptures, that th

are one in power, wisdom and goodness, a

not to be divided. And while the word tr

ity is not to be found in the Scriptures, j-et

the great scheme of mercy which God has (

dained for our salvation. He has manifest
Himself to a fallen world as the Father, S(

and Holy Spirit, and that these three are oi

But the manner of the distinction and t
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union which subsists between the three that
'bear record in heaven," is full as far bej'ond
;he reach of our limited comprehension, and
s as great a mystery as is the union or sepa-
•ation of the body, soul and spirit in our own
nortal frames, and that they are among- the
ecret things that belong to God, "and can
lever be a flt subject either for sjJeculation or
or definition."

I have often through the course of my pil

rimage, had abundant opportunity to see the
lysterious workings of the spirit of evil, and
ow blindly it leads the unrenewed man along
1 the downward road. Great is the mystery
f iniquity. And great are ' the depths of Sa-
in as they speak." Great is the " deceiva-
'emess of unrighteousness in them that per-
h, because they received not the love of the
iruth that they might be saved." And great
the need of our receiving the love of the

ruth that we (or such as have not received

) might be saved, by being turned from the
irkness within to the light within, and from
le power of Satan to the power of God.
Great is the need of our being changed
ora spiritual death to spiritual life, by and
.rough the power of Him who is the resur
ction and the life. Jesus wept over the
•ave of Lazarus. And well might we, his
llowers, weep over the spiritual death of
lose who are led by the wicked one, into
le regions and shadow of death. David la

pnted over the death of Saul and Jonathan,
iying, '• The beauty of Israel is slain upon his
gh places : bow are the mighty fallen ! even
!the midst of the battle." And, as on the
Duntains of Gilboa, where there is no hea
inly dew, neither rain nor fields of offerings,
;have sometimes felt that I could almost
opt the language of Jeremiah, where he
ys : ''Oh that my head were waters, and
Ine eyes a fountain of tears, that I might
sep day and night for the slain of my peo-
3." How are the mighty fallen, as on the
rren heights of speculation, and become as
ihdering stars, leading the unstable astray,
• from the simplicity of the gospel, by a
"ng or transformed light, which tends

M-e to mystify than to edify. All is not
lid that glitters. Everything that is a;enu-

3 has its counterfeit. Even Babylon, it is

id, is built in the likeness of Zion, but by
other spirit.

We seem to be fast turning from the inward
the outward

; turning from the spiritual
the emotional ; turning to the figurative
d ceremonial rites of the outward Jew. We
pear to be looking for the Lord in outward
inds, which seems to act rather contagiously
the impulsive, emotional and sensitive part
the animal nature in man. But the Lord,
Elijah's time, was not in the strong wind
It rent the mountains

; neither in the earth-
ake or in the fire. But He was in the " still

all voice," which when Elijah heard, he
apped his face in his mantle and commun-
with the Lord, being instructed by Him in

lie still small voice."

Ihe spiritual Israel of God are not come to
lai, where the outward law was given ; nor
to blackness and darkness and tempest

;

tr unto outward sounds and commotions,
lich made even Moses exceedingly fear and
ake. " We have compassed that mountain
ig enough." But he " which is a Jew in-

irdly," has come to Mount Zion, where he
ly receive the spiritual law, not written on
3 tables of stone, but on the heart, pointing

us "to Jesus, the Mediator of the new cove-
nant, and to the blood of sprinkling that
speaketh better things than that of Abel."
He that hath an ear to hear let him use it

and hear what the Spirit saith unto the
churches. And let him not be too easily led
away, so as to give an undue attention to out-
ward sounds, which tend more to charm and
bewilder the animal part in man than to edify
and convert the soul. D. 11.

Dublin, Ind., 2d mo. 6l1i, 1882.

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

Reading Matter for Hospitals and Prisons.

Whilst sitting not long since with a com-
mittee appointed to distribute a publication
of the Society, one of the number mentioned
having seen at a railroad depot, a public agent
for such purpcsc. dr., ]i ^,,l^c valuable tracts
into a box pla.'.;.| tli.i-.' as a receptacle for
papers for the .sick in lii..si)itals, &c.

This suggestive hint has led to the reflec
tion that many who live in cities where hos
pitals and prisons are located might, say once
in a week or a month, take such reading mat-
ter as they could spare to these, as well as to
post-offices and depots, which would prove
tiir more beneficial to the readers designed,
than most of the matter now placed in "their
hands.

Is there not a responsibility of no small
magnitude in regard to the character of the
reading offered to the sick, or to those de-
prived of their liberty? and should not ficti-

tious or light reading—^so prejudicial to the
mind and the heart—be carefully guarded
against by those who have the receiving and
distributing thereof? Moreover, might not
that which is profitable be exchanged with
neighboi-ing institutions or with different

wards of the same institution ?

Would not the setting up of a small library
in such institutions be a good work, where
useful books might be placed for the perusal
and edification of the inmates? Which library
also might be used by succeeding occupants.
Either this, or the systematic placing of well
selected tracts on different subjects in such
receptacles, would be a means ofdisseminating
good seed which might germinate unto profit-

able increase, even in some cases in unlikely
hearts, that would prove a grateful reward
through the approbation of Him from whom
is every blessing.

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.

About forty years since Elizabeth Pitfield

visited Trenton Meeting, and on the follow-
ing Fifth-day, that at Falls. She also made
several social visits in the neighborhoods. A
friend who accompanied her thus described
her services.

"In company with E. P., attended Trenton
Meeting, which may be said to have been a
favored and baptizing season. After a space
of silence, E. P. arose, and, evidently, under
the influence and power of the Great Master
of Assemblies, who certainly put forth, and
went before, handed unto us a deeplj^-awaken-
ing, yet persuasive communication ; and sure-

ly the Lord's life-giving presence accompanied
the offering. Many hearts were evidently
tendered, and tears found their way down
the cheeks of some unaccustomed to weep in

our religious assemblies. The backsliding
were warned ; the wanderers encouraged to

souls were, doubt-return
; and sincere seek

less, refreshed."

E. P. afterwards informed that while on
her way from Philadelphia the dav previous,
a language as plain as the natural voice to
the outward ear, came to her, " Go to Tren-
ton !" and that, for a space of time in the
meeting, all earthly objects seemed withdrawn
from her view. The command to go forth
was unmistakable, the baptizing preparation
for the labor was extraordinary, and the ser-
vice great. E. P. herself was solemnly im-
pressed and humbled under a sense of the
outpouring of the Spirit, and the unusual and
peculiar nature of the service required at her
hands.

" Dined at the abode of J. H., and after-
wards, several Fricii.is brin- ]ircsent, and a

ee prevailing, it \v:i-> l.i-.iken by E. P.
handing forth enc<iuiau,..'iii.iii to the heads of
the family, who make considerable sacrifice
for the sake of attending their distant meet-
ings. They were told that this sacrifice would
not be lost to them

; that if they sought first
the kingdom of heaven and the righteousness
thereof, all things needful would be added

;

and that if they were faithful to this duty, a
blessing would attend them. We were then
counselled collectively, which I trust was not
labor in vain.

Then, in company with J. H., visited the
dwelling of and his wife. They are
considerably advanced in years, and he is not
now a member, having forfeited his right of
membership a few years since for neglecting
the attendance of our religious meetings, and
for conforming too much to the ways of the
world, and has let in some hardness against
his friends who have thxis dealt with him;
yet through all he has manifested a strong
attachment to Friends generally, and remains
decidedly favorable to their principles, though
he does not conform to their practices; and
he is a regular attender of meetings on First-
daj-s. After a little familiar conversation, we
gathered into silence, which E. P. broke with
a sweet flow of exhortation and encourage-
ment, which evidently found place in their
hearts. They were invited to enter into the
Lord's vineyard, even though it be at the
eleventh hour, and were reminded that those
who entered at that hour received as much
as those who had borne the burthen and heat
of the day

;
and she felt that there was yet an

open door ; that the gracious invitation was
extended to them in a particular manner;
' Come unto me all ye that labor and are
heavy laden, take my yoke upon you and
learn of me, and ye shall find rest to your
souls.' The honors, the customs, the maxims
of the world, were held up to view as trivial

"ndced, when compai-ed with an interest in

Christ Jesus ; and if they were faithful to his

secret intimations of duty, she believed that
they would yet experience that establishment
'n the Truth, which no man could deprive
them of; and in the winding u]) of all things
here below, would be supported through the
dark valley of the shadow of death, and re-

ceive the gracious invitation, ' Come, ye bless-

ed of my Father.' There is reason to believe
that the opportunity will be blessed to

his spirit was melted into tenderness,
and tears came into his eyes. It was an in-

structive season, he being a man to whose
care talents had been committed, and who
had received much honor and friendship from
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people of the world. E. P. left their house

comforted and encouraged.
Our next visit wa? to our valued Friend, A.

K. She received us with evident marks of

satisfaction ; and it was manifest that our

minds felt comfortable under her roof; and I

believe that our spirits were coutrited to-

gether by the kindness and power of Israel's

Shepherd. Seldom has it been my lot to be-

hold more apparent unity of spirit, or more
evident sensations of Christian feeling than

in this little company. Here, too, £. P.'s

mouth was opened in testimony, and her

unity, sympathj', and encouragement extend-

ed to this dear Friend, accompanied with a

sweet flow of gospel love and fellowship. And
surely there was that evidence of oneness ex-

isting between them which the pure in heart

are permitted to feel when their kindred spi-

rits are brought together in near unity and
harmonious exercise of soul.

Can it be doubted that this concern, and
this day's work was of the Lord, or that his

power and presence did accompanj' this favor-

ed instrument in his Divine hand, or that Ho
was pleased to manifest Himself unto us by
the breaking of spiritual bread.

The meeting at the Falls was larger than
usual, perhaps on account of the marriage of

N. B. J. and L. H., occurring at that time.

After the young Friends had entered into the

covenant, E. P. imparted counsel. Our Di-

vine Master condescended to be present at a

marriage in Cana of Galilee, and He not only

was present, but he turned the water into

wine; and she believed that He had conde-

scended to be pi'csent, and turn the water iuto

wine spiritually upon the present occasion.

She exhorted the young people not to trifle

with Omnipotence, but be faithful to Divine
requiring, and reminded them of the manj-
prayers and tears that had been oifered tor

the children of godly parents. After which
Christopher Hcaly knelt and supplicated par-

ticularly on behalf of the young, who are

ready to take wings and fly away, and are so

loth to give up the ways of the world ; and
that all might turn to the Lord, and he that

soweth and he that reapeth rejoice together.

A visit was afterwards made at the abode
of ; and in the evening, after a time
of silent sitting together, E. P. handed forth

counsel, sympathizing with her in her afflic-

tions, and encouraging her to faithfulness to

her God ; that the Lord remembered the wi-

dow and fatherless; and exhorting her to

watch over her children for good, that she
might not be confounded at the language,
' Where are the lambs that I have committed
to thy care ?' She was reminded of the poor
widow who cast all she had into the treasurj',

and that the off'ering was very acceptable in

the Divine sight, more precious than the gifts

of those who cast in of their abundance. And
she also reminded her that in another state of

existence, those that had washed their robes
and made thein white in the blood of the
Lamb, and are now glorifying God in his

heavenly kingdom, are those who have come
out of great tribulation."

In a meeting for woi-ship at Falls, held near
the same period, E. P. handed forth a very
impressive communication, expressing sympa-
thy with some tried souls, that felt cast down
under the weight of tribulation; but the sin-

cere seeking soul need not be discouraged,
though the prospect might look dark and

gloomy, and the enemy beset on the right

hand and on the left, yet the Lord Jesus will

be found a present helper in every needful

time. G.

Selected.

THE CHAMBER OVER THE GATE.
BY HENKY WADSWOBTH LONGFELLOW.

Is it SO far from thee

Thou canst no longer see

In the Chamber over the gate

That old man desolate,

Weeping and wailing .sore

For his son, who is no more?
O Absalom, my son!

Is it so long ago
That cry of human woe
From the walled city came,
Calling on his dear name,
That it has ditd away
In the distance of to-day ?

O Absalom, my son !

There is no far nor near,

There is neither there nor here,

There is neither soon nor late,

In that Chamber over the Gate,

Nor any long ago
To that cry of human woe,

O Absalom, my son !

From the ages that are past

The voice comes like a blast,

Over seas that wreck and drown,
Over tnmnlt of traffic and town

;

And from ages yet to be

Come the echoes back to me,
O Ab.salom, my son !

Somewhere at every hour
The watchman on the tower

Looks forth and sees the fleet

Approach of the hurrying feet

Of messengers, that bear

The tidings of despair.

O Absalom, my son !

lie goes forth from the door,
Who shall return no more.
With him our joy departs;

The light goes out in our hearts
;

In the Chamber over the Gate
We sit disconsolate.

O Absalom, my son !

That 'tis a common grief

Bringeth but slight relief;

Ours is the bitterest loss.

Ours is the heaviest cross;

And forever the cry will be
'' Would God I had died for thee,

O Absalom, my son !"

LITTLE FOXES.
"Among my tender vines I spy
A little fox named, Byand-by ;

Then .set upon him, quick, I say.

The swift young hunter. Bight away.

Around each tender vine I plant,

I find a little fox, I cant.

Then fast as ever hunter ran,

Chase him with bold, and brave, lean.

No use in trying—lags and whines
This fox among my tender vines.

Then drive him low, and drive him high
With this young hunter named, I'll try.

Among the vines in ray small lot

Creeps in the young fox, 1 forgot.

Then hunt him out, and to his den
With—/ will notforget again !

The little fox that, hidden there

Among my vines is—/ don't care.

Then let, I'm sorry—hunter true-
Chase him afar, from vines and you.

What mischief-making foxes! yet
Among our vines they often get.

But now their hunters' names you know.
Just drive them out ; and keep them so."

— Children's Hour.

THE REQUEST,
Father, whate'er of earthly bliss

Thy sovereign will denies,

Accepted at thy throne of grace,

Let this petition rise;

—

Ciive me a calm, a thankful heart.

From every murmur free
;

The blessings of thy grace impart,

And make me live to Thee.

Let the sweet hope that I am thine,

My life and death attend
;

Thy presence through ray journey sh

And crown my journey's end.

For " The Friend."

The following on Divine Love, from tl

pen of Isaac Penington, is worthy the earef

consideration of all ; even those of us wl
have not attained to the stature of this wii

master-builder in the Truth, neither ha^

tasted and handled of the good word of Lij

in equal measure with him.

" CONCERNING LOVE. [DIVINE LOVE.]

What shall I say of it, or how shall I

words express its nature? It is the swet

ness of life ; it is the sweet, tender, meltii

nature of God, flowing up through his seed

life into the creature, and of all things ma
ing the creature most like unto himself, boi

in nature and operation. It fulfils the La\

it fulfils the Gospel ; it wraps up all in on

and brings forth all in the oneness. It e

eludes all evil out of the heart, it perfects s

good in the heart. A touch of love does th

in measure
;
perfect love does this in fulnef

But how can I proceed to speak of it I 01

that the souls of all that fear and wait ontl

Lord, might feel its nature fully; and tht

would they not fail of its sweet overcomii

operations, both towards one another, ar

towards enemies. The great healing, the gre

conquest, the great salvation is reserved f

the full manifestation of the love of God. H
judgments, his cuttings, his hewings by tl

word of his mouth, are btit to prepare for, bi

not to do, the great work of raising up tl

sweet building of his life ; which is to be doi

in love, and in peace, and by the power thei

of And this my soul waits and cries afte

even the full springing up of eternal love

my heart, and in the swallowing ofme whol
into it, and the bringing of my soul whol
forth in it, that the life of God, in its own pe

feet sweetness, may fully run forth throut

this vessel, and not be at all tinctured by tl

vessel, but perfectly tincture and change tl

vessel into its own nature ; and then shall i

fault be found in my soul before the Lord, b

the spotless life be fully enjoj'ed by me, ai

become a perfectly pleasant sacrifice to ir

God. Oh ! how sweet is love ! how pleasa:

is its nature I how takingly doth it beha'

itself in every condition, upon every occasio

to every person, and about every thing I Ho
tenderly, how readily, doth it help and ser

the meanest! How patiently, how meekl
doth it bear all things, either from God '

man, how unexpectedly soever they come,

'

how hard soever they seem ! How doth
believe, how doth it hope, how doth it excuE

how doth it cover even that which seemei

not to be excusable, and not fit to be covere

How kind is it even in its interpretations ai

charges concerning miscarriages I It nev
overchargeth, it never grates upon the spii

of him whom it reprehends; it never harder
it never provokes ; but carrieth a meltingne
and power of conviction with it. This is tl
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ature of God ; this, in the vessels capacitated
5 receive and bring it forth in its glory, the
ower of enmity is not able to stand against,
ut falls before, and is overcome by it.'"

For "The Friend."

h Saviour's Grace Sufficient for Every Time

of Need.

Notwithstanding the fulfilment of the pro-
hetic declaration fron*the Lord, " I will pour
itmy Spirit upon fl« flesh," that theanointing
iceived by and through Christ abideth in us
i our true and ever present teacher, and that
le grace of the Saviour is sufficient for us, we
ivo nevertheless feared that there existed
o great a tendencj^ in some to lean unduly
)on their fellow worms ; to try to borrow
' their oil ; or to confer too greatly with
ish and blood in respect to matters in which
16 One infallible Instructor and High Priest,
irist Jesus, should be waited for and en-
lired of, as the omnipotent, ever-present
Dunsellor and Comforter of all those who
ok to, rely upon, and wholly put their trust
Him. These need to have the pure mind

being too unthoughtful, perhaps,irred

at whether spiritual sustenance be derived
: us mediatelj- or immediate!}^, it must come
am the one alone sustaining and inexhausti-
3 fountain, Christ Jesus, in whom are hid

I

the treasures of wisdom and knowledge
;

Id who, as saith the apostle, "Is able to
ake all grace abound toward you : that ye,
[yays having all sufficiency in all things, maj^
lound to every good work."
(It is true, and written for our learning, that
Irnelius was directed by an angel to send
|- Simon Peter, with the assurance, "He
ill tell thee what thou oughtest to do." So
ewise, was Saul (afterwards Paul) directed,
Jesus himself, to Ananias to " be told of
things appointed for him to do." And in

ih cases of indisputable authority, there
1 be no question as respects the line of
ty. That which is apprehended is, that
thout such heavenly ordering where and
whom to send, some may be induced, it

J be when laid upon the bed of languishing
1 of death, to try to obtain, thoug'h at the
ir of midnight, oil for their lamps and
nfort to their souls so as to meet the Bride-
Dom. For that is a time when all would
dly be saved.

3uch an application followed by compliance
ly be prejudicial in, at least, two ways. It
'y tend to divert the awakened soul from that
flict, repentance and needed reconciliation

the Lamb of God who came to take

y the sin of the world so indispensable
;

_
at the same time be a strong temptation,

ing for close watchfulness, lest the poor
lendent instrument himself or herself—all

hose heavenly treasui-e is in an earthen
lel—should, from feelings ofsympathy and

close trial, as though this favored class only
was so quick of understanding in the Lord's
fear, as to have power and unction to plead
availingly with liiml On the contrary, no
doubt all the living members of the mystical
body of Christ do realize of this, and would
far more, were they the inward and spirit
ually minded people we are called to be—
adorning- the doctrine of God our Saviour ii:

all things. While Stephen, according to
Scripture record, was filled with the Holy
Ghost and wisdom, it was also given of God
to all them that obey Him. O ! the need there
is to seek each for himself for the kingdom
of God within, where alone it can be found

;

and where the King in his beauty will also
sit and reign to the eternal peace and glory
of all that thus seek and put their trust in

Him. This is a point of vital importance.
Inasmuch as each of us has an unction from
the Holy One, a measure of the fulness of the
grace of Jesus, which is able to build us up,
to teach us all things, and to guide into all

truth, whjr need we seek instrumentally for
that which dwelleth so immediately within ?

Why search abroad for that which, through
the living hand of Emmanuel or God with us,

freely oifered us at home? for in Christ
Jesus " resides grace, knowledge, comfort, an
unbounded store." Maj' it never be forgotten
that the true well from which all should draw,
was to be in us a well of living water spring-

a pure spirit, I have never been permitted to
build upon, or draw consolation from them;
but in the deepest and darkest plunges I
have had, unworthy, totally unworthy" as I
have felt myself, and all I'had to hope for
was Divine mercy, my taith has not fliiled,

that He who said to the leper, ' I will, be thoa
clean,' was able to render me meet to associate
with saints and angeis, and the spirits of the
just already made perfect."
The Lord is sufficient for his own work.

And where there is a diligent, humble, faith-
ful waiting upon, and a longing after Him, the
Omniscient, He m the plenitude of his sov-
ereign mercy will, in ways of his own choosing,
instruct, renewedly baptize, or deliver alike
from the threatening billow or the bitter
waters ofaffliction. As the Ministerofthe true
tabernacle, and as the High Priest of our pro-
fession, He will hear in the day of trouble; will
send help fi-om the sanctuary, and strengthen
out of Zion.

For " The Friend."

Family Religion.

An esteemed friend, in forwarding the fol-

lowing extract from the N. Y. Tnbune, re-
marks :

There are of course exceptions to the rule
the authoress lays down ; even the words of
Him who ' spake as never man spake' failed to
carry conviction to the hearts of many of his
'' and it is recorded of those who had
itnessed his home-life that, 'neither did his

brethren believe on Him.' Yet I believe her
josition is essentially correct ; and I doubt not
3Ut it is in large measure due to the unfaithful-
ness and shortcomings of us who are parents;

j

and especially in the points pointed out, that we
l^..:i — sadly iu impressing oui- children and

derness alone, without the qualifying power
on high, essay to prescribe balm and

iling unguents spiritually, independently of

ing up into everlasting life.

The apostle Paul, in a record of his own
experience, has left us the following testi-

mony :
" When it pleased God, who called me

by his grace, to reveal his Son in me, imme-
diately, I conferred not with flesh and blood."
How animating it would be to see more of
this! even a .seeking, by inward communion fai:

with the dear Master, after that teaching, I those around us with the rectitude of what
help, and blessing which, be it either directly

i

we teach. If it should serve to arrest the at-

or indirectlj^ communicated, must como fromjtention of parents in this direction it might
Him. And when the earnest breathing of. have a service."

the soul is after and unto Him, even though!
the shadows of the evening maybe gather- The only family religion that is of any
ing, and the condition may seem well nigh value is practical. It is a religion that will
desperate, yet how near is the Helper and stand the universal tests given by Christ
Comforter and Saviour! Adding another —'A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump.'
proof, that a passive creature secures an active ' A tree is known by its fruit.' St. Paul tells

Christ.
I

us that 'the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy,
Then let us seek to magnify the Lord of peace, long suff'ering, gentleness, goodness,

hosts himself in the health and strength ofif'aith, meekness, temperance.' The man, the
our years, and in the day of previous visita- woman, who has this fruit to show, is alike
tion ; let us impartially examine whether we by believer and by unbeliever, pronounced

genuinely Christian. Such men and women
are the 'salt of the earth,' and the 'light ot

the world.' They need not proclaim abroad
their creed, or ostentatiously jjarade their

theological theories and beliefs. The fruit

they bear renders all this unnecessary. The
evidence that 'they have been with Christ
and learned of Him' is written in all their

words and especially in all their actions.

A great many parents wonder Vfhy, when
they have taken so much pains to train their

children up in ways of religious observance,

to teach them the right creed and establish

them in sound doctrine, failure should follow
their efforts, and that children in other fami-

lies, where little of this work is done, should
really turn out so much better Christian men
and women. The opening of this mystery
would probably disclose the fact that the
parents in the last-named families preached
by example rather than by precept, that they
surrounded their families with an atmosphere
of Christian love and warmth that stimu-

be in the faith ; let us querj^ bow far or truth
fully we can say, in our measure, with theapos
tie, "I know in whom I have believed;" let

every one of us prove his own work, that so our
rejoicing may be in ourselves and not in an-
other. Then when disease or distress comes,
or when the pale messenger is sent to our re-

spective houses, we shall find Him, if our day
of mercy is yet lengthened out, to be all that
we stand in need of; the language of the
heart being: "This God is our god forever

_^ ^ _ _^ , ^ _ ^ _
ami ever ; He will bo our guide even unto

true commission as in the case of Peter [death." Then, too, the encouragement, if

Ananias. If the arrested one is thus such there be, held out by anointed instru-

Ien
off from the great warfare within, andlnients will be consoling and helpful, as con-

thed and settled in a false rest, alas, forliii'ming the witness for Christ within us:

fearful result and accountability !
being preserved from so much trusting in

jSkgain, it is not ministers alone upon whom
j

them as to lose sight of Him and his ins]ieak-

lonferred the gift of God which is the Holy ing voice, who is God over all lilr>sid fuii'ver.

lost, for the refreshment and consolation of It is written as the testimony of :i dear \'Hing

(mselves and others. The writer has known
i

woman on the bed of death: "As to the inti-

tiDg ministers, by virtue of their office, to mations of encouragement which I have re-

(sent for on occasions of illness or other ceived from man, that my spirit was already
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lated and encouraged the growth of the good
seed thej' planted in their children's hearts.

Creed and doctrine and enforced religious ob-

servance, unaccompanied by those vii'tues of

the life that soften and sweeten and win, are

like sunshine in winter, they illuminate, but

the}' do not quicken.

No eye is so unerring as the child's to de-

tect essential character, and none so quick as

the child to approach without reluctance or

question those who are genuinely kind and
true and good. Parents may to an extent

deceive their neighbors, their friends, their

pastors and the world generally as to the

genuinenessof their religion, but they cannot

deceive their own children, and a religion in

parents that does not win the children is

either more or less false or lacking in essential

principles.

Eeligion, like leaven, leaveneth the whole
lump. Leaven does not change wheat-flour

saAvaj II -[tjaiu-uaooo^ui Xajjuq jo 'oA'.i o;ui

certain absolute properties and ])roportions

unchanged, but it does permeate and qualify

and lighten the whole mass.

Religion does not turn the melancholy
temperament into sanguine, or the vital into

the lymphatic, but it introduces a principle

into each one which invariably produces cer-

tain conditions and results. And these con-

ditions and results children can recognize as

well as grown people. Unless they do recog-

nize the fruits of the Spirit in the lives oftheir

parents, parental teaching and preaching will

avail little.

vSome one has said ' Religion never was de-

signed to make our pleasures less,' and there

is certainly nothing in the teachings of Christ

that tends to cultivate moroseness, over-
anxiety, bigotry, asceticism. Love to Grod and
love to man naturally blossom out into all

amiable and attractive virtues. The true
Christian should be the happiest man in the
world, for he has the promise of the life that
now is and of that which is to come. The
true Christian family is the hapj)iest family
in the world, for roots of bitterness are not
allowed to grow, and each loves the other as
himself, nay each in honor prefei-s the other.

Such Christians and such Christian families

as these are rare, but thej' do exist, and as

the}' multiply, will earth more and more re-

semble heaven.

For "The Friem

The following exti'act from a letter, reeent-

1}' received by the writer from a dear aged
friend in Glasgow, Scotland, is offered for in-

sei-tion in "The Friend," thinking it may
prove as a little encouragement (in the pre-

sent low state of things in many places in the

SocietjO to hope we are not altogether for-

saken, but that in some places the Truth is

taking root, and we maj' hope is spreading
among those not born in our Society.

S.

" A nice little company has come together

at Motherwell, a considerable town 10 or 12

miles off, and hold meetings First and Fourth-
daj'S, after our manner. Their rise is not to

be traced to any labor of Friends among them
—which I am ready to think a pleasing cir-

cumstance." He further adds :
" In America

j'ou are going great lengths,—we here are

bad enough, but scarcely so far astray as yet.

It may be, we have to be more winnowed yet,

before a revival comes. The Truth as we
profess cannot become extinct. A generation,

I believe, will again be raised up to unfurl the

banner of Primitive Christianity as expound-
ed by Fox, Penn and Barclay."

" Our meeting here continues good as to

numbers, having several very hopeful young
men attenders."

Religious Items, &c.

Dancing among Presbyterians.—The case of

Donaldson, of the Presbyterian Church in

Eralenton, Pa., is exciting considerable atten-

tion. The Session of the Church found him
guilty of dancing, and suspended him from
the communion. He appealed to the Clarion

Presbytery, which sustained the Session by a

vote of 22 to 1. Ho then appealed to the
Synod of Erie, which also decided against him
by a vote of 73 to 20. He now appeals to the

next General Assembly, which can hardly
take any other view of the law and usage of

the Church than that taken by the lower judi-

catories. Some of the secular papers affirm

that dancing is allowed in many Presbyterian
families hereabouts without rebuke, and urge
that what is good law for Presbyterians in

Pennsylvania is equally good law for those in

New York. It would bo difficult to dispute

the logical correctness of the proposition ; and
it will apply to others than Presbyterians.

—

Christian Adv.
The Bible.—But three hundred years ago a

body of Romish priests made a great fire in

Earl Street, London, and burned every copj-

of the Bible that could be found. To-day, on
the very spot where this fire was built, stands

the great building of the British and Foreign
Bible Society; where the Bible is printed in

178 different languages, and it may almost be
said that an additional copy comes from the
press at every tick of the clock.

Methodists and Temperance.—At a Quarterly
Conference of the First M. E. Church at Lan-
caster, a report was presented from a com-
mittee on temperance which saj^s : "We re-

gard voluntary abstinence from all intoxicants

as the true ground of personal temperance,
and complete legal prohibition of the traffic

in alcoholic drink as the duty of civil govern-
ment," " and earnestly advise our people to

co-operate in all measures which may seem to

them wisely adapted to secure these ends."
" Finallj', we are persuaded that, under God,
hope for ultimate success of the Temperance
Reform rests chiefly upon the combined and
sanctified influence of the family, the church
and the State."

The Discipline among other things makes
" the bujing, selling, or using intoxicating
liquors as a beverage, signing petitions in

favor of granting license for the sale of intoxi-

cating liquors, or becoming bondsmen for pei'-

sons engaged in such traffic, renting property
as places in or on which to manufacture or
sell intoxicating liquors," offences sufficient,

if continued, to expel from the church."
A writer in the Philadelphia Methodist of 1st

mo. 12tb, evidently thinks that this rule of

the Discipline is neither lived up to by all

their members, nor sufficiently enforced by
the officers of their societies; and calls for
" vigorous investigations and church trials on
this issue."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Movement of the Earth's Surface.—Recent
experimental investigations of the lunar di;

turbance of gravity, and the tidal yielding

the solid earth to the moon's attraction, 1

the use of very delicate apparatus, show th

the eai'th's surface appears to be in a state

continual movement. They confirm the i

suits obtained by previous experimentei
who found that there were periods of agit

tion and quiescence of the earth's surfai

without reference to any perceptible extern

cause, and that therenvere gradual chang.

of level extending over a period of months.
Density of the Earth.—The results of tl

experiments and calculations of different o

servers give estimates of the earth's densit

varying from about 4.7 that of water, to abor

5.7.

Motion of the Surface Earth.—E. W. Col

pinger states that this phenomenon exists :'

an unparalleled degree about the shores i

Western Patagonia, and is due to the wet n
ture of the climate. The slipping of the su

face soil is continually taking place over tl

basement rock, wherever the latter presen

a moderately inclined surface. It carries wil

it not only the clothing of trees, ferns ar

mosses, but also a moraine of rocks, stone

stems of dead trees, peat and mud ;
wheret

the hills of this region are being denuded, ar

the valleys, lakes and channels gradual
filled up.

He says :
" On arriving at the Patagonit

archipelago my attention was directed to tl

subject on noticing that the lower branch

of trees fringing the sea shore were in mar
places withering from immersion in the sa

water, and that in some cases entire trees hi

perished prematui-ely from their roots becor

ing entirely submerged. On looking mo'

closely I observed that the sodden snags
dead timber, mingled with stones, were ofk

to be seen at the bottom of the inshore water
and that the beds of fresh-water lakes we:

plentifully strewn with similar fragments
wood, the remains of forests prematurely d

stroycd. As the soil-cap, by its sliding tn

tion, reaches the water, the soluble portioi

are removed."
Why we Cough and hoiv we Cough.—Ever

bod}' coughs sometimes, and, judging by tl

quantity of patent cough medicines sold, man
people must be coughing all the time. Mo
persons suppose that a cough is a cough tl

world over, and that what will cure one wi

another ; and so they prescribe for themselvi

and their friends all sorts of syrups, horn

made or proprietary, with the consoling a

sertion that "it can't do any hurt, if it dor

do any good." How do you know it can't c

any hui-t? Do you know its ingredients, an

if so, have you studied their effects upon tl

system in health and in disease? Do yc

know the condition of the patient you are pr

scribing this for—his constitution, his hahi

of life, his past history ?

Let us see what a cough is. It is a sudd(

and forcible expulsion ofthe air from the lung

preceded b}' a temporary closure of the win
pipe to give additional impulse to the currei

of air. The effect of these spasmodic expir

tions is the removal of whatever may hai

accumulated in theair-tubes, whetheraforeij
body from without, as when a particle of fo(

finds its way into the wind-pipe, or an ace

mulation of mucus secreted by the air pa

sages themselves.

Coughing is in part a voluntary act. 'W

can cough whenever we wish to, but frequen

ly we ai'e compelled to cough when wo dor
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rish to. Nerves are divided into two classes,
snsoiy and motor nerves. The former carrj
itelligence to the brain ; they report any dis
ii-bauce on the frontier to head-quarters
'he motor nerves then carry back the com
lands of the general to act. You tickle a

iend's ear with a straw, and his hand au-
)matically proceeds to scratch the itching
lember. A tickling sensation is produced in
le throat by any cause whatever; the brain
len sends back orders to the muscles con-
srned to act so as to expel the intruder—in
,her words, to cough. And that is how we
gh
The source of the impression may be van-
is. Frequently it is due to an irritation of
:e respiratory organs by foreign bodies, dust
id acrid vapors, admitted with the air in
ialth, or to damp, cold air itself, if the organs
e particularly sensitive, or to the presence
mucus, pus, or blood, in disease. Inflam-

ation, from whatever cause, acts as a source
uneasiness.

There are, as we all know, many different
nds of cough. Thus, we have the dry cough,
ithout expectoration, and the moist cough,
ith expectoration. We have the short, hack-

7 cough, resulting from slight irritation, and
e violent, spasmodic, and convulsive cough,
used by a greater degree of irritation or
pie peculiar modification thereof Then
pre are the occasional, the incessant, and the
•^oxysmal cough, terms that explain thera-
ives. Hoarse, vjheezing, barking and shrill

Ughs are due to the tension or capacity of
|3 rim of the wind-pipe, or other portion of
^Jtube. The hollow cough owes its pecuf

flamed surfaces are greatly irritated by th(
very act of coughing. Hence, persons ar(
advised to " hold in," or try to refrain from
coughing. All coughing beyond what is ab-
solutely necessary for the removal of the ac-
cumulated mucus should be avoided, because
it injures the parts affected by friction, and
because it exhausts the patient; for the mus-
cular exertion involved in a violent fit of
coughing is very considerable indeed, and the
muscular effort exerted by a patient with a
bad cough during the twenty-four hours is

really more than equivalent to that of many
a man in a day's work. Both sedatives and
mucilaginous substances can be employed,
then, to check the excessive amount of cough-
ing, over and above that required to relieve
the lungs and bronchial tubes of their accu-
mulated mucus. To facilitate the removal of
this, expectorants of various kinds are admin-
istered, according to the necessities of the
case.

The difficulty in the way of recommending
any pne kind of cough remedy is that differ-

ent coughs require different treatment, and
what will relieve one may aggi-avate another.
Then, too, the general health of the patient
must be attended to, the secretions kept open,
&c. In short, the maxim, " What is one man's
meat is another man's poison," applies here
as elsewhere, and induces us to protest against
the use of any nostrum simply because it

cured a neighbor.

—

Boston Journal of Chem-
istry.

Discnfi,,,! ;„ r„h],J,.sfnn,s andBoys.~Iv;cnt
down to I'.tiu.-oiis, .1 tlR. ..therday tosee tlu-

foundations ,,i [\u: 1, nil. ling that Corliss is put-

thing in nature. One never knows when to
sleep. The world seems to be entirely wrong,
and man grows nervous and restless. Slee^
is driven from his weary eye-lids, his appetite
fails, and all the disagreeable results of ^^ro-
tracted vigils are apparent. But gradually
he becomes used to this state of a'tfairs, de-
vi.ses means to darken his tent, and once more
enjoys his hour of rest. In fact, he learns
how to take advantage of the new arrange-
ment, and when travelling pursues hisjourney
at night, or when the sun is lowest, because
then he finds the frost that hardens the snow
a great assistance in sledging.— W.H. Gilder.
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and to resonance in the enlarged tubes or ting u|> there lur the new pumpino--en^ine
e cavities m the lungs, if such exist. Some- which he has engaged to put in for tfiis cMtv
.fis <,h« «vr.;finn- „«„.» r,f. r.r.„..u i;„„ „„. ;„ J f.„„„d that in digging for the foundations^

they came upon a deep bed of quicksand.
Corliss, ever fertile in expedients to overcome
obstacles, instead of driving down wooden
piles, sunk in this quicksand great quantities
of large cobble-stones. These were driven
down into the sand with tremendous force by
a huge iron bolt weighing 4,000 pounds. I

said, " Corliss, why did no't you drive wooden
piles on which to build your foundation?"
"Don't you see," said he, " that the piles have

the exciting cause of a cough lies not -..

p lungs and respiratory organs, but in the
imach, liver, or intestines. In other eases
ire seems to be no real cause; it is purely
'vous or hysterical.

"ough remedies should be suited to the kind
30ugh in question, and attempt, if possible,
remove the cause. It is evident that a
igh may be lessened either by removing
source of irritation, or by diminishing the

iitabilitj'of the nervous mechanism through
ich it works. Both methods are generally
ployed, and most of the popular cough
dicines consist of an expectorant and a
ative in some mucilaginous or saccharine

The caution contained in the following ex-
tract from a letter received from a beloved
friend, so fully agrees with our own views,
that we insert it for the thoughtful consid-
eration of others.

The tendency to many words and to
much creaturely activity in religious matters
amongst those who are sometimes called Pro-
gressives, is in danger of developing the oppo-
site extreme of a fear of almost all words, or
any words ; and the result of this is a tendency
to restrict and set so close a watch on the

nistry, that the precious seed, the noble
d. designed by the great and good Hus-

handnian to produce the plant of renown, the
]il:int iilliis own right-hand planting, is in
danger of being too much held in check, where
the budding forth thereof has been in some
degree manifest.
Oh ! the need there is of baptized elders as

well as ministers, who can discriminate and
know to whom the living child belongs; that
they may not, in anj' measure of an unsancti-
fied zeal, countei'act the direction of the great
and good Slir|ihrii|, w hcrr llr said, ' Pray ye
the Lord of the liaivcst that He send forth
laborers into his harvest.'

'

have received the 49th annual eport

no discretion, and that the cobble-stones
have?" "I don't think I understand you.
Corliss," was my reply. "If you drive a
j)ile," said he, "it goes where you drive it.

nstruum. Sedatives lessen the excitability
|

and nowhere else; but a cobble-stone will
the nerve center through which the act of seek the softest place, and go where it is
ghing is produced. Opium in sufficient most needed. It, therefore, has some discre-
mtities will stop any cough, but if the tion, and better answers the purpose."
retion goes on accumulating, the patent] I went away musing that the wooden
St be allowed to cough, or he dies of suff'o- "piles" and the "cobble-stones

J-lutinous and saccharine substances lessen
tation, and as it frequently happens that
ch of the irritation which occasions the
gh exists at the root of the tongue, and in

tions of the throat which can be reached
troches and lozenges slowly dissolved in

mouth, hence these often afford relief,

pcially in dry, hacking coughs and the so-

ed tickling in the throat. Iceland moss,
rshmallow, and gum arable belong to this

Their power is probably due to their
ering the inflamed and irritable surface
ietly with a mucilaginous coat, and thus
tecting it from the action of the air and
er irritants. An inflamed surface, whether
bin or without, is rendered worse by fric-

therefore, in bronchial troubles, the in-

represent
two classes of boys. " The piles," says Cor-
liss, " have no discretion, and go only where
they are driven." I think I have seen boys
who represent this quality. " But the cobble-
stones go where they are most needed." When
boys fit themselves to go where they are the
most needed, they will be pretty likely to
meet with tolerably good success in life.

—

Journal of Education.
Midnight Sun.—In this latitude the sun

goes down at night, and we retire to our
couches and sleep. In the morning the sun
returns, and we arise to the pursuit of our
various daily avocations. But in the extreme
northern latitudes, in the spring, the sun never
sets. There is no morning and no night. It

is one continuous day for months. At first it

seems very difficult to understand this strange

of the Pennsylvania Institution for the In
struction of the Blind. The buildings are
located at 20th and i^ace Streets, Philadel-
phia. About 175 blind ]iupils are under train-

ing within its walls. These are taught most
of the ordinary branches of education, and
also instructed in trades by which they may
earn a livelihood after leaving the institution.

Four of its ]Hipils have graduated in the
Pennsylvania University. Of these, one
foundrd fh,. (uM.r-ia Aca'dmiy for the Blind

;

another Iniimlrd ih.- .Maryland Institution
; a

third is snrcesslully |irei.arinu- seeing students
for the University

; and a fourth is a success-
ful instructor in mathematics.
The proportion of the blind to the whole

population is about one in 1100. We have
no doubt that this institution has helped
manj' of these people, from whom " wisdom
at one entrance" seems "quite shut out;"
but we regret that so much of the time and
attention of the pupils is devoted to the study
of music, which might be more profitably
spent in other ways.

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
United States.—A number of anti-polygamy meet-

ings have been held recently in diflerent parts of the
country, and petitions sent to Congress for the passage
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of a bill before that body, disqualifying polygamists
froiu holding offices of profit and trust under Govern-
ment.
The President has signed a joint resolution of Con-

gress appropriating $100,000 for the relief of the suf-

ferers by the flood in the Mississippi Valley.

Representative Reed, of Maine, from the Committee
on Rules, reported a resolution for the appointment of

a select committee of nine members on woman suffrage.

The resolution wns adopted—yeas 115, nays 85. Repre-
sentative Stephens, of Georgia, from the Committee on
Coinage, reported a bill to authorize the coinage of

silver dollars and fractions thereof of full standard

value on the metric system. It was referred to the

Committee of the Whole. The Post-office Appropria-
tion bill was considered and passed, with amendments.
The levee at Shawneetown, Illinois, broke on Sixth-

day last week, and the town was flooded. The levee at

Friar's Point, Mississippi, was in danger. The cattle

at that place were " wading about with only their heads
above water," and " in many of the houses not yet swept
away the people are forced to sleep on the roofs." P'ew

houses were habitable on the first floor.

Advices from Memphis report the river at that point

at the highest mark reached this reason, and rising

slowly. The flood in the Laconia circle is increasing,

and great destitution prevails. Along the White river

Bottoms, in Arkansas, the water is from two to four

feet deep, and there have been heavy losses of stock.

Great alarm was felt at Helena, where a further rise

was expected. A telegram from Vicksburg says there

are breaks in the Catfish Point and Kentucky levees,

which will flood portions of Bolivar and Washington
counties. The Governor of Arkansas reports 5000 peo-

ple needing food in the flooded counties of that State.

One liundred thousand rations were ordered by the War
Department to be forwarded from St. Louis on the 27ih
ult., to Arkansas and Mississippi.

There are several thriving Swedish settlements iu

Florida.

The Lakeview (Oregon) Herald says that the rem-
nants of the Modoc Indians that were transferred from
the lava beds to the Indian Territory, are now among
the quietest, most peaceable and industrious in the
country. There are only 100 left, but they cultivate

460 acres of land, have established schools, and are
thriving generally. Scar-faced Charley, one of the
lieroes of the Modoc war, is now a respectable, well-to-

do farmer.

There is timber enough in Oregon and Washington
Territory and in the California Sierra and Coast Range,
to supply the whole coast with the best and cheapest
of lumber for three centuries to come, according to the
San Francisco Chronicle, but not if the monopolists are
allowed to go on as they have been during the last

twenty years.

The white pine standing in Wisconsin is estimated at

41,000,000,000 feet, in Michigan at 35,000,000,000 feet,

and in Minnesota at *6, 100,000,000 feet.

The Denver, Colorado Times says the recent census
gives that city a population of over 60,000. .

Statisticians estimate that the population of this coun-
try has increased over 1,000,000 since the taking of the
census in 1880, making our population upward of 52,-

000,000. It is believed that in 1890 it will approxi-
mate 60,000,000.
The deaths in Philadelphia for the week ending 2nd

month 25th were 398, as compared with 453 for the
previous week and 369 for the corresponding week of
last year. The number of males was 202, of females
196 : 67 died of consumption, 34 of pneumonia, 16 of
typhoid fever, 12 of Bright's disease, and 7 of small-pox.

Markets, &c.—\J. S. Si's, 101 a 102^ ; 4J's, registered,

113^ ; coupon 114|; 4's, IISJ ; currency 6's, 130.
Cotton continues quiet, but prices were unchanged.

Sales of middlings are reported at llj a 12 cts. per lb.

for uplands and New Orleans.
Petroleum.—Standard white, 7|^ cts. for export, and

8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour moves slowly, but prices were unchanged.
Sales of 1800 barrels, including Minnesota extras, at

S6.50 for clear, and at J6.75 a $7 for straight; Penna.
extra family at f 5.75 a $6 ; western do. do. at $6.50 a

$7, and patents at *7.50 a $7.75. Rye flour is quiet at

$4.50 a $4.75 per bbl.

Grain.—Wheat is Jc. higher. Sales of 2600 bushels
red at $1.30J a $1.31. Rye is steady at 83 a 85 cts. for

Pennsylvania. Corn is in good local demand and
higher. Sales of 9000 bushels, including yellow, at 67
cts., white at 73 cts., mixed at 65 cts., steamer at 65J a
66 cts., No. 3 at 64 a 65J cts., and rejected at 64 a'&h
cts. Oats are in good demand and higher. Salesofll,-
000 bushels including white, at 48 a 50 cts., and rejected
and mixed at 47} a 48 cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 2nd mo.

25lh, '1882.—Loads of hay, 308 ; loads of straw, 62.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.20

to $1.30 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.05 to $1.15 pe

100 pounds; Straw, 90 cts. to $1 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in demand this week and prices were

a fraction higher; 2400 head arrived and sold at the

different yards at 4J a 7f eta. per pound, the latter rale

for extra.

Sheep were in demand at full prices : 8000 head
arrived and sold at the different yards at 4} a 6j cts.,

and lambs at 5 a 7J cts. per lb., as to condition.

Hogs were firmly held at full prices ; 3000 head sold

at the difl^erent yards at ?i\ a lOi cts. per lb., as to con-

dition.

Foreign.—It is estimated thai there are 10,000,000

men under arms in Europe at the present time, and
that the annual cost, direct and indirect, of these en-

ormous forces is not less than $2,840,000,000.

The Observer says it believes that the Cabinet on
Seventh-day resolved that the condition of affairs in

Ireland renders it imperative on Gladstone, at what-

ever cost to other interests of public business, lo proceed

with the resolution declaring that an inquiry into the

working of the Land Act would be injurious to the i

terests of good government in Ireland.

In the House of Commons Sir Charles Dilke, Under
Foreign Secretary, replying to a question by Sir Henry
Druramond Wolff, Conservative, said the Government
had no reason to apprehend a disturbance of peace be-

tween Russia and the German Powers, and discredited

the statement that Russian officers are assisting the

Herzegovinians.
Bradlaugh will proceed immediately to Northampton

and enter the contest for the seat made vacant by his

recent expulsion.

The Daily News says: "As a failure of the treaty

negotiations with France meant the bringing of English
goods under a general tariflf, placing England on the

favored nation basis is a considerable concession, as

compared with the commercial treaty which will be

extended to the 1st of May. The most favored nation

clause will, however, imply a considerable increase in

the taxation of important British industries."

Barbosa has introduced a resolution in the Portu-

guese Chamber of Deputies proposing an alliance of

Spain and Portugal, on the ground that the united
tions need fear no foreign aggression ; that they would
be able to reduce their armies and navies to such
footing as would suffice for the requirements of tht

colonies, and that Lisbon and Oporto would become
centres of intercourse with Brazil and the Spanish
American republics.

Cardinal Jacobini, Spanish Pontifical Secretary of

State, has written a letter to the Archbishop of Toledo
in which he says :

" Considering the fears which have
been aroused in various quarters as to the presence of

a great number of pilgrims in Rome, and the dissensions

in many dioceses in regard to the formation of commit-
tees, the Pope desires to substitute regional pilgrimages,

which would arrive in Rome successivelj', for a national

pilgrimage."

The Czar has ordered General Skobeleff to return to

St. Petersburg. It is expected that he will arrive very
shortly, when he will be required to explain his recent

speech. The Telegraph says, there is nothing astonish

ing in General Skobelefi''s speech, as it only expresses

the opinion of millions of Russians.

The St. Petersburg Herald says, precautions have been
taken to prevent henceforth high Russian public ser-

vants from taking the liberty of discussing matters of

State policy on their own account. Is is hoped that

this authoritative announcement will induce the foreign

press, and especially the press of a neighboring empire,
to cease using hostile and offensive language toward
Russia.
According to Richard Andree there are 6,139,000

Jews in the world. Five-.sixths live in Europe, j

has 182,847. The greater portion is in Roumania, or

twice as high as in Russia. Norway, he says, contains

only 34.

A St. Petersburg despatch says :
" Lieut. Harber and

Master Schuetze started on tlie 24th inst. to join the
Jeannette search party at the mouth of the Lena river.

General Ignatieff offered them every assistance. The
Governor of Siberia has telegraphed their approach to

diflferent points along the line."

England sent $18,000,000 worth of merchandize into

Japan last year, and imported from the same country
$3,400,000. The United States sent $1,742,000 and
took away $12,388,000. It is thought that in twenty
years Japan herself will have a larger merchant marine
than the United States.

The discovery is reported of a " rich gold bearing

belt" in Chilcot county, British Columbia, above
J

sixtieth parallel of latitude, just back of the Alaska Vv.

Langevin, Minister of Public Works, said, in t

Dominion House of Commons, on Second-day nig

that the Government intended to extend a telegra

line from the mainland of Nova Scotia to Sable Isla

this year.

The sugar crop of the Sandwich Islands for the p
sent year is estimated at 65,000 short tons against 46,^

last year.

Ejections were held in the Sandwich Islands on 2

month 1st for members of ihe Hawaiian Asseflibly, ai

the result, it is statfed, indicates "the complete dovl

fall of the old missionary influence."

WANTED
The Committee for the Civilization and Impro"

ment of the Indians, wish to engage a young or midt

aged Friend and his wife, to reside at Tunesassa, a

assist the Superintendent in conducting the concei

of the Institution.

Persons who may feel drawn to engage in the servi

address

—

Jos. S. Elkinton, 325 Pine St., Philadelphl

John Sharpless, Chester, Delaware Co., Pa.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphk

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M,

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boarc
Managers.

Died, on the 25th of First mo. 1882, Phebe At
wife of Jonathan Edmunson, of Coal Creek, Iowa,

the 55th year of her age, an esteemed member of C(

Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends.—— , at the residence of his son-in-law, Milton Cart

in Cherokee county, Kansas, on the 16th of 2d mon
1882, Robert W. Hodson. in the 86th year of his ai

a member of Plainfield Monthly Meeting of Frienc

Ind. In the position of Elder, his mature Christi

experience, combined with his intimate acquaintar

with the Holy (Scriptures and the writings of eai

Friends, rendered his advice and judgment especial

to be prized. From early life he was a firm believ

in and an earnest advocate for the principles and tea

monies of the Society of Friends; and whilst zealo

for their promulgation and acceptance, none was mc
ready to recognize that bond of Christian fellowsh

which binds with one common embrace the hum!
followers of Christ of whatever name. He was punctt

and regular in his attendance of meetings, and whi
there his solid deportment and earnest devotion

spirit were impressive; and his voice was frequent

heard in earnest pleading for the cause of his Divi

Master, that all might give heed to the manifestations

the Grace of God in their hearts, as that which will le

into all truth. The subject of the religious and litera

education of the youth was one in which he evincec

lively interest; laboring zealously for the maintenan
of schools under the supervision of the Society ;

and
late he was largely instrumental in reviving bb

schools in the limits of his own Quarterly Meetit

His sojourn in Kansas the last few months of his 1

was under an apprehension of religious duty, and '

believe that his labor there in visiting meetin;

schools and families, was owned by Him whom he t

sired to serve. His remains were interred in Friem
burying ground at Sugar Grove, near his residence;

First-day, the 19th of 2nd month, on which occasioi

solemn and instructive meeting was held.

•, Second mo. 19lh, 1882, at her residence
Marshalllon, Chester Co., Pa., Rebecca K. EmbrI'
in the 71st year of her age. Though of an innocent I:

and conversation, in the early part of her last illne'

which was brief, this dear friend spoke of not bei

able to see her way as clearly as she would desiil

About one week previous to the close, however, tl

feeling was supplanted by "peace and joy in the He!

Ghost," expressing entire resignation to the Divine wi

and a willingness to depart; in the blessed assurani

that "through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus," s

would enter into rest. " Blessed are the dead who c

in the Lord
;
yea, saith the spirit, henceforth they shi

rest from their labors, and their works do follow then

, at his residence in this city, Second mo. 23i

1882, Samuel C. Hart, in the 70th year of his age,

member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Phiij

delphia. i
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&tracts from the Diary of Rebecca Dewees.
(Continued from page 234.)

1872. 9th mo. 9th. Trials of various kinds
lound. But all that I desire is strength
j;htly to endure

; to be more clothed with
e true Christian spirit that I maj^ be en-

thfully to act my part, and to exertled

i,a;ht influence on those with whom I min
'd that I may stand acquitted in the solemn
,ur of reckoning which is fast hastenin
ion us.

10th mo. 18th. A secret breathing after
at safe abiding :

" that dwelling under the
bdow," and "in the secret place's," a nearer
jion and communion with the Father of
iirits, a closer walk with God—has been th
iquent engagement of my spirit.

|12tb mo. 26th. Prevented from attending
;eting by indisposition, but afresh reminded
the words of Hannah More, "I have found
ie often, in my more secret seasons, in the
Id and in the chamber; even in the stir of
tward occupations has my mind been drawn
thee and found thj* presence life."

1873. Gth mo. 15th. "Thou wilt keep him
perfect peace whose mind is stayed on thee,
!ause he trusteth in thee." A good degree
thi.s feeling has attended since last I drop-
i the pen, though trials and necessary bap-
fns have attended, having with the appro-
Lion of my friends, and in company with
dear fi-iend, E. Dean, attended the Yearlj-
eting of Philadelphia and a few adjacent
etings. Though deeply sensible that noth-
is due to the creature, and many humilia-
» baptisms have attended; yet feel that the
tiiovvledgmenl is due, that "hitherto I have
m blessed. Blessed forever be his name.
.8th. " Great peace have they which love

I law, and nothing shall otfend."

1th mo. 14th. "'When He putteth forth
own sheep He goeth before them." This
3sed assurance was brought to mj' remem-
nce last night upon my bed, while a pro-
etofreligiousduty was weighing ilowii my
fit; and 1 felt, what more could 1 desire'?

t that all that was wanting was sirn])ly Id

ow closelj', to cleave to the'uuerring Giiide,

h the blessed a.ssuranee that what He re-

red He would enable to perform. Only be
ased to draw me nearer unto thee.

th rao. 10th. Having been enabled to per-
il a visit to the meetings and some of the

fiimilies of a neighboring Quarter; also to ap
point a meeting in a neighborhood where was
once a settlement of Friends, to the relief of
my own mind, I feel that I never had mor
abundant cause to bless and magnify the great
Name. Never have I more deeply felt, than
during this visit, my own utter nothingness, or
ever more earnestly implored the help and
guidance of the unerring Spirit, under a deep
feeling of unworthiness of the least of the
Lord's mercies. But blessed and forever mag-
nified be his holy name, his ear is still o])e)i U>
the crying of the poor and the sighing of the
needy, and for these He will yet arise, \\\l] be
mouth and wisdom, tongue and utterance to
those who trust in Him'iilone; and richly re-

ward with that peace which the world cannot
ive.

11th mo. 21st. To be enabled to walk in a
pure and perfect way, to serve the Lord with
the whole and not with a divided heart, has
been the daily craving of my spirit. Tester
day, as I sat in our Quarterly Meeting, my
mind was clothed with the spirit of supplica-
tion

;
but I did not feel the evidence suflB-

cientl}' clear to move therein. May I be pre-
served from turning aside to the right hand
or to the left.

187-1. 3rd mo. 2nd. " If thou wilt be with
me in the way that I go, give me bread to eat
and raiment to put on, then thou shalt bo my
God, and I will serve thee." Oh I have some-
times felt that I would be willing to go any-
where, or to do anything that unerring wis-
dom might appoint, if only the work might
be carried on in the hearts of some who are
" as bone of my bone, and tlesh of my flesh,

who have not yet known the floor of the heart
thoroughly purged," who have not known the
love of God shed abroad in their hearts, their

consciences sprinkled from dead works to
serve the livin<r God.

In the Fourth month of this year, under a
pressure of religious concern, she visited the
prisoners in the State prison at Columbus,
Ohio; and also labored with the members of

the Legislature, there in session, pleading for

the abolition of capital punishment. The
first memorandum preserved after her return
home, is dated 5th mo. 6th.

" Oh vain and inconstant world ! Oh tran-

sient and fleeting life ! When will the sons of
men learn to think of thee as they ought?
When will the}' learn humanity by the aflBie-

tion of their brethren ? or moderation and
temperance by a sense of their own fugitive

late?" These words, I believe of Addison's,
ave been brought to my remembrance this

inrning, and seeni to me worthy to be pre-

erved in characters of gold. Were we but
ble to place a proper estimate on this fleet-

ig life; did we hut heed the exhortation to

be content with food and raiment, how much
of good might we be enabled to do, in reliev-

ng the sufferings, in lightening the burdens.

and alleviating the privations which manj-
endure, and in so doing to lay up treasure
" where moth and rust do not corrupt." Oh
how few do truly know what it is to deny
themselves.

8tb. For more grace, more of the clothing
of the Holy Spirit, more of the shedding
abroad of thy love, most holy Father, in my
heart, and in the heart of my beloved partner,
in the hearts of the dear children ! oh, yes,
and in the hearts of all, has been the daily
aspiration of my heart; even when my hands
have been in my daily avocations haive they
arisen with sighs and groanings that cannot
bo uttered.

11th mo. 25th. " Prajer, ardent, opens
heaven, lets down a stream of glory on the
consecrated hour of man in audience with the
Deity." Prayer has been much the clothing
of my spirit, even when my hands were neces-
sarily engaged in my outward affairs, strong
cries and pleadings have arisen, and some-
times groanings that could not be uttered, iii

an especial manner for an outpouring of the
Spirit, for a growth in grace, for a shedding
abroad of that love of God, that would wholly
eradicate every root of bitterness, that would
purge out the old leaven and bind us in the
one bundle of life and love.

1875. 2d mo. lOth. It was declared by the
prophet, "When tlie judgments of the Lord
are in the earlli llie inliaiiitants of the earth
will learn righteousness." It has appeared
to me that as a people, the Society of Friends
in many places have become engrossed with
the things of time, and lukewarmness and in-

difference have followed ; so that they seem
resting as at ease; and by mingling with
others in their schools and their associations,

they have lost their strength, though they
seem to know it not; and though the Most
High has not been wanting in sending his

anointed messengers with the voice of solemn
I it ion and reproof, still the rest

;en. and death-like sleep pre-

liu will not bow in mercy must
And I verily believe a time of

shaking will overtake, in which every false

rest will be broken, and every folse covering
removed ; when the sand3" foundations will

be tried
; when that which will endure the

blast an<i the fire, will alone remain. I ask,

oh holy Father, for m\'self and mine, to be
pared nothing which "thy goodness may ap-

point, nothing save that hopeless sorrow;
only grant that the work of grace may go
forward. The means and the power, O Lord,
are thine, and while thy judgments are in the

th, grant that there may be a learning
righteousness; and while many are falling

around, some with scarce a moment's warn-

,
that we maj' be awakened to the neces-

sity of being also ready.
(To be concluded.)

remains inil:

vails. Those
in judgment

To be good and disagreeable, ish

against virtue.

—

E. Smith.

i-h treason
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Arctic Cold, and How to Endure It.

"VVni. H. Gilder has written an account of the

experiences of the exploring party sent out in

1878, under coirimand of Lieut. Schwatka, to

search for any records that might remain of

the expedition of Sir John Franklin. They
spent two winters among the Esquimaux in

the country north of Hudson's Bay, making
extensive journeys over those frozen regions

with sledges, and experiencing extreme cold

weather. At one time the thermonieter regis-

tered a temperature of 70 degrees below zero
;

the mean temperature for one month was
—53.2 degrees, and at no time in the month
did the mercury rise above —23 degrees.

They were then near Back's Eiver, and the

country abouniled with reindeer, and on every
hill-side their breath could be seen rising like

clouds of steam. " A herd that was fright-

ened by the dogs which were following; the

ry one, except thenearly as w
wind."

Frost-bite is a difficulty which travellers in

cold countries generally meet with. Our au-

thor says: "During my tirst winter in this

country my nose was particularly tender. I

could scarcely go out of doors without having

it nipped. There is no pain in a frost-bite,

but the cold upon my nose would cause me
much suffering when first exposed to it, with-

out exciting the least s_ympathy in my com-

panions; but just as it would begin to feel

comfortable once more, some one would run

up and tell me, ' Tling-yack quark' [Nose
frozen], at the. same time pressing a warm
hand against it to thaw it out. The person

who has the frozen nose is almost invariably

surprised when informed of the fact. During
winter travel people always have each other's

noses and chcck-s in cliar^e, and one readily

acquires the haliit of "iiasionally taking hold

of his nose, especially when it feels comfort-
musk-ox tracks, scampered off in every direc- able, to see if it is frozen. The frost-bite is at

tion, and it looked as if a lot of locomotives once detected by a white, wax-like patch,

had been let loose over the country, the smoke i with edges sharply defined against the ruddy
coming from their lungs in great puffs as they

| color of the healthy flesh. When you touch
ran, and streaming along behind them." The it, it feels cold and hard, and as if j'ou had
writer says, "When the sledges are moving hold of somebody else's nose. It thaws readily

during a clear cold day, the position of any and without further inconvenience, under the
one of them is known to the team, ilimi-li pi-rssure of a warm finger, unless it has been
they may bo widely separated. Sometimes, fnizen for a long time. The skin invariably
for the advantage of hunting to be obtained comes oft' the frozen part within a few days,
thereby, our igloos [snow huts] have been

j

even when only slightly nipped. The conse-

separated by a day's niai-eh of about ten miles,
' quence was that my nose was constantly peel-

and at that distance the condensed breath of ing, and at all times as tender as an infant's."

the dogs and people could be distinctly seen. The decided feeling of warmth produced by
and the position of the igloos located." eating the strong food on which the Esqui-
They were then but poorly supplied with maux subsist, is several times noted. Gilder

blubber, and could not spare any of the pre-; says he learned to relish fish and meat in the
cious article for warming their huts or cook- condition which the natives call " tepee," and
ing their food. "Our meat had to be eaten

|
which civilized people would regard as so

cold—that is, frozen so solid that it had to be' 8]30iled as to be unfit for eating. "When
sawed, and then broken into convenient-sized

j

frozen it does not taste any worse than some
lumps which when first put into the mouth kinds of cheese smell, and is a strong and
were like stones. Meat will freeze in a te?n-

1 wholesome diet unless eaten in great quanti
perature a little below the freezing-point, but ties. It fortifies the system agamst cold, anc
it is then in a very different condition from jshortly after eating, causes a healthy glow of
the freezing it gets at from 60 to 70 degrees
below zei'o. Then every piece of meat you
put into your mouth has first to be breathed
upon to thaw the surface, or it will stick to

your tongue and sides of your mouth and lips

like frosty iron, and with the same disagree-

able results."

As to clothing, W. H. Gilder says :
" In the

fur of the reindeer nature has provided the
best possible protection from the cold, with
the least amount of weight to the wearer. It
might be possible to cover one's self with a
sufficient quantity ofwooUen clothing to guard
against the severest weather in the north, but
it would require a man of immense muscular
])0wer to sustain the load. Two suits of rein-
deer clothing, weighing in all about five

pounds, are quite ample for any season, and
are only worn in the coldest weather. At
Other times one suit is all that is necessary."

"It is one of the greatest discomforts of
Arctic travel that the exercise of walking
wets one's fur stockings with perspiration.

At night they freeze, and it is anything but
an agreeable sensation to put bare feet into
stockings filled with ice, which is a dailj' ex-
perience in winter travelling. But it is as-

tonishing how soon one gets accustomed to
that sort of thing, and how little he minds it

after a while. The warmth of the feet soon
thaws the ice, and then a wet stocking is

warmth to pervade the bod}', even in the
coldest weather."
On one occasion, when he had been thrown

into the water by the breaking of the thin ice

under the sledge, and his clothes were heavy
and stift" with ice, he says, " I became so faint

for the want of food that I had to get some
' tepee' walrus from the natives, and I ate it

with a keen appetite. It did not taste as
badly as I anticipated, so I ate a quantity,
including some pieces of hide, about three-

quarters of an inch thick, which was cut into

small pieces and looked like cheese. After
eating several pieces I thought I would bite

off the outside rind, which, on closer examina-
tion, I noticed to be the short, stiff hair of the
animal which I had been eating. Presently
I began to feel warm all over my body, de-
spite my frozen clothing—a condition attribu-
table partly to the peculiar qualities of frozen
food, and partly [?] perhaps, to the rasping in

my interior, produced by the stift' walrus hair
that I had eaten."

" Eating frozen meat or fish always makes
one cold at first, but presently warm. So al-

ways, after eating the mid-day repast, the
men pull their hoods over their heads, draw
their arms out of their sleeves, and cross
them over their warm, naked breasts, and
wait patieatly and in silence for the heated
term to ensue ; but during the silent period

they resemble a group of mummies, and a:

about as cheerful. When they begin to fe

warm their spirits rise, and they are soon lil

a parcel of good-natured children."

For " 'Ihe Friend.'

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.

THE LAST DAYS OF CHRISTOPHER HEALT.

4th mo. 8th, 1851. Our beloved friei

Christopher Healy was taken alarmingly i

and upon being conducted to his chamber, 1

calmly surveyed his condition, and felt vei

apprehensive that this sickness would be h

last ; and under the solemnity of the dispens

tion, and with the prospect of eternity befo;

him, he wished his friends to understand th

he felt no condemnation ; but now felt th

passage of Scripture verified, " There is thei

fore now no condemnation to them that a

in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the fles

but alter the Spirit."

4th mo. 11th. He said, " I feel very poorl

but tell all my friends that if I now go, I
j

well."

The physician calling to see him, he raai

fosted solicitude on his account, and exhort'

him to be careful that he did not get into t

spirit of the world, as some had done.

Although he seemed willing to try thereir

dies offered, j-et intimated that he felt enti

resignation to the Divine will.

He appreciated the comforts with which .

was surrounded, and contrasted them wi

the destitution of many of his fellow-mortal

repeating the language, " While some po
creatures scarce can tell where they may li

their heads."

He said that the accumulation of weal
might have been a snare to him ; he had n

sought great things, but what he had ask

for, had been abundantly granted. His mil

seemed clothed with contentment and gra
tude.

4th mo. 19th. Some of his friends callii

to see him, he imparted counsel, and desip

that his love might be given to some dista

ones. In the afternoon his articulation I

came much obstructed, so that but little th

was handed forth from his exercised mir

could be gathered, but the following expn
sions were distinctly understood, "All is peai

all is peace.'' " The righteous shall have livii

comfort." " The living praise the Lord, t

dead cannot praise Him : they may prai

him in the lettei-, but thej' cannot praise hi

in the Spirit." " Where the wicked cease frc

troubling and the weary are at rest." " Th
that live in the Spirit must walk in the Spiri

"I have a hope, an everlasting hope." "1

secret help, my hope, and my salvation."

4th mo. 20tii. His wife coming to his b(

side, he said, " We have lived together raa

years in great harmony and good unity, a

I believe that the time is drawing near wh
we shall have to part, and I hope we shall

favored to meet in a better country."
4th mo. 22nd. This forenoon he pour

forth his feelings in the following pathe
language: "Oh! if I can have patience a
pass awa3% how glad I shall be ; I do not thi:

that I see anything in ray waj', all seems we
what a favor to be an inhabitant of that cii

that needeth not the light of the sun, nor
the moon, to shine in it, for the glory of tj

Lord doth lighten it, and the Lamb is t

light thereof. Oh ! if I could now quietly psi

away to that blessed inheritance, how glad

should be. I hope there is nothing in i'
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-ay, my soul thirsteth for God, for the li%'

od; when shall I come and appear before
[im! 'As the hart panteth after the water
rooks.so panteth mysoulafterthee, O God.' "

About noon to-day he became nearly stran
led bj^ the accumulation of phlegm in the
iroat, and his friends were apprehensive that
5 was about to depart; in his struggles for

e he said, " I cannot stand it, I must go.

h be honest ! oh be faithful ! jojr forevermore
)pears great."

4th mo. 24th. He said, " Christ knoweth
s own sheep, and his sheep hear his voice,

id He leadeth them out, and goeth before
em, and a stranger they will not follow, for

ey know not the voice of strangers."
" Poor and unworthy- as I am, I see nothing
my way, and hope I shall be patient untU
shall please my l)ivine Master to cut short

e thread of my life, to cut short the work
righteousness."

A beloved friend sitting by his bedside, he
id, "We love each other in the Lord, we
,ve both known the Truth, and the Truth
s made us free, and if Christ has made us
ie, then are we free indeed."
He received messages of love from several
itant friends, which seemed vevy precious
his feelings, and said, he believed that

*ny, in different places, felt united with him
spirit, and liis dear love was to them.
4th mo. 25th. One of his daughters coming
see him he exjiressed gladness, and said he
ped that his children would be willing to
low the footsteps of their father, who had
en made willing to take up the cross in

ung life, which had preserved him from
[iny snares and temptations.
At times he appeared much exercised on
count of the afflictions of the Gospel, but
pre were times when he appeared to be look-

5 forward to a brighter day ; in one of these
isous of encouragement he quoted the Scrip-

ye language, "Therefore I will allure her

Id bring her into the wilderness, and speak
^fortably to her, and I will give her vine-

rds from thence, and the valley of Achor
a door of hope, and she shall sing there as

the daj-8 of her youth, as in the day when
B came up out of the land of Egypt.
"Oh! if I could now settle away and go to

lep in the arms of my beloved Saviour, how
id I would be ; but it is not time yet, his

ne is the best time, and the right time. He
s brought me through all my trials and
nptations, and landed me safe in a well-

punded hope of a happy eternity."
' What a consolation it is to me, and how
id I am that I can say at such a time as

is, that I feel no condemnation ; every thing
ks bright and pleasant, j'es, as clear and as

ght as the light. I have that hope which
las an anchor to the soul, both sure and
adfast, and ' enters into that within the

il whither our forerunner has gone.'
"

' I have no wish to pass the morning ; I am
kdy to leave this troublesome world ; to pass

i valley and shadow of death, to that city

lose inhabitants shall not hunger

—

hunger

Y more ; neither thirst

—

thirst an}- more
;

' the Lamb which is in the midst of the

pone shall feed them, and lead them unto
iug fountains of waters, and God will wipe
ay all tears from their eyes."
' As, saith the apostle, ' we have not fol

?ed cunningly devised fables when we made
own unto you the coming of our Lord Jesus

irist."

"I have this to comfort me, that I have
alwaj's believed the truths of the gospel, that
the true gospel is the power of God unto sal-

vation, to all them that believe. 'J'lic unu-ci

flew through the midst of heaven, havin-- the
everlasting gospel to preach

; that evorlu.-tiug

gospel was not a book, it was the power of
God unto salvation ; the angel had no book,
but he said with a loud voice, fear God and
give glory to Him, for the hour of his judg-
ment is come, and worship Him who made
heaven and earth, the sea and the fountains
ofwatri-s. Ah ! fliat is the point. First fear
<ii"l.anil [\iv\\ ^ivc i;lary to Him, and worship
Iliiii wild ia:ulc licaven and earth, the sea
and the fountains uf waters."

" I now say, as I have often said, friends

speak often one to another, and if we speak
'ght the Lord will hearken and hear; I don't
mean that we should speak often one to an-

other in common conversation, or about the
things of the world, but about heavenly things;

encourage one another, and endeavor to get
nto that pure state of mind in which we will

say no evil, and think no evil ; and the Lord
will hearken and hear, and a book of remem-
brance will be written for them that fear

Him, and think upon his gi-eat and glorious
name."

While wrestling in spirit for the welfare of
the Church, he said, " How shall we sing the
Lord's song in a strange land; 'If I forget
thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand forget
its cunning; if I do not remember thee, let my
tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth, if I

prefer not Jerusalem to my chiefjoy.'
"

He placed a high value upon that unity
hieh subsists among brethren baptized by

the one spirit, into the one bodj^, and in refer-

ence to such unity repeated the 133rd Psalm,
Behold how good and how pleasant it is for

brethren to dwell together in unity; it is like

the precious ointment upon the head, that ran
down upon the beard, even Aaron's beard,

that went down to the skirts of his garment

;

as the dew of Hermon, and as the dew that

descended upon the mountains of Zion, for

there the Lord commanded the blessing, even
"fe forevermore."

A friend making him a visit, he said, ^'I

am glad thee has come to see me ; we are poor
things of ourselves, but how precious if we
can only feel that we have no condemnation,
that we are in Christ Jesus, the only safe abid-

ing place. Oh that our Divine Master would
bow the heavens and come down, and make
way .for his wrestling seed."

4th mo. 27th. What a pleasant morning;
it is a morning without clouds; is it so out of

doors? Being answered that it was a bright

morning, he said, "All seems bright and
pleasant with me, and if I could now pass

away how glad I should be."

Upon taking some water, be said, "It is

but little more water that I will need here,

but I believe that I will partake freely of the

waters of life."

"He maketh me to lie down in green ]ias-

tures, He leadeth me beside stiil waters;
though I walk through the valley of the

shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for thou

art with me, thj^ rod and thj' staff they com-
fort me ; thou anointest my head with oil, my
cup runneth over."

He desired that his dear love should be re-

membered to some of his absent children, and
"the dear little ones, the}- feel very near to

my best life ; I hope they will be willing to

walk in the footsteps of their poor old grand-
father."

In contem])latingtlii" approaching termina-
tion (i| lifr, he nuide iiM|uiry respecting some
\\lio liad wutelic'il hy Ins Ke.lsidc, and being
i I'l"^"'! that they were absent, he hoped
that some careful friend would be present at
the time of his departure to close his eyes,
and also desired that his children might be
present.

His little grand-children approaching, he
manifested much interest in their corning
years, saying that he loved them dearly, and
l>elieved ihat they would remember him when
lie had g(ine to his long home.

J am going, I am going to my peaceful
home, but hope to wait quietly my appointed
time."

He said to a beloved friend from a distant
Yearly Meeting, that his labors were nearly
closed, and that his peace was made. The
friend responded, " I have no doubt of that,
and if I had never seen thee again in muta-
bility, I should have had the assurance in my
own breast, that thou hadst landed safely
here the soul would forever be at rest ; and

since sitting by thy bedside, I have felt re-
nevvedly confirmed in that assurance."

(To be continued.)

The Religion of the Fashionable World.

Can there be found in the New Testament,
or in any part of the sacred records written
aforeti nie for our learning, a more compre-
hensive and conclusive testimony respecting
the regulation of our lives and conduct, than
the iiijnnclioii of the far-seeino- Apostle Paul:
"Be ,n:f .,,„!.. run J t>, llu.< ,r,,rl,l

' And would
not this ^triell\- and eiiiiM^ieiaiously carried
out, disarm the giddy throng of fashion's

votaries, and rob dissipation and vanity, with
the mere profession of religion also, of much of
their overgrown pi'oportions and artfully worn
deceitful mask ?

Must not this, in like manner, forbid con-
formitj' to the religion of the world in a more
general sense ? By which is meant, con-
formity to its ways, its maxims, its customs,
its external rituals and foi'ms, without the
Life ; its cool indifference to the things of
eternity, its avoidance of baptism and the
cross, its desire for the admiration and esteem
of men ; in short a religion which is light-

weighted, not having the love of God for its

main-spring and motive, nor the salvation of

souls for its prompting and end.

The religion and grace of Christ Jesus,

while adapted to, and sufficient for every
state and condition in which man can be

placed in this transitory world, is not some-
thing which he can put on and leave off at his

pleasure; neither that he can complacently
make to yield to the varied circumstances of

temptation, or conflict, or worldly compliance
in which he may be placed. But, on the con-

trary, it is a change of heart and life, accom-
panied b}^ the work of sanctification in the

soul. It is an active, living, leavening, in-

fluential. Spirit-begotten power within man,
which will no longer allow of conformit^y to

the spirit of a world that lieth in wickedness
;

but alike guarding against the appearance of

evil as well as the evil itself, will so restrain

and regulate as to make us as 'epistles of

Christ," "known and read of all men" through
a world of vicissitude, of trial aud trouble.

A religion that after enabling to walk worthy
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of the vocation wherewith we are called,

and to serve our generation according to the

will of God, will smooth the path of life with

hope, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost;

and so illumine the dark valley of the shadow
of death, as to gild with never-fading glory

the celestial regions bej'ond.

Now can these requisitions of the religion

of a Master and Lawgiver who gave himself

for us, who pleased not himself, who requires

us to follow Him with the obedience of little

children, be lowered or modified to suit our
ease-seeking and sin-lnvingunrencwcd hearts?

Then how does tlu' fasliionaMr nli^^ion of the

gay and worldlj- coniijuil llirrcwith ? Can
the words of the great Author of Cluistianity,
" M.J kingdom is not of this world," be placed

with any kind of agreement beside " the pride

of life" manifested by the devotee of fashion,

the ardent pursuer of worldly ])leasure and
advantage, or the insatiable longer for the
possession of wealth and of reputation among
men? Yet in this very class are those who
would be offended were their admissibility

questioned to rank themselves among the
professors of the Christian name. Is it not
thus that Christianitj' is wounded in the house
of her avowed friends? While at the same
time, perhaps, these luke-warm Laodiceans
would be tempted to point the finger at, if

not to ridicule, the humility, the simplicit}',

and non-conformity to the world, which must
ever characterize the meek and lowlj^ disciple

of a crucified yet risen and glorified Lord.
Assuming the truism that if our religion be

worth any thing it must be made the"ri(/e of
life, how careful, prayerful, and vigilant, should
we be that our practice and life should come
fully up to our profession : that the want of
conformity between, tiic ouc and the other
should not lay us open to the charge of in-

consistency; that if in the important choice
which is set before us, we deliberately choose
the world, let us not thenceforth claim that
we can by any means hold to the one, and at

the same time keep fast hold of, or duly love
and serve the other. Can it be possible, that
while disobeying the commands of God, and
living as witliout Him in the world, we can
at all ])ersuade ourselves that we are simultane-
ously fearing Him and walking in his ways?
Must there not, from the very nature of

things, be a manifest distinction between the
gay and fashionable lovers of this world with
all their lip profession, and the disciples of a
Master, of whom it is written, ' He was in

the world, and the world was made by Him,
and the loorld knew Him not?" The gifted
John Barclay in one of his letters to a young
Friend thus writes: "Picture to thyself any
set of people raised up to a deep sense of re-

ligion, and carrying out their watchfulness
and self-denial to all branches of their con-
duct, and endeavoring to follovv that exhorta-
tion, 'Be ye holy in all manner of conversa-
tion,—and whatsoever 3'e 'doin word or deed,
do all to the glory of God,' &e. Would they
not soon come to be distinguished from other
people, who follow the course of this world,
or who secretly yearn after their own heart's

lusts, and comfort themselves with trying to
think there is nothing in this and the other
little thing, and that religion does not consist
in these things? Would they not soon find

themselves to be ' a peculiar people,' a singular
people, a verj- simple people ;—their outward
appearance, theirmanners, their veiy gestures,
restrained and regulated after a mode totally

contrary- to the generality of those around in heaven, if his affections are set upon th

kingdom of God and his righteousness, whs
can harm or unsettle him, or much distur

his faith? "If God be for us," saith on'

" who can be against us ?" " When He givet

quietness," saith anottier, " who can mak
trouble?" This is the realjty, the exper
mental, saving knowledge of the religion <

Jesus, which is life eternal. It is a religio

that brings peace ;—a peace which the worl

can neither give nor take awaj* ;—a pea(

with which no stranger can intermeddle ;-

" the peace of God, which passeth all unde
standing, shall keep your hearts and mine
through Christ Jesus."

Then can an injunction, of such large extei

of signification, be too forcibly impressed o

every one whose hearts are not alreadj' give

to the Saviour :
" Be not conformed to th

world : but be ye transformed by the renoTi

ing of j-our mind, that ye may prove what
that good, and acceptable, and perfect will i

God.''^

Moral Courage.—Close to the church [buih

ing] at Flowton, there was a cottage occi

pied by a notoriously bad family, the man
poacherand contraband seller ofardent spirit

a desperate character, feared and disliked b

all the neighborhood ; the wife a meet partn«

for such a man, both in temper and vicioi

propensities. M. L. Charlesworth, then a gi

of fourteen, was passing on her way to churcl

hearing the sounds of drunken revelry withh

she quietly walked up the little garden-pati

and entering the house, she closed the dec

after her.

"The idle, dissolute men grouped there sa

amazed at her boldness, as she said calml

and kindly

—

"Do you not hear the church bell callin

you to go and worship God?" A pause c

silence followed, broken by the wife rising

and with violent language ordering her t

leave the house, but the husband reache

down his hat from the peg, and said firm!

and quietlj'—" Hold your tongue, wife, th

young lady is right. Come, lads, I am off t

church, who'll go with me ?" To the astonish

mentof all present, the hardened man entere

the building and sat quietly throughout tb

.whole service; from that day he became
changed man. He lived for forty j-ears

to have his treasure laid up here. His hopes, consistent Christian, dying more than ninet;

and expectations, with the great recompense .years of ago and ever retaining the deepes

ofthe reward, are all beyond this prison house, reverence and affection for the ministorin,

the world. With Moses, he would rather child who had led him to turn from the erro

suffer affliction with the people of God, than of his ways and who anxiously watched ove

them ? According to that striking passage
in one of the Apoerj-phal writings, setting

forth the language of the ungodlj' respecting

the righteous, so will it be respecting such a

people or person as I have described ;

—
' He

is not for our turn ; he is clean contrary to

our doings ; he was made to reprove our
thoughts ; he is grievous unto us even to be-

hold ; for his life is not like other men's, his

ways are of another fashion.' "*

If a part of the requisition of pure and un-

defiled religion be to keep ourselves "un-
spotted from the world;" and its great aim
be to humble the sinner and to exalt the

Saviour; then we cannot be too earnest in

our renunciation of the world, nor too de-

sirous to be cleansed from its spots, neither

too ardent that we may in humility of heart

and contrition of spirit—sacrifices well pleas-

ing to God—be enabled to exalt and glorify

Him, without whose notice not a sparrow can
fall to the ground, and in whom we live, and
move, and have our being. While such a

self-denying course may not array us with
much attraction in the eyes of a misjudging
world, it will greatly adorn and beautify us

in the sight of Him who looketh on the heart,

the ornament most acceptable to whom being
that "of a meek and quiet spirit," But of

what account will be the opinion of the world
—a world that hated our Saviour and cruci-

fied the Lord of life and glor}'—when the

most important matter that can claim the
consideration of a responsible and immortal
being is at stake—the eternal happiness or

misery of a never-dying soul ? What can the
world do for us when the solemn final audit

shall ai'rive ? Can it avert the stroke of death,
or sustain with the hope of our having a part
in the first resui-rection ? Moreover, how
soon, amid its daily round of rush, and bustle,

and absorbing pursuit, shall we be overlooked
and Ibrgotten ! Then unless our names are

"written not in the earth," but recorded in

"the Lord's book of j-emembrance," what
will this probationar3^ span of life, with all

its privileges, mercies, and responsibilities

have done for us ? How true is the poet's

line—
" They build too low who build beneath the skies."

The Christian has learned not to look for

his kingdom in its fulness here. He seeks not

enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season ; with
Paul prefer to have nothing to glory in save
his infirmities, if thereby the power of Christ
mnj rest upon him. He could not wish to be
crowned with honor nor with the plaudits of
his fellow men, in a world where his Saviour
was hated, betrayed, and crowned with thorns.
Eather would he, in measure, like that dear
Lamb of God, be " despised and rejected of
men." How truthful is the description con-
veyed in the following lines:

" The world o'erlooks him in her busy search
Of objects more ilhistrioiis in her view;
And occupied as earnestly as she,

Though more sublimely, he o'erlooks the world.
She scorns his pleasures, for she knows them not

;

He seeks not her'.s, for he kas proved them vain."

But overlooking all, if his treasure be laid up

* See Wisdom of Solomon ii. 12, 14, 15, 16.

his after course.-

Charlesworth.

-Memoir of Maria Louis.

A Singular use of Electricity.—A curiou
application of electricity' is described in i.

Lumiere Electrique. It consists in a device t

prevent military conscripts practising fram
as to their stature b}' bending their knees

When the youth stands erect against th

measuring post, the hind parts of the knee
press on electric contacts, causing two bell

to ring; the ringing ceases when there is th

least bending. The sliding bar which fui

nishes the measure has also a contact, whicl

is pressed by the head, whereby a third elec

trie bell is aff'ected. For a correct measure
ment the three bells should ring simultane
ously. This system, the invention of Cazala

is now employed in the Spanish army.
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For "The Friend."

A Normal Class at Westtown.

For the benefit of our younger members
ho maj' be intending to tbllow teacbing as
leir calling, and in order to afford them a
aining in the approved modern methods,
le Committee in charge of Westtown Board-
g School, propose to organize a Normal
lass at that Institution upon the opening of
e summer session. This will be placed
ider the direction of an experienced teacher,
bo is now fitting herself for the position, by
counso of careful instruction at some of the
St Normal Schools in this country.
We trust the facilities thus offered to young
riends, for obtaining a thorough training as
achers, under the sheltering and wholesome
fiuences of Westtown, will be promptly
ailed of, and that the proposed class may
ove to be largely useful.

For further information, those especially
,erested may be referred to the Superin-
ident Jonathan G-. Williams, at the School,
to Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philada.

May seeking souls the lesson take,
And give up all for Christ's dear sake
He asks tlie blossoms of your Spring,
First lithe of every offering;
Your Slimmer day in all its prime,
The glory of your Autumn time;
For ye must stand beneath his eye,
Like leafless trees against the sky.
Disrobed of self and shorn of pride,
Your sins laid on the Crucified

!

H. L. N.

Selected.

LEAFLESS TREES.

LeaHess and stripped, yet are they whole,
They mind me of a Cliristian soul,

Whose daily strife is almost o'er,

Waiting for entrance at the door.
Greenness and verdure underlies
What seems so poor to mortal eyes;
And what they are or what have been,
Ls naught, if so the sap within
The rooh, has grounded strong and firm,
'Gainst autumn blast, or winter storm.

How well defined their outlines lie

Against the back-ground of the sky!
And here again a type we see
Of what a Christian's course should be,

Dhtinct and dear, that all may trace
His shadow and abiding place.

Oh ! leafless trees, unto my heart
How sweet the le.-sons ye impart

—

The fragrance of your early spring,

Y'our summer days of blossoming.
The flushing of your autumn dyes,
Ne'er brought you quite so near the skies
As now, when desolate, ye .seem
Against the heaven itself to lean.

Oh ! all our crowns we cast aside,

All ornaments of human pride,
And passing underneath the rod,

Stand naked in the sight of Goil;
Not blasted, only stripped and bare,
That we may know how weak we are.

Oh I leafless trees, your strength renew.
For all the sunshine covers you

;

Naught now your symmetry can mar.
Ye stand before us as ye are,

Your branches lifted as in prayer,
As though ye felt your need of care;
And from his treasury old and new
With garments God will dower you

;

For when the keenest storm-winds blow.
Your branches shall he wrapt in snow.
And ye sliall stand within his sight,

I Serenely clad in robes of white
;

While even the descending rain

i

Shall beat upon you not in vain.

For what more beautiful can be

I

Than wintry frost-work on the tree,

When cold and rain their work have done?
i All glorious beneath the sun,

I

Transparent in the risen light,

1 Ye shine e'en in the Father's sight.

I

Melt, snow, into the hardened bole.

As melts God's word into the soul.

: Y'et e'en the quickening germs of life

I May sometimes need the pruning knife;
1 For by their fruits alone we see

;

The value of the grafted tree,
' As "by their fruits" alone ye know
1 God's children in this world below.

BABY HAS GONE TO SCHOOL.
The baby has gone to school, ah, me I

What will the mother do,
With never a call to button or pin,
Or tie a little shoe?

How can she keep herself busy all day.
With the little " hindaring thing" away ?

Another basket to fill with lunch,
Another "adieu" to say.

And the mother stands at the door to see
Her baby march away

;

And turns with a sigh that is half relief,

And half a something akin to grief.

She thinks of a possible future morn,
When the children, one by one.

Will go from their homes out into the wor
To battle with life alone.

And not even the baby he left to cheer
The desolate home for that future year.

For "Tlle FrienJ."

Westtown Boarding School.
(Continued from page 234.)

At a meeting of the committee, 19tb of 4th
mo. 1799.

" In consequence of the conclusion to open
the School on the 6th of next aionfli, souio'f
onsiderations have occurred to confirm us in i

a belief of the propriety of encoura^in-- the 1

tendance of some of onrnumber, wiih some \

women friends, appointed by their V( arl\ i

Meeting to unite in this concern, soon at i.i- t li.- a

schools shall be opened, in order to strcni;! hni i

the hands of the superintendent and liarhci-s c

in ]ironioting the settlement of gmul i.i-.lcr n

and regulations in the Institution
; our rricmls 1

Samuel Smith and Jno. Cox being willing to
devote a portion oftheir time for this purpose
their dedication to the service is very accep
table to the committee, and they are encour-
aged to attend as soon after the schools shall

be opened as is convenient to them. Rebecca
Archer having agreed to attend, and it being
hoped that Eebecca Jones and Ann Loj^d may
also find it their duty to give up to unite with
the two men Friends above mentioned, it is

requested they will confer with the women on
this occasion and endeavor to promote their
atten<lance."

At a meeting held 17tb of 5th month, 1799.
" It appears by report now verbally com-

municated, that our late Yearly Meeting con-
curred in the proposal of holding the meetings
for worship at the school, select, as |ir'i|ii>sc(l

b^' our minute of the 17th ultimo, and that

the Friends who remove thither as superin-
tendents, teachers and care-takers, should
take certificates of removal directed to some
one of the Monthly Meetings in the neighbor-
hood. Also that an account of the state of

the meetings for worshij), held at the school,

should be reported by this committee to the
Yearly Meeting."
The minute alluded to above is as follows,

z :
" As the Yearly ^roetini; by the ?A article

of Rules and Rei;iila(ioiis a^ived upon and
published, hath (I'ire.-ied i he holdiiiL;- of nicet-

i at the Institution on the first and fifth

days of the week, it is apprehended that the

good end intended will bo best promoted by

holding them as select as may be for the chil-
dren at the school and the 'residents on the
farm and those Friends of the comtnittee who
may be willing to attend, not excluding such
other solid exemplary friends as may feel a
draughtthereto." Atthe same meeting it was
agreed " that the school be opened on the 6th
of 5th mo. next, for the reception of twenty
children of each sex, it being apprehended
that the admission of a lar-er miinl.er at first
would be in divers respects ineonv rnieiit, and
tend to render difficult the esiablisliiuent of
the regtdations agreed on. It is proposed
that an addition of ten of each sex be made
to the number monthly, as becoming order
shall be satisfa<loi-ily settled, if no impedi-
ment nc, HI iroiii the want of -suitable masters,
whieli there is some reason to apprehend may
bo the case, fi'uni the backwardness hitherto
manifest in the coming forward of persons
qualified to take charge of the education of
boys."

i9th of 7th mo. 1799. " A member of the
ommittee stating it to be the desire of the
eachers that a few Friends should be sepa-
ated to make visits at stated times to the

school, and it appearing likely to promote the
interest of the children and strengthen the
hands of the teachers, Benjamin Swett, Philip
Price, Jr., Henry Drinker, and Eli Yarnall.
are appointed to confer with them on this
subject and report."

15th of Uth mo. The number of names
on the treasurer's list as ap]ilieanfs (including
those now at school), is about 300. To con-
tinue eiiteriiin- the names of others will pro-
liaMy tend to raise expectations which cannot
wit hill reasonable time be answered, it is

llieiTt'oi-e lielie\ei| |iro]ier to receive no more
a|.|.leati.in^ l.>r a<lmif;^icin at-pr-osent, and the
treasurer is directed to pay attention to this
I oiielusion." " The minutes of the acting eom-
niiiieo being read, it thence appears that

hard llartshorne has given notice that he
apprehends himself released from attending^
at the Institution as Superintendent thereof
longer than until friends can satisfactorily

supply his place. And it being likely best to
accommodate him to be early at liberty to
give up bis trust, the committee entertaining
a due sense of the disinterested view with
which he undertook the important charge,
and the concern which he hath manifested
for the interests of the Institution, agrees to
accept his resignation ; and to prevent unne-
cessary interruption to the concerns thereof,

it is desired that our friends Jonathan Evans,
Eli Yarnall, Philip Price, Jr., Abr'm Sharp-
less, Catharine Wistar, Rachel Malin, and
Margaret Marshall, will take upon them the
charge ot' attending to the wants of the family
for the present, as well as to such other cares
as have fallen to the share of the superin-
tendent."

It is understood that Phili|i Price acted
temporarily as superintendent, until Joshua
Sharpless took charge 4th mo. 1st, 1800.

21st of 3d mo. 1801. "An extract from the
last will of our deceased friend Samuel Emlen
was produced, wherebj" he gives to his son
Samuel and to Thos. Morris, his executors, in

trust for the benefit of the Institution under
our care, an annual rent-charge of 12 S|ianish
listoles, of fine coined golil, each weighing 4
hvts. and 6 grains, growing due and parable
)n the 1st of 6th month, vetirly, furevei-, out
of a lot of ground in this city on the west
side of Second St., between Dock and Walnut,
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now in tenure of Ann Dunkin, (called by mis-

take in the will of our said friend, Margaret
Duncan.") At this meeting a minute states

"a further sum of money being absolutely

needful, the acting committee is authorized

to borrow an additional sum of $2000."

The debt on which interest was payable on

4th mo. 16th previous, was reported to be

£3459 158.

The Mother and Her Family.—Philosophy

is rarely found. The most jjerfect example I

ever met, was an old woman who was ap-

parently the poorest and most forlorn of the

human species, so true is the maxim which
all profess to believe and none act upon in-

variably, viz., that happiness does not depend
on outward circumstances. The wise woman
to whom I have alluded walks to Boston, a

distance of twenty or thirty miles, to sell a

bag of brown thread and stockings, and then

patiently walks back with her gain. Her
dress, though tidy, is a grotesque collection

of "shreds and patches"—coai-se in the ex-

treme.
" Why don't you come down in a wagon ?"

said I, when I observed she was wearied with

her long journej-.
" We haven't got any horse," she replied

;

the neighbors are very kind to me, but they

can't spare their'ti, and it would cost as much
as my thread would come to."

"You have a husband—don't he do an}'-

thing for you ?"

"He is a good man—he does all he can,

but he's a cripple and an invalid. He reels

my yarn and inends the children's shoes. He
is as kind a husband as a woman need to

have."
" Bat his being a cripple is a heavy mis-

fortune to you," said I.

" Why, ma'am, I don't look upon it in that

light," replied the thread woman. "I think
that I've a great reason to be thankful that

he never took to any bad habits."

"How many children have j'ou?"
" Six sons and five daughters, ma'am."
"Six sons and five daughters! What a

family for a poor woman to support!"
" It is a family, ma'am, but there ain't one

of 'em I'd be willing to lose. They are all as

health}' children as need be, all willing to

work, and all clever to me. Even the littlest

bo}', when he gets a cent now and then for

doing an errand, vrill be sure to bring it to me."
" Do your daughters spin your thread ?"

" No, ma'am ; as soon as they are big enough
thej' go out to service, as I don't want to

keep them always delving for me ; they are
willing to give me what they can, but it's

fair that they should do a little for them-
selves. I do all my spinning after the folks

are abed."
"Don't j'ou think j^ou should be better off,

ifyou had no one but j-ourself to provide for?"
" Whj', no ma'am, I don't. If I hadn't been

married, I should have had to work as hard
as I could, and now I can't do more than
that. My children are a great comfort to

me, and I look forward to the time when
they'll do as much for me, as I have done for

thorn."

Here was true philosophy. I learned a
lesson from that poor woman which I shall

not soon forget.

—

0. M. Sedgwick.

"A dutj' shunned or a duty delayed is a
duty still."

Religious Items, &c.

Dancing vs. Religion.— The Presbyterian and
The Christian Advocate both mention the case

of a dancing-master at Sunbury, Pa., who
was recently brought under the influence of

religion. He had been teaching a dancing-

school at Watsontown for several weeks. One
evening he was late in arriving, and said to

his class—"A great change has come over

my feelings. I have commenced a Christian

life and intend to be faithful to mj' new Mas-
ter. You see that it would be a violation of

my conscience and an oft'ence toward God to

go on with this school. I therefore ver}'

respectfully withdraw my connection with it.

No persuasion nor hope of gain can make me
change my purpose. I fuUy intend to save

my soul, and am convinced that no life can

be perfectly happy- except in the service of

God. As dancers, I bid you farewell ; as

friends, good-night."

Methodist Discipline on Dancing.—In a re-

ply to a question as to the limits of the pro-

hibition of this amusement by the Methodist
discipline, the editor of The Christian Advo-
cate says :

" The church forbids dancing, because com-
paratively private daojsing leads to public

dancing, assemblies, balls, unchristian parties,

where true religion cannot thrive ; because it

is the sign, often a cause, often the fruit, and
generally the accompaniment, ofan irreligious

or a backslidden state ; and because it lead

multitudes of youth astray, and keeps raor

in sinful paths ; and because the world counts

it an advantage gained when church members
dance. The church does not enter the precints

of the family to scrutinize with cj-nical eye
every motion of every child, but plainly and un
equivocally condemns social dancing, dancing
school and dancingparties^in a word, dancing
To expect young people to dance in little

companies, and all, or a majority of them, to

be satisfied with that, and conscientiously

refuse to dance anywhere else, is to expect
sometiiing that never yet came to pass, and
never will ; for it is contrarj^ to human nature.

It is like giving children wine sangaree, and
telling them never to drink wine without
water. One in twenty may obey, nineteen
will drink sangaree with those who drink
sangaree, and wine with those who drink
wine. The church is solemnly bound to warn
its members against these tendencies, and
forbid them to so act as to destroy their in

fluence or lead the young astray. When the
spirit of dancing gets into a church, it is more
contagious than small-pox. Parents cannot
vaccinate their children against it. Frivolity

becomes dominant. Little children may
converted, few others will be, and boys and
girls will backslide about the time the dancing
fever seizes them. Ministers that wink at it,

and official members who endorse it, poison
the springs of Methodism."
A Jewish Sermon to Christians.—The Jewish

World, speaking of the peace and good-will
inculcated byChristianity, says: Every nation
in Europe names itself Christian, boasts of
its orthodoxy, its religious establishments, its

zeal for the truth—not always, indeed, the
same truth. Every nation in Europe is

crippled by an enormous army, which each
most Catholic and most Christian king must
keep up to prevent his equally Catholic or
Christian brother from enforcing upon him

too violently, this doctrine of peace and goc
will. In creeds, catechisms, proelamatioi

ukases, and other public professions, we he
of little but the very highest principles ai

motives. Yet when we turn to the pai

graphs of our newspapers, we see too plain

how there is not a single government in Euro]

which does not act habitually on the i

sumption that the policy of its neighbors
like its own, the most absolute heathenit

selfishness, and that each nation wants b

the power and a mere figment of excuse
proceed to what in private life would be bar

faced murder and robbery.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Arctic Floirer.^.—The dweller in that des
late region, alter passing a long, weary winte

with nothing for the ej'e to rest upon but tl

vast expanse of snow and ice, is in a conditic

to appreciate, beyond the ability of an inhal

tant of warmer climes, the little flowerets th

peep up almost through the snow when tl

spring sunlight begins to exercise its pow
upon the white mantle of the earth. In litl

patches here and there, where the dark colon

moss absorbs the warm raj'S of the sun, ai

the snow is melted from its surface, the mo
delicate flowers spring up to gladden the eye
the traveller. Meadows filled with daisies ai

buttercu])s spread out before him. Tinj'litl

violets, set in a back-ground of black or dar

green moss, adorn the hill-sides, and mai
iflowers unknown to warmer zones come brav

ly forth to flourish for a few weeks onl

Very few of the flowers, so refreshing ai

charming to the ej-e, have any perfurr

Nearly all smell of the dark moss that fore

their bed.— H^. IT. Gilder.

Hearing and Training of Children.—Nev
hamper and torment children with cloth

that are " too nice" to be anything but wretehi

in. They may be taught reasonable care

regard to soiling their clothes ; but to see

child in a constant spiritual strait-jacket, f

fear the mud-cakes, or the game of marbh
or the jolly romp will soil the knees, or" mus
the apron, or disarrange the hair, is an in(

cation of idiotic parentage. There are chea

light, half-wool fabrics sold, in gray, and
brown plaids and stripes, that—piped wi

bright colors—make up into excellent dress

or blouses for little folks, being just as cool

print and gingham, requiring no starchii

when washed, and not soiling or rumphi
easily.

Let the children have plenty of sleep,

have seen j'oung children—almost infants

waked and made to get up two hours befo

their natural sleep was finished, merely I:

cause it was thought best that they shou

"eat breakfast with the other people." Ii

agine yourself in the hands of a giant, ai

being hauled out of bed while in the midst
profound and refreshing slumber, just for t

privilege of eating breakfast with a lot

other giants who grin at yon if you are croi

and perhaps vigorously spank you—some o

of them—if you do or say anything expr(

sive of your wretched feelings. There are i

healthy children who take more sleep thi

they need
;
and yet we often see young bo,

" routed" before sunrise and set to work, wi

empty stomach and dizzy heads, at chor

that might just as well await the coming
a decent hour. Let us pray to be preserve

from that slashing, mule-headed farmer, wli
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drives everything before him—incliuliiig his

^ife and children !" In the long run,
omes out a good way behind his more efficient

nd more enlightened neighbor, who takes
bings easily and does things pleasantly, and
teers clear of that kind of baste which makes
rasto. The first step towards making boys
hate the farm," is to cut down their rightfu
ours of sleep, and make the beginning of
srerj' daj' thoroughlj^ wretched to them.
Children can hardly be too much in the
open air." We all observe how much
ealthier and happier they are in the bright,
ry weather, with which we are blessed for a
Drtion of the year. With the long, cold
lins of autumn, begins the dismal time for
rds and children

; and even we, grown peo-
ie, in spite of our work and our mental re-

•urces, feel depressed and saddened. To
le children's loss of soft breezes, warm sun-
^ht, and the freedom of all out-doors is added
le crushing knowledge that they " make
acks," that they " litter the carpet," and
tat they "kill people with their noise." In
ir Northern States, there will be five or six
onths of this sort of thing. Now, much of
lis winter discomfort to all parties might be
,ved if children had such clothes as would
lable them to be out at play a part of the
me, even in forbidding weather. No matter
^w coarse and plain the clothes if they are
arm and stout and as waterproof as possi
e. An investment in thick, high-buttoned
[er-shoes, and extra cloaks and jackets, is of
lurse pleasanter and less expensive than an
p-estnient in doctor-visits. To be sure, doc-
f-visits are not always the alternative; but
e better the regimen under which children
e, the fewer visits of this sort. As for
oughening" children by sending them half-

essed in the damp or biting air, none but
:orant or stupid people do such things

—

r church-yards are alreadj^ sufficiently full

little graves. Give the children warm feet,

tnething over their ears, and good staunch
nnels between them and Jack Frost, and
ey will grow up far stronger and " tougher,"
a,n the poor little shivering ones who have
pull their heads into their shoulders, and
ddle together like calves in a winter's storm,
•lack of sensible clothes.

[t is a fact that country children suffer for
int of pleasant and improving amusements.
A. genuine shepherd dog—a good-natured
d a faithful animal who knows almostever}--
ing—would be a capital companion for the
ildren in their sports and wanderings, and
py useful for watching and for bringing up
i cows.

—

Am. Agriculturist.
' Water proof Cloth."—In Eeim ami's pro-
18 for rendering cloth water-proof the faliric

Jasaed slowly b^^ machinery throuuli a tank
'ided into three compartments, tlie first

utaining a warm solution of alum, the
ond a warm solution of lead acetate, and
> third pure water, which is constantly re-

wed. The cloth on passing from the latter
Brushed and beaten to remove the salt ad-
ring to the surface, and finally hot-pressed

brushed. In this case lead sulphate is

Hed on the fibers.

ature's Respirator.—The season of cold,

|y, damp, and foggy weather is upon us,

many will be its victims. Among other
ses, the inhalation of cold, and especially
"rty, air must take a high place. Man is,

ever, provided with a safeguard against
8 danger. The double passage to theTungs,

through the nose and through the mouth,
suggests some diff'erence in use, and this be-
comes certain when we find such a diff'erence
in the two routes as actually exists. The air
passing into the lungs through the nose in
quiet respiration is warmed as it passes over
the lower turbinated bone with its very vas<u
lar mucous membrane, while, as the cavitv i-

so narrow, it is also to a great extent filtcri.il

and in this way deprived of its two dangerous
characters even before it reaches the larynx
Those, therefore, who in the cold and in the
fogs wish to avoid catarrhs, should be careful
to insjjire only through the nose. With most,
this will require some practice, but it will be
well repaid. Some, too, will find the impure
air of a London fog very irritating to the
nasal mucous membrane, and thus a demon-
stration of the irritant properties of the sus-
pended matter which in breathing through
the mouth gets free access to the lungs, may
be obtained. Those who are especially anxi-
ous to preserve their voice—as preachers,
singers, and judges—stand in special need of
this precaution, which is as effective as it is

simple, and has many and great advantages
over all the artificial respirators yet invented.— The Lancet.

[A strict observance of the above excellent
suggestion would enable even persons whose

countries

the even
ti,.n and
l.iu-.KuM,:

lungs are delicate to take exercise the
open air in cold weather which otherwise
might be unsafe for them. To "keep the
mouth shut" is good advice in more senses than
one.]

If thou wouk
others.

it be borne with, bear with
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to this one great object; and its sole aim shall
be to seek a way of permanently averting the
horrors of a cruel nn<l liloody contest between-

-t or.iiic blood and speech, or
calaiiiity of internal eommo-
i-ifc; that it shall regard the.

far-reaching consequences of
-urn >ii-ii--ic. the legacies of exhausted finan-
i<-. of (ippiosivc debt, of onerous taxation,
of luiaud cities, of paralyzed industries, of
devastated fields, of ruthless conscriptions, of
the slaughter of men, of the grief of the widow
and the orphan, of embittered resentments
that long survive those who provoked them,
and heavily afflict the innocent generations
that come after."

_
A friend who was convei-siiig a few days

since about the appointed meeting held in
Bucks county years ago for William Kirk-
wood, and in which he had nothing to say, as
related in the "Reminiscences of Departed
Worthies" published in No. 29; said that
meeting made a strong impression on his
mind, which had never been effaced. He was
then a child, and loved to hear preaching, es-
pecially from those to whom he had not been
accustomed to listen. He remarked—I was
waiting and waiting, and wishing the Friend
would get up. Finally after the large com-
pany had been sitting a long time in'silence,
the companion of the minister arose and said,
There are a great many goodlj^-looking

people here, but if there were as many more,
we could do nothing for j-ou, for the Lip of
Truth hath himself" declared, that 'without
me ye can do nothing.' "

Thi- friend who related the above incident
stated, ihat he ln'lii'vcd that meetincr made a

bctt imembered than if a

The friends of peace, we think, must regard
as an omen for good the action of our govern-
ment in issuing invitations to all the inde-
pendent nations of America to send delegates I'^itb He may lead theni-

to a general Congress to be held at Washing- I'^ocal service or silent exercise. The Lord
ton, for the specific purpose of arranging for 1

alone knows the condition of every heart,

the settlement of all international disputes and what food is best suited to its i

We mention these particulars, not to induce
any who are called to the work of the minis-
try to withhold anything that their Divine
Master requires of them to do, but to encour-
age them to follow his leadings in whatever

hether that be

disput
among them by some plan of arbitration,
which may prevent the disastrous wars which
have heretofore interfered with their happi-
ness and prosperity.

This project was warmly approved by the
late President Garfield ; and after his assassi-

nation a circular was prepared and issued bj'

the Secretary of State under the authority of
Arthur, his successor. We sincerely hope
such a congress may be held, and that He
who ruleth over nations may incline the hearts
of the people to unite in the adoption of a
measure so in accordance with the spirit of
the Christian religion, which ever breathes
" Peace on earth and good will toward men."
The following paragraph from the circular

letter of invitation, shows the result intended
to be attained by the movement.

" The President extends to all the inde-
pendent countries ofNorth and South America
an earnest invitation to participate in a gen-
eral congress to be- held in the city of Wash-
ington, on the 22d of November, 1882, for the
purpose of considering and discussing the
methods of preventing war between the na-
tions of America. He desires that the atten-

tion of the congress shall be strictly confined

situation
;

and that servant most effectively promotes
his cause, who is most honestly concerned to
wait on the Lord for wisdom and strength,
and to do the work which He appoints, and
in the way which He designs.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—A meeting of Jewish citizens has

been held in Brooklyn, to prole.st against the peiseeu-
tion of the Lsraelile.s in Europe, and consider measures
for the relief of Jewish immigrants. Adolph E. Sanger,
one of the speakers, siid that in the last four or five

days .li-30,000 had been collected in New York for the
refugees; but he predicted that a great tide of Jewish
immigration would soon set in, and to meet the necessi-
ties of the immigrants not less than $.000,000 would be
nece.ssary. He referred to a successful Jewish colony
which had been started in Louisiana, where sixty Jewish
families are engaged in husbandry, and said the immi-
grants from Russia would make exemplary citizens.

The President has appointed and the" Senate con-
firmed, Roscoe Conkling as an Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court, but he has declined the position.

The public debt statement shows a decrease of $9,-
13,511 during Second month.
Thirty-one of the Indian children from the Training

school atCarlisle, arrived in Philadelphia on Fifth-day
of last week. In the evening there was a large meeting
in Horticultural Hall, when a number of addresses and
recitations were made by some of the pupils, Captain
Pratt and others.
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The floods in the lower Mississippi continue without
abatement, and according to the predictions of the Sig-

nal Service Biirean, they are liltely to increase for

several days to come. Between Helena and Vicksburg
the levees are crowded with colored people and stock,

in a starving condition. Several rafts were seen float-

ing down the stream lately " with whole families on
board." Every plantation in Bolivar county, Missis-

sippi, will, it is said, be overflowed by breaks in the

levees. Bosedale, the county seat of Bolivar, is already

six feet nnder water.

A telegram from Little Rock snys the damage to the

Little Rock Railway in Arkansas is not less than

$500,000.
The War Department, through its military oSicers

and others, is doing all it can for the relief of the suf-

ferers, and forwarding rations for distribution at various

points; but it is stated that there are in Mississippi

alone 20,000 destitute people, who would have to be fed

by the (jovernment for at least 40 days. And the dis-

tress is only beginning. The levees " are broken in so

many places that the impoverished communities will

be entirely unable to repair them in time to prevent
overflow when the June rise shall come. It is also

feared that, under the best circumstances, the ground
will be in such condition as to delay planting until too

late for a good crop."

Severe storms of wind and rain have prevailed in

several parts of the United States, augmenting the

swollen condition of the rivers.

The Delaware river, between Beverly, N. J., and
Trenton, is much swollen. Considerable damage has

been done, much of the low land between those two
points being covered with water.

The case of Samuel Jackson and Charles Van Horn,
indicted in connection wilh the recent powder explosion
at Chester, was to have been heard on Second-day last at

Media, but Van Horn's injuries prevented his appear-
ance, and the case was continued until the Sixth mo.
term.

The disabled steimer City of Berlin, bound from
Liverpool to New York, was towed into Boston harbor
at midnight of First-day, by the steimer S.imaria.

Reports from various parts of Delaware, show that

the present prospect of the peach crop is universally

good. In Sussex county, an examination of 389 buds
on different varieties of trees, three to ten years old,
shows 371 of them all right. The reports from the
eastern shore of Maryland are similar in lone, being
especially favorable from Wicomico and Somerset coun-
ties.

Many Swiss who have settled in California have
Rouglit the hillsides, where they have made thrifty vine-
yards, and where they make excellent cheese.

The Senate of Iowa has agreed to the House resolu-

tion proposing a constitutional amendment prohibiting
the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors as a
beverage.

Addresses of sympathy and congratulation to Queen
Victoria have been passed by the Legislatures of On-
tario and New Brunswick.
There were 405 deaths in Philadelphia during the

week ending 3rd month 4th, as compared with 39S for

the previous week and 381 for the corresponding week
of last year: 76 deaths were caused by consumption, 20
by heart disease, 37 by inflammation of the lungs, 13
by diphtheria, and 14 by small-p ix.

Markets, &C.—U. S- 3J's, lOOJ a 102| ; 4Vs, registered,

113| a 114; coupon 113| a 114; 4's, U6i a. U8J ; cur-
rency 6's, 128 a 130.

Cotton.—There was no material change to notice in

price or demand. Sales of middlings are reported at

llj a 12| cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.
Petroleum.—Standard white; 7f cts. for export, and

8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour continues quiet, but prices were unchanged.
Sales of 2000 barrels, including Minnesota extras, at

$6.25 a I6..50 for clear, and at lr6.75 a $7 for straight;
Pennsylvania extra family at T5.75a46; western do.
do. at $6.25 a $7, and patents at ? 7.50 a $7.75. Rye
flour is steady at $4..50 a $4.75 per bbl.

Grain.—Wheat opened active and higher, but at the
close prices were unsettled. Sales of 280,000 bushels
red at 3tl.32 a S1.33. Rye is nominal at 85 cts. Corn
is in steady request and firm. Sales of 9000 bushels,
including yellow, at 68^ a 69 cts.; mixed at 68J cts.

;

white at 75 cts. ; steamer at 68 a 69 cts. ; No. 3' at 68
cts., and rejected at 67 a 67^ cts. Oats are in good de-
mand and firmly held. Sales of 10,000 bushels includ-
ing white, at 48J a 50J cts., the latter for No. 1, and
rejected and mixed at 48 cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 3rd mo.
4th, 1882. — Loads of hay, 387; loads of straw, 61.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.05

to SI.20 per 100 pounds; mixed, 95 cts. to $1.05 per

100 pounds; Straw, 85 to 95 cts. per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were dull this week and prices were a

fraction lower: 2400 head arrived and sold at the dif-

ferent yards at 4} a 7J- cts. per pound, as to condition.

Sheep were in fair demand and prices were a fraction

higher : 8000 head sold at the different yards at 4 a 71
cts., and lambs at 6 a 8 cts. per lb., as to condition.

Hogs were active and firmer : 3000 head arrived and
sold at the difl^erent yards at 8^^ a lOJ cts. per lb., the

latter rate for extra.

Foreign.—London.—In the Parliamentary election

at Northampton, on the 2nd instant, Bradlangh was
again returned. He received 3798 votes, and Corbett

3687.

On last Fifth-day evening, as Queen Victoria was
entering her carriage at Wind,sor, a man in the station

yard deliberately fired a pistol at her. He was imme-
diately arrested, though with some difficulty rescued

from the crowd. He has since been identified as

Roderick McLean, an insane man, who was formerly

confined in Well's Asylum He has been removed to

the Reading jail. It is understood the queen has not

sustained any shock by the attempted assassination.

The Rus.so-Jewish Committee has prepired a state-

ment confirming the reports of outrages on Jews in

Rus.sia, including many cases of murder and outrage,

which the recent British consular reports discredited.

The committee's statement is founded upon letters re-

ceived from persons occupying high official positions in

the Jewish community, and upon personal evidence of

Jewish refugees. A letter from .an eminent Rabbi in-

dicates that steps have been taken by the Russian au-

thorities to conceal the truth.

Rome, 2nd mo. 3rd.—In the Chamber of Deputies
to-day Crispi, referring to the attempt upon the life of

Queen Victoria, said the crime seemed all the more
monstrous to those who knew of the queen's worth and
intelligence. Zin.andelli, Minister of Justice, alluded

to the queen as a model of all royal and domestic vir-

tues.

St. Petersburg, 3rd mo. 5th.—General Skobeleff' ar-

rived here this morning, and was heartily cheered by
large crowds.

"The Official Mlessenger publishes the text of the indict-

ment and sentences of the Nihilists recently on trial.

The sentences are the same as already reported, except
that Frolenko, Tetejerka and the woman, Jakimora, are
also sentenced to death, and Trigonia and Luslig are

condemned to imprisonment for twenty years, and
Baraniakoff and MarkulofFto hard labor in theSiberian
mines for an indefinite period. The Minister of Justice

has recommended the Czar to commute Lustig's sen-

tence to imprisonment for four years in a fortress, with
hard labor.

It is stated that Prince Milan will shortly be pro-
claimed King of Servia.

A nkase has been issued authorizing the appointment
of a Professor of Polish Literature at the Warsaw Uni-
versity.

The aurochs, or wild oxen, which survive only in the
Imperial forests of Lithuania and Poland, threatened,

a few years ago, to become extinct, and strict orders

were issued for their preservation. Under Imperial
protection they have multiplied to about 600 head.

Irkutsk, 3rd mo. 3rd.—Lieutenant D.inenhower has
lost the sight of his left eye, and his right eye is serious-

ly affected.

Paris.—Despatches from Tunis state that disorders

have broken out near Gabes and in the Kairwan district.

The newspapers here deplore MacLean's crime. The
Palrie, Ordre and Francais think it is political.

President Gr^vy has telegraphed his congratulations
to the Queen.
Oldham.— At the meeting of cotton masters here on

3rd inst. last, it was stated that enormous losses were
being made by sand adulterations of cotton, and that

the season is the worst known in the cotton trade.

Much indignation is expressed at the adulterations.

The claim is made that the middle classes of London
are not so poor as the middle classes of New York.

Bischoffsheim, the Parisian banker, has undertaken
the expen.se of an expedition to Upper Egypt, to ob-

serve the solar eclipse of 5th mo. 17th next.

Havana.—The prolonged drought continues on al-

most the whole island. One of its efl^ects is a gradual
impairment of the quality of caiie.

Frequent fires in cane fields lately owe their origin

to the drought. Reliably informed persons state that,

although fires are frequent, all reports of great destruc-

tion are exaggerated. The crop will be finished at a

very early date, the weather having allowed of uninter-

rupted grinding. It is now generally estimated that

the crop will exceed that of last year by about 15
]

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONTRIBUTO.
TO THE ASYLUM.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the " Contributors to I

Asylum for the Relief of persons Deprived of the I

of their Reason," will be held on Fourth-day, the 1!

of Third month, 1882, at 3 o'clock, p. M., at Arch
Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

WiLi-iAM Bettle, Clerk

WANTED—A situ.ition as an attendant to be gen

ally useful in the lighter duties of house-keeping a

sewing.
Address S., 304 Arch street, Philadelphia.

WANTED
The Committee for the Civilization and Impro'

ment of the Indians, wish to engage ayoung or mid(
aged Friend and his wife, to reside at Tunesassa, a

assist the Superintendent in conducting the concei

of the Institution.

Persons who may feel drawn to engage in the servi

address

—

Jos. S. Elkinton, 325 Pine St., Philadelphl
John Sharpless, Chester, Delaware Co., Pa.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INS.iNE,
Near Frankford, (Ttveaty third Ward,) P/iiladelpkic

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boarc
Managers.

Died, on the 12th of First mo. 1882, at his residet

in Greenwich, N. J., John E. Sheppard, an elder,

the 80th year of his age. In recording the demise
this beloved friend, it is believed there are many w
mourn his removal from both the.social circle in whi

he moved, and the a.ssemblies of the church. Duri

the tedious illness from which he sufi'ered for ma
weeks prior to nis decease, he was ahle to converse 1

little; yet it was evident to those about liira that i

mind was gathered an<l settled upon the immoval
rock, Christ Je-us, and that he was mercifully sustain

in Christian patience. Early in his illness he observ

to a relative, "The summons seems to have come at

denly, but not I trust, as a thief in the night." (

different occasions, when the patience with which
bore his long continued feebleness was alluded to,

remarked, " No praise is due to me, I have nothing
myself;" and several times spoke of the boundless, t

merited loving-kindness which had been extended
him; ascribing the whole work of regeneration a

salvation to his Saviour. Thus in humble reliance

the Shepherd of Israel, he was favored to " pass throti,

the valley and shadow of death," fearing no evil ; a

leaving encouraging evidence that the work of rigl

eousness is peace, and the efl^ect thereof quietness a,

assunnce forever.

, on the 13ih of Second month, 18S2, at his re

dence at Rancocas, N. J., Caleb P. Haines, a meral

of Burlington Monthly Meeting of Frien Is, in the 45

year of iiis age. Though fully aware of the fa

character of his disease (consumption), he was favor

to attain a state of quiet resignation to the Divine wi

and ended his days in peace.
-, at Hope, Arkansti.s, 2nil mo. 17th, 1882, in t

23d year of her age, Jeanette J., wife of J. Ed»!
Mendenhall, and youngest daughter of Samuel a

Anna S. Richie, of New-Paris, Ohio, after a severe a

protracted illnes.s, a member of Whitewater Monti
Meeting, Indiana. She was favored to experience t|

sustaining arm of her Saviour to be underneath, and I

fear of death to be taken away. "So He giveth his I

loved sleep." The interment was at Smyrna, near ti

residence of her parents. I

, at his residence at the Pennsylvania Ho.spi
in this city, on the 3rd inst., Jonathan Richards,
the 70th year of his age, a member and elder of I

Monthly "Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for t

Western District. He was for some years eng.aged
an Indian Agent, at Wichita, in the Indian Territoi

In this and other situations of trust in which lietti

placed, he preserved an unblemished reputation; aj
his friends believe that to him the language may
applied :

" The path of the just is as a shining ligl

which shineth more and more unto the perfect day."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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14th. Was niado deeply sensible that there I render? Help mc, O Lor
IS no safety hut tn miremittjijig diligence, but|reserved and perfect obedi

render un-

. to thy will.

„,, . ., - ^^ , ,

What an iinspeak-PIelp me to walk before thee and be perfect,
able privilege that though the hands may be '-' -"- ' " '

n unceasing watclifuli

PHILADELPHIA

For "The Friend."

ilxtracts from the Diary of Rebecca Dewees.
'_ (Concluded from page 241.)

11875. 5th mo. 5th. How fervent has been
fe. travail of my soul this morniug for more
'the clothing of a right spirit, not only for
e dear children, but that our daily walk
iy manifest that our spirits are in subjection
ithe Father of Spirits, that we know some
ing of the meekness and the gentleness of
irist, that the language of our example may

Come, follow us," &c.
llth. " Cast thy bread upon the waters, for
)U Shalt find it after many days." This
guage was brought before me to the relief
my sorely burdened mind, attended with a
nfortable hope, that I might see of the
vail of my soul for some for whom I travail
vnh until Christ be brought forth in them,
thou it for thine own name's sake.

!lst. "And a book of remembrance was
itten before Him, for those who feared the
rd and that thought upon his name, and

hall be mine." These words seemed to
le this morning as a cordial to my wounded
rit, whilst almost ready to sink under the
ght of discouragement at the low state of
ngs amongst us as a people. Did all those
»n \yhose shoulders the burden now rests,

\ evince in their daily life and conversation
t their thoughts and affections were cen-
3d upon heav'enly things

; that thej' did in-

d seek first the kingdom of heaven ; that

necessarily employed with many cares, the
mind unfettered and free, may soar aloft and
jjartake of higher, purer enjoyments—may
pour forth all its joys and sorrows as into the
bosom of a faithful Creator—maj- watch unto
]>raN-cr, and continue therein with thanks-
giving—may intercede for all th.it are near
and dear unto us, however widely scattered
or remotely situated on the habitable earth,
yet alike the objects of redeeming love and
mercy, and children of the one great Father
in Heaven.

24th. How often am I afresh reminded,
" That nothing is of much consequence which
has reference to this life alone;" " One thing
is needful," and were we but wise enough to
choose that good part, well would it be for us
in the end. What earthly consideration can
have any weight when coiu pared witb th
well-being of an immortal soul?

1876. 2d mo. 18th. "So that I might win
Christ and be found in Him." Whata'volume
is couched in these few words. When C
is won all is won. And if found in Him, what
more can he aaked or desired? "In th
groan, earnestly' desiring to be clothed upon
with our house which is from Heaven."

2d mo. 28th. In my evening meditations
my heart has respectively visited the dear
children

;
and fervent have been my pleadin_^

that they might be preserved from evil, that
their understanding might be opened, their
judgment corrected

; and that their poor
mother might not be spared the purging or
the pruning that was seen to be needful.

3rd mo. 2nd. As the sun's bright beams
were spreading over all animated nature, re-

membered these i-emarkable words: "He
maketh his sun to rise upon the evil and the
good

; and sendeth rain upon the just and on
the unjust." What a theme for meditation

And oh, gracious Father, spare not me
mine until thy will is perfected in us. Chasten
just as seemeth thee good

; only cast not out
of thy sight, and take not away thy Holy
Spirit.

llth mo. 13th. "Be watchful and strength-
en the things that remain and are ready to
die, for I have not found thy works perfect
K„f„.... God." Oh, what need"of a daily heart-befor

y were led and guided by the unerrin- "P°" *!'? ""bounded condesce^ision and un-

v\t- how fnv,.;hla w„„i.i ti., I „.,,. '^, merited lovo of our Heavenly Father!rit; how forcible would the language of
ir example before the dear children be—to
aw them as they follow Christ, But where
mind is evidently engrossed with the

igs of time, where lukewarmness and a
^Idl}' spirit prevail, even amongst those
3 should be as waj'-marks, oh how it stum-
} and turns back the dear children! Oh
u, whose tender mercies are over all thy
ks, be pleased to preserve these from be-
ling hardened in sin or straying far from
fold. Be pleased to turn thine hand upon
m, neither spare nor pity until they be-
le indeed lambs of thy fold.

;th mo. 13th.

I But oh thou bounteous giver of all good,
;Thou art, of all thy gifts, thyself the crown

;

Give what thou wilt, without thee we are poor.
And with thee rich, take what thou wilt away."

jjre is nothing earthly can satisfy the long-
{3 of an immortal spirit.

9th. At our mid-week meeting to-day, felt

pained with the entire absence of the children,
and constrained again to bring the matter
before the view of my friends, craving that
we might narrowlj^ examine our way and our
doings, that haply wo might be favored to see
how far we had "^contributed to this state of
things, and whether there yet remains any
thing in the power of our hands to do.

3rd mo. 27th. "Be watchful, be vigilant,"
&e. No time to loiter, no time to rest at ease,
even though our requests may be made known
unto God in humble confidence that He heark-
ens and hears; still, there is no safet3- in re-

laxing vigilance, no stronghold but the place
of prayer.

6th 'mo. 27th. " What shall I render unto
thee for all thy benefits?" Utterly unworthy

searching, ofa continual watching unto prayer
lest we be taken in some of tlie wiles of an
unwearied enemy; lest we lose the freshness
and greenness of our youth ; lest the good
seed be choked, the talent buried, the kind-
ness of our youth and the love of our espousals
grow cold. Thou knowest, O Lord, what we
need, and thou wilt not needlessly afflict—let
thy holy will be done.

1877.' llth mo. 20th. Under the pressure
of various trials, felt a fresh assurance that
my Heavenly Father would not needlessly
afflict. A feeling of humble submission was
granted, and the tribute of thanksgiving and
praise sweetly arose.

1878. 3rd mo. 19th. Under a deep feeling
of- poverty, tbe query arose with a feeling of
deep contrition: "Am I indeed becoming a
dry and withered branch for the want of the
arising of the true spiritual sap?" And the
fervent aspirations of m3- heart were, that
God, who is able to engraft again the broken
branches, would, in adorable mercy, have
compassion on me, and in his own good time
quicken me again, and bring me up again as
from the depths of the earth.

21st. "In that day it shall be said: Lo

!

this is our God, we have waited for Him, wo
will rejoice and be glad in his salvation."

5th mo. 27th. A season of earnest pleading
last night upon my pillow, for a renewal of
Divine favor; for the arising of the precious
'fe; for the removal of every thing that is

offensive; for strength to know and to do the
Divine will, be that will what it might; for
ability faithfully to discharge the various
duties devolving upon me, neither burying
my talent in the earth, nor acting in the will
and wisdom of the creature. Oh thou who
knowest the integrity of all hearts, suffer me
not to become as a vessel in which is no plea-

Purge thou, and purify and make meet
for the wine of the kingdom, and in thy own
good time, shed abroad thy love in my heart.
Eeceive, quicken and restore, and the glory
and the jn-aise shall be forever ascribed unto
thee, who art forever worthy.

1879. 6thmo. llth. Confiiied at home by in-

disposition. In my silent waiting was favored
to feel that resignation that sweetens every
bitter ; to plead with my Heavenly Father,
not that He would lengthen out my days, or
exempt me from suffering, but that He would

of the least of thy mercies, yet dailj- andlbe pleased to be near me, that He would per-
hourly sustained by thy bounty. What shall jmit me to lean upon his all-sustaining arm of
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raiaht and power; and, in having Him, I

should possess all things, and should have
nothing to fear, even though I pass through
the valley and shadow of death, comforted
and upheld by the rod as well as the staff.

This is the last of these memoranda of Ee-

becca Dewees, which have been found and pi-e-

sei-ved. She lived somewhat more than a year
after it was written, and the most of that time
•was passed on a sick bed, and much of it under
great bodily sufferings. That God whom she

had endeavored to serve through life, did not

desert her in the time of affliction. She said

she had nothing to lean upon but mercy, but
she rejoiced in the prospect of her removal,
" for that blessed assurance of an entrance
into that home, where the wick-ed cease from
troubling, and the weary are at rest."

She referred to a period of her life, when
she was under great conflict concerning her

spiritual welfare, and it was so clearly shown
her, that her sins were forgiven, that she had
not the shadow of a doubt respecting it; and
added, " I liavc had many trials and buffet-

ings since, but that seems like an anchor to

the soul."

The day but one preceding her death, she
said, " The God that has been with me

At a meeting held on the 18th of 4th mo.

1800, another set of Rules and Regulations
were presented, and with some alterations

agreed to. The duties, as well as the position

and the respect due to the superintendent, are

clearly set forth. They state among other

matters, that " All those employed in the

house, either as domestics or care-takers, are

to regard the superintendent as representing
the acting committee in its absence, and by a

ready compliance with his directions, aid him
in ])rouioting the interests of the Institution

and carrying into effect the conclusions of

said committee," &c.

"In the recess of school hours the scholars

may at times be employed, at the discretion

of the superintendent and teachers, in such
services for the family or in gardening as may
be judged most proper for them, having due
regard to seasonable relaxation," &c
A legacy from Abraham Gibbons of £20, is

mentioned in a previous minute.
From the report made to the Yearly Meet

ing in 4th mo. 1800, (the time of holding the
Yearly Meeting having been changed from
the 9th to the 4th mo. in the year previous),

we learn that the amount of the indebtedness
of the committee, on which "interest is pay

my
I

able on the first of last mo., was £:3984 15s.';"

Myjfrom which we may understand and appre-life through has not forsaken me now. -^_,,,,„,., „..,^„ „^ .„^^ ....^^.^^^..^^ „,.^ ..p^.^-
father's God, my mother's God, and my God,' date some of the difficulties our forefathers
let Him be your God, let Him be your fear,! met with in the establishment of this school,
let Him be your dread." To a relative whoj In this report it is also mentioned: "From
was with her the evening of the same daj-,! the state of our funds and an inspection of the
she said, " If thou hast any uneasiness that I

am deceiving myself, I want thee to be faith-

ful." The answer being returned, that the
feeling of her friend was, that she was nearing
the gates of the Celestial Cit_y, prepared to

enter therein, in the Master's time ; she said,
" My times are in his hands, and I only crave
that patience may be granted to hold out to

the end
;
and that one of those blessed man-

sions which Ho has promised to his faithful

followers may be my blessed portion."

Her petition, we reverently believe, was
answered, ana 3he has received the end of her
faith, even the salvation of her soul.

Westtown Boarding School.

(Continued from page 246.)

At a meeting of the committee on the 21st
of 3rd month, 1800, mention is made that the
price agreed upon previously for board and
tuition, had been found to be too low, and
that proposal had been made to have the
French language taught; a committee was
appointed to consider the two subjects.

The committee to seek for a superintendent
"having attended to their appointment, re-

ported, that on conferring with Joshua Sharp-
less, who had made a te'nder of his services,
the}'-, after a suitable opportunity with him
and his family, believed it right to offer as
their judgment that he be encouraged to un-
dertake the charge as soon as may be con-
venient to him; for which the committee will

agree to pay him £100 a year; of this conclu-
.sion, now adopted by the committee at large,

Jno. Hoskins, Henry Drinker and others were
desired to inform him.
The care felt by the committee for the pro-

per regulation and government of the several
departments of the large family at Westtown,
that it should oe maintained under religious
feeling, is very perceptible on reading over
the minutes so carefully preserved.

expense of maintaining the family, it appea
requisite that the price of board and tuition

be raised to £30 [180] a year, for boys, and
£25 10s. [$68] for girls." At this Yearly
Meeting the names of 56 men Friends are enu-
merated as being appointed on the Westtown
Committee. No mention is made of the num-
ber of women Friends.

"At a meeting of the committee held 20th
of 6th mo. 1800: Present thirteen members.
The minutes of the acting comtnittee made
since the last meeting of the general com-
mittee, were read over. The pi-oposal made
by that committee, when lately met on the
farm at Westtown, that some of the wood in

front of the school-house should be cut awaj-
for the apprehended purpose of promoting a
freer circulation of air, coming under con-
sideration, it is agreed that in addition to the
directions heretofore given to clear away the
underbrush, and to trim some unsightly trees,

there be an avenue opened through that
wood, not more than 30 feet in width, the
middle of which to be directly opposite the
middle of the school-house, and at right angles
with the front thei-eof. The execution of this

business is committed to Abraham Sharpless
and Philip Price, Jr." At this meeting "at-
tention is recommended to be early paid to the
execution of the deed for the estate left by
our friend Samuel Emlen, and that a release
had been obtained from the present owners
of the farm lately belonging to Jas. Gibbons,
of their right to a small portion of Chester
Creek; by this conveyance is completed the
right to use, as may bo found expedient, the
whole of the creek passing through and along
the Westtown farm."
The attendance of 10 women and 21 men

Friends is mentioned at a meeting held the
19th of 9th mo. 1800, when it was agreed to
erect a two story stone house, 18 x 28 -feet, for

the accommodation of a teacher, "near to that
which John Forsythe now occupies." That

dwelling was not a part of the " Infirmary

as appears by the following minute then i

corded :
" Our women friends being sensib

affected with observing the inconvenience

which the sick had been exposed in the apai

nents allotted for their use in the prose

milding, have proposed and been encouragi

in the prospect, to raise by subscription, chief

amongst the well-disposed of their own sex.

sum of money sufficient to erect a convenie

building for an Infirmary, at a suitable d

tance from the principal house." It was co

eluded to " recommend proceeding to prepa
materials for such a building on one side

the lane leading from the school to the roa

on the east side of the plantation—the dime
sions about 64 X 27 feet."

19th of 12th mo. 1801. "After mature
considering a proposal now offered, that you:

persons in the character of apprentices m;

be received at the school, in order to thi

being qualified as teachers, with the ho
that such a measure will not only be of bene

to the individual immediately interested, b

render it in future more eas}' to supp
teachers where they maj' be wanted in o

religious Society, it is agreed to recomme
to the acting committee that after a due pr(

of their genius for such employ, and dispo

tion likely to be suited to the business, tl

they receive such, not to exceed two of ea

sex at one time."

5th of 10th mo. 1801. " It is now said tl

the agreement with the Mill Company
signed," in which the rights and privileges

both parties appear to be clearly set forth

some length, and signed on the minute-bo

by the 12 friends comprising the mill co

pany, viz: Cheyney Jefforis, Jno. Shoemak
Nathan Sharpless, Philip Price, Casper W
jtar, &c.

I

At a meeting of the committee held 4

jmo. 23d, 1802, in the evening, a minute oft
! Yearly Meeting is recorded, mentioning t

names of 28 women " Friends who are no

j

under appointment by their Yearly Meeti
to unite with us in this concern," viz: Rebec

! Archer, Hannah Evans, Rachel Cruikshai

JAmy Coates, Mary Morton, Ann Ward
Catharine Morris, Ann Mif3Bin, Elizabf

'Howell, Ruth Ely, Sarah Wilson, Hann
Kirkbridc, Catharine Wistar, Mary Newl
Rachel Malin, Margaret Marshall, Margai
Can by, Elizabeth Roberts. Elizabeth Penno(
[Sarah Cowgill, Ann Cox, Mary Newbold,
Smith, M. Swett, Margery Mickel, Racl

Price, Agnes Eaton and Sarah Ilartshorne

For " The Friend.

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.

THE LAST DAYS OF CHRISTOPHER HEALTI
(Concluded from page 243.)

Being under great bodily suffering he (

claimed, " O Lord ! be pleased to give i

patience to endure unto the end,—my pain

very great;" but even while passing throu
this excruciating affliction of body, as if i

mindful of himself, his thoughts and feelir

clustered around his loved ones, with pic

solicitude for their best welfare, and contii

ing his intercession, said, "and be thou ploae

to bless my dear wife and children."

afterwards added, " j^our loss will be my ga
and I hope you feel it so." " My Lord vva;

man of sorrows and acquainted with gri

You will all have to pass through this

dispensation, and oh I be prepared."
5th mo. 3rd, 1851. Some friends frc
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istance calling to see him, be said, "I was
auch comforted, and had sweet peace, in visit-

ng youi- part of the vineyard, believing that
lany there were preferring Jerusalem to their
hiefest joy, and may that number increase,
^h !

dear friends, speak often one to another
f the good things of the world to come

; keep
1 the unity, and a blessing will attend you.
jve'niy love to friends in" your part of the
vnd."

" The Lord will bless Zion, He will sanctify
srusalem, He will make her walls salvation
id her gates praise."
" The Lord will bless Zion when He pleases,

le will fortify her walls. He will set up her
ites."

"O Lord, the mighty one of Israel, I feel
ly comfort, and rejoice and sing thy name,
id thy praises in the land of the living.
"Unto you that fear my name, shall the
in of rigl^teousness arise with healing in bis
ings."

"Bless the simple hearted, and all

ho love the Lord Jesus in sincerity. For
en's sake I cannot hold my peace, and for
trusalem's sake I cannot rest," (and
oking with an eye of faith to the future
*osperity of the Church), " Gentiles shall see
ly righteousness, and kings thy glory; thou
lalt also be a crown of glor^' in the hand of
e Lord, and a royal diadem in the hand of
r God. Thou shalt no more be termed for
ken, neither shall thy land be desolate

; as
e bridegroom rejoiceth over the bride, so
all thy God rejoice over thee. I have set
itchmen over thy walls that shall not hold
eir peace, day nor night."
" What will become of the poor little pre-
)U8 flock and family; may their heads be a
tie anointed with oil. He" will anoint their
ads with oil."

"Inquire after the good old wnys, and the
eient paths, and shun the paths that lead
evil."

Being in great pain, he passed a tedious
d suffering night, and has obtained but
tie alleviation this morning; but through
i protracted sufferings his mind seemed to
centered on heavenly things, and clothed
th devotion. He spent much of the night
earnest intercessions at the throne of grace;
! mind was unusually exercised

; he prayed
vontly for the best welfare of his wife, his
ildren, his friends, and for the Church of
irist; and pending the decay of nature, was
narkablj' supplied with bodily endurance
d spiritual support, manifesting abundant
idence that faithful ones are remembered
the hour of extremity, when vain is the
Ip of man

;
and are sometimes even enabled

I'ejoice in tribulation, singing praises to
3ir Creator in the midst of abundant suffer-
T. His pious conlideuce, and well-grounded
pe of the attainment of an inheritance
borruptiblc, that fadeth not away, was ap-
frentl}- unchangeable ; and his heavenly faith,
" hope, and trust, appeared as a light, shin-
more and more, until his unshackled and
eemed spirit should be absorbed in immor-

lity.

(His mind seemed to be carried back to the
|ys of his youth, and he expressed his glad-

es that he had come out from the forms and
i'eraonies of a lifeless profession, and had
pn brought into the attainment of a more
jlritual way. He spoke of the importance
( bearing a faithful testimony to the faith

(ee delivered to the saints, to the faith de-

livered to and appreciated by our forefathers
and of the necessity of great watchfulness,
lest hurtful things should take root amongst
us, and weaken our faith in the precious doc
trines and testimonies that had been confided
to our care ; for, said he, " it was while men
slept that the enemy sowed tares

; the good
seed had been sown, but amongst it the enemy
had sown tares;" and he seemed much im-
pressed with the importance of endeavoring
to preserve the seed clean, and its growth un"
ontaminated.
He wrestled abundantly- in spirit for the

prosperity of Zion. The welfare of our So
ciety seemed often mingled with his best feel
ings, and his fervent intercessions sometimes
arose to the Father of mercies, that He would
s|3are his people, and give not his heritage to
reproach.

It has been but seldom that feelings of dis
tress have been permitted to cloud his tri

umjjhant spirit, and they have soon passed
away, and left his mind calm and peaceful as
a morning without clouds, in the enjoyment
of renewed faith, and holy hope aiid confi
dence.

5th mo. 6th. He intimated that his day's
work was done, that his peace was made, that
he was ready' to depart; but manifested
impatience on account ofthe protracted period
of his earthly pilgrimage.
There is a beautiful feature sometimes ap-

parent in the experience of the devoted Chris-
tian, which seems to be the fulfilment of the
commandment, "Thou shalt love thy neigh-
bor as thyself." This feature presents to our
observation a disinterested love and living
desire for the preservation of all souls

;
and

it is believed has seldom been more prominent
in the experience of any of Zion's children,
than in that of our departing friend ; when
health and liberty permitted, his labors in the
line of religious duty flowed abundantly be-
yond the pale of our Society; and as the en-
ergies of the outward man became prostrated,
and the termination of his earthly existence
apparentlj' drew near, still that universal love
of souls came up before him, and he suppli-
cated fervently for this generation.

5th mo. 12th. A friend calling to see him,
he said, " I love to meet my friends, it gener-
ally brings tenderness with it."

He spent much of the night in supplication
and exercise of soul, but owing to great ex-
haustion and feebleness of articulation, but
little could be gathered, except the frequent
naming of his Maker, and a few detached
sentences such as, "How good," "How com-
fortable," " How sweet," " His glorious good
presence," " I love my friends."

" O Lord, be pleased to remember thy dis-

obedient and gainsaying children ; make'them
to know that thou art God, and that they'
— ust appear before thy judgment seat, to re-

ceive the reward of their labors, let them be
good or evil."

'Everyone that will not bow in mercj',

must bow in judgment."
Dear friends, fear God and keep his com-

mandments, for this is the whole duty of man;
for God will bring every work into judgment,
with every secret thing; whether it be good,
or whether it be evil."

He was often exercised on account of the
low state of our once much fixvored Society;
yet said it was his unshaken belief, that the
doctrines and testimonies given our fore-

fathers to bear would not be sufiered to fall to

the ground, but that there would be standard-
bearers raised up to proclaim the day of the
Lord, as said the prophet, " I will turn my
hand upon thee aud purge away thy dross,
and I will restore thy judges as at the first,
and thy counsellors as at the beginning ; after-
ward thoushaltbe called the city of righteous-
ness ;" then the song will be, "Lo the winter
IS past, the rain is over and gone, the floweis
appear upon the earth, the time of the sing-
ing of birds is come, and the voice of the turtfo
is heard in our land."

5th mo. 16tb, 185L This da.y, about 11
o'clock, our beloved friend Christopher Healy
departed this life; an easy passage from the
conflicts of time was mercifully granted, his
close was calm and peaceful, his last words,
" Peace, peace."
A concern had long rested on his mind to

have his remains enclosed in a coffin of very
plain and simple appearance; and at times
during his illness, and espefiallv as the solemn
period of his depart iut divw n'rar, the subject
revived with inciva^iiiu- woiuht. and he earn-
estly enjoined the faithful ijo-lormance of his
wishes in this respect ujwn his friends. He
said, " have my coflin made of white-pine
boards without stain or other coloring, brass
hinges or lining

;
have it flat on top, and let

it be laid in the grave without an outside
coffin." These requests were faithfully com-
plied with

; and although the fulfilment of the
conditions of this concern might present the
aspect of needless singularity to some minds,
yet it unmistakably felt to our dear friend to
be a testimony of very grave importance,
which he felt conscientiously bound to sus-
tain. And be it remembered that a corre-
sponding rigid simplicity of burial was usual
amona; Friends of his native New England,
among whom his lot was east in his early
years, and for a considerable portion of his

and it is most likely that he still felt at-
tached to what he then valued as an a])pro-
priate and commendable custom. But aside
from these considerations, he had long mourn-
ed over what he was apprehensive might be

'ncreasing propensity to exhibit a display
at funerals, and which he feared was gradu-
ally leading us away from the becoming sim-
plicity of our forefathers, and introducing us

worldly spirit; and he felt religiously
anxious that his precepts, or example, might
never tend to promote such departure. Ho
also was apprehensive that it might not be
entirely consistent with the will of an all-wise

Creator, that there should be decoration and
adorning about the remains of perishing mor-
tality, which He had decreed should return to
dust, and lose all their beauty and comeliness

;

but that strict simplicity was more befitting
the solemn occasion, and more accordant with
the committing of dust to dust. Our dear
friend undoubtedly ftlt that there was a neces-
sity laid upon him to bear a faithful testimony
against all appearance of pride or ostentation
'" the preparation of the poor body for the
grave.

5th mo. 19th, 1851. To-day the remains of
our beloved friend Christopher Healy were
interred in Friends' burial ground at Falls-
ngton. attended by a veiy large company of
Frionil- ami ntliers; after which a solid meet-

s licM. and much testimony was borne
to tlio ( 'liiisiiun virtues of the deceased, to the
faithful occupancy of the precious gifts that
had been committed to his care, and to the
undoubted assurance that his soul had been
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gathered into the fold of everlasting rest and

peace.

1882. In Friend.s' modern burial ground at

FallMington, in near proximity to manj' other

inhabitants of this city of the dead, and also

adjacent to the meeting-house accommoda-
tions, the scene of abundant laboi-s of faithful

ones now gathered to their everlasting rest,

there is observable a family row of four lowly

graves, lying side by side. No letters en-

graved on sculptured marble proclain^ the

names and virtues of the departed ;
such tes-

timonials of worldly display would be sadly

out of place here, and widely at variance with

the pious precepts and examples set forth in

the circumspect lives of those whose remains

repose beneath these humble mounds. The
green grass has for several summers taken

root in the mother earth which marks these

dwellings of the dead ; and the snows of win-

ter, the sunshine and the rain, and innocent

birds, and appreciative friends, have all been

visitors here ; but the disembodied spirits, we
humbly trust, are now surrounding the ever-

lasting throne, with all tears wiped away
from their eyes. The grave b^- the south wall

is occupied %y all that is mortal of our dear

friend John Miller, long a substantial and

much esteemed elder. Next are the remains

of his son-in-law, our beloved friend Christo-

pher Healy ; and those of his faithful wife,

Sarah Healy, lay at his side. The fourth

grave contains the body of Mark Healy, the

goodly and dutiful son, w-hose untimely death

by accident, created such wide-spread sym-
pathetic feeling at the period of its occurrence.

Lovely were they in their lives, and in their

d-eaths not Ions; divided.

For " The Friend."

An Indian Child's Ideas.

The writer of the following having received

an invitation to attend the exhibition of the

Indian pupils, boys and girls from the Train-

ing School at Carlisle, Penna., at Horticul-

tural Hall, last Fifth-day evening, accepted

it, and was most truly well paid ; it proving,

I cannot but believe, a deeply interesting oc-

casion to most, if not all the large gathering

there assembled. Charles Kihega (an " Iowa
Indian" boy) is '-Editor and Proprietor" of a

small monthly periodical called " The School

News," from which I extract the original

piece below, written by a little Indian girl.

It is not in rhyme; but it is true and sweet,—
and is it not poetry ?

I have ventured to present it for publica-

tion in "The Friend," thinking it would at

least interest the youthful readers thereof, if

not all.

SNOW.

We are glad when we see the snow. Before
it commences to snow, the sky looks cloudy
and it gets quite cold, but when the snow falls

it gets warmer. When it does fall it is of dif-

ferent shapes
;
some is shaped like stars, and

some like little trees, and again some like

little marbles, and some like a cross. Some-
times snow is dry, but to-day it is wet. How
wonderful God is to make such little things

so beautiful. How can He do so ? He thinks

as much of little things as He does of big

things, but it is strange how He can make
the drifting snow fall in such beautiful shaj

I used to think when I was at home, and saw
snow fall down, whether God cut such shapes
out in Heaven. I used to sit there and think
about it, aad say to myself, I guess He di

because I see so many different shapes. This

is what I thought, that God had in heaven a

vei-y large river that run around heaven, and

n the centre He sat with the angels and made
snow for us. But now I know that He does

not do so, but makes the sun to di-aw up the

water from the ocean and the land to the sky,

when it forms clouds, and freezes and is made
into snow, and when it is time for it to snow
He lets it fall, so pure and white, that we
pray to Him and »&y, " Wash me and I shall

be whiter than snow."
Nellie Gary, Apache.

Selected.

AT LAST.
JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER.

When on my day of life the night is falling,

And, in the winds from nnsnnned spaces blown,

I hear fir voices out of darkness calling

My feet to paths unknown.

Thou who hast made my home of life so pleasant.

Leave not its tenant when its walls decay,

Love divine, O Helper ever present,

Be thou my strength and stay !

Be near me when all else is from me drifiing,

Earth, sky, home's pictures, days of shade and shine,

And kindly' faces to my own upliVling

The love which answers mine.

1 hrive but thee, O Father! Let thy spirit

Be with me then to comfort and uphold
;

No gate of pearl, no branch of palm, 1 merit,

Nor street of shining gold.

Suffice it if—ray good and ill nnreckoned,

And both forgiven through thy abounding grace

—

I find myself hy hands familiar beckoned
Unto my fitting place :

Some humble door among thy many mansions,

Some sheltering shade where sin and striving ce.'-se,

And Bows forever through Heaven's green expansions,

The river of thy peace.

There, from the music round about me stealing,

I fain would learn the new and holy song,

And find at last, beneath thy trees of healing.

The life for which I long.

Selected.

THE BEST THAT I CAN.
" I cannot do mnch," said a little star,

" To make the dark world bright!

My silvery beams cannot struggle far.

Through the folding gloom of night

!

But I'm only part of God'.s great plan,

And I'll cheerfully do the best that I can !"

" What is the use," .said a fleecy cloud,

"Of those few drops that I hold?

They will hardly bend the lily proud,

Though caught in her cup of gold I

Yet I am a part of God's great plan.

So my treasures I'll give as well as I can !"

A child went merrily forth to play,

But a thought, like a silver thread,

Kept winding in and out all day.

Through the happy golden head
;

Mother said: " Darling-, do all you can I

For you are a part of God's great plan !"

She knew liule more than the glancing star.

Or the cloud with its chalice full !

How, why, and for what, all strange things were ?

She was only a child at school !

But she thought, " It is part of God's great plan.

That even I should do all that I can !"

Sj she helped a younger child along.

When the road was rough to the feet,

And she sang from the heart a little song.

That we all thought passing sweet;

Ami her father, a weary, toil-worn man.
Said " I, too, will do the best that I can."

Our best I Ah ! children, the best of lis.

Must hide our faces away,
When the Lord of the vineyard comes to look
At our task at the close of day I

But for strength from above, 'tis the Master's plan.

We'll pray, and we'll do the best that we can.

Selected.

THREE REQUISITES OF A TEACHER, LOVE
HOPE, PATIENCE.

O'er wayward childhood would' st thou hold firm rule,,

And sun thee in the. light of happy faces
;

Love, Hope, and Patience, these must be thy graces,
,

And in thine own heart let them first keep school.

For, as old Atlas on his broad neck places

Heaven's starry globe, and there sustains it,—so

Do these upbear the little world below

Of Education,—Patience, Love, and Hope.
Methinks, I see them groliped in seemly show,

The straitened arms upraised, the palms aslope.

And robes that touching, as adown they flow,

Di.slinctly blend, like snow embossed in snow.

Oh part them never ! If Hope prostrate lie,

Love too will sink and die.

But Love is suiitle, and doth proof derive

From her own life that Hope is yet alive
;

And, bending o'er with soul-lranslusing eyes,

And the soft murmurs of the mother dove,

Woos back the fleeting spirit, and half supplies :—
Thus Love repays to Hope what Hope first gave t

Love.

Yet haply there will come a weary day,

When overtasked at length,

Both Love and Hope beneath the load give way,

Then, with a statue's suiile, a statue's strength.

Stands the mute sister, Patience, nothin'; loth,

And both supporting, does the work of both.

S. T. Coleridge.

Colorado and California.

Since the closing article of this series ii

No. 29 was printed, another of the letters ha

ctmie to hand written on the 17th of 12tl

mo. 1880,—and describing a journey of 50'

miles by rail from Los Angeles to Tuesot

with some notice of that queer city. It says

'• The Southern Pacific claims to be one o

the great railroads of the country, and alread]

has more than a thousand miles of road com
plcted ; and yet, east from Los Angeles, then

is no passenger train, nothing but a freigh

train, with one passenger and one sleepins

car attached. Tlie fare is about ten cents !

mile, or $46 to Tucson. This, one woulc

suppose, was high enough to command com
fortable accoinmodations. But the " first

class" passenger soon learns that there if

nothing first-class but the price. In the samt

car with him are not only Chinese, Mexicani

and miners, but rough and unsavory sort o

people of all kinds, who have paid less fo)

their passage from San Francisco than he fo:

half the distance. And if many of these an
smoking, the gentlemanly conductor is no

likely to notice it himself, until his attentioi

is speciallj' called to it. While the travelling

speed is necessarily slow, the detention a'

almost every stittion is very long, and no can
is given to the landing the passengers or tbeii

baggage till all the shifting and shunting o

the freight is completed. After a little ex

perience of this kind one ceases to wonder a'

the outcry here in California against railroac

monopoly. Our route followed along the has(

of the San Bernardino Mountain nearly thi

whole way to Yuma on the Colorado ; and
until night shut them out from view, theii

snowy summits were seen towering high u]

on our left. It is a magnificent range, anc

the highest peaks are said to bo ten or twelv(

thousand feet in height; and ihey look al

the higher from the fact of their rising frott

a plain not much above the level of the sea

Some eightj' miles this side of Yuma the roac

courses a low valley nearly 300 feet belo^

the level of the Pacific, of which it once proba
bly formed a part : or it may have been th<
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i(3ient extremity of the Gulf of Californ
18 a complete desert, and is noted for its

tense lieat during the day.
"From Yuma the railroad runs for som
stance through the valJey of the Gila, or at
ist over the plain through which the Gila,
mctimes above ground and sometimes be
w, finds its way "to the Colorado. All this
•rt of Arizona is like a waveless ocean of
nd and gravel, studded with the bkakest
d ruggedest of mountain islands. The
juntains are not in regular ranges, hut in
tached groups, running in no one direction,
metimes a sharp peak rises three or four
ousand feet directly from the plain with
t another hill within twenty miles of it. In
ler places the ranges may be thirty or
ty miles in extent, but they always seem
end in the plain.

'From Yuma to Tucson, a distance of 250
les, the railroad ascends some 2000 feet,

d though it is always in the midst of moun-
ns, it crosses none, and is nearly without a
It,' and there is no water course for it to
low. To call the country between these two
•ces a desert, may not be strictly correct, but
would not, I think, convey to a stranger a
ire unfavorable impression than the sight
it does. Sage, greasewood, mesquit and
,0 verde bushes, interspersed with a great
-iety of thorny and prickly plants, among
,ich the cacti bold a prominent place, seem
be its chief productions.
.'Among these last, the most striking is one

I believe, specifically, and certainly

cactus. A few of the streets are sprinkled, Ivanced age, as I begin to feel the need of an.
but outside of these the dust is fearful. On outward statf to lean upon, to keep my tot-
our arrival we proposed walking from the tering frame from falling, so I more sensibly
station, but a friend said we had better not as feel the need of an inwarti support to keeji my
the dust Mas knee-deep. This was certainly inner man from falling. " Even the Comlorter
an exaggeration, but not too great to convey —the Spirit of Truth which proceeds from the
an idea of the reality. The site of the town

i Father," and is able and willing to guide into:
is fine. It stands near one side of an immen.se Jail truth. And not only so, but it has hither-:
plain, and is surrounded by groups of detached 'to kept my poor tempest-tossed soul from ut-;
mountains, from five to forty miles away ; but terly tailing. And though the storms of time
the most remote of which, in the clear atmos-

' ' ... . -

phere of Arizona, often seem close at hand.
The population is of a very motley kind

; be-
sides whites of all nationalities, there

have been permitted to beat vehemently, and
the jarring elements around have seemed
read^' to overwhelm, yet my faith is strong
.that if I, through my few remaining dajs, by

Chinese, Mexicansand Indians, between which the assisting grace of God, keep niy feet on
la.st two classes 1 found it difficult to drawjthe tried stone—the sure foundation, that
the line, as tlirir (•(unplrxiniis indicate every inone of these things will move me. Neither
grade of niixtiii'v ol' Spanish and Indian blood. |do I count my outward life dear unto myself,

To see half a dozen dark haired girls, each so that I might finish my course with joy, and.
with a sort of an earthen vase on her head, (through the allilit^• which 1 have i-eceived of
going to draw water, carries one back to thejthe Lord Jesus. 1,^ willing, though it may be.
time of Isaac and Eebecca. Hay, even, is feebly, to testily 1<j a fallen world of the good-
brought into Tucson either on the heads of ness and mercj- of God. And that redeeming

;'arth and sonir inlove may be my ther

heaven.
We learn true divinitj' through outward

sufferings and inward exercises, and thereby,
witness the o]jening of the sealed mj'steries pf

the girls or on the backs of donkeys."

For " The Friend. '•

Religious Views and Tenets.

The "enmity" which was placed between
the two seeds of good and evil, soon after the God through the w'oes. For after the first and
first transgression of man, still remains. And second woes were past, new seals were open-
it manifests itself in every intelligent heart by 'ed. All true disciples of Christ are passing
producing conflicts and disturbances, like twojfrom Mount Sinai to Mount Zion. From the
opposing elements, until one or the other is ministration of condemnation to the ministra-
overcome. I look upon this conflict, ordain- 'tion of the Spirit. From Egyptian bondage,

, ,ed by the Creator himself between the seed and death, and darkness, \o the heavenly
ropnately, called the gigantea. It often of the woman (which is Christ) and the seed, Canaan of liberty, light and life. From the
is from 20 to 30 feet, and sometimes even of the evil one, as part of the sentence pro- 'outward law. which, with all its types and
feet in height, and is from one to three
t in diameter. It is largest at about one-
vd of its height from the ground, and being
'ji ribbed, has, when without branches, quite

;
Stately appearance of a fluted column,

fering above everything else on the plain.

,s frequently branched; the branches being
rrly as large as the main stem and parallel
It, remind one of a branching candlestick,
each of the ribs of this cactus is a woody-
li pole, some inches in diameter, that is very
Iful in forming the roofsof the adobe houses.
jOf the cacti in Arizona there is a wonder-

Eariety,
but I cannot now refer to but one

r, which though a foot or more in diame-
was rarely more than four feet in height,
as curious on account of the formidable

iters of spines that covered it all over, the
pral spine in each cluster being bent like a
hook, for which it is said the Indians often

I them.
lAt Tucson I spent several days, and had a
;ty good chance of finding out some of its

pliar characteristics. It is now a town
ver 6000 inhabitants, and yet there are
pily half a dozen houses in it over one story

(1, and with two or three exceptions, every
fin the place is of unburnt brick (adobe),

I
generally of the natural color. As there

1 but few with windows in the front, and
leither roof nor chimney is visible from the
let, and no cornice, the whole town looks
though the wall of each house had been
t to the second story and then left un-
ihed. With such houses, and with its nar-

unpaved streets, it is as un-American as

ipeii itself, and more like that ancient city

1 any place I have seen, barring its dirt

absence of ornamentation. As they have
little rain, and no water for irrigation,

jonly green Xhing seen is here and there a

hade
the spii

ced on man, and due to Adam and
posterity for transgressing the laws of th
Creator. By the predominating influenee of|usfi
this evil seed, we are by nature the children
of wrath, and shall remain so until the wrath-
ful nature is overcome ; for the two seeds are
contrary, the one to the other. That which
is born of the flesh is flesh and of the earth,

and that which is born after the Spirit is

spiritual and heavenly. And as " he that was
born after the flesh persecuted him that was
born after the Spirit, even so it is now."
But the seed of the woman had a bruising

power given to it which was and is as much
above the bruising jjovver of the subtle, twist-

ing, twining serpent, as the head is above the
heel. And as sin has reigned unto death in

our mortal bodies bj- the bruising power of

the enemy who seeks to destroy the divine

life, so grace should now much more abound
and reign unto eternal life by and through
the bruising power of that seed, which is

Christ—the second Adam, the quickening
.Spirit; through Him grace is given to every
individual soul, to enable us to destro}' the
works of the devil, and to bring in everlasting
righteousness. We become servants unto
whichsoever of these two powers we yield

ourselves servants to obej- ;
" whether of sin

unto death, or of obedience unto righteous-

1

ness," "For as by one man's disohcdicnrc

many were made sinners, so by the obedimi-e

made nothing perfect, to the law of
it of life in Ciirist Jesus, which sets
from tlie law of sin and death, and

makes us perfect in his holiness. We may
have a well-defined and theoretical knowledge
of religion by reading the Scriptures, and by
hearing others testify of God's goodness. We.
may know all this outwai-dly, under the old
law, before wo are come to Mount Zion, the
heavenly Jerusalem; but if we have not the
sjnrit of Christ we are none of his. If M'e

have not the heavenly birth we cannot see
heavenly things, nor enter the heavenly king-'

dom.
Although we are by nature the children of

wrath, yet we are so constituted that some
have a far larger portion of the wrathful na-
ture than others. And hence some have a
larger share of the stubborn self-willed nature
to be subdued by divine grace than others'

have. But I believe that a measure of superna-
tural grace upon ail is indispensable to salva-

tion. " For by grace are ye saved through
faith ; and that not of yourselves ; it is the
gift of God." So I believe it is all (grace, faith

and salvation) the gift of God.
It was by the grace of God that Christ

tasted death for every man. And it is

through faith in this offering, and in Christ
in all his fulness, that we are saved. But I
ihink faith, as used here, is a very eompre-
liinsive word

; including Christ in all his

of one shall many be made righteous. ' So
choose ye this day which of the two powers
ye will serve. Time is short and uncertain.

"But remember that Christ gently leads, but
does not drive his lambs into the ifold of rest.

But the thunderings of Sinai are sometimes
needful in order to make us willing to listen

to the still small voice and learn of Him.
And here I may saj', that now in my ad-

various offices, both inwardl3'and outwardly,
for the salvation of man. And I think the
full object of his coming to save a fallen woi'ld,

is not finished until we are individually '• re-

deemed from all iniquity, and ]iurified unto
Him a peculiar people," " by the washing of
regeneration and the renewing of the Holy
Ghost." And without grace divine there is

no salvation. But as some have a larger
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amount of impurity in the heart than others

have, so it seems only reasonable that such

should need the furnace of affliction or refine-

ment to be heated proportionally more for

their purification. And if those afflictions

which are light and momentary (in compari-

son to the wrath to come upon the ungodly)

should, as they are endui-ed, work out for us

a far more exceeding and eternal -weight of

glorj^ in the world to come, whj' need we re-

pine? but why not rather coujit it joyous, as

they are needed chastisements from the hands
of a merciful Lord, who does not afflict wil-

lingly, but that by them we might be made
moVe fully to partake of his holiness? And
if our sufferings here are great, may we not

hope that our reward will be proportionally

great in the world to come ? Now from some
of the above remarks, and from an abundant
testimony, both from the Scriptures and from

the writings of early Friends, I hope that all

may see as J. Xewton expresses it, that our

"religion stands upon two pillars, namely:
What Christ did for us in the flesh, and what
He performs for us by the Spirit. Most er-

rors arise from an attempt to separate these

two." D. H.

Dublin, Ind., 2d mo. 22d, 1882.

For " The Friend."

Worldly Compliance.

"In 1691. a testimony was issued by the

Six-weeks' Meeting, London, against 'those

that have imitated the world, whether it be

in men in their extravagant periwigs, or

modes in their apparel; or whether it be

women in their high towering dresses, gold

chains, or gaudy attire ; or whether it be

parents like old Ely, not sufficiently restrain-

ing their children therefrom ; or whether it

be in voluptuous feasting without fear, or
costlj'^ furnitures, and too rich adorning of

houses,' " &c.

—

From " The London Friends'

Meetings."

For " The Friend."

Religious Items, &c.

Religious Aspect of Germany— The Dark
(SiVZe.—About forty years ago a large propor-
tion of the skeptical and irreligious people ol'

Germany were Idealists. They were ardent
admirers and devotees of Schiller, Goethe, and
other poets.

This German Idealism has been in course
of time turned into Materialism. The majo-
rity of the populace in the larger cities have
severed all connection with theChurch. The
doctrines of the German Darwinists (Vogt,
Buchner, etc.,) have ripened, and the motto
of thousands is to thi.s eftect :

" Away with
Idealism; away with your doctrines of im-
mortalit}-; simpletons alone believe in a fu-

ture state of existence! Our heaven is on
earth ;

therefore, let us enjoy our.sclves, for to-

morrow we shall die."

" The Idealism of Schiller would be a bless-

ing to our people," remarked a Christian edi-

tor to me during my recent sojourn in Ger-
many, " but unrestrained in all spiritual be-

lief they are unknowingly, or without the
desire to know, i-apidly teniling toward ani

malism." Acloseaiidciuvfui observationof th
life, the manners, and customs of the people,
and the aim of their endeavors, will satisfac-

torily corroborate this gentleman's views. In
my intercourse with tlie people I overheard
expressions and conversations that shocked
me. We were, for instance, one day sitting

at the dinner table in a hotel . Just opposite

us a fashionable party were regaling them-

selves. They were a musical director, an edi-

tor, a merchant, and acantatrice. A theatri-

al pei-formance occasioned them to discuss

the idea of immortality, and they derided it

n such cynical and satirical language, that I

ihuddered. The rest of the German guests

istened approvingly.

In the country and in the smaller cities this

feeling has not 3'et fully developed itself Here,

at least, there is an external appearance of

loyalty to the Church, notwithstanding the

encroachments infidelit.y has made on the ru-

ral population, especially that of North Ger-

many. Still the pulse of the people—namely,

the metropolis—is sick, deadly sick,, with

Materialism. But one may ask : Is the

State Church of no avail whatever? is it do-

ng no work ? Yes, it is doing work ;
its pas

tors preach, confirm, and discharge their offi

cial duties with the strictest punctuality; but

the people view all this work in the same
manner as they would the management of the

postal or financial affairs of the government

Archipelago," has well remarked, " that tl

bright colors of flowers have a much great(

influence on the general aspect of nature i

temperate than in tropical climates." B
further adds, "During twelve years spot

amidst the grandest tropical vegetation,

have seen nothing comparable to the eff'e(

produced on our landscapes, by gorse, broon

heather, wild hyacinths, hawthorn, purp':

orchises, and butter-cups." These words di

scriptiveofthe Malay Archipelago, are equall

applicable to Africa. On tliedamp lowland

as in the midst of the grand forest scenery (

Usambara, the same fact was equally notic

able. Fine and varied foliage everywhei

attracted the eye, but gay flowers never. I

those parts, however, which more nearly a]

proximate to the temperate condition of oi

own countiy, such as in the great central pi;

teau, we have an approach towards the sac

prominence in the flowering plants. It wi

a great delight to me in my many weai

tramps, to have my thoughts drawn awa
from brooding on my troubles, by the sigl

of the numerous pretty little flowers whic
They consider the Church an essential part of everywhere had sprung up after the burnin

the administration, which must necessarily be|off of the grass. They all looked so homelik
endured. With such a view of the Church, it that I experienced the greatest enjoymen
is manifest that it can acquire but little con-|plucking them here and there for my colle""'""'

tion.— 7. Thomson.over their hearts.

—

H. Liehhart in Chris

iian Advocate.

Snake Worship in India.—In the month ot

Shrabana, the worship of the snake-goddess is

Cream-colored bricks.—In many localities i

Minnesota, the clay on burning affords crean

colored bricks. The red color of ordinal

celebrated with great ceremonj'. An image bricks is due to the oxide of iron they eoi

of the goddess, seated on a water-lily encircled tain. The Minnesota clay also contains iro;

with serpents, or a branch of the snake tree, but being an alkaline clay, it partially fus(

or a pot of water, with images of serpents in baking, and the iron enters into combin;

made of clay, form the objects of worship, tion with the silica and alumina, instead t

Men, women, and children all offer presents, 'remaining as an oxide.

to avert from themselves the wrath of the Evaporation from Leaves.—It is estimate

terrific deity. The Mais or snake-catchers are, that the amount of moisture given out by
prominent on this occasion. Temporary seaf- forest, is greater than from the same area c

folds of bamboo-work are set up in the pres- vered with water.
enco of the goddess, and vessels filled with all

sorts of snakes are brought in. The Mais,

often reeling with intoxication, mount the

scaffolds, taive out serpents from the vessels,

and allow them to bite their arms. The
whole race of serpentry is defied. From the

slender and harmless hele to the huge boa-

constrictor and the terrific cobra-de-capello,

all make their appearance, and exert their

might to strike dead the playful Mais. Bite

after bite succeeds, the arms run over with
blood, and the Mais go on with their pranks
amid the deafening plaudits of the spectators.

Now and then they fall off from the scaftbld,

and pretend to feel the effects of poison, and
cure themselves by their incantations. This
is mere pretence, as the fangs of the serpents

have been extracted beforehand.— The Mis-
sionary Link.

For "The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Flowers in Tropical countries.—In the tro-

pics, where everything is favorable to a luxu-
riant vegetable growth, nature usually spends
her energies in producing an infinite variety
in the form and green tinting of the foliage.

She delights in grand colossal trees, up tlie

trunks of which grow strange creepers, and
from whose branches they hang in pendent
masses of graceful foliage. She rejoices in

tender, beautiful ferns, or in majestic palms,
but rarely in brilliant flowers. Fine flowers
are scarcely ever an appreciable element in

tropical vegetation. Wallace, in his " Malay

Does the Croiv-blackbird eat Cray-fish.—Cra;

fish inhabit many of the sloughs and w^

places on our prairies. Outside of where tl

water covers the ground, they dig holes ini

the soil, and in carrying out the dirt the

holes are frequently built up like little chir

neys, sometimes five or six inches above tl

surface. In a dry time they are compelled '

descend so far. in order to keep in the wati

which is necessary to their existence, thi

they pass through our very deep, black so

and bring up the light colored sand and fii

gravel. In this way they do a vast amoui
of work, generally, I believe, in the night, i

they are seldom, if ever, seen so engaged.
Passing a slough on the road, where thei

curious animals live, one day, three or foi

years ago, I saw a crow-blackbird very hai

at work in an apparent effort to grasp son

object on the ground. In a moment it fle

up and alighted on a fence-post, having in i

bill quite a large cray-fish. The bird held

bj' the back, as a boy grasps one in his fi

gers, to keep clear of the creature's pinchir

claws. During the moment which elap.''(

before the bird flew oft' with its prey, I cou

distinctly see the cray-fish's feet and legs

active motion, as it was feeling about for son

object to grasp, or struggling to escape.

The crow-blackbirds' are wise birds, ar

they walk about within a few feet of an o

server, with a degree of coolness and noneh
lence which is amusing, as it isunusual amor
our feathered visitants. In spring and ff

they industriously follow a plough all di
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,3ng, devouring all sorts of insects : and at
ucb times become exceedingly- tame. In fact
beir behavior is exactly of that kind to indi-
ate that thej^ take it for granted that no one
icsires to hurt them. At all events, that is

he case on mj' farm.—Charles Aldrich, Iowa,
n Amer. Naturalist.

Unwholesome wells.—The great trouble with
.•alls is, that in the course ofyears the ground
round the house becomes so impregnated
ith sewage and other contaminations as to
ffect the water. In the first report of the
lassachusetts Board of Health, Dr. Derby
lys, "As a rule, a well receives drainage
om a superficial circular area whose diame-
3r is from one to three times the depth of the
ell, varying with the character of the soil."

On this principle, no well thirty feet deep,
aoiild have a privy, pig pen, barn yard, or
?88-pool within fifty feet of it in anj^ direc-
|on, nor should anj' slops of the house or re-

use of any kind be thrown upon the surface
['the ground within the area of this circle.

[ow many farms are there on which this prin-
ple is not violated ? It is not a snfficient
|!ply to say that the family have drank from
ich wells with impunity for a score or more
'years. It must be remembered that when
IB wells were first dug the water was pure,
it the ground has been gradually impreg-
ited with foul matter, which, if it has noti
ready permeated to the water, will finally
aeh and contaminate it. After a fiital ease
typhoid fever it will be too late to resort to
crystal spring.

selves were very sensible of their own weak-
ness, and unfitness for that great work and
service wherewith the Lord had honored
them, and of their inability to reason with
man

; and so (in the fear and in the watch of
their spirits) kept close to their testimony,
and to the movings of his power, not matter
ing to answer or satisfy the reasoning part of
man, but singly minding the reaching to, and
raising of, that to which their testimony was.
"Oh, how did the Lord prosper them in

gathering his scattered, wandering sheep into
his fold of rest! How did their words drop
down like dew, andrefrcsh the hungry, thirsty
souls ! How did they reach to the'Tife in those
to whom they ministered, raising up that
which lay dead in the grave, to give a living
testimony to the living voice of God in them !

How did they batter the wisdom and reason-
ings of man, making the loftiness thereof
stoop and bow to the weak and foolish babe
of the begettings of life! Eye hath not seen,

hath not heard, nor hath it entered into
the heart of man to conceive, what the power
of life hath wrought, through them, in the
hearts and cojiscIi'ikts of those who huv.-
onged after and wailed tor, the Lord. Oh'
the breathings and inclliiigs of soul, the seii-<r

of the living presence of God, the sul.jrctiii^-

of the heart unto the Lord, the awuk.'iiin..- ,7[

advanced them since, making them mighty
and honorable with his gifts and abilities
(With the beauty whereof the very man
Hourisheth to the sight of every eye that is iu
any measure truly open), cannot but acknowl-
edge the change to be wonderful."

Catharine Phillips, writing in 1784 of her
own experience in the ministry, speaks of the
manner in which " without forethought," her
speech had been accommodated to The capa-
cities of those to whom it was directed. " To
such as were illiterate and ignorant, I have
spoken in very low terms; and to those of
more understanding, in such as answered its
level; while to the learned and those of su-
perior natural abilities. I Mii-ht say with the
prophet, 'The LonI (lo.l hiith given me the
tongue of the learned ;' allliough I had it not
by education. I have n(jt wanti-d
speech, or strength of argniiR-nl.
convey and enforce the doctrines
preach."

' O the depth and excellency of true Gos-

oquence of
A herein to
iven me to

]3cl The Lord's prophet in the
igb( wll
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In the editorial columns of No. 29 of our
,per, were some remarks on the connection
tween intellectual culture and the efficient
ercise of Gospel ministry. The subject is

e of so much importance that it may be de-
able to bring bt'fore our readers the testi-
3ny on this subject of Isaac Penington. He
IS a man of excellent natural abilities, and
9;hly educated, having had the advantages [them

and giving strength unto hiswitnc
ng down and
darkness, the c

in the heart, ai

pure streams tiici-cof in

which hath often been

tin

ii;' of the powe
iig of the light oflifl

ucet running of the
) the enlivened souls
mown and sealed tc

from the powerful appearance of God in their
ministry'! Indeed when I have considered
these and such like things in my heart,
and narrowly marked tberu in my converse
with them, I have been often forced to cry
out concerning them. Truly here is man very
loeak and contemptible; but God very glorious
and poiverful. And indeed, when at any time
I looked on the man, I was hardly able to
forbear disdaining them; but, on the other
hand, when the ej'e of ni}- spirit beheld flic

power and glory of the Lord in them, I could
hardly forbear over-esteeming and exaltinii;

xclaim, -How beau-
tilul up.. II the luouiiluiiis are i he feet of those
who bring good tidings, who publish peace,
who publish salvation, who say unto Zion,
Tby God reigneth !' These are" not made so
iy human or literary acquirements

; but ' the
^^j.

Spirit from on high being poured upon them,'
under its holy, humbling influence, they are
enabled to minister, and 'compare spiritual
things with spiritual,' or elucidate them by
natural things, as occasion may require, with-
out forecast or premeditation

; for they speak
extempore, as the Spirit giveth utterance.
When the ministry in the general thus re-
turns to its original dignity and simplicitx-
an education at colleges willnot be sought to
qualify for it. jSTo ! those who are accoutred
for the service of Him ' who spoke as never
man spake,' must be educated in his school,
and disci)ilined ly his wisdom; whereby they
arc made al.>le ministers of the new testament,
not of the letter, but of the Spirit; for the
letter killeth, but the Spirit giveth life."

|a university training. I " ^ow hath the Lord enriched them with
In some "Considerations Concerning the [gifts and abilities, and every way fitted them
ate.of Israel," vol. 2, p. 411 of his works.lfor the service and employment He hath had
Heston's edition), he thus speaks of those [for them! How hath He enlarged their

jom the Lord sent forth to revive his work
I

ministr3% that they who had very little to
d proclaim the glad tiding,s of his salvation isay, either by wav of declaration or disputa-
the people of Great Britain, in his time. jtion at first, now'abound with strength, and

abundantl}' surjjass the knowledge and wis-
"They were for the most part mean, as to dom both of the world, and of other |)n. lessors
B outward

;
young country lads, of no deep of religion ! The Lord indeed hath adorned

derstanding, or ready expression, but very them, "putting his beauty upon them, and
to be despised everywhere by the wisdom causing them' to grow up in his strength, and
iman, and only to be owned in the power of in his wisdom. This mine eye hath seen', and
it life wherein they came forth. How [often taken notice of, blessing the name of the

Lord, and praying to Him for their preserva-
tion. And surely whoever he be, that hath
either known himself, or heard the relation of
the poverty of these young striplings, when
they first came forth in the power of the Lord,
how empty in themselves they then were, how
sensibly they went up and down of their own
weakness, how little they had to say to peo-
ple that came to observe them and inquire of
them, how afraid they were to be drawn from
their watch, at what a distance they stood
from entering into reasoning about things,

—

I say, he that did know, and doth consider
this, and shall also behold how the Lord hath

liculous was their manner of coming forth
d appearance to the eye of man! About
lat poor, trivial circumstances, habits, ges-
res, and things, did they seem to laj' great
light, and make great matters of moment!
)w far did they seem from being acquaint-
with the mysteries and depths of religion!

lit their chief preaching was repentance, and
mt a light icithin.arid of turning to that, and
'Glaiming the great and terrible day of the Lord
be at hand; wherein I confess my heart ex-
idingly despised them, and cannot wonder
It any wise man, or sort of professors, did
do yet, despise them. Yea, they them-

SUM.MAKY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In iliu United States Sennle on the

13i.li iiisi., bills were reported providing for tlie allot-
ment ofiands in severalty to Indians, and extendim' to
Indians tlie protection of the laws of the States and Ter-
ritories; defining the qualilications of Territorial Dele-
gates; providing for the appointment of a coinuiittee of
seven on Public Expenditures; establishing a Conn of
Appeals

;
and providing that a m.ijority of the Snpreme

Court shall constitute a qnorniu, instead of .six as here-
tofore, and prohibiting any Justice from sitting on a
case on appeal on which he has acted in a Circuit Court.
On the lOih insi. the Alcholic Licjuor Commission

bill was considered, ami Senator li.iyard moved an
amendment extending the inijuiries of the commission
to the effects of the use of opi.ites and other drugs. T'he
amendment was lost—yeas -li, nays 2.5. On motion of
Senator Plumb the number of the commission was fi.xed
at seven, and the lime within which it shall report at
eighteen months. The bill was then passed by a vote
of 34 to 14.

^ ^

The President has nominated Samuel Blatchford, of
New York, lo be Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court of tue United States, and John Knssed Yoi
Minister to Cliina.

The Committee on Indian Affairs of the U. S. Senate,
have agree I upon a bill providing for the allotment of
lands in severalty to the Indians on reservations, "and
extending the civil and criminal laws of die respective
Slates and Territories to each Indian to whom land \i
allotted within their boundaries."
The Secietary of War, in reply to a Senate resolu-

tion, reports that the total cost of the service of ihe
United States army west of the Mississippi for fighting
and police duty on Indian account during the last ten

toung.
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years, has been $205,474,759. Adjutant General Druna

furnishes additional iteiiia ofappruprialions for supplies,

incidental expenses, transportatiim, purchase of liorses,

&c., which swell the aggregate to $223,891,264. The
total cost of the active comp:iigns against the Indians

since 1872, including the Modoc, Sioux, Nez Perce,

Bannock, Northern Cheyenne, Apache, Ute and other

wars, was only $5,058,821, showing that the bulk of the

enormous expenditure was for simple police duty. The
report of the Secretary of War covers the operations

and expenses of his Depiirtuient only, and takes no ac-

count of those of the Interior Department.

The Secretary of the Interior has given permission to

the Indian Agent at the Crow Agency in Montana to

.send one hundred of the children under his care to

Ohio, to be bound to certain farmers " to be educated

and reared up in usefulness."

The second public meeting of the Congressional Tem-

perance Society was held in Washington on the evening

of the lull. The speakers were Senator Vance, of

North Carolina ; Representaiive Hepburn, of Iowa

;

Indian Commissioner Price, and Dr. McKenzie, of Salt

Lake City.

The total number of persons in immediate need of

food and shelter owing to the floods in Mir.sissippi,

Arkansas and Tennessee is estimated at 43,000. The
weather has suddenly become cold in the afflicted re-

gion, and ii is feared many must perish from exposure.

Kelief conliniies to be furnished as far_ as possible by

the Government, but much more assistance will be

needed.
The reports from the flooded regions of the Low

Mississippi Valley continue to be very unfavorable,

.slight subsidence in the water is reported at Memphis
and two or three other points, but there is no abatement

of the sufl^ering and destitutiun tiiroughout the over-

flowed districts. The situation at Greenville, Missis-

sippi, is described as "appalling." At Baton Rouge,

La., the water is higher than ever before known. The
Hard Times, Point Pleas:int, Buckner and VVoodlawn

levees have given way. The river at Vicksbnrg rose

eight inches on First-day. From Bolivar, Mississippi,

to Memphis, "nearly 300 miles of water covers t'

high and low plantations alike, a deep, swift, roaring

current." Several additional lives are reported lost by

the breaking of Louisiana levees. At Clarendon, fifty

miles west of Helena, the water is six feet deep in some
of the streets. Ti.e river nl New Orleans was witliin

six inches of the high-water mark of 1874. Lieutenant
Vedder, detailed to ascertain the extent of the sutfering

in Arkansas, has arrived in Memphis from Little Rock.
He estimates that the Government will have to providi

for 20,000 destitute people in that State lor bO day
from the 20lh inst. New Orleans despatches report! Goios has an article attacking Russian Chauvinists. It jShe had been
that the Point Coupee crevasse is widening, and that declares that no valid reason exists for war. The late for the last

Poller's Dyke, a large embankment built to prevent the

waters from False river, has been broken. This break,

it is expected, will result in the flooding of the Grosse
Tete country, and cause great loss in stock and crops.

Captain Sinnot has arrived at New Orleans from Alex-
anilria, Louisiana, and reports 250 families living on
rafts near that place, in a deplorable condition.

WANTED
The Committee for the Civilization and Impn

ment of the Indians, wish to engage a young or mic

aged Friend and his wife, to reside at Tunesassa,

assist the Superintendent in conducting the concf

of the Institution.

Persons who may feel drawn to engage in the serv

address

—

Jos. S. Elkinton, 325 Pine St., Philadelph
Ji.hn Sharpless, Chester, Delaware Co., Pi

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St., Philada.

WANTED—A situation as an attendant to be gel

ally useful in the lighter duties of house-keeping .

sewing.
Address S., 304 Arch street, Philadelphii

Died, on the 18th of First mo. last, Rachkl Gbh
relict of William Green, in the 83rd year of her i

(formerly from Yorkshire, England,) a beloved m
ber and elder of Stillwater Monthly Meeting, Ohio,

her early years, under the sanctifying influence of

vine Gr.ice, she became convinced of the truths of

gospel ; and through the lengthened period of her

endeavored to regulate her conduct and conver.satior

its pure and self-denying precepts. Her heart

house were ever open to her friends ; who were attra<

by her aflflible demeanor, by the warm interest wl
she manifested in the welfare of the young; and by

humility and meekness of her spirit. She was dilig

in assembling with her friends for the purpose of Di\

worship, and attended meetings for this purpose, for

last lime on the 1st of the year. Being attacked

pneumonia, she felt that the end of life was near

;

unsettled and rather easier. Sales of 2100 bushels red

for milling, at .tI.33 a $1.34^. Rye is nominal at 85

cts. for Pennsylvania. Corn is fairly active and higher.

Sales of 8000 bushels, including yellow, at 72^ a 73 cts.;

mixed at 72 a 73 cts. ; steamer, at Richmond, at 73 cts.

;

No. 3 at 71 cts., and rejected at 71 cts. Oats are in

good request and Hrmer. Sales of 15,000 bushels in-

eluding white, at 51 a 53J cts., and rejected and mixed
at oOi a 5U cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 3rd mo.

11th, 1882.- Loads of hay, 211; loads of straw, 34.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, »1.10

to $1.20 per 100 pounds; mixed, 95 cts. to .#1.05 per

100 pounds; Straw, 85 to 95 cts. per 100 pounds.
Beef cattle were in demand this week, and prices

were a fraction higher: 2400 head arrived and sold at

the difl'erenl yards at 4J a 7^ cts. per pound, as to con-

Sheep were in fair demand, but prices were un-

changed : 8000 head arrived and sold at 4 a 7i cts.,

and lambs at 6 a 8 cts. per lb., as to condition.

Hogs were in steady demand : 3000 head arrived and
sold at the diSerent yards at 9 a 10 cts. per lb., as to

condition.

FoKEiGN.—MacLean, the Queen's assailant, has been

committed for trial on the charge of high treason.

The three gre:it ports of the world are Limdon, Liver-

pool and New York. During 1880 they reached their

highest trade figures, the imports being at London
about $700,000,000, Liverpool $600,000,000, and New
York $539,000,000. _ , _

De Freycinet, President of the Council and Minister
of Foreign AflMrs, announces that he has invited the

maritime powers to send delegates to an international

congress to regulate the question as to the ownership of

submarine cables. I though deeply sensible of her unworthiness, said,

Afier Prince Milan had accepted the title of King "hiid a comfortable hope that her sius of omission

Milan I., the Skuptschina proceeded to pass a bill de- commission were blotted out of the Lamb's book of

fining the sovereign's rights and prerogitives and the niemlirance—all through mercy, unmerited men
position of the heir apparent. It is understood that Her sufferings at limes were great, and were borne v

Russia, Austria and Germany assented to the elevation much patience. Near the last she petitioned to be

of the principality to a kingdom leased, but added, " not my will but thine, O Lord
The account of the battle between the Anstrians and done;" and gently passed away as if falling into a sv

the Crivoscians, near Jaukow, in which the Austrians slumber. "Blessed is the man that trusteth in

were defeated after they had blown up Fort Gragali, is Lord, and whose hope the Lord is."

from Cettinje, and not from Vienna, and is probably , on the 19th of 1st mo. 1882, at his reside

colored in favor of the insurgents. near Medford, N. Jersey, JosiAH Allen, a membe
General Skobeleff lias been severely rebuked by the

I
Upper Evesham Monthly Meeting of Friends, in

Czar for his recent utterances. It is said that he has 87tli year of his age. An upright man whose end
expressed contrition and declared that he had no inten- 1 peace.

tion of posing as a political agitator. He has received , at her residence, near Plymouth, Lyon con;

many threatening letters, some containing challenges! Kansas, on the 29th of 1st mo. 1882, Jane, widoi

from Germans, which he treats with contempt. The
,
Thomas M. Jones, aged 73 years, 9 months and 21 d^

'n poor health for over two years;

six months she had been away from h(

Czar, it .says, cultivated the most cordial relations with but little She seemed quiet and resigned to her coi

Germany, as he considered that war with that nation
|

tion, and continued faithful to the principles of Frie

would be a dreadful calamity. The article concludes ; to the last.

as follows: Let us hope that the eff"orts of Chauvinists , at his residence in New York city, on Sec

will be ineliectual. In the name ofjustice and common
|

mo. 18th, 1882, Samuel Whitall, M. D., aged
sense and for the love of Russian people brought, de- years. Although suddenly summoned from exteni

I

spite themselves, under Panslavist tutelage, we desire and absorbing pursuit.*, it is humbly believed thai

The question of licensing the sale of intoxicating' peace, above all with Germ:iny, as, in the event of war, ! was found with his " lamp trimmed and burning" i

liquors gave a special interest to the town meetings in
|

the victor would pay too dearly for success. I that the testimony of his attending physician, that

'

Massachusetts on last Second- day. Of eighty-six towns The Bible is translated into thirty-two African Ian- died, as he lived, a consistent Christian," is true,

from which reports have been received, twenty-three' guages, in eight of which the whole of the Scriptures [dowed with strong reasoning powers, and trained

voted for license and sixty-three against it. I are published. j scientific investigation, he was yet mercifully enal

A great fan, which has for some time been in course The population of Pitcairn Island now numbers 96 to see that the " natural man receiveth not the thi

of construction for clearing the railro.ad tunnel in St. {persons. The latest tidings from that rem.irkable com-] of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness unto li

Louis of smoke from passingtrains, is now in successful munity report its health and contentment as perfect. neither can he know them because they are spiritii.

News has been received in Panama of tiie destruction discerned." Believing thus, there is aliundant p
of Alajuela and three other towns in Costa Rica by an

j
that he was enabled to w;iit, in the silence of all fl

earthquake. In Alajuela alone, it is stated, several jUntil they were revealed to him by the Spirit of

thousand lives were lost. God, and that he knew what it was to be born agaii

Diphtheria of a very malignant type is reported to I have passed from death unto life, so that he cc

be carrying off many children in the eastern and we.stern
j
clearly testify, "I know that my Redeemer liveth,

Ciin beoperation. It is said that " the entire tuni

cleared of smoke from the heaviest freight train in

three minutes, and when no trains are in it the air is

as clear and fresh as th it outside."

There were 386 deaths in Philadelphia for the week
ending 3rd month 11th, as compared with 405 for the
previous week, and 381 for the corresponding week of

last year. Of the whole number 215 were males, and
171 females : 64 died of consumption, 39 of pneumonia,
18 of marasmus, 14 of typhoid fever and 7 of small- p. ix.

Marlcels, &C.— V. S. 3i's, 101 a 102|; 4.1's, 114; 4's,

registered, 117^^; coupon, il8j; currency 6's, 127.

Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice in

price or demand. Sales of middlings are reported at

12 a 12J^ cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.
Petroleum.—Standard white, 7| cts. for export, and

8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is quiet and unchanged. Sales of 1806 barrels,

including Minnesota extras, at f 6.25 a .i6.50 for clear,

and at i6.75 a $7 for straight; Pennsylvania extra
family at i5.75 a *6; western do. do. at $6.50 a $7,
and patents at -7.50 a $7.75. Rye flour is unchanged:
pure at $4.75 per bbl.

Orain.^^Wheat opened active and higher, but closed

of Nova Scotia.

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.
The Annual Meeting will be held on Fourth-day

evening, the 29th inst , at 8 o'clock p. M., in the Com-
mittee-room of Arch Street Meeting-house.

Friends generally are invited to attend.

Edward Maris,
Philada., 3d mo. 1882. Clerk.

WANTED
A woman Friend, to take charge of the Boys' Parlor,

at Westtown. Apply to

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Dehorah Rhoads, Haddonfield, New Jersey.

Susanna F. Sharpless, West Chester, Pa.

Sarah E. Smith, 1110 Pine St., Philadelphia,

He lives I shall live also." Shortly
his close, he expressed his belief that the Lord wo
have done a glorious work in the earth if the pet

had been faithful; and then added, ''And He willc

yet, if those who love Him continue in the same S[

in which they have lived." To our own religious

ciety he was deeply attached, and he left his dying
timony to a belief that it would have to return to

"

principles,"
—"not in the oldness of the letter, bu

the newness of the Spirit." Very near the quiet c

when questioned by his physician as to his sensatii

he replied, " Absolute negation ;" adding almost im
diately, " But there is a holy habitation, and I av

results." Almost his last words were, "Meet me-
of you."

WILLIAM lir"pfLe7pRIN'TER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For Friend.'

I Palestine.

[We have received from our friend George
I'itt, of England, a small pamphlet, contain
|ig an account of a visit paid by him and
i'ife to that couutrj-. They left home on the
12nd of 10th month last, 'and were absent
(bout two month.?. The following passages,
liken from his narrative, we thuik will be
i)und interesting. Ed.]

I
I feel sure that some persons are, even as

j

was, so familiar with certain names and
laces in Palestine, by so often reading them
;
Scripture, in connection with the sayings

jid doings of our dear Saviour while in the
pdj, as to know them by heart more readily
jian the localities of our own neighborhoods,
ji that a longing desire—a kind of wonder

iises
in the mind to know and realize a little

the history, geography, and present aspect
those sites which the profession of Chris

pnity has so endeared to our minds, and im
feesed on our memories.
tif we have read and well studied the geo-
j-aphy of the Old Testament, and the Sacred
jistory of the world from Adam downward
ionly adds to our curiosity and inflames oui
:8ire to know somewhat more of that mys-
rious country—the Promised Land— the
Qd where Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob dwelt,
e land flowing with milk and honej-, the
lodly land that Moses peeped at, and which
'Shua led two millions of .Tew.s to jiossesis

;

bere Elijah and Elisha, widi iliviiic jiow.t!
rformed marvels and mirai'ics; w hci-c ls;iiuli.

jremiah, and the prophets iirojihcsie.!, and
fmuel and others judged; where the sweet
talmist of Israel became of kings the chief;
here the wisest of .all men built a temple to
e living God, of all temples the most beau-
juland glorious, and made silver as plentiful
the stones in the street; and where also
pse whom God so favored and blessed, grew
Kewarm, and served other gods.
iPalestine is less than 200 miles long, and
average of about 50 wide. The name

Uestine is a Roman one, meaning Land of
^3 Philistines, who occupied the sea coast,
(rdering Canaan, or Land of Promise, on the
|st, southwards.
(The appellation of "Holy Land," although
iifee times used poetically in the Old Testa-
imt only, is a superstitious name for us to
13, yet much blazoned about, seeming to infer

it is more holy than other lands; like Chris
tian teachers calling the first day of the week
the " Lord's Day," inferring other daj^s are
" Devils' Days," which in practice is too often
carried out. At Pisa, in Italy, they have a
Campo-Santo, or 53 ship loads of earth, ex-
pensively enclosed, brought anciently by pro-
fessing Christians from Jerusalem for pur-
poses of adoration. So for Christians now-a-
days to call Palestine "Holy Land," is Pisa's
idolatry e.x;actly, moderated in degree.
On Seventh-day, at 5 p. ji., 22nd of 10th

month, we left Port Said by steamer for Jafta,
about 150 miles, or a 15 hours' run, arriving
off there at 8 A. m. next or First-day; then dis^
covering we should have to perform 24 hours'
quarantine on board before landing, next
morning, therefore, we landed in small boats,
with our little luggage, which was well tum-
bled about by the Turkish Customs oflicials.

A person named Howard owns a good hotel
here, with extensive orange gardens, to wltoni
we went, and made arrangements for a sup])l\-
of good horses, with English saddles, and a
dragoman sjjeaking English to conduct us
through Palestine, finding us good board and
sleeping accommodation, to commence after
we had been to and completed Jerusalem,
We were to have a muleteer to carry our lug-
gage and look after horses, and a "Sheik oil

horseback, where the way was dangerous, for
protection. This travelling arrangement was
to last for twenty consecutive days, and, being
a slack time, was concluded for a very moder-
ate round sum, half paid down, and the bal-

ance on completion. This Howard is a native,
and the great rival of T. Cook, the London
excursionist ; and I may say the contract was
literally and honorably and satisfactorily car
ried out without our having any fault to find
Our horses were excellent, our provisions
good and ample, and our sleeping accommo-
dation all we desired.

In this town, [Jaffa] which covers a steep
iiill, we saw more camels and donkeys than
ever before—hundreds of them. The main
sti-eets were blocked with them, carrying
iiunlens. It is about 40 miles from Jerusalem,
and the nearest seaport, therefore the great
mart for Palestine, and much business is car-
ried on. We went over the place, and by the
seaside, where now are several tanners, and
where the house ofSimon the Tanner is shown,
in which Peter had his remarkable vision con-
cerning the Gentiles.

A few years ago, to oblige the Emperor
Napoleon, a Turkish Road, which in all cases
means a bad rough road, was made by the
late Sultan from Jaffa to Jerusalem, on which
mall rough vans can and do travel; and
s there was one going at 4 p. m. that day,
we took places in "it. They chose the after-

noon for starting and travelling all night, for
coolness, and to prevent the flfes teasing the
horses. Our cart or van held five besides the
negro driver, and we were drawn by three
horses abreast. Our three companions were

<

powerful Arabs, armed to the teeth, as it were ;

having swords, double-barrelled guns, dag-
gers, and pistols. Two of them were Sheiks.
It might seem alarming to be alone in such
company, travelling all' night in a desolate,
strange countiy, without lamps or moon

;
yet

we were so accustomed to see them thus
armed, and there was such a dignity in their
manner, and yet gentleness in their ej^es, we
had not a moment's fear, and they were ex-
ceedingly kind. We struck inland eastwards
from the sea, admiring for two or three miles
the luxuriant orange groves, laden with large
oranges just turning from green to yellow.
Tbe roads had for walls or fences hedges of
prickly pear, like our cactus plant, but eight
to twelve feet high, the stems a foot thick, and
some of the leaves the size of dinner dishes.
On the road we were shown Gaza, where
Samson took away the city gate, posts, bar,

"
;
and where also he died, slaying 3000

iiies by pulling away the pillars of the
temple (if their god Dagon. We also noticed
Ijyd'ia, nigh Id Joppa, where Peter restored
3^iieas {n lieallh. ei^ht \ ears in bed, and sick
ofthejialsy. -\ Iso eiMssed I he [ihiinsof Sharon,
spoken of by .Soluiiion, bill found the '' Eose
of Sharon" is now extinct there. The last
half of the road was a aueeession of rocky hills
or mountains, getting more steep, rugged, and
high as we approached Jerusalem, which we
reached at sunrise, about 6 a. m., catching the
fii-st glimpse of this beautiful and immortal-
ized city from tbe north-west hills, over which
we went, and were set down outside the D.a-

maseus gate. We soon walked through it

into Jerusalem, putting up at Howard's nice
hotel, inside, about the centre of the city, with
fine view of Mount Zion, Mount of Olives, and
xMoab, from the upper story and flat. We
rested only two hours, refreshed and washed
—for the thrilling emotion of actually reach-
ing Jerusalem, the ol.jeet and goal of our jour-
ney, was too intense'to think'nt fatigue

; the
sacred associations of tliis <enlral historical

S]30t were too man}- and too great to allow of
rest, before we had somewhat explored and
realized its famous and familiar spots.

So sallying forth, plan in hand, we com-
passed Jerusalem, bj' walking all round it,

outside the walls, a distance of 3 miles or less;

and as we went, noticing its gates, towers,
hills, valle3-s, and surrounding objects. Then
turning inside, we went through, and through,
and across its rough and narrow streets, to
et our bearings and understand its quai-ters.

Then crossing to the Mount of Olives, we
viewed it to perfection, and realized its locali-

ties as on a map. We then engaged a local'

guide for two days to show and explain all its

celebrities.

My first strong impression, and, I may say,
my last, on beholding Palestine was one of
astonishment. Can this be that glory of all

lands—that promised land—the land flowing
with tnilk and honey—the land of oil and
wine ? No ! Surely not. I had pictured fer-
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tile plains and dewy meads, with gentle slopes

and cultivated lands like Kent or Surrey,

bringing forth luxuriant crops almost spon-

taneously ;
and I am amazed to find a country

of stones, of rugged stone hills, without irri-

gation for the most part, and with but few

springs. You may travel for days and be

scarcely able to find a square yard of ground

that is not choked with stones, varying in size

from a hen's egg to a 4-lb. loaf It is as if an

enemy had tri'ed to nuxr the land. It is so,

round about Jerusalem, and almost every

where. The hills themselves are stone, and

the earth on them is covered with loose stones

—you wonder anything can grow—the Valley

of Jordan, and Plains of Esdraelon, and a few

other patches being exceptions. Palestine,

of all countries, is now desolate, barren, and

accursed ; which, when we think of it, is only

the fulfilment of Scripture prophecies, some
of which say that briars and thorns should

come up upon it, and thej' that pass by should

bo astonished at its desolation. Of Jerusalem

Jesus said it should be left unto them des(jhite

and Jeremiah, that it should be desolate and

a hissing, and that passers-by should wag
their heads and say. Is this the city which

men call the perfection of beauty, the joy of

the whole earth ? Save the olive tree, in

many parts, and the fig tree in some, there

are but few trees in Palestine. Theiuhabitants

live in misery and squalor chiefly, their food

being coarse or black bread, olives and water.

Yet, with all this desolation, I can well be-

lieve it was once highly cultivated and very

fertile. If the ground wore cleared of stones

and the hills terraced with stone walls, as at

Hebron and Bethlehem is now done, it might
yield plentifully in most parts. Vineyards
and olive yards might flourish to perfection,

as once they did, and oil and grapes abound
as of old. How true it is that, as God's bless-

ing is given or withdrawn. He maketh of a

fruitful field a barren wilderness, and of a

barren wilderness a fruitful field.

(To be continued.)

A New Meeting House in Pliiladelph.ia.

When recently attending a meeting at the

new house in West Philada., it was pleasant

to observe the number present, and also to

learn that the attendance there generally

averages fully one hundred individuals. I

was also impressed with the belief, that our

Society has sufl:ered loss by not having a

similar meeting established in the north-

western part of the city, where the same ne-

cessity exists, if anything, to a greater extent

than in West Philadelphia, and where many
Friends reside quite as far away from the old

meeting-houses as they do in the latter place,

Friends are proverbially enterprising in

their worldlj' affairs; why, therefore, should

they hold back when there is an opportunity

to properly extend their usefulness

ligious body, or at least maintain their ground
as a church organization ? As the city in

For " The Friend

Not Too Late to Do Good.

" And about the eleventli horn- he went out, and foi

otliei-3 atanding idle, and saith unto them, y\

stand ye here all the day idle? They say u

him, Because no man hath hired us. He aaith u

them. Go ye also into the vineyard; and wha
ever is right, that shall ye receive."—Matt. xx. (

The article in No. 21 of "The Frien

headed, " Too late to do good," contains

much of an instructive character that it see

worthy of special notice. The good that i

was to be made the instrument of, throe

her death-bed repentance, seems to have b>

hidden from the individual. So that,

though appearing to receive pardon, as at

"eleventh hour," yet to her \t seemed '

C

late to do good." In her we see evidenc

that the call is yet extended to the •' eleve

hour." But how unwise for any to conti;

in disobedience to the manifestations of

Lord's Holy Spirit, under the belief or he

that with them the eleventh hour has notcreases in size, our members, either from
choice or necessity, move from the older sec-

1 come !

tions of it. The rents are apt to be an im- We are not permitted (unless it be reve;

portant consideration to a large number, jto us) to see what hour the shadow markf

Sweet Pillow Thoughts.—A gentleman had
amassed a large property, and people lookin

on would say that now he could rest at ease

and peace. M^- had money enough. But the

man him-M'ir luiiiid (hat he never was so ill at

ease. His |iillii\v was robbed of sleep. He was
haunted nightly by fears of losses and money
difl^iculties, which the sound-sleeping poor
man knew nothing of. He did not go to a

physician for a sleeping draught; he did some-

thing better. Jlcsat down one morning and
niade out a list of people and causes he wonld
like to help, and befure nightfall had given

away thirty thousand dollars. That night
his sleep was sweet and refreshing, and he
•always regarded it as an excellent investment
of the money. He had hit on a remedy for

sleeplessness that no doctor would ever have
been likely to suggest to him, but one that

did the work well.

Many people are troubled with serious

.wakefulness who have no such sums to give

away. But all can do kind deeds, or speak
sweet words, which do good to others, and
the remembrance of such little charities are

eweet thoughts to take to the pillow. Worry
keeps people awake far more than happiness
The blessings of God and bis precious promises
are the softest pillow on which to rest a

Weary, troubled head. "So He giveth his

beloved sleep."

—

Child's World.

Among this class are often young people

whose long distance from our places of wor-

ship not infrequently gives an excuse not to

attend them; whereas, if there was a meeting

held weekly nearer to their homes, they would
be induced more regularly to perform this im-

portant duty. Not only does the West Phila-

delphia meeting prove the advantage of ex-

panding our facilities with the growth of the

citj', but the large new meetings held Jjy those

who separated from Friends in 1829, also

prove the same. Many strangers attend the

latter on Girard Avenue.
On reviewing the history of Friends in

Philadelphia, we find that up to within fifty

years, they builttheir meeting-houses in situa-

tions to suit their congregations, and did not,

as the tendency now is, attempt to bring their

congregations to the meeting-houses. Was
not such provision on their part blessed to

them, and are not we in duty bound to follow

their example? 1 believe ttiat we are work-
ing at a disadvantage in endeavoring to keep
our meetings concenti-ated in the older parts

of the city.

As far as the writer is able to learn, the
principal objection to establishing a meeting
in the proposed locality, is that by so doing
the other meetings will be weakened, and
their strength necessarily divided. This is

true to a certain extent, but the manifest ad-

vantages to be derived are much greater than
this one objection ; and if a new meeting were
set up, the tendency would doubtless be to

place additional responsibility on some of the

members, whose religious growth would there-

by be increased; and in this way the Society
would also iDe benefited.

I hope those Friends who have lived for

years near our present meeting-houses
consider the wants of their fellow-members
who cannot do so, and will be willing to yield

possibly some of their personal comfort, as

well as their means, to the promotion. of this

object. They themselves may probably never
see the sure result of their inaction, but the
generation that succeeds them will certainly

feel it. I trust for the sake of the future of

the church in this city, that they will more
favorably consider this proposition, which by
no means is a new one.

Philada., 3rd mo. 7th, 1882.

the dial-plate of our lives. Perhaps to mi

the last call, " Go, work in my vineyard,

now extended. If the call is heeded, the n

ciful design of the great Master of the v

yard is, that we should labor in the viney

of our own hearts, until they become sar

fied to his praise. And having thus exp

enced of his pardoning mercy, it maj' pr

Not too late to do good ;" though such r

not bo permitted to see it, further than a

slates to themselves, and lament that i

Too late for them to do good."

In the account alluded to, we have ah

remarkable instance of the Lord's mercy .

of his power to carry on his own work ini

own way, in the happy change that

wrought in the hearts of those who had b

the gay and worldly associates of her who
been snatched by death from their midst,

who, through mercy, appears to have t

saved from the wrath to come. The old r

ister had often noticed those gay worldlii

and had desired the opportunity, now gi

at the funeral of one of their number, to sp

to them. " His heart was stirred within h

he thought to pour down upon them the v

rain and hail of condemnation." But wh;

remarkable instance " of the strong man bt

bound bj' a stronger than he ;" and his "gc

spoiled !" So that the message he deliverei

from the dying lips of the departed, seei

to fall as the true gospel rain and distil

dew. But how strange that a professed r

ister of the Gospel did not recognize, W
that power was that restrained his ton

from delivering the "scathing lecture."

this day of so much seeming religious activ

what instruction might be taken from
account given of the effect of the brief mes.

delivered ! The Divine blessing seems to 1

rested upon it to the producing of better fi

than we hear of being produced by any of

so-called " Revival Meetings" amongst tl

professing our name.
Many instances we have of the Lo

merciful dealings with his rebellious crea':

man. Those gay worldlings alluded to, .see:

to have been living in forgetfulness of H
yet He would not suffer " the rain and ha;

condemnation" to fall upon them thrOj

man's unsanetified zeal. Nay, He is able foij

own work, and will carry it on in his own \j
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Oh " that all flesh might kee]) silence befor

Him, that He alone might be t'oared." What
is man, that he should assume of himself to

sngage in the Lord's work? What will it

ivail any of us to make a great profession and
jhow of religious activity, if our own wills

lave never been brought into the "obedience
jf Christ;" if we run, when the Lord "hath
lot sent us?" We are all hastening tows
)ur final reckoning: What answer will tl:

lave whose time " is alwaj^s I'cudy." wiicii

[uery is put to them, " Who halh rrqiund this

Vt thy hands?"
Those who are rightly exercised to do the

ilaster's bidding, often feel grieved and tried

,t heart, and very properly so, at beholding
low unconcerned many seem to be about
heir soul's best interest. They, like the "old
ainister," long for an opportunity to speak
such. If their' exercise is of the right kind,

f it ]iroceeds from the love of God in their

wn hearts, we have reason to believe that
uch exercise is heard in Heaven ; and may
le, and often is, blessed to those for whom it

3 felt. " The effectual fervent prayer of a
ightcous man availeth much." The Lord
nswereth true prayer in his own time, and
Q his own way. And "It is good that a man
hould both hope and quietly wait for the
alvation of the Loi-d," and not attempt,
hrough the stirrings of the "strong man" in

imself, to pour down upon others " the very
^ain and hail of condemnation."
; The dying testimony of the woman in the
Tticle alluded to, strikingly corresponds with
haul's declaration to Titus, "Not by works
:f righteousness which we have done, but ac-

ording to his merc3' He saved us, by the
'^ashing of regeneration and renewing of the
foly Ghost, which He shed on us abundantly
larough Jesus Christ our Saviour." " Tell
ly friends," said the dying woman, "I can
ow see that my gifts, although they were
ften prodigal, were never made in the nmne
!f the Master. They may have alleviated

ijffering for the moment, but were never of

lie kind that brings the reward promised to
be Christian." And she would also testify

lat she knew " salvation was onlj- possible
'irough the blood of Jesus."

1

" Faith without works is dead." Yet works
Without faith will not bring the promised re-

gard. Very important is it for all of us to

bnsider well, whether we are in the truefaith
h not. " Without faith it is impossible to
tiease God." If our faith is in our oivn works
will not bear the test; it will not save us,

pwever zealous we maj^ appear to be.
" In Christ Jesus neither circumcision avail-

'.h any thing nor uneircumeision ; but faith

'hich worketh by love."—Gal. v. 6. So tli;it

1 those who are in Christ, moral obligm i(iii>

;• the fulfilling of the outward law, is not the

>,ief concern, but to have that "faith which
orks by love" to bear rule in them, which
ill lead those who are brought under its in-

leuce, to that faithful discharge of their

ities towards their fellows that will bring
Wn the Divine blessing upon them. To
fch we believe the language applies, " Inas-

ueh as ye did it unto one of the least of these

J brethren, ye did it unto me."— Matt.
XT. 40.

The whole present system of fashionable
fe is utterly destructive of seriousness.

—

f^annah More.

The Tyranny of Fashion.

" An anti-crinoline society has been estab-
lished in London. It issues the following
protest

:
' We, the undersigned, believing that

the artificial aid to dress'known as "crino-
line" and "hoop," is inconvenient and un-
graceful to the last extent, hereby engage
ourselves never to wear the same whatever
altcuipt is made on the part of milliners to
iinpdse this tyranny upon the ladies of Eng-

Upon reading the above slip from one of
our daily papers, the query suggests, Why
not have "the axe laid unto the roof of tlie

corrupt tree in its whole gay round of whim-
whams and trumperj', by "the ladies of Eng-
land" and woinen of America engaging, never
to be imposed upon by the tyi-anny of Ihsliioii

with all its versatile and fuolisli vagaries : nr
led into unholy compliance with
and customs of a world that lieth

ncss ? The broad unequivocal injunction, " lie

not conformed to this world," does not oiiU
allude to " the artificial crinoline," and " th\
ungraceful," " hoop," but to the ivhole of " that
outward adorning," condemned by the ajaostle,

as hostile to the adorning of • the liidden man
of the heart, in that w hieh is not coi rii|itible

even the ornainrnt .-/' ./ ;;(,./, <///,/ .junt sjiirit

which is in the sight of God of great \n-\ce

For," adds the inspired writer, "after this

maimer, in the old time, the holy women alsc

wlio trusted in God, adorned themselves," &c

S].!

Waiting on the Lord.

In a recent convei-sation with a friend, I

inquired of him if he was acquainted with the
gious sect known as Quakers. The reply

was, O yes, and I think them the best people
on earth ; but I can hardly endorse their

method of silent worship, or waiting on the
Lord, as they term it."

As there may be many of the same mind,
who think loaiting on the Lord is simply a
vague, unmeaning term, a myth or something
of human invention, I give the iollowiiig from
Scripture authoritj^ for the benefit of such.

Acts i. 4 :
" Wait for the promise of the

Father." Gal. v. 5 :
" For we through the

Spirit wait for the hope of righteousness by
faith." Ps. XXV. 3 :

" Yea, let none that wait
on thee be ashamed." Ps. sxv. 5 :

" Thou art

the God of my salvation ; on thee do I wait
all the day." Ps. xxv. 21 : "Let integrity and
uprightness preserve me ; for I wait on thee."

Ps. xxvii. 14 :
" Wait on the Lord

; be of good
rage, and ho shall strengthen thine heart

:

1, I say, on the Lord." Ps. xxxvii. 7:
st in the Lord, and wait patiently' for

Him." Ps. lix. 9 : "I will wait upon thee : for

God is my defence." Ps. Ixix. 3 :
" I wait for

my God." Ps. cxxx. 5 :
" I wait for the Lord,

my soul doth wait, and in his word do I

hope." Is. viii. 17: "I will wait upon the
Lord." Is. xl. 31 :

" They that wait upon the
Lord shall renew their strength." Jer. xiv.

" Art not thou he, O Lord our God ? there-

fore we will wait upon thee." Lam. iii. 26:

It is good that a man quietly hope and wait
for the salvation of the Lord." Lam. iii. 25 :

The Lord is good unto t'fiem that wait for

Him." Hos. xii. 6 :
" Wait on thy God con-

tinually." Mic. vii. 7: "I will wait for the
God of my salvation." Zep. iii. 8: "There-

re wait ye upon me, saitb the Lord." Gen.

xlix. 18: "I have waited for thy salvation, O
Lord," Ps. xl. 1 :

" I waited jiatiently for the
Lord

;
and He inclined unto me and heard my

cry." Ps. xxxviii. 20 :
" Our soul waiteth for

the Lord : Ho is our help and our shield." Ps.
Ixii. 1: "Truly my soul waiteth upon God:
from Him cometh my salvation." Is. Ixiv. 4:
" For since the beginning of the world men
have not heard, nor peixeivod by the ear,
neitlier hath the eye seen, O God, besides
thee, what he hath prepared for him that
waiteth for Him." 2 Thes. iii 5: "And the
Lord direct j^our hearts into the love of God,
and into the patient waiting for Christ." Is.

xxv. n :
" And it shall be said in that day, Lo,

this is our God ; we have waited for Him, and
Hewill save us; this is the Lord; we hav.e
waiteil for Him, we will be glad and rejoice in
his salvation."

vid and others of the best men re-

1 the Scriptures, waited for the sal-
vation of God and received the promised
I'll >.-iii--

; so let us in patience wait, with faith
uid ii-iist believing, resting a.ssured that the
Luitl will come in his own good pleasure find
open the windows of Heaven and pour upon
us such a blessing as there shall not be room
enough to receive it. And now% Lord, what
wait 1 for ? My hope is in thee.

O. A. Pratt.
N. y., ]2tli mo. l,3tli, 18.81.
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The Root of a Crime.
BY W. A. ROBINSON.

Your discriminating editorial of the 12th
ult. on Guiteau, revived the memory of a case
given me some weeks ago by a leading law-
yer and prominent judge. It is an ilhistra-

tion of your theory, that at the inception of
this crime, " by turning a.via.j from it, he
could have cast it out and resisted its fiiscina-

tion
;
but hy voluntarily dwelling upon it, it

assumed proportions of great magnitude."
Said the judge, "It is exceedingly dangerous
for a man to dwell upon the thought of any
crime; for by brooding over it he is in great
'anger of being impelled to its commission.
To show how true this is, I will give you the
facts in a case I was connected with a few
years ago in this State.

" An express company was robbed of $14,-

500 in money ; the package was taken from
the office. Suspicion finally fastened upon a
young man who was in tlie company's em-
ploy ; he was of an excellent family, and his

life up to this time li:el been iiTeproaehable.

I was a personal trieiid of liis lallier. and he
sent for nie to nianau'e his delenee. Knowing
him and his lamily us 1 did, 1 firmly believed

him to be innocent, and, with this conviction,

labored for his acquittal. The evidence against
him was ])urely circumstantial, and the'testi-

monials to his uprightness of character were
so clear and vo hi minous, that on their strength
he was aecpiitte'd, A few weeks after the trial

I was sur)3rised to see him come into my office
;

he had with him a small valise, and asked to
see me privately. We stejiped into my con-
sultation room, and as I closed the door he
tossed the valise on the table, and said to

me, 'There is that money.' 'What money?'
I said. ' Why, that money which I took from
the express company.' I was astounded.
' Why,' I said, 'surely you are not guilty!'
' Yes, I am,' said he, ' and I want you to take
the monej'.' I said to him, ' Get right out of

ray office ; I'll have nothing to do with j'ou
!'
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In great excitement he drew u revolvei-, and

said, ' If you do not take the money I'll put

an end to my life right here.' I thought it

hest to learn the whole story, and then do the

best thing which suggested itself. I said to

him, 'Sit down and tell me how you were

ever led to such a crime. You were in no

need of the money; why did you take it?'

He answered, ' No ; I was comfortably situ-

ated, had a good home, and all ray wants were

supplied ;
but one day, when in the office, the

thought just occurred to me how easy it

Avould be for me to take a package of money.

I dismissed the thought with scarcely a min-

ute's consideration of it. In the afternoon I

thought of it again, and for a week it cameto
me off and on. Until finally, the morning I

took the money, it occurred to me again with

great force, and in fifteen minutes afterward I

had done the deed. As soon as it was done,

and I found it couldn't be undone without de-

tection, I was strongly prompted by my con-

science- to confess it and restore the mone3'.

But I couldn't endure the shame it would

bring to myself and family; but my mental

distress since the trial has become so great

that I cannot be quiet any longer, and

now if you can give me any advice which

will help me, I want it.' I finally told him

I would take the money and restore it to

the express company, which I did, with the

understanding that the knowledge of the

transaction was to be restricted to them, and

he was not to bo exposed. I then advised

him, as he was a young man, and was thor-

oughly penitent, and had evinced it bj- resti-

tution, to go West and begin an honorable

life anew. To this he at length agreed, and I

bade him good-bye. About three months af-

terward my door-bell rang violently at mid-

night. On answering it, behold, my ' express

robber' was again before me. Said he, 'Judge,

it's all over; I'm going home to confess my
crime, and suffer its penalty. I stand before

the community as an innocent man, when I

know I am guilty, and I can have no peace of

mind until I confess it.' I could advise him
no further. He openly confessed his crime

and was sent to the penitentiary."

I have given the substance of the judge's

narrative, which was given to illustrate the

declaration, that it is exceedingly dangerous
for any one to give entertainment to the

thought of committing a crime. He who
knows the secret springs of all evil has said,

"The thought of foolishness is sin."

—

Christian

Advocate.

Anecdote of Bishop Janes.—A boj' about
eleven j-ears of age, a cripple by paralj'sis

from infancy, was being carried by his mother
from the cars to the ferry at Jersey City.

Just as they were leaving the ti'ain, a quiet,

unassuming gentleman came to them, saying,
" That boy seems too heavy a burden for you

;

will you allow me to carry him ?" The
mother assented, and the little fellow put his

arm about the stranger's neck, and was car-

ried to the boat and placed carefully in a good
seat, and there left with his mother until the

boat had crossed, when the gentleman re-

turned to his charge, and with a smile that
lingers still upon the memory, and kind words
that soothed and comforted, carried the boy
to the waiting room of the New York depot,

where, on being assured that he could be of

no further assistance, he bade the boy good-
by and left him, speaking cordially as he

passed out to an elderly gentleman, who was

just entering. The grateful boy beckoned to

this elderly gentleman and asked, "Can you

give me the name of the gentleman to whom
you just spoke ?" " That is Bishop Janes, of

the Methodist Episcopal Church." That boy

had never been taught to venerate Metho-

dists or Methodism, but from that hour was
often heard to say he knew at least one good

man who was a Methodist. His limbs never

received the coveted strength, but God con-

verted his soul, and gave him abundant grace

to bear his affliction.

—

From " Life of Bishop

Janes."

CUMBERED ABOUT MUCH SERVING.

Christ never asks of us such busy labor

As leaves no time for resting at his feet

;

The waiting attitude of expectation

He ofttimes counts a service most complete.

He sometime.^ wants our ear—onr rapt attention,

That He some sweetest secret may impart

;

'Tis always in the time of deepest silence

That heart tinds deepest fellowship with heart.

We sometimes wonder why our Lord doth place us

Within a sphere so narrow, so obscure,

That nothing we call work can find an entrance;

There's only room to suffer—to endure I

Well, God loves patience ! Souls ihat dwell in stillne?

Doing the little things, or resting quite,

May just as perfectly fulfil their mission,

Be just as useful in the Father's sight,

As they who grapple with some giant evil,

Clearing a path that every one may see

!

Our Saviour cares for cheerful acquiescence,

Rather than for a busy ministry.

And yet He does love service, where 'tis given

By grateful love that clothes itself in deed;
But work that's done beneath the scourge of duty,

Be sure to such He gives the lesser heed.

Then seek to please Him, whatsoe'er He bids thee

!

Whether to do—to suffer—to lie still !

'Twill matter little by wliat path He led us.

If in it all we sought to do his will.— Christian at Work.

LINES

In Remembrance of Margaret Hutchinson, an aged mi
ter, who died in the Autumn of 1849.

Safe on the golden sands

Which floor the beach of Paradise, while we,

With struggling spirits and uplifted hands,

Are out at sea.

A kind maternal face.

An aged form that every Sabbath* day
We watched to see in ils accustomed place,

Are gone away,

But not forgot. The chord
That bound the old and young was childhood's tie,

Fastened by warm caress and gentle word
Never to die.

Thy step,

And all thy tender care

Over the wandering ones, thy spirit meek.
Thy large compassion ever first to spare

The blind, the weak.

And when, too oft, we come
To worship with a full and busy heart.

From life's bright pictures and its pleasant home,
Too hard to part,

—

[* We suppose it seemed to the writer a " poetical

necessity" to use the word Sabbath, as a substitute for

the more prosaic First-day, which would have been the

more correct term.]

We miss thy trembling words,

The world-bound spirit that could gently raise,

Tuning to higher thoughts its inmost chords,

And hymns of praise,

Earnest, and plain, and few
;

We listened touched with their heart-tendering poW'

And owned the Father's waterings anew
Of seed and flower.

Pure tricklings of the stream

That flows for healing from th' Eternal Throne,

We only saw the Gospel's crystal gleam,—
Naught of thy own.

We miss thy loving heart

That found its vent in kind words and good deeds,

Planned in those heavenly places, where, apart.

The Christian feeds.

We miss thy noiseless worth,

That asked no notice, and we softly lay

Its unction to our souls, while " earth to earth"

Sadly we say.

Oh ! when the heart lies still,

When the eye closes, and the lip is cold,

When the outgoings of an obedient will

Its rounds have told;

—

The memory then, how sweet.

That from the living lip but kindness fell,

And words of love learned at the Saviour's feet,

Or Sychar's well.

11th mo. 1849. E. L., Jr

The Day Dawning in the Orient.

A telegraphic despatch from Cairo, Egy
announces the most welcome news that 1

ministers of the Egyptian government ha

decided, on princi])le, on the total abolition

slavery in this most interesting oriental lai

Detailed instructions relative to the slave tra

and slavery are now either prepared or bei

prepared, and proper officers for the executi

of the good new laws of Egypt have been i

pointed to repair to the provinces from whi
are drawn the supplies of bondsmen.
These things seem like the breaking ol

better day for the land of the Nile, wh
Ethiopia shall break her bonds, and availing

stretch out her hands unto God. Christi

lands should give such sympathy and aid

Egypt as to ensure to the Khedive the succ

of this policy of righteousness, insomuch tl

he may see that it advances him to a higl

place than ever befofe in the comity of i

tions.

John Eliot Bowen, in a recent descripti

of an interview with the Khedive, spes,

pleasantly of the unassuming dignity ai

graceful courtesy of this Mahomedan prin

In the course of conversation he spoke ftj

ingly of the great religious, political and ed

eational reforms at which he claims to

aiming. He emphasized educational refoi

remarking that while the people remain ig

rant, progress in any direction is impossil

With the spread of learning among the p
pie, political and religious reform will na
rally follow.

" For this reason," said he, "I am devoti

my greatest energies to the spread of learni'

The people must know more than the Kon
they must know geography and arithine

and algebra, and the sciences, and the mod(
languages. All these pui'suits and studies :

now being advanced ; schools are being fou

ed in all the large towns of Egypt, both I

per and Lower, and now the numbers hi

increased from the ten or fifteen thousan(
found on my accession to between eighty 8

ninety thousand students. My own boys
tend the common schools ; and, though prin
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I ttic world, they are there boys with the
her boys, and stand upon no different foot-

g. Out- of my own purse I have given fif

en thousand pounds a year to the schools

nee I came to the throne. Often, too," he
id, " I go to the schools myself, and, if I say
lything, I point to the tjnited States for

I example. I say that its greatness is due
the education of the people, to their enter-

ise, to their liberty of speech and freedom
thought, and I urge my people to become
:ewisc educated, free and great. Another
form that I am about to introduce is the
ucation of women. Heretofore they have
en always ignorant, more like slaves and
imals than free women

; but now they, too,

ill have their schools, and, being educated,
ij can be better mothers to their sons, the
oaing children of a new Egypt. Soon, now,
e of these schools will be opened in Cairo,

I I shall send there m3' own little daughter
1 the daughters of the nobility of Egypt,
i then the others will come. The women
enlightened countries are on an equal foot

;
with the men, and they must bo here

o; and, therefore, they must be educated
'When travelers come here I do not wish
im to look upon us as barbarians, but as

! most enlightened country of the Orient,

3 have been barbarous in some things : but
these I wish to remove the last vesti^

i I have already abolished some of the most
ocious practices of our religion. Last j^eai

ut an end to that barbarous ceremony of
sa. Before then it was the custom when
I yearly pilgrims had returned from Mecca,
iring the holy carpet, to have a great cere-

ny, most revolting and barbarous. One
jdred men would lie prostrate at the door
;he mosque, with head toward Mecca, and
T their bodies would ride upon a horse the
ikh of the mosque. Always from eighteen
iwenty of this hundred were killed under
feet of the horse. Europeans used to go
jrowds to see this spectacle, and then call

arbarous. It is true, it was barbarous, and
} without authority from the Bible, the
ran, or the Prophet ; and so I abolished it.

)plesaid a revolution would follow
; but we

bettor for the change.
Another change that I am working for is

nake my people content with one wife. I
'6 but one myself, while my predecessor

r father) had many. I set the example I

h my people to follow ; for, thank God, I

ke my own personal desire second to the
fare of Egj-pt and my people. When the
pie tell me the Koran saj^s a man may

wives, I tell them to read furthere foui

in the same book, where it says that the
1 who is content with one wife will lead a
ter, purer and happier life. As it is now,
ily happiness is impossible. The children
me mother are jealous of those of another,
the man cannot be the same husband to

f wives that ho would be to one. The man
woman must be equal and live their lives

each other and their children. And this

ly is not inconsistent with, but the better
irpretation of our religion.

Further, I desire to make my people libe-

in regard to religious beliefs and respeet-

toward Christians, Jews and Mussulmans
:e. They must not call the Christian the
il, as they have heretofore; but must re-

st, if they do not believe. I myself am a
ssulman. I go to the mosque once a week

;

though my father did not do so before me.

I, nevertheless, said when I came into power,
that I would respect my religion and live up
to its teachings. But I encourage all relig-
ions. Here, in Cairo, I gave land on which
to build a Protestant mission, where the young
might be instructed

; also other land on which
to build a hospital, open to people of all re-
ligions

; and just within a few days I have
given land in Upper Egypt for the erection of
another Protestant mission. All this I do
without changing my own religion or asking
others to change theirs. In fact, when a per-
son wrote me the other day that he would
like to change his religion for mine, I replied :

' Follow the teachings of your own religion
and you will be good without any chang

'

It is difficult," the Khedive w-ent on, with
perceptible sadness in his voice, " for me to do
all that I would like to, or give my people all

that I desire while other Powers have tlicii-

hands in my pockets. Still, I have decreasctl
the royal expenses greatly since I ascended
the throne. My allowance is half a million
dollars, and even out of this I give considera-
ble. My father before me spent between ten
and fifteen millions yearly in supporting his
five or six hundi-ed women and a palace and
household that rivaled the Vatican for size.

But I have great hopes for Egypt," he con-
cluded, "and shall live and work for her pros-
perity."

It should be remembered that Ismail, the
father and pi-edecessor of the present Khedive,
gave his sons the advantages of the best mo-
dern culture attainable, and to him is in some
measure duo the wise policy and the noble
aspirations of Tewfik. He is now only about
thirty years of age, of most pleasing and com-
manding personality, and it is reasonable to
hope that he may be enabled to w^ork great
good for his native land—the wondrous and
mysterious realm of the Pharaohs. He has
only been in power since the 2Gth of Sixth
month, 1879.—Selected.

Westtown Boarding School.

(Continued from page 250.)

Prom a number of "General Eules to be
observed by the children," adopted as early
as 1800, the following are revived as being
worthy of notice atthepresenttime, viz:

Ist. That on waking in the morning, you
endeavor to turn your thoughts toward your
Great Creator, the Author of all our blessings;

to begin the day in his fear: that you dress
quietly and proceed down stairs without un-
necessary noise.

5th. That during the hours of recreation
you observe moderation and decency in all

your conduct,—that you avoid quarrelling,
throwing sticks, stones or snow-balls, striking
or vexing one another, calling nick-names, or
mocking the aged or deformed, but that you
call each other by your proper names. You
are not to cut any trees in the wood or else-

where without permission, nor are the boj's

to indulge themselves in the dangerous prac-
tice of climbing trees; and in all j'our walks
with your teachers you are not to stray be-

yond the bounds prescribed.
6th. That you maintain a sober becoming

behavior in going to, coming from and in our
eligious meetings, endeavoring to keep your
bodies still and erect, not giving way to a rest-

'ess uneasy disposition.

Sth. In the evening after supper you are
again to collect together, and after calling the

roll, retire to your bed-chamber and undress
with as much stillness as possible, avoiding
confusion

;
folding up your clothes neatly and

putting them in their proper places. And
you are tenderly and affectionately advised to
close the day with remembering your gracious
Creator, that being the best preparation for
quiet repose.

At a meeting of the committee, 26th of Sth
mo. 1802 :

"An extract from the last will of James
Whiteall, late of this city, deceased, was read,
by which ho deviseth to the Institution under
our care a rent-charge of twenty-two pounds
ten shillings per annum : JSTicholas Wain and
Alexander Wilson are appointed to obtain
from James Starr and William Dawson, the
executors, a regular conveyance of said rent-
charge." " The like care they are requested
li> extend in obtaining from the executors of
(ii-iffith Minshall, deceased, late of Wilming-
ton, Del.,, a conveyance of a rent-charge of
$28 per annum, arising out of 2 lots," &c.

4th of 10th mo., 1802, at Westtown.—" It
appears by a minute of the acting committee,
that at a meeting had at this place on the
28th ult., by request of the superintendent
they had, on account of the existence of dysen-
tery and scarlet fever in the family, believed
it best to leave parents at liberty to remove
their children if they thought it right. In
consequence of this conclusion a number of
the children have been taken away. As soon
as it shall be suitable for them to return, the
superintendent, with such of the acting com-
mittee as can conveniently be got together,
are to inform parents and guardians thereof;
the children who have been removed pursuant
to the conclusion above mentioned, are to bo
allowed to make up the time from the sepa-
ration of the school until the time agreed
upon for their return.
By the representation of the superintendent

we are informed that the boys' school has
been gradually declining as to numbers for
several months past, and that probably in a
month or two, they will be reduced to about
one-half of their former numbers, the con-
sideration whereof is affecting, and a desire
expressed that the subject may have our fu-
ture attention in order for a remedy."
At the next meeting, held Itlth of 11th mo.,

the following minute is recorded :

" The subject respecting the diminished
number of scholars, mentioned on the minute
made at the meeting of this committee last
month, coming under consideration, various
causes were mentioned to which the falling
off might be attributed

; among others two
have been sugu-i-stcd by the acting committee
and brought into imiicc on readiiig their min-
utes. One is apinvljcihled to be the price at
present fixed fur board and tuition, and
another the time for admission being limited
to a year. In these two cases it is supposed
that in the first, a diminution of the price, and
in the latter a shortening of the time to six
months might probably operate at least as a
partial remedy, but as neither of these rules
are within thepower of the committee to alter
without applj'ing to the Yearly Meeting, it is

believed right to keep the subject under de-
liberation. In the meantime it'is much to be
desired that such attention maj- be given to
general regulations within the reach of this
and of the acting committee, as may be likely
to tend to the increasing improvement of the
children placed at the school, as well in a re-
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ligions and moral view as in their school

earning. The death of one of the children

at the Boarding School, which has lately hap-

pened, bringing into notice the necessity of

allotting a spot of ground on the farm as a

burial place, it is recommended to the acting

committee to consider of the most suitable

situation for that purpose, and to direct the

inclosure of a portion of ground sufficient

therefor."

At a meeting held .the 17th of 12th month,

the diminution of numbers in attendance at

Westtown, being again under consideration,

to investigate as to the cause thereof and pro-

pose a remedy, Nicholas Wain, Samuel Smith,

Jonathan Evans and six others were appoint-

ed, who were also " requested to consider of

and prepare ways and means for the payment
of the debt due from the Institution, and for

which we are now paying interest."

At a meeting held the 18th of 3d month,

1803, the last named committee presented a

clear and concise report, which states, " as

their conclusion it would be proper to propose

to the Yearly Meeting an alteration in the

rule permitting boys to be admitted for a

term not less than six months, the entire

price of board and tuition to be paid in

advance, and that the price thereof be lessen-

ed to $64 a year for each scholar." Conclud-

ing, " In hope the Yearly Meeting will turn its

attention towards some effectual mode of ex-

tinguishing the debt for which we now pay
interest."

The following is taken from the report made
to the Yearly Meeting this year, viz.

:

" The expectation is hereby coi-roborated that

this Institution if rightly managed, would,

among other advantages, be a means of fur

nishing a number of instructors, whose abili-

ties, as they are coupled with an humble, ex

emplary conduct, may hold up a good light,

and be promotive of real benefit in their

spective neighborhoods.

"As many engagements, however clearly

directed in their origin, and in early progress

attended with confirming evidence of thei

rectitude, are subject to the intervention of

discouraging prospects, and, consequently,

close exercise, so in the prosecution of this

religious concern, the minds of the committee
have not been without a share of trials of this

kind. As the guarded ed\ication and essential

well-being of the rising generation was the

principal object designed to be promoted by
such a seminary, we much desire that the im-

portance of the subject maj^ renewedly inter-

est the feelings of Friends throughout the

Yearly Meeting."

Religious Items, &c.

First-day Newspa-pers.—The publication of

such papers is condemned in a series of reso-

lutions offered to the Philadelphia M. E.

Preachers Meeting. In one of them, the fol-

lowing just remark is made: "By reading

[these papers] we are tempted to substitute

them for the Holy Scriptures, for other relig-

ious literature and the church service, and to

keep our minds in secular instead of religious

channels ; and that such a course tends ulti-

mately to undermine the foundations of pub-

lie virtue and morality."

The Salvation Army.—The London Times of

Ist mo. 20th, gives an account of an attack by

a mob on the " soldiers" ofthe Salvation Armj',

a8 the workers are called, during a procession

at Sheffield, on the previous Second-day. It

says: "There were many idlers about, and

the disturbance approached the proportion.s

of a serious riot. At 10.30 there was the ' put-

ting on of armor' in Thomas street bai'racks,

where an immense crowd waited till 1.30,

when the ' triumphant march' was to start,

with mounted officers, brass band, female

trumpeters, and the General commanding.
Two i>()li(-(;nicii stationed at the barracks were

inriiini b\- twelvestalwart soldiers, who
Iftaiiifil iiy Major Cadman to assist in

protecting the A'rmy. The converted wrest-

er, bearing marks of rough usage received on

the former march, was attired in a scarlet uni-

form, with shining helmet, and mounted on a

white horse. Then came a brass band in a

brake, followed in several carriages by Gen-
eral Booth, Mrs. Booth, and various officers

of the division. Seven hundred rank and file

issued from the barracks, and the moment
they did so they were greeted with derisive

cries and showers of stones and mud. The
converted wrestler had a bad time of it. His
uniform was soon one mass of mud, his hel-

met was hurled to the ground, and himself

and his horse were knocked about. Major
Cadman was struck with a stone on the nose,

from which blood flowed profusely, as well as

from a second wound in the head. At Snighill.

a crowded quarter of tlie town, the convert-

ed wrestler received a terrific blow from be-

hind with a stick, and would have fallen to

tbe ground had he not been supported. He
managed to cling to his horse till the Albert

Hall was reached. There it was found that

he had sustained concussion of the brain, and
he moaned piteously as he lay on a form. A
female trumpeter, who had fainted awaj^, had
also to receive attendanee, while throe-fourth

of tbe Army were engaged clearing the mud
from their garments and faces before thej^

could hold their "holiness meeting." At
Barker Pool another crowd in waiting for the
Army created further disturbance. Bricks
and stones were fi-eely thrown, and shopkeep-
ers hurriedly closed their premises for the
aftei-noon. One assailant was arrested, and
will be summoned for assault. An exciting

incident of the last march was a fight for the
colors, but the Salvation Army beat back the
mob and retained their banners."

Worldlinessinthe Church.—The Philadelphia
Methodist in speaking of some of the members
of the Society whose principles it advocates,
utters some truths which are of far wider ap-

plication. It says of those professors of Chris-

tianity whose minds are imbued with a love of

the world's pleasures and vanities, that their

manner of life is much the same as that of

all cultivated and self-respecting worldlings
" Living thus our wealth}' and worldlj^-mind

ed people inevitably fall into the mistake of
going over to the world for the purpose of in-

fluencing it religiouslj'. instead of seeking to

bring the world over to them by setting it the
example ofa self-denying and holy life. Every
attempt upon the part of Methodists to fill

churches by renouncing the old strictness and
simplicity, must utterly fail. The genteel and
circumspect world will say, ' Why should we
go to you, when there is little if any difference

between us T It may be that some of our in-

fluential Methodists do not so understand, but
it is nevertheless a truth, to which they would
do well to give instant heed, that there is no
Christian virtue which so deeply impresses

thoughtful worldlings as self-denial."

For " The Frienc

Natural History, Science, &c.

Rain of Spider-webs.—In the latter par

Tenth month, the good people of Milwaui

Wis., and the neighboring towns, were
tonished by a general fall of spider-webs. [!

webs seemed to come from " over the lal

and appeared to fall from a great height. '!

strands were from two feet to several rodi

length. At Green Bay tbe fall was the sa

coming from the direction of the bay, o

the webs varied from sixt}' feet in longtl

mei'e specks, and were seen as far up in

air, as the power of the eye could reach,

Vesburg and Fort Howard, Sheboygan ;

Oraukee, the fall was similarly observed

some places being so thick as to annoy
eye. In all instances the webs were str

in texture and very white.

Curiously there is no mention, in any of

reports that we have seen, of the presonc

spiders in this general shower of webs. J

to be hoped that some competent observe

that is, some one who has made a stud;

spiders and their habits—was at hand and
report more specifically the condition of

interesting phenomenon.
Quite a number of notable gossamer shov

have been reported in different parts of

world. White describes several in his hist

of Selborne. In one of them the tall i

tinned nearly a whole day, the webs coir

from such a'height that from the top of

highest hill near by they were seen dcset

ing from a region still above the range of

tinct vision.

Darwin describes a similar shower obser

by him from the deck of the Beagle, off

mouth of La Plata Eiver, when the ve

was sixty miles from land. He was probs

the first "to notice that each web of the go

mer carried a Lilliputian aeronaut. He wa
ed the spiders on their arrival, and saw m
of them put forth a new web and float av

About ten a. m., an English writer obser

I noticed small spiders running over my c

sleeves, and had to brush off several trail

gossamer web. Looking round I found 1

brick walls, houses, branches of trees, &c.,

these webs dangling from them, and i

other gossamer webs were continuallj' fal

from above and adding to the accumulat

By mid-day a long fence was festooned f

point to point of its triangular rail tops, ^

a ribbon-like ladder of gossamer; and
was growing bi-oader and broader as the

creatures kept running along this ladder, (

increasing the breadth by adding its own i

tribution of another silken thread.

On examining next an iron palisading r

I found it in a similar condition, with the

of the iron spikes connected iDy a vibra

silken ladder of gossamer, in some pi

nearly an inch broad. All along this lai

the little strangers were running in an ext

and hurried manner, as if they had lost t:

way, and had got into some strange cour

Some in travelling over their improvised rj

made mistakes, and got into bordering x

of the garden spider, wherethey were spee

devoui-ed. About 1 P. m., the clouds cle,

off, the sun shone out, and I noticed that si

of the spiders had begun to reascend intc

atmosphere. They might have comme)
this reascension earlier ; but on obser
that some were reaseending all my atten

was devoted to single spiders, and this is v

I saw. Fixing my eyes on one of the
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bseryed that as it left the gossamer path
ay, it selected a clean spot on the iron rail
ig, and gathering its limbs closely together
projected from its spinnerets several tiircads,
hieh expanded outward and stretcla'd up
ard from nine to twelve inches. Thou tlii.-

irachute seemed toshowa buoyanttendency,
id suddenly the tiny creature left hold of
16 iron rail, or was lifted off it, and quickly
ranished into thin air." One after another
closely watched, with the same general re-
It; though once or twice when the spider
ft the rail it floated for a few seconds in an
most horiz()iil:il direi-ijon^ pi-joi- to changing
for an ajipi-dxinKiiely vertical one. Thej?
iwever, (iisappraiv.l from sight so quickly
at the angle of ascent could onlj- be guessed
.

This, however, may be set down as the
le, at froni ninety to one hundred and
'enty degrees.

—

Scientific American.
Seafroth.—E. Gladstone, of Aberdeen, in
scribing a recent storm says: "When we
t within a quarter of a mile of the sea, we
)re astonished to see great flocks of foam,
:e snow-balls, flying in all directions. A
tie further on we came to a large hollow
out 100 yards long and 50 broad, which was
e sea of slimy foam, much of it 10 feet deep,
lis was tossing uj) and down as it were the
I itself The waves of water broke far out
sea, but great rollers of foam kept rolling
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'^litutc 'M-diiiary suap and spring water for
''•''""'il'' and ri. -I ly preparations which

y iiiiw .uipl(.y. all tiiai c<ui be done to pro-
le the recovery of a healthy state would be
i>iui)lished. It is amusing to note the in-

u<-iiuity and enterprise lavished by sufferers
and their wauld-lie iH-uelactors in the devising
and prod uil ion (.ItVosh rruiedies for these sur-
tat'e Irouliles. Scarcely a week passes with-
out the introduction of some new preparation
to undo the injury which previous prepara
tions have done. The medication of the skir
and its appendages has fallen into a vicious
circle wliicli needs to lie interrupted aud it>

dupes rescued and set free.— /^„/„/.»( Laiurl.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 2.5, 18S2.

The annual report of the Friends' Free
Library' and Reading Room at Germantown,
is an interesting document. During the year
1881, 597 volumes were added to the Library,
making the total number 10,347.

It is one of the very few institutions of the
kind open to the general public, from which
works of fiction and other injurious publica-
tions are conscieiii iousK excluded. Its ex-
perience shows tliat peoiile uill read books of

p, ,., p ^ ,.
"" impi'"ving character, when such are placed

ihe white foam of an ordinary wave, under beCoie ilu^ni, who would otherwise thouo-ht-
linary circumstances disappears almost asilessly indul-e in reading of a more exciSng
lekly as the small bubbles of entangled air ami hurtful nature. The number who makS

charge to the community, we desire that we
may be kept clear of adding aught to that
stream of polluting reading matter, which in
this age of enlightenment, fends so powerfully
to degrade and brutalize our whole people.
From our own precious children we would
fain keep away the threatening contamina-
tion, if in our power to do so : the divine law
of love to our neighbor thence instructs us, to
use the opportunity to put tar away the evil
from him also."

Wo have recently received a copy of an
.\ildress to the Alumni A,ssociation of Haver-
liu-d College, delivered in 1879 by Nereus
.Moudeiihali. We do not know to whom we
arc indebted for it, nor whether it has recently
been reprinted

;
but we have been interested

in noticing the spiritual views of the author,
who saj's he came to see that "to be saved, is
to be saved from sin." In answer to the ques-
tion, ' How is this salvation to he secured?"
he quote, n-on, William I'enn, -That God,
throuu-h Chrisl. has pla.'ed a prin.-iple inovery
man to inlo.au him ,>t bis duty aud to enable
him to do it, and that those that live up to
this principle are the people of God, and that
those that live in disobedience to it are not
God's people, whatever name they may bear
or professiou they may make of religion."
This he quotes as "an embodiment of the
ultimate doctrine to which alike by literature,
science and philosophy, the religious world is

now being driven."

1 rise to the surface and break. This per-
tent sea-froth is often formed, though sol-
n on so large a scale as above described. Its
•nianence is probably due to a portion of
fanic matter derived from the sea weed
ich is uprooted in violent storms.

—

Nature,
^traw for Hats.—The Tuscan straw for hats
ibtained from Wheat. The finest variety
grown on a dry soil, and is sown very
ckly, in the proportion of about 12i bushels
seed to the acre. This is done in order
,t the growth of the plant may be so iui-

rerished as to produce a thin stalk.

;t is generally pulled out by hand by the
ts when the grain is half developed. Aftercour.se he
ng dried it is bleached in the sun, and that, as w^
3rwards with sulphur. Lf I

3ad Complexions, Rough Skins, and BaldUww.
ads.—jSTo one can fail to have noticed the '
umulating evidence of the permanent in-
jrdono to the '• appearance" by the artifices
ivhich vanity impels the multitude to re-
t. Bad complexions, blotchj^ and rough
ns, deficient ej^ebrows and eyelashes, and
1 heads are becoming common character-
M, not only of the frivolous or dissipated
ises, but of the respectable and sedate eom-
nity as a whole. These are the couse-
nces of that hurtful recourse to washes,
ps, powders, hair strengtheners and pro-
ers and depilatories, which has become
eral of late years. The public were warn-
but they would not take heed, and now
y are reaping the fruits of their folly. The
I not sufficiently recognized is. tliat the
^measures ado|)(ed to remedy the delects
. remove the lileinislies to whicli we allude.

petuate them. If instead of using the
Ueand and one adjuncts for the toilet, or
lications which are represented as sure to
id the existing state of matters, persons
> sufter from these evils would abandon
search for special remedies and simply

use of this library is increasing, being about
1600 at the end of the year, which is 200
more than at its beginning.
As illustrating the need of watchfulness

over the character of the publications admit-
ted to its shelves and tables, the report savs :

"A few months ago it was found that one of
the Reviews we had been receiviim- lor seviral
years past—one which had the repulation of
bein^- a lii^h-t.ined uiid valuable periodical

—

liad adniiitcd articles from a professed atheist
ill support of his pernicious views. On learn-
ing this liict, a communication was addressed
to the Editor expressing our i-egrel at the

had seen fit to take, and slalin--

to us be dLseonliuued at once, which was ac-
cordingly done."
We quote the concluding paragraphs of the

i-eport :

—

" The Committee feel encouraged in the be-
lief that, whilst exercising so great care as
they do, to provide a mentally-healthful and
improving literature for the families of our
own members, and also for the community
surrounding us, our example has proved ser-
viceable in stimulating some other library
committees and communities to use more dis-
crimination in their selection of books than
m;iy have been the case with them in the |iast.

It would seem, indeed, as though ill very sell-

del. 'nee they could not do otherwise, sceiiii;-

that so much of evil has of late years been
traced—not merely to the trashy, "]iernici()us

literature of the ordinary news-s'iand—but to
the shelves of our great public libraries, and
even to a large proportion of the libraries of
First-day schools.

" Hence, in jealously inspecting the charac-
ter of the intellectual food which we asssume
the responsibility of handing forth without

We publish in the present number, at the
equcst of the family, an obituary notice of a
Friend who deceased more than two years
ago. We would mucli prefer that such notices
should be jn^unpth/ lorwarded, as then they
niio-ht convoy intornuil ion which would be of
c-i'eater interest to the I'clat ives and friends
of I he deceased. In preparing them, it is not
ilesirahle to add iinich lnyond the age, date of
decease, and the meeting of which the indi-
vidual was a member ; unless there be some
circumstances of general interest, some evi-
dences of the work of Divine Grace, or some-
thiug calculated to act as a warning to others,
\\ hich are likely to be useful to the readers,
by stirring up the pure mind.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
_

United States.—The President has sent to the
Senate a communication from the National Board of
Health, calling attention to the necessity for additional
legislation to prevent the introduction of infectious
diseases from foreign countries.

Indian Commissioner Price is preparing a report to
the Secretary of the Interior, recommending the re-
moval of the Apache, Navajoe and Mescalero Indians,
now in New Mexico, to a suitable reservation in the
Indian Territory.

Senator Logan has introduced a bill to appropriate
the entire income derived from the tax on whisky to
" the education of all the children living in the United
States."

In the Hou.se the Speaker presented a communication
from the Secretary of War in response to a House reso-
liiiinn of inquiry in regard to the Mis.sissippi floods.
riic Secretary estimates the number of persons made
l.-iiliite at 8.1,000, divided as follows: Missouri, 2200-
Illinois, 2000; Kenluckv, 800; Tennessee, 5000 ; Mis-
sissippi, 30,000; Arkansa,s, 20,000; Louisiana, 25,000,
and he states that 713,000 radons have been distributed
to date. The appropriation already made is sufficient
to purchase 800,000 rations, and he estimates that the
.supply will be exhausted in Arkansas, Mississippi and
Louisiana about the 21st inst. He goes on to say :

" No
estimate can be made of the time during wliich Ihe
necessity for Congressional aid will continue. No
further demands are expected from Illinois and Ken-
tucky, but they are expected from Missouri, Tennessee,
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Arkansas and Mississippi. The Department has in-

formation that the necessity for subsistence will con-

tinue for a period variously estimated at from thirty to

sixty days. The Depiirtment has no information from

Louisiana, but it is thought that it may be placed in

the same category as Mississippi."

Both Houses have passed a bill increasing the appro-

priation for the sufferers by the flood to $150,000.

Fifteen parishes in Louisiana—East Carroll, West
Carroll, Madison, Tensas, Concordia, Morehouse, Rich-

land, Caldwell, Ouachita, Franklin, Catahoula, Point

Coupee, Avoyelles, St. Landry and La Fourche—which
produced 283,500 bales of cotton in 1879, arenow wholly

or partially inundated, the water in some places being

14 feet deep. Two new breaks are reported in the

levees in Point Coupee Parish, and four more in Tensas.

The latter, if not slopped, will overflow nearly all of

Iberville and West Baton Rouge Parishes and the

eastern portion of the Teche country—a district yield-

ing about fifteen thousand hogsheads of sugar annually.

In Tensas Parish several thousand colored people are

destitute. Live stock, corn, other produce and general

property in large quantities have been destroyed.

Should the waters recede within the next 40 or 50 days,

a fair crop of cotton may be raised, but it will be short,

owing to the destruction of stock and fodder.

From the latest accounts, it appears that the Missis-

sippi river is falling above Vicksburg ; below that place

it is generally stationary. The levees at various points

are crowded with refugees, and the steamers are carry-

ing large numbers of them to the cities. Most of the

refugees are sick as well as destitute. The work of

supplying the sufTerers with rations and medicine is

going on as rapidly as they can be reached. Reports

from the overflowed parishes in Louisiana, received on

the 20th inst. at St. Louis and New Orleans, are sub-

stantially a repetition of the previous reports from Mis-

sissippi and Arkansas. Tensas parish is now almost

entirely inundated. Several additional lives are re-

ported lost in the flooded districts, but the stories of loss

of life told in the special despatches sent North are de-

clared grossly exaggerated.

In the Massachusetts House a prohibitory liquor

bill has passed to a third reading by a vole of 105 to

80. It is similar to the old prohibitory law of Massa-
chusetts, with the exception of a clause providing for

its submission to the people.

The City of Rahway, New Jersey, contemplates going
into bankruptcy and pajing 25 cents on the dollar. It

owes $2,000,000 bonded debt, which is almost equ.al to

the entire taxable value of all the property in Rahway.
The Southern States had 16,500,000 acres in cotton

last year.

There were 425 deaths in Philadelphia last week ; 215
were males, and 210 females. The corresponding week
of last year there were 3S8 deaths, and the weekending
3rd month 18th, 1882, 386 deaths. The number that

died of consumption was 70, pneumonia 40, diseases of

the heart and its appendages 27, apoplexy, Bright's

disease and small-pux, each 10.

JIarkets, &C.— V. S. 3J's, lOlJ a 103J; 4^'s, 114; 4's,

registered, 117J; coupon, IIBJ^ ; currency 6'.s, 130.

Cotton.—There was a fair business doing at full

prices: sales of middlings are reported at 12J a 12o cts.

per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7J- cts. for export, and
8 cts. per gallon for home u.se.

Flour was in better demand, and some holders are
asking an advance: sales of 2200 barrels, including
Minnesota extras, at If6.50 a $6.75 for clear, and at

S6.80 a $7.25 for straight; Penn,sylvania extra family
at f6 a «6.25 ; western ditto at $6.75 a $7.2-5, and
patents at *7.50 a $8. Rye flour is steady at $4.62 a

$4.75 per bbl.

Grain.—Wheat was excited and higher. Sales of
2200 bushels red at $1.36 a $1.36^. Rye is firm and
sells at 85 a 86 cts. for Pennsylvania. Corn is in good
demand. Sales of 8000 bushels, including yellow, at

75 cts.; mixed at 74| cts. ; steamer, at 74 and 75 cts.,

according to location, and No. 3 at 73J a 74i cts. Oats
are firm under light offerings and a good demand.
Sales of 7000 bushels including white, at 56j a 59 cts.,

and rejected and mixed at 54 a 55 cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 3rd mo.
18th, 1882.—Leads of hay, 358 ; loads of straw, 52.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.10
to $1.20 per 100 pounds; mixed, 95 cts. to $1.05 per
100 pounds ; Straw, 80 to 90 cts. per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in fair demand and prices were a
fraction higher: 2400 head arrived and sold at the dif-

ferent yards at 4| a 7i cts. per pound, as to condition.
Sheep were in demand at former rates : 10,000 head

arrived and sold at the different yards at 5 a 7^ cts.,

and lambs at 6 a 8 cts. per lb., as to quality.

Hogs were a fraction higher : 3000 head arrived and

sold at the different yards at 8 a 10|^ cts. per lb., as to

quality.

Foreign.—The Gazelle announces that the Queen
s directed the issue of letters patent formally annex-

ing Mount Cays and Pedro Cays to Jamaica.

The English medical writer Dr. Goldie thinks that

epidemics are often spread by milk which before its de-

livery to consumers has been kept in vile places where

it has "licked up" infection from the surrounding at-

mosphere.
The returns of the French exports and imports for

the 1st and 2d months, show an increase of 90,000,000

d 98,000,000 francs respectively, as compared with

the same months in 1881. The principal increase in

both imports and exports was in manufactures. The
imports of food show a small decrease.

A Tunis despatch says: " In consequence of a some-

what pressing inquiry by England, the Bey has admit-

ted the cession of all the principal esparto grass dis-

tricts to French capitalists. The value of the exports

of esparto is estimated at 6,250,000f. yearly. It appears

that Roustan used great pressure with the Bey, and in-

troduced to him a person named Duplessis, to whom a

concession was granted as a particular friend of Gam-
betta."

The Berlin correspondent of the Si. James' Gazette,

says the Russian representatives at the German Courts

have been instructed to tender to the respective Govern-
ments to which they are accredited, demonstrative as-

surances that the Czar is firmly resolved to maintain

amicable relations with Germany. ^

The 2'imes, in an editorial, says: War between Aus-

tria and Russia is always a possibility, but at present

there is not, we trust, serious peril. The establishment

of the Servian kingdom under Austrian auspices is an

important guarantee of peace, nor is the Slavonic storm

likely yet to break on Germany. We have reason to

believe that Prince Bismarck has no fears in that direc

tion, and that he neither expects an attack nor intends

to strike.— Rulf, of Memel, Prussia, writes to the Jewish

World, saying that the decisions of the St. Petersburg

Commission on the Jewish question in favor of com-
pelling the Jews to quit rural districts, &c., although

ostensibly aimed at the prevention of persecutions, will

have the immediate effect, of depriving a million of

people of homes, and rendering their life unbearable

A telegram from St. Petersburg reports that the coi

nation of the Czar has finally been fixed for 8th mon
A correspondent at Berlin telegraphs that he learns

from the best sourceUhat Austria has finally determined

to annex Bosnia and Herzegovina for good and all

that during his recent visit. Count Von Wolkenstein

made overtures to Prince Bismarck concerning the

question, and that Prince Bismarck favors such annexa
lion, and is using considerable pressure to induce the

Porte to acquiesce.

According to the latest census returns the population

of the Bulgarian Principality is now 1,998,983. Of th'

number 16,625 are .soldiers.

Lieutenant Harber has reached Krasnoyarsk, capital

of the Government of Yeneseisk, where he will awai
the arrival of Lieutenant Danenhower. A Russian
expedition will be organized in the course of the sum
mer to explore the Angara district in Siberia.

Advices from Buenos Ayres to 2nd mo. 24th states

that W^alker Blaine was about to resign his commission,
and would return to the United States with Trescot. A
new American Envoy is expected. A protocol has been
signed at Santiago, wherein Chili declares that she

meant no offence to the United States by the arrest of

Senor Calderon. Trescot repudiates Hurlbut's action

as offensive to Chili. The Chilian Government de
clares that it will not treat with Senor Calderon, and
will make peace only on the following conditio

cession of Tarapaca in perpetuity ; the occupation of

Peru as far as Moquegua until an indemnity of $20,
000,000 is paid, and the possession of half of the guano
islands of Peru. Trescot agreed to these cond
and has sent a copy of them to Washington.

• WANTED
A woman Friend, to take charge of the Boys' Parlor,

at Westtown. Apply to

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddon field. New Jersey.

Susanna F. Sharpless, West Chester, Pa.
Sarah E. Smith, 1110 Pine St., Philadelphia

WANTED—A situation as an attendant to be gener

ally useful in the lighter duties of house-keeping and
sewing.

Address S., 304 Arch street, Philadelphia.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

A Stated Meeting of the Committee having char|

the Boarding School at Westtown, will be heh

Philadelphia on Sixth-day, 3rd rao. 3Ist, at 11 A. i

The Committee on Admissions and the Comm
Instruction will meet the same day at 9 A. M.

The Visiting Committee, appointed to attend the

jination at the School, meet there on Second

evening, 27th inst. For the accommodation of

committee, conveyances will be at Street Road Sta

the 27th inst., to meet the trains that leave the

at 2.25 and 5 p. m.
Wm. Evans,

Philada., 3d mo. 1882. Clei

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.

The Annual Meeting will be held on Fourth-

evening, the 29th inst., at 8 o'clock P. M., in the C

ittee-room of Arch Street Meeting-house.

Friends generally are invited to attend.

Edward Maris,
Philada., 3d mo. 1882. Cte

AVANTED

The Committee for the Civilization and Impi
ment of the Indians, wish to engage a young or mi
aged Friend and his wife, to reside at Tunesassa,

assist the Superintendent in conducting the cone

of the Institution.

Persons who may feel drawn to engage in the ser

address-
Jos. S. Elkinton, 325 Pine St., Philadelp

John Sharpless, Chester, Delaware Co., 1

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St., Philada.

Died, at the residence of her son, Jas. D. M.ar;

McConnelsville, Morgan Co., Ohio, 25th of 8th mi

1879, CiDNBY (relict of the late Lewis Maris) ii

88th year of her age, an esteemed member of Che
field Particular and Monthly Meeting, in the co

and State aforesaid. During her lengthened pilgrii

she experienced many close provings, amongst w
was the entire loss of outward vision, for several o

last years of her life; but was favored to bear

Ch ristian resignation the differen t dispensations all(

her, and was ofttimes heard feelingly to commem.
the goodness of her Heavenly Father in perraittinj

.so fully the u.se of her mental faculties, which
tinned to the very last. She passed quietly away,
ing a comfortable evidence that the end was peace

, on the 27th of 2nd month, 1882, after a lii

ing illness borne with submissive fortitude, Reb
Shinn, in the 46th year of her age. She was a mei

of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, and for many
;

a valued teacher in Friends' Select School for (

" He giveth unto them beauty for ashes, the oil o

for mourning, and the garment of praise for the S;

of heaviness."

, on the 27th ult., at the residence of her

band, Germantown, Philada., Rebecca A., wil

Larkin Pennell, in the 64th year of her age, a me
of Frankford Monthly Meeting.

, at his residence, near Frankford, Philadil

Third mo. 1st, 1882, Robert R. Levick, in the

year of his age, a member of Frankford Parliculai

Monthly Meeting. When near his close, he remaj
" My faith has never faltered or weakened, and I

|

realized the force of the declaration of the Son of

"He that foUoweth me shall not walk in darknes!

shall have the light of life."

, on the 2d of 3rd mo. 1882, Lydia N. Wai
wife of Isaac Walker, near West Branch, Iowa
66th year of her age, an esteemed member of Hit
Grove Monthly Meeting of Friends. This dear F
being well qualified, through obedience to her Lon
Master, filled the stations of elder and oversee

several years (till her death) to the comfortand sat

tion of her friends. Her last illness was of short •

tion, though caused by a weakness of long stan

Being aware of her condition, about twelve hour
fore her departure she desired to bid her husbant

children and grand-children farewell, taking eacl

by the hand and very feelingly exhorted all to s(

that they might be prepared to meet her in Hea
expressing a desire that her love be given to al

friends, saying, " All are my friends, for I do not I

that I have an enemy in the world."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER
"~

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Palestine.

(Continued froui page 258.)

The present Jerusalem, with its strong
igh Willis, is not the Jerusalem of our Sa
iour's days. That was destroyed by Titus
bout thirty-six years after the crucifixion,
'hen about 1,000,000 Jews perished, and 100,-

00 were taken prisoners. The present Jeru-
ilem is supposed to have been built by Adrian
)r the Romans, who expelled all Jews. As
) the grand Temple of our Saviour's days,
ot one stone is left on another, though some
fthe original foundation by Solomon remains.
n the centre of the site of this temple is a
raud Turkish mosque where Mahomed is loor-

lipped. The city contains 15,000 inhabitants,
id has three hills—Mount Zion, the City of
avid, Mount Moriah (on which the Temple
as built, and where Abraham went to offer
laac), and also Mount Acra—besides smaller
lis or mounds. Tbe Turks, as owners
ipy Jlount Zion, as the best quarter, w
le poor Jews occupy the lowest and most
retched ones. The interior of the city is

regular and miserable, and the paving bad
deed, but viewed from Olivet it looks im
)sing, and even grand, with its flat stone
lofs and oval domes. A deep valley or glen
irrounds it on three sides, called the Valleys
Hinnom and Jehoshaphat, with the brook
idron, generally dry, for its narrow bottom.
Jerusalem is nearly 2000 feet above the
pel of the sea, but the hills round it arc still

gher—the famous Mount of Olives being
e highest one, on which olive trees, well
atured and gnarled with age, still grow, yet
aringly. It affords the most enchanting
aw of Jerusalem. From it you can see, like
map, almost every spot and every building
the city, as it gently slopes that" way.
In Palestine scores of exact spots are shown
f almost every important event named in

ripture. I do not want to dwell on doubts
4 criticisms, as most writers do, about the
thenticity of these spots. Desolation and
struction have reigned so completely and
Jong through the country, that scarcely a
liable artificial record remains to guarantee
eir true local identities. Those existing are
Berally not a thousand years old, and sug-
st superstition and guess-work. Yet my

judgment is, they have probability on

purposes. Cities, temples, and monuments of
art may dissolve and decay bj' war or wear,
but there are the hills, the natural landmarks,
ensuring the positions certainly if not accu-
rately. Whether an event occurred a few
feet, north or south, right or left, of the place
assigned for it, is not important to those who,
out of love, go to see the general aspect of the
places pregnant with immortalized events.

If any go superstitiously to idolize any place
or thing, they deserve to bo misled and mis-
taken. Jesus is not there—He is risen.

One of the few outlets round Jerusalem is

between the Mount of Olives and Hill of
Offence (or Solomon's Harem, where his wives
introduced idolatry). This road or way as
cends gradually, and winds round the back of
Olivet—a way our dear Saviour must often
have walked going to or from Jerusalem, to
the house of Maryland- Martha at Bethanj-

—

fifteen furlongs or near two miles away. As
3'ou come to the turn ofthe road from Bethan}-,
where Jerusalem opposite in all its grandeur
breaks upon the view, emotion seems irresis-

tible. You are on the spot where Jesus wept
over Jerusalem. You are on the spot where
the people shouted Hosanna, and spread their
garments in the way before Jesus.
At the time of our.Saviour, Palestine was

divided into thi-ee regions, Judea, or King-
dom of Judah, including Jerusalem and the
south part—Samaria, the central part—and
Galilee ofthe Gentiles, the third and upper or
north part. Christians reverence Jerusalem
as though it was the Saviour's favorite place,
whereas it was quite otherwise. He seldom
went there, but to preach and testify agai
it, and heal the sick ; and used to lodge, not
in the grand city, but at a small village over
the hills, out of sight of its grandeur, profes-
sion, and culture, at the house of the most
humble and simple folks, even of Mary and
her sister. He was brought up and dwelt at
Nazareth, in Galilee, and'chose his disciples
from Galilee also, and did his greatest works
there, a place where learning and profession
of religion were but very indifferent—they
being more simple and poorer in spirit, re-
ceived Him more readily, and He could there
work and convert them better, but when He
wont to where religion was professed highly,
and learning and culture abounded—even
Jerusalem—there they could not tolerate his
simplicitj- and power, and so they crucified
Him.
Mounting our good horses soon after day-

break 10th month 27th, we rode out by the
Damascus Gate, round two sides of Jerusalem,
past the villages of Siloam and Bethany, for
the Dead Sea. There were five of us—one
before the other—headed by a Sheik, or sort
of military governor over the district. He
ode on a noble grey horse, wore scarlet shoes
and leggings, flowing Arab head gear, a gun

. . ,_
^ ^ . . ., - slung over his shoulder, an elegant sword,

eir side, and 1 therefore accept them, as a pistols, and dagger. Then our Dragoman fol-
aole, as sufficiently correct for all practical lowed, and we after him, with the man and

luggage behind. The path was too narrow
to go abreast—our pace was about three and
a half miles an hour—the way being so rough
and rugged, we could not go faster. It was
nothing but hills, up and down, round and
about—not ranges of hills, but i-ound ones,
merging into each other about half-way down.
A hill on either side, and one in front; when
the front one was cleared, then one on either
side again, and another in front, and so on.
Sometimes to skirt these hills you had to as-
cend or descend narrow rugged paths, more
steep, rough, and dangerous than anj'thing
on our Scotch or Cumberland hills, so that
care was needed, and sometimes my wife's
horse was led for safety. We lunched at a
mosque on the hills. The day was rather too
hot. At last we had passed the hills, and en-
tered on the plain, reaching the shore end of
the Dead Sea at 3 p. m. As the sun shone on
it, it did not look so leaden and dismal as re-

])resented, near us the water being trans-
parent. I bathed in it, not staying more than
five minutes. I tasted it, and found it in-

tenselj' salt and nasty as saltpetre. It burned
mj' throat painfully, as also made my eyes
smart keenly. I tested its weight by trying
to lie at the bottom, but could not. You can-
not sink in it, you may lie still on your side
or front, but cannot sink. It is more buoyant
than having a good life-belt on, then you
would spin round, here you remain still. I
could not dry myself well, but felt like having
scales all over. Two hours later we arrived
at the river Jordan, in which I again bathed
for more than half-an-hour

;
yet the Dead Sea

water produced such an irritation on my skin
as to keep me awake all night.

Seven miles up the plain of Jordan (which
is perhaps 7 miles wide and 70 long), we struck
on that part of Jordan, near where Jesus was
baptized by John, and not far fi-om where the
Israelites crossed under Joshua, when the
waters turned back to admit them on dry
ground. The river here was 20 yards wide
and 5 feet deep in the middle, with a very
strong current—the water cool, and fresh, and
nice to drink. Eeluctantly we left it, and
crossed the plain through the wilderness of
Judea where John called "the people to repent-
ance, and baptized, and near where Jesus
fasted forty days; arriving at New Jericho
about 7 P. Ji., where we dined and lodged,
having been ten hours in the saddle in a very
hot day. As a sample of the desolation of
the country, we never passed an habitation
from Bethany to Jericho (save the Mosque),
a distance of near 40 miles, and then only a
few miserable huts.

(To be concluded.)

There is no heari gracious voice,
but by humbling ourselves under his mighty
power; then doth He make known his'will,

d blessed are they that hear his word, and
obej^ it

; that know his will and do it.

—

Eliza-
beth Stirredge,
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Religious Views and Tenets.

We have many interpretations on deep and
important passages of Scripture, by that wis-

dom in man which knows not God. For the

things of God knowcth uo man but by the

Spirit of God. And all true Friends will be-

lieve that our forefathers were led into all our
distinguishing views and ]H'actices by the in-

fallible Spirit ; together with an enlightened

and sound interpretation of those deep and
mysterious passages alluded to above. Has
the Spirit changed ? Have the Scriptures

changed? Or have the experts of our age
more wisdom than our worthy forefathers

had ? If so, is it a heavenly wisdom ? or is it

an earthly wisdom? "How long halt ye be-

tween two opinions? If the Lord be God,
follow him. But if Baal, then follow him."

Are we in the broad way, going with the

multitude? or are we in the narrow way
which but few find ? " No man can serve two
masters."

Christ said to his disciples: "If ye were of

the world, the world would love his own,"
&c. Now which do we prefer; the friendship

of the world, or the friendship of Christ? It

is very jjleasant as far as this life is concerned,

to walk hand in hand with the world, in our
march towards a iiincied happiness in the

world to .come. But will the strait gate be

open to receive us, unless we walk in the nar-

row way while here below ? So far as we can
accommodate our religion with the world, and
assimilate our views and ])ractices with the

popular standard of the day ; so far our meet-
ings for worshijj will be swelled by such as

are of a kindred spirit around us, but not by
those who look upon Zion as a quiet habita-
tion'; and prefer it above their chief joy.

We are inclined to look too much outward
for that which alone can be found within. We
need to turn from the shadow to that sub-

stance to which the shadow points. We need
to turn from the figurative and eei'emonial

rites, to the living fountain within. "God is

a Spirit: and they that worship Him must
worship Him in spirit and in truth ;" where
they can feel at times the life immortal to rise

in dominion over the world, the flesh, and the

evil one. Oh that our Zion might be more of

a quiet habitation, where we could at times
feel after the Lord, in the silence of all flesh,

and find Him ! We want to witness Him to

be in our midst, who is the resurrection and
the life in every living soul. We need to have
a portion of that same divine life breathed in

us afresh, by the quickening Spirit, the second
Adam, the Lord from heaven, that our pri-

meval parents had in the first place, whereby
they became living souls.

And as Adam in the fall became dead as to

the divine life, so he had not the heavonl}' life

to communicate to his posterity. And hence,

that which is born of the flesh is flesh and
void of heavenly life, only as our compas-
sionate Creator, through Christ, breathes in

us the breath of immortal life whereby wo be-

come living souls. The atmospheric life which
man has, in common with the whole animal
creation, is sufllieient for a season to support
our mortal frames, but it does not constitute

us as living souls. This heavenly life or Di-

vine seed is not of man, yet it has been given
to rational man by Him who doeth all things
well, and to whom secret things belong.

The wisdom of man that can never know

the things of God, seems to be increasingly

gaining foothold amongst us under the guise

of religion ; deceiving if it were possible the

very elect. Deceiving and being deceived.
" Receiving honor one of another, and seeking

not the honor that cometh from God only."

Our holy Redeemer, while personally'' preach-

ing the gospel among men, said, "I am come
in mj' Father's name and ye receive me not;

if another shall come in his own name, him
ye will receive." Oh that we might have
more faith in the wisdom and power of God
in the works of salvation ; and less in the wis-

dom and power of man ! Christ sa3^s, with-

out me ye can do nothing in it; but we can

do a great deal to hinder it. We can com-
pass ourselves about with sparks of our own
Ifindling; and after all our zealous eff'orts, lie

down in sorrovv, and rest there, still further

from the heavenly kingdom. Will-worship

can never do the work. Those who think the
Almighty Being can be pleased by musical

instruments, or by the varied modulations of

the human voice, must look upon Him as a

being with corporal organs, sensible, like poor
finite mortals are, of fleshly delights, and not

as a Spirit that can only be pleased with that

worship which is in spirit and in truth.

How often do we see the human life rising

above the divine, and leading astray by that

which produces a sensation on the emotional
part of our animal nature, which is too often

sadly mistaken for a devotional life.

If we have any example or precept in the

New Testament, or in the writings or practice

of early Friends, in favor of music of any
kind, I have never been able to find it. But
I do find that Geo. Fox was led to cry against

all manner of music. And I also find that
spiritual singing was in a few instances prac-

tised in the New Testament times, and by our
"ut nowhere do I find that

A Tribute.

"Reminiscences of Departed Worthies
lately published in "The Friend," have i

terested me much, and more particularly tl

account of William Kirkwood's visit to Bud
County, of his sitting silent in more than oi

meeting, and the remai'ks concerning tl

same, since reading which I have also bei

instructed by reading an epistle in Sewel
History by the author's mother, which co

tains this language. Vol. II., page 120 :

" Dear Friends, keep your meetings in tl

fear of the Lord, and have a care that yoi

minds are not drawn out to hear words ou

wardly ; but stand in the cross to that whi(
desireth refreshment from without : and wh(
at any time ye feel but little refreshment, I

it not enter into your hearts that the Lord
not mindful of you; but centre down inj

j'ourselves, in the pure light, and stand stl

therein : then it may be ye will find the cau;

why the presence of the Lord is depart(!

from you for some time ; and ye putting awsl

the cause, shall enjoy the Lord again to yoi'

comfort."

I knew W. Kirkwood well, being in ir

youthful days a member of the same meetiri

he was (viz : Bart, in Lancaster Co., Pa., thd

a branch of Sadsbury Monthly and Ca,

Quarterly Meeting). At one time I was oii

of his pupils, and because of his concern mar
fested for me and his kindness to jne, I had
sincere respect and affection for him. Som
times also my feelings were tendered by h

ministry, and desires begotten that I migi

be enabled to tread in the footsteps of tl

flock of Christ's companions. I do believe 1

had a good gift in the ministiy, life attendit

it ; and it is indeed a favor when those in th

awful calling are obedient either in spcakir

or in keeping silence, as they may be requireforefathers. But nowhere do 1 find that it

was studied so as to make artificial music ofj willing to be any thing or nothing as tl

it, by giving note or tune or uniformity of Great Giver of every good and ])erfect gi

sound so that it might be used by the congre- may see meet. I believe AV. K. had learnc

o-ation to gratify the carnal ear of man. But
I find that R. Barclay and others placed it

on the same ground as preaching and pray-
ing ; and would as soon send our children to

school, or go ourselves to learn to preach or

pray, as to learn to sing. A thing which all

consistent Friends forever have and forever

will bear a testimony against. It is the lan-

guage of the heart which God regards ; and
not "words, however excellent or musical of

themselves they may be. And where indi-

viduals join in a congregation, in singing that
which does not correspond with the present
feelings or experience of the heart, what is it

better than solemn mockery? Be not de-

ceived, God is not mocked. He searcheth all

hearts, and understandeth all the imagina-
tions of the thoughts. And when an indi-

vidual utters words conti-ary to the language
or feeling of the heart, its being clothed under
the enchanting language of song, does not
palliate the crime of telling that which is not
true. And telling it, too, as in the presence
of Almighty God, under the solemn pretence
of worstiipping Him who scans every secret

movement of the heart, and sees us as we are.

In that great approaching daj^ which we can-

not evade, well might the sinners in Zion be
afraid ; and fearfulness surjjrise the hypo-
crites. D. H.

Dublin, Ind., 2d rao. 11th, 1882.

Prayer is the vital breath of faith.

may see meet, i oeiieve vv . is., had learnc

humility in the school of Christ, which brin;

to esteem others better than ourselves; I

did not occupy the first or uppermost seat

:

his meeting at home, but, (as I was informed
he preferred that Truman Cooper, an eld^

with whom he manifested near unity, shou
occupy that seat, whilst he sat in the ne;

below. When his health permitted him i

be there he was at times favored to proclai

the glad tidings of the gospel amongst ui

some who were not members frequently a

tended.

After he was laid upon a bed of languishir

many were the precious seasons enjoyed wii

his family and friends in his room. Mu(
tender admonition and sweet counsel flow«

from his lips, so that after a season spent l

his bedside there was a feeling experienci
that it was good to have been there.

Finally, when the time of his death dre
near, 5th month, 1847, the liveliness of h

spirit in best things, and his love for his dei

relatives and friends was increasinglj' mar
fest ; as long as he could .speak frequent
naming some of them in a very affectiona

manner, and wishing them to remain nei

him. When the before-mentioned elder sto(

where he could look upon him, he asked hii

"Am I dying ?" and on T. replying that fro

present appearances it was not likely he wou
be much longer with us, he appeared qui

resigned and ready to go—had previously sa

that he did not feel anxious to knowwheth'
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le was to be raised from that sickness or not
—had been willing to stay, or willing to go
yhen the summons came, and be with Christ

ffhich is far better. As the end of a righteous

nan crowns all and is peace, so it was with him
;

lis sun going down in bi'ightness, as the last

okens of his earthlj" existence gently ebbed
,way one after another, and a ver^^ jn-ccious

overing of our Heavenly Father's love ex
erienced. His only surviving daughter (pre

ious as he called her) kneeled by his bedside

1 supplication, and afterward, at his request.

Bad the 3rd chapter of the First Epistle of

ohn.

It was a solemn season, which made a deep
npression, the remembrance of which "oft
ngers with me still." If these few lines

tiould encourage any to more dedicated faith-

ilness to Him who seeth in secret and re-

'ardeth openly, the desire of the writer will

e answered.

For " The Frieml."

A Lesson from the Tekoites.

Were it not that we are told that all Serip-

iire is given us for edification, there might
e an inclination on the part of some of us to

stimate as of slight account, or as not furnish-

ig much moi-al instruction, some of those
assages or chapters in the Bible which seem
ttle else than a sim])le record of names. One
hapter, largely of this nature, is the third of
reheiniah, in which are given the names and
36 order of those who rebuilded the wall of
erusalem. Passing by the instructive lesson

onveyed in the upbuilding of the wall by
38 helpers over against their own houses, I de-

re to allude here, in part, to the double service

'hich devolved upon the men of Tekoa.
After speaking of the repairs which fell in

jurse to Meshullam and Zadok, the account
jntinues (verse 5): "And next unto them
le Tekoites repaired ; but their nobles put
ot their necks to the work of their Lord."
evertheless, it is further mentioned (verse

r) concerning the Tekoites alone of all the
rray of Nehemiah's helpers, that "the Teko-
es repaired another piece, over against the
reat tower that lieth out, even unto the wall
POphel."
It would seem, therefore, not an improper
sflection to make, that the willing and faithful

ties of this tribe having diligently performed
16 service which had been allotted them, and
lis notwithstanding thefact that their nobles
ood aloof from "the woi'k of their Lord,"
ere thence singled outfor additional honored
nploy,—their portion near the great tower
pon the wall of Ophel lying between that
itrusted to the Nethinim on the one hand
ad that of the priests on the other.

As to the nobles of the Tekoites, whom we
ave reason to believe were both rich and
lied with pride, because they "put not their

Bcks to the work of the Lord," doubtless
lesc were included in those of their class

gainst whom the indignation of Ncluniiali

as so stirred when there came to his cars

ihapter v.) "a great cry of the people and of

leir wives against their brethren the Jews.
"

o these nobles, as is explained, some had
lortgaged their lands, vineyards and houses,
lat they might buy corn, whilst others were
nought into a condition of bondage without
16 prospect of redemption. " And I was
3ry angrj"-," is the record of Nehemiah, the
overnor, " when I heard their cry and these
ords, and I rebuked the nobles, and the

rulers, and said unto them. Ye exact usury,
every one of his brother. And I set a great
assenilily against them. And I said unto
them. Wo, after our ability, have redeemed
our brctln-i'ii the Jews which were sold untu
the heathen

; and wdll ye even sell your
brethren? or shall they be sold unto us?
Then held they their peace, and found nothing
to answer."
Again, it is mentioned (chapter siii.) that,

after the wall had been bnilded, and the peo-
ple had turned to their regular avocations,
men of Tjre dwelling in the city, freely en-

gaged in traffic upon the Sabbath day, selling

to the Jews the wine, grapes, figs, sheaves,
and all manner of goods which were brought
within the gates. In this pursuit some of
the nobles—such yjerhaps as might be classed

with the " merchant-princes" of the present

—appear to have joined hands with the

idolatrous Tyrians, inasmuch as Nehemiaii
declares :

" Then I contended with the nobles
of Judah, and said unto them. What evil thing
is this that ye do, and profane the Sabbath
day ? Did not your lathers thus, and did not
our God bring all this evil upon us, and upon
this city? Yet ye bring more wrath upon
Israel bj' profaning the Sabbath."

High-minded, covetous, contemners of the

nobles who "put not their necks to the yoke
of their Lord !" Now, the walls of Zion, rest-
ing u])iin the elect and immovable Corner
StniK-. are to be builded with "love, joy, peace,
l<ing su tiering, gentleness, goodness, faith,

meekness, temperance—against [which] there
is no law ;" whilst to as many as are privi-
leged to be jiarticipants in this service (to
which, indeed, all are called) we know that
the promise awaits :

" Ye also, as lively stones,
are built u]i a spiritual house, a holy priest-
hood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices accepta-
ble to God bv Jesus Christ."

__
J. W. L.

For The Friend."

The following extracts from "The Doctrines
of Friends," published byElisha Bates, in the
year 1S25, and approved by the Meeting for
Sutfci'ings of Ohio Yearly Meeting, I offer for
inst'iiiiin in "The Friend," if approved by the
Editors.

'It :f

Ohio, 12th mo. 25th, 18S1.

" Let us therefore remember we are bought
with a price, and are not our own, thatwe
may not henceforth live unto ourselves but
unto Him who died for us, and rose again,
that as He rose from the dead by the power
of the Father, so we may Malk in newness of

Sabbath, as we find these rich men of Judah 'life, by the aid and operation of his Spirit, re-
to have been, if we will now turn to the book vealed in our hearts.
of the prophet Amos, the herdsman of Tekoa " I do not consider it proper to enter upon
—written at a somewhat earlier day—we 'an inquiry into the Divine Nature ; or how it
will observe that they were also cunning and subsisted in its different manifestations; or
unscrupulous speculators in the necessaries how the Divinity was connected with human
of life, and that they adopted some of the nature; or why this was necessary. The
same crafty devices to compass their unholy 'secrets of the Divine counsels do not belong
purposes as do the gamblers in food of the

I to us, and we have no occasion to enter into
present day. The picture is given in chapter 'discussion respecting them. On the contrary,
viii. verse 4 to the end. whenever they have been made the subjects
Knowing, as we very well do, that the of curious and speculative inquiry, the mind

same haste to acquire riches has led thousands has been in danger of being led, by specious
in all the large cities of this land to engage in 'reasonings, into views and sentiments incom-
speculative or gambling ventures, that the 'patible with those which have been presented
pursuit is alariningly on the increase, and to us through the medium of Divine Eevela-
that its enticements are heightened by many ]tion : and thus the whole ground of infidelity
of the refinements and inventions of modern Jies open before those who enter into such in-
times, we would do well to consider what quiries.
was the penalty prophesied by Amos as com-

j

" On reviewing this portion of the doctrines
ing upon Judah for this sin: "Behold, the 'of the gospel, we may remember, that no part
days come, saith the Lord God, that I will

| of the christian system has been so frequently
send a famine in the land,—not a famine of assailed, or with "such varied modes of attack,
bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hearing as this. Here it was that the Jews stumbled
the words of the Lord ; and the}' shall wander and fell. Hci
from sea to sea, and from the north even to the Greeks <\

the east they shall run to and fro to seek the covered (;

word of the Lord, and shall not find it."

In the upraisinjr of the walls of our Zion,

generations ago, there was gathered a goodly
people—comparable to the industrious, living

workers among the Tekoites—who, having
faithfully performed the service nearest their

hands, as shown them by the Spirit of their

God, were thence entrusted to proclaim the
rlasting gospel abroad, and, as messengers
])rophets of the Most High, to declare it

11 before kings. If, now, our light as a So-

y has become comparatively dim,* may it

be that, with increasing riches, the allure-

ments of the world have more and more
found entrance into our hearts, so that we find

ourselves inclining toward the place of the

Whilst Friends, I believe, are not a wliit behind
any religious body which could be named, in works of

philanthropy, we need to remember that none of those
tilings can of themselves save us, neither can they pre-

serve our Society as a witness for the Truth in its sim-
plicity and integrity.

lie wisdom of the world, from
II to the present day, has dis-

s supposed) much foolishness.

Here reason has exerted its powers, to pene-
trate into the secret counsels of the Almighty,
and has boldlj^ attempted to bring down, even
the Divine Nature, to the measure of its own
limited capacity.

" No wisdom but that which is from above,
can comprehend the mysteries of the kingdom
of heaven. And as the Divine nature, and
the Divine counsels are abundantly wrapped
in dce]i mystery, (lie curious have been anx-
ious t(i diseciver, I lie ] iresimiptuous have been
bolil t<i e.xplaiii, and t lie sceptical have been
ready to deny, those things which mere hu-
man faculties never could understand.
"The means of i-edemption have opened a

wide field of conjecture for speculative minds.
But how inadequate must be the most exalted
human powers, to comprehend the love of
God, operating for the redemption of a fallen

world! How unable to devise the means!
how incapable of tracing them to the accom-
plished end !
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"It still remains to be the divine determina-

tion, to ' eonfound the wisdom ol' the wise,

and bring to nought the understanding of the

prudent." And j^et He will, from time to

time, reveal to the humble, attentive mind,

however simple, all that is necessary for it to

know.
"It is instructive to remember, that when

John saw, in the hand of Him that sat on the

throne, a book, written within and on the

back side, sealed with seven seals,' there was
no man found in heaven nor on earth worthy

to loose the seals or to look thereon.' Let us,

then, be cautious how we presume to look

thereon, or make what lies beyond the seals,

the subjects of speculative inquiry. It is the

Lion of the tribe ofJudah alone that is worthy

to open this book, and reveal the deep mys-

teries it contains. And until He is pleased to

do this, all human anxiety is unavailing. And
when this great work is going on, it will be

progressive, and in due order from ihn first to

the seventh. And as it is carried on, how
every tting is brought down, into greater and

greater degrees of abasement, till nothing but

God alone is exalted, and there is silence in

heaven.
" Let us then seek rather to have our minds

enlarged in the love of God in Christ Jesus,

that we may adopt the language of the apostle,

' We love Jlini because He tirst loved us.' In

the affusions of this love, which prompts the

filial language of Father, we shall be enabled
' to receive the kingdom of heaven as a little

child.' How striking the eomjmrison ! In

the little child there are no bold flights of

fancy-, no philosophical reasoning, (falsely so-

called,) no feelings of its own independent

capacities and powers, but all is dependent
on the teaching of the parent, all is faith,

unhesitating confidence in the counsel and in-

struction received. In this humble, dependent,

teachable state of mind, with love predom-
inating over all, we shall be prepared for the

opening of the seals ; and view with increas-

ing gratitude, at every stage of this progres-

sive work, the wondersof Redeeming Love, to

sing the new song, saying, Thou art worthy
to take the book, and to open the seals thereof:

for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to

God by thy blood ; and hast made us unto God
kings and priests : and finally to participate

in that heavenly silence, in which God is felt

to reign over all with that power and majesty
which the language of saints and angels can-

not adequately convey."

For "The Friend.'

Waiting on God.

God is a Spirit, and wo must worship Him
in spirit and in truth. We should go to the

place of our woi-ship with the mind taken off

from all worldly objects, and with our hearts

turned unto the Lord waiting on Him. Then
as his Spirit manifests his will to us, we should

run on his errands, and do his commands ac-

cording to his directions, and not in our own
will and way. Then we will have a peace of

mind that He can give and none other.

I want to encourage those preachers whom
God has called to preach to the people, to

keep close to the pointings of his Spirit, and
clear up all they undertake. If you watch
his pointings you will not miss youi- way ; He
leads no one wrong. If any of you should

take your eyes ofi' of Him, and miss your way
a little, do not be too much discouraged, but

watch closer another time, and ask to be for-

For The Friend."

PARABLE OF THE LOST PIECE OF SILVER
Read Luke xv. 8-10.

Though ten she have, if lose she one,

What woman will not seek to find :

Light candle, sweep from room to room,

Nor let aught else distract her mind.

Until once more the one with nine

Is safely in her purse again ?

And when 'tis found, she'll neighbors call

And say to each, Rejoice, my friend !

The lost is found—again I've all

—

Nay, joy for grief now makes amend :

So likewise is there joy in Heaven
O'er one who asks and is forgiven.

Though nine be saved, if one be lost,

No joy we have till lost we find

;

Since joy comes not from lea.st or most,

But from contentment of the mind :

And thus with Christ who came to save,

Not nine alone, but all He'd have.

Blest Saviour, we, too, lost have been,

And lost would still be but for Thee ;—
Thou found us in the ways of sin,_

And brought us where we light might see;

Thanks ! thanks ! a thousand thanks, dear Lord,

That we were led to choose Thy Word !

Selected.

GRANTED WISHES.
Two little girls let loose from school

Queried what each would be.

One said :
" I'd be a queen and rule ;"

And one, " The world I'd see."

The years went on. Again they met
And queried what had been;

" A poor man's wife am I, and yet,"

Said one, " I am a queen.

"My realm a happy household is,

My king a husband true

;

I rule by loving services
;

How has it been with you ?''

She answered :
" Still the great world lies

Beyond me as it laid;

O'er love's and duty's boundaries

My feet have never strayed.

" Faint murmurs of the wide world come
Unheeded to my ear

;

My widowed mother's sick bedroom
Sufficeth for my sphere."

They clasped each other's hands ; with tears

Of solemn joy they cried
;

"God gave the wish of our young years.

And we are satisfied."

John G. Whittier.

" I AM WITH THEE."
" I am with thee I" He hath said it,

In his truth and tender grace I

Sealed the promise, grandly spoken,

With how many a mighty token

Of his love and faithfulness.

He is with thee! with thee always,

All the nights and all the days;

Never failing, never frowning.

With his loving-kindness crowning,
Turning all thy life to praise.

He is with thee! Thine own Master,

Leading, loving to the end !

Brightening joy and lightening sorrow.

All to-day, yet more to-morrow
King and Saviour, Lord and Friend.

He is with thee I yes, for ever

!

Now and through eternity !

Yea, with Him for ever dwelling,

Thou shalt share his joy excelling,

Thou with Christ and Christ with thee.

Frances Ridley Havergd.

For "The Friend.'

It is not of him that willeth, nor of him that runnet

but of God who showeth mercy."

This text is brought to mind by an item

;

to-day's issue of " The Friend," treating upc

the too prevalent disposition in us to look •

poor falliblefellowmortals in time of afflictioi

and of the oft ready acquiescence in those a

pealed to, to essay to help. I apprehend the:

is a feeling of caution in the mind of evei

rightly- authorized minister of Christ, or othii

spiritually-minded person, not to move
!

such solicitation until assured " necessity

laid upon them." Great is the responsibilili

of those ever read}' to " sew pillows undj

arm-holes," and set the soul at ease in its sirj

A ease in point has lately come under n;|

notice confirming in the better way. A de:

Friend was lying apparentlj^ in her last sic

ness, and such it proved. Once and agai

word was given to a person occupying tl

station of minister, that "she could not S'

her way so clear as she desired, and if

drawn, would be pleased to see said person

After days of prayerful remembrance of tl

afllicted, the impulse came; but imagine tl

joy of the servant to find the Master had pi

ceded him—being assured at the outset tl

mist of doubt had disappeared, and calmresi

nation to the Divine will, and a living ho;

in his mercy, now reigned in the heart. A

that remained to be done was for visitor ai

visited to rejoice together. " Weak is tl

arm of flesh, and vain is the help of man," e

cept so far as he is abilitated and made u
of, by Him who is " the resurrection and tl

life.""

Though it is not well to be laggards in tl

Lord's work, "send by whom thou wilt, b

send not by me," is to be preferred to a ti

confident spirit. "Lord, keep back thy se

vant from presumptuous sins !" But whe
rightly authorized, as E. Pitfield appears

have been, and others may yet be, both th(

that minister, and those ministered unto, vai

be enabled to "put on beauty for ashes, tl

oil of joy for mourning, and the garments
praise for the spirit of heaviness." But v

may well ask ourselves, "if the righteo'

scarcely be saved, where shall the sinner ai

the ungodly appear?"

3d mo. 4th, 1882.

Hat Honor.—A student attending eolle;

in Glasgow, having felt conscientious scrupl

against uncovering his head on entering h

class-room, was reprimanded severely by tl

professor, and brought before the Senatus
answer for his alleged discourtesy. Havii
been questioned as to the motives for h

offence, as it was considered, he briefly e

plained that he was actuated by no feeling

disrespect for either the professor or his f(

low-students, but solely by a conviction th

the uncovering of the head as an honor
man was giving to the creature that whii

was solely due to the Creatoi'. Hereon tl

Senatus made a minute of the conference,

effect acquitting the student of the char;

brought against him, leaving him free to abh
by his convictions.

When on this subject, we may express o
regret that, while in the case before us, tl

student carried out the testimonjr of the S

eiety of Friends, though not yet connect'

with the body, the members themselves i

many instances, are weakly complying wi
the corrupt fashion of the world, giving ai
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ccepting this bat-worship, thus making them-
jlves amenable to the rebuke, "How can
e believe who receive houor (so spurious)
no from another, and seek not the honor
hich Cometh from God only?"

—

The British
Yiend.

Home Mission Work.

Dear Friend,—In looking over the pamphlet
intaining the report of the conference held
London on the 29th and 30th of 11th month,

1 what is called " Friends' Home Mission
'ork," the mind is brought into deep con
rn because of the evidence there given that
any of those assembled did not appear to
iderstand the very rudiments of the minis-

f of the Gospel, as taught by our Lord and
viour Jesus Christ, and particularly that
ey treated the exercise thereof as some-
ing at their own command. God is the
icher of his people Himself, and " teachers
3 not to go before the teaching of God Him-
f under the New Covenant, but to follow
,er it."

Can any candid mind believe that this ini-

rtant truth was acknowledged by many
10 had much to say at the conference ? The
)venient is not one that those can unite
th who feel that they must have a clear
i6e of duty as to the time when, or the
ice where, any gifts committed maj^ be ex-
iised, and that they must wait on the Lord
' help and strength renewedly to minister
a the ability which God giveth." And
8 is the ministry, coming from God Him
f, which descends as dew on the tender
,nt, or, to use another simile, as milk to the
ited babe, who can only be fed immediately
its Father or iustrumentallj- through his
)sen vessel.

Che ])riests who bore the ark had to stand
1 with their feet in Jordan until the word
command came to go forward

; and shall

presume to move without it in our r
ous exercises? Oh that wo were willin^

a Society, to wait patiently in Jordan
;il this word come, and the missing link
,t one of the speakers deplores woutd not
n be wanting! This link is only to be
nd in seeking by the grace of God to be
ted unto Christ the vine, that the language

Y go forth, "If these should hold their
.ee, the stones would immediately cry out."
?be first step is to be willing to be truly
nblcd by Christ's baptism of pure spiritual
ter, after which the cry would arise, " Lord,
at wouldst thou have me to do ?" Those
have experienced this baptism would not

aire a " London Board" to direct them in
ir work, but Christ Himself would direct
m, and bring forth in them those fruits
ich would be sweet to the taste, and a i-eal

1 unmistakable ingathering would then
ue. The precious testimony of our So-
;y to the freedom of the Gospel ministry
ieregardcd by many speakers at the con-
ince, although it is founded on the teaching
lur Lord and Saviour Himself, when He
t forth his apostles, " Freely ye have re-

red, freely give," and eoniirmed by the
etiee of the apostle Paul and other primi-
). Christians. Paul could say that he had
iveted no man's silver or gold ;" he wrought
h his own hands at his trade, so careful
i ho " to make the Gospel of Christ with-
charge." jSTevertheless, our Lord, in the
le charge to his apostles, said that "the

workman was worthy of his meat ;" and
Friends have always tound it a small matter
and a very great privilege to minister to the
comfort or necessity of those whom the Lord
Jesus Christ sends to minister to our spiritual
condition, and it is this privilege and this com-
fort of which Robert Bai'clay speaks, and not,
as the writer on page 67 of the pamphlet as-

serts, of a " rule laid down lor ministers whol-
ly set apart." May an increase of such mes-
sengers be known amongst us! Let them
come, let them go, knowing nothing but
"Jesus Christ and Him crucified

I will not now go through the numerous
expressions in the pamphlet quite out of har-
mony with the true minister's work, but
there is one passage on page 75 which has
particularly attracted my attention. The
writer says: "It is the man who has indi-

vidual conversations with hungering souls,

who knows how to hit the mark in "his ser-

mons." But a true minister of the Gospel
would avoid such conversations, [as a prepa-
ration for the exercise of his gift in the min-
istry,] lest his service should be hurt, and
would rely on the assistance of the Lord
alone to preach those things which can help
forward the truth in any. How precious and
comprehensive is the truth as laid down by
Robert Barclay in his 11th proposition :

" The
worship, praying, preaching and singing which
we plead for, is such as proceedeth from the
Spirit of God, and is always accompanied
with its influence, being begun by its motion,
and carried on by the power and strength
thereof; and so is a worship purely spiritual,

such as the Scrijjtures hold forth" (John iv.

23, 24; 1 Cor. xiv. 15; Bph. vi. 18).

The writer, on page 62, asserts that George
Fox " would sometimes stay for daj's, weeks,
or even months in one locality, to aid in set-

tling meetings, * * * and stirring up the
ministers to a systematic visitation of places
where congregations had been gathered," &c.

But this assertion, I think, ho will find it d'
~"

cult to prove. If we except London, which
may with good ground bo called George Fox
second home, and where also Edward Bu:
rough finished his course, such was not his

practice. We do not find from his Journal
that be usuall}^ remained long at one place,

for he had a care upon him, lest the newly
convinced should look too much to him.
Many instances are on record of his passing
away quickly after meetings in which the
Lord's power had been over all—in one in-

stance, when soldiers had been sent to appre-
hend him on a morning following a meeting,
he saj'S, " I was gone before they came." For
George Fox's own views on the subject of the
ministry, I would refer the reader to his com-
prehensive address to the ministers assem-
bled at Bedfordshire Yearly Meeting, 1658, in

which ho maj' find the views of Friends fully

set forth in all that pertains to the sacred
Ice of the ministry.

In what way the Yearly Meeting of 1882
may differ from that of 1861, we cannot at

present say. My prayer is that the Lord maj^
watch over that which was and is of his own
right hand planting; this I have faith to be-

"eve He will do, and that which is not of his

own planting will wither away. Still, I fear

that some whom the Lord would help to

serve Him have lost, and are losing, strength
because of the discouragements that abound

;

nablcd to do the will of our Lord, to our
peace and strengtiienino-, and to the help

thcrs. Thine truly,

M. M.
; mo. 24th, 1882.

F.ir "The Friend."

The Gospel of tlie Grace of God.

If through heavenly condescension and un-
speakable mercy we are granted a well
grounded hope in the "Amen, the faithful
Witness," Jesus Christ in the heart, whose
"Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit,
that we are the children of God," then, in-
deed, can our parched souls drinkliving water
from the Eternal Fountain and be refreshed.
"If any man thirst," said the Saviour, "let
him come unto me and drink." The invita-
tion is to all. The resource is ample for all

;

so that none need despair.
We wisely welcome gospel truths which

come to us through the agency of our fellow
worms

;
for " how beautiful are the feet of

them that preach the gospel of peace I" But
here the transmission is through earthen
vessels. While the Unction vouchsafed us
from the Holy One, is an omnipresent, infalli-

ble, inward teacher and leader. For while
the dear Son of God is " the way" to the
Father, his Spirit is no less our guide and in-
structor in that way, even our guide into all

truth.

Helpless and dependent, we need just what
in fatherly compassion provided us—the

once incarnate Son of God who suffered and
bled for us, to be now a spiritual Redeemer, a
holy internal Conif.ir(cr, High Priest, and
King. Thus, tli,.u-li liillen and lost creatures
n our unroiR wxmI, nuuirul state, we have a
glorious redcmpiiun furmcd for, and offered
to US, if we will but accept the self-abasing,
thoroughly cleansing, the humbling and con-
triting conditions upon which a God ofjustice
as well as of mercy will receive us:—"If any
man will come after me, let him deny himself,
and take u]i his ci-oss daily, and follow me."
These terms otdis.iplcsbip observed, He, the
Good Shophcnl. \vill make to lie down in green
pastures, and K'a<l h.-iilc the still waters. He
will be with his deiliialid lailliful followers
in all their trials ami Iriii|)tal i<nis ; and will

never take his loving liiiidness utterly away,
"nor suffer his faithfulness to fail."

An Objector Answered.—"I don't like so
much talk about religion," said a rude stran-
ger in a city boarding-house, to a lady oppo-
site, who had been answering some questions
witli regard to a sermon to which she had
boon listening. "I don't like it. It's some-
thing that nobody likes. It's opposed to
everything pleasant in the world. It ties a
man up, hand and foot. It takes away his
liberty

; and it isn't natural."
" Oh, no !" answered the ladj^, " it isn't na-

tural. We ha\c the l'<st authority for say-
Tlu' Katiir.il man receiveth not the

things of the Sjiirit of God, neither can he
vuow them, for they are spiritually discerned.'

True religion is rowing up stream ; it is sail-

g against wind and tide."

A pause for a few moments followed ; then
the stranger began again.
"People who speak andpeau ana think so much

about religion are queer, anj- how. I wish
but we must hold fast that which we have, they could onlj- know how people speak and
that no man take our crown. Thus shall we think about tlaem ; nobody likes them, for
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tbe.y are like nobody; they are so very pecu-

" Allow me to interrupt you again, sir," said

the lady ; " but I am so impressed with the

manner in which your language accords with

Bible language, that I shall have to intro-

duce another quotation from that blessed

book. ' Ye are a chosen generation, a royal

priesthood, a peculiar people.'
"

"Does the Bible say they are peculiar,

then? That's odd. That book, somehow,
has got a dose for everybody. Yet, ma'am,

you must allow that the commands that

book lays upon us poor sinners are hard. It's

thou shalt not, and thou shalt not, all the

time. Why, its precepts and views of things

are not onlj^ systematic tyranny, but they ai-e

narrow, very narrow."
" Yes," replied the lady, "they are narrow,

for the Bible says they are. 'Strait is the

gate, and narrow is the way that leads to life.'

\Ye have to struggle hard to keep in this nar-

row way, if we once get in it. It is too nar-

row for pride, worldliness, and sloth. It is

too narrow for the service of two masters.

It is too narrow for covetousness, envy, and
all other evil passions. Hatred can find no

place for so much as the sole of its foot in the

narrow way. Good deeds, kind words, faith,

hope and charitj', occupy all the ground, and
will continue to hold it to the end."

The stranger listened, surprised and annoy-

ed, and at last arose and left the room, appar-

ently a more thoughtful, if not a better, man.—American Messenger.

Religious Items, &c.

Protest Against Conscription.—A hopeful

sign of popular awakening has appeared at

Antwerp in Belgium. It is a most uausual
thing for the people of any Continental nation

to dare to convene a public meeting to protest

against their burdens, or oppressions. The
Continental Governments, for the most part,

forbid public meetings and stifle the free voices

of their peoples. Therefore the latter have
scarcely any means for making their voice

known, except through illegal channels, as

by Eevolution in France, Socialism and con-

spiracy in Germany, and Nihilism or assassi-

nation in Russia.

The Belgian Government is, however, rather

more liberal, and, therefore, much more safe.

Its Antwerp citizens have convened a pub-
lic meeting to protest against the Conscrip-

tion. In a large printed poster they call upon
the fathers, mothers, and families of Belgium
to raise their voices against the cruelties of

enforced military service, the burdens of bar

racks, the poverty and misery occasioned by
the injuries inflicted upon trade and industry
bj' excessive militarism, and the wide-spread
sufferings produced by the withdrawal of so

many breadwinners from their occupations

and families, thus obliging the latter to de
pend on charity, or be in danger of starvation

May this meeting be the harbinger of many
similar ones on the oppressed Continent of

Europe.

—

Herald of Peace.

The Tithe Burden on Land.—The " Agricul
tural Correspondent" of the Suffolk [England]
Chronicle, a well-known man ot mark in the

county, writes as follows:

Reduction of rents will be the tenants'

watchword for some time, we may be sure.

"Why don't the landowners, for their part, go
in vigorously for reduction of burdens on land ?

And instead of nibbling at small burdens like

the highway rate or education rate (concorn-

which their claim is very good, too), why
don't they go in boldly for the monster burden
of all—namely, the tithe ? Why should a

tenth of the produce of industry on the land

be taken out of the field and the stall to sup-

port the National Church, while no other

man's industrj' is mulcted in the same way ?

What meek and patient men we country peo-

ple are ! If tithes were attempted to be levied

on our town industries, wouldn't there be a

row! Yet why shouldn't they help to sup-

port the church as well as we? Church rates

were too much for townspeople's endurance.

We meeklj' paid them long 5'ears after all our

great towns had emancipated themselves from
them. What would they think of tithes?

Would they pay them, think you ? We should

just like to see the experiment tried! Wh}^
then, do farming people go on paying them?
Why do we patiently year after year see every

tenth shock of corn, every tenth swathe of

barley, every tenth cock of hay, every tenth

lamb and calf and pig, &c. (or the money value

of them, which is just the same), taken off our

farms before we touch a penny of the pro-

duce? Why do we meekly submit to this?

Why? Because wo haven't the sense to unite

together, as the townspeople would, and say

that we will submit to it no longer. That is

the only reason. The Quaker for centuries

has protested, and often refused to pay. Many
of your nonconforming farming readers have

heard their fathers "and grandfathers de-

nounce the tax in no gentle terms. Thej'

only paid it under compulsion. They were
obliged to submit to it, for they were in a

minority. But now, poll England, and you
would find two or three to one against the

tithe system. Ten to one would be nearer in

the great town populations. The agricultural

classes have only to try to help themselves,

and we'll warrant you "they'll find plenty of

backers in the town.

For "The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Deep-Sea Dredging.—An Atlantic Zoologi

cal exploration ofl" the coasts of Spain and
Portugal, was made in the Eighth month,
1881. The dredge brought up many animals

from the depths of the ocean. Among these

called them, if it had not been for the

p]-avity of an old babuina, or female Bhuni
baboon. If she had not been the only rep

sentative of her species, he would have tr

to get rid of her. Solitary confinement mi
her wildly obstreperous, but in the fam

cage she ijept the marsupials in a deliriun:

error, and in the evening when her j'ounj

datives ventured to enter the sleeping-b

beseemed to consider herself ordained to

move them by force. But one day she attacl

her own keeper, and without any appan
provocation lacerated his wrist in a shock:

way. Schomburg at once ordered her to

shot. The next morning the assistant kee]

approached her cage with a shot-gun, wh
had often been used to shoot the rats that

fested the menagerie-building. The otl

monkeys seemed to expect another razzia, I

the Bhunder knew better. The moment 1

saw the gun she made a dash into the sle

ing-cage, and when the keeper tried to O]

the door she yelled as if she hoped to get

on a plea of insanity. Meaning to try I

the keeper waited till breakfast-time, but

babuina did not show herself She kept

of sight a full hour, till the mess-boy brouj

an extra lunch of sliced pumpkins, when 1

made a rush for the bucket in hopes of sec

ing a portable piece. In that moment
keeper bolted the door of her sleeping ca

and went back for his shot-gun. As soor

the babuina caught sight of him she fl

toward her place of refuge, and, finding

door locked, made a mad attempt to sque

herself through the interspaces of the fr

railing. But the bars proved inflexible, a

after another desperate pull at the sleepi

cage door, the babuina flung herself infc

corner, closed her eyes, and was appai'en

dead with fear before the buckshot struck 1

—Popular Science Monthly.

Sea weed Sea-serpents.—In a letter to

Madras Mail on the use of gigantic sea-w

as a protective agent for shores, Capt. J.

Taylor, the Master Superintendent of Mad
gives the following intei-esting " sea-serpe

story :
" A notable incident connected w

this sea-weed is recalled to my recollection

Dr. Turnell's letter. About fifteen years £

while I was in my ship at anchor in Te

Bay, an enormous monster, as it appeal

was seen drifting, or advancing itself roi

were three very rare sharks, living aboutlGreen Point, into the harbor. It was
three-fourths of a mile below the surface, and
which seem never to leave great depths.

How Sleigh-bells are made.—It has, no doubt,

been a raj'stery to many how the iron ball in-

side of sleigh-bells got there, and it is said to

have taken considerable thought on the part

of the discoverer before the idea struck him.

In making sleigh-bells the iron ball is put in-

side a sand core just the shape of the inside

of the bell. Then a mold is made just the

shape of the outside of the bell. This sand
core, with the ginglet inside is placed in the

mold of the outside, and the melted metal is

poured in, which fills up the space between
the core and mold. The hot metal burns the

core so that it can be all shaken out, leaving

the ball within the shell. Ball valves, swivel

joints, and many other articles are cast in the

same manner.

—

Ch. Adv.
A Conscience-stricken Animal.—A few years

ago Dr. Schomburg, the Superintendent of the
Botanic Garden of Adelaide, Australia, took
charge of a select corps of monkeys and kan-

garoos, a " happy family," he might have

than one hundred feet in length, and mo,

with an undulating snake-like motion,

head was crowned with what appeared tc

long hair, and the keen-sighted among
affrighted observers declared they could

,

its eyes and distinguish its features. '\

military were called out, and a brisk

poured into it at a distance of about five I

dred yards. It was hit several times,

portions of it knocked off. So serious -^

its evident injuries, that on its rounding
point it became quite still, and boats weni

to examine it and complete its destruct

It was found to be a specimen of the sea-w

above mentioned, and its stillness after

grievous injuries inflicted was due to its 1

ing left the ground swell and entered the q
waters of tine bay."

—

Scientific American.

Catching Cold.—While it is easy to t

cold in midsummer, colds are usuallj' n:

prevalent when low temjierature previ

though less in clear, steady winter than (

ing the variable spring and autumn. " Ca
ing cold," is usually the result o{ itiegualit
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sinperature in two parts of the body, especi
ly adjacent parts, which disturbs the uni
irm cireuhxtion of the blood. At the place
hero this disturbance occurs, "congestion"
ises, that is, a rush of blood to a part from
le direction foster than it is carried off by
le chilled blood vessels in the other direction,
id this produces serious results if not speed-
^ remedied. This diseased condition may
;tend over the whole body, affectino- most
verely any organ already weak.

'^

Thus a cold may come from damp or chilled
it; from even a slight draft of air blowino-
rough a crack, upon one side or portion o1
e body and cooling it; from standing near
fire or stove, and heating one sido^vhile
8 other remains comparatively cold

; from
irmer clothing on one part of the body than
another; from lightly dressing the arms

d lower limbs, or leaving them naked
; from

,nding over a hot register; from the chill-

j evaporation of water or moisture from a
rtion only of one's clothing; in general
m any cause producing inequality of tem-
•ature.

Dhe cause of a cold, named, indicates how
avoid one. Maintaining general vigor by
n-isbing, well-digested food, gives one^^ower
resist an attack. When to be especially
)Osed, a httlo tonic, as a grain or two of
nine, taken in advance, may be useful
mulanta, like alcoholic liquors, are but a
iporary aid; the reaction after the first
aulating effects, leaves one more subject
take cold than if the stimulant had been
itted.

imple remedies will usually remove a cold
taken promptly, before the congestion
produced serious disorganization. When
ick with a sense of chilliness, 15 to 30 drops
Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia, in half a
ibler of water, will often start a uniform
ulation all through the body, as this quick-
inters the whole blood and is stimulating.
Idng the feet in warm water, gradually
ing warmer as long as it can be borne
ws off the blood from all the rest of the
y, and often relieves congestion in any
.1 part. Smart friction upon any part or
whole of the skin surface, or a uniform
ace sweating, produces like results. But
bese eases, special care must be taken to
rent after-chilling of the feet, or any other
;. After the feet-heating, wipe dry quickly
cover them warml3^
he best remedy we have found for a recent
18 a moderate movement of the bowels

1 castor oil, or some mild catharic ma
a. This produces a flow of fluid, draw
\ the blood to the alimentary canal, and
I reduces the pressure upon any one con
ed poifit just as drawing off part of the
3r from a flooded pond relieves pressure
1 a weakened dam or embankment. This
be followed by keeping the body waiun
comfortable, and toning it up with good
,
or a simple tonic like"^ quinine. " Feed-

1 cold," prior to taking a cathartic, is the
it possible treatment. It is only adding
srial to increase the congestion.

—

Amert
igriculturist.

following words from the Eecorder of Dub-
lin, in disposing of certain applications for
drink license, show that the want and misery
oi her people is owing in part, at least, to
ruin. He says :

' I have been for a whole week trying cases
such as no Christian judge ought to have t<i

try—cases of outrage and violence in the city,
everyone of which originated in public houst's.
The drinking sj'stem of Dublin is responsibK'
for three sentences of penal servitude an<l
seven heavy sentences of imprisonment which
X uciu to impose, varying from twelve It. I

twenty-four calendar months. I marked tl](

evidence in every single case, and every one
of them began in the public bouse. It is the
drink system, and drink alone, that leads to
all this crime, and misery and sorrow. Yes-
terday I went through a mile and three-quar-
ters of miserable, wretched streets, manifest-
ing on every side the penury and wretched-
ness of the unforUinate people who lived in
them. The only l>i-ii;li( sp(,ts were the pub-
lic houses, whicii. I.rilliunilv lighted up, re-
flected and contrasted with" the surrounding
misery. I hate this magnificence. I look
upon it with horror. I know it but too well.
As each case of crime and violence comes be-
fore me the same wretched storj^ is told—the
ilrink demon is as necessary a part of every
case as the police or myself"

brought in conflict witli it, l.ut justi,- .es to the
wall wherever avarice and „iher selfish ,iropensities
are directly involved. The Queen of England hasno
personal interest in wronging the Indian,-?, and pos-
se,ssing the power to protect them iu their rights
against the cupidity of her white subjects her sense
'.( justui' prompts her to do it. The .sentiment of
thr l-,iist,ni .States of this country is decidedly in
lav..iMt justioeto the Indians, but this sentiment
>|"T:it,;s at long range against the opposite senti-
niriit, 111 the West, and is, tlirn-f.n

rp<.>r.

.oiifii.
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KTct.irc, |H>worless to
I'siiii;- sriitiiiieiits are
s. .V tail- illustration

"I Mils is ninii-jirii hv (he ilct)ate in the Senate, re-
j-eiillv, liriuieii StMialur Uawes on the one side, and
''"'' •""' I '"'»'> "" 111'- other. Mr. Dawes pre-
''":, '

i,"-"'r;"
"°'"''' ''•'' "^-er 100,000 people, ask-

in- that tins tTOvernment keep its treaties with the
Indians, and protect them in their rights. Senator
Flumb, of Kansas, m opposing and denouncino- the
petition, said, " Interest in the Indian is in the ex-
act ratio of the distance from him."
As a matter of course, it is. The constituents of

benator Dawes, being in Massachusetts, have no op-
"irtuiiity to profit by injustice to the Indians;
nee tlieii- sense of jiisiiee has full play, and they
' not uil Mig that the eonstitnents of Senator
iiiul.sliouhl ,e pennitted to rob and murder them.
Senator leller, ot Colorado, denounced the pro-

FOURTH MONTH 1, 1882.

teCause of Ireland's Woes.—An exchane;e,
king of the social and political conditii)n
eland, says :

" One would suppose from
tone of the press, fiivorable to Ireland,
all the woes her people are suffering

3 from oppressive laws. We think the

The Council Fire was established in 1878,
by A. B. Meacham. to promote peace with the
Indians and the humane and equitable treat-
ment of those people. After laboring faith-
fully m this cause, its Editor and Proprietor
has been removed by death from his field of
service.

He had never fully recovered from the
wounds received among the Modoc Indians in
the Lava Beds in 1873. As his health failed
and he felt the end of life drawing near, he
obtained from those who had been his 'co-
workers a promise that the work which be
had commenced should be continued.

It is now called The Council Fire and Arbi-
trator, and is published monthly at Washino--
ton, D. C, at $1.00 per annum.

In the number for Third month, we find a
sensible explanation of "Why Canada is just
and this Government unjust to the Indians."
The principle laid down in it, will apply to
other people as well as the Indians, and
notably to the case of the Chinese on our
Pacific coast. The article is as follows :—

" The fact that the Indians are treated humanely
and justly in Canada, and tliat Indian wars are un-
known there, while iu the United Stati-s the Indians

constantly being robbed and nmrdered by the
people and the Government, and Indian wars are
perennial, is a matter of surprise to most people who
take interest in the matter at all. But there is no

tery about it. Canada is a province of Great
Britain, and is under a monarchical government
This country is a republic, in which the will of a
majority of the people is the law of the land. The
British Government has the power to practically

'!* laws and thus protect its subjects in all
>nies. The United States as a government
I's no such power. Public opinion is higher
w, and practical nullification of the acts of

Congress, by States and Territories, is quite common.
The sentiment ofjustice is dominant in all countries
where the selfish interests of the people are not

position to keep our treaties with the Indian
impracticable and absurd, simply because he repre-
sents a constituency, who.e selfish interests prompt
them to violate tho.e tieati.s, l.y lohbing the In-
.ansofthela„,N,nan„i,

1 to them bv treaty.
There are peopK. ,u all seetions ot the "country
whose sense of justice ri.se above their selfishHess,
but untortunately these are not in a majority.

The sentiment of justice" is undoubtedly
often made to yield to the demands of un-
principled selfishness, yet it is an element
which appeals to the consciences of people
everywhere; and much good may be effected
by keeping it in view, and enforcing its claims
in a proper spirit. Even if for the time over-
powered, the convieii.iiis produced are not
lost, and often pn,duee fruits in the future.
It was with this belief that Abraham Lincoln
went throiml, the |„,litieal canvass iu his
struggle will, l»o,i^;ass. not expeeii,,^ present
success. 1,11, ..nihraeiim- t lie o,,|M„-t,„iitv thus
presented ofealmly reasoning with the people
on the impolicy and unrighteousness of the
system of slavery.

•cd the in-

prohibit

1 seems to

It is with regret we have obse
troduction into Congress of a bill

'mmigration from China—because
be founded more on local iiiejiidie.vs than on
far-seeing statesmanship, (finite lee.iitly a
letter has been placed in our hands written
from California by an intelligent member of
our Society in the early part of last summer.
It saj's tliat the Chinese in that country, " so
far as we have come in contact with them,"
are "honest, civil and obliging, and in their
persons fiir more neat and" cleanly than our
immigrants from Euro])e."
The writer of the letter makes the follqw-

Ig observations in reference to those people.
nd I am convinced that the"In my own mi

present advanced condition of California (for
a new State) in civilization, and in the com-
forts of civilized life, is mainly due to the
Chinese; and that, if they should be driven
away to accommodate Bridget and her hus-
band, whose places here they occupy, a great
retrograde in the condition of things would
at once take place.

" They are now the main dependence of the
whites for nearly all kinds of work, except
perhaps on cattle and sheep ranches. They
not only do all the washing and cooking and
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genei-al housework, but are the truckmen

that furnish all the vegetables and small fruits

consumed. Neither on the farms in the coun-

try, nor in the gardens in the towns, have w-e

seen any attempt to grow such, as it is said

the Chinese will furnish them cheaper than

they can be grown by people who have any-

thing else to do.

"the feeling among the more intelligent

classes in California is, I think, inci-easingly in

their favor ; at the same time many of these

fear that with largely increased facilities for

immigi-ation, the number might in time be-

come" undesirably great ; as it cannot be ex-

pected that ihey will assimilate with the rest

of the population [as readily] as the Irish and

Germans do."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Anti-Polygamy bill has passed

both Houses of Congress and been signed by the Pre-

sident. The Chinese bill lias passed both Houses. In

the House of Repiesentatives, 167 votes were cast for

and 65 against it.

Representative Thomas, of Kentucky, fron]_ the Com-
mittee on Mississippi Levees, reported a bill appro-

priating $6,863,000 for the improvement of the Missis-

sippi, Ohio and Illinois rivers, which was referred to

the Committee of the Whole.
The flood continues to subside at Vicksburg, and in

the Yazoo, Sunflower and Tallahatchee rivers. There

is terrible distress in these districts among the poor

people, mostly colored, who have been driven from

their homes by the walers.

The loss along the Black and Tensas rivers and the

Bayou Macon, in Louisiana last week, which contain a

population of 68,000 per-sons, is estimated at $150,000

in stock and fences. The country beyond the mouth of

the Black river resembles an inland sea, and the water

on many of the fields is six feet in depth.

There is a decided improvement in the situation along

the Lower Mississippi. Tiie water continues to sub

side, and planting has begun at various points in Ar-

Jtansa.8 and Mississippi wliich were flooded a few dayi

ago. It is believed that at the present rate of subsidence

there will be no necessity for supplies in Mississippi

beyond the 10th of 4th month. There are at present

50,000 destitutes in that State. In Louisiana the crevasse

on the Arizona plantation is reported to be 12 feet deep

and 200 wide, and threatening to overflow a large tract

of sugar growing country. It is believed, on the .strength

of scattered reports from the interior, tliat the whole of

the Grosse Tete district is under water.

Agent Miles, of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Agency,
in the Indian Territory, reports to the Indian Bureau
that it will be very difficult to prevent an outbreak if

the rations of the Indians are reduced, under the refusal

of Congress to make an appropriation.

Henry W. Longfellow, the poet, died 3d month 24th,

at his home in Cambridge, Massachusetts, at the age of

75 years.

Dr. Nolan-Martin lectured at the Franklin Institute,

last week, on " The Logic of the Sciences," and at the

close of the lecture the audience were shown the opera-

tions of a recently-invented instrument called a " Pho-
neidoscope," which is intended to show the effects of

different sounds on a soap bubble. A frame of copper,

holding a film of soapy water, is placed in a tube, and
a highly illuminated picture of the film is then thrown
upon a screen by means of a magic lantern. The effect

of various sounds is shown by the vibrations of the

watery diaphragm.
The steamer Devonshire arrived recently at

Francisco, bringing news of the discovery of a new
island in the Kurile group, between Japan and Kam
schatka- The surrounding waters abound in fish and
sea otter, and an attempt at colonization will be made,

The city of Elizabeth, New Jersey, is struggling

under a pile of debt, and contemplates following the

example of its neighbor, Rahway, and going into vol-

untary bankruptcy. It has $6,400,000 debt, and pro-

poses to adjust it by issuing new bonds at fifty cents on
the dollar, bearing 4 per cent, interest.

There were 386 deaths in Philadelphia during the

week ending 3rd month 25th, as compared with 425 the

previous week, and 384 for the corresponding week of

last year. The number of males was 201, females 185.

There were 53 deaths from consumption, 40 from
pneumonia, 16 from diphtheria, 18 from typhoid fever

and 11 from small-pox.

Markets, &C.-V. S. 3^'s, lOli a 103-| ; 4J's, 114J ; 4's,

registered, 118 J; coupon, 119J ;
currency B's, 130.

Cotton.—Prices remain about the same as last quoted.

Sales of middlings are reported at 12i a 12J cts. per lb.

for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7f eta. for export, and

8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is in moderate request and firm. Sales of 2800

barrels, including Minnesota extras, $7 for clear, and

at S7.25 for straight; Pennsylvania extra family at

$6.12| a J6.25; western do. do. at $6.75 a $7.25, and

patents at *7.50 a $8.25. Rye flour is steady at $4.50

$4.75 per bbl.

Grain.—Wheat was in fair demand and prices were

fraction higher. Sales of 2200 bushels red at $1.38J

$1.39. Bye.—Nothing doing. Corn is in steady re-

quest at full prices. Sales of 7500 bushels, including

yellow, at 76 a 77 cts., according to location ; sail mixed

at 76 a 76i cts. ; steamer, at 75 a 76 cts., and No. 3 at

75 cts. Oats are firm and in good demand. Sales of

13,000 bushels including white, at 55J a 56 cts., and

rejected and mixed at 532 cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 3rd mo.

25th, 1882.—Loads of hay, 240; loads of straw, 45.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.15

to $1.25 per 100 pounds ; mixed, $1 a $1.10 per 100

pounds; Straw, 80 to 90 cts. per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in good demand last week, and

prices were a fractfcn higher : 2400 head arrived and

sold at the diflTerent yards at 5 a 7J cts. per pound, as

to quality.

Sheep were less active, but prices were unchanged :

8000 head arrived and sold at the different yards at 5

a 7J cts., and lambs at 5J a 7J cts. per lb., as to con-

dition.

Hogs were in fair demand : 3000 head arrived and

sold at the different yards at 8 a 10} cts. per lb., as to

quality.

Foreign.—Gladstone, in acknowledging the receipt

of Charles Russell's memorial in favor of enabling the

Land Court to make its decisions retrospective, as far

as they concern arrears of rent, and to grant loans to

tenants for the payment of arrears, writes that the docu-

ment will receive the anxious and careful attention due

to its importance and to those who signed it.

The O'Donoghue, member of Parliament for Tralee,

replying to Justin McCarthy's circular to the Home
Rulers urging them to vote against the cloture, says the

defeat of the Gladstone Ministry would be fatal to the

best interests of Ireland. It would hand over the Land
Act to those who would do their best to defeat its work-

ing. The O'Donoghue considers that, if wise counsels

had prevailed, Ireland would already be contented, and
that the cloture is a legitimate and necessary assertion

of the power of a majority. The Times says that thirty-

three HomeRule membersof Parliament have promised

to oppose the cloture.

The first counting of the returns of the recent French

ensus shows a total population of 35,597,000 souls,

hich is an increase since 1876 of 389,670, or about one-

alf our increase last year from immigration alone. A
strong tendency exists throughout the country toward

emigration to towns and cities. Thus, the Department
of the Seine, in which lies Paris, was increased by 337,-

000, and has now a population of 2,747,000. Other
departments in which are Lille, Lyons, and Marseilles,

added 14,700, 28,400, and 28,300, respectively, to their

populations. At the same time, in the showings for

the agricultural departments, there were correspond

diminutions. All the Norman departments, except

tho.se in which Havre and Rouen are situated, show
falling off.

The Governments of England and France have ii

structed their representatives in Egypt to request of the

Khedive a special hypothecation of the revenues as-

signed to the service of the international debt. Th
other Powers have approved this demand.

Large reinforcements of French troops are arriving

at Tunis daily. The garrison at Sfax has been doubled.

The telegraph line between Gabes and Sfax has been cut.

A St. Petersburg correspondent telegraphs that the

object of fixing the coronation of the Czar for a late

date is to permit the exhibition at Moscow, which opens

in 5th month, to be closed before the occurrence of the

ceremony. It is thought that, if the two events be

simultaneous, the great concourse of people attending

the exhibition would give an opportunity lo the Nihil-

ists, who are shown by recent arre.sts to be concen-

trating their forces in Moscow. A scheme is under
consideration for enrolling a number of inhabitants to

act as special constables during the coronation. The
St. Petersburg Hei'cdd says that General Ignatiefi' has

ordered all the Jewish chemists of St. Petersburg to sell

their business.

A despatch from Pesth reports that 60 houses and

out-buildings at Bocszenfa and 248 houses at Pa

have been burned, and several hundred families ar«

a destitute condition.

Three strong shocks of earthquake have been fell

Chios. The people have taken refuge in tents.

The severest snow storm for many years at St. Job

Newfoundland, prevailed there on Seventh-day ni

and First-day. The roads in all directions were block

the drift in some places being ten feet high.

Died, on the 14th of Twelfth mo. 1881, John
Stanley, in the 71st year of bis age, a membei

Upper Springfield Monthly and Particular Meet:

Ohio.
, Third mo. 8th, 1882, at his residence at C

Creek, Keokuk Co., Iowa, after a few days illi

Lemuel Brackin, in the thirty-ninth year of

. age, a useful and much valued member of Coal Ct

Monthly Meeting. He was strongly attached to

religious Society of which he was a member,

as his close drew near he had suitable counsel to

part to the different members of his family, and

peared fully resigned, and said, "It may be that I

now near the grave, if so, I am resigned : I feel so ha

— far beyond or exceeding anything that I ever exp

enced." Soon after this he began to sink rapidly,

in a few hours quietly passed away, as we humbly he

to one of those many mansions prepared for the ri|

eons, for which, through the mercy, merits and in

cession of a crucified and risen Lord and Saviour

seemed sweetly prepared.

, on the 10th of 3d mo. 1882, at her re.ndenc

Wilmington, Del., Elizabeth Strodd, a minister

member of Wilmington Monthly Meeting, in the i

year of her age. Having in her earlier year.s, thro

the constraining love of her Saviour, openly confe

his name before men, she was enabled during the

mainder of a long life to bear witness to his faithful

as the helper of those who wait upon Him. It is

lieved the promise of the Redeemer is applicable to

" Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see &
, at the residence of her brother, Tho.s. Wa

in Philada., on Third-day the 14th of 3d month, 1

Elizabeth W., wife of Benjamin Hoopes, in the (

year of her age, a beloved member of Horsham ]

ticular and Abington Monthly Meeting. During

protracted illness of this dear Friend, she was enal

to impart much excellent counsel to her children i

others at her bed-side. About two weeks before

death, she said to a relative : I am very sick, but 1 1:

not yet seen whether it will be unto death or noi

rather think it will, and I have a little hope that

Father in Heaven will take me to himself. A da

two after she repeated the text, " I will baptize

with water, but there cometh one after me, wh
mightier than I, the latchet of whose shoes I am
worthy to stoop down and unloose. He will b:iptize

with the Holy Ghost and with fire,—whose fan is it

hand, and He will thoroughly purge his floor, and

will gather the wheat into his garner, but the cliaft

will burn with tire unquenchable." Adding; He
thoroughly purge away all the dross and repro

silver. That is what I crave every day, and all

every hour of the day—that I may be thorou|l

purged of all sin, by the purifying and atoning pc!

of the blood of my Saviour, even though it mai

through great sufliering. He died for me,—for thee

for me. My spiritual conflict is not »oto great; butnC|

knows the anguish of spirit I have passed through, i,

back; but if 1 can only be assured of an entrance

Heaven it is all I ask. I sometimes fear I havel

been enough in earnest; then again He condescentj

give me a glimmering hope of acceptance. Abc|

week before her death she said, I have been very i:

fortable and happy to-day,—I think I have had an

dence granted me, that I will be admitted into

glorious mansion of eternal happiness and p'

through the adorable goodness and mercy of my H
enly Father. I feel as though I was done with e

thing pertaining to this earth—even my dear husl

and children. Again,—the sting of death is taken a

but I want every body to know, it is not because of

thing I have done for myself, it is all through theg

ness and mercy of my Saviour, the Lord Jesus CI

A few days before her death, when nature seemi

rally a little, and the hopes of her friends and
physician were revived, she said, it may be I am 1

raised up again for some purpose, but I do not E

clearly. If I am, I hope I shall live a better life—

i

devoted to the will and work of my Heavenly Fa
For two days previous to her death she was unab

speak, and her close was, as she desired it migh
without a pang or a groan.
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The cave in a rock or mountain, where
ijah hid and was fed by ravens, was the
ily point ofinterest till we reached Bethany,
id saw Mary and Martha's house, where
sus lodged; and the tomb of Lazarus, where
8U8 wept and raised him to life. We ar-
^ed at Jerusalem by 2.30 p. m., and beino-
sth-day wo went to 'see the Wailing Jews—
iouching sight. There were about 70 in a
rrow passage, outside one of the walls en-
ising the place where Solomon's Temple
)od. Their faces were turned close to the
ill, and they were praying fervently, or
ring bitterh^, or reading Hebrew Psalms,
king very sa^J, and moving backwards and

which we never get tired of reading, Hebron'
too, was where David's great general, Abner,
was slain.

We slept at Hebron—now an Arab town of
about .3000 inhabitants,—and left early next
morning to return the same way to Jerusalem,
calling however at Bethlehem" a little on the
right—a district more than usually rocky,
yet with large, new convents and buildings,
and better cultivation. We went to see the
well—or wells, for there are seven close to-
gether—where David, in wartime, being faint,
longed for the water to drink

; and his general-s
cut their way through the enemy to the well
and brought some, and then he would not
drink, but poured it forth, saying it was th
price of blood. Bethlehem, too, was where
Samuel anointed the ruddy youth, David, as
man thought, a most vinfit and unlikely per-

but God looked at the heart. It was

ddle aged, and veiy old there, and for the
ist part seemed earnest and sincere. A
Ling woman cried aloud, and sobbed as if

r heart would break. We were told they
re praying to God, chiefly that their temple
a;ht be rebuilt— it was truly affecting,
.ving completed our eastern excursion, next
7 we started for the south
Pive miles out we came to the tomb of
chel—the beloved wife of Jacob. Seven
les out we came to Solomon's Pools, or ex-
ding large cisterns in the ground to store
ter, and from which he laid pipes through
(erusalem to water his fine gardens. About
miles out we entered the Vale of Hebron,
ich is better cultivated than anything we
1 yet seen. The hills slope more gently,
I are terraced and covered with vines, so
tthey grow the best grapes and make the
t wine in Palestine. Figs also are plenti-
and olive trees are numerous near the city,

i visited the spot where Abraham settled
1 dwelt in the plain of Marare, which is in
bi'on— also Isaac and Jacob dwelt and
irished there, and walked with God. It
i from here that Jacob sent his sons to buy
n in Egypt. We saw the spot of Abra-
a's burial, so emphatically named in the
le asthe Field olMachpelah, before Mamre,
sre he buried Sarah his wife. Isaac, too,
1 his wife Rebekah were buried there, and
ob desired he miaht be brought up from

Hebron where the spies that Moses sent cut was asked for tribute, and told Peter to flsh

tJT''-^ "V^ ""
u
"''"" of grapes from the and in the mouth of the first fish he shouldbrook Eschol, and bore it on a staff between find money to pay it, and it was so It w^^s

D^-id Tin
'"'''

r'^'T '^%
'u''"''

.'^"o'^t'^d
_

here Jesus entered the Synagogue and taught

fenVs ihplf
over Israel, and he reigned 7^ on the Sabbath, not as the Scribes, but w^thyears theTe, and then removed to Jerusalem authority, to their astonisbment; and, ao-ainand dwelt m Mount Zion, having expelled the; He preached at Capernaum after som'e days'

Itj 'l'
made Jerusalem the c,,;,.Y«;o/ and the crowd wai so great, there wasTo

fl^'. „,„.,. !'/" ^^'m','""
'^'^'^''^ ^-yj,'' eom-jroom. not even at the door, and He preached

the Word (not the Bible) unto them. It was
here Jesus took a child and set him in the
midst of the disciples, who had been disputing
who should be greatest, and told them they
miLst receive his Gospel, Himself, and God as
a little child, or be disowned. It was hero
the Centurion came to Him to get his palsied
servant healed ; and .Tesus said He would
come; when the (A^nlurion i-ejilied. Speak the
Word only, and it will d,,. and it was so

; Jesus
remarking, such faith He had not found in
Israel, and that many should come from all
parts and sit down in the Kingdom of Heaven
with Abraham. It was on this lake where
Philip lived at Bethsaida, also Peter and An-
drew. It was here at Magdala, which we
passed through, where Jesus cast the devils
out of Mary Magdalene. It was of Bethsaida
and Chorazin Jesus pronounced the maledic-
tion—Woe to them ! for Sodom and Gomorrah
had more claim to mercy. The very names
and sites of these places, as also of Capernaum,
are lost and unknown. It was on the shores
of this lake Jesus first preached Repentance,
healed the sick, restored sight to the blind^
cleansed the lepers, and raised the dead.
Surely, if anyone has tender emotions, this
place will raise them!
The 1 1th of 1 1th month, we began the steep

ascent of Mount Hermon, which is always
covered with snow on the summit, being 11,-
000 feet high. A five hours' ride brought us
to the pass, or top of the Mount, about 9000
feet high, and we were for some hours in the
Dew of Hermon we read of in Scripture, which
was very cold and invigorating. By 3 p. m.
we had crossed, and began to descend into
Syria, with its vast plain before us. I think
we could see 100 miles. We lodged just under
the summit of Hermon, which would have
luiii'n us two hours to walk or climb. Snow
had fallen fresh in the night on the top.
Along this Syrian, well-cultivated plain, we

rode next day on a smooth road, arriving at
Daynascus that afternoon. It is a very large
city, well buried in a dozen miles of matured
fruit trees, and oaks and white poplars, being
watered and rewatered abundantly by a river
called Baroda, but which is the ancient Abana
of Scripture—the other river, Pharpar, being
12 miles to the east. It has 150,000 popula-
tion, chiefly Arabs and Turks, yet with 20,000
Christians. Apricot trees grow in profusion,
large as our apple trees ; also walnut trees in
perfection. Very large grapes are about a
halfpenny a pound. Its bazaars far exceed

•wards as if in distress.^ There were young, [also David's birth-place. Micah said of Beth
leheni that though it was little among the
thousands of Judah, yet out of it should come
Israel's ruler. It was where Herod slew all

the children from two years old and under.
We noticed in this journey a little lilac flower
growing wild and abundant, resembling our
crocus. In the morning it is closed, but at
noon it opens its petals, and forms a beautiful
and perfect star, and we were informed it is

called " The Star oi Bethlehem:'
We arrived at Tiberias, an ancient cit}' on

the Lake of Gennesaret, Sea of Tiberias, or
Sea of Galilee, early in the afternoon, and
spent the daylight in viewing the place and
its fortifications—ruined by an earthquake;
and we walked along the lake, and bathed in
't—clear, soft, fresh drinking water. There
is no sailing boat now on the lake, and the
strong wind then blowing made the boatmen
advise us not to go for a row. No place in
Palestine possessed a greater charm to me, or

more thrilling, affectionate interest than
this lake—being the scene of so man^^ of the

acles and sayings of Christ after He began
mini8trJ^ It is situate about 100 miles

from Jerusalem, and an easy walking distance
from his home, Nazareth. Here it was Peter
was a fisherman, and was called to follow
Jesus ; also, Andrew, James, and John. It
was here Jesus taught from a ship the people
on the shore. It was here Jesus walked on

,,.,,- ,
.. .

the sea, and stilled the tempest, and the ship
^pt and buried there also, and they did so. 'was at land at once. It was here Peter at-
bron was where Jacob sent Joseph from to! tempted to walk on the sea, and would have

I v,;.>, , *i T u 1-. T^
-"v,j |Ouv.^vuvv.i ^uu lui v^iuiLUi laiiu. -11 was nerenjonstantinope and Smyrna, and most articles

I him to th^ Ishmaelites. It was near, at Capernaum where Jesus lodged, and. Ha|may be bought here as eheai^yasTn London-

It was herel Constantinople and Smyrna, and most articles
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Four thousand camels arrive here three times

a ycai' from Bagdad and Persia, a forty days'

journey, laden with coffee, tobacco, dates, and

carpets—they wore now arriving. Damascus
is noted for its superior steel manufactures,

Bwords and knife blades; it is where our

Damask patterns for cloths were first invent-

ed. It was near here thsxt Abram defeated the

combined armies under Chedorlaomer, and

afterwards received the promise of a son.

On Seventh-da}', the 17th of 11th month,

we left Damascus early for Baalbec—a two

daj's' ride over and along the mountains. On
the second day we ascended the Anti-Lebanon

range, and crossed it some 9000 feet high,

with fine view, gradually descending and

reaching the Temple of Baalbec, in the plain

beyond, an hour and a half before sunset, to

afford time to visit these celebrated ruins. I

doubted their being worth viewing, but was
converted. The Temple's enormous size, its

good preservation, and its elaborate work-

manship, must obtain for it a name among
the critics as a first-class ruin, which in

palmy days must have deserved a place of

rank among the very first buildings in th-

world. Its stone—and it is all stone—is not

marble as at Athens, but a coarse kind, ye

evidently was polished and well carved. Th
most astonishing feature is the size of some
of its stones and columns. We saw stones in

the walls over 60 feet long and 12 thick and

wide—a size you can hardly realize without

measuring them out ; they are as big as some
houses. Some of the shafts of the pillars are

7J feet in diameter and 20 feet high, in one

piece. It was worth going to see.

acting coinraittee to seek for and engage such

an one as soon as possible."

The finishing of the Infirmary having for

some time been delayed on account of the

falling short of the funds raised by the atten-

tion of women Friends, we now agree to au-

thorize the superintendents of that building,

to draw on the general stock of the Institu-

tion for a sum sufficient to complete it."

The report made to the Yearly Meeting in

1804 states, " that with very frugal manage-

ment, the resources in our hands (owing in

part to the sraallness of the school in the

summer season) have been scarcely sufficient

to meet the various expenses and demands
hich the comfortable and needful accommo-

dation of that large fivmily necessarily re-

quires." " The number of pupils in the school

is about 80 of each sex, whose improvement
in learning has been obvious, and we trust it

will be agreeable information to friends, when
we mention that since last Yearly Meeting,

several of each sex instructed there have, ii;

different parts, engaged in the service of teach

ing school, and others are qualifying them
selves with the same design. Individuals

thus occupied we hope will attract the atten

tion and Christian care of their friends wher
ever situated, and receive suitable counten

For " The Frie

Westtown Boarding School.

(Continued from page 262,)

At the Yearly Meeting held in the 4th mo
1803, a committee composed of six Friends

out of each Quarterly Meeting was appointed

to consider the circumstances of Westtown,
and to suggest some means to increase the

funds and for the discharge of the debt on

which interest was being paid. The next

day after their appointment that committee
appears to have reported :

" We, the com-
mittee appointed to take into consideration

the state of the funds belonging to, and the

debts owing on account of the Boarding School

at Westtown, having met and deliberately

considered the same, agree to report, ' That
about the sum of four thousand pounds, ir

addition to the real estate, &c., belonging tc

that Institution, and which it would be pro
per to dispose of, appears to be sufficient for

to render an explicit statement of our circui

stances for the information of the meetin

desiring that friends may not entertain a d

couraging prospect of the business, nor suff

their minds to be loosened from this importa

concern ;
but that we all may unite in an i

creasing lively exercise for the advanceme
of so good a work, which having originat

in the direction of Unerring Wisdom, there

cause to believe that the Divine blessing w
be graciously conferred upon our endeavo

for its prosperity."

The committee at this period appears

have been an annual appointment, or at lef

so renewed. " The men's Yearly Meetir

held the present week, having continued t

committee last j'ear appointed to superinte

the concerns of the Boarding School at We
town, with the addition of our friend Thorn

Seattergood, and the women's meeting havi

made a new appointment consisting of t

following friends, viz : Mary Morton, Rebec

Archer, H. Evans, Ruth Richardson, Susan
Emien, Rachel Hunt, Hannah Pusey, Ali

Comfort, and 24 others
;
the committees cai

together on the evening of the 19th of 4

mo. 1805—34 men and 3b women."
Tbos. Morris appears to have acted as clc

up to 4th mo. 1808, when Jona. Evans w

ance and encouragement in so arduous an appointed clerk to the committee, and Th'

undertaking." iStewardson re-appointed treasurer.

20th of 4th mo. 1804. "It is recommended Jno. Shoemaker, Sen., deceased, leaves

as likely to produce effects very beneficial to 'the " Trustees of Westtown Boarding Scho

the general interests of the Institution, that the sum of fifty pounds, the interest ther(

any member of the standing committee hav- jonly tobeapplied tothe schooling poorfrien

inu- a concern to give up a portion of their children that may be taught at said school

time, to be spent at the school for the further-

ance of good order and decorum amongst the

children there, be encouraged to offer them-
stilvGs to tho acting ooramittee for this end,

who are desired to direct the best accommo-
dation for such volunteers that the state ofigome days, on the morning of the 25th of 1

things there will allow, and it is hoped that qi\^ mon'thj I awoke'with this language sprii

ere long a permanent provision for friends :„„• up ;„ my soul as a song «f praise, " Th
thus concerned will be made."* rest from their labors and their works do 1

At a previous meeting, three Friends wereMow them;" and it so continued, with a he;

"desired to unite with the acting committee |enly sweetness that language is inadequate
in considering what further may properly be

j describe. And I began'to query with my
done to render the farm more productive than ^^at can it mean, when this language seei

For " The Friend

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.

FROM THE MEMORANDUMS OF M. L. LOVET

1844. After a great conflict of mind

it has heretofore been," &c
The report made to the Yearly Meeting in

1805, states " that there are at present about
70 males and 100 females in the school, who
are comfortably accommodated and appear
to be agreeably engaged in their respective

studies." Tho following remark taken from
the same report is equally worthy of atten-

tion at the present time :
" Though the num-

ber of pupils often fluctuates, yet the same

the discharge of all its debts.' We therefore' t'ure-takers, teachers, &c., must be kept

propose to the Yearly Meeting that the Quar-
terlj' and Monthly Meetings be requested to

promote subscriptions among their members
to that amount."

Signed on behalf of the committee by Thos.
Lightfoot, Geo. Dillwyn and four others.

" Which being calmly and deliberately con-

sidered (by the Yearly Meeting) is united

with and affectionately recommended to the

due observance of Friends in all the Quar-
ters."

14th of 6th mo. 1803. '' The minutes of the

acting committee were read. Although the
appointment of a clerk to attend particularly

to keeping accounts at the Boarding School
may increase expenses, yet, as it is evidently
needful that a person qualified for that station

should be employed, it is recommended to the I tii«"city""

emploj^, and the expense not varying with

the state of the school, our resources are thus
consequently diminished, which, with the en-

hanced price of provisions, groceries, &c., will

account for the excess of expenses above the

receipts. Notwithstanding this is at present

the case, there is reason to hope that if the

school should be kept full, its income would
be nearly equal to all its disbursements," &c.

After exhibiting a detailed statement of the
financial condition of the Institution, the re-

port concludes, " Thus we have endeavored

* Under date of 10th mo. 8th, 1805, Leonard Snow-
den write.s to Rebecca Junes, "Tho.i. IScattergood re-

mains at Westtown instructins: the lambs; it i.s a good
employment. I think it is a favor he has been released

from the close exercise he must have experienced in

to cross my mind, "can Alice Knight hi

departed ?" After which, going about 1

affairs, the expressions of my soul ceased, 1

not the hoiy impression of the finger of G
as I now believe it was, that had been mti

upon my heart. Near noon-day a great hea;

ness and sorrow bore upon my spirit, ant

felt as if I could willingly have taken to 1

bed ;
and while thus laboring with the pressi

upon my soul, one came to inform me of I

funeral. Then I saw the cause of my son^^

the morning. Oh! I can now fully beliej

"Blessed are the dead who die in the Lo
from henceforth

;
yea, saith the Spirit, tl

they may rest from their labors, and th

works do follow them."
A short time previous to her death, a

was in a neighboring wood, a fresh desir

had often felt came upon my mind to writ«

her; and although it came without a dou

but feeling so insignificant, so like one wh
labors were not worthy of the smallest noti

I still put it off, yet felt encouraged therj

when I could resolve to perform if helped (

by Him who seeth and knoweth the hea

of all men. That day being meeting daj

felt very much encouraged thereto ; and af

meeting, as I was standing alone in the hoi:

the language, " Thou shaft perform th
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hings, and thj- life depends upon thy obedi-lholds. But for a class -who for var
snce," opened before me ; whioh so settled into
riy heai-t that I dare not omit one of them
,wo of which I immediately performed

; and
vith the Lord's help, for I believe He did
lelp me, althoui>h his presence was not very
ensibly felt, 1 was thvored to commence and
ompk'te a traiisci-ipt to my beloved friend
ilice Kniu'lii, in which I spoke of my many
rials in this life, and of the darkness I was
den involved in regarding my apprehended
all to the ministry, and the tendering seasons
had met with through the baptizing power
P her ministry of the Gospel of our Lord and
aviour Jesus Christ, who is Head over all to
is church, God blessed forever. Amen.
May I not say that I believe her purified
)irit lias entered the mansions of eternal rest
rcpared foi' the righteous, whose robes have
sen washed white in the blood of the Lamb
Dmaculate, slain from the foundation of the
orld, bj- whom we come to the Father, and
irough whom alone we can know Him? "No
an knoweth the Son but the Father, neither
Doweth anj' man the Father save the Son,
ad he to whom the Son will reveal him."
She was baptized into death with her Lord
id Saviour, and has risen again with Him

sons do not reach the public schools the
Adelphi school fills an important niche, by
taking these little ones and giving them a
fair start in the elementary branches, and
the labor they bestow upon their studies, and
the progress made, we think shows a good
return for tbe few hours of time given by the
association to this important work each year.
The prevalence of small pox in the vicinity

of the school gave some alarm and prevented
the attendance of quite a number of the
scholars during 2nd and 3rd months, which
reduced the average attendance as compared
with the "class list," but the attendance with
this exception has been pretty regular, th.
hour of openifig promptly observed by most
of the children.

Through the kind liberality of interested
friends, some of the children having need of
shoes have been provided with them
Our treasurer has received the sum of five

hundred and thirty dollars from the execu
tors of the estate of George B. Wood, deceased
on account of his legacy to the Adelphi
Schools.

The executors of the estate of Jesse George,
deceased, have made a donation of four hun

id by his power, to sing forever the song of dred dollars to the Adeljjhi Schools, from
le delivered, unto his praise by whom her funds in their hands for distribution at their
iliyerance came. She obeyed the commands option, which fresh remembrance we grate-

i'uWy acknowledge.
The treasurer has been directed to invest

these sums for the benefit of the schools.
On behalf of the Board of Managers,

Geo. Abbott, Jr., Cler/i.

Philada., 12th mo. 28th, 1881.

the Captain of her salvation, whom she
arned to love, and who loved her soul.
Grreater love hath no man than this, that he
y down his life for his friends, and ye are

y friends if ye keep my commandments."
'hat a blessed experience it is to come to
low Him to be our guide, and to feel a will-
gness to follow Him and forsake the world
id thingsof the world,—to have a living de-
re to take up our daily cross and follow
im. Something of which willingness have I

It upon hearing the word spoken by her
Dm Him who sitteth as a refiner and purifier
silver; for truly did I learn it to be so ; for
found my God to be a consuming fire, burn

Clerk,—Sa.mt-el Baker.
Treasurer,—Jos. W. Lii'pincott, 460 Me

shall street.

Managers :

Israel H. Johnson, Edward Bettle, Jr..

Caleb Wood, Samuel Baker,
Ephraim Smith, Walter Wood,

ph W. Lippincott, Eiehard Randolph,
Geo. Abbott, Jr.,

Edward S. Lowry,
Finley Hutton.

than diminished, upon observing that instead
of seeking to dedicate their tinie and talents
to the one great object for which this uncer-
tain life is given, they, on the contrary, seem
to spend it in little else than a continual
round of gay festivities, of idle pastimes, of
sensuous delights, or of either hearing or tell-
ing of some new thing? thus manifesting a
foi'getfulness of their otnnipresent Creator
and Eedeemer—there being not so much as a
reference to Him' heard from the lips of any.
Ever fruitless will be the effort of rebellious

man to essay to fly from or to drown in the
corrupted pleasures of life's polluted stream,
the still, small, pleading voice of Him who,
either in the day of merciful visitation, or in
that of awful judgment and recompense, will
be heard. For where, through disregard or
lukewarmness, the spoiler is' allowed to fall
upon the summer fruits and upon the vintage,
as in the case of Moab, the Lord God of re-
compenses shall surely requite

; bringing fear,
and the pit, and the snare upon "the crown
of tbe head of the tumultuous ones." Then
ever in vain will it be to seek to hide our-
selves from Him who made us; or think in
dissipation's whirl to abate those responsibili-
ties, or beguile that time, given for so noble
and holy a purpose.

"Man flies from lime, and time from man: too soon
In sad divorce this double flight must end:
And then where are we?"

If the apostle Paul was jealous over the
Corinthians with a godly jealousj', "lest by
any means as the serpent beguiled Eve through
his subtilty, so their minds should be corrupt-
ed from the simplicity that is in Christ," is there
ny less cause now for jealous fear, lest such
n one as has been alluded to as unacquaint-

ed with the manners ofpolished society, would
see little to remind of the self-denying meek
and lowly Jesus, who "pleased not Himself."
Would He see it in the " Charity Ball," with
its grand dance and round of gaiety and
merriment—a ball manifesting tbe will to do
good if simultaneously, or with the same
ticket, an equivalent of pleasure can be secui--
d ? Would he see much to harmonize, in the
betting upon games of chance, in the drink-

of intoxicants, in the circus or theatre,

The WMrbool of WorldlinPSS
"^'^^ the holy requisition to "as strangers

llie wmnpooi OI WOriQimeSS. and pilgrims, abstain from fleshly lusts that
In the acts of the apostle Paul it is record- 1 war against the soul?" Would he see it in

k1, that when he was at Athens "his spirit his fellows toiling early and late to amass
,v,wcti,...ecl in him, when hesaw the city whol- [wealth, than which class—when the laboring

all that was not of his kingdom when He |"{"''" \\-
t^^^bury

itered, thereby cleansing the tabernacle and '^'^''" ^* • *^ '''"'^t

actuary, that He might receive pure and
idefiled offerings upon the altar of a clean
lart prepared by himself.

3 the Association of Friends for the Instruction

of Poor Children .-

The Managers Eeport : that the school
ider their care in the school building in ly given to idolatry." He wa.s, no' doubt, I oar is kept steadily tugging from the love ol'mslow Street, near Thirteenth Street, has pained also in that, as represented, "All the, money, from the desire to make a show to
en m regular operation during the past

j

Athenians, and strangers which were there, 'beat a compeer, or to bestow it on their lusts
ar, with Sarah M. Alexander as principal . • • > • , . .

. i

id Mira Wickersham as assistant, and that
e regular number of visits have been made
• the visiting managers with one exception,
casioned by the indisposition of those under
pointment.
The class list and attendance both show a
ght increase over last year's report, as the
llowing table will show.

1873 74 '75 79 '80 '81

hich showing encourages us to believe that
e work of the association is still esteemed
luable by many, and it is undoubtedly a
sssing to some, if not all, of those who at-

nd.

The public school system now provides for
& education of all classes who can bo spared
itn the bread-winning foi-ce of. their house-

spent their time in nothing else, but either to!—perhaps none are more in danger of fbrget-
tell or to hear some new thing." And he fulness of God ? either would such an one*^see
furthermore testifies concerning that idola- in the numerous throng who, almost without
trous city, "As I passed by, and beheld your pause or choice, bow at the shrine of the god-
devotions, I found an altar with this inscrip-jdess of pleasure which, like Diana of the
tion, 'To THE Unknown God,' &c." JEphesians, "the world worshippeth," much

Is there not ground for grave surmise, that to remind him that a profession involves a
were a person unacquainted with the man- possession of religion, nor much of the beau-
ners and usages of what is called polished, tiful simplicity that is in Christ ?"

fashionable society, to be at once introduced! Moreover, is it possible that the heart can
into such as prevails in some of our opulent, be set upon treasure in heaven, as directed by
luxurious cities, with those likewise of less our divine Lawgiver, while at the same time
account, and even some country places, more that unruly member, the tongue, is almost
especially in the convivial assemblies and wholly engaged in the idle chit-chat of world-
brilliant pleasure parties of either, that he liness, and we running after the vanities of
would be tempted if not compelled to believe, earth, spending the time in well nigh nothing
that those people were, instead of being Chris- else, but " to hear or to tell some new thing,"
tians or followers of Christ, as they profess, being too forgetful of the pearl of great price,
hut worshippers of some "unknown God." and the eternal heavenly crown? Or if "of
Would not these feelings be increased rather the abundance of the heart tbe mouth speak-
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eth," can that heart be filled with love to

God, and at the same time the tongue be so

in league with the god of this world, and join-

ed to the things of earth as to be wholly ab-

sorbed therewith? Should the creaturely

nature, oft lying too near the surface, be per-

mitted to have the ascendencj- over that hun-

ger and thirst, and striving for the kingdom

of Jesus, which is the insignia of discipleship

with Him, and to which his blesding is prom-

ised ? If it be so that the whirlpool of world-

liness has captured and dra« n the giddj- and

the gay into its fatal gulf, how doubly care-

ful should those be who disapprove of such

things, not complacently to fall in with, or

give currency to them.

But rather deem it time, " If the case stand thus,

Tor us plain folks, and all who side with us.

To build an altar, confident and bold,

And say, as stern Elijah said of old.

The strife now stands upon a fair award,

If Israel's Lord be God, then serve the Lord :

If He be silent, faith be all a whim.
Then Baal is the God, and worship him."

It will not do to suppose ourselves safe be-

cause we avoid gross sins or larger immorali-

ties. In the great end there will be but two

classes—"the righteous and the wicked"
" him thatserveth God, and him that serveth

Him not." It is the testimony of a pious au-

thor, that -'The falsehoods of refined society,

which form the staple of a fttshionable wo-

man's conversatioli, are just as disgusting to

pure souls as the broad lies for which the

same fashionable lady dismisses her servant,

with horror at her untruthful character." If| Nor dare to pray " quickly. Lord Jesus, come

the heart be set upon the idols of earth, and There are hearts that will ache when that summons

bellion against a just and jealous God, she

would in the end prove herselfto be transcend-

eiitly a wisdom whose "ways are ways of

pleasantness and all her paths are peace."

"A wisdom that does not covet length of days

Or seek its bliss in pleasures, wealth or praise;

A wisdom that views with an indifterent eye

All finite joys, all bles^^ings born to die.

The soul on earth is an immortal guest,

Compell'd to starve at an unreal feast;

A spark, which upwards tends by nature's force;

A stream diverted from its parent source
;

A drop, dissever'd from the boundless sea;

A moment parted from eternity
;

A pilgrim panting for the rest to come ;

An exile, anxious for his native home."
""'

Selected.

WAITING.
I am watchins: and waiting to-night by the shore.

In the gloaming which tells that the day's work is o'er.

And the purples which gather afar o'er the sea

Are fringes of glory there waiting for me.

Though weary the feet which have come to the tide.

Long shall rest be, and sweet, on the farthermost side.

All along the broad fields, and on top of the hill.

Dark shadows of sorrow and care linger still

;

But the furrows, if crooked, are honest and true

Of the plowing the Master's hand gave me to do.

No plowing, no reaping, no shadows there be

In the land on the calm other side of the sea.

The voices of day in the twilight wax dim,

Sighs, laughter, and sobbing, plaint, psean, or hymn
;

But I wait in the stillness a call that will come
When the Master is ready to bid me go home

—

A Voice whose low accents are sweeter to me
Than all the glad sounds on this side of the sea.

I wait but in patience, I watch but with che

given up to conformity with the fashions and

friendships of a world that is :it enmity with

God, the same will manifest itself in an over-

flow of worldliness; in indecent dressing; in

an excessive hunger for excitement; in the

insatiable love of novelty ; in a dissolute, ir-

regular course of life; in the consuming dis-

sipations of the theatre, the circus, the ball,

the concert, the soiree; and in the pitiful

bondage to "divers lusts and pleasures."

Satan is very artful in his approaches and
temptations. He would fttin persuade us,

that if we avoid vulgarity, obscenity, and

profanity in our conversation, or if we only

conform to the spirit of the world in its more
refined attractiveness, we need have no fear.

Whereas, among those called polished, there is

not only the sly innuendo, but the downright
defamation, detraction and slander. As writes

a gifted English authoress, though perhaps
quite strongly enough conveyed :

" More than
half of the literature, half of the intercourse,

and half of the pleasure of half the human be-

ings in the world, consist in holding up the

other half to ridicule and censure." And this

notwithstanding the Scripture, "Speak not
evil one of another, brethren." And, "He
that can rule his tongue shall live without
strife, and he that hateth babbling shall have
less of evil."

Would that the time past might suffice for

these sinfid indulgences. Have not the ways
of the world and the wages of sin dominated
long enough ? Would that the holy leaven of

Christian piety and purity might be suffered

so to operate as to chasten and transform from
a state of nature to a state of grace ; from sin

to holiness ; and thus introduce to the glori-

ous liberty of the children of God. Then if

the experience be, that the wisdom which is

irora above "at first tormenteth with her dis-

idipliaie," becauas of 'i prodigal course and re-

shall come.
And shadows will dim the dear sunlight of home.

Or, it may be, some pebbles my hand must yet lay

In the temple of God ere the close of my day.

So I fold up ray hands, to my heart say, " Be still
!"

And looking in trust unto thee, wait thy will.

Since living is Christ and dying is gain.

In living and dying alike is no pain.

In the gloaming I'm waiting and watching for thee,

Content with thy presence both sides of the sea.

For ' The Friend."

LINES
On seeing my father reading his Marriage Certificate.

The hand is thin and wasted that holds the parchment
sheet,

—

The face that bends above it is worn with furrows

deep,

—

The hair upon the temples is spare and silver white,

And the eyes so weak and faded have lost their olden

light.

What memories crowd upon him, the lone surviving

one,

Thns waiting at life's evening the setting of the sun

!

Adown the far dim vistas they reach that long ago,

When the tide of manhood quickened to joyous rhyth-

mic flow.

When life held out a future of promise and of hope,

And cast in rainbow colors a brilliant horoscope.

There was much of earth to gladden, there was all to

dare and do.

And the blessing of the Father for the faithful and the
true.

He reads the names there written of those who gathered
then,—

How few to-day are standing among the ranks of men !

And she, the loved and cherished, the bride of early

years

—

Ah ! now the eyes are laden with the precious gift of

tears.

A spirit mild and gentle, adorned with virtues rare.

He pictures her beside him with the smile she used
wear.

They toiled throtigh noon together—in joy and grief

were one

—

Bore each the other's burdens, and cheered the droop-
ing on:

But when the shadows lengthened, and the pathway
sloped to west,

She passed "beyond the river;" aud entered into leat.

We watched her slowly fading, onr patient suffering ot

Until there came the summons, her work on earth wi

done.

A memory pure and tender alone is left us now,

—

No time can dim its lustre, no power it's mig

o'erthrow.

The parchment sheet is folded, the glasses lain aside

And deep in revery fallen his thoughts beyond usglid

Beyond these narrow confines, out into broader day,

Wiiere every tear of sorrow his Uod shall wipe awai

Sometimes, raethinks, he listens to spirit voices near

And hears celestial music fall softly on his ear.

What holds the world more lovely, more beauti

than this,

A long life filled with goodness, and crowned at 1

with bliss?

But .see

—

a baby presence is clamoring at his knee,

And baby hands are lifted to his imploringly;

The little clinging touches have power to bring to ear

And call on every feature the smile of pleasure fort

He wakens to the present with all the child's delight

Oh ! still life's links are binding, and polished cl

and bright

;

And as the fair head nestles .so closely to his breast,

And aged arms encircle, like dove within its nest,

A fervent hope will waken, a mother's prayer arise.

That one may, like the other, be ripened for the sk;

And find a welcome entrance at the gale of Paradise

Perseverance.

BY CHARLES KEADE.

On a certain day in the year 1818, an

torney in Shaftsbury was leaving his oflf

for the day, when he was met at the door

a respectable woman and a chubby-faced b

with a bright eye. He knew the worn

slightly—a widow that kept a small statione

shop in the town. She opened her busin'

at once. " O Mr. Chitty, I have brought y
my Robert; he gives me no peace, his het

isso set on being in a lawyer's office, i

there ! I have not got the money to appr

tiee him. Onlj- we thought perhaps you cot

find some place or other for him, if it wtis &
so small." Then she broke off, and look

appealingly; and the boy's cheeks and ej

were fired with expectation.

Looking at the pleading widow and 1

beaming boy, he felt disposed to oblige tht

and rathe)' sorry he could not. He said

was a small office, and he had no clerk's pli

vacant ;
" and indeed if I had, he is too you

—why, he is a mere child."

" I am twelve next so and 80,"*Baid the b!

giving the month and the day.

"You don't look it, then," said Chitty,

credulously.

"Indeed, but he is, sir," said the wide
" he never looked his age, and writes a be,

tiful hand."
" But I tell you I have no vacancy," »

Chitty, turning dogged.
" Well, thank j'ou, sir, all the same," s

the widow, with the patience of her s

" Come, Eobert, we musn't detain the genu

man."
So they turned away with disappointmii

marked on their faces, the boy's e8])eciallyj

Then Chitty said, in a hesitating waj^ :

"

be sure, there is a vacanc}', but it is not
:|

sort of thing for you."
" What is it, sir?" asked the widow.
" Well, we want an ofiBce-boy."
" An office-boy ! What do you say. Robe

I suppose it is a beginning, sir. What i|

he have to do?"
" Why, sweep the office, run errands, ca-!

papers ; it is half a crown a week—that is a|

"The terms were accepted, and Robert Lij

entered on his humble duties. He was stea-

persevering, and pushing. In less than tj

yeax's, he got promoted to be a copying ole
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jrom this, in due course, he became a superior
jerlf. He studied, pushed, and persevered,
ill at last he became a fair, practical lawyer,
od Chittj's head clerlf. And so much' for
'erseverance.

He remained some 3'ear8 in this position
'listed by his employers, and respected too
.ir besides his special gifts as a law-clerk, he
;as strict in morals, and religious without
arade

! In those days, country attorneys could not
y to the metropolis and back to dinner,
hey relied much on London attorneys, their
rents Law* C bitty B agent was Bishop,
judge's clerk

;
but iu those days a judge'

erk bad an insufficient stipend," and 'was a
wed to eke it out by private practice. Bishop
as agent to several country attorneys.
Well, Ghitty had a heavy ease coming on
the assizes, and asked Bishop to come

)wn, for once in a way, and help him iji

!i-8on. Bishop did so
; and, in working the

,se, was delighted with Chitty's managing
erk. Before leaving, he told C'hitty he sadly
anted a managing clerk he could rely on.
ould he oblige him. and part with this
)ung man ? Ghitty made rather a wry face,
id said that young man was a pearl. " I
in't know what I should do without him

;

hy, he is my alter ego:' Howei'er, he ended
saying generouslj^ that he would not stand
the young man's way.
Twenty-four hours after that, our humble
ro was mstal od in Bishop's office, directing
large business in town and country. H
led that si. nation for many years, and got
be well known in the legal 'profession. A
other of mine, who for years was one of
m of solicitors in Lincoln's Inn Fields, r
Siibers him well at thia period, b}' meeting-
m sometimes in hisown chambers,"and8oni
nes in judges' chambers. My brother says
could not help noticing him, for he bristled
th intelligence, and knew a great deal of
V, though he looked only a boy.
He was now amongst books as well as
vyers, and studied closely the principles of
V whilst the practice was sharpening him
) was much in the courts, and every case
are cited in argument or judgment he hunt-
out in the books, and digested it, together
th its application in practice by the living
ige, who had quoted, received, or evaded it.

He was a Baptist, and lodged with a Bap-
t minister and his two daughters. He fell

love with one of them, proposed, and was
iepted. The couple were married without
np, and after the ceremony the good min-
:'r took them aside and said :

" I haveonlj-
hundred pounds in the world. I have

ed it, a little at a time, for my two dangh-
8. Here is 3'our share, my children." Then
gave his daughter one hundred pounds, and
! handed it to him on the spot. The good
nister smiled approval, and they sat down
what fine folks call breakfast, but they
led it dinner; and it was.
i-fter dinner and the usual ceremonies, the
degroom rose, and surprised them a little.

said :
" I am sorry to leave you, but I have

jarticular business to attend to. It will

;e me just one hour."
)f course there was a look or two inter-
ihged, especially hj every female there
iscnt ; but the confidence in him was too
at to be disturbed, and this was his first

entricity.

£e left ^em, went to Gray'-s Inn, put down

his name for a student for the bar, paid away
his wife's dowry in the fees, and returned
within the hour.
Next day, the married clerk was at the

office as usual, and entered on a two-fold lii

He worked as a clerk till five ; dined in the
hall of Gray's Inn, and studied hard at night.
This was followed by a still stronger example
of duplicate existence, and one without a
parallel in my reading and experience : he be-
came a writer, and produced a master-piece,
which, as regarded the practice of our courts,
became at once the manual of attorneys,
counsel, and judges. The author, though his
book was entitled "practice," showed'some
qualities of a jurist, and corrected soberly, but
firmly, unscientific legislature and judicial
bknulers.

So here was a student of Gray's Inn, sup-
posed to be picking np in that Inn a small
smattering of law, j-et, to diversify his crude
studies, instructing mature counsel, and cor-
recting the judges themselves, at whose cham-
bers he attended daily as an attorney's clerk.
After some weary years, he took the oaths at
VV^estminster, and vacated by that act his
place in Bishop's office, salary included, andjrow island
was a pauper—for an afterno'on. But work jit to the y(
that has been long and tediously prepared comment
can be executed quickh^ and adverse circum-
stances, when Perseverance conquers them,
turn round and become allies.

The ex-clerk and young barrister had
ploughed and sowed with such pain and labor

and a judge. Do but measure the difficulties
he overcame in his business with the difficulty
of rising in any art. prnfession, or honorable
walk, and down uiili il,s|„.i„lency'8 whine
andthegroansofscll-d.T.iving laziness! You
who have youth and health, never you quail
at "those twin jailers of the daring heart, low-
birth and iron fortune."

See what becomes of these two bugbears
when the stout champion single-heart and
the giant perseverance take them by the
throat.

Why, the very yearthose chilling lines were
first given to the public, Eobert Lush paid his
wife's dowry away to Gray's Inn in fees, and
never whined nor doubted, nor looked right
nor left, but went straight on—and prevailed.

Genius and talent may have their bounds,
but to the power of single-hearted Persever-
ance, there is no known limit.

Kon omnis inurtuus est—the departed judge
still teaches from his tomb ; his dicta will out-
live him iu our English courts; his gesta are
for mankind. Such an instance of single-
heartedness, jierseverance.

success in siiitc of :ill mlds
[iroportionate

lUf (It :iil imkIs is not for one nar-
lut llii.' gjolie. All old iiiun sends
nig ill both iKMiiisphercs with this
If difficulties lie in the way, never

shirk them, but think of Robert Lush and
trample on them. If impossibilities encounter
you, up hearts and at 'em."
One thing more to those who wouUI copy

^Robert Lush in all essentials. Though im-
that he reaped with comparative ease. Half pregnated from infancy with an honorable
the managing clerks in London knew him ambition, he remembered his Creator in the
and believed in him. They had the ear of days of his youth; nor did he forget Him
their employers, and brought him pleadings when the world poured its honors'^on him,

-

to draw and motions to make. His book. to,,. an<l those insidious temptations of prosperity
brought him clients; and be was soon in Inll which have hurt the soul fur oflener than
career as a junior counsel and special pleader. ,

" low birth and iron fortune." He flourished
Senior counsel soon found that they could

j

in a skeptical age, jet he lived and died fear-
rely on his zeal, accuracy, and learning. They jing God.

—

Harper's Weekly.
began to request that he might be retained ^^
with them in difficult cases, and he became

| ^ "Xh f' d-

fofpSLrcr''''''''''"'"""'''P™e^^^^^ Yearly Meetiiig-DutieS J the

Time rolled its ceaseless course, and a silk

gown was at his disposal. Now a popular
unior cannot always afford to take silk as

Members.

As our Yearly Mc
know that the '^heai

ting IS approaching, we
of the burden-bearers

they call it. Indeed, if he is learned but not lare deeply feeling their own insufficiency, and
eloquent, he may ruin himself by the change, jtheneed they have of help and strength higher
But the remarkable man, whose career I am than their own ; and their petitions have been,
epitomizing, did not hesitate; he still pushed and are going up to the Great Head of the
onward. And so one morning the Lord Chan- 1

Church, that He would be to them "mouth
cellor sat for an hour in the Queen's Bench, and wisdom, tongue and utterance." And do
md Eobert Lush was apjiointed one of her

j

we, who are younger, realize as we ought the
majesty's counsel, leai-neil in the law, and need there is, for us also, to humbly implore
then and there, liy the < 'liuneellor's invitation, jthat Divine wisdom and aid by which alone
tepped out from aincjiig the juniors, and took a Yearly Jleeting can be rightly conducted,

his seat within the bar. So much for Perso-JDo we realize that the s|iirit in which we at-

verance. tend these ineelings. day after day through
From this point, the outline of his career is 'the week, will either tend to draw down the

known to everybod}-. He was appointed in Divine Messing or to repel it; we will either
1865 one of the Judges of the Queen's Bench, lend to siieiigthen or to weaken the hands of
and, after sitting in that court some j-ears, lour older Friends; our influence will ho Mt,
was promoted to be a Lord Justice of Appeal.

I

and we cannot, if we would, free ourselves
A few days ago he died, lamented and revered

j

therefrom. And when favored with the life-

that.

by the legal jtrofession, which is very critical,

and does not bestow its respect lightly.

He was affable to clients, and I had more
than one conversation with him veiy interest-

to me ; but to intrude these would be ego-
tistical, and disturb the just proportions of favored ; but let us see to it, morning hy
this short notice. morning, that the fire be renewed upon the
We cannot all be judges, but we can all do altar of our hearts, that acceptable incense

great things by the perseverance which frcim may arise therefrom, availingly to our Great
an office-boy made this man a clerk, a counsel, Helper. And not onlj' need we be aroused to

giving presence of the dear Master, and wo
are enabled to conduct the business before the
meeting comfortably and harmoniously to-

gether, maj' we not in any way lean upon
thinking the next day may be alike
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these things, in the near view of our Yearly

Meeting, but as members of our beloved So-

ciety, upon whose shoulders its responsibility

must shortly rest. We do dearly love our

Society, we only know how dearly when we
hear its principles and testimonies lightly

spoken of, or see innovations made thereon.

We are deeply interested in the affairs of the

Church, and "we greatly appreciate the excel-

lent counsel and advice which is so often

handed forth to us ; but there is something

more than this for us to do, if we are livitig

members of the living Church.
Some of us have been brought up, as it

were, in the lap of our Society ;
we have

largely partaken of its privileges and favors;

we have been blessed with religiously-con-

cerned parents, and we have all our lives

been accustomed to have those who fill con-

spicuous ]ilace8 in the Church frequently

visit at our homes ; we have freel}' mingled
|

with these in a social waj', and in precious

religious opportunities, where we have heard

their words of warning and encouragement,
and have listened to their fervent petitions on

our behalf, which have gone up over and
again from our different homes, in earnest

pleadings to the throne of grace.

The Giver of all our blessings has done his

part, and if we are not faithful to the mani-
festations of his will to us, we may be num-
bered at last among the worse sort of people,

and none may more offend a just and right-

eous God. For could we even trace the his-

tory of the lives of those who are daily shock-

ing us with their crimes, we would in many
instances find, they have been earl}' trained

in the school of iniquity, and the influences

surrounding them from childhood have often
been of a most debasing nature. We know
M'hat was said of "those who knew their

Lord's will and did it not." That to be

'' wholly faithful" to our blessed Redeemer is

what we are called to, not looking around us

and comparing ourselves with others, but to

"obey and our souls shall live." And while
none may have more need than the writer to

take these things closely home for instruc-

tion, yet desires have been felt for myself, and
for us all, that our abiding may be so close to

our dear Saviour, that the place which He
would have us fill, in the Church and in the
world, may be nobly, honestly and humbly
filled

; and the work He designs for each one
of us to do, ma}' be all done. Whether it is

little or much, hidden and out of sight, or fill-

ing more conspicuous places, it will matter
not, but only that his will be all accom-
plished in and through us, to the saving of
our souls, and to the glory of His great
name.
We know this (5 the sincere desire of many

of our younger Friends, even in our near cir-

cle of acquaintance ; and may we not trust-

fully believe that the Scripture declaration

ma}' yet be fulfilled in our Society, which our
late friend, Thomas Evans, when at our
Quarterly Meeting, closed one of his favored
sermons with, and which impressed the hearts

of us, who were then children, and near the
first of our attendance there. ' For the Lord
shall comfort Zion ; He will comfort all her
waste places: and He will make her wilder-

ness like Eden, and her desert like the gar-
den of the Lord

;
joy and gladness shall be

found therein, thanksgiving and the voice of
melody."

Chester Co., Pa. -

Calmness in Danger.

" The secret of die Lord is with tlietu that fear Him."

A writer in the Christian Advocate, who was
an eye-witness of the scene, describes the re-

cent fire in New York, in which several lives

were lost, and the courage manifested by one
young woman who was in extreme peril, but

who was happily rescued from death. He
says :

" I was at the scene of the fire about five

minutes after it was discovered. Li that brief

time the fire had spread so rapidly that the

entire roof of the " World Building" was all

ablaze, and volumes of dense black smoke and
forked flames were pouring out of the top of

all the windows of the 4th and 5th stories.

From these windows men, women and'chil-

dren, having no other way of escape, were
earnestly and piteously calling for help. I

saw the poor colored woman jump from the

sill of the fifth-story window, where she stood

frantically calling for assistance, until com-
pelled by the flames to jump to her death ! I

heard the terrible thud of her body as it fell

upon the pavement ! There were two men
crouching on the lintels of two third-story

windows on the Park Eow side, and I ex-

pected every moment to see them perish and
go into eternity; but they were rescued by
two brave firemen.

On the Beekman street side of the burning
building, and near Park Row, on the lintel of

the third-story window, holding on to a tele

graph- wire attached to the burning sill of the

fourth-story window, stood our Christian he

roine, Ida Small, dressed in deep black, bare
headed, erect, calm, and with wonderful pre
sence of mind. The excited crowd in the
streets were intensely moved with alarm as
they perceived the flames rapidly apjiroach
ing where she stood. In response to the calls

to her to jump she nodded her head, to as

sure them that she comprehended the situa

tion, and was still courageous and hopeful
Stout-hearted men wept like children, and
made remarks like these, " There is pluck for

you !" " Did you ever see such courage !''

" She's a game little woman !" I said, " Gen-
tlemen, back of that physical courage there

is another element—an important factor
; y

may depend she is a Christian woman, and
sustained by Christian fortitude." I did not
know her, but upon no other theory could I

account for her courage, and the maintenance
of her physical and mental powers in such
feartiil ordeal.

Last evening, upon invitation, she visited

rny family, and gave us the story of her ex-

perience and providential deliverance from
the fearful death that confronted her on that
eventful day. Miss Small said: "I was sit-

ting alone in the office of my employer, and
hearing an unusual commotion in the hall

way, to which at first, I paid no particular at
tention, until startled by the cry of' fire !' I

quickly arose and opened the office door; the
flames and smoke singed my hair, and almost
stifled me. I managed to close the door again,

and thus diverted the flames and smoke from
the window, which was my only avenue of
escape. I at once realized the imminent peril

I was in, and that in all human probability

my earthly career was to end quickly. Foi
a moment only I stood affrighted

; then I re

called the fact, that I had given myself to my
Saviour, and had tried to serve him lovingly

and faithfully. Committing all my interests

for time and eternity to the dear Lord, 1

1

lexpressibly happy and ready to die, ii

was his will I should die, then and the

Trusting in my Saviour, I proceeded to 1

window of the fourth story and climbed o

and stood on the lintel of the third-story w
dow on the Beekman-street side, near Nasf
treet, until compelled by the heat to move

to the next window, and the next, each ti

barely touching the lintels as I stepjied f'ri

one window to another at that dizzy heig

until I reached near the corner of Park Re
where I stood when you saw me. All t

time the most beautiful passages ofScriptt

and hymns I had learned in school were pa

ng through my mind, comforting my 8(

and supporting my strength. So compos
vas I, and acquiescent in the will of ]

)eavenly Father concerning me, that I me
irably forgot my own peril, and felt soi

for those who were so distressed about i

nd doing all in their power to effect i

Children's Playthings.—Playthings thatel

dren make for themselves are a great deal t

ter than those that are bought for them. Tf
enjoy them a much longer time, they exerc

ingenuity, and they really please them mo
A little girl had better fashion her cups a

saucers of acorns than to have a set of ear

en ones supplied. A boy takes ten tin

more pleasure in a little wooden cart than
would in a painted and gilded cari-iage bouj

from the toy store
;
and we do not believe a

expensive rocking horse ever gave so mt
satisfaction as we have seen a child in

country take with a cocoanut husk which
had bridled and placed on four sticks. Th
is a peculiar satisfaction in inventing tht
for one's self

No matter though the construction
clumsy and awkward, it employs time (wh
is a great object in childhood)

; and the pi

sure the invention gives, is the first impn
to ingenuity and skill. For this reason
making of little boats and mechanical t(

should not be discouraged ; and when e

difficulty occurs above the powers of a ch
assistance should be cheerfully given.

—

PI.

byterian Journal.

For The Frieml

Religious Items, &c.

Weakened Influence of the Pulpit.—In a
ture on the diminished attendance at pla

of public worship as compared with acentij

ago, E. G. Robinson of Brown Univers
gives several reasons in explanation of fj

fact. One of these is the existence of a w
spread spirit of doubt, or general skeptiei

Another is the great increase in literati!

not only of a general character, but also

what may be termed Christian literati

This tempts many to spend the day in re

ing in their own homes, where they may 1

sermons to peruse superior in intellectual

rit to any their preachers are likely to
j

duce. This cause would have little influe

if the meetings of Christian professors w
relieved from the present system of outw
performances, and were regarded as seas
for waiting on and worshipping the Lord
spirit. Another cause is the prevalence
First-day schools, which operates in two w£
It so taxes the energies of the teachers i

superintendents that they often feel coin pel

to absent themselves from the regular uai
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g; and it baa become common for the chil-
•en to go home when school is over, and
live the public worship to their parents,
be result is, a large class of persons trained
these schools, who have in age outgrown
em, and have at the same time outgrown
id abandoned all religious use of the^First-

y of the week. Another cause is the influx
long us of millions of foreigners who were
t meeting-going people in their own land,
d who here ignore all preaching and all re-
rd for the religious observance of the day
rest.

the guidance of those instincts. Health is

not lost by accident, nor can it be repurchas-
ed at the drug-store. It is lost by physiolo-
gical sins, and can be regained only by sin-
ning no more. Disease is Nature's protest
against a gross violation of her laws. We
cannot bully jSTaturc ; we cannot defy her re-
sentment bj- a fresh jjrovocation. Drugs may
change the form of the disease—that is, modi-
fy the terms of the protest—but the law can-
not be baffled by complicating the offence

;

before the drugged patient can recover, he
has to expiate a double sin—the medicine and
the original cause of the disease. But shall
parents look on and let a sick child ask in vain
for help? By no means. Something is cer-
tainly wrong, and has to be righted. The
disease itself is a cry for help—but not for
druu's. Instead of " ^(//r/jj^ something," some

i-ht to l.c -A,/,,', 'an, I oCumut somo-
l.itually.lon.. ,,u-l,t t<. be mnitt..!. If
s stomach bus been tormented with

For "The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Monkey Traits.—Reaorda show that these
Dr creatures possess good qualities and can
rfortn really noble actionsquiteirrespectivc
education. Darwin furnishes most conclu-
e evidence of this in a story he tells. AllbiiiL;- habit
3perin the Zoological Gardens, while kneel- the babys s

;on the floor of the cage, was suddenly at- ten nursings a day, omit six of them
; omit

ked by a fierce baboon. A little American [tea and coffee from the young lady's menu ;nkey, which was a warm friend of thelstop the dyspeptic's meat-raUons, and the
sper, lived in the same compartment with, lyoungster's grammar-lessons after dinner.
1 was dreadfully afraid of, the great ba-|But open the bed-room windows, open the
)n. But as so m as the poor little fellow j door and let your children take a romp in the
T his friend, the keeper, in peril, he rushed garden or on the street, even on a snow-
the rescue, and by screams and bites so covered street. Send for the carpenter, and
traeted the baboon that the man was ena-'let him turn the nursery or the wood-shed
i to effect his escape, not, however, with-|into a gymnasium. In case you have noth-
having run great risk of losing his life, ing but your bedroom and kitchen, there will

ordtiig to the opinion of the surgeon who still be room for a grapple-swing ; the Boston
3nded him. Monkeys have long memories, Hygienic Institute has patented a kind that
[ some of them can inflict cruel punish- can be fastened without visible damage to the
It. — Lee tells of having greatly annoy- ceiling. If the baby wont stop cryinu-, some-
3ne in the Jardin des Plantes, at Paris, by thing ought to be done about it. Yes^'and as
ping him on his hands for ill-treating one soon as possible; remove the strait-jacket ap
rid fellow-prisoners, and he never foi-gave paratus, swaddling-clothes, petticoat, anl all,

. Whenever he saw her on future occa spread a couple of rugs in a comfortable cor
IS, or even when he heard her voice, he ner, and give the poor little martyr a chance
T into a passion and rolled about in rage, to move his cramped limbs; let him roll, tum-
me instance seizing her gown through the ble and kick to his heart's content, and com-
3 of his cage and tearing a piece out of it, 'plete his happiness by throwing the parego
lough it was of stout material. Happily, rie-bottle out of the window "^^ " ""

seemed to feel that she would take no undue
liberties with him so long as his head was in
its natural element; but'the moment he saw
daylight he would dart back as only an eel
could. Another small one, about a foot in
length, seemed to be particularly fond of her
caresses, and could be handled about as she
pleased, it being understood that he was to
remain under water though.—Marlborough
Union Journal.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH iMONTH 8, 1882

We have received from the secretary of the
Society for Organizing Charity a circular

ement of a reeeiit iiiler\ '

;giM-. Th

• ot a committee
Mayor—the ob-
•ession of street
med the mayor

that '• Ihe Society has recently extended its
organization over the whole city. Every dis-
trict has a superintendent, who keeps an office
open at fixed hours, and who is charged with
the duty of investigating the case of every
applicant, and giving relief in pressing emer-
gencies, or referring the ease to the'proper
institution or family.

It is proposed to furnish to the police de-
partment, for the use of each officer, a card
with a list of the district officers ofthe charity
organization, their location and superintend-
ents; also a supply of tickets to be used in
directing beggars to the office of the proper
district. While earnestly wishing that there
may be no harshness or unkindiiess toward
any one, the Society- requested the mayor to
instruct the police to give to every persor*
lomid beg|^-ing on the streets in the first in-
slaiii'i', a liek-et of investigation to one of the
ili^ii-iit iharity offices; and if such beggar
ball ivfiise to go, or shall be found begging
again, then tho c;ise shall be treated as an

Dr. Felix L jottence against the law. and tho begyar shall
it of these imprisoned " men of the woods" . 0*"imW, in "Popular Science Monthly." I be arrested and committed to the^Souso
better natured, and so deeply attached to A Lady's Pet Fishes.—There lives in Sand- Correction, or other public institution

ie, its companion,! wich, Mass., • .on the borders of one of the i mayor responded by expressing his
h other, that, if one di

lOuM it have one—almost always dies of, charming lakes in America, P. H. Burgess,
j

pleasure at the request, and prom'ising the co-
if. The Standard, for February, 1859, jit has been her custom once or twice a'day operation of the police."
ed that " the cat-faced monkeys from New .for quite
nada had died within a few days of each and a fev

iv, the female from inflammation of the
'9, and the male apparently from grief, as,

r the death of his companion he refused
bod. These models of conjugal tenderness
e at the Jardin des Plantes for seven
rs."

—

Chambers' Journal.
''he Wostrum Fallacy.—When a child com-
ns of headache, lassitude, or want of ap-
te, the nurse concludes that he must " take
ething." If tho complexion of a young
r grows everj' day paler and pastier, her
iher will insist that she must "get some-
ig" to purify her blood. If the bab3^
3als day and night, a doctor is sent for,

is expected to "prescribe something."
at that something should be, the parents
lid be unable to define, but thej^ have a
ue idea that it should come from the drug-
e, and that it cannot be good for much
sss it is bitter or nauseous. But Nature
persists in following her own laws. Her
Biological laws she announces by means
he instincts which man shares with the
iblest of his fellow-creatures, and health
er free gift to all who trust themselves to

aay
period to feed the fish in this lake,

few daj^s ago we chanced to be favored
with an invitation to witness this novel feast
She first splashes the water vvith her hand,
when in a moment there may be seen ap-
proaching from every direction hundreds of
large shiners

; then eels, varying in size from
one to about three feet in lerigth, may be seen
cautiously approaching. Next turtles appear
oil the surface, ten, twenty, and thirt}^ feet
awa}-, their necks stretched apparently to see
whether it is friend or foe who is disturbing
the waters. In less than three minutes these
various species had collected directly before
her, and as she commenced to feed, the water
was fairly alive with them. They take bread
directly from her hands, and turtles would al-

low her to take them entirelj- out of the wa-
ter, and while she held them in one hand,
they would eat with the greatest voracity
from the other. But the eels amused us most.
There was one she called Quinn, measuriiiu-

about three feet in length, that repeateilly
came to the surface, and would glide back and
forth through her hands, and several times
she lifted him partially out of the water, but
he was careful to keep his head under. He

ope
It is to be hoped that this movement will

at least lessen the amount of professional beg-
ging—an employment destructive of self-re-

spect and all moral qualities in those who
follow it—and yet will provide a way of ob-
taining relief for those wiio are really in want.

The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings
which were read at our last Yearly Meeting,
contained a notice of the appointment of "a
committee to consider what steps could be
taken to counteract in measure the growing
evils resulting from the demoralizing charac-
ter of some of the literature, pictorial repre-
sentations and statuary, which are now ad-
mitted in circles claiming respectability, and
which are gradually lowering the standard of
morality in the communitj-.
One result of the labors of this committee

is an Address on these subjects, designed to
awaken the attention of thoughtful "and re-
ligiously minded persons of all denominations,
to the duty of bearing a "fuller and more
united testimony against evil in every shape,"
so thai a liigher tone may be given to public
sentiment. This pamphlet may be procured
at tho Book Store, 301 Arch street.
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SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.

United States.—In the Senate the Indian Appro-

priation bill was resumed, and Senator Hoar's amend

ment, making an appropriation for educational pur-

poses (the' amount being reduced to S2.50,000) was

adopted—yeas 29, nays 18. The bill, with other amend-

uieiits, was then passed.

There seems little doubt that the President will veto

the Chinese bill, on the ground (hat it violates the

treaty wiili Cliina, and is o|)posed to American prin-

ciples. The President has signed the bill pensioning

the widows of Presidents Gbtrtield, Polk and Tyler.

The public debt statement for 3rd month shows a

decrease of $16,402,946.

General Stephen A. Hurlbut, lately Minister to Peru,

died suddenly of lieart disease in Lima on the 2Sth ult.

The Hoods in the Lower Mississippi region coniinue

to subside, though in some of the interior districts the

back water continues to rise, and the condition of the

poor colored people, refugees and others, is deplorable.

At Morgan City, Louisiana, at midnight on Seventh-

d.iy last, tlie river was 13 inches ahove the flood mirk

of 1874. Many whole families are leaving the city, and

in other cases the women and children are being sent

west to the highhind.s. All the sto.k is being removed

to Belle Isle. It is announced that no more trains will

be run from New Orleans to Morgan City for the pre-

sent, and this causes much anxiety in the latter place,

its slock of provisions being small and the people de-

pending on the railroiid and swamps for their support.

Several buildings in the town are threatened by the

rising waters, and some of the storekeepers have re-

moved their goods and closed their stores.

Statistician Dodge, of the Agricultural Department,

thinks that if the Hoods in the Lower Mississippi region

recede "in any reasonable time" there may be a fair

cotton crop, "although, of course, late atid less than the

average in quality."

The steamer Golden City took fire as she

proaching her wharf at Memphis, on the morning of the

31st ult. She was made fast to a coal barge, but the

line p.irted, and she drifted down the ciirreni a mass of

flames. She had a large number of passengers on board,

and 23 lives are known to be lost. The wreck is sunk

in 25 feel of water. Washington Smith, eaptaiti ol the

watch, through whose carelessness in carry'

the aiwa-ter occurred, is in jail, awaiting th

the Grand Jury.

It is reported from Winnipeg that the United States

authorities propose to transfer Sitting

mediate followers from Kort Randall to the Yankton

Agency, where they will be placed under cliai-ge

officers of the Interior Uepartmoni " for instruction

the usao-es and :•>• of civilization, for which the old

cl,i.-f«i°liiis to long."

Keports from the interior of California indicate that

the grain crop will be better than the average every-

where, except in the San Joaquin Valley.

In reviewing the business and crop prospects of Cali-

fornia, the ban Francisco Commercial Herald says that

the copious rains produce congratulations on every

hand, and the country rejoices in the assurance of a

more than expected harvest. It has added millions to

the prospective wealth of the entire State, and has

stimulated every branch of trade. It has quickened
trade investments, and has dissipated the fears of a dry
season that were urged as an argument against the

purchasing of no more sUtck than the circumstances

would warrant. Money continues abundant, and can

be had on reasonable terms. Real estate investments

are increasing and prices of property are augmenting.
Reports from one hundred and fifty different points

in Kansa.s, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Michi-
gan represent the wheat to be in an advanced state, and
the prospects favorable for a good crop.

In the Senate of Massachusetts, a bill to permit

women to practise as attorneys has passed to engross-

ment. In the House of Representatives a motion to

strike out the provision submitting ihe Prohibitory bill

.to the people was lost—yeas 105, nays 116. The bill

failed on final passage by a tie voie, 110 to 110.

The cotton crop ot last year produced about 3,600,000

tons of seed.

There were 439 deaths in Philadelphia for the week
ending 4th month 1st, as compared with 386 fur the

previous week, and 370 for the same period of last year.

The number of males was 223, of females 216. There
were 70 deaths from consumption, 33 from pneum«nia,
29 from old age, 17 from typhoid fever, 13 from diph-

theria, 13 from bronchitis, and 4 from small p.ix.

Markets, &c.~V. S S-i's, lOlf a 102| ; 4i's, 115} ; 4's,

118J; currency 6's, 132.

Cotton was firmly held at former- rates. Sales of

Chilian papers, formally withdraws any offer of gt

offices of the United States in the conclusion of pe

between Chili and Peru.

Great privation is reported on the Magdalen lalan

potatoes being scarce and dear.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

The Summer Session opens on Second-day, the.

jf Fifth month.

and others intending to send pupils.

middlings are reported at 12} a 12J cts. per lb. for up-
' ids and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7| cts. for export, and

8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is very firm, but the demand is light. Sales of

2200 barrels, including Minnesota extras, at *7 for clear,

and at S7.25 a >7.60 for straight; Pennsylvania extra

ly at .t6.12J a *6.25; western do. do. at $6.75 a

$7.50, and patents at -8 a $8.50. Rye flour is steady

t S4.50 a $4.75 per bbl.

Grain.-Wheat was a fraction MgherSale^
ple'a;e "make early application To Jonathan G.W

bushels red at :fl.39.V a .>l 43. Rye is scarce. Peun-,F
^ ^

hh^
Westtown P. 0., Okester i

sylvania is worth 86 cts. Corn.—Local lots are again 'l"^""' ^'-'^.^ •

Ic. highs

Sales of 9500 i

, ... .

sail mixed at 82 cts. ; steamer, at 82 cts., and rejected

Oats are higher. Sales of 8000 bushels in-

cluding Nos. 3 and 2 white, at 58 a -59 cts., and rejected

md mixed at 57 a 58 cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 4th mo.

1st, 1882.— Loads of hay, 226; loads of .slraw, 42_.

Average price during the week —Prime timothy, $1.25

to $1.35 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1.10 a *1.20 per 100

pounds; Straw, 80 to 90 cts. per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in good demand and jirices were a

fraction higher: 2400 head arrived and sold at the dif-
]

Oder scarcity ; options are also Ic. higher. ' ^-../ ?;,
'» ^^hari^es o

.
^....

I bushels, including yellow, at 82 a 83 cts.,
Philadelphia.

Iress Westtown

J. Allen, Tkeas'r, 304 Arch

James Ma
has been appointed Agent foi

AGENT APPOINTED.
sby, Danville, Hendricks Co., Indis

'The Friend.'

ferent yards at 5| a 7f cts. per pound, the latter rate

for extra.

Sheep were in in fair demand and prices were firm :

10,000 head arrived and sold at the different yards at 5

7} c'^., and lambs at 1 cts. per lb..

tion.

WANTED
In Seventh month next, a Friend aged 25 or ir

rears, as governess to children under 14. One i

Id assist in thfir training, and share the duties

responsibilities of a family.

Apply with references to C. Jacob, West Gr<

Chester Co., Penna.

lOi cts. per lb., as '

Hogs were in fair demand
sold at the different yards at I

quality.

Foreign.—The "Nineteenth Century" contains a

protest against the channel tunnel, on the grouni that

it would involve England in military dangers and lia-

bilities, from which as an island she has hitherto been

free. Among the signatories are Lord Lytton, Sir

Richard Assheton Cross, Cardinal Manning, Alfred

Tenny.son, Robert Browning, Professors Huxley and

Goldwin Smith, James Caird, Generals Sir Linthorne

Simmons and Sir Henry Havelock Allan, Sir Theodore

Martin, the editors of the Spectator, the Horning Post

and the St. Jamts' Gazette, and Blanchard Jerrold.

London, 3rd mo. 31st.—The revenue returns for the

fiscal year ending to-day show that the receipts amount
to £8.5,822,282, being an increase of £1,780,994, as com-

pared with the returns for the previous year.

Four hundred and fifty peasants from the Bernese
Oberland have left Thun" for the United States. The
emigrants are described as the flower of the population.

They are mostly posses.sed of fair mean.s, but are com-
pelled to emignue by the depression of agriculture.

Paris, 4th mo. 2d.—The following is published in a

semi official form : Despatches received here stale that

the tension between Austria and Ru.<sia is now disap-

pearing.

The authorities of Kieff have ordered the Jews to

abandon their residences in the " Podol" or commercial
quarter, and remove to the suburbs on the other side of

the canal. They have also ordered all Jewish domes-
tics, unless authorized to reside in Kieff, to relinquish

their situations and leave the town. The Jews are re-

quired to dismiss all their Ch
At

'

Arrangements have been made by which frie

attending the Yearly Meeting can be furnished \

3200 head arrived and simple meals, both belbre and after the sittings of

meeting, at moderate charge (15 cents), in Ihe sect

story of the central part of the Arch St. Meeting- ho

Meals will also be furnished for those attending

Meeting for Sufferings and Select Meetings, the
]

ceding week.

FRIKND.S' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATION (

PHILADELPHIA AND ITS VICINITY.

The Annual Meeting of " The Contributors" wil

held in the Committee- room of Arch St. Meeting-h(

on Second-day evening, 4th mo. 17th, at 8 o'clock.

Friends who are interested in the cause, and otb

are invited to attend.

Thos. Scattergood, Se$

The Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the Indian

Associationof Friends of Philadelphia Yeirly Meet
will be held at Arch Street Meetiug-house, Phila

on Fifth-day, 4lh mo. 20lh, 1882, at 8 P. M.

Friends generally are invited to attend.

Richard Cadbury, Cler

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INS\NE
Near Frankjord, (Twenty third Wanl,) Philndelph

Pnysician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, J

Applications lor the Admission of Patients ma
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, at the residence of her son-in-law, Oi

Evans, on the 5tb of Second rao. 1882, Beulai!

meeting at Sofia, consisting mosilv of Ru.ssi.n Thompson, in the 80th year of her age, an elder!

officers in the Bulgarian .service, the Eu.sslan diplomatic overseer ot London Britain Particular, and ^ew I

agent declared that it was the express wish of the Czar, den. Pa., Monthly Meeting. For several years

that none of his subjects should aid the Herzegovinian dear Friend suffered from mental depression, br'

insurgents by word or deed
The official organ of the Montenegrin Government,

having published an address to Gen. Skoheleff, signed

by the Prime Minister and the War Minister of the

Principality, applauding General Skobeleff's speeches.

General Skobeleff replied that he believes iu the mission
of Ihe Slavs, and intends collecting a relief fund.

It will surprise some people to learn that since 1877
there has been an increase in the consumption of tea

grown in India amounting to 20,500,000 pounds, while,

at the same time, there has been a decrease in the con-

sumption of the tea grown in China of about 9,000,000
pounds.

The Mexican Congress opened on Seventh-day even-

ing. President Gonzales read an address in which he

said the Guatemalan trouble remains un.settled, but

Guatemala must speedily renounce her pretensions to

Chiapas and Saconusco, or war will be inevitable. He
congratulated the country on the progress made in the

building of railroad and telegraph lines, the increase of

public revenues, and the immigration from the Latin

countries of Europe to Mexico.
South American mail advices, received in New York,

state that Trescott, in correspondence published in the

end drew near, the cloud was mercifully lifted,

was ill but a few days ; from the fiist she felt her il

was accomplished, and gave her children, and tj

about her, the assurance that the rest she so longed

was attained. " Heavenly Father, receive my spil

was her prayer. Truly for her death had no i

gently the silver cord was loosed, and serenely

spirit passed through the valley of the shadow intt

brightness, the fulness beyond, to rest forever with

Saviour " beside the still waters."

, suddenly, at Pine Iron Works, Berks Co.,

on 3rd mo. 9th, 1882, Joseph R. Whitacre, a met
of Exeter Monthly Meeting, in the 46th year of his

, at her residence in this city, on the 12th ol

month last, Elizabeth G. Price, widow of Jo
Price, a member of Philadelphia Monthly Meetii

Friends.

, at his residence in Salem, Columbiiina

Ohio, the 12ih of 3rd mo. 1882, Fredrick Maei
a member and minister of Salem Monthly Meeth
Friends, in the 65ih year of his age.

WILLIAm'h7pILE, PRINTER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.^
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Religious Epidemics.

Through the kindness of the iiuthor, we
ivc been furnished with a, copy of an article

ritten several years ago for one of the Medi-
il Journals,' by Dr. James J. Leviclc of this
ty, and entitled "A Historical Sketch of the
ance of St. Vitus, .with notices of some
ndred disorders." In the early volumes of
The Friend," we think there will be found
notice of the learned work of Dr. Heeker of
ermany, on the Epidemics of the Middle
ges, containing some very curious informa-
3n. The whole subject is so interesting in
self, and furnishes so much food for instruc-
re thought, that we propose repi'intin^- por-
)ns of Dr. Levick's article, and adding there-
some facts and considerations drawn from
her sources.

Few persons, who derive their impressions of St.

tus's dance from the comparatively isolated cases
lich now present themselves, would suspect that
is disease is but the feeble descendant of a power-
l epidemic influence which, at one time, numbered
victims by thousands, which overspread the great
imtrie-! of Europe, and which, after a triumphant
reer of centuries, was at last but imperfectly van-
ished when the combined forces of Church "and of
ite were brought to bear upon it.

Over what had long been the obscure history of
is strange disorder a flood of light has been thrown
the researches of the distinguished German pro-
sor, J. F. C. Heeker, in his classical work, " The
)idemics of the Middle Ages."
Fully to a|i|iici'iate this history, we must bear in
nd tliiit thu iidoption of the Christian faith, on
J continent i)f Europe, was much mixed up with
i idolatrous observances of that which had pre-
ied it. A religion which came from its Divine
ithor as pure as the driven snow, scarcely had
iched the soil of Europe before it became defiled
th the mire of pagan superstition. As the temple
Jupiter, with its altare for heathen sacrifices, be-
ne dedicated to the worship of the true God, so,

the other hand, the rites and ceremonies which
d celebrated the festal days of the pagan deities

Tie transferred, in measure, to those of the Chris-
n saints.

rhe reader of classical literature will readily re-
il to his memory the lustration, or sacrifice of puri-
ation, by which the Romans averted disease, freed
smselves from crime, and their houses from ini-

rity, and he will not fail to recognize its analogue
|the ceremonies with which the people of the Low
untries were accustomed to celebrate the worship

of St. John the Baptist; on whose day it was the lation they stripped the upper part of their bodies
custont to kindle large bonfires with bones, horns, i put off" their shoes, and applied the scouro-es with
and other rubbish, while around the crackling flames 'such violence that blood flowed from their'wounds.
crowds ot ]jer.sons ot all ages were dancing as if pos- 1 .... It was in the midst of events and scenes
sessed, and through the flames men, women, and such as have been referred to that the festival of
children jumped, and were thus protected, as it was , St. John the Baptist was celebrated in the year 1374
thought, for a whole year, from fevers and other dis- and with such influences, we are not surprised to
eases. This mode of celebrating St. John's day was by learn that, soon after this celebration, "great crowds
no means confined to the countries we have referred of men and women were seen at Aix-la-Chapelle
to. Thus we find that a similar observance of the day who had come out of Germany, and who united by
prevailed in Syria and in Constantinople, while we one common delusion, exhibited to the public both
are told by the historian already quoted, that the Ger- in the streets and in the churches, the followine
mans transferred to tli.' fr-tival of Si. .loin, V day strange spectacle. They formed circles, hand in
an ancient hcatK 11 n>a;j^, tlic kiiHllin- of ilu' hand, and appeared to have lost all control over

^odtyr and the 1m-Ii,I >iil,-i~t-. to tin-. lav. that peo-
^

their senses, continued dancing, regardless of the by-
ple and animals that have passed through tlicse, slanders, for hours together in wild delirium, until
flames, or their smoke, are protected for a whole year

j

at length they fell to the ground in a state of ex-
from fevers and other diseases, as if by a kind ofihaustion. They then complained of extreme oppres-

states that even within Ision, and groaned as if in the agonies of death, until
they were swathed in cloths bound tightly around

baptism by fire." Madd-
his memory the festival of St. John id the eve of

Philadelphia Medical i

Nos. 12 & 13.

Surgical Reporter, Vol.

it, were solemnized by bonfires, leaping through the
flames, by patterns at holy wells dedicated to the
saints, by music, and by dancing.
These practices, which :it first were religious cere-

monies of ephemeral duration, in the course of time,
from_ the extent to which they were carried, bee
fearfiil, persistent disorders, aftecting great num
of people, and producing consequences of tin- i

distressing kind. That such should have Immh
result need not surprise us, when we Icain \'

were the physical and mental condition- <.f tl

who became the victims. The fatal pcstiliinr kii

as the Black Death, or Plague, by whiili, in tin- I

space of a few years, twenty-five millions ot' pc.

jierished, had just subsided ; calamities of tlir i

fearful character prevailed: great floods had <lc

tated the country, driving the wretched inliahit:

from their homes in the midst of an iucleu

their waists, upon which they again recovered, and
renaained free from complaint until the next attack.
This practice of swathing was resorted to on account
of the tympany which followed these spasmodic
ravings; but the by-standers frequently relieved
patients in a less artiflcial manner, by thumping and
trampling upon the parts aflfected. Throughout the
towD-ofwIiat is now Belgium, over the Netherlands,
and ilsi^wlnro, this .strange epidemic spread with
fVi'^litl'iil rapidity. With their waists girt with cloths,
and with garlands in their hair, five hundred daucers
appeared in Cologne, and eleven hundred in Metz.
KL-lifcious houses were eagerly resorted to, and under
the impression that it was the work of the evil one,
the piiisis and other church dignitaries were earn-
estly applied to for help. Hence prayers, masses, and
exoi( i^ins liiMaine tlie chief means of relief to these
unhappy vietiins ol' a disordered imagination. . .

Finding that their own i.ravers and
While the wild revels of St. John's day were

|
were not always efleetual, or. what explained their

without doubt the immediate exciting cause of the failure, that the deluded peojile had lost confidence
disorder we are considering, there were other causes in their ellieieiu-y, the priests had recourse to the
than those we have mentioned which iJi-edispo-cd ihiw.is of the sainted dead, and having ingeniously
to Its development. So early as the year 4i)ii ol' our as-ij:iied to St. Vitus or St. Weit, the tradition
era, the practice of self-flagellation as an atonement that "just before he bent his neck to the sword he
for sin appears to have prevailed to some extent had prayed that he might protect from the dancing
among Christians, derived, no doubt, from the tra- mania all those who would properly solemnize the
ditionofsimilar modes ofpenance which had existed day of his commemoration; and that therefore a
among their pagan ancestors. This relic of barbarism voice was heard from heaven siiying, Vitus, thy
seems to have met with varying favor from the date prayer is accepted !"—his shrines became the resort
mentioned, as it had the approval or condemnation

|

of the dancers of St. John, and his name irrevocably
of the church

:
thus it appears to have prevailed to associated with the disease and its various modifica-

a considerable extent in Italy, A. d. 1260, but it was Itions.

until the middle of the fourteenth century (1349) I The disease became less and less frequent, and in-
that it received a fresh impulse, doubtless from the

|
stead of affecting great numbers of people, it gradu-

morbid feelings which the fearful pestilence then ally became limited to a few individual cases. Even
prevailing had engendered. in the days of Paracelsus it had lost many of its
At that time, we are told by Heeker, an awful peculiar symptoms, and presented the features we

sense of contrition seized Christians of every com- now recognize as these of simple chorea, (wt.a a
ion;theyre-!olyed to (or-aketheir viee-.f,,niate'ilaTi.e,i whiel, name we retain, although dancing

restitution for past oHiaKa'; before thev wei-e sum- fonn- now in. iiee.'->aiy part of the disorder.
moned hence; to seek recneiliation with their, A ivee, it write,- Mati's that the <lancing mania of
Maker,andtoavert,liyself-eliastisenient,tliepuiiisli-jGennai,y, of ih,' lilteenth cenliUT, is still kept in
ment due to their former sins. From other sources

j

popular remembrance in some places by an annual
we learn that these feelings produced the sect of; festival, especially at Echternach, a small town in
Flagellants, who flogged themselves unmercifully. I Luxembourg, abouttwenty miles from Treves, where
This "Brotherhood of the Flagellants," or, as thev thousandsof people annuallv meet on Whit-Tuesday
were also called, the Brethren of the
upon themselves the repentance of tXu

the sins they had committed, and offered I'lrayVrs for pni
the averting of the plague. At first chiefly com- -til

posed of the lower class, they were soon joined " by in

many nobles and ecclesiastics," and at one time such ]>ro

was the popular enthusiasm that they numbered scv
10,000 in their ranks. They did penance twice a ' fort

ilemnize this feast with what is called "the
ping procession," and also the procession of the
[ling saints. On Whit-Tuesday, the procession
wends its way to the grave of "St. WMllebrodus,
he aniieiit abbey church of Echternacli. The
e--ion starts from the bridge accompanied by
nil bands of music. The pilgrims of both sexes

s, and spring, first four steps forward and
day, morning and evening, going abroad in pairs, three back, then eight forward and three back

;

offla "
'singing psalms, and on arriving at the place c 1, continually increasing the steps forward but
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making no change in those backward, until they

reach the church, where they throw themselves on

their faces and begin to pray.

Traces of analogous disorders may be found mark-

ing the path of succeeding centuries down to the

present time.

Thus, immediately subsequent to the dance of St.

Vitus, if not, indeed, contemporaneously with it,

there arose another dancing mania known as Tar-

antismm, from its supposed origin in the bite of the

tarantula, a kind of spider which abounded in Italy.

Persons thus bitten became melancholy, stupefied,

and lost their senses. " This condition," says Hecker,

"was united with so great a sensibility to music,

that at the very first tones of their favorite melodies,

they sprang up, shouting for joy, and danced on

without intermission until they sunk exhausted and
almost lifeless."

While the fear of the tarantula seems to have
affected all classes of people so that the bite of

harmless insect inspired the greatest terror, and
induced in systems predisposed by the causes we
have formerly mentioned, the most alarming nerv-

ous symptoms, yet, by a strange perversity of the

human mind, there would appear to have been
blended with the terrors of the disease such an en-

joyment of the music and the dance that the peri-

odical occurrence of the days on which bands of

musicians traversed Italy for the cure of those

affected with tarantism, was looked forward to with
pleasure, and the occasion was known as "-the

women's little carnival," the women, as we are told,

throughout the country saving up their sjiare money
to reward the welcome musicians.

The work done inside.—One of mj' friends is

a very earnest, shrewd man, who seems al

waj's to know how to do the best thing at th

right time. One day he was passing a gin

shop in Manchester when ho saw a drunken
man lying on the ground. The poor fellow

had evidently been turned out of doors when
all his money was gone. In a moment my
friend hastened across the street and entered

a grocer's shop, addressing the master, say-

ing, " Will you oblige me with the largest

sheet of paper you have?" "What for, my
friend? What's the matter?" "Oh! y'
shall see in a minute or two. Please let it be

the largest sheet you have." The sheet was
soon procured. " Now will you lend me a

piece of chalk ?'' " Why, what are yon going
to do?" "You shall see, presently." He then
quickly printed in large letters: "Specimen
of the work done inside." He then fastened

the paper right over the drunken man, and
retired a short distance.

In a short time passers by sto])ped and
read: " Specimen of the work done inside."

In a very short time a crowd assembled, and
the saloon-keeper, hearing the laughter and
noise outside, came out to see what it was all

about. He eagerly bent down and read the
inscription on the paper, and then demanded
in an angry voice, " Who did that ? " Which?"
asked my friend, who now joined the crowd.
" If you mean what is on the paper, I did that,

but if 3'ou mean the man, you did that ! This
morning when he arose, he was sober—when
he walked down this street on his way to

work, when he went into your gin shop he
was sober, and now he is what you made
him. Is he not a true specimen of the work
done inside?"— C%arZes Garrett.

For "The Friend."

Religious Views and Tenets.

When wc assemble to worship that God
ho seeth in secret, and who is an ever-j^resent

Spirit, we should endeavor to restrain the

wanderings of the carnal mind, and seek to

draw nigh unto Him, that He maj^ draw
nigh unt<) us. And as we patientl_y wait for

Him, with the earnest breathings of the soul,

and cryings of the heart to Him, He often in

mercy inclines unto us, and hears our cry,

and tenders our hearts ; bringing them into

a humble i-everential frame of spirit. And
while under this holy canopj', if any one feels

an impression of duty laid upon him to give

vocal utterance or vent to his feelings in that

way, he will speak or exhort or pray or sing

as the oracles of God. And if anj- man min-

ister under the above feeling, he will do it as

of the ability which God giveth ; ministering

that out to others, which God through the

Spirit gives him for the special occasion ; that

God in all things might be glorified, and not

man.
But as to the customary way of singing as

a part of worship, wherein it is turned into

music by human art, to please the carnal ea

I find no authority for it either in the New
Testament, nor in the authorized writings of

our Society. There is much that is merely

of God, and the song of the Lamb. " Sajii

great and marvellous ai"e thy works," &c
who would be so gross as to believe that soi

of the sanctified ones, needed the embellie

ment of man, so as to make it musical to t

carnal ear by note or tune or the art of ma
and thus turning it into artificial music f F
more likely may we believe that it was

Not a song fitted up by human contriving.

And sung by unsanctified children of mirth,

But a spiritual anthem—a melody riaing

As incense from spirits redeemed from the eartl

So we meet in worship, not to gratify t

natural, fallen sensibilities of the carnal ma
but to worship God in spirit and in trut

that we might witness the renewings of o

minds, and be strengthened to overcome
lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, (the It

of the ears,) and the pride of life which is n

of the Father, but is of the world" that lies

wickedness.

No forms of devotion invented by man-
eloquence of language, orfervency of delive]

can supply the lack of Divine life ; or fill ti

place of the Spirit. " That which is born

the flesh is flesh ; and that which is born

the Spirit is spirit." The natural man ml

know the things of man by the spirit of raj

that is in him ; and he may so speak, by t,

same knowledge, as to receive the high i'

il it is crucified and de-l^ii our nign-nown worus auu piausiuie \}\

burnt up by the fire of tensions in the way of converting sinners

inwardly, like an oven. |Him, will perhaps be of no more avail th

has an emotional effect, |" sounding brass or tinkling cymbals."

emotionar belonging to the natural part in plause ot those who are of a kindred spij

man; much that aspires after more promi- But the things of God knoweth no man I]

nence and activity in relation to religion than the Spirit of God. And if we have not t|

what, under the restraining spirit of the gos- Spirit of Christ, we are none of his. So
i

pel, belongs to it ; much that has to pass under i'nust have the heavenly birth, before we Ci

the cross ofChrist—under the flaming sword
J

know heavenly things. And it wc labor

which turns every way ui^on the transgress- 1
the cause of God without the Spirit of Ghn

ing nature within, until it is crucified and de-lall^ our high-flown wo^rdsjuid^ijlausibl^^^

stroyed—cut off and bun '
" " ' '" -•'•"" •" *'" .,..,,- « ^. ^^.. .«™

the Lord which burn
We admit that music has an emotional effect, |'

which is too apt to be mistaken for devotion. I

Oh how the wisdom of this world is wo;

But it charms alike the unconverted, without '"g >" and usurping the place ot the wisdi

changing the heart ; without enabling us to of God
!
And exalting itself above the ti

overcome the evil propensities there. worship and knowledge of God. " Sitting

John, in his wonderful revelations, "saw as'the temple of God ;" and speaking great swi

it were a sea of glass mingled with fire; and, ing words of vanity; alluring the unwa
them that had gotten the victory over the and drawing them far from, the simplicity

beast, and over his image, and over his mark,
j

the gospel. Therefore ye humble, dedical

and over the number of his name, stand on children of the Lord, " Watch ye, stand fi

the sea of glass, having the harps of God.i'i the faith, quit yourselves like men,

And they sing the song of Moses, the servant|strong. Let all your things be done w
of God, and the song of the Lamb, saying, charity." "For unto you it is given in 1

Greatandmarvellousarethyworks,LordGod behalf of Christ, not only to beheve on Hi

Almighty: just and true are thy wa3^s. thou but also to suffer for his sake."

King of saints. Who shall not fear thee, O Now let us look a little at the ease.

Lord, and glorify thy name ? for thou only pazarus, and learn a lesson of oneouragem*

There is a knowing of the Truth, as it is

in Jesus, as it is in a Christ-like nature, as it

is in that sweet, mild, humble and loving
spirit of Jesus, which spreads itself like a
morning sun, upon the souls of good men,
full of light and life.—i?. Barclay.

art holy : for all nations shall come and wor
ship before thee ; for thy judgments are made
manifest." Here we see presented to view,
though in very figurative language, (the sea
of glass) a critical standing. But yet such as
" had gotten the victory," or had overcome
tbo boaet, or beastly nature in all its various
appearances or forms, could stand on the slip-

peiy standing ; and not only stand, but have
the harps of God. And they could sing not
only the song ofMoses their outward deliverer,

and the leader of Israel towards an outward
inheritance, but the song of the Lamb, the
spiritual deliverer and leader of his spiritual

Israel through the wilderness of this world,
to an inheritance beyond Jordan, even " an
inheritance incorruptible and undefiled, and
that fadeth not away." Yes, those redeemed
ones that had, through many a conflict, and
through much tribulation obtained the vic-

tory, could sing the song of Moses the servant

from it. He was a man whom Jesus lov

We are a people whom Jesus loved. Lazai

sickened and died. Martha said to Jea
" Lord, if thou hadst been here my brotl

bad not died." If we had Him more abidinj

with us would our brethren have died (spi)

ually) like many of them have? Martha 1

faith, and went to Mary, her sister, sayi
" The Master is come and calleth for the

Yes, the Master now has come, and calh

for the true mourners in our Zion to come a

weep with Him over the death of our depart

brethren—the death of those of whom
might be said, "Lord, by this time he stii

eth." But when the Saviour called, Laza:
came forth ! the dead was quickened a

obej-ed the voice. He was then a quickeni
Spirit, with quickening power, and so H«
now. " The hour is coming, and now is, wt
the dead shall hear the voice of the Son
God ; and they that hear shall live." Laz»;
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)bejed the call and came forth
; though bound

mnd and foot, and with grave-clothes on.

But the command was, "loose him and let

lira go." Is the Lord's hand shortened that
t cannot save from death ? Has Christ's
uickening power departed that it cannot
aise the spiritually dead ? Naj^ He is still

be life and light of men. And by his light
nd power we are quickened and brought to
fe; so that they who are spiritually dead,
nd as ill the graves of sin, may hear his voice,

id come forth and live, and be let loose to
3 in the freedom of the gospel, to proclaim
' the mercy and goodness of Him who has
sen their resurrection and their life. Christ
mself was raised from the dead by the glory
'the Father. Even so we also, as individuals,

id as a people, may, by his power, br raised

am spiritual death and darkness, and walk
ith him in nownessof life and light. " Happy
that people that is in such a case : yea,
ippy is that people whose God is the Lord."

D. H.
Dublin, Fnd., 3i-d mo. 9tli, 1S82.

Westtown Boarding School.

(Continued from page =74.)

The report made to the Yearly- Meeting in

10, informs "that the amount charged for
ard and tuition has been equal to the ex-
nditnres;" also, "proposes an enlargement
the building, not with the view of "adding
the number of pupils, but for the better ac
mmodation of those already there."
At a meeting of the committee, Kith of 4th
inth, "a communication was produced from
shua and Ann Sharpless, expressing that
By have for a considerable time past, appro
nded the period had nearly arrived when a
easement from their present charge at the
lool would be proper, and are desirous to
set at liberty before the ensuing winter,

'

A. minute of the Yearly Meeting this year
tes : "As the committee have requested
erty to erect additional buildings for the
>re convenient accommodation of the fami-
under an expectation that a sufficient sum

' the purpose will be obtained by the volun-

y contributions of Friends, it is agreed
It the^^ may prosecute such a measure
lenever they may be in possession of the
lans.'"

rhe following minute was made at a special
eting of the committee held 25th ot 1st mo.
11 :

" This committee was convened at the
[uest of the acting committee, in order to
isider the propriety of purchasing a stone
jse which has been erected opposite the
e, east of the school-house, and which there
eason to believe is intended to be occupied
a store, and from its situation it is appre-
ided it would be difficult to prevent im-
iper communication with the scholars. It

lears that the owner is willing to sell 11

es of land, (30 perches along the road by 8
Is wide,) finish the house, together with a
ble worth $40, wall the well and put a
mp in it ; the whole for $1300. On careful

isideration (it being believed best to make
purchase), Eli Yarnall, Thos. Stewardson

1 Ab'rm Sharpless are appointed to effect

&c.

Lt the next meeting, 12th of 4th month,
! committee reported having made the
*chase, at which meeting it was agreed to

the salary of the superintendent at $500
annum.

The report to the Yearly Meeting this year
informs, that the average attendance of pupils
during the past year was 92 boj's and 95 girls;

44 men and 38 women Friends were this'year
appointed by the Yearly Meeting to have the
oversight of the school—from which an " act-
ing committee" consisting of Thos. Scatter-
good, Eli Y^arnall, Jona. Evans and 26 other
men, and Maiy Morton, Catharine Mor..,.,

Beulah Sansoni and 23 other women Friends
were appointed.
At a special meeting of the acting com-

mittee, held 6th of 5th"mo. ISll, "our friend
Joseph Whitall attended this committee and
spread before us a prospect that had engaged
his attention, under which he apprehended it

would be right, if way opened in the minds
of his friends therefor, for him to stand re-

signed to supply the place of superintendent
at Westtown

; to visit, him and his family,
feel with them on this important subject, and
re23ort their sense thereon to a future meeting,
Jno. Cox, and 4 other men, and Hannah
Evans, and 3 additional women Friends are
appointed."

At a stated mecliiig held 11th of 6th mo.
The committee seimmied tn visit Jas. Whitall
and wife on tlie siilijeri spread before us at

r last meeting, inlinni that they have had
satisfactory opportunity with them. On

solidly weighing the matter, friends appear-
ing united in sentiment that it would b(

seasonable to forward the subject to the gen
eral committee for its judgment, it is there
fore agreed to convene that committee the
20th inst., at 7 o'clock in the evening.

Extracted from the minutes,
Saji'l Bettle, Clerk.''

The Book of Minutes does not appear to
contain any account of the proceedings of the
meeting directed to be called on the 20th inst.;

but in the History of Westtown, by W. W.
Dewees, the date of the appointment of J. and
H. Whitall is fixed as 10th mo. 5th, 1811:
which would make it to be one year and about
seven months after .loslmu and Ann Sharpless
had tendered their resignation !

Meeting of acting committee, 10th of 3rd
mo. 1812 :

" The subject respecting the pro-
priety and usefulness of continuing the read-
ing in the afternoon meetings on the first day
of the week, with the children, wliieli has
several times engaged the weigh t\- attention
of this committee being again brought into

view and obtaining renewed solid considera-
tion, it appears to be the sense of the com-
mittee that the reading had best be omitted

;

and it is believed seasonable to spread the
matter before the general committee for their

judgtnent whether the meeting in future had
not best be held in the same manner as our
other meetings for worship."

In the report made to the Y'early Meeting
n 1812, it is proposed " in order to meet the
necessary disbursements and to keep the bnild-

ngs, furniture and improvements in a decent
state of preservation, it would be proper that
the price of board and tuition be raised from
$72 to $80 per annum." " As the schools for

a considerable time have been kept nearly
full, we continue to feel the incoiivenienees

from the want of more comfortable aecininm-
dations, and have concluded with such means
as have come into our hands, it would be
ustifiable to provide materials for a building
to be joined to the east end of the present
house ; this, if we are enabled to erect it, would
form a valuable addition Lo the chambers of

the boys and girls ; afford commodious room
for the boy's school, and on the lower story
leave for the use of the family, two rooms
which are now occupied for teaching arith-
metic and writing; we hope, therefore, that
the utility and expediency of the measure will
excite a disposition to promote its accomplish-
ment."
At a stated meeting of the general com-

mittee, 4th mo. 16th, 1813: " Our friend Jno.
Morton being deceased, Geo. Williams is ap-
pointed eiei'k to this committee."

4th mo. 23rd, adjourned meeting: The fol-

lowing minute of" the Y'early Meeting was
directed to be inserted, viz; "Considerable
advantages having resulted from the applica-
tion of a small fund in the hands of the com-
mittee, bequeathed for the purpose of edu-
cating young persons who are not in circum-
stances to defray the expenses of such educa-
tion, a lively exercise was prevalent in the
meeting on the introduction of this subject,
and desires were exjoressed that Friends will
be liberal in furnishing the means of increas-
'ng the fund, so that it maj"- become more ex-
tensivelj^ beneficial." The Boarding School
Committee are directed to take charge of and
apply any gifts or legacies which may be
offered for this benevolent purpose.
Extracted from the minutes of our Y''ear]y

Meeting, held in Philadelphia by adjourn-
ments, &c., 4th mo. 23d, 1813.

John Cox,
Clerk to the meeting this year.

Among the worthies who were concerned
in the lirsl esialilislimeiil (.fdiis still interest-
ing insi inn imi, ilie name (if Thomas Morris
frequently ajipears. He .sei'ved as clerk to
the committee until 4th mo. 1809, when he
was succeeded by Jno. Morton. The records
are kept in a legible hand, and the minutes
rather remarkable for clearness and brevity,
evidently qualifications for his duty as a clerk
that must have been very satisfactory to his
cotemporaries.

It is related of this friend, and believed to
be authentic, that the time of his death was
clearly shown to his friend Thos. Scattergood,
who, on awakening in the night, informed his
wife " that their friend Thomas Morris was
dead ;" she looked at the watch, and informa-
tion received next morning confirmed the
correctness of the vision of the prophet, T. M.
having departed this life just at the time
mentioned.

(To be continued,)

Selected for " The Friend,"

It is a very false idea that the need of for-

giveness will lessen onr love for our friends,

and that once doubting them our faith in them
can never again be complete. There is no
affection so strong as that which follows on
reeonoiliation and forgiveness,—it is akin to
that which the Master felt for her to whom
much was forgiven for she loved much. And
have we not his own blessed atithoritj^ in the
words, "Tell me, therefore, which ofthem will
ove him most," &c. And in every relation
of life there is need for forgiveness and faith,

nil that large charity which " hopeth all

liings, endureth all things, never faileth."

What are we that we should judge others and
close our eyes to all that may excuse them?
Circumstances unseen by us may have influ-

enced them, and nothing can so bind two
hearts together as a generous forgiveness, a
renewed fkith.
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Thou Afflicted, and Tossed with Tempest.

Though this bo a day when conformity to

the world in its varied specious temptations

has beguiled many ;
though the ottence of

the cross may have led to seeking out inven-

tions to widen the straight gate and the

narrow way in order to admit the customs,

fashions and pride of life ;
though the present

bo an era when the determination, despite

the final reckoning seems to be, to devote

well nigh every energy, even if solemnly im-

posed convictions be thereby stifled, to the

pursuit and greed of wealth ;
when the choice,

as manifested by the act, is to live for this

present world—its honors, its riches, its plea-

sures—rather than, through the lonely por-

tals of self-abasement and self-denial, and the

obedience which is of faith in Christ, to strive

after an eternal, glorified inheritance to come:

though these things be, the writer is never-

theless assured, that there is a hidden, humble,

prayerful remnant, it may be oft "tossed

with tempest and not comforted," whose life
"'

1

is hid with Christ in God ; and who, by no ^['''

means blind to the signs of the times, mourn

verified :
'' Where I am there also shall my scr

vant be." "As He, (Christ) was, so must we be

inthisworld." "Itisenough for .heservuntto

be as his master." " If the world hate j'ou, ye

know that it hated me before it hated you."

"These are tbcy which came out of great

tribulation, and have washed their robes and

made them white in the blood of the Lamb,"
&c. "O thou afflicted, tossed with tempest,

and not comforted, behold, I will lay thy

stones with fair colors, and lay thy founda-

tions with sapphires."

May the poor and needy ones, the lowly

contrite ones, the exercised, honest hearted

ones, seek to possess their souls in patience.

May they keep the daily watch unto prayer

both on their own accounts and on that oi'

the Church, the spouse of Christ. May they

abide steadfast in Him the Living Vine. May
they hold the beginning of their confidence

firm unto the end ;
counting all things but

loss for the excellency of the knowledge of

Christ .Trsiis their Saviour. Then will they
,-.. rvcil and sustained. Then, notwith

liiii;- tlic-ir hidden exercises and conflicts,

their best life will be given them for a prey
means uiuiu uu tue siiiiio ui uuu uimc.-i, inunin,

i ^ n a i ^u t „,. i t„,,.„ ..,;ii

being deeply "grieved for the afllictions of ^o^^*^ what will. And the Lord Jesus will

Joseph." These? while heeding the precept to h" b'« own time after heir a lotted measure o

"wak and anoin," often si|h ar^d crj in- -Aenng lor . body s sa e w^^ . U o

wardly because of their own shortcomings. Church, is filled up, stablish, strengthen

and because of the unconcen vlnpss Mnd In ko settle them more and more in his unchangea-

ble, everlasting truth: to whom be glory for-

ever and ever.
warmness too evidently to be seen and felt

around them. These can say, in measure,

with Nehemiah to his fellow Jews: "Ye see

the distress that we are in," &c., when view-

ing the changes by t_he removal of ancient
j^ ^ ^1^^^,^ ^i^ ^^.^i^,,,

land-marks, and ot the innovations tliut so
j,fy fHend.s would look upon my quiet face

abound. But may these remember that the Before they laid it in its resting place,

God of Israel still lives; and that "in the And deem tliat death had left it ahnost fair,

Lord Jehovah is everlasting strength." His 'And laying snow-white Howers against my hair,

arm is not shortened that it cannot f^e,]^:^^^^!'^^^.^^^''"
neither his tender mercy withdrawn ii'om

^pj^g,. ,,^„jg ..^ g^^pty and so cold to-nighi!

those who seek, and fear, and put their trust

in Him. With Moses, maj- these endure asj If I should die to-night,

seoino- Him who is invisible. With Elijah, i

My friends wonld call to mind, with loving thought,

may^their f^ith bo renewed and be fteacU|-e ^ind.y deed th^^

When the brook
. E^^^nds on w

'IF I SHOULD DIE TO-NIGHT.'

.ght;

-r, . „T-, , , , t^-ijuj^ iiv...i,.^ ..v^»^ V..W .»^^-.^.. .^t--- had said;
fast in the Eternal Arm. When the brook g^^^nds on wliich the willing feet had sped.

Cherith—whither by the command of the xhe memory of my selfishness and pride,

Lord he had been sent—dried up, because of. My hasty words would all be put aside,

the great drought, he, with unfailing reliance, And so I should be loved and mourned to-night,

as instructed, went unto Sarepta, and, through

power from on high, was instrumental in

saving the life of a poor widow and her son,

with that of bis own.
Watchfulness unto prayer, and faithfulness Would look upon me as of yore perchance,

to a power that is almighty, is all that is re- ^nd soften in the old famihar way,

.
i, TT- . '^

I

'

'

;For who would war with dumb unconscious clay?
quired. His power is above every power,

go I might rest, forgiven of all to-night.

The Lord on high is mightier than the noise

of many waters, yea than the mighty waves
of the sea. " There is no restraint to the

Lord to save by many or by few." Thej'^

that trust in Hi

If I should die to-night.

Even hearts estranged would turn once more to i

Recalling other days remorsefully.

The eyes that chill me with averted glance.

O friends, I pray to-night.

Keep not your kisses for my dead, cold brow.

The way is lonely, let me feel them now.

, ,1 , . , iTIiink gently of me, I am travel worn,
Bhall not W-ant any good ij^j^ faltering feet are pierced with many a thorn,

thing; and He shall save the souls of the porgive! O heart estranged, forgive, I plead
;

needy. He delivei-ed .Touah from the depths
1
Wlien dreamless rest is mine, I .shall not need

of the sea ;
Daniel from the lion's den ; and The tenderness for which I long to-night

his three afflicted servants from the burning

fiery furnace. So that well might the Psalmist

exclaim :
" Who ever trusted in the Lord and

was confounded?"
Then whatever Ho, the Lord of Sabaoth,

may permit to come upon his lowly, suffering

seed ;
whatever trials, crosses, baptisms, or

cups of affliction ; may these in all their sor-

rows and tribulations, but desire to keep near

to Him ; to live more for, and to, and in Him
;

to walk in humility and contrition of soul be-

fore Him ;
saying, " Oh, for a closer walk with

God," &c. To such will these scriptures be

-LitteU's Living Age.

THE OLD FARM.

Out in the meadows the farm-house lies,

Old and gray, and fronting the west,

Many a swallow thither flies

Twittering under the evening skies,

In the old chimney builds her nest.

Ah I how the sounds make our old hearts swell.

Send them again on an eager quest

;

Bid the sweet winds of heaven tell,

Those we have loved so long and well,

Come again home to the dear old nest.

When the gray evening, cool and still.

Hushes the brain and heart to rest,

Memory comes with a joyous thrill,

Brings the young children back at will.

Calls them all home to the gray old nest.

Patient we wait till the golden morn
Rises on our weariness half-confessed

;

Till, with the chill and darkness gone,

Hope shall arise with another dawn.
And a new day to the sad old nest.

Soon shall we see all the eager East,

Bright with the Day-Star, at Heaven's behest,

Soon, from the bondage of clay released,

Rise to the Palace, the King's" own feast.

Birds of flight from the last year's nest.—Christian Union.

Selected.

PRETTY IS THAT PRETTY DOES. Jj

The spider wears a plain brown dress, I
And she is a steady spinner, 1
To see her, quiet as a mouse,]

Going about her silver house,

You would never, never, never guess

The way she gets her dinner.

She looks as if no thought of ill

In all her life had stirred her

;

^
But while she moves with careful tread,

And while she spins her silken thread,

She is planning, planning, planning still

The way to do some murder.

My child, who reads this simple lay.

With eyes down dropped and tender.

Remember the old proverb says

That pretty is that pretty does;

And that worth does not go or stay

For poverty or splendor.

'Tis not the house, and not the dress.

That makes the saint or sinner.

To see the spider sit and spin,

Strut with her webs of silver in.

You would never, never, never guess

The w.ay she gets her dinner.

Extracts from letters of E. W., written

some of his friends and relatives, and who, n

are comforted in believing, made a peacef

and happy end, and is at rest "in the Lord

He died aged 23 years, at New York, 7th va

25th, 1866.

Extract fi-om letter dated 11th mo. 15t

1865:
" Thanks be to a kind and overruling Pr

vidonce. When I was almost lost forever,i

gentle hand was extended to lead me back

reason and reflection.

" In the quiet of midnight, while tearsi

penitence moistened my pillow, I cried un

God from the depth of "my heart for forgi^i

ness; and I think I can truly say, I w;

pointed to the atonement made for sin—

|

the ' Lamb of God, who taketh away the si

of the world,' and given to feel that as I el

ercise true faith in Him, my heart will, ij

deed, be made clean in the sight of God.
may my faith be increased; and may I il

ceive strength to resist temptation in futui|

and to walk in the right way."

Extract from letter dated 6th mo. 5t

1866:

"I wish thee had come down to Year
Meeting. We arc having such a good tine

S. B. and another minister were at our houf

and some other Friends, one evening (durii

the sessions of the meeting), and a minist

requested ' that vve might have a little silenc

and she and S. B. spoke very feelinglj- ; ai

I have to own with deep feelings of gratitud
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at under tlioir influence my lieart has onci

ore in mercy been softened, and I bav(
len led atrain to the feet of Jesus."

Extract from letter dated mo. 5th.

"It seems to me that the %'ie\vs of Friends
6 founded in eternal Truth

;
and as the

3mbers arc alive to their importance, and
8k for ability to live up to them, they must
read, and the Society increase in strength
d in numbers.
"Let us not desire to press forward in our
ra way, but in all things prayerfully ask
at the will of our Heavenly Father miiy lie

ide known to us, by the gentle leadings of

3 Holy Spirit.
•' I hope I may ever keep near to the dear
deemer, and be preserved from all that is

itrary to his holy will."

Extract from letter dated 7th mo. Sth,

36:

'I have regretted exceedingly that I have
,3ted so much precious time in seeking af-

' the trifling pleasures of this world, which
jnow too well by expei-ience, only endure
t for a moment, and do not satisfy.

'Oh, how much better is it to devote our
,ention to those things which belong to

irnity—to know of our own sinful luitures

ng subdued, and our wills made submissive
all thing.s, to Him whose right it is to rule

the hearts of his children. As we come to

8, and realize our own nothingness and in-

lity to do any good thing, but for the love

1 mercy of God in Christ Jesus, we will be
.de to realize that peace which the world
inot give, neither can it take away.
Does it not behoove all of us young Friends
lO are making an outward profession of
ristianity, to'bring these thoughts close

one to ourselves, and seek to know our
ty. If this was more and more our con-

n, would not the Society increase in life

1 strength ? And would not others be

de to see that our principles are nearest to

! simple, pure religion of Jesus, and led to

fi in profession with us?
'I hope for myself, and for all, that we may
e these things our serious attention; and
this is the case, I trust a brighter day will

.vn for the Society."

1 Glasgow Factory Soy.—Just above the
arves of Glasgow, on the banks of the
rde, there once lived a factory boy whom
will call Davie. At the age of ten, he

;ered a cotton factory as "piecer." He
s employed from six in the morning till

ht at night. His parents were very poor,

1 he well knew that his must be a boyhood
very hard labor. But then and there, in

t buzzing f'aetorjr, he resolved that he
uld ol)tain an education, and would be-

ne an intelligent man. With his very first

ek's wages be purchased Ruddiman's Budi-
its of Latin. He then entered an evening-

ool, which met between the hours of eight

I ten. He paid the expenses of instruction

; of his own hard earnings. At the age of

teen he could read Virgil and Horace as

dily as the pupils of English grammar-
lOols.

.ie next begun a course of self-instruction,

the factory, he had been advanced from a

iecer" to a spinning-jenny. He brought
books to the factory, and placing one of

them on the "jenny," with the lesson open
before him, he diviLled his attention between
the running of the spindles and the rudiments
of knowledge. He now began to aspire l<i

become a preacher and a mi'ssionary, and \n

devote his life in some self-sacrificing way li.

the good of mankind. He entered (ilas-.iw

University. He knew that he musi \v(.rl<

his way; but he also knew the power ..i

resolution: and ho was willing to make al si

any sacritic-o t<, o-aiii Ihe md. lie woikcl at

the cotton-spinning in il,.. suninirr. lived

frugally, and applie.l his savings to his eolleg.'

studies in the winter. He completed the
alloited course, and at the close was able to
sa\-. with praiseworthy pi-ide ;

" I never had a
farthing that I did not cam."

That boy was Dr. David Livingstone.

—

Baptist Courier.

For " The Friend."

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.

CHRISTOPHER HEALY.

The interesting and encouraging account
recently published in "The Friend" of the
last sickness and closing scenes nftho life of
that remarkable man, Cliiistoplier llealy,

brings to mind tuo |.assages in his life w hii'li

it is thought are fratiglit with instriiel ion (o

survivors. There is no doubt wliate\ei-. that

the more thoroughly and entirely we are ena
liled to give up our own wills, and bee e suli

ject to thie Divine VYill, the more ju'i-leei will

be our own happiness, and the more elleciual

our efforts to promote the spread of the doe-;

trines of Truth in the world, and consequently
increasing the happiness of others. In this hu-
mility of spirit and sincere desire to be faith-

ful under all circumstances, it is thought the
power which attended the life and ministry
of this dear Friend consisted. Some j-ct liv-

ing can I'ecall his remarkable conversational
powers, how he would enlist the undi\idei|

attention of a large company, both oMei' and
younger, frequently relating some of his ,,\vii

religious experience; how he had been lielp

ed through many trials and dillieull i.^. and
with what weapons he had been furnished to

oppose error, and enabled to set forth the
Truth in its beaulilul sinijilieity

;
thus, warm-

ing with his sufij<'et, and leeling the power of
Divine authority, he would ]iass with a mel-
lowetl voice, almost im]ierceptibl_y, from con-
versation to preaching, rteeom])aiiied by an
influence that impressed the whole company
with solemnity.
On one occasion, it is understood, he asked

and obtained leave to visit Women's Yearly
Meeting during one of its sessions. After
taking his seat, and waiting some time in si-

lence, nothing presenlinii- lo his mind to com-
municate, he fell hini-elri-eleased, and return-

ed to .Mens .Meelin-. 'I'lii- exjiosure to re-

mark, and ])erlia|js erilieisni, was ]irobably
very Irvine- ,,, the natural ].art. but C. H. af-

terwards related, thai he lliouu,hl he was as

well paid for that ser\ H'e as almost anytbinu'

he ever did. If appeared I hat about I he I i me
of his visit to \Von,ei,\ M e. ting, l here had
been considerable discussion, and perhaps
some wordy communications, leading to un-

settlement, but on Christopher's entrance a

comfortable silence spread over the meeting,
which continued, not only while he was pre-

sent, but after he left ; anil it appeared as if he
nright have been sent in to show the value of

true waiting to know the will of the ilost

Hiirh in conductino; the affairs of the Church.

On another occasion C. II. had a minute to
visit and appoint meetings within the limits
of Concord Quarterly Meeting, A meeting
had been ajipoinfed a't his i'e(|rfest on a week-
day allernooii at quite a -mall ISaptist house
on the I'hihidelphia road near .Milltown. The
\veatlier proved to be Wet, and very few at-
ii'M.led.

. peihaps not more than 6 or 8 beside
iho.e w ho aeeonipanied C). So discouraging
did things hjuk to the natural eye, that the
query arose: Is it worth while for C. H. to
speak to so small a companj-? But it was
not for him to choose. He d"id speak, and, it-

appears, so effectually, as to lead to the awak-
ening and conversion of at least one human
soul. Years afterwards, a man owning a farm
in the vicinity, who had become a consistent
member of the Baptist persuasion, told a
Friend, that it was at that little meeting under
Christopher Healy's ministry, his mi'nd was
eftectually awakened, and he led to seek for
the eteriK^l safety of his never-dying soul.
He continued a consistent religious' man until
death, setting a good example to others in his
neighborhood. "Thus wc may see that it is

not for man to choose time oV place, when to
speak, or when to keep silence

; hut in all hu-
mility endeavor to know the Divine Hand to
put forth, direct and govern us in all things;
and then we may safely leave the result to
llim who knoweth the end from the begin-
ning, and who hath said, "So shall my word
be that goeth forth out of my mouth, it shall
not return unto me void, biit it shall accom-
plish that which I please, and it shall prosper
in the thing whereto I sent it."—Isaiah Iv. 11.

Ministerial Offerings—Yearly Meeting.

The sacrifices of old whicdi were of a sweet-
smelling savour unto the Lord, were made by
tire. The apostle testified, "Woo is unto me
if I preaeli nol the go-pel." While it is well
lo be (piiek of njideistanding, and instant in
season in ofiedieiice to power from on high, it

IS also well to know our ministerial sacrifices
lo be purified by the Lord's fire which is in
Zion, and to feel the "woe" in the exercise of
these intlnential and responsible gifts.

John ( 'hui-ehuuin, in allusion to a meeting
he attended, says : "I thought the beauty and
solemnity of the meeting were a little marred
by one Friend speaking too long

; to begin in
the life and conclude in the power and life, is

becoming a minister of the gospel.

In these large meetings," he continues, "as
on all other such occasions, it is necessary in

order for a proper qualification to minister
to the people; humbly to wait to know the
inward life and baptizing virtue of the Spirit
and power of Jesus Christ, our all in all, with-
out whose help we can never do bis work to
his praise, but instead of gathering the flock,

we shall minister to their scattering from the
true place of feeding."

In connection with the foregoing, it is well
to have the jmi-e mind otfeii stirred in the
line orie-li, ies lik.' the loll, .win- from tho

hee.l to I he iniine.liate inspi ral ioiMjf f he Holy
Spirit in all our religious obligations and ex-
ercises, and especially that of the ministry.
He writes: "Should I never again have an
opportunity to tell thee, I now do it with
great sincerity, that it is ray belief, that the
inward revelation of the will of God to man
by the operation of his Holy Spirit, is tho
only ground of hope of having our under-
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standings opened, availingly to 8ce into thelcompetition, asserted that the presence of the

Jews in England would reduce them and the

whole country to penury.
A full discussion of the question was de-

manded, and towards the middle ofDecember,
1655, Cromwell summoned to Whitehall all

who, in his judgment, were most interested

in the matter, and invited them to debate it

fully in his presence. A meeting was thus
convened, which lasted four days, and argu-

ments chiefly remarkable for their prolixity,

were advanced on either side of the contro-

versj'. But at the end of the fourth day, the

speakers had arrived at no decision, and
Cromwell dismissed them in disgust. He
had, however, settled the question in his own
mind, and by his own authority the execu-
tion of the chief laws against the Jews to a

resettlement in England were relaxed, and no
further obstacle placed in the way of their

return.

—

Jewish Chronicle.

mystery of the redeeming love of God, in and
through Jesus Christ our Lord. It is only by
a due submission to this inwardly revealed

will, that we can perceive and feel the ad-

vantage and efficacy of the sacritice of our

dear Eedeemer on Calvary's mount, where I

believe He tasted death for ever}- man. Z.

4th mo. 8th, 1882.

The Return of the Jews to England.

Some of our readers may not be awai'e that

at the same time of }-ear at which the events

that are celebrated by the Feast of Hanucah
took place, an event occurred in Anglo-Jewish
history, which, for its after results, must be

reckoned by the Jews of modern Europe as

only secondary in importance to the victory

of the Maccabees.
In the closing weeks of 1655, the first and

chief step was taken for the repeal of that de-

cree of banishment which, for almost four cen-

turies, had practically excluded the Jews from
settling in England.
By no means the least singular feature of

English history in the seventeenth century is

the firm hold which the spirit of Ihe Jewish
Scriptures took of the minds of the great body
of the nation. The Puritan party saw, in

fact, in all that passed around them, a repeti-

tion, or an after-shadowing of the leading

events of Old Testament history. It was,

Lost Children.—A missionarj^'s wife in the
Indian Territory writes : "Last week our lit-

tle ones strayed from home and were lost in

the woods. A posse of men, sent out with
horns to hunt them, found them all up in one
tree, twenty feet from the ground, out of the

way of the wolves. They said, ' We prayed
God to keep the wildcats away; the tree

would keep us from the wolves.' They could

, , ^, ,
hear the wolves all around, but not one scream

therefore, only natural that some ot them of the wildcats. What an anxious day and
should view with hoi-ror the indignities With' -

which the Jews—the chosen people of God

—

had been treated in modern times, and should
desire to make them some sort of reparation.

Historical readers will remember with what
keen interest the Republic of Holland watch-
ed from across the Channel the course of
events in England during the civil wars, and
it was not, therefore, long before the Jews of

Amsterdam—many of whom taking rank
among the most cultivated scholars of the
day, corresponded with the leading men of

most of the countries of Europe—had their

attention directed to the displays of Hebraic
sympathy of which- England was at the time
the scene. One of the rabbis of the town

—

Menassah ben Israel—had long sought to se-

cure for his brethren permission to resettle in

England, which, in spite of its internal di.ssen-

sions, was clearly giving promise of the pros-

])erous career that it has since run.

The elevation ofCromwell to the Protector-
ship thus gave the Dutch rabbi a golden op-
portunity for securing his great object, and he
did not allow it to escape him. A passport
was readily procured forhim and afewfriends,
and, in the October of 1665, Menasseh ben
Israel arrived in London. On gaining an au-
dience of Cromwell, he presented him with
a petition begging the repeal of all the exist-

ing laws against the Jews.
The rabbi's visit attracted much attention,

and the Protector's decision was awaited on
all sides with anxiety. But in spite of the
opposition which the new temper of the
times raised up against the old anti-Semitic
prejudices, they were far from being extinct.

There were many men whose devotion to
their own form of religious belief had degen-
erated into little more than a burning hatred
for all who doubted its authoritj^, and they
loudly and blindly declared that Cromwell's
assent to Menasseh's request would bring in

its train the ruin of the Christian religion in

England. The merchants, fearing increased

part of the night I passed, so helpless to help

them ! My continued cry was unto Him who
has said, 'Call on me in trouble.' And how
mercifully they were preserved ! Two weeks
ago a man and bo3' left their immigrant wa-

gon at the camp-fire to go into the woods for

game to cook for their family, and have not
been seen since."

—

Selected.

Religious Items, &c.

Source of True Spiritual Knowledge.—Of the
way in which one must acquire a knowledge
of Divine things. President Robinson says :

—

" He may know the Scri|itures in their ori-

ginal tongues, and be able to explain them
with historical and grammatical accuracy;
but without spiritual discernment—a discern-

ment that can be imparted only by the om-
niscient Spirit through whom the Scriptures
were given—he never can understand or in-

terpret aright their real and intrinsic mean-
ing.

" There is no way of understanding moral
and religious truth like that of complete sur-

render of ourselves to its power. No one
knows the ocean, till he has crossed it ; nor
the Alps, till he has climbed them. No one
knows Christ, till he has communed with Him

;

nor his truth, till he has felt its power within
himself

" Ours is a preeminently skeptical age. An
atmosphere of religious distrust pervades liter-

ature and society. It enfeebles the souls of
men like a malarial poison. Preachers, them-
selves, are affected by it. The only true anti-

dote—the real prophylactic against the poison
—is in an unaffected and ever deepening sub-
mission of the whole being to the personal
Christ and his truth. Read as we will, and
reason as we may, the conclusive evidence,
after all, for the divine authority of our holy
religion is that it finds us and renews us at
the centre of our bein^;.

—

Eobinson's Lectures.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Fossil Ivory. — That Egyptian muiumi
should have become merchandize in tht

later days is not more strange than that t

" whirligig of time should have brought t

fossil ivory of Northern Asia into coinmerc
competition with the tusks of Indian a

African elephants. It is stated by forei|

journals that one result of the impetus whi
the success of Professor Nordeuskjold's ex|

dition in the Vega has already given to tra

with Northern Asia will undoubtedly' be ;

increase in the supplies of fossil ivory whii

annually find their way into the Englii

market. A very large proportion of the ivo

used in the industrial arts is the produce
the preglacial era, consisting of the tusks
mammoths which swarmed over what a

now the steppes of Northern Asia, and bath(

in the Yenesei, the Obi, and other great rive

of that continent, in whose banks they a

now buried, or in whose waters they are no
frozen. A mild winter or a hot summer i

leases large numbers of the fossil bones ai

tusks of these animals, whose entire bodi

are, indeed, sometimes exposed to view, ofti

being kept in a state of perfect preservatic

for ages in the condition in which they we
suddenly ov«rwhelmed by the descent of gl

ciers from the North. The heavy floo.

caused by the melting of snow and ice durii

the warmer months of the year, wash dovi

these relics ofa former geological epoch, whi(

are thereupon collected and brought to B
rope to be made into handles of knives ai

forks, and into various articles for the use

the people of the nineteenth centurj-. Indi

Ceylon and Africa are consequently direct

interested in the I'esults of recent geograpl
cal research in a part of the world who
existing climate is the very reverse of oi

own; for an additional supply of mammol
ivory from Siberia means a reduction in tl

market value ofthe tusks of the smaller repr

sentatives of the extinct monsters.
The ivory of India and Africa is, howevt

superior in whiteness and uniformity of te

ture to the fossil variety, and this fact w
always insure a demand for it in the man
facture of certain classes of goods.

—

Bosh
Journal of Chemistry.

Moisture in Air.—An important property
air is that as it becomes warmer it absorbs wat
or vapor of water, and hides it within itse<

so to speak ; as it cools it gives out the wat
again. The air in a room 20 feet square ar,

10 feet high, when heated from 32 deg. to on
the temperate heat of 70 deg., secretes with
itself 3 and 1-5 pints of water. A current
warm air, when cooled by any means, as Ij

meeting a current of cold air, gives out i'

secreted moisture ; the little water atoms giv<

out become visible in the form of clouds, ai

when there is much water thus let loose tl

little drops unite until so heavy as to fall doM
as rain. So the warm air gathers up from tl

earth's surface myriads of watery particle

carries them heavenward, hidden, unseen,
its vast storehouse, until it chances to I

cooled, and then, it drops the particles ba(

in rain—or snow, if cold enough to freeze tl

drops.

—

American Agriculturist.

Australian Snakes.— A correspondent
" Land and Water" relates some interestir

particulars concerning Australian snakes ai

their peculiarities. Among the largest is tl

carpet-snake, or boa, which grows to be t«
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f a dozen, even eighteen feet long, and as
lick as a man's leg, is destructive to j^oultiy,
uggish by day, nocturnal in its habits, and
f harmless bite. Most of the blacksnakes
i-e highly venomous, and one, with a scarlet
3lly, is very handsome and active. The color
"snakes depends upon the season when thej-

lange their skins. During the hot season
16 reptile is far brighter'in tint, and far
ore active and poisonous, than when the
mperature is low. The color also varies
ueh with the habitat. Thus, the death-adder
nearly red in a red-soil country, black and
ay in black soil, and brown on sand, and is

:ceedingly sluggish, trusting to the adapta-
3n of his color to the ground he crawls upon
r safety. N^othing is more remarkable about
akes than their extraordinary faculty of
aking themselves invisible. A large carpet-
ake can hardly be seen, as he lies along a
anch or coiled motionless in the fork of a
38 whose bark exactly matches his skin in
lor. The green tree-snakes are invisible
long foliage. " Take your eye for a nio-
3nt from a snake among bushes or grass,
d you will hardly ever see him again."
vo 3'ellow snakes lived in the correspond-
t's house, among the rafters or in the lin-

^8 of the walls, (where their presence was
^own by the casts of their skins which they
't,) for two years,without being seen or heard,
'idence of the existence of great numbers of
seen snakes is afforded bj^ the multitude of
icks, which may be seen in the dust of a
id following along a water-course. Snakes
dom advance to attack a man, but gener-

Y try to get away from him, and go toward
n onl3' when he is between them and their
ice of refuge. The Australian snakes, even
5 most venomous, can not fairly be called
ngerous. The correspondent never knew
rsonally of a case of a bite fatal to human
!, though he has often seen the reptiles coil

imselves round the legs of horses and
Hocks, " with strong presumption in every
le of a bite," but never knew of any injuri-

3 result. Many cats and dogs, however,
rn to kill .snakes, " but almost always fall

tims to over-confidence in themselves;" and
» blacks eat all sorts, whether venomous or
t, provided they kill the former kind thera-
ves.

—

Popular Science Monthly,
''ndermining the Health.—Dr. Andrew Clark,
an address, published in the Lancet, states
it after having carefully observed one of
) greatest hospitals in London for a quarter
a, century, he had come to the deliberate
iclusion, that in seven cases out often the
eases of the patients were owing to alcoho-
drinks—not to drunkenness, but to the
slant undermining process. Three-fourths
;he disorders of fashionable life arise from
ohol

; and when he came to consider the

the men found it necessary to go. These trees
were met in halfa dozen localities, are perfect,
and, if proper machinery was used, could be
unearthed nearly or quite whole,

Capturing Hornets with Chlorofor7n.—JameB
T. Bell's account in the Canadian Entomolo-
gist, of the ea,sy capture of hornets, may pos-
sibly serve as a useful hint in an emergency.
The nest was found in a stump during a walk
in the forest.

"A few days after, taking advantage of a
cool morning, I sent my two boys to the
woods with a small bottle of chloroform and
a hard-rubber syringe. They injected about
a drachm of the liquid into the hole, and
threw a handkerchief over the entrance. In
about tive minutes they opened up the nest,
when they found the insects in a perfect state
of slum ber.

—

Scientific American.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 1.5, 1882.

An anonymous correspondent refers to the
passage quoted from Peter's epistle, in " The
Friend" of 4th mo. 1st. "Ye are a royal
priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar people."
The latter phrase is rendered in the new ver-
sion, " a people for God's own possession." Wj-
clif ti-anslates it, "a people of purchasynge;"
Cranraer, -'a people whych ai-e wonne;" the
Rheims version, " a purchased people;" and
A. Purver, "a people obtained." The idea
conveyed by the text appears to be, that they
belong to the Lord and are his property or
possession. This was probably the meaning
designed to be conveyed in the authorized
version, by the words, "a peculiar people,"
for the word peculiar, in its primary sense,
means that which is (lie ]]i'iv:itr ur cxcliisive
property of one, uml not i'(jrniii<jn to iiuiny.

They who arc truly peculiar in this sense,
that is, are servants of the Lord, will also be-
come peculiar in its secondary meaning of
singular, or unlike others; for they cannot
walk with the multitudes of the world in
those ways which are not pleasing to the
Lord to whom they belong; but will be con-
cerned to walk in the footsteps of the flock of
Christ's companions.

for those whose want of time or inclination
would not permit them to peruse the una-
bridged treatise. It is issued in the same
style as the Passages from G. Fox's Journal
and Writings, and makes a neat and attrac-
tive-looking volume of 294 pages. Eetail
price, 50 cents.

The near approach of our Yearly Meeting,
which commences on the I7th inst., brings
with it varied feelings. The pleasure of
mingling in social intercourse with beloved
friends who will be assembled of one accord
in one place, presents strong attractions to
manjr

; especially when a hope is felt of par-
taking with them in the extendings of heav-
enly consolation and instruction, which have
often made these annual gatherings seasons
to be remembered with thankfulness.
Some are sensible of an exercise of spirit

and earnest concern that the Lord, who pre-
sides over tbo assemblies of his people, may
extend lii> |,r.-.,Tviii-- jiuwcr, to restraiiTtEe
for\v:u-(l. (o -iiTii-theii tlio weak, to give cour-
age to thf riiint-hcurtcd, and wisdom to the
counsellors

;
so that his own blessed cause may

be promoted. We believe that this exercise
is felt by some of the younger members, as
well as those more advanced" in years; and as
we are willing to abide under it, a blessing
will assuredly rest on the heads of such,
whether they see the desires of their souls
fully satisfied or not. " Blessed is the man
that trusteth in the Lord, and whose hope
the Lord is."

^

Among the books lately placed in.our
Store, is one entitled " Views of Christian
Doctrine held by the Religious Society of
Friends, being passages taken from Barclay's
Apology, with the desire on the part of the
Editor to jiresent in smaller compass, but
changed, the tnillis srt lorth in his work, and
some of his aru,uincnts in their support." It
has been preparcil by the same Friend who

[Sequences to posterity of the transmission ISO satisfactorily abridged the Journal of
hereditary taint, he sometimes felt in- George Fox, as issued a few months since

As in the case of that book, no new matter
has

led to give up his profession, that he might
ach a crusade against the enemies of the
Tian race.

In Agate Forest.— The Northwestern Lum-
man states that workmen on the Denver
INew Orleans Railroad, while within from
3nty to thirty-five miles of Denver, Col.,

ween Cherry and Running Creeks, en-
mtered a somewhat remarkable obstruc-
a to their further progress, consisting of a
fied forest. The ti-ees are all petrified and
itized, of various sizes, and are buried at
kths of from ten to twenty feet, as deep as

been introduced. The omissions are
largely composed of the testimonies of the
ancient Fathers and other writers quoted by
R. Barclay in support of his positions ; of the
objections made to his doctrines and the re-
plies to those objections

; and of some of the
arguments which seemed more needful in the
age when the original work was published
than at the present time. It is not designed
to be a substitute for the entire work, but a
clear statement of our doctrines as expressed
by Robert Barclay, in a more condensed form,

SUMM.\RY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The President has vetoed the

Chinese bill. An attempt to pa.ss the measuie over the
n the Senate, failed for want of the requisite two-

third.s vote.

Senator Saunders has introduced a bill appropriating
$20,000,000, to be invested in U. S. bonds and held in
trust for the Wicliita, Caddo and otlier affiliated tribes
of Indians, interest to be paid them semi-annuallv, in
consideration of the relinquishment by them of their
right to about 40,000,000 acres of land contained within
a tract in the Indian Territory and Kansas, which was
their original home.

Majority and minority reports from the Committee
on Territories, advocating and opposing the adini-ssion
of Dakota as a_ State, have been pre.seuted to the Senate.
The territory is now free from debt, and the treasury
contains $33,.500.

Information lias been received by the Department of
State that all the American citizens held as prisoners
in Ireland had been released except three.

It is believed at the Treasury Department that the
surplus revenue will warrant the calling in of Sl5,000,-
000 in bonds each month hereafter. No call will be
made of the continued fives until all of the continued
sixes have been called.

So far in 1882, the imports in the port of New York
have been $137,217,853, while during the same period
of 1881 they were but$114,929,719—an import increase
of $22,288,134. The exports for the first fourteen weeks
of 1881 were $99,982,687—while for the same period in
1882 they are reported at $82,726,830—a decrease of
exports in the corresponding term of this year of $17,-
255,857. Excess of imports over exports for fourteen
weeks of 1882, $54,491,023.
General Pope has left Fort Leavenworth for the In-

dian Territory, and the Secretary of the Interior has
ordered the agents at the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Agen-
cies to furnish necessary supplies to the destitute In-

This, it is believed, will remove all cause for
the threatened outbreak.
Governors McEneiy, of Louisiana, Lowry, of Missis-

sippi, and Churchill, of Arkansas, have written to the
New York Herald in relation to the Mississippi floods.
Gov. McEnery says that in fourteen parishes of his
State, containing a total population of 179,623, more
than 75,000 persons are sufl^erers from tbe overflow.
The flood will extend to the lower Atchafalaya country,
and new breaks are threatened from Concordia to the
Gulf, which may submerge the greater part of the sugar
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plantations. The three Governors agree in the opinion

that the States suffering from the overflow are nnable

to meet the emergency, that aid must come from out-

side, and that the General Government should rebuild

the levees. The Mississippi river was reported tailing

from Cairo to New Orleans, but the reports from the

lower parishes of Louisiana continue very unfavorable.

In Morgan, all the baker shops and the market house

have been closed by the flood. One stall has been

opened in the railway depot. In Centreville the water

is "waist deep in the front streets." At New Iberia

the water has risen five inches in the last twenty-four

hours. Nearly all of Iberville Parish is under water.

The towns of Morgan City and Pattersonville are flood-

ed, the water in the latter ph\ce being one foot deep.

A cyclone on Fifth-day night, in Michigan, killed

towards the Tripolithree persons and injured four others, one fatally, in

Assyria township, Barry county. It was the third visi-

tation of the kind in that township within two years.

The damage in Kalamo and Carmel townaliips, Eaton

county, is estimated at over $50,000. Most of the

houses at Fort Riley, Kansas, were demolished by a

tornado on the same night. Many persons were injured,

and the loss of property is $25,000.

For the week ending 4th month 8th, there were 426

deaths in Philadelphia, as compared with 439 for the foreign products.

patrolled all night by an armed guard, who are pro-

vided with dogs to aid in the search for explosives and

assassins.

Parnell was released at six o'clock on the morning of

the 10th, and took the train for Kingstown at 6.30 on

his way to England. His release is on parole for a

week, in order to enable him to visit a sister in Paris,

whose child has just died.

The sardine has disappeared from the coast of Brit-

tany, where it used to bring the fishermen an annual

revenue of 15,000,000f.

News has been received from Gabes that nearly all

the insurgents in the south of Tunis will take refuge in

Tripolitan territory. The Constantinople semi-oHicial

newspaper El Jawaib says: The Porte has received a

despatch announcing a movement of French troops

frontier. This i spir doubts

of the value of the pacific declarations of France. The
Porte proposes to raise the eflTective force of Turkish
troops in Tripoli to 80,000.

A meeting in Madrid, organized by a deputation of

Catalonian workmen, denounced free trade, and de-

clared that the treaty of commerce between France and
Spain would be ruinous to Spanish industry, which the

Government ought to foster by imposing high duties on

previous week, and 429 for the corresponding week ofi Berlin, 4th mo. 5th.—A meeting of detectives nao

last year. The number of males was 217, of females , held on Second-day to consider the best means of sever-

209. There were 64 deaths from consumption, 54 from
j

ing the German Socialists from the Nihilists.

pneumonia, 21 from convulsions, 17 from old age, 16 A despatch to Reuter's Telegram Company, from St.

from typhoid fever, 14 from marasmus, and 11 each Petersburg, says an Imperial ukase has been published

from diphtheria and small-pox. stating that, in deference to the wish of Prince Gort-

Markels, i6c.— U. S. 3|'s, lOlf a 103|; 4J's, 116 ; 4's, schakofl^ the Czar has relieved him of the functions of

119J ; currency 6's, 132.' Minister of Foreign Affairs, on account of shattered

Cotton.—Prices remain about the same as last quoted, health and advancing years.

.Sales of middlings are reported at 12J- a 12J cts. perlb. Prince Gortschakoff still retains the dignity of Im
for uplands and New Orleans.

|

perial Chancellor and Member of the Council of the

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7} cts. for export, and Empire. Upon the Imperial rescript, which was de-

8 cts. per gallon for home use.
|

livered to Prince Gortschakoff, the Czar wrote with his

Flour is in moderate request and firm. Sales of 3000 own hand :
" With the sincere esteem of your grateful

barrels, including Minnesota extras, at $7 a ff7.25 for Alexander."

clear, and at $7.2'5 a *7.50 for straight; Pennsylvania! In a second ukase, De Giers is appointed Minister of

extra family at *6 a J6.25 ; western do. do. at $6.75 a Foreign Affairs.

$7.50, and patents at S7.75 a $8.50. Rye flour is firm The London Standard's Berlin correspondent s.ays,

at $4.75 a $5 per bbl. the appointment of De Giers as Minister of Foreign

Grain.—Wheat was in fair demand and prices were Aifiirs of Russia, is viewed as an eminenlly pacific

a fraction higher. Sales of 3500 bushels red at #1.41 a' .symptom, and will do more to restore confidence regard-

S1.42, and arulier for grain depot at »1.44. Rye.— ing the intention and policy of Ru.ssia than all the

Pennsylvania is worth 89 cts. Corn is excited and friendly assurances which have hitherto been received

higher. Sales of 9000 bushels, including yellow, at 86 from St. Petersburg.

up to 88 cents; mixed at 86 a 87 J cts., and steamer ati Bitterly cold weather and hard fronts now prevailing

86i cts. Oats are active and higher. Sales of 10,000 throughout Lower Austria, Hungary and Roumania,
bushels including white, at 63 a 65 cents, and rejected will, it is feared, greatly injure the crops. Fruit trees,

and mixed at 61 a 62 cents. I vines and young wheat in Roumania are almost en-

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 4th mo. tirely destroyed.

8th, 1882.— Loads of hay, 187 ; loads of straw, 45.! Count Taafe, president of the Austrian Council and
Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.25 Minister of the Interior, has issued positive orders for-

to $1.35 per 100 pounds ; mixed, $1.15 a $1.25 per 100 bidding all meeiings avowedly for the purpose of anti

pounds; Straw, 80 to 90 cts. per 100 pounds.
|
Semitic demonstrations.

Beef cattle were dull, owing to the high views of the Governin

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

A Stated Meeting of the Committee having cbargf

the Boarding School at Westtown, will be held

Philadelphia on Seventh-day, the 15lh inst., at 2.30 P.

\Vm. Evan-s,

4th mo. 1882. Clerk

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

The Summer Session opens on Second day, the

of Fifth month.

Conveyances will be at the Street Road Stati

1 Second and Thirddiiys, the 1st and 2nd of Fi

month, to meet the trains that leave the Broad I

Depot of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
Philadelphia, at 7.28, 9.25 and 11.13 A. M., and 2.25 f.

4.55 p. M.

J8®" Pupils must procure their tickets to the Str

Road Station on the first floor of the Broad St. De
before going up to the .second floor to take the tra

These tickets MUST be paid for at the time, as

system of issuing tickets to the pupils and charg

them to the School, has been discontinued by the Ri

road Company.~©a

The Annual Meeting of "The Tempsrance Assoc

tion of Friends of Philadelphia," will be held in

Twelfth St. Meeting hou.se, on Fourth-day eveni

4th mo. 19th, at 8 o'clock.

A general attendance of Friends is cordially invil

William C. Allen, Sa

WANTED
In Seventh month next, a Friend aged 25 or m

years, as governess to children under 14. One V

would assist in their trainin'5, and share the duties i

responsibilities of a family.

Apply with references to C. Jacob, West Grt

Chester Co., Penna.

The Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the Indian .

Association of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meeti

will be held at Arch Street Meeting-house, Phila

on Fifth-day, 4th mo. 20th, 1882, at 8 p. M.

Friends generally are invited to attend.

Richard Cadbury, Clm

FRIEND.S' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty third Ward,) Philadelplu

Physician and Superintendent—John C. HALL,^
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boat

Managers.

Died, suddenly at his residence, on First-day ni|

the 19th of 3rd mo.. 1882, David Hodgson, in the i

year of his age, a member of Centre Monthly Meel

"of Friends, N. C. This aged Friend bore a strong

d maintaining the duty of timony against the departures from the sound doctr

protect the rights of every subject, lof Friends so prevalent in thiscomraunity; and thro

holders: 2600 head arrived and sold at the different| regardless of politics or religion.
j

a long life upueld the original principles of Friend

yards at 5J a 8 cts. per pound, the latter rate for extra. I The Porte, replying to the complaint of Bulgaria of jiheir pristine purity.

Sheep were in demand and prices were a fraction ' the movement of Turkish troops near the frontier, states ! , on the 1 9th of 3d mo. 1882, Clayton CoLL
higher: 7000 head arrived and .sold at 5 a 7^ cts., and

j

that Bulgaria, being aware of the efforts making to pro- ja member of Upper Evesham Monthly Meeting

lambs at $2.50 a $7 per head.
j

duce a revolutionary movement, should not be surprised
j

Friends, N. J., in the 72nd year of his age.

Hogs were in fair demand: 3400 head arrived and! at the efforts of the Porte to guard the Macedonian , on the 21st of 3rd month, 1882, Elizab

sold at the different yards at 8 a 10} cts. per lb., the frontier. _ |PlERSON, widow of John Pierson, in th

rate for ex
Foreign.—The Morning Post says that the Board of

trade has notified the Channel Tunnel Company not to

proceed with further boring.

Lord MacDonald having sent summonses totwenty of

the tenants on his estate in the Isle of Skye (Scotland)

for non-payment of rent, the process-server was seized

by a mob and warned not to return, and the summons
were burnt. The "no-rent" agitation is said to be
spreading rapidly on the island.

The Times says the condition of Ireland is a subject

of the deepest anxiety to all the members of the Exe-
cutive. All the landlords of Counties Westmeath and
Roscommon are now under police protection. Major
Traill, a resident Magistrate, writes from Clare-Morris,

County Mayo, recommending that certain death shall

be the penalty of all attempts at murder. He says he

has often been threatened, and has been warned that his

assassination was not only planned, but actually paid

for, but he defies the assassins. He draws a remarkable
picture of the state of the country. He says he never
travels without the escort of two armed policemen and
an armed groom. Counting the Winchester rifle, the

revolvers and shot-guns of the party, there are 25 rounds

that can be discharged in as many seconds, with 34 in

reserve. His escort search all the plantations, hedges,

&c., on the route, and the neighborhood of his house is

It is stated that the Italian Ministry propose to con- 1 her age. This dear Friend was possessed of a

der a scheme for a submarine tunnel between Reggio 'and vigorous mind, and manifested a cheerful

nd Messina. It is estimated that the work will cost escence in the Divine will, and a firm relianc

64,000,000 lire. The objections to this project are the protecting Providence. She was for many y
great depth of water at this place and the liability to

destructive earthquakes.

By the completion of the telegraph line between San
Bias and Guadalajara, all the State capitals in Mexico
are placed in communication with the City of Mexico.

Arrangements have been made by which friends

attending the Yearly Meeting can be furnished with

simple meals, both before and after the sittings of the

meeting, at moderate charge (15 cents), in the second-

story of the central part of the Arch St. Meeting-hou.se.

Meals will also be furnished for those attending the

Meeting for Sufferings and Select Meetings, the pre-

ceding week.

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF
PHILADELPHIA AND ITS VICINITY.

The Annual Meeting of " The Contributors" will be
held in the Committee-room of Arch St. Meeting-house
on Second-day evening, 4th mo. 17th, at 8 o'clock.

Friends who are interested in the cause, and others,

are invited to attend.

Thos. Scattergood, Sec'y.

valuable elder of the Monthly Meeting of Philadel]

for the Northern District, and was " an example of

believers in word, in conversation, in charity, in sp

in faith, in purity." Being, through attention to

-nspeaking word, clothed with that " wisdom whic

Iprofitable to direct," she was serviceable in vari

positions in her religious Society, and was for sev!

years clerk of the Yearly Meeting of which she w[

member. It was her lot to outlive all her near relali

but after her last close bereavement she remarked
friend, " I have had many blessings, and my Io|

situation has been ble.ssed and cheered by his presel

undeserving as I am." " The Lord redeemeth the

of his servants, and none of them that trust in ]]

shall be desolate."

, on the 23rd of 3rd month, 1882, Sidney A

widow of Evan Lewis, aged 87 years, a memhc
Philadelphia Monthly Meeting. " The path of

just is as a shining light, that shineth more and n

unto the perfect day."

WILLIAM h7Sle7pRINTER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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were also the subject of ecstatic movements. Thus consisted chiefly in alternate crvins;, laughius sine-
it IS related of their elderly priestesses, that they ing, and shouting, and at the same time performing
fell down, struggled for a tew seconds in a convul-|that great variety of gesticulation of which theMve way, and, foaming at the mouth, be^n to muscular system is capable." After a time a loss ofprophesy enthusiastically. Later it is said of them, ^ control took place, and these enthusiasts " continuedthat thousands of women persisted in prophesying, to act from neces.nfy the curious character which

Tn'"tbiTf^ ^P^^T^T;^ .,on ,
i
they had begun from cA.;e.." This soon extendedIn the City of Paris, about the year 1730, and, to the spectators, and in a little while spread over

nnfnV^M 'T f "{PSFP^" ^'"5, Said to ha^•e frc- j every part of Tenno.sor, Kentucky, and variousquented the tomb of Deacon Francois de Pans. Iparts of Virginia. Il i-a id that the muscles chiefly
IhisFrancoisappearstohavebeenahumble-mindedaflfected were tl,..-,. ,,r ||„. uunk, particularly those
Christian, who gave up position and wealth to devote of the neck, s limr^ tlioseof the superior ex-

Religious Epidelemics.
(Continued from page 282.)

n the remarkable religious fanaticisms which
railed during the sixteenth century, the entire
ory of which is replete with interest, there are
16 found the records of extravagance of conduct
ely resembling that of the votaries of St. John,
h was the case with the Anabaptists, a religious
which appeared a. d. 1521, the first Protestant
enters from the doctrines of Luther. They have
inaptly been called " the Radicals of the Re-
flation," which they regarded " as too contracted
spiritual enough, nor sufficiently sublime." It
tid that in Zurich, the Anabaptists ran about
streets with sacks upon them, and girded with
js and with switches, crying out that in a few days
town would be destroyed, " Woe to thee, Zurich

!

, and woe again I"

hese deluded people, like the dancere of St.
js, drew after them great crowds, who soon
ed their ranks.

adden tells us that the Anabaptist prophets
jared to be affected with epilepsy (more proba-
with hysteria.) In these paroxysms of enthu
n a great change came over their features. At
IS they fell on the ground, twisted their mouths,
id their eyes, and appeared to be in converse
some evil spirit. They went to the tops ofhouses,
18 precipices ofhigh rocks, and thereon mounted,
I out to the people to amend their lives. When
irmed forces of their sovereign were sent against
1, they in no way defended themselves, nor at-
ited to save themselves bv flight, but sung a
n, invoking the Holy Spirit, and, waiting in
for some help from on high, were mercilessly
In pieces.

3 one can read the history of these deluded peo-
^ithout a saddened heart. That many, if not
f
of them fully believed what they professed,

iot be doubted. They sealed their testimony to
;uth with their blood. Neither the faggot, nor
word, nor the halter intimidated them'. Some

j

burned, some were dreadfully mutilated, many
I
hung, others were drowned, but to the last

iremained steadfast in their faith. Nay, more,
( can be no doubt that many of the doctrines
ih they as a sect first proposed, were in strict
fdance with the purest and most spiritual pre-
( of the Gospel, and, as such, have been adopted
^angelical Christians of later days. But these
bses of heavenly light were lost sight of in the
* kindled by the fires of their own heated imagi-

is. Liberty of thought became, with them,
I license, and its results were seen in practices
> under the name of religion, were worthy only
atics or ofmadmen. Their whole history is but
ler sad example to show us how thin are the
[tions which divide wit from madness.

French Calvinists or Camisards, who ap-

himself more closely to religion. In the discussions
which at that day affected the Church, Francois was
known as an advocate of the doctrines of Jansenius,
Bishop of Ypres. His tomb became the resort of
many whom he had succored during life, and before
long numerous cures were reported to have occurred
at this place, of the most miraculous kind. Hence
it soon became the report of thousands. The sick
were laid u|i..n the f,.mh, and soon after they were
seized witli violmt pains, agitations of the body,
and extrucjidinaiv convulsions, by which they were
gradually healed of their maladies. Other extrava-

;ies of conduct might be referred to, did the
ts of this paper permit. These miracles, per-

formed before the Parisian public, were made the
means of establishing the doctrines of Jansenius,
and the subjects of them are known in history as
the Jansenist Convulsionnaires.
More recently, (1760,) a religious sect, known as

the " Jumpers," who appear to have been of the
Methodist persuasion, excited much enthusiasm in
Great Britain. At their religious meetings they
succeeded in creating a state of nervous excitement
which resulted in great disorder.
The leading character, we are told by a recent

writer, "was the convulsive tendency of all the
voluntary muscles, and a state of religious frenzy
which impelled them to jump, to make frightful
gestures, to utter shrieks and groans." This jump-
ing was continued for many hours at a time. Four
thousand \>cn]>lc were within a very short time af-
fected with this convulsive malady. Twenty years
before this time, (1742,) a somewhat similar state of
things was witnessed iu the parish of Cambuslang,
in Lanarkshire, Scotland, in which, during a state
of much religious enthusiasm, a whole congregation
was seized with violent excitement, evinced by
shouting, by violent agitations of the body, clap-
ping of the hands, beating of the breasts, by shakings
and by trembling, by faintings and convulsions.
Such was the enthusiasm created by this state of
things, that 30,000 people assembled on one occasion
to witness and participate in it. This lasted for six
months, but, as was to be expected, such an exces-
sive zeal soon consumed itself, and the good pastor
had to bewail the subsequent wanderings of his
flock.

Our own country and our own age have not been
exempt from strange nervous disorders closely allied
to the dance of St. Vitus. In the library of the
Pennsylvania Hospital may be found the original
thesis of Dr. Felix Robertson, of Tennessee, long
since a distinguished physician of that State. This
essay was published in 1803, and was designed to

give a history of the Epidemic Chorea, then pre-
' " " K6 " ~

tremitics, raivly tli..-,. ,,1' the inferior. The con-
traction^ wia-.siiiMi'ii and violent, and sometimes so
powerful llial ih,. patient was thrown to the ground,
where his motions were like those of a live flsh
thrown on land.

An account of a less violent but equally char-
acteristic form of the same epidemic is given by the
famous itinerant preacher Lorenzo Dow, in his
Journal, published in Philadelphia, 1815."
Phenomena not unlike those just described may

even now he witnessed in the so-called camp meet-
ings in different parts of our country. I have my-
self seen a whole congregation in a state bordering
on ecstacy, swaying to and fro, shouting, groaning,
leaping up andVlowii in a manner not unworthy of
the votaries of Si, Vitus, What with exhibitions
of this kind, ami the extent to which the absurdities
of the "spirit rappers" obtain among us, I fear that
weofthe nineteenth century cannot plume ourselves

1 havino eseapid altogether, practices as unmean-
g as tle.se ,,l the dancers around the fires of St.

John in the lourteenth century.
The history of convent life, in the fifteenth, six-

teenth, and seventeenth centuries, abounds in the
records of delusions, often ending in violent con-
vulsive movements affecting their inmates. Begin-
ning with a single individual, these soon were pro-
pagated by syniiiathy to great numbers of their
associates, Sueh was the case in the Convent of
Yvertet, in the territory of Liege, in 1550, the mem-
bers of which were seized with a nervous malady
attended with convulsive spasms of the trunk and
limbs, with leaping and jumping in the most re-
markable manner. Numerous analogous cases might
be adduced. In most of these cases the cause of
the malady was referred to the malefic influence of
some demon, and the unfortunate subjects were
condemned to a cruel death as witches, or as in
league with the evil one.

Apart from religious frenzy, cases of analogous
character are^reported. Thtis, in a paper before
alluded to, an account is given of the " Leaping
Ague," as it was called, from the fact that those
affected with it—

" During the paroxysm, have all the appearance

vailing in the States of Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Virginia. After referring to the "blaze of religious

enthusiasm which burst forth in the Western coun-
try about the year 1800, and which travelled like
electricity so that it was felt almost instantaneously
in every part ofTennessee and Kentucky, the author
describes a series of remarkable convulsive invol-

untary movements which affected large numbers ofi„„„„j („,. „i,„„, , j„,„„ „f ,.„„,., ., .
, ,

-

., ' , , 1 ^ 1 ^ 2.1 i} 1- riipted, ior.aliont a dozen 01 them had the lerks as keen

'^''i::^?.ti^^:^l^i^^f^J:S.':^^'^?'^ - P?werfn. as any I had seen, so as L have ocoa-

Madden (op. cit.) quotes this Journal as follows :

—

I had heard about a singularity called the jerks or
jerking exercise, which appeared first at Knoxville, in
August, 1804. * * * * I began to speak to a vast
audience and I observed about thirty to have the jerks,
though they strove to keep still as they could : these
emotions were involuntary and irresistible. At the
louse of a Nicholite, I observed his daughter to drop
the teacup in great agitation, she having the jerks.
After meeting I rode eighteen miles to hold a meeting
at night; the people of the settlement were chiefly
Quaker's, and they had said (so I was icformed) that
the Methodists and Presbyterians have the jerks be-
cause they sing and pray so much, but we do not have
them

;
however, about twenty of them came to the meet-

ing to hear one, as they said, somewhat in the Quaker
line, but their usual stillness and silence were inter-

ne.ar the close of the seventeenth centurV, I He says " the outwa?d Sxpressio^n of their worshfpirnel a^3 of g^uror^rn'^h^n'th^'rUjeT
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of madness, distorting their bodies in various ways,

and leapiua; and springing in a surprising manner,

mino-led with convulsive fits of dancing, borne-

times they run with astonishing velocity, and often

over very dangerous passes to some places out of

doors, which they have fixed on in their own minds,

or perhaps, even mentioned to those m company

with them, and then drop down quite exhausted.

At other times, especially when confined to the

house they climb in the most singular manner. In

cottages, for example, they leap from the floor to

what is called the baulks, or those beams by which

rafters are joined together, springing from one to

another with the agility of a cat, or whirling round

one (if them with the motion resembling the fly of a

jack Cold 1 lathing is found to be the most effectual

remedy; but when the fit of dancing, leaping, or

runniiio- comes on, nothing tends so much to abate

the violence of the disease as allowing them free

scope to exercise themselves until nature is ex-

hausted. In some families it seems hereditary, and

I have heard of one in which a horse was always

kept ready saddled, to follow the young ladies be

lonciuo- to it when they were seized with - «* "
fit of

Beginning the Day Aright.

Is there not danger amid the stir and bustle

of outward occupation and the absorbing

pursuit of business, of our forgetting the great

Author of all, the beneficent Giver of every

blessing we are permitted to enjoy? even

that
" 'Tis on his earth I stand or move,

And 'tis his air I breathe."

Is there not danger too, from the saine cause,

of our losing sight of the one great end

and aim of this fleeting uncertain life?—

a

" being made free from sin," that, according

to the apostle, we may " become servants to

God, and have our fruit unto holiness; and

the end everlasting life ?"

If such be our condition, how important

that we should begin the day aright—so

auspicious toward being preserved so—and

for this end how instructive are the testi-

monies of the Psalmist :
" My voice shalt thou

hear in the morning, O Lord; in the morning

will I direct my prayer unto thee," &c. And
ao-ain, " Evening, and morning, and at noon,

vviU I pray, and cry aloud ;
and He shall hear

my voice." Such fervent desires, such breath-

ing intercessions, or audible petitions, put up

running. ,11
It may, with great show ot reason, be contended

that the chorea of the present day is a disorder very

unlike the dance of St. Vitus or the various convul-

sive movements which havr bicii referred to. That

thereis mixed up with th.-r in voluntary movements

much that is assumrd ; thut hysteria, and perhaps

temporary insanity, liavu nftcu been associated with

choreic movements, cannot be denied. These nerv- ^ , • , -,. 1

ous diseases form a chain of great extent, whose ft.om humble, contrite spirits, under a profound

distant links would seem to have but little in com-
!gp,-,g^j ^f q^j. continued dependence upon and

mon; yet the careful investigator, while analyzing
^^^^ ^^ j^jg j^^j ^yjtijout whom we can do

these compound disoiviers will find the same ele-
;,^

j. ^j^,^ ^ q^^ of

oftKufteenth and the involuntary jerks of the! sent Holy One, toward hearing the fruit of our

nineteenth century, between which and ordinary [hearts and lips; and, in his wonted compas

chorea the resemblance is of the closest kind. These sion and fatherly loving kindness, satisfyins

gradations in disease cannot fail to remind one of ^^j. cravings and granting the blessing of

similar gradations in natural science, as noticed '"preservation unto an increase of faith in Him
the different degrees of development in the highest 1

^^^ . ^^^ rejoicing of our needj
and lowest of the vertebrata. 1 . •' •' jo
The convulsive disorders occurring in convents souls.

_ j cu ^

which havebeen referred to, were, in many instances,
I

We so stand in unremitting need ot help

associated with the belief by the subjects of them from the sanctuary that, m obedience to the

that they were transformed into the lower animals, injunction, " Watch unto prayer with all per-

Thus, in the convent at Cambrai, in 1494, a whole severance," it should be as much our agreea-
community of nuns believed themselves transformed

^^^^ pleasant privilege, as it is our unquestion-
into these animals, running about sometimes like „. ,' \,„^,, ^.^^ u„ ^hn« eno-ao-ei] nftener than
dogs,atothertimeslikecats,counterfeitingtheirmo- fble dutj, to be thus engaged olteneiiDan

tions and their cries; fancying themselves changed, the returning day; and particularly m the

into birds, and then striking out in the air with freshness of the morning of each of these, in

extended arms, as if about to soar into the heavens, [harmony with this, William Penu thus coun-

In the Convent of St. Briget, in Flanders, about the gels his children: "So soon as you awake in

year 1560, many of the inmates rushed out, uttering
^[jg morning, retire your minds into a pure

horrid sounds and noises like the bleating of sheep.
1^;,^^^^ ^.^,^^^ ^^^ thoughts and ideas of worldly

In a convent near Paris, the members were attacked
things, and in that frame wait upon God, to

everv dav about the same hour, with an unconquer-
1

;:;"-''&';;i ' - — '.„"' ' , '
.

able propensity to imitate the mewing of cats, and, feel his good presence, to lift up your hearts

were only cured by a file of soldiers posted at thejto Him, and commit your whole self into his

gate of the convent with orders to charge on them blessed care and protection. Then rise, if

on a repetition of their noises. well, immediately: being dressed, read a
* * * '•

+ *
„' chapter or more in the Scriptures, and after

instances ot
^^,^^.^^ dispose yourselves for the busi"''«« "<Many other extraordinary

mental delusions associated with convulsive

movements, are given in the paper from which

we have so largely quoted. Its author, in con-

clusion, says that " thouajh these phenomena
have been grouped, by nosologists, under the

head of religious mania, they owe their exist-

ence, not to religion, but rather to a morbid

conception of what religion is, how it ex-

presses itself, and to what it leads ;
that they

are indeed more the assertion of a diseased

body than of an enlightened soul."

(To be continued.)

Our graces are like plants that need daily

watering ; watches that need daily winding
;

lamps that need daily filling
;
bodies that need

daily feeding,

• Ed. Med. and Surg. Journal, vol. iii. p. 434.

the day ;
ever remembering that God is pre-

sent, the overseer of all your thoughts, words

and actions," &c. Another experienced Chris-

tian writer has left us this livelj', instructive

record: "Oh! fellow-probationer, forget not

tby morning oblation, before thy head is

aised from thy pillow, but approach the altar

of his sacrifices in thine own heart, for thou

maj'cst there witness in the silence of celestial

excellence, the flame of his love and holy pre-

sence to kindle upon thy offering: and then

when thou goest by the way. He will also go

along with thee, and when thou liest down
He will keep thee, and as thy desires are unto

Him, He will bless thy evening sacrifices : and

again, when th}- slumbers are broken, in the

silent watches of the night, then let not thy

thoughts go astray upon things that perish,

but keep and gather them inward, and si

them upon Him whose presence fills the u

id He will become to thee the chief

among ten thousand." * * * "Then
faithful and relax not from a daily exorc

in seeking Him, and staying thy mind u\

Him
;
girding up thy loins and watch

for the morning, possessing thy soul in

]iatience of God ;
confessing to Him thy 8

and short comings, and asking forgiven

through Him who is the Mediator of Gc

covenant for reconciliation with thee."

It is written, " All unrighteousness is si

Then, surelj', the giving our whole time i

mind and strength to the pursuit ofthe th ing

this life, which things must soon be as noth

to us, cannot be accounted as righteousn

cannot be fulfilling the will of Him who g:

himself for US ; which will, carefully sou]

and faithfully obeyed, is our sanctificatior]

Is not the obvious tendency of this

greatly towards overstrain and excess ? i

whereby the simplicity and moderation

coming the Christian character are much
sight of? Is there not close application!

the Saviour's query, " What shall it proli

man, if he shall gain the whole world,

lose his own soul ? or what shall a man
j|

in exchange for his soul?" We seem tCi

too much living as though the increast

wealth, with the luxuries in which it g
ability to indulge, are the main ends for wl

this very responsible existence was gi\

for which the Creator first breathed into 1

the breath of life, and for which a Eedee

has bought us with the price of his suffer

and blood ; with this momentousstipulatic
" Not that we should live to ourselves, but 1

Him who died for us and rose again." I

any one vainly imagine that he can serve

and love the world too ? Would he atte

to reconcile things wholly and forever

concilable? Would he reverse Christ's w(

and try to serve two masters ? Will ho •

spend this short probation, given for so su

lative a purpose as glorifying God and sa

our immortal souls, in devotion to " the c

of this life, the deceitfulness of riches, anc

love ofother things," which are solemnly w
ed against as choking the word, and rende

it unfruitful ; and then seriously anticipati

recompense of the reward promised to t

who " by patieijt continuance in well d(

seek for glory and honor and immoriali

Can any hope to obtain eternal life, withou

employment of those means by which a

it can be secured ? Can they hope to r

a goal by walking in a way that leads din

from it? Againj'can any be fitted for a 1

dom of purity without the heart being

made pure to relish it ? Can we comr

one of the days of the Son of man, or eff

repentance of ourselves without his light

saving help, or without the convicting

storing power of his Holy Spirit? Can
live as they list, satiating themselves witl

delights and enjoyments of this vain w
and then expect to be recognized and acc(

bj' a world-renouncing, self-denying Lore

Master who pleased not himself? If w
fuse to own and acknowledge Him, th

the ' despised and rejected," the " hatec

crucified" of men, can we reasonably loo

Him to acknowledge us before his Pi

with the holy angels? No. No mon
these be, without the interposition ol

Saviour's immediate, almighty, incompn
sible power, as was the case with the thi
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le cross— whose sovereign, long-suffering
lercy we presume not to limit—than that w(
m enter the eternal kingdom without hu
lility, without repentance, without conver
on, without regeneration, without holiness

Tiiorc can the Ethiopian change his skin
• the leopard his spots, than can any of us
ive a well-grounded hope of bringing glory
1 God, and of having our lives given to us as
prey, without submission of the heart to the
avening, transforming, all-sufficient and e

g grace of the Lord Jesus.
Were there but a living exercise maintained
begin each day aright, and then a true

ial desire throughout it, to " glorify God in
ir bodies and in our spirits which are his

;"

walk closely with Him
;
giving Him the

St place in our affections, and seeking the
altation of his kingdom before all, how He
3uld rend the heavens and come down ! how
e would beautify us and make us fit temples
r his Holy Spirit to dwell in ! How would
e condescend to teach us of his ways ! and
Duld enable to walk in his paths ! His com-
iinion with us, as with the disciples to Em-
ms, would be animating and heart-burning,
en while engaged about our secular, lawful,
d necessary duties. "VVe should experience
e reality of what a Christian poet has
itten :

—

" I have found Tliee oft
[n my more secret .seasons—in the fields
4nd in my chamber;—even in the stir

31' outward occupations has my mind
Been drawn to Thee, and found thy pre.sence sweet."

Reverses in Fortune.

Wilberforce inherited an ample fortune,
)m which he drew largely in works of be-
volence during all his career, ivear the
>se of life financial reverses overtook the
eat philanthropist. The following extracts
>m letters will show the purity of his charac-
•, and the possibility of being a faithful
sward of large wealth, and at the same time
eept joyfully the spoiling of eai-thly goods ;

wished that you should receive from my-
f, rather than from the tongues of rumor,
ings which soon or later were sure to be
Qveyed to you, and which I know would
76 you pain. * * * The loss incurred
s been so heavy as to compel me to descend
im my present level, and greatly to diminish
7 establishment. It was not suffered to take
ice until all my children were educated, and
arly all of them placed out in one wa}' or
other. And by the delay Mrs. Wilberforce
d I are supplied with a delightful asylum
der the roofs of two of our own children,
id what better could we desire ? A kind
ovidcnce has enabled me with truth to
opt the declaration of David, ' that good-
36 and mercy have followed me all my days.'
id now when the cup presented to me has
ne bitter ingredients, yet surely no draught
n be deemed distasteful which comes from
ih a band, and contains such grateful infu-

'ns of social intercourse and the sweet en
arments of filial gratitude and affection.

hat 1 shall most miss will be my books and
7 garden, though I own, I do feel a little,

3 not being able to ask my friends to take
linner or a bed with me under mj own roof,

id as even the great apostle did not think
he having no certain dwelling-place,' asso-

.ted with his other far greater sufferings,

worthy- of mention, so I may feel this also

be some, though I grant not a great, evil

to one who has so many kind friends who will
be happy to receive him." And in harmony
with the sentiments thus touchingly ex-
pressed, he remarked, on recovering from an
illness at that period, "I can scarce under-
stand why my life is spared so long, except
it be to show that a man can be as happy
without a fortune as with one." "What many
would have deplored as the most disastrous
of calamities turned out in bis case to be the
occasion of revealing a new trait in his charac-
ter as attractive as any which had appeared
before. To do and to suffer are very different
conditions of obedience to the Divine will.

Some men who have excelled in the one re-

spect have not excelled in the other. But
Wilberforce excelled in both

;
and one great

lesson of his life would have been lost but for
the pecuniary circumstances of his later days.
He and his wife went to live with tli'cir

sons, who were living in Kent and the Islr (.f

Wight ; and this part of his story can be be.'it.

told in his own words. " We have now been
here," he writes from one of the two pleasant
parsonages, "for about six weeks. How can
I but rejoice, rather than lament, at a pecu-
niary loss which has produced such a result

that of bringing us to dwell under the roofs
of our dear children, and witness their enjoy-
ment of a large share of domestic comfort,
and theirconscientious discharge of the duties
of the most important of all professions?
Have not we great cause for thankfulness in

being moored in our latter days in the peace-
ful haven which we enjoy (after all my toss-

'ngs during my long and stormj^ voyage in

the sea of politics) under the roofs of our sons
'n Kent and in the Isle of Wight, relieved
from all the wony of family cares, and wit-
nessing the respectability, usefulness, and do-
mestic happiness of those most dear to us ?"

—

'Life of Wm. Wilberforce," by John Stoitghton.

For " The Friend."

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.

^
At the Yearly Meeting of 1848, Elizabeth

Evans [wife of Wm. Evans] rose and said :

' When she considered that the wound of the
daughter of Zion could not be healed, could
not even be reached by words alone, she did
not wonder that the mouths of burden-bearers,
the mothers in Israel, had been sealed from
season to season; but their deep exercises
were known to Him who made the heart and
knoweth what passeth within it. She felt

afraid to speak, but she had remembered, that
under the Mosaic dispensation it was forbid-
den to remove the ancient landmarks ; and in

another place it was said, ' whoso breaketh a
hedge, a serpent shall bite him.' There were
too many, not only among the young, but
among the elder classes, who are too much
disposed to remove the ancient landmarks,
and to think these hedges of but little ac-

count; who [would say,] perhaps they might
have been necessary at the rise of our Society,
but this is a day of greater libertj'; or, that
now it might be necessary for those who were
standing in the front of the battle to observe
them, but for those who occupied less con-

spicuous stations, it was unimportant. She
believed we had peculiar testimonies to bear
which had been clearly shown to our fore-

fathers, and were equally binding on us.

When she had seen young people whose
hearts the Lord had touched, feeling con-

strained to walk in simplicity, and keep to

our testimonies, passing sleepless nights and
days of anguish on this account, and finding
no peace till they had given up to them, she
had said. Who will dare to cast a stumbling-
block in their way? or to call these things
trifles ? What are we to think of those among
the 3'oung people, and older ones foo, who are
laj-ing waste these testimonies: Are they fruit-

bearing branches? Are tbey npright pillars,

bearing heavy weights? Are they pillars in
the Lord's house that will go no more out?
She wished Friends to guard well the avenues,
for our unwearied enemj' was trying to lay
waste our strength, and it mattered little to
him by what means he did so, so he accom-
plished his purpose.
She had been tried at seeing in the hands

and on the parlor-tables of members of our
Society, hooks ]irofessing to be religious ones,
wliosc idiii rills were calculated to draw the
mi 111 Is ut' I In young people, and older ones too,

truiii the plain path cast up by our worthy
predecessors, and which she knew Avould prove
to be pernicious books, if their sentiments
were imbibed.
She exhorted her hearers not to seek an

easier way than that their fathers and their
grandfathers trod

;
said, that her breathing

had often been of latter times for herself,—

O

Lord if thou wilt keep me in the way that I
should go ! She did not even desire more light

on her path than was consistent with his will,

only that she might be enabled to do what He
had for her to do, and to praise and to speak
well of his name, for what He had already
done for her.

After the foregoing communication
expressed her tliankfulness, that while there
were those who felt that the wound of the
daughter of Zion was too deep to be reached
by mere words, there were those who were
willing, when enabled, to hand forth that
which could avail ; said, that she had most
cordially united with the living testimony
which had been borne in I'cgard to our testi-

monies, for which our early Friends suffered,

and for which we ought to be willing not only
to suffer, but if need be also to contend. She
thought the hands of mothers were sometimes
weakened by listening to the pleadings of
their children, that such and such were little

things. But we must remember, that it is by
little and little that much is gained, and by
little and little that much is lost. She also

spoke of the inconsistency of those who were
plain themselves, dressing their children in

gay attire ; and said, it seemed to her as if it

were merely transferring to them the love of

dress which they had once felt themselves.

She did not believe that those who had known
their wills subjected to the cross of Christ,

Could thus indulge their children in these

things."

Sarah Emlen " had a little affectionate ad-

vice to mothers not to be ashamed of the
Quaker garb," &c.

Sarah Hillman affectionately addressed both
parents and children ; exhorting the latter to

keep close to the visitations of Truth
; and

parents not to do anything to turn aside the
minds of their children, &c.

When the memorial for our friend Joseph
Whitall was read, E. E. spoke very impres-

sively, commencing with ' how steadily the
stream of time carries one by one down to

the grave." She had been looking round on
the seats around herself, and there Avas searce-

\y one remaining of those who sat there when
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she besan to attend the Yearly Meeting. At

first it was a saddening thought, but then she

remembered, it was as it ought to be; tor

when they had done what was required of

them, they entered into rest ;
and who would

wish to recall them ? But while the stream

of time is thus carrying one by one to their

everlasting rest, she" was comforted in believ-

ing that the gentle stream of grace was prc-

pal-ing one here and another there to take

their places,—who were inquiring as one for-

merly, •' By whom shall Jacob arise, for he is

small?" The Lord was producing this inquiry

in the hearts of some ;
and if they walked by

the same rule, and minded the same things

that these worthies did, they would be gradu-

ally prepared to take the places of those who
were removed to their rest. The Lord was

preparing some, as from the stones of the

street and of the field, to become pillars in his

house. He had made, and He would again

make some that when first visited, seemed as

little likely to be useful as the stones of the

street, qualified and dignified servants in the

church.

very lonely, and with a great charge if I

should be taken away now, which at this time

looks very likely." Some time previous lie

expressed a desire to have his children to be

educated in plainness of speech, deportment

and apparel. He wished them all to give

him up, and that he might be resigued tohis

2SLV Maker's will. Alter a pause, he said.

It is hard to leave so many dear little chil-

dren, but I believe the Lord will be a hus-

band to the widow and a father to the father-

less children." In the afternoon he called his

father to his bedside and supplicated as fol-

lows : "Oh, righteous Father! in the abun-

dance of thy mercy, wilt thou be pleased to

be very near my aged parent, and enable him

to work out his soul's salvation before thee "

Soon after he supplicated much in the same
manner for a relative, desiring that he might

double his diligence to make his calling and

election sure, warning against a state of luke

vvarmness, which he feared had been too much
indulged in, and admonished all to seek dili-

gentlj' to witness an establishment upon

Christ Jesus, the Eock of all ages, against

which all the storms and tempests will beat

in vain ; that we might all meet again a mu-

tual band, united in ascribing all praises,

honor, thanksgiving and high renown unto

Him who sitteth upon the throne, and unto

the Lamb, both now, henceforth and forever.

Amen. After a pause, being asked by a brother

if the prospect looked comfortable, he replied,

"Yes, verj' pleasant." A few hours before

his close, he supplicated thus :
" Oh, righteous

Father, wilt thou be pleased in the abundance

of thy love and mercj' to be with me through

the valley and shadow of death, for thine is

the kingdom, the power and the glory, for-

ever. Amen." A short time after, he prayed

for all his dear friends, that they might be

enabled to work out their souls' salvation with

fear and trembling before Him, " for we have

none in heaven but Thee, nor in all the earth

in conipai-ison to Thee." After which he took

a short, but, apparently, sweet sleep, and then

soon passed away. From his upright daily

walk, and the many weighty expressions that

fell from his lips, his friends feel that this lit-

tle tribute is due to his memory.

A Short Account of some of the Last Sayings

of James E. Mott, Son of William and Sarah

Mott, the latter deceased, who departed this

life the 20th of Uth month, 181)7, in the -list

year of his age, a member of Plymouth

Monthly Meeting, Ohio.

In the early part of his sickness, being

qtwried with "in regard to the state of his

mind, he did not seem to have that evidence

of acceptance which he desired. On another

occasion he said to his wife, that he felt very

poor, and desired her to pray for him. The
disease was such as to cause his mind to be

rambling at intervals for a number of days,

after which he appeared to be rational, and

frequently supplicated vocally. Being deeply

exercised in mind, and earnestly engaged to

experience a preparation for his final change,

he supplicated as follows: "Oh, righteous

Father, wilt thou be pleased to be near, and

enable me to work out ray soul's salvation

with fear and trembling before thee, who
art worthy of all praises, honor, and high re-

nown, both now, henceforth, and forevermore.

Amen." Some weeks before his death, he

said to one of the children, " It Icfoks as though

my time here would be short;" said he had

one request to make, and that was to look

somewhere else than the public library for

books to read. To a sister he remarked ho

had been sick a long time, but believed he

could say he felt entirely resigned, and bad

no will of his own. After this, for a few days,

his friends entertained hope of his recovery,

but this flattering prospect was of short du-

ration. On Fifth-day preceding his death,

the disease assvimed a more alarming charac-

ter, evincing to his friends that he had not

been mistaken in his apprehension of his ap-

proaching dissolution. For several days alter

he said but little that was remembered, yet

it was evident to those about him that he was
earnestly engaged to feel that evidence of ac-

ceptance which was so much desired. On
Third-day morning before his close, he desir-

ed to have the family collected, and in a

weighty manner addressed the children sepa-

rately, tenderly expressing his earnest desires

for their present and eternal welfare; and en-

deavored to impress upon their minds the ne-

cessity ofobedience to their Heavenly Father's One farnacemany times, the good and bad will hold
;

will. To his wife he said, "Thou wilt be left Yet what consumes the chatf will oi.ly cleanse the gold

THE LITTLE BROTHER.

Among the beautiful pictures

That hang on Memory's wall

I.^ one of a dim old forest,

That seemeth the best of all.

Not for its gnarled oaks olden,

Dark with the mistletoe;

Not for the violets golden

That sprinkle the vale below :

Not for the milk-white lilies

That lean from the fragrant hedge,

Coquetting all day with the sunbeams,

And stealing their golden edge;

Not for the vines on the upland

Where the bright red berries rest;

Nor the pinks, nor the pale, sweet cows

It seemeth to me the best.

I once had a little brother,

With e>cs Ihat were dark and deep;

In the lap of that golden forest

He lieth, in peace asleep.

Light as the down of the thistle,

Free as the winds that blow,

We roved there the btautiful summers,

The summers of long ago.

But hi^ feet on the hills grew weary,

And one of the autumn eves,

I made for my little brother

A bed of the yellow leaves.

Sweetly his pale arms folded

My neck, in a silent embrace.

As the light of immortal beauty,

Silently covered his face.

And when the arrows of sun.set

Lodged in the tree-tops bright.

He fell, in his saint-like beauly,

Asleep by the gates of light.

Therefore, of all the pictures

That hang on Memory's wall,

The one of the dim old forest

Seemeth the best of all.

-Arce cJi

THE KING'S SHIPS.

God hath so many ships upon the sea

!

His are the merchant-men that carry treasure,

The men-of-war all bannered gallantly,

The little fisher-boats and barks of pleasure.

On all this sea of time there is not one

That sailed without the glorious Name thereon.

The winds go up and down upon the sea,

And some they lightly clasp, entreating kindly,

And waft them to the port where they would be;

And other ships they buffet long and blindly.

The cloud comes down on the great pinking deep,

And on the i-hore the watchers stand and weep.

And God hath many wrecks within the sea,

Oh, it is deep ! 1 look in fear and wonder;
The wisdom throned above is dark to me.

Yet it is sweet to think his care is under;

That yet the sunken treasure may be drawn
Into his store-house when the sea is gone.

So I, that sail in peril the sea

With my beloved, whom yet the waves may cover.

Say :
" God hath more than angels' care of me.

And larger share than I in friend and lover.

Why weep ye so, ye watchers on the land?

This deep is but the hollow of his hand."

THE ROUND OF LIFE.

Two children down by the shining strand,

With eyes as blue as the summer sea,

While the sinking sun fills all the land

With the glow of a golden my^-tery
;

Laughing aloud at the sea-mew's cry.

Gazing with joy on its snowy breast.

Till the first star looks from the evening sky,

And the amber bars stretch over the west.

A soft green dell by the breezy shore,

A sailor lad and a maiden fair;

Hand clasped in hand, while the tale of yore

Is home again on the listening air.

For love is young, though love be old,

And love alone the heart can fill

;

And the dear old tale that has been told

In the days gone by, is spoken still.

A trim-built home on a sheltered bay
;

A wife looking out on the glistening sea;

A prayer for the loved one far away,

And prattling imps 'neath the old roof-tree;

A lifted latch and a radiant face

By the open door in the falling night

;

A welcome home and a warm embrace

From the love of his youth and his children brig

An aged man in an old arm-chair;

A golden light from the western sky;

His wife by his side, with her silvered hair,

And the" opened Book of God close by.

Sweet on the bay the gloaming falls.

And bright is the glow of the evening star;

But dearer to them are the jasper walls

And the golden streets of the land afar.

An old church-yard on a green hillside,

Two lying still in their peaceful rest;

The fishermen's boats going out with the tide

In the fiery glow of the amber west.

Children's laughter and old men's sighs,

The night that follows the morning clear, '

A rainbow bridging our darkened skies,

Are the round of our lives from year to year!—Chambers' Journa
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For "The Friend."

Friends in the West Indies.

A friend has Uiiidly plaevil at our disposal

letter of James .MeNish, fonnerlj- of Gias-

ow ;
wi-itten from Hell Gate, SaJDa, one of

36 Duteb West India Islands, on the 4ih of

?t month of the present year. It refers to

le former settlements of Friends in those
irts, and the traces of their existence which
e still to be found. From this letter, the
Hewing passages arc taken.

Hell Gate, Saba, Dutch West Indies, 1

4th mo. 1st, 1882,

Dear friend,—I am fixed in this perhaps
le strangest place on this the stran^

land on the globe. It is simply a volcanic
ountain, rising right out of the sea, about
re miles bj' four; the peak is 2828 feet above
e sea. Only two landing places on the
and. One is called the ladder, because for

e first 300 feet it is almost a ladder. The
rt landing is about one mile from the town,
id in that distance rises 1000 feet. You
ter the town of Bottom b}' a rent in the
ountain, and here in the old crater of the
ilcano is a town of 800 people. I cannot
scribe it better than by saying just imagine
lurself sitting in a basin three-quarters of a
ile by half a mile, the rim of the basin
oken all around

; that portion behind 800
;t, a rent 200 feet under that, the next piece
ling 1000 feet, a rent, and then the peak
00 feet, and so on all the way round. Ages
jst have passed since the fires died out, and

ents have washed nearlyne and the

the soil from .he inside of the mountains.
who can tell how much of the present

or of the crater is above the original boiling
iss? One thing is sure, the heat has not
ite died out, as at two or three difierent

ices at sea level hot springs gush forth, hot
ough to boil eggs. It may open at any
fie. Be that as it may, the town is clean
d neat, every house standing on its own
i andsurrountled with trees or bushes, roofs

painted red ; it has a pleasant look.

But I am away from the point. In thy
t letter to me thou watits to know if I have
ind an}- vestiges of Friends in the West
dies. When out here some years ago, I

icoveved on the Island of Nevis a meeting
It had originally been a Friends' meeting,
t was now a Shakers'. I am bold to say
is the only meeting in existence of those
mded by G. Fox and others, for without
tibt early Friends did a good work in these
iinds, and what better, truer and purer
slaration of religious belief was ever penned
in that of George Fox to the Governor of
rbadoes. There are no vestiges of Friends
Antigua or Barbadoes. Joan Vokins speaks
Mountserrat and Antigua, but gives few
rtieulars. I have read somewhere that an
ate on the small Island of "Tortola" had
?.u leit to an English Friend, who came
t, freed the slaves, and settled the lands

on the people, and that for many years it

.8 the brightest spot on the island.

Friends liave often visited St. Kitts, but
fer settled there. The small Island of
fevis" appears to have taken up the time
d. attention of not a few Friends. We read
It in 1658 Peter Head, John Rouse and
iry Fisher lodged at the house of Hum-
rey Highwood, (I may tell thee that Nc-
was the slave maflfiSt for the Leeward

was imprisoned a month by the governor for
inadvertently omitting to give notice of the
arrival of strangers as required by law. Besse
vol. ii., 352.

In 1662, John Taylor says, I found some
Friends who were desirous 1 should stay with
them. I travelled from meeting to meeting
in the town and at "Haydocks," and up th(
country.

In 1673, J. Taylor says, I went to visit tin

Chnrches of Christ in Nevis, Antigua and St

Christopher, and we had many brave meet
ings in all these islands; sometimes at th(
governor's and other chief men's houses.

In 1675 John Brown, John Carpenter and
F. Green were put in the stocks lor going t(

New Eiver and warning the priest during j

pause in the service to depart from iniquity
They were also imprisoned two months and
afterwards fined 3000 lbs. of sugar for fixing
a paper against the church wall. The fines
not being paid, all were sent to prison. Th
marsliaJI ti>ok from John Brown, a negro mai
wdith 40t)0 lbs. of sugar and sold him fo

2900 lbs., who being a poor man, was a great
loss to him. John Carpenter lost a negro
man worth 4000 lbs. sugar. Besse, vol. ii.,

355.

1676-1677. Jasper Tryone, of Antigua,
ing at meeting in Nevis, was committed to

prison.

1677. 6th mo. 5th. A fine of twenty
pounds sterling on the meeting-house at
Charleston was laid on Lawrence Haydock.
John Carpenter, having a meeting at his own
house, at which several of the negroes were
present, the latter were put in irons in the
fort for three daj'S. Besse, vol. ii., 361.

1677. Captains to be fined 5000 lbs. of
sugar for bringing Quakers to the island.

John Brown banished for fixing a warning to

the church door. David Pancoman for not
ppearing in arms at the alarm was tied by

the neck and heels so close together, that
early suffocated, and beaten by Cap

originally Quakers, were to be found in the
neighboring island of Nevis. I found then,
and find now, lliat they uiccvcrywhere spoken
against. 1 funnd they lirhl l lieir meeting on
cotton grounds. Huir miK.s li.im Charleston.
On my first visit thert-alttr to Nevis, I find it

is recorded that three Friends had come to
the islands, as before stated

; the record says
f after stating that High wood was sent to
prismi) liul cvciiHially th«- ^liiakers managed
iD^^ain :i liiiii fudtiiii;- in tlial part of the island
callcil the Lowlands, where is found evidence
of their last resting place in a few rude stones
which mark the graves of some of the mem-
bers. A daughter of the then Governor Lake,
was interred in the same place, and himself
soon after. The memorial to [the daughter]
forms a part of the pavement of the parish
[place of worship], that to the father, if any
ever existed, is not to be found. After some
ttle enquiry I found my wa3' to what is

larked on the map of the islands as " The
(Quaker Cemetery." Here, at the corner of

oads. a prett}^ large field thickly
overgrown with bush, is the last resting place
of many Friends. Some half dozen head-
stones scattered over the field, point to the
graves of a few

;
marks and dates could not

well be made out. One small stone had on it

Thomas Haydock, 1676;" another, "Ruth,"
was all that was left upon it. I need not speak
to thee of feeling; thou knowest something of
what being a stranger in a strange land means;
but cold and selfish the man must be who
could sit with the fm'gdtlcii dead around, and
they once of the same ln>u>rhiild of faith, with-
out strange thoughts and feelings swelling up
within him. After some little trouble the
horse, which was quietly nibbling at the shrubs
or bush was caught, and one mile and a half
found me at St. Thomas' Parish Church [build-

ing.] The clerk, who was also schdol-master,

lismissed the children. We then got into the
[building], and I told him I wanted to see a
gravestone that had been stolen from the

ain Earl. Besse, vol. ii., 366. Altogether grave-yard down the way. He pointed at
hero were thirty-two persons imprisoned and

j

once to a stone, without a name, but explained
twenty -four fined. that the name was under the wood ; there is

1683. Wm. Edmundson's Journal, pagelalong epitaph, which I will not copy here :

Nevis," where were honest, tender Died, 2nd Sept. 1663, aged 49. A short chat126. "Nevis," where were hon
Friends, I had many meetings with them, to

which also manj' people came, amongst them
several justices of the peace, who confessed

with the clerk and myface wasturtjed towards
cotton grounds, where Friends had their set-

tlement. Coming to a cross road, I asked a
the truth. The chiefjudge and his wife were i young woman who was standing at the door
both convinced and came to several meetings.

! of a hut, where meeting was held? She an-
1707. We sailed to Nevis and had meet-jswered, "Massa, no meeting but on First-

ngs with the few Friends there. T. Chalkley's days." Who learned thee to say first-day ?

Journal.
I
"My mother and father belong to meeting."

1709. "Nevis."—Here I went ashore, audi Why not thee? "Oh," said she, "I left with
meeting with James Boyden, he invited me

| Owens some years ago." A rousing Methodist
to his lodging in town; after dinner we went'preacher of that name was settled near, and
to some hot springs, near the town, which he did all in his power to break up this meet-
were so hot that we could scarce put our ing, and was successful in taking a number of
hands in without scalding them, and the place the young people awaj- from the meeting,
where the water issued could scarce be touch- 1 After some little talk I found her father had
ed, it was so hot. Next morning being First-' belonged to meeting from a child. Bidding
day, we went into the country about eight her farewell, I turned and made for Charles-
miles, on the worst way for stones that ever ton, as it was drawing towards evening.
I rode, to the house of Mary Wilson, an honest

I

Some weeks passed before I got back to
friend, where, in a meeting of eight or nine Nevis. I had learned that the present head
persons, (for since the French invasion there, of the meeting wasCapt. Fred, about 80 years
ire few Friends left,) the Lord was pleased to of age, and who can neither read nor write, but
give us a comfortable sense of his love to-|he is blessed with a most retentive memory,
gether.

—

Life of T. Story, page 443. I spent a few hours with him : his statements
When in St. Kitts some years ago, I made'confirmed much of what I had learned else-

quity as to what remains of Quakerism was where. Somewhere about 1830, a native of
to be found in these Islands. I learned that the island named Noah, had been in America,

ands,) who was not a Quaker then, but he ' a sect or party called Noahites, and who were and it is supposed he had been among the
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Sluikers. He introduced the singing ;
there-

after those who were filled with the Spirit gave

expression thereto in dancing. Their Confes-

sion ofFaith is short enough :—Ist. No pay for

preach ; nothing can bo done but by the Spirit.

2d. No fancy dress ; no perfume; "no strong

drink ; no tobacco. 3d. Pay debts ;
no going

to law ; no uncleanness. 4lh. No quarreling;

no fighting; no lying; no stealing, &c.

I was told that any persons coming to the

village on First-days, if not coming to wor-

ship, were stoned. I have no doubt but this

poor little meeting, held without a house of

their own, is the last vestige of Friends in

the West Indies. I may tell thee that before

leaving I had a word to say ;
and when I said

how changed the mode of worship was, old

Fred touched me on the shoulder, " JVIassa,

same Spirit, different manifestation." What
could I say to that, knowing as I do the

character of the colored people. Is not the

above claim the same as that put forth for all

the disorder that now exists in a once united

Society ?

Dr. Carpenter has collated unimpeachable

statistics which prove that the average mor-

tality from small-pox between 1680 and 1780

was 4,483 per million ; that immediately after

the introduction of vaccination it fell to 2,040

with public vaccination to 400 ;
and when it

was made compulsory to 276. But Dr. Car-

penter, than whom no physician stands higher

for painstaking accuracy' and extended ex-

perience, says that the effects in those who
survive are disastrous beyond most diseases.

"He had himself seen 100 cases of blindness

from small-pox, and he estimated that in the

last century in two-thirds of the cases of blind-

ness small-pox was the cause. After com-

menting on these facts, the Lancet says :

" The liability of the human system to

small-pox is such that few who are unpro-

tected can escape its attack. About 90 per

cent, of persons in an unvaccinated commu-
nity exposed to small-pox will catch it. From
a third to a half would die, and the rest would

be marked for life."

One of our young friends, seized with small-

pox, was hurried off from his boarding-house

in New York to the overcrowded hospital.

The first night he was put in a ward with

fourteen. In the morning there were but

three besides himself alive. Of the ten who
died only one had been vaccinated. It is in

the view of such facts that we say that the

anti-vaccination movement is a mere whim
of human understanding.

—

Chr. Adv.

John G. Bichardson, the great linen manu-
facturer of Bessbrook, Ireland, writes to the

London News, that the greatest need ofIreland

is a change in the licensing laws. In this

year of famine, over fifty millions of dollars

have been spent on drink in that down-

trodden country and those districts which

are most clamorous against the landlords

and the rents, are the largest consumers. A
correspondent of the Metropolitan Journal,

says :
" I am told that the duty on the spirits

in this cheerful townlet exceeds the whole

annual value of the barony of Iveraugh." In

the city of Cork, more than one-half the shops

are retail drink-shops, whose annual income
has figured at one million of dollars. This

state of things may profitably be compared
with that of the few temperance years Ireland

enjoyed after Father Matbew's ministrations

had purified the country, and with that of

the famine years 1809, '10, '13, and '14, when
the distilleries were stopped, and trade in

woolens, cottons and iron rated from twenty

to fifty per cent, higher than during the fol-

lowing years of plenty with free trade in

whiskey.

For 'The Friend."

" They that trust in the Lord shall be as mount Zion,

which cannot be removed, but abideth forever."

—

Psahn cxxv. 1.

I have been much interested, and I hope

instructed, in reading the extracts from the

diary of Rebecca Dewees, lately published in

" The Friend," as I trust many others have

been also. How they show forth her strong

faith and allegiance to Him who seeth not as

man seeth; and how fully she put her trust

and confidence in her God! Although, as it

appears, her unfaithfulness to her Master's

command at one time, seemed to be the cause

of much sorrow of heart, yet was she enabled

to go on her way, to feel forgiveness, and to

look to Him for mercy-, who is long-sutferin

and full of tender compassion, and willeth not

the death of any.

Her's was indeed a long trial of faith, and

of patient waiting and dependence upon the

arm of Divine power; not willing to draw

back and give up the warfare, but concerned

to struggle on; and raised up at times with

hope, which was as an anchor to her soul,

until her blessed Master was pleased to renew

his call to service. And how she felt her un-

worthiness ; and yet, as she remarks, " She

had put her hand to the plough, and she could

not go back." May the reading of these ex-

tracts encourage some of us to double our

diligence to make our calling and election

sure; and to place our trust solelj- in the' and girfs of this day are reading, deliverec

never-failing arm of strength ;
knowing thatigermon in which he said that "nothing m(

if we are faithful to his commands, whatever jimperativelj' demands the attention of mo.

they may be. He will guide and direct ouri reformers and the public authorities than 1

steps. But wo must have living faith to be- Lj-eat evil of vicious literature." Any c

der-working power of the invisible God upc

the children of men, in the secret of the heai

How wonderful that we can hold communi(
with the Father of mercies, and make our i

quests known unto Him ! Our Saviour h

said, " If ye abide in me, and my words abii

in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it shi

be done unto you." What encouragement

a faithful abiding in Him, so that we mi

still have a place of safet3' to flee to whi

storms arise and the winds blow and be

upon our house, and that it may not be foui

to be built upon the sand, but upon that Roc

the foundation whereof standeth sure forev*

more

!

Upon one occasion, Jesus commanded \

apostles that they should not depart frc

Jerusalem, but wait for the promise of t

Father. And thej' queried of Him: "W
thou at this time restore again the kingdc

to Israel ?" And He said unto them, "It

not for you to know the times or the seasoi

which the Father hath put in his own powi

But ye shall receive power, after that t

Holy Ghost is come upon you, and be w
nesses unto me to the uttermost part of t

earth." So that it is manifest there must

an abiding in, and waiting for, the teachin

and openings of the Holy Spirit, before ai

thing can be done. For Christ has sa

" Without me ye can do nothing ;" and aga

"Abide in me, and I in you. As the bran

cannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide

the vine; no more can ye, except yo abide

me." E. C. C.

Delaware Co., Pa.

A prominent minister in one of the Easte

cities, after devoting several weeks to a ca

ful study and examination of what the be

For he that wavereth is like a' who has given this matter serious attenti

sea, driven with the wind andUvill concede that he puts the case none
lieve this

wave of th

tossed." "And without faith it is impossible gti-ongly

to pi
""' -<'. " ^- <-- >Him ; for he that cometh to God

must believe that He is, and that He is a re-

warder of them that diligently seek Him."
Though at times we may feel poor and

weak spiritually—a condition which is, I be-

lieve, intended for our own good—yet, when
our faith is renewed from season to season,

we will be enabled to go on our way, and it

will be shown to us what to do. If we are

faithful we maj' receive the reward of peace;

but if we are disobedient to the call, the re-

ward will not be our's, but sorrow of heart

instead. So that it behoves us to look well

to our steps as we move along, and not trifle

with Divine commands; for "It is a fearful

thing to fall into the hands of the living God."

Therefore it seems necessary that we be as

one found waiting; and when we feel there is

any thing for us to do, that we be willing to

obey, poor and unfit as we may feel at times

for the work. The Master will not put more
upon any to do, than he will give ability and

strength to perform ; so that there must be at

such time a giving up, if we would be found

faithful ; for our Saviour uas declared, " Who-
soever is ashamed of me, and of my words, of

him also shall the Son of man be ashamed
when He cometh in the glory of his Father

with the holj' angels."

Great is the mystery of godlinesss, tlie won-

The baneful fruit of the fit

periodicals that flood our land, is to be foil

on every hand. Scarcely a week pas

without mention being made of crime a

recklessness brought about solely throii

the influence of sensational papers or boo

One of the three boj's who were recently S'

to the Arkansas penitentiary for life, for tr

robbing, said, during their trial, " We rt

about the James boys in the papers and boo

and saw how easy it was to rob trains i

get away, and decided to rob a train."

few months since, several Canadian you

who fitted out a boat for piracy on the lat

and two boj'S in Illinois, who wrecked a tri

admitted that they were led to these crir

by their reading in vicious i^eriodicals. Ind;

it is a matter of surprise when we consij

the number and circulation of these she'i

filled as they are with immorality, vulgai

and perverted thought, that their influe.j

for evil is not greater. It seems impossi;

that so much pitch can be handled and j'et

defile everybodj- that touches it. The St|

protects its citizens from public nuisamj

from small-pox and yellow-fever, from tain

meats, and it ought to check and stamp
|

the circulation of this demoralizing literatij

Parents, too, cannot escape responsibilitjj

this direction. They should supervise tlj

children's reading.

—

Central Christian Adv\
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Power ofPiety.—During the sanguinary revo
ition that occurred in Prance, in the time of
he first Bonaparte, a distinguished philoso
her, as the champion of infidelity, gave a chal
jnge to the clergy throughout the whole
mpire, to meet him in public debate on tht

ivinity of the Christian religion. This chal
!Dge was accepted by several celebrated
reachers. But they uniformly found them
3lves unable to stand before the art and
pgument and raillery with which they wen
3sailed. At length a poor Protestant clergy
lan, who had his residence on one of the
irren mountains of Switzerland, and whose
ame had perhaps scarcely gone beyond the
mits of his own parish, resolved on en-
mntering the vaunting infidel. Accordingly
ley met, when the man of God found it an
isy task to vanquish his haughty opponent,
his unexpected issue utterly confounded the
ceptic and his friends. When thej' had re-

red from the scene of conflict, the friends of
le vanquished skeptic began to interrogate
im

:

"How is this? When 3'ou disputed with
ich a philosopher, and such a prelate, and
ich a distinguished theologian, you were
ctorious almost without an'eflfort, and now
)u are conquered by this comparativelj' ig-

)rant mountaineer? Do explain the matter."
"I will," said he. "When I disputed with
le distinguished individuals you have named,
opposed jihilosophy to philosojjhj', argu-
ent to argument, eloquence to eloquence,
id wit to wit, and I was successful. But
hen God spoke, what could I do ?" He was
mscious, it seems, that a kind of divine
)wer accompanied the word of this humble
iponent, before which his own word was as
she chatf of the summer threshing-floor."

—

he Earnest Christian.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 22, 1882.

For "The Friend." |

Natural History, Science, &c.

English Jackdaw.—Many years ago it was
a frequent amusement of ours to watch the
encounters between a tame jackdaw and the
stable cat. The cat's dinner used to be put
down outside the stable door, and, warned by
experience, she hastened to dispose of as much
as possible before the arrival of the jackdaw.
He seldom went directly to the meat in the
plate, but attacked the enemy in the rear,
settling himself with both feet on her out-
^tretched tail to steady it, and then adminis-
tering pickaxe blows on it with his beak. Of
course it was impossible to stand this, and
with a forcible exclamation the cat used to
spring away, and Jack took possession of the
plate, until our sense of justice obliged us to
recall and defend the rightful owner.

—

E.
Hubl>arJ. in Xatiirr.

The (J,i,/!a,a 7V, , is a native of Chili. The
bark contains a saponaceous principle which
makes it a very eftective cleansing agent. "A
decoction prepared by placing a' small piece
of this bark and soaking it over night in water,
will remove grease from articles of clothing."
Motion of a Snalce.—A snake runs away,

walking on the points of its numerous ribs..

Its speed is further increased by the body ^,''°''®^ ^" 'i""^' communion with the living

being drawn up at intervals into fold.s, which, ^^'^^ "^^^y ^'""'"^ °o<^ " be satisfied by a par-
being extended, shoot the head forward. When *^^''P^t'°" '" O'Pes and shadows that only

snake is in imminent danger it adopts P^"®*^S"''e<J, but could not convey, true spirit-

a serpentine motion, throwing its body into "^^ nourishment to the hungering and thirst-

lateral curves, which alternate so quickly *"§ ^°"'- I" '•'^'^ manner they could not use
that it is very difficult to touch or aim a blow forms of prayer, however beautifully they
hich will strike it. This motion is clearly '"'^y ^'^^^ been couched in the devotional

protective in its object, and is only used when language of the psalmists, prophets, and
the straightforward movement 'is felt to be P"ests of the chosen people of old. They
insufficient to avoid peril. Even a small one "^""'"^ "O'' '•™"' ^^'^^^ ""to the Most High in

on a table will not bo picked up without two P>'a3'er and supplication in their own will,

or three ineffectual efforts, when it wriggles '^"'^ ^ime, and way; their prayer and praise

n this way.

—

Nature.
j

™,"8t be offered, yea, and prepared, under the

Hoio Leather Scraps are C7i;i7i>ed.—Every ^'*'^"g'^'"g '"<'"^"^« of the Holy Spirit, given
*" '''" " ..a^^:.:^^ ;_ .[^j^ ^^^ every

In the British Friend for -Ith month, we
find a valuable contribution on the proposi-
tion which is likely to come before the next
Yearly Meeting at London, to take under its

official care the "Home Mission Work" now
conducted by many of its members on their
own responsibility. As this action would
render the Yearly Meeting directly resjion-
sible for the unfriendly practices adopted by
many of the " Home "Mission " workers, we
can understand the feeling that prompted
the writer of the article to say: "We can
scarcely overestimate the momentous nature
of sucli ail aikiiowledgment, if we regard its
probahlc Idwri'iiig effect, as respects our faith-
ful upholding of the scriptural, and spiritual
truths, principles and practices so promi-
nently and clearly exhibited to public view
by our early Friends."
He speaks of the manner in which those

"Sons of the mornina:" were led into near

Animals.—The passage from the New Tes-
ment, " It is easier for a camel," &e.,

irplexed many good men, who have read .V,, r j ^ 1 .., ,j . ^
erally. In Oriental cities there are in thel^ind either goes into leather-board, shoe heel ^""^ control they could not off^er acceptable

rge gates small and very low apertures, I
oi" g«'ease- Who says this isn't an economical

,^l"Jf. „'' Lf^^^^^T.™.!!*.! ).^^

has little scrap of leather that flies from the cut- *° ^elp our infirmities in this

td iJters' knives in the Auburn shoe shops is saved, other service of God. Without his assistance

lied metaphorically "needle's-eyes " just as hs*^ • ^^out two months ago a factory was ^^eir privilege <o M;a/^ upon God in silence and

s talk of windows on ship-board as " buU'slstartod for making shoe heels in Auburn. i*«^™"«''«'o« "/
f"'^^" ^

-qcIj and
I

^'^^ queries ot those who are successors in

per day, religious profession to these light-bearers of

re mnrlp t^e truth as it is in Jesus : "Are we willing

- v,,.o .... „uip-Doard as " buirsj°""''^>-i ^"^' "'aKing „_^ ^

Those entrances are too narrow foral'^b'^y "ow have about 25 hands at work and
j

mel to pass through them in the ordinarjr
anner, or even if loaded. When a loaded
mel has to pass through one of the en-
ances, it kneels down, its load is removed,
id then it shuffles through on its knees.
iTesterday," writes Lady Duff Gordon from
lii-o, " I saw a camel go through the eye of
needle, that is, the low, arched door of an
closure. He must kneel, and bow his head,
creep through; and the rich man must thus
imble himself."

It is not our business, or, at least not mine,
attempt to search into the hidden mys-
ries of Providence; but to be faithful to
lown duty, to cultivate humility and submis-
)n to our Maker, and love to the whole
iman fiimily.

All are brothers and sisters, equally entitled

the Divine favor, so far as each believes
d obej's. It will not be asked in a future
ite—who is of this, or of that persuasion,
It who is a meek and lowly follower of a
ueified Eedeemer.— Catharine Seely.

Eesolve to perform what you ought, and
I'rform what you resolve.

are making about 120 eases of heels
or about 15,000 heels. The heels are made ^"'^ ^'"^" ="* "^ '*^ '" jesus: "Are we willing

entirelyofsmall scraps of upper leather. The ^o have religious self (if we may use that

scraps are first cut into the right shape byterm) crucified in all its bearings, its will-

dies. They are then packed and sent to
worship, in praying, preaching, and in prais-

Chelsea, Mass., whore the oil is extracted '"?> without waiting for the unction from the

from them by a secret. process. They come ^oly Spirit, and the command what to speak,

back dry, and are then pasted together in ^"^
T'^'^"

*'' speak, as the Spirit gives utter-

wooden heel moulds. The grease is extracted ^"'^® "' ^'ord and doctrine? How often has

in order that the heels may be burnished, i^be enemy of all good used subtlety in sug-

Thev take as nice a polish as a genuine sole S^'^ting to earnest zealous minds, that the

leather heel. All the pieces that will not go'P^op''^ cannot wait long in silence, ;/ at all;

into heels are tried out, and the firm gets two'^'iey must be addressed, without lo.ss of time,

or three barrels of grease per week from this!>" exhortation and doctrinal expo.?ition ! Or
source. It is used again for leather dressing, i^t may be, that long before the minds of the

The firm is endeavoring to obtain possession aud'tors are ""'^"—
'

--*- - — -^ ---

of the naphtha process of extracting the oi

from the whole pieces, and thus save the ex
pense of shipping to Massachusetts. Their
heels are largely used in Auburn, and sell at

S1.30 to $2.40 per case.—iei«isto!t)7i(ilfe.)Jbur.

It is not for us to judge of the importance
of our impressions of duty, or of their use, but
to do the work daily set before us, whether
greater or smaller, and the reward will follow

;

and it will have its effect whether we ever
know it or not.

—

Catharine Seely.

^ athered into a state of con-
sideration, audible prayers as a usual re-

source are uttered at the commencement, or
hj-mn-singing is introduced, with a view to
its being an aid to worshij)."

He quotes from the report of " The Con-
ference " on this subject, to show the man-
ner in which the Home Mission work is prac-
tically conducted: "As to the best modes
of conducting Mission Meetings, experience
tells us that it is important to commence
with singing a suitable hymn and with audi-
ble prayer. By this time the people's minds
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are iu a more fit state to listen to addresses

or explanations of the Scriptures.

A hymn in the middle of the meeting is a

great relief, and is really a help to the spirit

of worship, if discretion is used in choosing

one that is suitable to the subject that is be-

fore the meeting. While singing, all the

people feel that they have some little part in

the Meeting, and frequently the words of the

hymn bring out very forcibly the truth that

the speaker has been trying to teach."

After pointing out that those who feel it

irlssome and unprofitable to wait upon the I

Lord in the silence of earthly thoughts can-

not be in a fit condition of mind to adopt as

their own feelings the language of psalms, and
hymns, containing words of prayer and praise; I

he says :
" Friends have need to be reminded

'

that it was not by means of instrumental

music, neither by an artificial training of

the voice in musical sounds, that our early

Friends praised God. Their ascriptions were
in sincerity, and needed not the aid of sen-

suous attractions, and being in spirit and in

truth, were acceptable to Him through Christ

Jesus, and acceptable also to the church.

May we of the present generation be pre-

served from the error and danger of setting

up, with our own hands and hearts, an}'

arrangement that shall lower the standard I

of true spiritual worship."

We will quote one more passage, taken'

from the concluding paragi\iph of the article,'

with which we can fully unite. "In the

singing of hymns in Friends' First-day

schools, and in their mission hall meetings,

in the marked absence of waiting in silence

Txpon God, and in various changes that havci

taken place in later years, we recognize a

gradual departure from the ancient and pure
standard given by the Most High to our.

worthy predecessors to uphold in the midst I

of fiery persecution and tribulation endured;
for the sake of the precious truth as it is in

Jesus. Shall we, through unwatchfulness,
lay waste the testimonies so faithfully borne
by these witnesses to the spirituality of the
gospel dispensation? In these days of Ritu-

alism and of proselytism, too, the artistic and
sensuous worships that fascinate and charm
the eye and ear of outer court worshippers,:

there is a peculiar necessity for the Society]

of Friends to adhere to their plain way ofi

worship, in spirit and in truth. If unhappily,
for the sake of expediency or of numbers, the]

Yearly Meeting shonld compromise any of|

our principles and practices based upon the
immutable truth, sorrowful would be the
result of such a concession."

May a blessing rest on this honest effort to

call wanderers bai-lc to first principles, and to

stay the progress (jT departure therefrom!
We have notice 1 this article at some length,

not only through sympathj' with the labors

of those in Great Britain, who are contend-
ing for the same doctrines and testimonies

as ourselves ; but also because we believe

there is need frequently to call the attention

of our own members to first principles, lest

they should graduallj' slide away from the
observance of pure spiritual worshij), through
the influence of those who are captivated
with the apparent fruits of movements and
measures which are inconsistent therewith,
but which are advocated by ministers and
periodicals professing to latior in the cause
of religion as believed in by the Society of

Friends.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In the House of Eepresent.itives,

the Senate bill appropriating $.50,000 for a deficiency

in the approprittion for the care of the Cheyennes and
A.rapahoes, in the Indian Territory, was reported by

Ryon, of Kansas. Samuel Randall held that the bill,

being in the line of a general appropriation, could not

be originated by the Senate. Ryon thereupon with-

drew the Senate bill and introduced an original bill

appropriating $80,000 for the Indians named and others

in tlie Indian Territory. The bill was passed.

The 4th month report of the Department of Agricul-

ture shows an increase of 2 per cent., or nearly 500,000

acres, in the acreage of winter wheat. The condiiion

of winter wheat is high throughout the West (Ohio
alone reporting below 100), in the Cotton States, and in

Delaware, Maryland and Virginia. In New York,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Ohio, the condition is

from 3 to 13 per cent, below the average. In Penn-
sylvania it is 4 per cent, below.

During the three raontlig ending 3rd month 31st,

$4,048,618 bullion was shipped from all the Le^idville

(Colorado) smelting works. This is said to be the

largest amount they have ever produced in three

months.
The House Committee on Education and Labor de-

cided to report a bill appropriating $10,000,000 for

educatjonal purposes, and to have it printed and recom-
mitted.

The Senate Committee on Territories agreed to re-

port favorably the bill providing a Territorial Govern-
ment for Ah.ska. The Indian Territory Railroad hill

was pissed—31 to 13. The House bill appropriating

$60,000 for the subsistence of the Cheyennes and Ara-
pahoes in the Indian Territory was agreed to.

The great dry goods firm of A. T. Stewart & Co., of

New York, is about to retire from business. The stock

of merchandize and mill properties are advertised for
|

sale. Judge Hilton .says tirat the credit of the house is

unimpaired and its busines.s profitable, but he needs a

rest, and — Libby, the surviving partner of A. T.

Stewart, h.is reached an age when he desires to be re-

lieved from business cares.

The Temperance Constitutional Amendment has been
defeated in the Connecticut House of Representatives.

A two-thirds vote was needed to pass it. One hundred
and fifteen votes were cast in its favor—ten short of the

number required. Only 15 votes were cast against it,

but 119 members did not vote at all.

The most deplorable sutfering is reported among the
homeless and destitute refugees in the Lake Concordia
district of Louisiana. The stench from the drowned
cattle is beginning to be intolerable, and disease has
been added to the afflictions of the people.

There were 4-J9 deaths in Philadelphia for the week
ending 4th month 15th, as compared with 426 for the

previous week, and 412 for the corresponding week of

last year. Of the above 208 were males and 221 females.

There were 48 deaths from consumption : 36 from pneu-
monia; 25 from typhoid fever; 20 from old age; 14
from marasmus, and 8 from small-p >x.

Markets, &C.—V. S 3i's, 101} a 102J ; 41's, 116} ; 4's,

120J ; currency 6's, 135.

Cotton was firmly held. Sales of middlings are re-

ported at 12} a 12^ cts. per lb. for uplands and New
Orleans.

Petroleum.—.Standard white, 7} cts. for export, and
8 cts. per gallon for home nse.

Flour was in fair demand, and prices were firmer.

Sales of 3700 barrels, including Minnesota extras, at ir7

a .tf7.25 for clear, and at $7.25 a t7.50 for straight;

Pennsylvania extra family at 3'6 a j6 25 ; western do.

do. at $6.75 a $7.50, and patents at »7.75 a $8.50.

Rye flour is quiet at $4.75 per bbl.

Grain.—Wheat is in active demand and 1 a 2c.

higher. Sales of 3100 bushels red at 41.46,1, and long
berry, choice, at ~1.50. Rye is nominal in tlie absence
of stock. Corn.—Local lots are dull and weaker; op-
tions are Ic. higher. Sales of 7000 bushels, including
sail yellow, afloat and on track, at 90 a 92^ cts. ; mixed,
at 91 cents. Oats, local lots are dull and lower. Sales
of 8000 bushels including white, at 66 a 66^ cts., and
rejected and mixed at 63 cents.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 4th mo.
15th, 1882.—Loads of hay, 382 ; loads of straw, 68.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.25
to $1.35 per 100 pounds ; mixed, $1.15 a $1.25 per 100
pounds; Straw, 80 to 90 cts. per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were active and fully 4c. per lb. higher:
2400 head arrived and sold at the different yards at

6 a 8J cts. per pound, the latter rate for extra.

Sheep were in good demand and prices were firmer

:

7000 head arrived and sold at the diflferent yards at 5
a 7J cts., and lambs at 5 a 8 cts. per lb., as to condition.

Hogs were in fair demand and prices were a fracti

higher : 3600 head arrived sold at the different yai

at 9 a lOJ cts. per lb., as condition.

Foreign.—The Observer Dublin correspondent ss

he believes that Parnell, on his return to Kilmainh;

jail, will be unconditionally released.

A despatch to the 2'lmen from Paris says the Fren

Government will despatch eight difFerent expeditic

take observations of the transit of Venus on the £

of r2ih mo. Four expeditions will be stationed in t

Northern Hemisphere and four in the Southern He
isphere.

The improved state of afFiirs in Catalonia is due

a report that the Government will accept an amer

ment providing that the Franco-Spanish commerc
treaty be terminable at the discretion of either Govei

ment.
The Journal de St. Petersbourg says the appointme

of de Geirs as Minister of Foreign Affiiirs will r

change the foreign policy of Russia. The declarati

in the circular issued on the accession of the Czir

still in force. The Journal quotes passages from t

circular pointing to the pacific policy of Russia.

The Times, in a leading article, says that Chili 1

struck Its talons deep into the body of Peru and c£

not disentangle them. The conquest and incorp

ation of Peru straightway in the victorious Repub
would, in the interests of one as well as the other,

preferable to the intolerable relation which binds thi

now together.

The severest norther of the season at Vera Cruz 1

been blowing there for five days. Steamers are unal

to land or leave, and all business is suspended.

In the D iminion Senate a bill legalizing marrif

with a deceased wife's sister has passed by a vote

34 to 11.

Special Notice.—Wanted the place and date of I

death of Geo Bennett, who was a member of Frien.

Meeting at Redick, near Bristol. England, and cime

and settled in the United States about one hundi

years ago, and died about the year 1800. He was nei

married. If the keepers of the records of the varic

Monthly Meetings will be kind enough to examinel
records of the above date, and should find the inforri

tion asked for, they will confer a great favor by send!

it to J. A. Chat UN, No. 242 Chestnut St., Philad

phia, Pa.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second day, the

of Fifth, month.

Conveyances will be at the Street Road Stati
on Second and Third diys, the 1st and 2nd of Fi

month, to meet the trains that leave the Broad !

Depo • of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
PkUadelphia, at 7.28, 9.25 and 11.13 A. M., and 2.25 a

:4.55 p.m.

fi@" Pupils must procure their tickets to the Str

Road Station on the first floor of the Broad St. De|

before going up to the second floor to take the tra

These tickets MDST be paid for at ihetirae, asi

system of issuing tickets to the pupils and chargi

them to the School, has been discontinued by the Ra

road Company."©a

WANTED
In Seventh month next, a Friend aged 25 or

years, as governess to child nder 14. One w

would assist in their training, and share the duties a

responsibilities of a family.

Apply with references to C. Jacob, West Gro
Chester Co., Penna.

Married, at Friends' meeting-house at Marshall!

Chester Co., Pa., on the 30th of 3rd mo. 1882, IsA

Evans, Jr., of Middletown, Delaware Co., Fa., 8

Rebecca, daughter of Marshall and Hannah Fell

the former place.

Died, at the residence of his son-in-law, Norwi
Ontario, Canada, 3rd month, 28th, 1882, Benjaiv

Dickinson, an esteemed member of Norwich Monti

Meeting of Friends, in the 68th year of his age. C

dear Friend was sincerely attached to the origii

principles of the religious Society of Friends; I

watchfulness of his daily life and conversation bearij

testimony thereto.

WILLIAM HrPILE7PRIN'rER,' "I

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Religious Epidemics.
(Continued from page 290.)

In looking back at the curious and pitiabL
travaganees enumerated in the preceding
rts of this article, it is natural for us to re-

rd them as largely the result of the ignor-
co and superstition of those days, from
lieh we are now happily freed. But it is

ill to remember that human nature remains
lentially the same as in former ages, and
It if the same causes should again arise,

lilar effects may be expected to be pro
eed. As Dr. Madden well observes, " public
amities on a large scale, civil commotions,
Jtracted war, famine, pestilence, religious
ife, fanaticism and oppression" might pro-
ue " epidemic mental disorders, as terrible

any which have occurred in past times,"
)ugh the character of the delusions would
modified by the prevailing ideas, interests
i speculations of the age.

3ne of the most practically interesting
ints connected with these nervous disorders
which the mind becomes unbalanced, is

sir contagious nature, and the manner in

lich through the mysterious power of sym-
thy, bystanders become similarly affected.

3 see the operation of this principle in the
reasonable panics which sometimes seize
large bodies of people collected together;
1 in the blind excitement of mobs, when
ison for the time appears to lose its sway.
i something akin to temporary mania takes
place.

.n the account given of an epidemic mania
a, convent at Kintorp, near Strasbourg, it

said that a few onlj- of the nuns at fii-st

re seized with convulsions and hallucina-
QS, and these were attributed to epilepsj'.

t the disease spread till almost the whole
nmunity were affected. When one nun
into a convulsive attack, all the others
might be present or within hearing of
cries, were instantly affected by the same

lady. Even when the sisters were in sepa-
e chambers, the mere rumor that one of
iir number was thus attacked would cause
! others to be similarly seized.

Ibout the year 1560, many of the inmates
the convent of Nazareth at Cologne were
!ed with violent convulsive hysterical at-

14th year. Her nocturnal alarms affrighted
the person whose bed was next to her, and
who was herself attacked by the malady. In
this manner a contagious terror extended from
one to another till the greater number of the
community labored under the disease and its

accompanying delusions.

1 n 1628, at a Benedictine convent at Madrid,
coni])osed of 30 sisters, one of the sisters was
affected with a nervous malady, which soon
spread, until 25 out of the 30 were under its

influence, and supposed, in accordance with
the supei-stitions of the da}', to be possessed
by evil spirits.

In a recent work of Dr. Benjamin W. Rich-
ardson of London, on the Diseases of Modern
Life, a chapter is devoted to those induced by
what he calls "Imitation and Moral Conta-
gion,"—the class of which we have spoken in

this article. Some of the illustrations he ad-
duces are curious and interesting, and impress
on us with much force the need of care to
shelter the young and those of an easily im-
pressible temperament from exposure to in-

fluences which ma}' develop in them very un-
desirable consequences. He relates the case
of a child born with the most perfect position
of her eye-balls, who " was permitted, when
in her third year, to be taken out daily by a
good-natured servant, who, with many excel-
lent mental qualities, had one great physical
defect, naraelj' a doul)le strabismus, or squint.
In a few weeks it was seen that the child could
easily imitate the aberration, and at first, such
slight importance was attached to the fact,

he would be asked, in play, to squint like her
attendant. A little later on the parents were
amazed to find that the distortion of the eye-
balls in their child was present when it was
not called for, and that at last it settled into
a permanent strabismus. The distortion has
continued ever since, and will never be reme-
died, except by surgical operation.

I have seen a still more painful illustra-

tion of disease, induced in the manner now
being considered, in a girl wno was occasion-
ally taken to visit a connection of her family
suffering from chronic chorea,

—

'Choria Sancti
Viti,' or, Saint Vitus' dance. The patient was
constantly moving her hands and arms, add-
ing, at intervals, which could almost be timed
to the minute they were so regular, a peculiar
grimace in which the angles of the mouth
were extended, the nostrils dilated, the eyes
widely opened and the skin of the forehead
uplifted into folds. The child soon began to
imitate certain of these movements, especially
the movements of the limbs and the corruga-
tion of the forehead. At the same time she
acquired a fondness, which amounted even to
a fascination, for the company of the afflicted

person. After a few months it was observed,
whenever the child returned from one of her
visits, that she exhibited for several days the
same nervous phenomena as those she had

of the elder sufferer, she contracted thedisease
so definitel}' that she never recovered. A
little unusual physical fatigue, an excitement,
or any other influence that would leave de-
pression of mind or body in its train, was
atrfficient to bring on a return of the symp-
toms and to give them uncontrollable sway
for many hours, sometimes for many days.

" One of our representative men of science
described to me an outbreak of imitative
chorea which occurred in his own family. A
woman suffering from chorea,— St. Vitus'
dance,—came to his house, and was seen by
one of his children. The child spontaneously
commenced to make imitative muscular move-
ments, not in mockery of the patient, but, as
if governed by some uncontrollable impulse
received through the sense of sight. From
this child the clisease spread to another, and
s.o on to a third. It assumed a most decided
form in those affected, and would have spread
through the whole of the family but for the
pi'ompt measures that were taken to suppress
it.. The affected were all placed in separate
rooms, and the unaffected were entirely with-
drawn from them. In this way the "disease
was limited at the commencement, and those
who were seized were in a few weeks restored
to health."

(To be concluded.)

For "The Friend."

Walliing Honestly.

Let us walk honestly, as in the day.

—

Bible.

[The testimony borne to the reputation of
the Society of Friends for integrity, by the
writer of this essay, in the paragraph which
speaks of an "honest Quaker" as a proverbial
expression, would probably not have been
written by one of our own members, who
would have been restrained by a feeling ot
modesty from self-praise. We sincerely hope
that neither the writer (nor any other one)
may have cause to alter the favorable opinion
he has formed, by a want of integrity on the
part of any under our name.

—

Ed.]

ks. The first person affected was a young I witnessed, and although the intercourse was
man who had entered the cloisters in her

|
soon afterwards stopped for ever by the death

Prominent among the fruits of the
Spirit is honesty. To be honest with ourselves,
honest with our neighbor, and honest in the
sight of God, are essential elements of the
Christian character. The latter, however, in-

cludes the former two. He who is truly
honest in the sight of G-od cannot be deficient
'n the other Christian graces.
When a new religious sect is brought to

notice, one of the first questions asked is,

" Well, how are these people in their dealings
with their fellow men ; are they honest'?" Arid
the reply, whatever it be, determines the esti-

mate set upon their character by the anxious
inquirer.

It is a lamentable yet indisputable fact that
thousands of well-meaning individuals whose
faces have been set Zionward, have become
weak and discouraged by the way, and re-

turned to the vain world from whence they
came, because of the dishonesty and corrup-
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tion of worldly-minded professors. Some of

tlicse have been so stumbled by the conduct

of those who professed to be Christians, (hat

they are ready to believe that such are even

worse in their dealings than the world's peo-

ple. To such let me say that counterfeits are

only upon genuine banks. Eeal Christians

are the best people on earth to deal with, be-

cause they are more honest and just than
others; but counterfeit Christians are among
the worst, because such are not only worldly-

minded, but hypocrites.

Honesty ranks among the very first of

the Christian gi-aces, and is plainly taught
throughout the Bible. The chief of apostles,

in his letters to bis various brethren, says

:

" Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are

true, whatsoever things are honest, whatso-
ever things are just, * * * think on these

things." " Walk honestly toward them that

are without, and that ye may have lack of

nothing." " We trust we have a good con-

science in all thing.s, willing to live honestly."

"Lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godli-

ness and honesty." "Let me be weighed in

an even balance, that God may know mine
integrit}'." Says that pei-fect man David :

"Judge me, Lord; for I have walked in

mine integrity." " Thou upholdest me in

mine integrity." Hear, also, the words of the

wisest of men :
" A false balance is abomina-

tion to the Lord ; but a just weight is his de-

light." " The integrity of the upright shall

guide the lowly." " The just man walketh in

his integrity: his children are blessed after

him."
If such was the experience of the greatest

and best of men recorded in the sacred writ

ings, should not we also abound in honesty
and integritj' of heart ; we, who profess to be
followers of Jesua Christ, who searches our
hearts and from whom no secret thought or

action can be hid. " Search me, God, and
know my heart: try me, and know my
thoughts : and see if there be any wicked way
in me, and lead me in the way everlasting."

Vain, yea worse than vain, will be our pro
fession unless backed up by a good and honest
heart in daily walk and conversation. Our
high-sounding and ingeniously-constructed

testimonies and prayers will prove only as

sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal. The
most effectiial testimony that can be given is

a straightforward, upright. Christian life.

" Mark the perfect man and the upright, for

the end of that man is peace." Such a life

will oft-times convert the sinner and confound
the skeptic, when all other means have failed.

The " honest Quaker" is proverbial. Thank
God that there is at least one professed Chris-

tian sect, having so much of the indwelling
Spirit of Christ as to i-ender them " honest'

in the sight of men. I pray the Lord that
their primitive purity and power may be
handed down unsullied to all future ages.

Yet, let it not be forgotten that a child of God
is a child of God the world over, regardless of
name or order. A real child of God is an
honest child of God. One can be honest and
not bo a Christian, but he cannot be a Chris-

tian and not be honest.

Dear friends, though young in the waj'^, I

am with you heart and hand in this grand
and noble work. I feel that you aremy friends,

my brethren, in this particular field of labor.

You have my sj-mpathy, my support; my
time and talents ; my prayers and tears. What
you have received from your fathers in this

grand reform, this separation from the world,

this hand down as a precious legacy to all

coming generations. As ye have received the

light, so walk ye in it. As ye have come out

from the world and are separate ; so the Lord
will receive you and will be a Father unto

you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters,

saith the Lord Almighty.
O. A. Pratt.

Greene, N. Y.

Westtown Boarding School.

(Continued fiom page 283.)

" At a special meeting held 9th mo. 17th,

1813. The counterpart of deeds of five rent-

charges, bequeathed by our friend Jno. Pem-
berton, deceased, for the use of Boarding
School, having lately come into possession,

and it being suggested by a minute of a meet-

ing of the acting committee held on the 14th

inst., that they should be sold and the pro-

ceeds applied for the purpose of obtaining a

permanent supply of water at the school, the

proposal, after deliberate consideration, was
concurred with."

4th mo. 15th, 1814. " One of the shares in

the mill erected on the farm at Westtown,
being now offered for sale by Eichard Strode
for $500, the original cost thereof, and it ap
pearing advisable to secure the same, it if

concluded to make the purchase."

The report to the Yearly Meeting of this

year informs that the school has been attended

hy an average number of 71 boys and 98 girls

:

that satisfactory advancement in their learn-

ing has been generally observable, and a com-

fortable degree of decorum in their deport

ment continuing to subsist among them ; that

the amount charged for board and tuition has
fallen short $189.55 ; that $733.14 had been
paid out for repairs, improvements, &c., mak
ing altogether a deficiency of $1122.89 ; also

that the farm account exhibits a balance in

its favor of $1154.84. "Religious meetings
have been regularly held on the first and fifth

daj's of the week. Order and harmony is

preserved in the family, and a hope is enter-

tained, that as the ground of the concern
which led to the establishment of this institu

tion is steadily adhered to, the school wil

continue to be a blessing to many of our
youth." A new appointment being suggested
by the committee, the Yearly Meeting this

year appointed Thos. Scattergood, Jonathan
Evans and 50 other men Friends, and the
women's meeting appointed 41, consisting of
Elizabeth F. Paul, Euth Ely, Catharine^W,
Morris and others, making the whole com-
mittee to consist of 93 Friends, from which
an "acting committee" of 62 was selected

Extract from the report of 1816 :
" The

family expenses for the past year have ex
ceeded the sums charged for board and tuition
$2077.42. The accounts of the farm exhibit
a balance in its favor of $1526.49. As the
amount of household expenses has greatly in

creased, and the charge for board and tuition
being considerably disproportioned thereto,

we have believed it right to suggest for con-

sideration whether it is not expedient to raise

it from $80 to $90 per annum."
"As the management and superintendence

of business so important as this, may be ox
pected to occasion much labor and close exer
cise, it is desirable that Friends generally may
cherish a disposition to promote the work,
always keeping in view that its origin was

under a sense of duty for the guarded and r

ligious education of the rising generation."

4th mo. 1816. Report was made of a legac

from Owen Hughes of 200 pounds, and thi

the executors, Samuel Leo and Jesse Willett

would be prepared to pay it about the Ist

9th month next.

Information being now communicated 1:

the treasurer, that additional fundi? are nec€

sary for the purpose of meeting the demam
upon the committee, Thos. Stewardson, Ell

Yarnall and Isaac Bonsai, are authorized

obtain upon loan a sum not exceeding $300

The Yearly Meeting of this year uiiitt

with the proposal to raise the price of boa:

and tuition from $80 to $90 per annum. Tl

committee were continued, "and desired

give close attention to the weighty trust i

posed in them."
The report made to the Yearly Meeting

1817, after suggesting a new nomination, go
on to say, " We believe a benefit would ari

from the appointment of a smaller number
Friends than heretofore, and thus obviatii

the necessity of appointing an " acting coi

mittee"—they might all consider themselv
bound in diligent attention to the differe

services, and have the liberty of so regulatii

their several meetings as may be most pi

motive of the welfare of the institution."

At a meeting of committee, held 6th n:

21st, 1817. "The communication from Ji

and Hannah Whitall stating that the prospe

of relinquishing their present situation

Westtown about the first of 4th month ne:

felt easy to their minds, being again read ; t

committee on considering the subject appoii

ed Jonathan Evans, Philip Price, Mart
Jefferis, Amy Coates and others, to endeav
to procure suitably qualified Friends to i

the important station they now hold.
" The maps of Asia and America have be

procured and forwarded to the school,

appearing that there is still a small map
Pennsylvania and of the United States want
for the boys, and one of the latter of comm
size, one of Eui'ope, and one of Asia for t

girl's school, Philip Garrett and Dan'l Elli(

are desired to procure them.
The following Friends are named to ass

the superintendent in procuring from time
time for the use of the family, such articles

necessarily come under the care of the fems

department, viz: Mary Cope, Deborah Howt
Elizabeth Cresson and Anna Biddle.

9th mo. 9th, 1817. "The committee havii

been weightily occupied in considering ii

subject of holding meetings for Divine w<|

ship in the school, impressed with the impo
ance of such meetings, it was concluded
name a few Friend.? to attend them and ma
report thereof at our next meeting ; where
Jeffry Smedly, Philip Price, Jonathan Evaii

Margaret Morton, Sarah Poole, Martha J
feris and Catharine W. Morris were appointi
To visit the schools in the course of the «

suing three months, AVilliam Evans, Abig
Barker and others were appointed. To cc

siderof and propose suitable periods for ho
ing stated meetings, Ellis Yarnall and oth(

were appointed.

At a special meeting held 4th of 11th n
" The Friends named to endeavor to proci
successors to Jas. and Hannah Whitall, app
bending that the object of their appointme
might be facilitated by spreading the subj«

before the several approaching Quartei
Meetings, convened the committee to ta
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;he subjcot into consideration, with which
Friends present uniting, it was agreed to for-

s^ard the following minute ibr that purpose,
riz :

'• The superintendent and his wife at th'

Boarding School at Westtown, intending ti

elinquish their present engagement about
he 1st of 4th mo. next, it was concluded to
pread the subject before the several Quar
erly Meetings, in order to give general in

jrmation thereof; and should any suitably
ualified Friends feel their minds engaged to
ndertake the charge of that institution, it is

esirable that early application be made to
ie committee."

ashionable Dressing and Outward Adorning

Inconsistent with a Profession of Christ.

The direction of the apostle Paul how
omen professing godliness should be attired
-" with good works ;" and that of Peter—" let

le adorning be the hidden man of the heart,"
c; if strictly and consistently carried out,
ould disarm fashion ; divorce it from its as-

imed amitj' with religion; and rob dissipa-

on and vanity—such imperious rulers now
-of their artfully deceiving mask.
Must it not be admitted, jmlnini;- l:>y what
e see, that if there is any nin' ihing which
certs a powerfully seducti\i' unci domineer-
ig influence over the feuiale mind, or that
ore proves a living "after the flesh" which
death," it is unquestionably the passion for
'sss and personal ornament? So continu-
ly do we see this, in high life and in low life,

ith rich and with poor, all spending money,
me, and talents in sacrifice at the Shrine of
lis idol, that one can hardlj' avoid the con-
usion, that the yielding to custom and to
shion in the unj-estrained passion for dress
IS permeated all classes. Those with means
ving a bias by setting the example ; and
en the poorer classes, envying and eovet-

g, and struggling, with all their might, even
times, to being overcome with temptation
appropriate that not their own, in order
keep as nearly up as they can with the

grid's rush after conformity and personal
,nity. It is this which corroborates the
let's descriptive lines :

—

" We have run
rhrough every change, that Fancy at the loom
Exhausted, has had genius to supply

;

A.nd studious of mutation still, discard
A. real elegance, a little ns'd.

For monstrous novelty and strange disguise.

We sacrifice to dress, till household joys
A.nd comforts cease. Dress drains our cellar dry,
A.nd keeps our larder lean; pnts out our fires

;

And introduces hunger, frost, and woe,
Where peace and hospitality might reign."

Now, can the simplicity of the Christian
aracter be maintained while conformity to
e fashions of the world is indulged? Can we
y^erso our holy Lawgiver's unequivocal tes-

nony : ''No man can serve two masters?"
m wc cherish a fondness for, and a delight

,
"the customs of the people which are vain,"
d in the excesses of a world whose friend-

ip " is enmity with God ?"—a world that
ted and crucified Christ our Saviour—and
the same time render filial love and service
that dear Lord and Master ? " Doth a foun-
jri send forth at the same place sweet water
[d bitter?"

^ight the writer, who was once an earnest
^rsuer after these vanities and vexations of
irit, venture the expression of surprise and

sincere sorrow, "in that worthy women of out
sister sex, those who "name the name of
Christ," (2 Tim. ii. Id), being professors of the
self-denying religion of Jesus, do imt i-.( n--^

nize how the ever inconsistent habiliiiirni^
and life of the fashionablo world, conflict wilh
some of the plaincsi prohibitions and requisi-
tions of the Clu-i-i iuti S(i-i|)tures; and espe-
cially with the livery oi' i heir Lord!—He who
had not where to lay his head ; He that wore
the seamless garment; and whose disciples
" wandered about in sheep-skins and goat-
skins, being ' strangers and pilgrims' " here,
seeking for another and a better country, that
is an heavenly. How can such, as before al-

luded to, reasonably expect to overcome the
t of the world in themselves, either to

lift the warning voice against its tempta-
tions and practices in others, while they are
pandering to the same indulgence and gratifi-
cation of the desires of the fleshly mind ? and
this too, while such n ennrse is clearly opposed
to the plain do.-triiies and uniform example
of a world-renoniieiiiii- Lord?
Would that the day might be hastened,

when even the idol, dress, might be brought,
as one of the tithes called for, into the Lord's
storehouse, and made to succumb to the ser-
vice of Him, whose inspired apostle hath said,

the priests more devout. They knew more
about Oriental ideas, but no more about the
divine life, and the king himself became wick-
eder every day in spite of his »sthetics. In-
deed, it was not very long before, having a
Damascus altar, he began to worship Damas-
cus gilds, and at last shut up the temple,
put I. Ill the li-hts, turned away the priests,
and let the whole land run to ruin. As the
chronicler says, " Ho sacrificed unto the gods
of Damascus, but they were the ruin of him,
and of all Israel."

Now, I suppose, that any old fogy in these
"happy land" days, who assumes that there
is any dangerous familiarity between saintly
Jerusalem and worldly Babylon, will be writ-
ten down as a very small lot, or a very wise-
acre. That the golden glamourof world ideas,
instead of the sweet light of the eternal day,
is filling the sacred atmosphere of holy Church—who can believe it? And yet, sure as the
nineteenth century after Christ is not the
eighth before him, I was in a church [build-
ing] only the other day where I saw the Da-
mascus altar.

The [house] of which I speak was beautiful.
It was a temple, as far as draughting, stone-
cutting, paint, and putty could make it such.
The artistic eft'ects were fine. Aisle and tran-

Stand fast therefore in the liberty where-lsept, curve and angle, light and shadow, "ail
with Christ hath made us free, and be notl correct, with faultle'sa arrangement. Indeed,
entangled again with the yoke of bondage." it was so strikingly beautiful that every one
That thus, before the day of everlasting de- noticed it. The attention of the entire con
cision, we may be of the number of those who
heard the sayings of Christ and did them,
unto being "delivered from the bondage of
corruption into the glorious liberty of the
children of God

"

The Damascus Altar.

Every one will remember the story. It is

nearly as old as Homer. It is told of one of
those interesting old Kings of Judah—Ahaz,
was it not?—wlio were forever trying to sew
new cloth into the old garment without either
tearing the cloth or showing the patch—men
who believed in God, but incessantly watched
for his coming by way either of Egypt or
Assyria. At this particular juncture Assyria
was the route, and Ahaz, having an eye to
his own advantage, determined to conciliate
Oriental culture by going up to Damascus
Of course, Ahaz saw some very magnificent
things there. But there was one altar so
chaste in design and so exquisite in workman-
ship, that the king sent off a description of it

to Urijah, the high-priest at Jerusalem, with
express orders to get him up one like it with
the Jeast possible delay. The well-worn altar
of l>avid, about which the ]i>alnis lia>

written and sung, where the ^a(^ili(es of
greater years than Ahaz knew had lieeii of-

ifered, with the smoke of whose blessing the
temple had long been filled, seemed rather
shabb.y and old-fashioned compared with these
fine Eastern altars; and though the Lord
seems to have thought well of the old one, the
king felt it an injury to good taste and ad-
vanced culture to let his neighbors out-do him
in the matter of altars. So the Damascus
altar was set up, and the venerable relic of
greater days was degraded to secondary uses,

id the king had a fine time appreciating his

3W altar.

And yet, with all its artistic merit, there
ems to have been very little blessing in it.

The people did not grow more religious, nor

gregation was fixed upon this wondrous har-
mony of form and color. The ajsthetic sensi-
bilities were deeply stirred, and every body
seemed moved with a genuine admiration for
the artist and a real worship of art. As I
watched even the most devotional, it seemed
as though I could see that the thoughts which
were started for heaven were caught and held
by the charm of the lofty ceiliiigs, and that
the praises which were intended for the wor-
shipper's God lingered rather about the tem-
ple's architect. Som"ehow I fancied that the
admiration for this triumph of Damascus
genius interfered with the pure, humble de-
votion toward God, and wondered if the soft
mellow light, which played upon these appre-
ciative faces, revealed, also, the humility and
love of honest worship.
But soon began the service. One rarely

hears such music—it was faultless ; and as its

swelling harmonies filled the arches of the
building until light and sound touched and
mingled, the hush of charmed wonder was on
the people ; and with the receding tones I
heard all about me, "Exquisite!" "Ah! how
beautiful !" But I thought, "This also came
from Damascus." There was sound, but no
words; music, but no devotion. The talents
of Herr This and Madame That were praised
as they were every other day of the week;
praised as one would commend genius in

painting a picture, or in framing a story, but
there was no prayer in the sound, no praise

the harmoiw. It was a-sthetic, but not
worshipful.

Then I listened to the sermon, and it was
a masterlj' effort—as full of fine points and
fine lines as a steel-engraving. The eloquent
divine added to his own reputation greatly
by his eftbrt that day. But he, too, had
clearly been at Damascus. His discourse had
been worked into form from the richest ma-
terials. The sciences furnished the frame-
work, and the arts ornamented it with every
variety ofprecious stuff and with many a well-
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cut gem; and with impressive manner and

clear diction the preacher proceeded to de-

scribe his theme, as who should say, "Is not

this great Babylon that I have built?" It

was certainly eloquent. The people admired.

They were impressed with the sermon as thej'

were with architecture and music. They said,

" What an able sermon !" and " What a bril-

liant man !" but for some reason they did not

seem to see God behind that sermon. The
altar was so beautiful, that nothing was left

to be wished for. I looked for some one in

tears, for some evidences of dread and anxious

soul-searching. All admired, none wept ; all

were pleased, none convinced; all departed

entertained, none comforted. That congre-

gation supposed they had been worshipping

God, but rcall}' they had only been acquiring

culture. They were practising the art of de-

votion through the ajsthetics.

When I ventured, in the presence of another

old fogy, to mourn over this development of

Syrian art at the expense of Christian wor-

ship, he pointed out to me that I had not yet

perceived the whole of this tendency of the

Church worldward. Ho proceeded to show
that not in habits ofworship alone, but in habits

of thought as well, we are permitting David's

altar to be thrust aside to make room for the

world's altar. Said he, " What is the whole
tendency of theological thought in this genera-

tion. Does it not aim to harmonize itself with

the elaborate systems of world philosophj-,

and to dignifj' the siaiplieity of the Gospel by
adding the ornamentation of an Oriental mag-
nificence? The chief occupation of our lead-

ing thinkers is not the contemplation of an

undivided truth, but the readjustment of what
are deemed to be separate parts of one whole.

Gospel assertion has given place to philoso-

phical explanations. Hence the central truths

of our glad tidings are sometimes hard to find

under the immense assortment of Damascene
finery that covers them."'

If' we are not careful with our Damascus
altars, we shall surely drift into the worship
of the Syrian gods. Let religion cease its ap-

peal to the heart, and its power as religion is

gone. It may become a magnificent scheme
of culture, but saves no souls. If the Church
shall drift much further away from the sim-

plicity and purity of the Christ idea which is

within it, the day will come when, in judg-

ment fires, that will be revealed which to-day

we ought to know, that God accepts the hum-
blest sacrifice in which is real devotion, even
though the altar where it burns be mean and
humble; but that He spurns the offering

where no love is, even though it be kindled

upon the most elaborate shrine the issthetic

taste of a Damascus culture can contrive

The Church must not let its culture outstrip

its devotion.

—

Christian Advocate.

We think with regretful wonder of Johr
Newton who, while " the African blasphemer,'

as he afterward called himself, was engaged
in the traffic in human flesh ; but our wonder
is intensified when we remember that, after

becoming a Christian, he read his Bible on

board of slave-ships ! Alas, what possibilities

of dormancy have often been wrapped up in

the human conscience !

—

Selected.

A sacrifice in the morning of life is made
with much less difficulty, than if deferred till

the daj" is more advanced, and the mind en-

cumbei-ed with the things of this transitory

world.

—

Daniel Wheeler.

For "The Friend."

CHRIST CLEAXSETH THE LEPER.
Read Luke v. 12-15.

Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst

!

Such was his cry
;

It showed a faith that mountains might remove

—

A faith that had its origin in love

—

A faith that reached from earth to heaven above

—

A faith that would not die

!

Christ heard the prayer at once

—

It stirred his soul

;

He knew the man was full of leprosy
;

He knew how anxious to be healed was he;

He knew, too, how from sin he would be free

—

How glad to be made whole.

I will, said Christ—Be clean !

It reached his ear:

He wept for joy, and shouted for delight

;

Praised God for giving to his Son such might

;

It made all hearts rejoice to see such sight

—

Rejoice they did—yet fear.

Tell no man of thy cure,

But go to priest

—

Tell him, that cleansed from all disease thou art

;

Offer the gift for this thing set apart

;

Henceforth to loving Father give tiiine heart.

If thou would hence be blest.

The man did as was told.

But still there went

A fame abroad of this most wondrous cure;

How from all leprous taint he was made pure

;

How, through this Healer, all could health secure,

If they would but repent.

This brought great multitudes

To see the man ;^
The man who could by word remove disease;

Who could both nobleman and lejier please
;

Who raving maniac could at once appease.

By his own wondrous plan.

His plan was only love—
Love born of faith:

Those who'd be cured must faith have in his love
;

Must from their min-lg all doubt of Christ remove
Must let into iheir minds light from above

—

Believe in what God saith.

Conditions same to all—
To rich and poor

:

When nobleman would have his son relieved
;

When o'er his blindness poor Bartimeus grieved

—

Of each Christ asked, if he in Him believed.

Before he spoke a cure.

Shall we then hesitate,

To quick comply
With these conditions ?—Easy made and sure.

And thus for soul eternal life secure

—

A home in heaven which ever will endure

—

A joy that ne'er will die !

Sele

THE LILAC.

I feel too tired, and too old,

Long rambles in the woods to take,

To seek the cowslip's early gold

And search for violets in the brake;

Nor can I as I used to, bend,

My little bed of flowers to tend
;

Where grew my scented pinks, to-day

The creeping witch-grass has its way.

But when my door I open wide
To breathe the warm, sweet air of spring.

The fragrance comes in like a tide.

Great purple plumes before me swing.

For looking in, close by the door
The lilac blossoms as of yore

;

The earliest flower my childhood knew,
Is to the gray worn woman true.

Dear common tree that needs no care.

Whose root in any soil will live.

How many a dreary spot grows fair

With the spring charm thy clusters give!
The narrow court-yard in the town,

Knows thy sweet fragrance, and the brown
Low, hill-side farm-house hides its eaves
Beneath the gray-green of thy leaves.

Loosed by the south-winds gentle touch,

In perfumed showers ihy blossoms fall

;

Thou askest little, givest much.
Thy lavish bloom is free to all

;

And even I, shut in, shut out.

From all the sunny world about.

Find the first flower my childhood knew,
Is to the gray old woman true.—Marian Douglass.

For " The Friend.'

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.

A YEARLV MEETING IN OI.DEN TIME.

On First-day, 20th of 9th mo. 1795, I t

tended Market Street Meeting, which, thouj

mostly silent, was satisfactory.

Sixth-daj', 25th, was at Haddonfield Qus

ter, where John Reeve and Sam'l Smith we
very powerful in opening the deception a

danger of holding the too much prevaili

principle of Deism ; appealing to all prese

whether one argument could be advanced

fiivor of it. " For my part," says the form
" I have not met with one though convere

with manj^, who could say from a heart

sincerity, that they were confident in tt

belief; but it is because that opinion suits t

natural and carnal inclination, that so ma
join therewith ; and one striking circumstar

against them is, that many who have e

braced those principles, when they have be

about to close with time, have abundan-

condemned them and implored the mercy a

forgiveness of an offended God," &c. T
latter concluded with much suitable advice

the youth to avoid that dangerous opinii

and "close in with Divine visitation so mei

fully lengthened out toward them. Mecti

for discipline was conducted with much h

mony and concord, and was an opportun:

of favor to me.
27th, and first of week, I attended t

meeting at High street. In the morning Jo
Wigham spoke of the excellency of an in wa
and spiritual waiting for Divine aid and dir

tion in our meetings for both worship a

discipline, and in a particular manner in the

for worship, to have the mind abstracted fi'c

all temporal concerns in an humble waiti

on God, whereby we shall be preserved fn

drowsiness at those times, and feel such a

newal of strength and encouragement, tl

we shall seldom fail of leaving our meetir

accompanied with sweetness, peace and co-

fort of mind. Joseph Cloud spoke on f

kindness and mercy of Divine Providence

still visiting and favoring us with his imn

diate good Spirit in our hearts, and how neci

sary it is for us with thankful hearts to retfj

a grateful remembrance thereof. D. Dar|

and Rebecca Young, in the afternoon, i|

forced a life of religion and circumspectii

not only essential, but most agreeable a!

satisfactorj^ in this life ; the former spoke la

and very affectionatoly to the youth ; it V

a time of favor. In the evening, Marj' Mifl

stood more than an hour explaining, treati

of, and desiring a due consideration of f

nature and effect of Deism, which she sa

she could do no less than terra the diaboli

opinion and principle prevailing to draw mi

kind from a dependence on God, to a disregs

of his omnipotence, and even to end in thai

death and destruction.

28th, and 2nd of week. Meeting opened
the 10th hour, and the Queries and answ-

were read. On the answer to the 3rd

S was enabled to treat very beautiful

entreating friends early to instruct the tone
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linds of their offspring of the nocessit3' of an
equaintanco with God, and the nature of his

'orkings and dealings witb them even while
onng, by which means (as their minds are
irly and in their minority susceptible ofgood)
le frequent complaints of deviation from
lainness of dress and address would be re-

loved, and they convinced in that stage of
fe, that the greatest beauty was in decent
lainness; with much more suitably adapted;
ader whose testimony my mind was much
umbled, in considering the important charge
' parents. In the afternoon the remainder
' the reports were read and considered, and
len adjourned to the 9th hour.
29th. The epistles were read (except that
om New York, which is not yet received),

id of the general one it was concluded to

'int only an abstract, as the paragraphs on
le Negroes and Indians were thought to be
o full. A part of the minutes of the Meet-
g for Sufferings were read, and in the after-

)on the remainder. John Wigham spoke in

vor of the care and labor of that meeting;
so desiring the youth to be animated and
icouraged to engage moi-e earnestly in the
,use of Truth, that thereby they might be
labled to take part of this burden off the
;ed. In this sitting Jos. Cloud desired that
e would unite and ask a blessing, and then
tpeared excellent in prayer. A query from
iirlington Quarter "whether the Monthly
eeting could receive an offer from persons
arryingin a degree between first and second
usins," which was spoken to and agreed

with some of the old standards, it was agreed
to read cei'tificates of ministering Friends
travelling from a distance. In the afternoon
several new parts of discipline were proposed
by the Meeting for Sufferings ; some agreed
to, others left for further consideration next
year.

7th-day. Agreed, after considerable oppo-
sition by J. Evans, to build a new meeting-
house on the burj-ing ground to accommodate
the Yearly Meeting. The epistle fmm New
York received and read; a large conuiiilli-e

appointed to promote subscriptions tor sundry
|)urposes, to civilize, &c., the Indians. In the
afternoon the epistles, in answer to those re-

ceived, were read ; the select meeting on 7th-

day preceding the Yearly Meeting, in future

to begin at the 10th hour. Thr meeting con-

cluded after several weighty imjiortunt re-

marks by J. Wigham and several others; and
through the sittings whereof, I have to ac-

knowledge, and hope thankfuU}' to remember,
that mj' mind has been abundantly refreshed

and instructed, though at times much hum
bled and baptized under a sense of my own
un worthiness and neglect of duty.

Joseph T. Townsend.

"John Ploughman on Thrift."— Will our
)3Cople never learn to lay by for a rainy day ?

Wages are certainly small enough, and a man
I't save a fortune out of fifteen shillings a
I'k.but still it (iocs seem silly to spend every
lliing the inomcut j'ou get it. We saj' of
Idren that their penny will burn a hole in

ey might; then adjourned to the 10th hour, their pocket; but it looks as if our work
30th. The minutes of the meeting last year people were all children, and could not get
3re read, and the situation of the Indians

|
rid of their money fast enough. Lots of car-

nsidered and referred to a committee. Inlpenters and bricklayers, and other trades-
e afternoon a committee appointed on the

J

people, earn good wages, and yet if they are
jasurer's accounts; a committee of last year jout of work a week they go to the pawn-shop
ported, and proposed Friends' old burying or run into debt. The squirrel in the cold
ound for the new meeting- house to be built

,
which is left under consideration. Me-

Drials concerning O. Jones, Eobert Willis,

d Jos. Penrose, were read, and adjourned to

e 9th hour.

10th mo. 1st, and 5th of the week. The meet-
y opened with reading the memorial con-
rning Jas. Thornton, then the state of the
sating came under consideration ; many
itable remarks were communicated on the
swers to the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Queries,
hn Wigham very earnestly entreated friends
live more under the power of Truth, and to

oid that superfluity of building and furni-

re, which he had son-owfully observed, even
long some of those who filled the most con-
icuous stations in the Church, which he had
believe was cause of sorrow and grief to
me of the sincere, humble travailing seed,

10 went mourning on their way, in behold-
y the deviation of many of their brethren
)m that plainness and beauty in which our
eestors were led, and which the principles
our profession still lead into. Manj- perti-

nt remarks were also made by him and
ireral other friends on the lowness of the
ite of Society, in that of a due and wakeful
iendance of meetings; living in love and
ity with our brethren and neighbors, which
)uld lead to that of avoiding backbiting, &c.
the afternoon the remainder of the an-
ers were considered, and the report on the
counts read and approved.
6th-day. An addition made to the eom-
jttee on the Boarding School, and they di-

pled to proceed ; after considerable debate

weather eats the nuts which he has stored

up ; but these people never lay by a penny
piece. Young men ought to save a good part
of their wages, and have a nice little sum inj

hand before they get married; and the new I

married couple ought to go on saving some-
thing, for they will soon want it all when lit-

tle mouths begin to cry, and little feet patter,

on the floor. Besides, we none of us growj
younger, and what is a man to do in old age;
if he spends all his nine-pences in the days of

j

his youth ? Our Saviour would have us live
j

without anxiet_\- for iIjc UKJi-row, and the best|

waj' to get to that liappy state is to take due
care of the gootis entrusted to us to-day. If

we use what we earn wisely and well, we
need not fret about to-morrow; but if we
waste we shall want ; if we eat all the beans
there will be none for sowing, and, if we never
look before we leap, we shall only have our-

selves to blame if we tumble into the ditch,
j

Some people are so shiftless that even when
they have good store they cannot manage
with it. One woman turns sixpence into a
shilling, while another melts a shilling into_

sixpence. Now, you girls, don't think so

much about catching husbands, but try and
learn to be house-wives. Learn to cook and
darn and wash and scrub. You will be dear
wives to your husbands if you don't ; but the

dearness will be of the wrong sort. The hus-

band can bring home the money, or at least

he ought to do it, but only the wife can make
it last out; the man can find the bricks, but
the woman is the builder. Oh, for a breed of

those women who know how to make a little

go a long way I These are worth running a
thousand miles to see, however plain their
faces be, so John Ploughman says, and so say
we.

—

Spurgeon.

Spare Moments.—A bo3-, poorl}- dressed,
came to the door of the Principal of a cele-
brated school one morning and asked to see
him. The servant eyed his mean clothes, and
thinking he looked more like a beggar than
:iuy thing else, told him to go round to the
kitchen.

" I should like to see Jlr. ," said he.
"You want a breakfast, more like."
" Can I see Mr. ?" asked the boy.
" AYell, he is in the library ; if he must be

disturbed, he must."
So she bade him follow. After talking

awhile the Principal put aside the volume
that he was studying and took up some Greek
books, and began to examine the new comer.
Every question he asked the boy was an-
swered readily.

"Upon my word !" exclaimed the Principal,
"you do well. What, nij^ boy, where did you
pick up so much?"

"Jk my spare moments," answered the boy.
He was a hard-working lad, yet almost

fitted for college by simply improving his
spare moments. A few years later he became
known all the world over as the celebrated
geologist, Hugh Miller. What account can
you give oi your spare moments?

—

Selected.

Confessing Christ.—In Iowa a half dozen
transient guests at a quiet country hotel re-

turned to the hotel from attendance at a place
of worship, and gathered about the stove in
the office, fell to iii<(u-;>ing the sermon in par-
ticular, ami pi-isoiitly, tcj debating theology
and religion in general.

'

"As for me," said one loud talker, "this
whole matter of religion is a humbug ; I don't
believe any of those things !" and the room
full—say of thirty persons—received the scoff-

er's dicta with open assent, or prudently, and
perhaps cowardly, concealed dissent. One
of these who had just returned from the
[meeting] bestowed more than usual time in

folding away his overcoat, and a close ob-
server might have iK'.tifed that some of his

movements were emplia^izi-.l hy the pressure
of strong feeling. A- ihr ;i--;iihuit of religion

was about to conclude that his expressions
were perhaps the verdict of all, the nervous
hearer aforesaid turned quickly around, say-
ing :

"See here, my friend, I knoio you are mis-
taken ! As a talker you can outdo me, but
my experience shows me you haven't reach-
ed the bottom of this question. There's my
father, eighty years old, blind, and without a
dollar in the world that he can call his own,
and recently stricken by the loss of a favorite

daughter
;
yet he sits in his chair communing

with Christ, singing all day long, repeating
over passages of .'-Scripture, and happier than
a prince. M \' mot Ik r. too, an invalid almost
all her life, t('il.l me hitdy that in the night,

when she couldn't sleep because of her pain,

she became full of joy by thinking of the
coming gloiy. Father knows and mother
knows, and, thank God, I know, yoa are mis-

taken—for God has power to forgive sins, and
cveiy one of you," turning to the intent hear-

ers, "every one of you may know as an un-
answerable fact, that God can send his Spirit

to testify' that you are his children, pardoned,
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justified, gladdened and satisfied that religion [are made of glucose. Children are therefore

is as real as that you sit in those chairs." large consumers of this substance ; the honey
The little company, impressed, silenced, i hees, also, are fond of it, and will carry it away

and some in tears, dispersed, each adniilliiiLt. Ky the ton, if placed within their reach. The
to himself, at least, that the truth has ))l>^v^ r imniy made from it is no better than the pure
when spoken out of a full heart.— Church ghicose, as it is stowed away in the comb
U?iioii.

I

without change. Human ingenuity, it is
*"*

stated, has reached the point of making honey
Children in the House.—The tidiest and most and storing it in the comb without the media-

particular child that ever lived will sometimes tion of the bee; therefore, we can now dispense

upset things about a house to the annoyance
j

with its services. By appropriate machinery
of the fussy housekeeper; and all ordinary 'a nice-looking comb is made out of paraffine,

children are the bane of her life. Their toys, the cells being filled with glucose syrup, and
their games, their shreds, their books, are

; this fictitious honey is warranted true white-

scattered indiscriminately around. As soon clover honey from Vermont,
as a child is old enough to play about, in most The beautiful clear white syrups found on
homes a sort of quiet warfare between the our breakfast tables, and used as an agreeable

housekeeper and that 'child commences. The adjunct to our waffles and buckwheats, are

greatest love may prompt the mother, yet all largely composed of glucose. A mixture of

but unconsciously, as it were, an attitude of true " sugar-house" syrup with glucose syrup,

antagonism is assumed by her as regards the in proportions of five or ten per cent, of the
child's upsetting things. When there is a former to ninety or ninety-five per cent of the!

nursery, and plenty of assistants, of course latter, constitutes the high-priced "maple
the little folks are more at liberty in their

j

drip" of the grocers. A Western chemist re-

own domain. But in the average home, where ports the results of recent analyses in which'
the children are part and parcel of the family,

' adulterations amounting to from five to fifteen

asregardstheuse ofthecommonlivingrooms,'per cent, of glucose were found in various'

their want of order will cause more or less popular brands of sugars,

disturbance. Happy the mother who has the
j

Bishop Whately's Brain Tonic. — When
wisdom and good sense not to be disturbed

1 Whately felt fatigue from overtaxing the
by their litterings, who with equanimity can brain in the daytime, he would close his books.

see the dining-room chairs converted into rail- and a quarter of an hour after you might have
road trains, and composedly survey the marks seen the following instructive spectacle : I

of little fingers on the furniture. Unbridled
|

The first occasion on which I ever saw
license will ruin the temper and disposition Dr. Whately (observes a correspondent) was
of any child; but sympathy for and jiaticnce under curious circumstances. I accompanied
with their desires to find themsiivrs a in use- my late friend Dr. Field to visit professionally
ment, will lead any housekeeper to ])ut up some membei'S of the archbishop's household
with a good deal of annoyance from them. jat Redesdale, Stillorgan. The ground was

'-'
__ .. covered by two feet of snow, and the ther-j

... 1 TT' 1 n •
""^

o
"^ ""^^ mometer was down almost to zero. Knowing

Natural History, Science, &C. the archbishop's character for humanity, I,

Ventilate your Clo-'^ets.—Soiled under-gar- [expressed much sui-prise to see an old labor-

ments or the wash clothes ought not to bejing man in his shirt-sleeves felling a tree

put into a closet, ventilated or not ventilated, j" after hours" in the demesne, while a heavy
They should be placed in a large bag for the shower of sleet drifted pitilessly on his wrink-
purpose, or a roomy basket, and then put in lied fiice. "That laborer," replied Dr. Field,

I

a well aired room some distance from the ["whom you think the victim of prelaticalj

family. Having thus excluded one of the fer [despotism, is no other than the archbishop cur-

tile sources of bad odors in closets, the next ing himself of a headache."^i)/e of Whately.'

point is to see that the closets are properly! At Plymouth, England, the ruins of an old

ventilated. It matters not how clean the castle are still to be seen. It was built upon
clothing in the closet may be, if there is no a very, high rock, the narrow ledge of which
ventilation, that clothing will not be what it i runs out beyond the walls. Two goats used
should be. Any garments, after being wornjto feed upon the grass and weeds that grew
for awhile will absorb more or less of the ex- [among the ruins. One of them got upon the
halations which arise from the body, and thus

j

ledge, which was only wide enough for the
contain an amount of foreign—it may be 'small feet of a goat to walk upon. It went
hurtful— matter, which free circulation of on until it came to a sharp point, and was
jDure air can soon remove.— The Sanitarian.

The use and effects of Glucose.—Glucose is a
cheap, imperfect substitute for the genuine
sugar of commerce. It is not a poison when
well made; and, as regards its healthfulness,

it may not be much more deleterious than or-

dinary cane sugar. Still it does produce and
aggravate dyspeptic symptoms, and by its

then obliged to turn back again. Just then
it was met by the other goat, and at that place
there was no room for them to pass each other,

or to turn around. The one that did so must
fall and be dashed to pieces on rocks below.
The goats felt their danger, and made loud
cries of distress. Many people heard them
and ran to see what was the matter. None

proneness to set up fermentative processes its
j
could give the lea.st help. The goats stood

use causes flatulency and painful afi'ections of
the bowels.
What becomes of the millions of pounds of

glucose manufactured in the Western States
every month ? It is used mostly as an adul-

terant in the manufacture of table syrups, and
in adulterating the dark, moist sugars used
largely by the poor. Its next larg'est Use is

in the manufacture of candies. All soft can-
dies, waxes, tafiies, caramels, chocolates, &c..

face to face for a long time. At last one was
seen to kneel and crouch down as close as it

could lie upon the ledge, and the other walked
over him. The goat that had lain down got
up again, and went on to the place where his

friend had found room to turn around. It

did the same, and thus both ivere saved.
Action of the Sun's Rays.—Dr. Phipson in

Chemical News mentions a gate ]iost painted
with a new white pigment having a zinc

basis, which appeared black all day, and wh'
all night, turning black again soon after si

rise. The paint was found to contain a sra

quantity of Sulphide of Barium. When t

white powder was spread upon a piece
paper and exposed to the direct rays of t

sun, it became fawn-colored, brown and fina

a dark slate-color, in the coursq of about
minutes. When in this state it was plac

in darkness it became white again in 22 t(

hours time.

The phenomenon is due to the presence
the Barium.
Animals and the Telegraph.—Nielsen,

;

rector of the Norwegian telegraph lines, %
just published a curious note upon the i

pressions that are produced upon animals
the vibrations of telegraphic wires. The poi

in the neighborhood of the Norwegian pi

woods, even those which have been fresl

impregnated with sulphate of copper, are f

quently found to have been perforated
woodpeckers, which, it seems, mistake t

humming of the wires for the buzzing of

sects. The holes are generally made near t

insulators, and a post shown at the Pa
Electrical Exhibition bad a hole clear throu
it large enough to insert the whole ar

Bears imagine the humming to be that
bees, and, not finding any sign of a colo

above, paw at the heaps of stones at the b£

of the poles ; and, when they can find noi

ing, vent their spite in a vigorous blow on t

ground, to kill the bees that persist in stayi

hid. The scattering of the heaps of stoi

around the posts, which is not rare, could r

be explained, till some one perceived t

marks of the bears' claws where these des]

rate blows had been given. Wolves are I

lieved to have been frightened awaj' by t

lines. While a vote was pending on a gra

to a telegraphic line, a member of the Stori

ing remarked that, while his constituents h
no direct interest in the line, they would si

port the grant, because the wires would dri

away the wolves. It is said that, howet
hungry a wolf may be, he will never go ii

a spot that is inclosed by ropes stretched
posts. It is a remarkable fact that since t

first telegraphic line was established, twer;

years ago, wolves have never appeared in

neighborhood.

—

Pojnilar Science Monthly.
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PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING.
At the Select Yearly Meeting on Seven

day, (4ih mo. 15th), during the considerati

of the Queiy relative to the ministr3', an e

nest exercise spread over the meeting, tl

those members on whom agiftin the minis!
had been conferred, should be careful to ex
cise it only under the fresh anointing of f

Spirit of Christ. A minister might feel 1

state of a meeting opened to his mind, but t
alone was not sufficient. He must patien
abide under his exercise, until the D^vi

command is felt to deliver the message tot
people.

In the exercise of vocal supplication, t

same qualification is necessar3'. All ti

prayer must come from Christ our H(
Head ; but the mere verbal acknowledgmc
that petitions are offered in his name, is lit

better than solem n mockery, unless his Spi
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id power are felt to operate on tLe heart of
e suppliant.

This concern seemed to spread from one to
other, till many brethren and sisters bore
stimony to its importance ; and many others,
lose voices wei-e not heard, rejoiced in the
idence that the Lord's good presence over-
adowed the assembly, and that Ho was
jased afresh to enable his servants to pro-
,im some of the truths of the Gospel.
rhe general Yearly Meeting opened on
30nd-day the 17th inst. In an interesting
)ort from the Committee charged with the
-e of the Indians on the Allegheny Eeserva-
n, it was mentioned that one of the Indian
men had applied to the Committee to be
eived into membership with our Society,
there is no meeting for discipline establish-
at or near Tunesassa, the Committee in-
duced the case to the Yearly Meeting for
advice as to its proper disposition. "The
ling was freely expressed that the desire
ikened in her for the benefits of religious
Dwship, should receive proper attention,
. a committee was appointed to consider
^subject, and report to a future sitting,
'his committee subsequently proposed that
Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadel-
ishould be authorized to act on cases of
lication to be received into membership bj
sons (whether Indian or not) residing on
near the Allegheny Reservation, in the
e manner as where such applications are
le by ^persons residing within its usual
ts. This proposition was adopted by the
rly Meeting.
he opening of a new railroad from Sala-
ica southward along the Allegheny river
through the Indian reservation, was men-
ed with regret, owing to the increase of
mperance and other evils occasioned by
presence of a rough class of persons em-
ed as laborers in the construction of the

he Boarding School at Tunesassa for the
an children had been satisftictorily con-
ned

;
and care was taken to promote the

;ious welfare of the children, as well as
r intellectual and physical culture,
lie report of the Committee having care
be Boarding School at Westtown, repre-
ed that Institution as in a favorable con-
in. The average number of scholars for
year had been 168, which is considerably
than the buildings can accommodate,
gh about equal to the number that have
there for a few years past. Arrange

ts had been made to open a normal class
c girls' department forthe special instruc-
intheartofteachingofthoseofouryoung
,en who desire to engage in that occu"-
m. The religious welfare of the children
claimed much care, and there was en-
aging ground for hope that a blessing
is respect had rested on the labors of the
nittee and officers.

>e Yearly Meeting again sent down a
ite on the use of Intoxicating Drinks, ad-

g their members to refrain tlierefrom en-
f, and directing subordinate meetings to
id care over their members in this re-

;, and to make report of their labors the
ing year. For several years past, when
subject has been before the meeting, there
leen less religious weight than has marked
^liberations on other matters. In view of
^ctjitis worthj' of consideration whether
[Uld not be the wisest course to lay the

burthen of proper attention to the subject on
the respective Monthly Meetings, by whom
the labor must be performed, without requir-
ing specific reports in regard to it to be sent
up to the Yearly Meeting.

In the consideration of the state of Society
as shown by the Queries and answers, the
meeting was much favored with a feeling of
solemnity and tenderness; as well as earnest
concern for the removal of the deficiencies
that were apparent, and the encouragement
of the members to greater devotedness to the
cause of the Redeemer. A failure was report-
ed on the part of some in faithfully upholding
our testimony against a system of ministry
which is exercised in the will of man. This
caused much concern to the meeting, as such
a system conflicts with the pure principles of
spiritual worship as ever believed in by the
Society of Friends. True worship consists in
the aspirationsof the heart towards our Father
in Heaven, and not in any vocal utterances,
and our duty when assembled for Divine wor'
ship is to retire out of all our own thoughts
and imaginations, and to endeavor to feefth
presence of the Lord with us, producing i.

holy solemnity, and enabling us to render unto
Him that service which He may require. We
were reminded of the experience of Robert
Barclay, who says, "When I came into the
silent assemblies of God's people, I felt a secret
power amongst them, which touched my
heart

;
and, as I gave way to it, I found the

evil weakening in me, and the good raised up,
and so I became thus knit and united to them|
hungering more and more after an increase
of this power and life, whereby I might feel
myself perfectly redeemed." Those who hun-
ger after and come to feel and enjoy this
Divine Power which touches the heart, wilj
not feel that the ability to worship God de-
pends on the ministrations of any man, much
less of one who preaches at stated times, with
out waiting to know whether it is the will of
the Head of the Church for him to speak
to be silent.

The dangers to which our young people
are exposed at the present day were'sensibly
felt; and fervent exhortations were repeatedly
given to them to yield unreservedly to the
strivings of the spirit of the Saviour, that
they might be preserved from the evils that
are in the world and become prepared to pro-
mote the cause of their Redeemer by their
whole course of life. This concern ou their
behalf was remarkably manifested in the
meeting of Ministers and Elders on Fourth-
day, and led to the introduction from that
body of a proposal that the Yearly Meeting
should ajjpoint a committee to pay a general
visit to its meetings and members, as wa^'
might open therefor. The proposition was
united with by both the Men's and Women's
Meetings, and a large number of Friends set
apart for this weighty and important service.
It is understood that these Friends have since
subdivided themselves into nine small com-

nies, one ofwhich is expected to attend each
of the nine Quarterly Meetings, and feel after
the labor that may be required in its limits.
There was an unusually clear evidence that

his exercise, and the movement resulting
from it, were in accordance with the Divine

and there is reason to hope that a bless-
ing will rest upon it, if those engaged in the
labor are preserved in humility, emptied of
selfsufficiency, and made to seek earnestly
for Divine help.

The list ofdeceased Ministers and Elders sent
up in thereplies to the Annual Queries, seemed
large, and embraced the following names:
Mercy Comfort, John and Hannah P. Worth
Beulah C. Thompson, Eliza P. Gurney, Rachel
H. Roberts, Chalkley Stokes, Lydia S. Wills,
Jonathan Freedland and John E. Sheppard.
The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings

bowed that the concern which had been be-
fore them a year ago, in. regard to the de-
moralizing character of some'of the literature
and art-productions of the present day, had
resulted in the production of an Address on
this subject, designed especially to appeal to
the more thoughtful and serious part of the
community, and to awaken a public senti-
ment which would assist in repressina; the
evil.

°

The Report of the Book Committee gave
evidence that much care and labor had been
bestowed in circulating the approved writings
of Friends. The distribution had been un-
usually large. During the past year the stock
of stereotype plates had been increased by the
addition of the Life of Thomas Wilson, Wil-
liam Penn's Advice to his Children, and Evans'
Exposition.
A concern for the more careful preservation

of the records of our Meetings, which was
mentioned on the minutes of the Meeting for
Sufferings, was referred to that body for
further attention.

Of the 859 children of school age, belongino-
to the Yearly Meeting, all but 192 were being
educated under the care of teachers in mem-
bership with our Society. The Yearly Meet-
ng appropriated $1500 for the use of its Com-
mittee on Etlueation, who are charged with
he duty of assisting parents in obtaining

school instruction for their children, undel-
circumstances calculated to promote their re-
ligious welfare and their interest in the So-
ciety of Friends.

It may be thankfully acknowledged that
the Yearly Meeting just ended has been a
time of Divine favor, in which an earnest
exercise prevailed for the promotion of our
doctrines and testimonies, and for the preser-
vation of our members in a manner of life

consistent therewith, and also for their growth
in grace, and an increase of spiritual life among
them. There is cause to take courage in the
belief that the principles of Truth were up-

Id, and its testimonyfelt to go forth against
that spirit which would lead away therefrom.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In the United State.s Senate bills
re passed for the sule of part of the Omaha reserva-

tion in Nebraska, for the .sale of the Kickapoo lands in
Kansas, and to provide for the allotmeni of lands in
severalty to the United Peoria.s and Miamis in the In-
dian Perrilory. Bills were al,«o p.assed for the allotment
of lands in severalty to the Indians of the Umatilla
reservation in Oregon; to provide for the allutment of
land in severalty to the Indians on various reservations,
and extend to them the protection of State and Terri-
torial laws.

Advices from Franklin, Louisiana, report the water
twenty inches below the highest point of this season.
The sugar cane in that .section, having been submerged
for six weeks, is believed to be so badly damaged that
it cannot even fnrnish seed for next season.
The town of Monticello, Louisiana, was destroyed on

Seventh-day by a cyclone, only three buildi. gs on the
outskirts being left. Fifteen persons were killed, and
thirty injured. Many of the latter are not expected to
recover.

Terrible cyclones occurred on Seventh-day evening
in Dallas county, Alahama, Bibb, Twiggs, Jones and
Wilkin.son counties, Georgia

; and Brunswick and Pen-
der counties. North Carolina. In Dallas county, Ala-
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persona were killed ; Georgia, two lives were |
On Second-day la^t W. E. Gladstone int jdiicei

lost, and in North Carolina a child was killed, and

adults were seriously injured. The devastation in all

the districts was terrible.

A tornado passed over Cairo, Illinois, on Seventh-

day afternoon, unroofing ten or fifteen dwellings, blow-

ing over several loaded freight cars on the railroad and

demolishing a colored church and several other build-

ings. All communication by telegraph and telephone

was interrupted. During the storm heavy hail fell,

smashing windows and skylights. One of the heaviest

rains ever known in St. Louis fell the same afternoon

in that city, flooding the streets and .sewers and doing

much damage to property. A number of persons were

rescued from flooded buildings in skiffs. A violent

storm of hail, rain and wind passed over Shreveport,

Louisiana, on Seventh-day morning, levelling trees and

fences and demolishing a church-building. Hailstones

the size of pigeon's eggs fell in Columbia, South Caro-

lina, on the same evening, demolishing window glasses

in different parts of the city.
, . , „,

Large forest fires are again reported in the Blue

Mountains, near Slatington, Pa., and in New Jersey,

opposite Millford, on the upper Delaware.

The latest reports from the fruit-growing districts of

Virginia, Michigan and Arkansas indicate that the

crops suffered little damage from the recent cold

weather.
, . , o

At the meeting of the American Philosophical So-

ciety, Prof H. Carvill Lewis read a paper on the recent

auro.-al corona, showing that its apparent motion east-

ward was at the rate of fifteen degrees an hour, exactly

that of the rotation of the earth on its axis, thus ap-

budget. In his speech explaining it, he referred to the

rowing expenditure and sluggish revenue, and to the

lowness of the recovery of trade, especially so far as its

action upon revenue was concerned. He legretted the

growing popular indifference in regard to increase of

expenditure. He thought the system of framing esti-

mates on the sole responsibility of the Ministers had

worked satisfactorily. The Americans, he said, had

shown extraordinary vigor and fortitude in reducing

their debt, and in bearing heavy taxation for that pur-

pose. He thought English modern history was hardly

so creditable. When dealing with the details of the

revenue for the past year, Gladstone quoted statistics,

showing that in 1879-80, 51 per cent, of the revenue

ised from alcohol, whereas during the past year

only 43 per cent, was realized from that source. He
attributed the diminution of the revenue from alcohol

increased savings by the people. He stated that the

tional debt had been reduced by £7,169,000 during

the year.

The movement of emigration from Great Britain to

America is said to be having an effect upon the money
market there. The London Economist says :

" We hear

of three hundred heads of families emigrating this week

to Manitoba and the far west. Trustworthy figures re-

port them as taking $500,000 cash among them. Five

hundred more of a similar description are preparing to

pass through the same agency in the next fortnight. It

is now on so large a scale as not to be without influence

on our money market."

An explo-iion occurred in the Black Horse Colliery,

at Sunderland, England, on the 18th instant, and thirty-

five persons were killed.

The French Cabinet Council has approved the scheme

Wells comet will continue for several week

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

The Summer Session opens on Second- day, the :

of Fifth month.

Conveyances will be at the Street Road Statu

on Second and Third-days, the 1st and 2nd of Fil

month, to meet the trains that leave the Broad 5

Depoi- of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
PhUaddphia, at 7.28, 9.25 and 11.13 A. M., and 2.25 a

4.55 p. M.
8®" Pupils must procure their tickets to the Stn

Road Station on the first floor of the Broad St. De[

before going up to the second floor to take the tra

These tickets most be paid for at the time, as t

system of issuing tickets to the pupils and chargi

them to the School, has been discontinued by the Ra
road Company.'"®a
The Union Transfer Company will send for Bi

GAGE to any place in the built-up part of Philadelph

if notice is left either at No. 838 Chestnut St., at I

South East corner of Broad and Chestnut Sts.,

Market Street Ferry, (north side) or at the Pei

•sylvania Railroad depot, corner of Broad and Chesti

streets; and they will deliver it at this depot a

charge of 25 cents per trunk, to be paid either when '

order i ; given or vhen the trunk is called for. For ;

same charge they will collect baggage from any of

other railroad depots, if the railroad checks held for si

baggage are left at one of the offices of the Trans

Company above designated, or are delivered to an ag

of that Company, who will usually either pass throt

the train as it approaches the city, or will be found

the depot on the arrival of the train; but passengers

the Phila elphia and Reading Railroad should ret

their checks and leave them at 838 Chestnut or
"

rently proving the aurora to be a terrestrial append

age.
,

rhe^rench Uabmet Uounc.l Has approvea ine scneme
;-„dChe;inut:"""ln all cases it must be stated that

"Dr. Lewis Swift, of Rochester, says that the new of De Les.seps for cutting a channel through the neck
ll't'^J'^^ ^o We..ttown Boarding School h^

seks gradnally, of land dividing the Gulf of Gabes frorn^ the salt
t^^^g^e = ^^^ ^^^^^^^^.^^

waj

theTFest Chester and Phdadelphia Railroad.

\
Baggage thus put under the care of the Union Trf

uire any attention from
--'--' " ™. ... I 1

—
, 1 . 1 ,- I I owner eitner ai me .jl^k, and CtiestnUt bt depot

accurately determined. Most computers place it about The political advantage to be obtained by the scheme
^^ 1^^^ ^i,, j,^ forwarded direc

the middle of 6th month, though a few prolong U nearly
^

will be the insulation of Tunis and Algeria by^creating
^^^ ^^^^^^ . ^^^^ ^,^^ ^^^'^ ^^^.p,^, ^;^_^_^ ^^ ^1,^ ^^^„

° Company should be left with the Baggage-master at

and then very rapiuiy, lo increase m uiigiii,..cr,:, ......... .^,..o..v,.. „..^ .„.. .j...j, ^^.-^ ». ...v, „„„.^.._.
v,7'

.

Bao-faee thus nut under
at its perihelion, it will be visible in full sunshine. The the south of Tunis It is expected that the sea will, in I

f^^'^^-^fj^'^^!,, „„t
preoLse time of P-ihelion passage, he adds is not yet "^"lo'hiscu ting once more fi^U

^^^^^^
^.P,^-

-^^ ^,,^ g^^^^

a month later. j

a water barrier between them and Tripoli. Theeo

Deaths in the citv for the week ending 4tli month the canal, it is estimated, will be 65,000.000 francs. |i>„.,j a". Je„„
22d were 390, as compared with 423 the corresponding The new cable connecting Emden with the Anglo- '^'^ ' '

week of last year and 429 for the previous week. Of American cable system at Valentia, thus enabling mes

vhole number, 209 were males and 181 females: sages to be transmitted directly between Germany ana
p; ^^^ on the arrival of the 7.28 train from the C

"; from pneu- America, was opened on the 22d with a message from •^".'^ uays,u.i iiic a
^ _^ _^ ^ ^_ ^^ ^ _^

During the Session, passengers for the School

be met at the Street Road Station, every day ex_(

there were 62 deaths from consumption ;

the President of the United States.
nail packages for the pupils, if left at Friei

Markets, (fee—U. S. Si's, lOli a 102J ; 4^'a, 116| ; 4's, great excitement. A sensation was created by a speech

mi ;
currency 6's, 135. of Count Andrassy, in which he exhibited violent oppo-

Cotton.—Cotton continues quiet, but prices were well .sition to the Government, complaining of the applica-

maintained. Sales of middlings are reported at 12f a tion of the military law in Bosnia .ind Herzegovina,

12| cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans. and demanding that the law be carried out only in the

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7^ cts. for export, and most gradual manner He warmly attacked the ad- years, as governess to children under 14. One

Sets, per gallon for home use. (ministration of the occupied provinces. At a special would assist in their training, and share the duties

pi'our.—Xhe demand for flour is limited, but prices sitting on Fourth-day the delegation adopted an extra- responsibilities of a family,

are firm. Sales of 2400 barrels, including Minnesota ordinary credit of 23,733,000 florins for the pacification i Apply with references to C. Jacob, West Gi

extras, at S-7.25 for clear, and at t7.50 for straight; of the two provinces.
I Chester Co., Penna.

Pennsylvania extra family at .1^6.25 a *6.50; western The AllgemeineZeitung pabWshes an account received

do. do. at $6.75 a $7.50, and patents at j:7.75 a $9. from the frontier which .says that tlie troops, previous

Eye flour is firm at $5 per barrel. to the arrival of the Governor of Podolia at Balta, aided

Grain.—Wheat is inactive, and options fully 1 cent in plundering, instead of protecting, the Jews there.

lower. Sales of 3200 bushels red at f 1.46 a ^1.47. Forty persons were seriously injured during the pro-

]jye.—Pennsylvania is in demand at 90 cts. Corn is gress of the riots, some of whom have since died. Fully

dulli and Ic. bushel lower. Sales of 9000 bushels, in- one thousand houses were destroyed, and the damage

eluding yellow, at 91 cts. ; sail mixed, at 87 a 89 cents, done is estimated at 4,500,000 roubles.

and steamer at 87 cts. Oats are dull, and prices lower.
|

Paris, 4th mo. 23d.—The Gautoisand Temps announce

Sales of 10,000 bushels including white, at 58 a 59 cts., that General Ignatieff has resigned as Minister of the

and rejected and mixed at 57 cts., and 10,000 bushels Interior of Russia,

delivery next month at 56 a 56} cts.
|

It is asserted that the movement of Turkish troops in

Beef cattle were in good demand this week, and Tripoli has prevented the submission of certain Tuni-

prices were a fraction higher: 2900 head arrived and sian insurgents. The French are greatly irritated and

.solU at the different yards at 6 a 8^ cts. per pound, the regard the occupation of certain points on the frontier

IBook Store, No. 304 Arch street, before lO.J o'clod

cpense charged in their bills

Fourth month 20th, 1882.

WANTED
In Seventh month next, a Friend aged 25 or i

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INS,\NE|

Near Frankford, {Twenty third Ward,) Philadelphl

Physician and Superintendent—John C.Hall, l|

Applications for the Admission of Patients maj

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa|

Managers.

latter rate for extra

Sheep were in fair demand and prices were a fraction

higher: 9000 head arrived and sold at the different

yards at 6^ a 8 cts. for wool sheep ; 5 a 6J^ cts. for

sheared sheep ; 4 a 8 cts. for lambs, as to condition.

Hogs were unchanged : 3000 head arrived and sold at

the different yards at 8.V a lOJ cts. per lb., as to quality.

Foreign.—Charles Darwin, the distinguished scien-

tist, is deceased.

At Reding, England, on the 19th inst, the Grand
Jury in the case of Roderick Maclean, who attempted

to shoot Queen Victoria, at Windsor, on the 2d of 3rd

month, returned a verdict of not guilty, on the ground
of insanity.

The Observer says there is reason to believe that be-

fore the end of this week all the American suspects im-

prisoned in Ireland will have left the country. Piirnell

arrived at Kilmainham jail on the evening of the 24th.

of Tripoli as indispensabl
Lieutenant Danenhower, with others of the crew of

the Jeannette, arrived at Orenburg on the 25th instant.

He journeys to St. Petersburg by train to-morrow.

Lieutenant Danenhower and the others are in good
health.

Special Notice.—Wanted the place and date of the

death of Geo. Bennett, who was a member of Friends'

Meeting at Redick, near Bristol, England, and came to

and settled in the United States about one hundred
years ago, and died about the year 1800. He was never

married. If the keepers of the records of the various

Monthly Meetings will be kind enough to examine the

records of the above date, and should find the informa
tion asked for, they will confer a gre.at favor by sending

it to J. A. Chatun, No. 242 CUedtnut St., Philadel

phia, Pa.

Died, at Wilmington, Del., on 27th of 3rd m
last, Margaret Hill Hilles, widow of the

Samuel Hille.s, in the 96th year of her age, a mei

of Wilmington Monthly Meeting of Friends.

— , on Seventh-day evening, the 1st of 4th

i, Caleb Gregg, in the 75th year of his a

iber and minister of Bear Creek 'Monthly Mei

of Friends, Iowa.

, in New York city, on the 5th of 4tli mo. '.

at the residence of the late Dr. Samuel Wh
Hannah Thomson, in the 83rd year of her a

much esteemed member of Woodbury, N. J., Moi
Meeting of Friends. "Bles.sed are the pure in h

for they shall see God."
, on the 10th of 4th month, 1882, at Atl

City, Lucy A., wife of Dr. F. B. Lippincott, in the

year of her age, a member of Haddonfield Moi

Meeting of Friends.

, on the 10th of 4th month, 1882, at MooresI

N. J., Martha B. Haines, in the 64th year o

age, a member of Evesham Monthly Meeting of Fri

, at Norwich, Ontario, Canada, on the 1£

4th month, 1882, Gilbert Moore, aged 62 year

10 months.
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Religious Epidemics.
(Concluded from page 297.)

The following additional illustrations of
Horal Contagion," as used in

mental condition that was aroused constituted duce any corresponding effect in a small com-
the cure." jpai'}' wtiere the influence of sj'mpathj- could
"The distinguished Despine, of Marseilles, !

but feebly operate. An intelligent observer,
whose admirablfi works on natural psychology w-ho has had frequent opportunites of noticing
lift him into the front rank of mental pbiloso-| the operations of those sensational preachers
phei's of the physical school, reeoi-ds that who have sprung up in some parts of the
during the first empire a soldier hanged him- Society of Friends in the last twenty years,
self in his sentry-box. Very soon afterwards stated to the writer that their efforts were
a number of other soldieis, acting on the im-lmoro successful when the weather was cold
pulse of imitation, did the same, and so the 'enough to render it necessary to keep the
influence of the contagion remained acti ve, doors of the meeting house closed

; that raen-
until the sentry-boxes were destroyed, when tal excitement, even such as that produced
the mischief was entirely stayed." by the recital of a humorous story, which

This contagious effect of .sympathy is a would create an audible laugh in the audi-
force that is largely called upon in the ex- ence, favored their labors

; no doubt by bring-
eiting labors ofsome modern revivalists. The ing the nervous sj^stem into a more impresS-

medical and jmethods of one of the most noted of these are ble state, in which it could be acted on by the
t^ moral sense, are from the works of thus described by a spectator :

" His peculiar
|

mysterious power of sympathy
; and that if a

Eichardson, before referred to,

"I was on one occasion consulted about a
lUng woman, who, having been for some
;eks in close communion with a patient
ftering from pulmonary consumption, com-
jnced gradually to imitate the movements
breathing and the cough of the consumptive
fferer. Gradually, other symptoms were
juired, including the most pei-fect repre-
Uation of the voice of the real patient,
le paroxysm of cough increased, and the
mptoms altogether seemed so real, there
18, on the part of the friends of the uncon-
ously imitative girl, no doubt as to her
,iraato late. The stethoscope and the
ler objective means for detection of disease
sided, however, no evidence of the actual
istence of the graver maladj', and after two
ars of symptoms, during which time the
tient went the usual round of dispensary
d hospital for advice, she suddenlj^ re-

vered, as I and many ofmy learned brethren
d foretold."
'' In the tj'pe of imitative disease we have
w under consideration, the simulation of
le paralysis, in one or other of its forms, is

en presented. A lady I attended heard
3 details of an attack of paralysis in one of
r friends, whereupon she began to present
3 same symptoms herself She lost, day
day, the power of her lower limbs and,
er still, the voluntary command over the
lole of the lower half of her body. For
liny weeks this condition was present, the
tient remaining so helpless that she could
t, even in bed, raise her lower limbs, much
^ move on them. The extremest and the
'St varied opinions prevailed amongst the
idical men, who from time to time visited
r, as to the precise nature of her illness. At
t, during a great crisis in her family circle,

len one of the circle was expected to die, a
Iden scream from an adjoining room roused
" ap])arently dead members into life. She
le i'rom her bed unassisted, walked rapidly
Id the room where the other patient was
ng, and from that moment recovered the
tire use of the previouslj' and, as they
[med, hopelessly palsied limbs. The new

power is in his dramatic way of working upjperson yielded himself to these influences, it

to a frenzied climax, to which he succeeds in was easy to lose self-control and be caiTied
;r of hearers with various away with them.carrying a number

degrees of enthusiasm
; some, of course,

wild transport of religious excitement." After
describing the opening of a meeting at which
he was present, in a Methodist place of wor-
ship, and which was conducted in the usual
way of those people, the reporter says :

" The
revivalist started oft' in a high-strung, treniu
lous voice to exhort. Suddenly, speaking
very rapidly, his voice sank almost to a
whisper, and from that he broke forth in

a loud, passionate appeal to his hearers to
' scream for mercy.' This he followed up by
falling on his knees and praying fervently.

During a long prayer, he frequently jumped
to his feet and kneeled again, clapping his

hands and beating his head, and ended by
calling on the leader for a hymn, selected for

its plaintive tune.

B3' this time he had communicated some of
his own apparent excitement to a portion of
the congregation, and with that start he
effectively worked upon their sensibilities

until he had secured a fever pitch of emotion,
when he jum])ed down from the platform and
walked excitedly to and fro in the aisle, ex-
horting and praying and shouting aloud until

he had gathered around him a number of
kneeling sinners, moaning and swaying, as he
cried upon all to 'scream for mercy.' At the
very height of this excitement he again fell

upon his knees, and raising his hands aloft,

with the palms turned toward the people,

called out in an impressive voice: 'Silence!

silent prayer !' A moment's absolute silence

was broken by the screams of a woman, who
could no longer endure the nervous strain,

crying, ' Glory ! Glory! Oh, glory! Oh! ah!'

The excitement became yet more contagious,
and as several others joined in the cry of
' Glory !' the evangelist turned to the leader,

md in a low, hurried voice, said, 'Sing ! sing
piick !" The organist and leader complied,
md in the midst of this excitement, praj'er

and music, the evangelist dismissed the con-

regation."

It would evidently be impossible to pro-

The excitement produced in a collection of
people by the magnetic power which some
orators possess, and by the skilful use of
other appliances, even when directed into
what may be called a religious channel, does
not necessarily imply any work of Divine
Grace. It is the Spirit of the Lord alone,
acting on the hearts of individuals, which
brings salvation, teaching them the evil
things which are to be forsaken, the duties
which are to be performed, and the source to
which the}- are to look for strength to do the
will of God. In its powerful operations, es-

pecially on those who have been rebellious,
the physical frame is often much affected;
but it requires great care that we do not
attribute to the Spirit, that which is only the
working of natural causes acting on the
nervous system. They who are truly taught
of the Lord, and become sheep of the fold of
Christ, will learn to look to and wait upon
Him in quietness and calmness of spirit, seek-
ing in the silence of all flesh—all their own
natural imaginations and the workings of
their own reason—to be instructed and guided
by Him, who is the ever-present leader and
teacher of His people. They will find that a
growth in grace and in the living knowledge
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ is not
to be found in the whirl of excitement, but in
retiredness of mind, inwardness of spirit, and
quiet communion with God. J. "W".

There are many things which although
harmless and lawful in themselves, indispose
the mind for the simplicit}' of the gospel, keep
alive the evil propensities of fallen nature,
and if suffered to occupy that time and those
talents afforded in tender mercy for the most
noble purpose, will have to be remembered at
a future day with "vexation of spirit."

—

Daniel Wheeler.

To smile at the jest which plants a thorn in

another's breast is to become a principal in

the mischief.
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History Itself.

Tbe following paper was written by the

late James Nicholson Richardson, of Glen-

more, during bis last illness, and was given,

three days before his death, to two Friends

in the station of minister, to be made use of

in whatever way they thought proper. He
died in the 5th month, IS-iT.

Being confined with cold for nearly three

weeks, and, at the beginning, having much
time in my lonely hours for" contemplation,

my mind very frequently turned towards our

beloved Society, and the present afflicted state

of it wherever located.

I have endeavored for right direction,

whether to do or suffer, and I think I have

arrived at the conclusion that at present there

is little room to move for those who love and

most surely believe in the ancient doctrines

and testimonies committed to our elders, and
promulgated by them to the world fearlessly

through deep sufferings, grievous seourgings

and buffetings, noisome prisons, and filthy

dungeons—even to the loss of life, which they

did "not count dear in comparison of being

found faithful to their Holy Leader, our dear

Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ,—and handed

down to us as a Society to uphold and main-

tain undiminished and without compromise.

My mind seems to settle down in the belief

that thccompact is so strong, and the influence

so great, of the chief promoters of these un-

quakerly, Episc:ipalian doctrines and views,

that the humble minded, faithful believer in

the true Christian views of our worthy pre-

decessors must be willing to suffer all the

appointed baptisms.

There seems arrayed so much talent, so

much Vvealth, so much worldly itifluenee,

combined with holding high stations in the

Church, that things are likely, for a time, to

be carried in a wrong course. These new
views are agreeable to the people, who like

an easy, worldly religion. Patient, waiting

exercise is irksome—does not suit the itching

ears. So, instead of this right qualification,

waiting to be baptised into a sense and state

of meetings, and concerned to feel a renewal
of Divine power, the people are fed with a

mere recital of the truths of the Gospel, and
given to rest in an assent or belief in the ever-

blessed sacrifice, and what our dear Lord has

done for mankind without us. By this belief

they are taught to think thej' are safe, with-

out being led to deep searching of heart and
continued watching unto prayer, which will

produce good works or fruits, and progress

to sanctification, which must be attained be-

fore we are in a capacity to witness justifica-

tion. Hence we have, especiall}^ in England,
long, lifeless sermons, calculated to fill the
head but never reach tbe heart.

Oh ! how have I been tried with these

communications, like words of course, all the

same from time to time, till the mind is

weai'ied, and the heart that is panting for

living bread is sick.

I believe we must be willing, till the Lord
is pleased to say, " It is enough," to bear and
forbear. The cause is his. Yet, I have no
doubt. He sees tbe trials of his afflicted chil-

dren ; and, although I may not live to see it, I

fuUj' believe this thing will not stand, but that

the testimonies of truth and the Christian

doctrines given to this people to bear will not
be allowed to fall to the ground, but that an

honest, humble-minded, simple people will be

enabled again to raise the standard of truth,

and to promulgate the same and carry on the

work designed, thus marred by zeal and crea-

turely activity, and that the heterodox doc-

trines now spread by some among us will re-

main on the shelf unasked for.

Before the London Yearly Meeting it was
insisted there should bo no division, but all

must be unity and harmony, as if true unity

can be brought about by the contrivances of

men, however influential.

Surely the true unity is in our Holy Head,

Christ Jesus, and emanates from Him, the

Fountain of Love ; whilst all the contrivances

of men will be found no more than as a rope

of sand ; and whilst harmony was beingopenly
proclaimed, hundreds around knew that no

such state of things existed.

J. N. Richardson.
Glenmore, ICth mo. 9lh, 1846.

*"*
For "The Friend."

Watchful Abiding in Christ.

The undisputed truth that there is no stand-

ing still in the spiritiuil jdurncy, may well in-

cite to the diligent inquiry whether as indi-

viduals, and then as a Society^—the wt
being made up of and equal to all its parts

—

we are advancing or retrograding as respect

the very responsible obligations and aim of

this life! Bearing in mind that there can be

no progress made in true holiness or regenera-

tion, or even a filial love to the God of our

lives without, simultaneously, a sincere love

for his cross, how should we desire, after the

example of the Saviour, to " endure the cross,"

and that of his apostle, not to " glory save in

it," and by it to be crucified to tlie world, and
the world to us! For, as saith William Penn,
'' Christ's ci'oss is Christ's way to Christ's

crown."
We apprehend these are days when especial

heed should be given to the Redeemer's in-

junction, " Watch :" that thereby we may
abide in Him ;

—" Watching unto prayer with
all perseverance"—and that the simplicity of

the internal manifestations of his Spirit be

not turned from. Satan is represented as a

consummate deceiver, ever i-eady to tempt
with his multiform appliances, and to beguile

with his subtle strategy, either, as best suits

his purpose and our unwatchfulness, in the

appearance of a roaring lion, a deceitful lying

serpent, or an angel of light. He cares not

whether, "with all deceivableness of unright-

eousness," he entice from the lowly, watchful,

abiding in Christ—the only safe rel'uge—by
leading into some gross and glaring evil, as

with Judas ;
whether it be by cruel subtilty

to betray as in the case of Eve ; or whether it

be by tlie semblance of religion—the mere
profession or form without the life and power,
as exemplified in Simon—he " corrupts from
the simplicity that is in Christ."

Is there not infinite danger in this day of

much outward prosperity, of his seductive

and deceitful baits leading astray on a side

especially vulnerable to us, that of the love of

ease, of settling on the lees, of temporal ful-

ness, of covetousness which is idolatry ? Were
the admonitory precepts ever more needed

:

" Tremble, ye women that are at ease ; be

troubled ye careless ones," &c. "Moab hath
been at ease from his youth, and he hath set-

tled on his lees," &c. " Woe to them that are

at ease in Zion ;" " but are not grieved for the

affliction of Joseph." " This is the rejoicing

city that dwelt carelessly ;" " she obeyed not

the voice ; she received not correction
; e

trusted not in the Lord ; she drew not near

her God." "If riches increase set not yc

hearts upon them;" ''charge them that!

rich in this world, that they be not hi

minded, nor trust in uncertain riches, but

the living God, who giveth us all things ricl

to enjoy." Do not the signs of the times po

to threatening inroads and spoiling, from "t

cares of this life, the deceitfulness of rich

and the love of other things" choking 1

good seed and rendering it unfruitful ? M
not these almost unsuspiciously eat out t

pure life of religion ? May they not abate

take the place of that hunger and thirst af

righteousness, that seeking first the kingd'

of God, and having our treasure with (

hearts there, wliich must ever be indispen

ble requisites with those who would keepi

great purpose and end of this life seriously

view, and thus avoid being lost in the (

and dusty gulfs of carnal ease, of self-securi

of fatal content?
Among other deficiencies, is there not n(

now of I)eborah8 who, as of yore, shall p
claim the wants of Israel? and so sound
eftectual alarm, that " the high-ways" of rig

eousness may be again occupied, and th

travelling in " by-ways" bo turned theref'rc

to "ofter themselves willingly" to the serv

of the Lord, and to the rehearsing of

mighty acts. Need too of Phinehas' to sta

before the ark of the covenant, to " exec

judgment," to turn away the wrath of

Lord from Israel. For which faithfulness

gave him his covenant of peace. Do we i

also need Nehemiahs, who with mourni
fasting, and prayer, shall look after the rt

nant that are left of the captivity, which ;

in great affliction and reproach ; after

broken down wall and burnt gates as of Je

salem; and with indomitable zeal and earm
ness to seek the welfare of our Israel ? Ne
miah, it is recorded, viewed the dilapidati<

by night. He saw the distress the child:

of Israel, the chosen people of God, were
He encouraged and urged them, through ;

good hand of God that was upon him, •

building of the wall, that they might be

more a reproach. Though despised and scof

at b}' their enemies, though wearied by reaf

of the much rubbish, though obliged to bii

with one hand while holding a defens

weapon in the other, and withal, though
separated upon the wall, the joy of the L(i

was nevertheless so their strength, and
fought for them, that the wall was build,

even in troublous times. Then, as a grai

finale to the whole, the Levites said to ;

seed of Israel, " Statid up and bless the L(|

your God for ever and ever; and blessed

th}^ glorious name, which is exalted abovel

blessing and praise." These are noble, pr

tieal examples. And our days call no less

such as shall stand in the gap; who si

know what Israel ought to do; who si

effectually turn the battle to the gate ; i

whom neither numbers nor example shall

influence as to turn from truth and di

though single in the combat.
But notwithstanding the signs of the tir

are not, to the extent we would like, enco
aging : notwithstanding too few are seen cc

ing up in good liking before the Lord, d<

eating their time and talents to his serv'

thus to be fitted to take up fallen mantles
F]lisha did : notwithstanding the predomini
desire for the good things of this life has
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) lukewarinness as respects spiritual things
lus allowing the growth of tares : notwith-
anding the ways of Zion raoiirn because so

w come to her solemn feasts : and notwith
anding the painful fact that many both
ithiii and without our pale have been stum
ed and kept back by the halting gait and
consistent half-Jew and half-Ashdod exam
e of professors with us: yea,

—What Ihoiigli a worldly spirit has crept in,

rhal fain the kingdom through new ways would win
Scorning the narrow path our fathers trod,

ind circling round would pass the cross and rod"—

is nevertheless believed that He who first

ised up this Society to show forth a more
te, inward, and spiritual religion, will con-
lue to preserve us a people to his praise,

•ibulations, divisions, and varied discourage-
snts may abound, and the love of many wax
Id ; waves may beat, tempests rage, and
nptations be permitted to set in like a flood,

I, like good Elijah under the juniper tree,

( may, with him, be well nigh ready to

licit that our lives be taken away. His
lin five pleading was, "The children of Israel

ve forsaken th}^ covenant, thrown down
Ine altars, and slain thy prophets," &c. But
was assured by the Lord himself: " I have
t me seven thousand in Israel, all the knees
lich have not bowed unto Baal, and everj^

mth which hath not kissed him." While
3 militant church must of necessity be siib-

t to trials and continuous warfare, its glori-

d Heatl hath not, neither will forsake his

ise or people. The testimony of Francis
)Wgill may well encourage at the present

y, as it did in his day those whose faith is,

times, almost ready to fail, viz :
" Thus said

3 living God of heaven and earth, upon the
;h of the Third month, 1662. The sun shall

ve its shining brightness, and cease to give
ht to the world ; and the moon shall be al-

fether darkness, and give no light unto the
;ht ; the stars shall cease to know their
ice or place ; my covenant with day, night,

IBS, and seasons, shall sooner come to an
i, than the covenant that I have made with
8 people, into which they are entered with
;, shall end, or be broken. Yea, though the
wers of darkness and hell combine against
)m, and the jaws of death open its mouth,
twill I deliver them, and lead them through

I will confound their enemies as I did in

3ob, and scatter them as I did in Israel in

) days of old. I will take their enemies ; I

II hurl them hither and thither, as stones
) hurled in a sling; and the memorial of
a nation, which is holy unto me, shall never
rooted out, but shall live through ages, as a

ud of witnesses, in generations to come. I

rfe brought them to the birth, jea, I have
)ught them forth ; I have swaddled them,
i they are mine. I will nourish them and
'ry them, as on eagles' wings ; and though
uds gather against them, I will make my
y through them ; though darkness gather
'ether on a heap, and tempests gender, I

11 scatter them as with an east wind ; and
tions shall know they are my inheritance,

i they shall know I am the living God, who
ll plead their cause with all that rise up in

position against them."
conditional, it is true, are all heaven's pro-

ves and blessings. But can any one doubt
it these predictions, so solemn Ij- conveyed,
U not be verified to us in proportion to
'mitive faithfulness and watchful abiding
Ith Christ

!

This world has many attractions ; but, at
the same time, many and varied dangers and
temptations. The bowers of ease are very
inviting and congenial to our natural, unre-
newed hearts. Watchfulness unto prayer,
with that baptism and warfare which is " with
burning and fuel of fire," is hard to flesh and
blood. Faithfully to abide in Christ, our ever-
living Head, is like swimming against the
current of our opposing natures, and a cruel,
criticising world. Hence a smoother way to
the kingdom than by the cross, or than' we
are anywhere assured is a safe one by Him
who is " The Way," is much sought after.

" Knowledge waves her light wand, and poor wander-
ing mortals,

No longer a rugged and thorny road trace

;

The gate that was strait now unfolds its wide portals,

The way once so narrow, expands into space.

Eeligion has softened her features; around her
The attractions of taste and of fancy are shed

;

The arts with their graceful adornments surround

And weave a rich veil for Iier delicate head."

While manifold are the presentations and
temptations of our great enemy to allure from
the strait and narrow way, yet the writer
is encouraged by previous hopeful evidences,
that the dear Master is secretly at work, visit-

ing with the drawing cords of his love, and
wooing with the tender influences of his Spirit,

sons and daughters, who if they are faitlitul

to the reproofs of instruction—the still small
voice of Emmanuel iri the heart—he will jihu-c

his love more and more upon them, and make
them fruitful to his praise—fruitful because of
abiding in Him, the living vine.

Though the waste places of Zion mourn be
cause of the lukewarinness or indifference of
some of those whom there is no doubt the
Bridegroom of souls designed should be help-
ers and supporters of that cause which is most
precious, being dignified with immortality,
and crowned with eternal life, yet we are
afresh assured there are those of this class

who, at times, secretlj' sigh over the desola-
tions they cannot help seeing

; and who in-

wardly lament their own dwarfish growth in

the truth as it is in Jesus their Saviour. May
these be encouraged to make a full surrender
of themselves to Divine disposal, submitting
to those baptisms which prepare for useful-

ness in the Church of Christ. That thus,
through the obedience which is of faith, they
may become as clay in the hands of the
Heavenly Potter, unto being made use of by
Him in lengthening the cords of Zion and in

strengthening her stakes.

From the prophetic vision of Francis How-
gill maj' we not prayerfully hope that the
all-powerful Arm of everlasting mercy and
strength mnj be stretched out still to gather
to the true fold, and to settle on the sure and
living foundation, Christ Jesus. That so fol-

lowers of the Lord as dear children may be
raised up, through a thorough yielding of
themselves to the gospel of the grace of God,
who shall stand for the law and the testimony
as in earlier days was revealed to, and re-

quired of our worthy forefathers in the ever-
blessed Truth

; those who shall build up the
waste places; and become, through power
from on high, judges as at the first and coun-
sellors as at the beginning.
Were we the willing and obedient people

the Lord would have us to be, watchfully
abiding in Him, how would He work to the
bringing about his own wise purposes and

ever glorious ends! The hearts of the parents
would be engaged in lively exercise and pray-
erful solicitude on account of their dear chil-
dren

; desiring above ever}- thing else for them
a growth in the Truth, through a faithful co-
operation with the Light of Christ in their
hearts. This would in turn sweetly attach
these in close filial and Christian relationship
to their concerned and pious parents. In
this way would the prophetic unfolding be
again verified, in our seeing the hearts of the
fathers turned to their children, and the
hearts of the children to their fathers ; where-
by the name of the Lord would be exalted

;

and the sound ofjoyand gladness with thanks-
giving, be again heard in our camp as in
earlier days, and as in tbrmer years.

For "The Friend."

Westtown Boarding School.

(Continued from page 299.)

Meeting of the committee 26th of 12th mo.
1817. The Tri. lids ii|i|.ointed to attend the
religious mcciiiigs li..|,| at the school, Keport,
that they attended several of them, and that
in those for Divine worship an encouraging
degree of solemnity was manifest, but that
the reading meeting held on the afternoon of
First-daj^ was not equally satisfactory; the
subject of continuing the latter meeting as at
present, obtaining our solid attention, it was
lirlieved tiiat advantage would result fi'om a
disiMuiliiiiiance of it, and the substitution of a
inceting for worship in its room

; the following
Friends were according!}' named to attend
that meeting as now proposeil to be held in

order to its establishment, if on trial it should
appear likely to prove satisfactory, viz :Jetfery
Stnedley, Philip Price, Jonathan Evans, Mar-
garet Morton, Catharine Williams, Hannah
Elliott, and others.

10th of 3d mo. 1818. The following would
seem to be the origin of the present "Com-
mittee on Collections." It appearing that
there are a considerable number of debts due
the institution for board and tuition, that have
been outstanding for a considerable length of
time, the following friends are named to assist

in the collection of them, viz: William Evans
and others.

At this meeting report was made by a com-
mittee, previously appointed, to procure " a
more satisfactory mode of conveyance for

children and friends to and from the school,

of the establishment of a stage by Wm. Eeed,
who occupies the farm."

Extract from the last will and testanaentof
Jno. Shoemaker, late of Cheltenham, Mont-
gomery Co., Pa.

" I give, devise and bequeath to the treas-

tirer for the time being of the committee who
have charge of the Boarding School at West-
town, all my right, title and interest in the
mill built on the scIuhiI fhnn, which cost me
$500, to the intent and inii|i..sc that the in-

terest, rent or income tlicrcuf may be laid out
and expended annually in the schooling of
poor children at said school."

A special meeting of the committee was
held 7th of 8th mo. 1818, at the request of the
committee to ])rocuro a superintendent, to

consider the ofter of Philip and Rachel Price
to succeed Joseph and Hannah Whitall in the
care of the school, when "after a time of solid

deliberation, the committee agreed that they
be encouraged to undertake this important
charge, and to commence about the first of

10th mo. next, of which conclusion Ellis Tar-
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null, Tbomas Stewardson, llaunah Lewis

and Beulah Sansom are appointed to inform

them."
16th of 4th mo. 1819. The following ex-

tract from the will of Eebecca Bacon was
produced, and the treasurer informs that the

bequest has been paid him, viz :
" Item. I give

and bequeath to my brother-in-law, Jonathan

Evans, $200 in trust, to be applied to the in-

struction and education of young women
needing pecuniary assistance at Westtown
Boarding School, to be paid over bj' him to

such person or persons as may be appointed to

talcccharge of the distribution of the bequest."

Wm. Evans, Executor.

14th of 9th mo. 1819. It was suggested to

the committee that the wall now erecting on

two sides of the garden, should be extended

along the western side, -which was agreed

to, &e.

17th of 12th mo. "The committee being

informed that most of the wells at the school

have failed ; on taking the subject into con-

sideration it was concluded to request the

superintendent to have one or two of them
deepened, so that a supply of water niaj- be

obtained."

5th of 4th mo. 1820. The committee on the

library re])ort that the subject has received

their attention, that they have furnished a

considei-able supply of new books, anddirected

repairs on those that required them. They
propose that a standing committee be a])point-

ed to have the subject under their care, wi'th

liberty to lay out $50 a year in such works as

maj^ appear suitable; with which the com-
mittee concurring, the following friends are

appointed to have charge of the subject gener-

ally, viz : Wm. Evans, Samuel Bettle, Isaac

Sharpless, Ellis Yarnall, Eebecca Archer,
Beulah Sansora and Ann Mifflin.

6th mo. 14th. The committee were informed

that the row of Lombardy trees on the east

and north sides of the garden had become so

large as to prove injurious; the superintendent

was directed to have them removed.
12th of 9th mo. The proprietj' of clearing

off the wood on the south side of the school,

(west of the opening heretofore made) as

minuted at our last meeting, claiming renewed
attention, it was believed inexpedient to take

it down, and a proposal being made by a

Friend to have the underwood cleaned up, a

summer-house, seats, &c., erected therein for

the benefit of the teachers, pupils, &c., at his

own expense, it was agreed to, and the farming
committee was desired to have it enclosed by
a fence, and the avenue in front of the school

increased to 80 feet. An extract from the

will of Geo. Dillwyn was presented, viz : "To
Westtown School, to be added to that part of

the fund appropriated by Aaron Ashbridge*
for the uses thereof, £100.

Sam'I Bralen, Thos. Stewardson, Ex'rs.

The treasui-er informs that he has received

from the executor of James Cooper, of Wood-
bury, the sum of $300, bequeathed by him for

the use of the institution. Eeference is also

made at this time to a legacy of $200 from
Jonathan Worrall.

The report made to the Yearly Meeting,
1821, informs that the average number of
scholars has been about 58 boj's and 87 girls.

The price of board and tuition having pre-

viously been reduced to $90 per annum, it was

* There doe.i not appear to be any record of the
Aaron Asbbridge fund.

this year proposed to reduce it to $80 ;
in order

" that the cost might not be an obstacle to the

diffusion of the benefits of the institution."

9th mo. 5th, 1821. The treasurer informs

that a donation of $500 has been received from

our friend Wm. Dillwyn of Great Britain, to

be added to the fund for educating children

in necessitous circumstances. The visiting

committee at this period were appointed by

the general committee to serve for 3 months.

12th mo. 21st. Mention is Kuide of a legacy

of $800 from Jesse Jones, and one of $400

from Josiah Hughes, for the benefit of those

who may require aid in obtaining school

learning.

The report made to the Yearly Meeting in

1822, informs that, "A religious concern hav-

ing renewedly spread over the minds of the

committee, that the design of this institution

originally established for the guarded educa-

tion of the youth, consistently with the purity

and simplicity of our profession, maj' be con-

stantly kept in view, we believe it would aid

in promoting that desirable object, if parents

and guardians were more generally careful to

comply with the injunctions of the Yearly

JMeeting in furnishing their children clothing

of such form and color as comport with our

testimony to plainness." In 1822, 31 men and
34 women Friends were appointed to have
charge of the school.

I

" To exercise a watchful care over the

teachers and to procure others, under the di-

rection of this committee, whenever it may
be needful," Jonathan Evans, Hannah Lewis
and others were appointed. The committee
to oversee the erection of an oven were con-

tinued, and apparatus for cleaning the chim-

nies had been procured and sent to the school.

I

4th mo. 18th, 1823. "The committee to

iwhom was referred the proposition for open-

ing a parlor in the east end of the house,

having given attention to the subject, report

it as their beliefthat such a room in the charge

of a suitable female who might extend a ma-
[ternal care among the boys, would contribute

to their benefit ; and the committee uniting

therewith, the following Friends were named
to aid the superintendent in procuring a per-

son for the station and to make the necessary
arrangements for carrying the views of the

committee into effect, viz: Benjamin Cooper,

Jane Johnson and others.

I

6th mo. 20th. "The committee to procure
•an orrerj', report that one has been ordered
from England." " The purchase of the share

!of ' mill stock' belonging to the estate of Jno.

Talbot, deceased, remains to be completed.

The treasurer is now authorized to make
purchase of the remaining shares not in the

possession of this committee, as the funds will

admit of it—to report when prepared."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

The Bible and Modern Science.

There are some very sensible remarks on
this subject in " Geikie's Hours with the
Bible," which may help to remove the fear (if,

any such exists) of the discoveries of Science
|

conflicting with the records of the Bible. He
j

sa3's :
" Every great discovery in science has,

|

in turn, been vievved with suspicion bj^ worthy
but mistaken theologians, and every error in

physical science, now exploded, has been vin-

dicated by what was held at the time to be
the voice of Scripture. Augustine denounced
the. idea of there being ' antipodes, or men on

the opposite side of the earth, with their fe

opposite our feet,' as ' on no account to be t

"eved,' since it would contradict Scriptui

The roundness of the earth was thought
be satisfactorily disproved by the text whi<

speaks of the heaven being stretched out li

a curtain. Galileo was forced to sign a stai

ment that ' the proposition that the sun is t

centre of the universe and immovable fro

its place, is absurd, philosophically false, a)

formally heretical, because it is expressly cc

trary to Scripture,' and that 'the propositi^

that the earth is not the centre of the Ui

verse, nor immovable, but that it moves, a

also with a diurnal motion, is absurd, phi

sophically false, and at least erroneous

faith.' i)id not the Bible say that the woi

was established that it cannot be moved? (]

xciii. 1.) Even so acute a mind as that

Calvin urged that this text proved cone

sively that the earth is at rest in the heavei

and that the sun moves round it. Nor we

other passages apparently less decided. W
it not written, 'God laid the foundations

the earth, that \t should not be removedfor evi

' The earth abideth for ever.' Was it r

clearly taught that the sun moved, not t

earth," by such language as, ' In them hath ]

set a tabernacle for the sun, which is as

bridegroom coming out of his chamber, and

joiceth as a strong man to run a race. I

going forth is from the end of the heaven, a

his circuit unto the end thereof 'Thes
also ariseth, and the sun goeth down, and hast

to the place whence ho arose.' Columbus w

assailed with quotations from the book

Genesis, the Psalms of David, the Prophe
the Epistles, and the Gospels, to prove the i

piety of his belief in the existence of Ameri(

"The mistake in such cases was that m
went with their preconceived ideas to t

Bible, and interpreted it so as to support the

Instead of taking the only safe course in ref

ence to the phenomena of nature, of drawi

their conclusions from the patient and wi

observation of facts, they accepted their I

reditary notions as infalliblj' I'ight, and re

Scripture by their light.

"Nothing can be more certain than tl

the truths proclaimed, on sufficient eviden

in nature, are as much a revelation, in th

sphere, of the ways of God, as the higher d:

closures of the Bible. The records of t;

marble tablets of the hills are traced by tj

finger of the Almighty as truly as were t|

characters on the tables of Sinai." " Norl

it to be forgotten that a truth of natural 8|

ence, suflBciently established, is hencefoil

beyond controversy, and cannot be impugnj

by any supposed meaning we may attach

particular texts. The sun, for example,

virtually at rest, and the earth moves, n

withstanding any array of verses our anc

tors brought to disprove it.

"It is of supreme importance, moreov
that we demand no more from Scripture th

God intended it to j'ield. It was given to

veal Him to us and to make known His la

and will for our spiritual guidance, but i

to teach us lessons in natural science.
'

expect them is to anticipate disappointme
" A little consideration will, in fact, ma

it evident that the sacred books could or

express themselves according to natural i

2)earance8, and not in scientific terms, if tb

were to be understood in any age by the mi

ofmen. We stand, even now, at the thresh<

of the secrets of nature, and habitually v
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nguage based ou the unscieiuific teaching
the Beiises. The ends of the earth—-the

sing and the setting of the sun—the over-
ching skies—are still familiar expressions,
It are, of course, incorrect. If forced to lay
em aside it would be hard to replace them
' intelligible phrases which would be scien-

ieally blameless. But, fifteen centuries he-

re Christ, that is, when Moses lived, the
iguage of natural appearances tnust have
en universal, for science was as yet unborn.
) use it was to employ what alone was then
derstood, or would be continuously intel-

ible in every future age, for no other mode
expressing physical truth would even now
it the mass of mankind.
'Nor would it have been enough had Moses
d the other saci-ed writei-s used scientific

Iguage suited to the present day. If they
}d such language at all, they must have
ne so with such exactness as to anticipate
the discoveries of the remotest future, and
IS some texts would to the end of time have
iflied as incorrect, from our ignorance, as
lers, written according to natural appear
ues, are foolishly said to be, from our j)artial

entific attainments."
'It must, therefore, be an error to look for

) exactness of scientific statement in the
•iptures. They were given for a specific

ppose and for that onlj', and in other mat
8 use only the simple language of the senses
ich all ages from the earliest to the latest

I understand."

Miraculous Interposition of Divine Provi-

dence.

Lbout twenty years ago, when the writer
sd in the City of Racine, Wisconsin, one
.utiful afternoon, in passing from my front
)r to the garden gate, on my way to attend
!'irst-day school, about two miles distant,
ivas all but forcibly arrested by unseen
ids, and ordered back to the house, to take
le monej- with me, to give to a family liv-

in a house a little off from the road, on
way to the school. I stopped to reason
matter for a little time in this way. I

i, that the people living in that house were
ire strangers to me, and very likely had no
d of my help, and that they would be in-

ted if I was to offer them a pittance in

irity, &c. Twice I attempted to go out the
e, but each time the impression became
onger, until I felt impelled to go into the
ise again, when I took some paper, and
5te an order on a provision store for a few
lars. which I put in my vest pocket, and
i-ted off. Having about a mile to go be-

3 I reached the place, my everj^ step was
;ged bj' the enemy, still trying to frighten
from such an undertaking.
Nevertheless, strength was given to turn off

tn the main road, some little way back in

learing in the woods. On rapping at the
ir a woman opened it, tidily dressed ; every
ag in and about the house looked clean and
ifortable

; a large bible, apparentlj' well
d, lay on the table. The husband and fa-

r was not in good health
;
yet able to sit

; but I was told that he had not been able
ivork for some time past. I enquired about
children's coming to school with me, and

)t up conversation in this way for a little

le-; still the impression remained strong to

e the woman the order.

On rising to leave, with a trembling hand
I took the order out of my pocket, and said
to the woman, that perhaps I was little bet-
ter off in worldly things than they, and asked
if she would accept a few dollars' worth of
provisions from a stranger. She looked me
straight in the face and with a firm voice said,
The Lord has sent j-ou, for now this is the
third day since we have had a bite of bread,
and I have been reading that bibleprayerfully,
noting the promises there recorded, but did
not see how they could be fulfilled to us, but
now I see it. I then told how I, a stranger,
was impelled much against my natural will,
to come to their help, and therefore I deserv
ed no praise for what I had done, but all the
praise and thanks for this deliverance belon
ed to the Lord alone.

And tliere both the giver and receiver were
led to rejoice together, with heartfelt tlianl<s

giving to our Divine leader. T. 1).

San Leandro, 4lh mo. 19th, 1882.

ROBINS HAVE COME AGAIN.
There

plain

ill! upon the housetop, an answer from the

VIA SOLITARIA.
BY HENKY W. LONGFELLOW, AFTER THE DEATH OF

HIS WIFE.

Alone I walk the peopled city,

Where eaofi seeniH happy with liis own
;

O friends, I ask not for your pity

—

I walk alone.

No more for me yonr lake rejoices,

Though moved by loving airs of June;
bird.s, your sweet and piping voices

Are out of tune!

In vain for me the elm tree arche.=i

Its plumes in many a feathery spray
;

In vain the evening's starry marches,
And sunlit day.

In vain your beauty, summer flowers,

Ye cannot greet these cordial eyes
;

They gaze on other fields than ours

—

On other skies.

The gold is rifled from the cofl^er,

The blade is stolen from the sheath
;

Life has but one more boon to offer,

And that is—Death.

Yet well I know the voice of Duty,
And, therefore, life and health must crave;

Though she who gave the world its beauty
Is in her grave.

1 live, O lost one ! for the living

Who drew their earliest life from thee.

And wait, until with glad thank.^^giving

I shall he free.

For life to me is as a station

Wherein apart a traveller stands

—

One absent long from home and nation,
In other lands.

And T, as he who stands and listens,

Amid the twilight's chill and gloom,
To hear, approaching in the distance.

The train for home.

For death shall bring another mating,
Beyond the shadows of the tomb,

On yonder shore a bride is waiting
Until I come.

In yonder field are children playing.
And tliere—oh, vision of delight

—

I see the child and mother straying
In robes of white.

Then, then, the longing heart thou breakest,
Stealing the treasures one by one,

I'll call thee blessed when thou makest
The parted—one.

9(h mo. 18th, 1863.
—Independent.

There's a warble in the sunshine, a twitler in the rain ;

And through my heart, at the sound of those
There conies a nameless thrill,

As sweet as odor to the rose,

Or verdure to the hill

;

And all these joyous mornings
My heart [lours forth this strain :

" God l.les-s the dear old robins.
Who have come back again."

For they bring a thought of summer, of dreamy,
luscious days,

Of king-cups in the meadow, making a golden haze
;A longing for the clover blooms,

For roses all aglow.
For fragrant orchards where the bees,
With droning murmurs go;

I dream of all the beauties
Of summer's golden reign,

And sing: "(jod keep the robins,
Who have come back again."

Tlie Drink-bill of Great Britain.

A writer in the London Times gives an
estimate of the amount of intoxicating liquor
consumed in Great Britain during 1881, based
upon the Excise returns. There was, beer,
970,788,56-4 gallons, value £72,809,142 ; wines
and liquors, 67,670,741 gallons, value £54,235,
318. The total cost of beer, wines, and spirits
is £127,044,460.

We do not fully understand whether this is'

the wholesale price or the retail price. If the
former, then of course the cost to the con-
sumer must be much greater, embracing the
verj- large profit of the retailer.

But in any event, here is £127,044,460 or
about $625,222,300, spent on drink. The states-
men of England and all classes have been
mourning because the failure of the crops for
several successive years have involved a loss
of £150,(1(1(1.(1(10. But here is nearly or quite
that aniount wasted each _year.

And the apjiarent outlay is but a part of
the real cost to the nation. Add to the above,
the costs growing out of crime; add to this,

the loss of work involved in the carousals of
working-men

;
add to this, the burden of pau-

perism, or the large portion of it which comes
from drink ; add the loss of ships, the losses
by fire, the damage to machinery and other
property, the loss that comes through the
lessened creative power and skill "of the

tish workmen; and the burden and loss

becomes almost bej-ond estimate.

We cut the following from a recent English
paper

:

John Ogden, a smith, was charged at the
Chester Police Court, on Monday morning,
with being drunk. Ogden has spent the
greater part of his life inChester Castle [jail],

this being his 111th appearance. He was
again sent back for a month's hard labor. The
Chief Constable estimates that Ogden and his
family have cost the Chester-rate paj-ers over
£1,000.

And, strangely enough, the statesmen and
financiers of Great Britain seem not to notice
the burden. When the Alabama Claims,
amounting to S15,500,000, were paid by Great
" "tain, the English people congratulated
themselves that within a year or'two they
ank themselves out of their difficult}-; in

other words, that the increase in the drink tax
paid the Claims.
We get some idea of the dimensions of the

drink curse from such a fact as this. Tho
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population of the City of Bristol [Bng.] is

206,000. On a recent [First-day], 109,452 at-

tended some place of worship. This included

the attendance i\t morning and evening ser-

vice; 80 that a person who attended twice

was counted as two persons. On [First-day,

1st mo.] 7th, between the hours of7 and 1 1 P. m.,

105.000 entered the drink-shops. We can only

faintly imagine what would have been the

number for the entire day.

The Christian Commonwealth (Lond.) says;
" The case may be briefly summed up thus :

the deplorable moral condition of the country

is mainly owing to drink, and drink has been

allowed to acquire the enormous and destruc-

tive power which it wields through the sinful

and scandalous indifference of the Christian

Church."
This appears strong language; but let us

consider the following statement publicly

made by a member of the Church of England
(Mr. Gilbert).

"Does it not appear an absurdity that our

archbishops and bishops should give temper-

ance lectures and address public meetings on

the sin and misery caused by intemperance,

teaching their hearers to avoid the public-

house, as leading them into temptation, while

in their corporate capacity as members of the

Ecclesiastical Commission, they are perhaps

the largest owners of public-house property

in the country; certainly they own more than

anjr brewer's firm in the kingdom. So well

is this fact known among the working-classes,

that frequently in the Western Eoad from

Hyde Park Corner, through Knightsbridge,

they are in the habit of pointing, as typical

of the Establishment, to a Church ofEngland,
on the right hand side of the way, near Al-

bert Gate, having a gin-palace on each side of

it, built up side by side in a row, the place of

worship and the gin-shops being all church
property. It is stated—and I believe it would
be found to be a fact—that the Bishop of

London, when he leaves his house in St. James'
Square, and rides to his palace at Fulham,
passes on his road more than 100 public

houses built on land belonging to the Church
Nor is this evil confined solely to London

Some time since I measured a square of 300
paces each way in the centre of Salisburj-,

and found on it no less than 18 public-houses

and gin-shops, all on Chui-ch lands; and other

localities may be mentioned where they are

equally numerous.

—

JVa.t. Baj)tist.

Natural History, Science, &c.

How Sponges are Caught.—A correspondent

of a New Haven paper tells how they fish for

sponges in the Bahamas :

" When a vessel arrives at the fishing ground
it is anchored, and the men, in small boats,

proceed to look for sponges in the water be-

low. The water is a beautiful light blue color,

and so clear that a sixpence can be seen on

the white sandy bottom, in thirty-five to forty

feet of water. Of course when there is no
wind, and the surface of the vvater is still, the

sponges are easily seen ; but when a gentle

breeze is blowing a ' sea-glass' is used. A sea-

glass consists of a square pine box twenty
inches in length, a pane of glass about ten by
twelve inches, placed in one end, water-tight.

To use it the glass end is thrust into the water,

and the face of the operator is placed close to

the other. By this means, the wave motion

overcome and the bottom

on th

of the water
eadily seen.
" Sponges, when seen on the bottom at-

tached to rocks, look like a big black bunch.

They are pulled off their natural beds by

forked hooks, which are run down under the

sponge, which is formed like the head of a

cabbage, and the roots pulled from the rocks.

When brought to the surface it is a mass of

soft, glutinous stuff, which to the touch feels

ike soap or thick jelly. When a boat-load is

obtained thej- are taken to the shore, where
a crawl is built in which they are placed to

die, so that the jelly substance will readily

separate from the firm fibre of the sponge,

poured down into the basin during the rait

season cannot find an easy way through tl

channels. Extensive inundations occur thei

fore every year; and when the rains are «

peciallj^ heavj', great masses of floating gra

are brought from the lateral ponds into tl

main river, and accumulate in its windint

New floating islands of grass are brought I

and hy to these barriers, being pressed upi

or beneath them ; and soon the whole of tl

river throughout its width and depth is o

structed by these barriers, which the in ha

itants call setts. The grass does not decay

these setts, it continues to grow on their si;

face, and if the vegetation, which rises fro

These crawls ai'e built by sticking pieces of
: 6 to 9 feet above the water, is burnt, it soi

brush into the sand out of the water, Uirge reappears again. The thread-like roots

nough to contain the catch. It takes from the grass form a kind of rough felt, in whii

five to six days for the insect to die, when the palms are sometimes enclosed, whilst mass

sponges are beaten with small sticks, and the' of ooze fill up the interstices between t

black, glutinous substance falls off, leaving: roots, and form thus true dams across t

the sponge, after a thorough washing, ready, river.

for market. To the fishermen, generally, the] The elasticity and tenacity of these dai

occupation is not a lucrative one. I am told is so great that a steamer attempting to ent

the wages will hardly average three dollars it is soon repelled, while men and even cati

per week besides board. There is but little can stay on the floating grass without dangi

diving for sponges, except for a particularly The river is thus soon transformed into

fine bunch which cannot be gotten by the marsh covered with a mightj- grass vegel

hook. Different qualities ai'c found growing tion, and the water expands to the iieighb(

side by side, although in certain regions the ing ponds, seeking its way through many ne

finer and more valuable sponges are found."
j

channels.

The Grass Barriers of the Nile.—This phe-| E. Marno is of the opinion that these se

nomenon which so largely contributes to pro- have become more frequent of late years, ai

duce changes in the bed of the Nile, has been that this is caused by the gradual levellii

recently investigated by Ernest Marno, who of the whole region by deposits from t

has published an elaborate paper on the sub- river, and the consequent transformation

jeet. After having made its way among the the country into marsh. To prevent the ft

hilly region through several great lakes, the mation of these grass obstnictions would
Nile enters an extensive flat land, which it very difficult ; but the planting of papyr
crosses over six degrees of latitude to the next palms along the banks of the chief chanr

rocky barrier which it cuts through at Khar- would be useful in preventing the grass islan

toom. Although the direct distance between formed in the lateral ponds from entering in

its issue from the billy tract to Khartoom is the main channel of the Nile.

—

Nature.

onlj^ 600 miles, the total length of the river Varyitig Susceptibility to Poisons and D
with its windings is no less than 1100 miles, eases.—On certain rodentia belladonna exi

The whole of this region is a wide marsh, and cises no influence
; morphine for a horse if

the river has no proper banks, its water being violent stimulant; a snail remains insensil

mixed with that of marshes which cover the to digitalis
;
goats eat tobacco with impunit

whole of this tract. It is even a rare occur- and in the Tarentin the inhabitants rear or

rence to see dry banks, as the country is more black sheep, because a plant abounds whi
like an extensive marsh through which a is noxious for white sheep,

somewhat deeper channel has been dug by| The nature of these conditions is a mj'ste

the current of the river. Numerous smaller for science. The »SoZa«a; tribe of plants furni

rivers connected together and with the main a principle which, as its name implies, p;i

channel and its numerous ramifications, cir-| duces consolation or forgetfulness, by acti

culate amidst these marshes. During the on the tissues of the brain where resides t

rainy season the lateral ponds and lakes in- organ of thought; now, on the authority
crease yet more, covering wide tracts of land; Professor Bouehardat, these opiates havet
whilst during the dry. season some stretches less effect in proportion as the animals p
of banks reappear, and the lakes which were sess the less of intelligence,

navigated by steamers some months before To the same anatomical peculiarities nn

become simple marshes. be ascribed the choice that disease makes
Vegetation plays an important part in the such or such a race. Glanders, for instan

modifications which are going on in this re-jso virulent with the horse, the ass, and m::

gion. The country is covered with rich grasses produces in the case of the dog only a local I

of such species as grow perfectly well in water.

This grass can be lifted with its roots by
water, and grow floating on the surface, so as

to render it most difficult to draw a line of

demarcation between land and water. Thick
and high pap3'rus palms grow sometimes on
the very banks of the main channels of circu-

lation of the water, and strengthen these by
their complicated roots, but they do not cover
all the banks, and the outlines of the river are

mostly' indefinite.

In this flat region the fall of the rivers is

cident
;
peri-pneumonia, so contagious amo'

horned cattle, is more benign in its action

Dutch than other breeds of stock ; the catj

plague, that decimates so many farms, is col

municated by cattle to each other from 1

slightest contact, while the closest and ni'

constant association is necessary to comma
cate the disease to sheep, and even when thi

are affected its action is not severe. Furthl

that plague only attacks ruminant animalf|

oxen, goats, sheep, zebras, gazelles, <te. Il

years ago this plague broke out in the Jarcl

very small, and the great quantities of water d' Acclimation ; not a ruminant escaped, a
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80 one animal not of that class, a little tenant
sarlj^ related to the pig, tlie peceai-i.—^c*.
merican.

Coral-eating Worm.—To make the reef solid
id compact, nature grinds up the corals,
sintegrates them, and the soft parts sift
)wn suliditjing the entire mass. One of the
eat helpers in this work is a monster worm.
is a coral parasite, and a terrible one. The
riter has vvatched it slowly crawling up the
anches of the madrepores, until the end of
le was reached. Its mouth, which is a sort
bag, envelops the end of the branch, the
H-m slipping over it like a glove on the
iger, covering hundreds of the delicate
Jyps, and sucking them out of their cells
hen it has exhausted the supply it with
aws, leaving the branch as white as snow,
strong contrast to the rich brown of the
xers. This is done continually, and the
ached branch is soon broken off and falls
the bottom to help in the general growth
the area.

—

Scientific American.
The Wooing of Sleep.—An endeavor to go
sleep is a mistake. For example, when the
11 makes an effort to dull the ear, the men-
sense behind the sense organ is thrown
a condition of listening and tension. The

iver of hearing is not diminished, but, as it
re, restricted in its range and in its height-
id sensibility—as the v^bratile capacity of
msical reed may be raised by reducing the

their chance of sleep, without the striving
which, in truth, is the principal cause of wake
fulness. This is why it often happens that
persons who cannot ~^U-r\, in bed by night will
drop oflP to si..,

I,
iva.iilv in a chair by '^"y-

It IS the etfort to sleep that keeps off slumber,
and when there is no effort sleep comes na-
turally. If the endeavor to sleep is made, as
soon as it commences expectancy begins, and,
paradoxical as it may seem, the consciousness
IS actually kept awake to watch for sleep
This watchfulness, arising out of the eager-
ness of the desire for sleep and the intensity
of the effort made to woo it, throws the mind
into a state of tensive anticipation incompati-
ble with somnolence. Then comes the period
of restless and irritated disappointment, in
vvhich the mind is so vexed, the brain so ex-
cited, and the organism, as a whole, thrown
into such a state of irritability, that the best
thing to do is to rise and take a bath, or wash
from head to feet, with the double purpose of
allaying the excitement and inducing a more
peaceful mood by physical exercise.— G^oocZ
Words.
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zation established by them. His journal was
published at Byberry, Pa., in 1841, by John
and Isaac C'omly, who were prominent mem-
bers among those who separated Ironi Phila-
delphia Yearly .Meeting in Lsi'T.

The testimony which Hugh Judge wrote
in 1829, respecting the genuineness of E. Kim-
ber's edition of Job Scott's treatise, is impor-
tant only as showing that the treatise waa
written by the one from \\li..>epeii it |ii-(]fesses

toemanate—and this /r,/,, r, , /,,,,,/ ./.n.^tioned.
It would be a remai'kahl,. ease indeed, for a
man of 79 years of age to mauitest so reten-
tive a memory, as to retain every word or
expression of a treatise of that kind, which
he had not seen for a period of about 30 years.
We do not know whether the "various alter-
ations" which the Minute of Philadelphia
Meeting for Sufferings in 1824, says, bad been
made in the book, were the work of that
editor; or whether the copy from which his
edition was printed differed from that which
was laid before the New York Meeting for
Sufferings. But we do not feel that Huo-h
Judge's certificate adds much if any thing'to

r confidence in the accuracy of the edidon

Emmor Kimber, whose name is attached to
thatedition, wasoneofthosewhosympathized
with the separation of 1827, and was regarded
as belonging with them.
We believe the book was first published in
e ir' "

'

pecting of Elias Hicks in rejecting the Divinity, atone-
^Si"^"^^:^^ tlt^^t^^^f;r L Sa^t^rti^^i^ ir::^^;^^^ ^i:ri °^

''-r'^ ^t' ^'^ '^-
usly have been noticed are perceivcl and Hu..h "ud e ,! xn n^ n^
ome sources of annoyance. This intensi 1 I e , ,7 ,li: e |

,

'
, n \'^'f^J°^7f

1 i'"^'"' f^^
mediation of our Saviour

; that it

ig of the sensations in the attempt t o e -,1
I
s| '

, ,
,,

1''"
'i''''^-V'^'"-T! ,"'"'1'' ''*''' *"' 1'"^'^'''^'°" because these sub-

ileep, of which most persons are conscioi^ Se'.tf P n-^ S I 'hu,',' I
! r'

''?
a ^''T

"''^ "«^t'-^'''t^^' "PO" i" it
;

and that the

oubtless partly due \o the quiet that ^re^lby Emiw^imber'^Sd^ll^ht:'^''
'""'' '"'"''^"'^^ ^'^^'^"'^^ ^° '^^ ^^^^^'^ -"^> ^^^* '"^

s m the house and bed-chamber
; but there Hugh Judge was born in Philadelphia in

ISO an increase of the susceptibility of the|or about the year 1750. His parents were
3eptive faculty, frequently to such anex-jKoman Catholics who had emnnnl '

''

t that the ticking of a watch or the tap- Ireland. He was received into mei
?of an insect behind the wall paper wilPamong Friends in 1773 at Uwchlm
only be heard, but be actually painful, was recommended as a minist

'
'

tis with sight; when the eyelids are closed afterwards. For many years he was an acinner mental sense of vision becomes in
isingly acute, and the field of sight is soon
vded with grotesque and rapidly changing
ges. Tiie worrying effect of 'this phan-
Qagoria is a too familiar experience of the
p-waiter. All the mental senses are in
manner stimulated and their acuteness
nsified by the endeavor to lower the sen-
ity of the sense organs. The mental
e of smell may be rendered so keen that ing. In 1792 h"e"remo\
scarcely perceptible odor of bed-linen will jand continued a membe
^e offensive. Taste may be so stimulated ' .Meeting, until his removal to Maryland inthe natural moisture of the mouth Im. isot. hi 1815 he transferred his home to theoathsome. Crcneral sensation may be neiul,ho,-hood of BarnesviUe, Ohio, and his r

tive laborer in the church, performing fre
quent religious visits to his brethren near
home, and through the Southern and Western
provinces and into Canada.
He was by trade a miller, and appears to

have followed the milling business and farm-
ing, during the most of the active part of his
life. He changed his residen<-e several times,

memberof Philudelidiia Vearlv Meet-
I lo Pni-elia.s;, N. v.,

of New Yor-k Yearly

ntensified that a rough thread in a sheet
little stream of cold air finding its waj
3r the coverlet, will occasion the most
ating experience

; in short, the whole pro-
of attempted sense-subduing is unnatural
opposed to the dictates of reason. No
effort ought to be made. External quiet

Id be secured, if quiet be personally
eable, and whether light or darkness be
srable, must depend on the idiosyncras3^
control ought to be exercised over the
38. The eyelids should not be closed, but
?ed to droop when weary. There should
o resolution to disregard sounds, or to
ress sensations of any kind. The sur-
dings being propitious and consonant
the "feelings," or, still better, disre-

ed, mind and body should be left to take

snlenee continued to be in that section of coun-
try milil his death in 1834, which took place
at Kennet S.piare, Pa., whither he had gone
on a social visit. He was then in the 85th
3'ear of his age.

At the time of the separation in Ohio in
1828, he had gone eastward with the inten-
tion of remaining for a time with his children
at Deer Creek, Md. He was then 78 years of
age, and probably took no active part in the
controversies which then afflicted the church,
rn a letter written in the early part of that
year, he thus refers to them :—" Happy are
they who have got beyond it all, out of the
reach of the noise and strife of tongues." Yet
his associations and sympathies were anion

views of Job Scott on these vital points of
doctrine were in accordance with their own.
One of the objects of the notice of this work

..,.,. |in 'The Friend" of 6th mo. 4th, 1881, was to
ship relieve Job Scott from this imputation, and to
and show that he liel.l the same doctrine on these

a few years subjects, as faithful Fric'iids have ever held.
He evidently wished |,. pi-ess upon his readers
the indispensable iieee.s.sity of knowing the
practical work of Grace, in order to salva-
tion. Like our early Friends, he addressed
those who already believed in the offices of
Christ, but who were in danger of overlook-
ing that change of heart, which our Saviour
speaks of as being born again, and which is ac-
complished through submission to the power-
ful operations of his Spirit. Hence he natur-
ally dwells upon that part of the great plan
of salvation which it was his present concern
to enforce, not thinking it needful to enlarge
on other points to which his readers were
sufficiently alive.

From the letter referred to, we infer that
there has been some controver.sy over this
book, and a difference of sentiment respecting
it. Some friends have been much pleased
with the spiritual views it contains, which
are so clearly opposed to the superficial doc-
trines of those who endeavor to persuade men
that they may I.e saved through the merits
of Christ, with.)ut knowing themselves to be
sanctified by the baptisms of his Spirit. They
have felt these views to agree with what they
have known in their own experience of the
work of grace. There is a danger lest these
should look with suspicion on other friends,
who have felt uneasy with the book, and give
place to the suggestion that on their part

views
those who adhered to the cause of Elias Hicks, there is a lack of sympathy with those views
and he was considered to belong to the organi-

1
of the inward and spiritual nature of the
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in.do.n of Chri.t, which characterized our j^^PP-P^^^ ^nr-r^^^^the l^S^
River Commissiun, in deepening the channels and im-

ig the navigation of the Mississippi and Missouri

rivers.
. , ,.,

Ralph Waldo Emerson, the poet, essayist and philo-

pher, died on the evening of the 27th of Fourth mo.

The New York Times, in an elaborate review of the

growing crops of the United States, emhracing over

15U0 reports, covering the entire count.-y, shows their

general condition to be good, with few exceptions; that

they promise abundant harvests with an increase in all

grain crops; thai cotton, sugar and tobacco are doing

well ; and that hay and fruils appear at present to be

the only losing crops. The damage from floods is re-

ported less than was feared. From present indications

" immense" crops will be gathered in Nebraska this

year.

Advices from Eastern Kentucky state that fruit was

seriously dauraged by the recent frosts, but the wheat

is much better in condition than was expected

Advices from nearly sixty counties in Iowa show an

increase of 25 per cent, in the wheat and oat crops.

An increased acreage of corn—twenty to thirty percent

more than last year— will be planted.

A census bulletin, just issued, propuses a plan to sub-

divide the States and I'erritories for statistichl purposes

into five divisions. These are to be known as the Noith

Atlantic, South Atlantic, Northern Central, Southern

Central, and Western Divisions, instead of New Eng-

land, Middle, Southern, and Western States,

The public debt statement just issued, showed the

total debt, l.,ss cash in the Treasury, to be $1,711,850,

598, and the decrease for 4th month $14,415,823.

There were 381 deaths in this city last week as com
pared with 390 the previous week and 397 the corre-

Socicty in Us rise.

On the other hand there are those who re-

gret the omission in this treatise of a fuller

aclinowledginent of the benefits derived from

the coming and sufferings of our Saviour
;
and

who notice defects of expression, which lead

them to regard it as not well adapted for

general circulation. There is a danger that

these may let in an unfounded jealousy, lest

those who have derived instruction from read-

ino- its pages, and value it on this account,

are of that class who undervalue the offering

of our Saviour for the sins of mankind.

We greatly desire that Friends of all classes

may dwell under the influence of the Spirit

of our Saviour, and be preserved from evil

Bueakinu- and uncharitable judging of one an-

other; so that nothing may interrupt the

harmony which ought to prevail in the Church

of Christ.

The very existence of this diversity of senti-

ment in regard to this treatise is a confirma-

tion of the correctness of the judgment of

those meetings which discouraged its puhli

cation 80 years ago; and justiH.'s tin- fear

expressed'by Job Scott himscli; that it wa:

not sufficiently digested, and neodcl the care

ful revision, judgment and correction ot hi

friends.

A friend has called attention to an expres

sion used in the last issue of our paper—

"True worship consists in the aspirations, &c.,

nel tunnel nntil further action had been taken by P
.lament in the matter. Henry Labouchereconiplait

of the existence of slavery in Hong Kong, on the G(

Coast, and in the Malay Stales of North Borneo,

nid the slave market of Hong Kong supplied won:

3 California, Australia and China. Sir Charles Di

enied that the British oflScials sanctioned slave

The subject was then dropped.

Charles Bradlaugh has brought suit, in which

claims several thousand pounds damages, against i

Assistant Sergeant-al-Arms of the House of Coramo

in connection with the proceedings taken to eject h

from the lobby of the House during the last sessi

He has also begun a suit against — Newdegate, C
servalive member for North Warwickshire, for mai

tenance, and claims £5000 damages.

The marriage of Prince Leopold to Princess Hei

of Waldeck, took place in St. George's Chapel,

Windsor on the 27th ultimo.

Lieutenant Dinenhower and his party arrived

Moscow on the 29Lh nil. All are well.
_

A communication from General Ignalieff is publisl

denying that the anti-Jewish disturbances are the

suit of want of action on the part of the Governmc

and declaring that serious disturbances have occur

only at Balta, where the Jews were in fault, as ti

began demonstrations in revenge for an insult to a .

by a Christian child. General Ignalieff states that e

where disorders have been averted through energ

measures on the part of the authorities, which, he si

will be continued.

A despatch to the Times from Odessa says:

poorer Jews are said to be marrying here at the rab

150 couples per day. They imagine that, if they

married, land will be given to them free in Ame;

or Palestine.

aud not in any vocal utterances,"—and Siiggtistfi

that it would have been safer to have modi- 'firm. Sales of middlings are reported at 125 a 12| cts.

fled the sentence so as to read—" True wor- per lb. for uplands and New Orl»

sponding week last vear. Of these 189 were males, and The DaUy News publishes a despatch from Pie

192 females ; 55dea'lhs were from consumption, 39 from maritzburg, which says there is a serious crisis in 2

pneumonia, 25 fr.,m old age, 19 from typhoid fever, 10 affairs. \ deputation of Zulus, nutubering onetl

from diphtheria,

Markets, &c.— I

. , . _ . _
, .

12U ; currency 6's, 135. |against . .,,,,.,.
Cotton.-The demand was limited, but prices were ;

necessary to prevent terriMe bloodshed

Advices from Aniicosii Island, in the Gult ot

rom old age, 19 trom typnoiQ lever, lu auaus. -r. uct>iii<ii,iu.. v. ^. ."=, ° - ;-

, and 3 from small pox. jsand persons, and including three brothers of (.etewi

-U S 3i's 1014 a 102i ; 4J's, 116 ; 4's, ' are awaiting an audience with the l^overnor to pro

6's' 135 (against the authority of John Dunn. Great car

Lawrence, report that 26 persons died of scarlet fi

S :::or=;:.;;^t:;;d^Hh any --11 Petr^eun^^^ndai. whU^^ n cts. f.r export, and '-^r^^^^^^^^-
Itterances." The Society of Friends so fully p^^-^P^/

fonZ.es dull, but' prices were unchanged. I travelled from 20 to 30 milesov
and " women I

over rough roads, beg;

If the people of the isl

ith provisions, it is feared

$9. 1 A despatch from Buenos Ayres, dated 4th mo.

by way of Lisbon, says; "Advices from Montev

Utter „ . j.uu, ^ _ , __. ,.

recognizes the value of those "vocal Utt«l"-'sales of 2600 barrels, including Minnesota extras, at food for their child

ances" which proceed from the movings of $7.12^ a $7.25 for clear, and at -7.50 for straight
;

'are not soon suppl

the Spirit of Christ, and are attended with Pennsylvania extra family at -6 25 a -6.50; western
^

majority of them

his baptizing power, that we ^-Pl^^^ f^:'S;,:^^^:'J^^'iXrT'"
''

|by way ot Lis.on, says: -.avices irom ..o..e,

dansrer of any misapprehension of the mean-
^q,,;,, _vVheat was in better demand and prices were 'are to the effect that, in consequence of the malti

ino-Hltended to he conveyed, did not impressl
f^^,^.jijj^ ,,i„l,g^ Sales of 3800 bushels red at -1.43a ;ment of Brazilians in Uruguay, Brazil IS concentra

the mind when writing. The correction sug- 1.44^. Ry^.-No^ e offering. Com is a shade better, ;
troops on the frontier and has despatched an envo

We highl}, appicciate the belp to Ue aerivea
^^^ .^ ,^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ,^^ of .taking measures to fortify Montevideo."

from that ministry which comes tiom (jod,
, ^^ ^^^^ bushels inclndin.' white, at 58 a 59 cts., and re- A recent German work gives the following retiji

who, as Robert Barclay, says, "Is not want-jg^^^^ ^^j ,,,1^^^ .^^ gg ^ ggi.
cts. |the population of the world, counting by miin

ing to move in his children to bring forth
|

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 4lh

words of exhortation or prayer, when it is

needful." Yet it ought ever to be borne in

mind, that those who listen to such exhorta-

tions or prayers, do not partake in true wor-

ship, unless their own hearts are turned to the

Lord and spiritual desires begotten in them
;

for the worship which the Father seeks is " in

spirit and in truth."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United Statks.—In the U. S. Senate, Sherman in-

troduced a bill to repeal so much of the Act of 2d mo.

28th, 1878, authorizing the coinage of the standard

silver dollar, and restoring its legal tender character,

as directs the purchase and coinage into standard silver

dollars of not less than $2,000,000 of silver bullion per

month. The bill then directs the purchase of bullion

from time to time, and its coinage only when, in the

opinion of the Secretary of the Treasury, the further

coinage of such dollais is demanded for public use and

convenience. The bill was referred to the Committee

on Finance. The bill to permit grain brought by Ca

dian farmers to be ground at mills in the United Sta

adjacent 10 Canadian territory, under rules and regt

tions of the Treasury Department, was considered ;

passed. The Missi-sippi River Improvement bill was

resumed : all the pending aiuendiuenls to increase the

apprcpriation and apply part of the money to ihe con-

struction and repair of levees were withdrawn, and the

bill was then passed by a viva voce vote. As passed,

29th, 1882.- Loads of h;

no. Europe, 315,000,000; Asia, 834,000,000; Africa,!

41. '000,000 ; America, 95,000,000; Australia and Polyn
Zytn, lOOZ.— IjOaUS 01 nay, o\JI luaun ui mian, 1^. -^—,„„„ ,

.-..^..-.., „,-^. -, , AAO Al.n T
Average price during the week-Prime timothy, *1.20 5,000,000 ; Polar Regions, under 1000,000 T

to $1.30 per 100 pounds ; mixed, $1.05 a 5-1.15 per 100 il,45o,000,000-being an increase of over 16,O0C

pounds; Straw, 80 to 90 cts. per 100 poiinus.

Beef cattle were in good demand and prices were a

fraction higher: 2400 head arrived and sold at the dif-

ferent yards at 6 a 8J cts. per pound, the latter rate for

Sheep were active and higher: 8000 head arrived

and .sold at the different yards at 7 a 8J ds. for wool

sheep; 5i a 7} cts. for sheared sheep ; and 6^ a 8J cts.

for spring lambs, as to condition.

Hogs were in good demand at an advance: 3300

head sold at the different yards at 10 a 11 cts. per lb.,

Foreign.—The Times says it has reason to believe

that the House of Lords committee on the Land Act

will recommend large and liheral terms, including the

advance of the whole purchase-iuoney to tenants pur-

chasing, the withdrawal of all limitation on the amount

to be paid, and on the number of years' purchase to be

given—the setllement to be left to the parties interested

—and ihe ex fCtion of a fixed rate of interest by the

State, subject to the condition that the annual payment

on account of interest and sinking fund, and the num-
ber of years over which the payments are to extend,

shall be so regulated that the tenant shall not have to

pay a larger yearly sum than the amount of his original

rent.

In the House of Commons, Joseph Chamberlain,

President of the Board of Trade, announced that the

Government bad concluded to stop work on the Chan-

upon the latest census.

NOTICE.-—To the Clerks and Recorders of the

ous Monthly Meetings.

The undersigned would be greatly obliged if

clerks and recorders of the various Monthly Mee
would make an examination of the minutes and re(

of marriage between the years 1718-1722, lor the

riage of Matthews Gardiner and Sarah his wife, a

successful advise him of the result.

Matthews Gardiner was born in 1698, and mi

his wife Sarah previous to 1722, as ihe births of

children are recorded in the Burlington Monthly 1

ing as follows: Mary, horn 9th mo. 8th, 1721 ; The

born 12th mo. 13th, 1722; Abraham, born lUh
12ih, 1724. It is evident that his wife was a me
of the Society of Friends, as their children were 1:

right members.
Matthews Gardiner died in 1731, and in his wil

scribes himself as of Willingborough, in the coun

Burlington and Province of West New Jersey.

Wm. Francis Cregar
Historical Society of Penna., 820 Spruce St., Ph

Died, on the 19th of Fourth month last, HAt
WoOLMAN, aged 73 years, a consistent member p

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia fo,

Northern District.
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Preparing the Way in the Bast.

BV H. CLAY TRUMBULL.
My fii-stsight of the East was Alcxandiia
ad tbat first siujht was so thoroughly orien-
1, so thoroughly un-occideutal, so utterly
ilike anything and everything I had ever
en before, tbat it is stamped upon my mind
day with a freshness and vividness that
ake all other remembered scenes of the
ist little more than its variations and modi-
ations.

That sight was from the sea, as we ap-
oaehed from Naples. What a Babel and a
.ndemonium, as the motley crowd, of all
ades of complexion, and in all varieties of
,8tern costume, clambered on to the steamer's
Bk, and yelled or jabbered in all languages,
d crowded and jostled and pushed and ges-
ulated excitedly, as \i' their very 'lives were
jeopardy, and everybody else's should be !

yptians, Arabs, Moors, Nubians, Abys-
ians, Turks—from dingy yellow through
avthy red and olive and brown to jetty
.ek. Turbans and tarboushes and bare
ids ; flowing robes

his forehead; then ho coolly had a second
trunk lifted on to his head above the first, and
he stepped of lightly with that superincum-
bent head-dress, apparently no more burdened
than a Philadelphia lady with her winter's
bonnct-ijile of velvet and plush and feathers.
From sea to shore was only from theshadow

to the substance, from the glimpse to the re-
alization, of oriental life. Where but in the
East could be seen what was before us and
a be ut us at every step in the more crowded

ets of Alexandria? Where in all the East
Id anything else be looked for? Leaving

the European quarter, in the vicinity of th'.
Place iMohammed Ali, shortly after our arrival
at the hotel, I found my way with a friend
into the closely packed Arab districts, and
was soon in the bewildering maze of oriental
sights and sounds. How those narrow streets
were packed, and with what grotesque ap-
pearances ! Half-naked cripples and blind
beggars, veiled women, men in bright-colored
garments and children in none, were every-
where. Shopkeepers squatted at the window-
like openings of their dog-kennel shops on
either side of the way. Children were makina-
mud-pies under the very feet of the passers
Tumble-down buildings seemed overhanging
the middle of the burlesque street, and mosque
minarets uplifted themselves against the sky
between the buildings in the distance. Don-
keys trotted throiigii the crowd as a part of it

at every turn. Long-eared goats thrust their
noses between the buyer and the seller of
sweets, or of leeks and onions. Occasionally
a buffalo cow drawing a rude cart, or again a
heavily loaded camel, pushed itself into the
throng, rather than through it. Water-car
iers, with their huge goat-skin bottles and

their tinkling brass cups, proffered " the gift
of God" to the thirsty. All the city seemed
gathered at every door with the same purpose
and with no purpose. Illuminated bits of
every picture of Eastern life which I had ever
seen in print or in paint from childhood up
were tumbling before my eyes in kaleidoscopic
confusion and attractiveness; and sounds of
the peculiar wail of Egyptian music came
floating into my ears as we moved on in won-
derment from street to street, gradually near-
ing the open square once more.

It was out of all this confusion, and amid
all this bewilderment, that suddenly a sharp
clear sound was heard, " O'a" (Take care I)

" Yemeenak ! Shimiilak !" (To thy right ! To
thj-left !) and as I turned to learn its mean-
ing, I saw a lithe-limbed young Egyptian
gaily dressed, with his loins girded, coming
on the run, swinging a light staff in his hand,
nd repeating his cries to the throng in the

street to make way for those who were to
follow. Close behind him came an open car-
riage, drawn by a span of showy horses, con-
taining an officer of the government and a
gentleman friend. That was my first sight
of a runner before a rider ; of the typical fore-

d baggy trowsers, and
ied limbs and bodies, in undistinguist
ifusion. Boatmen, porters, hoterrunners,
oksters, guides, interpreters, dragomans,
cials of various grades,—all equally vocifer-
«, violent, persistent, and seemingly insane,
iw the boatmen battled for a place at the
amer's accommodation ladder, with their
mitive and varied craft, forcing off' a rival's
(f and crowding in past it, even springing
ward to hurl back with loud curses the
npeting boatman himself, as if it were in
final struggle of pirates for a first board-
of a coveted treasure ship! And what a
^ching there was at the passengers and
|ir baggage on the part of boat and hotel
jlicants

! What giants of strength there
Pe in some of those brawny Nubian porters,
b swung themselves recklessly among the
Iter forms of agile Arabs, and the skVnny,
ihered frames of older Egyptians. One of
se Nubians seized a huge travelling trunk
mr party, at a signal from our chosen hotel
'nt, and throwing a stout cord or small rope
^'nd it lengthwise, he stooped at its other
j,
with his face from it, and, passing the
of the cord around across his forehead,

rose up, taking the trunk end-wise on hislut a ruunur ueiore a rmer; oi tne typK—Its weight steadied by the cord across runner of the king's chariot of the Old Testa

ment story. When Ahab, king of Israel, drove
furiously before the coming storm across the
broad plain of Esdraelon from the base of
Carmel to his ivory palace at Jezreel, after
the slaughter of the priests of Baal, the weird
old prophet of the wilderness was his fore-
runner after this unchanging orientla fashion.
"And the hand of the Lord was on Elijah

;

and he girded up his loins, and ran before
Ahab to the entrance of Jezreel." That cry in
the streets of Alexandria was also the first
llustration to me of the voice of one crying
out of a wilderness throng, " Prepare ye the
way of the Coming One."
That was the first illustration to me of this

Bible figure
; but it was by no means the last.

During our stay in Cairo, one of the com-
monest sights was a carriage of a pasha, or a
carriage 'containing ladies of the Khedive's
harem, preceded through the crowded streets
by one "s4is" (the forerunning groom), or by
two, calling aloud for the clearing of the way.
And when our little i^arty rode out along the
banks of the Nile, and on to Gheezeh, to'visit
the pyramids and the sphinx, a handsome
young sals, bedecked with scarlet and blue
and green and gold, ran before us at top speed,
calling out for a clear path for us, among the
loaded camels and the ambling donkeys and'
the toiling foot passers, from the city's heart
nto the desert wastes; for in these days of
Egypt's decline it is as easy to hire a once
royal equipage, and to secure once royal
honors, by the hour, as it is to hire a turnout
with liveried coachman and footman, in New
York or Philadelphia, when you want to have
the credit of a carriage of j'our own without
its trouble and expense.
But in the Bible figure of the crier before

the Coming One, there is a call of the fore-
runner to prepare the way, as well as to yield
it, for him who approaches.

" The voice of him that crieth :

In the wilderness prepare ye tlie way of the Lord,
Make straight in the desert a highway for our God.
And every mountain shall be made low;
And the crooked places shall be made straight,
And the rough places plain."

A brief experience on the wilderness and
desert roads of Eg3-pt and Arabia, and on any
of the roads of Palestine, would be suffieient
to show the need of special preparation if

those roads were to be passable, and the value
of such preparation when it has been secured.
At the best, a road in those regions is com-
monly little more than a recognized track
over the sands or the loose stones, or along or
across the cliff's and rocky hill-sides. The
shifting sands, or the wash of the rushing
water-courses of the rainy months, will de-
troy at one season what was a tolerable path

at another. The work of preparing, or of
epairing, these roads in advance of the com-
ng of a roj'al personage, is continued to the
present time. At Hebron, as our party en-
tered the Holy Land from the desert below,
we were told "that the Crown Prince of Aus-
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Iria was just before us, and that the word bad

gone out from the Turkish authorities to pre-

pare his way in advance. At this our drafj;o-

man was delighted, as be was sure we should

finds the roads in excellent condition all the

way northward. Again and again he said

gratefully: "This road has been ])ri'p;uvd for

the prince. I wish there was always a prince

before us." He evidently tbouglit tliat tiie

road was better than usual
; Jjut we didn't see

how it ever could have been worse. At one

point and another we were tflld that the road

we then travelled was prepared or was im-

proved, for the Prince of Wales, or for the

Grand Duke Alexander ; and in all these cases

it was evident that a voice had been heard

advance of the son of royalty :
" Prepare ye

the way of the Coming One."
John the Baptist was the pi-ophesied fore-

runner of the Messiah. He was to come in

" the spirit and power of Elijah," the rugged
forerunner of Israel's kinglj' chariot; and he

was to " go before the face of the Lord to pre-

pare his way; to give knowledge of salvation

unto his people." John's mission included

that of the runner before the chariot, and that

of the crier to the people to make the roads

passable for Him who was to follow. This

twofold service finds constant illustration in

every land of the East to-day.—>S'. S. Times.

For " The Friend."

Moral and Religious Training at Westtown.

While aiming to promote the phj'sical de-

velopment with the intellectual culture of the

pupils at Westtown, the Committee no doubt
feel very solicitous that their moral and re-

ligious training and growth should be fos-

tered in proportion to its superlative import-
ance. Our Discipline, in view of the obliga-

tion which rests upon parents and teachers,

recommends the establishment of schools, to

be taught by members with us; and "that

a vigilant care be exercised in all such schools,

to instruct the children in the principles of

the Christian religion, and the peculiar testi-

monies of our Society." But how can this bo

done, unless we who are parents and those

who are teachers, with the committee also,

are themselves, in their respective positions,

imbued with a deep and earnest and religious

concern for these things? None can teach

availingly that which they have never learned;

while at the same time there is but one scboo"

for this true Christian divinity—the school of

Christ.

Were all those to whom the guardianship
and training of our youth is entrusted, but
duly concerned to manifest by their life and
conversation that their aifections wer
upon heaven and heavenlj' things, and that

they were practically engaged for themselves

to seek "first the kingdom of God and his

righteousness," how forcible and winning
would their influence become to incite in their

precious charge a love of their Saviour, and
a warm filial desire to acknowledge and follow

Him in the strait and narrow way—the onlj'

one—appointed for all bis to walk in.

Were the Committee, wjth parents and
teachers, more and altogether faithful

operators in this great Christian duty ; were
they in the loving obedience due to a compas
sionate Father, banded together as a three
fold cord in watchfully seeking to be way
marks and spiritual helpers to the dear chil

dren committed so responsibly to their care,

who could tell the extent of such influence irj

giving a bias to their youthful susceptible

minds, that might not only be productive of

fruitfulness in the vineyard of the Lord in this

life, but have its most precious consummation

in the glorified regions beyond. E. C.

4th mo. 24th, 1882.

The Zuni Indians.

From a recent number of The Council Fire,

and other sources, the following account has

been collected :

"A delegation of these interesting people

have been on a visit to Washington and other

cities of the East for some weeks. They were

brought here at the expense of the Smith

sonian Institution, by F. H. Gushing, who has

spent a year or two among them, and is abl

to interpret for them. Their home is New
Mexico, and they are the descendants of the

Cliff dwellers, so called, because they built

their houses in the ledges of cliffs, in the sides

of mountains, for safety against foes. They
now live in a single house of immense pro

portions situated on an elevated plateau. This

house is built after the generally accepted

idea of the Tower of Babel, one siory rising

above another, but each enough smaller at

the base to leave a veranda around it. Each
family has separate apartments, but the social

economy of the tribe is largely on the com
munal jilan. They are an agricultural and

pastoral people, and remarkable for their gen

erous and peaceful characteristics and indus

trious habits, as well as moral and religious

ives."

F. H. Gushing states, that

—

' The Zuni Indians are the descendants of

the nation of cliff-dwellers, the only living

representatives of the ancient Pueblo culture.

When these facte were opened up to ray

understanding, I made up my mind that there

was not only a year's work, or two or three

years' work for some ethnologist, but the

work of nearly a lifetime. Having gone into

the field (A' cthiiolDg}' at an earlj^ age, with

the h(i]ie (if lieing :iL>le to properly monograph
this little handful of people, numbering only

sixteen hundred in all their branches, because

in monographing this little nation we are

monographing the primitive culture of south-

western America, I found by my investiga-

tions sufficient material, new, important, and
intensely interesting, to keep an ethnologist's

most undivided attention for life. I cannot
devote my whole life to it, but were I a man
of independent means, I would certainly do so.

The Zuni Grammar.—The vocabulary of

the Zunis is rich, and, though their language
is unwritten, they have a grammar as regular

and sj-mmetrical as that of any tongue. The
moods and tenses of verbs are represented by
terminal syllables, and having more than the

usual number of moods, their language is very
expressive. It is well fitted also for philoso-

phic discussions, being capable of expressing

abstract ideas. As an instance of the copi-

ousness and perspicuity of their language, for

the English verb "to know," the Zuni dialect

furnishes six different verbs, each represent-

ing a distinct manner or condition of knowing,
as to know abstractlj', to know through the

senses, to know how, &c. They have a cul-

ture among themselves. The education of a

priest is a matter of some thirty or forty

years, and they speak of a member of their

nation as being educated or uneducated, or of

the talk of a Zuni ^s grainniatical or ungram
matical.

Their traditions are collected together in j

long epic, which is confided to the keeping o

line of priests, who hand it down from gen

eration to generation, just as the Iliad o

Homer is supposed to have been handed dowi

and preserved in its primitive purity until i

was committed to manuscript. These priest

commit the epic or the Zuni Bible to memory
and it is recited or chanted on certain solemi

occasions. "It neai'ly killed me when I firs

heard it, for I had to sit up all night." It i

etrical production, the lines scanning pei

feetly according to a peculiar measure.

The following literal translation of a par

of a recent address by one of the chiefs i

typical of the construction of the language:
" As ft winged monster upon the back o

without once our feet the earth touching tc

we from the Zuni country unto the rising su

ocean of, in one step, as it were, come have.

This is rendered literally :

"As though upon the back of a grea

winged monster, without once touching ou

feet to the earth, we have, as in one step, com
from the country of the Zunis, far though i

be, unto the ocean of the rising sun."

Their songs abound in poetic images. Th
following is a literal translation of the word

of one of their songs, but preserves the poeti

spirit

:

Oil, how beautiful !

See the waving corn-plants round us

;

Through the sandy plain, the river,

Tortuous like the serpents' pathway
;

Over all the rainbow stretching,

With her shoulder many colored.

Like the rays of clouded sunlight.

Oh, our fatliers growing corn-plants.

Like the rainbow's striped shoulders,

May your leaves show marks of growing,

E-lu-lu-va, see the lightnin'j, as it flashes throuf

the sky,

E-lu-lu ya, hear the thunder as it rumbles through tl

sky.

All the models of these songs have be€

handed down from immense antiquity. The
are skeletons, on which songs are formed '.

suit special occasions, and it is the ingenuil

of dressing these skeletons that distinguish'

the poet of ability from the one of no abilit

All their poetry is founded upon convention

forms.

The religion of the Zunis is semi-Buddhistij

and resembles in many respects the creed

modern Spiritualists. They have four gre;

classes of gods—the celestial, the hero, tl

animal or biologic, and the elemental. Th(j

look upon it as a favor to kill certain anima

in the chase. It is considered that a spirit

set free from an inferior form of existence, ai

made eligible for life in human shape. Tl

event is celebrated with sacrifices of plum
sticks. When a deer, an antelope, a rabt

or any other animal that serves as food,

brought home, ears of corn are placed ov

its heart, just as they are placed over a ne'

born infant. The ear of corn is emblemat
of life. The Zuni mind, is philosophic in tl

extreme, and, though they are intensely co

servative, they thoroughly comprehend wh
they see.

They are brave in the defence of th<

homes, but do not seek war. The seer

Order of the Bow is founded on the spirit

war, yet their institutions are humane in t

extreme.
In explanation of some recent eeremoni

at the sea-shore, F. H. Gushing, says :

—

" The Zuni's religion, has been largely i

fected by his environments. He lives in a c
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gert where existence depends upon the amount
of rainfall, and all of bis worship is directed
towards securing rain and water. JSTow the
Zunis believe that the ocean is the ori2;in

—

)r the embracing waters of the world, as'they
•all them, are the birthplace of the clouds,
n their ceremonials, at the summer solstice,
or securing the summer rain clouds, they use
vater from those oceans and have from gen-
rations to generations used water from these
ceans to moisten the sacred paint on their
lumed prayer sticks with which they invoke
hese clouds. They have been unable for
enerations to secure any water from the
astern ocean, or the ocean of sunrise, and
Bcording to the traditions handed down in a
ne of priests it has been a great desideratum
) secure a further supply of water from that
jean from which the first supply was ob
lined by Indians taken captive to Mexico
r5 or 200 years ago. If their treasured
jean water failed they think the most fatal
msequences would follow, and they have
iahed to secure water from the eastern ocean
r the sake of making this ceremony com-
!ete. They think that they will be able to
luse clouds to follow this water to their own
ssert country. They use now but a drop of
^can water mixed with other less precious
juid to moisten the sacred paint with which
e stick portion of the plumed praj-er stick
covered."'

At a farewell reception given to these inter-
tingjieople at Washington on the 8th of 4th
0., F. H. Gushing, gave the following illus
ations of their conversations amon<r them-
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mIiiiwciI them our school system, they h;

'How these Americans do love their cliild
to build great houses in which simply to teach
them the marks that mean words." When I
brought them from Boston to New York, and
took them aboard that beautiful steamer, the
City of Worcester, they said: "At last no
longer are the Americans like the gods, but
they are gods, and we have been mistaken in
saying they are like gods. Will not the gods
get jealous of these Americans if they kcv].

Th(

Religious Views and Tenets.

ability of the natural man '"

far too
much relied on in the performance of spiritual
things. The wisdom of the world which can
never know or comprehend the deep thini.-s
of God, appears to be thought, by many, as
sufficient to run the machinery, as we miojit
call it, of the Church of God. In the works
of men, the greater the work is, so pro]H)i-
tionably great the propelling power must li

to carry on that work. The creation of th
world, and of man, in the first place was a
great work, which nothing buttheomnipotent
and invisible power of God through Christ
our Lord, could accomplish. And the new

lie us,

.Is .which 1

abmidandvtlin.n,
"And they whieh
to maintain good work

the washing of rcgcn-
n- oflhc Jioly Spirit,

Hi

When I brought them to the railroad, they
iderstanding that it was to be the means
bereby they were to come eastward, did not
Dch in the least as the locomotive passed
em, although three of their number had
ver seen the railroad. Thej- entered the
rs, sat down and immediately' got up again,
ery one taking my hand and breathing ori
and again sat down, and began to pray,
le substance of their prayers was that no-
ing should come between them and the
nericans; for the people who could make
3h a powerful horse of iron could annihilate
3ir little nation. After we had traveled
itward three or four days I took one of
Jm aboard the locomotive. He said he
3hed me to wait. He had seen enough to
press him with the grandeur of the Amer
18, and asked me at the same time: "Pray,
y, pray I" When he had finished his prayer
remarked: "These Americans are gods.
ly they have to eat material food."
SVhen I took them through the wire-works
Worcester, where half a mile of wire is
iwn from a steel bar, they watched the pro-
s, compared the bright wire to one of the
htning gods of their mythology, and then
I took them through the ware'rooms they
d, "Here is enough wire to spin the web of
I great-grandfather spider, who connected
1 land of ever lasting summer with the land
everlasting snow ;" or, in other words,
etched his web from one end of the world
the other. When I took them up on the
?er in Boston they said: "This is the
mtry of houses. Wonderful ! wonderful

!

nderful
!

Man's words cannot count them,
I of all the nations of the world joined
ether, who can say the last word—the
fericans? nobody!" When I took them
} the publi9 institutions of Boston, and

creation, or regeneration of man is also a great
work, which nothing but the same creative
power through Christ the Holy Spirit can
accomplish. But He may, at his own good
pleasure, make use of the instrumentality of
man in the restoration of his fellow man, ami
in bringing about the new creation in the
heart until he is finally created anew in Christ
Jesus. For if any man is in Christ, he is a
new creature; and he has witnessed all the
old things pertaining to the fallen nature to
be done away, and all things to become new,
and all things of God, who first created man
in his own heavenly likeness. And if all things
are of God, then there is none of the fallen
sinful nature in the heart, for that was not of
God, but of the enemy of all righteousness.
Adam only knew the things of God as he was
taught them of God. And even so now. we
cannot savingly know the things of God' but
as we are taught of God either immediately
from Him, or through his anointed servants,
But as we have the heavenly anointing, the
unction from the Holy One abiding in us, we
have no actual need that any man should
teach us, because it will teach us all things
necessary to salvation, "and it is truth aiTd
no lie." And he that is thus taught scarchi th
all thing.s, through the Spirit, yea the deep
things of God. And if we have not the Spirit
of Christ we are none of his," and can nuvcr
carry on the work of God to the glory, tlie
honor and the profit of Him who has called
us out of darkness into his marvellous light.
This can onlj' be done as we come out from
under the leadership of him who is the jirince
of darkness—the god of this world, who hath
blinded the eyes ofmany : and rules ami ni^|ls
in the hearts of the children of disobe(lici7ce,
and who is now lamentably exalting himself
above the true knowledge of God; aiid sitting,
as it were, in the temple of God, and even
professing to cast out devils, or evil spirits in
the name of Christ, and in his name to do

^n^' wonderful works.
Our salvation does not depend on the ac-

tivity of the natural man. It is not by works
of righteousness which we of ourselves have
done, or can do; but it is accordiu"; to his

,. „. , - 'For if the Spirit
ot ±Lim that raised up Jesus from the dead
dwell in you. He that raised up Christ from
Mie dca.l shall also quicken your mortal bodies
•y Ins Spirit that dwelleth in you." Then as
ur bcdy, soul and spirit are made alive by
he indwelling presence of God, our prompt-
igs to good works will he from Him, and

tend to his glory and to his praise. But if
we are prompted to what we may call good
works, " by the spirit of man that is in us,"
we become as thieves and robbers, appropri-
ating that to ourselves which does not belong
to us, and robbing God of that glory which
belongs to Him alone. He that speaketh of

f without the Spirit of God, seeketh
II glory: " but he that seeketh the glory

1 that sent him, the same is true, and
110 iinngiiteousness is in him." But the Spirit
of Christ is in him ; and greater is that Spirit
than the spirit of the world, which by its
wisdom knows not God. So our salvation
does not depend upon the works of righteous-
ness which we, in the name or by the wisdom
or spirit of man, can do. But it is by grace
we are saved, through faith in all the fulness
of Christ; embracing both what He has done
for us, without us, and what He is willina; to
do in us l)y purifying the heart. For wo need
neviT cxiioct to be saved from sin, while we
icjecl Ilim and fail to do our part by hearing
his voice and opening the door of the heart,
and letting Him in. But He must first come
as a convietor, and as a refiner with fire, and
as a fuller with soap, until we are purged as
gold and as silver, and thus prepared to
'ofter unto the Lord an offering in righteous-
less." It is then that we have Him as an
abiding guest, when the heart is made a fit
temple for his holiness to dwell in. "The
Lord whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to his
temple" by his convicting light and grace,
which is quick and powerful, and is a discerner
of the thoughts and intents of the heart.
"But who may abide the day of his coming?
and who shall stand when He appeareth" as
a refiner and purifier? For He shall baptize,
not only with the Holy Ghost, but with fire.
And He shall thoroughly purge the heart, to
make it a fit inhabitant for the heavenly
mansions, that nothing impure can enter.
But how few appear able or willing to abide,
111 luiticnee, the fiery trials which are, in
the providence of God, permitted to come
u])on us, that we might be made more full
])artakers of his holiness! yes, how few abide
the day of his coming! And yet wo know
that "the wages of sin is death." But that
eternal life, although it may be through great
tribulations, is tho'gift of God. And we know

it \v;is those who had come up out oi
I 'II la I ions, that had their robes washed
Ic wliite in the blood of the Lamb

;

not those who had been overcome in the con-
flict, striving against sin, and had failed to
abide the day of his coming. "But to him
that overcometh," our Siaviour says, " will I
grant to sit with me in my throne, even as I
overcame, and am set down with my Father
in his throne."
And in another place He says :

" Because
thou hast kept the word of my patience, I
also will keep thee from the hour of tempta-
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tion. which shall eome upon all the worhl, to

try them that dwoU upon the earth." Here

we see that a time of temptation or trial is

wisely permitted to try them that dwell on

the earth. Adam and Eve were tempted, but

were overcome. Our holy Kedeemer was

tempted, but came out victorious, saying, get

thee behind me, Satan. So the devil left Him,

and angels came and ministered unto Him.

And if we resist the devil be will flee from us

;

and we shall feel, as it were, the ministration

of angels to comfort us as a sweet reward for

our faithfulness against the wiles of the

enemy ; and feel encouraged to draw still

nearer to our God ;
with a renewed confidence

that He will draw nigh unto ns, and keep

in the hour of temptation. And we will tind

that " Blessed is the man that endureth temp

tation : for when he is tried, he shall receive

the crown of life which the Lord hath pro

mised to them that love Him."
D. H.

Dublin, Ind., 4th mo. 20th, 18S2.

Discoveries at Pompeii.—I visited Pompeii

the next day, and went straight to the dig

gings. The first thing I saw was the side of

a dining-room, uncovered only a few days ago

On one side was a bright picture of a fine cock

and hens in a great state of excitement over

a large basket of grain and red cherries, all

upset—Landseer could not have done it bet-

ter. The fondness of the Pompeiians for

birds, beasts, and fishes is very apparent, and

they always seem to be dining. The wealth

of cooking apparatus in the museuni is aston-

ishing. You have saucepans perforated with

countless holes, in most elaborate patterns—

every conceivable kind of boiler and caldron,

casts for jellies, representing the prostrate

hare and the sucking pig; ladles, spoon.s,

skewers, dishes for roasting six eggs or a

dozen eggs at once, toasting forks, gridirons,

and fancy machines for pastry and delicate

confectionery, what in Elizabeth's day were

called "conceits." In Pompeii itself the oil

pots and wine araphorte let into slabs, and

of mosaic work of colored marble, are among
the quaintest features of the ruined shops

I saw in another new part a fine dining-room-

found three months ago—with some of the

liveliest animal painting imaginable. The

first section of the walls all around repre

sented the boldest scenes under the sea—

n

conger struggling with an octopus, a shai-k

pursuing its prey, a shoal offish flying through

the water, all glittering and fresh. The mid

die section dealt with birds and wild fowl

floating, flying, quarreling, diving; and the

upper and largest section gave fierce hunting

ggenes—a horse pursued by a lion, an ox in

desert scenery sprung upon b3ra tiger; and

all these were set in scenery of great force,

variety, and character—woods, rocks, rivers,

and green hills.

The corridors and ante-rooms of this house

are equally rich, the walls copiouslj' vignetted

with figures—dwarfs on stilts, street scenes,

animals. In one room there is a perfectly

white suit of marble steps in situ, belonging

to a fountain. The whole thing stands as

though finished yesterday, without a soil, or

chip, or scratch. They seem now to be

coming to some of the richest houses, and

have broken into the outer court of one in

which stands a beautiful fountain cupola and

niche of elaborate mosaic work, representing

gods and goddesses in the deep blue heavens.

half veiled with fleecy clouds. The house is

itill embedded under thirty feet of earth
;
but,

f this is the back-yard, what must the halls

and corridors be? The plan now adopted is

to leave as much as possible in situ. Speci-

mens repeat themselves, and it is needless to

go on removing similar mosaic or frescoes, of

which there are plenty in the Naples museum.

As a rule, therefore, all the later excavations

are more interesting than the old ones, be-

ause they have been left unspoiled of their

treas u re .

—

Selected.

Selected.

CHILDREN.

Come to me, O ye children !

For I hear you at your piny,

And the qneationa that perplex me
Have vanished quite away.

Ye open the eastern windows,

That look towards the sun,

When thonglits are singinp; swallows

And the brooks of morning run.

In your hearts are the birds and the suns

In yonr thoughts the brooklets tlow,

But in mine is the wind of autumn
And the first fall of the snow.

Ah ! what would the world be to us

If the children were no more?
We should dread the desert behind us

Worse than the dark before.

What the leaves are to the forest,

With light and air for food,

Ere their sweet and tender juices

Have been hardened into wood

—

That to the world are children
;

Through them it feels the glow

Of a brighter and sunnier climate

Than reaches the trunks below.

Come to me, O ye children !

And whisper in my ear

What the birds and the winds are singin

In your sunny atmosphere.

For what are all our contrivings,

And the wisdom of our books,

W'lien compared with your caresses

And the gladness of your looks?

Ye are better than all the ballads

That ever were sung or said
;

For ye are living poems
And all the rest are dead.

-H. W. Longftlhw.

THE POET, AND THE CHILDREN.
(h. W. LONGFELLOW.)

With a glory of winter sunshine

Over his locks of gray.

In the old historic mansion

He sat on his last birthday.

With his books and his pleasant pictures

And his household and his kin,

While a sound as of myriads singing

From far and near stole in.

It came from his own fair city,

From the prairie's boundless plain,

From the Golden Gate of sunset.

And the cedarn woods of Maine.

And his heart grew warm within him,

And his moistening eyes grew dim,

For he knew that his country's children

Were singing the songs of him :

The lays of his life's glad morning,

The psialms of his evening time,

Whose echoes shall float forever

On the winds of every clime.

All their beautiful consolations,

Sent forth like birds of cheer.

Came flocking back to his windows.

And Bang in the Poet's ear.

I

Grateful, but solemn and tender.

The music rose and fell

With a joy akin to sadness

And a greeting like farewell.

With a sense of awe he listened

To the voices sweet and young
;

The last of earth and the first of heaven

Seemed in the songs they sung.

And waiting a little longer

For the wonderful change to come,

He heard the Summoning Angel

Who calls God's children home !

And to him, in a holier welcome,

Was the mystical meaning given

Of the words of the blessed Master
;

" Of such is the kingdom of heaven !

John G. Whittier in Wide Awaken

HEAVEN.
BY L. M. L.

I know not where that city lifts

Its jasper walls in air,

I know not where the glory beams

So marvelously fair.

I cannot see the waving hands

Upon that farther shore,

I cannot hear the rapturous songs

Of dear ones gone before.

But dimmed and blinded earthly eyes,

Washed clear by contrite tears.

Sometimes catch glimpses of the light

From the eternal years.

There is a rapture of the soul.

The )0V of sins forgiven,

For Christ the blessed reigns within,

And where He is— 'lis heaven.

A Remarkable Visitation.

About the year 1728, as appears frotn
|

eient records, there was a remarkable visr.

tion extended to Friends in Philadelph

Daniel Stanton represents it, as " the gloric

day-spring from on high powerfully appe;

ing," whereby the hearts of many were hu

bled and contrited. He adds, " I thought

might be said to be a time in some measi

of the fulfilling the prophecy of the propl

Joel, ' I will pour out of ray Spirit uj^on

flesh ;
and your sons and your daughters sh

prophesy, your old men shall dream dreat

your young men shall see visions; and a

upon the servants and upon the handma

in those days will I pour out my Spirit.'
"

The same author records that "the pla

ness, zeal, and pious example of many Friei

in those days, made them as lights in thisci

and instructors to me, to follow them as th

followed Christ."

Under this renewed visitation of heavei

love several were constrained to open th

mouths in the religious assemblies of that d

by way of public testimony in acknowlei

nicnt of the Lord's goodness and gracii

dealings to their souls. Among these w
Daniel Stanton, Mary Nicholls, Benjai)

Trotter, Mary Emlen, Joyce Marriot, i

Elizabeth Widdifield ;
who grew in their gi

being faithful to Him that had confer:

them, and continued serviceable minist

among Friends.

In comparing that day with this the qui

presents. Is the Lord's hand shortened t

it cannot preserve? Is there no balm

Gilead, or has its efiicacy failed ? Has the

skillful Physician of souls ceased to be mi

ful of the needs of his people? Has the

ternal quickening power and sure guidaii

into all truth of the Lord's Holy Spirit in sj
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vise ihlleu short in its omnipotent, all-sufficient

rower to save? Or does the fault lie in us?
-in departures from the simplicity of our
)rofession of the truth as it is in Jesus, and
i-om that pure spirit of Christianity with
yhich these are ever associated ? Have the
irecious visitations of the <rrace of Christ, the
jight, the Life, the Way, been duly received
nd cherished, leading into meekness and
Dwlinessof mind, and into humility and con-
rition of soul—the place where prayer is

70nt to be made? or have false liberties with
soaring above self-denial and the preserving
ross of Christ too much drawn some aside,
that his still small voice has not been heard

r heeded ? neither have servants and hand-
laidens been raised up and anointed to glority
is name publicly, as was the case at the
eriod alluded to? Surelj', the Lord is not
anting on his part. His tender compassion,
is parental regard and kindness, his lovin^,
leading entreaty, are still going forth to the
sung, to gather where the Shepherd of Israel
eds his flock

; to come and see how good
IB Lord is; and to follow him in the foot-
eps of the flock of his companions.
The following is a selection from an epistle

1 parents concerning the education of their
lildren, manifesting the author's pious re-
ird for the youth, and her anxiety for the
crease and prosperity of the church ; by one
bo died the same j-ear before alluded to, viz

:

'28.* " Oh ! the cry that ran through my
ul; and in the anguish and bitterness of mj'
iirit, I said, 'Lord, what icilt thou do with
riends' children tvhen ice are gone off the stage
this world ? Wilt thou raise up children and
t those of helievitnj jiiircntx? And this was
^ word that livin-ly s|.raiig up in my soul

:

?hey reject my com,.-., I ,(,,.1 .-.(st my law behind
sir backs ; and will have none of my reproofs;
d though my hand be stretched forth all the

y long, yet they will not hear, but go after their
m hearts' lust.' Then I said in my heart.
'jord, are they all so f The answer « as.

"here are some that are innocent ; lohom I in II

ss with a blessing from tne, and they shall

the Father, on whose shoulders the govern-
ment of our all must rest. His power is, as
ever, almighty; his grace is, no less, all-sulli-

cient; his loviug-kindness is unfliiling lowar.l
those who fear, put their trust in. and cKave
to Him. And what more could He have done
for us than has been done to unite us unto
Him in a perpetual covenant never to be
broken! Why should we not then joyfully
co-operate with his blessed will and I'lui'iioses

concerning us? Why not \vi olKilit-nco keep
pace with knowledge oi' his will ri;vealed in
the heart? Why not siilimit to be moulded
nto a vessel of usLlnlncss in his bouse ? Why
be ashamed of our (.'hi'istian profession, or of

open avowal of our faith or an acknowl-
edgment of the Lord Jesus as our once self-

denying Saviour before men ? Why not in

humility and godly sincerity suffer our natural
wills to be bent and bound to the cross of
Christ, as the only way to peace? Why not
serve the God of our 'fathers wnth a perfect
heart and with a willing mind? Why not
dedicate our time, our talents, our lives, our
all to Him who, as we are the jjassive recipi-
ents of his grace, will work iu us both to will
and to do of his own good pleasure? Why
not let Him overrule all,

"Whose work is willioiit labor; whose designs
No flaw deforms, no difSeulty thwarla

;

And whose beneficence no charge exhiuisls."

4th mo. 13lh, 1882.

ine forth to my praise
Beside those who are more obviously
holars in Christ's school the writer is as-

red, that there are many young Friends in

is day, up and down in Philadelphia Yearly
seting, who would not dare to plead ignor-
ee of the call of the still small voice of the
viour, luring them to dedication of heai't,

d to a life of piety and virtue unto Him
30 has bought them with the costly sacri-

e of his sufferings and blood. Wei-e these
t filially faithful to his fatherly pleading
ice, the manifestation of his divine Spirit,
w would He gather them into his heavenly
renant and enclosure, even as a hen doth
ther her chickens under her wings! How
mid he lead these about, and instruct them,
d keep them as the apple of his e3-e I Why,
an, is there such a withholding by these of
3 neck from the yoke, of the throat from
irst, and the heart from thorough espousal
Christ, as that the waste places of Zion
)urn, and her mountain is, to a lamentable
tent, desolate?
[f ever again we see, in the language of
njiel Stanton, "the glorious daj^-spring from
high powerfully appearing," it must be hy

3 subjection of the hearts of the children of
in to the discipline of the Son and Sent of

Hannah Carpenter.

The Apprentice's Leap.

A STORY OF LOMKiN BRIDdE.

Sunset over London on a fine summer eve
ning in the days of "good Queen Bess;" tall,

quaint old houses with peak roofs and count
less gables standing up on every side, and the
Thames lying in the midst like a broad sheet
of gold, save where it was flecked by the dark
shadow of London Bridge ; then a regular

t, with houses along each side of it. Just
f the middle arch rose a house larger
the rest—that of Sir William Hevvet,

i-worker, and Burgess of the city of Lon-
don.

The sunset made a glory upon the windows
of the old mansion, and lighted up the bal-

cony, on which Sir William's baby daughter
was crowing and clapping her tiny hands
with glee at the sight of it, and stole into the
work-room, where the j-oungest apprentice,
Edward Osborne, was beguiling his task by
singing the ballad of "Brave Lord W^illou

"

by," which was as popular in that ageas
' Glory Hallelujah," is in this.

"Ah, if I could but have the chance of do
ing such a deed as that!" murmured the boy
as he ended

" Well, well, mj' brave lad," answered the
cheery voice of old Sir William, who had e

tered the room unperceived, "you're on the
right road to it by being diligent at your
work. Keep to that meanwhile, and never
fear but the chance of doing great deeds will
come all in good time."

Little did either speaker or hearer guess
how soon and in what way those words were
to come true. Scarcely had the old knight
left the room when the bo}- was startled by a
sudden shriek from the balcony < a. ilnail, and
by something white flashing jiast the window
into the depth below. Sir'William Hewet's
only child had leaped out of her nurse's arras
and fallen headlong into the river.

The faint splash was instantly answered by

a much louder one, and the distracted house-
[

hold, as they rushed in a body to the fatal
lialcony, saw Edward Osborne's brown curly
liead far down the shining stream, shooting
straight as an arrow toward the tiny white
speck that floated a little way beyond him.
"He has her!"
"i«ro!"

"Yes!"
"]S;"o, he's gone past. Stay, he's turning

again."

"Hurrah! he's got her at last. Thank
God I"

The anxious father's straining eyes were
alreadj' too dim to see anything clearly, but
the joj'ous shout of his keen-eyed serving-
men told him that all was well, and in an-
other moment he was hurrying toward the
scene of action as fast as his feet could carry
him.

But the peril was not over yeX.
Good swimmer as he was, the furious swirl

of the current, together with the weight of
his own wet clothes and those of the'^child,
was fearful odds against the brave apprentice!
Twice his head dipped below the surface, and
all seemed over; but he still held the rescued
infant above the water with one hand, while
struggling for life with the other.

"Courage, my hearty I" said a hoarse voice
beside him. "Hold up just another minute,
and all's well."

At the same moment a boat pulled by two
sturdy watermen, who bad put off from the
shore on the first alarm, came sweeping up to
"' " sinking boy. A strong hand caught theth

child from his failing grasp, while in aiiother
instant he was seized and dragged into the
boat after her, just as the last remnant of his
overtasked strength gave way.

"Git her head round, Tom," said one of the
boatmen to his comrade, "and pull with a will,

for that's the youngster's father running this
way, or I'm much mistaken."

Scarcely had the boat touched the wharf
on her return, when old Hewet sprang into
her like a madman, and finding his child un-
hurt, flung his arms round the neck of the
half drowned apprentice.

" God bless thee, my son !" cried he, fer-

vently. " Let them never call thee a boy
again, for few men would have dared as
much."

Let them call him a hero," said a voice
from behind.
The boy looked up with a start. Beside

him stood the handsomest man he had ever
seen, iu a rich court dress, looking down upon
him with grave, kindly eyes. It was Sir
Walter Ealeigh, famous even then as one of
the greatest men whom England had ever
produced, but destined to become more fa-

mous still as the colonizer of Virginia.
Years after there was a great merry-making

in the old bouse on London Bridge, and Sir
William Hewet, still brisk and cheery as ever,
though bis hair was now white as snow, sat
at the head of his own table, amid a circle of
guests whose names are in every history of
England. At his right hand was his daughter's
newly made husband— a tall, fine-looking
young man, whose clear bright eyes faced
that brilliant assemblage as boldly as they
had looked down into the foaming waters of
the Thames j'ears before.

" This is the man to whom I have given
my girl, fair sirs," said the old knight. "Many

'eh man and many a grandee have asked
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me for her; but I always said, 'Let the best

man win.'"

"And 80 he has," cried Sir Walter Raleigh,

grasping Osborne's hand; "and the fairest

lass in London may be proud to bear his

name, for I'll warrant it will bo famous yet."

Raleigh spoke truly. A month later, the

ex-apprentice was Sir Edward Osborne; yet

a few j^ears, and he had become Sheriff; and

then Lord Mayor of London, from whom the

English Dukes of Leeds trace their descent.
—Exchange.

The Friend.'

Religious Items,

Instrumental Music—The United Presby-

terian Church is engaged in voting on the

question, whether the article prohibiting the

use of instruments of music in the worship

of God shall be repealed ? It is stated that

124 ministers and 62 elders have voted for the

repeal, and 52 ministers and 71 elders against

it. This gives, so far as the vote has gone, a

majority of 63 in favor of the repeal. One
change always introduces another, and none

can tell the effect of this upon that body. It

is quite likely that in the course of time so!

slight a change as this may lead to the extinc-
j

tion of the body as a distinct organization.

—

Christian Advocate.

Public days for Fasting.—The Baptist min-

isters of Boston have adopted a memorial to

the Governor of Massachusetts, setting forth

that the annual fast day is no longer kept as'

a time of penitence, but is made a day of

general amusen\ent; and they urge that fast

days should onl}- be proclaimed on occasions

of "great solemnity. The annual proclamation

of a fast day on which nobody fasts, and peo-|

pie enter upon more than usual recreation,

tends to destroj' altogether popular belief in
j

the dut}- and utility of fasting. I

Legal Restrictions. — "The new criminal

code ofNew York, under the heading ' Crimes

!

Against Religious Liberty and Conscience,'

,

provides for the punishment of profane swear-

ing by a fine of $1 for each and every offence;

a person swearing in the presence and bear-

ing of a magistrate ma}"^ be summarily!
committed to jail for ten da}'S. All manner
of unnecessary servile labor is ' Sabbath-

j

breaking.' Shooting, fishing, &c., and all

noises disturbing the peace of the day are

prohibited, and any theatrical, operatic, min-
strel, or other entertainment; and all persons
aiding any such show are guilty of a misde-

meanor, including every owner or lessee who
lets the place for such purpose. All proces-

sions and parades on [the Pirst-day of the
week] are forbidden, excepting on\j funeral

processions for the actual burial of the dead,

and processions to and from a place of worship
in connection with a religious service there

celebrated. At a military funeral music m&,j

bo played while escorting the body, but not

within one block of a building where religious

services are being held."

The Pond Liquor Jjaw.—The Pond Liquor
Law recently enacted in Ohio, imposes a tax
upon every vendor of intoxicating liquors, of

$100 to $300, varying according to the popu-
lation of the place in or near which the ven-
dor carries on the traffic. It also requires of

every such person a bond, in the penal sum
of $1,000, with two valid sureties, for a faith-

ful compliance with all its provisions. It

makes the engaging in the traffic, without
executing such bond, a misdemeanor, punish-

able by a fine of from $1,000 to $500, or by
imprisonment in the county jail for a term
not exceeding one year, and not less than thirty

days, or both, at the discretion of the court.

It punishes the selling or furnishing of intox-

icating liquors, by wholesale or otherwise, to

persons engaging in the traffic in such liquors

contrary to the provisions of this law. With a

fine varying from $2,000 to $200, and with
imj^risonment for a term varying from one
year to thirty daj's ; and it declares absolutely

void all indebtedness and the evidences there-

of, which may be founded upon such sale or

furnishing. The law also provides as fully as

practicable, in every way, for its own speedy
and certain enforcement. The liquor dealers

have already raised a fund to test the consti-

tutionality of the act.

—

Buffalo Christian Ad-
vocate.

Swear Not at All.—A paragraph has been
going the round of the public papers, that a

girl at the Wentworth (Ont.) assizes who re-

fused to take an oath because the Bible com-
manded her to "swear not at all," was sent

to jail for forty-eight hours for contempt of

court. This seems to take us back to the

times of our early Friends, many of whom,
for a similar obedience to the command of our

as it increases in age and size, is gradual

becoming a vast body of polluted mire ai

sewage, covered only by a porous surface

sand, and ready at no distant day to produ
its legitimate results in originating a typho
epidemic or other pestilence. The recent i

searches of the National Board of Health a
important in this connection, as the fbllowit

extracts from their bulletin will show :

" It appears very clearly that sand int€

poses absolutely no barrier between wells ai

the bacterial infection from cess-pools, cem
teries, &c., &c., Ij'ing even at great distanc

in the lower wet stratum of sand. And it a

pears probable that a dry gravel, or possib

a dry, very coai-se sand, interposes no barri

to the free entrance into houses, built up(

them, of those organisms which swarm in tl

ground-air around leaching cess-pools, leat

drains, &c., or in the filthy made ground
cities.

"A house may be built on a thoroughlj' di

body of sand or gravel, and its cellar may I

far above the level of the ground water at i

times, and it may yet be in danger of havii

the air of its rooms contaminated by tl

germs from leaching cess-pools and vault

for, if the drift of the leaching be toward tl

cellar, very wet seasons may extend the p(Saviour, were confined in prison for month
and years, and stripped of a large part of i luted moisture to the cellar-walls, whenc
their worldly estates. We suppose the laws after evaporation, the germs will pass in

of Canada, like those of the United States, |
the atmospheric circulation of the house."

give the right of choice between swearing and The American people near the Atlant

affirming, in legal proceedings, to those who coast are wild on the subject of sea-side hom
are conscientiously bound to obey the law of at present, but the day is coming when the
~

But it sometimes eyes will be opened, and they will abandi

happens, that ignorant and obstinate men
become clothed with a little authority, and
are too self-willed to listen to the voice of

reason or Scripture.

For "The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Ancient Herbarium.—I)r. Schweinfurth has
formed a small herbarium of plants some
thirty-five centuries old, from garlands found
on the breasts of mummies discovered last year
at Deir el Bahari. Two garlands on the body
of King Aames I., consisted, according to the

doctor, of leaves of Egyptian willow folded

twice and sewed side bj' side along a branch
of the date palm, so forming clasps for separate

flowers inserted in the folds. Among the
flowers were an Acacia, a water lily, larkspur,

&c. Leaves of the common water-melon were
also found. Dr. Schweinfurth managed to

preserve many of the leaves and flowers by
moistening them, then putting them in alcohol,

then spreading out and drying. A remarka-
ble thing is the preservation of the violet and
green colors. All the species of plants are

still found in the East.

—

Nature.
Sea-side Homes.—It is when wo come to the

consideration of beach-level resorts and towns,
that the real sanitation problem reveals itself

So little regard is paid to this vital question
in selecting and settling a new sea-side town,
that the disposal of the various " wastes" is

scarcel.y considered at all, and the question is

allowed to solve itself by each owner doing
much as he pleases as to sanitary improve-
ments, and, as a consequence, the j^ard-eess

and connecting pipes to the house (now con-

demned by all good practical sanitarians) are

adopted. These sinks are not always, in fact

they are rarel}', strictly water-tight, and soil-

pollution occurs, more or less, from season to

the vast subsoil polluted sand sponges of tl

now rapidly growing resorts, that have bei

located on these bars without adequate se'

age. Whatsoever seed is sown is sure to

reaped in a harvest of its kind, and soil sat

rated with sewage of the town built upon
contains the seeds of disease and death, ai

they will develop as soon as the proper i

mosphereic, thermometric, electric, or oth

air or soil conditions are pi'oduced, eith

separately or by combining. Besides th

there are constantly bei ng disseminated, und
and around the dwellings, foul gases ai

vapors that cannot but escape in quantiti

from a very porous and sandy earth. I knc

of a " health resort," where someof the owne
of houses have, until recently, had the co

tents of their cess-pools diluted and sprei

over the soil of the adjacent yard and gardf

and then had the same covered over wi

sand to hide the offensive material. Could:

more suicidal economy have been adoptt:

than thus to make the ground a vast befoul

blanket for the propagation of filth disease.

Then again, many of the wells, or the sc'

boxes, are placed directly adjoining the hpu

and next to the kitchen, where impure odci

and gases mingle with the food, and are waft
into the bread and milk, and over the articl

that are being cooked in the kitchen ran|[

the draught of the fire drawing them in thi

direction, and are thus served up to the unsi

pecting family. Experience in similar situ!

tions elsewhere proves that, sooner or latii

some member or all the familj^ will be strict

down with a malarial or other low type
fever.—5. W. James, M.D., in " The Hah)
mannian Monthly."

The Home of a Naturalist.—The house pe

know, one and all, that the dinner-bell waB
call to meals, and would flock from vario

season, while the sandy bed of the settlement, parts of the house and fields to the dinin
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lom door and window. Some were allowed
come into tbe room. More than once a

minine chorus of remonstrance was raised
• the ladies of the famil3', and the result
as temporary banishment of the animals at
eal-times, but the edict was seldom carried
to force for more than a week, as even those
ho had been loudest in requiring their ab-
nee missed their dependents so much that
3it permission for their recall was given,
tax was levied upon every plate and

ih before it left the table, a process which
B interested animals naturally regarded
3 great event of the hour. All cf
d small slices of bread went

in color, with the marks of the cross 8tri|,cs
yoiy distinct, but presejiting a smooth surtace.
Ink docs not run upon it. You could copy a
manuscript, old or new, well enough upon the
material.— r/(e Nineteenth Century.

The Tinnihin Br.in of Madagascar.—The
natural oi-.in- d' |ilaiits Apocynaeeffi contains
some kinds haviiii;- the deadliest characters in
the vegetable kingdom. The common Ole-
ander 18 a well-known illustration. The ole-
ander is the real rhododendron of ancient
writers, and probably furnished the bees with

as the deadly honey of which the great ancienty crusts
| army is said to have partook. Interest in this

to the natur- [deadly character of the order has been re

S^^bn'^^^n''' r'"*
^l^f .pockets they werellcently revived by the receipt in En-Wand "iney bulged out on each side, and their owner, a living .state, of one of its most flimou™re

ded by a motley throng of those ^vho\Cerbera tanghin. A very sm£well wha those pockets contained, paste made from a bean, placed ^

ing about his feet, after the manner oficauses death in a few hours
fd terriers, was Rough, who bad lost onc'th

One or two cats stealthilj^ kept
h their master's slow step, seeming!

,th
icerned in all around, but very wid
3rnally. An ox, with its large tender eyes^ aTrimerthrbean
ukl appear for a caress, while a pony would To remove an e
stiOMug its frowzy brow against its mas-
8 shoulder, munching crusts with great
sfaction. Dickhalyer, a splendid game-
k, usually stalked dignifiedly by the na-
ilist'K side, as one who thought, and in his
1 way said :

" You and I are reasoning be-
3, and must set an example of decorum to
lower animals." A flock of pigeons would
er over his head, sometimes alighti
available part of his person. A hooded

V, in his handsome gentlemanly uniform
lack and gray, accompanied the procession,
ng notes. Some ducks would join it at
rvals, though these not un frequently
rreled with the cats. Even gulls and eor-
ants occasionally helped to swell the
ip.

—

Chambers' Journal,
•apyri Sicily.—To ascend the Cyane is
- much like making your way alono- a
j; water on the Thames, but with the em-
Lie ditference that in place of osiers and
usual river plants and flowers, we have
ling but papyri. The men soon find that
le the oars is impracticable. They step out
he bank, harness themselves with ropes
Thames fashion—and we are towed along,
hing our way through the tall papyri
ell as we can. This long eyot is named
an English lady who brought it under
vation—that is, covered it with papyri
guide plucked up one of the tall reeds,

)flp a piece from the thick end, and showed
)w he can convert it into paper by shaving
to narrow strips and laying the sections
h he has thus ]ieeled away across each
r. To convert the material'iiito paper fit

se, it need only be pressed and dried. I
Qever seen the process of paper-makin"-
the papyrus before, nor, indeed, the

ri growing. It is a long reed which
to a great height, with a very graceful
ery top. Why the papyrus should grow
such great luxuriance at this particular
and nowhere else, as the guide told us,
eil3', or, indeed, in Europe, is a question
h, no doubt, Sir Joseph Hooker would
ly solve, but it is quite out of my range
lowledge. I can only speak of the facts
saw them. The next day we bought
the guide a specimen of his manufacture
oyrus paper, pressed and dried, yellowish

all particle of
on the tongue,

few hours. According to
nissionary, Ellis, this bean has served
• a ghastly purpose in the political his-
of Madagascar. A prevalent belief is,

f a person be innocently charged with
u,. u„„„ :, "nnocuous in their ease.

enemy, therefore, it is only
necessary to trump up a charge and force
them to the "ordeal bean," as it is called.
Their death, as a result, is evidence enouch

lihia \ early Meeting, to those at a distance,
and to those of our own members who are not
well acquainted with its conclusions in respect
to the separation in Ohio in 1854, we think
It seasonable to make the following extracts
from a '^ Brief Narrative of the position of
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting" issued in 1872.
Our readers can draw their own conclusions
as to how far it is consistent with our usual
order and discipline for such persons to sit in
our meetings for business, or to take an active
part in our meetings for worship. The con-
clusions therein expressed have never since
been repealed or modified by our Yearly
Meeting. "^

By direction of the Yearly Meeting, given Fourth
month 16th, 185,5, the following paragraph was add-
ed to til.' ,.|,isil,.s addressed to the Yearly Me
of North Can.lina and Indiana:

fearly Meetings

ed the .ielil

been the in

Ohio Year!
are dee;dv

ftant concerns

yiv

i.itli.Tve claim-
id action of this M.-cting, has
|iaralioii uliich took place in

.
,

.iiithr Xi„t|, „„„„|, |.,,t^ ^g
. pained with the iiin.ads thus made on

the order and peace of our bclo\-ed Society and
which have their origin in a departure from the
simplicity and purity of the truth, as professed and
practised l,y our worthy predecessors. Being con-
vinced that the .Meeting for which Benjamin Hoyle
acted as ( Kik, is the original and onl^ legitiniate

in the face of this superstition, that the chartre l^^"""'^' -^^^'^^"'t'
"*" Ohio, we have continued bur cor-

was just. Some few have found an antidofe !
'^^P°?"ence with it. And, dear friends, we would

which causes the stomach to rebel and ,,„/
,f"ectionately but earnestly entreat you to review

retain the de.dly dose, and this t^t ^tZj^^:'^^:^:^^:^^^^ ^" -»-'- to

the popular impression that the seed will not "I
whether. n the setting up

kill an innocent man. In the persecutions .„
the Christians in Madagascar, the Tanghin
Bean was used to the great advantage of their
enemies.

—

Indejiendent.

I believe, that those who have been happily
fiu'ored to make the greatest advancement in

spiritual work, still find their safety do-

1

the Society,
the case,

"

til whieh you have declared unity, the
II' i>rin(iiiles of our church government
lireii disregarded, and a door opened for

nization and confusion to spread throughout
We are fully persuaded that such is

In the epistle addressed to London Yearly
Meeting in 1856, the following nassase occurs-g passage occurs

:

pendent upon watchfulness and prayer"; no- 1 " w.. i,o,.o,.„„ wi ^.
thing else can sustain the life of VaitV ' Tj,iu Jjrl^^^t^^^^^^^Sr^:^
soul cannot be nourished to-day with the and regret that whilst you coWselaranstsenwf'mannagathered yesterday; the highest gleam tion, yo„ should liave recognized a body there^ra
ot hope soon loses its lustre, unless renewed !'egit'matr Yearly Meeting, of which you say ; 'We
again; and no past experience can support !'*^'°^. ""' '"' ""'li'i-^tood as implying that the pro-
tho drooping mind, when fresh trials are per- '

i

'"^"' "',''', '""'^'
'''^""S'^ we speak it with ten-

mittcd to assail us. It is the Lord alone 4ho firoTthVTr Iln ;t;!;n\t \*°' * ^ Pf,"""''''
'^'®°"'-

" ties 01 their position) have been in all respects suchn renew and increase our faith, and pr
serve that alive in us which is " born of Him

Daniel Wheeler.

as we could approve, were it our place to pronounce
an opinion thereon.' The separation there was ef-
fected by twelve of the representatives bringing for-

rn „ . ,

'"'"''^ Jonathan Binns as Clerk, when thirty rlpre-
II my small experience has taught me sentatives were opposed to it. Thev were told in•"'"-- ' "- 1*1-. ._,,..

, ,- ,^. -^j.^^ .anything in this best of schools, the^Divine !*^« '^o' measure was
Teacher instructs in stillness, and leads gently if-

®*'P'"''"""-," ',''''' "'^''•il "I' them admitted at th
along; the docile learner scarcely perceives 7t"%|""Vi"^^~' ""i'-

l"''"''^'''' '" '-'"isMimatinj

the prosrressive steps of attainment. .ler -,nrl^hCi,,i;n''"r' ii
".^^/"''^'^''i^'^'e of the or

I
f'*^r ana Uisciiiliue of our bocietv; and we have con

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 13,

In the account of our late Yearly Meeting,
in the Friends' Review of 4th mo. 29th, there
is given a list of ministers in attendance from
other Yearly Meetings, whieh omits to notice
the presence of a beloved friend from Ohio,
but mentions some who belong to the body
which separated from that Yearly Meetiii;;- in

1854, without giving any iiiti'iiialiuii iliat

there is any obstacle to tlie'dtiicial recognition
ot' its members among us. As the tendency
of such a notice is, to convey erroneous im-
pressions as to the real position of Philadel-

lilme of our bocietv; and we have con-
tinued our correspondence with'the Yearly Meeting
of Ohio with which we have long held a'brotherlv
intercourse, of which Benjamin Hovle has been the
lOlerk for several years, and acted in that capacity
at their last Yearly Meeting."

We have felt it the more needful to refer to
this subject, because our Yearly Meeting has
for a number of years past ceased to send
epistles to other bodies of Friends. The gen-
eration which has grown up since this suspen-
sion of correspondence, have not the same
means of acquaintance with the proceedino-s
of the whole Society, that were enjoyed Am-
ing the period when these annual greetino-s
were interchanged. Hence they are more
liable to be confused in judgment bj- partial
and one-sided statements', such as that above
referred to. So far has this persistent iguor-
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inir of the "only legitimate" Yearly Meeting

of"Ohio been earried, that a minister from

Indiana informed a friend of the Editor, that

he had only recently been aware of the fact

that such a" body of Friends existed, and that

he believed the bulk of the younger members

of Indiana Yearly Meeting were ignorant of

it. He and they supposed that the Binns

body was the only representative of the So-

ciety under the name of Ohio Yearly Meeting.

As a result of want of information, and con-

sequent confusion ofjudgment, there is danger

of an opinion being gradually formed in the

minds of some, that there is some official

barrier between us and Friends of Ohio Yearly

Meeting—some legitimate obstruction to the

appointment of meetings for their ministers

who come among us, and to the furtherance

of their gospel labors in other ways—in short,

that thev do not stand in the same relation-

ship to "us, as was recognized to exist fifty

years ago, when the Society of Friends was

in a more harmonious and united condition.

Such an opinion we believe to be altogether

erroneous, and like other errors, productive of

practically injurious effects; and we desire to

bear an open and decided testimony against it,

SUMMARY OF EVEN TS.

United States.—An amended bill to restrict Cliinest

emigration to this country has passed both Houses ant:

been signed by the President.

President Arthur has issued a proclamation warning

the lawless cowboys in Arizona to disperse peaceably

before the 15th of this month.

The Secretary of the Treasury reports that the total

amount of internal revenue tax collected on raw cotton

from 1862 to 1S68, when the act imposing the tax was

repealed, amounted to $68,072 388.

Lieutenant De Long, of the Jeanette, and bis party

are dead. A telegram to the Secretary of the Navy
from Engineer Melville, dated Lena Delta, Siberia, 3d

mo. 24tli, reports the finding of their bodies on that

dreary shore. Melvill was to continue the search for

Chipp and his party.

Horace Mavnard, of Tennessee, formerly Congress-

man, Minister to Turkey and Postm-ister Genernl, died

suddenly of heart disease at one o'clock on the morning

of the 3rd inst., at his residence in Knoxville. He was

68 years of age.

Only one case of violation of the Ohio law againi

selling liquor on the first day of the week, occurred i

Cincinnati on First-day last, and the offender was let o

with a nominal fine on promising not to break the la

any more. In Columbus, Ohio, two saloon keeper

who violated the law (one of them sold nearly 200 kegs

of beer), were arraigned before Justice Olmhausen

They pleaded guilty, and were fined $10 each and sen

tenced to 6 hows' imprisonment. The leniency of the

sentence has caused much dissatisfaction.

In the Louisiana House of Representatives, a resolu

tion was adopted asking the General Government to

take charge of the levees. Resolutions were also adopt-

ed thanking the President, Congress and the Secretary

of War for their sympathy and assistance during the

recent overflow of the Mississippi river and its tribu

taries.

The Court House in Pittsburg wns destroyed by fire

on the afternoon of the 7th inst. Loss about *206,000.

Most of the records and the library were saved.

The Cattaraugus Republic of 4th month 20th, says:—
" People who are addicted to profanity will take notice

that under the new criminal code of this State, which

goes into eflfect the 1st of May, any man who uses pro-

fane words may be arrested, taken directly before a

magistrate, and if convicted, sent to jail for a period of

ten days."

The steamer Pensher, which arrived at Boston re-

cently from Shields, reports that from 4th mo. 29th to

5th mo. 1st, in latitude 46°, longitude 46° 30', she passed

icebergs and field ice, the latter extending 300 miles.

The outlook for the crops in the Northwestern States

and Territories continues favorable, notwithstanding

the cold weather, which has retarded farming opera-

tions in many localities. The wheat crop in Southern

Ohio has been damaged about ten per cent, by the

frosts, but in Northern Ohio very little damage has been

done.

A rich discovery of copper is reported to have beei

made twelve miles',wutheastofLaramie City, Wyoming.

The ore, which lies directly across the old overland

3tage road, is said to contain 60 to 100 per cent, of cop-

per, " with gold and silver in paying quantities."

The Presbyteries of the United Presbyterian Church,

by a vote of 616 to 606, have voted for the repeal of ihe

law forbidding the use of musical instruments in the

places of wor.ship of that denomination. The nearly

equal division of the advocates and opponents of the

easure will probably cause trouble.

The number of deaths in Philadelphia for the week

iding 5th month 6th was 386, as compared with 381

the previous week, and 397 for the corresponding week

last year. Of the whole number 204 were males, and

182 females; 68 died of consumption, 37 of pneumonia,

25 of tvphoid fever, and 4 of small pox.

Markets, <£c.— U. S. 3i's, 101^ a 102; 44's, registered,

114|; coupon, 116; 4's, 121|; currency 6's, 135.
_

Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice in

prices or demand ; sales of middlings are reported at

12f a 12| cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7i cts. for export, and

7J a 8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is dull, but steady. Sales of 2700 barrels, in-

cluding Minnesota extras, at $7.25 for clear, and -

n I for a walk in Phojuix Park, Dublin. They were strol

ing along about half a mile from the city gate, nnH

..... of a mile from the Chief Secretary's lo

en a jaunting car drove up containing four men tw

of whom jumped down from the car .and attacked thet

stabbing them both several times in the throa

breast. " The victims struggled hard for life, and in tl

tru'^'le became separated, their bodies being tour

bouT 10 paces apart. The tragedy occurred about 1

ainutes after 7 o'clock in the evening, and in broi

davlight. A large quantity of notes and gold coin, b

sid'es their gold watches, were found in tne pockets

the victims, which showed thiit the object of the crin

was not robbery. Great excitement prevailed throng

out Dublin, which soon extended throughout the Uniti

Kingdom and to foreign countries. Prominent mei

hers of the Land League quickly gave public expressu

to their abhorrence of the terrible act, and dittere

branches of the organization in this country disavowi

all sympathy therewith. A man named Charles Mo-

was arrested on the evening of the 8th instant, at M
nooth, under suspicion of being one of the guilty p irtu

In the Italian Chamber of Deputies during the i

bate on ihe treatv with France, Signor Luzzati, spea

ing of the apprehended invasion of American produc

said those governments which were most al

"-lent

'

should think about defending herself jainst the Unit?6 25 a *6.50 ; \
, ,

at »7.75 a $9. Rye flour is steady at $5 per barrel.

_

-eef cattle were in ^- demand, Ijut^ric^ were. a Government.^^^^
backwardness of the season, plowji

•

ly a few "favored localities in I,
head arrived ;

WANTED,—A position as Teacher, by a you

woman Friend. .,

Apply to John S. Stokes, No. 110 N. 4th St., Phi;

Friends having partly worn clothing, which they:

illing to give for the relief of the needy, are infor:-

HULDAH H. BONWILI

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty third Ward,) Philadelphi

ferent yards at of a 8J cts. per pound, the latter rate for

^

^«'^^begun
^ ^^^^^^_^

Sheep were unsettled, and Jc. per pound lower:

15,000 head arrived and sold at the different yards at

'a 8 cts. for wool sheep, and 7} cts. for sheared sheep

to the condition.

Hogs were in demand at former rates : 3000 head

sold at the different yards at 10 a 11 cts. per lb., the

latter rate for a few extra.

Foreign.—In the House of Lords on the 2nd inst..

Lord Granville, Secretary of State for Foreign Affurs „-,--- o'lowii.^
announced the resignation of W. R. For.ster, Chief Sec- that small packages can be left at No. 912 Wal ace

retary for Ireland, and the intention of the Government as formerly- Larger packages, as boxes, hales, cte., v

to release the three imprisoned members of P.arliament. be received at No. 925 South Fourth St., for the p

On the 4th inst., W. E. Gladstone announced that the sent season. Clothing left at either place will be ca:

charge of treasonable practices against Charles Parnell for and forwarded, as heretofore, by

would be withdrawn.

W. E. Forster stated the reasons of his withdrawal

from Ihe office of Secretary for Ireland. He said that,

in view of the great difficulty experienced in the affairs

of Ireland, he would have preferred, so far as he per- ^.^^, , ,„,.,.j„.„, ^ ^ " n u / M
sonally was concerned, to say nothing. He confirmed Physician and Superintendent—John L/.ilALL, in

the report that there was a difference between himself
|

Applications for the Admission of Patients maj

and the rest of the Cabinet in regard to the release of made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar

the suspects, which relea.se he condemned. He said he Managers.

could not agree to release the suspects unless. he get -
'

from them a public undert.aking to cease oppo.sing the -^^^^ suddenly, near Burlingame, Kansas, on

execution of the law. As he could not obtain that, he
^^^^ ^j. ^^^^ ^^^_ ^gg.j^ William A. Palmer, in his

could not'remain in office. He would have released
_^^ a member of Norwich Monthly Meeting, Onta

pects if Ireland had been quieter, or if the Gov-
j;J^^^^^^ jj;_^ remains were interred in Friends' bii

ernment had had full powers, but l>e could not agree
[ ^^,^^^^, jjg|.^j^|,,.|jg gOth of the same month, i

unconditional surrender. He admitted that the |

°...:„_ ,_;— j, (,„„„ ,v,„ aconra

condition of Ireland w
it was still so b.ad that he wanted the Government to

let the rules of procedure wait until a fresh act, secur-

ing punishment for outrages, had been passed.

The Coercion act, he .said, had broken up the League

or put it under petticoats, and rents were being better

paid, but he feared that an unconditional release would

undo all the good effects of the act. Forster, in justify-

ing the arrest of Parnell, said that Parnell, if he had

been allowed, would have become the uncrowned king

of Ireland. Forster declared that the proceedings of

the imprisoned members had been far more dangerous

than individual incitements to outrage.

Earl Spencer has been appointed to the Viceroyalty

of Ireland, and Lord Frederick Cavendish to the Chief

Secretaryship.

On the evening of the 6th instant, after dinner, Lord

Frederick Cavendish and Under Secretary Burke went

. He admitted that the jS;^r_^-"'^r^^j-"jj'^^^-^|^--^g^y^^|^^.^
^^^^^ ^j^ ^^j

better than in 1st month, but I ^g"—'-, on the 21st of 3rd month, 1882, Phebe Pni

wife of Edward S. Lowry, in the 34th year of her

;

Her cheerful, guileless disposition, endeared her to

family and a large circle of friends, who are comfot

in the belief that their loss is her eternal gain,

illness was short but very painful, accompanied at ti

with delirium. From the first she was fully imprei

that she would not recover, and was very solicitou

feel the work of redemption accomplished. The

before her death she said, " I now understand wliy 1

E. was taken last summer. It was to prepare me

this." Shortly after adding, " It is all right—thei

nothing in my way, all is clear, bright and beautifi

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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guarded door by the significant words, afforded for use in the reading-room is limited

Library and Reading-room of tlie British

Museum.
BY LOUISE P. RANDOLPH.

he story is told of De Quiney that, in the
eration he cherished for printed matter of
it ever sort, he would allow no paper m-
iphlct coming into his posses.sion to
;royed. A room becoming filled with the
lual accumulation of months, the key was
led in the door and the process of " snow-
up," as the eccentric owner termed it,

isferred to some unoccupied field. To one
I considers the accessions made each year
be library of the British Museum, it may
seem a marvel that the national treasure
was not "snowed up" long ago, and so it

\d have proved had the collection been
ined to the narrow limits of the Montague
se, originally chosen as the place of de-
t, the site of which is now occupied by
existing Museum.
I the basement story of the early buildino-,
nished with a single table aiid twenty
PS," was opened the first reading-room, a
rite resort of such scholars as Dr. Johnson,
id Hume, and the poet Gray. "There
P^ere, ' says the veteran antiquary, Isaac
raeli, "little attended to, musing in silence
obi'ivion, sometimes waiting a day or
er, till the volume so eagerly demanded
ared

"

the British Museum of to-day, with its
ern and commodious galleries and fine
)undings, little remains to remind one of
Did Montague Place of a century ago.
itructed in the fornT of a quadrangle, the
sum buildings already cover much of the
open space which, in the original pur-

3, appeared more than suftlcient to the
th of the institution. From the very
t, and occupying nearly the whole of the
al square, rises the crowning structure
16 group, for the most part, however, an
ible member so far as outward appear-
igo.

ly by passing through the lofty entrance,
rf the Museum proper, can we hope to
the hidden precincts beyond. Before

]jronounced in a ceremonious under-tone,
;'lIavo you a reader's ticket?" The mean-
ing of such a question is soon revealed to us
as we walk quickly through the sky-lighted
passage-way, and stand on the very threshold
of London's great Pantheon. Here, beneath
the sweeping arches of a vast dome, identical
in width with that of the Roman temple,
though oflower altitude, are gathered votaries
in daily numbers of three and four hundred.
The scene before us is one of quiet animation
and varied interest.

Arranged in three tiers, and lining all sides
of the room to the very springing of the dome,
are cases of nearly 100,000 handsomely-bound
books, forming not a tithe of the entire collec-
tion. Light balconiesof pretty design border
the upper tiers, on which may be seen at-
tendants running to and fro, filling orders or
replacing books. The lower cases near the
floor, open and immediately accessible to the
reader, contain a select and 'valuable reference
library of 20,000 volumes. Dictionaries of
languages, encyclopedias, literary journals,
text-books in every department of study, all
find a place in classified order, and furnish
ample means for ordinary research. Glancing
down the long double "rows of desks as we
pass, which, like the spokes of a wheel, radiate
'n straight lines from near the centre, we ob-
serve each reader comfortably seated at a
table of ingenious device to include all ma-
terial conveniences for study craft. A low,
longitudinal division serves to separate the
parallel tables in each row, thus effectually
screening the occupants, on either side, from
the view of their opposite neighbors. As we
make the half circuit of the room and advance
out under the open eye of the dome, the gen-
erous appointments, by which every want of
the student is anticipated, claim our attention
still further. In two concentric circles round
the middle space range the catalogue stands,
with rows of shelves beneath containing the
very key of the situation. A most invaluable
feature of the Library is this same extended
catalogue of titles and authors' names, co.m-
prising in itself fully three thousand uniform
volumes, and for accuracy and comprehensive-
ness a model of its kind. Already the record
includes entries of over a million of books, and
is made capable of indefinite expansion, re-
ceiving annual additions without disturbance
to its strictly alphabetical order. Notwith-
standing its manuscript, and consequently
bulky form, this system ofregistry offers many
advantages over the tedious and often unsatis-
factory method of card catalogues in use in the
public libraries of Boston and other American
cities.

onlj' by the demand. One and even two hun-
dred books may accumulate at a time on a
single table, the corresponding tickets being
held as vouchors for their return. Since no
books are allowed to pass outside the walls of
the Museum, should any already in use be
required by the same person the following
day, they are put aside and kept for him in
certain presses of the room reserved for the
purpose.
The sheaf of ticket slips thus gai-nered is

dropped into a basket on the central desk,
and immediately caught up by the attendant
in waiting. A harvest of books forthcoming
from the presses of the general library, and
delivered at the reader's seat, gives abundant
opportunity^ for the most lively exercise of
discrimination.

Turning again to the catalogue shelves, we
pause for a moment before the" biblical calen-
dar, which, with its long record of original
MSS., versions, and revisions, divides into
nearly as manj^ volumes as there are days in
the month. In the strong, kindlj' face bend-
ing over the special register of Greek and
Arabic scrolls we recognize, divested of his ac-
customed eeclesiastieal robe, one of the schol-
arly Canons of Westminster Abbey, whose
name is widely known through controversial
and historical writings, including a recently
published "Life of St. Paul." Ne "

„ - . , ^ Here and there at the circular stands are
iring far we wisely provide ourselves numbers of people busily consulting various
a 'right ot way" in the shape of a talis- parts of the catalogue and filling out printed

slip of paper, given gratuitously to I tickets for the requisition of books. He may
.rs who apply for admission to the innerlcall for one or many volumes, to his likin^
urn. Otherwise we are confronted at the since in any instance the supply of materia!

by we
note with pleasure a little woman of quiet
figure and thoughtful brow, the accomplished
author of "The Fairy Land of Science," and
other admirable and popular works. On her
right, exercise book in hand, is the typical
young lady student of the period, diligently
preparing to enter the lists as a competitor
in the coming " B. A. Examination" at the
London University.
Observing still further the types of student

life about us, we are led to conclude that this
great school-room is not only the meeting-
place of all avocations, civic and social, and
thus of national character, but that it partakes
of the international as well. Continental Eu-
rope has its representatives in the serious and
erudite German, eager for light on some ob-
scure pet theme of research

; and in the bright-
tempered, keen-witted specialist of the south,
seeking here sources of information which the
closed portals of the Vatican refuse to grant.
The Orient, too, sends its tawny sons, dis-

ciples they may be of Zoroaster, Buddha, or
Confucius, but for the time with assiduous
care adapting themselves to the customs of
the later and Christian civilization, while they
study the secrets of its growth and power.
Nor is the " shut-up continent," so closely as-
sociated with the heroic deeds and sacrifices
of Livingstone, without its witnesses to pay
tribute in all teachable spirit at the shrines of
learning. The Yankee kindred across the sea,
'n the stress of manifold youthful enterprises^
might even be excused from contemplative
cloisters such as these. Still here they may
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bo seen, mingling in the stndiou:^ throng, and

claiming, as" by right of inheritance, some

share in the protfered treasures ot thought.

To all alike is dispensed the most liberal

hospitality by the wise and genial superin-

tendent of the room Richard Garnett, and his

able staff of assistants, who occupy the central

and raised platform commanding a view of

the whole wide interior. Only the most ready

intelligence and the most unwearied palieuee

and skill on the part of the leading ollirials

could avail to answer the many tccLnical

questions constantly arising among such a

body of scholars, and to afford all necessary

clews in particular and recondite lines of re-

search. In conversation with R. Garnett dur-

ing some short interval when the complex
demands upon his time are less pressing, we
learn still more definitely of the democratic

rules and methods of the institution. He as-

sures us that admission as a reader is denied

to no one above twentj^-one years of age who
presents a written application, with the simple

guai-anty of some responsible name.
An opportunity to enter the adjoining gal-

leries of the library, with an attendant to lead

the way, is here courteously granted us. The
revelation awaits us that the reading-room is

but the middle portion of a rectangular struc-

ture, the deep corners and margins of which

appear divided by perforated iron partitions

into almost numberless corridors, ranging to

the height of three and four stories, and all

receiving light from above. One might be-

come as bewildered in such a labyrinth as in

the famous maze of Hampton Court gardens.

Multiplied ranks of books, the masterpieces

of all languages, stand in state on every side,

to which we' ma}^ well pay homage for the

silent testimony they bear in behalf of genius

and industry. Our guide here enters into an

elaborate explanation of the sj'stem, acting as

acom)iletecheck upon the movements of every

book, by which its individual historj', when
and by whom used, is dailj^ recorded. The
cases of the " new library," with a capacity

for one million and a half of books, are ar-

ranged like the catalogue, on an expansive

plan, room being reserved for all new comers

in the several departments to which they be-

long. That these claimants for place are not

few" we may well believe, since, besides its

annual gifts and purchases, the Museum is

entitled, by law, to a copy of every jmblica

tion in book, pamphlet, or newspaper form

made each year throughout the United Kin
dom. In all this formidable array no attempt

is made to sift and select, and not a single

printed leaf is rejected. Who may tell

this, what another generation will tind most
valuable? The immense collection of peri-

odicals and newspapers, from the Spectator of

Addison to last year's Times, is in itself a mar-
vel. Every local English gazette is included,

and the files, if placed in line, would extend

upward of three miles. We are reminded of

the innumerable memoirs, preserved li'oiu the

French Revolution, outof which ( 'arlyl.-. with

untiring skill, wrought the period's portrai-

ture, vivid to the life, and hesitate to ask the

utility of preserving such masses of apparent-

ly invaluable matter.

In our rounds we are led to notice the adop-

tion ofmany labor-saving devices—lifts placed

at convenient intervals for i-aising books to

any level, and barrows covered with padded
leather to provide easy and rapid conveyance.

Following the guide, we now proceed through

one of the short corridors connecting the

central building on three sides with the first

floor of the Museum galleries. Spacious halls

open out before us, lined with books to the

very ceiling. One room is devoted exclusively

to printed and manuscript music; another to

tlases, maps, and charts. In the collection

of Oriental writings may be seen the Chinese

ncyclopedia of 6^^000 volumes, recently pur-

chased from the Prince Imperial of Peking.

As bibliographical curiosities some micro-

scopic books, hardly as wide as Tom Thumb's

thumb nail, are exhibited by the side ofmighty

tomes three and four feet in length.

At length, retracing our steps, we pass

through the charter room into the separate

and private department of manuscripts. H
we are fortunate in finding, as one of the few

students in this special province of the Mu-

seum, an EngHsh lady of influence and achieve

ments, whose cordial helpfulness is gratefully

recognized by many a stranger in London
circles. A word from her brings for our in

spection, out of its retreat, one of the precious

palimpsest MS.S. of the sixth or seventh cen-

tury. Beneath the more recent Syriac writing

we trace in faintest lines a portion of the

Greek text of Homer, the copy, by its own
antiquity, bringing us a little nearer to the

remote period of the illustrious bard. We arc

further favored in viewing a photographic

copy of the New Testamejit portion of the

Codex Alexandrinus. The original JM S., one of

the choicest treasures of the place and deeply

buried in the inmost archives, remains from

its exceeding value "a chained book" to nearly

all observers.

It is yet early in the afternoon, but a pene-

trating and unpenetrable London fog prevades

every spot, giving an undefined look to the

nearest objects.

On our return to the reading-room, already

brilliantly alight with the glow of four elec-

tric lamps suspended in the dome, we are as-

sured, that here at least the depressing at-

mosplieric conditions of the metropolis are

successfully defied ;—a happy omen that by

scientific research the whole vexed problem

may, in time, be solved for the entire i:My.

The circumstance seems in one sense an apt

illustration, making more forcible the signifi-

cant saying of Carlyle :
" The true university

is a collection of books." As in these centres

the blighting mists of ignorance find little

lurking place; so through the salutary influ-

ences of -the age, every-where at work, shall

they be gradually and universally lifted Irom

the human mind.

—

Chr. Advocate.

Extract of a Letter from Isaac Fenington,
" On Disputation, and on Hearing Wisdom's

Voice."

As touching disputes, indeed, I have no
love to them. ' Truth did not enter my heart

that way, nor do I expect to propagate it in

others that way, yet sometimes a necessitj' is

laid upon me for the sake of others. And
truly, when I do feel a necessity, I do it in

great fear; not trusting in any spear or bow;
I mean, in strong arguments or wise con-

siderations, which I of myself can gather or

comprehend ; but I look up to the Lord for

guidance, help, and demonstration of his Spirit,

tbat way may be made thereby in men's
hearts for the pure seed to be reached to,

wherein the true conviction and thorough
conversion of the soul to God is witnessed. I

had far rather be feeling Christ's life, Spirit

aud power in ray own heart, than disputii

with others about them.
Christians that truly fear the Lord, have

proportion of the primitive Spirit, and if thi

could learn to watch and wait there, whe
God works the fear, they would dailj' recei

lore and more of it, and in it understai

lore and more the true intent and preeioi

ess of the words of the Holy Scriptur(

He that will truly live to God, must he

wisdom's voice within, at home in his o\

heart; and he that will have her words ma
known, and her spirit poured out to him, mt
turn at her reproof. (Prov. i. 23.) Indeec

never knew, and am satisfied that none a

can know the preeiousncss of this lesson, 1

they are taught it of the Lord.

Anonymous Communications.

As I have noticed the large proportion

anonymous communications
rge pr

in'=T:he F

and often looked with disappointment toi

signature to articles written " for" it, 1 ha

questioned as to the cause and effect of

much impersonality.

Why should a writer conceal his name?
it from a modesty or humility that is true

commendable ? I do not suppose it is froti

wish to shirk responsibility, or that it shoi

be imputed by conjecture to others. And ^

is not this really a consequence of withholdi

a writer's name ? I am inclined to think tl

great loss and waste result irom this hal

Anonymous productions arc not half as likt

to be read; neither, as a general thing, i

they nearly so effective as those backed b'

recognized personality.

Eliminate from the writings of our ea

Friends all clue to the names of the writf

and though they would still be remarkal

they would be robbed of much of their va

as well as of their interest. So of the Se-i

tures. So of all literature. Why should

writer hide himselffrom recognition any ra'

than the speaker? How many words

precious to us when uttered by those welo

that would be empty by themselves? 1

character and feeling from which they spr

give them weight and force.

I would not say that it may not in so

exceptional cases be wise or well to wi

anonymously. But I venture the opini

that unless there be some special reason

doing so, it is far better to address what
say to others openli/. Thus writers and re

ers are brought into acquaintance and sym
thy, and character is given to that whicl

expressed. The youngest and obscurest wri

thus obtains a hold upon our interest, wh|

cannot otherwise be felt, and the pleasuK

reading is much enhanced by the rccognitj

of its soui-ce. J. E|

Iowa.

An interesting discovery has been made
a gentleman in the British Museum, from
examination of the Babylonian inscriptic

The capture of Babjdon took' place on

sixteenth day of Thammuz, a day when
celebration of the rites of Thammuz or Adcj

took place. The marriage of Thammuz i|

celebrated with orgies at which, contrarjl

custom, the women were admitted to thefej

This agrees with the description given

Daniel, and shows the correctness of the Bi!

account. I
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Aims in Life.

Upon looking at some of the painful features
Four (Illy, among which are the great hurry,
id eager, and almost otit-of-breath condition
le multitude are in, one can hardly help the
iggestive thought, that the great aim of life

jth these is, to get all they possibly can
cure of those imaginary idols or unsatisfj'-

g enjoyments—pleasure, riches, honor. But
)W mistaken is such a course! How do dis-

ipointment, sorrow and remoi-se follow close
id almost as surely in the train of these, as
tects follow their causes ! Solomon pursued
ter them till he could say :

" Whatever mine
es desired, I kept not from them; I with
lid not my heart from any jo^^" But when
looked iipon the works of his hands he re

rds, " Behold all was vanity and vexation
spirit." Those who love the world, and

e determined to resolve the aim and pur-
ise of existence into the pursuit of its short
ed emoluments and transitory gratifica-

)ns, had well be reminded that there are
atters of infinitely greater importance than
ese, which profoundly merit and should
1st seriousl3- claim the attention of beings
rmed for immortality.
"What shall it profit a man, if he shall gain
e whole world," be it riches, or honors, or
?asures, if when death snatches these pos-
ssions away from him, or him from them,
must, from love of the world and from an
ordinate pursuit of the things thereof which
okc the word, lose his own soul ? Or, at
at awful period, " what shall a man give in

change for his soul ?"^a soul of such ines-
Qable value, of such eternal existence, that
B beloved Son of God has suffered and died
save and to redeem it.

rtere are religious obligations, aims and pur-
ses, which lead to respect less the life that
w is, so evanescent, than that which is to
me, so enduring. Thej-who make successin
is probationary state to depend more on the
;ainment of the great end, eternal life, than
any thing this transient earthly existence
1 give, will so have respect unto the recora-
nse of the reward laid up in heaven for the
ildren of the kingdom, as to choose rather
live godly lives in Christ Jesus ; rather, like

)8e8, " to endure affliction witli the people
God, than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for

season," even the greatest benefaction or
on this world can give or take away. The
.ractive power of tlie Eedeemer's love and
ircy, the precious manifestations of bis Holy
irit, which is "given unto every man to

)fit withal," "the grace of our Lord Jesus
rist, the love of God, and the communion
the Holy Ghost," are of inconceivably more
luo in their eyes than any increase of corn,
Qe, or oil.

Well, is not this to judge of things and aims
a standard more in accordance with their
rinsic value? And should we not also aim
spend our best energies upon that which is

t corruptible, rather than upon that which
30 ephemeral and perishes with the using?
ould not things be estimated according to

sir real, not tiieir fictitious value? Thus
aiding the fatal mistake of some, the apostle

)resentsas "of corrupt minds and destitute

the truth, supposing that gain is godliness."
Philip Sidnej', of whom it is recorded that
is amiable disposition, elegant erudition,

i polite conversation, rendered him the de-

bt and ornament of the English court,"

at the solemn period of death, when a just
estimate of things is most likely to be formed
and when the nn'nd looks round foi- support
and consolation, was cnaMcd to perceive that
the greatest wciMI^- li,.iiors art ly splendit
vanities, and have but a nioinentary duration
He also, in confirmation of our subject, has
left us this precept: "He who aim's at tl

sun, will strike higher than he who shoots ;

the bush." Admitting this, how, most of a
should our aim be exalted with respect to
" the mark for the prize of the high calling of
God in Christ Jesus !" How should we en-
deavor to walk worthy of the vocation where-
with we are called!' "Having boldness to
enter into the holiest by the blood of Jesus,
by a new and living way, which He hath con-
secrated for us through the vail, that is to
saj^ his flesh

;
and having a High Priest over

the house of G.mI." Imw should we avail our-
selves of our ox(cc(linij,' |irivilegesand mercies!
Permitted access by ijia^er to the throne of
the Eternal ; enable'd to do all things through
Christ who strengtheneth us

;
called to be

followers of God us dear children
;
yea, even

to be made kings and priests unto Him,
through yielding ourselves to the discipline
of a cross which crucifies to the world and
the world unto us; how should we be pro-
voked to emulation ! how quickened to the
utmost diligence in the race set before us !

How look " unto Jesus the author and finisher
of our faith

; who for the jo,y that was set be-
fore Him, endured the cross, despising the
shame, and is set down at the right hand of
the throne of God."

Particularly is it to be desired that the
j-oung, or those just entering on the arena of
active life, should have high aims. The mo
ralily of the world, or that standard of ethics
which passes current at many of its bi

marts, will not suffice unto keeping, as we are
commanded, "a conscience void ot ofl^enee ir

the sight of God and man." It lacks brotherlj
love as set forth in the precepts: " He that
loveth God, loveth his brother also." "He
that loveth not his brother whom he hath
seen, how can he love God whom he hath not
seen?" It is wanting in that strict morality
which proceeds from a religious principle.

Especially is it wanting in that full recogni-
tion of, and obedience to the Counsellor in the
breast;—that unction which all have from the
Holj'One;—that Spirit oftruth which teaches
all things;—that omnific Word "which is

quick and powerful, and sharper than any
two-edged sword, piercing even to the divid-

ing asunder of soul and si^irit, and of the
joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the
thoughts and intents of the heart."
The only true guide for younger and older

to walk safely through the temptations and
perils of life, lies in hearing the sayings of
Christ our Lawgiver and King—^whether re-

vealed immediately by his ever-blessed Spirit,

whether set forth in the pages of Holy
Scripture which testify of Him—and doing
them. Thus much heed should be given to

the inspeaking, still small voiceof the Saviour;
to the quickening, transforming power of his

Holy Spirit, to the engrafted Word which is

able to save the soul ; to the law of the Spirit

of life in Christ Jesus, which setteth free from
the law of sin and death. So, also, should we
diligently heed the inspired precepts of Holy
Writ; some of which are very especially ap-

plicable to our need and instruction in right-

eousness. Such as, " Seek ye first the king-

dom of God, and his righteousness
; and all

things needful shall be'added." "Acquaint
thyself with God, and be at peace." "Trust
in the Lord with all thine heart ; and lean not
unto thine own understanding. In all thy
ways acknowledge Him, and He shall direct
lliy ]iatlis." " God is able to make all grace
;il"iinid toward you: that ye, always, having
all suitieiencj- in all things, may abound to
every good work."
John Barcla_y, in one of his memoranda, in-

directly alludes to such an aim in life, as the
foregoing essay has endeavored to promote.
He writes: "Everyone engaged in business
should be very jealous of his scantjMeisure,
that he may not omit to employ some of it in
bis daily duties to his Maker, and in the con-
stant cultivation of that holy frame of mind,
which, it is the shnr tJimir/h sure tendency of the
spirit of till' in.i'I,!. silni'tly to counteract. For
1 own I trenilijf a( tlir very idea of any man's
mainly pursuing his jierishableinterests, when
perhaps in one short moment he is gone.
JEIow inconceivably terrible and exquisite
must be that man's anguish, whilst on the
very brink of going he knows not whither,
to think he has given up an eternitj- of bliss,

for the empty grasp of that which is not."

The Civilized Indians of the Indian Territory.

The report of Inspector Wni. J. Pollock to
the Secretary of the Interior, states that the
Five Niitions. Cherokees, Choctaws, Creeks,
Chickasaws and Seminoles, who inhabit the
Indian Territory, " constitute more than one-
fifth of the Indians within the territorial lim-

its of the United States, and as to their con-
dition, I maj' saj' they are self-governing.
They have their own Lcfi;islature, Execu-
tive and Judicial Departments

; their consti-

tutions and laws, courts and sheriffs, judges
and jurors, schools and churches. Bibles and
newspapers.

Their agricultural industries are being ex-
tended ; their herds enlarged; their educa-
tional facilities increased

; their morals im-
proved

; in fine, their condition is fairer, and
their prospects better, than any other great
number of our American Indians, notwith-
standing their demoralization and destitution

during the war of the rebellion."

He gives the following outline of the treaty
stipulations, &c., under which they hold their

land, and of the unprincipled efforts used to

obtain possession of it by other parties.

"By a treaty with the Cherokee JSTation,

May 6th, a. d. '1828, the United States prom-
ised them ' a permanent home, and which
shall, under the most solemn guarantee of
the United States, be and remain theirs for-

ever
; a home that shall never in all future

time, be embarrassed by having extended
around it the lines, or placed over it the juris-

diction of a Territory or State.'

Inspired by past experience with a lack of
confidence, and loth to leave their old homes,
the Indians hesitated.

On the 28th of May, 1830, Congress author-
ized the President 'solemnly to assure the
tribe or nation with which the exchange (of

lands) is made, that the United States will

forever secure and guarantee to them and
their heirs or successors the country so ex-

changed.'
Subsequent treaties were made guarantee-

ing to the Cherokees. Choctaws and Chicka-

saws, Creeks and Seminoles, this country, and
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'undisturbed self-government' therein, subject

only to intercourse laws.

The treaty with the Creeks and Seminoles

provides : Article 3 (and simihir guarantees

were given the other tribes), ' The United

States" do hereby solemnly agree and bind

themselves that" no State or Territory shall

ever pass laws for the government of the

Creek or Seminole tribes of Indians ;
and that

no portion of cither of the tracts of country

defined in the first and second articles of this

agreement, shall ever be embraced, or includ-

ed within, or annexed to, anj' Territory or

State ; nor shall either, or any part of either,

ever be created into a Territory without the

full and free consent of the legislative author-

ity of the tribe owning the same.'

Under these and similar solemnly-guaran-

teed assurances, and to escape the aggressions

of the white brothers (?), these people finally

gave up their old eastern homes and came
west. Patents were issued over the signatures

of ' M. Van Buren,' ' John Tyler' and ' M. Fil-

more,' respectively, granting these people in

fee simple, all the land in this 'Indian Terri-

tory,' and 800,000 acres besides, that is now
owned and occupied by white men, in the

southeastern corner of the State of Kansas.
These patents, however, contained this omin-
ous provision :

' That the lands hereby grant-

ed shall revert to the United States if the said

Indian nations become extinct or abandon the
same.'

Since that time interested parties have ex-

pended much time and great thought and
labor trying to accomplish their extinction.

Land grants to railroad companies involving

23,000,000 acres have been made, not by the

Indians themselves, but by their ' Grantors'

(?), to take effect upon the happening of that
event. Almost every session of Congress
some measure is introduced with a view to

terminating theirnational existence and open-
ing up the remainder of their solemnly-guar-
anteed country to white settlement.

Not only the 800,000 acres in Kansas, but
also the greater portion of this Territory, like

their old eastern homes, have already been
taken from them.
Solemn guarantees, written covenants,

plighted faith and national honor have been
lightly laid aside, that this national disgrace

might be consummated."

Try Again.—A gentleman was once stand-

ing by a little brook, watching its bounding
gurgling waters. In the midst of his musings
he noticed scores of little minnows making
their way up the stream, and in the direction

of a shoal which was a foot or more high, and
over which the clear, sparkling waters were
leaping. They halted a moment or two, as if

to survej' the surroundings. " What now?"
inquiretl the gentleman, " can these little fel-

lows continue their journey any further?"
He soon saw that they wanted to go further

up the stream, and were only resting and
looking out the best course to pursue in order
to continue their journey to the unexplored
little lakelet that lay just above the shoal.

All at once they arranged themselves like a
little column of soldiers and darted up the
foaming little shoal, but the rapid current
dashed them back in confusion. A moment's
rest, and they are again in the sprayey waters
with like results. For an hour or more they
repeated their efforts, each time gaining some
little advantage. At last, after scores and

scores of trials, they bounded over the shoal,

into the beautiful lakelet, seemingly the hap-

piest little folks in the world. " Well," said

the gentleman, " here is my lesson. I'll never

again give up trying, when I undertake any-

thing. I did not see how these little people

of the brook could possibly scale the shoal

—

it seemed impassable, but they were deter-

mined to cross it. This was their purpose,

and they never ceased trying until they were
sporting in the waters above it. I shall never

give up again."

—

Kitid Words.

A VICTORIOUS FAITH.
O for a faith that will not shrink,

Though pressed by every foe

;

That will not tremble on the brink

Of any earthly woe :
—

That will not murmur or complain
Beneath the chastening rod

;

But in the hour of grief or pain,

Will lean upon its God ;

—

A faith that shines more bright and clear

When tempests rage without

;

That when in danger knows no fear,

In darkness feels no doubt :

—

That bears unmoved the world's dread frown.

Nor heeds its scornful smile;

That seas of trouble cannot drown.

Or Satan's arts beguile :

—

A faith that keeps the narrow way
Till life's last hour is fled,

And with a pure and heavenly ray,

Illumes a dying bed.

Lord, give us such a faith as this,

And then, whate'er may come,

We'll taste e'en here the hallowed bli.ss

Of an eternal home.
—Balhurst.

**
Selected.

SPRING PROMISES.

Hark ! what sound, so sweet, is filling

All this balmy, blissful day?
What delicious, airy trilling

Floats so joyou.sly this way ?

'Tis a robin in yon tree.

Singing of a nest to be,

Shaded in a scented bower.

When each bud shall be a flower
;

And of little robins merry.

Plump and red as any cherry,

That shall sing a silver tune

In the pleasant month of June.

In a hyacinthine flower

Hangs a little drowsy bee,

Rocking, swinging by the hour;
Listen, listen, what saith he?

Hidden in the purple bell.

Murmuring soft as wreathed shell,

How he'll gather golden honey
In the meadows, warm and sunny.

From buttercup and daisy bright,

Clover blossoms, red and white,

Garden roses, rich as wine.

Tulip, pink, and columbine.

Buds on apple boughs are swelling,

Sweetest promise whisper they,

Folded crimson faintly telling

How they'll blossom in sweet May.
Falling down a scented snow.

When the gentle zephyrs blow.

Softly hinting, one by one.

Of tiny apples in the sun.

Growing russet, red and yellow,

Sweet and spicy, tart and mellow.
Dropping 'neath the silver moon.
When the Katy-did's in tune.—Independent.

'Help us to help each other. Lord,
Each other's cross to bear,

And each his friendly aid afford,

And feel a brother's care."

Selected.

THE OLD CLOCK ON THE STAIRS.

(henry W. LONGFELLOW.)

Somewhat back from the village street

Stands the old-fashioned country-seat,

Across its antique portico

Tall poplar trees their shadows throw.

And, from its station in the hall.

An ancient time-piece says to all

—

" Forever—never

!

Never—forever
!"

Halfway up the stairs it stands,

And points and beckons with its hands
From its case of massive oak.

Like a monk, who, under his cloak.

Crosses himself and sighs "Alas!"
With sorrowful voice, to all who pass,

" Forever—never

!

Never—forever
!"

By day its voice is low and light;

But, in the silent dead of night,

Distinct as a passing footstep's fall.

It echoes along the vacant hall,

Along the ceiling, along the floor,

And seems to say, at each chamber-door

—

" Forever—never I

Never—forever !"

Through days of sorrow and of mirth,

Through days of death and days of birth,

Through every swift vicissitude

Of changeful time, imchanged it has stood,

And. as if, like God, it all things saw.

It calmly repeats these words of awe

—

" Forever—never

!

Never—forever !"

In that mansion used to be

Free-hearted Hospitality.

His great fires up the chimney roared.

The stranger feasted at his board

;

But, like the skeleton at the feast,

That warning time-piece never ceased

—

" Forever—never

!

Never—forever !"

There groups of merry children played.

There youths and maidens dreaming strayed,

O precious hours! O golden prime.

And affluence of love and time!

Even as a miser counts his gold,

These hours the ancient time-piece told

—

" Forever—never !

Never—forever
!"

From that chamber, clothed in white.

The bride came forth on her wedding night
J

There, in that silent room below.

The dead lay in his shroud of snow
;

And in the hush that followed the prayer

Was heard the old clock on the stair

—

" Forever—never !

Never—forever
!"

All are scattered now and fled
;

Some are married, some are dead
;

And when I ask, with throbs of pain,
" Ah ! when shall they all meet again,

As in the days long since gone by?"
The ancient time-piece makes reply

—

" Forever—never!
Never—forever !"

Never here, forever there,

Where all parting, pain and care.

And death and time shall disappear

—

Forever there, but never here !

The horologue of Eternity

—

Sayeth this incessantly

—

" Forever—never !

Never—forever !"

Ever3' one engaged in business should
very jealous of his scanty leisure, that
may not omit to employ some of it in

daily duties to his Maker, and in the eo
stant cultivation of that holy frame of min^

which it is the slow, though sure, tendenc
of the sjDirit of the world, silently to counte
act.

—

Jno. Barclay.
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For " The Friend."

Westtown Boarding School.
(Continued Iroiu page 308.)

At a meeting of the cominiUee, held 12th
10. 19th, 1823, information was received of a

gaey from Samuel Smith, late of the city of
hiladeii^hia, of $1200, " to be applied to de
ay the expenses of boarding and schooling
le children of such friends, members of our
iligious Society, as are in low or middling
rcumstances," &c.

4th rao. 7th, 1824. " It being suggested that
1 additional building is wanted to furnish
ifficient room for the girls and other parts
the family, it was concluded to appoint a
w friends to examine the subject and report
hen prepared, viz : Chejmey Jefferis, Jane
ettle, and others.'"

From the report made to the Yearly Meet-

g in 1824, we learn that the average number
pupils for the last year has been 59 boys

id 102 girls.

"Among the numerous advantages which
was contemplated would accrue from an in-

itution of this description, several of both
xes have so profited by the course of studies

id the mode of instruction thus derived, as
be qualified for teachers of schools in many
irts of our country, and as far as can at
esent be ascertained, the number who have

the average number of pupils in attendance
this year has been about 58 boys and 93 girls,

and though rather less than the preceding,
a balance of S746.44 has accrued, after dis-

charging family expenses, erecting a store
house for wood, &c., with other improvements
and necessary repairs. In the same period,
the profits of the farm, in addition to said

balance are $1124.60, which it is expected will

be absorbed the ensuing season in further
useful repairs, alterations," &c.

" We have reason to believe that the Divine
blessing has accompanied the labors of Friends
in the establishment and conduct of this
school, and that there is much to encourage
the Yearly Meeting in the further prosecution
of a work which has for its design the present
and everlasting welfare of the rising genera-
tion."

6th mo. 17th. "Samuel Bettle and Thomas
Stewardson are appointed to import from
England a telescope for the use of the

9th mo. 7th. "A written commu
from the superintendent respecting
ply of the school with milk; conn

circumstances, giving the preference to such
youth as are qualifjnng themselves to become
teachers,"—subject to the payment of $150
per annum to Catharine White during her
natural life. At the same meeting notice was
received of a legacy from Susaniia Morris, of
a ground rent or rents amounting to $126 per
annum, subject to the payment of some an-
nuities.

From "The Friend" 4th mo. 1837.

Uprightness in Business.

J. Gough says in his " History of the Peo-
ple called Quakers," " At the first, indeed, peo-
ple were shy of dealing with them, so that
many of this people were reduced to difficulty
in procuring a living by their callings; but
afterwards, when they became better known,
manifesting the excellency of that internal re-
ligion they professed by the regularity of their
moral conduct, and theirconscientioiis regard

hool."[ to fidelity in their commerce, void of all fraud,
•alion deceit and circumvention; careful in manu-
! -up lacturing or choosing such goods as might be

li hiubstantial and answer the expectations of
which is a proposition to clear the bottomjthe purchasers; moderate in their profits
land on Chester creek, from the mill to the sparing in their commendations, and punc-
dam, was produced and read; to take the^ tual in their payments, not asking more for
whole subject into consideration and report their ware than the precise sum they were
thereon,Thos. Stewardson, Benj. Cooper, Jno. I determined to accept, taking no advantao-e of

us devoted a part of their time and talents,
,
Tatum and others were named. At the next ii^norance, the unskilful customer bein.. sure

at least 69 young men and 181 young meeting this committee reported, ' On view- to be treated with as much justice as the most3men
;
the abilities and example of many of ing the bottom land on Chester creek, they judicious

; their tried integrity begat generalhom we trust, have diffused such views of have directed the wood for the use of the confidence, and that confid'ence br^uffht them
e economy and management of schools, as

|
school to be cut from that piece, and as they

' a great resort of customers, so that they pros-
»ve tended to raise m due estimation, this apprehend it will not be useful hereafter for pered greatly in their outward affairs and
iportant and highly useful occupation. |timber, it is proposed that it should be im- verified the proverb that 'honesty is the best"On a statement of the accounts it appears ^proved, and the whole cleared, as the wood policy.' "

at the charges for board and tuition in the^ may be wanted, with the exception of the! Their reo-ularity in their prices and their
,8t year have not beenjqual to the several shell-bark hickory and a few white oaks,' adherence to them, are worthy to 'be particu-

which is agreed to.'"
I larly remarked.

At a meeting of the committee held r2th| W. Edmundson, writing of the difficulties
mo. 1825, Isaac W. Morris and others were he passed through, says, 'The keeping to one
authorized to dispose of the balance of land price in selling goods, and to the first asking
held by the committee in "Luzerne, now; without abatement, was a great stumbling-

500 acres—900 block to most sorts of people, and made them
having previously been sold. stand at a distance from buying for some time,

1st mo. 24th, 1826. Notice of the appoint- until they saw further into the justice of the
racnt of Davis Eeece as teacher, appears on manner thereof

e not
penditures in the family, together with
me improvement about the premises, by an
lount of $1066 ; but the profits of the farm
that period have been $1341.18."
" The real welfare of the children placed in

is institution under the patronage of the Susquehanna Co.," being about 500 acres
sarly Meeting, is a subject which claims the "

'

...
ry serious attention of the committee, and
the prosecution of this weighty trust a

ing concern is at times felt for their preser-

tion from the snares of the enemy, that
rough submission to the visitation of the
•eat Shepherd of the sheep, mercifullj^ ex-

nded to the young and tender mind, thej-

ly be prepared to join the flock of Christ's

mpanions in promoting his glory in the
rious steps of their earthly pilgrimage.
Signed by direction and in behalf of the
mmittee, Wm. Evans, Clerk."

W. E. was appointed clerk to the committee
h mo. 19th, 1822, and served until 1833.

9th mo. 1st, 1824. " The committee directed

consider whether any branch of learning
uld be usefully added to the present studies,

oposed that a person should be employed
teach the Latin and Greek languages, it

ized to seek18 approved, [,nd they author
• a Friend qualified for the purpose.

17th of 12th mo. 1824. Extract from the
11 of Catharine F. Sharpless, deceased, was
ad, " Imprimis, I give and bequeath to my
ecutors, hereinafter named, $1000, for the
e of Westtown Boarding School, belonging
the Society of Friends, to be placed in the
ads ot said school for the express and ex-

isive purpose of schooling poor children."

Geo. C. Ashbridge, Jno. Pierce, Ex'rs.
" From the report of 1825, it appears that

the minutes. This worthy man continued to

be a faithful care-taker in the institution for

upwards of 33 years.

The following is probably the commence-
ment of what is now known as the " Com-
mittee on Admissions."

6th mo. 16th, 1826. "In order to provide
for the most judicious and effectual appropria-
ion of the 'Gratuitous Fund,' it was upon
onsideration concluded to appoint a standing

That this plainness and fairness in their
dealing were long characteristic of Friends,
we have the evidence of Hume, who in his
History of England, written more than a cen-
tury after the rise of this Society, gives an
account of them, abounding with misrepre-
sentation and ridicule, and mentions this
alone with approbation. His expression is,

' He (a Quaker) never asked more for his
wares than the precise sum he wasdetermin-

committee to receive all applications for its
j ed to accept. This maxim is laudable, and

benefits, who are desired to make inquiry into; continues still to be religiously observed by
the circumstances, talents and character of that sect.'

such applicants, that the committee may h
enabled to decide with more certainty on
such requests previouslj^ to admission in the
school : Philip Garrett, Geo. Williams, Ellis

Yarnall, Jane Johnson, Margaret Smith and
Jane Bettle, were accordingly appointed for

that purpose ; to these were added at the
next meetingof the committee, Enoch Lewis,
Henry Warrington, Jr., Margaret Morton,
Hannah Gibbons and Rachel Roberts."
At a meeting of the committee, held 4th

mo. 4th, 1827, information was received that
by the will of Richard Jordan, deceased, he
gives the whole of his estate, real and per-

sonal, to the school, for the purpose " of

Wm. Penn says, ' The}- were at a word in

dealing ; nor could their customers with many
words tempt them from it, having more re-

gard to truth than custom, to example than
gain.'

The following are extracts from epistles of
George Fox :

' At first, you know, that many
could not take so mucii money in your trade
as to buy bread with

; all people stood aloof
from you, when you stood upright and gave
them the plain language, and were at a word
[in your dealing]

; but now that through this

3'ou have come to answer that of Godwin all,

they saj- they will trust j^ou before their own
people, knowing you will not wrong or op-

schooling the children of those in necessitous' press them. And the cry now is, where
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there a Quaker of such or such a trade ? O,

therefore, Friends, who have purchased this

through great sufferings, lose not this great

favor which God hath given unto you, but

answer the witness of God in every man which
witnesseth your faithfulness, that they may
glorify your Father on your behalf ' 'Keep
to justice and truth in all your dealings, and

to the form of sound words in the power of

the Lord, and in equity, in yea and nay in all

j-our dealings, that your lives and conversa-

tions may be in heaven, above the earth, that

they may preach to all that you have to deal

with. So may you be as a city set on a hill

that cannot be hid. and as lights in the world,

that God may in all things be glorified.'

The way to life is by the way of the cross
;

but if we yield obedience in all things to the

requirings of truth, and humbly seek for the

direction of best wisdom, we shall assuredly

be favored therewith, and shall prove that
' Her ways are ways of pleasantness ;' and

when dangers threaten and difficulties sur-

round, we may rest in the confidence that to

us 'all things shall work together for good.'
"

R.

The Arizona Indian Troubles.

A. S. Quinton, Secretary of the Indian As-

sociation, has sent to the National Baptist a

communication on this subject, from which
the following is extracted :

"The present outbreak in Arizona was pre-

faced by the usual wrongs. I quote from the

Philadelphia Inquirer.

The facts in this case are briefly these : In 1849,

the military commander in this region was convinc-
ed that large gold deposits were to be found on it,

and he openly advocated the policy of prompt ex-

termination of the Indians as the only way of ob-

taining possession of it. From that date, until 1862,

that policy was pursued unflinchingly. General
Carleton's orders to his troops were :

' All Indian
men to be killed whenever or wherever found.' ' If

the Indians send a flag of truce, tell them you have
no power to make peace

;
you are there to kill them

wherever found.' There was no pretence that the

Apaches had committed any overt act deserving

punishment. The avowed purpose was to extermi-

nate them to get possession of the mining district.

In 1860, but 1000 Apaches were left. The com-
mander writes :

' I have encouraged the troops tc

root them out as they would wild animals. Since
my last report, over two hundred have been killed.'

In 1871, about three hundred Apaches assembled at

Camp Grant, stating that they had no home
wherever they went "they were hunted like vermin
by the troops. The officer in command, Lieutenant
Whitman, set them to farm work for his post,

which he gave them half rations. More than five

hundred Apaches came in and i.oent to work eayerli/.

Lieutenant Whitman says :
' I respected men, who,

ignorant and naked, were ashamed to lie or steal

;

and for women who, untaught, held their virtue
above all price.' On April 30, 1871, a band of the
citizens of Tucson (who sent the despatches the
other day) set upon this peaceful Indian camp, kill

ed and mutilated men, women, and babies at the
breast ; in many cases, t)eating out their brains with
clubs and stones.'

Since 1871, other expeditions have been sent out
against the Apaches, until there are but 578 of them
remaining.

A year ago, extensive deposits of coal were
found upon the San Carlos Reservation, these

being of peculiar value where fuel is so scarce.

At once 'miners and prospectors poured in,'

and were ' with great diiRculty, excluded.'

Then followed various efforts lawfully, to ob-

tain possession of the coal. 'Appeals,' 're-

quests,' and 'propositions,' asked exchange of

these lands for others, and finally, the agent

secured from the Indians a fifty years' lease

of all coal or other mineral lands' on the re-

servation. But this magnanimous consent

—

magnanimous because, as they knew, perilous

to themselves—did not dispossess the Indians,

and so ' the department' promptly disapprov-

ed the contract, and proposed to ' remove' the

tribe, though 'it was admitted that there was
no other place in the Territory where they
would be less in the way of railroads and of

white settlements.' When it is remembered
that to all the outrages of the past have been

added the fact that five times within ten

years their land-area had been reduced, till

they had but 1,600 acres of tillable land left,

and that the threatened 'removal'—most
hated oppression of all—would not only rob

them of property, but forever, by unavoida-

ble rebellion to armed tyranny, put ' out of

the way' of living white men a large propor-

tion of the remainder of the tribe, one cannot
wonder at the present outbreak. What a

spectacle it jiresents
!"

it would be better for the sake of honcstj

which is as good policy in theological sorai

naries as in commercial life, to re-endow th

institution and adopt a simpler creed."

A French newspap.er says that the Jesuit

are about to undertake the conversion o

Wales.

For "The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Ancient Chinese Burial.—A recent numbe
of the Celestial Empire, referring to the dii

covery of some ancient graves near Shangha
gives an interesting account of Chinese buria

in former times. A man of means purchase

his coffin when he reached the age of fortj

He would then have it painted three time

every year with a species of varnish, mixe
with pulverized porcelain—a compositio:

which resembled a silicate paint or ename
The process by which this varnish was mad
has now been lost to the Chinese. Each coa'

ing of this paint was of some thickness, an

when dried had a metallic firmness resemblin

enamel. Frequent coats of this, if the owne
lived long, caused the coffiin to assume th

appearance of a sarcophagus, with a foot c

more in thickness of this hard, stone-like shel

After death, the veins and the cavities (

the stomach were filled with quicksilver fc

For " The Friend."

Religious Items, &c.

Struggle in California.—In 1864 the Legis-

lature of California passed a law prohibiting

the keeping open on the First-day of the the purpose of preserving the hody. A piec

week of certain places of business, including of jade would then be placed in each nostr

bars and saloons. This has been to a large and ear, and in one hand, while a piece of bs

extent allowed to remain without being o'n- silver would be placed in the other hand. Th

forced. Eecently a conviction under it was body thus prei)ared was placed on a layer (

contested before the courts, and the law de- mercury within the coffin
;
the latter w£

cided to be constitutional. The liquor dealers sealed, and the whole then committed to i1

and those associated with them formed a last resting-place. When some of these sarc

league lo oppose its enforcement, and pledged phagi were opened after the lapse of centurie

themselves persistently to violate the law. A the bodies were found in a wonderful state i

lawyer was hired in every town and paid a preservation; but they crumbled to dust o

salary to defend the offenders. On the 19th exposure to the &h\—Nature.
of 3rd mo., while other places of business were! The Tea-Plant.—The vegetation on tb

closed, the members of the league kept theirs 'southern slopes of the eastern Himalaya

open. The next day about 450 persons were three or four thousand feet above the se

arrested for violation of the law—three-fourths though by no means luxuriant, is said to 1

of whom came from Ireland, Germany and very agreeable and of much interest to tl

other parts of Europe, and many of the"m are botanist. Among the plants native to thei;

said to be low in point of morals. j

slopes, planted in the course of nature durir

Bitualism in England.—The anniversary of the preparation of the earth for man, and lei

the imprisonment of S. F. Green in England, wild with the elephant and the leopard, is

forcontemptofthelaw, in persisting in certain shrub growing from twenty to thirty fc,

ritualistic performances in his place of wor- high, and well worthy to be selected for pie

ship, after they had been declared illegal, was 'sant foliage and fine flowers. The lanceola

observed as one of special prayer in more leaves are from two to six inches'

than 1000 places of worship of the Church of the flowers are large and white, very fragran

England. I

in clusters of two or three in the axils of tl

Theology at Andover Seminary

.

—The trustees leaves. This is the tea-plant, of the gem
of Andover have elected as a professor of

j

T/tea, very nearly allied to the genus C(7mdK

Theology at that institution, a Presbyterian of which the Japonica and other species fro

clcrgj-man named ]S"ewman Smj'th, whose
published works indicate that he holds some
doctrinal views at variance with the Calvin-

istic Creed prescribed by the founders of the

seminary, and which every professor is obliged

to subscribe to. It is provided, that every
article of the Creed "shall remain entirely

and identically the same, without the least

alteration, addition or diminution." The
Board of Visitors hesitated to confirm the ap-

pointment of E'. Smyth and referred it back
to the Trustees. The faculty are anxious for

his election, and take the position, that to in-

sist upon a strict interpretation of the Creed
will be an injury to the institution. On this

plea. The Christian Advocate remarks, "If it

be true that no professor could be found who
would accept the Creed in its originail sense,

China and Japan are favorite cultivations

the greenhouse in Europe and this countr

Nowhere in the world but on the borders
the Himalayas and in the wild regions of A
sam is the tea-plant found growing uncul

vated, but it was not discovered in this

natural habitation until the present centur

As a cultivated plant, the Chinese have ce

tainly had it since the fourth century,
they claim it to be indigenous to their o^t

soil—just as confidently as the^' claim tl

parentage of numerous valuable artich

China has given tea to the world, and h

furnished a favorable home to the plai

which is nevertheless quite as well suited

its native land, farther east. When it becar

known in England that the tea-plant grc

native in the highlands of the Himalayj
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nglish companies engaged extensively
le cultivation of tea in that region, and
Dally, after the correction of notable failu
I methods of culture and of cure, it a))peara
lat the finest teas of Asia are those of these
lountain-plains, and the choicest plants are
i" variety Assamica, latelj- propagated from
le wild shrub of the mountains.

—

Popular
cience Monthly.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 20, 1882

The British Friend for 5th mouth contains
1 article bj^ J. A., of London, on the pro-
isal to extend the sanction ofLondon Yearly
eeting to the " Home Mission" work already
rried on by many of its members; and car-
sd on in a manner inconsistent with the
inciples of our Society. The subject has
^eady been noticed in our columns, but as
is one of great importance, we feel inclined
iefly to refer to it again.
After quoting the remarks of some of the
Bakers in the " Conference on Home Mission
)rk," held in London in the 11th mo. last,

published in a report of its priH-,.,.iliiii.<,

A. sa3'8: "We are told in the \lr\nn-{ i

3nt meetings, nay, silence in incit'iii/.-<. is not
apted to a promiscuous congregation, es-
2ially to the 'unlearned and ignorant'
sses which largely compose them; there-
•e it is thought a necessity that some vocal
arcise be entered upon ; and in reply to all
' enquiries, though there appears some
nation of procedure, I have not yet heard
any such thing as a silent meeting taking
,ce. . . . Have we not the elements of a
,n-appointed ministry; inasmuch as the read-

;
and exposition of Scripture, vocal prayer,

1 congregatioiial singing are commonly, if

t invariably, introduced, must it not be ad-
tted that such pre-arranged services differ
ly in degree fi'om those which Friends in

> beginning withdrew from and testified
unst?"
'I want Friends to consider whether a pre-
anged form of vocal services can be com-
,ible with the gospel freedom of worship
i ministry as preached and laid down bj^

orge Fox and his contemporaries? Can
aj^point preachers to go and live in a place,
1 pay them a stipend, so as to liberate them
m the necessity of working with their
ids for a livelihood, as I feel sure it would
to our and their great loss, for what is this
; inaugurating a "hireling ministry? Can
so far ignore immediate revelation, dis-

ise with the guidance of the Spirit, or as-
(le its direction, as to say when there shall
vocal service of any kind in testimony,
,yer or singing?"
le then intimates, that those who favor
h practices, and have faith in their efficacy,

;ht to seek some society in which they
3ady exist ; and not endeavor to change
profession Friends have made from the

;inuing. This is a correct view, and re-

ids us of a comment that recently appeared
)ne of the Methodist Journals on the same
leral subject, as follows:—
We are not bound to rebuild our house
ause it does not suit one of the tenants.

sent) the doctrines of a church to please a few
who are of a different mind? The many have
their rights as well as the few, and in this
case the right of the many is to insist upon
the contract under which the church exists—and that contract is found in its essential
doctrines. Our sympathy with a man win
has changed his opinions ought to prompt u;

to urge him to get out of a false position, an(
to manly treatment of him in his new posi
tion."

The same position is taken by the Fditor
of The British Friend, who remarks,—"The
desirableness of securing the recognition and
su])port of the Society at large inHome Mis-
sion work, may In- accviited as a proof that
such work is not bein-- c. inducted in harmony

th the Society's ])r(ifession, or its recogni-
tion would not 'need to be sought. Neither
would such recognition, if involving the coun-
tenancing of what is at variance with that
profession, be obligatory on Friends. This
would, of course, plac' I lie Sociciv out of that
unity so desiral.lf in a ( •|,iisti;,ii'rhurch, and
especially one com posed of those bearing the
name of ' Friends,' so that many may have a
preference for a body, no matter how few in

number, but j^et of one mind as to faith and
:, practice, rather than for a numerous meraber-
t ship out of unity. As two cannot walk to-

geilier except they be agreed, we are ready
to believe the time may not be distant when
those whose views and practice are at vari-
ance with those hitherto recognized as dis-

tinguishing Friends, would do well to unite
with such other denomination as would re-
ceive them gladly, and thus be no longer a
disturbing element among Friends."
We do not doubt that there are, belonging

to London Yearly .Meet in--, many Friends
who view with great I'cgret these departures
from the practices of our Society which indi-

cate a corresponding departure from its prin-
ciples; and who will be brought under heavy
burthens, if the Yearlj^ Meeting now about
being held, should give its official sanction to
such proceedings. A letter written by one of
these deeply concerned Friends some mouths

people who were most earnestly opposed to
the general policy of the British Government
towards their country. The natural tendency
of the feeling thus awakened, is to bring the
popular odium on the perpetrators of such
liarbamus outrages, and thus to repress and
eoiniteraet the lawli'^s rrs.-n io violence and
liloodshed wliicli lias made lite and property
unsale in many parts of Ireland. The Scrip-
tures assure us that the wrath of man shall
be made to praise the Lord, and that the re-

mainder of wrath. He will restrain. It would
truly be a cause for devout thanksgiving, if

the Lord should so overrule this wicked ac-
tion, as to make it a means of bringing about
a better state of feeling, and of leading to a
peaceable settlement of the disputes which
have long agitated that unhappy country.

In the present number will be found an
article from a valued correspondent, recom-
mending to those who feel drawn to write foi-

our columns, to subscribe their names to
their productions. We know and can sym-
pathize with the shrinking feeling which seeks
to avoid publicity; j-et we believe there is

considerable force in the observations of J.
B., and would be well pleased if those who
contribute to the pages of "The Friend"
would so far overcome their timiditj' or bash-
fulness, as to avow the authorship of their
articles.

We have received the Eighth Annual Ee-
port of the " State Hospital for Women and
Infants," located in Philadelphia, the only in-

stitution in Pennsylvania organized and main-
tained for the purpose of affording shelter to
unmarried women during contineraent. Of
the 81 children born witlun its walls in 1881,
42 were provided for by the mother or her
friends, 32 were adopted, and 5 died.

A friend in New England has sent us a few
copies of a pamphlet on "The Traffic in and
the use of Opium," issued by the Representa-
tive Meeting of N. E. Yearly Meeting (the

ago, says: "To a sympathetic feeling mind, Larger Body), with information that addi
many of the events and movements of pre- tional copies can be had for distribution. The
sent times in our Society, are no small cause ipiiraphlet (of 16 pages) contains many stat-

of mental burden arid solicitude. It is never-
theless a merciful favor to know, that as re-

gards the pure truth itself, it is under the

istics connected with the growth and use of
this product of the popp_y, the iniquitous
forcing of the article on China bv the British

guard and keeping of one who cannot fail
;

jgovernmeut, and its increased consumption
and if it is our sincere individual endeavor to I'n our own country-,

keep under the government and in the love
and life of his Spirit, we may be comparatively
free from anxiety as to ultimate results."

The unsettled condition of Ireland has long
been a source of concern, not only to the peo-
ple of Great P.i'ittiin, who are more imme-
diately concerned, lull to right-minded persons
in all ijaii^ of ilie civilized world, esnecialh-

in the United Slates of America, which are
so closely connected with the English nation
by ties of various kinds. In common with
others, we have deplored the distress and
crime that has prevailed in that island; and
have been shocked by the recent brutal mur-
der of the newly appointed Secretary for
Ireland, Lord Cavendish, and his assistant,
Burke.

It has been cheering and somewhat relieving
him seek a house that suits him, or build tonotice the almost universal outbreak of sym-

I that suits him. What possible justice pathj' and of horror, which this sad event has
1 there be in changing (even by silent con- produced—even in those classes of the Irish

The Sixty fifth Annual Report of the Asylum
for the Insane, near Frankford, Philadelphia,
shows that during the past year extensive im-
provements have been made in the heating
and ventilating apparatus. The number of
|ialieuts at the time of the Report was 90.

I'll is institution appears to be well managed
and is under the careful and conscientious
supervision of intelligent committees who
visit it weekly.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Tariff CoD)mi.<!.Mon bill has

passed both Houses and been signed by the President.
The number of Commissioners is nine. In the Senate
a bill has been passed for liie pnnishment of depreda-
tors on timber lands in Indian reservations. The
Select Committee on Woman Suffrage of the Senate,
by a vote of 3 to 2, has agreed to report a woman suf-

frage amendment to the Constitution of the D. States.

In the House, the bill enlarging the powers and duties
of the Agricultural Department was passed—172 to 7.
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It provides that tlie Department of Agriculture shall

be an executive department, under the supervision and
control of a Secretary of Agriculture, who shall be an
experienced and practical agriculturist, and that the

bureau of that department shall be "of agricultural

products ; of animal industries, of lands and of statis-

tics."

It is reported that the Secretary of the Interior has

decided to order the disarming of all the Indians in the

Western States and Territories who are " subject to the

effective control of the Government."
The steamer Pliny, from Rio Janeiro for New York,

1004 tons burthen, with a cargo of coffee and hides,

went ashore on Deal Beach, New Jersey, during the

storm of Sixth-day night. She had 21 passengers on
board, but all were rescued, together with the crew, by
the life saving crews of Stations Nos. 5 and 6. The
vessel has since been breaking up, and the beach is

strewn with coffee bags.

A cyclone passed over McAllister, in the Indian Ter-

ritory, on Second-day night, last week, demolishing
fifty-eight houses and damaging thirty others. Four-
teen persons were killed and tifty-four injured, four

fatally. A small settlement in the Choctaw Nation was
visited by the same storm, and one person was killed,

six being severely injured. Also Mound City, Missouri,

was visited by a tornado which levelled trees and fences,

damaged crops, blew down a steeple, and wrecked
several houses.

Forty houses in the village of Cherokee City, on the

line between Kansas and the Indian Territory, were
demolished by a tornado a few days ago. Two persons
were killed and thirteen injured.

Late reports from Louisiana indicate that the cane
which was covered by the floods is not so much injured

as there was reason to fear that it would be. This is

accounted for by the low temperature at the time of the
floods, which retarded the growth of the young cane in-

.stead of rotting and killing it. In the regions which
escaped inundation the prospects for a large crop of

sugar are favorable.

Extensive floods have occurred during last week in

the White and other rivers in Arkansas.
The weather in Georgia and South Carolina is re-

ported unliivorable for cotton, but wheat and oats pro-
mise to yield more than during any year since the war.
Great damage bus been done to the crops in portions of
Indiana by cold rains. There was a severe storm in

the Catskills on Fifth-day of last week.
The steamer Leipzig arrived at Baltimore last week

from Bremen, with 1380 immigrants, all bound west.

The steamship Parthia arrived at Boston from Liver-
pool, with 1123 immigrants. At N. York the arrivals
for the week foot up 17,392, or 35,276 for the month
thus far, against 32,417 for the corresponding period
last year.

One million dollars in specie was shipped to Europe
from New York on the Uth inst.

Aruong the foreign-born population of California
there are more Chinese than people of any other single
naiion. There are 73,548 from China, according to the
last census, 62,962 from Ireland, 42,532 from Germany,
24,657 from England, 68,175 from all other countries.

The Chine.se number one-fourth of the foreign popula-
tion, and one-twelfth of the whole population.

In New York city within the past six weeks, there
have been no fewer than 550 Coroner's inquests. This
is something wholly beyond precedent.
For the week ending 5th month 13lh, there were 356

deaths in Philadelphia, as compared with 386 for the
previous week, and 380 for the corresponding week of
last year.

_
The sexes were equally divided : 56 died of

consumption, 37 of pneumonia, old age 12, typhoid
fever, 11, and small pox 6. In Philadelphia the pro-
portion of consumptive deaths to those of all ages and
all diseases is about one in every six and a half. The
proportion of consumptives in adult deaths is nearly
one-fourth. In the last three years the total number of
deaths from all causes was 52,499; of these consump-
tion carried off 7941. Of adult deaths there were 28,906

;

of these 7051 were by consumption.
Markets,&c.— U.ii. Si's, 101 J a 101|; 4J's, registered,

114J all4J; coupon, 115|; 4's, 120J ; currency 6's, 136.

Cotton was firuily held at full prices. Sales of mid-
dlings are reported at 12^ a 12| cts. per lb. for uplands
and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7J cts. for export, and
8\ cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is dull and weak. Sales of 2100 barrels, in-

cluding Minnesota extras, at $7 a $7.25 for clear, and at

$7.50 a »7.75 for straight; Pennsylvania extra family
at i5 90 a 1-6.25

; western do. do. at $6.75 a $7.35, and
patents at »7.75 a $9. Kye flour Is quiet at $5.

Grain.—Wheat is in light request and prices lower.

Sales of 3100 bushels red at fl.43 a 3FL44, and longi About half the village of Danville, Quebec, compris

ing about forty dwellings and stores, have been de

stroyed by fire. Loss $150,000.
berry for milling at $1.50. Rye is scarce; Pennsylvania

th 92 cts. Corn is in good request and options

m. Sales of 8000 bushels, including sail yellow,

a 872 cts. ; sail mixed, at 86 cts. ; steamer at 86
cts., and No. 3 at 85 cts. Oats are in good demand and
firm. Sales of 9000 bushels including white, at 61 a 64

!., and rejected and mixed at 59i cts.

Beef cattle were in good demand, and prices were a

fraction higher: 2400 head arrived and sold at the dif-

ferent yards at 6^ a 8j cts. per pound, the latter rate for

WANTED,—A position as Teacher, by a youn
woman Friend.

Apply to John S. Stokes, No. 116 N. 4th St., Phila.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, {Twenty third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent—John C. H all, M.I
Applications for the Admission of Patients may b

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board (

Managers.

Sheep were dull and ^c. per pound lower: 12,000

head arrived and sold at 5} a 7J cts. for wool sheep ; 4

a 6| cts. for sheared, and $2.50 a $6.50 per head for

spring lambs.

Hogs were in demand : 3200 head arrived and sold

at 10 a 11 cts. per lb., as to condition.

Foreign.—George Otto Trevelyan has been appoint- Died, at her residence near Birnesville, Belmon
ed Chief Secretary for Ireland, in place of Lord Co., Ohio, 10th mo. 16th, 1881, Elizabeth W. Smite
Frederic Cavendish, deceased.

!

relict of Robert H. Smith, in the 80th year of her ag(

A number of arrests have been made in Ireland of a member and minister of Stillwater Particular am
persons suspected of complicity in the murder of Caven-

j

Monthly Meeting. Having in good measure submitlft

dish and Burke. They have nearly all been discharged.
:
to the work of Divine Grace, and co-operated therewith

W. E. Gladstone, in a published statement, announces |she was prepared faithfully to discharge the variou

that he has received a flood of communications from duties that devolved upon her; and being called to th

every part of the Kingdom expressive of horror and in- * work of the ministry in early life, she labored diligentl;

dignation at the crime. He says it is only just to stiUe therein, her services being mostly confined to the limit

that none are more remarkable for fervor and sincerity
j

of her own Yearly Meeting ; it being her chief concen
than the large number from all parts of Ireland. He ^to stir up to diligence and fervency in working out th

wishes to express his sense of the genuine feeling shown soul's salvation with fear and trembling. And of late

by the communications, and his personal thanks for the times, when the doctrines of the Society were assailed

sympathy manifested. |she felt it right to stand forth conspicuously in suppot

A Repression bill, very stringent in its provisions, of the ancient faith of Friends,

has been introduced by the Government in Parliament.
|

, 1st mo. 27th, 1882, Deborah Sleeper, in th

The Timet, criticising the Repression bill, says it is 87th year of her age, a member of the Monthly Heel
not too late for Parnell and his friends to range them- ling of Friends of Philadelphia for the Northern Dis

.selves on the side of the Government, and declares that trict. This dear Friend posse.ssed a meek, quiet, ye

that is the only way In which they can render real as-
j

discerning spirit and sound judgment, and althougl

sistance. i unable for some time lo attend meetings regularly, he

has been issued showing that 462 agrarian interest in the welfare of the Church was unabatec

outrages were committed in Ireland during 4th month. I Near the close she said, "I see nothing in my way-
The Vienna new Free Pre.ss says there are 7000 Dear Heavenly Father, take me to thyself in thy ow

Jewish refugees in Brody. About 200 arrive there time. Not my will, but thine be done." " Bles,sed ar

every day, while only 500 leave weekly. Their misery
j

the pure in heart for they shall see God."
is indescribable. , at his residence near Chesterfield, Morgan Co
The Convention settling the war indemnity question Ohio, on the 26th of 2nd mo. 1882, in the 75tli year t

between Turkey and Russia has been signed. his age, Nathan Morris, an esteemed member (

London, 5th mo. 10th.—Reuters Telegram Company
,
Chesterfield Monthly and Particular Meeting. He wa

have received the following despatch from Cairo : firmly attached to the ancient doctrines and principle

Egypt is in a state of revolution. The Ministry, injof Friends; in his conduct manifesting a concern t

violation of the organic law, have summoned tlie Cham- keep a conscience void of offence towards God and mar
her of Notables over the head of the Khedive. Their [His friends have the consoling belief that his end wa
nominal object is to settle the difference which has peace.
arisen between them and the Khedive, but it is con- , on the 30th of 3d mo. 1882, at the residence (

sidered that the latter's deposition may be regarded as Joseph Russell, of Jefferson Co., Ohio, Mary Ralei
virtually achieved in favor of a Government under
Arabi Bey, unless immediate intervention occurs.

Cairo, 5th mo. 11th.— Relations between the Khedive
and Ministry have been suspended. The latter repu-
diate the Khedive's authority. The Khedive has re-

ceived a despatch from the Sultan praising his conduct
and declaring that no apprehension need be felt, as the

Porte will immediately act in concert with the Powers.
Paris, 5th mo. 11th.—In the Chamber of Deputies,

to-day, M. De Freycinet, President of the Council, in

reply to an interpellation, declared the Government
would not countenance any steps that might diminish
Egyptian independence, which, thanks to the complete
agreement between France and England, would be

maintained. Events, however, he said, might assume
an importance which would render it necessary for

France to act in concert with other powers.
Cairo, 5th mo. 15lh.—The English and French Con-

suls to-day informed Arabi Bey that he would be held
responsible for the safety of Europeans. Arabi Bey re-

plied that there would be no danger so long as the pre-

sent Ministry remained in power. The Consuls after-

ward informed the Khedive that the English and
French squadrons were expected to arrive immediately
in Egyptian waters, and as they might have to make
some serious demands, it was necessary that there should
be a ministry with which they could treat. The Con-
suls, therefore, represented that, if the Khedive did not
feel strong enough to form a new Cabinet, he should
allow the present Ministry to remiin.

About 24,000 Chinese are expected to arrive in Vic-
toria, British Columbia, before 8th month. This will

cause the Chinese in that Province to outnumber the

whites—a prospect not regarded with satisfaction by
the latter.

The shipment of tea from Calcutta to America and
Australia during the present year will probably amount
to 2,000,000 pounds.

in the 81st year of her age, a memlier and elder (

Short-creek Monthly and Concord Particular Meetiiij

Her disease being paralysis, she was much deprived (

her .speech, yet we trust her end was peace.

, at her residence in Greenwich, N. J., 4th rai

3d, 1882, Sarah S. Bacon, in the 80th year of her ag

a member of Greenwich Monthly Meeting of Friend
Her end was peace.

, at his residence in Middleton, on the ISth i!

4th mo. 1882, Levi Boulton, in the 86th year of h

age, a member of Middleton Monthly and ParticuU
Meeting of Friends, Columbiana Co., Ohio.

, on the 30th of 4th mo. 1882, Thomas Yarnal.]
a beloved minister and member of Chester Monthly atii

Middletown Particular Mealing of Friends, Penna., i

the 77th year of his age. " Blessed are the pure il

heart : for they shall see God."
, on 5th mo. 1st, 1882, Rebecca J. Potts, i

Pottstown, Pa., widow of the late Joseph McKea
Potts, in the 79ih year of her age, an esteemed membi
of Exeter Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, in this city, 5th mo. 1st, 1882, Hannah 'W

wife of Richard Richardson, in the 71st year of her ag

All her life a member of Philadelphia Monthly Met
ing of Friends. Her close was calm and peaceful, i

acknowledged herself to have been an unprofitable!

vant, who could do nothing but by divine assistanci

humbly expressing that her alone reliance for salvatio

rested in the mercy and grace of God, and the medi
tion and atonement of our Saviour ; and was comfortf

in the belief mercifully granted of her acceptance, fi

which she fervently returned thanksgiving and praist

, at Germantown, on the 3rd of 5th mo.
William H. Bacon, a member of Frankford Month
Meeting of Friends, in the 67th year of his age.

WILLIAM H. pile, PRINTER^""
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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me account of the last illness and expressions

)f Walter T. Bandy, son of Josiah and
Asenath Bundy, who departed this life on the
I6th of 1th month, 1880, in the 2lst year of
'tis age.

i few month.s previous to his decease, an
ack of hemorrhage of the lungs caused seri-

i apprehensions of declining health ; and on
ng asked if it sometimes occurred to him
it he might not get well, he replied :

" Yes,
srj' day." As the disease advanced the
gment of his medical attendant that, " his
e admitted of but little hope of recovery,"
8 communicated to him, which information
received with calmness; and, after a little

nt reflection, remarked :
" Oh, how much I

1 have to be rid of! What a weight to put
but it will be all right, turn which way it

y. The world looks bright to me now, but I
)e I shall be able to give it all up. Oh, if

iple would only care more for the salvation
,beir immortal souls than for the world, its

isures and business, how much better it

aid be for them ! Few, perhaps, have en-
ed the things of this life more, or had
jhter prospects for the future than I have,
they are all fading now." He early felt

squired of him to ask his parents to forgive
' neglect of duty, or disrespect manifested
'ards them, saying he did not want to leave
h things too late. His father saying they
I nothing in this respect to lay to his
rge, he replied, yes, there have been many.
y many little things. Soon after this, on
ing a general review of his life and con-
sation, he said, he was glad he had not in-
yed in speaking of others in a detracting
iner

; that he believed he had been pre-
red from gross sins, yet he was sensible of
]y misses and short-comings, saying that
was afraid many were contenting them-
es with living good moral lives,"as they
called, but such surely are greatly mis-
an, and deceiving themselves; they will
e to go beyond this. On looking over the
raeter of his reading, he said, he felt no
demnation except for that regarding poli-

. He had to regret so much time at that,
ing: "It tends to unsettle and divert the
d from that which is more substantial."
frequently requested his attendants to
,
wishing to be left alone. Upon such

isious he was engaged in earnest vocal
yur. After a time of much suffering, he

said
:

' Oh, It It will only bring me to what I /' I will set thy sins in order before thine eyes "

ought to be, 1 can bear it;" and upon a day j" It is remarkable that all the errors of my
ot unusual mental depression, said: "It is no life should be so clearly shown me I sawwonder He should hide his face from me them distinctly (as with my natural eye) set
sometimes when I have so long neglected in a row before me, and I had to take them
and turned from Him." .one at a time, and go to the judgment-seat
At one time he said : "It is enough to bear and there offer my petition to the great Judge

the pains of the body on a sick bed. Oh, that and ask his forgiveness therefor
; and through

we would make more preparation for death Igreat and marvellous mercy, they have all
while in health." He expressed great thank-

1
been taken away, all blotted out. Oh what

fulness that time was being granted him to a favor, what a favor ! but it requires' great
accomplish what was required of him, saying: watchfulness to keep my mind from wander-
"_It is only in inerey, boundless, infinite mercy ing." At one time he asked his mother where
that it is so." During the early part of
sickness he read much in the Bible and books
of a religious character, Youthful Piety, &c.
After he became too weak to read, he re-
quested others to read to him, mostly select-
ing the chapter or subject. He was especially
interested in the mem'oirs and letters of John
Barclay. As his disease progressed, he was
made increasingly sensible of the necessity for
a more thorough preparation for the solemn
change, which be now felt was fast approach-
ing. "Preparation for death: it is a great
work !" He often exclaimed :

" Oh, how hard
t is to get down, down, I seem so unable to
get down deep enough ; I sometimes fear I
never shall. Perhaps it is because 1 have not
faith enough. Faith is a great thing." His
father remarked ; " Yes, by faith Abraham
was enabled to overcome his natural affection,
and to offer his beloved son as a sacrifice to
his Creator." He said :

" Yes, such examples
are instructive, but it will not do for us to
rely on the faith, or the faithfulness of others.
We must know and experience it for
selves." At another time he said : "I must
get down deeper yet ; 'tis so hard to keep my
mind centered where it should be; this is a
hard struggle." Upon some one remarking
"Jacob had hard work to obtain the desired
blessing, had to wrestle all night, but the pro
mise was fulfilled in the morni''ng," he exclaim
ed : "Oh, for that true wrestling ! that is what
I am craving and striving for." He often ex-
pressed his great desire to be enabled to hold
out and to continue the struggle until it should
please his Heavenly Father to give him a
clearer assurance of acceptance. Some time
fter this on being asked if he could yet see

his way clear, he quickly replied :
" Oh yes,

the merciful kindness of my Heavenly Father
has been very great to me," repeating itseveral
times, " Unworthy as I am, I believe I shall
not be cast off; great mercy has been shown

;
He has enabled me to see through, and

novy I have nothing to do but to watch and
wait. I must still watch, for the enemy is

very busy with his temptations
; seems deter-

mined, if possible, to deprive me of the bless-
'ng. I have no wish to get well now, except

is the passage of Scripture " Eye hath not
seen nor ear beard, neither have entered into
the heart of man, the things which God has
prepared for them that love him ;" and after-
wards quoted :

" Though I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no
evil for thou art with me; thy rod and thy
staff they comfort me;" and said: "Many
passages of Scripture come into my mind
which I am unable to tell where to find. If
I had my time to live over again, I would
read the Bible more carefully, so as to be more
familiar with it;" and expressed a wish that
parents would read the Scriptures moi-e fre-
quently to theirchildren, and seek after abilitj-
to explain to them such pai-ts as they might
be capable of understanding. He expressed
great concern for some of his young friends
and companions, who, he thought, did not
realize as they should, the importance of more
serious deportment in religious meetings, ap-
pearing careless or indifferent therein, instead
of that watchfulness so necessary to true spirit-
ual worship

; but he felt too weak and unwor-
thy himself to speak to them, and hoped his
sickness and suffering might, in some measure,
cause them to be more thoughtful—also ex-
pressed concern and regret that friends or
others should suffer themselves to be so in-
volved in business that they had to strain and
press beyond Christian limits to accomplish
their undertakings; saying, "Surely the trials,

hardships and besetments of this life ought
to tend more to wean from the world and
worldly things."

His mother speaking of the trial of being
separated from him, after a pause he said :

" Time is a great healer, and only think how
much better oft' I shall be, or hope to be, in
that better home." Speaking of his deceased
brother, he said he believed he had gone
happy, and hoped we might all live so as to
meet him in heaven; afterwards saying: "I
have had to pass through a great deal in order
to enable me to give all up—would not wish
to have it to go through with again—would
rather go now." He often spoke of his favors
being so many, but added : "Not for any merit
ofniyown, butallof mercj',nnmerited mercy."
He often said : " I have not been tried, as

my parents' account : that I might care
re- for them in their declining years, and if itlman}^ are, with much severe pain. I have

should please my Heavenly Father to raise' been very mercifully dealt with," and ex-
me up again, I would try to be more dutiful I claimed, "Oh, what a glorious Redeemer wo
*" '"'

" Atone time he repeated the text :| have ! We should praise Him all the time."to th€
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On Sixth ilaj-, the 23d of 7th month, his

cougli veiy much increased, greiitlj' reducing

liis strength ; but the nest du^^ abated, afford-

ing some rest, for which he expressed grati-

tude, saving: "Oh, what a blessing! 1 was

afraid, yesterday, that my faith and patience

would not hold out to the end, but it is all

right, I need to be yet further proven. Oh,

for strength to endure all, till the Master is

pleased to say it is enough ! But what a favor

it would be if the time for my release would

come." A hope being expressed that he might

not be too anxious about that; he replied :
" I

know the Lord's time is the best time, but I

long to be at rest."

On First-day he seemed more than usually

thoughtful. About noon he said: "I have

not been permitted so clear a sight of my
Saviour's face to-day, as I have been most of

the time lately. It requires close watching

to keep sight of it. I am unable to see the

cause, as I find nothing laid to my charge.

Perhaps it is a still further proving, requiring

me to walk by faith as well as by sight," then

asked to have the eiii. Psalm read.

Towards evening he said he could see more

clearly again, felt like resting, and appeared

reasonably comfortable. About miii night it

was apparent that a change was about taking-

place. His mother asking him if he still felt

peaceful, he replied :
" Yes." A very short

lime before the final close, he said: "I am
going to rest now—I want you all to be very

still." After which ho laj^ quiet, breathing

slower and slower until the purified spirit left

its tenement of clay, and, we humbly trust,

has been admitted into the mansions of eternal

rest and peace.

Migration of Birds.

The N. Y. Herald has collected consider-

able information respecting the flight of those

birds which follow the sea-coast, from the

testimony of the keepers of the light-houses

along the shore.
" Scarcely does a night pa's during the mi-

grating season that birds of different species

are not attracted by the rays of the lanterns

who either hurl themselves against the glass

or protecting wire netting and are killed, or

hover around the reflector, alighting upon the

window ledges, where they remain until dawn
approachesand the keeper extinguishes his

lamps."
In answer to the question whether many

birds strike the light-house tower, the keeper

of the Currituck'Beach Light-house, North
Carolina, replied :

'• I must say that as the

light-house is nearly a mile from the sea it is

alittle out of the course of the regular flights

of birds, consequently not as many birds strike

it as if it were nearer to the beach. As to

their breaking through the glass the light-

house department has learned by expensive

experience that unprotected lights on this

coast are unprofitable. They have therefore

placed wire screens around the lanterns. As
an instance of what damage birds can do to

the lights I will tell you of an incident that

occurred at Body's Island when the lantern

there was first lighted and before the wire

network was put around it. The princip;

keeper had a negro assistant whose duty it

was to take turns in the watch. One night

while he was up in the tower nodding away
his watch, a large white brant flew against

the lantern, smashed the glass and damaged

the illuminating apparatus to the amount of

$700, and frightened the man. In stormy

weather and '"during northerly winds at the

beginning of winter, a few ducks fly against

the tower and kill themselves. In thick, foggy

and smoky weather, when southerly winds

prevail, in the spring, summer and autumn,

the small birds are killed. These are plover,

rail, marsh-hens, sandpipers, reedbirds, king-

birds, gulls, snipe and occasionally a robin.

The largest number of dead birds picked up

on one nrorning was seventy-six."

On Chincoteague Island, Va., the keeper

said :
" The following fowl are beginning to

pass to the northward, shell-ducks, dippers

baldcrowns, blackheads, mallards, teal, spring

tails, geese, icc-ducks and grajj^ brant. Th
tail end of the flight will pass by about th

middle of April. These fowl will returi

in October and jSTovember, for I believe a

wild duck will come back year after year if

undisturbed to the same marsh, as the same
little wren is known to return for many sea

sons to its box. Of the birds, the snipe, yel

lowlegs, willet, graybaek, plover and curlew

will pass to the northward in May, returning

in August, September and October. In the

spring the flights are more condensed, as the

birds seem impatient to reach their nesting

grounds, but during propitious autumnal
weather the small birds return in driblets and

loiter on their way to winter quarters. Both
fowl and birds fly with the wind, going north

on a south and southwest wind, and usually

at night, returning on northerlj^ winds. Dur-

ing a fog, or when the atmosphere is damp
and the'clouds drift low, birds hover around

the light and alight on the wire netting, where
they will sit for hours at a time, exhibiting

no "inclination to leave, and showing no re

sistance when we go out and take them ir

our hands. I often catch a number in this

way."
At Cape May, N. J., the keeper of the light

said: "Most of the birds pass us in heavy
weather when the wind is blowing hard from

the east, northeast or any stormy quarter

when the murky atmosphere causes the light

to throw out a heavy ray. It seems to me
that the birds are attracted by the revolving

ay. Occasionally small birds—meadow larks,

robins, quail and woodcock—will strike the

light. I have often seen two or three h

dred small birds fluttering around the light

and sitting on the platform of the tower.

This is always in stormy weather. In clear

weather we do not see any birds."

The keeper of the Shinnecock light said

In wild weather birds of all kinds strike the

light, which they do with such force that it

is really quite dangerous to remain inside the

lantern on account of the broken glass, which
I believe would kill a man if it were to strike

him on the head. I have seen hundreds of

small birds of all species and snipe killed in a

single night during the spring and fall flights.

In thick weather they congregate in such
numbers on the glass of the lantern as to ob-

struct the light. They seem bewildered and
unable to fly away."

Whatever else a genuine American boasts

of, in his family history, he is careful not to

dwell on the fact that his ancestors were
prominent in the hanging of witches or in the

flogging of Quakers in the early colonial days.

There will be as little inclination in coming
generations to tell of one's descent from an

advocate of the anti-Chinese movement^
whether that ancestral advocate was in th

tional Congress, in an editorial chair, or i

pulpit. The spirit which dis|)laycd itse

against supposed witches and (iiuikcrs wa
certainly every way as commendable as tha

which now shows itself in race hostility o

the plea of personal interest ; and so posterit

will adjudge. " Ye . . . say. If we bad bee

in the days of our fathers, we should not iiav

been partakers with them in the blood of th

prophets. Wherefore ye witness to you:

selves, that ye are the sons of them that sle-

the prophets. Fill yo up then the measure (

your fathers."

—

S. S. Times.

For " The Friend.'

Evil Reading for Cliildren.

We were gratified by seeing in the Ledg
of the 3rd instant, the annexed article in r

lation to the highly objectionable and co

rupting reading matter for young and susce

tible minds, which is contained, as A. Cor

stock represents, in some of the weekly pape

in the form of "sensational stories," " gro

advertisements," " sickening details of loat

some crimes," &c., &c., which oft so fatal

lead, as he continues, "to the growth of juv

nile criminality." It is high time that i

parents and guai'dians, and those interest!

in our j'outh^ were awake to the responi

bility which rests upon them with respect

the watchful restraint and religious trainii

of the precious charge committed to ther

and particularly in a day like this to exert

prudent care with regard to " What frien

they sort with, and what books thej' reac

If by carelessness or neglect of the parent

the teacher, children become contaminated

caught in the meshes of vice and immoralif

where must the blame attach, and whore t

accountability rest? May the judgment
the Lord upon one of old, because of the i

gleet of due restraint never be forgotten 1

us;—"the iniquity of Eli's house shall n

be purged with sacrifice nor ofi'ering foreve:

It is with much interest that we note t

public mind being seriously turned to tl

imminent subject. It has already reach

alarming dimensions. It may be, too mu
while men have slept, that the great cnen

through his human instrumentalities, basbe

busy in successfully sowing, wide spread, 1

desolating tares. Most especially so in t

vile and" licentious literature and pietor

representations which flood our marts ; so th

is it not now as has been written of one

the plagues of Egypt: "The land stank—
numerous was the fry."

The writer sincerely hopes that this wa

of investigation and condemnation in 1

matter of " evil reading for children, togetl

with representations "which reach their ]

tice by public and indiscriminate display

the streets," may roll on till something effe

ual shall be done to arrest what must sum
follow—after-results so feai-ful as must te

to draw down the displeasure of Him ^1
" is of purer eyes than to behold iniquiti'

and who is "a God of knowledge, by wh'

actions are weighed."
The following is the article alluded to :-:

" Evil Reading.—At the request of the Pe^

sylvania Society for the Prevention of V
and Crime, Anthony Comstock, of New Yo
delivered an address last evening at Assoc

tion Hall. A. Comstock is the Secreturj

the Parent Society, and confined his rema'
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a the subject of 'Evil Eeaaing for Children.'

n this category he classed the weekl}' papers
ontaining- sensational stories, and added that

be one which iurnished the purest stories

ontained also 'gross advertisements.' He
bjected to the daily papers which gave 'sick-

ning details of loathsome crimes' being laid

efore children, and denounced the 'flash'

apers which reached their notice by public

rid indiscriminate display on the streets. He
lid that, for himself, he believed 'the spirit

ad letter of the law reached these cases ; but,

i the courts are now constituted, and as

ablic opinion stands, the law is not enforced.'

. Comstock averred that the boys and girls'

ory papers, in the main, were responsible

r the growth ofjuvenile crimituility, and in-

anced man}' cases in proof of the assertion.

e spoke at some length upon the vilest class
' literature, and defended the National laws
hich prohibit its transmission through the

ails. He urged a liberal support of the So-

ety, saying that Philadelphia was considered
1 one of the princii)al headquart^s for the

anufacture and distribution of books of that

laracter."

5th mo. 4lli, 1882.

Draw nigh unto God.

Behold the great army that cometh up he-

re the Lord under ialse colors, having no
ight nor strength because the power of God
ith departed from them. These will fall

\&.y on every side, and be trodden down as

le dust. So will it be with all those who
•ofess religion but have not the love of God
ivelling within their hearts, to guide and
rengthen them in true obedience to his eveiy
ord, as revealed within the heart through
is H0I3- Spirit. It is thus He will lead all

his faithful followers out of error into truth

id righteousness : a righteousness that brings

sace and joy to the weary soul journeying
ionvpard. There is no true peace but in

ping in strict obedience to the commands of

Imighty God. Oh listen to his voice, and
ive heed to his tender entreaties. His love

seen and felt by all of his faithful followers:

) these He will give a spirit to discern all

le subtle workings of the enemy, in what-
rer shape or lorin they may appear. At
mes and seasons how precious is the word
lus revealed within our hearts! It burns
ith a Heavenly love, reaching forth to others

3d binding together as one in Christ Jesus,

h thou, who hidcst thyself under the wings
rthe Almighty, no one shall molest nor make
fraid in all the holy mount—for the glory of

je Lord rests upon the top thereof Be not
^tisfied to stand afar off, but draw near until

yy soul is overshadowed with the presence

ftlie Lord, that the deep and hidden wisdom
f God may arise within thj^ heart, bringing

[1 the dark and hidden works of the enemy
p light; that, seeing, we may follow the lamp
fthe Lord that will be a light to our eyes

fid a guide to our feet.

I

A barrier is in the way of our journeying
jirward as a Society. Oh thou Holy of Holies,

'ho can remove this barrier but thou, O God?
'hy power is sufficient. In the presence of

ae Lord there is a shining like the perfect

ay; then why will any among the diffei-ent

Wbes of Israel choose to walk in thick dark
|es8. Oh let us, as a people, raise our eyes
!nd hearts to the great Head of the Church
(lat we may find peace, even everlasting rest

and joy in the Lord Jesus our holy Eedeeincr.

We must all come here if we will fintl a

covering iu the great day of the wrath of

Almighty God, even a covering of the Holy
Spirit of the Lord, that has said thus far sliak

thou go and no farther. H. T.

Ohio.

From "The British Friend/'

A Gift of Singing.

Dear Friend.—The phrase, "So-and-so has
a gift of singing," having been much used dur-
ing the last few months, as if with a view of its

obtaining a currency unquestioned amongst
us, it seems well to send thee the follownng
(mainly an extract from a letter written at

the beginning of this year), so as tn ^ivc it

reater publicity, and prevent, if possililc, mii-

members being burdened or imposed ujion

under cover of such a shallow pretence as
that persons must be allowed to sing to rhyme
and metre in our Meetings for Worship, be-

cause they are said to have received "a gift

of singing." The extract is:

—

'The other night I awoke somewhat sud-
denl}-, and immediatelij the question of 'a gift

of singing' was presented to mj' mind, with
various considerations and openings upon it.

I could not see why this should be, as for

twenty-three years at least my mind has been
clearl_y convinced that music is the greatest
seduction and the most powerful hand-maid
of idolatry, priest-craft, man-made religion,

d, in a word, of anti-Christ, which is known
to the world. In every sense in which it is

examined in the Light—looking at its 're-

gions' aspect—it is of the world,—worldly.
It is an easy thing to talk about religion, or

to learn by heart words about religion. How
uch more so when these are jingled into a

rhyme, or set to a tune of any kind? The
Lord requires the whole mind; but in a tune
(unconsciously) half the attention is needed
to keep to the tune correctly, which must
have been learned previously, and so is not by
the immediate promptings or operatidu of the

Spirit of God, and cannot be called sjiirituul.

And further, this calling in, or admitting such
singing as a part of spiritual worship, diverts

the mind both of singer and hearer from its

true and only living centre, Christ Jesus,

and from that waiting, prostrate condition

before Him, in which He delights to visit and
refresh the seeking soul, and to make Him-
self manifest in and to it.

As to the person mentioned in thine, I feel

clearly that the so-called "gift of singing"
supposed to be possessed, is nothing more
than an art, or acquirement of the flesh,

acquired like any other art. hy practice and
stud}': it is not "a gift" from God, in the same
sense in which we speak oi' ureal, pure, living

gift in the ministry of the Gospel of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. If this art

of singing now spoken of, bo indeed "a gift,"

it is a gift from the Scarlet Woman spoken of

in Eevelation xvii., she knowing well the en
ervating and intoxicating, as well as exciting

and seductive action of music in any form, on

the masses. I have seen African idolators un-

der the influence of their noisy music, and
their hymns, work themselves into a frenzy,

in which they put living scorpions into th
'

mouths and bit them into pieces, and carried

red-hot coals and irons in their hands, and
even put these into their mouths also! And
this was worship, so-called! I have seen a

woman (ay, many) dressed out in the most

costly style—(her clothing must have cost as
much as would furnish a house)—weep at an
oratorio like a penitent, so that one would
have thought her heart was broken, as she
listened to the words, "He was led like a
lamb to the slaughter," &c. ; and when all

was over her talk was of the theatre and such
like! I speak what I know, having had a
training in the art under professionals, and,
in thankfulness I say it, have in mercy had
my eyes opened to see its end and object,

and hence would warn all from in any way
being carried away by the specious plea un-
der which its introduction is sought to be
eft'ected.

1 say unconditionally that music and sing-
ing as practised professedly as worship, or as
;iiils to worship, are not of God, but are alike

contrary to the very nature and spirit of His
worship. For God is a Spirit, and they that
worship Him, must worship Him in spirit

also. There is no other way, for this is one
of those things concerning which our Saviour
laid down a straight and plain line when con-
versing with the woman at the well of Sa-
maria. And who will dare to introduce, or
to encourage, any innovation or change, and
by so doing, deny His words!
Canst thou bear this !

Beware of touching any such people, or of
giving them strength; their strength, like

ours, is to sit still.

Thy sincere friend,

Cardium.

Loving Counsel to the Young.

We have been made sensible that it is a day
of peculiar trial and discouragement, especi-

ally to the young and inexpenenced. Many
of our dear young people arc often perplexed
by the many voices that ai-e among us, and
we have been brought into near and tender
sympathy with them. There are not a few
among them who give evidence that their

hearts have been tendered and contrited by
the love of Christ their Saviour, raising in

them an attachment to his holy cause of truth
and righteousness, accompanied with the de-

sire that the true standard may continue to

be upheld among us, and our right place in

the militant church be faithfully maintained;
we are nevertheless deeply impressed with
the belief, that in regard to many of this class,

there has been a stojiping short, a holding
back, a shrinking from that full and entii-o

surrender of the heart to the Lord, and to the

leading and government of his pure Spirit,

whereby they would have been led to show
themselves more conspicuously to be the hum-
ble, dedicated followers of the Lamb. This
halting course admits concessions to the man-
ners, language, maxims and customs of tfao

world, and is an effectual hindrance to their

growth in the Truth, and to their attainment
of that peace and joy in the Holy Ghost, which
we believe many of our beloved young friends

long for, and which is the blessed experience

of the true believer in, and faithful follower

of our Lord Jesus Christ. It is to this cause,

in great measure, must be attributed the state

of our meetings in many places, and the with-

holding by the blessed Head of the Church,
of those spiritual gifts which He would dis-

pense for the edification and strengthening of

its members.
It is of the utmost importance, that, what-

ever turning and overturning the Lord may
permit to come upon us, our young people ae
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well as all others should be settled in the be-

lief, that notbino; is so essential for their pre-

sent and etei-nal welfare, as close attention to

the discoveries of the Light of Christ to their

souls, and unreserved obedience thereto. By
this they will be enabled to distinguish be-

tween the voice of the true Shepherd, and the

voice of the stranger. The gate is strait, and
the way is narrow, but it is the way of holi-

ness and peace. It is only by otfering unto

the Lord, the undivided sacrifice of the heart,

when He is pleased to call for it, that our sons

can ever become as " Plants grown up in their

youth ; and our daughters as corner-stones,

polished after the similitude of a palace."

When this becomes our happy and favored

condition, wo shall again see judges raised up
as at the first, and counsellors as at the be-

ginning—and the Lord will comfort Zion, and
her waste places will be built up.

—

Philada.

Yearly Meeting, 1874.

Helpful Words on Management of Children.

—How a few words of kindly appreciation

cheer our hearts and lighten our burdens.

We all need them, rich and poor, healthy and
diseased, young and old. Many a weary, over-

burdened wife toils over a task hopelessly,

which a few words from her husband would
make lighter, provided they wore words of

grateful, pleasant acknowledgment. " There
is one thing in my life I regret most deoplj^,"

said a mother lately. " I used to be dread-

fully particular about ray house and clothes.

Things must be spotless, to suit me. I was
excessively fastidious about ironing. I have
changed and grown wiser since. One day I

went into the room where the girl had the
clothes ready to be ironed. To my amaze-
ment my little daughter was there with her
face all flushed with heat, excitement and
pride. I shall never forget how she looked,

80 delighted at the thought she had been help-

ing me. She had ironed sevei'al things in her
unpractised way, and indignant at it, I threw
the articles of which she was so proud con-

temptuously aside, saying, ' It is too much to

see clothes spoiled in this way. Now Ellen
cannot get those things to look right.' How
her face fell ! What keen disappointment ! I

would give much if I could undo those hasty
words." The intentions of children as well as

of grown persons should be looked at. How
many rude, imperfect attempts to serve Him,
God accepts and reproaches not.

If He required perfect service who would
not fail ? A little boy who had heard of the
way flowers are planted, in childish simplicity
took some rose buds from his mother's bonnet,
with other blossoms and planted them in the
ground. He was punished for the act, but
really his intentions were iunocent. " My
mother's kiss," said Benjamin West, "made
me a painter." It was a kiss of approval and
surprise at his bo^'ish effort in picture making.
A mother who was very anxious that her
children should be strong, and muscular, de-

termined to ignoi-e hot bread, cakes, and
sweetmeats, and give them through cold
weather for breakfast and tea, porridge of
Scotch oatmeal. She found it i-ather difficult,

as other children of the same age, had different

diet. In order to gain her point she sought
out stories of famous Scotchmen, who had
been fed on porridge and had in after life

achieved success in various callings. Then
she told them of Hugh Miller, Robe'rt Living-
stone and others, of their great usefulness, and

the help strength of body was to them in life,

of Elijah's physical powers, and as a contrast

pictured the sorrowful, disappointed lives of

those who were feeble and helpless. The
effect was wonderful. We all need to be en-

couraged in what is distasteful by the prospect

of something that will afterward compensate.

I could hardly get my littleson to the dentist's,

until I showed him one day the mouth of a

])00r neglected little girl, whose teeth were
frightfully irregular, alternately prominent
and receding, because the first ones were not

taken out in time. After that, he went will-

ingly to the doctor's, and bore the pain of ex-

traction.

—

Selected.

For " The Friend.

EARTHLY TREASURES.

Yes. we all have enrthly treasures,

Who is there has not?

Some fair .stars to light the darknesSj

Gild a shady spot.

Dear companions softly speaking,

Deep within the heart

;

Till they live and grow in measure,

Of ourselves—a part.

Relics of departed sunlight,

Gently laid away
;

Tears of sorrowful remembrance,
On their bosom lay.

Faded flowers may lend their sweetnes.s,

Yet in d.-iys to come
;

When to outward ear and feeling,

Human lips are dumb.

He, who in his wisdom gave them,
Blessed them as they grew

;

Wrote upon each tender leaflet,

Lessons pure and true.

And we read so plainly written,

On each velvet fold
;

Free from all that grieves the spirit,

Words of shining gold

Only once in this brief life-time,

Comes youth's perfect joy
;

Only then we taste the sweetness

Free from earth's alloy.

Gather up these "bygone treasures,"

Of life's early day
;

Let their pure and living presence,

Cheer our future way.

All thro' days of light and shadow,
Wheresoe'er we roam

;

Memory's angel still can waft us

Loving thoughts of Home.

Birds still sing as blithe and cheery.

As in days gone by

;

Flowers unfold their dewy fragrance,

Looking toward the sky.

Moonlight with its pensive lustre,

Rests o'er vale and hill
;

Twinkling stars in midnight silence,

Each their task fulfil.

But we love to watch and cherish,
With most tender care,

Flowers transplanted from our home-love,
Beautiful and fair

;

See the bud on first appearing
;

Note it day by day;

Place it where the brightest sunlight
Lends its softest ray

;

Peep to see the blue-eyed blossom,

On the window sill

—

Spite of winter's frozen visage.

Smile amid the chill.

But the treasures we most cling to

In life's little day,

Are the loving hearts that hover
Ever round our way.

Near us when the hand of sickness

Makes us weak and sad

;

Near us when the clond is lifted

And the soul is glad.

Who has not some secret chamber,
In the heart's recess?

Where all past and present treasures

Have the power to hles^.

We can bear life's bitter crosses.

Stem the storm and cold;

If we feel these very trials,

Blessings may unfold.

Faith in God will keep our spirits

Brave, when sorrows throng
;

Here we all have need to suffer,

Suffer and grow strong.

E. S. E.'

It mav be interesting to some to know the " blue-eyt

blossom"' referred to, is a dark Heliotrope, which wi

ju.st unfolding its beautiful fragrant clusters—at tb

time these verses were written—and had been the gi

of a loved sister, a few months previous to her deatl

This flower has now attained to the age of twenty-oo

yeans— is looking unusually well—promising (from pn
sent appearance) to be rich in bloom ere long.

EVENTIDE.
No life but knows some bitterness,

Some wrecks o'er which to grieve;

But there will come a time of peace

At morning or at eve.

So if thy morn be dark and cold,

Thy noon lack joy and light,

Lo ! there shall come at close of day
An eventide full bright.

No tempest comes but spends its strength

And has at length an end
;

Clouds will not alwajs hide the sky.

And pelting rains de.scend.

Cheer up, sad heart, be brave and strong,

Fear not the tempe.st's might

;

Wait patiently, for there shall come,
The eventide and light.

The storm may leave some trace behind,

Some shattered hopes, some fears,

Some battered wrecks along life's shore,

Where fell some bitter tears.

But God is good, and well we know
Before the coming night,

There is a time of peace and rest,

—

The eventide—with light

Then trust in God, and fear no ill.

Give hope a place to dwell

;

Whatever comes, wait and believe

"He doeth all things well."

And when life's battle rages fierce.

He'll strengthen thee to fight.

And thou shalt come off conqueror.

And eventide be light. —Myra C'opeland.

An Interesting Case.—In the summer (

1880, a young Englishman appeared at th

rooms of the Young Men's Christian Associs

tion in New York city. He frequented th

meetings, and appeared much interested. Th
Spirit of God touched his heart, and he bi

came a new man in Christ Jesus. Comin
privately to one of the officers of the Associi

tion he confessed himself a criminal; state

that he ha<l been guilty of a breach of truf

in England, and declared his intention of n
turning and surrendering himself to justie-

Having secured his passage money, he saile

from New York in 9th month. Arriving i

England he gave himself up to the police, w£
brought before a magistrate and remande;
for trial in 11th month. When arraigned ii

court ho plead guilty to the indictment, an|

was sentenced to fifteen months' imprison
ment.
His term recently expired, and his frieni

in the New York Association soon after ni
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ived from him a -letter, in the course of
nch he saj-s:

"I now desire to thanlt yon most sincerely
• your great kindness in enabling- me to tin'd

B peace of rain<l that I have at present
sure you that although I have sutfered much
in, and other privations during my fifteen

)nths' incarceration in prison, I have never
• a moment regretted the step I have taken.
16 feeling that I was doing my duty toward
'd, by showing that I was sincerely soriy
my late offence, buoyed me up through

all ; and I am sure that God was with me,
I was indeed a favored individual through-

b all iny time. Had I the opportunity I
luld prove to you how kind Providence
Dported me."
'By their fruits ye shall know them." It
heering indeed at a time when there seems
be so much quarter-surrender and half-
irted service, to find a man hrave enough,
the face of the solicitations of Satan and
own weak human nature ; and true enough
Mnscience and to Christ, to do a thino- liTce

n the light of such an illustration who can
ibt that God's Spirit does work, and work
verfall_y and prevailingly ujjon the hearts
i consciences of men ?

Hearing a Recitation is not
lecitation may have an important part in
process of teaching. It ma3- in itself ad-
itage the scholar, and the teacher may
'6 a duty of listening to it; but the hear-
of a recitation is not in itself teaching,
^here is an immense deal of mere rote
itation by scholars j'ounger and old
lOlars fasten in their memory words to
tch they attach no meaning—or a wron^
ming; and these memorized words, or
nds of words, they rattle off upon call,

hout having any correct or well-defined
I of their signification. The writer was
I, by a lady, that for years, while a child,
recited the first answer in the Westmin-
Catechism as "Manschefand is to glorify

I and to enjoy him forever." What the
d " manschefand " meant, she didn't un-
stand, nor was she taught either the word
ts meaning by reciting it to a ''teacher."
had memorized the answer by having it

1 to her before she could read, and its re-
ted recitation gave no help to its under-
iding. Similar failures to understand
•ds in the catechism or the question-book,
to get any help in their understanding
)ugh their mere recitation, could be in-

iced b}' parents and teachers on every

he memorizing of words is in itself no
e the securing of ideas, than is the buy-
of books the securing of knowledge. A

1 may have his library shelves stored with
most choice and valuable works in every
artment of literature, science, and the

memory convey an added ideawords in h
to his mental possessions. This is ob.

.

true where the words are in another
guage than the pupil's own. It is equally
true where the words are in the pupil's lan-
guage but utterly beyond his comprehension.
It is none the less a truth in any case ; for the
receiving of ideas is quite another matter
from the fastening of mere words in the
memory : the two processes may go on at the
same time, and again they may not; but in

no case are they identical.

That this is as true practically as it is phi-
losophieall}', has been shown by experiment
many times over; and its truth finds fresh
illustration under the eye of every intelligent
and observing parent or teacher. A notable
and well-authenticated case of its testing is

that of" Blind Alec " of Stirling, in Scotland,
as recorded in all its details in James Gall's
" Nature's Normal School." This was nearly

could be convej'ed without such memorizing.
It can be conveyed in connection with such
memorizing. Such memorizing can -ite in
connection with the wrong idea, or with no
idea at all. Under no circumstances, how-
ever, nor in any instance, will the memoriz-
ing of the words and the reception of the
idea be one and the same thing. That can-
not be. Nor can the wisest teacher in the
world make the two things one by simply
hearing the recitation ot^ what has been
memorized.

—

S. S. Times.

Telling Mother.—A cluster of young girls
stood about the door of the school-room one
afternoon, when a little girl joined them, and
asked what they were doing. "I am telling
the girls a secret, Kate, and we will let you
know, if you will promise not to tell any one
as long as j-ou live," was the replj'.

_^ "I won't tell any one but my mother," re-
fifty years ago. Alexander Lyon.s, or "Blind plied Kate. "I tell her evorythimr, for she
Alee," as he was called, was a man of mature is my best friend."
years and of average intelli_gence. He had| " No, not even your mother, no one in the
actually committed to memory the words of i world."
the entire Bible. "Any sentence, or clausel " Well, then, I can't hear it

;
/or jMa^ /con'!;

of a sentence, from Scripture, which another fell my mother is not fit for me to hear." After
began, he could not only finish, but toll the speaking the.se words, Kate walked away
particular verse in the Bible where it was to slowly and perhaps sadly, j'et with a quiet con-
be found; and, what was still more remark- science, while her companions went on with
able, the number of any verse in any chapter their secret conversation,
and book being given, he was able immo-| I am sure that if Kate continued to act on
diately to repeat" the verse. Moreover, he that principle, she became a virtuous, useful
had for years been in the daily habit of re- woman. No child of a pious mother 'will be
calling and reciting passages of Scripture likely to take a sinful course if Kate's reply
thus memorized. This man, thus supplied is taken for a rule of conduct,
with Bible words, was thoroughly tested, not! If you have no mother, do as the disciples
only by Gall, but by the more intelligent citi- did; go and tell Jesu.s. He loves j'ou better
zens of Stirling, lay and clerical, at a public than the most tender parent,
meeting, called for the express purpose of "Blessed is the man .that walkcth not in
ascertaining his knowledge of the truths the counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth in
clearly covered by the words in his memory, the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of
He was first questioned in the facts of Eng- the scornful ; but his delight is in the law of
lish history, which he had been taught by the Lord, and in his law doth he meditate
the conveying to him of its ideas, rather than day and night." (Psa. i. 1, 2.)

—

Presbyterian.
by any set form of ^vords covering those
ideas; and he was found intelligently fami-
liar with its truths in the field he had tra-

versed. But in not a single instance could

For " The Friend.'

Antinomianism

Items, &C.

the name that ha
he quote a Bible text in explanation, in 'given to that system of doctrine which re
proof, or in enforcement of the simplest doc- gards our salvation as unconnected with the
trine of duty. The conclusion was irresisti- moral law; and it has been a fruitful source
ble, in his case, that out of all his Bible! of controversy. There are extreme views on
word-memorizing, in early life and later, he^either hand, but the position taken by the
had never, at the first or afterward, acquired Society of Friends is in accordance with the
a single Bible idea. Nor has it been differ-

1 testimony of Scripture; that while foro-ive-
ent with any other person than "Blind Alec"!ness of sin is through the mercy of God in
from that day to this; for the memorizing of Christ Jesus, yet it is only experienced as
words is never, in itself, the receiving of man is made willing to submit to the govern-
ideas. Iment of the Holy Spirit, and turn from those
Let us not be misunderstood just here. We, things which are shown to be evil by the

are wo« claiming that no gain is possible from [Light of Christ, which shines into every
storing words in the memory, any more than heart ; that the great object of the Christian

are claiming that no gain is possible frorr • •

buying books for one's fibrary, or from hav
ing one's library shelves stored with volumes

,
and yet be ignorant not only of the

|
in every department of knowledge. We are

wledge covered by anj' one of these vol-jclaiming, however, that neither the buying of
iS, but also of the advantage which would

j

books, nor the memorizing of words and sen-
e from the possession of such knowledge, fences, is in itself the acquisition of knowl-
would his kiiowledge be increased in the edge. At the best, in either case, this is only

btest degree if he had ten such libraries the gathering of the materials of knowledge,
ead of one. So, also, a child may have or of instruments for its acquisition. What-
? ntemorized all the answers in his cate-jever place or prominence is given to such
m, or his question-book, including thememorizing, let not the mistake be made of
icer words of Scripture, without having supposing that the mere memorizing of these
iived a single idea covered bj' those words ; words ever gives the scholar the possession
would any multiplication of similar of the idea covered by them. That idea

religion is to make man pure and holy—a fit

temple for the Spirit of our Redeemer to dwell
in

;
and that without this practical righteous-

ness wrought in us by the Grace of God, there
is no salvation.

'The language used and the exhortations
delivered in many of the revival meetings of
modern times, are calculated to lead their
hearers into a more superficial view of the
work of redemption. In one of his "Yale
Lectures," E. G. Robinson remarks :—" To
every intelligent observer of the tendency of
our popular Christianity, for the past quarter
of a century, it must have been painfulij- ap-
parent that a new and subtle spirit of anti-
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nomianism has been very rapidly gaining

ground among us. It shows itself in religious

songs, not in psalms and hymns, but in songs,

that do not always rise above the level of

doggerel; it animates a large amount of our

Sunday-school literature; it inspires many
preachers who are wholly unconscious of its

presence or its tendency in their religious

thinking."
Among the causes, which he regards as lead-

ing the American people towards the extreme

of license, is the foreign influence. The tide

of emigration pours into our midst thousands

of persons whose religious sentiments, modes

of life, and habits of thought are greatly at

variance with our ideas of Christian doctrine

and Christian practice. The enormousamount
of foreign travel familiarizes many Americans

with customs and modes of life very unlike

our own. " The result is, that the social

forces among us are now moving with almost

resistless tide towards a license that our

grandfathers would have contemplated with

horror."

The seductions of wealth tend in the same
direction. "Nev
societj' so univ

of the head of each family thus sheltered are

about $6 ; the average w-eekly rent is $1.

The interest of the Fund and the rents of

the houses have raised the original gift up to

nearly $-4,000,000. Thus the good work goes

on augmenting in extent, because augmenting
in resources. The trustees have opened 432

new dwellings in the past year, but the appli-

cations for the new homes have amounted to

more than six times the number they can ac-

commodate. The classes who have been thus

accommodated are found to be charwomen,
monthly nurses, basket-makers, carpenters,

tiremen, laborers, porters, omnibus drivers,

tailors, shoemakers, waiters, seamstresses, &c.

A man was exc

at Washington, Pa., the other day, because he

belonged to the Covenanter Church, which

holds the belief that oui-s is not a Christian

Government, and declared that he had con-

scientious.scruples against taking any part in

its proceedings.

A New Baddhis-t Movement.—Aforeign letter

states that the Buddhist dignitaries of Japan
have taken alariti at the spread ofChristianity

By steaming, its bones,were softened, ai

when packed in olive oil it was offered as

substitute for the sardine. Those that we
too large to pass under that name were call

"shadines." Glowing accounts of the new bii

ness appeared in the New York papers ; t

goods received a medal of merit in 1873

Vienna, and a silver one the next year

Bremen, and it is claimed that in a sin^

year 30,000 dozen cans were packed and sol

But for some reason the popularity of me
haden sardines, suddenly waned, and t

business has now practically gone out of e

istence.

The "American sardines," now prepar

from serving as juror are made from young herring. The factor!

are mostly located along the coast of Mail

and have sprung up within the past few yea

The process in general is as follows: T
small herring are caught in weirs built amo
the small islands and in estuaries ; and it

of the first importance to get the fish to t

factories in the quickest time possible. F

this reason, and also because of the large nu
ber of boats employed, steam tugs are us

for towing the dories in. On arriving at t

works, the boats are unloaded, the fish s

before was the heart of and the consequent decline of Buddhism

orsally inflamed with desire among all classes of their countrymen. They

for acquisition. A feverish unrest leaves little have accordingly dispatched a dignitary of^ thoroughly washed in pure spring water, a

time and still less taste, for religion. The high rank to India, to inquire into the present carefully sorted. All that are bruised or

present pursuits of gain throw into the back- condition of Buddhism in that country-. He jured in any way are thrown out, the larj

o-round if not entirely out of sight, the reali- will then visit Germany and England to study herring are packed in barrels for other p;

ties of a future life." And when wealth is' what influence the religions of these countries poses, while the smallest only are placed

o-ained, the thousand forms of self-indulgence! have upon their own Governments and pco- long tables, when their heads and tails are c

to which it tempts, are all in harmony with pie. He is accompanied by two interpreters,' off and they are properly cleaned AH t

that general laxity towards which society is and travels under the protection of the Japa- refuse is ground up as pomace and used

from other causes already so rapidly moving." nese Foreign Offic

Roman. Catholics in China.—Bishop Ea
mondi, Eoman Catholic Bishop at Hongkong,
claims great success for himselfand his brother

bishops in the Chinese Empire. There are at

present about one million and a half of Cath-

Natural History, Science, &c.

American Sardines.—The true sardine

lies in the missionaries' territory. Of native fish found near Sardinia, in the Mediterranean

priests there are about one thousand. They Sea. But the same fish swims in other waters;

have forty-two Bishops in all the Empire, and and although its qualities may be slightly

seven orders of the Sisters of Charity, whoj changed by its surroundings, naturalists re-

have under their charge at present twenty cognize no difference. -As a matter of fact,

convents. A Christian Brothers' College is inost of the sardines in market were caught

also established at Hongkong, and a protec- along the coast of Portugal and Brittanj^,

toratc. The money to carry on the work is the principal place of export being Bordeaux,

donated by Catholics in all' the civilized na- Crossing the channel to Devonshire and Corn-

tions of the earth. Of the natives who giveiwall, w^e find the very same fish under the

are those belonging to the oldest Missions name of pilchard ; and it is stated by an En-

onl3\ They do not ask the new converts toilisb authority that, on an average, 30,000

give unless they are so disposed. The averag
number of adults received into the Church
per annum is now 20,000.

Peabody Fund.—Thesumof$2,500,000 given

in charge of trustees by George Peabody, to

provide suitable homes for the working popu-

lation of London, has been productive of much
good, and is steadily progressing in its work.
Tenement houses have been erected contain-

ing well-separated series of rooms, and pro-

vided with all the necessary means of cleanli-

ness, bathing and recreation-grounds for chil-

dren. These are distributed in different parts

of the city. A report of the trustees for last

year, noticed in the Christian Advocate, shows
that 6,160 rooms have been provided, exclu-

sive of bath-rooms, laundries and work-houses.

These rooms comprise 2,787 separate dwell-

ings, which are occupied by nearly 12,000 per-

sons. The improved condition of the tenants

ia seen in almost every respect. It has even

affected the " death rate," for that rate has

been nearly four less per thousand than the

average death rate of all London during the

same period. The average weekly earnings

hogshead are annually exported, and chiefly

to points along the Mediterranean. And as

2,500 of these little fish are reckoned to a

hogshead, it makes the average annual catch

of "pilchards 75,000,000.

'The wide spread family of the Clupeidce, to

which the sardine belongs, includes manj' al-

lied species, most of which are valued as food

fishes, while some of them are highly prized

by epicures. AVhat are known as "Spanish
sardines" are the Harengula, of the West In-

dies, and the Pellosa ofSouth America. What-
ever may have been originallj^ meant bj' "Eus-

sian sardines," the name is now applied to

spiced herrings ; and the majoi'ity used in this

country are caught in our own waters, sent

in bulk to New York, Chicago, Minneapolis,

or points still further West, where dealers

who wish to create the impression that they
are imported put them up in small kegs, with

willow hoops and foreign labels.

The term American sardines, was first ap-

plied to a preparation of the smaller menha
den or white fish, a fish mainly valued for its

rich yield of oil, and its merits as a fertilizer.

fertilizing: hence nothing goes to waste.

The fish after being cleaned, are salt

dried and fried in oil ; and then packed in

cans for the market.
Astronomical prizes.— H. H. Warner_

Eochester, jS". Y., offers the following pri:

to stimulate astronomical discovery duri

the present year : $200 for each discovery

a new comet made in the United Stal

Canada, Great Britain or Ireland. The i

nouncement of the discovery must be mi
confidentially and exclusivelj' (by telegraj

to Dr. L. Srnith, director of the Warner <

servatory, Eochester, N. Y. $200 for a

Meteoric stone found in the above counti

duiing the year 1882, which contains fo;

remains of animal or vegetable life. $50

a specimen of any Meteoric stone (whetl

it contain organic remains or not) seen

fall in the United States during 1882. G

specimenmust not be less than 2oz. in weig

Causes of Summer Fevers.—Almost ev>

body now travels in the summer months,

changes his residence during that period. 1

sea-shore, the mountains, the valleys, are

crowded with people from the cities s

towns ; and as these people are unacclimal

as their habits are not so judicious as th

ofpermanent residents, exposing thomsel|

continuously to night air and hot suns, sil

ness becomes very common among thi

Every physician in the large cities knowsb,
many families that have gone to spend
summer in the country return in Septem
ill with fever. A great many cases of mah|

that have fallen under the writer's obsei]

tion have been contracted in this way. [

stranger in any section is naturally m
more susceptible to local influences than tb

who have always lived there, and hence
larial fever may very naturally appear am'

strangers in places where it has scarcely b

known before. An observing countryr
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56 said to the writer, " We never get fever
i ague, but citj- people who come here are
itinuully tailing sick with it. They are
d of moonlight rides and moonlight sails,

1 night air, every body but city people
jws, is bad for the health." It is certain
,t fever is contracted by town people in

intrj' places, and it is just possible that the
)arent spread of malaria maj^ be largel^^

! to this fact. A great many people in the

y of New York are suffering from it, and
do not know a case of makiria occurring
the older part of the town that did not
'6 its origin in the way we have mention-
—Ap2)ieto?i's Magazine.
Effect of Compression on Solids.—A German
mist has recently published an interesting
noir, giving the results of a series of ex-
iments as to the effect of powerful com-
ssion on various bodies. The substances
lerimented with were taken in fine powder,
. submitted, in a steel mold, to pressures
ying from 2,000 to 7,000 atmospheres,
td tilings, at a pressure of 2,000 atmos-
res, were transformed into a solid block,
ieh no longer showed the least grain under
microscope, and thedensitj- of which was

i, while that of ordinary lead is 11.3 only.

5,000 atmospheres the lead became fluid

cles fall more readily asunder. This reduces
the act of chewing very considerably, and so
reduces the work 'of digestion. The flesh of
the pig and calf is especially indigestible, be-

cause it is not readily disintegrated—as dys-
peptics know to their regret when they have
been indiscreet enough to partake of either,
often when some persuasive woman's voice
has persuaded that " that little piece can't
hurt j'on." These persuasive women are
valuable allies for the profession ! Cooking
and mastication, then, i-educethe labor of the
stoiuai-li ill disintegration. And again we see
how l.uil tcctli, and a habit of eating rapidly,
k'ud ii. iiidim'stion. With bad teeth mastica-
ti(jii is iin]ierlectly performed, and disintegra-
tion by the movements of the stomach render-
ed more difiieultj and also painful. The
digestion in the stomach is thus converted
from a painless, x-ather comfortable matter,
to a painful and uncomfortable matter. The
food should then be tluirouahly chewed for

divers reasons. Itisquiic clcai'that cliiMi-cii

and invalids should be lun^ht tn cat slowly.
and mix theirfood patiently with saliva. The
dairy farmer's wife and maids used of old to

patiently feed their calves "off the finger,"

that is, they made the calves lick the milk
from their fingers, and so it got well mixed

at which
aoricul

ran out through all the interstices of the
j with saliva. But the increasing pac

aratus. The powders of zinc and bismuth,
!
we live has reached the slovv-goin^ ..p,

1,000 to 6,000 atmospheres, gave solid block 'turist, and now the calves are allow'ed to bolt
ing a crystaline fracture. Toward 6,000 their milk, with the natural consequence of
lOspheres zinc and tin appeared to liquefy, too firm curds in the stomach, diarrhoea to get
yderof prismatic sulphur was transformed |rid of them, a bottle of medicine to stop

nine approval of the step—this discontinuance
was agreed on. But it has been the view of
some t'riendssince, in witnessingits operation,
that it was a measure in the ordering of the
Head of the Church, and that it might then
have been said, " What I do thou knowest not
now, but thou shalt know hereafter."
We regard this subject as one of those on

which Friends who are united in their efforts

to uphold the doctrines and discipline of our
Society may honestly differ, and we have no
desire to unduly press the view that baa seem-
ed to us most consistent with our ancient
usages. A reference to the former practice in
regard to Ministers coming among ns with
the usual credentials, may assist our readers
in drawing their own conclusions.
For a long series of j^ears, the certificates

of Ministers and Elders who attended our
Yearly Meeting, were read in the select Meet-
ing only, and a minute made of their presence.
Hut in the year 1800 it was proposed that
they should be read also in the general Year-
ly .Meeting, probably for the more general in-

formation of all the members. This proposal
was adopted in the following year, and the
new practice thus introduced continued to bo
followed till comparatively recent times. The
last certificate read in our Yearlv Meeting
was in 1861.

We have never heanl it suggested that
Friends travelling in the service of the Gos-
pel had not as open a door for labor, and were
not as free to ask for the help of those among
whom they came, by the appointment of

asolid Woek of octahedric sulphur. Soft
|

nature's efforts, and an increased mortality meetings and otherwise, before the year 1801,
at as they were afterwards. If then the reading)hur and octahedric sulphur led to the among calves. So when children do not e

e result as prismatic. Red phosphorus jslowly, their digestive processes are embar-
eared also to pass into the denser state of rassed ; and especially is this the case where

the milk teeth are decayed.

—

Dr. J. Milner
Fothergill.

!k phosphorus. A certain number of pul-

zed salts solidify through pressure, and
jme transparent, thus proving the union
he molecules. At high pressures the hy-
ted salts, such as sulphate of soda, can be
pletely liquefied. Various organic sub-
ices, such as fatty acids, damp cotton and
eh, change their appearance, lose their
;ure, and consequently undergo considera-
molecular change.

—

Christian Advocate,
''empering Steel.—A new method of temper-
steel has been published byM. Clemandot.
1 metals are heated to a cherry-red and
1 compressed strongly until they are cool.

I result is great hardness and an exceed-

y fine grain. Steel thus treated makes
jllent permanent magnets.
"o.n slag is ceasing rajiidly to he a waste
luct. At an English Iron-works it is em-
^ed as a non-conductor of heat. When it

round it is molded into bricks of great
;hness, which are also impervious to frost,

30 per cent, lighter than common clay
ks. Cement, concrete, and artificial stone
likewise made from the slag.

Vhy we Chew.—All digestion is a process of
tion ; but for proper perfect solution dis-

gration is essential and indispensable.
I food, no matter whether starchy, albuini-

I, or fat, must be reduced to tiny, minute
iicles before the ferments can actefficient-

We grind our corn before we cook it. We
Qtegrate it before it is subjected to a pro-

which chemically affects it. That is, so

;h "digestion" is actually performed upon
food befoi-e the digestion of the body is

jght to hear upon it. So we cook our
3 in order to make it less tough ; that is,

rder to make the tiny fibrillas of the mus-

Coleridge finely said, "The Bible without
the Spirit is a sun-dial by moon-light." The
saying is just as true of preachers whose ser-

mons are onl^- moral essays. They may east
faint shadows on the dial-plate, but they can-
not tell the time of day. They do not meet
the deepest wants of bou\b.^ Selected.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 27, 1882.

A friend whom we highly esteem, has ex-

pressed to ns a doubt, as to the correctness of

the opinion contained in an cdit<n-ial article

on p. 320,—that there is no legitimate ob-

struction to the appointment of meetings for

ministers who come among us from Ohio
Yearly Meeting, nor for the furtherance of
their gospel labors in other ways. lie freely

admits that our Yearly Meeting is as fullj' in

unity with that body as with any other body
of Friends, if not more so, for there is no other
with which it has so recently and fully af-

firmed its fellowship. But the diflSculty in

his mind is, that for many years past the
minutes of travelling ministers have not been
read in our Yearly Meeting, and in most cases

not in our subordinate meetings, and "that
this in the order of society seems to close

somewhat the way for appointing meetings
for them." " This may not have been contem-
plated by the Yearly Meeting, when—rather
from force of circumstances than from a gen-

thej^

of their minutes in the Yearly Meeting at tha't

time and subsequently, gave them no addi-
tional privileges, why should it be assumed
that the recent suspension of that practice
takes away the rights which they enjoyed
before it was introduced ?

The subject of reading certificates was fully
discussed in our Yearly Meeting in 1861, when
a Friend from England was present. The
reading of his credentials was opposed by
some because they had not been first read in
the select Y'earl}- Meeting ; but it was pretty
clearly manifested that the underlying objec-
tion was, that the Y'^early Meotino-tVorn which
he came had by some of its acts virtiiuiij-

sanctioned those erroneous doctrines which
had disturbed the harmony of our Society.

It was finally concluded to read them in this

case, and to refer the subject to the represen-

tatives to report upon the following j-ear. In
1862 they made a report which was not
adopted; and the discipline was allowed to

remain unaltered. The only subsequent oc-

casion, on which the subject claimed much
notice, was on the visit of another English
Friend

;
whose minutes were not read.

In thus suspending its former practice, the
Yearly Meeting gave no instructions to sub-

ordinate meetings on the subject. Thej' were
therefore left at liberty to folkiw such a course
as they might deem most consistent with our
discipline and usages, and most likely to pro-

mote the spiritual welfare of their members.
The officers of some meetings have believed

it most prudent to decline the appointing of
an}' meetings, in order to discourage the visits

of a class of ministers, against whom our late

Yearly Meeting cautioned its members, whose
influence tends to undermine our testimony
to spiritual worship, and in some cases to in-

troduce doctrines inconsistent with our prin-
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ciples. We do not call in question the purity

ofthe motives, nor is it our object to judge of

the wisdom of the course pursued by these

Friends; but we do not regard their practice

as a rule for others. Where a minister comes
among us accredited from a Yearly Meeting,

which, like that of Ohio, is in official unity

with us, and has consistently upheld the doc-

trines and testimonies of Friends ; and such

minister bears with him an evidence of a Di-

vine commission to preach the Gospel; and

the Friends among whom he comes feel easy

to open the way for the accomplishment of

such service; we believe that in so doing they

are carrying out the ancient order and usages

of the Socrety, and that there is nothing in

the decisions of the Yearly Meeting of Phila-

delphia inconsistent therewith.

We frequently receive communications di-

recting a change ofthe Post Office address of
" The Friend," or speaking of other matters

re.ating to the business management of our

paper. It would sometimes save delay, and
give less trouble, if our subscribers would
bear in mind that all communications of that

character should be addressed to the Agent,

John S. Stokes, at No. 116 N. Fourth Street,

Philadelphia.

Articles designed for insertion in our col-

umns, or suggestions respecting its editorial

management, should be sent to Joseph Wal-
ton, Moorestown, Burlington Co., N. J., or

mav be left at No. 150 N. Ninth Street,

Philadelphia.

SUMMARY OF EVEXFS.

United SrATES.—In the U. S. Senale a bill from the

House was pas.sed accepting the library offered to the

United States by Dr. Joseph M. Toner, of Washington.

It consists of more than 20,000 volumes upon historical,

medical, scientific and literary subjects. The bill lor

the extension of the charters of national banks was con-

sidered and passed tinally, with amendments, by a vote

of 12.3 yeas to 67 nays. It now goes to the Senate.

The Department of Agriculture ha.s, for some years

past, been sending young cinchona trees to various parts

ofthe country for the purpose of ascertaining whether
a region can be found where it will thrive. Some days
ago the House, on motion of representative U.andall,

called on the Cominissionp- »f Agriculture for informa-

tion ijDon »!"= BiiDjeci, and had read a letter from Pro-
ressor Kennedy, of Philadelphia, in which he .says:

—

" You are doubtless fully aware that the plantations of

cinchona or Peruvian bark from which the world de-

rives its supply of quiuia are in jeopardy, and that
Holland and Kngland have, with a wise foreca-st, al-

ready provided against probable contingencies by es-

tablishing in their Asiatic possessions plantations of the
tree. It is so evidently the duty of our country to imi-
tate this example that I beg to suggest the passage by
Congress of a resolution requesting the Secretary of the
Interior to institute full and careful inquiry, and report
to Congress whether any part of the public domain is

adapted to the growth of the cinchona, with the view
of having that portion re.served from sale until Con-
gress take.s action on the report. The tree grows well
upon the slopes of the Andes in a rare and temperate
atmosphere. Its cultivation in Asia has already afford-

ed a bark yielding a higher percentage of the active
principle than the bark imported from Peru. There
should be no opposition to a resolution of this kind."
The steamship Servia, which sailed for Europe on

the 17ih, lookout »4,500,000 in specie.

A tornado in Pike county, Arkansas, on the 10th
in.st., destroyed sixteen dwellings and devastated a
number of farms. William Shields, a planter, and his
two children were killed ; his wife was fatally injured
Tne total number of deaihs from the cyclone ai

McAllister, in the Indian Territory, has reached 15.

The injured number 105, many of -whom are not ex
pected to recover. Of those likely to recover many wil

be maimed for life.

It is reported that the notorious Captain Payne and

a party have been again starting for the Indian Terri-l Government will contribute the remaining one yea

lorv and been again seized bv the United States au- rent from the residue of the Irish Church surplus fui

' •

the estimated amount of which is £1,500,000. Thi

is no reason to believe that the claims on the Gove;

ment's contribution will exceed two millions. The
maining half million, therefore, will be made up fr(

the consolidated fund.

The progress of the bill will depend upon the p
gress of the Repression bill, which cannot be dispfici

A despatch to the Central News from Tilsit stat

that at a council ofthe Russian Imperial family at t

Peterhof Palace, it was decided, becau.se of the reoe

of alarming information touching the projects of I

Nihilists, to defer the coronation of the Czar for a ye

The wealthier Jews in Russia are forming sec

clubs to faciliate emigration en masse.

Brody, 5th mo. 19th.—The misery of the Russi

Jews here is indescribable. Ten thousand of them s

without shelter. There are fresh arrivals daily. 1

population of Brody is unable to affjrd the refug.

further relief.

According to trustworthy data, the material dami

one by the anti-Jewish movement, including hous

the

The weather has been cold for several days in Min-
eaota, and Dakota, and the wheat seeding in Dakota
as been checked. The acreage of wheat in bodi sec-

tions has increased enormously—from 30 to 100 per

cent, in the northern counties—and in Minnesota the

crop promises well. Corn planting is very b.ackward,

and the corn crop may fall short.

A telegram from Pottsville says that 7000 acres of

coal lands on the Broad Mountain, estimated to contain

100,000,000 tons of coal, have been leased for 25 years

prominent capitalists of New York and Mauch
Chunk. Six large collieries will be built and mining
operations begun at once.

There were 358 deaths in Philadelphia for the week
ending 5th month 20th, as compared with 356 for the

previous week, and 366 for the corresponding week of

last year. The number of males was 163, females 195.

Of the.se 53 died of pneumonia, 37 of consumption, 18

f diphtheria, 12 of scarlet fever, and 10 of typhoid

feve

Afartos.cfec—U.S. S.V's, 101 f a lOlf; 4 J's, registered, breadstuffs and other property destroyed, and morj

114|; coupon, 115J; 4's, 121 ; currency 6's, 136. taken by the emigration of the Jews, amounts to £2

Cotton.—There was very little movement but prices 000,000, all lost to Russia. To this must be added I

remain about the same as last quoted. Sales of mid- [losses resulting from the prevention of labor and pro

lings are reported at 12^ a 12| cts. per lb. for uplands "'

nd New Orleans.

Flour is quiet at former rates. Sales of 2600 barrels,

including Minnesota extras, at $7 a $7.25 for clear, and
j7.50 for straight; Pennsylvania extra family at i6 a

•6.25
; western do. do. at $6.50 a $7.25, and patents at

jld

the Jew.s, but of others during the

from the stagnation of trade generally, wnich '

crease the total by many more millions.

It is stated that the Porte has now completely acq

esced in the action of England and France in Egypt

A despatch to the London Observer from Cairo sa;

Rye flour sells sTowly at $4.50 a $5'per bbl. The Ministry are making strenuous efforts to obt

Grain.—Wheat was a fraction higher. Sales of 3800 the support of the notables in inaugurating a poUcj

bushels red for milling at .il.45. Rye is scarce; Penn- j
resistance. The Admirals of the English and l-rei

sylvania is worth 92 cts. per bushel. Corn is in fair squadrons have no orders whatever except to prol

shade better. Sales of 9000 bushels, in- Europeans, which they will be utterly unable to dc

eluding sail yellow, at 88 a 89 cts. ; mixed, at 87J a 88 the event of resistance, as it would be easy to dest

cts. ; sfeamer at 87 cts., and No. 3 at 86J cts. Oats are, the shipping from land and ruin the city before

moderate request and firm. Sales of 10,000 bushels allied fleet could silence a single fort,

including white, at 61 a 63 cts., and rejected and mixed It is represented here that the Engli.sh and t rei

gQ (,[5,° Governments are mistaken if they think Arabi Bey >

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 5th mo. I be frightened into yielding at Cairo, by the piesenci

20th, 1882.-Loads of hay, 375; loads of straw, 65. iron-clads at Alexandria. Arabi Bey s adherents asi

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.15 that Arabi Bey can count upon the army, and that

;oS1.25 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1 a $1.15 per 100 means to fight. The Khedives adherents are ca

pounds; Straw, 75 to 85 cts. per 100 pounds. I

f"our thousand reserves have responded to a call

Beef cattle were in fair demand at a further advance :
'
arms. Two thon.sand have gone to Cairo and two th

2400 head arrived and sold at the different yards at 7} sand to Alexandria,

a 9i cts. per pound, the latter rate for extra. Advices from Soham, Upper Egypt, state that

Sheep were in demand at full prices: 12,000 head 'eclipse of the sun was successfully observed trom t

rrived and sold at 4^^ a 6| cts. for sheared sheep; 5 a place by English, French and Italian astronomer.s.

7 cts. for wool sheep, and 64 a 10 cts. per lb. for spring tJ'ie comet was discovered clo.se to the sun. Its posit

lambs. j

^as determined by photography. The spectroscc

Hogs were in good demand at an advance: 3000 land ocular observations just before and during

head arrived and sold at the different yards at lOi a penod of totality gave most valuahle results, the da

11 J cts per lb , as to condition. ening of the lines observed by the French astronoir

Foreign.—The total revenue of Great Briiain for 'indicating a lunar atmosphere. The spectrum of

1881 was $332,886,520. Of this amount $91,573,560 corona was successfully photographed for the hrsttii

wa.s received from the duties on spirits, $33,661,395 for Trescott, our Special Envoy to Chill and Peru, '

diitv on malt, $6,956,000 from duties on wine, *42,824,-i
received on the 25th ult. by President Montero,

O" from dutv on tobacco, *9,604,390 from licenses, Pern, in the interior city of Huaraz, in that repub

$53,000,000 from stamps, and +45,000,000 from income jTre.scott subsequently presented the Chilian conditi

"he tariff on tea yields -18,441,690, and on coffee of truce, the principal point being that Chili .sho

$1,025,055. Almost the whole of the entire revenue of >eep the Province of Tarapaca as a conquest, and t

the kingdom is collected in England. I

Peru should be obliged to sell to Chill the Provincf

Six thousand Swedish and Norwegian emigrants Araca. The conditions were rejected,

passed through Hull recently on their way to America.
I

There were 19 deaths from yellow fever in Hav.

The Duke of Edinburgh opened the new Eddystone du

Lighthou.se on the 18th inst.

Lord Spencer, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, replyii

to deputaiions from the Dublin University and the

Queen's College of Surgeons, expressed his determina-
tion to pursue a vigorous policy, to root out the evil

which had caused the desolation of the country.
A formal protest from a number of Irish Judges

ag.ainst certain provisions of the Repression bill has
been received by theGovernment through Earl Spencer.

It recommends the empowering of special juries to re-

turn a verdict by majority, instead of the proposed
special commission."
The Arrears bill has been introduced in the House of

Commons by Gladstone. He explained that the bill

was limited to tenancies up to JE30, GriflSth's valuatio

The bill is to be administered by a land comraissioi

and will be assisted by a County Court Judge, befoi

which the tenant will be obliged to prove inability i

pay arrears. Either the landlord or the tenant may
apply to the commission.

^

The bill only deals with two years' arrears, and i

quires the tenant to pay one year's arrears from 11th
mo. 1880, to 11th mo. 1881. When that is paid the

whole of the remaining arrears will be cancelled. The

_ the wrek ending the 12th instant. The diat

was increasing, and the weather hot.

Large bush tires are again reported in various
[

tions of Ontario. There is much alirm among
farmers near Hull, their buildings being threatened!

WANTED,—A position as Teacher, by a yoii

woman Friend.

Apply to John S. Stokes, No. 116 N. 4th St., Phil

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,'
Near Frank/ord, (Tuieaty third Ward,) P/iUadelphi

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M
Applications for the Admission of Patients maj

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Medford, N
5th mo. 11th, 1882, Joseph G. Evans, of Haddonfii
.V. J., to Sarah F., daughter of Henry W. Wills

the former place.

William" H.^piLErPRiNTEE', "
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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An Indian Speech.

n the summer of 1805, a number of the
ncipal chiefs and warriors of the Six Na-
[18 of Indians, principally Senecas, assem-
d at Buffalo Creek, in the State of New
rk, at the particular request of a gentleman
isionaiy from the State of Massachusetts.
missionary being furnished with an in-

preter, and accompanied by the Agent of
United States for Indian Affairs, met the

lians in Council, when the following talk
k place.

"^rst by the Agent.—Bmthers of the Six
tions

: I rtyoice to meet you at this time,
1 thank the Great Spirit that He hath pre-
red you in health, and given me another
)ortunity of taking you by the hand.
5rothers : The person who now sits by me
I friend who has come a great distance to
d a talk with you ; he will inform you what
business is, and it is my request that you
aid listen with attention to his words.
Missionary.—My friends, I am thankful for

opportunity afforded usof uniting together
;his time. I had a great desire to see you
I inquire into your state and welfare. For
i purpose I have travelled a great distance
iee you, being sent by your old friends, the
ston Mis.sionary Society. You will recol-

; they formerly sent missionaries among
I to instruct you in religion, and labor for
ir good

;
although they have not heard

n you for a long time, yet they have not
gotten their brothers of the Six Nations,
I are still anxious to do you good.
Jrothers : I have not come to get your
ds, or j^our monej', but to enlighten your
ids and to instruct you how to worship
Great Spirit agreeably to his mind and

1, and to preach to you the Gospel of his

1 Jesus Christ. There is but one religion,
I but one way to serve God ; and if you do
embrace the right way, you cannot be

)py hereafter. You have never worshipped
Great Spirit in a manner acceptable to

n, but have all your lives been in great
ors and darkness. To endeavor to remove
se errors, and open your eyes so that you
;ht see clearly, is my business with you.
ii'others

; I wish to talk with you as one
nd talks with another ; and if you have
' objections to receive the religion which I
ach, I wish you to state them, and I will

endeavor to satisfy your minds, and remove
the objections.

Brothers : I want you to speak your minds
freely for I wish to reason with you on the
subject, and if possible to remove all doubts,
if there be any on your minds. The subject
is an important one, and it is of consequence
that you give it an early attention while the
offer is made you. Your friends, the Boston
Missionary Society, will continue to send you
good and faithful ministers, to instruct and
strengthen you in religion, if on your part
you are willing to receive them.

Brothers : Since I have been in this part of
the country I have visited some of your small
villages and talked with your people. They
appear willing to receive instruction, but as
they look up to j'ou as their elder brothers in
council, they want first to know your opinion
on the subject. You have now heard what I

have to propose at present, I hope you will
take it into consideration, and give mc an an-
swer before we part.

After about two hours consultation among
themselves, the chief, commonly called Red
Jacket by the white people, rose and spoke
as follows :

—

Friend and brother: It was the will of the
Great Spirit that we should meet together
this daj^ He orders all things, and has given
us a fine day for our council. He has taken
his garment from before the sun, and caused
it to shine with brightness upon us ; our eyes
are opened that we see clearly ; our ears are
unstopped that we have been able to hear dis-

tinctly the words you have spoken. For all

these favors we thank the Great Spirit and
Him only.

Brother : This council fire was kindled by
you. It was at your request we came together
at this time. We have listened with attention
to what you have said. You have requested
us to speak our minds freely. This gives us
great joy, for we now consider that we stand
upright before you, and can speak what we
think. All have heard your voice, and all

peak to you now as one man, our minds are
agreed.

"^(rother : You say j'oii want an answer to
your talk before you leave this place, it is

right you should have one, as you are a great
distance from home, and we don't wish to de-

tain you
;
but we will first look back a little

and tell you what our fathers' have told us,

and what we have heard from the white
people.

Brother, listen to what we say : There was
a time when our forefathers owned this great
island

; their seats extended from the rising to
the setting of the sun. The Great Spirit had
made it for the use of Indians ; He had created
the buffalo, the deer, and other animals for

food
;
He made the bear and the beaver, their

skins served us for clothing ; He had scattered

m over the country and taught us how to
take them ; He had caused the earth to pro-

duce corn for bread—all this He bad done for
|hi8red children because He loved them. If
we had some disputes about hunting-ground,
^they were generally settled without the shed-
iding of much blood. But an evil day came
upon us. Your forefathers crossed the great
water and landed on this island—their num-
bers were small, they found friends and not
enemies. Thej' told us they had fied from
their own country for fear of wicked men,
and had come hero to enjoy their own religion;

they asked for a small seat ; we took pity on
them and granted their request, and they sat
down amongst us. We gave them corn and
meal, they gave us poisoq [alluding it is sup-
posed to ardent spirits] in return. The white
people had now found our countiy. Tidings
were carried back, and more came amongst
us. Yet we did not fear them, we took them
to be friends. They called us brothers; we
believed them and gave them a larger seat.

At length their numbers had greatly increased;

they wanted more land ; they wanted our
country. Our eyes were opened, our minds
became uneasy, wars took place, Indians were
hired to fight against Indians, and manj' of
our people were destroyed. They also brought
strong liquors amongst us ; it was strong and
powerful and has slain thousands.

Brother: Our seats were once large and
your's small. You have now become a great
people, and we have scarcely a place left to
s])read our blankets. You have got our coun-
try but are not satisfied, you want to force
your religion upon us.

Brother, continue to listen : You saj' that
you are sent to instruct us how to worship
the Great S]firit agreeably to his mind ; and
if we do not take hold of the religion which
you white people teach, we shall be unhappy
hereafter. You say that you are right and
we are lost. How do we know this to be
true? We understand that your religion is

written in a book. If it was intended for us
as well as you, why has not the Great Spirit

given to us, and not to us only, but why did
He not give to our forefathers the knowledge
of the book, with the means of understanding
it rightly? We only know what you tell us
about it : How shall we know when to be-

lieve, being so often deceived by the white
people ?

Brother : You say there is but one way to

worship and serve the Great Spirit. If there
is but one religion, why do you white people
differ so much about it? Why not all agree,

as you can all read the book ?

Brother : We do not understand these
things. We are told that your religion was
given to your forefathers, and has been hand-
ed down from father to son. We also have a
religion which was given to our forefathers,

and has been handed down to us their chil-

dren. We worship in that way. It teaches
us to be thankful for all the favors we receive

—to love each other and be united. We never
quarrel about religion.
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Brother : The Great Spirit has made us all,

but He has made a great difference between

his white and red children. He has given us

different complexions and different customs
;

to you He has given the arts, to these He has

not opened our eyes ; we know these things

to be true. Since He has made so great a

difference between us in other things, why
may we not conclude that He has given us a

different religion according to our understand-

ings? The Great Spirit does right, He knows
what is best for his children—we are satisfied.

Brother: We do not wish to destroy your

religion or take it from you; we only want to

enjoy our own.
Brother : We ai-e told that you have been

preaching to the white people in this place.

These peojjlo are our neighbors; we are ac-

quainted with them ; we will wait a little

while and see what effect your preaching has

upon them. If we find it does them good,

makes them honest and less disposed to cheat

Indians, we will then consider again what
you have said.

Brother : You have now heard our answer
to your talk, and this is all we have to say at

present ; as we are going to part we will come
and take you by the hand, and hope the Great
Spirit will protect you on 3'our journey and
return you safe to your friends.

As the Indians began to approach the mis-

sionary, he rose hastily from his seat and re-

plied, that he could not take them bj' the

hand, that there was no fellowship between
the religion of God and the works of the

Devil. This being interpreted to the Indians,

they smiled and retired in a peaceable manner.
It being afterwards suggested to the mis-

sionaiy that his reply to the Indians was
rather indiscreet ; he observed, that he sup-

posed the ceremony of shaking hands would
be received by them as a token that he as-

sented to what they had said
;
being other-

wise informed, he said he was sorry for the

expression.

of Grace.

While we are taught by the dear Saviour

himself, that "Every one that doeth evil,

hateth the light, neither eometh to the light,

lest his deeds should be. repi-oved ;" and while

perhaps there are many up and down who,

of every thing presented to them are most
willingly ignorant of the truth ; and while,

also, as must be acknowledged, there is an

apathy orlukewarmness alarmingly prevalent

•with respect to religion and the precious soul's

welfare ; it is at the same time of great im-

portance that those who profess to be ambas
sadors for Christ in winning souls to Him,
should be largely endowed not onlj' with that
wisdom which dwells with prudence, being
profitable to direct—making " wise as ser-

pents ;"—but also clothed upon with the meek-
ness, and gentleness, and lowliness of heart of

Him, whose cause thej^ profess to advocate
;

that thus "with panoplj* of heavenly temper,"

and—being " harmless as doves"—they may,
in doctrine and in life coincident, pure with
out rebuke, show that they themselves have
been baptized into Christ, and taught in h
school. Thus, as messengers of grace to fallen

pilgrims, alike with themselves dependent
upon a power and mercy not their own, such
should, in harmony with their purpose, and
"Asfearfulof offending whom they wish much

to persuade," be affectionate in look, and kind

and tender in address ;
aiming to advocate

and promote the Truth, not by severity and
the vague idea of setting people to rights in

a hurry by their own puny unassisted efforts
;

not by Sinai's thunder which calls for ven-

geance ; but b}' dii-ecting to the gently distill-

dew or grace that comes by and through

the Saviour—to the still small voice of his own
mollifying, illuminating power from on high.

For this end, how sweetly encouraging to

tender sj-mpathy and to bearing each others

burdens, is the little verse :

—

" Help us to help each other, Loril,

Each other's cross to bear,

And each his friendly aid afford,

And feel a brother's care."

Is there not reason to apprehend a danger
of people being turned aside by a forbidding

severity of countenance and a repulsive man-
ner, together with the almost continual up-

holding before them of the terrors and judg-

ments of the Almighty Father? Should not

'The sincere milk of the word," with "the
wine and the oil" of healing, be kept in re-

membrance, and at times administered for the

binding up the wounds of the broken-hearted
for the deliverance of the captives, and,

through the power of the Spirit of the dear

Master, for the setting at liberty them that

are bruised ?

While the writer would by no means advo
cate a fleshly, self-soothing ministry, like to

"daubing with untempered mortar," or one
that would tend to settle in a false rest, in

stead of seeking to stir up the pure mind to

the greatest diligence in securing, through
the obedience which is of faith, the eternal

prize as set before us and within our reach,

he would desire that the saving truths of th

gospel of Jesus might be presented, with all

their attractiveness, particularly for the sake

of the young. In consideration of whom,
every wave of our influence should be made
a helpful one towards the everlasting shore,

The religion of our Lord and Saviour is

designed to be, and is, the one thing needful

;

—the pearl of great price ;—the only effectual

balm for every wound here;— for all the

crosses, trials and sorrows which so assail our

pilgrimage and render life unsweet. Wis-

dom's ways, moreover, are the only ones of

pleasantness, the only paths of peace. Our
j'oung people may be invited to this spiritual

banquet, whereat alone there is fulness of joy,

and rivers of pleasure forevermore. They
may be solicited and encouraged to take up
the crossof Him who bore it lovingly for them,
without which they can never be his disciples,

nor wear the eternal crown. They may be

incited to lay up treasure in heaven, to a closer

walk with God, to yield themselves filially

and submissively to the Saviour's w-ooing,

pleading voice, to the reproofs of instruction

within them which are the way of life ; and
thej^ may be inspirited, through obedience to

the gospel of the grace of God, to walk worthy
of the vocation wherewith they are called,

and so come up in good liking before the

Lord. They may also be strongly and feel-

ingly warned of the danger that attends the

pursuit of any other course ; and urged, from
every motive, to a life of dedication, holiness,

and peace. But this and more may all be done
in a loving, sympathizing, kind, and even
sweetly pleading manner; in language " not

harshly thundered forth, or rudely pressed ;"

but which will tend to draw, with a measure

of its own attractive spirit, into the covena

of love, unity and peace with Jesus the gre

High Priest of our profession.

Our Discipline earnestly and affectionate

ecommends ministers and elders to wat
over one another for good ;

advising again

every thing that would hurt their servic

md that they may ado7-n the doctrine whi
they deliver to others, &c. This cannot 1

unless profound humility, and gathering (

menting love, are manifested in the mann
and indicated by the words that pass from t

lips of these. The annexed extract from
letter of a young friend, dated 5th mo. 141

1882, is in the same corroborative, admonito

line of testimony :
" I have tried to do rigl

when religion was to me more a thing of ti

than of love. But love of those who love G
truly, has a tendency to lead me to Him,
a cold heartless Friend could not, howe-y

much profession of Christ such an one m;

make."
As true Christian love is seen and felt to

paramount in professed messengers of gra

they can, as Timothy was commanded
Paul, " reprove, rebuke, exhort, with all lot

suffering and doctrine." They may wi

Joseph Pike, show forth that, " there is mc
true love in close and plain dealing, than

smoothing over that which is for judgmen
Yet in aU these things, they will exempl

Isaac Penington's description of love :
—

" Ho

takingly doth it behave itself in every con

tion, upon every occasion, to every perst

and about every thing." "How kind is

even in its interpretations and charges e(

cerning miscarriages! It never overcharge

it never grates upon the spirit of him wh(

it reprehends ; it never hardens, it never p
vokes; but carrieth a meltingness and pow
of conviction with' it. This is the nature

God," &c.

The writer of these few hints, while si

sible of many weaknesses and short-eomin

desires that they may be taken in the spi

in which they are written ;
and that no c

may appropriate them save those only

whom they may belong. Enami

Pennsylvania, oth mo. 19th, 1882.

Ministerial Trainings.

H. W. Pierson, in relating his expcrieni

as a Bible-distributor among the rude inha

tants of the wild and thinly settled mounti!

regions of Kentucky and Tennessee, descril

a young backwoodsman to whose preacbi

he listened on one occasion. He says; '

would hardly be possible to find a yo«
preacher whose education had been mi

completely that of the brush. His home v

in the wild region I have described in tl(

chapter, and his companions had been as il

erate and uncultivated as could well befoul

He had attended school but very few monti

and that was vastly poorer than the mostj

mj' readers have ever conceived of as possili

He was about 20 years old, with a very mil

pleasant expression of countenance, and

voice that rang loud, smooth and clear, likl

trumpet. I listened to his sermon with t

bounded amazement, and, I may add, deligl

It was a mystery to me how one so unlett

ed and so unlearned in all religious readi

except the Bible—and, in the nature of 1

case, but poorly versed in that—could hi

acquired thoughts so sensible and good,

was a greater mystery how he could clo)
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em in such appropriate language. Both his

oughts and his words flovved "freely as the
ream near by, and they had great power to
rest the attention and move the hearts of

s hearers.

It was the power of undoubted sincerity
d burning zeal ; it was the power of one
th superior natural endowments stirred to
eir profoundest depths, and, beyond all

estion, taught of God. It was the power of
e whose life, whose education and whose
)de8 of thought were in full sympathy with
I hearers, who had been born in the same
Id region and reared with the same educa-
nal surroundings as himself
[fit be heresy, I am so heretical as to be-

76 that God has other methods of training
Qe men—yea, many men [and women also]
,0 be useful ministers of the Gospel, than
filling their heads with Latin, Hebrew and
eek."

For " The Friend."

Westtown Boarding School.

fContinued from page 325.)

[rials of no ordinary character seem to have
ended the committee and care-takers in the
nagement of the school about the year
!7. The spirit of insubordination which
ulted in the painful separation of that
ir, appears, from the report made to the
irly Meeting, to have manifested itself in

>rrowful manner at Westtown during the
ceding winter. After speaking of the satis-

tory improvement of the girls in their
ious studies, and their I'ead}' submission
;he 8alutar3' rules established for the due
Qagement of this very important concern,
report continues: "With respect to the

'8, although there appears to be but little

Loiency in their progress in learning ae-
ding 10 their ages, it is with sorrow and
ret we have to mention that among them
re has of late appeared a spirit of insubor-
ation, and a positive rejection of every
lent measure tenderly directed to awaken
,heir minds a just sense of the incalculable
I which must accrue from the entertain-
at of such a disposition, but persisting in

etermiued career, it has urged them on to
ssistanee of the regulations indispensably
uisite for the support of the school, and
more particularly manifested itself in the
tempt of the Holy Scriptures, which in

of the schools they have entirely de-

)yed, and also many of them which were
;heir other two schools.

We have through the whole course of our
;agements in this service endeavored, as
lortunity presented, to inculcate on the
ids of the children a serious and strict ad-
enee to the principles of the Christian re-

on in conformity with the concern of the
irly Meeting for the religious, guarded
cation of the youth; and the occurrence
such a scene of disorder and outrage hav-
occasioned much exercise and deep con-
a to our minds, a part of our number has
n separated to the special oversight and
e of the boys' school, who are to extend
h aid as will tend to the removal of those
iculties; but owing to the shortness of the
e which has elapsed since these painful

iumstances have come to our knowledge,
have not yet accomplished that complete
toration of right order which in a degree
faith may be relied upon, as the weight of

gious exercise is humbly and steadily main-

tained. Discouraging as this representation
.may appear, we have a hope that by patient
persevering labor, under the guidance of D'
vine Wisdom, who has we believe in great
condescension regarded this seminary as an
effort towards the promotion of righteousnesi
and truth in the earth, a much better and
more comfortable state may be effected, and
manj- of the children, as heretofore, have with
grateful hearts to acknowledge the benefits

and solid ailvaiitages derived to them by
being ])l;ucil umU r the concern and guardian-
ship of the Yearly Meeting."

6th mo. 15th, 1827, the following minute
appears: "In consequence of the late sorrow
ful state of insubjection among the boys,
several visits have been made to the school
by different portions of the committee ap-
pointed to the service, who adopted such
measures as appeared to them proper, in order
to restore the usual order and government in

that department. A few boys were expelled,

and from information now received, it appears
the boys are brought under much better regu
lation than has been latterly the case. Th(
committee are continued to extend further
care, should it be found needful." At a meet-
ing held 9th mo. 5th, that committee was re-

leased, " a satisfactory degree of order and
subordination having been restored amongst
them." A perpetual insurance of $12,000 was
made about this time on the school buildings
n the America Insurance Company, at an
expense of $490.

The report to the Yearly Meeting of 1828,
mentions that the insuboi'dinationin the bo3^8'

school had disappeared, and though the num-
ber of boys was for a time much reduced, a
considerable increase in that department had
taken place, and they thought it, in the exist-
ig condition of the seminary, a desirable
tuation for the children of Friends.
" We are sensible that the present state of

our religious Society has an influence upon
that very important institution, and renders
the weighty and assiduous attention of those
entrusted with its oversight indispensably
requisite. In reviewing the events of the
past year, we find cause for gratitude to the
Giver of every good and perfect gift, and for

the renewal of hope that his blessing will con-
tinue to rest on this institution, and that the
religious and guarded education which it is

designed to furnish, maj' prove of lasting ad-

tage to many of the youth of our religious

Society."

The school being at this time reduced to

about 35 boj's and 75 girls, it seemed desirable

"essen the expenses, and on 4th mo. Ist,

1829, the following minute was adopted :

—

" The committee being impressed with the
necessity of conductingthe moneyed concerns
of this institution in such manner as to meet
ts regular expenditures, it was upon delib-

erate consideration concluded to appoint a
committee to investigate the present system
and report to a future meeting whether any
alteration can be advantageously made in it.

Ellis Y^arnall, Jno. Paul, Philip Garrett and
four others were accordingly named for that
purpose."

6th mo. 18th, 1829. Philip and Eachel
Price, who had been engaged as Superintend-
nt and matron since 10th mo. 13th, 1818,

believing that the period had nearly arrived
for them to relinquish the charge, they now
offered a resignation," and were released 5th

mo. 3d, 1830.

9th mo. 2d, 1829. " The committee being
impressed with the necessity of investigating
the present system of government in the in-

stitution in relation to the powers of the
superintendent and the teachers, and the sub-
ordination of the domestics, and also the writ-
te-n rules or constitution

; the whole subject
is referred to the friends appointed to procure
a new superintendent, to report when pre-
pared." " The committee appointed to effect

such retrenchment in the expenses of the
school as appeared to be practicable, having
given attention to the subject, are released."

(To be continued.)

Sister Dora.

Dorothy Patterson was the daughter of a
clergyman, a delicate and even sickly girl in
childhood and a member of a family of high
social position in a class where women are
carefully sheltered from the world as are
Easter lilies from the winter wind.
When Dorothy reached womanhood, how-

ever, she became remarkably beautiful, and
developed the strength and energy of a man.
She followed the hounds, dressed and danced,
and tried to find a field for her enormous
vitality in ordinary ways, but in vain.

At last she resolved to devote her life to
others. She gave up iashionable life, and
took a village school to teach, to discipline

herself

Afterward, she joined a religious charitable
society, nursed the sick, scrubbed the floors,

cleaned grates, &c., but even this menial work
did not satisfy her restless energies.

At last she became a manager of a small-pox
hospital, in the Black Country of England
and there she found her proper work and
place.

SisterDora's masculine strength, wonderful
beauty, keen delight in a laugh, and sound
common sense, gained her a commanding in-

fluence over the young minei'S. Her life was
given wholly to their service. Her medical

d surgical skill was great.

On one occasion, when the doctors had de-

cided that a patient's arm must come off,

Sister Dora declared that she could save it.

She was warned that the man would die, but
he persisted, and for weeks never left his bed-

side. She succeeded.
Years afterward, when she lay ill, this man

would walk ten miles to ask for her. "Tell
her it was 'her arm' that rang the bell," he
would say, and go back again.

She knew no fear when nursing her pa-
tients, and often when a man was sinking into

the collapse which precedes death from small-

pox, she would place her lips t?s his, and in-

! his lungs with her healthy breath, in

hopes of restoring vitalit}-.

Her sti-ength was so great that she lifted

men and carried them from one ward to an-

other, as other women would babies.

Yet she never lost her womanliness ; and it

was through this and her tender sympathy
that she maintained her absolute control over
men of this district. She influenced them to
give up drinking and immorality.
When " Sister Dora" died, thousands of

miners came to follow their faithful friend to

the grave.

"ueh a life is not possible to many women,
nor is it desirable that it should be. Yet it is

stirring to hear of, as a trumpet-note in its

noble purpose. We are glad, too, to know
that on her death-bed she said :
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" If I had my life to live again, I should

mai-ry. It is better for a woman to love some

one to whom she can be in subjection."

Dora Patterson's life shows the power of

great energies absorbed in good works, under

a sense of religious duty, and contrasts

strongly with the lives of many of the fash-

ionable friends of her youth. We cannot

doubt that her life in the sick-room was hap-

pier than theirs in circles of more selfish

amusements and display.

Using One's Eyes.—How many of us go

through life without ever realizing that our

eyes have to be educated to see as well as our

tongues to speak, and that only the barest

outlines of the complex and ever changing

images focused on the retina ordinarily im-

press themselves upon the brain ? That the

education of the eye may be brought to a high

state of perfection, is shown in numerous ways.

There are many delicate processes of manu-

facture which depend for their practical suc-

cess upon the nice visual perception of the

skilled artisan, who almost unsconsciously de-

tects variations of temperature, color, density,

&c., of his materials, which are inappreciable

to the ordinary eye. The hunter, the mari

ner, the artist, the scientist, each needs to

educate the eye to quick action in his special

field of research before he can hope to become
expert in it. The following story, which is

quite apropos, is related of Agassiz, and it is

suflBciently characteristic of this remarkably

accurate observer to have the merit of proba-

bility. We are told that once upon a time the

Professor had occasion to select an assistant

from one of his classes. There were a num
ber of candidates for the post of honor, and
finding himself in a quandary as to w bieh one

he should choose, the happy thought occurred

to him of subjecting three of the more promis-

ing students in turn to the simple test of

describing the view from his laboratory win-

dow, which overlooked the side-yard of the

College. One said that he saw merely a board

fence and a brick pavement ; another added

a stream of soapy water, a third detected the

color of the paint on the fence, noted a green

mold or fungus on the bricks, and evidences

of "bluing" in the water, besides other details.

It is needless to tell to which candidate was
awarded the coveted position. Houdin, the

celebrated prestidigitator, attributed his suc-

cess in his profession mainly to bis quickness

of perception, which, he tells us in his enter-

taining autobiography, he acquired by educa-

ting his eyes to detect a large number of ob-

jects at a single glance. His simple plan was
to select a shop window full of a miscellane-

ous assortment of articles, and walk rapidly

past it a number of times every day, writing

down each object which impressed itself on
his mind. In this way he was able, after a

time, to detect instantaneously all of the arti-

cles in the window, even though they might
be numbered by scores.-—Penw Monthly.

The Gross Mark.—The mark which persons
who are unable to write are required to make
instead of their signature is in the form of a

cross, and this practice, having formerly been
followed by kings and nobles, is constantly
referred to as an instance of the deplorable

ignorance of ancient times. This signature

is not, however, invariable proof of such igno-

rance. Anciently, the use of this mark was

not confined to illiterate persons ;
for among

e Saxons the mark of the cross, as an attes-

tation of the good faith of the person signing,

was required to be attached to the signature

of those who could write, as well as to stand

in the place of the signature of those who
could not write. In those times, if a man
could write, or even read, his knowledge was
considered proof positive that he was in holy

orders. The word clericus, or clerk, was
synonj-mous with penman, and the laity, or

people who were not clerks, did not feel any
urgent necessity for the use of letters.

The ancient use of the cross was, therefore,

universal alike by those who could, and by
those who could not, write. It was, indeed,

the symbol of an oath from its early associa-

tions, and generally the mark. On this ac-

count Charles Knight, in his notes in the

"Pictorial Shakspeare," explains the expres

sion of " God save the mark !" as a form of

ejaculation approaching to the character of

an oath.

—

Manchester Times.

" The Lord i.s in his holy temple ; let all the earth

keep silence before Him."—Habakkuk ii. 20.

The Lord is on his holy throne,

He sits in kingly state
;

Let those who for his favor seek

In humble silence wait.

Your sorrows to his eye are known,
Your secret motive.i clear

;

It needeth not the pomp of words
To claim his listening ear.

Press not thy purpose on thy God,
Urge not thine erring will,

Nor dictate to the Eternal mind,
Nor doubt thy Maker's skill.

True prayer is not the noisy sound
That clamorous lips repeat

;

But the deep silence of a soul.

That clasps its Father's feet.—Lydia H. Sigourney.

MY HOME.
This is the place that T love the best,

A little brown house, like a ground-bird's nest,

Hid among grasses, and vines and trees,

Summer retreat of the birds and bees.

The tenderest light that ever was seen

Sifts through the vine-made window screen

—

Sifts and quivers, and flits and falls

On home-made carpets and gray-hung walls.

All through June, the west wind free

The breath of the clover brings to me,
All through the languid July day
I catch the scent of new-mown hay.

The morning-glories and scarlet-vine

Over the doorway twLst and twine

:

And every day, when the house is still.

The humming-bird comes to the window-sill.

In the cunningest chamber under the sun
I sink to sleep when the day is done

;

And am waked at morn, in ray snow-white bed,

By a singing-bird on the roof o'er head.

Better than treasures brought from Rome,
Are the living pictures I see .it home

—

My aged father, with frosted hair.

And mother's face, like a painting rare.

Far from the city's dust and heat,

I get but sounds and odors sweet.

Who can wonder I love to stay,

Week afler week, here hidden away
In this sly nook, that I love the best

—

The little brown house, like a ground-bird's nest.

—Ella Wheeler.

A QUIET MIND.

I have a treasure which I prize,

Its like I cannot find;

There's nothing like it on the earth
;

'Tis this—a quiet mind.

Bnt 'tis not that I'm stupeBed,

Or senseless, dull, or blind ;

'Tis God's own peace within my heart

Which forms my quiet mind.

I found this treasure at the cross :

And there, to every kind
Of weary, heavy-laden souls,

Christ gives a quiet mind.

My Saviour's death and risen life,

To give it were designed
;

His love, the never-failing spring

Of this, my quiet mind.

The love of God within ray breast.

My heart to Him doth bind
;

This is the peace of heaven on earth

—

This is my quiet mind.

I've many a cross to take up now.
And many left behind

;

But present troubles move me not.

Nor shake my quiet mind.

And what may be to-i

I never seek to find.

My Saviour says, " Leave that to me,
And keep a quiet mind."

And well I know the Lord hath said,

To make my heart resigned,

That mercy still shall follow those

Who have this quiet mind.

I meet with pride of wit and wealth,

And scorn, and looks unkind.

It matters not—I envy none,

While I've a quiet mind.

I'm wailing now to see my Lord,

So patient and so kind

;

I want to thank Him, face to face,

For this my quiet mind.

Healthy Education.

In the course of an extended series of obf

vations on the eft'ect of modern educatio

methods on the health of children. Dr. B.

Richardson points out some of the evils wh
result therefrom. The following views )

condensed from an address delivered by i

distinguished physician.

The too early subjection of pupils to stn

is a serious evil. Play is held out to th(

not as a natural thing to be encouraged, 1

as a reward for work done—whereas it i

form of work which the child likes. If

body is to be trained up healthily as the bea

of the mind, for children under seven ye
of age, all the teaching should be natura

conveyed through play, without forcing '

child to touch a book or read a formal less

Where children in this early age are stir^

lated to a mental exertion for which
brain is not sufficiently developed, the hea

is impaired. The mental excitement of

keeps up a flush, the tongue is furred, the ap.

tite capricious, and the sleep disturbed. Ii

healthy child the sleep comes on irresistil

at an early hour, and when the eyes aresll

and the body composed, the sleep is carri

out till waking time without a movement^
position of the body.
The period of life from the eleventh to i

sixteenth or seventeenth year, is a critil

one. The rapid growth of the organs of i

body, their still imperfect condition, the quj

changing yet steadily developing form
mind, the intensity of the feelings—all thi
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mditioiis make this stage of a human
reer singularly liable to disorders. For one

gan of the body, or one propensity of the

ind to out-grow or out-develop another is

I easy accident in this stage of life, unless

re be taken to preserve a correct balance.

In estimating the amount of work which

ay properly be i-equired of persons of this

Tie of life, it must be borne in mind that

'owth is of itself a labor. The development
the organs of the body then taking place

porously demands extra nutrition, and this

quires abundant food, sleep, and relaxation.

rhe tax is extreme while growth is in pro-

cess.

"

Overwork of the brain in this season of

)uth, reduces the standard of health and
e. Such children easily take cold during

cissitudes of seasons, and suffer severely

)m epidemic diseases, for these diseases are

emselves of nervous origin, and find the

adiest place in exhausted nervous natures.

So the hrilliant boy or girl of the school

hose intelligence has pre-illuminated the

orld, too frequently dies ; and the dull boy
• girl, the hulk of the school, escapes back
health from variations of it.

As well expressed by William Howitt—"In

est of those cases where nature has intend-

I to produce a first-class intellect, she has
larded her embryo genius by a stubborn

Dwness of development. Moderate study
id plenty of play and exercise in early youth
e the true requisites for a noble growth of

tellectual powers in man, and for its con-

nuance to old age."

The breach between health and education

widened by the little distinction made be-

reen the pupils in physical power, and mental

.pacify.

It implies an ignorance which to the mind
'a physician is almost criminal, to take the

)y who has an inherited tendency to con-

imption, or to heart disease, or to insanity

id to place him under the same mental regime

1 another boj' who has none of these pro
ivities.

Then again the turn of mind in different

arners varies greatly. Some are capable of

ceiving a moderate amount of knowledge
1 almost any or everj'. subject. Some slu-

mts possess an analytical mind, that takes

details, figures, and facts, is good at arith-

etic and mathematics and the niceties of

nguages. The mental tendency of others is

ore constructive. They use facts and figures

1 materials for their own purposes of work,
ize hold of general principles, but neglect

inute distinctions. If the same lessons and
udies are assigned to both classes of these

ipils, there will be some which chafe, worry
id weary each.

As to the education of young men and wo-
en from their 17th or 18th year to the 22nd
• 23rd, Dr. Richardson believes the competi-

pe struggle practised in some institutions to

5 directly injurious to health both of body
id mind ;

and that the real leaders of the
3ople will probably come from those, who
itering into the conflicts of life, able to read,

rite and calculate, are left free of brain for

le acquirement of learning of any and every
ind, in the full powers of developed man-
3od.

The acquisition of knowledge should not
sase with school days, for continued and
u-ied action of the mind are essential to

ngth and health of life. Where men do not

die of some direct accident or disease, they
die, in nine cases out of ten, of nervous failure.

And nervous failure may be fatal from one
point of the nervous organism, the rest being

sound. A man may therefore wear himself

out by one mental exercise too exclusively

followed, while he may live through exercises

involving more real labor, if they be distri-

buted over many seats of mental faculty.

Thomas Yarnall.

The simple obituary notice in a late issue

of " The Friend," recording the removal by
death of Thomas Yarnall, incited feelings of

affectionate remembrance in the mind of the

writer for this dear and worthy Friend. As
a minister he was sound in word and doc-

trine; and endeavored to exercise his gift in

the ability conferred by Him who gave it.

While, as a messenger of grace to guilty men,
he was firm and decided in upholding in their

original purity the doctrines and testimonies

of the religious Society of which he was a

member, he was at the same time gentle and
loving; being, "even as a nurse cherisheth

her children," affectionately desirous to win
souls to Christ.

We believe it may be said of this faithful

steward :
" Mark the perfect man, and be-

hold the upright : for the end of that man is

peace." And the desire is strong that all,

and especially such as knew him and have
sat under his ministiy, should seek to follow

him, taking up his fallen mantle, as he fol-

lowed his dear Lord. This can only be done
through a yielding to the same discipline of the

cross of Christ, which his life and public

ministry so much called to. For we must
walk in the footsteps of the flock of the com-
panions of Him who gave himself for us that

He might bring us to God, if ever we experi-

ence redemption thi'ough his blood unto the

forgiveness of sins.

The writer can well recall the reflection, a

little after the turning point in life had been

reached, that while there were manj' valuable

written records and testimonies of those who
had finished their course with joy, which too,

were highly appreciated, there was, neverthe-

less, a longing for the living practical exem-
plification of such exponents now, as those

whose memorials had been so instructively

read. While by no means wishing to magnify
the creature and ever-dependent instrument,

but, rather, that all-sufficient grace, which,
through obedience to it. made him what he
became, it has seemed that we have had in

the upright godly life and labors of our de-

parted friend much such an example as has
been alluded to—a living epistle known and
read of all men.

This heavenward influence, personally, is

now withdrawn from us. But the hope is

felt that we who have familiarly mingled
j

with and known him, may so remember his

virtues, his earnest Christian appeals, hisj

gospel invitations to a life of holiness and!

peace, as to follow his footsteps in the narrow
]

way of self-denial and the cross unto not only
calling him blessed, because a messenger of|

good tidings to us, but by the subjection of

our all to the Saviour, be enabled to serve our
generation also " with good-will doing ser-

vice," in singleness of heart as unto Christ.

5th mo. 24th.

A Criminars Death.

The following account of the death of one
of the Western train robbers, in an Arkansas
prison, taken from the Little Rock, Arkansas
Gazette, 11th mo. 9th, 1881, contains a volume
of instructive warning:
A very sad death occurred in the peniten-

tiary yesterday. All deaths are sad, but of all

deaths the death from a broken heart is the
saddest. P. E. Sullivan alias William Delaney,
a young man of twenty-three years, one of
the train robbers recently sentenced to seven-

ty years in the Arkansas penitentiary, was
the victim of a broken heart. Several days
ago he became gloomy, and going to Dr. Le-
now complained of being sick. Upon exami-
nation the physician discovered that the man
was not suffering from any perceptible disease,

but that his pulse was one hundred and fortj'.

He was ordered to the hospital where every
possible care was taken of him. He revived
after a time, but every one could see despair
written on his countenance. He entered the
prison cheerfully, and lightly spoke of the
long term of his sentence, but after a while a
letter came. When he read the lines his

spirits sank. Tears told of a misery that ink
could not express. He went again to his bed.

Yesterday he said to one standing near

:

" The shadows ai'e gathering fast and night
is oppressing me with its darkness. One
crime and then death in a penitentiary. My
old father, who has preached the gospel for

years, who many and many a time clasped

his hands above my head and prayed, has
been humbled in his old age. And my mother,
if I could only hear her voice. But walls and
law are between us. I am as one who is dead.

She could come to me, but I cannot go to her."

His thoughts wandered. At times he seemed
to be listening to his father's preaching, and
then he seemed to be playing with his sisters.

He smiled and laughed softly. "Ah!" he
would say, " your brother never forgets you."
Suddenly his face grew dark, and, waving his

hands wildly, he began to mutter broken sen-

tences. " Seizing the bridle rein he sprang
upon his antagonist's horse and dashed awa3^"
" He is reading one of those wild books that
we used to steal away and devour," said one
of the dying man's companions in crime.
" Halt ! he exclaimed, drawing a revolver and
leveling it at the head ofyoung Horace," con-

tinued the sufferer. "Slowly and sadly they
left the church and walked along the well

worn path to the rude grave of Lawrence.
Standing near the stone placed there by the
Indian, Casper and his fair companion—" and
he muttered incoherently, the sentence dying
away with a deep groan. Suddenly he raised

himself, looked intently toward the door, and
slowly sank back, dead.

The Triumph of Christianity.—The follow-

ing passage is quoted by the London Quarter-

ly Review, with the remark that, "for the
commendation of its wide historic survey, and
its vigorous and glowing eloquence, it is one
of the finest in the whole range of literature."

" It arose in an enlightened and skeptical

age ; but among a despised and narrow-mind-
ed people. It earned hatred and persecution

at home by its liberal genius and opposition

to the national prejudices; it earned contempt
abroad by its connection with the country
where it was born, but which sought to

strangle it in its birth. Emerging from Judea,
it made its onward march throiiirh the most
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polished regions of tbe world—Asia Minor,
Egypt, Greece, Eorae—and in all it attracted

notice and provoked hostility. Successive
massacres and attempts at extermination,
persecuted for ages by the whole force of the

Eoman Empire, it bore without resistance,

and seemed to draw fresh vigor from the axe
;

assaults in tbe way of argument, from what-
ever quarter it was never ashamed or unable
to repel, and whether attacked or uot it was
resolutely aggressive. In four'centuries it had
pervaded the civilized world ; it had mounted
the thrones of the Cfesars ; it had spread be-

yond the limits of their sway, and had made
inroads upon barbarian nations whom their

eagles had never visited ; it had gathered all

genius and all learning into itself, and made
the literature of the Avorld its own ; it sur-

vived the inundation of the barbarian tribes,

and conquered the world once more by con-

verting its conquerors to the faith; it sur-

vived an age of barbarism ; it survived tbe
restoration of letters; it survived an age of
free inquiry and scepticism, and has long stood
its ground in the field of argument, and com-
manded the intelligent assent of the greatest

minds that ever were; it has been the parent
of civilization, and tbe nurse of learning; and
if light, and humanity, and freedom be the
bo.ist of modern Europe, it is to Christianity

that she owes them. Exhibiting in the life

of Jesus a picture, varied and minute, of the
perfect human united with the divine, in

which the mind of man has not been able to

find a deficiency or detect a blemish—a pic-

ture copied from no model and rivalled by no
copy—it has accommodated itself to every
clime; it has retained through every change
a salient spring of life, which enables it to

throw off corruption and repair deca_y, and
renew its youth, amid outward hostility and
inward divisions."

For " The Friend."

Religious Items, &c.

Roman Catholicism and Buddhism.—F. S.

Dobbins, of Tokio, Japan, in the National
Baptist, speaks of the resemblance between
some of the ceremonies used in these two
forms of religion, as being quite striking. He
says :

" One can hardly fail to be struck with
the fact on the most superficial study of
Buddhism. The Abbe Hue, the celebrated
traveller in China and Thibet, came across
many things which seemed to him the coun-
terfeits of his own faith. When he came to
describe what he had seen in his book, ' Travels
in Thibet,' the T'omish authorities at once put
it on the Iinh.r. in (he list of forbidden books,
as dangeniu^ reailin;;- for the 'faithful.' To
go into'thc Cathedral in Philadelphia on any
day of the week, and to go into the popular
Buddhist temple of Asakusa in Tokio, Japan,
is but to witness a similar woi-ship. There
are some slight differences

; but these are due
mainly to the differing lands, people, and lan-

guage, in which Buddhism and Eoman Ca-
tholicism took root. Buddhism is Eoman
Catholicism in tbe East; Eoman Catholicism
is Buddhism in the West. Very many of the
Buddhist temples are cruciform. Before the
Buddhist temjile doors, arc the basins of holy
water; within, before the altar, are the burn-
ing caudles and incense; there are altars, in

the centre and on either side, with their images,
Avhich imagination could very easily convert
into the images of the virgin Mary and the
saints; before the altars are tbe priests, " all

shaven and shorn," dressed in their robes of
ceremony, repeating prayers or reading the
Scriptures in an unknown tongue. The audi-
ence is not an audience, but a group of spec-
tators only, having no outward part in the
ceremony, except, perchance the repetition
of a sentence in an unknown tongue. The
priests never marry ; there are abbots and
abbesses, monks and nuns. There is a hier-

archy, bishops, archbishops, cardinals, and (in

Thibet) a pope (the great Llama). There
are fasts, confessions, and a purgatory. These
arc but the most striking of the many re-

semblances between Eoman Catholicism and
Buddhism.

Religious Liberty in Russia.— The Golos
publislies an article in which it states its con-
viction that the only way to secure religious
peace in Eussia is, "the establishment of re-

ligious liberty and the libertj' of conscience.
It is necessary to renounce the old times of
the Moscow Byzantine Period from the tra-

ditions about the maintenance of the govern-
ing State Church with the aid of police mea-
sures, and it is necessary to attain to a con-
ception of religion as being a matter for the
individual conscience of ' the man,' into which
the civil power has no ground to interfere.

The renunciation of these traditions recom-
mends itself not only by geuei-al considera-
tions, but by more pungent ones based on
practical experience. Has police interference
in the region of religious convictions ever pro-
duced any good anywhere? Has it ever
tended once out of hundreds of cases, when
applied, to alter such convictions ? In reality,
such have been the results of this system of
the protection of orthodoxy by external mea-
sures, that these measures have injured the
interests of orthodoxy, have produced cold-
ness towai'd it, as to a faith founded on brute
material force ; they have led to that sad
fact that the Church, resting on external
suppoi-t, has borrowed from such support its

official, formal, red tape character. In this
borrowing support, our Church has exhibited
another lamentable feature. She has evi-

dently weakened her internal spiritual vigor
and power. With the cessation of the civil

power to intermeddle with religious matters,
at once there would cease all complications
raised by the present unnatural position of
our ' religious question.' Let no one suppose
for a moment that the non-interference of the
State in matters of the Church and religion
would, in the very least, weaken the influence,
the authority, and the high mission of the
orthodox Church. Freed from its present
impotenc}', resulting from the guardianship
or tutelage under which it is "held by the
State power, orthodoxy would begin to live

in virtue of its high and mighty moral power,
would be freed from its formalism, would
become a true Christ's Church. On the other
hand, the soul of the Eussian man, liberated
from persecution for religion's sake, would
enjoy rest and peace. The Church would be-
come triumphant, not because it was supported
by something outside of itself, but because of
the power given to it by its head and founder,
the Lord Jesus Christ."

For " The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Origin of the Plough.—Dr. Taylor states that
the first agricultural implement seems to have
been a pointed stick four or five feet long,

such as many savage tribes still carry for the

purpose of digging roots, knocking dov
fruits, and unearthing animals. At a lat

day, the stick was bent and used as a hoe, t.

point being hardened by fire. In the southe
part of Sweden, large tracts of land give e^

dence of early cultivation, which is attribut
to a prehistoric people called by tbe nativ
the " hackers," who are always associati

with the giants of mj'thology, and whose ru(

hoe was a fir pole with a short projeetii
branch. There came into use afterwards
larger instrument of tbe same kind, whii
was not used like the hoe but dragged by mi
or oxen. Instances of this are to be found
old Egyptian pictures and bas-reliefs, and
was probably the primitive idea of the ploug;
which is of prehistoric origin, evidences beiii

found of its early use among the Grceki
Egyptians, and Chinese. It had from tl

earliest times a religious sanction. The ne:

improvement was a wooden hook shod wit
iron ; and in the time of Virgil a wheeled ploi

was in use which differed but little from tl

best in Europe a century ago.

—

Nat. Bapt.
Remedies Against Injurious Insects.— Tl

relation ofclimatic influences to insect develo
ment—an absolutely necessary pre-requisi
to the adoption of adequate preventive me
sures—is yet an almost unbroken field,

knowledge of this relation to a given specii

must be obtained before entomologists ca

predict in advance the coming of that specie
If, b}^ a careful study of this relation, ent
mologists can predict with reasonable ce
tainty, a year in advance, the appearance i

one of the species notably injurious to fieli

crops, farmers will then be enabled to plar

such crops as will be likely to suffer least ii

jury from this species. For example, if it

a species that appears late in the season, croj
that mature early will be the ones to plan
as oats, for instance, in place of corn. If th

coming of the Army-worm can be predicte
in time, the farmer can then plovv up a po
tion, at least, of his meadow, and sow it i

oats, or plant it in corn, or some other cro;

It may, I think, be safely assumed that a Ion

and careful study of this relation will ulf

matelj' enable entomologists to do this.-

American Agriculturist.

Defects of Hearing in Children.—Anexamini
tion of the ears of 4,500 school-children, boj
and girls, between the ages of seven and fou
teen years, has recently been made by D
Weil, of Stuttgart, Germanj\ As the resu
of this examination he says that a healthy es

will perceive a whisper of" moderate intensit

at a distance of eight to ten inches, whe
there is not too much noise in the vicinitj

that troubles of hearing are of extraordinar
frequency; in the common schools he foun

as many as thirty per cent, of the childre
whose iiearing was defective on one or bot

sides, while the proportion of children wb
do not hear within the natural limits is sti

greater. Dr. Weil found, however, that chi

dren from families who were in easy circun
stances were much less likely to suffer froi

defects of hearing than those of poor parent
The most frequent affection of the eai's the

the doctor found was that in which there is

chronic discharge of matter from the ear, wit
destruction of tlie drum-membrane. Quite
large proportion also had plugs of wax fillin

the outer tube of the ear. Most of the chi

dren had never undergone any treatment, an
many of them were unaware that awj thin

was the matter with them. A certain pn
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vtioii of them bad passed for simply inatten
'e children. The doctor emphasizes that
lenever a child seems to be inattentive, tbe
ndition of bis organs of bearing ought to be
arained into. JVlany cbildren apparently
sent-minded are suffering only from defoc-

e bearing.

—

Chr. Advocate.
To Ecmove Insects from the Ear.—While
route from San Antonio, Texas, to Fort

incbo, Texas, in 1877, with recruits. I was
juscd from my sleep one night, about mid-
;ht, by a man who, mucb frightened, said

e had a bug in bis ear." In short order, I

d a ligbt, a pair of forceps, a glass syringe,
i a basin of water ; and, in a shivering con-
ion, proceeded to give tbe patient relief. I

1 no sooner placed the candle before tbe
• than tbe bug—a small black one—ran out
sr the cheek, and jumped off on to the
)und very quickly. When told that the
\T was gone, he would not believe me, be-

ise I had done nothing. He bad been in-

it on my syringe, and bad not noticed tbe
ape of the bug. Upon several occasions,
ile scouting, I have been successful in re-

ving insects from the ear at night by
iply placing a light near. We all know
at a peculiar attraction ligbt has for insects
light, and, under the circumstances related,
leems to retain its attractive power over an
•al hiding-place.

—

Br. Kingsley in Med. Rec.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 3, 1882.

n an editorial article in Friends' Review of
mo. 20tb, tbe position is taken that " tbe
oension of correspondence, after it bad been
nmenced, with the Hoyle body in Ohio, was
irly the suspension oi recognition of it as a
irly Meeting." If this position is correct,
?ould follow that the Yearly Meeting of
ladeljjhia, now recognizes no body of
ends outside of its own limits as " legiti-

tely belonging to its fraternity," for it has
maintained a correspondence with any for

)Dg series of years.
f we refer to the record of events subse-
nt to the withdrawal from Ohio Yearlj'
Jtiug in 1854 of the Binns' body, we tind

t outside of New England, all the regular-
)rganized Yearly Meetings on this conti-

t then existing, ceased their correspon-
ee with us, and notified Philadelphia
irly Meeting, that the way was no longer
n for such intercourse. As Yearly Meet-
3, they wei-e practically out of unity with
whatever nearness of feeling might exist
ards us in tbe hearts of many of their
nbers. London and Dublin Yearly Meet-
s bad not formally rejected us, but they
joined with those who did so, in tbe rec-

ition of the separate body in Ohio. And
the case of London Yearly Meeting, its

egard of our earnest pleadings to check
dissemination of doctrines inconsistent

h our principles by some of its members,
its practical endorsement of those who

ocated such doctrines, had raised doubts
he minds of many Friends here, as to the
antage to be derived from continuing such
•espondence. The existence of this feeling
iur Yearly Meeting in measure opened the
T for the conclusion arrived at in 1857, to
te no epistles that yeai-. If such a step was
ivalent to ceasing to recognize as " legiti-

mately belonging to its fraternity," the Year-
ly Meeting of Ohio, it certainly bad tbe same
force as regards London and Dublin ; and

'

a still greater degree, those meetings on this
Continent which bad already disowned us;
and, most of all, the Binns' Body in Ohio,
whose claims to be recognized as Ohio Yearly
Meeting, it had definitely rejected.
The Review in its editorial, argues, that

correspondence was in 1857 tbe accepted evi-

dence of recognition of the legitimacy of a
body claiming it, and that hence the suspen-
sion of that correspondence is a suspension of
that recognition.

By tbe usages of our Society, the sending
of epistles to other Yearly Meetings, is one of
the evidences that the body which sends such
documents regards those to whom they are
sent as members of tbe same great family of
Friends. Hence, in the case of a division,
such as occurred in Ohio, resulting in the
establishment of two meetings with conflict-
ing claims, the fact that Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting corresponded with one and not with
the other, may properly be referred to as
evidencing which of tbe two it regarded as
be legitimate Yearly Meeting of Ohio. Yet

this correspondence is by no means essential.
Tbe same decision as to the conflicting claims
presented to it, might have been equally well
established by tbe adoption of a simple min-
ute to be placed on its own records ; or by
other acts. Tbe unity between the different
branches of the Society of Friends does not
rest upon the interchange of epistles

; and the
suspension of such epistolaiy intercourse does
nofimply tbe destruction of that unity. Like
tbe intercourse between those who are socially
dear to each other, there may be seasons
where no opening presents to send such
friendly greetings. In the earlier periods of
our history, tbe different Yearly Meetings in

America did not regularly write to each other,
but only when some occasion of common in-

terest, or some unusual exercise or concern
arose ; and it was not until comparatively
modern times that Dublin Yearly Meeting-
adopted the practice. In 1830 and 1831 the
Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia, sent epistles
to Dublin Yearly Meeting, with which it bad
not before held any regular correspondence.
These were replied to in an epistle received
from that meeting in 1833

;
after which time

they appear to have been usually sent by both
meetings. In view of these facts, we regard ipractical desertion of tbe stand we have taken
the assertion, that suspension of correspondence in defence of the original principles of our So-

ings, it reaffirmed that decision. In that
pamphlet it is shown, that a departure from
the doctrines and the spirit of our profession
is tbe root from which the divisions and dis-
unity in our Society have sprung; and that
the comparative isolation of Ohio and Phila-
delphia Yearly Meetings, as well as of the
smaller body in New England, has arisen from
their opposition to the changes sought to be
introduced. These changes are still going on,
and are producing their legitimate fruits of
discord and confusion in various parts of our
Society.

Ohio Yearly Meeting has thus far been'
enabled to maintain its testimony to tbe
original doctrines of our Society, and to bold
its meetings in accordance with the principles
of pure spiritual worship professed by us.
In this union in faith and practice lay the
strength of the bond which united that Year-
ly Meeting and ours ; and which we trust will
long continue to bind them together as fellow
believers of tbe same household of faith.

Of the Binns' Meeting, we desire to speak
in a kindly spirit. But its official utterances,
the doctrines and practices of some of those
whom it sends abroad as ministers, the intro-
duction of singing, &c., into its meetings for
worship, and other changes, show, that it

has sutFered from the loss of the restraining
influence of those Friends from whom it sepa-
rated

;
that it has departed from the ancient

standard of Quakerism; and that the path in
which it is walking has diverged more widely
from that in which we have believed it right
to continue, than it bad at tbe time of the
separation.

Tbe concern which we have felt on this
subject, is not for the sake of Ohio Yearlj'
Meeting alone; for while it continues to hold
up the standard which tbe Lord has given it

to display because of the Truth, and ia pre-
served in humility, watchfulness and depend-
ence on its Holy Head, bis blessing will rest
upon it. But we regard the tendency which
has been manifested to ignore its claims, as one
of the accompaniments of that movement in
tbe Society of Friends towards new doctrines
and practices, against which our Yearly Meet-
'ng has often borne testimonj-—a testimony
n which Ohio Yearly Meeting has united
with us, and which was the underlying cause
which led to tbe separation from it. To re-

verse our judgment in this case, would be a

is the suspension of recognition, in the sense in

which it was designed to be accepted, as in-

consistent with the former history of our
Society, and calculated to confuse and mislead.

It should be borne in mind, that since our
Yearly Meeting first arrived at the decision
in respect to the two bodies in Ohio, which
its I'ecords exhibit, it has never done anything
to show that its judgment has been altered.

On the contrary when the minute was adopt-
ed in 1857 referring the subject of correspon-
dence to the representatives as a committee,
tbe meeting expressly guarded against any
reconsideration of its decision, by inserting in

the minute the following clause: "It being
learly understood that they are not to inter-

fere with or unsettle any of the previous decis-

ions which this meeeting has come to." In the
approval of the " Brief Narrative of the Posi-
tion of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting," issued
''n 1872, fifteen years after tbe suspension of
ts correspondence with other Yearly Meet-

eiety, would discourage those in every Yearly
Meeting who are honestly contending for the
truth, and would open the way for the spread-
ing among ourselves of those changes which
have brought confusion and discord else-

where.

There are times when the Spirit ofthe Lord
Jesus works on the hearts of the children and
of those somewhat further advanced in years,
who as j-et have but little religious experi-
ence ; and they are brought into a tender and
seeking state of mind, in which their ears are
opened to hear, and their hearts to receive
the counsel and advice of those whom they
feel to be really travellers in the highway of
holiness, and whose experience they regard
as qualifying them to instruct those of less

spiritual knowledge. Under such impressions,
they often open the way for religious conver-
sation, yet in so cautious and retiring a man-
ner, that tbe opportunity of doing tliem good
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may be unperceived, if the minds of those

with whom they associate are filled U)3 with
other things and not preserved in a lively,

watchful state.

Though religious conversation in a formal

waj', without any freshness of feeling, is un-

profitable, yet it still remains to be true, that

the Lord hearkens to those who fear Him,
and speak often one to another of the things

pertaining to his kingdom—and a book of re-

membrance is written before Him for them
that think on his name.
May all those who desire to promote the

kingdom of the Redeemer, be awakened to a

sense of their duty to be watchful to embrace
such opportunities as present for turning the

attention of such inquiring ones to the Light
of Christ in their hearts, their living and ever-

present Teacher; and for persuading and en-

couraging them to submit themselves unre-

servedly to his government, so that they may
be led into the paths of righteousness, where
the Lord will be their shepherd, under whose
guidance they need fear no evil.

We have received from a friend in Ireland,

a copy of a small pamphlet entitled, " George
Fox; his life, travels, sufferings and death,"

neatly gotten up and designed to controvert

some of the positions taken in a pamphlet
with the same title, issued under the sanction

of the " General of the Salvation Army." It

especially notices the attempt of G. Railton,

in that pi-oduction, to find a warrant for the
singing habits of the " Salvation Army" in

the practices of George Fox and our early

Friends, and shows that his inferences are

unfairly drawn, and that the practices and
teaching of our Society in its early days, are

opposed to all artificial music (such as singing
by tune) in Divine worship.
As G. Railton's pamphlet has already been

noticed in our columns, on page 191 of this

volume, it does not seem needful for us to re-

print that now received.

The Poem—"Via Solitaria," in No. 39 of
" The Friend," credited to H. W. Longfellow,
it is stated was written by O. M. Conovei' of

Madison, Wisconsin.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In the U. S. Senate, tlie House

joint resolution appropriating $16,000,000 to supply
the deficiency in the army pensions for the current

year, was reported and passed. The House hill for the

distribution of the Geneva Award also passed the Senate.

The President has signed the bill authorizing the re-

ceipt of U. S. gold coin in exchange for gold bars at the

Mint.
General Mangum, State Agent of Arkansas for dis-

tributing supplies on the Arkansas side of the Missis-

sippi river during the late flood, writes to Governor
Churchill that the second overflow is nearly as disas-

trous as the first. More than three-fourths of the tillable

bottom lands in Phillips and Desha counties are sub-
merged, and portions of Lee, Monroe and Crittenden
counties are also flooded. The suffering among the

laborers, who are nearly all destitute negroes, will, he
.says, " be greater than ever known." The water is not

expected to .subside before the end of this month.
Ten Kickapoo Indians living on a reservation in

Atchinson county, Kansas, were naturalized by the U.
S. Court at Topeka recently.

So far as known, fifty farms were devastated by the
late tornado in Polk and Yell counties, Arkansis, and
the loss is estimated at $180,000. Three persons were
killed and a number injured, two or three perhaps
fatally.

Edward Shieffelin, a well-known prospector of Ari-
zona, has organized a party of five, himself included, to

make a prospecting tour of the valley of the Yukon
River, in Alaska. He believes that Alaska is within

the mineral belt which extends from South America
northward through Mexico, the United States and
British Columbia.

Lieutenant Danenhower and party, survivors of the

Jeannette expedition, have arrived in New York by the

iteamship Celtic.

Columbus, Georgia, has now in operation seven cotton

nills, containing 2000 looms and 60,000 spindl&s, em-
ploying 3000 hands, consuming 20,000 bales of cotton,

with a capital of $1,083,500, annually producing $2,-

181,850.

The three great ports of the world are London, Liver-

pool and New York. During 1880 they reached their

highest trade figures, the imports being at London
about $700,000,000, Liverpool, $600,000,000, and New
York $539,000,000.
The shipments of specie from New York to Europe

on the 24th ult. amounted to $2,.500,000.

The net funded debt of New York City on 4th month
30th, was $98,603,316.94.

English dealers in ice are buying ice in Maine, and
it .sells in England for $9 a ton. About 300,000 tons

will supplv all England for the season, while New
York City "alone uses between 2,000,000 and 2,225,000
tons.

The number of deaths in this city last week was 423
as compared with 358 the previous week, and 317 the

corresponding week last year. Of these 207 were males
and 214 females. From consumption there was 55
death.s; from pneumonia 43; from diphtheria 20; from
typhoid fever and from bronchitis, 15 each ; from small-

pox 6.

Marhets,&c.—'U. S. 3J's, 101| a lOlf ; 4J's, registered,

114f ; coupon, 115f ; 4's, l21 ;
currency 6'.s, 136.

Cotton.—There was very little movement but prices

were unchanged ; sales of middlings are reported at 12J
a 12J cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7J cts. for export, and
8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is in limited request at former rates. Sales of

2400 barrels, including Ohio extras, at $4.25; Minne-
sota extras, at $6.75 a $7 for clear, and $7.25 a $7.50
for straight; Pennsylvania extra family at $6 a $6.25

;

western do. do. at $6.75 a $7.25, and patents at $7.75 a

$9. Rye flour is dull at $4.50 a $5 per bbl.

Grain.—Wheat was rather firmer. Sales of 4000
bushels red at $1.42 a $1.43J. At the open board,

15,000 bushels 7th mo. sold at $1.25i down to $1.2oJ;
10,000 bushels 8th mo., at $1.19J. Rye.—Pennsylvania
is quiet at 90 a 9] cts. Corn is quiet, but prices of

local lots rule lower. Sales of 9000 bushels, including
yellow, at 87 cts. ; mixed, at 84^ a 85 cts. ; and No. 4 at

84 a 84J cts. Oats are dull and lower. Sales of 8500
bushels including white, at 60 a 61 cts., and rejected and
mixed at 59 cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 5th mo.
27th, 1882.—Loads of hay, 3)0; loads of straw, 70.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.15

to $1.25 per 100 pounds; mixed, $1 a $1.15 per 100
pounds; Straw, 75 to 85 cts. per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were active, excited and J a Ic. per pound
higher : 2000 head arrived and sold at the different

yards at 8} a 10 cts. per pound, the latter rate for extra.

Sheep were unchanged : 12,000 head arrived and
sold at the different yards at 3 a 6i cts. for sheared and
8 a 104 cts. per lb. for spring lambs.

Hogs were in good demand and prices were firm :

3200 head arrived and sold at the different yards at

101 a 12 cts. per lb., as to condition.

Foreign.—Trevelyan, Chief Secretary for Ireland,

stated in Parliament, that the cases of the imprisoned
suspects were continually under consideration. Nearly
.seventy have been released during the past fortnight,

lu reply to John Dillon he stated that the evicted ten-

ants of Lord Cloncurry, numbered 215 families. Huts
could be erected for their shelter, but he said intimida-

tion would be sternly repressed.
The Departmental Committee has reported that the

Channel Tunnel is defensible, but suggests that the
opening be carried further inland, where means of de-

fence are more complete.
The Spanish revenue receipts of the last nine months

show an increase of 22,000,000 pesetas over those of the
same period of the previous fiscal year.

The Czar, desirous to appease the people, has decided
to grant reforms.

Two Commissions will be instituted to consider the
question of central institutions and the share in the ad-

ministration to be given to the people. There is a

Commission already sitting, under the presidency of

General KachanofF, to examine local institutions. Gen-
eral Loris Melikoff is placed as supreme head of all

three Commissions. A manifesto will shortly be issued

stating that the Czar desires to celebrate his coronation

by granting reform, but that he is compelled to po

pone the ceremony for a year because of the irapos

'lity of completing preparations earlier.

The St. Petersburg Official Messenger announces th

by order of the Emperor, the Government is firmly i

solved to punish inexorably all outrages against t

persons and property of Jews, seeing that the latter s

under the protection of the laws, which are equal

binding upon all subjects of the Czar. Governors a.,

other authorities, are, therefore, commanded, on thi

personal responsibility to take timely measures to pi

vent or suppress outrages against Jews. Any remi
ness will entail dismissal from office.

A despatch to the Vienna Pres»e from Brody say

The delegates from the Vienna Committee found t

Jews in this city without bread, and their childr

almost starving. A case of small-pox has occurred

a crowded quarter. Six hundred emigrants left ht

to-day and the same number arrived.

A man named Richter, a shoemaker and editor of

Socialist paper in Austria, has been sentenced to twel

years' imprisonment at hard labor for high treason.

The small-pox, or a disease somewhat resembling t

plague, is epidemic in Serajevo, in Bosnia. Ma
hundreds of the inhabitants have already died from t

disease, and several streets are wholly desolated. T
authorities obstruct all telegrams from the stricken ci

Cairo, 5th mo. 26th.—The Ministry have resigm

after refusing the demands of England and France, a

referring them to the Sultan. The Khedive has i

cepted their resignation.

An oflScial despatch received from Cairo on the evi

ing of the 28th ultimo says : At 5 o'clock to-day all I

Ulemas of the El Azhar University, the whole ChamI
of Notables, numerous notabilities, a deputation fn

the schools, and a body of native merchants came to I

palace to pray the Khedive to take back Arabi Bey
Minister of War, because the army insisted upon tl

course and menaced them if the Khedive persisted

refusing to reinstate him. In consequence of the reit

ated entreaties of the representatives of the people, t

Khedive, desirous of the maintenance of order and tn

quillity in the country, has acceded to their prayer

reinstating Arabi Bey.
The London Standards Cairo correspondent says

"The Khedive was informed that an armed force *

in readiness to convey him a prisoner to Kubbeh if

refused to reinstate Arabi Bey. He replied :
' I bow

the will of the nation.' " The correspondent adds :

''

blow is inflicted on the prestige of England and Frar

which only the utmost energy on their part can par;

The Khedive is now a mere puppet in the hands

Arabi Bey."
It is stated that Austria will assent to no Engli

French or Egyptian proposals which do not give d

weight to the legitimate rights of the Sultan as i

zerain of Egypt.
The surplus amount of rice in Yokohama now av!

able for export is valued at $30,000,000.

Serious brush fires are reported at Portl.and, Temp
ton and Wakefield, Ontario. A large quantity

valuable timber has been destroyed. The miners i

accused of starting the fires.

MOORESTOWN ACADEMY.
A Principal Teacher will be wanted for this Schc

to enter upon his duties at the opening in the Nil

month next. Also, a competent female teacher, t

has had experience, to take charge of the introducti

department.
Apply to Elisha Roberts, Mary Ann Haines,

Mary W. Stokes, Moorestown, N. J.

Or to Wm. Evans, 252 South Front St., Philada.

Died, at his residence, Frankford, Pa., 3rd mo. 30

1882, William W. Smedley, in his 62nd year,

esteemed member of Frankford Monthly Meeting,

was favored to endure a protracted illness with Ch

;

tian patience and resignation, and we humbly trust 1

through redeeming love and mercy, been received i

everlasting rest and peace.

, 5th mo. 8th, 1882, at the residence of his sisi!

in Moorestown, Allen Roberts, in the 81st yeaii

his age, a member and elder of Chester Monthly Mi
ing, N. J. This dear Friend pas.sed through a ling

ing and suffering illness, which he was enabled to b

with patience and resignation, experiencing the e\

lasting arms to be underneath for his support ; say

several times towards the close, he hoped he .should

patient to the end. At another time said, he desirec

be fully resigned to suffer all his Heavenly Father li

upon him.
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Reminiscences of Departed Wortliies.

iate in the year IS.oO. our belovcil IVieml

istopher Healy was living at his jileasaiit

dence in the southern part of Bticks Co.,

ina. His earthly pilgrimage had been ex-
ied to near four-score years, and the out-

d man was feeble ; but age sat serene^}'

n his countenance, and he was lively in

•it. Surrounded with temporal comforts,
diffusing a generous hos|iitality, his friends
e warmly welcomed at his (rwclliiig, and
ied by his interesting ami iustruetivo eon-
sation. The most of his coevals, with
)m he had taken sweet counsel and walked
lompany, had passed away, but his faith-

wife was still spared to him. The Monthly
Quarterly Meetings of which he was a

nber, had granted a certifieate, leaving
. at libertj^ to perform a religious visit to

native New England and appoint public
»tings there, as truth might open the way,
he looked forward to the accomplishment

his service as a probable evening sacrifice.

1 the progress of this religious visit Chris-
her attended forty-seven meetings, to all

phich the public was invited. He also had
siderable religious servicein a more private
T, in companies, in families, with indi-

lals, and in conversations, and received
ph kindness and favor from the people
©rally amongst whom his lot was cast.

)3 the performance of this visit Christopher
i accompanied by his wife, and bj^ a friend

b his own neighborhood, from whose mem-
hda the following account ha.s been taken.

|he party left home on the morning of the
1 of 6th mo. 1850. At New York City they
e met b_y one of Christopher's nephews,
) conducted them to his own dwelling,
)re Christopher met two of his children,

on and daughter, by former marriage,
sy manifested affectionate attachment to

r father, and he appeared to be gratified

h their company
; but the son being a

minent minister amongst those who sepa-
sd from Friends in the year 1827, was
lently a drawback upon the gratification,

t obstructed the flow of gospel fellowship
ch, added to natural affection, doubly en-
rs children to their piously concerned
3nts. Leaving the ])opulous and busj' city
STew York, by steamer at 5 o'clock in the

afternoon, we proceeded on our way toward
Stonington, 115 miles distant.

The evening was spent in one ofthe spacious
and extravagantly furnished rooms of the
steamer C. Vanderbilt, and it proved to be
an interesting season. Christopher fell into
conversation with a man from Boston, and as

they proceeded, others gathered around them
until the number amounted to a largo propor-
tion of the numerous passengers. About live

at times took part in relation to the subjects
introduced, and I think that our dear friend

was favored to answer their inquiries and
suggestions discreetly, and to address suitable
counsel and admonition to the company col-

lectivelj'. The feelings of the people'wcrc
evidently enlisted, and expressions of satisfac-

tion and approbation were heard from several
individuals. This opportunity lasted about
two hours, and is further evidence of the re-

ligious solicitude which Christopher has so
long manifested in the best welfare of those
not of our Society, of the peculiar grasp which
he secures upon the minds of many of these,

and of his extraordinary faculty for interest-

ing their thoughts and feelings. Arrived at

Stonington about midnight, where most of
the passengers immediately left for Boston,
but we remained quietly in our lodgings until

morning.
6th mo. 21st. Took passage b_y railwaj' for

Westerly, and found kind and hospitable en-

tertainment there. At this place Christopher
met with John Wilbur, one of his ancient and
life-long friends. The greeting between the

two aged patriarchs was cordial. They had
been friencls in early life, and that friendship

had been cemented by long years of gospel
labor and fellowship, and both were now tot-

tering o'er the grave.

A meeting, at his request, is appointed to

be held at Westerly to-morrow afternoon at

4 o'clock.

6th mo. 22nd. The appointed meeting
proved to be quite a large assemblage ; and it

was thought that Christopher was favored to

declare some of the truths of the gospel in a

good degree of right authority. Westerly
contains many manufacturing establishments,

and jud^^iiig from the numerous houses for

public woi-ship, there are various religious

sects in the place. Rode nine miles to Hop-
kinton.

6th mo. 23rd. First-day, attended meeting
at Hopkinton, the morning was wet, and the
meeting perhaps smaller in consequence, but
a considerable number attended, and Christo-

pher was thought lively in his testimony. A
meeting had been appointed to be held in a
school-house, one and an half miles distant, in

the State of Connecticut, at 5 o'clock in the
afternoon. This building stands on the op-

posite side of the road from the site of the old

one (now demolished) where Christopher re-

ceived school instruction in his youthful days,

and had taught school for several years.

Thither we pursued our way at the appointed

time, and arrived before the conclusion of the
meeting of Seventh-day Baptists there as-

sembled. Their minister was exhorting with
much energy, but we remained outside of the
house until the breaking up of the congrega-
tion ; when, after a short respite, they again
took their seats, and several others coming in,

a largo meeting assembled. A solemnity soon
spread over us, and Christopher was soon
moved to administer word and doctrine, ex-

hortation and reproof; which was thought to

bo in demonstration of the Spirit and with
power. He stood at least one and three quar-

ter hours, and taking into consideration the
length of time most of the audience had been
sitting previous to the commencement of our
meeting, it was admirable to see the quiet and
order that prevailed. A manifestation of in-

terest and solemnity continued throughout,
and the opportunity closed comfortably. Sev-

eral of Christopher's scholars and old ac-

quaintance came round him after meeting,

and apparently gave him the hand of cordial

friendship, as did also the two Baptist minis-

ters in attendance. It was remarked respect-

ing the congregation that frequents this house,

that their minister had produced much agita-

tion amongst them, but that which may be

compared to the whirlwind and the earth-

quake, being past, they then were in a con-

dition to hear the "still small voice."

The distant views are pleasing, but the

ground being excessively stony renders the

near prospect less interesting.

6th mo. 24th. Those of our own little com-
pany, and some others, walked a short dis-

tance to visit the burial ground and site of

the old Hopkinton meeting-house. There are

manj'- interesting associations connected with
this place. It was here that Christopher at-

tended meeting in early life ; it was here that

he came forth in the ministrj- ; it was here

that he first married
;
and in these grounds

the remains of his mother and those of his

first wife are laid. The graves of others of

his deceased friends were scattered around,

and also those of some of the worthies of

former generations. Recognizing the solem-

nity of these cherished associations, and min-

gling our better feelings in sympathy with
those of our beloved friend Christopher, I

believe that all felt the ini]ircssiveness of the

situation; and as tin' ])ili;riin;i^e drew to a

close, we left the int.'i.siing premises with
hearts tendered, and feeling that it was good
for us to have been there.

In the afternoon we moved forward in order

to attend an appointed meeting. Arrange-
ments had been perfected to hold it in the

vestry of a Calvin-Baptist meeting house, and
information was spread accordingly, through
the factories and schools. This place of wor-

ship is located at Bushville, between two
other manufacturing villages, each half a mile

distant. Thither we repaired at the hour
appointed, but not a solitary individual had
arrived, and the door of the house was locked.
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We abode in the patience for half an hour, but

still no signs of a gathering appeared. At
length one man came, who up<jn inquiiy in-

formed us that the i?ey was kept at the lower

village. About the same time a boy driving

some cows came near. Being a friendlj' dis-

posed little fellow, he was asked if he would
procure the key for us, and to this he readily

assented. The aforesaid man sat upon the

steps for a few minutes and then went away,
and we were again left to ourselves until the

return of the little bo}-, who informed that

owing to the absence of the custodian of the

key, it was then at the upper village. One of

the company volunteered to go for it, and we
again found ourselves solitary until a little

girl came and stood near us. At this time
the prospect of holding a meeting looked

reallj- discouraging, and serious thoughts were
entertained of giving it up ; but at length the

key was produced, and information that way
dill not open to suspend operations in the

factories until the usual time, which was after

sunset; but that the people would convene as

soon as possible afterwards. We unlocked
the door and took our seats in the house, and
about half past 8 o'clock a large company as-

sembled, entering the room and taking seats

in an orderly manner, and sitting very quietly.

A solemnity evidently spread over us, and
Christopher was soon drawn forth in testi-

nionj^ and counsel, which continued for one
and an half hours. It was not so much a

doctrinal sermon, as a persuasive exhortation,

and parlieularly adapted to those young in

life. This opportunity was manifestlj' owned
bj- Israel's Shepherd. Gospel love and power
distilled as the dew, and as the gentle rain

upon the tender grass ; and was apparently
received and relished with much cordiality.

The meeting was appointed to be held at

seven, and it closed about ten o'clock. One
of our company suggested pa.ying for the

lights, but the answer was, " No, you have
nothing to paj', we are thankful for the meet-
ing." Doubtless there were hearts clothed
with reverent gratitude for the peculiar favors

vouchsafed this day.

Be not Faithless but Believing.

It being a matter of great importance that
we should believe in Jesus Christ the Lamb
of God, who taketh away the sin of the world,
it becomes also a matter of great moment
how we believe in Him, and what we believe

concerning Him. All Christian people who
believe in his Divinit}' according to the record
given in the Bible, believe also in his death
upon the cross, and that He offered Himself
there and then a propitiatory sacrifice for the
sins of men, that they might become recon-
ciled unto God and obtain salvation through
Him. But it does not do to stop here, as is

the case with so great a number of professors,

and thus comeshort of that saving faith which
purifies the heart; and so lose the benefit of
Christ's offering. He said unto hia disciples:
" Ye believe in God, believe also in me." We
must then not only believe in his sufferings

and death, and that He had and has power
to forgive sins, but we must believe in his

resurrection from death, and that He has
power to save us here in this life from sinning.
and from the power of sin over us. If we be-

lieve this truthfully, we will submit ourselves
to his power and government, that He may

possess our hearts and keep them from sin-

ning. We will keep his commandments and
love Him above all other things. By thus

believing in Him, by thus allowing Him to

have the control of our minds, governing all

our thoughts as well as actions, jjreserving us

in the purity and sweetness of his own Spirit,

we become one with Him in nature, being

leavened into his likeness, being engrafted

into Him the living and true Vine. Partaking
of his virtue, we then are not merely believers

in his outward appearing and atonement, but

believers also in his present and inward com-
ing unto sanctification, having our life in

Him. Then can we understand his precious

words spoken to Mary, " I am the resurrec-

tion and the life: he that believeth in me,
though he were dead, yet shall he live : and
whosoever liveth and believeth in me, shall

never die. Believest thou this ?"

The Levitioal Priesthood instituted by
Moses, was a figure or type of the Christian

dispensation. Under it the rites of worship
and cleansing were outward, and visibly pe
formed by the people and the priests, who
were chosen of the family of Aaron, the first

High Priest under the law. When any vio-

lated the commandments or did any thing by
which ho became unclean or unholy, he could

not be received into the congregation before

the Lord until he brought as prescribed cer-

tain offerings, as of the first fruits of his field,

or the first increase of his flocks, unto tb

door of the tabernacle, and presented himself

and it to the priest, and the priest sprinkled

it with blood and ottered it upon the alta

that burned with fire which should never go
out; and every offering was to be salted with
salt. These offerings thi'ough the priest were
for the cleansing of the people, that they
should again enter into the holy place and be
in favor and peace with God.
But now, under the Christian dispensation,

this law of outward ordinances being don
away through that one satisfactory offering

of Christ upon Calvary, He is himself th

everlasting High Priest over the house of God,
to whom all people must come that they nuiy
receive remission of sins through Him who is

our intercessor and advocate with the Father;
He being the High Priest of God who standi

between man offending and God offended, and
presents our case before Him ; and if our offer-

in'g is now, as of old, of the first fruits and
without blemish in true repentance befo

God and faith in Jesus Christ, then He will,

as the great High Priest, present it and us
before God, and grant remission of sins accord-
ing to the declaration of the apostle, " If any
man sin, we have an advocate with the Father,
Jesus Christ the righteous, and He is the
propitiation for our sins. If we confess our
sins. He is faithful and just to forgive us our
sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteous-
ness." Therefore we must go to Him, the
High Priest of God, confessing our sins in

true repentance, seasoned with faith and love,

that He may sprinkle our conscience with the
blood of sprinkling, and purify them upon
the altar of atonement, and thus cleanse our
hearts from uncleannejs, from all defilement;
and present us unto his Father with accept-
ance. Being thus brought unto God by Christ,

the holy Shepherd of the fold, who is the way,
the truth, and the life, as we continue in his

light, and have fellowship therewith, we come
to know for ourselves the truth and fulness

might know thee, the only true God, a
I

Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."

For " The Frienil 1

The New Phase of Quaker Faith.

We apprehend there is no one of our me
bers of sound mind and true Christian seri

bility, who can reflect upon the present laps

state of our Society, in its general aspe

without feelings of deep regret and unfeign

sorrow. For who of this class but must
cognize, that we were "])lanted a noble vi

wholly a right seed?" and what other c

these do than "bewail as with the weeping
Jazer the vine of Sibmah?" saying: "I v

water thee with my tears, O Heshbon, a

Elealeh ; for the shouting for thy sumn
fruits and for thy harvest is fallen." H
can thej- but mourn, that through the strate

of the enemy and through his envy of (

once fruitful vineyai'd, he has succeeded
one of his many devices^as ho did aforeti

to the loss of Eden—in introducing a n

phase of faith, more pleasing, smooth a

easy to flesh and blood
;
but wherebj^, wl

a mortifying cross may have been circu

vented, an eclipse has no less been brou^

upon primitive life and power, so that we i

too much " turned into the degenerate plji

of a strange vine" unto Him who raised us-

to be a people to his praise.

Well, what has caused this lapsed faith, a

waning faithfulness? What has induced 1

unholy confederacy and effort to set up

separate altar like to Jereboam ; who ms
" golden calves," and " priests after the m:

ner of the nations of other lands?" W
have baptisms into death with Christ,

order, experimentally, to witness a resurr

tion with him into newness of life, grown
irksome? Why is there a shrinking from c

measure of a participation in the cup of sufi

ing for his body's sake which is the cburo

Why have submission to his cross, deep I

mility, and low self-denial, been turned fn

as though they were not a part of the n

and living way Jesus has opened for us ? W
has a superficial belief in what the dear S

of God did for us without us, been made a si

stitute for that deep travail of spirit, tl

watching unto pra^'er with all perseveran
with that working out of the soul's salvati

with fear and trembling, which so marh
the footsteps and deepened the exercises a

concern of the early Friends? as they ei

must anj' i-ight progress unto being washi

sanctified, and justified in the name of 1

Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our Go
What, in short, has turned aside from " wa
ing in the Ligi>t as God is in the light," 1

fruit'of which is true fellowship one with i

other, and whereby, also, we witness "1

blood of Jesus Christ, bis Son, to cleanse

from all sin ?"

These are solemn queries. But is th>

not occasion for them in view of the lapsed
new phase of faith so evident amongst i

To the attentive observer—to the liuml;

minded, faithful believer in Christ and in 1

correctness of those Christian doctrines a

testimonies, which were obtained throu
deep provings, sufferings, and scourgings, a

which have been handed down as a precit

legacy to us—there cannot but be a jealot

felt that thej' should be maintained in th

original purity and excellence. But have i

some of our members, both in this count
of the saying :

" This is life eternal, that they | and in England, been beguiled from the si
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city that is in Christ ? Can anj' thing be

ire ti'ue than that an obscuration has come
er the minds of manj' with respect to the

rity and vitality of those scriptural princi-

;8 and testimonies, which are thus instruc-

e\y set forth bj' William Penn in his " Rise

d Progress of the People called Quakers:"
n all things it may be said this people was
>uglit forth in the cross, in a contradiction

the ways, worship, fashion, and customs of

a world, yea against wind and tide, that no
sh might glor^' before God." Again he
iveys :

" We held the truth in the Spirit of

and not in our own spirits, or after our
n wills and afi'ections. They were bowed
i brought into subjection, insomuch that it

8 visible to them that knew us, we did not

nk ourselves at our own disposal, to go where
list, or say or do what we list, or when wo

,. Our libert}' stood in the liberty of the

irit of truth; and no pleasure, no profit, no
r, no favor could draw us from this retired,

ict, and watchful frame." Again he writes :

lie glory of this day, and foundation of the

pe that has not made us ashamed since we
re a people, you know is that blessed prin-

le of light and life of Christ, which we pro-

3, and direct all people to, as the great in-

ument and agent of man's conversion to

d." Again he testifies: "The light of

rist within, who is the light of the world,!

i so a light to you, that tells you the truth'

your condition, leads all that take heed,

to it out of darkness into God's marvellous
j

ht ; for light grows upon the obedient. It'

sown for the righteous, and their way is a

ning light that shineth more and morCj
bo the perfect day. Wherefore, O friends,"

continues, "turn in, turn in, I beseech you!
dere is the poison,, there is the antidote :

(re you want Christ, and there you must
d Him. ' Seek and you shall find,' I testify

God : but then j'ou must seek aright with
ur whole heart, as men seek for their lives,

a,, for their eternal lives : diligently, hum-
r, patiently, as those that can taste no
lasure, comfort, or satisfaction in anything
e, unless you find Him whom your souls

,nt, and desire to know and love above all.

jit is a travail, a spiritual travail ! let the

pal, profane world think and saj' as it will.

|d through this path you must walk to the

y of God, that has eternal foundations, if

sr you will come there."

permit the query, gentle reader. Is this

Aie and Light of Christ," which Wm. Penn
jls "the gloi-y" of the early day, and '-the

\ndation of their hope" and which they di-

eted all men to as the great instrument and
^nt of man's conversion to God, and which
I declares we must turn inward to meet
th,—is it this, we repeat, which particularly

jtinguishes a great deal of the gospel minis-

r (so-called) of the present day ? Is the doc-

ne of the life and the light of Christ in man,
ich George Fox rejoiced that he was sent

th to preach and turn people to, promi-

itly upheld and earnestly pressed, by those

o profess to proclaim the gospel of life and
vation, upon all? Is the immediate teach-

of the Spirit of truth in the heart—the

Btion—the anointing—the Comforter—the

ickening, baptizing povver of the Holy
ost—the saving efficacy of the grace of

d—or the living authority of " Christ with-

the hope of glory," as a Redeemer working
lemption there—proclaimed and enforced

the way of peace and salvation ? Do the

epistles of these daj's, with other documents
issued b_y most of the Yearly Mettings, at all

set forth this as a special testimony, or as

Wm. Ponn terms it, "that blessed principle

of light and life of Christ?" or do thej^ show
that the exponents for these bodies were so

thoroughly indoctrinated with these funda-
mental and ever precious gospel truths as

that, like the Quaker of the early day, they
could not but speak of the things they had
tasted and handled ; after the precept, "Of the

abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh,
or the pen inditeth?" Is not the conclusion
forced upon us, and too plain to be gainsayed—" Thou art weighed in the balances, and art

found wantinu;."

Westtown

For " The Fri

School.

(Continued from page 339.)

At a special meeting of the committee hold

3rd month 16th, 1830: "The committee ap-

pointed to seek for Friends to sujjply the

places of Philip and Rachel Price, as super-

intendent and matron, report, that Pennock
and Sarah Passmore having applied for these

stations, they were easy, on deliberate con-

sideration, to propose them, and the com-
mittee on weighing the proposal, united in

appointing them to those stations respec-

tively."

From the report to the Yearly Meeting 4th

mo. 1830 :
" It is evident that the preserva-

tion and prosperity of our religious Society
will very much depend upon the education of

the youth. If they are taught in schools

where its principles, its doctrines and its

wholesome order and discipline are contemned
or disregarded, we must expect that their

affections will be alienated, and the conse-

quences to them and to the body at large will

be extremolj' pernicious. But on the con-

trary, if \vi' are awake to the importance of

the "sulijrcl, uiidcr that lively concern for the

rising- crucial ion which ])ervaded the minds
of many Friends several years past, nnd led

them to promote the esiLil'li>liiuriit ol' m1 Is.

there is no doubt that ways roujil \iv devised

and the means lihprull_>- furnishcLl lu odueale

all the eliil.jreii <•{' l-'riends in such manner as

to guard ll]i-ir |iriii(i)iles and morals, and thus

lay the fuiiudaliuii for a hope that through
the mercy and goodness of the Great Shepherd
of the sheep, a succession of consistent mem-
bers will be continued."

12th mo. 17th, 1830. "The school having
increased so as to make it needful that the

superintendent should have the aid of a per-

son in the library, and Cyrus Mendenhall
applying for the station, he was believed by
the committee to be suitable, and the super-

intendent was left at liberty to employ him,

which he has since done ; his family occupies

the ' Infirmary' on the same terms as his pre-

decessor, and will furnish the committee with

accommodations there."

The following appears to be the first allu-

sion to the employment of "a-sistant teach-

ers." " In order to atford relief to the men
teachers in the present crowded state of the

school, it is agreed to employ two 3'oung men
to render occasional aid in the schools, to be

compensated for their services by the advan-

tage of pursuing their studies without charge

for board and tuition. The subject is referred

to the early. attention of the committee on

teachers, who are to judge whether applicants
for the stations are suitable."

6th mo. I6th, 1831. "The attention of the
committee being called to the expediency and
utility of procuring suitable persons to exer-
cise the duty of care-takers of the scholars in
place of the teachers during the recess of the
schools, the subject after some consideration
was referred to the committee on teachers to
examine it more fully, and if thej' are satisfied

of its feasibility they are requested to mature
the plan and define the duties of such care-

takers and report to a future meeting." At
this time it was agreed to admit two young
women as assistant teachers.

At the next meeting held 9th mo. 27th.

"The committee on teachers were left at
liberty to make a trial of the proposed plan
(of having care-takers during the recess of

the schools) and report the restdt of the ex-

periment."
Extract from the last will and testament of

Wm. Webb, (late of Lancaster township and
county.) " Item, (I give and bequeath to Jos.

Webb, son of my brother James Webb, one-
third part of the residue of my estate, first

deducting therefrom any debt or debts owing
to me by the said Jos. Webb,) the other two-
third parts I give and bequeath to my exe-
cutors, hereinafter named, in trust that they
or he, pay the same to the treasurer for the
time being, of the institution established in

the county of Chester, and under the care of
the Yearly Meeting of the religious Society
of Friends for Penna., &c., the interest of
which sum of money so paid, to be for the
education of poor children onl}', and of no
others, and teaching them habits of industry
or labor as may be consistent with the con-

stitution or rules made or to be made in one
or more boarding schools of that institution."

Signed by Wm. Gibbons, one of the exe-

cutors.

9th mo. 5th, 1832. "The committee ap-

pointed to examine the present condition of

the farm ami wdnillaiid to ascertain whether
an3' further iiii]ir<iveiiieiits can be made either

iiy cnttini;- oil' jnirt of the timber or erecting

aiMiiliei- farm house for the purpose of enlarg-

iiiM- iiiir resources, report that they have met
and (lelilierately eonsidered the subject, and
(.n surveyiii--, lind lli<Te is less than 140 acres

dl' wiioillaiid iiiieiii. exclusive of the boys and
girLs' W(.)ods, and that there has been cut over

upwards of 130 acres—about 84 of which ia

now growing up again in timber. It is agreed

to propose to the general committee to give

leave to the farming committee to sell the

timber off of 5J acres south of the Infirmary,

near the Indian spring, and about 6 acres of

the lot in the south-east angle near the stone

school-house, both of which pieces are lightly

timbered."
4th mo. 3d, 1833. " The necessity of keep-

ing in view the primarj' object in establishing

the institution, that of a religious, guarded
education being now spread before us, a con-

cern was felt by the eoimiiii tee that every
thing within our reaeh niii;hl be done further

to promote this ini|Mirlant iil.jeet
; and it was

coneludeil to separale :i tew friends to con-

sider and i-e|i(irl what iiKideii \\duld be piroper

toaduiillor instructing the jjajjils more effect-

ually in our Christian testimonies, and the

grounds on which they rest : to which service

Samuel Bettle, Henry Cope, Hannah Rhoads,

Sarah Emlen and six others were appointed.

(To be continued.)
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The Woman's Hospital.

In this ago of philanthropies, when there

are so many institutions which derive their

maintenance from the private purse, orie

almost shrini^s from urging the needs of any
institution in particular, in a periodical which

is read by those, whose liberality is often

taxed to supply funds necessary to carry on

divers good works. Fortunately there are

other gifts beside specie, which can aid suffer-

ing humanity. Articles for which money was
once paid, it is true, but which perhaps are

now burdening the closet of the careful house

keeper; out of use, 3'et too valuable to throw
away. There are also gifts whose mission is

to carry beauty of nature or art for the cheer-

ing of those who ai-e "laid on the shelf;" and
apart from the enjoj'ments of life; and these

can be had for the asking. They grow in

forest or meadow, or are lying in book case

and drawer, and a few cents will transport

them to the Hospital or Home in some neigh-

boring city.

The institution whose name stands at the

head of this article, is one which appeals to

the liberality of Philadelphians and to the

kind hearted in the vicinity of that metropo-
lis, especially. This Hospital is situatetl ;,t

the corner of North College Avenue and 22ii(l

Street, and comprises two buildings, devoted
to the treatment of the medical and surgical

diseases of women and children. The an-

nual reports of this institution and the attest

of the many who are permanently relieved

under the kind and skilful treatment of its

phj^sicians, are sufficient guarantees of its

claim on the support of the benevolent. Its

accommodations are less than the applications

for admission, and consequently contribu-

tions in money for building purposes are al-

ways welcome. But it is especially on behalf
of certain supplies upon which there is a con-

stant drain in the present buildings, that the

writer would speak. The housewife and
daughter who are wondering what to do with
"That lot of old bottles in the cellar;" or
" The pile of pill-boxes on the medicine shelf,"

will perhaps be glad to know that they will

serve a charitable purpose in the Dispensary
of the Woman's Hospital, where forty gratis

prescriptions are' often compounded for one
morning's clinic. Bottles and boxes are also

constantly needed for patients in the house-
wards.
Those who have but little sickness in the

familj-, may weary of accumulating rolls of
old muslin and linen in the attic-chest. The
basket in the linen room of the Hospital is

never overflowing; and there j'our surplus
stock will come into use quickly. Some pater-
familias opens the book case door, perchance,
to search for yesterday's paper, and out rushes
into his arms, a month's complement of news.
" Can nothing be done with these papers," be
exclaims. Yes, indeed. A large bundle of
them left at the Hospital door, would soon be
devoted to wrapping purposes. Passing from
these necessaries, think a moment of the gifts

which beguile the eye and mind of the weary
sufferer. Many of the charity patients are too
sick or ignorant to read much; but to them
scrap books containing cards or pictures are
a boon

; and the saucer of wild flowers, or the
flowering plant however simple, brings a
breath of country air and life to the bedside

;

and the keen delight of the recipient, well re-

paj'S the outlay of time on the part of the

giver.

Shall a word or two be added tor the sake

of the nurses who spend many months in

comparative seclusion, in order to fit them-
selves for their business? If so, it shall be

concerning reading matter. They have a

pleasant sitting room, but it lacks a book-

shelf, containing interesting and instructive

books of travel, biography, science and history.

Can not this desideratum be supplied from
the shelves of those who own large libraries,

and who would not miss a volume or so,

apiece, from their well-selected stock ? The
hours of admission to the Hospital, for visitors,

are from 2 till 4 p. m., on 3rd and 7th days,

and the Ridge Avenue cars run from the foot

of Arch Street, to within two squares of the

building. Those who cannot conveniently

take their contributions, may feel sure of their

being properly disposed of, if directed in care

of the doctors. Dr. Susan Hayhurst has
charge of the drug department; and Dr.

Hannah J. Price, would dispose of articles

intended for the patients or nurses, in the

house. K. E. E.

SPRING WORK.
I am cutting papers to-day, mother,

(Papers to cover a shelf,)

And saving ont bits for my scrap-book
;

But unlike ray former self.

With the thouglits that are grand and noble

And the lines the poet sings,

I am saving .some very simple
And decidedly childlike things.

For throned in her chair beside me,
Sits the wee one dainty and sweet,

And I trust in the days that are coming
She will cure these lines to repeat.

I think that in planning her life-work,

The same fair future I see

Which you saw in the long ago, mother.
When you planned and prayed about me.

I long to come home at the twilight,

And sitting down by your feet,

Listen again to the Bible tales

You used long ago 10 repeat

—

Of Adam, and Eve, and Abel;
Of Noah, who heard and obeyed

;

Of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
With the faith and love they displayed.

There was Jo.seph sold into Egypt,
And Moses before the king,

And David, who slew Goliath,

With a little stone in his sling;

There was Samuel called at night-time.

And Jonah cast in the deep.

And many a dream and vision

Of prophets and kings asleep.

Then there was the wonderful story

Of the child in a munger bed,

Who marked the pathway to glory
With tears and blood that he shed.

Dear mother, that" old, old story"

Is the life of my life to me,
And I want to train up my children
To be all He would have them be.

Oh, a mother's mission is holy,

And she must be holy too.

Or sadly fail in performing
The work God gives her to do.

So while I am sweeping and scrubbing,
And cleaning dust from the paint,

In my heart I am earnestly praying
To be clean of sin and its taint.

While the farmer goes to his planting,

The mother, by look and tone,

Is sowing in soil just as certain

To yield of the seed she has sown.
The work that she does may be lowly.

But the angels are watching her life

;

The love of the Saviour sustaineth

Each faithful mother and wife.

THE HAPPY FARMER.
Saw ye the farmer at his plough
As you were riding by ?

Or wearied 'neath his noon-day toil,

When summer suns were high ?

And thought yon that his lot was hard ?

And did you thank your God,
That you, and yours, were not condemn'd
Thus like a slave to plod ?

Come, see him at his harvest home,
When garden, field, and tree.

Conspire with flowing stores to fill

His barn, and granary.

His healthful children gaily sport.

Amid the new-mown hay,

Or proudly aid, with vigorous arm,
His task, as best they may.

The dog partakes his master's joy.

And guards the loaded wain.

The feathery people clap their wings.

And lead their youngling train
;

Perchance, the hoary grandsire's eye
The glowing scene surveys.

And breathes a blessing on his race

Or guides their evening praise.

The Harvest-Giver is their friend,

The Maker of the soil.

And Earth, the Mother, gives them bread
And cheers their patient toil.

Come, join them round their wintry hearth,

Their heartfelt pleasures see.

And you can better judge how blest

The farmer's life may be.—L. H. Sigourney.

Selecte.

A MIDNIGHT HYMN.
[The authorship of the following beautiful hymn

trust is unknown. It was found treasured up in

humble cottage in England.]

In the mild silence of the voiceless night.

When chased by airy dreams the slumbers flee,

Whom in the darkness both my spirit seek,

OGod, but thee?

And if there be a weight upon my breast

—

Some vague impression of the day foregone-
it is I :

'. down.

Or if it be the heaviness that comes
In token of anticipated ill,

My bosom takes no heed of what it is.

Since 'tis thy will.

For oh, in spite of past and present care.

Or anything besides, how joyfully

Passes that almost solitary hour.

My God, with thee!

More tranquil than the stillness of the night,

More peaceful than the stillness of the hour.

More blest than anything, my bosom lies

Beneath thy power.

For what is there on earth that I desire,

Of all that it can give or take from me?
Or whom in heaven doth my spirit seek,

O God, but thee?— Christian Guardian

Turn Your Face to the Light.—It had be

one of those days on which everything gc

contrary, and I had come home tired and d
couraged. As I sank into a chair, I groan*
" Everything looks dark, dark !" " Why do
3'ou turn your face to the light, auntie dear
said my little niece, who was standing unpi

ceived beside me.
" Turn 3'our face to the light!" The wor

set me thinking. That was just what I h;

not been doing. I had persistently' kept e

face in the opposite direction, refusing to s:

the f:\intest glimmer of brightness. Artki
little comforter! She did not know whi
healing she had brought. Years have go
by since then, but the simple words hai

never been forgotten.
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Easter Pilgrimages in the East.
BY JI. CLAY TEUJlllL'LL.

It was a full seven da.ys Liefoi-e the begin-
ng of -'Holy W^eek," or of Passover week,
at I approached Jerusalem from Hebron,
d saw pilgrims journeying to the Holy Citv,
almost every hour of the day. Outside of
e Jaffa Gate, and just inside also, were pil-

iras who had recently arrived. The open
ice in front of the Church of the Holy Se-
Ichre was thronged like a Cairo bazaar
th sight-seers, and with sellers and buyers
rosaries, and crucifixes, and relics, and amu-
s, and pictures, and colored candles, and
Id-flecked incense cakes, and glass and me-
ornaments, and fruits and sweets. Th

Under every form of religion the pilgr
mage idea is recognized. It is as prominent
among Mohammedans, Greek, and Lati
Christians, and the Brahminists of India, at
the ])resent time, as it was among the Jew
and the Egyptians of old. It represents, how
ever vaguely, that consciousness of being
absent from the Father's home while yet pre-
sent in the body.

" Here in the body pent.

Absent from Him I roam
;

Yet nightly pitcli my moving tent
A day's march nearer home."

For a week, after reaching Jerusalem, our
part3- had its tents on the cro'wn of the Mount
of Olives, under the very walls of the Chapel

re Syrians, and Turks, and Persians, andiofthe Ascension. Pilgrims in an almost con
stant stream were coming and going among
the sacred sites of that locality. They were
from all parts of the East, and from Europe
and America, as well. Very many of them
wei-e Mohammedans; for the Chapel of the
Ascension is attached to a Mohammedan
mosque, and in charge of a dervish : but the
larger number of pilgrims were Greek Chris-
tians. Inside of the chapel is an indentation
in the rock, said to be a foot-print of Jesus,
made at the moment of his ascension. The
French Bishop Arculf, who visited this spot
as a pilgrim nearly eleven hundred 3-ears ago,
says that then the prints of both feet we
be seen in the dust of the ground within the
church, "and although the^ earth is daily car
ried away by believe'rs, yet still it remains as
before, and retains the same impression of the
feet." " Can you tell me where I can find the
footprints of Jesus?" was a question asked of
us by the pilgrims to that site. And that
question was easy of answer by us: "The
footprints of Jesus are to be found wherever
his story is known. You can not only look
down at them, but you can walk in them.
' For hereunto were ye called : because Christ
also suffered for j'ou, leaving you an example,
that ye should follow his steps.'

"

On the Monday of Easter week, our party
started! northward. Going down the slope of
the Mount of Olives, we passed an almost un-
broken line of pilgrims. Some were clamber-
ing toward the "Chapel of the Ascension

;

others were kneeling at the Tomb of the
Virgin

;
yet others were turning aside into

the Garden of Gethsemane. All parts of
Syria, Turkey, Greece, Lower Egypt and
Upper, were represented among them. The
men were on foot. The women and children
were on donkeys, or in baskets swung across
the donkeys. In some instances two or three
old women were in a single basket, balanced
of course, by a like weight of women or
children on the other side of the overloaded
donkey. Most of the women were veiled,
many of them with the bright chintz veil

which in Palestine so commonly takes the
place of the black or the white veil of Egypt,
and of the blue cloth face-covering of the
Arabian Desert. When we came upon a party
of young women who had drawn aside their
veils, that they might look with bared faces
at the Chapel and Tomb of the Virgin, they
called to us to turn our faces away from them

;

for an Eastern woman feels that she is ag-j

s at fault, if her face is looked at
by a man who is neither her husband, her

,
and Egyptians, and Nubians, and

yssinians, and Europeans, and Americans;
eek and Latin and Maronite and Armenian
I Coptic Christians; also Mohammedans
i Jews

;
for Jews could be sight-seers and

nket-sellers even when the3' were not rever-
; pilgrims to that locality. Every shade of
nplexion and every style of dress wei-e
)resented there. Each " day of the next
tnight added to the multitude, with no less-

ng of it at any point.

^rom the days of Solomon, the Passover-
8t brought together at Jerusalem repre-
itatives of all the Jewish familes, the world
ir. Josephus says that fully two million
en hundred thousand persons were gath-
d there on a single Passover-occasion in

day. Before the temple was built, the
mal Passover-gathering was at Shiloh
ibre Canaan was entered, it was first at
ai, and probably afterwards at Kadesh
a formal institution, the Passover had its

;inning in Egypt, on the night of Israel
idus

;
hence the observances of Holy Week

Jerusalem have a direct connection with
,t Passover institution of thirty-three cen
ies ago.

lince the destruction of the temple at Jeru
im, the Jewish Passover is no longer cele
ted in its original form; and the common
tial substitute for it is hardly more promi
t in Jewish homes in the Holy City than
Dng Jews elsewhere thoughout the world
; the old pilgrimages to Jerusalem at tht
isover season still have their continuance
5ng Jews and Mohammedans and Chri
is; and it is the pilgrimage feature of the
y Week gathering at the Holy Cit}- that
lost impressive, and fullest of suggestion,
m Occidental Christian observer,
'he pilgrimage-idea shows itself, but it did
originate, in the Divine comiuand at the
of Moses to Israel, " Three times in a year
II all thy males appear^sefore the Lord thy
1 in the place which He shall choose ; in

feast of unleavened bread, and in the feast
?eeks, and in the feast of tabernacles

; and
y shall not appear before the Lord empty."
e a pilgrimage was recognized as a duty
mibent on every household head

; for the
a of the command implies that the place
ch the Lord should choose would be at
3 a distance from man}- homes that it

Id be visited by all only on occasions,
at the cost of an extended journey.

I long before this, the Hebrews had known
he Eg}-ptian pilgrimages to the sacred
3 of Bubastis, and Busiris, and Sais, and father, nor her brother. It was not that they
iopolis, including, according to Herodotus, blamed us for looking, but that they were to
riany as seven hundred thousand pilgrims be blamed for being seen.
ually at the first named of these sites. I From opposite the Damascus Gate, we went

along the road toward Nazareth, down which
the parents of Jesus came "to Jerusalem,
every year at the feast of the passover;" the
road by which He probably came when He
first made thejournej- with them at this season
of the year. The pilgrim line was always in
sight. More than one lad of twelve was with
his parents, in parties which we met and
passed that day. We saw one stranger over-
take a loitering group of pilgrims, and join
them with an Eastern greeting, much as might
have been the manner of those who, at the
close of the first Easter, " were going that
very day to a village named Emmaus, which
was threescore furlongs from Jerusalem. And
they communed together with each other of
all these things which had happened. And
it came to pass, while they communed and
questioned together, that Jesus himself drew
near, and went with them." The wondering
question of those ti'avellers to their new com-
panion, when he seemed in ignorance of the
all-absorbing theme of thought and converse
among the Galileans at the passover feast,
shows that he and they were counted as a
part of the great pilgrim host of then. "Dost
thou alone sojourn in Jerusalem, and not know
the things which are come to pass there in
these days?" Art thou the only one of the
pilgrims to the Holy City who knows nothing
of the great event of this year's Holy Week ?

Our first night's stop—we could liot call it

rest—was at a spring known as Bobbers'
Fountain. All through the night, groups or
caravans of pilgrims on their way to Jeru-
salem were coming into that wild valley from
the north, and pushing up and out again south-
ward after a brief halt there for refreshing at
the spring. Night is a favorite time for travel-
ling in Palestine, during the warmer season
of the year. These pilgrims were sometimes
accompanied by musicians, an4,alwaj'8seemed
bent on making as much noise as possible.
They were a good deal more successful in
their efforts than we were in ours—in getting
an undisturbed nap.— <S'. S. Times.

The Protecting Cloud.—Alexander Pedan, a
Scotch Covenanter, with some others, had
been at one time pursued both b}' horse and
foot for a considerable way. At last, getting
some little height between them and their
pursuers, he stood still and said :

" Let us pva.y

here, for if the Lord hear not our prayer and
save us, we are all dead men." He then
prayed, saying, "O Lord, this is the hour and
the power of thine enemies ; they may not bo
idle. But hast thou no other work for them
than to send them after us. Send them after

them to whom thou wilt give strength to flee,

for our strength is gone. Twine them about
the hill, O Lord, and cast the lap of thy cloak
over poor old Saunders, and their puir things,
and save us this one time, and we will keep
it in remembrance, and tell to the commen-
dation of thy goodness, thj' pity and compas-
sion, what thou didst for us at sic a time."
And in this he was heard, for a cloud of mist
immediatelj' intervened between them and
their pursecutors, and in the mean time orders
came to go in quest of James Renwick, and a
great company with him.

—

Anon.

The little worries which we meet each day
May lie as stumbling-blocks across our way

;

Or we may make them stepping stones to be
Of grace, O Christ, to thee.

A. E. Hamilton.
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Religious Items, &c.

Sivedish Bestrictions.— The Watch Tower

states that "the editor of the Gothenburg
Journal of Commerce, one of the most influ-

ential journals in the country, together with

a few friends, to save Sweden from the dis-

grace of such an oflicial act, jjaid the fine of a

Bayitist preacher, to prevent him from being

imprisoned on bread and water for 28 days

for preaching the Gospel without permission

of the State autlioi-ities."

Hendrick B. Wright on Mourning.—Among
the last requests in writing of the late H. B.

Wright, of Wilkesbarre, iPa., recently made
public, dated Washington, 2nd mo. 10, 1881,

were the following :
—" I want bo displa_y at

my funeral, nor funeral sermon. I wish no
silver plating on ray eoflin. I would be glad

that every one, rich and poor, may have the

op]jorlunit3- to look upon my remains. My
children may go into mourning if they prefer

it ; but I do not. It is an empty, idle custom

and is disgraced in its observance : an outside

demonstration suggested by fashion. I

die in the faith of my ancestors—the creed ot

the Society of Friends. In this faith died my
great-grandfather, and my grandfather, and

my father, and in that faith I will die also.

It teaches the doctrine that the apparel does

not reflect the emotion of the heart."

Costly Service.—A pew in Trinity Church
building, N. Y., having been sold at $3000 at

the annual sale, it is estimated that, suppos

ing the purchaser goes regularly every First-

day, each attendance will cost him about $60;

and, as the service does not last more than an

hour, or thereabouts, $1 a minute is the

at which he purchases the glad tidings that

the apostles were commanded to sow bi'oad

cast throughout the world.

The Secret of True Power.—The Episcopal

Recorder makes the following just comment;
on an expression quoted from the Princeton

Review, that " if there is truth in the asser-

tion that the pulpit is losing power, it must
be due largely to the fact that lofty oratory

is becoming a lost art." " Was it ' lofty elo-

quence,' that secured the triumphs of the

Pentecostal day? Was it 'lofty eloquence'

that made the cross victorious everywhere
before the close of the 1st century ? Their

enemies 'perceived that' the apostles were
unlearned and ignorant men ;

and yet their

cause triumphed every where against th

the learning, the genius of the day, and the

whole power of the state."

And there is but one solution of the won-
drous ftict: and that is, ""Not by might, nor

by power, but by My Spirit, saith the Lord."

That Spirit was present, giving power to the

story of the crucified and risen Saviour, and
it triumphed every where.
And that is just what we want to-daj'

Protestant Work in Raly.—The following

narrative is given by L'ltalia Eoangelica, of

the successful labors of the Free Church of

Italy, which has its chief centre at Florence

All its ministei'S are native Italians, who have
come forth for the most part from the Roman
church. The president of its committee is

Gavazzi, who labors in Rome. It reckons its

communicants as amounting to 1,750. Venice
presents one of the most remarkable of all the

religious movements now going on in Italy.

Triumphs of Divine grace in the conversion

of men who had been given over to vice in all

its forms, have been events of continual occur-

rence. All these converts have come out from
the Papal communion, and from the world.

The blessing vouchsafed to Venice has been

given by the great Head of the Church to the

abors of his servants in Milan. It was feared

that the National Exhibition, which has suc-

ceeded so well, would crush out Gospel influ-

ence. It has been quite the reverse. Side by

!, and in full accord with the evangelical

teaching of the Waldenses, the work of the

Free Church has advanced. The two places

of worship belonging to it have been crowd-
ed, and the number of new conversions and
communicants has been greater than in any
former year. One of the brethren named Co
lombo, has his missionary tours carried on
at his own expense, in which he distributes

tracts, portions of scripture, and the New
Testament, not a few of which he sells. He
never shrinks from controversy, even with
the priests, who, however, denuded of ar

ments, resort for the most part to the stirring

up of secret opposition. There ai-e three dea
cons or subordinate ministers of these church-
es, named respectively Gotti, Ostini, and Re
sentini, who carry on a very generous and
self-denying work, by visiting every [First-

daj'] the large general hospital ; they speak
to the sick about Jesus, and are permitted to

leave simple presents of fruit. Often the ex
clamation is heard from the suffering ones—
" These are truly children of God ; they speak
and act like true Christians."

Our four weekly meetings have been nu
merously attended, and the chapel has been
often found too small. Another comfortin;

fact is the friendly spirit with which ou
labors have been regarded. We truly have
the respect and even sympathy of the peopi—Record.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Gold Mining in Thibet.—A Geology of In
dia, ))ublished by order of the East Indian
Government, gives a description of one of
mining camps in Thibet, located 16,300vfeet

above sea level. The cold is intense, and the

miners in winter are thickly clad in furs. The
miners do not merely remain under ground
when at work, but their small blacli tents

which are made of a felt-like material, manu
factured from the hair of the Yak, are set ii

a series of pits with steps leading down to

them, seven or eight feet below the surface of

the ground. Spite of the cold, the diggers
prefer working in winter ; and the number of

their tents, which in summer amounts to 300,

rises to nearly 600 in winter. They prefer

the winter as the frozen soil then stands well,

and is not likely to trouble them much by
falling in. The excavated earth is collected

in heaps previous to washing the gold out of

the soil.

This account throws light on the story re-

lated by the ancient Greek traveller, Herodo-
tus, that there were ants in the land of the
Indians bordering on Kashmir, which made
their dwellings underground, and threw up
sand heaps as they burrowed, the sand which
they threw up being full of gold. These gold-

digging ants of ancient fable were nothing but
men, Thibetan miners, whose mode of life and
dress were in the remotest antiquity what
they are at the present day.

Daily Weather Charts in the North Atlantic.

—The Meteorological Office in London has
resolved to undertake the preparation of daily

weather charts in the North Atlantic, for

months, commencing with the 1st of 8th m
next. The wreck returns of Great Britain f

the four years ending 6th mo., 1880, show
reduction of losses and casualties from 1,8'

in the years 1876-77 to 891 in 1879-80, or k
than one-half It is hoped that still furth

improvement in the saving of life and pi

pertj^ will ultimately result from the colle

tion of more extended series of observatio

on the weather as now proposed, and fro

the knowledge of the approach of stort

which may thus be made public.

Flight of Birds.—High up in the air soar

a couple of large black vultures, floating i

the wind, and desciribing large circles witho

appai'ont movement or exertion, scannii

from their airy height the country for mil

around, on the look-out for their carrion foe

Like all birds that soar, both over sea ai

land, when it is calm thevultui-es are oblig

to flap their wings when they fly ; but wh
a breeze is blowing they are able to use ths

specific gravity as a fulcrum, by means
which they present their bodies and oi

stretched wings and tails at various ang]

to the wind, and literally sail. How ot't«

when becalmed on southern seas, when not

breath of air was stirring, and the sails id

flapped against the mast, have I seen the alb

tross, the petrel, and the Cape-pigeon restii

on the water, or rising with difficulty, a;

only by the constant motion of theii' lo

wings able to fly at all. But when a bree

sprang up they were all life and motion, whe
ing in graceful circles, now presenting o

side, now the other, to view, descending rapi

ly with the wind, and so gaining velocity

turn and rise up again against it. Then,
the breeze freshened to a gale, the petn

darted about, playing round and round t

scudding ship, at home on the wings of t

storm, poising themselves upon the wind,

instinctively and with as little effort as a mi

balances himself on his feet. How the c

times came up again as I rode over the sava

nah, and the soaring vultures brought ba

to my mind the wheeling storm j' petrels th

darted about whilst under close-reefed tc

sails we scudded before the gale, rounding t

stormy southern cape; when great blue se;

"green glimmering towards the sumtni

towered on every side, or struck our galla

ship like a 8ledy;e, making it shiver with t

blow, and sending a driving cloud of spr

from stem to stern. Then the petrels w«

in their element ; then they darted aboi

now on one aide, now on the other—abo^

below, now here, now there—all life and n

tion.

—

Belfs Naturalist in Nicaragua.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 10, 1882.

In the Christian Church there are divei;

ties of gifts, but all proceeding from the saij

Divine Power which apportions to every o|

their respective places and services. In tj

filling up of these places and the performi

these services, however different they may !

there is no clashing while all are kept in si

jection to the Head of the Church, and i

under his directions, but a beautiful harraoi

This is sweetly illustrated in the lives

labor to which, in a past generation, Sar

Lynes Grubb and Mary Capper were call'
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be Word of the Lord through Sarah Grubb
lis as a sword and a hammer. She was
)thed with undaunted courage, and a re-

arkable degree of Divine authorit}' in ex-
isingand bringingjudgment upon that spirit

dich fifty years ago was leading some of her
ilow-professors away from the simple, self-

nying path of bearing the daily cross in
bich the true disciples of our Saviour have
er been led. Mary Capper's path was more
eluded, and less conspicuous. In lier own
le of service, she was equally diligent, labor-
y in the gospel, visiting the poor and afflict-

,
watching with tender solicitude over the

irituul interests of her friends and relatives,
d like a gentle streamlet that steals almost
perceived through the meadows, diffusing
shness and greenness in her course.
These tvvo dear friends were most closely
ited in the bonds of gospel fellowship, and
ih strove to cheer the other and encourage
faithfulness in their respective fields of
lor. In a letter written to J. and S. Grubb,
1835, M. Capper thus addresses them :

" Ye
ir laborers. Be faithful unto death ! There
a rest unpolluted bj' the strife of words,
ntroversy has no place in the Heavenly
y. As one drawing nigh to the end of time,
10 has indeed been tenderly dealt with, I

n from the stranye voices of the present

to that self-renunciation and bearing the cross,
which are indispensable for all who would be
the disciples of Christ. The meaning is illus-

trated by the comment of our Saviour him-
self to the disciples, when they were aston-
ished at this world-renouncing doctrine, as
related by Mark, chap. 10, v. 2-1—"Jesus an-
swereth again, and saith unto them, Children,
how hard is it for them that trust in riches, to

enter into the kingdom of God."
The learned Adam Clark, states that it was

a common proverb for a thing difficult or im-
possible—and quotes, in confirmation of his
opinion, an old Jewish proverb—"No man
sees a palm tree of gold, nor an elephant pas-
sing through the eye of a needle." The same
proverb (iccurs in the Koran—" The impious,
will) ill bis arrogance shall accuse our doctrine
of falsity, shall find the gates of heaven shut:
nor shall he enter there, ?«;^ a camel shall pass
through the eye of a needle."

The person who has under his control much
of this world's riches, if he is a true Christian,
will regard himself not as their possessor, but
as a steward, to whom the Lord has committed
their care and management. He will not feel

himself at liberty to gratify every selfish de-
that may arise, but will remember that

he must give an account to his Master for the
faithful use of the talents entrusted to him.

f,
and intermeddle not. Yet, I think I do Though called rich by the world, he may really

ittle enter into feeling, and Christian sym-' be one of the Lord's humble children, to
by with the faithful, exercised servants,
o have to preach the cross of Christ." In
16, she says to the same friends :

" Think-
;
of you, dear friends, there was a sweet

whom is promised the kingdom of Heaven.

A friend who has carefully examined " A
Smaller History of the United States, by

ding impression that there is a rest, an Josiah W. Leeds, author of a la rijer History
iefiled everlasting rest, prepared for the of the United States: Philadelphia, J. B.
iient, faithful laborer in the Lord's vine- jLippincott & Co., 1882," furnishes us with the
d." To the letter from which this sentence following notice of it.

taken, S. Grubb replied; "This day thy
icious, sweet letter was handed me. Oil The motto which the author has chosen,
^ truly cheering it is to contemplate the j" Eighteousness exalteth a nation," appears
te in which Divine goodness has kept thee to be a correct index of the motives which
Ihis day. I can look back to my childhood, have been kept in view throughout the work,
en I first saw, with wonder, the tears flow- 1 While the facts of the hi.story of the United
from thy eyes in meetings; when thou, States appear to be presented in a clear, con-

st an example to many, of nobly denying 'cise and interestingmanner, yet the comments
, taking up the cross, and following Him upon them are so carefully prepared that the
0' bore the contradiction ofsinners against great deeds of wickedness which at times
nself,' and who has been pleased to lead have been perpetrated by the people and
lut and instruct thee ever since. Yea! Heirulers of this country are spoken of in such a
i kept thee as the apple of his eye ; and so : way as not to leave the f\ilse impression upon
lUmbly believe He will keep thee to the the mind that they have tended to the honor
I; guiding'thy feet the few steps that re- and prosperity of the nation,
in, and ultimately granting an entrance

j

Those jjortions which treat of the wars in
> those blessed regions where none can say, I which the United States have been involved,
tm sick; where there is no more pain, have evidently been written under a sense of
tber any more sorrow; but the Lamb that that responsibility which, as the author ob-
a the midst of the Throne doth lead to|serves, devolves "upon writers of history for
tg fountains of water, and all tears are the young, that they endeavor to incline the

minds of these to aconsideration of that 'more
excellent way' of settling disputes which does
not involve the dread appeal to arms."
The following just observations upon the

war of the Revolution are extracted from the
chapter on that subject; and we may believe
are such as will more and more prevail in the
future, as the enormities of war are seen in

their true light. To assist in training the
minds of children for such considerations is

certainly one of the highest uses of the his-

tory of the past. "In" a history so brief as
this, only a mere outline of the main events
can be given, for, were all the particulars of
the war set forth, they would fill volumes.
England did indeed oppress us, and it was
well that our country should be independent

)ed from the eyes forevt

7e have received two communications re-

efing the brief selected article on p. 295,
Ich offered some explanation of the expres-
\ of our Saviour, that it is easier for a
iel to pass through the eye of a needle,
n for a rich man to enter the kingdom of
jiven. Whether the explanation given in

t extract—namely, that by the eye of the
die is meant the narrow side passage way
J)ugh the walls of a city for persons on
•^is correct or not, is a matter of little

ortance. The expression is evidently one
hose proverbs, such as are in common use
ing all people, and indicates that the pos-
ion of great wealth is a serious hindrance

and free. Yet, as we read how brothers who
were Tories fought against brothers who
were Whigs; how Indians were bargained
with to burn and scalp and commit every
wickedness; how French and Hessians were
also drawn into the strife ; how worthless be-
came the currency, how trade suffered, and
the fields were unfilled ; how infidelity, drunk-
enness, profanity, and other vices prevailed,—we will then be ready to ask ourselves the
question, whether America and the mother-
country ought not to have settled their quar-
rel in another waj'."

In a few sentences following the notice of
the Mexican war, and also the sketch of the
late civil war, the attention of the student is

again directed to tin- pecuniary cost, the great
loss of life, and the injury inflicted upon the
morals of the ])cople by these solemn events.
An interesting, and, we believe, a novel

feature in this work, is a chapter on the
Government Departments, treating of their
nature and powers, with those of their sub-
ordinate bureaus; and some valuable informa-
tion on subjects coming under their jurisdic-
tion. In connection with the i-emarks on In-
ternal Revenue, we observe some observations
upon the waste of money, the misery caused to
individuals and the cost to the nation at large
by crimes committed under the influence of in-

toxicating drinks, which may well be deeply
implanted in the minds of the rising genera-
tion. Some interesting facts are also given
in relation to the different methods of at-

tempting to restrain these evils by legisla-

tion.

It is a book of about 300 pages, furnished
with majis and illustrations, and we believe
it t(i lie well :iila|ili.-(l \\,v use in elementary or
interiiifilKitc scIkhiIs generally, and we be-
lieve that Friends who have long wanted a
suitable work on the History of the United
States for their children, will find this to an-
swer their desires.

The recent strikes of the iron workers at
Pittsburg and other points in the West, and
similar diflSculties that have occurred or are
threatened in various parts of our country,
are matters of serious importance. So inti-

mate is the connection between the different

parts of the body politic, so dependent is one
person on the prosperity of another, that in

civil society', as in our phj'sical system, if one
member suffer all the members suffer with it.

The number of workers engaged in the iron
strike may be thirty or forty thousand ; but
the cessation of their labor throws out of em-
ployment a far larger number of others, such
as miners, and laborers of different kinds, who
are dependent on the iron mills for their daily
employment. That 100,000 or more persons
should thus be deprived of the opportunity of
earning the means of subsistence

; and that
the large amount of capital involved in the
business which is thus suspended, should be
prevented from earning any profit, are great
calamities.

It is not only the financial loss, but the
awakening of hostile feelings, and the de-
moralization which is apt to be developed
where bodies of men are without regular em-
ployment, that are to be deplored. Strikes
and lock-outs are war measures ; and there
ought to be some means of amicably settling

the disputes which arise respecting wages.
Is Christian principle comes to be the ruling
power in all the operations of society; and
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all classes—-employers and employees—manu-
facturers and consumers—merchants and cus-

tomers—act in the spirit of our Saviour's

command, " Whatsoever things ye would that

men should do to you, do ye even so to them,"

it will become comparatively easy to deter-

mine the pi-oper division of profits between

labor and capital, and between the different

kinds of labor engaged in a business. May
we not hope that the time will come, when
the present tactics bj' which manufacturers

and their employees attemjjt to coerce each

other into submission, will be regarded as be-

longing to an age of imperfect civilization
;

and viewed as somewhat akin to the irrational,

barbarous and unchristian practice of war as

a means of settling international disputes?

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The President has signed the bill

for the distribution of the unexpended balance of the

Geneva award.
Trescott, and Walker Blaine, arrived in New York

last week, on the steamer Acapulco, from Aspinwall.

It is officially stated that dnring the recent Indian

outbreak in Arizona, 43 persons were killed and live

wounded, while the loss on stock and other property of

seitlers amounted lo r30,2.50.

1 he Supreme Court of Ohio has decided, one Judge
dissenting, that the Pond Liqnor Tax law is unconsti-

tutional, the tax being of the nature of a license.

The great lock-out in the iron mills of Western
Pennsylvania, of the Mahoning Valley, in Ohio, and of

Wheeling and its vicinity in VVest Virginia, h.as begun.

About 18,000 men in this State are idle m consequence;

.^000 in West Virginia, and 10,000 in Ohio. It is esti-

mated that the number of persons made idle by this

movement in Pittsburg and the neighboring districts

affected, is nearly 100,000. This includes, besid,-s the

puildlers, the helpers, heaters, miners, laborers, firemen,

andolher.s, whose labor depends upon the mills now
closed.

About 140O men on the Pennsylvania Railroad, be-

tween Pittsburg and this city, were discharged on

Fourth-day the 31st ult., and nearly 300 more were dis-

missed by the Pan Handle road.

In the United Presbyteiian General Assembly, at

Monmouth, Illinois, a resolution reaffirming the vote

of the Presbyteries repealing the law agains; instru-

mental music in the meeting-houses was defeated

—

yeas 88, nays 114.

Five persons were killed by the storm in Northamp-
ton county. North Carolina, on First-day. Many build-

ings in the path of the storm were wrecked by the

wind, while all vegetation was destroyed by the hail.

Some of the hailstones are said to have weighed " a

pound and a quarter."

The total number of aliens who arrived at New York
upon foreign vessels, as shown by the Custom House
records for the 5th month, was 8-5,677, as against 78,359

for the same period in 1881. The total arrivals since

First month 1st were 227,325, an increase of 39,843

over the first five months of last year. Of those arriv-

ing during the 5th month the Germans take the lead

with 30,049; followed by Ireland, 13,453; Sweden,
12,481; England, 9263; Italv, 5518; Norway, 3948

;

Austria, 3073; Denmark, 2399; Scotland, 2164; Switzer-

land, 1493; Russia, 1175 ;
Bohemia, 896 ; Holland, 849;

Hungary, 480 ; France, 455 ; Wales, 310 ; other coun-
tries, 861.

During the present season the importation of potatoes

received at New York amounted to 4,500,000 bushels,

which were sold at about two-thirds the price of the

home production. Large amounts of the imported
potatoes, however, on account of delays by vessels get-

ting ice-bound, have been unfit for .sale, hut the above
is the amount put upon the market.

Crop reports from sixty points in Southern Minne-
sota show a favorable condition of the small grains.

The acreage of all grain in the localities reported is

about the same as last year, exc.-pt that of wheat which
is 20 to 50 per cent. less.

The extension of the Shenandoah Valley Railroad,

between Hagerstown, Maryland, and Roanoke, Vir-

ginia, has been completed, making a direct route from
New York to New Orleans. The line and its connec-
tions will be known as the Virginia, Georgia and Ten-
nessee Air Line.

The large forest fires reported in Clare and Roscom-

: been quenched by heavy Government was unworthy of support, slnceit has fail

to fulfil the promise it made when in opposition.

I
In CommiUee of the Chamber of Deputies

General Garibaldi died at Caprera on the evening

the 2nd instant. His disease was bronchitis.

The Russian Jews now at Brody, assembled recent

and noisily demanded bread and means to contin

raon counties, Michigan, h;

rains. . . rs •

The public debt statement for 5th month shows a re- In CommiUee of the Chamber of Deputies on t

duction of $10,375,441. Credits for Tunis, M. de Freycinet said the policy

The number of deaths in Philadelphia for the week the Government was not the annexation of Juni.s, b

ending 6th mo. 3d, was 353, as compared with 423 for only the establishment of a protectorate as defined

the previous week, and 302 for the corresponding week the Bardo' treaty,

of last year. Of the whole number 191 were males anc

162 females : 52 died of consumption, 40 of inflamma
tion of the lung.s, 15 of typhoid fever, 10 of Brights

disease, 9 of measles, and 7 small-pox.

Markets,<i:c.— U.S. 3J's, lOOJ a lOU; 4J's, 114J; 4'8, their journey. The authorities were compelled, for.

registered, 119| ; coupon, 120| ; currency 6'8, 133. bly, to restore quiet.

Cotton continues dull. Sales of middlings are re- An official announcement of Russia s acceptance

ported at 12J a 12| cts. per lb. for uplands and New the conference at Constantinople, to settle the Egypli

Orleans. [question, is published. Arabi Pasha has received

Petroleum.—Standard white, 71 cts. for export, and letter from the Porte warning liim that he is held pt

8 cts. per gallon for home use. sonally responsible for the preservation of order ai

Flour is dull, and winter wheat families are weak, for the safety of the European residents. He has slio^

Sales of 1900 barrels, including Minnesota extras, at the letter to the Consuls, and expressed his sincere d

$6.75 a $7 for clear, and $7.25 a t-7.50 for straight; position to obey it.

Pennsylvania extra family at i6 a i6.12^ ; western do.
j

Arabi Pasha assures his friends that he is perfect

do. at $6.75 a $7.25, and patents at i8 a $9. Rye flour secure with the Sultan, and can prove that his condc

is dull at $4.37 j a $4.50 per bbl.
' throughout the crisis has been warranted and authoriz

Grain.—Wheat is fairly active and higher. Sales of by documents in his possession.

3100 bushels of red at «1.40J a *1.41. Rye.—None
|

Public schools are fast increasing in number

offering. Corn—Local lots are quiet and unchanged, Bengal. For the pa-st year there was a total gain

while options are higher. Sales of 9000 bushels, in- 8,131 schools, with 107,457 pupils. It appears fro

eluding yellow, at 85i a 87 cts. ; mixed, at 84 a 85 cts. ; the census returns, that out of 5,100,000 boys of scho

steamer at 84J cts. ; and No. 3 at 83J a 84 cts. Oats are age, more than 1 in 6 was in school
;
the proportion

)

in good request and higher. Sales of 10,000 bushels girls was about 1 in 150. Of the total number of schoo

including white, at 00^ a 62 cts., and rejected and mixed 303 were Government institutions, teachim; 20,775
i,

at 59 a 69^ cts. i pils ; 40,490 were aided schools, teaching 777,173 pupi

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 6th mo. and 6,714 unaided schools, having a total of 121,5

3rd, 1882. — Loads of hay, 357; loads of straw, 83. pupils. Of the 107,457 new pupils, 51,000 were M.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.05 hamraedans.
_

to $1.15 per 100 pounds ; mixed, 95 cts. to $1.05 per 100 i
Over 9-500 immigrants arrived in Manitoba duri)

pounds; straw, 75 to 85 cts. per 100 pound.s. 4th month.

Beef cattle were in demand. Good stock was firmly
1
A telegram from Montreal confirms the report tl

held, but other grades were Ic. per pound lower : 2700
i

the Canadian Pacific Railway syndicate has sold ti

head arrived and sold at the different yards at 6 a 10
,

subordinate syndicate, consisting of the Duke of Mi

cts. per pound, the latter rate for extra. Chester, Lord Elphinstone and others, 5,000,000 ac

Sheep were-dull and } a ^c. per lb. lower; 13,000 of land in the Northwest, with a half interest in

head arrived and sold at the difi'erent yards at 3 a 6} towns and village sites. The price paid for the lane

cts., and spring lambs at 6 a 10 cts. per lb. as to con- said to be *3 per acre.

dition.
I

Last year 27,073 books were taken out of the libn

1 Hogs were unchanged : 3000 head arrived and sold of the Toronto Mechanics' Institute, and 21,462 of thi

'at 10} a 12 cts. per lb., the latter rale for extra. iwere novels.

I

Foreign.—Christopher Palles, Lord Chief Baron of
j

The Mexican Executive has published a decree,

the Exchequer in Ireland, opening the Dublin Com- ' take effect on the 1st of 11th month next, abohshi

I mission, said 56 per cent, of the crime in the city and [the export duties on gold ami silver coin, bars and

1

70 per cent, in the country was undetected. This was and increasing the import duties on all foreign got

;a matter for grave reflection. As to the Phoenix Park two per cent,

murders, he understood there was no chance of bring-

|ing the perpetrators to justice

A despatch to the Daiii/ News from Portree, says the

land agitation on the Isle of Skye is again assuming a

serious aspect.

The Royal Geographical Society publish instruc-

tions to the expedition to search for the Eira, Leigh
Smith's Arctic vessel, which have been compiled on the

I

advice of Payer Jansen and Nordenskjold. The whaler
Hope, which will sail about the 20ih inst., will mike
depots of provisions on the coast of Nova Zemble. She
will then examine the ice in Barents' Sea carefidly, but

will avoid the risk of being be.set and compelled to

winter there. The Willem Barents, the Dutch survey-

ing vessel, and Sir Henry Gore Booth's yacht, Kara,
jwill be in Barent-s' Sea at the same time, and will co-

operate in searching for the bo its of the Fira.

Russian subjects have been instructed to furnish all

the assisiance in their power. Prof Nordenskjold
thinks it not improbable that Leigh Smith will be found
[to have taken refuge in a house built by him (Nordensk-
ijold) on the north coast of Spitzbergen.

]

In the House of Commonson the 1st inst.jSir Charles
Dilke, Under Foreign Secretary, in reply to Sir Richard
Cross, said that the Government, at the suggestion of

France, had agreed lo invite the other Powers to a con-
ference for I he settlement of the Egyptian question on
the basis of status quo. The Government had already
proposed to M. de Freycinet to take the Powers into

their confidence. It might be objected that the con-
ference would cause delay, but the Government believed,

on the contrary, that it would expedite a settlement.

It had suggested to the Sullan that it was desirable that

the Turkish flag be displayed in Egyplian waters, and
that the Turkish Commissioners he conveyed lo Egypt
thereunder. Admiral Seymour, he said, had been in-

structed to take steps to protect the Suez Canal.
At a meeting of the Society for the Abolition of

Slavery, held in Madrid 6th mo. 5th, a re.solution was
passed denouncing the outrages and cruelties inflicted

upon slaves in Cuba. A Republican Deputy said the

Twenty-four deaths from yellow fever i

in Havana last week.

report

The Second Annual meeting of the Society for Ho
Culture, will he held .-it the Girls' Select School, i

mo. 10th, at 2 P. M. The meeting will be public,

general invitation is extended.

WANTED,
An experienced female teacher, for the school

mencing 9th mo. next under the care pf Evesham
parative Meeting. For particulars address

Jn " '^ '
E. Darnell, Mt. Laurel, N. J

MOORESTOWN ACADEMY.
A Principal Teacher will be wanted for this Sch«

to enter upon his duties at the opening in the Nil

month next. Also, a competent female teacher, w

has had experience, to take charge of the introductt

department.
Apply to Elisha Roberts, Maby Ann Haines,

Mary W. Stokes, Moorestown, N. J.

Or to Wm. Evans, 252 South Front St., Philada.

Died, at the residence of her brother-in-law. Bet

min Way, on the 25th of 11th mo. 1881, MakqaI:
CouLSON, relict of David Coulson, in the 76th .veai

her age, an esteemed member and overseer of Sou

land Particular and Plymouth Monthly Meeting, 01
, on the 24th of 5th month, 1882, near Sahl

Iowa, Isaac Childs, a member of Hickory Gp[
Monthly Meeting of Friends, Iowa, aged 83 yel

He was raised in Bucks county Pa., and settled n

Salem about 23 years ago. He was a consistent i

exemplary member of our Society, and his end '

peace.

WILLIAM H.PILE^.PRINTER,^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For " The Friend,"

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.
stopher Healy's visit to New England, continued from p. 346.)

th uio. 25tli. Moved forward toward South
igston, lil'toeu miles distant; crossed the
od river at the manufaettiring village of
)e Valley, and wending our way through
jt very fertile district of country for about
? miles, called at the residence ofthe widow
)he of Christopher's brothers ; they met
parted affectionately, and we moved on-

•d. The country continued to present the
e rugged and not very fertile aspect,
se manufacturing villages are generally
active, and some of them contrast strange-
?ith the less pleasing appearance of the
"oundings. We passed through a reserva-

I belonging to a remnant of the Narra-
sett Indians. They are now much reduced
lumber, and are considerably mixed with
lean blood ; we met one woman bearing
inglj' the marks of pure aboriginal descent,

one man evidently of the amalgamated
3. Christopher had been looking toward
ting the.m a visit, but it was ascertained
t many of them are absent from the reser-

ion at this season of the year, and it is not
ly that any considerable number can be
ected at tfiis time. They also have de-

erated into more dissolute habits, have
7 no settled minister, and their meetings
worship are suspended. Alas! for the
r Indians, they seem destined to extermi-
ion,—a remnant of the Penobscot tribe
3ed through this part of the country about
ear since, and pitched their tents in this

jhborhood, where they were attacked bj'

seasc which soon swept fourteen of them
a the face of the earth. Christopher has

f manifested a Christian sj'mpathy and
Qest desire for the welfare of the Indian,
I believe that it is unabated now, but it

8 not appear that a satisfactory visit can
tiade amongst them at this time, it is there-
) left for the present.

Continued our travel through a country
3h of the waj' uninhabited, and at length
le to the brow of the hill which skirts the
land bordering on the Atlantic ; here was
ained a distant and inteifsiing view of the
.e ocean, and numerous vfssris |i;issing and
assing. The flat land is thii-kly settled

moderately productive, but the most of
1 very stony. "We are kindly entertained,

and arrangements have been made to hold a
meeting in a Baptist meeting-houlSB' not far

distant, at 3 o'clock to-morrow afternoon.
6th mo. 26th. Took a walk, after breakfast,

to an eminence called Green Hill, which is an
extensive pasturage,- from this elevation was
prt'sented a beautiful view of the Atlantic
ocean, and we saw numerous beds of oyster
shells on the high land where the poor Indians
w(u-e wont to regale themselves in days which
have long since passed away.
At the appointed hour we proceeded to at-

tend the ap|)ointed meeting, it proved large,

and through the condescending goodness of
the Shepherd of Israel, who was evidently
mouth and wisdom, tongue and utterance, to

our dear aged but still earnest friend ; it

proved a tendering and doubtless a profitable

season; many expressions of satisfaction there-
with were afterward heard. Eode about two
miles to the abode of one who is not a mem-
ber of any religious Society; the family were
all kind, and we spent an agreeable evening
with them and others, and remained untU
morning. The view seaward is beautiful, and
the sea breezes refreshing.

6th mo. 27th. Left our comfortable quarters
and riding about five miles, stopped at the
habitation of the widow of another of Christo-
pher's brothers ; their greeting was affeetion-

ite, and she blessed the Lord for the visit.

She is near eighty years of age, and retains

her mental faculties scarcelj^ impaired, and
also her retentive memory; ber son and
daughter appeared gratified with their uncle's

company. After dining with the family we
procccilcd iiiiother five miles onward, to a
ni:iiiur;iiiuring village called Kenyon's Mills,

ami sii)]i|,o'l at the abode of a widow who is

not ill membership with any religious sect

;

but her house and heart were open to receive

us, and we were kindly cared for by herself,

her sister, her son and four intelligent daugh-
ters ; and when a meeting was proposed, she
freely offered the accommodations of their
"arge house for that purpose. The offer was
accepted, and the meeting appointed to Vie

held at 8 o'clock in the evening; but Christo-
pher had not much service therein.

6th mo. 28th. Still moving onward and
massing through several manufacturing vil-

ages, we entered a railwa}' car and proceeded
twenty miles to East Greenwich.
A meeting is appointed to be held in the

Methodist meeting-house to-morrow after-

noon at 4 o'clock. East Greenwich is the
place of Christopher's nativitj-.

6th mo. 29th. Attended the appointed
meeting; notice had been spread extensivelj'

but the gathering was not large, and Christo-
pher was not largely engaged in testimony
therein ; but anotlier is appointed to be held
at the same place at 5 o'clock to-morrow
afternoon. People of other religious societies,

and of no religious society, do not often freelj'

leave their business to attend meetings on
week days,

I This part of the country- is generally more
fertile and pleasing to the eye than the more

j

southern section of the State of Ilhode Island
where we have visited—more trees and shrub-
bery are planted about the dwellings—the
lack of which, especially in many countiy
situations, gives some of the homes rather an
unprepossessing appearance; and although
the best of building stone is very abundant,
yet the dwellings are constructed veiy gener-
ally of wood; a considerable proportion of
them are but one story high, but they are
spread out and contain more internal space
than might be supposed from outside appear-
ances, and the apartments are ingeniouslj^
and conveniently arranged. Of course there
are many costly and attractive dwellings.
The agricultural produce of the aforesaid
southern section, is Iargel3^ pasturage and
hay, which are said to be rich and nutritious.

The products of the daiiy are excellent, and
also the beef and pork ; corn and rye are
raised to moderate extent, and bread made
from a combination of these articles is exten-
sively preferred to that made from wheat
flour. In travelling some of the public roads,
we passed through a considerable number of
gates located at the dividing lines of the dif-

ferent farms through, which the unfenced or
unwalled road passes. And although much
of the ground is excessively stony and not
remarkable for fertility, yet the inhabitants
appear to thrive and live well upon their un-
kindly soil, and perhaps generally desire no
better location. But in maiiiifactiiriiig enter-

prise they excel, and the laiid incxliur (if the
locality not being sufficient tor the susten-

ance of the ]nj|iiilalii>ii, they draw a portion
of their sup]ilii>s ivum distant places.

6th mo. 30th.—First-da,y. Eode about six

miles to a Baptist place oi' worship, where a
meeting had been appointed to be held at 10
o'clock in the forenoon. Christopher had
formerly held several favored meetings at this

house, and he appeared to feel an unusual
drawing thither at this time. The gathering
proved large (jhiiet and good order prevailed,

and a sdloiniiiiy soon spread as a canopy over
us: under which precious covering Christo-
pher arose and handed forth doctrine, reproof,

instruction in righteousness and encourage-
ment. He stood at least one and a half
hours, and I think that our hearts were con-
trited and solemnized together ; and although
most of the audience were Baptists, and per-

haps relied confidently upon the efficac}^ of
the outward element, yet somewhat of the
baptism of the Spirit was surely felt amongst
us.

At 5 o'clock in the afternoon we attended
the meeting appointed at the Methodist place

of worship in East Greenwich. It was sup-

posed that the gathering would be large, and
a considerable number did assemble; but a
funeral taking place at the same hour at the
Baptist meeting-house, a largo concourse of

people assembled there. It is usual in this
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])art of the vvoi-ld, among the i-eligious sects

gonei-iilly, to carry the remains to the place

of worship, where the asseml:)lage of those

intei'ested, and such ceromciiial proceedings
as are deemed suitable tal;c place iirevious to

interment. Our meeting was duulitloss smaller

in consequence of the i'unei'al, nevertheless it

proved a good meeting—quietude and good
order prevailed among the attentive audience
—and it is reasonable to suppose that minds
were instructed and hearts benefited under
the solemnizing power of Truth.

7th mo. 1st. We left our hospitable ac-

commodations this morning, proceeded about
five miles westward and met with kind enter-

tainment. A meeting had been appointed to

be held in the Methodist meeting-house at

Centerville, at 7 o'clock in the evening, and
thereto we proceeded at the appointed hour,

and settled into stillness about earlj' candle
light. The wing of Divine goodness was evi-

dently spread over us, a marked quietude
prevailed, and apijareiitly many hearts were
solemnized together. < Mir dear friend Chris-

topher was clothed with g<i-,| 111 life and power,
and ministered to an attentive audience in

the authority of Truth. This season of favor
closed about half past nine o'clock.

7th mo. 2nd. This forenoon we rode to the
dwelling of Christopher's half brother, where
we dined. The family were all kind, and some
of them accompanied us to our appointed
meeting, held at the Methodist place of wor-
ship in Fiskvillo at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
This gathering was not large, and gospel life

and power did not appear to arise into do-

minion as much as at some other limes. After
the meeting we stopped at the house of an
aged physician. He is not a member of any
societ}^ but is an old acquaintance of Chris-
topher's. The doctor is feeble, chiefly con-

lined to his bed, and appears to be draw'ing
near to the close of life. He is sensible of his

situation, and looks forward to his dissolution
with composure, testifying that the Lord is

gracious to him. As our company sat bj^ his

bedside, he asked that we might have a re-

ligious opportunity together; the family and
those present gathered into stillness, and after

a time of silent waiting, Christopher was
drawn forth in exercise of soul on his account,
which doubtless was comforting to the aged
sufferer. It proved a heart-tendering season,
and it was thought that the baptizing influ-

ence of heavenly love and power was felt

amongst us. Rode several miles along the
valley of the Pautuxent river, where the num-
ber and extent of the manufacturing estab-
lishments and their surrounding villages are
really surprising. The scenery is picturesque,
the beauties of nature blended with the works
of art, and the evidence of intelligence and
thrift, combined with the attractive aspect of
the various factories, places of worship, and
dwellings neat in appearance and well chosen
in location, can scarcely fail to interest the
eye and the mind of the traveller.

(To be continued.)

Selling Cream.

Calling on a ladj-, one day, she chanced to
remark that she took from the milk man a
half-pint of cream, instead of a pint of milk

;

the price was the same, and she liked it better.
At a subsequent call, she remarked that she
now took a pint oi milk instead of the cream.
"But," said she, "it is wretched stuff; I wish

I could find a milkman who did not sell

cream."
I was reminded ofa time j'^ears before, when

a friend stopped at the house of a well-known
milkman and wished to buy a quart of cream,
lie (leelined to sell it. He' said he never had
sold any cream, and while he would be ver^^

glad to accommodate, yet he chose to be able

to say that he never sold cream.
It is very convenient and pleasant to be

able to bu}' cream, but as a general rule, when
one person buys cream, some one else is

obliged to be content with skimmed milk
;

and though those who buy cream are pleased
with their privilege, yet when they come to

buy milk, they are ver3' glad to get it from
some one who never sells' cream.
There are a good manj- institutions in l7b

world that are run on the principle of selling

cream. They afford special privileges for

particular persons. There are those who are
not content to take their chances according
to ability and opportunity, with those around
them. They require peculiar favors; they
always wish to have the "inside track," they
are forever making some special arrangement
for their own particular advantage. If there
are offices, they secure them ; if there are
salaries, they contrive to get hold of them

;

if there are special advantages, they are sure
to know just how to obtain them. Thej' and
their friends must have the ci-eam, and other
people must content themselves with the
skimmed milk.

But at length the long lane has a turn in it.

The men who have gone up, come down ; and
the men who have been at the foot of the hill

go up to the top. The men who lived on
cream are glad to take up with milk, and then
they are very anxious to find a milkman who
does not sell cream. In other w^ords, they are
the last persons to wish that the rules and
methods by which they governed others,

should be enforced and pi-actised in their own
cases.

Special privileges are very comfortable and.
convenient when men belong to the privileg-

ed class, and when, with a wink or a grip or
a password they attract the attention and se-

cure the aid of confederates and co-workers
;

but when men come to fake their position

among the outsiders, the beaut}' of the ar-

rangement is not half as apparent. Even the
worst intriguers, when the evil days come
upon them, cry out for fair dealing and equal
rights. They eat the cream as long as they
can get it, but when they comedown to milk,
thSy go searching for a milkman who does
not sell cream.

The truth is, fair, square, honest, even-
handed dealing is the best in the end. What
is best for one, is best for all. The system
that discriminates in my favor to-daj', may
discriminate against me to-morrow ; and the
machinery b}' which I may inflict wi'ong on
others now, may be used to inflict wrong on
me by and by. And he who winks at wrong
because of personal advantage, may be power-
"ess to resist it when it becomes a source of
calamity. The political, financial and religi-

ous world are honey-combed with secret
cliques and rings and combinations, all of
which have for their object, cream for their

pporters; and skim-milk for everybody else.

Under the guise of mutual helpfulness, they
develop mutual selfishness. They do not
frankly acknowledge the binding force of the

of universal benevolence. " Thou shalt

love thy neighbor as thyself" And wh
they ask, "Who is my neighbor?" they fi

an answer to the question within the lim
of their own secret fraternity, rather than
the despised alien, whose only recommen(
tion is that he is stripped and wounded a
bleeding by the wayside.
Man has not been able to improve mu

upon the divineplan. Fair dealing with a
ftvenhanded justice, and universal love, ma
fested in helpfulness to all, according to th
needs; are the dictates alike of reason a
religion, and must be recognized in order
the establishment of any permanent, moi
religious, or national prosperity.— The Chi
tian.

The New Phase of Quaker Faith.

(Concluded from page 347.)

Should the query from any be forthcomii
What has been gained by this sad lapse fi^

the faith and faithfulness of our fathei

From this modified or new phase of (^uak
ism? From this going back to what c

worthy predecessors came out from ? T
return, like the " foolish Galatians," fn
" having begun in the Spirit," to seeking
be " made perfect by the flesh ?" the answ
would have to be, so far as the writer c

scan causes and their effects, nothing but
creased worldliness, weakness, blindness, a

disoi'ganization
;
giving room for the p

phet's plaintive testimony :
" My people ha

changed their glory for that which doth i

jjrofit." They " have committed two evi

they have forsaken me, the fountain of livi

waters, and hewed them out cisterns, brok
cisterns, that can hold no water." And aga
" Hast thou not procured this unto thysdf,

that thou hast forsaken the Lord thy Gi

when He led thee by the way? And n(

what hast thou to do in the way of Eg^'pt,

drink the waters of Sihor?" " How art th

turned into the degenerate plant of a stran

vine unto me?" These scriptures were wr
ten for our learning. And oh ! that some
pecially, might heed them in the undoing wo
they have been engaged about ; and turn frc

every backsliding way; from ever}' inno\

tion and divination ; from every tiling th

grieves the Holy One of Israel, and distur

the peace and brotherhood of the Chtirc

from a course of conduct which, so far frc

composing dissensions, seems sorrowfully

say :
" I have loved strangers, and after the

will I go." Again it may be queried, Wb
has been gained by this return as to the hou
of bondage? Is the remedy thus proved
lie in renouncing good old ways and wcll-tri

paths for new ones? Have the anticipatio

of those foremost in relapse been realize(

Have our younger members, any more thi,

their elders, been deepened in religious weig
and Christian experience by the too genei
introduction and promotion of things wbl
are after the spirit and in conformity to i.

ways of the world ? Have the meetings rul

by these been built up to edification ai

spiritual life by all the expedients resorted 1

to promote a revival ? So far from this, t

learn by recent statistics that "of little rao

than 300 regulai- meetings recorded in t'

authorized list of London Yearly Meetin
more than 100 con.sist of less than 20 mei

bers, and about 50 of less than 10." Wh
other does this pi'ove, than that the breakii

down of the hedges, and the removal of
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any of "the ancient land-marks which thy
thers have set"—thechange in their queries
their marriage rules, in their dress and ad
ess, their general introduction of music in
nilies, their reading, and prayer, and devo
inal meetings for hymn singing and making
ofession, apart from, if not'in place of, those
• waiting upon the Lord, without whom we
Q do nothing, and worshipping Him in
;rit and in truth, with their running to and
', as "a tumultuous city full of stirs"—is

no means the remedy i'ov building up the
,ste places, or for restoring the ancient fun-
mental doctrines and way-marks so effectual
the olden time—the light which "shineth
ovr hearts, to give the light of the knowl-
;e of the glory of God in the face of Jesus
rist,"_and our sure guide into all truth.
w is it that even inexperienced reformers
1 guides like these, did not see that, as has
in written, "The aim mperceptible spot
she plague token"—because sooner or later
ding to it—" is no less fatal than the wide
1 gaping wound ?" Why did they not, like
hful watchmen on our walls, sound the
rin that breakers were ahead? Why were
y not at their posts at the beginnings of
se deviations? Why, as the heart of one
n, did they not endeavor to withstand the
my in his temptations, and thus to stay
mightj- tide of lukewarmness and world-

(ss which years ago was so popularly set-

? in upon Friends there? Why did they
proclaim a fast? call a solemn assembly?
seek by fervent prayer and supplication ling tl.

cess, or of reconciliation with the Father has
been openerl for us. We are assured that the
testimony will again go forth for the gather-
ing of those " who sigh and who cry" because
of the spoiling by the enemy—^" Go and cry
in the ears of Jerusalem, Thus saitb the Loi-d,
I remember thee, the kindness of thy youth,
the love of thine espousals, when thou wentest
after me in the wilderness, in a land that was
not sown." This, as in the case of those whom
the apostle represents as examples, may be
preceded by "suffering affliction," and by
mourning and travail of spirit as between the
porch and the altar; yet who can doubt thai
to those who shall abide the day of the Lord's
coming as a refiner and purifier, that the sub-
sequent language will be richly verified in

their experiences :
" Then shall the offering

of Judah and Jerusalem be pleasant unto the
Lord, as in the days of old, and as in former
years." It is written, " Behold, we count
them happy which endure." Let none then
be troubled nor dismayed should a double
portion of the cup of suffering be given to
the true-hearted in Israel to drink and to en-
dure for his sake, who suffered so much for
us; who was made perfect through suffering

;

and whose apostle declares: "If we suffer
with Christ, we shall also reign with Him :"

"As the sufferings of Christ abound in us, so
our consolation also aboundeth bj' Christ."
True and precious unity in Christ, our Holy

Il.'a.l and High Priest—the Fountain of light

my action. May I do all from a ]irinciple of
pure lovo to thee; desiring in all ibingsto
promote thy glory.

Oh may I live daily near to thee by faith
and prayer! "Unite my heart to fear thj'-

name." Bind my affections to thj- cross; and
enable me to rejoice in thy presence, OLord,
for thou art holy, holj', holy.

For " The Friend."

Religious Views and Tenets.

In tiio fall, man lost his divine life and pu-
i-ity

: and was left in a state of death and
'larl<in'--s|iiiiiiially; which death passed upon
all: liccaiisi- t hat after the life of innocency
and purity was lost, our first ])arents brought
forth children in their own fallen likeness.
But God, in restoring love and mercy, soon
provided aremcdv, wliercbv s]iiritual life and
light mi- hi lie ri-|,,rcd to niaii.hv and through
the s,M-,,i„| AJai,,.—thr , |M,.'k. -nil, -Spirit,—
whom He sent iiit(j the woild U) seek and to
save that which was lost in the fall, and who
declared himself to be " the Light of the
World." So such as receive and follow Him,
will no longer walk in darkness, because they
have the light of life. And as such walk in
this light, they will have sweet fellowship
one with another, and with the Father, Son
and Holy Spirit; because by this they will
have witnessed the blood of Jesus Christ,
who is the way to the lost kingdom—the
truth and the life- to cleanse from all sin.

—is greatly to be coveted
; remember- Oh I that the professing children of the Lord

holy promise, "They shall see eye to might have more of an ear to hear what the
be mstrumental in turning the battle to eye when the Lord shall bring again Zion."lsecond Adam saith unto the churches; and
gate, that so the overflowing, devastating Being by one Spirit baptized into one body, to hear the spiritual truths of the Heavenly
uige might have been averted? Where, bow would humility of mind be felt and inani- kingdom

; and oh, that such might have
,

were the Samuels to denounce king Saul tested ! How desirous to be sinctre and with- more of a spiritual eye opened to see Him
(iisohfi.iif^nf.fi ,n '="•»-"" *!-- ^— "f *i^" out offence one toward another! How earnest and his works, " who hath abolished death,

that the flock of Christ be led into green pas- and hath brought life and immortality to
tures, beside the still waters! How solicitous light through the Gospel."
that Heavenly blessings may especially rest He that planted the ear in the head of man,
upon a tried and faithful remnant of the same " shall he not hear ?" And will He not enable
household of faith! How sympathizing in his dependent children to hear and under-
the sufferings, the patient enduring of chasten- stand his law ? And He that " formed the eye,
'ng, the obedience of these! How concerned 'shall He not

disobedience in "sparing the best of
ep and the oxen" for an ostensibly good
pose, and who hewed Agag (mighty self)
)ieces before the Lord ? Where were the
e Davids to go against the defier of the
des of Israel, as with a " few smooth stones
of the brook," but "in the name of the
d of hosts" unto victory ? Or where was
living Spirit of the living God that actu
1 Elijah unto the slaying the prophets of
.1? Where, likewise, and nearer our own
8, were those to help in religious fellow-

), and to uphold, as Aarons and Hurs, the
stricken hands of such worthies as George
Ann Jones, Thomas Shillitoe, Sarah

les Grubb, Mary Capper, John Barclay,
liel Wheeler, with others, who, faithful
true, testified against these innovations
pointed out their dangers. Had they at
r commencement been arrested by a firm
united testimonj^ and effort, how different
lid things be there and here at the present

lotwithstanding these novel views, and
lower standard of practices which have
mg from them, have so obtained in both
iitries, the writer is animated and eneour-
i by the belief that the righteous testi-

iies and Christian doctrines given to this
Die to maintain will never be permitted
all; but that humble-minded, dedicated
ants and handmaidens— burden-bearers
testimony-bearers—will be raised up to
d for the law and the testimony—the
ilation of the Holy Spirit of Christ within
I—derived through his outward coming
ie prepared body, and most precious aton-
pacriflce for the sins of all men, upon the
Iminious cross ; and whereby a door of ac-

that nothing may hinder a steadfast abiding
in Christ, their alone sufficiency and anoint-
ing! How prayerful that they may be pre-
served " steadfast, unmovable, alwaj's abound-
ing in the work of the Lord" unto the salva-
tion and eternal joy of their souls.

5th mo. 15th, 18S2.

For "The Friend."

Tliou, God, seest me.

To feel the abiding impression of this
solemn truth, would be a preservation from
sin. When an evil thought arises in my heart,
should I like to divulge it to my nearest
friend? Ah! no! Conscience, shame, or a
regard to his good opinion checks the disclo-

sure. What! shall I dare to indulge such a
thought, exposed to my Almighty friend, and
naked in his sight, when I would be ashamed
to mention it to a fellow worm ? Where is

the fear of God? Where is the belief of his

omniscience? Where is the awe of his om-
nipresence? Where is the dread of final judg-
ment? Yea, where is my love to Clirist,

who died to save me from mj- sins, but not in

them ?

May I ever feel myself as in thj' immediate
presence; surrounded by thy immensity!
"Thou, God, seest me." May this thought
constrain me to act with purity, truth, and
sincerity, when no human eye can observe

And will He not give an
understanding heart to those who seek Heav-
enly knowledge? And will He not give an
eye to enable them to read his law written on
the heart; and to understand the mysteries
which are hid from the wise and prudent of
this world? "For the Spirit seareheth all

things, yea, the deep things of God." And
" the eyes of the Lord run to and fro through-
out the whole earth, to show himself strong
in the behalf of them whose heart is perfect
towards Him."
The light of the outward body is the eye,

placed in the head, and with it we see natural
things. So it is spiritually. It is by and
through the spiritual eye, which is in the
spiritual head that we see spiritual things.
But the natural things are only made visible

to the outward eye through the medium of a
visible light. Even bo the invisible things of
God are only seen as they are revealed or
made manifest by the invisible Sun of Righte-
ousness. "And whatsoever doth make mani-
fest is light." And as the spiritual eye is kept
single to the pointings of that light which is

given to enlighten even the Gentiles, and is

designed to be God's salvation to the ends of

the earth, then the whole body, either individ-

ually or as a church, will be full of light. But
if the eye be evil, and should look to what
wo might call a mundane light—"the lesser

light"—the light of reason, intellect or educa-
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tion, as being sufficient to lifrht our pathway
to heaven, then the whole body will be full

of darliness. And if the light that is in us,

thus comes to be darkness, how great is that

darkness ! We then become of that number of

whom the prophet speaks, where he says:
" Woe unto them that call evil good, and good
evil; that put darkness for light, and light

for darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and
sweet for bitter. Woe unto them that are

wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their

own sight."

As the outward eye has to have outward
light to make it useful in discerning outward
things, so the inner eye has a spiritual light

to make it useful to the spiritual man in dis-

cerning spiritual things. The longer I live,

the plainer I see at times, the dawnings of

lieavenlj' da}^ And the more I see of the

true light, the more I feel the need of it to

shine on the path-way that leads from earth

to Heaven. And the more also I feel the

need of a portion of it to guide me onward,
and to aid my tongue and pen so that others

may be led to a more full knowledge of the

light of the glory of God, and accept that

grace which brings salvation. We must first

know the way ourselves by an inward, ex-

perimental and heart-changing knowledge,
before we can successfully teach it to others.

A teacher, or a minister can never lead his

hearers higher than the fountain from which
ho himself has been refreshed. If the streams
of life from which he daily drinks, are from
an lieavenly fountain, then as they flow

through hin'i to his lliirsting fl.ick, tliVy will

be refreshed and si rnigt licnod in thrir'lirav-

enly journey, and led .still higher and nearer
to the King Eternal. But if a teacher re-

ceives what he hands forth merely from an
earthly fountain, it will lead his hearers no
higher than earth, or the things of this world.

And if they are satisfied with that kind of
food, though it may be no better than " the
husks that the swine did eat," yet if they
make it their choice, God "will give them
their request, but send leanness into their

soul." The government of the Church of
Christ must be on his shoulders, not on the
shoulders of poor erring mortals. And we
must "join ourselves unto the Lord in a per-

petual covenant that shall not be forgotten,"

nor pass away like " the morning cloud or
early dew." We need to come under the
government of Him, who came to destroy the
works of the devil in the sinful heart; "and
to finish the transgression, and to make an
end of sins;" and to make reconciliation for

past iniquity, and to bring in everlasting

righteousness, (not a transient or fitful righte-

ousness;) and to seal up the vision and
prophecy concerning Him as to the outward

;

that he might be anointed as the Most Holy;
ruling and reigning in our every individual
heart, as God over all, until sin and iniquity

is overcome bj^ Him—"the Lamb of God,
which taketh away the sin of the world."
Then would our peace flow as a river, and
our righteousness as the waves of the sea.

But how is the pure Gospel stream impeded,
by a specious, floating, worldly-wise spirit,

that is insinuating itself amongst us, under
the guise of Quakerism ; that would willingly
usurp the controlling authority over our once
spiritually gathered assemblies, saying in

effect; " we will eat our own bread, and wear
our own apparel ; onl^^ let us be called by thy
name to take away our reproach." It is even

now, making sad havoc amongst us in many
places, by exalting itself above the true

knowledge of God, and leading many astray

by its pernicious influence and teachings,

causing separations, and the ways of truth to

be evil spoken of, and our heretofore honored
name in danger of becoming a reproach in

the world. I am firm in the belief that our

forefathers were called into all their distin-

guishing views and practices, "by a humble
reliance on the teaching of the Spirit, and a

diligent use of the sacred Scriptures." And I

also believe that the same unchangeable and
infallible Spirit that led them through much
tribulation and self denial into the strait and
narrow way, would lead us there if we would
have more confidence in it, and less in the

teachings of fallible man.^
D. H.

Dublin, Ind., 5th mo. 25tli, 1882.

THE DAY OF SUNSHINE.

gift of God ! O perfect day !

Wherein no man shall work, but play
;

Wherein it is enough I'or nie,

Not to be doing, but to be !

Through every fibre of my brain.

Through every nerve, through every vein,

1 feel the electric thrill, the. touch

Of life, that seems almost too much.

I hear the wind among the trees,

Playing celestial symphonies;
I see the branches downward bsnt

Like keys of some great instrument.

And over me unrolls on high
The splendid .scenery of the sky.

Where through a sapphire sea, the sun
Sails like a golden galleon,

'J'owards yonder cloud-land in the West,
Towards yonder islands of the blest,

Whose steep sierra far uplifts

Its criiggy summits, white with drifts.

Blow, wind^! and waft thro' all the rooms
The snow-flakes of the cherry-blooms !

Blow, winds! and send within my reach

The tiery blossoms of the peach !

O life and love! O happy throng

Of thoughts, whose only speech is song !

O heart of man ! canst thou not be
Blithe as the air is, and as free? —Longfellow.

RECONCILED.

O years, gone down into the past.

What pleasant memories come to me
Of your untroubled days of peace,

And hours, almost of ecstasy.

Yet would I have no moon .stand still,

Where life's most pleasant valleys lie
;

Nor wheel the planet of the day,

Back on his pathway through the sky.

For though, when youthful pleasures died,

My youth itself went with them too
;

To-day, aye ! even this very hour
Is the best time I ever knew.

Not that my Father gives to me
More blessings than in days gone by,

Dropping in my uplifted hands
All things for which I blindly cry:

But that his plans and purposes

Have grown to me less strange and dim
;

And where I cannot understand,

I trust the issue unto Him.

And spite of many broken dreams,
This have I truly learned to say,

—

The prayers I thought unanswered once,

Were answered in God's own best way.

And though some dearly cherished hopes
Perished untimely ere their birth,

Y'et have I been beloved and blessed.

Beyond the measure of my worth.

And sometimes in my hours of grief,

For moruents I have come to stand
Where, in the .sorrows on me laid

1 felt a loving Father's hand.

And I have learned the weakest ones
Are kept securest from life's harms;

And that the tender lambs alone
Are carried in the Shepherd's arms.

And sitting by the wayside blind.

He is the nearest to' the light.

Who crieth out most earnestly,
" Lord, that I might receive my sight !"

O feel, grown weary as ye walk,
Where down life's hill my pathway lies,

What care I, while my soul can mount
As the young eagle mounts the skies.

O eyes, with weeping faded out,

What matters it how dim ye be?
My inner vi^ion sweeps, untired.

The reaches of eternity !

O death, most dreaded power of all,

AVhen the last moment comes, and thou
Darkenest the windows of my soul,

Through which I look on nature now;

Yea, when mortality dis.solves,

Shall I not meet ihine hour unawed?
My house eternal in the heavens

Is lighted by the smile of God ! —Phebe Cary.

THE OTHER MAN.
BY MARGARET J. PRESTON.

A league from land a wreck was seen,

Above whose wave-washed hull.

Fast-wedged the jutting rocks between.

Circled a snow-while gull.

Whose shrieking cry

Rose clear and high
Above the tempest's lull.

" Hoy !—To the rescue !—Lautich the boat

!

I see a drifting speck:
Some struggler must be still afloat,

—

Some sailor on the deck :

Quick ! ply the oar,

—

Put from the shore.

And board the foundered wreck !"

Risht through the churning plunge of spray

W^hirled like an ocean shell.

The hardy life-boat warped its way.

As billows rose and fell;

And boldly cast

Its grapnel fast

Above the reefy swell.

Around the bows the breakers sobbed

With low, defiant moan
;

When instant every bosom throbbed,

Held by one sound alone;

Somewhere—somewhere
Upon the air

There thrilled a human groan.

One moment—and they clomb the wreck,

And there, a ghastly form
Lay huddled on the heaving deck

With living breath slill warm,

—

Too dead to hear
The shout of cheer

That mocked the dying storm.

But as they lowered him from the ship

With kindly care as can

Befit rough hands, across his lip

A whispered ripple ran :

'I'hey stooped and heard
The slow-drawn word

Breathed,— " Save— the— other—man .'"
I

O ye who once on gulfing waves
Of sin were tempest-tossed,

—

Y'e who are safe through Him who saves

At such transcendent cost,

—

Will ye who yet

Can rescue, let

The other man be lost ?"
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Over the Desert to Blim.
BY H. CLAY TRUMnULL.

There is hardly any part of the world that
18 changed less, in its natural scenery and
laracteristics in the past forty centuries,

lan the Peninsula of Sinai. Desert and
ountain, watercourse and spring, are much
le same tliere to-day as when Moses first

und his way as a fiinitivc from Egypt to-

ard the land of the iiidianites by tbo Wiiy
' lloreb, or as when, forty years later, he
d the children of Israel along the same
iute, after their miraculous crossing of the
fed Sea, in their flight from the pursuing
>st of Pharaoh. A journey in that region
,n now be made only in primitive oriental

^le, and its incidents and accessories tend
make more vivid and real the inspired

3iy of the exodus and the wanderings.
It was soon after noon of a bright day in

arch that, with my two fellow-travelers, I

ossed the western arm of the Eed Sea in a
lat from Suez, to meet our special camel
a,in, which was to take us over the desert
Mount Sinai and thence to Hebron. Land-
g at the quarantine pier on the eastern
ore of the sea, or gulf, we had passed from
ijypt to Arabia, from Africa to Asia. A
atley crowd of pilgrims from Syria and be-

md wa-i there in (|uai-aiil inc. some of them
viiig ali'cady waited li.r li\c months, with

I better prospect of release now than at the
St. They simply seemed forgotten by the
thorities. That is an oriental way of doing
siness—especially where there is no baks-
sh, or money gift, to jog the meniorj'.

ishing on through their noisy groups as aid in supplying t

eedily as possible, we came to our camels trees and tarn

self behind with a jerk like opening a jack-
knife, throwing the rider forward. Immedi-
ately this motion is followed by a reverse one
as the camel's fore-legs rise, and the riiler

goes backward. Again the movement is Irdin

behind, and once more from the front : tor

the extra joint in a camel's legs gives him one
more movement, front and rear, than 3-ou

would otherwise look for, in his rising. The
sensation is much like being tossed in a
blanket. And j'ou are not let down from the
blanket; for you seem balanced high in air,

above the camel's back—at the mast-head of
the swaying "ship of the desert." Then
comes the steady gait—steadily unsteady.
Every loping step of the camel causes the
rider to swing forward or backward, with a
sweep of not less than fort3'-five degrees.
Eighty times in a minute this swinging
averages, or nearly five thousand times an
hour. And being started in this way, we
were fairly oft' on our desert journey.
The first daj^'s journey with an Oriental is

alwaj's a short one. He wants to start latej

and

sion, and bad a keen sense of his responsibility
under his formal contract to guide and guard
us safelj'. When, at Ayun^Musa, we were
starling out from the camp to visit a well at
a little distance down the desert, he called to
us to wait a moment until he could detail an
Arali to accomimny us ; ibr, as he was respon-
sil'le lor ,1111- >arety at all times, he must take
meaMire- to <eriii'e that safetj'. And the Arab
who was assigned to this charge of us, as ho
started out with us into the desert pointed to
his weapon of defence, and then to his right
eye, and said in Arabic that he would protect
us at every cost, as he would guard his very
eyeball. What a new light that let in on the
Bible declaration : "The Lord's portion is his
people ; Jacob is the lot of his inheritance.
He found him in a desert land, and in the
waste howling wilderness; he led him about,
he instructed him, he kept him as the apple
of his eye." Thus at every step the desert
experiences were making plainer and more
forceful the statements of the Bible narrative.

(To be concluded.)

d their drivers, on the edge of the deser
yond.
Our caravan had been made up at Cairo,

d had moved slowly around to this point,

lile we had started later and come by rail-

ad to Suez. It was quite an imposing
'air,—fifteen camels and twenty men for our
rty of three. Tents and tent furniture,

ge casks of water, cooking ut-ensils and

est early on that day. Our first halti ^-
was at Ayun Musa, the Wells of Moses, a| Intoboihl,n/r,uu!«iitofit.—l\yhi\Q\n Van
little distance below Suez, on the eastern Diemen's Land.]—We received a visit from a
shore of the gulf Our tents were already man formerly a pii.scncr, who gave us some
pitched there, and before the sun was down striking ])ar'ticulars ot his life. He said the
we were in them. These Wells of Moses are first occasion on which he took spirits was
a number of springs of brackish water, form- when going a short voj-age

; a little was
an attractive oasis in the desert. By a given him in a small vial, which he was

process of irrigation they have heen made to charged to drink, lest he should take cold!
fertilize several fruit and vei;eial'le -aiijens. His father was a man who endeavored care-
which are surrounded by knees of upright fully to inculcate honest principles into
thatch, or recils and jilailed grass, and which his children, both by example and precept,

/, market. Low palm- and who used to ejaculate in a low tone
i iiomegranates give a on leaving his house, " The Lord preserve my

;-t look of luxuriance to these gardens, and be- going out and my coming in, from hence-
low their spreading branches is the tangled forth and forevermore ;" but he was a drunk-
undergrowth of wild shrubs and vines, or ard ! and his son was sometimes sent to
vegetable beds and occasional pools of stag- the public house to bring him home. On
nant water. There are also several summer- such occasions his father often gave him "a
houses within these enclosures, occupied from little sup" in the bottom of the glass, and
Suez in the hotter months of the year. |Was amused at the wry-faces that his son
Under the shade of these palm-trees, we made on drinking it. When the boy was

read anew the story of the exodus, and had able to drink a whole glassful, his father ex-

ovisions—including well-stocked chicken
I

our first service of worship in the desert, pressed great pleasure! little anticipating

ops—swelled the load of the baggage Then we went down to the shore of the Red that he was training his son, not only to

mels. The dragoman, and cook, and w'aiter.i Sea, and with the sweep of our gaze took in drunkenness, but through drunkenness to

d the Bedawi sheikh and his men, who |the scene of the Israelites' crossing, at what- dishonest^'.

sre our escort, com]ileted the force of attend- 1
ever point along there it may have been.! At length his son became both a drunkard

ts. Three dromedaries—of lighter build Over the sea were the mountains which had and a thief, and was transported for robbery,
d iictter blood than the camels which .shut in the fugitives when the Egyptians He was now a prisoner in bondage in a for-

rried the baggage—were ready for our vvere after them. Not fitr from where w-e eign land ; but j-ears rolled on, and the term
ninting. And camel mounting is quite an were, the saved people had looked back in the of^ his transportation expired; he regained
/ideiit in its way. At a peculiar guttural morning light and seen "that great work his fi'eedom, but not from the bondage of ha-
ll of the driver, the camel twists his head w liieh the Lord did upon the Egj-ptians," as bitual drunkenness; this to him was more
)m side to side as if considering 1 In' subject, inilieated by the returned waters, through powerful than the bondage under the laws of
d then, as the call is continued, he smhleiily whi<'h they had passed dry shod, and by " the his country. Many times he sold his shirt

ops spasmodically on his knees, and rests "a 'Egyptians dead upon the seashore." Therefor drink, and, to use his own expression,

!ond there. With anotherjerk his hind-legs| w-o read, with a new sense of its force and parted with the flesh oft" bis back for it also
;

uble in the same way. Then he settles I
beauty, that wonderful song of rejoicing injfor, while a prisoner, he was several times

Tiself down one joint more, in front and* w-hich MosesandMiriam led thethanksgivings flogged for being drunk.
of the people. As soon as he was loosed from the trian-

It seemed quite appropriate that our guidejgles, he hurried on his clothes, and, with his

over the desert to Sinai, should be Sheikli '
liaek lileeding, went to the first place where

Musa, or Moses. He is the chief sheikh ol drink' \\ as sold, and drank again ! Often the
all the Tawara tribes of the peninsula. Being declaration, "Drunkards shall not inherit

at Cairo, for the purpose of inducing tlieleternal life," came awfully before his mind:
khedive to relieve bis p.'ople of the tax on the lie was alarmed, miserable, ashamed of him-
harcoal brought in Ky them lor sale in Mgyjit, self, and he cried to God for deliverance. He

ir, and is in position for his rider. His
idle is a framework around his great hump,
th a pommel or horn in front, and another
hind, and a cushion between these horns
d over the framework. While the rider

)unts, the camel driver, or camel leader,

mmonly stands with one foot on the doubled
t fore-leg of the camel, to prevent his rising

) soon. Throwing his right leg over the
•ward horn of the saddle, the rider swings
Tiself into his seat, crosses his legs in front

the pommel, holds on, and gives the signal,

lady. The camel starts with a spasmodic
)tion in front, then unexpectedly lifts him-

(and it is singular enough that a land with
little or no wood should have charcoal as one
of its chief exports,) he consented to take
charge of our party, as he I'eturned to his

home in Wadi Feiran.

Sheikh Musa was fullv attentive to his mis-

joined the temperance society, resolved he
would leave oft' the use of spirits, and drink
onlj' a little wine or beer; but these kept
alive his depraved appetite.

He began to attend the Methodist meeting,
hoping thereby to gain strength ; but in a few
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weeks he was again overcome by bis old humble and instructive becoming a minister
eiiemj-, and being ashamed to be met in that of Christ, evidenced her dwelling in the spirit

condition, he left the road and lost himself in
j

of true love and charity, and her public rnin-

tho bush, where he remained all night in eon- istry beini;- the effect thereof, she was thei-eb}'

fusion. Still, in the anguish of his soul, ho iiiiaiilicd lo speak to various states. HeV
cried unto the Lord for deliverance, and in s\ iii|i;ii by with those in affliction and her
this state he attended a meeting that we earnest alloctionate concern for the good edu-
held at the Back Eiver, New Nortolk, where cation of our youth, and their walking in the
his attention was directed to the Holy Spirit,

I

Truth with the advice she frequently gave
as a witness against sin revealed in the secret them, will, wo hope, be profitably remem-
of the heart, and as a guide, leading those bered.

who attend to its convictions to repentance, We fervently desire her preservation, and
and to the bearing of the Cross in the prac-lthat if it be consistent with the will of the
tice of self-denial ; and giving them a sense Lord, she may return safely to you and be
of their weakness, in order that they may [enabled to perform such future services as He
place their trust in the Lord alone, obtaining may require of her, and, in the fellowship of

strength from him to perform His will, and the Gospel, we remain j-our friends, brethren
of through Jesusreceive remission

Christ.

These doctrines made a deep impression on
this individual, and under the conviction

wrought upon his mind, he sought Divine
help to leave off the use of all stimulating
liquors. He not onl3' forsook the use of spir-

its, but of wine and beer ; he also left off

smoking and chewing tobacco ; and to enable
him the sooner to paj- his debts, he likewise

left oft' the use of tea and sugar.

These privations were trying to him for a

few weeks, after which the desire for such

and sisters.

Signed in and on behalf of said meeting [by]
Anthony Morris, David Bacon, Mnrdecai
Yarnall, Daniel Stanton, and 52 other
men Friends. Alice Hall, Eebecca Cole-

men, Eacbel E. Pemberton, and 30 other
women Fi-iends.

draws all former expressions "which may 1

regarded as reflecting upon or offensive to tl

General Assembly of the Presbyterian Chun
in the United States." The message ai

resolution were ordered to be sent by tel

graph to the general bod3^ assembled
;

Springfield, Ind. The very title of the Cor
mittee that brought in the resolution wi
significant of the old bitterness of the pas
It was the domestic relation of slaveiy thi

put the two bodies, North and South, cj

"foreign relations" with each other; bi

there has been no reason since reeonstructici
why a reconcilement should not have bee'

made. It has been attempted again ari

again; there was nothing but a memory i

harsh differences between, but the memoi:
was sufficient. It is highly creditable no
to the Southern body that it has made
clean sweep of all in the past that would pr.

vent harmony hereafter.—Pi/6. Ledger.

Natural History, Science, &c.
For " The Fri!

Religious Items, &c.

Church EitabUshment in A'^orway.—Before
1845, no religion was tolerated in Norway

I

but that of the Lutheran State Church. In
indulgence left him

;
and he is now in better that year the restriction was removed, butlliation of the trees—more particularly of ii

health and spirits than before. Several per-| the law still prohibits any person leaving the troduced species—which are left bare an
sous have brought liquor to him and tried tojsialc Cluirih until 19 years old, and then he ragged, with the midribs and a few juiige
persuade him to drink, saying that as he had|niiist pLi sonally give notice of his intention ! points of the leaves only left. Many a'youn

Leaf cutting Ants in Nicaragua.—Nearly a

travellers in tropical America have describe
the ravages of the leaf-cutting ants ( (Ecodoma
their crowded, well-worn paths through th

forests, their ceaseless pertinacity in the spc

drank, chewed and smoked so long, he would
certainly die from leaving off these practices

The poor man is now working for ten shil

lings per week as a builder, and is in a very
humble, thankful state of mind; He walks
eight miles into town to attend our meetings,
and is likelj' to stand his ground so long
as he continues in humility and watchfulness.—James Backhouse.

Jane Crosfield.

In reading over lately copies of some valu
able letters and papers, my attention was
arrested with a copy of a certificate of the
Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia,

respecting Jane Crosfield, who visited this

country, from England, in 1760 and 1761.

This certificate portrays so fully the precious
feelings of love and unity which pertain to

the gospel, that if approved by the Editor, I

should be glad to see it published in " The
Friend." S.

5lh mo. 26th, 1882.

From our Monthly Meeting at Philadelphia,
the 30th of IQth month, 1761. To the Monthly
Meeting of Friends at Kendal in Westmore-
land.

Dear friends,— The continued manifesta-
tion of the merciful regard of our Heavenly
Father in engaging his servants by the con-
straints of his love to visit us, frequently
excites on the minds of the faithful, reverent
and thankful acknowledgments of so great a
favor; and the good order established in the
Avisdom of Truth enjoining our giving proper
testimonials of the services of such who have
been thus sent among us.

We, therefore, with the salutation of brother-

\y love, hereby certify you of our unity with
the religious services and exemplary conduct
of our beloved friend Jane Crosfield, who
lately left us and embarked on her return to

to the parish priest, and inform him what plantation of orange, mango, and lemon tree
denomination he intends to join. I has been destroj'ed bj^ them. Again an
Impure Literature.—The Texas legislature again have I been told in Nicaragua, whe

has enacted that each vendor of the Police inquiring why no fruit-trees were grown a

Gazette, and other papers of like character, [particular places, " It is no use planting them—or equally without character,—shall pay an
^

the ants eat them up." The first acquaini
annual license fee of $500. It is supposed ance a stranger generally makes with them i

that so large a fee will nearly, if not entirely,! on encountering their paths on the outskirt
stop, the sale of such publications in that] of the forest crowded with the ants ; one lo

State. Texan legislators evidently have an carrying off the pieces of leaves, each piee
apprehension of the evil eftects of such litera-! about the size of a sixpence, and held up vei
tiire, and of the right of the commonwealth 'tically between the jaws of the ant; anothe
to deal with it. It is a pity that such clear- lot hurrying along in an opposite directioi
headedness is not to be counted upon in legis-| empty handed, but eager to get loaded witi
lators generall}^ and that the recognition of their leafy burdens, if he follows this las

you and herfaraily. Her conversation, being 'Eelations"

uch an evil does not prompt them to its sup
pression, rather than to its regulation as a
means of revenue.

—

Chris. Advocate.

Effect of Standing Armies.—A recent dis

cussion in the Italian Chamber of Deputies
brought out the fact, that the importation
of provisions and manufactured goods from
America to the chief European countries is

constantly increasing, and has assumed very
large proportions. It was argued by some that
a combination of European nations against
these importations would be necessary. Sig
nor Bianca, however, indicated the true
remedy, when he said that the United States
would, soon or later, force Europe to solve
the question

;
and showed that one of th

grea'test evils of Europe is the maintenance
of large standing armies. The remanding to
gricultural labor and to manufactures of th

manj' thousands now kept in the armies, at
'mmensc cost, would add very greatly to the
productive power of the European nations

;

but an attempt to prevent the supply of food
from abroad by restrictive measures would
only produce disastrous results.— Chr. Adv.

Overtures of Peace.—In the Southern Pres-
bj'terian Assembly at Atlanta, a resolution
brought in by the Committee on "Foreign

its regret for and with-

division, it will lead him to some young tree

or shrubs, up which the ants mount; an(

where each one, stationing itself on the edgi

of a leaf, commences to make a circular cut

with its scissor-like jaws, from the edge, iti

hinder feet being the centre on which it turns
When the piece is nearly cut off, it is stil

stationed upon it, and it looks as though i

would fall to the ground with it ; but, on bein{

finally detached, the ant is generally found ti

have hold of the leaf with one foot, and sooi

righting itself, and arranging its burden to iti

satisfaction, it sets off at once on its return
Following it again, it is seen to join a throng
of others, each laden like itself, and, withou'
a moment's delay, it hurries along the well

worn path. As it proceeds, other paths, eacl

thronged with busy workers, come in frorr

the sides, until the main road often gets to b(

seven or eight inches broad, and more thronged
than the streets of the city of London.

After travelling for fome hundreds ofyards
often for more than half a mile, the formi
carium is reached. It consists of low, wid(
mounds of brown, clayey-looking earth, abov«
and immediately around which the bushes
have been killed by their buds and leaves

having been persistently bitten off as they at-

tempted to grow after their first defoliation.
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nder hig-h trees in the thick forest the ants
I not make their nests, because, I believe,
e ventilation of their underground galleries,
out which they are very [jartieular, would
interfered with, and perhaps to avoid the
ip from the trees. It is on the outskirts of
e tbrest, or around clearings, or near wide
ads that let iu the sun, that these fornii-
riums are generally found. Numerous round
nnels, varying from half an inch to seven or
;ht inches in diameter, lead down through
e mounds of earth; and many more, from
me distance around, also lead underneath
em. At some of the holes on the moumls
ts will be seen busily at work, bringiiii;- iiji

tie pellets of earth from below, andl'asting
jm down on the ever-increasing mounds,
that its surface is nearly always" fresh and
w-looking.

Standing near the mounds, one sees from
3ry point of the compass ant-paths leading
them, all thronged with the busy workers
I'rying their leafy burdens. As 'far as the
B can distinguish their tiny forms, troops
on troops of leaves are moving up towards
s central point, and disappearing down the
merous tunnelled passages, the outgo-
;, empty-handed hosts are partly conceafed

below, only to descend again in the utmos
perplexity.

Next day, I found them busily employee
bringing up the ant-food from the old bur
rows, and carrying it to a new one a few yards
distant; and here I first noticed a wonderfu
instance of their reasoning powers. Between
the old burrows and the new one was a steep
slope. Instead of descending this with their
burdens, thej^ cast them down on the top of
the slope, whence they rolled down to the bot-
tom, where another relay of laborers picked
them up and carried them to the new burrow,
ll was amusing to watch the ants hurrying
out \vith bundles of food, dropping them over
the slope, and rushing back immediately for
more. They also brought out great nuuiljcrs
of dead ants that the fumes of the cai-bolie
acid had killed. A few ilays afterwards, when
I visited the locality auain, 1 f.Muni both the
old burrows and theiK'H one ciil ircKik'serleil.
and I thought they hud died otV; 'but subse^
quent events convinced me that the sur-
vivors had only moved away to a greater dis-
tance.

Notwithstanding that these ants are so

ere but in the tropics, where the reeirpera-
3 powers of nature are immense and ever
ive, could such devastation ho withstood.
n June, 1859, very soon after the forma-
i of my garden, the leaf-cutting ants came
vn upon it, and at once commenced denud-

larv» of Staphylinidce and otherfood

beet

These ants do not confine themselves to
leaves, but also carry off any vegetable sub-
stance that they find suitable for growing the
fungus on. They are very partial to the in-
side white rind of oranges, and I have also
seen them cutting up and carrying oflP the
flowers of certain shrubs, the leaves of which
they neglected. They are very particular
about the ventilation of their underground
chambers, and have numerous holes leading
up to the surface from them. These they open
out or close up, apjjarently to keep up a
regular degree of temperature below. The
great care they take that the pieces of leaves
tliey carry into the nest should be neither too
dry nor too damp, is also consistent with the
idea that the object is the growth of a fungus
I hut i\'(| Hires part iciilui- comlitions of tempera-
* '

" ensure its vigorous
'ili-< in Xicarngua..^ISrlCs Xaiu
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common throughout tropical America, and

^ . , ,, ,
... •i''ive excited the attention of nearly every

ongst the bulky burdens of the incomers, 'traveller, there still remains much doubt as to
1 can only be distinguished by looking the use to which the leaves are put. Some
sely amongst them. The ceaseless, toiling uuturulists have supposed that they use them

w'u''^^"t°"'^
'^"^ ^'^*^''" PO^^''?'"' anJ one, directly as food

;
others, that they roof their

VVbat forests can stand before such in- underground nests with them. I believe the
lers. How is it that vegetation is not real use they make of them is as a manure on
!"„

1 ...
?*^ f^.

°'' \^^ earth? Surely no- which grows a minute species of fungus, on
which they feed ;—that they are, in real'itj-,

mushroom growers and eaters. This expla-
nation is so extruordiiiarv and unexpected,
that I maybe i>i.Tiiiil(cd "lo ciitc-r sdhkw hul
at length on the fuels ihut led inc In adnpi ii.

____ When I first began my warfare against the
the yonng bananas, orange and mango ants that attacked my garden, I dug down

3S of their leaves. I followed up the paths
j

deeply into some of their nests. In our min-
ing operations we also, on two occasions, car-
ried our excavations from below up through
very large formicariums, so that all their un-
derground workings were exposed to obser-
vation. I found their nests below to consist
of numerous rounded chambers, about as large
as a man's head, connected together by tun-
nelled passages leading from o"ne chamber to
another. Notwithstanding that nianj- col-

umns of the ants were continually carrying in
the cut leaves, I could never find any quantity
of these in the burrows, and it was evident
that the}- were used up in some way imme-
diately they were brought in. The elianibers
were always about three parts filled with a

siH'.kU'd brown, flocculent, spongy-l(">ldii--
mass of a light and loosely connected miiZ luseliilness

stance. TlinniiilKnit I hi'sv inassrs wvre m

SIXTH MONTH 17,

he invading hosts to their nest,'which was
lUt one hundred yards distant, close to the
;e of the forest. The nest was not a very
;e one, the low mound of earth covering it

fig about four yards in diameter. At first
I'ied to stop the holes up, but fresh ones
•e immediately opened out: I then dug
?n below the mound, and laid bare th'e
rabers beneath, filled with ant-food and
ing ants in every stage of growth; but I
n found that the underground ramifica-
|s extended so fiir, and to so great a dejilh,
|lst the ants were continually at work
cing fresh excavations, that it would lie

mmense task to eradicate them by sik h
ns; and notwithstanding all the digging-
ad done the first day, I found theiC as
ly at work as ever at my garden, which
f were rapidly defoliating. At this stage,
medical officer, Dr. J. H. Simpson, came
ly assistance, and suggested the pouring
lolic acid, mixed with water, down their
•ows. The suggestion proved a most valu-

j

one. We had a quantity of common
Wi\ carbolic acid, about a pi'nt of which I
jed with four buckets of water, and, after
i'ing it well about, poured it down the bur-
js; I could hoar it rumbling down to the
6st depths of the formicarium four or five
jfrom the surfiice. The effect was all that
Id have wished : the marauding parties
at once drawn off from mj g'arden to
the new danger at home. The whole

icarium was disorganized. Big fellows
stalking up from the cavernous regions

ous ants tu'longing to thr sinallesl i

the workers, and which do nut engage in leaf-

carrying. Along with them were pupse and
larva?, not gathered together, but dispersed,
apparently irregularly, throughout the floccu-
lent mass. This mass, which I have called
the ant-food, proved, on examination, to be
composed of minutely subdivided pieces of
leaves, withered to a brown color, and over-
grown and lightly connected together by a
minute white fungus that ramified in every
direction throughout it. That they do not
eat the leaves themselves I convinced myself
for I found near the tenanted chambers de-
serted ones filled with the refu.se particles of
leaves that had been exhausted as manure for
the fungus, and were now left, and served as

There are probably none, even of those
whose spirits are naturally cheerful, that are
not sensible at times of a mental weight which
sobers their feelings, and brings a sense of
oppression orsadnes.s. Sometimes the cause
of this burthen is discernible. It may arise
from a sense of condemnation for some vio-
ation of a known duty, or for some want of
watchfulness which has caused us to lose the
sensible evidence of the Lord's favor. It may
pio.eed from sympathy in the trials of those
\\r love, from a religious concern for the
spiritual welfare of ourselves or of others,
from disappointment in business, or from other
sources. Sometimes it comes like the fore-
boding of future evils, of what kind or nature
we know not.

Whatever its origin or its meaning, the
Christian has one resource always open to
him—he can come iu humility and reverence
to his Father in Heaven—confessing his faults,
seeking forgiveness, submitting himself pa-
tiently to bear all the chastisement that a
merciful Lord may see meet, and throwing
himself on Him for protection and preserva-
tion. Remembering the declaration that all

things work together for good to them that
'ove God

;
He knows that all these temporary

^-tions will be to his advantage, as they
ightly used

; and that they vvill enlarge
perience, and prepare him for greater
less in the Lord's service. Thus the

ei--isting is taken out of them, and with filial sub-
'•' mission, he can reverently adopt the language
of our holy Redeemer: "The cup which my
Father hath given me, shall I not drink it?''

It is not safe hastily to turn from such im-
pressions, and drown the feeling of sadness
by engaging the thoughts in other matters;
but let us endeavor at such seasons to be
patient and quiet, and trust that in the Lord's
own time He will restore unto us a degree of
comfort and peace, and enable us to rejoice in
the feeling of his favor and protection.

affli

appropriating

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.— A joint re.^olution

^10,000 lor the relief oi' llio.se made de
floods in the State of Mississippi, has been pa.Wd bj
the Senate.

There is nothing new in the situation at Pittsburg,
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but the men appear more confident of success than be- |cts. ; steamer at 84 cts., and ^o. 3 at 83j » 84 cts.

fore. President Jarrelt, of the Amalgamated Associa- are in light demand and firmer b;. esof 9000 bus

tion has gone to St. Louis and other Western points to inchiding No. 3 and 2 white, at 03i a 65 cts., am

iployer and employed,
sfiil

tion, has gone
reconcile differences between e

and it is believed he will be as

Cincinnati.

One of the heaviest rain storms ever known in Colo-

rado swept over Denver last Seventh-day night. It

was accompanied by water spouts, and did great damage

in the city and surrounding country. Several houses

near the "Platte river were swept away, and two men

and three children are known to be drowned. At

Golden, several houses were swept off, and the Cam-

brian Fire Brick Works were destroyed by lightning.

Three and a half inches of rain fell in Springfield,

Illinois,and its neighborhood during Seventh-day night

and First-day morning. All the streams overflowed,

and several railroad washouts occurred, but the damage

is now repaired. It is feared the crops have suffered

Forest fires are raging near Millsville, Wisconsin,

and threatening to destroy the village of Hewittville

and Hewitt's mills. A number of cattle have been

burned. Large forest fires are also reported near Mer-

rillton, in the same State.

The contributions for the sufferers by last year's fires

in Michigan amounted in value to *1,.500,000, of which

two-thirds were cash. The work of distribution was so

well done that the opening summer finds the burnt dis

trict in a more favorable condition than there was rea-

son to expect. There is, of course, a great difference of

condition among the people, but it is thought to be

largelv due to their varying character. Energy and

indole"nce have borne their natural fruits there as else-

where.
The Sixth month report of the Department of Agri-

culture shows a decrease of 2.7 per cent, in the area of

cotton, and of 12 per cent, in the area of spring wheat,

compared with last year. In oats there is an increased

area of 7 per cent, and in barley of one per cent. The
condition of nearly all ihe grains except corn is good;

the average yield of winter and spring wheat through

out the United States is estimated at 13 bushels per

acre.

The crop reports fiom Southern Minnesota and Da
kota continue to be encouraging as regards the smallei

grains, and are more favorable as regards corn, the

weather having grown warmer.
It is reported that small insects, known as " white

midgets," are doing much damage to the wheat an

oats in Southern Virginia.

According to the Census returns the live stock on

farms in the United States on 6lh mo. 1st, 1880,

follows: Horses, 10,357,931 ; mules and asses, 1,812,932;

working oxen, 993,970; milch cows, 12,443,593; other

cattle, 22,488,500; sheep, 35,191,656; swine, 47,683,951.

The rate of increase from 1870 to 1880 was, in horses,

45 per cent. ; mules and asses, 61 per cent ; milch cows,

39 percent.; other cattle, 65 per cent.; sheep, 24 per

per cent., and swine, 90 per cent. In working oxen

there was a decrease of 25 per cent.

The Mexican Minister at Washington announces

tliat the Mexican Government has repealed the export

duty on silver coin and bullion, which has existed since

the days of Spanish rule there. The repeal goes into

effect 1st of Eleventh month, and the reason for it is a

desire to encourage the investment of American capital

in Mexican mines.

The deaths in Philadelphia for the week ending 6th

nio. 10th, were 345, as compared with 352 for the pre-

vious week, and 310 for the corresponding week of last

year. The number of males was 177, females, 168.

From consumption there were 45 deaths; from pneu-

monia, 27 ; from old age, 22 ; from typhoid fever, 15
;

from diphtheria, 13, and from small-pox 2.

3Iarkets,&c.— V.S. 3^'s, lOOJ a lOli; 4i's, 114|; 4's,

registered, 119|; coupon, 120| ; currency 6's, 133,

Cotton.—There was very little movement, but prices

were steady ; sales of middlings at 12| a 121 cts. per lb,

for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7} cts. for export, and

Sets, per gallon for home use.

Flour is in limited request and prices are unchanged

Sales of 1900 barrels, including low extras, at $3.50 a

$3.75 ; Minne.sota extras, at $6.75 a $7 for clear, and

$7.25 a 47.50 for straight ; Pennsylvania extra family

at ,7 6.90 a ,- 6 ; western do. do. at $6.50 a $7, and patent;

at $7.55 a $8.75. Rye flour is dull at $4,25 a $4.50.

Grain.—Wheat is dull and lower. Sales of 380C

bushels red for milling at *1.43. At the open board

10,000 bushels, 8th mo , sold at $1.18i. Rye.—Penn
sylvania is offered at 90 cts. Corn—Local lots are ii

moderate request and steady. Sales of 8000 bushels

including yellow, at 86 a 87 cts. ; sail mixed, at 84 a 85;

Oat!

helS;

and re

jected and mixed at 63 a 64 cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 6th mn.

10th, 1882.- Loads of hay, 373; loads of straw, 72.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, S1.05

to $1.15 per 100 pounds ; mixed, 95 cts. to $1.05 per 100

pounds; straw, 75 to 85 cts. per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were dull and J a Ic. per lb. lower:

2900 head arrived and sold at the different yards at 4J

9J cts. per pound, the latter rate for extra.

Sheep were dull and lower: 13,000 head arrived and

Id at the diffiirent yards at 3 a 6.^ cts., and lambs at

4| a 8 cts. per lb. as to condition.

Hogs were active and firm : 3200 head arrived and

Id at 10} a 12 cts. per lb., as to quality.

F'OBEIGN.—In consequence of the statement of Glad-

stone in the House of Commons, that he has received

no remonstrance from the Irish judges against the pro-

visions of the Repression bill, the judges held a private

meeting and passed resolutions protesting against trials

judges without

holding a lice:

During the fir

the law went

?e under the provisions of the statut

; four months of the present year, befo^

opera the revenue from spin

being held by a commission of th „ ,

juries. In order to avoid further misapprehension, the

judges forwarded the resolutions to the official residence

of Gladstone. In the event of the bill passing with its

obnoxious provisions, Biron Fitzgerald will resign. It

is generally understood that, when the bill passes, Wil-

liam Johnson, Attorney General for Ireland, will be

raised to the bench.

The Irish Bishops have issued an important address

to their f.ocks promising the support of the clergy to

the people in peacefully agitating for their rights, but

condemning as the worst enemies of the country men
who recommend illegal courses, particularly those be-

longing to .secret societies. The bishops condemn the

recent murders, but believe they were due to evictions,

which it is the duty of the Government to stop at any

cost.

The Bishops, in their address, point out that what is

morally wrong cannot be politically right. It is an in-

disputable right, they say, of the Irish to live on their

own soil. It is the right, and often the duty, of those

oppressed either by the State or by individuals toseek

redress by lawful means. On the^e grounds, the national

movement has the approval of the priests and bishops,

and even the Pope, and of all just and geiierous men
without distinction of race or creed ;

but it is notorious

that the means employed are often utterly subversive

of social order. The address specifies these means

as refusing to pay just debts, preventing payment by

others, injuring neiuhbors in person or prupeny, forci-

bly resisting the law and forming secret societies and

obeying the orders thereof.

The Bishops express the belief that the late crimes

would not have occurred if the people had not been

ilriven to despair by evictions, juslly described by the

Premier as sentence^ of death, and which must be a

fatal and permanent provocative of crime.

An official return shows that the number of outrages

reported to the Irish Constabulary during the 5th

month, was 396, including two murder.s, exclusive of

the Phrenix Park affair. The number of suspects now
imprisoned is 263,

Daviti, in his speech at Liverpool on the 6lh instant,

said he was in favor of the land becoming national pro-

perty. He considered that the soil of Ireland could be

purchased for tenants for £140,000,000 in Government
bond.s, repayable in fifty years. He denounced the

Dublin Castle rule as a monstrous failure.

On the 8th instant, as Walter M. Baurke, a Galway
landlord, was at Ardrahan near Gort, riding in front of

his dragoon escort, a volley from rifles was fired at them

from behind a wall and both fell dead. Bourke was a

magistrate and son of the late Crown Solicitor for Mayo.

He was a barrister by profession, and had amassed a

fortune in India. He had bad several disputes with

his tenants, and had recently left London to carry out

evictions.

Leon Say, the French Minister of Finance, speaking

at St. Quentin, said there is every reason to expect an

excellent harvest, which will prevent a large amount of

capital from leaving France.

The French column in Tunis, under General .Jamais

has been obliged to retire from the Tripolitan frontie

because of the failure of the water supply. This ha

given an opportunity for fresh disorders between th'

friendly Arahs and the insurgents, and many have been

killed on both sides.

By a law which passed on Eleventh month 1st, II

andbecame operative on Fifth month 1st of the pre

year, it is forbi<lden, throughout Holland, to retail

spirituous liquors of any kind to any person holding

any public appointment or to any other person not

lous liquors showed a decrease of one per cent.,lhouf

during the preceding ten years it had shown an avera;

crease of three per cent, per annum. This anticip

rv effect of the law is considered surprising.

A St. Petersburg decree is publi-shed announcing th

General Ignatieff, at his own request, has been rel''^

of the post of Minister of the Interior, on the groi

ill health, and has been appointed President of tl

Academy and a member of the Senate. He retains h

uembersliip of the Council of the Empire and h

idjutancy. Count Tolstoi, who was formerly Preside;

of the Academy, has been appointed Minister of tl

Interior.

Dervisch Pasha, at Cairo, received the Ulemas
dressing them in firm and decided language. Foi

the Ulemas rose from their seats and declared that

Europe had not annexed Egypt the fact was d

Arabi Pasha and the military party, adding that befo

the pending questions were settled the English at

French fleets must quit Alexandria. Dervisch Pash

on hearing this, bounded to his feet and exclaimed i

he came as the representative of the Sultan to see th

his orders were obeyed, not to listen to their advic

and ordered them to quit the room. He then continui

the interview with the other Uleinas.

At Alexandria on the 11th inst., serious riots brol

out between the hostile natives and Europeans, durii

which several persons were killed and wounded, and]

number of houses destroyed. The police at first i

mained inactive.

The News' Alexandria despatch says: "The Rue d|

Soeiirs, inhabited chiefly by Europeans, was completei

wrecked. The Europeans fired from the windows, ki

ing many Arahs. The latter made terrible havoc amoi

the Europeans in the street. The British Consul wi

drugged fram his carriage and beaten. Dervisch Pasl

has left Cairo for Alexandria."

Heavy floods are reported at Yale, British Colurabi!

Bridges have been swept away, business is suspendei

and it is feared the farmers will lose most of their cro)

CORRECTION —On page 345— third line— f

the year 1850," read, " Late in the spring

1850."

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the General Committee is to

held at the school on Fourth-day, the 21st instant,

A. M.

The Committees on Instruction and Admissions me

at the school the preceding evening, at 7 o'clock.

The Visiting Committee, meet at the school i

Seventh-day, the 17th inst.

For the accommodation of the committee, conve

ances will be at Stieet Road Station, on Seventh ai

,'hird-days, the 17th and 20ih inst., to meet the trai

that leave the city at 2.40 and 4.55 p. M.

Wm. Evans,

Philada., 6th mo. 1882. Vlerk

WANTED,
An experienced female teacher, for the school coi

mencing 9th mo. next under the care of Evesham Pi

rative Meeting. For particulars address

Jno. E. Darnell, Mt. Laurel, N. J.

MOORESTOWN ACADEMY.
A Principal Teacher will be wanted for this Schoi

to enter upon his duties at the opening in the Nin

month next. Also, a competent female teacher, w

has had experience, to take charge of the introducto

department.
Apply to Elisha Roberts, Mary Ann Haines,

Mary W. Stokes, Moorestown, N. J.

Or to Wm. Evans, 252 South Front St., Philada.

Married, at Friends' Meetinghouse, Coulter stre

Germantown, Sixth month 1st, 1882, William
Warner to Mary, daughter of Jabez Jenkins, all

Germantown, Philada.

Died, on the 6th of 5th mo. 1882, at his residence

North Norwich, Ontario, Canada, Thomas Cornwei
in his eightieth year. He was a diligent attender

meetings and firmly attached to Friends' prineipl

On his death-bed he gave several expressions, such

" All is well." " I feel sucha calmness :" which is

survivors an evidence that his end was peace.

, 6tb mo. 1st, 1882, at Bart, Lancaster Co., I

Cyrus Simmons, a member of Sadsbury Monti

Meeting.
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Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.
to New England, continued from p. 354.)

Proceeded to the railway

itopher Healy's '

;h mo. 4th
ion, at East Greenwich, about 8 o'clock
morning. This day being the anniver-

r of the signing of the Dec'laration of In-
sndence, an abundance of people were in

ion, and our feelings not being in unison
1 theirs, travelling under such circum-
ices was not viiry agreeable. After riding
nty miles to Providence, were kindly con-
Led by private conveyance four miles
her to a meeting at Pautucket. We gath-

! with quite a large number of other at-
Ksis, and I ca.nn<:>t doubt but T^hat it -vrao

'ofitable season throughout, but a portion
•eof seemed laborious, and not very re-

ing to Christopher's exercised mind,
ear the city of Providence we passed
vidence Boarding School ; it is a spacious
handsome structui-e, and its situation and
iinds adjacent pleasing. We also passed
former residence of the venerable Moses
wn

;
he was a Friend of great possessions

of very large benevolence, yet his dwell-
was neither large nor ostentatious. We
passed the plantation where Job Scott

led previous to his embarkation for Eng-
1. It is one of the best in the neighbor-
i, and is still in possession of descendants,
they have no connection with Friends.
;h mo. 5th. Visited the large cotton fac-

es belonging to some of our kind enter-
ers, and jiassed through the ])leasant
nenade upon the banks of the Blackstone
r, which their private generosity has de-
>d to the public benefit; and in the after-

a proceeded to Providence and took pas-
5 in the steamboat bound for Fall Eiver.
3ed Bristol, which it is said was formerly
sxtensive slave market; but that degrad-
traffic is no longer known in New Eng-
l,its paralyzing effects upon humanenergy
ot now felt here, the pursuit of honest in-

pry has ii-ee scope and flourishes marvel-
ily. After a pleasant passage of two hours
ation, we arrived at Fall Eiver, twent}'-
miles from Providence, and were kindly
Sucted to a hospitable dwelling, a little

pnd the skirts of the city.

sh mo. 7th.— First-day. Attended tiie

[ting of Friends at Fall Eiver, at half past
^'clock. The usual invitation to the public

had been extensively spread, many attended,
anil through the condescending goodness of
the Head of the Church, who promised to be
with those gathered together in his name, it

proved a solemnizing season,—something like
the baptism of the one spirit into the one
body. Words flowed freely, accompanied
with gospel life and power, and he that sowed
and he that reaped rejoiced together. We
attended the afternoon meeting at 3 o'clock.
It was larger than that in the morning. As
we assembled and sat in stillness, and I trust
many of us truly gathered into the silence of
all flesh, presenting our bodies a living sacri-

fice, acceptable unto the Lord, He did mani-
fest his Divine presence unto us, and permit-
ted us a little to partake of that stream which
does refresh and make glad his heritage.
Christopher arose and in the authority of
truth, handed forth doctrine and reproof,
counsel and encouragement, which doubtless
fastened upon many minds. It felt to me that
this opportunity was a memorable season, and
will not soon be forgotten by some.

7th mo. 8th. Left Fall Eiver about 6 o'clock
this morning, and set our faces toward North
Berwick, in the State of Maine, 128 miles
distant.

T,U mo. 9lL. IlodooT-cT a plcnreaut dicili ict

of countrj' and called at several dwellings. In
the afternoon we were visited by numbers of
the neighboring people. A meeting is ap-
pointed to be held in the Baptist meeting-
house at North Berwick to-morrow afternoon.

7th mo. 10th. Attended the appointed
meeting, and it proved large and favored.
Christopher labored honestly, and some plain
truths were spoken, especially in reference to
forms and ceremonies, and qualification for

the ministry. His testimony was somewhat
sharp, but it was apparently well received,
and many expressed satisfaction with the
meeting.

7th mo. 11th. Attended Friends' Meeting
at North Berwick, and Christopher had con-
siderable service by way of exhortation and
counsel. Toward the conclusion he again
arose, and in beautiful language handed forth
sympathy to those of this little company who
had passed through many tribulations and
anxieties in endeavoring to guard the ancient
faith of the Society, and in sustaining its

order and discipline
; and comfort and encour-

igement was extended to those who truly
mourn in Zion.

7th mo. 12th. Left North Berwick this

morning, and rode thirteen miles to the village

of Kenebunk, and found kind and hospitable
entertainment in a private family. A meet-
ing had been appointed to be held at their

house at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, and the
usual invitation had been spread. At the
time appointed we took our seats in one of the
apartments communicating with others, and

considerable number gathered unto us.

Christopher was led to distribute doctrine,

reproof, and instruction in righteousness, and

as his testimonj- was continued, an increasing
solemnitj' apparently' spread over us—oil was
poured into the wounds that had been made,
the sincere hearted were encouraged, and it

was thought that the meeting ended under
the solemnizing and cementing influence of
heavenly' love. We passed an instructive even-
ing together, several beside our own little

company being present. Christopher was very
interesting in conversation, and as the hour
of parting for the night drew on, he testified

that he tlien realized some of the prospects
which had attended his mind before he left

his own home. Our hearts were tenderly
aff'ected, and somewhat of that unitj' of spirit

and bond of peace which is not of man, nor of
the will of man, but by power Divine, was
surely felt amongst us, apparently binding
some of the company together in a measure
of that life in which those of true and living

faith are sometimes permitted to know and
greet each other. Doubtless there were those
present who wore enabled to thank our Heav-
enly helper for his many favors, and to take
courage.

7th mo. 13th. Made preparation to leave
our comfortable quarters this morning, but
before our departure a parting opportunity

gether and gathered into silent waiting, and
I cannot doubt that the cementing influence
of heavenly love was felt amongst us, or that
the oil of the kingdom did circulate as from
vessel to vessel, drawing us near to one an-
other in fellowship of spirit, into sj-mpathetic
feeling, and mutual desires for each other's

preservation through all the temptations and
trials of life's probationary scene.

7th mo. 14th.—First-day. Again attended
meeting at North Berwick

;
and although we

met with some annoyance, yet Christopher
had acceptable service, the meeting was in-

teresting, and the situation instructive. In
the afternoon rode eight miles to the village

of Great Falls, in the State of New Hamp-
shire, where a meeting had been appointed
to be held in a spacious Methodist meeting-
house, at 5 o'clock. A large number of people
had assembled, and we took our seats amongst
them, I trust, under a solemn sense of the
seriousness and of the responsibility of the
occasion. Christopher ministered at consider-

able length ; his exercise seemed somewhat
laborious for a time, but as he proceeded, life

and power continued to arise into dominion,
and it was thought that we had a good meet-
ing; several expressed their satisfaction there-
with, but some plain truths were uttered
which perhaps did not so well please some
others. Eeturned to North Berwick to lodge.

7th mo. 15th. Made a few visits in the
neighborhood, and on our way returning,
called at the dwelling of an ancient female : a
widowed daughter resides with her. After a
little time of conversation we settled into

stillness, and the wing ofDivine goodness was
evidently spread over us; under which pre-
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cious covering Christoplier was drawn forth

to address our aged sister in tiie endearing
language of tenderness and encouragement,
and the word of counsel and sympathetic feel-

ing flowed freely toward the daughter; we
parted from the family under feelings Of

solemnity.

7th mo. 16th. Prepared to leave North
Berwicic this morning, and as the time arrived

to bid farewell to those who had entertained
us with much kindness and hcspitality, and
had been so diligent and efficient in making
way for the appointment and attendance of
))iiMi(; rucciiiigs, there was evidence that we
all li'lt the separation, and entertained mutual
desires for each other's beat welfare. Leav-
ing the depot, bound for Salem sixty miles
distant, we passed Portsmouth in the State of
New Hampshire, and Ipswich in the State of
Massachusetts. I glanced at the last named
town with a degree of interest, not that it

possessed remarkable beauty, or great im-
portance, but as a place where a witch court
formerly existed, and where many unhappy
beings were condemned to destruction under
a most fallacious and unaccountable delusion.

It is really marvellous that that dark super-
stition was so long suffered to cloud the minds
of an intelligent people.

(To be continued.)

A Botanical Excursion.

Th rough the kindness of a young friend,

who is zealously pursuing his Botanical stud irs,

the way was made easy for a short excursion
into the sandy region of New Jersey known
as the Pines, or Pine barrens. My early
i>t\x<tvoe q£ ^>la.nt.o lrv€*cl b-coxi mnd^ pi-i-ntipixll

j

in Chester county. Pa., where the geological

character of the country is altogether different,

and I anticipated tinding many forms of vege-
table life in the Pines, which do not grow in

the more fertile and differently constituted

soils west of the Delaware. Some flowers
will flourish in many parts of the earth ; but
most varieties are much moi'e restricted in

their habitation.

It was a lovely day, the 30th of the Fifth

month. Our destination was Taunton, where
the cranberry is cultivated extensively^ The
distance to be travelled was but 8 or 9 .miles,

but so numerous were the stopping places, the
woods, swamps and ditches to be explored,
that we were four hours in accomplishing it.

We gathered quite a harvest of interesting
plants on our way. The loose hanging lines

of staminate bloom were nearlj' ready to fall

from the oaks, and the leaves were not j-et

fully expanded ; but we recognized several
species—the well-known White Oak, Quercus
alba, the most valuable of the genus; the Pin
Oak, Q.palustris; the Willow Oak, Q. Pliellos,

whose leaves so strongly resemble those of
the willow, that it required the acorns to con-
vince fully a non-botanical observer that it

really belonged to the oak family ; the Post
Oak, Q. ohtusiloba; and the dwarf Scrub Oak,
Q. ilicifolia, which grows but a few feet high.

The pistillate flowei's, from which in process
of time the mature acorns were to be de-

veloped, were scarcely more than minute
buds, though the pistils were sufficiently

grown to be discernible. We observed that
the Shell-bark Hickory, Garya alba, was also
in bloom. The hickories are closely allied to
the oaks, and like them have the and

pistils in separate flowers, instead of being sur-

rounded by the same envelopes, as is the case

with most of our plants. The same habit of

flowering is found in the pines, which we
found in abundance, of the two .species com-
mon to this part of' New Jersey—the Pinus
iiiops, Jersey or Scrub Pine, distinguished by
having two short leaves, two to three inches

long in each sheath; while the Pinus rigida,

or Pitch Pine, has three leaves to each sheath,

somewhat larger, and the tree itself grows to

a greater height.

Two of the clovers had come into bloom,
the common white, Trifolium repens, and the
little yellow, T. procumbens. In the roadside

ditches, the blue Forget-me-not, Myosotis pa-

lustris, attracted the ej'e ; wiiile a white
species, the M. Verna, was common in the low
grounds at Taunton. The attractive Spring
Beauties, Claytonia virginica, were still abun-
dant, though a month or more had elapsed
since they had commenced to delight the eye
of the lover of nature ; the pretty Blue-eyed
Grass, Sisyrinchium Bermudianum, showed its

bright flowers and sword-shaped leaves among
the grass of the meadows ; the Dewberry,
Riibus Canrtrfens/s, trailed its vines, dotted with
large white blossoms, over the banks; the

prett}^ little Dwarf Dandelion, Krigia Vir-

ginica, was frequent on the sandy road-sides,

showing its slender stem of a few inches in

height, crowned with a bright-yellow head of

flowei-s ; the j'ellow Star Grass, Hypoxis erecta,

was occasionally seen, but was not yet abun-
dantlj' in bloom ; and the wild Sage, Salvia

hjriita, was beginning to show its whorls of
large purplish blue flowers in the grass fields.

Of that large natural famil}' to which the
radish and mustard belong, in which the

a£ th«

each other, somewhat
found several of the Water Cresses and allied

species, mostly in low grounds or places whei"e

moisture was abundant. The bloom on several

species of the Huckle Berr}' gave promise of

a supply of fruit later in the season. It was
yet early for the ferns, and we noticed but
two species in which the fruit had matured

—

one, the curious Osmunda interrupta, in which
a few of the leaflets in the middle of the fine

frond, two or three feet in height, arc con-jwith minute leaves, and a mostabiinda
verted into brown clusters of fruit, contrast- supply of buds, which open into bright yelk
ing prettily with the light green of the leaflets flowers that almost cover the surface "of t

above and below—and the other, tlie Cinna-'tuft. These last but for a day, but are cc

mon Fern, Osiinniilii rinmi iiiniiir,i
. in which. 'stantly succeeded by a fresh supply. It I

amid a cluster of giTcii IVonils, will he foini.! longs to the Rock-Rose familj', of which the

one or more that bears fruit, and in these all are but few species found in the United Stat
the leaflets are covered with cinnamon-colored

the V. primulcefolia, which has broader a

somewhat heart-shaped leaves.

Our common Butter-cup, Ranunculus h'

bosus, with bright golden-yellow blossot

highly varnished by nature, was abundant
the fields. In thS' nltirshj- grounds we fou

other species, E. pusilius, which, when dr.i'

out of its home in a wayside ditch, exhibil

a series of rootlets hanging from the joints

the stem. Its flowers were small and inoj

spicuous, as were those of the B. scelerai

whose stem is thick and hollow, though aii

and succulent, and the juice acrid and blist

ing. We met with many specimens of f

only native representative of the Toad-Pl
family, Linaria Canadensis, an erect, sleud

modest plant, with small blue flowers, ve

different in its general aspect from the shoi

species introduced from Europe, L. vulgai

sometimes called Butter-and-Eggs, which
disliked as a weed ; and different also from t

pretty vine which is often found in hangi
baskets, the Kenilworth Ivy, Linaria Cy

ballaria. The beautiful stemless Lady Slipj

(altogether different from that cultivated

our gardens, and which belongs to the Ti)U(

me-not family), was frequent in the sun

woods. This species, Cypripedium ncaidi\ \

two leaves which spring directi}' fnim t

root, and between these shoots up the flovi

stem of 8 or 10 inches in height, bearing

single flower of about two inches in lengi

of a purplish rose color, marked with vein?

The most conspicuous of the floral attB

tions about Taunton, were the beds of w
Lupine, Lnpinvs perennis, profusely scattei

over the sandy woods. The foliage is bei

tiful, the leaves being dissected into numerc
radiating leaflets

;
and the long spikes of pi

plisb-blue flowers, wliicb were veryabunda:
were sufflcient to arouse the enthusiasm
my young companion, to whom the plant w
comparatively new.

It would be tedious to notice all the var

ties that passed under our observation. B
of those more peculiarly belonging to tl

sandy section of country, we must menti
the Hudsonia ericoides, or False Heath, whi
grows on the sand in low tufts or bunch
The numerous shoots are thickly cover

fruit. This species was very abundant in the
moister portions of the Pine barrens, forming
beautiful clumps by the roadside. Tiie sterile

fronds sometimes reach a height of four or five

feet.

Of the violets, the earlj^ blue hood-leafed
violet, Viola cucullata, which is very abundant,
had mostl_y dropped its blossoms; the variety
with leaves indented like the hand of a man,
V. palmata, was still to be found

; and the
most showj^ and interesting of all our species,

the Bird-foot Violet, V. 'pedata, with blue
flowers an inch across, and with leaves divided
into narrow segments like the toes of a bii'd,

held up to us its pretty face. In the wet
grounds we found plentifully two of the deli-

cate white violets. Of these, the Viola lanceo-

lata, with long narrow leaves, was met with
in the earlier part of our ride ; but in the Pines
it disappeared, and its place was occupied by

Another very attractive plant, found in t

same localities, is the Sand Myrtle, Le
phyllum .Bi/j;i/oiiM?n, a small shrub which gro'

in low clumps of a foot or so in height. It

allied to the Heath family, with very sm;

oval leaves, and ci'owned with heads of abu

dant white flowers.

The owner of the cranberry bogs at Taul

ton has placed a number of tables and bench|

under the shade of the trees by the side oft

stream. These, with the grass, walks, fou!

tains and other pleasant surroundings, mal

it an attractive spot, which is generously ai'

freely thrown open to such of the neighbc

as desire to spend a day of recreation in t

woods. The owner apparently finds hiscoii

pensation for the use of the premises in t

satisfaction of contributing to the enjoj'me

of others. J. ^Y.\

Prayer is the vital breath of faith.
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Silent, yet Effective Influences for Good.

'here is a class of persons, and that ]>or-

(8 bj- no means a small class, who arc i)itcii

nbled under a humiliating sense of i^iiat

worthiness; and, in their own estiniatii)n

ostworthlessness; feeling, more especially
times, that the^- are doing but little or
bing tor the precious cause of Truth, for

ch, nevertheless, they have so tender a re-

i and love. Rather diffident and self-

rustful than otherwise, from being born
'S to a native shyness, together with that
lility of mind ever the accompaniment of
Christian character, it tends to keep them
ihe back-ground or in the shade, rather
1 in the glare and sunshine of much obser-
on. These, notwithstanding, from their

g endued with a deeply filial and reverent
e of religious accountability, as well as of
venly truth and love, cause the favored
sre, in which it is their lot to live and
8, to shine with their fair example. Like
36 silent yet operative influence of leaven
omestic economy alluded to by the Sa-
r, their dedicated Christian course, their

npeached consistent lives, their prayerful
its, fail not of a stirring effect for good in

r respective neighborhoods, which thej-
' never know, but which at the same time
sacrifice of a sweet smelling savor unto
I, whose eyes " run to and fro throughout
whole earth to show himself strong on
ilf of them whose heart is perfect toward
I." These may, while approving tlKin-

38 the servants of God in much patiencr.
Mictions, in necessities, and even at times
distresses," feel and be poor, though niak-
many rich

; as having nothing, and yet
essing all things through Christ who
igtheneth them.

"Stillest streams
Oft water fairest meadows, and the bird
That flutters least is longest on the wing."

leh preachers of righteousness, adorning
doctrine of God their Saviour by con-
ncy in life and conversation, and who
shine as lights in the world, cannot be
greatly multiplied. The writer well re-

ibers in the days of early espousal—near
le time and somewhat after the turning
t in life had been reached—longing for

iving epistle, the practical example, the
ibie exhibit, of the meek and lowly fol-

ir of Jesus. Varied testimonies concern-
fuch were to be met with in our many
uctive records and memorials descriptive

lose who had shone as stars of the first

litude, as well as of those of lesser bril-

y that had adorned the spiritual galaxy :

that which he coveted was, the familiar
, of such now on earth, of whom it might
id as of one of old, " We shall not find

occasion^gainst this Daniel, except we
t against him concerning the law of his

of such whose fellowship is with the
er and with his Son, Jesus Christ ;—those
while sojourners below the skies, have
their home ;—those " whom God de-

1 in, and in whom he dwells."

ter some increase of observation, and, it

Iped, of experience—with humble grati-

be it written—the writer is assured that
)t only has known of such, but knows at
present, of faithful men and women, who
ittle in their own eyes; whose opinion of
selves is a very lowly and self-abased

being humbled under a deep sense of un-

worthiness in the sight of the Omniscient
whose eyes are as a flame of fire. These ma
L'nga.!i;e but little notice from those in thest
mill bustle of the world ; but who, neverth
liss, are earnestly striving to walk uprightly
uid a((c])tably as in the sight of their Fathc
in Heaven, and to keep a conscience void of
off'ence both toward Him and toward their
fellow men. These however hidden in the
secret path of life, however oblivious to public
praise, however overlooked and slighted by
the flippant, the giddy and the gay, are t/u

salt of the earth." Though so little regarded
by it, from these the world receives advantage;^
of wiiich it little dreams

—

"Perhaps she owes
Her sunshine and her rain, her blooming spring
And plenteous harvest, to the prayer he makes,
When, Isaac like, the solitary saiiit

Walks forth to meditate at eventide,
And think on her who thinks not for herself."

The animating influence, or the savor of
life of these, must of course be more felt than
seen ; but as was the case with the sack-
clothed and set at nought, yet hopeful, faith-

ful Mordecai, when sitting at the king's gate,

those are at times, as he was, brought to ex-
perience a change, through a wonder-working

come preachers of righteousness in a consistent
godly example, and to respond with fidelit}'

to the live coal laid upon the mouth from off

the holy altar—the preparation for the ser-
vice of vocal ministry—so as finally to bo
luade meet for the inscription of holiness unto
receiving the end of their faith, even the sal-

vation of the soul.

Fifth mo. 18th, 1882.

inlerosting report was made by
ttcc to tlie Yearly Meeting in 1

Westtown Boarding School.

(Continued from page 347.

the

1833,
hich the following passages are taken :

(Henry Cope, Thos. Evans and Geo. Williams,
were appointed at a previous meeting to pre-
pare the report.)

on after the last Yearlj- Meeting they
ded to com]3lete the original plan of the

house by erecting a btiilding at the west end
of the girls' school, corresponding in its di-

mensions with that on the boys' side. It was
completed in the 12th montl: last, and is oc-

cupied as a collecting room, school room, &c.,

for the girls, and for apartments for thefami-
_ Iv. The additional accommodations thus fur-

Power from on high, even to be made of those jiiished have led to a more convenient and
whom their king "delighteth to honor." No eligible arrangement of other parts of the
doubt this dee])ly proven and worthy Jew house, and contribute greatly to the comfort
was ofttinus m sorrow, in mourning, and injof the scholars and other parts of the family.
supi. ligation— cast down but not destroyed,! The expense incurred is about $4900.
pcMplexed liut not in despair"—becau.se of the

|
"In adverting to the occurrences of the

danger tiiat seemed imminent to his people ;'past year the committee feel it to be cause for
yet the Lord whom he sought and served,! gratitude to the Preserver of men, that the
delivered him and them from the destructive 1 institution has escaped the epidemic [Asiatic
hands of proud and wicked Hainan. So, still. 'cholera] which has so extensively prevailed
does He whose tender mercies are over all his 111,.,, iio-iiout our counlr\'. .\]lhoUii,-h much
TTorks, look with jjity upon, and tendci I ^ n iiia\' lie atirlljuted lo lln' lical I li I'lil iiess ol (lie

gard the fervent pleading entreaty of those 'situation and the salutary regulations exor-
in this day who, not ashamed to acknowledge cised over the scholars, yet we cannot but
their Saviour in whatever He calls to, be it acknowledge the exemption as an evidence of
even as sitting at the king's gate clad in sack-

j the preserving care of that beneficient Provi-
cloth, are engaged to importune: '' Spare thy

I

dence to whom we owe all our blessings,
people, Lord, and give not thine heritage to Several cases of the 'cholera' having occurred
reproach." Humbled like the poor Publican in the vicinity of the school, and the rapid
these, on their individual accounts, feel that course of the disease rendering prompt medi-
they too are poor and needy and unworthy ;'cal advice necessary, the conmiittee deemed
that they have no might nor power of their it expedient to employ a physician to reside
own

; but with filial dejiemlence u|)on an ever-

lasting Arm, are earnest in soliciting of Him
help, wisdom, preservation, and Messing.
The power of individual influence, for evil

or for good, is exceeding great. It is a talent
which, in the scale of accountability, is not
perhaps second to anj^. Well will it be for

all, be they among the more conspicuous in

laboring or in sufiTering in order to gather
souls to Christ, or among the more hidden
and lowly disciples of their Lord, to be con-
tent to be faithful witnesses in life and con-
versation to the humility of mind and the
meekness of wisdom which becometh the fol-

lowers of Him who made himself of no repu-
tation. Like the apostle, such may feel that
thej' have nothing to glory in but their in-

firmities, yet their dependence being fixed

upon Christ their Sufficiency, He will help
alike, to demean themselves as " a weaned
child" amid the tribulations, the patience, and
the hopes of the gospel ; or more actively to

serve their generation according to the quali-

fying power of Him who worketh in us both
to will and to do of his own good pleasure.

The grace of God, that madePaul what he
was, is equally eft'ective in enabling all, ac-

cording to their respective measures, to be-

for a time on the farm, and also to engage ex-

perienced nurses to attend at the institution

should their services be I'equired. The ex-

pense of these arran^-einents we believe was
more than compensaied by their influence in

allaying the an.xiety of parents and calming
the agitation and tears which had been excited

in the minds of some of the scholars.
" In recurring to the design of the Yearly-

Meeting in establishing this seminarj', the

committee have been renewedly impressed
with the necessity of keeping steadily in view
as a primary object, the religious guarded
education of the children, and the maintain-

ancc of onr \ arious testimonies. They appre-

hend that advantages will arise from parents
being again earnestly and affectionately en-

joined to impress these views on the minds of

their children, whom they may intend to send
there, and to furnish them with such apparel

as is consistent with the plainness and sim-

plicity of our profession.
" In the fulfilment of the trust confided to

them by the I'early Meetino^, the committee
have endeavored to furnish the scholars with
such facilities for instruction as the means at

their disposal would admit of; yet they can-

not but regret the want of a permanent fund.
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the income of which might be devoted to ira

proving the s.ystem of e'ducation, to the pii'-

chase of apparatus, the rement of the

knowledt^e
library, and proeiirmg

for imparting and acqui

in an easier and more j:

"Applications being frequently made for

the admission of children who are members

of other Yearly Meetings, particularly with

the view of qualifying some of them to act as

teachers in places where the opportunities of

education are very limited, and the committee

believing that some of the cases present peeu

liar claims on the sympathy and aid offriends

more favorably situated, it was agreed to pro

pose for the consideration of the Yearly Meet

ing that the children of Friends of other

Yearly Meetings be admitted to the school at

the discretion of the committee, provided that

the number there at any one time, when the

school is full, shall not exceed fifteen."

9th mo. 4th, 1833. The Ibllowing interest-

ing report was presented :
" The snb-com-

mittee appointed in the 4th month last to

consider the propriety of introducing some

mode of religious instruction into the schools,

have several times met and considered the

important subject, and are of the judgment

that a prompt effort should be made to carry

it into effect. It was apprehended desirable

For "The Friend."

Where is the Good Way?
Dear young friends, wherever j'on may be,

and manj' that are older, whose hearts are

yet tender and who are earnestly desiring to

be found walking in the right way, my heart

goes out in tenderness to you, with sincere

desires that you may be preserved in a strict

attention to that in your own hearts which

is the only sure guide in the way of everlast-

ing peace. And shall I not say, my love

reaches to all, though they may have departed

in a greater or in a less degree from a faithful

support of all the good doctrines and testi-

monies which were given this Society to up-

hold. May we all be willing to regard the

words of the prophet (Jer. vi. 16) when he

says: "Thus saith the Lord, Stand in the

ways, and see, and ask for the old paths,

where is the good way, and walk thei'ein, and

ye shall find rest for" your souls. But they

said, we will not walk therein." And how
closely this accords with the words of Jesus

when he said, " Come unto me all ye that

labor and are heavy laden and I will give you
rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn of

me, for I am meek and lowly in heart, and

ye shall find rest unto your souls. For my
yoke is easy and my burden is light." Truly
" yoke is easy to the burdened sin-sick soul,

to have a work prepared somewhat different! and He alone can change, cleanse and reston

from any now in use for this purpose, and such a one to primeval purity
;
for He says

measures have accordingly been taken towards "No man knoweth the Son but the Father,

its accomplishment. But as the accomplish

ment of it must require considerable time,

and a loss is evidently sustained by deferring

the commencement of a system of instruction

in the principles and testimonies of our re-

ligious Society, the committee have agreed to

propose That for ttie present Barclays Cate-

chism, Bevans' View, and Murray's Com-
pendium may bo used,—that instruction in

these be made a part of the religious duties

of the school ;
and that one session of the

morning or evening school in each week be

devoted exclusively to exercising the scholars

in these lessons.

Signed on behalf of the committee,

Samuel Bettle, Benjamin Cooper, Cathar

W. Morris, Deboi-ah Howell.

Westtown, 9tli mo. 3rd, 1833.

To improve the grounds in the vicinity of

the school, including the garden west of the

house, by planting trees and laying out suit

able walks for the scholars, the following

friends were appointed, viz : Bartholomew
Wistar, Jno. Paul, Benj. Cooper, Henry Cope
and three other?'

12th mo. 13th, 1833. " As it appears the

school cannot under the present arrangement
be supplied with suitable drinking water, and

it being suggested that the water might b

conveyed through pipes from a spring near

the race west of the school, Jno. Paul, Benj.

Coopei", Bartholomew Wistar, Thos. Evans
and Nathan Sharpless were appointed to ex-

amine the spring, confer with the mill com-
mittee, and report to our next meeting their

view of the whole subject, including an esti-

mate of the probable expense of carrying the

plan into execution, if they should deem it an

eligible one.

(To be continued.)

* Tfiis want has been fully supplied by the liberality

of friends in forming what is now known as the Edu-
cational Fund.

neither knoweth any man the Father save

the Son and he to whomsoever the Son will

reveal Him." It is through his power and

judgment that we may be redeemed. I be

lieve this is the word of the Lord to some in

this day. Stand in the ways, and see, and
ask for the old paths, where Is the good way,

and walk therein, and ye shall find rest for

your souls. And that we may be truly hum-
bled and made willing to walk therein, is the

sincere desire of your friend,

Robert Knowles.
Smyrna, N. Y., 6th mo. 1882.

prayer with Hira whom her soul loved. B
there was a beautiful elm-shaded way whi

led up to the stately home of her neighb

and here she loved to walk for a little wh
at eventide, when she could steal away fn

home duties.

But she found that her twilight walks w<

watched and sharply criticised as very i

suitable for a wife and mother in her circii

stances, and, after that, she could never enj

them as before. As she sat through a lo

night-watch by her sick babj', she wrote, w
eyes often dimmed with tears, "An Apolo

fbr my Twilight Rambles."

I love to steal awhile away,

From every cumbering care,

And spend the hours of setting day
In humble, grateful prayer.

I love in solitude to shed

The penitential tear;

And all his promises to plead

When none but God Is near.

I love to think on mercies past.

And future good implore
;

My cares and sorrows all to cast

On Him whom I adore.

I love by faith to take a view

Of brighter scenes in heaven
;

The prospect doth my strength renew
While here by tempests driven.

And when life's toilsome day is o'er.

May its departing ray

Be calm as this impressive hour.

And lead to endless day.—Advocate and Guardim

Sele.

THE SIGNS OF THE SEASONS.

What does it mean when the bluebird flies

Over the hills, singing sweet and clear?

When violets peep through the blade.i of grass?

These are the signs that the spring is here.

What does it mean when the berries are ripe?

When butterflies flit and honey-bees hum?
When cattle stand under the shady trees?

These are the signs that summer has come.

What does it mean when the crickets chirp.

And away to the south-land the wild geese steer

An Apology for my Twilight Rambles. '^^^t:\^S!:2:;"'Z^:i:^r

'

Phebe H. Brown wa^ a poor woman who
^hat does it mean when the days are short?

lived m a small unfinished house, near the| ^hen the leaves are gone and the brooks are dui

residence of a wealthy neighbor. There were ^when the fields are white with the drifting snow?

four little children claiming her daily care, These are the signs that winter has come,

and a sick sister, who occupied the only i^he old stars set, and the new ones ri.se,

finished room in the house. Life had been
j

And skies that were stormy grow bright and clej

one hard up-hill way to her from earliest And so the beautiful, wonderful signs

childhood. Burning with a desire to learn to Go "-ound and round with the changing year

write, yet too poor to buy even a pen, she

went to a brook where the geese resorted,

and picked up a few quills, which a lady made
into pens for her. The bark of the niaple He^-^epgrows^slow^^

supphed her with ink, and the gift of a sheet L,,j whispers, "So the handmaid of the Lord

Our Lillle Om

Select

READY TO DEPART.

of paper completed her outfit. All her educa-

1

+ i/\v\ iiTrto rvK+nii-iofl nii^lov incf enr'h iliflfinnlt.ipa 'tion was obtained under just such difficulties
^^^ ,^^^ .^ ^j^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ summers flown,

A nature less gifted and less deteipined would yor the old hopes—the old loves tried and true.

have given waj' before them. But God had
a work for her to do, and could fit her for it,

no matter how great the difficulties that op-

posed her.

In her new home there were many priva-

tions, but none so great as this, that there

was no room where she could retire for private

devotion, without liability to interruption.

It was He who knew the needs of our nature

who bade us "enter into our closet and shut

the door," when we would commune with

Him. There was no retired nook, or grove,

or rock near by, where she could go, as in

former times, and hold a precious season of

She answers—" He that sitteth on the throne

Saith, I make all things new."

They ask her if she feels no vain regret

For joys that stand like earth's ungathered grair

She answers—"Christ hath richer harvests yet

;

For me to die is gain.

They ask her if she has no tear to shed

For her old homes amid the pleasant lands ?

She answers
—"God shall give me in its stead

A house not made with hands."

Thus calmly trusting in the Saviour's grace,

She re-sts upon the margin of the tide.

And sees the light of her fair dwelling place

Upon the other side. —Sarah Daudn
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Ann Freeman.

the assur-tlio people; and the Lord gav«
ance of his approbation."

21st of Tenth month. " While speaking to

A friend in England has sent the writer, a at the power and'wisdom of God, I saw it the people, I did not feel that satisfaction I

py of a Memoir of Ann Freeman, published was not impossible with Him, who useth desired; perhaps there was too much formality

London in 1826. Her parents, William and foolish things to confound the wise. I yielded with it altogether."

ace Mason, were members of the establish- to obey, and He assured me it was his will; 25th of Twelfth month. "While speaking,

Church of England. When about 18 years and I felt it was ' woe unto me, if I preach not I felt pain, from a persuasion I was not in my
age she Joined the Methodists, who seemed the gospel?'" "My soul longed to fly to the place; not being satisfied I was therein sent

nore spiritually-minded people than most ends of the earth, to proclaim the name of of the Lord directly."

lom she had previously mingled with. Christ. Much censure and reproach were 1823. 3rd of Tenth month. " I visited a

)out two years afterwards she met with cast upon me for thus obej-ing the voice of the woman in Bishopsgate street, who was appar-

me of the American Bible Christians (com- Lord; but man's opinion weighed nothing ently near death; and I found her without
)nly called Bryanites), and feeling drawn with me, for I had my commission from a knowledge of God. I was directly drawn
svards them in gospel love, believed it her Heaven, and mj' reward was with the Most to speak of the fall of man, and of salvation

ty to join in membership, and for some High." She was at this time in her 20th by Christ, and the way to attain to it. As I

ars labored as a preacher of the Gospel in year, and had joined the Bryanites. had thus spoken, the parson came in, who
eir connection. But as she advanced in 1818, 16th of 6th month. "Gi-atitude again had been also sent for. He first enquired

perience, her views of the religion of Christ moves me to record the loving-kindness of the what place of worship she attended; being

came more and more spiritual ; and she Lord. Since I wrote last, I have had many answered, the church, he asked if she had
w that both water baptism, and what is things to drive me to God. I have spoken in attended the sacraments. I was then moved
lied the Loi-d's supper, as practised among the open air in manj' parishes, for which I with indignation againstsuchdaubings, which
38t Christian professors, were but emblems have been threatened. The parsons and par- constrained me, as it was on life and death,

those experiences to be wrought in the ish-officers have searched for me, as though I without delay to break silence, and interrupt

art by the Spirit of God, and were no longer had come to destroy the land ; and for this I the conversation, saying, " What she wants is

nding on the Church. In other points also, have been thankful, for it has given mean the Holy Spirit, to bear witness with her

e approached the doctrines held by the So- opportunity to warn them to flee from the spirit, that she is a child of God." He then

sty of PViends, such as respects the right wrath to come." Much of her journeying turned to me, and began to apologize for in-

.alification for the exercise of Gospel minis- was performed on foot, though she wasteeble trodncingshadowsinnd I'cadily consented to all

J?,
and the use of the numerical names of the and delicate. She frc(|iiriiily s|Haks of the 1 suid w iih rr^iicii I .. real Christianitj', which

ys and months. Finding her way somewhat
j

fatigue she endured—imc df hor ciiiiir^ in her is not (•oiii|h]-,ci| dt sIkuIows, in whole or in part.

)sed up among the people with whom she diary is as follows :
—"1 went as tar as CaUiWe then kneeled down, and he read over

IS in membership, she parted with them in
j

stock, and then was nearly exhausted. A [many prayers; and when he ended,! was led

ightil}'. The parson
seemed a yielding, teach

p's cause, without becoming associated with! the Lord, I had to endure this little hardship' some distance with me, and I was glad of the

y organized body of believers. Some ex-[for his sake. Next day I walked to Lane- j opportunity of speaking to him of the wa^- of

icts from her memoranda and letters mayjhead, my body, and especially my lungs, were, the Lord."

iinterestingtothereadersof "The Friend. "i much disordered. With difficulty I got on 3rd of Eleventh month. '-By request, I

^e, and during the brief remainder of her 1 comfortable home would have been desirable
;
to call upon the Loi'd

ort life appears to have labored in her Mas-' but this I had not, for which I could praise
|

seemed a yielding, teachable man. He walked

fehe was born in Devonebire, England, on

e 24th of 6th mo. 1797. When still quite

lung, she says, " The Light that enlight-

eth every man that cometh into the world,

ten led me to think on spiritual and eternal

ings." For some years she struggled along,

[lowed bj' conviction, often resolving to do
rht, but scarcely knowing how to live with-

t sin ;
until about the beginning of the year

15, she was enabled to give heed to the

Etchings of the Spirit of God, and found
ace to help her to come out from ungodli-

88 and the ungodh^ (as companions) and
oose none of their ways.
She and her sister Mary believed it right

r them to join the Methodists, who were
en much reviled and despised. This deci-

)n drew upon them much opposition. In

ference to it Ann remarks:—"I believe

ery means was used to draw or drive us

)m the true Shepherd ; but as every eftbrt

as fruitless, our dear, mistaken friends, des-

tiring of removing the evil from us, and not
ling able to prevail, either by threats or

urtesy, to give up, we were then banished

^7J^ I found vost to bo very doeirtl-j visited tbo old Doctor Hamilton, ilethndiat

ble. I could eat but little, though I much preacher. Found in him, (what is too rarely

needed nourishment. I have no greater am-, found among professors of religion) a freedom

bition than to die a martyr's death in any from bigotry. With tears the old man said,

way." This last sentence, while it shows the] ' My dear, I am not opposed to females preach-

earnestness of her devotion to the cause of, ing ; for if it is right for them to sit in a room,

her Lord, manifests more of the enthusiasm, and talk to two or three, and be made a

of youth, than of the patient and steady labor blessing; how much better to be made a

which marks the course of a veteran in the; blessini;- to two or three hundred.' He is

Lamb's army. eiglil\ three yeurs of age."

"First of Ninth month. I had a meeting! 2i'iel ..rfweirth month. " I feel powerfully

in the Methodist chapel at Just-lane: one, impressed, that it is my duty to give up taking

woman cried out aloud for God. In this salary, or wages for preaching, as is now the

neighborhood I vi.sited a young woman who custom. Freely I have received the gospel,

I believe was called to preach ;''but being op-iand ought I not freely to give? As I yield

posed by man she omitted her duty, and the to the impression, I sink into God; and my
distress of her mind had almost destroyed herj every want is supplied now, with a promise

body. It appears, an old preacher was the if I obey, I shall never want any good thing,

chief instrument of her misery. She seemed And I cannot question the veracity of this

to feel some relief in telling her sad tale to i
promise: so I feel bound by the strongest ties.

But Satan suggests, ' Thou hadst better keepMany females are kept in bondage by
those who saj^, ' we suffer not a woman to

teach ;' thus quoting Paul's words, and not

rightly applying them. Man's opinion on this

subject is nothing with me ; for it is woe unto

am our father's house, to preserve (as they me if I preach not the Gospel,"

ought) the family from the dreadful delu- 1821. 28th of Eleventh month. "Last
on. We knew, if we loved father or mother, evening in the meeting, I was much grieved

others or sisters, more than Christ, we were
)t worthy of Him ; so we left all for his sake.

he Lord provided friends for us who took us

; but the best of all was, the Lord was with
t. Previous to this, I had often doubted ofi regular way of holding meetings : y
y acceptance with God ; hut in this time ofi reluctant in opposing the practice of those,

ialmy faith was confirmed, and I enjoyed the
j

who are more wise and holy than myself."

itncss of my sins being forgiven. In affec- 1822. 30th of First month. "Attbemeet-
»n,I cheerfully gave up all to be a pilgrim." ing W. R. urged me to speak to the congre-

In i^eference to the exercise of the ministry, 'gation ; but I was satisfied I had no message
le says :

" I felt a great love to the souls of ifrom the Lord to deliver, so I could not profit

on account of the barrenness among the peo

pie. I feel as if there is too much preaching

for real profit; and I believe it would be bet-

ter sometimes to deviate from the old, or

I feel

this to thyself, lest thou shouldst not be able

to hold out in this narrow path.' I resisted

the enemy, saying, ' I will trust the Lord as

long as He gives me power to trust, and He
will not require it longer.' I came off re-

joicing, that I was thus called upon to see

the glory of God."
29th. " I attended the Quarterly Meeting,

where I had the opportunity to prove my
obedience in not taking a salary. Making the

sacrifice did not produce the great satisfac-

tion ;
but obeying the voice of the Lord did."

(To be continued .)

Whenever a man who is activelj^ engaged
dreams regularly of his work, he receives a

first warning that he is doing too much, and
that the excitement of his da^- is being per-

petuated into the night.
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Injurious Effects of Cider and Beer.—In the

report of Daniel Sherman, agent of the New
York Indians, to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, dated 10th mo. 16th, 1S80, be thus
alludes to the injurious effects of cider among
these Indians; "The principal source of in

temperance among the Indians in this agency
arises from the sale to them of hard cider and
liquor disguised in it. This traffic produces

a great deal of demoralization among the I

dians, and frequent complaints are made •

relation to it. The hard cider not on\y mak
them drunk, but very quarrelsome, causing

frequent breaches of the peace. I think that

Section 2139 of the Statutes of the United
States should be amended so as to include by
its terms prohibition of sale to Indians of all

intoxicating beverages, including cider and
beer that intoxicate."

Over the Desert to Elim.

BY H. CLAY TRDMBULL.
CConcluded from page 357.)

That night was our first night on the desert

It was a picturesque and oriental scene.

About our snowy tents were the crouching
camels, and the Bedawin groujjs. Behind us

were those palm-shaded gardens. At ou
right were the blue waters of the sea, with
the mountains rising dark against the sky
beyond them. The desert-sand beneath us

glistened like silver in the clear moonlight.

The sky seemed never so blue; and the moon
and stars never so bright.

Our morning's start was an early one. Our
route was the one by which ' Moses brought
Israel from the Red Sea ;

and they went out
into the wilderness of Shur; and they went
three days in the wilderness, and found no
water/^ The sea was beautifully blue. The
sand was golden. The mountains over the
sea were, of a pale purple; those on the desert

side were shaded in yellow and brown. It

was a brilliant scene. But as the sun I'ose

toward the zenith its heat was burning.
There was no relief from its blaze and glare;

no shade above ; and it came back as from a
mirror below. And the air was dvj and hot.

How the throat seemed to parch with every
breath! And the endless swa3-ing to and fro

of the tired body with the still novel camel
riding, was patience-exhausting, if not exas-

perating. We began to think that the mur-
murings of the Israelites over the trials of
desert life were not to be wondered at, even
if they couldn't bo wholly approved. It

seemed as if that day would never end. How
its latter hours dragged! We were inclined

to think that we had had the "three da3's in

the wilderness" all in one, when at last we
wei'e at our tents, on a fiint-covered jilain be-

tween Wadi Sudur and VVadi Werdan. A
Wadi, it may be said, is any depression in the
surface of the desert which is the bed of a
watercourse in the rainy season, and so has
more of vegetation all the j^ear through than
the region outside of it. It may or may not
be between hills, hence the term valley is

hai'dly its equivalent.

A night's sleep was not sufflicient to refresh
us fully for our next day's journej'ing, and
we started in the morning sore and tired fi-om

our first full day's camel'riding. It was the
same dreary, monotonous stretch of sand hill

and sand plain, under the same burning sun
and sky, as the day before. How different

all this from the fertile Nile valley to the
fugitive Israelites! What wonder that they

bemoaned their lot, and even longed, at times
for the sweet water and the refreshing shades
of the land they had come out from! But
thei'e ahead of us was the sight of water!
Yes, over the sand-stretch in the morning-
sunlight was the gleam of a lovely lake. Low
palm-trees seemed to skirt its border, and a

shepherd was leading his flock of goats along
its margin. It was a most welcome sight,

inspiriting as it was unexpected. As we neared
it, it seemed to recede, and then to change its

shape. Slowly it faded away into the sand
of the desert. The palm-trees became low
tarfah shrubs. The shepherd and his goats
were in the waterless desert, like ourselves.

It was the deceitful and bewildering mirage.
Such a delusion as that must have added to

the disappointment of the wearj' Israelites,

and have aggravated their raurmurings.
It was about the middle of Saturday after-

noon that we came to Wadi Hawwaah, which
is commonly supposed to be the place of the
spring Marah. "And when they came to

Marah, they could not drink of the waters of

Marah, for they were bitter: therefore the
name of it was called Marah. And the people
murmured against Moses, saying. What shall

we drink ?" At the left of the roadway, or
camel track, is a mound, with gharkad bushes
and a few stunted palm-trees about it ; and
on the slope of that mound is a bitter sprin

with a scanty sup])ly of water, var^-ing in its

unpalatableness according to the season of
the year and its consequent volume and
measure of purity. We found it filled in with
sand ; but on digging through the sand a
little distance we obtained water which tasted

more salt than bitter, like a well in or near a
salt marsh or bog. Only a miracle could
make such water, really sweet, and the supplj^
from that spring sufficient for a host. On
bej'Ond 'Ain Hawwarah, we journeyed a little

more than two hours to Wadi Gharandel,
which is very generally believed to be the
Elim of the Bible story. "And they came to

Elim, where there were twelve wells of water
and threescore and ten palm-trees: and they
encamped there by the waters."
Wadi Gharandel is a valley of several miles

in length, running between low sand and
chalk bills in a direction from north-east to

south-west, from the range of Jebel et Tih, or
the mountains of the wanderings, toward the
Suez arm of the Red Sea. It is of exceptional
fertility for that desert land

;
yet the Bible

mention of its twelve wells and its seventy
palm-trees must be read in the light of an
acquaintance with the characteristics of the

ion. The palm-trees of the desert are
commonly scrub palms, not the towering date
palm of Egypt and Syria, and of oriental
pictures generally. And the desert wells are
not walled up like those of Beersheba; but
any natural source of water supply is called

ell, or a fountain, or a spring. We found
a running stream of considerable breadth in

Wadi Gharandel, and quite a number of sepa
rate sources or outlets of water—enough, in

fact, to make twelve at the least. And we
counted some ninety palm-trees, including the
stumps of those which had been cut down or
burned. We did not expect to identify the
particular trees of the days of the exodus;
but we were convinced that, if this was the
Elim of the Bible story, it fully met the con-
ditions of the narrative. The still moist bed
f the watercourse in this wadi was some

three hundred feet wide. The running stream

in its centre was still from two to three fee

deep. At many points the quicksand bank
of this stream on being pressed or puncture
gave out water. The water of some of th

sjjriugs was excellent; from others, fair; fior

yet others it had a taste of iron, and in on
case of sulphur. We found sixteen varietie

of flowers in bloom in the wadi, and a beaut
ful moss-like fern growing in attractive sta

shape. There were several varieties of acaci

there, besides tarfah or tamarisk trees, am
retem and gharkad bushes, and coloc\iit

vines, and by the watercourses there wer
waving flags. And on the hills about th
wadi were large glistening flakes of verj- clea

mica, in such form and size as showed tha
they bad been cut out for purposes of con:

meree.— »S'. S. Times.

Wilkinson.

During the latter half of the last centur;
this country was visited, in the love of tb'

gospel, by several ministering Friends froc

England, whose labors were blessed to th
building up of the church, and strengthenin;
the bonds of unit3- and fellowship. Amonj
these was Elizabeth Wilkinson, who returnei

to England in 1763 ; and in the 2nd montl
following wrote as follows for the perusal o

a .young man, son of a valuable and promincn
Friend in Pbiladelphia. The advice which i

contains is such that all may profit by, am
the interest of it is increased by a knowledge
of the fact that the person to whom it wa
addressed died, a few months afterwards ii

New York citj-, where he bad goneapparenth
on account of bis health.

"I think there arises a few words in mi
mind at this time to * * * and I wish h"

may receive it, though it be but little, in i

degree of that love that I feel towards him
and in which bis welfare is sincerely desire(

by me. In the first place, I tenderly entrea
him to be careful of what company he keeps
that it maj- be such as may be helpful t(

strengthen the good in him, and not such ai

may be a means to hinder from solid though
or retirement; shun as deadly poison suol

that have slain the pure witness in themselves
and are endeavoring to make a jest or ridiculi

of tender impressions in others in whorasoeve
they behold it; and then be careful not t(

stifle or endeavor to get over the holy con
victions, the tender visitations of the Lord'
extended I fully believe often towards thsi

in love to thy soul ; think not that becaus'i

thou art young and strong thou hast yc
many days, and it is yet time enough for theil

to be solid and religious, but remember timil

to the youth as well as to the aged is uneerl

tain. Like him of whom we read, he wa!
concerned for his five brethren, so am I a
times concerned for my brethren and sisters

that by an early obedience, by a faithful giv
ing up to the holy requiring or manifestatioj
within, tbe_y may never have to witness thi

days and nights of sorrow that have justb
fallen to my lot for my too much adhering t'l

the follies and vanities too prevalent amongs
the unwary youth: thou art (for what reasoi
I know not) more often in my remembranci
than many others, and thy well-being is oftei

petitioned for by me. I am indeed earnest ii

my request that thou would be careful of thi
ompany; remember the advice of the wisi

man to his son. My son, if sinners entice thee
consent thou not! Let not thy great afliii
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ice in life, I entreat, lie a snare to thee, nor

y being favored with more talents than
me others. I am sure I know nothing but
ell bv thee, neither do I know why I could
(t well get over giving those few simple and
oken hints to thee, for it is in much tender
lod will towards thee, and in contrition of
?art before the Lord that I make mention
anything of this kind at this time, and if it

ay be of the least benefit to thee, let the
aise of all be ascribed to the Lord God of
r lives, who is long waiting to be gracious
the workmanship of his hands, and is eter-

lly worthy thereof, now and forever."

Kissing the Book.—The policy of the law is

administer oaths in such form as shall be
ist binding upon the consciences of the wit-

sses ; hence peculiar ceremonies are not
requently witnessed in courts of justice,

scently, in England, a Parsee being called

a witness, and refusing to be sworn either

on the Old or New Testament or the Ko-
[j, was permitted to bind his conscience by
Iding openly in his hand a sacred relic,

lich he was accustoiiie(l to carry about his

rson, and thus luUiiii;- tlic oath. The judge
the same time rcniai-ki'd that, strictly, a
Tsee should be sworn liulding the tail of a
IV. At Bombay, J. Mackintosh once had a
IV brought into court for this purpose,
rhe twelve judges iu Morgan's case, cited
jeaeh 24, held that a Mohammedan might
ear upon the Koran.
[n Ormichund v. Barker, 1 Atk. 21, it was
Id that a Gentoo might be sworn by touch-

; the foot of one of his priests,

in Eutrehman's case, Cur. & M. 248, it was
tied that a broken China saucer is essential
a < 'liiiiarnan's oath.

rhe Israelite swears upon the Pentateuch
Old Testament, with covered head,
rhe Bedouin gi-asps the middle tent-pole,

1 swears by the life of the tent and its

ner.

3ne formof swearing among the Scythians
IS by the royal hearth.

Erskino once fell in with a witness who in-

ted on being sworn with the uplifted hand,
sause the angel in the Apocalypse was thus
orn. '' But," said Erskine, " you are no
gel; and then you don't know how he would
re been sworn if he had stood on dry land,
you do."

the custom of kissing the leather covering
a Bible prevails with us; usually the book
3 been in use for that purpose for many
irs ; it has passed through thousands of

'tj', perhaps tilthj^, hands ; and been pressed
10,000 lips, many of them redolent with to-

;co juice, or reeking with other unsavory
uids; some of them bloated, sore and cor-

pted by disease and debauchery. I have
in Bibles in use for this purpose whose
jned and begrimed covers looked like fit

idiums for contagion, and emblematic of
y-thing but purity and truth.—/. Angle.
Tfthe command of our Saviour, " Swear
t at all," was literallj^ observed, the whole
item of judicial swearing would be done
ay with.]

Then my heavenly Friend sought me in the
throng, led me forth bj' secret ways, and
brought me into a green meadow and by still

waters. Ah ! how well was it with me in

there ! I have experienced the blessing which
the soul enjo\-s when it quietly rests in God.— Tholuck.

Try Again.—A gentleman was once stand-
ing by a little brook, watching its bounding,
gurgling waters. In the midst ot his musings,
he noticed scores of little minnows making
their way up the stream and in the direction
of a shoal which was a foot or more high, and
over which the clear sjjarkling waters were
leaping. Thej^ halted a moment or two as if

to survey the surroundings. "What now?"
enquired the gentleman; "can these little

fellows continue their journey any further?"
He soon saw that they wanted to go further
up the stream, and were only resting and
looking out the best course to pursue in order
to continue their journey to the unexplored
little lakelet that lay just above the shoal.
All at once they arranged themselves like a
little column of soldiers, and darted up the
foaming little shoal, but the rapid current
dashed them back in confusion. A moment's
rest, and they are again in the sprayey waters
with like results. For an hour or more, they
repeated their efforts, each time gaining some
little advantage. At last, after scores and
scores of trials, they bounded over the shoal,
into the beautiful lakelet, seemingly the hap-
piest little folks in the world. " Well," said
the gentleman, ' here is my lesson. I'll never
again give up trying when I undertake any-
thing. I did not see how these little people
of the brook could possibly scale the shoal

—

it saenied impassable, but they vvei-« deter-
mined to cross it. This was their purpose,
and they never ceased trying until they were
sjjorting in the waters above it. I shall never
give up again."

—

Kind Words.

For "The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Effects of Tobacco.—Dv. B. W. Eiehardson,
after an extended discussion of the effects on

secretion in the glandular structures—over
which the organic nerves exert a controlling-
force.

"

" The effects of this agent, often severe,
even on those who have attained to manhood,
ai'e specially injurious to the young who are
still iu the stage of adolescence. In these the
habit ofsmoking causes impairment ofgrow I h,

premature manhood, and physical prostra-
tion."

Submarine Telegraphs. — There are now
about 97,200 miles of submarine cable at work
in the world, and by the close of the year this
will probably be increased to 100,000 miles.
When these cables are taken up for repairs,
after a period of submergence, they are fre-

quently found to be swarming with live inhab-
itants of the sea-floor—crabs, corals, snakes,
molluscs, &c.

; as well as overgrown with
weeds and mosses. In the collections of the
Eastern Telegraph Company are a very fine
grey sea-snake, caught on the Saigon cable in
a depth of 30 fathoms, and a black and white
brindled snake, taken from the Batavian cable
in 25 fathoms. Twisting round ropes seems
to be a habit of this creatui-e, for the writer
remembers seeing one scale up a ship's side
out in the river Amazon, by a rope hanging
in the water.

A deadly enemy to the cable, in the shape
of a large boring worm, exists in the Indian
seas. It is fiesh-colored and slender, of a
length from IJ- to 2i inches. It speedily eats
its way through the hemp of the sheathing,
to the gutta-percha of the core, into which it

bores a hole. The best protection hitherto
found against it is to cover the core with a
ribbon of sheet brass. First the gutta-percha
is covered with cloth, then the brass is over-
laid. Oan-rasB ie then put oTcr the brass, and
the hemp and iron wires over all. A close
layer of ii'on wires is not a sutBcient protec-
tion, for the worm can sometimes wriggle in
between the wires when they are not close
enough.
The average life of a cable hitherto has

been about 11 years. Thanks to the impi-oved
means of repairing them, however, the out-
Jjreak of faults does not mean the loss of a

again.

—

Nature.
A New Source for Quinine.—During the last

two or three years a bark containing quinine
has been largely imported into England from
Columbia. It is known in comnuo-ce bj' the
me of Cuprea Cinchona, on account of its

the human system of the use of this narcotic, cable, for these flaws can be cut out, however
suras up the subject with the following con- deep the water, and the cable be put to rights

elusions

:

"Smoking produces disturbances: In the
blood, causing undue fluidity, and change in

the red corpuscles: in the stomach, giving rise

to debility, nausea, and in extreme cases,

vomiting: in the mucous membrane of the]

mouth, causing enlargement and soreness of i
peculiar coppery tint. It has recently been

the tonsils,—smoker's sore throat,—redness, discovered to be derived from two species of
dryness, and occasional peeling otf of the the nearly allied genus i?en!i(7i«. The tree is

membrane, and either unnatural firmness and
I

likely to prove valuable for cultivation in

contraction, or spongincss of the gums : in the countries where malarial fever abounds, since

heart, producing debility of that organ, and it grows at an elevation of from 600 to 3000
irregular action: in the bronchial surface offset above the sea, at which even the red

the lungs when that is already irritable, sus-' Cinchona bark will not flourish.

—

Nature.
taining irritation and increasing cough

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH

the organs of sense, causing, in the extreme
degree, dilatation of the pupils of the ej'e,

confusion of vision, bright lines, luminous or

cobweb S])eeks, and long retention of images
on the retina; with other and analogous symp-|~
toms affecting the ear, viz., inability to define] The advice of the apostle, " Let j-our mod-
sounds clearly, and the occurrence of a sharp eration appear in all things," is needful to be
ringing sound like a whistle or a bell : in the observed in the practice of those athletic ex-

brain, impairing the activity of that organ, orcises which have become so popular in many
Of the importance of

Ti&s hurried forward by tlie tumultuous [soothing it if it be exhausted: in the nerves, sufficient exercise for the development of the
)wd, and could hardly retain my senses. ' leading to paralysis in them, and to over- physical system and its preseiwation in health,

[ travelled along a broad highwaj-, where
,8 so much dust and tumult that my soul

3ame weary. I looked often to the right
1 to the left for a diverging road

; but 'and oppressing "it if it be duly nourished, but parts of the country,
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there can be no question. But excessive ex-|all were pieces of burnt skin and clothing which the)'

ertion is always injurious. It lays the foun- h»d been eating.. Therr hands were also burned, as if

dation for future disease, especially of the

heart, and is frequently attended by imme-

diate evil effects. In reference to it. Dr.

Richardson says: "I can scarcely overrate

the dangers of those fierce competitive exer-

cises which the world in general seems de-

termined to applaud." "The external de-

velopment is so commonly the covering of an

internal and fatal evil that I venture to affirm

there is not in England a trained professional

athlete of the age of thirty-five, who has been

ten years at hiscalling, who is not disabled."

It is perhaps not needful to do more at this

time, than simply to allude to the moral and

social evils often connected with the trials of

skill and endurance in rowing, playing ball,

&c., between clubs brought together for the

purpose, often from distant localities, at a

great waste of time and money. Our prin-

cipal object is to call the attention of our

younger readers, and of those under whose

oversight they may be placed, to the physical

dangers attending upon violent exertion ;
and

to encourage them to give the preference to

those forms of active amusement which are

free from this objection.

SUMMARY OF EVEXTS.
United States.—The Japanese Indemnity bill h.

passed the Senate. It direcls the President to pay tothe President

the Government of Japan the sum of $78o,000.87 i

legal coin through the United States Minister to Japan,

and directs that all bonds now owned or controlled by

the State Department, and designated in the Depart-

ment reports as " the Japanese Indemnity Fund," shall

be cancelled and destroyed. It also directs the pay-

ment of $140,000 from the Treasury as prize money to

tlie officers and crews of the U. S. ship Wyoming and
stpjinier TaJtLLUf?, for fieFwiQea iu Lli© Strait of ^imoiio-

saki, in 1863-64.

In the House a motion to suspend the rules and pa.ss

a bill for the retirenient of the trade dollars by exclia

ing for them standard silver dollars, was agreed

The bill to regulate immigration—imposing a tax of 50

cents per head upon steamship companies, for a fund

for the relief of distressed immigrants and the return

to their respective countries of paupers, criminals and

lunatics, wa.s passed by a vote of 110 to 10. The rules

were also suspended for the passage of the bills creating

a Bureau of Animal Industry, and appropriating.

*50,000 for a representative exhibit of the United

States at the London Fisheries Exhibition next Fifth

month.
There were terrible storms in the West and North

west during Sixth-day night. Seventh-day and Seventh

day night, causing great destruction of property and
life. The principal scene of deva.station was centered

in Iowa, where half the town of Gritmell was destroyed

on Seventh-day night. At this place, 41 persons were

reported killed and about 150 injured. In the surround

ing country, 25 persons are believed to have been killed

In Leavenworth, Kan-as, an estimated loss of $500,000

was caused by a tornado on Sixth-day night, and fi

girls in an academy were killed. In Kansas Oily, U
souri, $250,000 worth of property was destroyed the

same night, and at St. Louis damage was done to the

extent of about $75,000,

It is reported th it the army worm has appeared on

Long Island, and has stripped whole fields of growing

corn at Jamaica South. Seventeen year locusts are re-

ported in "myriads" in the Onondaga Valley, New
York.
Two tanks, one containing 35,000 and the other 30,-

000 barrels of coal oil, at Olean, New York, were fired

on Second-day by lightning. The loss was expected to

reach $60,000". About 30 rigs and small tanks in dif-

ferent parts of the oil region were also struck by light-

ning, and several thousand barrels of oil were destroyed.

The New York Herald publishes a despatch dated

Lena Delta, 4th mo. 12th, stating that Melville found

the bodies of De Long's party on 3rd mo. 23d. They
were in two places, 500 and 1000 yards respectively

from the wreck of the scow. The bodies were covered

with snow. None of the bodies had boots on, the feet

being " covered with rags tied on." In the pockets of

they had crawled into the tire when dying. The bodies

were buried together on a hill, and a cross was placed

er theni inscribed with the record of the dead.

Vessels arriving at New York, Boston and other

Eastern ports, from Europe, continue to report the pre-

sence of large icebergs and much drift ice in the At-

lantic.

Bellamy, who once was one of Georgia's most

prominent slaveholders, now employs about 1000 ne-

groes on his large plantation, and each family has a

neat cabin, a vegetable garden and some fruit trees; a

"antation place of worship and a school maintained at

the Major's expense.

The enormous value of good crops to the United

States is shown by the value placed upon the bountiful

vield of 1880, the last good year, when the corn crop
'
as rated at the highest value, $679,714,499; next,

heat, f 474,200,850 ; then hay, $371,000,000; then

nton, $280,000,000.
Our exports of domestic breadstuffs during the eleven

lonths ending 5th mo. 31st, 1882, amounted in value

to $167,653,532, against $244,95-5,413 during the cor-

esponding period of the preceding year.

The receipts of the Custom House at Laredo, Texas,

have increased 300 per cent, since the completion of

the railroad to that place.

The steamers which sailed from New York for Eu-
rope on the 14th inst., took out $1,420,000 in gold bars.

There were 333 deaths in this city last week, 178

males and 155 females, as compared with 345 last week.

Of the whole number 38 were from consumption, 35

from pneumonia, 17 from diphtheria, 14 from t

asmus, 13 from old age, 9 from typhoid fever, 7 from

Brights disease, and 4 from small-pox.

Markets, &C.— V. S. 3^'s, 100 a lOlf ;
4.5's, 114|; 4's,

registered, 119|; coupon, 120| ; currency 6's, 133.

Cotton continues quiet, but prices were unchanged.
Sales of middlings are reported at 12J a 12| cts. per

lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7} cts. for export, and

7| a 8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour.—Flour continues dull, but prices were weak
Sales of superfine, at $3.25 a $4 ; western and Pennsyl

vania extras, $4.25 a $4.50; 200 barrels Minnesota

extras, clear, $6.75 ; 300 barrels Minnesota extras, clear,

, 47 a S7.25 : 400 I ej-lv

extra family, good, at $5.85 a -5.95
; 250 barrels do,

fancy, at S6 a $6,121; 100 barrels Ohio do. do., good
and choice, at $6.50 a $7 ; 1000 barrels St. Louis do. do,

on private terms ; 100 barrels winter wheat patents, at

i7.50 a $8.75 ; 125 barrels Minnesota patents, at $7.50

a $8.75; 100 barrels do. city mill.s, family, on private

terms. Rye Hour was dull ;"sales in small lots at $4.25

a $4.50. in corn meal there was very little doing, and
prices were nominal. Feed —Sales are reported at

$16.50 a $17 for winter, and $15.50 for spring wheat
bran.

G.-ain.—Wheat was unsettled and lower. Sales of

3000 bushels of red for milling at $1.39 a $1.40^, as to

quality and location; 1800 bushels do. at $).40; 12,000

bushels do. at 4;1.39^; 1000 bushels do. at$1.40i; 5000
bushels spot at $1.39J; 3000 bushels spot at $1.39!, and
2800 bushels spot at $1.40 ; and 40,000 bushels No. 2

red at $1.38^ a $1.39|. Bye was quiet : sales at 85 cts.

per bushel. Corn was steady; about 9000 bushels .sold

in lots at 85 cts. for yellow ; 84 cts. for mixed ; 84 cts.

for steamer; 83 cts. for No. 3, and 82 cts. per bushel

for rejected, and 60,000 bushels sail mixed at 81 a 81j
cts. Oats were unchanged; sales of 10,000 bushels

white at 61 a 61^ cts., and rejected and mixed at 59 a

60 cts. per bushel, and 15,000 bushels No. 2 white at 59

a59|.
Hav and Straw Market, for week ending 6th mo.

17th, '1882.—Loads of hay, 363; loads of straw, 42.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, SI
to $1.10 per 100 pounds; mixed, 85 to 95 cts. per 100
pounds; straw, 70 to 80 cts. per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in fair demand this week and prices

were firm : 2700 head arrived and sold at the diiierent

yards at 5 a 9J cts. per pound, for common to extra.

Sheep were dull and lower: 15,000 head arrived and
sold at the difl'erent yards at 3 a 5J cts., and lambs at

4 a 8J cts. per lb. as to condition.

Hogs were in demand at full prices : 3000 head
arrived and sold at the different yards at 10^ a 12 cts.

per lb., as to condition.

Foreign.—In reference to a remark of Trevelyan,

Chief Secretary for Ireland, in the House of Commons,
that evictions were proceeding at a rate almos^ appall-

ing, a statement is published that they now average a

thousand weekly.

The Daily Neia prints crop reports which show that.

... France, Holland and Germany, the condition _i

highly favorable. Opportune rains in Southern RussL

have caused a renewal of favorable progress.

Dr. Pali.sa has discovered four planetoids already thi

year, making 224 in all that are known to astronomers

A bill has been introduced in the Spanish Cbambe

of Deputies, providing for the immediate abolition o

slavery in Cuba, and granting the slaves civil rights.

The retirement of General Ignatieff from the Riissiai

Ministry of the Interior has caused much satislnciioi

in Berlin and Vienna. Russian funds rose on th

London Stock Exchange on his retirement. The ap

pointtnent of Count Tolstoi is not, however, consideret

any special concession to the European powers, as h

represents the Orthodox Russians, although he has no

Gen. IgnatiefF's extreme antipathy to the Germans.

The Vienna Presse reports that the Governorship t

Bosnia and Herzegovina will be entrusted to Coun

Khevenhueller. The future administration of thea

provinces will be purely of a civil character, instead, a

hitherto, of a military character.

A correspondent at Alexandria telegraphs that upt»

the evening of the 16th inst., the total numlier of corpse

found of Europeans killed in the riot on First-day o

last week was 340. Eye-witnesses state that European

who took refuge in the police stations were massKcrei

by gendarmes. The correspondent declares th;>t th

rising was organized by the Prefect of Police. A de

spatch from Alexandria to Renter's Telegram Compan
says that thousands of Europeans are arriving from tb

interior.

The Times' correspondent at Alexandria telegraph

that the soldiers are openly asking for the depositio

of the Khedive, and declaring that they will, if necei

.sary, oppose Turkey herself.

The Sub-minister of Justice who is conducting th

inquiry into the cau.se of the riots in Alexandria, stat«

that he cannot justly punish the prisoners aslongash

is unable to arre,st the instigators of their crimes. H

names Arabi Pasha as the chief instigator, who hs

been appointed Minister of War. Arabi Paslia h*

thanked the Khedive for his appointment as a raeaibi

of the Ministry. There is no doubt that he is strainic

every nerve to maintain order. He is beginning I

realize that he has provoked the exodus of the Eun

peans, which will ruin the country.

It is believed in diplomatic circles that Dervist

Pasha, wliile otTering general amnesty, will go eve

further than the Franco-British ultimatum against tl

leaders of the movement.
Paris, 6th mo. 16th.—It is semi-officially stated th

all the Powers have agreed to request the immedia

acceptance of the Conference on the Egyptian questic

by Turkey. Failing her assent, the Conference wi

meet elsewhere than at Constantinople without Turkey

participation.

Constantinople, 6th mo. 19th.—The Porte has r

ceived a despatch from Dervisch Pasha, reporting tl

state of affairs in Egypt as very satisfactory. He s*

that Arabi Pasha strictly obeys the Khedive's cot

mands. He thinks, therefore, that the Conferen

would be inopportune.

WANTED,
An experienced female teacher, for the school cor

mencing 9th mo. next under the care of Evesham Pr

parative Meeting. For particulars address

Jno. E. Darnell, Mt. Laurel, N. J.

MOORESTOVVN ACADEMY.
A Principal Teacher will be wanted for this Schot

to enter upon his duties at the opening in the Nin

month next. Also, a competent female teacher, w
has had experience, to take charge of the introdueto

department.
Apply to Elisha Roberts, Mary Ann Haines,

Mary W. Stokes, Moorestown, N. J.

Or to Wm. Evans, 252 South Front St., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INS.ANE,
Near Frankford, {Twenty third Ward,) Philadelphia

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, MJ
Applications for the Admission of Patients may;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boarc

Managers.

Died, on the 7th of Fifth month, 1882, at her re

dence near Fallsington, Bucks Co., Pa., Ann Love'

in the 84th year of her age, a member of Falls Monti

Meeting of Friends.

William" H.^YLErPRiNTER, ""

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.
istopher Healy's visit to New England, continued from p. 362.)

th mo. ITtb. Proceeder] tive miles to Lj'nn,

prder to attend meeting there; the iisual

^itation had been extended, but the gather-

\ was small. Christopher was exercised in

I ministry, and his service appeared to be
leptable.

'th mo. 18th. Attended meeting at Salem
II o'clock

; the attendance was not large,

; Christopher was engaged in testimonj-,

I his company and religions labors appeared
be satisfactory.

j^e felt a peculiar interest in the history of
I residing in this locality, who has been
oral times in our company : (he died not

g afterwards.) He is about forty years of

i, and was educated among the Baptists

;

! officiated as a minister for them, and is

ster of many languages ; but more than
teen j-ears since his mind was brought
ler exercise for the attainment of a more
feet way, and as he hungered for that
lad which nourishes up the soul, and thirst-

for the waters of life, his mind was gradu-

7 drawn from outward forms, and centered
)n the everlasting substance; he appears
have been first awakened to see the beauty
i perfection of our principles through the
trnmentalitj' of Barclay's Apology, which
lidontally fell into his hands. The way of
mitive and vital Christianity there dis-

bed, answered the Divine witness in his

n soul, and he sought out, and attached
Qself to a people making so high a profes-

Q. There is evidence that he was not after-

rds a mere nominal Christian
;
but snbmit-

g to the powerful hcart-chaiiging opera-

ns of Divine Grace, he became himself a
mged man, firmly rooted and grounded in

> truths of the Gospel, enabled to stem the
rent of ridicule and abuse which he en-

mtcred from his own family, and from those
Lh whom he formerly walked in fellowship,

1 has given abundant evidence that he has
jght the truth and will not sell it.

[n the afternoon wo were conducted to an
ractive residence, located upon a valuable
m, in a pleasant district of country, about
•ee miles distant from Salem; it is part of a
,ct of 500 acres formerly belonging to Gov-
lor Endicott, that most rigid puritan per-

iutor, who wielded the aff'airs of the infant

government of Massachusetts, and passed sen-

tence of death upon several of our worthy
friends. The site of his mansion is near by,

and thither he repaired from Boston to spend
the summer months. Near hy staiuls :iii aued
pear tree which tradition rcpro^-m- ihai ihr

Governor planted with his own liaiiils I'lo

years ago. it wa'^ loaded with Iruil. Iml it ilid

not look vi-oi-wus. l-:iMlicoii ,M,<s,-,v,M hoii,-.,.s

of the pious pilgrim liitLcrs, but wv; may well

suppose that that unrelenting persecutor did
not enjoy a peaceful serenity of mind.

7th mo. 19th. The day was rainy, but we
proceeded to Salem, and having received

much attentive kindness in these localities,

moved forward tov/ard Boston ; rode through
that bus}"- citj' in a shower of rain, and in so

doing passed an extensive and beautiful en-

closure, called Boston Common; a solemn
feeling covered my spirit as I gazed upon it,

the remembrance of departed, worth and
faithful martyrdom came up before me ; it

was upon this common that several pious
sufferers for the testimony of their Lord and
Saviour, laid down their lives

—

William Led-
dra, Marmaduke Ste])henson, Jlary Dyer, and
one other worthy were eseciitiil \]r;\—and
here they gave ample evidence ^i laii hinlin'ss

to the sacred cause they had es]j(jii!5cd, de-

parting hence with the glorious assurance of

a happy immortality, and doubtless entered

upon that eternal rest which their extreme
persecutors may have longed for in vain.

After leaving Boston, continued our travel

sixty miles through a not very productive
country, to New Bedford.

7th mo. 20th. Made preparation to move
forward toward Nantucket, and were con-

ducted to the steamboat ^fassachusetts which
plies between New Bedford ami that place.

To me the voyage was iiiteic.>tiiig and in-

structive; I could sit and gaze with an untir-

ing eye upon the solemn grandeur of the scene

whici) spread in wide expanse around us; oc-

casionally glance at the suft'ering condition of

onr passengers, and reflect upon the priva-

tions and sufferings which some of our worthy
friends endured for weeks together, while

crossing the wide ocean, to promulgate the

gospel in distant lands.

7th mo. 21st.— First-day. Attended meet-
ing at Nantucket, the usual kind of invitation

had been spread extensively', and a large as-

semblage collected. It felt to me that the

wing of ancient goodness which was spread
over the assemblies of our people in primitive

times, was also spread over us, preparing our

hearts to receive the heavenly dew and the

gospel rain; under which precious covering

Christopher arose, and in demonstration of

the spirit and with power, handed forth that

which was given him to distribute ; and I trust

that many minds were instructed, arid many
hearts comforted.

The afternoon meeting was held at 5 o'clock,

and at the time appointed we proceeded to

I

attend it, and found that a large number of

j

people had collected and were continuing to

collect; the house is spacious, seventy feet

square, and it was estimated that over 600
iwvre in attendance. Stillness and good ol'der

s'MiiL pifvaiii-d liiroughout this largo assem-
lil\-, and I trust t hat many were truly gathered
into thr sil,.i)c,. ,,r all flesh, and felt the pre-
cious iiiiliiciiir oith- Heavenly Father's love
to cxtriid lo tliriii. solemnizing their feelings

and increasing their faith. Our dear friend

Christopher was raised upon his feet, and de-

livered a largo testiinony in gospel life and
authority; the mourners in Zion were com-
forted, the fearful in heart were encouraged,
the unfaithful were warned, the lukewarm
were aroused, and the wanderers were invited

to return. His testimony was somewhat sharp
against those who take up carnal weapons,
and against those who preach for hire, and
divine for monej' ; but it seemed to me that

the power of truth reigned over all opposition,

and 1 thought that the meeting closed under
the prevalence of solemn and contrited feel-

ings, to the praise of the great Master of as-

semblies, who evidently had owned it and
magnified himself therein.

7lh mo. 22nd. The residents of the island
are mostly located in the town of Nantucket,
which contains about 8000 inhabitants, and
covers about a square mile of ground.

It was in this locality that John Richardson
held a very remarkable meeting in days that
have long since passed away, in which that

gifted, prominent, and dignified woman, Mary
Starbuck, could not resist the power which
attended his ministry, although she strove

long and resolutely against it, but she and the
audience generally were overcome by its

heart-searching and baptizing operations, in

a most extraordinary manner, demonstrated
by abundance of tears ; many of the Nan-
tucket people are her descendants.

7th mo. 23rd. Widows are numerous on
this island, we made visits to sevex'al of these,

and memorably to one prominent and far ad-

vanced in life, (he shadows of the evening

had leiiij,llMi!ed around her, and the end of

her earLhl3- pilgrimage was in view; evident-

ly there was no cause for mourning on her

account, and alter silent waiting Christopher

was moved to hand forth encouragement, ia

beautiful and affectionate language.

7th mo. 24th, Several called to bid us fare-

well this morning. They had been very kind

to us, had done' much to forward Claristo-

pher's concern, as set forth in his certificate,

and without their support it is probable that

his religious opportunities with the public

would have been ;;r.'aily <ii-eniiiscribed, Turn-

ing our backs upon XaiiUii ket, moved onward
across the briny waters,^thu return passage

was pleasant—and after dining in New Bed-

ford, proceeded twenty miles bv railway to

Fall River.

7th mo. 25th. In the afternoon we rode

seventeen miles to Ijittle Compton. in view of
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attending meeting at tbis place to-morrow
morning. Onr route was principality along

the margin of Narragansct Hay. the road was
good, the wea the r

I

ilca^a lit. til rMciiery pictur-

esque ;
ami lieiiig ill g 1 i-.iiiii>aiiy, the ride

was enjoyed with peaeefiil serenity of mind,

but not without an occasional thought of my
far distant home and family.

7th mo. 26th. Attended the contemplated
meeting at 10 o'clock ; the house was quaint

and antiquated, but in good repair and com-
fortable, and erected upon an eminence com-
manding a beautiful view of sea and land. A
considerable number gathered with us, and
truly it was a favored season. Our dear

friend Christopber was maiiil'estlv clothed

1 thiiik

shakeii.

with Div
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piewed as a matter of comparative insig-

chance. The present price of tuition at

sttown does not meet the cost. The eom-
tee are therefore unable to pay a compen-
on which the best qnalitied teachers ought
eceive. To accomplish this purpose they
gest for the consideration of the Yearly
sting the expediency of creating a com-
jnt fund, the interest of which shall be

lied to the payment of proper and suffl-

t salaries to the teachers, and for such

!r purposes, at the discretion of the corn-

.ee, as may be calculated to improve the

em of insiiudiiin in the school. Should
Yearly JleciiiiLC concur with this sugges-

. the.y'propuso thai IVom one to two tlVnu-

i dollars per annul,,, as ihc inccii,,^' shall

I time to time Jnduc ])i-i,|m r and disci'ccl.

laid by the QuarkTly .Meetings arrording

jeir respective quotas, into the hands of

treasurer either of the meeting or of this

mittee, until an adequate fund be thus
led to be placed at interest and applied as

esaid. "We trust that if the plan be adopt-
^riends possessed of ample means woukl
jduced to follow the example of the Yearly
ting and contribute liberally in a private

kcity to the creation of so important a
I. The operation of this fund, which we
}ve it will require but a few years to form.
Id be twofold. It would give us the best

ructors that can be procured within the
ety, and by paying their salaries would
3le the Yearly Meeting to keep down the
e of tuition so low as to be within the
h of Friends generall}'."*

t a meeting of the General Comtnittee,
6th mo. 13th, 1834, the sub-committee

sinted some time previous on the subject
? better supplj' of drinking water, made
following report:

That from the experiments made on the
ng situated west of the school-house, and
• the mill race, it appears that it dis-

ges about six gallons of water per minute,
that it is of good quality for drinking and
fiary purposes. Its location is such that
ibe erection of a watervvheel to be turned
vater from the present race, an adequate
)ly might be forced up to the school ; or
lonveying the .water of the spring to the
in logs laid in the bottom of the race, it

ht be thrown up to the school-house hy
ns of the present machinery. On con-
ring the latter mode, however, there are
6 ditKculties present which render it in-

ble. The expense of cleaning out the
ng, making the necessary excavations,
ting a wheel and house to protect it, and
le pipes to carrj' the water to the school,

tiding the cost of lajdng them, will be
It $1000.
iigned on behalf of the committee by

Benjamin Cooper, Nathan Sharpless,

Bartholomew Wistar.

lilada., 6tli mo. 12th, 1834."

here are two little words in our language
th I alwaj-s admire

—

Try and Trust. You
w not what you can or cannot effect until

try
; and if you make your trial in the ex-

se of trustin God, mountains of imaginary
eulties will vanish as we approach them,
facilities will be afforded which j-ou never
,eipated.

—

Samuel Smiles.

This fund, throiisli tlie liberality of Friends, has
i been fully establislied.

Ann Freeman.

(Continued from page 365.)

The extracts from A. F.'s diary, contained
in the last number show, that as she increased

in religious experience her views of the right

exercise of the gift of the ministry and of
Divine worship approached more nearly to

those held by our Society, with which she
does not appear as yet to have had much if

any intercourse. It is interesting to notice

how her mind became further enlightened on
these stibjects. and those of Bajitism and Com-
munion, as c.\l,iliilci| hy tlic nir randa she
has left ol her lcclini;-s and .•xpcriences.

1822. l-tthof Fifth muuth, - 1 am gracious-
ly preserved in perfect peace, in the njiiKt "t

wars and contentions about water-liapi isi,i.

Some time ago, a class-leader dreamed that il

was right to be immersed in water for bap-

tism ; accordingi}' he had it done, and began
to preach it, as necessary for salvation to all

believers; and many followed him, both in

being immersed, and preaching, 'He that be-

lieveth and is baptized shall be saved.' This
they affirmed to be water-bajHism ; and some'
ventured to affirm that none can be saved
without being thus baptized. Last evening,!

while speaking among them, I saw more
clearly than before, that this is the work of

the devil. I have never before been called
j

upon to enter on the subject of baptism, so

have no arguments: neither do I seem to want
them ; for as soon as I simply say, ' It is not
a command of Christ,' it is direct!}- confirmed
from heaven in my own soul ; so that, if they
will receive the voice of the Lord, they must
feel that what is said is true. How few will

submit to be taught directly of God; and;
therefore Scripture is wrested to their own
destruction, and so much unprofitable conten-

tions arise.

" The Holy Ghost is come to baptize reallj".

My soul is the happy partaker thereof, and I

want no type or shadow of it. This evening,

while conversing with some on the subject, I

did, wdth all possible confidence, testify, 'The
Lord assures me it is not his command.' 'One
said, he believed I was very happy ; but I did

not see baptism in the right light.'
"

1824. 1st of Second month. " Last evening,

at our band meeting, we were much drawn
to speak of worship, and what we felt to be

most consistent with the power within ; and
we both fully agreed in our testimony, that

being guided by the Spirit of God, is the only
safe way, let others do or sa}' as they will."

13th. " We had a love feast at Woolwich.
I have often groaned, under a burden result-

ing from sparks of man's kindling. I believe,

if we lived so near to God as it is our privilege,

that spirit would be bound down in our meet-

ings."

23d. " In the evening I attended meeting,

and was oversha<lowed with the Divine pre-

sence. It would have been truly pleasing to

me to have sat in silence, having such a view
of God. But I yielded to speak, to avoid

giving offence. Oh that the people did more
feed on the hidden manna."

1824. 31st of Third month. " I called at

Curtain Eoad, and found J. Thorne, and H.
Freeman, discoursing about what are called

sacraments. I thought, at first, I would not

show my opinion, lest J. T. should think I

was biassed by H. F. ; but after sitting awhile,

the fire so kindleil, that I was constrained to

speak, and every word, seemed as so many

steps nearer to God. Ail J. T. said, to try to
prove them gospel ordinances, only tended to
confirm the reverse; for I hatl the witness of
Gotl. Now, what was a mystery to me when
in Shebbear circuit, begins to be explained.
But I was much prejudiced in favor of bread
and wine, till a few weeks ago. One evening,
talking with E. Millar, of the principles of
Friends, he highly disapproved of their leav-

ing the sacrament. At this I felt moved to

oppose
;
yet knew not for why

;
prejudice had

di'awn such a veil before the truth. I then
said, ' I believe it might be laid aside, consis-

tent with the Divine will ;' and as I spoke
thus, the veil was fully rent, and the shadows
tied, I saw it to be inconsistent with this
di^jicnsat pMi. of grace and truth; and I bad
I in- a^^uianco, I spoke in truth that is beyond
I he power of men to shake; and this makes
me as bold as a lion, even though all men oj)-

pose.
" How i pitj' those great men who dispute

about the meaning of the Scriptures, without
expecting the confirmation and witness of the
Spirit of truth in themselves. But if all would
attend to the voice of the Lord in themselves,

all contentions, but for the faith of Christ,

would cease : for grace and truth teach per-

fectly, and uniformly, and lead out of wrong
notions."

14th of 5th month. "After giving mj- all

up afresh to Divine protection, and waiting
on the Lord for a renewal of strength, I set

off for Woolwich, where I met the dear friends,

rejoicing in the Spirit. Here, for the first

time, I read some account of the life of George
Fox. I had often desired to read it ; but till

now I was prevented, I suppose, by the Lord,

that I might be taught gospel simplicity, more
directly from. Him, and not from man.

" As face answereth to face, so doth the wit-

ness in me, with the testimony of G. Fox.

Sometimes, I had to be silent while the glory

passed by. Oh, that everything that bath a

being, would praise the Lord."

30th. At Brighton. "I was solicited to

preach, but I had no message from the Lord.

I find it will not do for me to do a thing now,
because the thing was right yesterday

; but

now to know what is mj- duty. I have long

been in the prison of the systematical manner
of serving the Lord.

" 1st of Fifth month. I preached to a vast

congregation in King street. Some appeared

to wonder, and some wept, and, I hope, felt

the power of conviction in their hearts. We
are often reproached for going among other

communities ; but, if it is for nothing else, I

am convinced it is our duty, to open the way
for those females, whom seltish men keep in

bondage, saying, ' I suffer not a woman to

teach.'
"

16th of Fifth month. '' At Woolwich I had
the promise and assurance of sufficient power
to use the plain language, if I obeyed; for I

saw, for m5'self, I could not be in all Truth
without it, though trifling as it may appear

to others, even scarce worth notice. I know
the power of Truth within is sufficient to

guide into all Truth outwardlj- ; but conform-

ing to people in what they call little things,

hath long kept me in some bondage. Though,
trifling as it maj' appear to say thee to a sin-

gle person, there is such a cross attached to

it, as that many refuse to take up, because

thereof In the evening had a blessed time,

in speaking of gos,pel liberty."

21st. -Being with some pi-ofessors, I had
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to declare against confoi-niity to the world, in

apparel, manners and conversation."

17th of Tenth month. [At Dublin, in Ire-

land.] " At ten A. M. we went to the Friends'

meeting. Several females spoke. My soul

longed for a bi-eaking forth of the raigbtj-

power among them, as formerly they enjoy-

ed. H. and'l walked out in the afternoon:

feeling a great concern for the people; we sat

down on a large stone, at the corner of a

house of worship, by the street. II. stood up,

and lifted up his voice to those who passed

by ; and a great number soon gathered round :

when some became so enraged, inspired with
bigotry to their old notions, that they pulled

him down. I then took the same place, and
saw them pulling, shoving, and otherwise

misusing him. I began to call upon the Lord,

and felt as calm as "if I had been in a house.

They attempted to pull me down, but were
not permitted for a while; and when they

did, and were pulling me about among them.

I continued to call upon the Lord. .Some of

the rude mob followed us some distance

through the street, and some threw dirt at

us. We then returned home, satisfied with

the mercy of God."
4th of Twelfth month. 'M. B. called, and

reprobated our principles : he c<iiidi'iinicil us.

as being in dangerous errors, in ili-.n>iii^ Krcad

and wine, and water, and what tlicy call sacra-

ments; and for saying thee and thou, &c. I

was so filled with the Spirit, I praised the

Lord, and said, 'I know I shall praise God
forever, for leading me to what mauy call

errors, and off' from what they call sacra

ments, &c.'
"

1825. 16th of Second month. " Had some
ju'ofitable conversation with a woman of the
Society of Friends. I feel an increasing love

to, and pity for, that people. O may they be

])urged, and restored to their primitive glory

My soul is distressed for them."
'21st of Fourth month. " I dwell under the

shadow of the Almighty, and walk where
there is no darkness at all. M_y distress for

others is great: I feel for the state of thou-

sands being fed with empty words. How
often hath counsel been darkened by many
words, and I believe this hath been the case

with us, and thereb}- defeated our own pur-

pose, (of desiring to walk in Truth ;) with
this we are oppressed. Lord, undertake
thou for us, and let not our past folly obstruct

the way in future. My cry is, O that my
head were waters, I am so distressed for the

state of professors. Yet the glory that re-

sults from such distress is unspeakable. This
is travailing in birth for souls, and will there
not be a bringing forth ?"

8th of Fifth month. "I did not know I

loved the souls of the people so much till to-

day. At a meeting out of doors, when the
stones, &c., were thrown at me, I received

them as precious gifts from kind friends."

20th of Eighth month. " Eeal spiritual

worship, and its outward fruits, are more than
ever delightful. In the meetings I have been
so far lost in God, that I have forgotten the
customary way of most, in acting when met
for woi'ship. I feel as though the Lord is

about to accomplish the great work of saving
me from everj^thing that is formal, which
seems to be the most critical part of the great
salvation."

(To be concluded.)

To be good and disagreeable, is high treason
against virtue.

—

E. Smith.

EXAMPLE.
^Ve scatter seeds with careless liand.

And dream we ne'er shall see them more,

But for a thousand years

Their fruit appears,

In weeds that mar the land

Or healthful store.

The deeds we do ; the words we say,

Into still air they seem to Heet;

We count them ever past

;

But they shall last—

lu the dread judgment they

And we sliall meet.

I charge thee by the years gone by,

For the love "of brethren dear,

Keep, then, the one true way
In work and play,

Lest in the world their cry

Of woe thou hear. —John Keble.

Selected.

WHAT THE BURDOCK WAS GOOD FOR.
" Good for nothing," the farmer said,

As he made a sweep at the burdock's head
;

But then, he thought It was best, no doubt.

To come so[ne day and root it out.

So he lowered his scythe, and went his way.

To see his corn, to gather his hay;

And the weed grew safe ami strong and tall,

Close by the side of the garden wall.

" Good for a home," cried the little toad,

As he hopped up out of the dusty road.

He had just been having a dreadful fright,

The boy who gave it was yet in sight.

Here it was cold and dark and green,

The safest kind of a leafy screen.

The toad was happy; " For," said he,

"The burdock was plainly meant for me."

" Good for a prop," the spider thought.

And to and fro with care he wrought,

Till he fastened it well to an evergreen,

And spun his cables tine between.

'Twas a beautiful bridge,—a triumph of skill

;

The flies came round, as idlers will;

The spider lurked in his corner dim.

The more that came, the better for him.

" Good for play," .said a child, perplexed

To know what frolic was coming next.

She gathered the burs that all despised,

And her city playmate was qnite surprised

To see what a beautiful basket or chair

Could be made, with a little time and care.

They ranged their treasures about with pride,

And" played all day by the burdock's side.

Nothing is lost in this world of ours;

Honey comes from the idle flowers;

The weeds which we pass in utter scorn,

May save a life by another morn.

Wonder awaits us at every turn.

We must he silent, and gladly learn.

No room for recklessness or abuse,

Since even a burdock has its use.

—St. Nicholas.

Selected.

THE MORNING PSALM.
" Read us a psalm, my little one."

An untried day had just begun,

And ere the city's rush and roar

Came passing through the closed home-door.

The family was hushed to hear

The youngest child, in accents clear,

Read from the Book. A moment's space-

The morning look died from each face

—

The sharp, keen look, that goes to meet
Opposing force, nor brooks defeat.

" I will lift up mine eyes," she read,
" Unto the hills." Who \yas afraid ?

AVhat had that psalm of pilgrim life

To do with all our modern strife?

" Behold, He that doth Israel keep
Shall neither slumber, nor shall sleep

;

The Lord thy keeper is, and He
Thy shade on thy right hand shall be

;

The sun by day shall not thee smite.

The moon shall hurt thee not by night."

And the child finished the old psalm
;

And those who heard grew strong and calm ;
•

The music of the Hebrew words
Thrilled them like sweet remembered chords.

And brought the heights of yesterday

Down to the lowlands of to-day,

And seemed to lend to common things

A mystery as of light and wings;

And each one felt in gladsome mood,
And life was beautiful and good.

Then forth, where duty's clarion call

Was heard, the household hastened all

In crowded haunts of busy men
To toil with book, or speech, or pen,

To meet the day's demand with skill.

And bear and do and dare and will,

As they must who are in the strife

And strain and stress of modern life.

And would succeed, but who yet hold

Honor of higher worth than gold.

The.se are the days of peace we say.

Yet fiercest fights are fought to-day
;

And those who formed that household band
Had need of strength that they might stand

In firmness and unruffled calm;

But sweetly did their morning psalm
Amid the clamor, loud and long,

Like echo of a once loved .song.

Rise in their hearts and make them strong.

At close of day they met again,

And each had known some touch of pain,

Some disappointment, loss, or care,

Some place of stumbling, or some snare,
•' And yet the p.salm is trne," said they;

"The Lord preservelh us alway
;

His own were safe in days of yore, m
And from this time and evermore, J
]f skies be bright or skies be dim, a
He keepeth all who trust in Him." ^—Marianne Farminghatlti

Good Work or None.—It is a rule that

workman must follow his employer's orda

but no one has a right to make him do w»
disci-editable to himself. Judge M , a m
known jurist, living near Cincinnati, love|[

tell this anecdote of a young man who undi

stood the risk of doing a shabby job ev

when directed to. He had once occasion

send to the village after a carpenter, and
sturdy young fellow appeared with his toe

" I want this fence mended to keep out t

cattle. There are some un])laned boards

use them. It is out of sight from the hou

so you need not take time to make it a m
job. I will only pay you a dollar and a hal

The judge then went to dinner, and coral

out found the man carefully planing ea

board. Supposing that he was trying

make a costly job of it, he ordered him to d

them on at once just as thej' were, and 0(

tinned his walk. When he returned t

boards were all planed and numbered, rea

for nailing.
" I told you this fence was to be covei

with vines," he said angrily. " I do not ei,

how it looks."
" I do," said the carpenter, grutti}', carefm

measuring his work. W'hen it was finist:

there was no part of the fence as thoroui

in finish.

"How much do you charge?" asked li

Judge.
" A dollar and a half," said the man, shou]

ering his tools.

The Judge stared. " Why do you spend
that labor on the job, if not for money?"

" For the job, sir."'

" Nobodj' would have seen the poor w(
on it."

" But I should have known it was the

No ; I'll take only a dollar and a half" A
he tooji it and went away.
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to leave the arched corridor, and to return to

the blaze of the sunshine.—" The Land of the

Bey," by T. W. Reid.

For "The Friend."

Signs of the Times.

The following is copied from the New York
Christian Advocate: "The English Quakers
are about to hold a meeting, to consider how
the pi-actice and s_ystem of the sect may be
brought more into harmony with the present
day." The editor of that journal comments
thus :

'• The distinguishing features of the Ortho-
dox Friends were, no church, but a Society

;

no priests, pastors, or paid—^called by them
'hireling'—ministr3-; no sacraments ; no mu-
sic, instrumental or vocal; all d&ya substanti-
ally equal ; the inner Light of the Spirit equal
iu authority to the written Woj-d, and often

going beyond it; dcadness to the world ; in-

termarriage with persons not members of the
Society strictly forbidden ; the use of plain

dress, and the solemn stj'le in language ; mod-
eration in all things. To bring the system of
the sect into harmonj^ with the present day
is impossible. The difficulty is, that the prac-
tice has become too much conformed to this

present evil world, in money-getting and for-

mality. In the primitive days of the Friends,
most of them, except when embittered bv

Cen years afterward the judge had the con-

let to give for the building of several mag-
Icent public buildings. There were many

flieants
among master builders, but the

of one caught his eye. " It was my man
he fence, he said. " I knew we should

,e only good, genuine work from him. I

le him the contract, and it made a rich man
aim.''

[t is a pity that boj^s wei'e not taught in

[ir earliest 3'ears that the highest success

png only to the man, be he a carpenter,

Iner, author or artist, whose work is most
3erely and thoroughly done.

—

Living Age.

The Cisterns of Old Carthage.

(tumbling over broken blocks of masonry,
png which the lizards, sole inhabitants of

city, were i-unning swiftly, I walked a

irt distance ])ast the site of Dido's palace,

I came thus to the place where the only
lensive remains of the greatness of Carth-

! are to be found. These are the cisterns

ich once furnished a portion of the water-

iply of the city. Just as Prof Owen can
onstruct an extinct animal if only a single

le of its skeleton has been preserved, so it

an easy matter for those who have seen

ise wonderful cisterns to form an approxi-

te idea of the grandeur of the city to whi.li

ly belonged. They are vast sulitcrraneaii most 01 tnem, except, wnen emoiiierea m pe:

uctures, with heavy vaulted roofs, iutondod secution, were the most spiritual people on
shut out from the cool water in the mighty the earth—some still are,—but as an organi-

iks the heat of the Airican sun. But time zation they are doomed. If they become like

i made mauya breach in thesegreatarches,jothers, there will be no need tor them, and^

I the light of day in consequence streams, they fail to hold their people to their ancient

apon cori'idors and chambers which 1,800 principles."
j

irs ago were jealously shrouded in mid-j The above remarks contain much that is

iht glooni. Some of the cisterns are circu- itrue
;
and it is a source of sorrow that Friends

nn shape, and look like nothing so much 'anywhere should be dissatisfied with onr eys-

,

enormous wells; the majority, however, item or practice, or propose a change therein.

of oblong form. In every case the ma-!Any attempt to make Quakerism, which is

iry is of the most substantial description, !
none other than primitive Christianity reviv-^

)wing how well the Phenicians did their^ed, popular with the masses, must prove al

rk. Even more remarkable, however, than Ifailure. Our Saviour told his disciples, " Ye
; quality of the masonry is that of the lin-iare not of the world ; but I have chosen you
;
of cement ujion the walls of the cisterns. |out of the world ; therefore the world hateth-

is as perfect to-day as on the day, probably 'Vou. And me it hateth because I testify that

re than 2,000 3'ears distant, when it was the works thereof are evil." There are those

ead upon these walls. The very marks of |'*vho profess to teach that there were subjects

I trowels used in sjn-eading it are quite dis-' in the economy of I'eligion that had not|

ct, and here and there maybe seen the /-"(•iii-ro<l (oiho minds of early Friends, and
trse imprint of some workman's thumb

—

a'tliat ( 'lirisi iunity was better understood and

ht to ponder over at one's leisure. I had
|

better practised now than in the days of

trange " eerie " feeling upon me as I trod !
George Fox. There have been discoveries,!

I long covered corridor that runs the length 'all must admit, in the arts and sciences, and
the whole series of cisterns, and thought progress in cultivation and refinomont. and in

the time when above where I now wali<iM| many things uliovr what ourtoi-of;ii licrs l;nc\v;

1 tumultuous life of a great city had rtijlcil Imt to say tliat in tlic praiii.o ,ii' silt-,lriiial,i

its majestic fulness of power. Most of tin,-
,

which is tlif very coi-iicrsione of < 'hristianity,

terns were half tilled with rubbish that had .there has been anj- improvement, would be,

en when the arches of the roof gave way; asserting what no man in his right mind
; presently I came to some which seemed would believe. And this doctrine of self

be comparatively little injui-ed, and at last denial, which our Saviour taught his disciples.

that—so far as I could tell—was as

•feet as on the dfiy when the Phenician
rkmen left it, and the cool waters were first

)wed to flow into it. It was a beautiful,

ily-lighted chamber, with walls and roof

i floor white and clean; and it contained

re crystal water to the depth of five or six

t. So bright and refreshing was that wa-

, so great the contrast which this cool,

idy apartment presented to the burning
It and glare outside, that I looked about to

! if there were any means by which I could

icend and bathe in this vast tank. None,
wever, were visible, and after awhile I had

both by precept and example, from the very
nature of things, can never become popular,
simply because it strikes at the root of all

pride and self-sufficiency in man, lowering
him in his own estimation and importance,
and, with the patriarch of old, enabling him
to behold his own vileness and his own weak-
ness. This doctrine was nothing new vvhcn

our Saviour taught it; it was coeval with the

creation of mam " Of the fruit of the tree of

knowledge of good and evil thou mayst not
eat;" and if it was necessary to ])ractise it

before the fall, how much more necessary now.
The ancient heathen knew something of it.

Socrates practised it ; Horace proclaimed it

to his countrymen, when he declared, "the
more a man denies himself, the more he will

receive from the gods." Marvellous language
for a heathen poet I Astonishing! when we
consider the age in which he lived. E.

6th mo. 12tli, 1SS2.

TheTerks.

[By a curious coincidence, about the same
time that this strange nervous affection was
noticed in the article entitled " Religious Epi-
denucs," in " The Friend"—an editorial on
the same subject appeared in The Christian

Index, a Baptist periodical published at At-
lanta, Ga.
As the distinction between mental and phy-

sical excitement, and true religious impres-
sions is a very important one, we copy a por-

tion of the article, and of the sensible com-
ments of the Editor of the Index.—Ed.]
About ninety years ago, there occurred in

the State of Kentucky a most wonderful re-

ligious awakening. Undoubtedly, it was a
season of genuine revival. But, strange to

say, the religious exercises were attended by
certain physical phenomena of most extraor-

dinary character. Almost the whole assem-
bly would be at once seized with strange
bodily symptoms. Some would fall suddenly
to the ground and swoon awa)', some remain-
ed in a state of unconsciousness for hours.

Some would be affected vvith twitching of the
muscles, which would send a tremor over the
whole body like a shaking ague. Some had
violent convulsions. Some laughed, some
cried, some preached and exhorted, some
prayed, some sung, and all screamed, shouted,

and yelled. Some of them actually got on all

fours, and growled, snapped and barked like

dogs. These last were said to have the barks,

while the others had merely the jerks. Hun-
dreds of ])ersons were affected at a time.

All classes of persons were liable to this

strange affection. Old and young, learned

and unlearned, wise and foolish, weak and
strong, men, women and children, saints and
sinners, the most godlj- and the most vicious,

all alike became victims of the disorder.

Those who ridiculed it as the result of a

wretched superstition or denounced it as

shaniclis^ li\ |i.Hii-\-. (Ill i;oiiiu- to the place of

meeting w.lv s,.i/..'i| and convulsed with the

same symptoms, ami sonic of th-jm cursed the

fit while it was on them.
Similar scenes had been previously wit-

nessed at various times and in different parts

of the world : and in a modified form similar

things have frequently occurred since ; but
so far as we are informed the distemper was
never so wide spread nor so violent, as when
it raged in Kentucky just at the close of the

last century.
Now what is the philosophy of all this?

The phenomena never occurred except in con-

nection with religious exercises. Eeasoning
from this fact alone to the exclusion of others,

it might be inferred that the astonishing re-

sults were wrought by the Holy Spirit of (iod.

But we can hardly suppose that the Holy
Spirit would so brutalize men as to make
them get down on their hands and knees and
bark, like dogs.

AVe can regard the symptoms only as the
result of disease. Mental and emotional ex-

citement, intense and tremendous, and long
continued, and increased day after day and
night after night, by perpetual and vigorous
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renewal of the causes that produced it in the

tirst place, might easily be supposed to break
down the nervous sj-stem and to lead to tem-

jiorary, if not to ]iermanent mania. Disturb-

ance of the nervous systetn is contagious in

its effects. The sight of one person yawning
will make a dozen others yawn ; the laughter

of a number of persons will make others

laugh who see nothing to laugh at ; the sight

of weeping persons will often make others,

weep; the hurrah of a political meeting will

rouse to frenzied enthusiasm those w ho neither

know nor care anything about politics. Why
all of this should be so, we do not know ; but
everybody knows the facts. Everybodyknows
that there is a mysterious something which for

want of a better name wo sometimes call

animal magnelism, but which is perhaps more
]n-operly called nervous sympathy, by which
the physical and mental condition of one ]3er-

son is communicated to another, and that

when many persons are similarly affected all

at once, the affection becomes more intense,

and more contagious, and finally epidemic
and overwhelming.
From all that has been said it will be seen

that bodih' exercises experienced at the same
time with religious impressions, are no proof
of genuine religion, either on the part of the

person affected or on the part of others who
wei-e with him.

While nervous sympathy resulting in tears

and cries and other demonstrations is not to

be mistaken for religion, neither is it neces-

sarily antagonistic to it. Let it be classed

or privately, or writes in any of their periodi-

cals against "the gratis rule of preaching the

Gospel," which " has alwaj'S been the order of

the Brotherhood." It was decided that such

a recreant brother "should be dealt with."

The Methodist JSpiscojml Church South at

their late Conference agreed to drop the word
South from their title." They adopted regula-

tions prohibiting the "marriage of persons

divorced for any other cause than that sanc-

tioned by our Saviour; and condemning such

amusements as the opera, theatre, dancing,

card-)ilaying, &c. A fi'aternal feeling was
manifested towards the Northern wing of

the Methodist Church, but no disposition to

enter into an organic union with it.

War Immoral.—The King of Bavaria, in a
volume entitled " T/ie Actual Mission of Sov-
ereigns ; by one of themselves,'' asserts that
Eurojie is in a state of siege ; its rulers keep-

ing guard over a discontented and turbulent
people. "Christians," he says, "in our pri-

vate lives, civilized in our domestic habits,

must we be eternally doomed, in our official

relations as sovereigns, to a policy anti-Chris-

tian and barbarous, destructive and ferocious,

made of diplomatic stratagems and military

violence, the immorality of which, our na-

tional laws prosecute and punish, when prac-

tised by our subjects among themselves."

For "The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

The JEcitons, or Foraging Ants of Nicaragua.

._ __ ^ -The Ecitons, or foraging ants, are very nu-

with measles and whooping cough, and other merous throughout Central America. Whilst

like disorders which make religion neither! the leaf-cutting ants are entirely vegetable

morcuorless, neither better nor worse. Many i
feeders, the foraging ants are hunters, and

persons are received into churches, who give! live solely on insects or other prey; and it is

no evidence of a change of heart other than a curious analogy that, like the hunting races

the fact that they experienced much nervous of mankind, they have to change their hunt-

sympathy at a religious meeting ; and when jing-grounds when one is exhausted, ancl move
the physical symptoms pass away, no spirit-Jon to another. In Nicarauga they are gener-

ual result is left. Care should be taken to see ally called " Armj^ Ants." One of the smaller

that the experience is one which would stand species (Eciton predator) used occasionally to

the test of solitude and cold. There is rea-' visit our house and swarm over the floors and 'safety depended on its immovability, that

son to fear that some of our ministers endeavor
^

walls, searching every cranny, and driving allowed me to pick it up and replace it amongs
so to excite their audiences as to produce the out the cockroaches and spiders, many of, the ants without making a single effort 1

contagioussympatheticeftectabovedescribed,jwhich were caught, pulled, bitten to pieces [effect an escape. This species closely resen

and mistaking this for a work of grace, they and carried oft'. The individuals of this s]iecies!bles a green leaf, and the other senses, whic
imagine that their labors have been blest with [were of various sizes; the smallest measuring in the Ecitons appear to be more acute tha

a great revival. It is true that revival might one and a quarter lines, and the largest threcithat of sight, must have been comjiletcly di

be" accompanied (unfortunately as we think) lines, or a quarter of an inch. ceived. It might easily have esca]jed froi

with these physical phenomena, but it is not! I saw many large armies of this, or a closely
j

the ants by using its wings, but it would onl

true that the ]ihenomena are anj' certain sign allied species, in the forest. M3' attention was have fallen into as great a danger, for th

of revival. There is also no doubt that manj^ generally called to them by the twittering of^numerous birds that accompany the arm
of our people try to work themselves up to small birds, belonging to several different ants arc ever on the outlook ibr any insei

this very condition; and parox^-sms volun- species, that follow the ants in the woods, that may fly up, and the heavy-flying locust

fate, and soon bo bitten to pieces and carrie

oft' to the rear. The greatest catch of th

ants was, however, when they got amongf
some fallen brushwood. The cockroaehe
spiders, and other insects, instead of runnin

away, would ascend the fallen branches an
remain there, whilst the host of ants woi

occupying all the ground below. By-and-b
up would come some of the ants, followin

ever}' branch, and driving before them thei

prey to the ends of the small twigs, whe
nothing remained for them but to leap, an

they would alight in the very throng ot thei

foes, with the result of being certainly caugli

and pulled to pieces. Manj' of the spidei

would escape by hanging suspended by
thread of silk from the branches, safe from tfci

foes that swarmed both above and below. ;

I noticed that spiders generally were nioj

intelligent in escaping, and did not, like tb

cockroaches and other insects, take shelter i

the first hiding-place they found, only to h

driven out again, or perhaps caught bj' th

advancing armj' of ants. I have often see

large spielers making off many j'ards in a(

vanee, and apparently determined to put,

good distance between themselves and tb

foe. I once saw one of the false spiders, c

harvest-men {Phalangidai), standing in tb

midst of an army of ants, and with the grea

est circumspection and coolness lifting, on

after the other, its long legs, which supports

its body above their reach. Sometimes t

many as five out of its eight legs would b

lifted at once, and whenever an ant approacl

ed one of those on which it stood, there wa
always a clear space within reach to put dow
another, so as to to be able to hold up tlj

threatened one out of danger. i

I was much more surprised with the

havior of a green, leaf-like locust. This insa
stood immovable amongst a host of anti

many of which ran over its legs, without eve-

discovering there was food within their read
So fixed was its instinctive knowledge that i(

tarily brought on, often continue long after On approachi dense body of the ants, grasshoppers, and cockroaches have no chanc

olition has ceased, and these involuntary !
three or four yards wide, and so numerous as of escape. Several species of ant-thrush(

exhibitions are attributed to the Spirit's influ- to blacken the ground, would be seen moving always accompany the armj'ants in theforee

enec, when they are nothing but the natural rapidly in one direction, examining every jThey do not, however, feed on the ants, hi

consequences of natural causes. Like the cranny, and underneath every fallen leaf On on the insects they disturb. Besides the an
ncing Dervishes of the E*st, theyput them-j the flanks, and in advance of the main body,

I thrushes, trogons, creepers, and a variety

selves by their own volition in a condition smaller columns would be pushed out. These
where volition fails. The intoxication is as smaller columns would generally fii-st flush

real as if it were produced by drugs, or by
|

the cockroaches, grasshoppers, and spiders,

strong drink. Our people cannot be too care- The pursued insects would rapidly make off,

irit, and that but many, in their confusion and terror.full}' taught that God is a Sp
they who worship Him must worship Him in

spirit and in truth.

other birds, are often seen on the branches >

trees above where an ant army is foragin

below, pursuing and catching the insects thi

fly up.

The insects caught by the ants are dismen
bered, and their too bulky bodies bitten 1

many,
would bound right into the midst of the main
body of ants. At first the grasshopper, when pieces and carried off to the rear

;
and behir

—

^

_ it found itself in the midst of its enemies, the army there are always small columns e:

For " The Friend." wouUl glvo vigorous loaps, with porhaps two gagod Oil this duty. I have followed up tho!

Religious Items, &C. or three of the ants clinging to its legs. Then columns often; generally they led to denii

Free Ministry.—At the annual meeting of it would stop a moment to rest, and that mo- [masses of impenetrable brushwood, but twi(i

the Dunkards, a query was sent up from ono|ment would be fatal, for the tiny foes would they led me to cracks in the ground, dowj
of the branches, as to what course should be swarm over the prey, and after a few more'which the ants dragged theirprey. Thei|

taken with a " brother" who speaks publicly ineffectual struggles it would succumb to its habitations arc only temporary, for in a fej
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,ys not an ant would be seen in the neigh- would have got very slowlj^ over it, and many
rbood, but all would have moved ott'to f

mting-grounds.
They make their temporary habitations in
illow trees, and sometimes underneath large
lien trunks that offer suitable hollows. A
St that I came across in the latter situation
IS open at one side. The ants were elus-
red together in a dense mass, like a great
arm of bees, hanging from the roof, but
iching to the ground below. Their innu-
srable long legs looked like brown threads
nding together th

of them would have fallen, but a number h
ing secured their hold, and reaching to each
olhcr. rciiiniiied stationary, and over them
till' iiiain i-.iliinm passed. Another time they
wirv crossing a water-course along a small
branch, not thicker than a goose-quill. They
widened this natural bridge to three times its

width by a number of ants clinging to it and
to each other on each side, over which the
column passed three or four deep; whereas
excepting for this expedient they would have

- . "lass, which must have! had to pass over in single file, and treble the
en at least a cubic yard in bulk, and con-itime would have been consumed. Can it be
ned hundreds of thousands of individuals, 'contended that such insects are not able to

dctcrniiiio \<y icasoning powers which is the
lic-i way olMoiiig n thing, or that their actions
arc nol'ij;uid>'d l.\- liioiii;lil and reflection?—
JMfs ^,tluf„h^t in ^^lOu,lm,M..

.hough man3' columns were outside, some
in>;ing in the pupa- of ants, others tlic Ic-s

d ilissecteil bodies of various insects. I w.is

rprised to see in this living nest tuLiuhu-
ssages leading down to the centre of the
iss, kept open just as if it had been formed
inorganic materials. Down these holes

3 ants who were bi'inging in bootj^ passed
th their prey. I thrust a long stick down
the centre of the cluster, and brought out
nging to it many ants holding larvaa and
pse, which probably were kept warm by
i crowding together of the ants. Besides
J common dark-colored workers and
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The last number of The British Friend con-
tains an extended account of the Yearly Meet-
ing of London, which began on the 24th of

_^ht-|5th month, from which the following notice
ored officers, I saw here many still larger is condensed,
lividuals with enormous jaws. These they
about holding wide open in a threatening! 1° tbe Meeting on Ministry and Oversight,
,nner, and I tbund, contrary to my expec- some remarks were made by two persons as
ion, that they could give a severe bite with

j

to the duty " to adapt their circumstances in
>m, and that it was difficult to withdraw manner and substance to the character of
> jaws from the skin again. their audience and the requirements of our
Dne day when watching a small column of | day, so as not to bring their utterances into
!se ants, I placed a little stone on one ofidisestcem by grammatical inaccuracy," &c.
an to secure it. The next that approached, " Numerous other Friends took part in the
^oon as it discovered its situation, ran discussion, and in somewhat different direc-
jkwards in an agilatetl manner, and soon tion. giving more ]irominence to the imme-
nmunicated the intelligence to the others, diatc leacliing of the Holy Sjiirit whose choice
ey rushed to the rescue, some bit at the of instiaiincnis r.,i his seivice was not limited
ne and tried to move it, others seized the to tlie higldy educated, being still true as of
soner by the legs, and tugged with .such 'old, 'not'ma'ny wise meu after the flesh, not
ee that I thought the legs would be pulled
but they persevered until they got the

itive free. I next covered one up'with a
ee of clay, leaving only the ends of its an-
nffi projecting. It was soon discovered by
fellows, which set to work immediately,

mixny noble are called

At a later sitting of this meeting, a report
was received from the Elders as to the Meet-
ings for Worship held during the Yearly
Meeting, which stated that at the close of that
held in Devonshire House there was a de-

l by biting off pieces of the clay, soon parture from the manner of Friends. Thi
srated it. Another time I found a verj-
' of them passing at intervals. I confined
! of these under a piece of clay, at a little

tance from the line, with his head project-

. Several ants ])assed it, but at last one
[.'overed it and tried to pull it out, but could
. It immediatelj- set off at a great rate,

I I thought it had deserted its comrade,
. it had only gone for assistance, for in a
rt time about a dozen ants came hurrying
evidently- fully informed of the circuni-

Dces of the case, for they made directly for
ir imprisoned comrade, and soon set him
5. 1 do not see how this action could be
tinctive. It was sj'mpathetic help, such
man only among the higher mammalia
ws. The excitement and ardor with which
y carried on their unflagging exertions for

rescue of their comrade could not have
n greater if they had been human beings,
I this to meet a danger that can be only of
rarest occuri-ence.

shall relate two more instances of the use
a reasoning faculty in these ants. I once
T a wide column trying to pass along a
mbling, nearly perpendicular, slope. They

brought forth many expressions of re.j

The same subject was referred to in the Yeai'-

ly Meeting at large ; and from the remarks
there made bj^ several Friends, it appears that
some persons from America who were |)reseiil,

in ihiscounliy. One Friend, whooljected to

these proceedings, said, "He had long iclt.aicl

strongly BO on this occasion, that the Frieids i

whose duty it was to care for Aiuerieaii

Friends travelling in this country ostensibly
in the ministry, should iiupress upon them
the obligation of, at least, respecting the
usages of Friends in meetings designed for

religious worship. It is highly' unbecoming
on their part to introduce such practices as

that of asking so many in the congregation
as could say they were saved, or, that they
desired the prayers of the church, or such like

suggestions, to stand up\n the meeting. Then
as regards the singing which took place on
the occasion, he was quite unable to saj- what
it was about. To him it was an 'unknown
tongue,' and there was no one to interpret.

He strongly urged Friends to bring our visit-

ors from America under better control, for
during recent limes we had been subjected to
much imcasinoss thron^b their introduction
of these dislurl.iim aicl iuilVicicll\' practices."
The exercise of t lie niceliiioaplicai-s to have

resulted in the caution given by the Clerk 10
those who were charged with the care "of
Friends coining from America in the work of
the ministry," that they " would in future see
that the feelings of Friends here were re-

spected."

In the general Y'early Meeting, a proposi-
tion was introduced from one of the Quarterly
Meetings to issue a revised edition of the Book
of Discipline. This led to considerable dis-
cussion. It was objected to by several ; some
on the ground that it would lead to the omis-
sion from the Discipline of the ancient testi-

monj' against tithes and music, which had
already been dropped in practice. Others
thought it would be proper to make the dis-

cipline conform to the practice. It was finally

concluded that a committee should be set
apart to consider the subject.

The Statistical Tables gave the number of
meetings in the United Kingdom 306, and of
members 15,113. As usual, the number of
deaths (2.33) exceeded that of births (197).
The number of those professing with the So-
ciety in Europe and the British colonies (not
including Friends in Canada) was about 900.
On the proposition that the Yearly Meeting

should appoint a committee to have charge
of what is termed Home Mission work, a long
discussion took place. It was not proposed
to give this committee the control of the
schools and Mission Meetings whei'e the work
was being carried on, yet it was to have funds
placed at its di-^posal io as^isi those engaged
therein. Objecti.His « cic n.a Ic to the scheme
by a number of Friends, especially on the
ground that the Mission Meetings were held
with music, singing, and pre-arranged minis-
terial services, altogether inconsistent with
the views of Friends as to true s]jiritual wor-
ship ;

and that the plan projiosed would lead
to the establishment of a paid ministry. As
Friends were not united in sanctioning the
manner in which these meetings were con-
ducted, their recognition by the Yearly Meet-
ing would produce great want of harmony in

its proceedings. In connection with this,

reference was made to the condition of things
in America where separations had taken place,

and it was said as to London Yearly Meeting
itself, "There might come a time when the
line iliviuely laid down for the Society could
not loimci- lie passed over by man}- there."

'J'he ('l,rl; linaliy gave his decision that it

\vas the iiiili;-iiiciit of the meeting to appoint
siii-li a comiiiittee. No funds are at present

he placed niHJcr its Control.

We regard this Step as one of the most de-
cided which London Yearly Meeting has ever
taken, in its departure from the practical up-
holding of those principles which our early
Friends so earnestlj' and zealously preached
and practised. It gives the sanction of that
important body to meetings held in a manner
which fift}' years ago it would unhesitatingly
have condemned, and opens the way, by a few
and easily taken steps, to the establishment
of a regularly paid ministry, such as exists in

other denominations. We sj-mpathize with
the members of that meeting who remain
loyal to the original principles of the Society,
and who have been brought under suffering

of spirit on account of the weakness of the
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Cbui'ch, and the apparent blindness of some

of their fellow-members. As they patiently

abide under their exercise, in meekness and

dependence on the Lord, we believe thej' will

be favored with a sense of Divine approval

;

and be stren.othened to continue to bear a

faithtul testimony to the soundness and pre-

ciousness of those truths which in former

daj'S were most surelj- believed among us.

A private letter from a valued friend

speaks of the "condition, associations and

general proceedings" of London Yearly Meet-

ing as being different from that of Philadel-

phia "in nearlj' every respect;" and adiis,

"yet we could not but feel ihat there were

seasons of profit and means of good connected

with it to be thankful for." In reference to

the HomeMission question, ourcorrespondent

remarks :
" I did but feel, as it were at the

bottom of all, and as a stay through all :

—

that that only which is of the Lord can stand,

and that our safety as individuals most con-

sists in keeping close to this, in our own walk

and experience; without being overmuch
taken up or concerned with what others ma}'

be doing—as we fear far too much in the

efforts of man's will and of self-zeal."

On page 354 of "The Friend," is a selected

article headed " Selling Cream," designed to

illustrate the general principle, that where
jiartiality is shown, and special favors granted

to one individual, it is generally' done at the

expense of another who receives in conse-

quence less than he is entitled to, and is there-

fore unfairly used. One of our correspond-

ents refers to the article, and expresses a fear

lest it may be understood to imply, that it is

wrong or dishonorable for one who deals in

milk to sell cream. We had no such thought,

in inserting the article in our columns, for it

is perfectly allowable and right for a person

to sell bis milk as it comes from the cow, or

to sell the cream and skim-milk separately, or

to convert it into butter, cheese or other pro-

<lucts, and dispose of it as he may find most
convenient and profitable—provided that his

business is honesty and fairly conducted, and
that the purchaser of skim-milk does not sup

]iose he is receiving his full proportion of

cream, and does not pay the price of the

richer milk.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In the U. S. St-niite a bill has been

introduced constituting Robert G.irrett, William F.

Bnrns and William F. Friclc, of Maryland, and tbeir

associates, a company to lay a telegraph cable between

America and Europe.
The army worms have appeared near Jobstown,

Burlington county, New Jersey. Tbey have also ap-

peared near Wilmington and other parts of Delaware,
but have not yet done serious damage.
The first lot of this year's Virginia wheat has been

received in Petersburg, and held at $1.50 per bushel.

Reports from all parts of Virginia say the wheat crop

of that Stale is the be>t known for years.

The Kno-^ville, Tennessee, Chronicle says: "The
wheat crop in Tennessee is now about matured, and, it

is safe to say, is far above an average one. The yield

in the State is estimated at about twelve millions of

bushels, or nearly eight bushels to each man, woman,
and child of our population. So it may be set down
that there need be no necessity for any one to suffer for

bread within the next year. The hay crop in the State

is much larger than usual, and will be worth several

millions of dollars. Early potatoes will mature soon,

and a large crop is a certainty. The fruit crop through-

out different portions of the State is very large and will

add millions to our wealth. It is loo early lo speak of

onr corn crop. There is little to discourage the farmi

now, but a drouth later in the season may cut it short.

But taken altogether there has rarely been a season

when the farmers had more reason for encouragement

than now, and they have very rarely been able to sell

the products of their farms for better prices."

The prospects for the corn crop in Indiana and Illi-

nois are reported to be very promising.

Another heavy storm of wind and rain prevailed on

Third-day night, last week, along the Missouri and

Kansas border, making the third within a week. All

the streams are swollen and the low lands flooded.

Three men have been drowned.
The following estimate is made of the damage done

by the cyclone in the various counties of Iowa: Boone,

$20,000; Story, $30,000; Jasper, *50,000;. Poweshiek,

$10,000; Keokuk, $100,000 ; Henry, $1,200,000; Poca-

hontas, $10,000. The Chicago and Rock Island Rail-

Companv lost in merchandise and property $41,-

000, and the Iowa Central Railway Company 110,000.

The total loss is estimated at from $2,500,000 to $3,-

000,000.

Another terrible storm devastated Central Iowa on

Fifth-day evening of last week. The principal damage
was at Independence, where the loss in property is es-

timated at 5-160,000. Two persons were killed and ten

injured. Still another disastrous storm is reported in

Iowa on the 25th ult. Primghar, Spencer, Emmetts-
biirg, Pattersonville, and other places in the northern

section of the State suffered. A number of persons are

reported killed and injured.

A " tidal wave" in Lake Erie swept the city front of

Cleveland on the morning of the 23ii, at six o'clock,

doing considerable damage and causing the loss of one

life. The wave was nearly nine feet in height.

One million four hundred thousand dollars in gold

bars was shipped to Europe last week in the Servia and

Labrador.
According to a special census bulletin just issued, the

total number of males of voting age in the United S
in 1880 was 12,830,394, of whom 1,487,344 were colored

and 3,072,487 of foreign birth.

There were 305 deaths in this city last week, bei

28 le.ss than those of the previous week. Of the whole

number lt)5 were males and 140 females : 48
consumption, 20 of typhoid fever, 19 of pneumonia, 13

of diphtheria, 12 of convulsions and 4 of small-pox.

Markets, &C.— V. S. 3^'s, 100| a lOlf ; 4i'.s, 114'2; 4's,

registered, 119|; coupon, 120|; currency 6's, 133.

Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice

price or demand. ' Sales of middlings are reported

12i a 12| cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7^^ cts. for export, and

7f a 8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is dull and weak. Sales of 2100 barrels,

eluding Minnesota extras, $6.-50 a $6.75 for clear, and

$7 a $7.25 for straight; Penn.sylvania extra faruily at

::5.62^ a 36; western do. do. at $6.25 a $6.75, am'

patents at t 7.25 a $8.75. Rye flour is steady at $4.50.

Grain.—Wheat is in moderate request and firmer.

Sales of 3600 bushels red at Jfl.40 a t'1.41. Rye is

nominally unchanged. Corn—Local lots are dull and

easier, while options were firmer. Sales of 8000 bushels,

including sail yellow, at 82 cts. ; do, mixed, at 80-} a

Sl.V cts. ; steamer at 80 cts., and No. 3 at 78^ a 80 cts.,

and rejected at 78 cts. Oats are quiet but steady. Sales

of 10,000 bushels, including white, at 60| a 62 cts., and
rejected and mixed at 59} a 6O5 cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 6th mo.

24th, 1882.- Loads of hay, 278; loads of .straw, 47.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1

to $1.10 per 100 pounds; mixed, 85 to 95 cts. per 100
pounds; straw, 65 to 75 cts. per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were dull last week and prices were a

fraelicjn lower: 3300 he.ad arrived and sold at the dif-

ferent yards at 5 a 9.^ cts, per pound, the latter rate for

extra.

Sheep were dull, unsettled and lower: 17,000 head
arrived and sold at the different yards at 2| a 5\ cts.

per lb., and lambs at 3 a 8 cts, per lb, as to condition.

Hogs were in demand at full prices: 3900 head
sold at the different yards at lO^- a 12 cts. per lb., as

to condition.

Foreign.—The.stearaer Hope .sailed from Gravesend
on the 22d ult., to assist in the search for Leigh Smith
and the crew of the Eira. The Hope will first go to

Hamerfest. She takes fiveoffieers and thirty-two men.
Four of the officers belong to the royal navy. The
Hope will take two years' provisions, also a year's pro-

visions for the crew of the Eira, The committee hav-

ing the matter in charge have instructed Sir Allen

Young, the commander of the expedition, to avoid, if

possible, entering the ice, as they feel that it would be

unjustifiable to imperil the lives of the crew. Sir Henry
Gore Booth, who is also searching for the Leigh Smith

arctic expedition in the yacht Kara, has reached Tro

soe, Norway,
The silk trade in Mticcleafield is more depressed th

it has been for a quarter of a century. Hundreds

weavers have emigrated to America,

The Times says there is reason to believe thatt

leaders of the Conservative party are fully prepired

acquiesce in cloture by a two-thirds majority, if t|

change is introduced, and to co-operate cordially

carrying the whole rules, and thus avoid a prolong

necessitating ; autumn session of Pari

At the Quarter Se.ssions, sitting at Oughterard, Cotm

Giilway, Ireland, 2-50 ejectment decrees have heen (

tained against small tenants living in Connemara. '

the decrees are carried out 2000 persons will be m*
homeless.

The Times, in a leading article, says Lord Spenol

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, and his subordinates afi

careful investigation, are convinced that crime in Ii

land is not sporadic, but that its machinery is ilelibi

ately set in motion through organized agencies co

manding large resources and obeying impulses of forei;

origin.

Matthew Harris, a prominent Land Leaguer, I

written to the Freeman's Journal, denouncing the la

nationalization scheme of Michael Divitt, and accusi

him of outraging the feelings of Irish National!

throughout the world, and of sowing discord and d

sension amon'T the whole Iiish race.

In the House of Commons, on the 20th, Sir Chai

Dilke staled that Sir Edward Malet, the British Con

General in Egypt, was instructed on the 17th ult., tl

the Government abstained from making demands

the present, but it must be clearly understood thattl

would require full reparation and salisfiction for 1

recent outrages on British subjects in Egypt. He 8i

Sir Edward Malet had not been a party to the foro

tion of the new Egyptian Ministry.

The Conference of the great Powers of Europe on

Egyptian question, met in Constantinople last we

Turkey not being represented. Count Corti, the Ital

Ambassador, who is presiding over the Conference,

pressed to the Porte on Seventh-day his regret t

Turkey look no part in the Conference. He .said t

the deliberations would be attended with the best.

suits for Turkey and the Powers. The Conferenc^
not hostile to Turkey. Constantinople h.as been clfi

as the place of meeting, in order to easily obtain'

Porte's views. This communication has prodiicei

good impression on the Porte, and it is expected I

Count Corti will receive a conciliatory reply. The I

sitting of the Conference lasted several hours. '.

only differences manifested were with reference to

contingency of a military occupation and to the fin

cial control. In the sitting on First-day during

discussion of the rights of the Sultan over Egyp
tendency was manifested to confirm those rights C

basis precluding the idea of Egypt again beconi

a Turkish province. At the sitting of the Confere

on Second-day the sovereign rights of the Sultan d

Egypt were discussed and confirmed.

The correspondent of the Times at Alexandria a

Arabi Pasha states that if the Porte abandons him

will publish correspondence proving that every step:

has taken since the 7th of 9th month last, was instigi,

by the Porte.

The events occurring in Egypt are reawaken

agitation among the Arabs in Tunis and Tripoli

The fact that the Germ in Enparor ha-i noi yet

cepted the resignation of Herr Bitter as .Ministei

Finance is regarded as an indication that he doe.i

entirely approve the fiscal policy of Prince Bismar

Lemberg, 6th mo. 21st.—Three hundred and .'!

Jews, from Russia, have just started for America,

hundred more will start lo-day.

It is annoimeed that the extra ten per cent, t

Ru.ssian tariff of 1880, will be abolished after Sevi

month.
Two .steam ships have just arrived at Victoria, Bri

Columbia, from Horig Kong, with 1200 Chinese.

Buenos Ayres, 6th month 21st.—A revolution

broken out in Uruguay.

Died, at their residence in the.villageof Welling

Prince Edward Co., Ontario, the 21st of 5th mo.
'

Patience Garratt, wife of William Garralt, in

eighty-third year of her age, a consistent and v

member of West Lake Monthly Meeting of Fri

She and her husband had lived together sixty-t

and one half years, nearly all of the time on the s

farm. Her funeral was attended by a large numb
sorrowing relatives and friends, whose sympathy
extended to the bereaved husband and children.
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[yet none appeared to be ottended. The ride

i; if not paid from New Bodt'ord to tliis pliice was pleasant.
am

Reminiscences of Departed Worthies.
ristopher Hea.ly*s visit to New England, continued from p. 370.)

rth mo. 27th. Left Fall Eiver about 10
lock this forenoon on hitard of the steam-
at bound for Neu'iiorl. twenty miles ilis-

it; the passage was |.ltasaiil. and llu' vi.-ws

'ersified with land and water, hill and dale.

)t far from Fall River wc passed an emi-
nce called Mount Hope, which had been a
jat resort for Indian warriors, and is famous
the historj- of that distinguished Indian
ief, King Philip, who so long and so sue-
isfully withstood the encroachments of the
lite man, and was finally shot near this

)ce. Arrived at the place of our destination,
i met with kind on ertainment. Wind-
ils for grinding grain and other purposes,
! numerous on this island,

rth rno. 28th.—First-day. Proceeded to

.end meeting at Newport at 11 o'clock ; the
lal invitation t.> tin' public had been spnad '

li

ChristoplnTs i-iMpivst, and a consideraMr
1

1.

mber gathered with us. Our dear friend d

ristopher had large service in this nncting. !ii

i his testimony was manifestly delivered
the authority of Truth, somewhat sharp
ainst those who had wandered from the
d and had become as withered branches,
t comforting to the mourners in Zion, and
those who had turned their faces thither-

,rd. Several children were present, and to
}m he was drawn forth in atfectionato and
30uraging exhortation. A meeting had
3n appointed to be held at 5 o'clock in the
ernoon, about six miles from Newport,
tong a sect called f'hrislian Ba])tists, and to
sir place of gal liering we pnrsned diir way.
iO ride thither was pleasant, the roads good,
S countrv heantilul. and liiuhlv eidlivated.

,e atteinian.-e wa-qnite lar-e : 'nian\- eospel

iths were uttered, and some .

rth mo. 30th. Jjelt New Bedford th

on, and proceeded on our way to Padan
am, three miles distant. At this place a
ieting had been appointed to be held in a
-ptist meeting-house at 5 o'clock

; a con-
erahle number collected with us, and Chris-
)ber was largely engaged in testimony, and
ithed with right authority, doubtless to the
itruction and edification of many minds

;

d although some close observations respect-

(t one mind was
instructively carried hael; in retrospect to the
youthful days of the 1'atriareh Jacob, and to
the covenant which he made with his AfalaT
when on his way to the Padan Aram of that
day; that covenant was never broken, and
Jacob was preserved green in old age, and
laid down his head in peace.

7th mo. Slst. Wended our way to meeting
at South Dartmouth, at 11 o'clock ; but as we
approached the place it was evident that the
people could not be comfortably accommo-
dated Iiv present arrangement; a number
were seated in Mnar earrages near by, and
others eolleeted alioul the doors and windows;
this position of allairs noi being very satistae-

tory, and a large dwellinu- Innise liein^ loeaied
near by, the oeeupants iliereof elieerfulh'

offered a portion of it for our aueouiuiodation
;

the olfer was accepted, and we were soon
coniforiably seated therein. A quiet solem-
nit\- spread over the assembly thus gathered,
and Christopher was drawn forth to impart
much exhortation and counsel, some by way
of encouragement, and some by way of re-

proof And although a part of his testimony
might not have been savory to some minds,
yet the truths thereof were self-evident, and
it is to be hoped that it was a season of profit

to all.

8th mo. 1st. Attended meeting at North
irtmouth

; the usual invitation to the public
d lieen extended, and a considerable com-
ny gathered there. Christopher was led to
elare some gospel truths in plain andsearch-
j,- lesiiniony, and some close doctrine was
nded forlh. It has been intimated in sev-

spoken remark'era! instances, that h

ihly to states of meeti
many of his testimo
with Christian boklness. dis(piieting to the
unfaithful, and to the lukewarm

;
gently lead-

ing to the trembling ones, and to the honest-
hearted

; awakening to the rebellious, but
comforting to those who truly mourn in Zion.
The residence of the late Sarah Tucker,

who had travelled in the ministrj' in our part
of the land, and died several years since, was
near our present accommodations. I looked
upon the earthly abode of that mother in our
Israel, not with superstitious reverence, never-
theless with a degree of livelj^ interest, as

lose doet riiK'. jileparted worth seemed to be brought more
vividly before me as I gazed upon it. Her
meunn'anduins are fraii-lil with abundance
ol instrnetion. and liear ample testimony that
she lived near to the fountain of living waters,
and she has left a sweet memorial behind her.

8th mo. 2nd. Morning rainy. In the after-

noon moved forward to attend a meeting to
be held in a Baptist meeting-house in the
village of Westport, about five miles distant;

'topped by the way to visit a man and wi
'

; man-made ministry and water-baptism, I far advanced in age. The meeting was quite
nt fortli to all those whom it might concern, [well attended; and after a time of silent wait-

j

|ing, Christopher was raised u]) to declare
L-ome of the truths of the everlasting gospel

;

jhe was favored to hand forth a powerful tes-

;timony, and although he did not prophesy
smooth things to some present, yet 1 ho))e
that his home testimon^r fastened as a nail in

a sure place u])on some minds, and in the cool
of the day will be remembered to profit;

8th mo. 3d. Left Westport, and proceeded
about five miles further, to another Baptist
place of worship, where a meeting had been
a]3pointed to be held at 2 o'clock in the after-

noon. The gathering was quite large, and
much instructive counsel was handed forth,

parlieularly to lh..se who have the training
ofidiildren : llie |)eo|,lesal ipiiel and attentive,
wdiieh lias lieeii the ease perliaps without ex-
ception, in all the meelings which we have
attended in New England. In the forenoon
we visited an ag-ed man 87 years old ; he is

quite active, his intellect unclouded, has a re-

markably retentive memory, and can write
without spectacles. lie has lately buried an
interesting daughter who had been confined
to her bed for years, she is represented as
having been an able defender of her faith,

and as a bright example of Christian virtue.

8th mo. 4th.—First-day. Attended meeting
at New Bedford, at 10 o'clock. The niorniug
was rainy, butaconsiderablenumber gathered
with us, and the meeting [iroveil solid and
comfortable. Christo|ilier was engaged in tes-

timonj^, not largely, luit impressively. The
afternoon meeting was held at 5 o'clock, and
a large number of people assembled and gath-
ered into stillness; much instructive doctrine
and counsel were handed forth : the fall ofman
and his restoration and sal vation was largely

treated upon, and many unprotitable things
and hurtful |jractices were spoken against.

sth mo. 5th. In the afternoon Christopher
had something like a parting opportunity
with a number of those who had been inter-

ested in our visit to this place and vicinity
;

he had received much kindness at their hands,

and the^^ had been largely instrumental in for-

warding and supporting his religious concern,

embracing the appointment and attendance
of meetings to which the public were invited.

He addressed them in sj'mpatlietie and affec-

tionate language, and there was manifestation

of interested teeling when we finally bid each
other farewell.

8th mo. 6th. Left New Bedford this morn-
ing, and proceeded by railway to Fall River.

A sorrowful circumstaive occurred near this

place on last First-ilay altinnooii; by the up-

setting of a sailboat eoniaining five young
men, and in connection therewith, twoof them
having right of membership were drowned.
Their funerals took place at Fall River to-day,

but way did not open to attend them.
8th mo. 7th. Attended meeting at Fall

Eiver; the usual kind of invitation had been
extended at Christopher's request, and a con-

siderable assemblage collected ; he was much
favored in testimony and had a relieving time
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amongst us; some close observations were

Landed f'ortli, but his testimony was delivered

in the authority of truth, doubtless to the

comfort of many minds, and the instruction

of others, this meeting- was evidently owned

by the Master of assemblies, and was very

satisfactory to Cbi'istopber himself, as it was

also to others.

8th mo. 8th. Crossed the Taunton river by

steam feriyboat, and proceeded about two

miles to the residence of a female 89 years

of age. She is verj^ feeble in body, the lamp

of life is evidently fast going out, but her

spirit appears to be kept alive by living water

from Shiloh's fountain, and she looks forward

with holy confidence, tru^ting thai there is a

mansion prepared for her i\Mc|itinii, wliere the

wicked cease from troublini;-, and the wearj'

are at rest, when time U> her shall be no

longer. Dined in the neighborhood, and in

the afternoon proceeded to a Methodist meet-

ing-house not far distant, where a meeting

had been appointed to be held at 3 o'clock
;

it proved large and satisfactory. Christopher

was raised up to declare some of the truths

of the Gospel in demonstration of the spirit,

and with power. A plain testimony was
borne against some of the peculiarities of

otlTei-'^religious professors, but in convincing

and unoffending language. The minister who
officiates at the place remarked after the con

elusion, that he would be glad if their house

could often be occupied in that way. Re
crossed the Taunton river and returned to

Fall River.

Westtown Boarding School.

ance of the object it is desired to accomplish,

the committee respectfully submit the follow-

ng proposition : First, That two cisterns be

sunk, one at the boys' and the other at the

girl's end, each to be 10 feet deep and 7 feet

in diameter in the clear (containing about 30

hogsheads), to be walled with stone and-|5las-

tered withRoman cement,andhave;thepumps
)nit into them instead of the present wells.

Second, That a tank 120 feet long, 6 feet wide

and 4J- feet deep, bo consti-ucted on the south

front of the school-house adjoining and con-

nected with the present reservoir ;
the top and

bottom to be of brick, and the sides of stone,

and plastered with Roman cement. This tank

will contain about 150 hog><hcads. the one now
m use contains about 5ll Ini-slicads, and with

the two before menti.uiod will give about 260

hogsheads of water—a supply which the com-

mittee believe will be abundant iu any emer-

gency. It is intended that the pipes which

lead to the cisterns at the ends of the house,

be furnished with stop-cocks, so that when
filled they maj^ be allowed to remain undis-

sturbed for the purpose of drinking. The
well and the pump in the bell-house to remain

as at present. Third, That a new forcing

pump of 3 or 4 inch diameter, geared so as to

work with a double stroke, be procured to

supply the place of that now in use
;
and that

a coinpotent machinist beem]iloyed to put up

the gearing in the most approved and sub-

stantial manner. Such a pump properly fixed

would throw up more than five times the

quantity of water that can be done with the

present one, and thus supply in a few hours

as much as will be used in two or three days,

by which the power of the mill and the wear
ps and machinery will be greatlyof the ]iu

(Coiuim.eJ fion. page 371.) savcd. It l.s the opiniou of the committoe that

The proposition contained in the last num- if such a pump is procured, the experiment be

ber in reference to supplying the school with jfully and fairly made whether the present

drinking water from a spring west of the pipes arc adequate to transmit au ample sup-

school- house, does not appear to have been! ply of water, and that if they should prove

adopted; the committee was continued and on ! insufficient, that new iron pipes of 3 inch bore

the 1st of 4th month, 1835, made another and
j

be laid down. By having the bore of the

more full report, which was directed to be i
pipes large, not only will the resistanee to the

placed on the minutes for future reference,— transmission of the water be diminished, but

and the committee was again continued, " to|provision also be made against the decrease

have the old works so repaired as to answer i of the diameter of the pipes by rust, deposi-
"

rvs: tion of foreign matter or other causes. Thethe present purpose." The report is as follows:
" That after a careful examination of the

fixtures now in use, they are of the opinion

that they are not sufficient to furnish the
quantity of water requisite for the institution,

and that some new arrangements at the school

will be necessary in order to provide a supply
of wholesome drinking water. It appears
by a chemical analysis recently made, that
the water in the well at the boys' end con-
tains about 8 percent, of foreign matter, that
at the girl's end 5 per cent., and that in the
area of the centre building about 6 per cent.

Water taken from the spring west of the
school-house and near the race, which it has
been proposed to make use of for drinking,
yielded 2 per cent, of foreign matter, while
that of Chester creek was found to contain
only 1 per cent. The committee are there-

fore of the judgment that bj' sinking cisterns

made water-tight, in which the water might
stand to cool, and taking care to fill theni at

times when the water of the creek was not
turbid, an ample supply of pure and whole-
some water for drinking and culinary pur-
poses might always bo readilj' obtained. With
the view of placing the whole apparatus on a
footing commensurate with the great import-

committee also believe that pipes of that bore

would not be larger than would be requisite

to send up a 8ufl3cient supplj- in case of an in-

creased consumption by the erection of bath-

houses for the u.se of the family, which appear

to be much wanted.
The committee submit the following esti-'represented as flowing into the branch, eat

mate of the probable cost, viz: iing it to bud and blossom and bring for

2 cisterns, one at each end of the house, .$ 60 00 fruit, says to his disciples, ' In this is n

state of good feeling that prevails amougs
the boys affords a favorable occasion for ini

pressing the subject on their attention, th

following Friends w^ere desired to have sue

opportunities with the teachers and schdlai

for this purpose as they may deem advisabk

viz : Samuel Bettle, Wm. Evans, Enoch Lewi:

Philip Garrett and Jno. W. Tatum.
4th mo. 17th. Jasper Cope and Charic

Williams, executors of Anna Garrett, gav

notice of a legacy left by her to the institi

tion of fifty shares of Schuylkill Xavigatio

stock, for" the benefit of the children ot'thos

iccessitous circumstances.

Light.

"Tliy Word is a lamp unto my feet anil :i lig

unto my path."—Ps. cxix. 105.

In the Scriptures the Christian's jnuniey

represented as a way—a walk—a path : ar

as in the natural it is hy means of the fe.

that we make progress in our walk, so thei

are used as types to represent those ste|i]iinj

in Divine grace which are made by the cihec

ent follower of the Lord. An indispeiisab

condition to progress in our natural walk,

light. He who "gropes his way in the dai

makes but feeble speed, and that ma^- bo

the opposite direction f^i-om the way in whic

he desires to go. And what groping ai

stumbling, and'blundering, and even lallin

it may be, as the feet become entangled

some "unseen snare! How necessary, the

is light, to rapid progress and sure footiiij

By it the way is made plain, the steps a

taken with firmness, and pitfalls and suaj

are revealed.

The inspired Psalmist, recognizing this^

ncss of atialogy, says, " Thy Word is a 1;

unto my feet aiid a light unto my path."

source of light in a lamp is from the oil

tained in the lamp, hence the beautiful sif

fieance in the use of the anointing oil wi
was put upon those set apart for service,

have ordained a lamp for mine anointed,|

written in Psalm cxxxii, and when we
member that the anointing with oil is indie

five of the pouring out of the Holy Spii

upon those who become kings and ])riee

unto the Lord, we see a beauty that uiig

else be overlooked. "Thy Word is a lanif

But now, by comparing Scripture with Sci'i

ture, great light may be thrown upon th

Jesus, in that wonderful lesson of the vine ai

the branches, where the life from the vine

Large tank in front of house,

New forcing pump and fixing,

Additional pipes to supply cistern,

cocks, &c., ....
Incidental expenses,

Making,
In case it should be necessary to lay new-

pipes from the mill, it would cost fur 1400
feet 3 inch iron pipe, at 75 cts. per foot, .

Hauling pipe and incidental.s,

Making in all ....

178 00 Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit

150 00 Qi^.j^j-iy tije lesson is that there must be

190 00 &'''^^''"^S '"i *^"*i ^^ fibiding in the divine vii

30 00 that there may be free access for that intiue

life, the fruit of which is love, joy, peace, i

60S 00 Then Jesus goes on to say, "If ye abide

me, and my vFords abide in you, ye shall a

1050 00 ^'^'^^ ^'® ^^'''^ ^'^'^ '* sh&\\ be done unto j-ot

50 00 A-hi here is the secret of the Word as a lam

ilt is the inflowing of the Holy Spirit whi
$1708 00 is our anointing oil, and which is the inspok

Signed Benj. Cooper, Xathan Sharpless,

Jno. Paul, Edward Tatnall, Thomas Evans,
Bartholomew Wistar."

The importance of the more faithful adher;

ence by the scholars to the use of the plain by this Light that the snares and pitfa

language, now claiming the attention of the sin are revealed to us, and the path of dui

coramittee, and believing that the present made plain before us. And as the flowi:

Word of Life to us, to shed light into o

darkened understandings, and teach us wb
things we should ask for, so that, aski

aright, our petitions may be granted. It
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fe of the vine becomes the iiutrimeHt and
Tength of the branch, so this influent life

! God, by the presence of his Spirit in

.ir hearts, is to us the source of nutriment
:id strength and fruitfulness. And here is

16 ground of fellowship. The life from the
ne is one, (there is " one Spirit," "one bap-
Bin,") hence among the branches trul3' en-

^afted into that vine, there is harmonj^
his is the ''fellowship we have one with
lother, and with our Lord Jesus Christ."

|While walking in the pathway thus made
^in to us as this Light is shed abroad in our
tarts, we find indeed that "of the increase

his government there is no end," and the
pathway shines brighter and brighter."

Jt, as it is promised only to the willing and
iedient that they shall " eat the fat of the

hd," 80 only to the willing and obedient is

fuchsafed a continuation, of this Life and
jght. Disobedience, since the early days of

!e human family, has ever been the fruitful

urce of spiritual darkness, for the plain rea-

in that it acts as a hindrance to obstruct the
}w of life from God, which, in the soul of

Rn, is his life, and which makes us "partak-
B of the Divine nature." How much need,

en, of the admonition contained in the

ords, "If Uk' light that is in you be dark-
iss, how great is that darkness." There is

• case so |)itialili- as the state of those who,
ivinn- one., tasted ..ft he u'ood tliiiin-s of the
n^dnni. turn a-aintn the lie--arU- eleinei.ts

the world. Their li.-ht has lieeome to 1 hem
.rkuess, and the last slate is worse than the

pt.

We need, above all things, to heed the eon-

tiona " If ye abide in me." Abiding thus,

e Holy Spirit which is the Comforter, will

'i<li' also in our hearts, and be to us there

e Wold of Life, which shall be to our feet

lamp, and to our path a light, until that

er brightening pathway shall lead our obe-

ent feet into the citj' where there is no
ght of sin or soi-row, or spiritual darkness.

It where the Lamb in the midst is evermore
e Light. A. L. Washburn.
Phihi., 6tli mo. 24tl], 1882.

For " Ihe FrienJ."

Siberia.

" Through Siberia," is the title of a book
r Henry Lansdell, an English clergyman,

ho had been for a number of years interest-

in visiting prisons, and distriliuting leligi-

18 books and tracts during his \aeatioiis.

I 1874, he made a tour through the northern

trt of Europe into Russia. He says," I had
a,red that perha]js the orthodox Eussians
Duld decline to receive books from Protes-

nts, as do the Romans. We found however,
at thej^ would accept such books as had
len ap))roved by the censor, and accordingly

B sent 2000 pamphlets into the prisons of

stersburg, reserving a third thousand for

ving awaj' on the railway to Moscow, not

lowing at that time that for such open dis-

ibutioii a permission is needed. I can never

rgct the sur|>rise of t he jieo])lc and their de-

re to get the books. The peasants came arid

8sed our hands ;
the railway guards directed

I to the attention of the station masters.

ho came to receive our gifts. Priests took

ic I ks, and approved them; and nian\'

ho ottered money in return were puzzled to

e it declined. Our stock was soon exhaust-

I, and I determined some day to make a tour

Eussia to distribute on a larger scale."

In 1S76, he made the circuit of the Gulf of

Bothnia, and as a result of this visit a cojiy

of the Scriptures was forwai-ded for every
room in every prison, for each bed in every
hosjntal in all Finland, for the Finnish insti-

tutions for the deaf and dumb, and for the
saloons of the steamers plj'ing on the Scandi-

navian coasts. The expense was divided be-

tween the Finnish Bible Society and the Brit

ish or Foreign Bible Society. T) u ri ng t his jour

nej', the steamer was unex]iei-tei!l\' ilelayed

for a day at a town on the coast of Finland.

He saj's:—" I was anxious to visit the hos|)i-

tal, and was inquiring about a horse, when a

pa.ssenger said she had friends in the town,
who, she thought, could render assistance. I

went with her ; and that simple iiici(h.'nt may
be said to have originated my subsei|ueiit tour

through the prisons of Siberia; i'uv it was
followed liy correspondence with a lady mem-
Iier of the family to whom I was introduced,

Alli;i I lei I man, who began bj' modestly asking
me, chiefly because I was an Englishman and
the only one she knew, whether I could not

do something for the welfare of the Siberian

exiles."
" When in health she had been won-t, like

Elizabeth Fr}-, but on a smaller scale, to spend
part of her time in visiting prisoners. Now,
acute heart disease forbade such visits, and
even compelled her to sleep in a sitting pos-

?, so that for 2,068 nights, or nearly seven
.>"ea. IS, she never went to bed. My coming
to finland, visiting prisons, had awakened
meiJKjries of her former work, and she set

herself, after my departure, to write me a

letter in English. She had had only a few les-

sons in this language when a girl ; but, posses-

sing a Swedish and English New Testament in

parallel columns, and a dictionary, she set her-

self, with an industrj^and patience almost in-

credible, to find clauses and expressions that

conveyed her meaning in Swedish, and then

to copy their English equivalents, her letter

ending, for example, ' Here are many faults,

but Ipraj' you have me excused.' The force

of her language, however, was unmistakable,
thus: 'You (English) have sent missionarys

round the all world, to China, Persia, Pales-

tina, Africa, the Islands of Sandwich, to manj-
places of the Continent of Europe

;
but to the

great, great Sibei'ia, where so much is to do,

you not have sent missionarys. Have you
not a Morrison, a Moflfatt, for Siberia ? Pastor
Lansdell, go you yourself to Siberia !'

"

Other letters followed, the interest of our
author became more and more excited, until

finally he determined to spend the summer of

1879 in the wilds of Asiatic Russia. The
books selected were princijjally the New Tes-

tament and the Book of Psalms in Russian, a

Russian reprint of the British Workman, full

of pictures, and well suited to the masses,

some engravings and wallsheets, and thou-

sands of Russian tracts, which had passed the

censor's hands. A permanent authority to

distribute, duly endorsed by the police, h;id

been received ; and with permission from the

Eussian Government, numerous letters of in-

troduction to jiarties in Silieria. and three

wa-on-loadsofhooksand ha-^a-e. 11. l.aieis-

dell left St. Peterslmrg on tlie 12lh of .".tli

month, 1S79. Alter ajotiniey of some thou-

sands of miles by railroad and steamer on the

Volga, he reached Ekaterineburg, at which
point his travel by wagon and horses com-
menced.
The LTj-al mountains, which separate Eu-

rope from Asia, though 1700 miles in length,
form a comparatively low range; the highest
peak does not attain an elevation of more than
6000 feet. On reaching their summit, there
stretches before the traveller the immense
regions of Eussia in Asia, 4000 miles from
east to west, and 2000 miles from north to
south. The Altai range of mountains, with
its eastern offshoots, forms the general fea-

tures of the southern boundary; and from
these heights the land gradually slopes towards
the northern ba^'S, which extend to the frozen
ocean. The country is intersected by three
of the largest rivers on the globe, the Obi, the
Yenisei, and the Lena, not one of which is

much less than 3000 miles long, and all of
tliem, through great part of the year, flow
under masses of ice to the Arctic Ocean. A
fourth river, the Amoor, runs an easterly

course of 2000 miles into the Gulf of Tartary.
Much of the country of Siberia consists of

immense plains called steppes, and marshes
and pools, and is most thinly settled.

The circumstance which most deeply in-

terests people of other lands in Siberia, and
which indeed led to the visit of H. Lansdell,

is the long established practice of the Russian
Government of transporting thither criminals
of various grades. The condition of these
exiles iVoni their native land was a leading
subject <jf iii'iniry with our author, who had
unusual tiicilities for acquiring reliable infor-

mation on tills suhjeit. from ])ersonal obser-

vation, access to oliieial statistics, and con-

versation with persons of various grades in

society and different occupations.
The government of Eussia is an absolute

monarchy. It is altogether at variance with
our ideas of right, that despotic and irrespon-

sible power should be placed iu the hands of
anj- man ; and experience shows that it often

leads to great injustice, for which the victim

can find no remedy. Hence we ai-e predis-

posed to regard the Eussian police with suspi-

cion, and those whom they treat as criminals,

as being wronglj- oppressed. That such is

often tiie case, we may readily believe
;
yet

the results of our author's inquiries somewhat
modify our previous impressions as to the ex-

tent of this unjust treatment.

The great mass of the exiles are ordinary
cfiniinals, such as in other countries of Europe
are hiiind in the prisons. The number sent

to Siberia for several years ]iast has been from

17,000 to 20,000 per annum, inelnding -the

wives and children who choose to aeeompany
the prisoners. Of these nearly S.ndlt <ui their

arrival at their destination, are set free to gain

their own living, remaining under the surveil-

lance of the police. A bout 4,000 of these exiles

are charged with no particular offence beyond
being idle and drunken persons, who will not

paj- their taxes and support their families, but

leave these things to be done by their neigh-

bors. When the patience of these is ex-

hausted, a village pai-liaraent is called, which
votes such a man a nuisance, and agrees to

deira\- the expense of sending him to Siberia.

11 this judgment is confirmed by the higher

autli<.)rilies, he is sent there to get his living

as a colonist. The number exiled for political

..Irences is considerable, but this class is not

the most numerous. About one-seventh of

the banished are condemned to hard labor,

and the remainder for residence in Siberia,

either for life or for certain terms. Wherever
they maj' be, the exiles are under police in-

spection, and are furnished with papers which
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they have to show at intervals, and which tie

them to a certain 2)lace, whencethej' can move
to a distance only by permission.

The severance of family and social ties is

one of the great hardshijjs of Siberian exile.

In illu.stration of this our author relates the

following incident

:

" One lady, who had a convict for her nurse,

told me that she gave her her own clothes,

paid her £1 a month, provided her a home in

the best house in the province, to say nothing
of sundr}^ perquisites, and yet she sometimes
found her, when alone, in tears; and, on ask-

ing what was the matter, the answer was

—

' Oh, if I only knew something of my friends

in Eussia !' She had not learned to write,

her friends were in the same position, and
the difficulty of procuring an amanuensis, to-

gether with uncertainty as to address, made
communication almost impossible ; uml si. she

said she could not tell whether her Iriinds

were dead or alive, or what might be Ibeii-

fate. I recollect, too, in a prison at Ulealioi'i;-.

in Finland, finding a woman who had escaped

from exile, of whom I asked Jiow she liked

Siberia ; to which she replied that as regards

the country she had nothing to complain of;

but, she pathetically added, ' I did so want to

see my mother!' And to do this she had taken
flight, during three years had traversed more
than 2,000 miles, had reached her old home,
and was then retaken !"

fathers in the Truth, that the leaven of the

kingdom beginning inwardly and working
outwardly, had wrought after its manner as

set forth in Holj' Scripture, " till the whole was
leavened."

Since the places of these worthy standard

and testimony-bearers have known them no

more, a generation has grown up which, as

has been recorded for our learning concerning

an earlier decline, "knew not Joseph." This

generation were many of them young, heady,

high-minded, and withal inexperienced in the

Truth or power of godliness; but coming to

the front, and being led or helped nn by in-

tellectually gifted pioneers in a changed and
modified Quakerism, they hankered, if not for

" the flesh-pots of Egypt," at least for change

;

for more liberty and conformity with the

spirit of the age. They seemed tn think it

was within their power to widen lln' straight

gate and the narrow way, so tliat tin' oti'rnce

of the cross should cease; and were sU'ongly

bent upon the removal of the ancient land-

marks which their fathers had set. Thus
without their progenitors' dejjth, discretion,

or religious foresight and weight, they set

about these changes with chisel and tool of

worldly wisdom or unsanctified zeal, and have
builded what has proved, and what the writer

before quoted from depicts—but little more
than a Babel of weakness and confusion.

True, this lapsed condition has not been

brought about all at once; but a gradually

declining individual piety, has resulted in a

corresponding gradual decline from primitive

Quakerism, till, as represented by the authorOur Obvious Need.

There is, perhaps, nothing more obviously of the British essay, they are " in an extremely

seded in the Society of Friends at the pre-, low condition." The lowered standard, the

sent time, next to the " all-sufticiency in all, compromise of principles, the abs.

things" promised through the abounding' religious exercise, the less vital Cliiisi ianily.

grace of the Saviour, than humble, chastened, the absence of preserving salt, hav.' rrsultcd,

prayerful, and religiously exercised men and as ever must prove the sequel, in a hikew arm
women. Those who, having salt in them-jand degenerated church. And just herein
selves, and manifesting, also, in their measure view ofthe ancient Quakerismand the modern

the savor and light of the kingdom, thence —the old wine and the new—the eross-bear-

becomo as lights and waj^-marks to others ;' ing, lowly disciple, and that of the light-

those who are "not of double heart;" those
|

weighted, worldly conformed type—how ap-

who are willing to suffer for the precious propriate seem the spirit of the verses :—
cause' sake ; those who have "understanding
of the times, to know what Israel ought to

do; those who, at seasons, experience a being-

baptized for the dead ; those who long for

self-preservation, and that the church also, out
of weakness m&j be made strong ; so as, with
Holy Help, to "turn to flight the armies of
the aliens," and to come up out of the wilder-

ness leaning upon her Beloved.
A recent English essayist says :

" That the
Society of Friends" in that country, " not-

withstanding its mission efforts, is in an ex-

tremely low condition; which," he adds, "ap-
pears to be almost universally felt." " That

"Those days are long past, and new light rises o'er us,

No longer we snffer such hardship and loss
;

The 'March of Refinement' now opens upon us

And points other ways, than the way of the cross.

No longer we talk of meek, patient endurance.

Of low self-denial and watchful restraint;

But of confident hope, and exulting a.-^surance,

And the triumphs that wait on the steps of the

This decay in the vitalitj' of Quakerism
began more obviously in England soon after

the unsound doctrines of Elias Hicks reached
what seemed their culminating point in this

country. It appeared there to be a reaction
its membei's are but verj^imperfectlj' acquaint- from the apostasy that had so sorrowfully
ed with its (the Society's) own principles ;"

I taken effect here. The ever precious atoning
and "that darkness and wickedness reign I sacrifice of the dear Son of God on the cross
around." These painful disclosures, with for the sins of the whole world, and without
others of similar import, almost intuitively which there is no salvation, was hero, bj' E.
jirompt the query, what has brought about Hicks and his adherents, slighted or rejected

;

this lapsed and lukewarm state of things? and there it was so exclusively upheld, as too
wherein lies the remedy? A state so different' much to exclude the recognition of the no less

from that of the rise of the Society, as well as indispensable inward appearing and ruling of
so unlike that remembered by the writer, Christ by his Holy Spirit, as the engrafted
when faithful men and women of the ancient word which is able to save the soul—our
self-denying stamp — exponents of Quaker anointing of God, and guide into all truth,
principles and representatives in outward ap- These two manifestations of the Saviour—the
pearance of its practices—were well known' outward coming in the prepared body, and
there, and some of them also in this land, the inward appearing as the Spirit of truth
Thus showing, as in the case of their fore- or Comforter within" man—cannot without

danger be separated. For it is " as we walk it

the light as God is in the light," and not other

wise, that "the blood of Jesus Christ, his Son

cleanseth us from all sin." While fully accept

ing all that the Lamb of God in his sufferingi

and death in the flesh has done for us, thi

Society of Friends have no less accepted am
recognized Him as the alone Author of ou:

salvation in his spiritual appearance in thi

heart—the revelation of the Redeemer of men
by his Spirit in our souls as an abiding Teache

and Leader—as equally necessary unto ou

becoming washed, sanctified and justified ii

the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spiri

of our God. If either of these fundamenta

doctrines is slighted or rejected, there must

of consequence, be an unequal upholding o

saving gospel truths. As no spring can ris

higher than its fountain, if the fountain, th

doctrine, be superficially or imperfectly held

all the subsidiary streams are in imminen
danger of being corrupted.

While there were doubtless lesser causes

and especially the flood-tide of worldliness the;

setting in, that tended to bring about like r(

suits, yet herein in great measure, it is believec

lies the ground-work ofthe disaffection whict

to such an alarming extent, prevails in th

Society of Friends in England. May not thi

be "as the accursed thing," that so wniugb
weaknessand death in the caseofthe Childre

of Israel at Ai ? (Joshua vii.) And how ca

we expect the cloud to lift from off the tabei

nacle so as to admit of their going forward i

the name of the Lord and under his banne

against their enemies, until this obstruetio

be searched out and altogether destroyed

The Lord our God is a jealous God ;
and wi

not give his glory to another nor his praise t

graven images. He will be sought un&
through the revelation of his dear Son—1|
all-sufficient grace— the transforming, prl

serving power of his Holy Spirit. But if thi

heavenly unction be at all slighted, grievet

turned from, or quenched, through any mi:

guiding temptation, must not the consequenc

be serious? inasmuch as sins against the Hoi

Ghost seem even greater than those againf

the Son of man ; for the latter may be fo

given; but, according to Matthew, " Whosi

ever speaketh against the Holy Ghost, it sha

not be forgiven him, neither in this worl(

neither in the world to come." And agaii

how strong and conclusive is the text! " I^

man can say that Jesus is the Lord, but 6

the Holy Ghost."

This limitation or unequal upholding of D
vine truth—the one ever adorable propitii

tory offering of the Saviour of sinners upo

the cross, and the no less effectual savin

grace and truth which is derived by an,

through it, or Christ within, the life and ligl'

and hope of glory—has had the effect, it ma
be insensibly with some, to weaken testimonii

to the power and life of righteousness, and 1

cause the inwardness and spiritual mindednei

which once so signally characterized this pe

pie to depart from them. And it reminds
the plaintive appeal of the Apostle to tl

Galatians: "Having begun in the Spirit, ;

ye now made perfect by the flesh ? Why tui

ye to the weak and beggarly elements, wher
unto ye desire again to be in bondage ?

(To be concluded.)

Heaven is j'our home, therefore often thir

about it; tribulation is your lot, therefo:

daily expect it.
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THE POET'S FUNERAL.
[h. W. LONGFELLOW.]—BY F. N.

From college and from chapel spires
The bells of Cambridge tollM

;

And throngh the world on trembling wires
The saddening mes.^siige rolled.

They spake of one whose " Psalm of life"

Had reached its ronoded close,

And in sublime doxology
Before tiie Throne arose.

"The wayside inn" no longer holds
The guest who.se coming cast

A "gleam of sunshine" o'er the world

—

" The golden milestone" 's passed !

Within that "haunted chamber" now
We miss the good gray hair.s,

And beats with heavy heart ami slow
The " old clock on the stairs."

" The Reaper Death" has gathered in

The ripest of the sheaves,
The " wood- in winter" moan for him
More than their vanished leaves.

Nor " light of stars" nor " village lights''

His breast with sadness fills.

The earth-gleam and its gloom are gone

—

'Tis "sunrise on ihe liills !"

He o'er " ihe bridge at midnight" passed
Toward the " daybreak" grand,

Swifter than "birds of passage," on
" Into the silent land."

" Sandalphon's" hands have turned to flowers
His prayers and alms above,

"The children's hour" it is to deck
His grave with wreaths of love.

Broke is " life's goblet;" but the well
Outlasts the crystal urn

;

For us " the rainy day"—for him
No more the clouds return

;

No more " the building of the ship,"
But the celestial main :

The " village blacksmith's" arm has wrought
The last link of the chain;

The scholar, who to English speech
So deftly knew to tnrn

The songs of many lands and men.
Had one more tongue to learn

;

" Translated" is the poet's self.

His life-song evermore
"The happiest land" 's vernacular.

The last " Excelsior !"

" The River Charles" the message bears

Out to the sobbing sea
;

" The birds of Killingworth" are mute
And wander aimlessly

;

By icy capes and southern bays,

Alps and New England hills.

By "seaside and by fireside,"

The tender sorrow thrills.

Let "Church-bells heard at evening" waft
Their softest, sweetest tone,

" The curfew" toll the embers out.

Of one whose "day is done."

Ring out once more, O bells of Lynn,
O'er land and water call

;

" Belfry of Bruges," bid the shades
Throng to his funeral

!

"Two angels," named of Life and Death,
Float o'er the grave-yard dim.

Where the Moravian Nuns again
Chant their triumphant hymn.

"The children of the .supper" stand.

And lisp their reverent psalms,

And " blind Bartimeus" stretches forth

Once more his piteous palms.
And Minnesinger.s, Vikings old.

Baron, and Spanish knight,

And cobbler bards, and haloed saint."!.

Gleam on my startled sight.

"Balder the beautiful," in turn,

This silent voice doth rue;

And with an added anguish there,
" Prometheus" moans anew.

King Olaf and King Robert march
As mourners side by side

;

Miles Standish checks his martial step,

Walking with Vogelweid
;

Manrique and Scanderbeg pass by.

Heroes of arms and faith,

And with a mystic bugle-note
Brave " Victor Galhraith's" wraith.

While all along the British coast,

From all the bristling forts

The frequent minute guns obey
"The Lord of the Cinque- Ports."

And Dante walks in stately grief,

With many a bard sublime,
" Whose distant footsteps echo
Through the corridors of time."

To that "Gol's-acre" gentle forms
Will come at even-tide,—

" pjvangeline" with drooping head.
And "Hiawatha's" bride.

And often 'neath the evening star

A crouching form will creep.

And vigil at the poet's grave
"The quadroon girl" will keep.

" Endymion," when the moon is hid,

Adown the sky will slide;

The phantom form of " Paul Revere"
Will through the darkness ride;

" Hyperion" with clouded brow
Will wander there alone;

The Baron of St. Castine sit

And mourn as for his own.
Mount Auburn see.s a pilgrim-world

Ascend her well-worn path,

And garners 'mid her precious dead
A richer "aftermath."

The " resignation" that he taught.

Be ours the grace to gain

;

And his own " Con.solation" soothe
His own beloved's pain !

3d mo. 28th, 1882. —Chris. Intelligencer.

Selected.

THE MASTER'S REPLY.
" Restless and unsatisfied.

Of what use is life ?' I cried
;

" All my wishes are denied,

" All my duties trivial seem,
I have energies I deem

;

What I could be—oft I dream.

" Yet I cannot see my way
From this spot whereon I stay,

So hope fadeth day by day."

Then a voice was at my side :

"Let my conduct be thy guide."

('Twas his voice, the Crucified).

Law and prophets to fulfil

Was my life devoted still.

For I came to do His will.

" What that will ? The Scripture saith

Thirty years of Nazareth,
Three years of public work—then death.

"Thirty years unknown I trod

Galilee's sequestered sod
;

But my life was known to God.

"Daily work, at Joseph's call;

Dailv life, 'mid duties small

;

Yet I was the Lord of all.

" Daughter, if thy life be true.

Thou a blessed work shalt do.

Though unseen to mortal view.

" I shall know it, I shall see.

When, with willing heart, and free.

Thou obedient art to Me.

"All thy quiet life I know.
For I planned it long ago;
Would'st ihou, that it was not so?

" I have given all for thee
;

Live thy quiet life for Me,
So shall it transfigured be."

Now on these sweet words I rest,

And have ceased my anxious quest,

For the Master knowelh best !

Ruskin remarked that j'outh is a period of

building up in habits, hopes and faiths: "Not
hour but is trembling with destinies; not

a moment once passed, of which the appointed
work can ever be done again, or the neglected

blow struck on the cold iron."

Ann Freeman.
(Concluded fruni page 3

|>ai1 ofthis iiiin-utivf. will iKivcsrcn aimndant
proof ol'tl,.' .l.'volh.n ol'Anii Fivmiaii to the
will of her Heavenly FalLcr, of her faithful-

ness to the calls ol duty, and of her steady
attention to the teachings of the Spirit of
Christ in her own soul, which gradually open-
ed to her view the mysteries of the kingdom
of Heaven. When on her death-bed, in re-

viewing her previous course, she said, that from
her first setting out in earnest for the king-
dom of heaven, she had pursued the same line

—to do the will of the Lord, which had been
her delight to do. when it was made known
to her; and that things which she had done,
according to the light she then had, she had
ceased from when the Lord gave her more
light, and showed her a more excellent way.
8he rejoiced in the satisfaction of having fol-

lowed the true light, in things wherein her
mistaken friends eondenmed her, as forsaking
the true founlain.

She had learned in an unu,sual degree to
trust the Lord in all things, and to have her
own will swallowed up in his. This preserved
her from anxiety as to the result of the diffi-

culties wliidi slie encountered, and gave her
a lai-ge iiira-iiiT ot' thatjoj' and peace of which
the l'saliiii>l -]iolce. when he said, " Thou wilt
keep him in perleet peace, whose mind is

stayed on Thee, beeaiise he trusteth in Thee."
For want of this lull dedication, she felt that
the members of the different churches too
general!}' lived in a condition in which they
could not fully partake of the Divine bless-

ings. Her husband states that when near
the end of life, >lie w(.ul(| soiuetimes speak
of the state of the religious world; and she
expressed she was lully jiersiutded the Lord
would purify his church, and the people
wf)uld be brought to see and enjoy, more
fully, the spirituality and glory of this dis-

pensation; and that, as this light arose, so
would the people be gathered fi'om se'ctarian-

ism and sects, and from the teachings and
opinions of men, to serve the Lord in the Spirit
and i)ower of truth. And she often expressed
thankfulness to God, that she had been so far
deliverei.l and preserved from the teachings
and ilireetions of man, which, without God,
would lead from Him into error and darkness."

Like many other young -nomen, she had
felt an inclination to live a single life, and has
preserved a memorandum made in her twenty-
third year, in which she acknowledges the
Divine goodness in preserving her "amidst
the snares in which some have been taken in

marrying; some with unbelievers, and others
without being assured of the Lord's will

therein, who soon find themselves in bondage,
and shorn of their strength. Though it is an
ordinance of God, and honorable in all who
do it in his appointment: yet how few there
are that in this have the certain knowledge
ofthe Divine will, though they seek it in things
of less moment ; and when the cares of the
married come on, having not that solid founda-
tion, they are carried awa}' with the stream."
A few months after this, she received an

assurance from the Lord that He would re-

store her, and that she would be married in

order to prepare her for the work assigned
.

" At this," she says, "
I staggered, and

attempted to banish it all, because marrying
was connected with it ; but I found it impossi-

ble." About three years later, she met at
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London with Henry Freeman, like herself a 'much occupied with religious labors of differ- jthe Lord is good;' and she answered, ' \es

nreacher amono- the Bryanites; the interview ent kinds. Her health had long been delicate, j and spake something with respect to tl

in thus described. "
i his afternoon IL Free- and in about a year she became so ill with ;position of her body After she appeiuvd i

man called on me, and spoke of his feelings consumption, that it was deemed best to re- have lost the power of speech, she lo--. -

about o-oing to Ireland ; to which 1 fain would .turn to her father's house, where she lingered

have (nven'^no heed, from what I had heard a few months before her removal from works

of him, (for I had seen him but twice before to rewards. The sufferings of the body were

I came here.) I had previously soured myilightened by the assurance of eternal salva-

mind against his proceedings, lest I should bo tion. She spoke of death with much compo-

snared by his practice, which was judged by sure, signifying she should only sleep away

some to be the fruit of self-will. But this in Christ, and said, " When these eyes are

^ould not stand before the force of truth ; for closed, I shall at once be in heaven. I shall
• "

'

hall b-

e, and her countenance indicated

mind had a view of what she could nut e:

press outwardly. And she in a few miiiuti

breathed her last breath, while I held liori

ray arms, about half-past nine, on the cveniti

ofthe 7th of Third month, 1826."

Carlyle on irar.—What, speaking

unofficial language, is the net purpose ,

before 1 was aware, the mighty power took not be separated from you, but shall be as unotliciaUauguage, is tne net puipose a.iu u

bold on me, and with a convk'tion that it was near to you as now. It is not possible to de-:shot of war > To my own knowledge, h

my duty to go to Ireland with H. F. I |seribe what is the glory of the other word."
j

example, there dwell and tod m the Lnti.

thouu-ht I woifld have run from it, but there! Her husband has left an affecting record of village of Dumbdrudge usually some 5(

no place I could go from the presence of ' his wife's last days, from which the following souls. From these by cer'— "« -1 -
Lord The transporting joy my soul is taken : " She said, 'I know the Lord wiU.mies of the French, there

was
the Lord. The transporting joy my
received with the call, seemed enough to con- take care of thee.

quer all; but my prejudice against Ireland jWejjt, she hath min

uid being married, seemed to defy all : so that sympathy with nv

From these, by certain natural
~

" are successive

8oinetimes, when I have 'selected during the French war, say son

I hei- silent tears in thirty able-bodied men. Dumbdrudge at b

and bemg married, seemea to cieiyaii: so Luat sy.upau.y wuu u.c. v-.io .lay, after she took ! own expense, has suckled and nursed thei

I would Choose any thing but it. Yet I was to her bed, I was much affeeled (\mt did not She has, not without difficulty and sorr.nv f,

determined to be resigned to the will of f^od." I murmur) at her approaciiing death. She em- them up to manhood and even tiaiiRMl the

Soon after this she makes the following braced me in her languid arms, and we min-|to crafts,so that one can weave aiu,t her l.mi

record on the occasion ofthe marriage of two I gled our tears of conjugal affection; but we
|

another hammer, and the weakest can stai

other friends " Had all professors I have, were satisfied in God. She often encouraged under 30 stones avoirdupoise. « evert iielei

known to take this step, acted as prudently ' me to glorify God, by cheerfully resting in his amidst much weeping and swearing they a

therein, I should not have so lightly thought will; yet she sympathized with me, which selected and shipped away at the j.ub.

of what is an ordinance of God, as 1 have., was very comfortable to me.
h^?;^'g'^'

some 1,000 miles away to the sou

I am more persuaded of the propriety of itsi " One day, some one spake to her about her 'of Spain, and fed there until wanted
;

and nc

not bein.r good, (in general) for man to be funeral, expressing a desire to comply with in the same spot are thirty similar 1 .-611,

alone : yel it is evideiU there are but few that her wishes ; and asked if she had any objec- artisans fVom
_
French Dumbdrudge, until

permit the Lord to guide them and choose tion to have preaching, at the time of her length, after infinite effort, the two parti

for them, and therefore much misery results funeral. To which she answered, 'My wish come into actual juxtaposition. Ihirty stai

from their marriage. As they receive each is, that the people would assemble together fronting thirty each with a gun in bis bar
- -

and wait upon God ;
and if the Lord moves Straightway the word ' Fire is given; a:

any one to preach, it should be complied with : they blow the souls out of one another, ai

but I cannot choose or appoint any one to instead of sixty brisk, useful craftsmen, t

each ; for it is contrary to Truth, and would world has sixty carcasses which it must bui

a denial of the testimony I have borne.' and which you must shed tears for. H

other only from and for the Lord, their power
of doing good is increased, and consequently

their joy."

A bout eight months after her first interview

with H. Freeman, during which she had

passed through much silent exercise of mind

under the prospect of going with him to Ire-

land as a field for religious labor-she says

in her diary, 1824, 28th of Second month. "I

had but little sleep all night, being so deeply

impres*d with a sense of my duly to leave

En<i,hind, as is almost insupportable. To-day

H. F. spoke to me on the subject of going

abroad, and of marrying: this circumstance 1

had looked forward "to with holy trembling,

knowing it would take place ;
but I knew not

how 1 could bear it. He asked if 1 believed

I was called to go abroad. It was some time

before I could answer; and dared not answer

in the negative, being sure ofthe Lord's will

therein. And though in my oivn will and

wisdom I should refuse to marry; yet I am
bound by the strongest ties to submit to

Divine wisdom, that cannot err."

Her feelings after coining to this important

decision, are recorded in an entry dated the

16th of the following month. "Before nov,

I have thought there must bo a degree of

bondage attached to taking any step towardi

marrying ; but I prove it as far the reverse

as light from darkness."

Shu thus notes the consummation of their

marriage 9th of Eighth month :
" Being the

day appointed for H. F. and me to be out-

wardly united, under a deep sense of God's

mercy to us, and a great aversion to the spirit

ofthe world, instead of an outward feast, we
kept a fast, unto the Lord. I believe, this daj'

I lived nearer to God, than any day befon

O Lord, make me more thankful for thj' gift

—an helpmate for heaven."

After her marriage, she removed with her

husband to Ireland, where their time was

hich it must
must shed tears foi

She spake other words, to 'this effect—that tliese men any quarrel? Not the s

she wished the occasion to be in the best man- They lived far apart as the
,

ner improved, and that in the order of God. —nay, even by commerce there was soi

She also remembered what she had before re- mutual helpfulness between them. .
.

questcd,thatthefamily would not put on any Alas! so it is in all other lands. Whate^

ourning habits, nor allow any unnecessary kings do, the people must pay the pi]Hr."

eating and drinking, as was often the case on
' —

*

such "occasions; and she wished the funeral The Boy's Prayer and the Waterspoiit-

to be plain." April of 1860, the brig " Helen Jane," bou

In speaking of her disorder one day, she jfrom St. Domingo, when well advanced on t

observed, she thought very rarely any one in course in the southern latitudes, was one d

a consumption was converted on their death- confronted with that fearful aqueous ji

bed; for it was such a disease as stupefied all nomena—sometimes so dangerous a foe

the powers of body and mind ; and she found ships at sea—which was bearing down up

now, that if she had to seek a change of heart, the vessel with great rapidity. The saili

she should be incapable of it. But she had for there was little or no wind—afforded

now a firm foundation, and rested in the will 'means of escape, and the firing off of a pis'

of her Eedeemer, every moment, to dispose of, in the absence of any larger gun, could i

her as He saw fit."

"

produce a concussion ofthe mighty coliinir

"On the evening of the day before she do- uplifted water from its threatening altitu

parted, I had a pe'i-suasion of"the presence of All now was consternation and confusion

cflorified spirits, and a solemn feeling of the board among both crew and passenL-ei-

presence of God, and some intimations of her whom there were several, including thr

dissolution being very near. On the 7th of four young children and tlieir^ parents

Third month her voice was hoarse, and she " " >
'

'-

spake but little; and when I have been by
her, she would sometimes look on me ;

though

not saying anything, her countenance indicat-

ed a sweet peace of mind. In the course of

this day I was very solemnly impressed, and

was often saluted with these words to my
mind: 'The hour is come!' About nine in

the evening she had the cough, and her breath-

ing became very diflicult. She desired me to

lift her up in the bed. I held her, and she

requested me not to let her go. The cold

sweat then came on, and other certain har-

bingers of death. I said to her, 'My dear,

three

. T|

sons of culture and education from a Mafi

chusetts city. One of their little grouj,

boy of about ten years, noticing the capta',

pale and terrified looks, and his pious mot

with the rest in tears, with despair depic

on their faces, came up to her who had tau,

him from infancy to pray to the great Goc
" our Father in heaven," and our onlj' Hel

in time of trouble, and exclaimed, in earn

yet composed voice, "Mamma, why don't;

pray? why don't you prayf And then, w
out waiting for a reply, he knelt down in

midst of the trembling cabin company, ;

in a few simple words besought that Almi
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Being, whom winds and waves and the
irhviiid obey, to turn away the awful wa
spout and mercifully save them from thi

pending clanger.

^fter his prayer the child seometl to feel

e that the Lord would bear it and grant
iverance. Nor was he mistaken in his ex
itation of relief from the power of an over
ing Providence. In a few moments tin
•k, seething, hissing, cloud-crested mass of
ters passed harmlessly by, not touching
so almost grazing the vessel's side, as t(

ise all to regard their escape as marvellous,
I to realize that to God the Lord belonged
the praise,

i'rom that mother's still fresh memories of
scene, we have received the narrative

en above. Her dear son's life-voyage end-
in his early manhood, but not without
lor and the crowning grace of true reli-

ri. What has been here recorded is a just
lUte to his memory and a true story of a
•'s great faith in God.— W. H. in Episcopal
•order.

W, 'p.—When James Backhouse
1 al Wellingioii valley, New South Wales,
iieetijig lor uorship was held, which he
mded. After listening to the singing of
< hymns and the reading of the prayers ol

EpiscopalChurch by the person in charge,
was informed that if he had anything'to
to the pcojjio in love, they would be glad
lear him. He says in hisjournai :

My mind had been under much exercise,
after a short pause I stood up, and gave

irance to what was before me; alludingto
It was said by the apostle Paul, when he
iched to the Athenians; and showing that
.superstitions of the jiresent day do not
Sist in worshippingidolsof wood and stone,
fen b_y art and man's device, but in imagi-
tha

Natural History, Science, &c.

Locality of Diseases.—D v. B. W. Eichardson
states that yellow fever can only continue in

parts of the earth where there is a mean tem-
perature above 68° P.; typhus fever flourishes
onlj' in regions having a range of temperature
lying between 40 and 62 P.; pulmonary con-
sumption is so limited by a given degree of
cold, that it cannot exist in the Hebrides, the
Paroe Islands, Iceland, and the Arctic re-iiHis :

and the phenomena of catarrhs or colds are
confined within a range of temperature ex-
tending from a mean of 41 P. to the extreme
cold of the Arctic climate.

Reason in a Dog.—In the two following
anecdotes, the action of the dog can only be-

attributed to reason.

The first anecdote was sent to me by one
of the principals in a well-known engiiieerin<'-

firm.

'I once lost a sovereign, iu a bet which I
made that a wonderful little dog would not
take a penny off a red-hot bar of iron. The
dog belonged to an ironmonger at Knighton,
Eadnorshire. The dog was" in the habit of
searching for pence purposely hidden in the
shop, and, when found, taking them to a
baker's shop and getting buns in exchange.
He quite knew the right-sized bun, and used
to keep his paw on the penny until he got it.

'A bar was heated red-hot, and no sooner
was the penn}^ laid on it than the dog with-
out the least hesitation, dashed at it. By
some means which I could not see, because ii

was done so quickly, the dog knoeked ihi

penny off the bar, and then sat down (juieiKy it until the coin was cool. It's luull uf per-
jet seHsatisfaction was most absurd."

.'^oiiie yeai-s ago there was a dog at Margate
which also knew the use of money. He iised

to beg tor pence, and take them to a bat

rt.inf™i"n°rn',f°'T''f''^'^'?'r-"
be exchanged for biscuits, at a shop in the

.tain foims and luu.l. dcvmed by „arrow, hiliv lane which is pleased to assume
ti-A title of iligh street. One day the baker,
wishing t(; ^.

" -

ipressions of
itfs I had to con

1, in imitations of the e

1 devotion. These th
t with that worship which is in spirit and
ruth

; showing their inferiority, and that
Lord, to many who use them, is an un-
wn God. In commenting on the words,
lom ye ignorantly worship. Him declare
ito you,"'&c. I n'ad to ilireet them to the
'king of the Holy Spirit, felt by all men
. witness in themselves against sin, and to

are that this is the drawing ofthe Pather,
)se goodness seeks to lead us to repent-

3, in order to bring us unto the Son, that
may find life in Him, and for his sake re-

:e the remission of sins that are past, and
)ugh Him be enabled to perfect holiness
he fear of the Lord. That thus we may
le to the knowledge of God, who made
yen and earth and all things that are
•ein, who is not worshipped by men';

ds, neither dwelleth in tem])les made
ds

;
but who is worshipped in spirit

ruth by those whose hearts are turned
) Him, and who are led by his spirit; and
walk in his fear and live to his glory.

! regard his law, as it is recorded iu the

Y Scriptures, and as it is put into their

ard parts, and written in their hearts

;

r whole lives are an act of worshi|), both

n assembled especially for the ]nirpose,

'when engaged in their daiU' avocations."

how the dog would behave, ifi

he played the anima\ ^ tactical joke, took
I

his penny and gave him a tm.^f
|,jm.|,j(

Next time that the dog had a penny, he loi.ix

it to the baker as usual, showed it to him,

and then went off to another baker who lived

iieai-lv ojiposite. This he afterwards did in-

variably, siKiwingthe penny to the baker who
had ottended him, an<l then transferring his

custom to the rival on the o[iiiosite siile of the

narrow street.

These proceedings were dictated bj- reason.

It was doing on a small scale precisely what
the dog's master would have done on a largo

scale, if a tradesman liad taken his money
and given him a bad article for it.

—

J. Gf.

Wood.
Hijgicne among the Chinese.—The Medical

Officer of the State Board of Health of San
thlPrancisco, in a report to Congress, States he

'i never knew any disease or pestilence origina-

aniong the Chinese : greater with adult white
people than with adult Chinamen. There
have been no epidemics among them; and
there has been less small-pox among thera
than among the whites, the ratio of popula-
tion being allowed.

—

Scientific American.
The Mungoose as a Eat Killer.—The intro-

duction of the Mungoose into Jamaica as a
cure for the once formidable rat pest on the
sugar ))hintations, is said to have proved a
iioialije success. The sugar rat is a huge
\\ iiiie-bellied fellow, measuring ten inches in
length of bodj^, his long tail adding ten inches
more to his length. "Pormerly the damage
done to the sugar plantations of the island
by these rats amounted to something like
half a million dollars a year, rising to a quar-
ter of the crop in seasons of specuxl ravages.
About five years ago, the Mungoose, whose
zeal as a snake and rat killer, is well known,
was imported from India. As a result the
plague of rats has greatly diminished, with
a saving in sugar of not less than 25 tons of
sugar on each estate.

—

Scientific American.
A Remarkable Gas Well.—A well was fin-

ished in Fourth month last by the Niagara
Oil Company, in Washington Co., Pa. After
drilling for six months, the depth of 2200 feet
« as reached, when a vein of gas was struck
which threw the tools, which weigh about 800
pounds, clear out of the hole, aud more than
fifty feet above the top of the derrick. The
gas made stich a roaring noise that the drill-

ers had to go away from the well fully 300
vards before being able to make themselves
iniderstood. The well is 22 miles from Pitts-
liiu-gh, and inaj^ be utilized by that city in

ease the supply does not become exhausted
soon.

Poisonous Bullets.—During the Franco-Ger-
man war complaints were made of the use of
poisoned bullets by the combatants on both
sides. Gros, of Paris, offers an explanation
by stating that the construction of the mo-
dern breech-loading arms, causes the bullet
to convey' with it a portion of the hydro-
cyanic acid which the explosion of the ]iow-
der has caused to be accumulated in the
lianel. Even if poisoning to a mortal extent
noes 11,,^^

1.J, p|.i jj^ jg remarked that the
healing ot woiTTn-t-,^.-, ,„.,t,-,,.- n,. „ . i- i i

thi
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atience is an impi

Upham.
•tant requisite to a holy

ting in the Chinese quarters in that city. Ho
admits that they live quite close, and attri-

butes their healthy condition and immunity
from disease to their frugal life. " They eat

to live, and do not live to eat. The}' are

clean in their habits, and they drink no whis-

key. I have never seen a drunken China-
man in my life. They consequently obtain a

bettor resisting power to the attack of dis-

ease. Thej^ constantly wash themselves, and
keep themselves and their clothes clean. The
death-rate is greater among the whites than

The visits to our meetings and members, in

which the Committee, appointed for that pur-

pose by the late Yearly Meeting of Philadel-

phia, liave been engaged, are calculated to be

useful in various wa_ys, if they are rightly

performed and rightly received.

It is very obvious, that no spiritual good

can be accomplished, unless the Divine bless-

ing accompanies the labors of the Committee
;

and no large measure of that can reasonably

be expected, unless those who have been set

apart for this service, are concerned to seek

for helji from the Lord ; and endeavor to live

in such close commnnion with Him, that their

whole deportment, as well as their words,

shall carry conviction to others that they are

lo_yal subjects of the King Immortal.
The importance of the co-operation of those

who are visited, is illustrated by an incident

which occurred many 3"ears ago, on an occa-
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sion similar to the present, though the visit

was confined within much smaller limits.

AVhen the committee of men and women
Friends drove up to the house of one of the

members, they were entertained by its head

with a wonderful outpouring of fault finding,

directed, not against them personally, but

against the Society at large. The questions

were asked, why we had no good meetings,

and no living ministers. The" committee sat

in silence, until their host had exhausted his

long catalogue of complaints ; and then, bid-

ding the family farewell, proceeded to resume

their seats in the carriage which had brought

them. Before finally parting, one of the num-
ber said to the Friend whom they had come
to visit, that he now felt willing to answer
his query—why we had no good meetings.

The answer was 'substantiallj^ as follows :

" If thou wert to select the best preacher

thou ever heard, and put him in a room with

50 or 100 dead bodies, what kind of a sermon

could he preach to them ? Just so with those

who are spiritually dead. There must be life

in the hearers as well as in the minister to

have good meetings. Thou believest in the

New Testament and reads it? 'Yes,! do.'

In that, the Apostle Paul speaks of those

who fell in the wilderness, and says, ' Unto
us was the gospel preached as well as unto

them ;
but the word preached did not profit

them, not being mixed with faith in them
that heard it.' So there must be faith in the

hearers." These remarks produced an effect

on the mind of the person to whom they were
addressed; and he ever afterwards manifested

great respect and kindness to the Friend who
had thus shown him, that the cause of his

poor meetings, and of what he deemed the

poor preaching ha heard, was in his own
heart.

We believe in the present ease, there is a

general feeling of satisfaction among Friends,

that this service has been entered upon
;
and

thej^ are disposed to open the way and render

such assistance as is needed, in waiting upon
those of the committee who come among
them. We sincerely desire that they may
also come under a living exercise (J|^|lil•il lor

the religious welfare of themselves:" ' '• ',"'\^'

sothat they may not lo'i" ''"; '^^:''','
'i

'
^''''.^''^

to be confer.- '"'^ ^"^- ^^^'^ "' ^he Church.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In the U. S. Senate, tlie Secretary

of the Interior was directed to give a detailed account
of the Indian civilization fund, its origin and amount.
The Senate bills for the laying of another Atlantic
Telegraph Cahle to connect with the Baltimore and
Ohio system, and to amend the statutes touching tlie

issuance of patents for mineral lands, were passed. The
General Deficiency bill and Legislative and Appropria-
tion bills were also passed. The Senate Committee on
Territories have decided to report in favor of a bill

creating the Territory of Pembina, out of all that por-

tion of Dakota now lying north of the 46th parallel.

In the Hou.se, a bill authorizing the issue of two per
cent, bonds or certilic.ites in exchange for bonds bear-

ing a higher rate of interest was passed. Representa-
tive Wilson, of West Virginia, offered a resolution,

which was adopted, requesting the President "forth-

with to demand of the Government of Great
the reason fir the imprisonment of American
in Ireland ; and, if it shall appear that such imprison-
ment is wrong and in violation of the rights of Ameri-
can citizens, he is authorized to demand their release,

and if it is delayed or refused he fhall resort to such
means as he may think proper to effect such release."

It is believed that Congress will be able to adjourn
finally on Second-day, the 10th inst., or within two or

three days thereafter.

On Sixth day the 30th ult., an express train from

Long Branch for New York left the track while cross

^

ing the bridge across the Shrewsbury river, near Little

Silver Station, and several of the cars fell into the river.

hree men were killed and over fifty injured, two of

horn have since died.

A despatch has been received in San Francisco re-

porting the destruction of an Indian settlement in

Tejon Canyon by a cloud-burst. Several persons were

drowned, and many injured by drifting timber. A
water spout at Manitou, Colorado, on Seventh-day

night, washed out a mile of railroad track, and drowned

a boy.

It is estimated that by the recent tornadoes in Iowa,

Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, Dakota and Minnesota,

130 persons were killed and $3,500,000 of property was

destroyed.

The railway companies are now working with a full

force of laborers in Jersey City and moving an enor-

mous quantity of accumulated freight.

Returns from all the counties in Iowa, received at

the State Register's olBce, show a net majority for the

Prohibition amendment of 28,907.

The new directory for Chicago contains 196,000

names, making the population of the city, according to

the publisher's estimate, about 580,000.

There were 372 deaths in Philadelphia for the week

ending 7th mo. 1st, as compared with 305 for the pre-

vious week, and 320 for the corresponding week of last

year. Of the whole number 191 were males and 181

females : 47 died of consumption, 25 of old age, 17 of

pneumonia, 15 of cholera infantum, 13 of typhoid fever,

5 of sunstroke, and 3 of small-pox.

Markets, &C.— U. S. 3J's, 101 ; 4y.s, registered, 114^-;

coupon, 114J; 4's, registered, 119}; coupon,

rency 6's, 132.

Cotton.—There was no essential change

price or demand. Sales of middlings "

views of the Conference respecting Egypt, and thi

Turkish troops will be gent to re-establish the stains m
under the direction of the Powers. The Times iOj

says it is informed that Egyptians of good position hav

petitioned the Sultan and the Powers, through Dervisc

Pasha, to restore the states qao. as the country is bi

coming utterly disorganized. This information, thoug

known in some quarters, has failed to arrest the dowi

ward course of Egyptian securities, because of the ai

nouncement of a large failure in Paris, making nece

sary some forced closing of accounts.

Before the appearance of the phylloxera in Frani

there were over 700,000 acres of vineyards in the Ghi

rentes. Of these three-fourths have been attacked b

the pest, 270,000 have been completely destroyed, an

the insect is now making head at the rate of 'J3.0(

acres annually. The population of these dep;irti]ien

has fallen off about 10.000 during the last five yeai

and ihriving, bustling Cognac itself, whose progre.ss w:

some years ago exciting wonder, and where there we

140 brandy firms, is now on the downward road. A
other trades and callings necessarily suflfer, and in th

town nf under 13,000 inhabitants there are at prese!

810 empty houses to be let or sold.

Cairo, 7th mo. Ist.—In consequence of the mana;uvr

in,? of the British tieet, Arabi Pasha proposes to sei

an Egyptian officer on board the flag-ship to ask fori

explanation of the movements of the vessels.

Ragheb Pasha and other ministers declare that th;

will oppose armed intervention by Turkey. They ha

obtained a declaration from one of the Ulemas tl

such a war would be lawful. The Ministry are d

cussing the proposed issue of a circular to the Conei

r-] stating that they will not be responsible for the propel

in, urges the people

concludes by saying that pub

further be disturbed. The p
irabic.

-The Standard's despatch fr.

'
:lish in

D.-rvii

of absent Europeans.

3 notice in
|

Dervisch Pasha has issued a proclamation calli

eported at upon the people to obey the Khedive, and to fratern

12J a 13i cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans. I with the Europeans.
. , j „

Petroleum.—Standard white, 7\ cts. for export, and Dervisch Pasha's proclamation also dwells upon I

7| a 8 cts. per gallon for home use. obedience due to the

Flour.—Flour continues dull, and prices favor buyers, to their business, anc

Sales of superfine, at $3 a $3.50 ; western and Pennsyl-| security will not an;^

vania extras, $4 a $4.50 ; 2U0 barrels Minnesota extras,: claraation is printed in Arabic

clear, at $6.50 a $6.75; 2-50 do. Minnesota extras, clear,! London, 7th mo. 4ih.--l he .

strai-'ht, good, at $6.75 a $7; 300 do. Pennsylvania Alexandria says : A conflict between the Engl is

extra faimly, good, $5.60 a $6.62.V ; 375 barrels do. do. clads and the forts may occur at any moment,

fancy, $5.75; 100 barrels Oliio do: do. good and choice,: Pasha and Arabi Pasha have disagreed,

at S6.50 ; 100 barrels St Louis do. do. on private terms;] The shareholders of the Panama Oanal Co-

100 barrels winter wheat patents, at 7.50 a $8.50 ;
125 a meeting in Pans, approved of the report

barrels Minnesota do. at $7..50 a $8.50 ; and 600 barrels Lesseps and ^"thori^ze.Uhe Director to is^suji obi

do. citv mills, family, on private terms. Rye flour was

dull ; sales in small lots at $4.25 a $4.50. In corn meal

there was very little doing, and prices were nominal.

Feed —Sales are reported at $17.50 a $18 for winter,

and $16 a $17 for .spring wheat bran.

Grain.-At Philadelphia whe-' •'« !',".^'^'"^"^,''"°

lower. Sales of 2200 ^-'"-''^ .red for milling at Sl,29

, «! •?! no '- Huaiity and location; 1400 bushels do. at31 as '- -i"'"ity ^""l location

/.j;' 1200 bushels do. at rl.31

$1.30i; 5000 bushels spot at .f 1.31; 4000 bushels spot at

$1.30| ; 2400 bushels spot at $1.30|, and 30,000 bushels

No. 2 red at $1.24 a .>1.24J. Corn was unsettled.

About 9000 bushels sold in lots at 81 cts. for yellow
;

81 cts. for mixed ; 79 cts. for steamer; 79 cts. for No. 3;

78 cts. per bushel for rejected, and 40,000 bushels sail

mixed at 81 f a 8U ct.s. Oats were firm. Sales of 10,000
bushels white at 61 a 62 cts., and rejected and mixed
at 60 CIS. per bushel, and 15,000 bushels No. 2 white at

60 a 60i Cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 7th mo.
1st, 1882. — Loads of hay, 319; loads of straw, 43.

Average price during the week—Prime timothy, *1
to $1.10 per 100 pounds ; mixed, 85 to 95 cts. per 100
pounds; straw, 65 to 75 cts. per 100 pounds.
Foreign.—A national society has been founded in

London for ttie suppression of juvenile smoking. One
of the leaders in the movement is the eminent teetotaler.

Dr. Benjamin Ward Richardson. Letters in approval
of the society's aims were read from the Earl of Aber-
deen, Samuel Morley and others. Dr. Richardson said

the use of tobacco by the young was a grave and in-

creasing evil, and that the effects of it on them were
destructive both to mind and body. He was convinced
that the need for the society was large and real.

Judge Lawson, addressing the Grand Jury of county
Clare, said that the number of offences committed in

that district had trebled, and he shuddered to think of

the terrible consequences were the military withdrawn
for a moment.
London, 7th mo. 1st.—The 2'imes, in its financial

article, says that it is informed on good authority tiiat

Lord Dufferin, the British Ambassador at Oonstanu-
nople, has telegraphed to the Foreign Office that the

Porte has signified its intention to be guided by the

.„ the amount of £250,000, bearing five

terest, for the purchase of the Panama railroad.

A French Go^cnment vessel has recently succeet

in J.cJging in the Bay of Biscay at a depth of 17,1

feet, or three and one-fifth miles. The animals foi

at that distance beneath the surface were numerous, '

of small size.

A number of leading manufacturers met at Colof

on Seventh-day and adopled resolutions declaring t

the Bi-metallic agitation is most injuriously affect,

the economic interests of the country and' that

Government should express the determination toca

out a gold currencv without undue haste.

The Berlin Oflicial Gazette announces that H
Sclialz has been appointed to succeed Herr Bitter

Minister of Finance.

Tlie total period of service in the German army 1

been reduced from fourteen to twelve years, beginni

next autumn.
Fresh attacks upon Jews in Hungary are report;

The (jovernment will send reinforcements of troopi|

Upper Hungary for their protection.

A rebellion has broken out in Muscat against

Imaum. The movement is headed by the Iriiaui

brother. The British man-of-war Dryad has proceei'

to Mu.scat to protect British subjects there.

Buenos Ayres, 6th mo. 27th.—The latest despatc

from Uruguay report that the insurrection is spreadi

WANTED
By 9th month, 1882, a woman Friend to take cha

of Bradford Preparative Meeting School.

Apply to the undersigned,
Lydia D. Worth,

Marshallton, Chester county, Ps

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty -third Ward,) Philadelpht

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, W
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Managers.
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of Departed Worthies.
stopher Healy's visit to New England, concluded from p. 378 )

th mo. 9th. Wo, with several of those who
, been interested in our proceedings, met
3ther at the meeting-house ; this gathering
Jther seemed somewhat eompai-abio to a
ting opportunity, Christopher felt under
)y obligations to them ; they, too, had been
iial and diligent in gathering the public
lis inietings, and in upholding bis hands
)u-li uiiundant labors, by their sympathy'
Icllowship; and he was moved largely to
ress them. The wing of Divine goodness
ned to be spread over us, and it proved to
i baptizing season,—something like the
tism of the one spirit into the one bodj-;

•h counsel was extended, encouragement
'ed freely, and the word of caution was
withheld.

ih mo. 11th. Two meetings are apjiointed
36 held at the house of our kintl enter-
era, at Norton, to-daj^—one at 10 o'clock

he forenoon, the other at 5 o'clock p. m.,

several of the apartments were seated for

purpose. At the first named hour we
z our seats, and manj^ gathered with us.

istopher was clothed with gospel life and
'er, and ministered to the attentive people
jeautboritj'of truth

;
words flowed freely,

although smooth things were not pro-
sied to all, yet all apjieared to be satisfied

much interested. In the afternoon a
:e meeting assembled

; this, too, was favor-
Christopher was largely engaged in testi-

ly, and was led impre'-isively"' to declare

d to attend FriemU' .M.n iu^s.

th mo. 12th. Belnre K-a\ in- our hospitable
irtainers this morning, Christopher was
to distribute counsel and encouragement
Roliil ]-iarting opportunity with the family
others |iresent; wo then moved onward
rode fourteen miles to North Providence.

' route lay through a country pleasing in

earance ; the fine elm trees of New Eng-
1. are attractive ; crossed the Blackstone
ir at the village of Seaconk

; it was here
t Roger Williams, when he fled from
isachusetts intolerance, essayed to estab-
a government that would afford an asy-

. to the persecuted and oppressed ; biit

finding himself still within the jurisdiction of western sky was beautiful, the golden and
that colony, he removed and founded the town azure tints were reflected from the placid
of Providence. Near the bridge at this place bosom of the waters, and as the steamboat
which crosses the river to Pawtucket, stands Water Lily glided swiftly bv, the undttlating
the first factory established in Ehode Islai'nd, waves gently rocked the smaller craft, and a
it is j-et a good building, its date quite mod- boatload of light-hearted boys ajjpeared to
erii, and since its origin, factories have multi- enjoy it much ; Ave should Hbo careful that our
plied in that State to a marvellous extent. 'minds are not too much entertained with
Christopher had a parting opportunity with earthly objects, yet I do not think it unallow-
several who had been kind and serviceable to able to entertain a passing interest in scenes
us, and we moved forward to the railway at like these. Before parting for the ni^-ht our
Providence, passing the fatal spot where the circle gathered into silence, and Chnstophur
tlwelling of A. Jenkins had been des.ro^yed: was moved to distribute impressive coiinsel.
by fire. Proceeded 43 miles to Westerly, and 8th mo. 18th.—First-day. It had been
were again kindly entertained there. arranged to appoint a public meeting at a

8th mo. 13th. We had looked forward [private dwelling, at 10 o'clock this forenoon,
towards setting our faces homeward this and at the time appointed a moderate number
evening, but a prospect of further religious 'of attenders sat with lis in the large parlor
service arising with weight and clearness, and gathered into silence. Christopher was
Christopher has concluded to pass into Hop- led to impart much counsel, and somesearch-
inton to-morrow, and some more meetings ing testimony. The afternoon meeting was

have been appointed; some of us may have ap'pointed to be held in a public meeting-
' loked longingly homeward, but we do not house, in Westerlj^ at 5 o'clock; at the ap-
nsh him to relinquish the service until the pointed hour we found a large number of

•equired at his hands is fully accom-| people collected and collecting ;"the house was
plished

8th mo. 14th. Left Westerly this iiKMiiing.

and moved forward towai-d a Methodist \Aiirr

of worship, where a meeting had 1»m n tip-

pointed to be held at .'i o'cbic-k in 1 lie nlicr-

noon; passing nniny |i4;ii-i's familiar tw i 'liris-

topber, and travelling 12 niiii-s, Tlic iiH.'ciing

was well attended, and uIUt a linn' of sijcni

aiting Christopher dcliviMcd niu'li insti-iic-

tive counsel, wordsflowid tVcih-. ariiiinpanicd

with an evidence of Divine aiiuiiiliug, and
with the authority of truth ; the meeting
closed comfortably, and much satisfaction

therewith was expressed.
8th mo. 15th. Attended meeting at Hop-

kinton at 11 o'clock. On the way stopped at
the farm where Christopher's father died, and
on which the remains are buried; we all

visited the grave, and the scene was solemn
and impressive. The day was rainy, and al-

though the usual invitation had been extend-
ed, the meeting was not large, but Christo-
pher had good service, including an interest-

ting opportunity; and we were again
kinilly and hospitably entertained in "this

nci:;liliorhood.

8th mo. 16th. Parted with several of this

vicinity who had been kind to us, and among
them John Wilbur, now much advanced in

life, the frosts of age have fallen upon him,
but he is yet active, his intellect unclouded,
his discernment keen, his judgment deep, and
his conversation edifying; but according to

the course of nature his days are fast number-
ing toward a close, and wo bid him thought-
fully farewell, not thinking it likelj' that some
of us would meet him again in mutability.

8th mo. 17th. It is concluded to appoint
two meetings at Westerly to-morrow, and our
departure homeward is delayed. We spent

owded, but the audience was quiet and at-

li'iitive. Christopher was again clothed with
u«'-.|iel life and power, and handed forth that
\\ iii'h was given him to distribute, in right
anlhiirily. Sfvt_ral ministers of other denom-
inaii"Ms were present, and although some
lilain and clusc testimony respecting hireling
ministry and the call to the ministry went
In lib to all those whom it might concern, yet
ii apparently was well received, and may in

the cool of the day be reflected upon, to the
instruction in righteousness of some who were
present upon the interesting occasion. This
meeting is the last which Christopher expects
to appoint in New Kngland. it was evidently
owned by Israel's Slnplnid. and was a com-
fortable conclusion to t'liristoiihcr's religious

services in this land.

8th mo. 19th. We expect to set our faces

homeward this evening. I rambled a distance
from the village, and took a seat under the
shadow of a rock on one of the rugged hills

of New England: a distant view of the ocean,

the windings of the Pawkatuck river, and a
pleasing landscape scene were sjjread out be-

fore me. I did not look upon these beauties
of nature with an indifferent eye, but a retro-

spective view of the proceedings of our little

company for the last two months, more defi-

nitely arrested my attention at this time. Our
sojourn in Now England localili's. a|)|iarently

is nearlj' brought to a clo.se, and altliough in

looking over my jiour services, feelings similar

to those of the iinpi-dliialile servant are mine,
yet I can rejoii-e in tin' aluindant favors which
have been vouchsafed to the aged servant of
the Lord, whom it has been my privilege to

accompany in bis visit in the love of the gos-

pel, to some of the people in this part of the
land. The gospel message has often distilled

the day agreeably with kind entertainers, and I as the dew, and as the gentle rain upon the
as the sun was sinking below the horizon, the tender plant.
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llis testimony has at times been somewhat
shai]) against the rubellioiis and uvil (loor«

;

the |)efuliai-itiert of other societies have at

times been haiulled with Christian boldness,

and the UMfaitliful of his own profession have

not always been spared, but apparently his

gospel labors have been very generally, and

perhaps universally well received, much satis-

faction therewith "has been expressed, and I

do not find that he offends any. He has been

divinely assisted in his goings forth, and we,

his companions, have been comforted in bear-

ing liiiu company.
Christopher and his companions re

their homes in safety the following day
-•bed

Siberia.

(ConllmieJ h-on. page 38:..)

Formerly the exiles had to walk all the

waj', and their journey occupied many months.

Their lot has been much mitigated since the

introduction of railroads and river steam-

boats. Those in Russia who are condemned
to Siberia are now first gathered to a cen-

tral prison in Moscow, where they may be

seen entering the city in droves. Henry Lans-

dell saj's:—"A very affecting eight was the

first of these droves I saw in 1874. The

night, and in the towns are larger buildings

m' which they may rest, if necessary, a longer

time, and where there are hos|)itals, medical

attendants, &c. Thus they go on day after

lay, week alter week, month after month, to

their destined place or prison."

There are certain prisoners, such as those

connected with revolutionary attempts, of

whom the authorities wish to take special

i, who are individually placed between

two gendarmes, and sent off' to travel alone

direct to their destination.

A leading object of H. Lansdell's visit, as

alrcadj' stated, was the distribution of books

among the prisoners. A few extracts from

his work in reference to this matter are sub

joined. During a voyage of 1600 miles on the

waters of the Obi and its branches, there was
attached to their steamer a large prison barge,

designed to convej^ 800 men, in which the

space between the deck-houses was enclosed

forwai'd my endeavors; and T so far availed

If of this willingness in Siberia as to dis-

tribute more through the authorities that

formerly, and less in proportion with ourowi;

hands. Still, we gave an immense numbei
personally, and many also we sold, on th<

principle that a man values most what h(

pays for. At each of the towns and villages

on the Obi we made up parcels and sent their

with a note to the parish priest, asking bin

to distribute the books gratuitously. As th(

periodical

—

The Russian Workman—could b(

had post-free for a rouble a year, manj- sail

they should get it. One man intimateil tba

he should write for 50 copies forthwith, am
another that he should get the same nuinbe

of subscribers in his neighborhood, on th

Lower Obi, where he had built a little church

and had had his son instructed to read to th

people. Oar greatest su(!cess,, however, ii

Western Siberia, and one that would hav'

epaid us for all our trouble, has since prov&

had calculated that there woul

ved our literary food. Not that
j

be about 2,000 pass during the summer wh

rude, but so de'litrhted were they could read, and for these I left 1,980 Russia

with iron bars and wires like a menag
" We went on board, with hands and pockets to be the plans laid at Tinmen, through whici

full of readingmatter for distribution ; and if town, as observed before, some 18,000 exde

the bars were suggestive of a menagerie, so, pass yearly. From data, given mem tb

I must add, was the niode in which the occu- 1
prison,

pants received

they were
with the pictures, and so eager to get the Scripture portions, 36 Polish, German, Frencl

van consisted of soldiers with fixed bayonets, papers that contained thom, that we found it Tatar, and Mongolian Scriptures, 546 copie

Behind them marched the worst of the men
, hard work to hold our own. We had after- of the Russian Workman, and 2,520 tracti

prisoners, with chains on their ankles, thel wards an opportunity of testing the value in The exiles going east are sent awaj- in th

clanking of which as they moved was mostimoney of this apparent eagerness for reading barge weekly, and, before the party starts,

unmusical. Then followed men without fet-
j
material. In former years I had always given religious service is held by a priest at Tiumei

ters, but chained by the hand to what looked both Scriptures and tracts. This year it was I have since heard that after this servio

like a long iron rod ; and next after them the'urged, and I think rightly, that it is better, throughout the summer, our books were di

women co^nvicts ; and then the most touching when possible, to self them. To offer them, tributed
;
so that I trust they are now to t

part of the whole—women, not convicts, but
,
however, for money to convicts seemed almost found not only among the convicts in prison

wives who had elected to be banished with a mockery. Nevertheless we tried it, and re- but also with those who have been sentt

their husbands. Then there were wagons 'quested tne officer to let us know how many live free, but in comparative solitude, in th

containing children, the old and infirm, bag- [prisoners would like to give 2i'i. for a copy .furthest corners of the country,

gage, &c., the rear being brought up by armed of the New Testament, or the Book of Psalms.
|

"Some have shaken their heads and sai

soldiers. As the prisoners moved along theJTo my surprise, he ca'me at a subsequent that the men would sell the books, and mali

street, passengers stepped from the pavement 'stopping-place, bringing the money for 44 cigarettes of the tracts. This, however,

to give them presents. To this the guards jcopies, and said that one man was in such doubt; but, even if it be so, it may sirnpl

who walked at the side made no objection, haste to get his book that he had been to him nican, in the case of the Scriptures, that

and in this way, in some of the towns, the three tinies to ask for it. As we proceeded book has passed from the bands of one wL
prisoners gather, or used to gather, a con- on our course, and, looking back, saw the Aid not care for it to those of one who doe

siderable sum of money." broad keel of the barge ploughing its way But the Russians have great respect, amoun
"Being gathered then at Moscow, the -after us, one could not help feeling for' its ing almost to superstition, for what they ea

prisoners are sent off' in droves of about 700 strange freight, and the many heavj' hearts ' holy books;' and such books are a gret

each by rail to Nijni Novgorod. This com-
mences in spring, as soon as the river naviga-

tion opens, and two or three parties go off

each week. They began the year of my visit,

on May 8th. On reaching Nijni Novgorod
they are placed in a large barge built for the

purpose, which carries from 600 to 800, and
is tugged by steamer to Perm.
"Hence they are taken twice a week by

rail to Ekaterineburg. Their walking, how-
ever, does not yet begin ; for the 200 miles

remaining to Tinmen is got over by convey-
ances, each of which, drawn bj' three horses,

carries about six prisoners ; and thus they
arrive at the first prison in Siberia proper.

"Now begins their distribution. Those
who are condemned to Western Siberia are as-

signed to particular towns or villages, whither
the.y are sent by water, if possible, or, if not,

on foot. Those, however, who are condemned
to Eastern Siberia are placed in another barge,

and taken to Tomsk, whence their walking
eastward begins. When not hindered by ac-

cidental causes, they usually rest one day ana
walk two, marching sometimes twenty miles

or more a day. Temporary prisons are erect-

ed along the road to receive them for the

that were being tugged along further and deal too scarce to allow of their b^ _
further from the de.ar"place called ' home.' " ally uncared for. Moreover, in Siberia, boot

" Our singular mission greatly puzzled the of this character and tracts are new. In Bi

Russians. I have since heard how it reached ropean Russia, many, on receiving the book

theearsof the worthy Archbishop of Tobolsk said they had no idea there were such publ

that a strange Englishman had been through cations in existence; and we had cases in Asi

the district, leaving thousands of books to bo of soldiers giving their last kopeck to get

given away. Like a watchful shepherd, his copy of the Gospels, the Psalms, or the Ne'

first anxiety was to see that they contained Testament."

no heresy. Having examined the books, how-| "In further illustration of the demand ft

ever, and perused a set of the tracts, he found Scriptures in this part of the country, I ma
them exceedingly good, and would by no' mention that, on the way from Tomsk,
means put anything in the way of their dis-j made it a practice to go into the post-statiom

tribntion ; but, said his eminence, 'Those and whilst luy companion was arrangin

English are a queer lot, and there must surely about the horses, I took somje pamphlets an!

be some ulterior motive behind it.' To the Scriptures, and, having nailed up an illustr;

same effect were manj- of the officials' eogi-'tion of the 'Prodigal Son,' I next distributel

tations, as they oozed out and reached me some tracts, saying, as I did so, ' daron\

from time to time. We met with no opposi

tion, however, or even questioning of what
we were doing. The fact that the revolu-

tionists have sometimes distributed seditious

leaflets inside pamphlets approved by the
censor makes the police on the alert in Eu-
ropean Russia ; but I have usuallj- found even
there, so long as all was clear and above

hich means 'gratis;' and then, showing
New Testament, I said, ' dvatzat-piat kopecl\

which means 25 kopecks; or I showed a cop|

of the Gospels, and said, ' dve-natzat kopeck,' (

12 kopecks. Usually this offer was jumpe
at; sometimes three or four were bought b

one person ; and it not unfrequently bappenc
th:it the first purchaser would run oft' to t£

board, that the authorities were willing to I others of his good fortune, and bid them loi:
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o time in tbilowing his example. This was
isuaily done whilst tlie horses were heine;

hanged ; hut if we stopped for a meal, and it

ras noised abroad in the village that tracts

fere being given away, we were taken by
torm, and sometimes could hardly eat in

eace for the numbers who came to ask for

ur gifts."
(To be concluded.)

Our Obvious Need.

(Concluded from page 3S0.)

It is much easier, perhaps, for active, carnal

3lf, in love with the world, to call in question

36 accumulated religious experience of by-

one years, and to try to reconcile things in

beir nature discordant, than it is to submit
> that discipline of the cross which crucifies

p the world—that tedious process of " work-
jig out our salvation with fear and trembling"
j-or that change of heart which the apostle

peaks of as the renewing of the inward man
jday by day." In the words of a jjious

writer: "Men can readily take up a profes-

ion of faith, in a suffering Saviour, nay, bring

^mselves to trust in an outward covering oi, I

lis merits and righteousness for salvatimi. .

ecause this costs them nothing: but to bu;i

He doeth the great work of salvation for us

without us, or that we have nothing to do
with co-operation. But ile.shly indulgence is

what we nalurallj' wish for, and here is a

newl}- devised bait of the serpent to ensnare
us in this countrj-; for he knew that the

same make and shape in the way of tempta-
tion, which laid waste in America, would not
allure here just now, and he has succeeded in

a sorrowful degree," &c. Once more from
S. L. G.'s pen :

' Oh ! how is the innocent life

now trampled upon ! How is the mystical

body of Christ despised within our pale!

Surely if the members are set at nought, so is

the Head
;
and I am ])ersuaded that the true

Christ is crucified afresh, and put to open
shame, under the very pretence of extolling

Him. We have indeed the ' lo here,' and the
' lo there,' come with power, but concerning
which, we had need attend to the warning
and prohibition, ' Go ye not forth to meet
them.'" William Rickman declared in a re-

ligious meeting in England, in 1828, that "he
believed a sifting, proving time would come,

and was approaching, when the foundations
of the miMnhcrs of our religious Society would

|irii\ cmI. a 11' I all tlm^i iii)t building on Christ
-11-. thr K'M-k <>\' auv<. would be'scattered

;

il, a^ under the legal dispensation, all the
jlothed with His spirit of humility, poverty, [descendants of faithful Abraham were not the
;nd self-denial; to renounce their own wills children of God (but in Isaac shall thy seed

p his lowliness, meekness, and total resigna- be called), so under this glorious dispensation,

ion to the will of God; to mortify the fleshly niany who have had pious predecessors are

ippetites; to be crucified to the world; tojnot found walking in their steps. Ho felt de-

trip- themselves of all complacency and satis-jsirous that we should keep close to that Power
action in those endowments whether natural that would preserve us, let come what maj-
ir acquired, which appear great and glorious come." John Barclay', in 1833, writes :

" We
a the eyes both of themselves and others; [have signs of the times enough to assure us,

.nd, in a word, to take up their cross, and
i that there is that at work in our poor Society,

ollow Christ in the regeneration—these
lard saj'ings, they cannot bear them; but

iVisdom is justified of her children,"

These novel innovating doctrines were by
uany, in the visions of light, fought and
varnod against, and their bitter fruits clearly

bretold. Sarah Lyncs Grubb earlj- testified :

' With respect to our religious Society, I trust

t may yet be said, 'Oh! Israel, who is like

into thee?" but mj' fears have been manj-,

est, through the subtlety of the serpent, we
ibould mo're and moi'e lose this distinction,

ind become mingled with the world in its

ipirit ; and lest his various transformations

hould even prevail with many, unto the re-

noving them from their places, like the dragon
vith his tail drawing down the stars from
leaven ; for we have become so wise and so

iberal, that, even with divers of those first in

•ank am ngst us, many things, once deemed
lighly incoiisistent with our holy profession,

ire 3'ielded to with impunitj*. It seems to a

few, that some inexperienced minds are in

ianger of going out to meet that, and of set-

,ling down in that which the true spirit of the

jospel leads from ; and so a scattering da}',

sven in this respect, appears to threaten, and
n many ways are we likely to be spoiled."

igain she writes: "There seems but little

30W to be met with, of that pure, simple,

ieep waiting for, and moving in the ancient

ind everlasting power, which was so emi-

nently our dependence once, and our glory too,

is a people. The work of new modelling us

by human efforts goes on, and the cry of peace

[ind prosperity is loud. Safety appears to me
to be proclaimed in the midst of danger."

Again from the same: "Truly some of us

have not so learned Christ, as to conclude that

which if not averted, may beguile and cor

rupt, if not shake us as in a sieve, till we be

reduced to a little remnant." "O! that all

who are not with us would even go out from

us, and show their true colors ; it would be

more honorable, than to be endeavoring to

insinuate something else among us, which our

fathers could not, neither can we adopt,

—

nay, which we have protested against, and
came out from, when we became a poo])le."

Another, anon3'mous, writer in allusion to the

present time, has left us the following:

—

"However the changelings of our day may
impose the shadow for the substance, the

Quakerism of Fox, Penn, and Barclay will

rise superior to the struggle and assert its

rights anew. We have no fear that the cause

which cost our forefathers the loss of life,

liberty, love, and law, will ever fail ; but we
fear for their children's children, lest their

greed of gold, their love of luxury, their plea-

sure of popularity, and their choice of change,

should scatter them to the four winds, and so

leave the court of the spiritual temple to be

trodden by others more devout and worth.y."

Does not our obvious need a^ a remedy
then, consist in coming out from every thing

the Lord's controversy is against? to repent

and do the first works? to return to the kind-

ness of our youth, the love of our espousals?

—to primitive principles and practices?

—

endeavoring to maintain the testimonies of

Truth in their own dignity and simplicity,

which in the beginning so made our Society

a bright and shining light? No human skill,

learning, research, or divination, can bring

any beyond the all-sufficient gospel of th(

grace of God, which was so availingly pu

forth in that day; and which has stood and

stand the test of ages. As said the Apos-
tle Paul of the gospel preached by him, so it

may be said of that of the early Friends :

Though we, or an angel from heaven, preach
ny other gospel unto you than that which
we have preached unto you, let him be ac-
cursed."

It may be that, like Ephraim, we have be-
come-too much mixed among the people! It
may be that the spirit of the world has proved
too strong for us ! It maj^ be that human in-

strumentalities with the temptations of Satan,
have exalted the mind above the meek and
lodest Truth ! It may be that the simplicity
f the cross—though the only way to the
rown—has been like its adorable Author was

formerly, "a stone of stumbling and rock of
offence!" It may be that the Lord designs
to humble us somewhat after the humiliating
process he took with Gideon's army ! It may
be that he will confound the wisdom of the
wise, and bring to nothing the understanding
of the j)rudent! It mny be that he will cause
his " day" to be upon every thing that is high
and lifted up, that it maj' be bi-ought low I

It may be that He " will overturn—overturn
-overturn," as He did aforetime, till this So-

ety shall, in humility and contrition of soul,

and true godl}' sorrow, offer to Him who sits

as a refiner and purifier of silver, an offering

"n righteousness of a sweet smelling savor I

And it may be that the Lord's chastening
hand shall not be removed from off us, until

that banner which our forefathers bore so

nobly before the world, and which they
handed down as a sacred trust to us, shall be

again raised in the life and authority of the

ever-blessed Truth ! Should this ever be

—

which is hopefully believed—it must be, by
simple dependence in the obedience which is

of faith, upon the Everlasting Arm. It must
be by a faithful maintenance of those precious

doctrines and testimonies, which while they
constitute our obvious distinction in the view
of others, form, no less, the life of our profes-

sion—Christ the light of the world—"Chaist
n men the hope of glorJ^"

Socrates said every man had need of a
faithful friend and a bitter enemy. It is quite

possible that most of us reallj' appreciate the

value of the cordial friendship of the good
man. We get comfort, happiness and cheer

from the kind words and the wise counsel of.

those who love us; but do we really profit by
the bitter words and the declaration of our
weakness and folly on the part of those vvho

hate us? If we would get a clear insight

into ourself and understand our vulnerable

points, we may perhaps get more light from

our enemies than our friends. At all events

it is wise to consider carefully the allegations

of our enemies respecting ourselves, that we
may eradicate the evil and correct the wrong.

We may get more truth from an enemy in

five minutes than we could draw from a friend

in a century.

The message we have generally to proclaim

is, that all unrighteousness is sin, and all sin

the service of the devil ; that none can be

saved in the service of the devil, for he is the

<.nem>- of God, and so are all his seiwants.

We find it also our place to state the funda-

mental doctrines of the gospel, and to urge

the importance of attention to the convictions

of the Holy Spirit upon the mind, discovering

siv, condemning it, and leading to repentance,
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as being the only \v

to a tnie faith inCli

(jfod.

—

James Backln

L'h \vc can com
holy walk with

" If the foundations he destroyed, what can th<

righteons do?"— Psalm xi. 3.

Many there ai'e, I believe, who as watch

men are standing on Zion's walls, trcmblino

lest the foundations be destroyed, and the

query oft arises in m,y mind, is there not great

reason to fear, when we see one after anoth

of our precious doctrines laid aside, even the

very fundamental principles of our beloved

8(.)c'iety violated and counted as a thing of

nought? Yet there are those who, beholding

all tliis evil, are in nowise shaken, but a

mourners going up and down beholding the

walls and viewing the breaches thei-eof ; who,

with the Psalmist, can say. In the Lord put I
my trust: how say ye to my soul, flee as a

bird to your mountain.
To those who love the truth and desire to

keep it, is there not something more to be

done than viewing the "foundations?"' Truly
there appears to be great need of removing
every thing of man's inventions, and those

things that perish, and all that hinders the
work, that the temple may be built up of
" lively stones," fitted by Hitn alone who can,

above all others, beautify- the work. How
necessarjr it is, that as a people wo abide

under his divine hand, until prepared to labor

in and for the cause of Truth! What sad

mistakes we make when not called to the
work, nor qualified for it by Him who is the
living Head ! Let all such stand in fear lest it

be said unto them, " Who hath required this

at your hands ?"

Let us remember that the work of redemp-
tion belongeth to the Lord, and the removing
of all the dross is the work of his holy hand,
as the prophet declared, when speaking in his

name, saying: "And I will turn my hand
u))on thee, and purely purge away thy dross,

and take awa}'' all thy tin ; and I will restore

ihy judges as at the first, and thy counsellors

as at the beginning; afterward thou shalt be

railed the city of righteousness, the faithfiU city.

Zion shall be redeemed with judgment, and
her converts with righteousness." (Isaiah i.

25-27.) Who, then, can remove the dross or

take away the tin ? but He who redeems his

citj'' with judgments, and his people with right'

eousness.

As it was with Israel of old, before they
were brought into favor and made meet to
receive forgiveness of Him whom they had so
grievously rebelled against, even so I believe
it is required of all those who would know the
sure " foundation" to remain, to take to them-
selves the admonition of the Most High to his

ancient people, where he exhorts tliem, say-
ing :

" Wash j'ou, make you clean: put away
the evil ofyour doings from before mine eyes ;

cease to do evil, learn to do well,"&c. (Isaiah
i. 16-17.) Always, repentance goes before
remission of sins, and a forsaking of them be-

fore amendment of life. This, I believe, is the
only way whereby we can come to a state of
acceptance before the Lord, and know the
dross and tin, to which, as strangers to the
covenant of grace, wo are heirs, to bei-emoved.
How can the evil one lead any to undervalue
re])entance, which is one of the foundation
stones of the true Church. Let those who
will, boast of the "Finished work of Christ"
and put their confidence therein; they will
surely find that they are resting on a sandy

foun(hition, except they repent. Truly the

Saviour of men did a great work, and finished

it,—all praise to his ever excellent name ;

—

ami tiirou^-li that work nian, who was dead
ill iiT>|Ki>-. ,> and sins, is enabled to repent and
r(_Mci\i' r. mission of sins, and become an heir

of eternal life, through faith which is in our
Lord Jesus Christ.

Jemijiiah Lapp.
Oakwood, Ontario, Canada, 6tli mo. 5th, 1SS2.

From the " Philadelphia Evening Bulletin."

PETER'S TEARS.
I.

Kidron .sighed; the stars looked wondeSoftlv the IvKlron .signed; the stars looked wondernig
down,

Their great eyes sad and dim.
'Twas midnight at the pal tee ; Jesus stood alone

Before the Sanliedrira
;

Those who had known Him longest and had loved

Him best

Had followed, but not near.

\ dread filled all their hearts, and Peter's like the rest,

Was filled with donbt and fear.

Here is the cloistered court ; the tessellated floor
;

The Jews in jealous ire;

The prisoner bound ; above, the Roman guards, and
lower,

Stands Peter by the fire.

Musing he watches, waiting, for a taunting crv :

"Thou artof Ga.ilee!"

Brought wrath and stinging bitterness to his reply,
" The man is naught to me :"

Then, swiftly through the heedless throng a shining
lance

To Peter's quivering heart

The Master sent : a warning look, a soulful glance,

That left a life-long smart.

It struck and shivered, yet a tender blow it seemed,
And brought back to his mind

The ble.ssed years gone by ; as one who waked yet
dreamed

Of scenes long left behind
;

Thoseblessed Spring-time yearsin dear Bethsaida, when
He had not seen the Lord,

But in his childish way, 'mong Jona's fishermen,
He mused on what he heard.

Those long-gone mother-lessons o'er his memory swept

;

Those peaceful, vanished years
;

And then it was tliat he went out alone and wept
Those sad, regretful tears.

II.

He thought of all his lowly life in fialilee

Before the dear Lord came;
How he and Andrew toiled content upon the sea.

And knew no (ear or shame;
Well he remembered all

;
just how the singing tide

Washed np the silver sand,
That day the gentle Teacher cime and stood beside

And made the strange demand,

—

"Come follow me!" Yet how their true hearts glowed
and burned,

And cried " It is the Lord !"

And how they left their little all, and joyful turned
To follow at His word,

How on the way they plucked and ate, that hallowed

The golden ears of grain
;

Ah, he might never hear in life's rough, thorny way
Those blessed truths again

;

There was the hillside where He taught till day grew
dim,

—

Their Teacher true and kind ;
—

Sweet lessons of a higher life went out from Him,
Great joy and peace of mind

;

He thought of that dark night when wild winds beat
about

With fierce and angry noise
;

And how the timid spirit of the storm went out
Before that sovereign voice

;

And that white day with James and John on th' moun-
tain's height.

How could he so forget!

The glittering vesture of the Lord—the glory-light
Around the saints they met,

God's voice,—the awful shadow of the cloud— all

ae ;

—

All save his sinful fears !
—

What wonder he went out and wept, in the purple
dawn.

Those bitter, burning tears !

III.

And, that calm evening when the ruler's darling chile

Lay still and sweet in death.
How the Saviour came and took her little hand, an

smiled.

And called again her breath
;

So oft to th' Blessed he had gone with griefs and fi;art

And brought back precious things;—
So close he walked with the Comforter, those zealon

years

Flew by on white dove's wings!
And now comes back th:U last sad supper willi th

Lord,

—

Its love, its my.stery.;

The red wine poured, the broken bread, the solem
word,

—

" Do this and think of me ;"—
And when the dear Christ took them,—Peter, Jamt

and John,
Out to Gethsemane

They fell asleep
;
how could they leave Him there iilon

In his great agony !

Oh, sad, false heart! So soon he had forgotten Him,-
That peerless, perfect Friend

;

And there He stands, so calm before the Sanhedrim,
So near the bitter end !

Oh, ble.ssed Christ ! So loved, yet left; so worshippei
yet betrayed,

So wept, .yet so denied !

Again there came to mind that strange, snd word H
said:—

"1 must be crucified !"

No more to meet? No more to clasp that hand, nor gi

To Him for sympathy ?

He was the truth and life, and oh, I loved Him so !

So long, so tenderly !

Oh, if a living, bleeding heart may make it true,

—

My heart stain all the years !

Then on the sleeping blossoms fell, like glittering det

Peter's repentant tears.

—Agnes E. MitcheU.

THE CHILDREN WE KEEP.
The children kept coming, one by one,

'Till the boys were five and the girls were thr

And the big brown hou-se was alive with fun
From the basement floor to the old roof tree.

Like garden flowers the little ones grew.
Nurtured and trained with the tenderest. care

;

Warmed by love's sunshine, bilhed in its dew.
They bloomed into beauty, like roses rare.

But one of the boys grew weary one day.
And leaning his head on his mother's breast,

He said "I am tired and cannot play;
Let me sit awhile on your knee and rest."

She cradled him clo.se in her fond embrace,
She hushed hiru to sleep with her sweetest soi

And rapturous love siill lightened his face

When his spirit had joined the heavenly throng.]

Then the eldest girl, with her thoughtful eyes,

Who stood where " the brook and the river meel
Stole softly away into Paradise

Ere " the river" had reached her slender feet.

While the father's eyes on the graves were bent,

The mother looked upward beyond the skies;
" Our treasures," she whispered, " were only lent,

Our darlings were angels in earth's disguise."

The years flew by, and the children began
With longing to think of the world outside;

And as each, in his turn, became a man.
The boys proudly went from the father's side.

The girls were women so gentle and fair

That lovers were speedy to woo and win
;

And with orange blossoms in braided hair,

The old home was left, new homes to begin.

So, one by one, the children have gone

—

The boys were five and the girls were three;
And the big brown house is gloomy and lone,

With but two old folks for its company.
They talk to each other about the past,

As they sit together at eventide.

And say, " All the children we keep at last

Are the boy and girl who in childhood died."

The bird that sings on highest wing
Builds on the ground her lowly nest.

And she that doth most sweetly sing.

Sings in the shade when all things rest.

In lark and nightingale we see

What honor hath humility.
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Primitive Friends.

[Thr Western. Friend \\n- mU nn,. contains
aitielc under the above lieailing-, whirh, in

clear and dispassionate manner, gives a

ief outline of the origin and present state

the subdivisions which have been made in

r Soi-irty in the last 40 years, in the Eastern
•arly .Meetings.

Tiiiiuuli the subject is a humiliating one in

me ot its aspects, yet it is believed ))roper

rejniblish the article for the information of

3lass of our readers who have grown up in

e last 20 years, since the occurrences there-

related took place. A part of one para-

aph is omitted,' because the substance of

has recentlj' appeared in our columns.

Ed.]

rhe strictures on Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

^ in "The Conspiracy of bilence," and the

Licle from Zell's Encyclopedia on " Primi-

'e Friends," in the 3rd month number of

\e Western Friend, may, without some ex-

ination, convey an erroneous impression to

ose who are not familiar with that Yearly
.'Cling, and the circumstances attending the

;ting u]) of a separate organization witliin

lihiils.
I

PbiUulelphia Yearly Meeting was early

aiised to the danger to which the Society!

IS exposed, by the introduction of views
Kling to undervalue the great fundamental
ctrine of the Light within; and to fix the

iention too exclusively- on the outward com-
y and sacrifice of the Saviour, to the neglect

his inwjiriJ and spiritual ai^pearauce in the

nl. In 1835 the Meeting for Sufferings of

liladelphia Y^early Meeting addressed an
istle to that of London, calling attention to

sound publications by some of their mem-
ra. This was further enforced in the corre-l

andenca between the saniemeetings in 1842,

'

: and '46. In 1843 the Yearly Meeting
ued an address prepared bj^ the Meeting for

fferings, under the title of "
I he Ancient-

iStimony Revived," setting forth the lead-

y doctrines of the Society.
[

The disunity growing out of the spread of

sound docrines, and the attempt to sup-

ess the exposition of them, pi'oduced a

paration in New England in 1845. Both
clies addressed Philadelphia Y^early Meet-

1

Sf,
which referred the documents to the

seting for >ufi'erings, which after patient

restigation, made a detailed report in 1849.

jwbicb the judgment is expressed, that a

Jht of membership ought to be accorded to

e members of the smaller body ; this report

|,a adopted by the Yearly Meeting, and in

pordance therevvith, their ministers have
^n received, and certificates of removal
Snted, &c., by subordinate meetings. In

%7 the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia!

iued ''An Appeal for the Ancient Doctrines!

'the Religious .'society of Friends," in which
imy of the unsound passages in the writings

Kilward Ash, and Joseph John Gurney
]\' ])iiinted out; comparing tbeni paira-

ii])li by paragraph with the writings of

'X. W liitehead, Barclay, Penn and others of

r curly Friends on the same subjects. This
peal \vas endorsed by Ohio Yearly Meeting.

ly.-)4, a separation was brought about in

pio Yearly Meeting Ijy some of its members
lao had adopted the modern views, and
hers who were untler their influence, with-

awing and setting up a separate organiza-

n with Jonathan Binns as Clert. * * *

Frn:n tl.c time of the separation in New
KngltUMJ, and a subsequent one in New York,
coii.-idcraMc diversity of sentiment had exist-

ed among those members of Philadclpliia

Yearly Meeting who were united in n|)li<ilil

ing the original doctrines of the Society, and
laboring to arrest the spread of the modern
heres)-, as to the course which the meeting
should pursue in some respects, in regard to

those meetings where separations had oc-

curred. After the separation in Ohio, this

was further increased by difierent views as

to the course to be taken in regard to those

meetings which had acknowledged the meet-
ing of which J. Binns was Clerk. The great

body of the members believed, that, although
those meetings had grievously erred in this

and other respects, and although the con-

trolling element in those meetings, was favor-

ing the new views ; still, they did not feel

that the time had come to declare that those

bodies were not co-ordinate Yearly Meetings,

and to denj- their members the right of mem-
bers of our religious Societj-; but rather, felt

that it would be better to stand still for the

present; waiting in humble dependence on
the Head of the Church, till He should clearly

point the way and time to move forward ; in

the nienntimc cxoi'ting all the influence pos-

sililo. Iioili to picsci've our own members and
also to labor, as uay might open, among the

luenibers of the Society at large, I'hey knew
there were many Friends scattered tlirough

those meetings, who were struggling, under
many discouragements, to maintain the tiiith

of oiirforcfatlcTs unalloyed, with whoni they

deeply synijial hi/.ci| in tiicir trials. iJcsii-iiig

their'pri'scrvation in the truth.

A smaller number believed that all such
meetiufi-s should be considered apostate, and
all official recognition of the rights of their

members, as members of the Society with-

held. They insisted that the granting or re-

ceiving certificates of removal or marriage,

was identifj'ing us with them, and making
us partakers in their departures ; they there-

fore objected to all such documents. Giving
prominence to this view, ami dsvelling upon
it, it finally became of ])aramount importance,

[in their eyes,] overshai.lowing all other jioints

of Church organization ; they came to look

with sus|iicion on those who could not see as

they did : altrilmling their thus differing to

uusfuiiKhc'ss in ]iriMci]>lc. even where the pro-

I'c-sion oralUichnicnl lo the original doctrines

of I hi' ,-^ucici \- w as <'hl'orrcd by a life and eon-

vci'.-^alion (on>islcnt I Icrcwith. Undcrthese
feelings, and discouraged by the Yearly Meet-
ing not bciiiu- willing to accede to their views,

they finally, in and about the year 1862 with-

drew from the meetings connected with
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. In the few
places where their members were sufficient,

they set up meetings of their own, thus pre-

senting to the world at large, the sad and dis-

heartening spectacle of two bodies of Friends,

proicssin-- the same (loctri)ies, upholding the

sane- Icslinionics. cic b':i v.u-ing to walk by
the same rule, and looking to the same in-

ward Guide
;
yet so alienated in feeling that

they could not even sit down together in

public worship, though their meetings were
held exactly alike. liesides their little meet-

ings for worship, they organized a " General

Meeting," held once in tlarce months, which
is still kept up, though a considerable num-
ber who first joined it, have from one cause

or another, withdrawn from it and them. J n

Ohio, where the excuse for such a course
seemed still less than in Philadelphia, as that
meeting was entirely isolated from the Yearly
Meetings which had given countenance to
I lie modern unsoundness; a small company
set u]) a separate meeting in sj-mpathy with
the Pennsylvania '-General Meeting;" but
becoming convinced of their error, most of
them retraced their steps, and returned to
their former meetings

; the few who remained
separate, are now consideretl as belonging to
the Penn.sylvania •' General Meeting." A few
Friends having- with.lrawn from one of the
Quarters of Haiti re \'r:irly .M.'ri in^-. in con-
sequence of t h.' r.'co-iiiiinn' bylbal body of
the Binns Meeting in ( )bio

;
alter maintaining

a separate organization fur a few years, a part
of these also, have joined the same bod3'. the
rest having, upon their own request, been re-

jceived as members of one of the adjacent
meetings of J'hiladel|ibia Yearly Meeting.

I

Following the separation in New England,
a nnnibcr of Friends withdrew from the New
\iiyk Yearly Meeting, and set u]) a separate
Yearly Meeting in sj-mpath}- with sound

I

Friends there. But it was not long before
the watchful enemy found means of sowing
discord among them, finally restdting in a re-

divLsion. After many years' duration, this

breach has hovvever, been latch- hcalccj, and
the two bodies re-united.

I

The second division in New Y'ork, and other
causes. li:cl led to some unsettlement in New
England, ^mailer bod3') and this was in-

creased by a difference in regard to the sepa-
ration in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting; re-

sulting in a small number leaving the Yearly
.Meeting, and setting u)3 another meeting;
both these bodies retain their sc])arate exis-

tence, though au effort is ncjw liciiig made to
effect a reunion.

In Philadelphia Yearly Meeting though the
loss of the Friends who withdrew, was sensi-

bly felt and. mourned over by their friends,

who could not see that it was i-ight for them
to desert the field of labor in wbiidi they had
been placed

;
yet-the Yearly .Meeting has been

enabled thus far, to maintain its allegiance to

the original doctrines of the Society. It is

true that some of its members early embraced
some of the new vie\\-s. and thei'e are those
who continue to adlcic t.. them. Ease and
outward prosperity have also induced in many
a spirit of worldlincss, manifested among
other ways in a neglect of our testimonies to

plainness of dress, language, &c.; yet the ur-

gent advices to its members for greater
faithfulness in these respects, which are sent

down from year to year; the labor bestowed
bj- its committees in the circulation of the

approved writings of our Society, especially

thoseof George Fox. Robert Barclay', William

Penn and others of our early members ; the

.warnings issued from time to time against

: errors in doctrine and practice ; and the pre-

servation of its meetings as seasons of wor-

jship, undisturbed by singing. Scripture read-

ing, and other innovations ; show that, as a

body, its testimony to primitive Quakerism
is still upheld, and that the controlling influ-

ence of the Y'"early Meeting continues to be

exercised for the truth, and against error.

There seems to be no valid reason whj^

those who believe in the same doctrines, wor-
ship in the same manner, act under the same
s3-stem of religious discipline, and seek to bo

governed by the same Spirit of Christ, should

not be outwardly united. The desire has
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ofteu been felt that all that obstructs the har-

monious and united action of those who love,

and live accordinif to the principles of our
iSociety, may be removed, and that the happy
condition of the Churches of old may be our
experience. "Then had the Churches rest

throughout all Judea and Galileeand Samaria,
and were edided, and walking in the fear of

the Lord, and in the comfort of the Holy
Ghost, were multiplied." C.

For " The Friend."

Religious Views and Tenets.

I am firm in the belief that our forefathers

were led by the Holy Spirit, into various

views and practices, which soon distini;-nish-

od them from the religious prolV-^sdi-s around
them ; and which also, like a hedn'o, protoi-led

them from participating in the osteiitalioLis

displays of a vain and inconstant world. If

so, do we think that the same Hol_y Spirit,

and the teachings of the same holy Bible that

they had, and believed in, would no.v lead us

back again into a conformity to the vvorld,

its ways, its formal, lifeless worship, and its

practices? Are we not now, to an alarming
extent, joining hand-in-hand with the world,

and with other professors of religion around
us, who have not full}' renounced the world?
Are we not going with them in dress and
language, and in almost everj'thing that in

the tirst place distinguished us from them?
Are we not, to a large extent, in unison and
fellowship with thera, in attempting to carry
on the works of God and of his church, in that
wisdom and strength which is earthly, sensual,

and not of God ? Is there not a strong ten-

dency towards turning again to figurative and
ceremonial rites? to a one-man ministry, an
educated ministry, and a paid ministry ? In
short, to many things which our early Friends
were called away from, such as reading the

Scriptures as a part of worship,—the formal,

noisy, customary way of singing, and many
other things which they who have discerning-

eyes can see, better than I can enumerate
them? He that hath an eye to sec, let him
see

;
and he that hath an ear to hear, let him

hear, what the Spirit saith unto the churches.
But I am aware that the time has well nigh
come wherein it might be said of many in our
Israel-, like it was said of Israel of old, "Hav-
ing eyes, they see not; and having ears, they
hoar not, neither do they understand." For
" their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes
have they closed;" yes, voluntarily closed,

"lest they should see with their ej-es, and
hear with their ears, and understand with
their hearts," and should be turned from their

beloved idols. So that blindness in part has
happened with many in our Israel, of their
own free will and choice. For the Lord
would often have gathered the chilrlren of
Jerusalem " together, even as a hen gathereth
her chickens under her wings, but they icould

not" be gathered. Therefore their house was
left unto them desolate. But not desolate

as to the people; for the outwai-d Jew still

thronged their temple. But a far worse
desolation came upon them. The manifesta-
tion of Divine regard had left their house or
temple. ISTo cloud or covering of glory rest-

ed upon it. The ark of the covenant was
gone. No fire from heaven descended to kin-

dle the sacrifice upon the altar. And they
were left desolate without the felt presence
of the living God. If we forsake Hini, He
will forsake us. It was said by the Lord con-

cerning Israel, "My people have changed
their glory for that which doth not pi-ofit."

And again, " They have committed two evils
;

they have forsaken me, the fountain of living

waters, and hewed them out cisterns—broken
cisterns—that can hold no water." O, the
bus3', restless mind of unregenerate man!
How prone it is to make similitudes, although
forbidden even by Moses. After the Lord's
children had forsaken Him, the fountain of

living waters, then their next evil was, to go to

work in their own unrenewed strength, and
hew to themselves cisterns, in imitation of the

trueones. But what were they? nothingbut
broken cisterns, that could hold no living wa-
ter : and ciinsequently it could not keep the
|H'(.|il(.- alive. .VikI of Kphraim it is said, " He
iiatli mixed liinisell anning the people; stran-

gers have devoured his strength and he know-
eth it not." And again, "Ephraim is joined

should be " weighed in the balance^ a

found wanting," whose fault will it be . \

shall find to our everlasting regret and «(

row, when we are separated "from the pi'(

ence of the Lord, and from the glorj- of I

power," that "the harvest is past, the sunitn

is ended, and we are not saved ;" and th

time and opportunity to us will be no hrngt

D. H.
Dublin, Ind., Gth mo. 5tli, 1882.

For "The Friend.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Cellars and Malaria.—Dr. C. R. Agnc
writing from Florida, says: "In this State

somewhat new problem presents itself, in t

fact that all houses should be construct
without cellars, and so raised on under-pi

clean sweep of light ai

Indeed, it is a qui

ning as to allow

beneath them
to idols; let him alone." Are there not now whether such a mode of construction shot;

those who are going to and fro amongst ns,

who have so far joined themselves unto the

"great Diana" of our age, that we might
about as well let them alone, seeing thej' will

not be persuaded ; for it is " by this craft they
have their wealth." And by it also they re-

ceive "flattery's poisonous potions, smooth as

oil," which is equally seiiuctive. An'd, more- stinct, raise their simple cabins three <

over, "the people love to have it so." But feet above the ground, and allow air and lig

amidst all, " The foundation of God standeth^to pervade the space so made beneath t

sure, having this seal, the Lord kuoweth themlground floor. I advise all travelers to avc

that are his." I have remembered also thatjthose hotels and other domiciles in the Sou
it is said. "-When the enemv shall come in |

which are not so constructed.

not be adopted everywhere for dwelli

have for more than twenty years believ

that cellar atmosphere is a most prolific call

of disease and death. 1 believe that it i

creases seventy-five percent, the risk from tr

larial diseases all over our country. Throtij

this State the native popidation, as bj- an i

fo

like a flood, the Spirit of the Lord shall raise

up a standard against him." And as liis

'power is a limited power, and as the power ni

the Lord is over all the powers of the enemy,
1 still have hope ; though I confess that m^'

faith is at times only as a grain of mustard
seed, yet I feel comforted to see evidences
from both sides of the Atlantic, that the Spirit

jof the Lord is, even now, raising up a stan-

|dard against the floods of iniquity that threat-

en to overwhelm our once highb' favored

Society.*

I

Paul says of Israel, "that thej^ had a zeal

of God, but not according to knowledge. For
they being ignorant of God's righteousness,

and going about to stablish their own right-

eousness, have not submitted themselves unto
the righteousness of God." How is our zeal ?

Is it according to that heart-felt, heart-chang-

ing knowledge of Him, whom to inwardly
and experimentally know, is life eternal ? Or
are we not, too many of us, too ignorant of

God's righteousness, and too much inclined to

go about and establish our own righteousness
among men, without sufficiently submitting
to the righteousness of God ? Wo have a

great deal of religion and of righteousness,

such as it is. in the world, and close around
us. But what is it worth ? The scribes and
Pharisees were full of it; but it did not save
them. For our Saviour said to his disciples,

''that except j-our righteousness shall exceed
the righteousness of the scribes and pharisees,

ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of

heaven."
" Brethren, the time is short." Where are

we ? In the strait and nai-row waj-, or in the

broad way of the world? We are fast ap-

proaching to the great day in which the sin-

ner in Zion shall be afraid, and fearful ness

will surprise the hypocrite. Then if we

* [ nlliide to some ardcles in the Brilixh and Phila-

delphia Friend, wliich have come out of late.

Thr Chromis PaterfamiUas.—This peculi

tMi ditVers from all others in the fact thatt
male ti-h takes care of the eggs after th

have been deposited in the sand on the shoj

or between the tufts of weeds or leaves*

bushes. J
He sucks the eggs into his mouth, and to

by a peculiar movement of the jaws they a

placed between the leaflets of his gills. On
there, the pressure exerted by the expansi

and contraction of the bronchial tubes, issu

cient to keep them in place. There, in t

midst of these organs of respiration or act

breathing, the eggs undergo all the requis;

changes. After they are fully developed in

little fish, they grow very fast, and are so

much crowded in their narrow prison, whi
becomes smaller and smaller day bj' di

When the time comes for them to leave th'

cradle, as it might be called, they go throu,

the opening by which the bronchial cavi!

communicates with the mouth. Here, c('

stantly growing and increasing in size, thi

remain in great numbers, pressed agauj

each other, like the seed in a potnegransi

So crowded does the bronchial cavity becQil

that some of the young arrived at the perfij

state, are obliged to continue living in t!

gills. The mouth of the fish becomes so c

tended by the presence of this numerous p
genj", that the jaws finally cannot moot. 1
bead of all these little fish are directed tows

the father's mouth, and crowded together

they are, it is a mystery how they manage
hold their places. Another mysterj' is hi

the care-taking father avoids swallowing
small family before they leave his protect!

roof for the world of waters around them.
India Rubber.—Castillo is one of the c

tres of the Nicaraguan rubber trade. P
ties of men are here fitted out with cam
and provisions, and proceed up the rivers,

into the uninhabitable forests of the Atlan

slope. They remain for several months awi
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arc expected to bring the rubber they
iiin to the merchanta who have fitted them
,
but very manj- prove faithless, and carr^-

their produce to other towns, where they
e no difficulty in finding purchasers. Not-
hstandiiig these losses, the merchants en-
:ed in the rubber trade have done well; its

idily increasing value during the last few
rs having made the business a highly
luncrative one.

ndia rubber was well known to the ancient
abitaiits of Central America. Before the
,nish conquest the Mexicans played with
s made from it, and it still bears' its Aztec
le of UUi, from which the SpunianLs call

collectors of it UUeros. It is obtained from
te a different tree, and prepared in a ditier-

manner from the rubber of the Amazons,
i latter is taken from the Siphonin elastica,

iphorbiaceoustree; but in Central America
tree that yields it is a specimen of wild
ICastil/oa elnstlca). It is easilj- known by
arge leaves. When the collectors find an
lipped one in the forest, they first make a
ler out of the lianas (or vines), that hang
a every tree

;
this they do by tying short

;es of wood across them with small lianas,

ly of which are as tough as cord. They
1 proceed to score the bark with cuts,
ch extend nearl}^ round the tree, like the
3r V, the point being downwards. A cut
this is made about every three feet all the

' up the trunk. The milk will all run out
I tree in about an hour after it is cut, and
ollected into a large tin bottle made flat

sne side and furnished with straps to fix

to a man's back. A decoction is made
I another liana, and this on being added to
milk, in the proportion of one pint to a
on, coagulates it to rubber, which is made
round fiat cakes. A large tree, five feet

iameter, will yield when first cut about
allous of milk, each gallon of which makes
and a half pounds of rubber. I was told

; the tree recovers from the wounds, and
be cut again after the lapse of a few

iths; but several that I saw were killed
)Ugh the large Harlequin beetle laying Its

5 in the cuts, and the grubs that "are
;hed boring great holes through the
ik. When these grubs are at work you
hear their rasping by standing at "the

;om of the tree, and the wood dust thrown
of their burrows accumulates in heaps on
ground below. The government attempts
jUi)ci'vision of the forests: any one may
the trees, and great destruction is going
amongst them through the j'oung trees
ig tapjjed as well as the full-grown ones.
tree grows very quickly, and plantations

t might easily be made, which would in

course of 10 or 12 years become highly
unerative. — Belt's Naturalist in JSfica-

la.

ounfry Humes and City Business.
—"We have

II our large cities and town.s, men who are
ing their chambers, their offices, their
suiting rooms every evening in great haste,

, they may arrive at the train or other
reyance that will take them a journey of
e miles to their homes. Again every
ning the same men, usually in very great
.8, leave their homes to return to business,

his double process of travel could be per-

\ed daily with deliberation, and without
osure to physical or mental shock, it would
ree of danger. But the elements of dan-
are many. There is the annoyance which

springs from danger ofabsence from business;
there is the haste to return from home to

business; there is the temptation to remain
occupied to the last possible moment, and to
risk an exceeding hurry in order to join the
family circle at an appointed hour; there is

the tendency' to become irregular in the
method of meals, to take a. hasty breakfast,

to work during the day on imperfect snatches
of footl, and late in the evening, when the
stomach, like the rest of the body, is wearied,
to compensate for previous deficiencies bj'

eating an excessive meal. Lastly, there is

the evil that some work, which might easily
have heen done during the hours sacrificed to
travelling is brought home to be completed at

night, when the tired bodv should l)e seeking
its natural repose.

—

Br. B. W. Richardson.
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Thei'O are to be found in everj- community
some persons whose feeble health or physical
infirmities withdraw them from active parti-

cipation in the ordinary duties of life ; and
who, as invalids, claim from others a large
share of sympathy and care. To this s\

m

pathy and care they are certainly untitlLd,

and it should be cheerfully rendered by those
on whom the duty devolves. But where this

state of things is of long duration, and the
want of health and strength continues month
after month, and year after year, its natural
effect on the mind of the invalid is to produce
a somewhat exacting and selfish disposition.

He becomes so accustomed to having every
wish respected, that he is in danger of think-
ing his own comfort and happiness the main
object to which the attention of the house-
hold ought to bo directed, and may give little

heed tothe rightful claims of others. The
power of Divine Grace will no doubt restrain

and regulate all those who fully submit them-
selves to its operations, and will presei've them
from yielding to those evil tendenc'ies to which
they ifi-e exposed—be lli<'\- \vliat they m&y.
But as there are temptaliims adapted to every
position ill which we can be placed, so the

did ucimIs, as well as others, to dwell under
this pix'scrviiig Power—to walk in the Light
of tlie .S|)ii-it of Christ—so that his spiritual

life may be preserved and strengthened.
There have been many blessed instances of

those who have long been sufferers l\y disease,

who have known the Lord to be their refuge
md strength, and through submission to his

Grace, and frequent communion with Him,
have been made as lights to others; from the
seclusion of whose chambers has gone forth

to the circle of their relatives and friends, the
nviting language, "Come follow me, as I

have followed Christ." How precious are
these evidences of the power of true religion I

How sweet the memory of these sainted fbl-j

lowers of the Lamb of God I

Our thoughts turn to one such humble dis-!

ciple, who in early life j-iclded her heart to

the visitations of Divine love. While yet in

the bloom of early womanhood, her health
failed, and for more than 30 years, until called

awaj' to be an inhabitant of the Celestial City,

he passed a life of suffering and weariness,
mostly spent in a reclining position. Though
ap])arently deprived of the power of doing
much for others, yet the sweetness of her dis-

position, dependent not only on natural ami-
ability but on the refining operations of Grace

;

the unselfishness of her character; and the
warm sympathy which enabled her to take a
lively interest in all that concerned her fellow-
beings, gave her an influence for good that
was strongly felt in the circle of her relatives
and fi'iends. Her chamber was the family
centre. There the old and the young were
sure of finding one who would sympathize
with their joys and son-ows. From that room
issued man^^okensof love, messages offriend-
ship, notes of sympathy, of counsel and of
cheer. She watched over the s).iiritual and
material welfare of the circle around her, and
maintained a warm interest in all that con-
cerned the prosperitj- of oia- religions Society,
the labors of its ministers, and the proceed-
ings of its meetings. It is ditticnlt to estimate
the influence for good exerted ll^ this hidden
worker in the Lord's cause, who hihured ac-
cording to her measure of ability in sprcai.ling

the kingdom of the Eedeeiner among men
;

yet was so uncomplaining that she seldom
alluded to her own constant suffering, and so
humble-minded, that she scarcely thought her-
self worthy' to be noticed by the Lord's mes-
sengers who were travelling in the service of
the Gospel.

is there not encouragement to he derived
IVom the history of such persons, by those
who feel themselves deharred from active
usefulness through infirmity or disease? As
they steadily look unto the Lord and trust in

Him in all their trials, and are wat(4ifnl to
observe and do his will. He will open the way
for the performance of such services as He
requires of them—few and feeble as they may
seem. It is his blessing that gives value to
any effort on the part of man ; and it maj' rest
in a larger measure than they can see on the
simple and apparently uniinpor-tant actions
which are the result <If childlike olicdicncc to
the Divine will.

We have received a copj- of The Outlook, a
monthly paper, published at Alfred Centre,
New York, at 25 cents per year. It is issued
by the '-American Sabbath Tract Society,"
and is mainly devoted to advocating a more
religious observance of the First-Day of the
week. In common with other members of
the Society of Friends, we do not regard the
Jewish Sahbath as now continuing, or that the
First-Day of the week is the anti-t3-pe there-

of, yet we believe there are sufficient reasons
for abstaining on that da}' from the ordiiuiry

business of life, and for using it as a time for

meeting together to wait upon God, for re-

ligious thoughtfulness, and tor serious read-
ing. We lament the apparent increase of the
disposition to convert it into a mere daj' of
amusement, caused by the great influx of
emigrants from Europe, where it is regarded
simply as a holida}-. One of the editors of
The Outlook, who writes from personal obser-
vation, states that on that day the elections

are held in France. The late Emperor of
Hussia was returning from a grand review of
his troops on that day, when he was assassi-

nated
;
on that day the court pronounced

sentence on his murderers. In the cities of
Europe, stores, restaurants and places of trade
are opened on the first half of the day; and
the parks, gardens, and galleries, ami other
places of amusement are crowded during the
afternoon and evening.
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United States. — In liie House, Representative

Beluiont called np the motion to reconsider tlie vote

rel'iising to order to a third reading the joint resolution

authorizing the President to call an International Con-
ference to fix on and recommendfor universal adoplion

a common prime meridian, to be used in the reckoning

of longitude, and in the regulation of time throughout

the world. The vote was reconsidered, and the resolu-

tion passed. Bills have passed both Houses providing

for tlie erection of a public building in Brooklyn, at a

cost of 800,000, ami anollier puiilic building in Oxford,

Mississipiii, al a cost of -•"lO.OOO.

The U[iiled States exports more than $12,000,000
worih of cheese annually to Great Britain.

Our exports of petroleum durinj; the eleven mouths
ending 5th month 31st last, amounted in value to $iii,-

563,142, against $34,702,341, during the corresponding

jjeriodof 1881.

The Secretary of the Board of Agriculture, of Kansas,

reports the harvesting of the largest wheat crop ever

gathered in that State. The area planted was 1,41)2,736

acres, and the product is 30,263,711 bushels.

The cotton prospects in Virginia and Tennessee are

reported very good, notwithstanding the lateness of the

season. The acreage of cotton in East Tennessee is the

largest ever plan.ed there.

The a.sses-sors in this city, have completed their re-

turns and given them to the County Commissioners.
From these it appears that there are 201,768 voters, as

compared with 203,737 in 188

L

On the 4ih insi. the steamer Scioto was sunk by col-

lision with a tow-boat, at Mingo Junction, Ohio. The
boat is alleged to have been overlo.ided ; and that many peace

of the passengers and some of the officers were under sands,

the iuHuence of liquor. Fil'ty-six bodies have been re-

covered, and two other persons are missing.

Little Kock, Arkansas, was visited on Second day
night, last week, by a tornado which levelled trees,

fences and chimneys, anil blew away shutters and roof-,

the rain falling in torrents meanwhile. Accor
"

the report of the Signal Service the wind blew
an hour at the rate of 72 miles an hour, and

head arrived and sold at the different yards at 5 a 9

cts. per pound, as to quality.

Sheep were in demand at an advance : 10,000 head
arrived and sold at the different yards at 4 a 5| cts.

and lambs at 5 a 8} cts. per lb. as to quality.

Hogs were in demand at an advance: 3300 head sold

at the difliirent yards at 11| a 12i cts. per lb., as lo

quality.

Foreign.—The Earl of Kimberly, Colonial Secre-

tary, in the House of Xords has made a statement ap-

parently indicating that Cetewayo's visit to England
will be a prelude to his restoration to the Zulu throne.

Two hundred and lifty-three outrages were com-
mitted in Ireland during the 6th month, of which five

were murders.
London, 7th mo. 6th.—In the House of Commons,

tonight, John Bright sujiprirted the motion to go into

Committee on the Arrears bill. He expressed confi-

dence in Gladstone's estimate of the cost and the means
of defraying it from the church surplus. He deprecated increase is attributed partly

the maimer in which the opponents of the bill had re-; collecting returns. The pf

Th.

will

the orders both of the Khedive and the Sultan,

action now taken was in simple self-defence.

The foreign Consuls, excelling the British, hav

tested against a bombardment. The French Het

not participate in the bombardment. J

Alexandria, 7th mo. 11th, 7 A. M.—The bombarJiueffl

has commenced.
J

A despatch to Renter's Telegram Company fro*

Moscow announces the sudden death of Gt-neial Ska
beloff, the famous Russian General, at the Hotel Dua}

saux there, and that his death was due to heart disease

AksakofF, the well known editor and leader of the Pais

slavist party, was present at the last moment.
j

Count Tolstoi has instructed the frontier authoritia

to do all that is possible to facilitate the return of th^

Jews. :

Yokohama advices of 6th mo. 13th, report the popii;

lalion of Japan, according to the census just finishedj

at 36,358,994. an increase of 3,000,000 since 1873. Th{
greater

jf Toki
accuracy i8

J is 979,084^

ferred to the Land actof 1881 : expressed astonishment: Kioto, 830,827, and Osaka, 587, 99f

at the oposition of the Irish members to the emigration ' A terrible hurricane, accomp.inied by a tidal wave

clause; believed that if the country became more Iran- fifteen feet high, visited the Friendly Islands on 4lh

quil the purchase clauses would go into extensive op- mo. 2oth. The islands were almost entirely desolated

eration; approved the method of making advances, and many houses being swept away. Several lives wen
declared he did not believe that the Land act was a lost by the foundering of vessels.

failure. Regarding the taunl-i of half-heartedness flung |
Three fatal cases of yellow fever have been reports^

at the Government, he said there was no virtue more: lately among the canal empliyfe on the Isthmus, ant

required in dealing with Ireland than that of patience, eleven soldiers of the Colombian guard have died of the

He declared that all the Irish were not di.scontented, disease. There liave been 9 deaths from the ftver ii

disloyal and dishonest; that the well-disposed looked Aspinwall.

House of Commons for the means to promote
j

A telegram from Montreal s.ays the French Catliolii

gooil ordt-r; as to that, hundreds of thou- clergv of that city " are taking decided steps attains

ffic.":iiy of

that, hundreds of thou- clergy of tha

were willing to support the tin

Government as fir as they could and dared in restoring The Norwegian bark Yorkshire, from Barbadoes fo

obedience to the law. ,
Montreal, with sugar, was wrecked off Sable Island, oi

Bright thought the Repression bill would receive the' llie night of the 4th inst. At the place wIic.l- sh.

support of the best portion of the people.
i

struck, 16 miles from the light, no vessel was eve

During the debate on the report of the Regression known to strike before, and it is supposed the siiiil

iling to bill, Gladstone saiil the Government had taken inea- have shifted so asto throw up banks where firnieil;

for half sures, unknown to Parliament, to operate against secret there was safe navigation. Two of the crew perished

for one societies.
' the remainder were saved, and have arrived at Halifax

minute at the rate of ISO miles per hour. A tornado] An amendment, offered by Trevelyan, Chief Secre-

also did much damage in the country east of Osage tary for Ireland, lo limit the right of search to the day-
Mission, Ivin^as, on Second-d.iy night. The towns of time, except in the case of secret societies, was strongly

Beiilah and Girard, in Crawford c >uuty, were the prin- 1 opposed by the I'onservatives and others,

cipil sufferers. No loss of life is reported.
"'

The sinall-pox is proving very destructive in the In

dian Territory. At Ockmulgee there have been 3

cases lo date, of which 5 have proved fatal and 10 ar

The Yorkshire was of 1057

was valued at $100,000.

burthen, and her i

believeil to be past recovery. At Muskogee more
200 cases have been reported, nearly all fatal. Many
of the deaths have resulted from the 1 ick of nurses and
physici.ins. In isolated localities throughout the Ter-
ritory the ravages of ihe disease have been even more
fearful than at the principal points.

For the week ending 7th month 8th, there were 289
deaths in Philadelplii i, as com|)ared with 372 for the

j

When the

previous week, and 442 fur the corresponding week of that, under

NOTICE TO TEACHERS, PARENTS AND
Gladstone declared if the amendment was rejected,! OTHERS,
e would have to consider his personal position. The

-j-i,g yg^^. Meeting's Committee on Educatio
mendmeut was rejected by a vote of 207 to_l94. I

,,g^,j ^ book at Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Arch ^
Previous to the vote, John Bright said : If the

'p,,aadelphi.a, where applications from teachers
mendment was rejected the people throughout Ireland ;„„ situations and committers who desire to empl
;ould ^eel Huit, at^ any moment, their houses could be teachers among Friends, may be recorded.that, at any momen

The Irish iHCmbers unfortunately were ab-

ent, in full confidence that the Government would re-

eem their pledge. If the House was determined to

aake the law more severe than the Government de-

ired, the result would be injiiriims to Ireland. •

were announced, Gladstone said

Please give addr and full particul.irs.

Ei.LiSTON P. Morris, Clerk.

By 9th

WANTED
lonth, 1882, a woman Friend

rdinarv circiin

last year. The main causes were : Cholera infantum, lasked the House to postpone further proceedings, bu
17 ; of consumption of the lungs, 40; diphiheria, 15 ; in the remarkable state of Ireland, he did not feel that

he would liave
"''^''""'o'''^ P'"'^!""''"'^.^ '^^';'^""S School

disease, 8; inflam

mation of the lungs, 10; marasmu-, 15; old age, 12.

There were three deaths from small-pox.

Markets, &0.— V. 'a. 3i's, 101; 41's, lUj-; 4',s, 119;
currency 6's, 133.

Cotton was firmly held at fidl prices. Sales of mid-
dlings are reported at 13 a 13f cts. per lb. for uplands
and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 6J cts. for export, and

it was right to take that course.

London, 7ih mo. 8th.—A despatch from Paris says,

the formal invitation of the Powers lo the Porte asking
it to intervene in Egypt, will be delivered on Second-
day. A reply is asked for by Fourth-day. If the Porte
refuses, or seems afraid to accept, 25,000 men, with
15,000 in reserve, will be concentrated by the interven-

ing Power.s. The army will land at Aboukir, and will

ided into two parts. One will march on Alex-
opeu7J cts. per gallon for home use. |andria, and be suppjrted by the fleet, which

Flour is dull and irregular. Sales of 2200 barrels, .fire as soon as the army is landed. 'The other portion
eluding extra at .#3.50 a -4; sour at $4.25 a $4.75

;
|will cross the dry lake of Aboukir lo Kafr Devar, and

Minnesota extra at *6 a $6.50 for clear, and at $6.75

$7 for straight; Peun.sylvanhj extra family at ro.373^

a f 5 50 ; western do. do. at $6 a $6.75, and patents at

* 7.25 a $8.50. Rye flour is steady at $4.25 a $4.50 per

barrel.

Grain.^Wheat is strong and higher. Sales of new
red at »1.'25 a ^1.32. Rye is nominal. Corn is in good
demand and higher, S.iles of 11,000 bushels, including

yellow, at 92 cts, ; mixed, at 90 cts. ; steamer at 86 cts..

No. 3 at 85 cts., and rejected at 85 cts. Oats are active

and firm. Sales of 15,000 bushels, including N..s. 3

and 2 white, at 64 a 65 cts,, and rejected and lyixed at

63 cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 7th mo.
8th, 1882. — Loads of hay, 82 ; loads of straw, 38.

Average price during the week —Prime timothy, $1.10

to .$1.20 per 100 pounds
;
mixed, Si lo $1,10; straw,

80 to .90 cts.

Beef .cattle were rather dull, owing lo the large re-

iceipts, bijt jj.rjces were without essential change : 3300

Damanhour, Aralii Pa
vill thus force him either to iigh

seize the railway
means of retreat, t

or yield.

Constantinople, 7th mo. 8th.—The Sultan has rejected

the proposal of the Council of Ministers to appoint a

delegate to the Conference. The Sultan, in conversa-
tion, complained of the want of friendship shown him
by England, in the unjust, suspicious, and erroneous
interpretations placed on all his actions. He also com-
plained of the injustice of the foreign representatives at

Alexandria, who, to justify their causing the departure
of their countrymen, matle unfounded statements re-

specting security in Fgypt.
London, 7th mo. 10th.—In the House of Lords this

afternoon. Lord Granville, the Foreign Secretary, con-
firmed ihe news that, unless the Alexandria forts tem-
porarily surrendered. Admiral Seymour would bom-
bard them at daybreak lo-morrow. It wa-^ painful, he
said, to be obliged to u.se force against the weak, but the
hostile preparations had been proceeding in defiance of

Apply to the und

Mars
Lydia D. Worth,

lllon, Chester county. Pa,

FRIENDS' ASYLU.M FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twealy-lhird Ward,) Philudelphia.

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.I

Applications for the Admission of Patients may t

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Eoard i

Managers.

Married, at Friend.s' Meeting-hou.se, Sixth an

Noble streets, 6th mo. 6th, 1882, Joseph F. Smedle
and Anna N. Reeves, both of Philadelphia.

Died, on the 5th of 5th mo. 1882, Joseph Elduidgi:

in the 92nd year of his age, a member of Goshe'

Monthly and Particular Meeting, Penna. "Mark tbj

perfect man and behold the upright; for the end of thi,

man is peace."

, on the 11th of 5ih month, 1882, at Frankfort

Pa., Eliza B., widow of Samuel Boyce, in the 75t

year of her age, an elder and member of Salem Monthl

and Lynn Particular Meeting, Massachusetts. A shoi|

time previous to her close she passed through mue
spiritual conflict, with earnest desires to know h(

peace to be made, intimating that her dependence wi

not in any good that she had done, but all on Divic

mercy.
, at her residence, Whitemarsh, Monlgomer

Co., Pa., 6th mo. 16ih, 1882, Hannah Roberts, age

63 years, a beloved member of Gwynedd Monthl

Meeting.
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Siberia.

(Concluded from page 387.)

Besides the Eussiun colonists there are va-

lUS native tribes, thinly scattered over the
mense regions of Siberia. The great ex-

nse of low marshy land in the north vvest-

1 part is occupied' by the Samoyedes whose
jntry stretches along the shores of the Arc-
Ocean. Their riches consist of hei-ds of

ndoer which they pasture on the mosses of

5 vast bogs or tundras, from which the ani-

ils in winter scrape the snow with their feet,

i thus find their sustenance. To the Sa-

lyede, the reindeer is oveiy thing ; when
ve, the animal draws his sledge, and when
id, the flesh is eaten, and the skin used for

It and clothing.

rhe Ostjaks who live on either side of the
li River, live in tents, and largely depend
fishing and hunting. " 1he.y have an in-

nious way of catching fish through holes in

3 ice, especially in the case of the sturgeon,

lieh in winter congregate in muddy hollows
the bed of the river, lying motionless in

isters for the sake of warmth. The Ostjak
ts a hole above them, sets a spring rod, and
in forms a number of balls of clay, which
makes red hot and throws into the river

low his bait. The heat rouses the sturgeon,

lich rise, swim up stream, and are caught,
lere arc large fisheries in the gulf's of the
li and the Taz, where the Russians pay rent
• the .sandbanks to the Samoyedes, and,
ving caught the fish in summer, they put
3m in ponds till the approach of winter,

lej' are then taken out and frozen, and in

is condition sent as fresh fish a journey of
lOO miles to Petersburg.''

Pleasing accounts are given of the honesty
the Samoyedes and Ostjaks. " The mer-
ants of Sobolsk, for instance, when they go
rth in the summer to purchase fish, take
th them flour and salt, place them in their

mmer stations, and, on their i-eturn, leave
protected what remains for the following
ar. Should a Samoyede pass by and require
|be does not scruple to take what he wants,

t he leaves in its place an I. O. U., in the
fm of a duplicate stick, duly notched, to
tnify that he is a debtor; and then, in the
hing season, he comes to his creditor, com-
jres the duplicate stick he has kept with the

fi he left behind, and discharges his obliga-

The Tiuujuses wander over a larger area
than siny other tribe in Siberia. Their mode
of life is similiar to those previously describ-
ed, living by fishing, hunting and care of rein-

deer. "Among the principaianimals, objects
of their chase, are the sable, the coniiiiini fox,

the white fox, the elk, the reindeer, the \\n\i\

the bear, the ermine, and the squirrel. At
the beginningof October, and sometimes also

of Januarj', they start on snow shoes. Alone,
or in company, the hunter goes into the vir-

gin forest, some hundreds of versts from anj'

habitation, and is followed b}' a little sledge
drawn by dogs. If he finds the track of'a
sable, he follows, and, on lighting upon the
animal, he has not much difficulty- in killing

it. But the sable often takes refuge in a hole,

and then there is nothing to be done but to

await his pleasure in coming out; and as this

may be by night as well as by day, his retreat

is covered with fine threads attached to bells,

which give the alarm. The hunter may thus
have to wait two or three days; but, if he
happen to kill the much-coveted aninuil, his

trouble is well rewarded; for a good sable

skin fetches from 50s. to £10. In skinning,
the coat ought not to be stretched ; but, on
the contrary, contracted as much as possible,

in order to render the hairs more bushy,
which enhances the value. Hence the skins

one meets with in commerce are all short and
wide.

"The common fox is taken with snares and
traps. The black fox is very rare in these
parts, and its skin is valued up to £100. The
white fox is taken on the tundra by means of
traps placed on the tops of little hills. This
animal generally retires south towards the
middle of September ; and as it is known that
the fox, rather than jump over an obstacle,

however low, goes round it, the hunters, pro-

fiting by this knowledge, set up barriers of
branches, leaving openings where they ))lant

their snares, and catch their pre3'. The liunt-

ing of the elk is carried on by men on snow
shoes; and such numbers of this animal are
killed that in some years one may buy at

Yeneseik as many as 10,000 skins, lleindeer
are taken in numbers equally large, some-
times in traps, and sometimes by driving
whole herds into an enclosure, from which
they cannot get out."

The Yenisei River is said to be nearly

3,500 miles long. At Krasnoiask, 1700 miles

from the sea, it is 1,000 yards vfide. The
waters of Lake Baikal find an outlet through
its channel. This remarkable bod}- of water
is about 1200 miles in circumference, and in

places not less than 3600 feet in depth. So
rapid is the descent of the bottom, that sound-
ings of 900 feet in depth have been taken but
little more than a boat's length from shore.

It is a remarkable fact, that the seal of the
ocean is found in the lake, and about 2000 are

annually killed.

The valley of the Lena, the third of the
great rivers of Siberia, lies still further to the

east, and is the home of the Yakates, oriiii-

nally a Tartar tribe driven to these regions
to escape from more jiowerful rivals. Cattle
and hunting ai'e their chief means of subsist-
ence. The' town of Yakutsk on the River
Lena is one of the eoMest places on tlie siir

face of the earth. The mean temperaliuv n\-

the air is 18.5 Fahrenheit. In winter it falls

58^ below zei'o, and sometimes more than 70'

below. Mercury, therefore, is frozen at Ya-
kutsk for one-sixth of the j-ear. A warm
summer ofabout four months' duration follows

this. The ground thaws to the depth of 3 feet,

and though the crops i-est on perpetually
frozen strata, they jiroduce well.

"It is well known that in the imrlhern
parts of Siberia the ground is always frost-

bound, but to what'dcpth is not so easily de-

termined. During the stay, however, of Er-
man at Yakutsk it happened that a I'esident

was digging a well, down which the man of
science went, and pronounced that he found
the soil frozen to a depth of 50 feet below the
surface. So accustomed, however, do the na-

tives become to the cold, that with the ther-

mometer at unheard-of-degrees below freezing

point, the Yakute women, with bare arms,
stand in the open-air markets, chattering and
joking as pleasantly as if in genial spring.

Inside their houses, in the heated part of the

rooms, they get the temperature up to 65° or
75°

;
but one day, when the thermometej-

stood at 9°, Erman found the children, run-
ning about quite naked, not only in the house,

but even in the open air. In fact, the great
cold is not thought a grievance in Siberia, for

a man clothed in furs may sleep at night in

an open sledge when the mercury freezes in

the thermometer; and, wrapped u)3 in his

pelisse, he can lie without inconvenience on
the snow under a thin tent when the temper-
ature of the air is 30° below zero.''

In describing the winter markets of Irkutsk,

which is much farther south and in a warmer
climate, H. L, says : "Frozen chickens, par-

tridges, and other game are often thrown
together in heaps like bricks or fire-wood.

Butcher's meat defies the knife, and some of

the salesmen place their animals in fantastic

positions before freezing them. Frozen fish

are piled in stacks, and milk is offered for sale

in cakes or bricks. A stick or string is gen-

erallj' congealed into a corner of the mass to

facilitate cariying, so that a wayfarer can
swing a quart of milk at his side, or wrap it

in his handkerchief at discretion."

The Biiriats live in the vast stepjie to the

east of Lake Baikal and south of the region

wandered over by the Yakutes. They are

such inveterate dwellers in tents, that though
they are supposed to be civilized where tbe^-

come in contact with the Russians, yet they
make a tent of the bouse by piercing a hole

in the middle of the roof; and have the fire

in the centre of the floor. "The ordinary oc-

cupation of the Buriats is that of tending
cattle, the number of fheir herds reminding
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one of the flocks of the Hebrew patriarchs.

3Ir. Stallybrasa told me that, when he was
livinir at Selenginsk, he Icnew rich Buriata to

]iossess aa many as 6,000 or 7.000 sheep, 2,000

head of horned cattle, and 200 horses
;
and

Captain Cochran mentions tlie ease of the

mother of a Biiriat chief who (wssessed 40,

000 sheep, 10,000 horses, and 3,000 horned
cattle, besides a large propert}' in furs." The
i>revailing religion among them is Buddhism.

'"

J. W.

In All Things Give Thanks.

-In (/// tliin'j.'^ give thanks, for this is the

will (if God ill Christ Jesus eoncci'ning yon,"

seems to be the feeling that prompted the

suliJDined aclcnowledgments from the pen of

one dec]!!^- interested in j'oung people—in the

welfare of the church and the enlargement of

her borders. He tells us liow his heart has
been, at times, made thankful, and his faith

i-enewed in the ever-present Helper, upon
having that measure meted to him, which, in

earlier days, he had endeavored to meto to

others.

In a letter accompanj'ing the MS. sent,

and which will appear in the conclusion of

the essay, are some points or suggestions not

alluded to therein, together with some that

are, which are attempted to be set forth in

the immediately following notes:

—

The reference made to "servants being
sometimes drawn away from their homes in

the line of duty under great straits and trials

of mind," recalled what is encouragingly writ-

ten for our learning: -'They that sow in

tears shall reap in joy. He that goeth forth

and weepeth, bearing precious seed, shall,

doubtless, come again with rejoicing, bringing
his sheaves with him." These, beingstrength-
cned with might by Christ's Spirit in the
inner man, are thereby enabled to commit
themselves to Him, as to a faithful High
Priest ; who, when he putteth forth his sheep,

goeth before them to their sweetly enriching
peace, and his own praise. These, though
without might or power of their own, are, in

condescending mercy, enabled to minister to

the encouragement and edification of those
among whom their lot is cast; to strengthen
the weak hands and confirm the feeble knees
of tender, tempted, tried or doubting ones;
and especially to hand a word of exhortation
or encouragement, where opened thereto, to

the sick and afflicted
;
and by such couches of

suffering and proving trials, accompanied with
Christian patience, to be themselves helped
and instructed in the great duties of the pil-

grimage journey of life. Yes; here by the
bed of physical languishing and pain, both
the ministered to and the ])oor minister can
at seasons derive instruction from the heaven-
ly conversation, the communion and savour
of spirits, the sense of the presence of the
Saviour; so that they can often after such
opportunities set up the Ebenezer of grati-

tude, thank God and take fresh courage in the
race set before them unto that kingdom where
sickness and pain and sorrow come not ; where
the poor and needy soul partakes of unbound
ed consolations; where duration is not mea
sured by years; and where farewells are not
spoken. The power of Divine grace is mag-
nified by and through such atflieted, chastened
ones as enjoy communion with their Maker!
and oh! what sweet encouragement and re-

wai'd there is to be experienced by the bed-

side of those whose lives iiave been dedicated

to the service of Him. who has said. "In all

places where I record my name, I will return

again to bless it;" and who likewise has de-

clared, through liis prophet, that " The path

of the just is as a shining light, that shineth

more aiid more unto the perfect day."

These occasions, when met with, are as

brooks by the way to ambassadors, in their

measure, for Christ; but who, nevertheless,

often feel, as is recorded ofGideon and the three

hundred men tliat were with him, even while

fighting the Lord's battles—" Faint, yet pur
suing." Another source of help and strength

to those who in such labor of love, and with

a sense of the " woe" upon them, "go forth to

the battle," is the fellow-feeling, the sympathy,
and the prayers of those who "abide by the

stuff." These may seem a little as in the

back-ground
;
yet are, nevertheless, helpers of

those who moi'e manifestly enter upon the

work; and, perhaps to an extent in which, in

their own humble view, they are but little

aware, are exerting an influence in moulding
and developing the character of that labor,

with its eff'ect also upon those whereunto sent.

How appropriate hereunto seem the scrip-

tures, "Bear ye one another's burdens, and
so fulfil the law of Christ;" and, "Ye younger
submit yourselves unto the elder : yea, all of

you be subject one to another, and be clothed

with buiniiity."

Perhaps we are not very fully alive to th

Some, who indeed have abundant cause tc

speak of the Lord's goodness and mercj', hav«

also low and stripping seasons, when it would

be comfortingto know they had the prayers

of a child whose heart was touched witb

tender love. •

And may the desires of the children be dulj

cherished ;
and thej' concerned to have theii

requests in filial consistence with the Divine

will.

6th mo. 28th, 1882.

Westtown Boarding School.

The report of the committee to the Yoarlj

Meeting in 1835, informs "that instruction ir

the religious principles of Friends by reading

and committing to memory portions of tbt

Holy Scriptures and the writings of Friends

adapted to that object, has been pursued, anc

the committee hope, that as a love is induced

and cultivated for communion in spirit witt

our blessed Lord, who still teaches those whc
apply to Him, ' as never man taught,' th(

practice will prove of lasting benefit to th(

children. Meetings for Divine worship hav(

been regularly held, and the deportment o;

the scholars has been generally' satisfactory/

on these occasions. We trust that the greai

importance of a proper exercise of mind, thai

the Divine presence may harmonize the heart)

of this interesting assembly, composed chieflj

great advantage of harmonious labor and of young persons, is at times deeply felt

united action in the great work of building Although this institution has been in opera

up the walls of Zion, in furthering the gospel ition nearly thirty-six years, it is no loss a con

of Christ, or how the whole body fitly joined cern of much solicitude than it was in th(

together, and compacted by that which every
| early periods of its existence; and as it ii

joint supplieth, according to the effectual I watched over and effectually cherished, is o

working in the measure oi'everj- part, »iaA-(?f/t great religious importance to the j'ouiigei

increase of the bofJy unto the edifying of itself
^
members of the Societj'.

in love." There can be but little doubt that I "While Friends have always desired tc

we were designed to be one another's helpers maintain a proper guard over an undue de

in the Lord, as were David and Jonathan, jpendence upon literary and scholastic attain

And also that much is due to the support de-!ments, the)' have nevertheless believed it t{

rived from fellow-workers in the good cause
j he obligatory to give their children such 8

—from com])anions in life, from intimate and, portion of learning as to prepare them foi

godly friends, and even from dear children. usefulness in civil and religious society. Al

The essay before alluded to is as follows:

—

jthis seminar^' not only is this object attained

I but the seclusion it affords from many of the

For the Children. snares that await the youth in an indiscrini>

Mj- heart hath been at times tendered and|inate intercourse with children of all descrip

clothed with thankfulness on returning home'tions, greatly enhances the benefits connoctec

from religious service, on finding the care'withit. And moreover we believe that th(

which had been taken by the children and I'digious travail which is felt that this in.sti

others interested to have home attaiis juo- tution. founded for the religious, guarded

perl)- conducted ; and also with the evidence education of our youth, may be conducted t(

that Holy Help had been extended. These
things have recalled my own exercises in

younger life, when a parent was from home
on Truth's account ; and now to see and realize

that the Lord can reward double, is calcu-

lated to increase the faith in his power which
is able to make hard things easy and bitter

things sweet.

The servants are sometimes drawn awaj'
from their homes under great straits and
trials of mind ; but if in the line of their ap-

pointments, they need not fear but that He
who calletli them can sustain and protect
them, and put it into the hearts of others to

deal kindl)- with them.
Doubtless those who minister to the neces-

sities of the Lord's children shall have their

reward, even as it is written: "Whosoever
giveth a cup of cold water to a disciple in the

name of a disciple, shall not lose a disciple's

reward."

the honor of the great Head of the Church
and the everlasting advantage of the interest

ing subjects of its charge, has been blessed bj

the unslumbering Shepherd of Israel. Undei

these views it is very desirable that the foster

ing care of the Yearly Meeting and a livelj

feeling for its welfare and support amongs'

Friends at large, may continue to prevail,—

that no obstacle may lessen the extent of iti

salutary influences by crampingthe necessarj

efforts for its proper operation." The friendi

appointed to prepare the report from whicl

the above is taken, were Wm. Evans, Henn
Cope, Samuel Bettle and Chas. Yarnall.

At the nieeting of the committee, held 2n(

of 9th mo. 1835, Pennock Passmore and wifi,

desiring to be released in the ensuing sprin|i

from the superintendence of the school, i|

committee was appointed to procure suC|

cessors. At this meeting a committee wai|

appointed to "cany into effect that part o
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le I'eport made in the 4th month hist, on the

ibjec't of an adequate supply of water, as

:lates to the construction of cisterns and a

nis."

A special meetinsof the committee held 7th

3rd mo. 1836. This meeting was called at

ic request of the sub-committee appointed to

•opose suitable Friends for Superintendent
id Matron, in place of Pennock and Sarah
issmore, who desire to be released as early

practicable. And as the sub-committee is

)t prepared to recommend any friends to

1 those stations permanently, it was |ir(>-

ised that thej' be temporarily supjilicil by

eh members of the committee as mii;lit lie

lalified, and who might be so situated as to

able them to devote a portion of their lime

the interests of the institution. On de-

lerate consideration the expedient was ap-

oved, and the committee united in accept-

5 the services of our friends Nathan Sharp-
is and Martha Jefferis, who have kindlj-

nsented to fill those stations for the pre-

nt." The sub-committee was continued and
sired to give diligent attention to their ap-

lintnicnt and report, when prepared, the

,mes of suitable Friends for these important
partments.

At a meeting held 4th mo. 6th, 1836, in-

rmation was received of a legacj' to the

hool, from Mary Clark, of 8600.

In the report made to the Yearly Meol-

g, 1836, there was shown a net balance of

16.67 in favor of the institution, but it is

jted " nearly all of which will be absorbed in

e payment of interest on borrowed money."
the same report is the following: -'As the

ipils are now admitted whenever vacancies
cur, and the times of their continuance at

e school expire in consequence at short in-

rvals throughout the year, it is found nearly-

[practicable to maintain any regular system
classification in their studies. It being also

quisito that the teachers should be allowed
me time of absence from the school to re-

uit their health and strength, these inter-

ils, taken in succession, leave the pupils

iring a considerable time each year, parti-

ilarly in the summer season, without the

oper number of regular teachers. The
immittee therefore agree to suggest to the

early Meeting the expediency of' dividing

e year at the school into two sessions of

larly equal duration, the summer session to

igin on the Second-day following the 4th
icond-day in the 4th month, and consist of

: weeks. A vacation of two weeks to be then
lowed, and the winter session to end on the

I Second-day in the4th month. This session

ill of course generally consist of 23 weeks,
id the spring vacation will continue three
eeks, including within it the time of our
early Meeting. If the proposal should be

lopted by the Yearly Meeting, it will be ex-

icted that the pupils shall enter the school

the commencement and leave it at the close

'the session, and consequently that the time
' their continuance there shall not, except
ider extraordinary circumstances, include a

action of a fsession. These vacations will

80 afford to the teachers and others engaged
the care of the children, all the needful

jportunities of relaxation and improvement
health, so that except in cases of unavoid-

)le occurrence, they will be expected to con-

aue regularly at their stations throughont
le session. Although some inconvenience
parents and children may result from this

arrangement, yet the commit; ee are of the

sentiment that if carried into effect, the

greater facilities afforded in the classification

of the pupils, the regular attendance of all the

care-takers, and the exemption from interrup-

tion which it will secure in the general opera-

tions of the school, will more than counter-

balance an_y disadvantage which can be ex-

pected from it."

(To be co.ui.u.ed.)

Chinese and Americans.

[The lollowing article from the (London]
S/irrt,it,-,r |iresoiits in so clear a manner a con-

driiM'(i stalenuiit <if the arguments on both
si(k's (if the Chinese question, and there is so

much food for profitable thought in the com-
ments which follow, that wo insei't it in our
columns.

—

Ed.]

So far as the [Chinese] question has been

matter for legislation, the facts may be briefly

stated. Not long ago, a bill passed both

Houses prohibiting, after a certain interval,

the immigration of Chinese into the United
States for twenty years, a few exceptions

being made in favor of Government officials,

students, &c., duly provided with passports.

This bill was vetoed by President Arthur, on

the ground that twenty years was not within

the limits of the word "reasonable," as ap-

lilied to the regulation or suspension of the

coming or residence of Chinese laborers, oc-

curring in the treaty with China. A second

bill, reducing the ])rohibitivo period to ten

years and amending the passpoit regulations,

passed both Houses, and has received the

President's signature. Public opinion in the

Ignited States was about equally divided, the

Westell) Stutes favoring the bill, the Eastern
Stales ,.]>p(.sing it.

First, now, what is the case against the

Chinaman? Given very briefly, it is as fol-

lows:—Chinese laborers are poured into the

country by speculators, who make so much
per head ;

they do not immigrate, they are

imported ; they are practically slaves, bound
in many ways while in America, and unable

to return without the permission of the mys-
terious "Six Companies." Their ability to

thrive where other people would die of star-

vation, enables them to underbid all white

laborers, thus temporarily to lower the rate of

wages to starvation-point, and finally to drive

all other labor from the field. When a China-

man has accumulated the few hundreds of dol-

lars sufficient to make him a magnate in China,

he leaves America, and thus large sums disap-

pear, which would otherwise be employed in

the country; a difference like that between
labor for productive and labor for unproduc-

tive consumption. To secure his competence,

the coolie will engage in any labor, good or

bad. Large numbers of them are diseased
;

no women come with them, or the few who
are brought are concealed, and form one of

the worst features of the case. All the evils

of opium-eating are present, and " hells" of

every description spring up where the Chi-

nese congregate. Owing to the inveterate

race prejudice and reticent habits of the

Chinese, the police are unable to gain infor-

mation or to track crime; a periodical, indis-

criminate raid is almost the only form of

police supervision. They are on an entirely-

different footing from all other immigrants,

for they take no interest in the country, share

none of its ideas, and have no ambition to do

so, persistently refuse all naturalization, and

even make arrangements to insure their burial

in China, should they die in America. And, •

finally, there is no limit to their coining. As
soon as it becomes known in China that a
Chinese fortune can be accumulated in a few
years in the United States, and the speculators
who make the profits will work hard to dif-

fuse this information, the number of coolies

will be enormously increased, and from the
untold millions of China, " Mongolian hordes"
will flow into California, first taking posses-

sion of a quarter of a city, then of a city, then
of a State, swec])ing all before them. When
the white laborers are at length all crowded
out, and Chinaman com])etcs with Chinaman,
the evil elements of Chinese civilization will

soon arise. Thus, not a certain class of labor,

not a section of the country, but the life of the
Eepublic itself is threatened. China could
send over enough of her subjects to do all this,

without making any appreciable inroads upon
her population. The United States can resist

the bad elements flowing into it at present,

because these are swallowed up in the good
population ; but what is the fusion that will

result when the scale is turned ? Simply the
extinction of American civilization. All this

is what the anti-Chinese agitator claims, and
it must be admitted that he has made out a
strong case.

Now, for the defence. In the first place,

the outcry has been raised againsi Chinese
labor, not because it is cluap. Imt i"'cause it

is good. The lazy, drunken liishmaii of the
" Sand Lots," who wants by any sliilt to earn
enough in a day to keep him idle for a week,
and who is ready to fling up his hat for any-
body for a drink, or to vote on any side for a

dollar, has naturally a cordial hatred for the
quiet, inoffensive Chinaman, who goes about
his business, only anxious to work all the

time, and who is profoundly indifferent to

everj^ political war cry. It is the very men who
were themselves immigrants a few months
before, who now raise the cry, " The Chinese
must go !" In the second place, the talk about
"Mongolian hords" is ]iure nonsense; it is posi-

tively stated that the Chinese come from one
small district only, Canton, that there are not

more than 100,000 of them in California, and
that their numbers are actually decreasing.

Those who come at first represent the worst
classes of China; in future, the better classes

will come; they will not fail to see the ad-

vantages of American life, they will become
citizens, interinarrj^, and be absorbed into the

general population, just asall theother nation-

alities are. With higher earnings will come
[more extended needs, and the clever China-

men will develop rapidly, when once he comes
fairly under new influences. The crime and
disease are incidents of the beginning of the

immigration; it will be easy to refuse to re-

ceive diseased persons, to close the gambling
dens, and to stam]i out the opium traffic.

Third, almost apart from any other considera-

tions, the proposed bill is so contrary to all

national tradition, is so un-American, that,

should it finally be enforced, it will be a blot

upon the country's record, incomprehensible

to future generations. The first words of the

Declaration of Independence, arc that "all

men are created equal," and that among their

inalienable rights are " life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness ;" the Constitution of the

United States inveighs against distinctions

because of " race, color, or previous condition

of servitude;" it is thejust boast of her citizens
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thnt every man who comes peaceably and

keeps the hiwB, has a right to labor and to

tlic fruits of his labor; when China proposed

to keep onttho whites, she was quickly forced

into acceptance of these first principles of

civilization; and now shall America become

a lau<rhin,i;;-stock by the adoption of the bar-

barian policy she would not tolerate in others?

America had her origin in the idea of human
freedom and "expansion;" on this idea, her

civilization rests, and from it she draws her

hopes of perpetuity. To set at natight this

fundamental principle, in order to correct a

merely local and temporary difficulty, or to

favor any class of the community, would be,

as the member for Wisconsin put it, " like

drawing blood from the human bod}- to quench

its thir-st." And finally, the keenest argument
against this jjroposed legislation is found in

the fact that it is little more than a bid on the

jiart of the Kepublicans for the California

vote : a desire to appear to the Californians

to be '-holding the door fii-mly against the

iieathen rush." "If the 100,000 Chinese in

California had votes in their hands," said a

courageous Congressman from Ohio, "I know
some men who would not vote as they do

now." This scheme, however, has broken

down delightfully, for the Democrats were as

warm as the Republicans in their support of

the bill, and so no party use can be made of

it. And again, as the New V<irk yntioii, one

of the ablest American papers. ]i(.inls out, a

national legislative recognilii>n uf the factthat

race may be an incurable defect for political

purposes, may be a very awkward precedent

when the negro problem comes up again, as

it is ])retty certain to do. As regards natur-

alization, also, even if it is admitted that the

Chinese will never become American citizens,

this should be considered, so this party thinks,

a grcal advantage. The wholesale enfran-

chisement of the negroes, they think, was a

sad blunder; there are thousands of white

voters whose votes are a positive harm to the

community ; America should welcome heartily

a large body of faithful workers, who are

quite content to be governed.
These are the arguments for the defence,

and there is no mistaking the fact that, if not

convincing, they are at least strong.

The result of the unlimited immigration of

cheap labor to the United States will be to

foster still further the enormous commercial
developments, glorious to a)30strophise when
times are good'but fraught with fearful ruin

when times are bad. It will enrich the capi-

talist and the "railway king," while impover-
ishing the laborer, thus making the inequali-

ties in society greater than at present; and
from these inequalities spring most of the evils

of our times. Richer rich and poorer poor,

—

this is all that is needed to bring corruption

into American or any other politics, to saji the

ideas of the Republic, to ensure the ultimate

wreck of its civilization ; this is precisely what
"Chinese cheap labor" will produce. 8till,

we are convinced that the solution is not to

be found in restrictive legislation. That, at

liest, would be but to postpone the evil day,
—-a half-measure, like prohibition, or the su])-

l)ression of free speech in Germany, or mili-

tary law in the Nihilistic distircts ; or, to take

the latest example, like undiscriminating coer-

cion in Ireland.

The truth is, that in this Chinese antinomy,
our neighbors across the water are face to

face with a very big problem. The weightiest

question of modern times—capital and labor,

the franchise, democratic institutions them-
selves — are visible behind this " heathen

Chinee;" and, unfortunately, this is not an

age of great statesmen in America. It is an

age of ignorant politicians, and, therefore, of

corrupt politics,' of commercial intrigue, of a

plainly visible relaxing of public delicacy, if

not of actual morality ; and with President

Arthur deliberately undoing much ofthe good
which Garfield began, the momentary outlook

is anything but bright.

The Day is Done.

[The pensive feeling approaching to sad-

ness, which H. W. Ijongfellow so beautifullj-

describes in the lines which follow, is one of

which many are partakers. It may arise

from different causes. Sometimes we believe

it is a call from our Heavenly Father to com-
mune with our own hearts and be withdrawn
for a time from the engrossing cares of life.

In such cases, if vve turn from it, and divert

the attention by the strains of the poet " of

our choice" (as Tvongfellow suggests), or by

any other method ot dissipating the feeling,

we may lose the s|iiiinial benefit, the growth
in grace, the aildcd religious experience, the

setise of Divine comnuinion, and the refresh-

ment flowing therefrom, which were designed

for us.

True poetic power is an admirable facultj',

but both it and its fruits must be used and
enjoyed by the Christian in subjection to the

Divine will,—under the government of the

cross—where only we are safe.

—

Ed.]

The day is done, and the darkness

Falls from the wings of night,

As a feather is wafted downward
From an eagle in its tiight.

I see the lights of the village

Gleam through Ihe rain and the mist,

And a feeling of sadness comes o'er me
That my soul can not resist.

A feeling of .sadness and longing

That is not akin to pain,

But resembles sorrow only

As the mist resembles the rain.

Come, read to me some poem,
Some simple and beautiful lay,

That will soothe this restless feelnig,

And banish the thoughts of the day.

Not from the grand old masters,

Not from the bards sublime,

Whose distant footsteps echo
Through the corridors of time.

For the strains of martial music

And to-night I long for rest.

Read from some humbler poet.

Whose songs gushed from his heart;

As showers from the clouds of Summer,
Or tears from the eyelids start;

Who through long days of labor.

And nights devoid of ease

Still heard in his soul the music
Of wonderful melodies.

Such songs have power to quiet

The restless pulse of care,

And come like a benediction

That follows after prayer.

Read from the treasured volume
The poem of thy choice.

And lend to the rhyme of the poet

The beauty of thy voice.

And the night shall be filled with music,

And the cares that infest the day
Shall fold their tents, like the Arabs,

And as silently steal awav.

THE MINISTER'S DAUGHTER.
BY JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER.

In the minister's morning sermon,
He had told of the primal fall,

And how thenceforth the wrath of God
Rested on each and all.

And how, of his will and pleasure.

All souls, save a chosen few,

Were doomed to the quenchless burning,

And held in the way thereto.

Yet never by faith's unreason

A saintlier soul was tried,

And never the harsh old lesson

A tenderer heart belied.

And, after the painful service

On that plea.sant Sabbath day,

He walked with his little daughter,

Thro' the a|iple-bloom of May.

Sweet in Ihe fresh green meadows
Sparrow and blackbird sung

;

Above him their tinted petals

The blossoming orchards hung.

Around on the wonderful glory

The minister looked and smiled
;

" How good is the Lord who gives us

These gifts from his hand, my child !

" Behold in the bloom of apples

vVnd the violets in the sward

A hini of the old, lost beauty

Of the Garden of the Lord !"

Then up spake the little maiden,

Treading on snow and pink,

"O father, these pretty blossoms

Are very wicked, I think.

"Had there been no Garden of Eden,
There never had been a fall;

And if never a tree had blossomed,

God would have loved us all."

"Hush, child !" the father answered,

"By his decree man fell;

His ways are in clouds and darkness.

But He doeth all thing.s well.

" And whether by his ordaining

To us cometh good or ill, i

Joy or pain, or light or shadow,
;

We must fear and love Him still."

"O, I fear Him!" said the daughter,
" And I try to love Him, too

;

But I wish He was good and gentle,
,

And kind and loving as you." '

The minister groaned in spirit

As the tremulous lips of pain

And wide, wet eyes uplifted

Questioned his own in vain.

Bowing his head, he pondered
The words of the little one

;

Had he erred in his life-long teaching?

Had he wrong to his Master done?

To what grim and dreadful idol

Had he lent the holiest name ?

Did his own heart, loving and human,
The God of his worship shame?

And lo ! from the bloom and greenness,

From the tender skies above,

And the face of his little daughter,

He read a lesson of love.

No more as the cloudy terror

Of Sinai's mount of law,

But as Christ in the Syrian lilies

The vision of God he saw.

And as when, in the clefts of Horeb,

Of old was his presence known,
The dread Ineffable tilory

Was Infinite Goodness alone.

Thereafter his hearers noted

In his pr.iyers a tenderer strain.

And never the gospel of hatred

Burned on his lips again.

And the scoffing tongue was prayerful,

And the blinded eyes found sight,

And hearts, as flint aforetime,

Grew soft in his warmth and light.

—Atlantic Monthk.
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Charles Shieldstream's Address.

[The author of the Addi-ess which follows

a native of Sweden, born in 1822. He he-

me so fnlly convinced ofthe spiritual nature
true religion, and that outward ordinances
•m no part of the Christian dispensation,

at he was unwilling to have his children

ptized as required by the laws of Sweden,
d therefore removed to America, where he
uld enjoy a larger measure of religious

erty. This removal was in 1861, before he
ew much if anything of the Society of

lends. Having since met with George Fox's
urnal and some other ofour standard books,
found that the principles advocated in them
rresponded very closely « ith what he had
eady been convinced of by the operation

the Spirit of Chiist iji his own mind ; es-

eially the doctrine of the light and life of

irist revealed in the heart of man ;
which,

writes William Penn, ' we profess and
•ect all men to as the great instrument and
ent of man's conversion to God." Thus he

s been drawn towards Friends as fellow-

lievers in the Light of Christ, which he
8 found to be as a lamp to his feet, leading

n in the way of safety and peace.

—

Ed.]

Addressing all lovers of Light and Truth,
feel that 1 have specially to address that

nnant of the Society of l-'rieiids which j-et

mains in the right princi]ilc's ot Light and
uth. Dear friends ! though a stranger to

u, I am partaker of the same Divine Light
lich is your glory, b}' our common Lord
d Saviour, and " though unknown, we are

yet well known" in one Spirit. Through
3 grace and light from the Lord, I have
3n enabled for many years to see the mys-
•ies of God's everlasting kingdom and glory,

hen the Light began to shine in the dark-

38 of my heart, as I became obedient to it,

d took heed to it, then my crooked nature
.8 judged, and the lusts of the world were
Iged, and I was made to see the corrup-

ns of this world and the corruptions in

lat did call itself the church of Christ,

len I saw and experienced that it was the

ght of Christ in man, which was the only

tidote against the seed of sin in man, and
[ should believe otherwise, I could not em-
iice the doctrine of the Holy Scriptures.

[ had then no knowledge of the principles

the Society of Friends; I had only read
ne ofthem as misrepresented by the scribes,

ter some time I happened to get the Jour-

1 of George Fox. I cannot here express
set forth my feelings when I read it. I be-

ved that God had, in George Fox's person
It out one of his greatest messengers into

3 world during the gospel age ; and 1 felt

mkiul for it. And 1 saw how God in his

inite mercy and goodness had raised up a

Dple in white garments worthy to bear

1 testimony to an outward Christendom,
ostatized i'rom the Light and Truth of

3US Christ,—a people who constituted the

tie flock, which, by the good will of their

avenly Father, had got the kingdom,—j^es,

3y being born of the incorruptible seed and
ord of "God had seen the kingdom, and
?re partakers in the kingdom as John was,

d as we are when wo walk in the Light of

irist as God is in the Light, and have fel-

vship one with another, feeling the blood

jChrist cleansing us from all our sins.

Mj' beloved friends. My salutation of love

is to you who have the anointing from the

Holy One, and know all things. We see

much apostacy from the Truth, but we can-

not wonder at it, for we know that the Holy
Scriptures are profitable to us just as much
as we are in the same Spirit which gave them
forth. And how can there be anything but
error and will-worship, where people read
and apply the holy men's words without
being in the same spirit in wliidi they were
who gave them forth.

The Grace, Truth and Light which came
b_y Jesus is everlasting, and gives power to

all who receive and walk thereby to become
the sons of God. By the invincible power of

Christ, every good work is possible for the

followers of Christ. Jesus said, that " he

that believed on Him should do the works
that He had done, and greater works than He
did, bertiuse Ho went to his Father." George
Fox was sent to proclaim the daj'' of the

Lord after a long night of apostacj^; and the

apostacy is very great in our days. Maj-
the Lord raise up servants in our generation

as formerly, who will lay the axe to the root

of the evil tree ! My hope is that the Lord
will yet have a city set upon a hill. With
God is everj'thing jjossible, and He can out
of stones raise up children of Abraham. Our
Eedeemer's kingdom is not of this world,

which is in alienation from God, but his king-

dom is in Truth and righteousness. May we
always hear his voice. "Thou sayest that I

am a king. To this end I have been born,

and to this end am I come into the world,

that I should bear witness unto the Truth.
Every one that is of Truth hears my voice

;"

and as true friends of our kingly Master, may
we bear witness unto the Truth, for we are

born as bis own to bear witness unto the

Truth.
I have alwaj-s derived much encourage-

ment from reading how George Fox was sent

into the world to proclaim the day of the

Lord, and how he describes the purposes he
was sent for. Therefore I will now use his

own words :

" I was sent to turn people from darkness
to the light, that they might receive Christ

Jesus : for, to as many as should i-eceive Him
in his Light, I saw that He would give power
to become the sons of God ; which I had ob-

tained by receiving Christ. I was to direct

the people to the Spirit, that gave forth the

Scriptures, by which they might be led unto
all Truth, and so up to Christ and God, as

they had been who gave them forth. I was
to turn them to the grace of God, and to the

Truth in the heart, which came by .lesns.

that bj^ this grace they might be taiiu'lit.

which would bring them salvatioTi, tliut llnir

hearts might be established by it, and tlnir

words might be seasoned, and all might come
to know their salvation nigh. I saw that

Christ died for all men, and was a ])ropilia-

tion for ail, and enlightened all men and
women with his divine and saving Light

;

and that none could be a true believer but
who believed in it. I saw that the mani-
festation of the Spirit of God was given to

ever}' man to profit withal. These things

I did not see by help of man, or by the

letter, though they arc written in the letter,

but I saw them in the Light of the Lord
Jesus Christ and bj' his immediate Spirit and
power, as did the holy men of God by whom
the Holy Scriptures were written. I had no

slight esteem of the Holy Scriptures, but they
were very precious to me, for I was in that
Spirit by which they were given forth, and
what the Lord opened in me I found after-

wards was agreeable to them. I could speak
much of these things, and many volumes
might be written, but all would prove too
short to set forth the infinite wisdom, love
and power of God in preparing, fitting and
furnishing me for the service He had ap-
pointed me to, letting me see the depths of
Satan on the one hand, and opening to me
on the other hand the divine mysteries of
his own everlasting kingdf m."

" Now when the Lord God and his Son
.Tesns Christ sent me forth into the world to

|ii-e:i(li iiis everlasting gospel and kingdom, I

was glad that I was commanded to turn peo-
ple to that inward Light, Spirit and Grace,
by which all might know their salvation and
their way to God

;
even that Divine Spirit

which would lead them into all Truth, and
which I infallibly knew would never deceive
any."

"But with ami by this Divine Power and
Spirit of God and Light of Jesus, I was to
bring people off from all their own ways to
Christ the new and living way : and from
their churches, which men had made and
gathered, to the Church of God, the general
asserabl}' written in heaven, which Chi'ist is

the head of: and off from the world's teachers,

made by men, to learn of Christ, who is the
Way, the Truth, and the Life, of whom the
Father said : 'This is mj' beloved Son ; hear
ye Him ;' and off from all the world's wor-
ships to know the Spirit of Truth in the in-

ward parts, and to be led thereby, that in it

they might worship the Father of spirits,

who seeketh such to worship Him ; which
Spirit they that worship not in, knew not
what they worshipped. And 1 was to bring

people off from all the world's religions, which
are vain, that thej' might know the pure re-

ligion, might visit the fatherless, the widows
and the strangers, and keep themselves from
the spots of the world ; then there would not
be so many beggars, the sight of which often

grieved m^- heart, as it denoted so much
hard-heartedness among them that professed

the name of Christ. I was to bring them off

from all the world's fellowship, and praying
and singing, which stood in forms without
power, that their fellowship might be in the
Holy Ghost, and in the eternal Spirit of God,
that they might pray in the Holy Ghost, and
sing in the Spirit, and with the grace that

comes by Jesus ; making melody in their

hearts to the Lord, who has sent his beloved
Son to be their Saviour, and caused his hea-
venly sun to shine upon all the world and
through them all, and his heavenly rain to

fall upon the just and the unjust (as his out-

ward rain doth fall and his outward sun doth
shine on all), which is God's unspeakable
love to the world. I was to bring people off

from Jewish ceremonies, and from heathenish
fables, and from men's inventions and worldly
doctrines, which blew the people about this

way and another way, and from sect to sect,

and from all their beggarly rudiments, with
their schools and colleges for making minis-

ters of Christ, who .are, imlciMl. minislers of

their own making, but imi of (hri-i s; and
from all their images and crosM^. unil sprink-

ling of infants, with all their holy days (so-

called), and all their vain traditions, which
they had instituted since the Apostles' days,
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wbieh the Lord's power was against ; in tlie

dread and authority of which I was moved
to deehire against them all that preached not

freely, as being such as had not received

freelj' from Christ."
" Moreover, when the Lord sent me forth

into the world, Ho forbade me to ' put off my
hat' to any, high or low, and I was required

to thou and thee all men and women, without
anj' respect to rich or poor, great or small.

And as 1 travelled up and down I was not to

bid the people good morning, or good even-

neither did I bow or scrape with my

appeal : may they pause and consider, "wash
their bands in innocency" and encompass the

Lord's altar; beg of Hini to fit and prepare
them clean vessels for his Holy Spirit to

dwell in.

6lh month, 1882.

For "The Friend

Natural History, Science, &c.

Effect of the Passions on Health.—Of the

passions detrimental to life, anger stands first.

He is a man very rich indeed in physical

power who can afford to be angry. The
leg to any one; which made the sects andirichest cannot afford it many times without
professors to rage. But the Lord's power ensuring the penalty, a penalty that is always
carried me over all to his glory, and manj' severe. What is still worse of this passion is,

came to be turned to God in a little time ;
for .that the very disease it engenders feeds it, so

the heavenly day of the Lord sprung from tbat if the impulse go many times unchecked
on high, and broke forth apace, by the light it becomes the master of the man.
of which many came to see where they were." The effect of rage on the heart is to induce

a permanently perverted motion. On the
brain it produces first a paralysis, and after-

wards, during reaction, a congestion of the

This is most encouraging for a lover of

Light and Truth, and shows how God had
sent dear (ieorge Fox to minister the gospel

in the world, and made him a minister superior

to all the ministers of man's making, through
his obedience to the Light, and Truth, and
]50wer of Jesus Christ; to whom God the'^.j^j^

vessels of that organ. Many die in one or

other of these two stages.

The effects of fear are all but identical with
those of rage, and like rage, grow in force

as given all power iven and orFather
earth

I remain in humility your sincere friend

Charles Shieldstream.

Central City, Nebraska, 4th mo. l(3th, 1882.

For "The Friend.

Misery and Death from Strong Drink.

Can there be no la

"i-aceful scenes, su(di

repetition. I am daily more and more k

inced that not half the evils resultino- c

best of intentions, determined that he shoul

be taught to swim. He was taken liy hi

tutor, in whom ho had every confidence

the side of a river, and when he was undresse
he suddenly found himselfcast by his instruci

or, without any warning, into the streani

No actual danger of drowning was impliec

tor the tutor himself was at once in the wate
to hold him up or to bring him to land ; bu

the immediate effect, beginning with thefaim
ness of fear, was followed bj' vomiting, by
long train of other nervous symptoms, by cot

stant dread that some one was in some wa,

about to repeat the infliction, by frcqueii

dreaming of the event at night, by thin kin

upon it in the day. At last all the phenonien
culminated in that breach between the it

stinctive and the reasoning powers which \v(

for want of a better term, call dangerous an
insane delusion.

Under some circumstances the passioni

excited in turn, injure by the combined iiiflc

ence of their action. In games of chanc(
where money is at stake, we see the plaj' c

the worst passions in all its mischievous it

tensity. Fear and anger, hate and grief, hop
and exultation, stand forth, one after the otbei

keeping the trepitant heart in constant ex

itement and under tremulous strain, tinti

from what may be called the promptings £)t,at length its natural steadiness of motion i

fear in the young and the feeble are duly ap- transformed into unnatural irregularity.

!
predated, and that fear is the worst weapon] Political excitements call forth readily th

lof physical torture the thoughtless coward .reel of the passions with dangerous energj
wields. A few specially constructed men, who hav
Permanent intermittency of the heart is no passions, pass through active political ex

one of the leading phenomena incident to citement and, may-be, take part in it withon
10 prevent such dis-

1
m,j)jjgn ^nd extreme terror. A gentleman of suffering injurj' ; but the majority are injured

'""'''''-''t' crimes, such jj^j^fjl^ j^gg ^^jjg returning home from a long As they pour forth their eloquent or rud
deeds of darkness, as are frequently portrayed ,yQyj,gg j^ ^j^g most perfect health and spirits, speeches, as they extol or condemn, as the'
in the public press, from the manufacture, k^ben the vessel in which he was sailing was cheer or hiss, as they threaten or cajole, tb^
sale, and use ot spirituous liquors'? One's|struck from a collision, and, hopelessly in-'are taking out of themselves force they wij
soul gets sick with the daily report of such jured, began to sink. With the sensation of never regain.—-Dr. B. W. Richardson.
outrages and diabohcaUyickedness, as is com-

^ the sinking of the ship, and the obvious im-| Prehistoric Mining in Michigan.—AW thi
o^m„ ,^ + ,£> ,.,r> r,v,,v CO r.nr^a n f ,

,, rnincnce of death,— five minutes was the more important mines are situated on tb

longest expected period of remaining life,— ancient workings of a prehistoric race. The;

this gentleman felt his heart, previouslj' act- seem to have been ignorant of the fact tha

ing vehemently, stop in its beat. He remem- copper could be melted, for they left behini

bored then a confused period of noise and cries, them the fragments too small to use and th

and rush, and a return to comparative quiet, [masses too heav3' to lift. Every daj' the;

during which he discovered himself beingcon-jSubjected it to a temperature nearly higl

yed, almost unconsciously, out of the sink-] enough, without making a discovery whici

other vesseli would have lifted them out of the Stone Ag
When he had into the Bronze Age, and perhaps have er

mitted in some of the drinking saloons of the

far-famed city of brotherly love.

6th mo. 27th, 1882.

Hendrick B. Wright on Mourning.

Among the last requests in writing of the

late H. B. Wright, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., re-lv

centl}' made i)ublic, dated Washington, 2nd ing vessel on to the deck of
mo. 10th, 1881, are the following remarks

—

Jthat had rendered assistance.
with which I do fully unite, and desire theyigained sufficient calmness he found that pe- abled them to survive the struggle in whicl

may be again revived. riods of intermittent action of his heart could they perished. They must have been ver
"It is an empty, idle custom, * * * an be counted. They occurred four and five numerous, and have reached the point c

outside demonstration suggested by fashion, times in the minute for several days, and in- development where they were capable of oi

I will die in the faith of my ancestors—the terfered with his going to sleep for many ganizing industry. In Isle Eoyale, near th
creed of the Society of Friends. In this laith nights. In this gentleman the intermittent Mining Mine, their pits, excavated to a dept
died ray great-grandfather, and my grand- pulse became a fixed conditinn, but so modi-. of from ten to twenty feet in the solid root

father, and my father, and in that faith I will tigd in character that it was endurable. cover an area of from three to four hundre
die also. It teaches the doctrine that the. The effect of fear on the brain may be to feet wide, and more than a mile and aha;
apparel does not reflect the emotions of the the extent of that which is produced by ex-jin length. The labor expended here cannc
heart." Itremity of rage, so that even sudden death, I have been much short of tbat involved i

If the reading of these remarks afresh be from syncope, may ensue. I have known two! building a pyramid. Isle Eoyale is ten mile

only helpful to one individual, who has given such instances as these, but the more common from the nearest land, and is incapable of pn
away their strength in this direction, I shall effect is an intense irritability, followed by ' ' " '

rejoice. There are so many of our dear young doubt, suspicion and distrust, leading towards
friends, and older ones too, who think it need-

^ or to insanity. From a sudden terror deeply
ful when following the remains of a relative felt the young mind rarely recovers, never I

or friend to their last resting place, to attire
i believe, ff hereditary insanity bo a part of its

themselves in black, or as near as they can,— jnature. A man, who is now the inmate of an
a black dress, if nothing more, is worn. Oh asylum, owing to fixed delusions tbat all his
how it has affected mo to see it; and the word best friends are conspiring to injure and kill

of the Lord, through the mouth of the pro- him, explained to me, before his delusion was
phet, has arisen, " Is this the fast that I have established, from what it started. When he
hosen ?" &c. Some may have done so unin- was a boy he had a nervous dread of water, and

ducing food, so that all supplies, except

:

must have been brought from some distar,

point. Their excavations could, of coursi

never go below the point at which wate

would accumulate. Their hammers, frequen

ly to the number of several thousand, ar

found in heaps, where thej- were evidentl

placed at the end of the season. As no grave

or evidences of habitations are found, we ca

hardly doubt that the ancieiit miners live

south of the groat lakes, and made year!

tentionally—but not so with all
:

to these I his father, for that very reason, and with tho'journeyings with fleets of canoes to the coi
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I' mines. The aggregate amount of the
ital which they carried off must have been
[•y great, and it has been generally thought
It the copper implements of the ancient
(Xicans came from this source.
To Prevent the Spread of Scarlet Fever.—
e Sanitary Engineer says: " Preventiui;-

3 spread of scarlet fever is the com]ilotr
lation of the patient, so far as possible. If

) sufferer can be accommodated with a

)arate room, it should be immediately- strip-

1 of every thing which can possibly be dis-

nsed with—carpets, stuffed couches and
xirs, curtains, &c.—in order that what may
called furniture cannot disseminate the
ease. All discharges from the patient and
iry article of clothing used at the sick-bed
St be treated as containing contagion. In
e of death of the patient, it is recommended
it the body be wrapped in a sheet treaied

,h a solution of chloride of zinc, and buiied

soon as possible in a strictly private man

Dhe largest telescope ever designed is now
process of construction at the works of

/ah Clark & Sons, Cambridgeport, Mass.
e instrument is intended for use at the Ijiek

servatory, California, and will cost $50,000.
will have a 36-inch object glass. The
gest one previously designed was a 30-inch
ss, for the Pultowa Observator}^, Russia,
e Government Observatory at Washington
) a 26-inch instrument.

—

Selected.

These complications have arisen out of a gradual
departure from the sound principle of non-iuterven-
tion in the internal affiiirs of other countries, which
wo have always oensisti'iitlv iiiaiiitained. The dan-

gentleman, " to be careful not to pledge the Govern-
ment to any course of proceeding, by advice or
otherwise, which might be taken to imply a desire
to exorcise undue interference in the internal affairs

of I'i;v|it." I'iilia|i|)ily this wise precaution came
ill oiiiiise i>r lime to lie disregarded, and interference
liv iiiir (iwii and Ijv other Governments was more

Til

!?ot the enjoyment of happiness, but the

Slnient of duty, is the object of our exist-

le on earth.

—

Self-Culture.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH iMONTH 22, 1882.

Che information which has reached us of

1 warlike operations in Egypt, where the

itish fleet has been engaged in bombarding
sxandria and battering down the forts

ieted for its defence, is calculated to awaken
[ret in the heart of every lover of man
id, who believes in the principles of peaee.

[)ne of the first questions that occur to the

fid of a person, far removed from the scene

ction, and unconnected with the interests

olved in Egyptian politics, is, as to the

of a foreign power thus to interfere in

nternal affairs of a people. On general

nciples, such interference is inconsistent

h the rights of others, and must neces-

ly be irritating and offensive. We find in

Herald of Peace, an Address recently

ed by the Peace Societ}' of London, which
fows some light on the condition of things

tegj'pt, anil shows the danger of impr(i]ier

ddling in the business of others. We quote

|ra it as follows :

—

r Friends,—It is impossible for the friends of

not to regard with the deepest anxiety the

dition of things which exists at this moment in

pt. European ships of war are in Alexandria,

,ch, far from having contributed to the mainte-

ice of peace, have rather, by arousing the jealousy

he native population, led to an outbreak of vio-

during which many lives have been sacrificed,

\e tumult and panic are spread through the coun-

We fear that Egypt itself is about to be de-

red to general andprolonged anarchy, while in

iuture there loom still more perilous possibili-

, arising out of the selfish and conflicting ambi-
s of European States.

(•uniiiiissious, which involved the nation, without its

knnwiodge or consent, in grave responsibilities, all

III! iiioi-o dangerous because they were joint respon-
siliiliiies with another nation.

Wlieu we leani from aiitlieiitie railiamentary re-

turns that there are iimre ihan thiiloen hundred
fiireigiiei-s eiiqdoyod in the vaiiMiH departments of
K;j;yptian ailiuinistration, wle.-o eolleetive salaries

amount to £373,704, it cannot be thought surprising

that native Egyptians should revolt against a system
which ha.s thus transferred the ofiicial authority, in-

Ihieiieo, powers, and emoluments of their Govern-
ment into the hands of aliens. Unhappily, also, the
eliaraetei- of the intervention has changed by degrees.

Wiiat was (iriginally intended as advice and friendly

aid has passed into dictation and menace, which has
provoked bitter resentment and organized resistance.

The present Government foresaw this danger, and
earnestly discdaimed any wish to trench on the in-

dopeiideiire iil' Egypt. Lord Granville in an admi-
lalilo di-|iaiili under date of November 4th, 1881,
used those words: "It cannot be too clearly under-
stood thai. England desires no partisan Ministry in

Egypt. In the opinion other Majesty's Government,
a partisan Ministry, founded on the support of a
foreign power, or upon the personal influence of a
foreign oiplomatic agent, is neither calculated to be
of service to the country it administers, nor to that

in whose interest it is supposed to be maintained.
It can only tend to alienate the population from
their true alleiiiance to their Sovereign, and to give
rise tM r.iiiiiior intrigues which are detrimental to

till inlluoiieo 111' the State." Unhappily these princi-

|ilo, ul' pnliey have not been adhered to, and the
oviU w hii h L.n-d Granville foresaw and deprecated,
ha\o iiiiiio to ]>a-s in an aggravated form.

The pleas urged in support of this policy of inter-

vention are these

:

1. That it is important for England to guard her
way to India by the Suez Canal. But surely the

very worst way of guarding that paisaao is, hy an

intrusive and dictatorial policy, t'l ixa-^ii. rate into

bitter hostility against us the peii|jlo tlinai-h whoso
territory this water-way runs, and so to tempt them
to tamper with it out of resentment and revenge.

2. That it is necessary to protect the lives and
property of British subjects resident in Egypt. But
is it not perfectly obvious that the lives and pro-

pi rtv of liritish subjects, so far from having been
protoitod, have been brought into peril solely

throut;h the policy of meddling and menace?
3. it is intimated with more or less explieitiii-.s

—though probably that has more to do with the in-

tervention than anything else—that some of our

countrymen have invested in Egyptian Bonds, and
that it is necessary to protect their interests. Wo
venture to protest earnestly against this doctrine.

We hope the time is not far distant when this greal

nation will very unequivocally declare that if an\

of our countrymen choose to go into peonniarv

speculations in other countries for their own prolii,

they must do so at their own risk, and not expeet

that the blood and treasure of the whole nation shall

be expended in protecting their investments and col-

lecting their debts.

We invite you, dear friends, to join with us in re-

newing our protest against the meddlino; policy

which has led to the great embarrassments m which

we are now involved. Whatever be obscure or
doubtful, it is clear at least that that policy has fail-

ed in every respect. It has provoked violent dis-

content in EQ-vjit. It has led to a lamentable
d.-tniolioii ,,f i:iiro]H.aii life and proiierty. It has
thrown the whole ooniniia-oial .-y-tom of Egypt into

deraioieiiieiii and ooiifii..i.iii. It has given rise to
iiio-t 'eiiil.arra-iii- >|iieMioii-; lieUvoeii the Sultan
and the WeMern Power.. Il ha^ Mimnlated the
jeal.,ii>> ol ..tier iialio,,., and ha- plaee.l all parties

eoueenied ill u po.-itioii of dillieulty and danger,
from which it will tax the utmost resources of
European statesmen to find a way of escape.

It is a satisfaction to observe that thefriends
of peace in England have protested against
the system of intervention, which has led to
this assault on the Kgy]itian8 ; and it is greatly
to lie desired that the national conscience may
lie so eHeoliially :iuakeiied, as to lead to SUCh
a idiauge (if piiliey as maj' prevent the recur-

rence of similar (iifficultios.

We are pleased to notice that John Bright
has resigned his position in the Cabinet, as a
testimoii3' against the warlike measures in

Egypt, which are at variance with his prin-

ciples as a Friend, and a believer in the prin-

ciples of peace.

Our Ancestors is the title of a new Maga-
zine, ])ublished by the Genealogical Associa-
tion of Pennsylvania and .N^evv jersey, at No.
31Ii Walnut St., Philadelphia. It is designed
to be the medium for the preservation of
family genealogies, and documents relating to

personal and family history.

The first number contains an account of
Dr. HenrjT Richard Linderman, late director

of the mint at Philadelphia; records of the
Low Dutch Reformed congregation at Chureh-
ville. Pa. ; Marriage Records of St. Mary's,
Btirlington, N. j"; notices of the Burton
family of Bucks Co., Pa., and information of

a similar character respecting others.

In the narrative of The George Gray Family,
who at one time owned the floating bridge

over the Schuylkill, known as Gray's Ferry
bridge, there is given the following certificate

of removal from Friends in Barbadoes :

—

By appointment of our Quarterly meeting at the
house of Richard Buttons, Barbadoes, y' 24"" 1st

mo., 1691-2.

To our dear ffriends & Brethren in Peusilvauia or

Elcewhere to whose hands this shall come is the
Salutation of our Love, &c.

liarlhU, the-e are to certify you that our dear
and liiiioeeiit Ifrieiiil George Gray, an Autient in-

haliilaiit olihi- l~laii(l, havingsome intention in his

heart to \ isii ilrieiids in I'ensilvania, &c., as well as

some liui-iie.~ of l,i~ own, did acquaint y« monthly
nieeiiiiLi iiilo w ' he did helong w"" ye same, as also

y" Six weeks and Quarterly meetings as above said,

& friends having nothing against it, doth hereby
signify their unity w'" him therein, w"" all to ac-

ciuaint you y' his Life & Conversation for many
years aiiioiii;'>t lis has heoii very ffaithful. Innocent
iV I'eaoialilo, ];\eii siieli as hecomes ye Go-spel of o'

l.ord.le-us \' alh\a\s -landing by & encouraging
ih,. Ifailhlnl 111 ilieir'iiiaiiv Kxeroiies & Tryalls w^"
ihey have iiiel w "' ail on ihi- Maud to their Greater
eomfori \- saii-faeiioii, .V<\ M-iier.ver he being a
wido\Ma' ,V. as is n-nal in -iieji ea-es, friends here
has Iii.|iiired into hi- Clearne- a- in Eolation to

niarria-e. \ tliev do nol lind l.iit that he is Clear
from faiiaiiiihaueiit w''' aiiv woman on this Island,

-ood 'sence &
Power lo aoooin|iany him in his service & business

he .Li-oe- ahoui, thai when he shall find himself Clear

to return auaiii, il may be in y' Peace & comfort of

his Bles.-.ed Spirit to whose Guidance & Protection

he is recommended, that y" government & conduct
'.of his Life for the residue of his time here may he to
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y= H(5nuour & Praise of his name who over all is

worthy of it forevermore. Amen.
Signed on behalfe of y" said Quarterly meeting by

your ffriend in tlie Truth.
THOM.is Bobbins.

The Gra_y laraily eanie originally from York-
shire, Enghmd. The George who removed
from Barbadoesto Philadelphia, married there

and made it liis home for the remainder of

his life. In accordance with his own request,

his body was laid by the side of that of his

first wife at S))eightstown, Barbadoes.
The Magazine will pi'obably prove interest-

ing to those who are interested in researches

of the kind it contains.

A letter has been received post marked,
'• West Grove, Pa.," addressed to the Editor,

without the nameof the writer being attached.
As the writer may have some information in

his or her possession, wbieli would be useful

to the Editoi', it is requested that the Address

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United Spates.—The House Committee on Inilian

Affair.s agreed to report favorably a bill granting lands

in severalty to tlie Umatilla Indians, in Oregon. The
liill for the extension of the charters of the National
banks has been signed by the President.

Twelve million bnshels of corn were last year made
into glucose in the United States alone. Brewers were
the largest consnmers.
Our exporls of breadstuff-, during the twelve months

ending 6ih month 30lh last, were valued at $17t),977,-

496, against $265,561,091 during the preceding twelve
months.

St. Paul, Minn., 7th mo. 15th.—The Pioneer Press
prints this morning despatches from about one hundred
points in the Norliiwest, showing the condition of the
crops. Reports as to whe.it continue to be generally
favorable, though there are exceptions caused by wet
weather on low land, and the appearance of rust and
chinch bugs. It is believed that reports from Dakota
are exaggerated, and that grain in low land west of

Fargo is not promising. The weather this week has
been cool and cloudy, with occasional heavy rains.

The Prohibitionists of Nebraska are arranging for a

vigorous canvass in support of a constitutional amend-
ment prohibiiir g the manufacture and sale of intoxi-

cating liquors. The liquor men hope to kill the mea-
sure in the Legislature.

During a thimder storm at Texarkana, Arkansas, on
Fourth-day evening, a large tlireestory brick building,
just finished, was struck by lightning, and fell upon the

lop of a frame saloon adjoining, crushing it in. The
saloon was full of people at the time, and eighteen per-

sons were killed, several others being injined.

In the last ten years there have been 44,000 new f u'ms
opened in Arkansa.s, which is an average of 600 new
f.trms in ten years to each county.
The Speartish and Redwater Valleys, in Dakotah,

were visited on Sixth-day night, last week, by a destruc-
tive storm of wind and hail, which "entirely wiped out
all the growing crops for a distance of thirty miles by
four wide. It is estimated that 2000 acres of wheat,
oats and barley, nicely headed and giving promise of
an unprecedented yield, were entirely destroyed."
Of the Russian refugees who came to this city a few

months ago, 17 departed for New York on Fifth-day
evening, with the intention of sailing for Europe. Of
the 900 refugees who have been taken care of in this

city, all but 23 have found employment. The resst have
been supported by charitable Hebrews at an expense of

$27,000, of which the citizens of Philadelphia, other than
Jews, have contributed about -30UO. The Jewish com-

• mnnity are still collecting money among themselves
fur the wants incident to refugees who are continually
arriving in this cUy. About 250 Jewish refugees ar-

rived at this port in the Pennsylvania on the 13th inst.

They came from Odessa and Kieff, and left for the West
on Fifth-day night. They were sent to this country by
the Mansion House Committee of London.

Five thousand miles of main track were laid on 179
railroads of the United States during the first six months
of this year—really about three and a half working
tponths. During the corresponding period of last year
two thousand miles were laid, and at that time' the

record of no similar period in previous years had reached
even that amount. Texas heads the list among States

with over seven hundred miles of new track, and among
groups of States the Northwestern head the list, with
nearly one-half of the total mileage. New England
laid no new tracts. The total railway mileage of the

United States is now over 107,000 miles. It is almost
certain to exceed 200,000 by the close of the century.

Mary Todd Lincoln, widow of President Lincoln,

died in Springfield, Illinois, on the 16th inst. She had
been ill for a long time, and, on Seventh-day evening,
had a stroke of paralysis, and fell into a comato.''e con-
dition, in which she remained until she died.

There were 421 deaths in Philadelphi i for the week
ending 7th month 15th, as compared with 289 for the

previous week, and 447 for the corresponding week of|

last year. . Of the whole number, 228 were males, and
193 females ; 134 were under one year ; 54 died of con-

sumption, 49 of Cholera infantum, 31 of marasmus, 14
of diphtheria and one of small-pox.

Markets, &C.—U . S. 3J's, 102; 4J's, 114}; 4's, 119;
currency 6's, 133.

Cotton.—There was no essential change to notice in

price or demand ; sales of middlings are reported at

13i a 13f cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.
Petroleum.—Standard white, 6J cts. for export, and

7| a 8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is quiet, but sound; families rule steady ; sales

of 2200 barrels, including Minnesota extras, at S6 a

$6.37J for clear, and at $6.50 a $6.75 for straiglit;

Pennsylvania family at {5.37^ a f5 50 ; western do. do.

at $6 a $6.32, and patents at j7 a $8. Rye flour is dull

at $4 a $4.25 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat was in fair demand, but futures were
a fraction lower. Sales of 3000 bushels Delaware,

j

Maryland and Jersey red at $1.25 a #1.29, according to'

quality and location. Rye is nominal at 72 for old and
63 cts. for new. Corn.—Local lots are scarce and firm.

Options are }c. lower. Sales of 9000 bushel.s, including|
yellow, at 93 cts. ; mixed, at 91 a 92 cts. ; steamer at 91
cts. ; No. 3 at 9U a 91 cts., and rejected at 90^ cts. Oats
are quiet and easier. Sales of 10,000 bushels, includ-|

ing No. 2 white, at 70 a 72 cts., and rejected and mixed i

at 69 cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 7th mo.

I

15th, 1882.- Loads of hay, 143; loads of straw, 62.

Average price during the "week—Prime timothy, $1.20
to $1.30 per 100 pounds ; mixed, $1.05 to $1.15 ; straw, i

""
to 90 cts.

IBeef cattle were dull and prices were a fraction lower,
|

owing to the large receipts; 3900 head arrived and soldi

at the different yards at 4J a 9J cts. per pound, the
latter rate for extra.

Sheep were firmly held ; 10,000 head arrived and
sold at the different yards at 4 a 5J cts. and lambs at

ih a 72^ cts. per lb. as to condition.
Hogs were unchanged ; 3100 head arrived and sold

at the different yards at llj a 12^ cts. per lb., the
latter rate for a few choice.

Foreign.—The resignation of John Bright from the
British Ministry was accepted on Seventh-day the 15th

In the House of Commons on the 17th, John Bright,
referring lo his resignation, stated that he had nothing
to explain or defend. The sole reason of his retirement
was that he could not concur in the Government's Egyp-
tian policy. He had for forty years held and taught a
doctrine that he still believed, and he could not con-

tly approve the proceedings at Alexandria. He
believed the moral law applied to nations as well as to

individuals, and that the proceedings he disapproved
were a violation thereof and of international law. If

he had not sooner retired it was because of his high re-

gard for Gladstone and his other colleagues. In a di.s-

ngreement so fundamental he would have either had
to submit to measures he entirely condemned or have
been in constant conflict with his colleagues.

A woman has been shot and killed at Balla, County
Mayo, for taking a farm from which the former tenants
had been evicted.

London, 7th mo. 14th.—A despatch lo the Daily News
from Dublin says: "A special gazelle, issued at 2
o'clock this morning, proclaims the counties of Cavan,
Leitrim, Longford, Westmeath, Sligo, Roscommon,
Mayo, Tipperary, Kilkenny, Waterford, Limerick,
Cork, Clare, Kerry, Louth and Dublin ; the cities of
Limerick, Cork, Waterford, Kilkenny, Dublin, London-
derry, Galway and Drogheda, and two baronies in

Monaghan and two in Armagh, under the repression
act."

In the House of Lords the royal assent has been
given to the repression bill.

The Zoological Department of the British Museum
has been enriched by the late John Gould's unrivalled

collection of birds, numbering 13,395 specimens, <

which 5378 are humming birds only. Tliese were .

Gould's special favorites, and he spent forty years i

collecting them.
There has been a rise in the price of copper in En<

land, which is partly due to the belief that the extei

sive use of electricity will greatly increase the deman
for that metal.

The Times' Paris correspondent reports that a C.tbine

Council has resolved to accept the invitation to protec

the Suez Canal jointly with England.
The Daily News' despatch from Marseilles says, si,

French transports have been ordered to get ready ti

embark troops.

The conditions of Turkish intervention in Egypt ar

understood to be as follows : The occupation of Kgyf
is to be limited to three months, at the expiralimi t

which time the Khedive can demand a prolong itior

The cost is to be defrayed by Egypt. No Eumpea
commissioners are to accompany the Turkish troop;

It is believed the Porte will refuse to despatch an e%

pedition.

The bombardment of Alexandria commencing on tli

morning of the 1 1th, continued until the afteninon c

the 12th. A flag of truce was displayed in the tow:

when they stopped firing. On the 13th in4. .Vlex

andria was evacuated and burned by the Egyptians
the flag of truce having been exhibited for the purpo.^

of enabling the troops to withdraw. One hundrei

Europeans and other Christians in the Ottoman BanI

and other adjoining buildings, were luassacred
; on

hundred Europeans fought their way down to the heac

and took refuge on board the British ships. Tiie Klii

dive and Dervisch Pasha escaped and made their wa
to Alexandria. The city was given up to plimder bf

fore it was burned. A despatch .says: '• The aspect

t

the town is indescribable, it reminds one of Pompeii-
whole families of Europeans have disappeared."
Admiral Seymour has issued a manifesto announcin

that he has undertaken, with the consent of the Egyr
tian Government, the restoration of order. Nobody)
allowed to leave the town after sunset.

A train, with 217 persons on board, ran off the rail

between Schernay and Bastijeur: 178 persons wei

killed, and those who were saved were more or less in

jured.

Several high personages and ofiicers, who are charge
with Nihilism, were arrested on the 8th inst, on Mr,

liowaja street, St. Petersburg, near the building occnpie

by the Secret Police Administration. The prisonei

intended to undermine the buihling by a mine starlin

from their lodgings.

An authentic report shows that the stocks of suga

on the island of Cuba, on 6th mo. 30th, amounted t

178,359 tons, against 100,032 tons at the same date lai

year. The exporls since First month 1st amounted t

388,410 tons, against 369,960 tons for the same perio

last year.

Complaints are made of an injurious drought alSagU!

NOTICE TO TEACHERS, PARENTS AND
OTHERS.

The Yearly Meeting's Committee on Education hav
placed a book at Friends' Book Store, No. 301 Arch St

Philadelphia, where applications from teachers wisllj

ing siluation.s, and commilte2s who desire to emplo
teachers among Friends, may be recorded.

Please give address, and full particidars.
• Ei.LisTON P. Morris, Clerk.

WANTED
By 9th month, 1882, a woman Friend to take charg!

of Bradford Preparative Meeting School.

Apply to the undersigned,

Lydia D. Worth,
Marshallton, Chester county, Pa.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.I
Applications for the Admission of Patients may 1

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board >

Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeling-hou.se, at Chesterfielt

Morg.in county, Ohio, 6th mo. 22nd, 1882, John i

Fowler, of Bartlelt, Washington Co., Ohio, to EsTHEl
daughter of Dr. Isaac and Sarah Huestis, of the form(
place.

Died, 6th mo. 27th, 1882, Richard Richardsgij
aged 74 years, a member of Philadelphia Monthli
Meeting of Friends.
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Botanical Excursion to Hammonton, N. J

The perusal of the pleasing and instructive

etch of a botanical trip to Taunton, which
eently appeared in "The Friend," awaken-
. the tiope that pei-haps the hurried story of
r recent visit to Hammonton may find read-
s. The region in which this New England
ttlement is situated, differs somewhat from
at in which Taunton lies, belonging to a
ore southern botanical district. The'ditfer-

ce is, however, slight; but further south
New .Jersey the greater heat and the preva-
ice of swamps, "render the district more
arly allied to that of lower Delaware. No
finite line of doiiiarcation can be drawn, the
ints characteristic of one region gradually
coming more scarce, and those of another
adually taking their places, to increase in

imber as the fitting climatic peculiarities

come more pronounced. Thus the magno-
iSincreasein prevalence as we proceed south-
irdly and new species appear, while the}^

minish in number as we proceed north-
irdly, other plants taking their place.

Our trip to Hammonton was made by rail

ion the Camden & Atlantic, and in the
'enty-four ?iiiles between it and our home,
3 passed across the entire cretaceous for-

ition which yields the green sand, impro-
rly called " marl" in this region. The
iveller may see this valuable fertilizer ex-
sed at the " diggings" by the roadside be-

md Ashland station, where ten thousand
ns have annually been digged to be carried
r and near, and applied to the potato fields,

!., of our appreciative farmers.
Beyond the cretaceous we enter upon a less

tractive region, and sand or swamp replaces
e fields of grass and growing crops. The
lite sand district is of more recent elevation
ove the sea, and apjiears as if but a succes-
)n of sea shores, with the sand of which a
ry moderate proportion of clay had com-
iied to give tenacity and value to the resul-

nt soil.

Among the plants that could be seen by the
adside conspicuous, was the Andromeda
irinnn, known to our farmers as stagger
.sh, from its injurious effects upon calves
d lambs that niay have fed upon it. This
a beautiful representative of the European
ath, its white or pale rose waxen cups are'
licately beautiful, and interesting to many]

not familiar with it, but generally passed un-
heeded by those uninstructed in botany. The
Lupinus perennis with its showy papiliona-
ceous flowers of bright blue, attracted our at-

tention, as did also the yet more beautiful
Tephros/a Virginica, or goat's vae. This flower
is like that of the pea or bean, and as its ban-
ner is white, its keel rose-color, and its wings
red, it presents an attractive appearance. Tlae
whole plant is very villous, or covered with
a pea-green down, by which it maj' be readily
recognized even from a distance.
The most conspicuous j)lant in the more

swam]3j' reaches is the bog asphodel, J!'ero-

phyllum asphodeloides, which lifts its spike of
creamy-w^hite flowers from three to five feet
high. This is a singular and interesting plant,
having numerous very long dry flat leaves at
its base, by which alone it may be readily
recognized and distinguished from any other
plant hereabout. Jts flowers are small, but
numerous and showy, in a long dense raceme.
It does not appet'r to be found north of New
Jersey, though it extends south to Cai-olina.
A plant much resembling it, and known as
fly poison, Amianthium musccetoxicum, though
found in New Jersey swamps, also appeai-s
upon the mountain tops of Pennsylvania,
even in the north.

The first plant that arrested attention
among many others more familiar growing
in the bushy wastes near Hammonton sta-

tion, was the black oat-grass, or weather-
grass. This is known to botanists as Stip,t

avenacea, and is very singular and beautiful.
It grows in sandy spots to the height of thi-ee

feet, and is noticeable from its niisty nsprct,
arising from the looseness of it-< |i;uii(lfs uml
the remarkably long awn attaclicil to (nif df
ts palets or inner flower scales. This awn is

a hair-like appendage, is three inches or more
'n length, and has the property of twisting
and untwisting from hygrometric change in

the air,—hence its name, weather-grass. This
seemingly useless affix is doubtless of real

"ity in enabling the seed to become dis-

inated much more widely than it would
otherwise be scattered. Those endowed with
the best organs of locomotion, have been pre-
served, because they, or some of them, were
better fitted to fincl a congenial soil for the
continuance of their kind. This Stipa has
thus points of resemblance which call to mind
the well-known walking-oats, Avena fatua.
The seed of the plant when ripe, falls out of
'ts glumes, and in warm, dry weather, may
be seen rolling and twisting about on its long
ungainly legs—the crooked awns—as they
twist and untwist in consequence of their sus-
ceptibility to the influence of changing cur-
entsof atmospheric humidity. It necessarily
advances as it turns over, because the long,
stifl:' hairs upon its body catch against any lit-

tle projection on the surfliee of the soil, and
prevent its retreat. A curious sight is pre-
sented by a garden-walk covered with these
awned seeds tumbling and sprawling about in

jditf'eront directions, until the awns are so
twisted that they can twist no further. They
then remain quiet until the dew is deposited,

I

or they are moistened by a shower, when
they rapidly untwist and run about with re-

j

newed activity, as if anxiotis to escape from
the wet. Another plant peculiar to the sandy
'plains from New Jerse}- to Florida, is the
Polygala lutea, or yellow Polygala, of which
we soon collected good sjiecimens. It has
showy orange-yellow bracts, aggregated in a
roundish head, which is sometimes nearly an
inch in diameter.

Arrived at Hammonton, a carriage convey-
ed us to the lake, nearly two miies distant,

and a drive around its head brought us to the
embankment which restrains its waters, and
forms a power for the adjacent saw-mill.
It is a beautiful sheet of water upwards of a
mile in length, and of a breadth suflacient to
give it a lake-like aspect, with good shores
nearly at its level, and generally free from
swampy reaches. A number of attractive

homes, around which the exhibition of much
taste is apparent, line the farther shore At
this part of the embankment lies a broad ex-
panse of boggy, bushy and sandy retreats for

the plants that aftect such localities. Among
tTiose most conspicuoua were the JLeropliylluni,

already adverted to, which is here abundant
and well developed. Many lowly plants may
also be seen quite as attractive in their hu-

ity as their more pretentious neighbor
ISO head is lii'ld aloft as if in proud disdain

111'
1 he S,in',ir, „,',(•, Drosenv and Utricularim at

ils fi'it. and ye; what more strange or more in-

terest iiiu|ilaiitscaii be named than these which
lia\-e tiieir hollies near us! with the pitcher-

plant, Siirriirciihi jjiirpiiri'd, or as known to
some, the side-saddle flower of our New Jersey
bogs, with which, perhai>s, some of our read-
ers are familiar, whose purple-veined cups
with their ornate outlet and winged back is

of so unique a pattern. The leaves of some
plants seen by us were nearly full of water,
but whether from rain or secreted from the
root, we knew not, but probably the latter,

since rain had not latelj- fallen. For the first

time we found it in full bloom, and could de-

tect its stamens covered bj' the stigmas which,
united into a largo peltate persistent canopy,
obscured these inner organs carefullj' tucked
away beneath. The large purple calyx was
eons])icuous, and the whole flower presented
a striking aspect at the summit of its slender
scape. The inside ofthe ear of the pitcher was
lined with stiff bristles ])ointing downward,
which, however, appeared to be too short to
offer much, if any, obstruction to escaping in-

sects,— the office, some believe, they were form-
ed to subserve. The southern Sarraeenia are
really effective insect traps, the sugary exu-
dation near the mouth of the pitelier, attract-

ing flies and beetles which can i-ea'lily descend
into the watery fluid at the bottom, liut can-
not return because of the resistance of the
strong bristles pointing downward. Leaves
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Iiave eeii found containing many dead insects,

decomposed in the watery fluid, are sup-

poiscd to Have contributed to the nutriment of
tbisstianu-fscnii-cariiivdi-ous plant. The^ar-
rciri'iini jjiir/nii'i ,: is nut ( tinril to Nevv Jersey,
but is found iii-l)i)i;s ilirou,i;lunit Canada and
iu the United States cast of the Alleghany'
mountains. What relation Sarraoenia bore
to the Saracens puzzled our boyish etymolo-
gical proclivities, until later we found that
1 he plant had lieen named by Tonrnefort in

honor of J )i-. Sari'azin, of Quebec, who first

sent a specimen of the species and a botanical
description of it to Europe. A close resem-
blance in names may not indicate identity of
origin

; but Dr. Sarrazin himself may have
been descended from Saracenic aneestrj-, and
solve the riddle of similarity' of sound and
spelling. Had it borne the name of Sarazina,
given it by the singular Ratinesque. it vvould
have been more a])in'opriately designated.
Hudsonia erlcoides, or heath-like Hudsonia,

also abounded upon .sandy road-sides; but
its season of bloom had ]>assed, and its dry
stems and seed-vessels alone were to be seen.

Its botanical resemblance to the heath is quite
remote.
Beneath the waste-wier, at the outlet of the

lake, abound the golden club Orontium agua-
ticum, which gr.iws u|)on inundated banks
and in the slorpy slrraias that ooze from be-

neath the emliankuicnt, and which are floored
with rich brownish-yellow ochrcous mud.
The liright ovate velvety-green leaves of the
orontium are conspicuotis also beneath the
overflowing water in the waste-woii-, and
their white waxen and golden clubs are in-

teresting. These are about a foot long, end-
ing in a spadix of a rich 3-ellow and green,
covered with small perfect yellow flowers, but
of an offensive odor. They thus resemble
the Indian-turnip, Arum or Ariscema, but the
s])athe which is so conspicuous in the latter

is reduced to a short sheath at the base of
the spadix.

The lovely pond-lily Nymphcea odorata, to
which a botanist in early days gave the beau-
tiful name of Cnsfalia pudica, is also found
here. This, though far removed from the
lilie.s, is nearly allied to the pitcher plants,
tlnnigh seemingly widely unlike them. This
idiaiiniiii;- llowcr bat lies in the pui-e water of
the clrar lake, but iloes not spurn the tepid
pools beneath the bank, where we ma3' see its

beauty and breathe its fragrance while it lies

placedly reposing upon the bosom of water
foul with oehreous mud and rank with fecu-
lence.

For " Tlie Friend."

The Insufficiency of Human Learning.

We have heard the sentiment advanced
that human ieariung should be pursued and
acquired in order to enable its possessor to

controvert materialistic and inlidel views

;

and thus with their own weapons to turn
back the sophistical reasoning of such dispu-
tants. But is not this dependence upon intel-

lectual culture very like to going forth with
Saul's unhallowed armor against the vaunt-
ing Goliaths of our day, instead, as did little

David, who said to that proud Philistine :
" I

come to thee in the name of the Lord of hosts,

the God of the armies of Israel, whom thou
hast defied."

It is well to have the power and limit of
human learning and ability clearly defined in

our view, so as not ignorantly to allovv it to

trench upon the confines of our holy religion

which teaches that, "Not by might nor b^^

power, hut by my spirit, saith the Lord ofhosts :"

and that "In Christ Jesus are hid all the
ti'easures of wisdom and knowledge." This
childlike dependence upon the ever-present
Helper of his people, will so bring into sweet
humility, so teach "the sentence of death in

ourselves, that we shall not trust in ourselves,

but in God who raiseth the dead ; and is

equal to all the needs of those, who in sim-
plicitj' and godly sincerity, not with fleshly

wisdom, but by His grace, are engaged to

promote the ever glorious kingdom of the
Redeemer in the earth. Unless the govern-
ment of our hearts is upon Him whose
strength is thereby made perfect in our weak-
ness—upon the God of Israel who giveth
strength and ])Ower unto his children—all

other dependence upon an arm of flesh will

be forever in vain. For it is such as trust in

the Lord that will find Him their help and
their shield. To these his promise will not
fail :

" They that trust-in the Lord shall be as

Mount Zion, which cannot be removed, but
abideth for ever. As the mountains are
round about Jerusalem, so the Lord is round
about his people from henceforth even for

ever;" who is no less able now than ever to

overthrow the horse and his rider in the
midst of the sea.

Human learning then, except as it becomes
sanctified by Divine grace, is no available

weapon against the sophistical arguments of
such as delight in controversy, and revel in

till' falsi' |iifmise leading to the equally false

conclusion-npon which their flimsy edifice is
j

that the eye of the understanding is enlighi

eiied, and we are made strong in Him, an(| i

the power of his might.
All human learning can avail but little ur

less its treasures first be laid at the feet of th

Crucified; and thereby brought into filia

subserviency to the will of Him whose righ
it is to rule and reign over all in every heart

Without this, the dying confession of th
learned Grotius will have application, whal
ever our attainments in literature or scienc
may be:—"I have lost a life in laboriou
trifling." Wo may by close study atid nativ
ability become taught in the external ev
dences of Christianity, and also be able t

comprehend and answer polemical S])eake];

and writers, while our own hearts remain uj

leavened by the truth as it is in Jesus. D

which case, our arguments, being void (

heavenly unction, will fall from the lips a

easily answered or disregarded thing. S
truly is it wi'itten, that that which come
from God alone gathers to Him ; and also thf

the things pertaining to the kingdom of Go
the Redeemer must ever remain " hidden fror

the wise and prudent of this world." Whic
is confirmed by the testimonies: "The ni

tural man receiveth not the things of th

Spirit of God," &c ; and, "Not many wis
men after the flesh are called," &c.

The followingselection from a Christian w»
ter concerning'one possessed of much huma
learning, and which also points with instrm
five reference to the all-sufficient grace of th

Lord Jesus, will conclude this essay :
" Tb

celebrated John Seldon on his death-bed sei

for Archbishop Ussher
; and, in the course (

a most serious and affecting conversatioi
based. Infidels and Deists can dive as deep
in human lore, as those can who oppose them,
with the same armor of logic derived from
the reasoning powers, from books, and the
schools. What learning had Peter and John
wherewith to go against the deniers of the
Lord Jesus in a day when there were so manj'
to oppose ? They believed in, and realized the
promise of the Saviour : "I will give a mouth
and wisdom, which all your adversaries shall

not be able to gainsay nor resist." " The wea-

that he had pos
of a great number of the most valuable book
and manuscripts upon all ancient subject
and yet, at that time, he could not recollect on

single passage out of any volume in this larg

collection upon which he could rest his sou
or from which he could derive one vixy (

consolation, except some that he had m(
pons of their warfare were not carnal, but

j

with in the Holy Scriptures; and that th

miiihty through God to the pulliu}; down of most remarkable passage which had the
made the deepest impression on his mind w8
this—' For the grace of God that bringet

assured him that he had accurat
almost every part of literatu

that was held in the highest est

sons of men

conversatioi

itely survey!
e and scieni

ssteem by ta

sessed himse

ghty through ltou to me puinng
strongholds :" &c. Here the learned and the
ignorant seem to be upon the same platform.

As scholars in the school of Christ, having
"imaginations cast down and every high
thing that exalted itself against the know-
ledge of God," both see when enlightened
from above; till then both are alike blind as

respects the experimental knowledge of God.
It is not human learning, but saving faith

that is " able to quench all the tiery darts of

the wicked," and " put to silence the igno-

rance of foolish men." It is "the sword of

the Spirit," and not accurate and extensive
attainments in any kind of knowledge, that
" is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any
two-edged sword," unto baffling the argu-
ments and overcoming the opposers of the
religion and gospel of Jesus. Christians,

whether learned or unlearned are, as says
some one, "like trees, which though alive,

cannot put forth their leaves or fruit without
the influence of the sun." The more this in-

fluence is sought and acted on, the less we
shall be like King Saul who in his own un-
sanctified zeal and strength sacrificed before

the Prophet, the Power, came. This power
is all of God ; and it is as we trust to this,

salvation hath appeared unto all men ; teaol

ing us that denying ungodliness and worldl
lusts, we should live soberly, righteously, an

godly in this present world, looking for ths

blessed hope, and the glorious appearing (

the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ

Seldon, with all his learning, therefore, wi
obliged to seek for a true knowledge of Go
in the volume of his own heart; and, agreei

biy to the direction of an outward reveiatio)

to look for the appearance of that grace whic
is ])romised in a place which his genius ha
not j^et explored, and which never could hav

been revealed to his outward eye. He ha
no doubt heard of God by the hearing of tt

ear, and could have accurately demonstrate^
his existence and attributes; but till thi

blessed moment his eye had never seen Hio
Thus all thosefine literarj'accomplishmen

which feed the pride of the scholar, mui

be sacrificed when they prove, as thej' fr

quently do, impediments to a spiritual knov
ledge of God. The most towering genius c

earth can never gain admittance into tij

kingdom of heaven till he condescends to tl]
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implicitj" of a little child, and, with faith and
uniility opens the heart to his Heavenly
'ather for that true wisdom which can only
omc iniinedialely from llim !"

7th luo. 1st, 1882.

The Fascination of Gambling.
Public attention has been fixed upon this

ibject by two very remarkable occurrences
'ithin a short time.

The first was the inveigling of the honored
ascendant of a most honored ancestry, and
imself the father of honored sons, Charles
rancis Adams, the gi-andson of John Adams,
)e first Vice-President and second President
^ the United States, and the son of John
uincy Adams, the sixth President, into a
imbling-house in Boston, where he was in-

iced to sign cheeks to the amount of $20,000
I cover his losses.

In the trial of the swindler. John Quincy
dams, son of Charles Francis, testified that
le swindler said :

"I guess there's no man in the United States who
IS done more at this business, and who has been
ore successful. I've studied the business from boy-
)od. I study the habits of victims, and ingratiate

yself into their good graces. I watched Mr.
dams' habits, and finally met him couiiug from
s house one morning, and got into conversation

ith him. Mr. Adams has the reputation nt' being
sry unsociable, but I didn't have any tmuble at all.

ou see, when we get a man to talking, the rest is

isy enough."
The swindler said that he introduced himself as

le son of an old friend ; that he requested and ob-
ined permission of Adams to accompany him.
hey walked down Mt. Vernon-street to Charles-
reet, and from Charles-street to Boylston-street.

^d when they reached Bojdston-street, Morrison
ganged the subject, and produced a lottery-ticket

pon which he said he had drawn a prize, and re-

[lested Mr. Adams to go in and identify him. Mr.
(dams went in, and the prize was paid. Then
torrison called the attention of Mr. Adams to a
Bry fascinating game, and asked him to watch him,
lid finally to take a hand in it. Mr. Adams, after

|me persuasion, took a hand at the game, and at

tst was a winner, but was required to give his

kecks for $250 and $1,650 to pay the bank 10 per
int. of his winnings. Mr. Adams then lost heavilv,

id gave his check for $17,500. Then, to frighten

le old gentleman, the thieves accused him of gam-
ling, when he held up his hands, and exclaimed

:

I
" No such charge was ever made against me dur-

jg my life of seventy-four years. I represented

|y country in England for eight years, and nothing
|as ever brought against my character. O, what
puld my boys say to hear of such a thing!"

: John Quincy Adams testified that his father

>r some years has been partly demented, and
iiable to transact business,
i The other circumstance is the loss by a New
fork capitalist of $450,000, most of it in less

aan an hour, to recover which ho has begun
' suit against a doctor and his confederate,

fhom he believes to have swindled him.
There are several coincidences between the

Kperience of Mr. Adams and what I wit-

iessed in a tour of 2,050 miles upon the Mis-
Issippi River, not long after the close of the

rar, a narrative of part of which I will now
live.

' I took passage for New Orleans on the
tearaer L at St. Louis. The waters were
lery high, the river much obstructed, the

copulation of the South unsettled, ami the
ats were crowded. The ancient craft I had
osen had an immense cargo, includin

veral hundred head of mules and cattle, and
man}' passengers as she would hold. O
wav down the river a steamer wa

wrecked, and we had to take her passengers

on board, who slept on the floor of the cabin.

Many of the passengers were G-enerals of the

Confederate Army, some of whom are now in

the I'nited Slates Senate, and some were dis-

tinguished officers of the Federal Goverment,
merchants, jjlanters, judges, doctors, minis-

ters, priests, &c., and a large propoi-tion of

the worst element. The voyage lasted nearlj-

eight days, as the boat moved very slowly,

and made many and long stops.

Soon uficr leaving St. Louis I noticed a

venerable looking gentleman of about sixty

years of age, with h)ng. white beard, intelli-

gent appearance, and benign expression. He
seemed to be very observing, ready to enter

into conversation, and vouchsafed to inform

me that ho was on the way to visit a married

daughter who lived near Memphis. I set him
down as a fine specimen of a Southern gen-

tleman of moderate means, and resolved to

cultivate his acquaintance, in hope of gaining

some valuable information. He seemed very

affable to all the passengers, and I noticed

that he conversed with nearly all. Soon after

leaving Columbus, Ky., 1 saw a fine looking,

well dressed young man take his seat at a

table and unroll a large red cloth on which
were certain letters and numbers; then tak-

ing several hundred dollars from his pocket

proceedings. All took place in the open
cabin. There were three cards, one red and
two black ; the gambler showed them, shuffied

them, turned their faces down, and bet that
the planter could not the first time take up
the I'ed card. To deceive the victim he turn-

ed down a corner of the red card, and he see-

ing it turned was sure that he could guess
the right card ; but by sleight of band the
gambler straightened the red card, and bent
one of the black ones, and quickly placed
them on the table, or else changed one of the
cards. The victim seized the ijent card, and
lo ! it was not the red one. Thirsby had sug-

gested a bet of $150. It was lost in a minute.
The two gamblers, having cleared several

hmidred dollars, now prepared to quit the

boat at the next stopping-place.

This Thirsby was a professional gambler,
and the moment these young men came on
board he entered.into partnership with them.
It only remained for him to preserve his repu-

tation with those of the ]iassrngtrs who had
not seen through him. So, jiisi lulore the
gamblers left the boat. Ik- aiMrusMMl one of

them in a loud tone: "Look iiere, will you
give some of that money back to the old gen-

tleman here (the planter) ; he can't afford to

lose it?" Said the other, '-I would, but I

have an engagement to meet to-morrow, and
he asked some of the bj'Standers to " give jneed the money."
him a bet," accompanyfng his request with a I saw the captain and clerk of the boat in

stream of insinuating words which soon at- partnership with this same Thirsby, swindle

tracted a crowd. I drew near to observe the a Captain in the Federal Army out of nearly

proceedings. lall he had; and on the return trip a young
Of course the dice and the bet demon- 'man from Berrien County, Mich., who had

strated that gambling was about to begin, been in the Federal Army In Texas, and had
The cloth was the famous " sweat: cloth," one his wife and infant with him, was swindled

of the most ingenious arrangements imagina-|out of all he had. Thirsby studied his men
ble. There were 34 spaces, 12 belonging to, beforehand, and controlled them as though
the bank, 22 set apart to the player. Underithey were mesmerized. When he drank with

No. 22, for example, was written " 3 for l."ithem he did not swallow more than a drop

The player bet $3 and threw the dice, andjof the brandj-.

they turned up 22. Then the bank must pajM The day after the planter said to me, "I

$9, three for one. Some of the numbers ran [was infatuated. It is not the money that I

as high as 300 for 1. A man betting $10, if care for, but that I, at my time of life, and a

the dice turned up that number, the bank [member of a Christian Church, and with a

must pay him $3,000. There being 22 spaces ^family of sons, should be led into gambling, is

for the player and only 12 spaces for the bank, more than I can bear to think of I would
the greenhorn thinks the chances largely in give. any thing to wipe out the act.

'

his favor, and plays on and on. In the endj How similar to the lawsuit of Charles

the bank takes all bis money. The explana-' Francis Adams! (who, it must be remember-
tion is that the 22 are unusual, the 12 usual. I ed, had reached senile dementia, a.nd v; as not

suggested to a victim that the gamblers could responsible.) A minister of the Gospel, with-

not continue in the business if the players did in mj" knowledge, over sixty years old, was
not lose. At that a man suggested to me to led astray in the same way, lost $6,000, a part

"mind my own business," vvliicb, for the best 'of which was intrusted to him by a neighbor

of reasons, I did for a little while. This man 'to take to the city, and in despair took poison

wasapartnerofthe gambler, whopretended to and died.

I preached in the ship and the old gambler
listened. Of the sermon I will say nothing,

except that there were no smooth woi'ds in it.

At the close he said, ' You laid it on heavy."

Said I, " I did not make the text nor the doc-

trine. God made the text and the doctrine.

You made the conduct that they condemn.
You are an old man, and if there is a God
j'ou must be without hope." He began to

weep, and showed some signs of a moral sense.

Depraved as he was, there was something in

him to admire. He told me of the death of

his wife ; said she was a good woman, and had
gone to heaven ; and sadl}' added. " Where
I suppose I shall never see her."

The last meeting I had with hiin was in

New Orleans. Said he, " What do you think

of our wicked city?" I answered, '• Mr. Thirs-

by. New Orleans and you are alike, both un-

win, and decoyed others. After close watch
ing, with the aid of a Confederate Major and
others, I detected him.

As the game waxed warm I saw the vener-

able man with the white beard above men-
tioned take aside a wealthy Missouri planter,

whose confidence he had gained, and sug-

gested that they go halves and put down
something. The planter, an old man, re-

cently recovered from a fit of sickness, readily

yielded, and they at first won a few hundred
dollars, but afterward lost quite heavily. The
patriarch, whom I will call Thirsby, as that

is the name he went by, invited the jjlanter

to drink a glass of brandy with him, and soon

the second scene took place. The partner of

the young man sat down, and taking fronr his

pocket three cards, oifered to bet $150 that

no man could guess a certain card. I saw the
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usually preposscssiug on first acquaintance,

Subsequentl_y things not so delightful appear.'

"Ah," said ho, " dont be too hard on rae."

I have given this narrative because New
York is full of gambling-saloons. Thousands
of men get their living bj- gambling. I see

men busy frequently on Broadway
j
licking up

the country people and a]i]irn:irliinu- tlderly

men. Many clerks go niglitly td those gam-
bling hells. Great numbers of boys are steal-

ing money to risk in these places. Gambling
is carried on in smoking-cars on the trains,

often by commercial travellers at their rooms
at hotels, and goes on constantly on ocean
steamers.

I wish to show the mj'sterious spell which
gambling thi-ows over even persons of mature
years, to expose the methods of gamblers, and
to warn youth against their seductive arts

Those who do not know how to play a

game of cards may thank God for this kind
of ignorance. Parents should throw all tliei

influence against card-playing— the chief

though not the only, instrument of gamblers
—and create in the minds of their children

such a prejudice against it, that they will re-

coil with horror from gambling and all that
leads to it.

The power of the peculiar spell is wholly
in the element of chance. For that reason
games of chance should be disallowed by the
Christian Church. The opposition of all con-

sistent Methodists to card-plaj'ing rests upon
a sound principle. The prejudice against

cards and dice should be kept up. J. M. B.

—

Christian Advocate.

A PSALM OF NIGHT.

BY W. H. BUKLEIGH.

Fades frniu the west (he farewell light

Filing backward by the selling sun,

And silence deepens as ihe night

Steals with its solemn shadows on !

Gathers the soft, refreshing dew,

On springing gra.ss and flowret stems

—

And lo ! the everlasting blue

Is radiant with a thousand gems!

Not only doth the voiceful day
Thy loving-kindness, Lord ! proclaim

—

But night with its sublime array

Of worlds, doth magnify thy name !

Yea—while adoring seraphim
Befjre thee bend the willing knee,

From every star a choral hymn
Goes up unceasingly to thee !

Da}' unto day doth utter speech,

And night to night thy voice makes known
;

Through all the earth where thought may reach,

Is heard the glad and solemn tone
;

And worlds, beyond the farthest star

Whose light has reached the human eye,

Catch the loud anthem from afar

That rolls along immensity!

O, holy Father ! 'mid the calm
And stillness of this evening hour,

We, too, would lift our solemn psalm
To praise thy goodness and thy power

!

For over us, as over all

Thy lender mercies shall extend
;

Nor vainly shall the contrite call

On thee, our Father and our Friend !

Kept by thy goodness through the day,

Thanksgivings to thy name we pour;
Night o'er us with its fears—we pray
Thy love to guard us evermore !

In grief console—in gladness, bless^
In darkness, guide—in sickness, cheer

—

Till in the Saviour's righteousness,

Before thy throne our gouh appear I

"OUT IN THE COLD."
BY ADELAIDE STOL'T.

We love the pictures that come and go,

Only a moment and then a change;
The great bow-window across the street

Doth many a pleas, [Ut picture frame:
Now a canary doth swing and poise,

Flutt'ring his small wings with gleam of gold,

A ring-dove coos on a lady's hand.
She fondles the pet in her gentle hold.

A spaniel leaps up with a mute cares.*.

And touches the hand as if to turn
The beautiful eyes adown on him :

I think perhaps he is slow to learn

To share the touch of the lady's hand
With others there, for he claims her ear

With low quiet bark if she fondle long
The little dove that doth nestle there.

Beautiful picture mayhap you say

—

The snowy hand and the swinging bird.

And drooping face that is lit with smiles.

But what if this woman's heart were stirred

With tender thought for the children, there
Wandering lonely through frost and snow ?

Ahungered for love are the souls that look
From out of the watching eyes, I know.

Ingathered close to her woman's hand.
Basking in light are the soulless thing>-,

While " out in the cold" are the children shut

—

God's beautiful doves with snowy wings ;

Their souls shall gather the grime and dust

In city alleys and darksome den.

O hands that fondle the household pets.

The child at the window doth envy them !

O s.id eyes lifted in street and lane !

O clear soul-windows where angels plead
But none re.=pondeth !—are there no hearts

Gentle and tender their cry to heed?
O childless woman, you will not see

The little feet on the downward grade
;

Of just such children, with pure while brows,

The wretches spurned from your door are made :

From *' little children" whose angels stand
Beholding ever the " Father's" face

;

You'd share the watch of the angel pure
With one child drawn to your love's embrace

—

One child ingathered from want and sin,

One heart fed sweetly with bread of love.

One soul to shine as a star for aye,

In crown ofjoy you might wear above.

We weep o'er poem and picture sweet.

O'er Magdala with her flowing hair;

Our hearts are burdened with sighs to see

On the full round cheek the (lainted tear.

But "out in the cold" are pinched white cheeks
Where tears are frozen from day lo diy.

O childless woman, with heart unmoved
From such sweet pleaders you turn away.

The clear plate-glass in the window there
Shows many a picture, but not one face

Of childish beauty ! Alas, for homes
When dumb pets crowd to the children's place !

The bird swings down at a finger's beck,
The ring-dove coos in a soft low tone.

The spaniel leaps up at the slightest call

;

There is not a thing in the world so lone

As the unloved child, with its tender heart.

And untold longings and pleading eyes
;

For just such souls that are famishing
The secret snare of the tempter lie.=.

O white lambs wandering so far to-night

With little feet on the open wold,
There are hearts enough that should sweetly yearn
To gather you all from life's biiter cold.—Sunday Magazine.

If it were only the exercise of the bodj', the
moving of the lips, the bending of the knee,
men would as commonly step to heaven as

they go to visit a friend ; but to separate our
thoughts and aflfections from the world, to
draw forth all our graces, and increase each
in its proper object, and to hold them to it till

the work prospers in our hands—this, this is

the difficulty.

—

Barter.

Worshipping God.
It is evident that there is an increase o

church worshippers in the land, and the iium
ber who bow to ritualism and worship thi

same, are legion. Many who thus worshi]
have little conception ot the doctrine taugh
bj' our Saviour, who said, " The true worsliip

pers shall worship the Father in spirit and ii

truth, for the Father seeketh such to worshij
Ilim." I am convinced that with manj- falsi

zeal has taken the place of true worship. Thi
writer has often attended religious servici

where the worshippers would cry aloud am
scream, and stamp. A description of the dif

ferent scenes is impossible. He has seen j

companj^ of strong-lunged men and womei
in prayer; not an intelligible petition utter

ed, but a series of groanings and cries fo!

fifteen minutes, with such exclamations ai

"Help, Lord!" "Help, Lord!" or "Coiiii

down!" &c. While many are less extrava
gant in animal excitement, there is still a hiol

of true conception of what constitutes thi

worship of God. The mass are subject tc

ordinances and rules of men, which have beer

handed down from one generation to another—"doctrines of men." Thej'are taught thai

worshijj must begin by singing, then praj-er

reading of the Scriptures, then singing, fol

lowed by a sermon, and then the benediction

All this may be done, and the people go awaj
thinking tbej- have been worshipping tb(

Lord, when the Lord of hosts was not ii

their thoughts.
No one can be governed by the rules ol

men, and at all times be in harmony with th(

Holy Spirit. There is a sad failure on th(

part of man}- in not more clearly discriminat

ing between man's part and our Heaveiil]

Father's part in the work of human salvation

When the heart is circumcised by the powei
of Divine grace, and the will surrendered t(

the will of our Heavenly Father, through oui

Lord, then mankind are in a state to worshi|

God, and to be " led by his hand, a mcssengej

at his gatewaj' ; only waiting for his com
mand. Only an instrument ready his praises

to sound at his will. Willing, should He not

require me, in silence to wait on Him still.'

It is vfrritten in the prophets, "and they shal

be all taught of God. Every man, therefore

that hath heard and hath learned of th(

Father, cometh unto me."
Our Heavenlj- Father is the only proper

object of worship : "Thou shalt worship the

Lord thy God, and Him onl}^ shalt thoi

serve." It is evident that there is a great

deal of man-worship. Men are worBhip):iec

when titles are given that belong to Goc

alone, and other titles of man's invention

How would the Scriptures sound, if we reac

in them of Rev. Mr. Paul, D. D., L.L. D., anc

Rev. Mr. Barnabas, D. D., Rev. Dr. James anc

Mr. Simeon, A. M. ? or if they gave to poor

weak man, such Masonic titles as, " Most Ex
cellent Master," " Sovereign Master," " Mos'

Excellent Grand Master," &c.? The Scrip

tures speak of "the serpent beguiling Ev(

through his subtilty * * * from the sim

plicity that is in Christ." For not he tha'

commendeth himself is approved, but whoir

the Lord commendeth." " How can ye believi

that receive honor one from another."

Many worship the Scriptures and fail t(

give the honor due to the Holy Spirit whicl

enlighteneth every one that cometh into thf

world. Titus ii. 12. The Scriptures arc t(
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) esteemed highly, but of themselves cannot

ve spiritual life or light, " for the letter kill-

fa, but the Spirit giveth life." Wicked men
lad the Bible and are wicked still, from the

ct their hearts are sealed and barred a^uinst

e Spirit of life and light. The entnince

'the Divine Word or Spirit of Christ giveth

'e. Paul declared that he was a minister of

16 New Testament; but he is very particu-

r to explain, that he is a " minister not of

le letter, but of the Spirit." He calls the

'ople ot God '• Epistles of Christ." He also

:plains that they are " not written with ink,

it with the Spirit of the living God ; not in

bles of stone, but in the fleshly tablets of

e heart. ' 2 Cor. iii. 3-5.

Many are worshipping Masonic symbols,

,ch as "The common Gavel," which, (as is

id in Mackey's '• Ritualist," page 38) " is an

strument made use of by operative masons

break off the corners of rough stones, the

itter to fit them for the builder's use ; but

e, as free and accepted Masons, are taught

make use of it for a more noble and glori-

18 purpose of divesting our hearts and eon-

iences of all the vice and superfluities of

fe ;
thereby fitting our minds as living stones

i" that spiritual building, that 'house not

ade with hands, eternal in the heavens.' "

Masonry claims to be a saving religion. In

3 own language, it takes " The movable jew

For "The Friend." tious word for it), in mere wanton sport by
Wanderings Soutll and East. scores, they have really shot them down in

Tliis book, wi'iiten by Walter Coote, con- such manner bj' hundreds; that if tales have
tains some (it the oliservations and experiences reached us of the cruelt3' of the bush police,

of the. author during a journey of four years and the wholesale wiping out of tribes for

in .Vusiralia, .New Zealand, Japan and other [trivial causes, or no cause at all, such tales

islands of the Pacitic, and among the Spanish are within the mark, and may lu^ cajiped with
American countries of South America. It is true stories of such nias>a. r> - ;i- are only

valuable as the record of an educated and
pretty impartial witness.

Sailing by steamer from Singapore, the

vessel anchored at Thursday Island, near the
northern ])oint of Australia: "The chief and
perhaps onlj' real value of this little settle-

ment (of nine souls) consists in its being the

centre of the Torres Straits pearl fisheries.

There were about six smart cutters l.ying at

anchor in the harbor; they had come in to

give to our steamer the results of their fishing,

and wo took on board, in consequence, some
sixty tons of pearl shell, the value of which
would be from £180 to £200 a ton. The men

(,yed

d up
ikas,in the fisheries are a

in the Western I'aeiti.' Islan.ls. and
dreadfully demoralized .• lilion.

They make far more money than tlii-y know-

how to spend and receive it all in a lump -mti

once or twice a year. When this occurs they
take passage to Sydney, are kept pei-peCually

drunk the whole way there by the bar-keeper
of the steamer, and are immediately on tlieir

the rough ashler,—cuts, hews and pol-! arrival in Sydney taken charge of by a class

m, anil prepares him to be builtinto the of people of whom perhaps the less said the

better. A few weeks later they are put on
board the steamer again, utterly unconscious
and penniless, to be taken back to their former
employers. I am not speaking of any excep-

tional case ; this is practically the universal

system.
" We took half-a-dozen pearl divers down

with us, whose fortunes during their holida\-s

I took some pains to follow. They were sueli

I have described, and 1 saw the poor tel-

•

"

ks

and temple above. Many worship the Ma-
nic God—with no Saviour. The profane,

isiiaring and unlawful oaths are wicked.

swear by the "Bible, compass and square,"

both profanity and idolatry.

Our Saviour taught his followers, "Ye have

jard that it hath been said by them of old

me : Thou shalt not forswear thyself, but

lalt perform unto the Lord thine oaths. But
say unto you, swear not at all." And the

,
.. _ ^

postle James says, "But above all things, lows brought down to the steamer som

y brethren, swear not, neither by heaven, ilater when she started on her retu '

jithcr by the earth, neither by any other

ith; but let your yea, be yea; and your nay,

ly ; lest ye fall into condemnation."

True worship is that which is brought about

f the Holy Spirit, which is a promised bless-

ig: Eph. i. 13-14; and was granted to Jo-

iph: Gen. xli. 38; and all saints: Luke
13. " The anointing which ye have received

' Him abideth in you, and ye need not that

3y man teach you; but as the same anoint-

ig teacheth you of all things, and is truth,

ad is no lie, and even as it hath taught j^ou,

e shall abide in Him."
For the last three 3'ears, the writer has seen

t times the light of true worship. I have

Ben on the point at times to yield up to the

ght of heaven ; but doubts came, to which I

avo entertainment. But a few days ago,

hile in my family reading the Scriptures,

flood of light was given while reading the

scond chapter of Colossians, " If ye be dead

'ith Christ from the rudiments of the world,

'hy, as though living in the world, are ye

ibject to ordinances, (Touch not; taste not;

andle not; which all are to perish with the

sing;) after the commandments and doc-

rines of men. Which things have indeed a

bow of wisdom in will-worship, and humilit}',

nd neglecting of the body, not in any honor

3 the satisfying of the flesh." I have in a

leasure followed the doctrines of men. I see,

owever, the wav more clearly.

E. E. A.

One of the largest employers of this kind ot'

labor travelled with us from Thursday Islamk
and he informed me that he paid away as

much as a thousand pounds a month in

wages."
The treatment of the native Australians in

Queensland, as described by W. Cooti', is exm
more startlingly outrageous than that w iiich

our own Indians have received—probably be-

cause the Australians are less able to defend
themselves. It is one of the sad proofs of the

natural depravity of the human heart, and
how fully the selfishness of man, when unre-

strained, overpowers all considerations of jus-

tice and humanity. He says :

—

" Native fires were visible every day as we
passed along the coast [of Queensland] ; some-
times we counted as many as a dozen in a

day, which I suppose would represent a simi-

lar number of different tribes. I am almost
tempted to say something here about these

luckless Queensland blacks, but the subject is

of such infinite disgrace to all of us who have
English blood in our veins, that I could never
quite express my horror at our conduct
towards them. Suffice it, then, for me to add
niy small testimony, with that of every other

(Queensland visitor, to the fact that nothing
that has been brought before the English
public regarding this matter comes near the

real enormous truth. That if we have heard

at home of white settlers shooting down na-

tives ('potting blacks' is their grimly face

-

paralleled in the history ot tlif ^

Peru. This thing has come before uur British

Parliament, and been the subject of enquiry
as well in England as in Brisbane, but the
truth of it has been hidden by those who were
interested, and no approximately adequate
measures have been taken for its punishment
even 3-et. We are toojust and right-minded
a nation in these latter days to allow our
colonists to make slaves of the natives of these

new countries, but we have replaced that once
])opidars3'stem of slavery with a policy which,
if not openly admitted, is at least not hindered,

namely that of actively 'wiping out' the na-

tive raies during the progress of our white

The last number of The Herald of Peace
[London], in commenting on this subject,

((notes from an article in the Fortnightly
li'eview, by John Wisker of Melbourne, who
remarks, "Even the humane inhabitants of

ih('S(/ r.^iolis, >u(di as would not injure the
hlacks til. lusilves, tacitly rank them with the

beasts ot tlie field. Not one settler in a hun-
dred can be brought to admit that an injured

native is an object of consideration, or that a

wrong done to a black is, at the worst, more
than an unpleasant incident. And when the

natives turn and spear cattle, or kill a colonist,

the cry for extermination becomes general.

The minority who believe that the natives

* Since writing- the above I have come across an
item of news ilia Mellidiimc daily paper, which I
caiiiiot icliaiii IVdiii pi-iiithig. 1 cdiiy itas it stands,

km I lio|)c my readers will not fail t(i notice and con-
skk-r the (k-i''|) ^i::-iiilii-an(-e of the ki-t sentence.

•-TI1C foUou-iii'i;- |iai-a-i-a|.li,cxtra(-tr.l fniin the re-

cent is-ucof ill,, 'jin.l,//;„,,, „ A,, Ay,,,/. /.„/,. if Queens-
land, atfdi-ils an iiidieatidn (if tlie scntinn.-nts with
which the aborigines of this continent are regarded

by some of the white settlers :

' On Sunday morning last a person named Mar-
tin Doyle, while out on a kangaroo-hunting excur-
siiin, and when getting as far as Wooster's paddock,
distant about three miles from Thornborough, came
ii|idn a mob of blacks camped, who, on perceiving

Doyle, immediately made tracks in "double-quick
time." The dogs accompanying Doyle gave chase,

and overtook one of the gins, and tore her to such
an extent that she died almost as soon as they were
drawn dll'lln-ir victim. Doyle, on returning to the
cauqi ~ihklciil\ \aeated by the blacks, discovered

that llicN had killed a cow, and were about to ap-

pease their appetites when they -(vcre disturbed. It

is anything but crediiakh td ihc 1 Idvci-nment to

allow'such astateof thin-s a- ihi- ii. exist. Blacks

in the present day td he nianiint; aliiait within a
short three miles of a popular town like Thornbo-
rough, established now nearly five years, and slaying

the cattle of its residents, is truly shameful.'
"

Another cutting of a week later date (February,

1881) runs thus:
" 'JThe Herbert correspondent of the Tnwnsville

Sfandarrl states, that two whites and a Kanaka went
td iiunish the blacks for trespassing on a potato gar-

den, hilt failed to find them. They shot three gins,

ami hiirned the bodies, makuig the husband of one
assist."

Again, I presume, it is anything but creditable to

the Government to allow such a state of things to

exist. Blacks in the present day to be roaming
about within a few miles of a town like Herbert,

and trespass! Uir on a potato iiarden. is trulv shame-
ful ! !
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can be improved, otherwise than off the face

of the earth, maintain a discreet silence."

How striliingly is the same want of moral

courage exhibited in many of our frontier

settlements! And how much cause have tho

true lovers of their country, both in America
and Great Britain, to remember the language
of Jefferson, " I tremble for m}' country when
I remember that God is just!"

In the neighborhood of Sydney, the Blue
Mountains approach the coast. In its ranges
are found some very curious ravines or gulch-

es. One of the most remarkable of these

is called Govet's Leap, which is described

as " the most entirely desolate and awful piece

of scenery I have seen. You walk through
tho forest along an almost level path, and
then, quite suddenly, come upon this great

hole in the ground. It is two or three miles

wide, and twentj' or thirty long, the far end
stretching away into a wilderness of shadows
and beautiful blue and grej' effects. You may
stand upon the edges of this great valley and
fling stones down two thousand feet into a
forest upon the level floor of the ravine, the

trees of which look like feathery blades of

grass. It is an awful place, so still, so lonely,

so gray and solemn.
•' Such a sight makes one realize a little

what the pioneers who pushed their way
through these ranges had to encounter, and
what a number must have perished in their

bold attempt, and been lost in these wild
ranges. We were told bj' an innkeeper near
here some stories of bushmen in this district,

how wild they became through prolonged
solitude, and how there were even now, men
and women who would run away and hide at

the approach of a stranger, having lost every
feeling of a gregarious nature, and become
mere solitary animals with only their flocks

for company'. I could believe anything after

seeing Govet's Leap. There is, moreover,
truth in these tales. I have met men who,
after long shepherding, are more shy than
children, and can only with the greatest diffi-

culty bring themselves to face a stranger;
who even when returned to their families will

slip away and mope alone sooner than endure
the evident strain that the presence of com-
panions puts upon them. There is something
verj' unwholesome, I think, in that solitary

bush life, and nothing seems to me more hor-

rible than the history of those Australian
pioneers who have perished in the interior.

AVhat an end is that deliberate lying down in

the wide desert alone to die! What a revela-

tion when it first bursts upon you that you
are lost and ' left alone and thirsting in aland
of sand and thorns!' Perhaps these men go
mad before the end comes, or do they calmlj^

lie down and wait for death ? It is singular
that they almost always undress themselves,
and fold neatly together their clothes, placing
all they have in a small heap, and, if possible,

securing them with stones. Then, utterly
naked as when they entered the world, they
go away into the wilderness and die."

(To be continued.)

The Children's

One morning not many weeks ago, when
considering the perils which confront the
youth of our Society in this day, and how it

appeared as though mrm's reasoning and labor
having failed, there might yet be a service
for woman— bringing to nought the devices

of the workers of iniquity, or, by tender
pleading, convincing the understandings and
pitifully inclining the hearts of the framers

and executors of our laws, I opened (unex-

pectedlj') to the Scripture, where is recorded

what seemed a somewhat parallel experience

to ours in the case of the Jews.
It was at the ninth chapter of the book of

Jeremiah, where the prophet, after rehearsing

the deceit, tho lies, and the slander of his

people, who, after forsaking the law of God
which had been set before them, had walked
after the imagination of their own hearts,

choosing Baal and his abominations, goes
on to tell them that wormwood and gall

would be their portion, and that they should

be utterly dispersed abroad and the sword
should pursue them. Considering their then
mournful case, confronted by their many
transgressions, ho continues: "Thus saith

the Lord of hosts. Consider ye, and call for

works of fiction. Take up one of tho banc
somely bound but well thumbed books whic
you may see upon the table in almost an;

Christian home to-day : perhaps a book (i

adventures by Oliver Optic or Capt. Mayn
Reid. Look inside the cover and you wil

find M. E. S. S. L., Presby. S. S. L., or soin

other S. S. L. Much of our Sunday Schoo
literature is unreal and harmful, and mud
is weak and vapid, serving only to feed th

appetite, which, even in our children, is al

ready so strong. True it is that our younj
people, by the constant reading of fiction, an
acquiring an actual distaste for anything of

i

solid nature. As a person is Jjnown by tht

company he keeps, so one may be judged
quite correctly, by the books he reads."

'

The writer remembers that, during his owj
youth, several bound volumes of the •' P 3nnj

Magazine," issued by one of the London So
cietios for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge

the mourning women, that they may come; proved an almost unfailing source of enter

and send for cunning women that they mayjtainment and instruction. The same may b(

come ; and let them make haste, and take up
j

said of some bound volumes of "The Friend,'

a wailing for us, that our eyes may run down
|

which offered large resources in the line o:

with tears, and our eyelids gush out with truthful biography, travels and natural hia

waters. * * * For death is come up into tory. So it was gratifying to hear his tei

our windows, and is entered into our palaces, lyear old boy, even at inconvenient times dur

to cut off the children from without, and tho ing the past winter, say—"Bead me som(

young men from the streets."

How pointed did this passage appear to mo
only yesterdaj', when, as I was passing down
a city street toward my place of business, I

observed four lads of perhaps 11 to 14 years,

eagerlj' peering into the window of a shop
where pernicious prints and papers were ex-

posed. In some localities, there maj- be seen

more about Daniel Wheeler.'

J. W. L.

Religious Views and Tenets.

MINISTRY.

Christian ministers are anointed of God, tc

minister out to others, that which they have

a number of such stores or stands in a single received from Him, the great minister of th«

square, so that we may truthfully sa}',— sanctuary, who enlightens their hearts, anc

Death is come up into our windows, to cut 'shows them, for each special occasion, wha)
off the children from without, and the young the congregation stands in need of So we,

men from the streets,

As an epitome of a mass of evidence which
might be adduced, were it at all necessary to

show what an impression this printed matter
is producing, we may take the following from
the Illustrated Christian Weekly of a month
ago. "The Grand Jury last week presented
tlie fearful fact that not far from three-fourths

of the complaints returned by the Police

Justices to the District Attorney are against

boys from 12 to 18 years of age, mostly for

burglary, lai'cenj', and pocket picking." Mur-
ders by lads less than 12 years of age have
latel}^ occurred, and even suicide has been re-

sorted to by mere children.

That the testimony which our Society has
ever borne against works of fiction and per-

nicious works generallj^, is one which we have
need to jealously uphold now, is apparent from
the great numbers of statements which are

appearing in the religious papers as to the
consequences of indulgence in the habit, fol-

lowed by almost piteous appeals do something.

Thus, the Orphan's Fnend, of Auburn, N. Y.,

referring to the radical change in the reading
matter of to-day as compared with a former
time, says :

" If you went into the house of a Calvinist.

Edwards, Baxter and Scott, might be found
upon the centre-table. The favorite authors
of a Methodist were, Wesley, Fletcher and
Clarke. Visit the homes of this generation,
from the same churches, and you will find

Carvosso, Hester Ann Rogers, and Fletcher
superseded by Dickens, Shakespeare and
Thackeray. ' The Saints' Rest' and ' Edwards
on the Will,' have been replaced by the latest

that minister the Word for Him, must look

to Him for our supplies, and not outward tc

the letter, or to man. For a man may covei

himself with a covering, but not qt" God's

Spirit, and thereby add sin to sin. And un-

der this false covering he may say in effect
" Thus saith the Lord, when Ho hath not

spoken," and profess to draw nigh to Him
with tlie mouth, while the heart is far from
Him.
The true Church, under the light of the

glorious gospel that shines in our dark hearts,

is clothed with the " Sun of righteousness,''

having the moon and all changeable lights

and worships as under her feet ; being built

up of lively stones, a spiritual house, to offer

up spiritual sacrifices in, acceptable to God
hy Jesus Christ.

As the offerings under the old law had to

be pure, and free from blemish, even so now.

in the more pure and gospel daj-, the offer-

ings which are spiritually impure, or blind,

or blemished bj' the defilements of the flesh,

or diseased in any waj^, or of our own pre-

paring, should be excluded from the altar oi

the Lord, and from the sacrifices of his tem-

ple, as they were from the outward temple
under the old dispensation. For that which
is born of the flesh, is flesh, and has its flesh-

1}^ defilements, being void of the Divine life

and light, and consequently blind and imper-

fect. But that which is born of the Spirit, is

spirit ; and while abiding under its influence,

the offerings are seasoned with Divine Grace,

as they are prompted by the God of all grace;

life and immortality are brought to light, and

the eacrifices are acceptable to God through
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ssus Christ,—the Church edified, and built

)in the most holy faith. But if the niiiiis-

r is not born of the heavenlj' spirit, he is

lirituall}' blind, and cannot discern spiritual

lings. So a vocal oft'ering from one who is

)t born of the Spirit, is no more reliable than
blind leader of the blind.

In my youthful daj-s I looked upon our
on as a quiet habitation, a tabernacle that
lould not be taken down. The clear rinij; of of peace
le "golden bell," (Exod. xxviii. 34), ti);j,ctli([- sirilr. ih

ith the fragrance of the pomegranat

Religious Items, &c.

The Church and Wur.—L verily believe that

the awful and bloody rebellion in the United
States had never been, had all the ministers

and all the churches North and South arrayed

themselves against it. Had they " put on the

whole armor of Grod," and had "their feet

been shod with the preparation of the guspcl
• the hovi'id crimes, the fratricidal

M("i(lv au<.nv. and (In- Ml l.T alirn-

1,1, it i un.lri'siaiMl 111.' tcarliin^s oi

'ten refreshingly with us, in our solemn as-our adui'ablc High i'llc^t, have been pivvent-

mblies. But how is it now? Has not the ed. Grod graiut that tlie " ministrj' of recon-

orj' in a greai nieasure departed from Israel? ciliation," and the church which Christ has
notthearkof God taken by the Philistines ?bouglit with his own blood, may know this

as not Eli fallen backward and died? Is day, and understand more fully their commis-
habod inscribed on many of our meeting- sion to disciple, not destroy, to persuade
juses and dwellings, instead of "Bo/t'ness ifo not to avenge, to take the "sword of the

eLordf But alter all this, does not the Spirit" and not carnal weapons.— Titus Coan.

istroying angel enter, and that under the
j

Religion Never Fails.—When Bishop Capers
liseof an angel of light ? And are not many

1
was sutfering, dying in excruciating agony,

"ourfirst-born slain ? The " Fathers, where he asked the hour. When told he exclaimed,

•e they ? and the prophets, do they live for-i" What! only three hours since I have been
'er?" I have thought that the language of sutfering such torture! Only three hours!

owper. concerning Israel of old, might, in a What must be the voice of the bird that cries

•eat measure, appl^^ to the professed Israel eternity, eternity ! Three hours have taken
the present age, where he says

''Oh Israel! of all nations most undone;
Thy diadem displaced, ^lysoept re gone.
Thy Levites, once a consecrated host,

Kg longer Levites, and iheir lineage lost.

And thou, thyself, o'er every country sown
;

With none on earth that thou canst call thy own.
I've seen the de.solation Ions ago;
And silently have mourned Ijecause 'twas so."

The law, with all its figurative and cere-

onial rites, and divers washings and carnal

•dinances, and sacrifices, could never mals

javray all but my religion. Health is gone,

strength is gone, hope is gone, life is almost
gone ! But religion abides steadfast, stronger.

Retreating from the shore, where wife, child-

en and friends are waving their last adieu.

did David under the law (Amos, vi. 5), is

there no tvoe, to them who invent them and
introduce them into the worship of God in the

christian church ? I am an old man, and an

old minister, and I here declare that I never

knew them productive of any good in the

worship of God ; and I have had reason to

believe they were productive of much evil.

Music in the house of God I abominate and
al'hor. This is almse of music, and here I

i-,.aistor my ]iri)t<'s( ;\L^-ainst all such corrnp-

liiins in the wiTsliip nl' the Author of Chris-

t iunitj-. The laic venerable and most eminent
divine, John Wesley, who was a lover of music

and an excellent poet, when asked his opinion

of instruments of music being introduced

into the chapels of the Methodist, said, in his

terse and powerful manner: 'I have no ob-

jection to instruments of music in our chapels,

provided they are neither heard nor seen.'

I say the same, though I think the expenses

of the purchase had better be spared."

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 29, 1882.

In the present number of " The Friend,"

will be found a communication on " Worship-
ping God," written by one who was for nine

years, and until quite reeentl}', a travelling

but my religion goes with me. All the foun-j preacher in another religious denomination,
dations of earth are failing me, but my religion' In the fall of 1878, while stationed in Luzerne
still towers an>id the wreck, securely firm. County, Pa., his mind was so brought under
indissolubly firm." conviction as to the spiritual nature of true

Church JDebts.—Ten years ago, but a small] worship that he resigned for a time his charge,

minority of our churches in Philadelphia' and obtained other emploj-ment. At this time,

e comers thereunto perfect. It was only a owned their houses free of debt. The Roll be had never read anything which would turn

adow of better things to come, and was of Honor, as published in these columns, did his attention towards Friends. In reading

ven by Moses. But the grace and truth to not include more than twelve churches. But,
' Barclay's Apology, he clearly saw that its

hich the law pointed, and which does make within the period named, not less than twen-l teaching was in iiarmony with his own ex-

srfect, came by Jesus Christ. The law of ty-nine of our churches have removed debts perience of true Christian divinity. It is

n and death was fulfilled by Him, and the amounting to nearly or quite $300,000. [eiicouraging to meet with those, who by the

w of the spirit of life freely offered tons all,j Nor has the blessing been confined to the operation of Gi-aee are convinced, as our early

I that we might be set free from the law of city. Churches all about us, both in Pcnn-; l"lienll^ weiv ami as all, truly living members
n and death in which we are by nature sylvania and New Jersej^, have caught llieiit the Soeii-iy nuist siill be. of the spirituality

3und ; and be brought out into the glorious inspiration, and have emancipated them-iof the Christian religion. Such instances,

ttertj' of the children of God, and made heirs selves.

—

National Baptist.
\

ought to animate us to hold fast those princi-

i"his heavenly kingdom. It is then that we' Prohibition in Madagascar.—The Queen of pies which the Society of Friends has main-

Bcome members of the true militant church, 'Madagascar has ordered the framing of a tained from the beginning; and not to be too

id are made partakers of the inheritance of prohibitory law in her dominions " forbidding' much disheartened, though many under our

le saints in light; and redeemed from all the manufacture or importation into her ter-i name may wander from the pathway trodden

iquit}^ by his grace. For He tasted death 'ritories of alcoholic liquors. A breach of thisj by our worthy predecessors. We have no

r every man. And all who embrace this'ordinance will entail the forfeiture of ten doubt that the Lord's Spirit is working in the

•ace and the promises of -God by faith, of oxen and ton dollars fine. If the penalty can-; hearts of the children of men the world over,

[hatever nation, kindred, tongue or people, inot be paidby any offender, it must be workedj drawing them away from sin and formality

[•e of the true Israel of God ; having been out at the rate of ninepence per day." |and into communion with Him, the Source of

iirged by better sacrifices than those under I
Musical Instruments.—A writer in the The all good. If we yield ourselves up to a reli-

je law which could never take away ihul He>'ald of Truth (Mennonite) who argues gious exercise for otir own growth in grace,

n of the world out of Ihe heart of corrupt against the use of niusical instruments, which and for the spread of the Redeemer's king-

!id fallen man. So it is to God and not to are not generally approved of among thatjdom among others; and are faithful in doing

ian, nor to an educated head, that we luust 'people, says, " I was very reluctant in giving the duty which the Lord assigns us, we will

fok if we want clean hearts and a right

|)irit renewed within us ; and to be set free

tom the law of sin and death, and to be

!ade able ministers of the new covenant,
ihich is established upon better promises
lan the old was. We must enter in through
le strait gate, and walk in the new and living

:ay which Christ has consecrated for us. He
ore the cross for us, and we must bear the

ross for Him. He died for us that we might
ive to Him, and no longer gratify the lusts

f the flesh, but walk with Him in the new-
ass and purity of a self-denying life.

'

D. H.
; Dublin, Ind., 6th mo. 29th, 1882.

up tue idea that it is right to have musical^be blessed in thus walking in the light of his

instruments. I would ere this have bought countenance ; and we ma}'' safely trust Him
an instrument, but for the honest conviction! who careth for his flock and family, to carry

that it would at least be much more accepta- on his own work in the earth, as seemeth
ble with God, if I would spend mj' money for good to Him.
some charitable purpose." In reference to that part of the article which

In reference to musical instruments in speaks of Masonic \vorshi]j, the writer says

:

places of worship, he quotes from Adam "It may be in the darkness of this day, some
Clarke as follows :

" I rather believe that the Friend, whose light has become dim, may
use of such instruments of music, in the have been entangled in the net ; for the evil

Christian church, is without the sanction and of Masonry is not so fully known as it is des-

against the will of God; that they are sub- tined to be." Secret organizations, such as

versive of the spirit of the true devotion, and those of the Masons, Odd Fellows, &(.., are so

that they are sinful. If there was a woe fO| inconsistent with the position which the So-

them who invented instruments of music as ciety of Friends is designed to occupy in the
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Christian Cliurch, that no one of our mem
bers ought to take anj^ part in such works of

darkness. We trust the number who do so

is very small, if indeed there are any. We
at first thought of omitting that paragraph
from the communication, but decided to re-

tain it, desiring that it may prove a salutary
caution to anj- who may be tempted to enter
into a system, whicli will waste their time
and means without any adequate return, and
will promote feelings and practices incon
sistent with their spiritual welfare.

We have received a small volume of poems
—by Delia Greene, of Springfield, Mass., en-

titled, Into The Sunshine. It is neatly gotten
n]), and the general tone of sentiment is

wholesome; the only exception we have no-

ticed is in a few pieces in which a martial
spirit is manifested. It is printed in good-sized
type, heavilj' leaded, and with a goodly width
of margin to rest the eye upon, so that it is

easy reading.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In the Utiited Slates Senate, the

House amendment to ihe Senate hill for the sale of the
old New York Post-office site was concurred in. The
House joint resolution, continuing until 7th mo. 31st

the teniporarv provision for the expenditures of the
Government, was concurred in. Senator Logan intro-

duced a bill to conslriie Section 2d of the anti-Uhine.se

law. The section punishes with fine and imprisonment
the ma.sterofa vessel who shall knowingly bring within
the United State.s on such ves.sel, or land or permit to

be landed a Chinese laborer from any foreign port.

Logan's hill provides that the section shall not be con-
strued to apply to Chinese on board of vessels in transit

between foreign ports touching at ports within the United
States, when such landing is lo allow them to pass
through this country to their own, with no intention of.

violating such law.
j

In the House, the bill to modify the postal money'
order system, was passed. It provides for the issuing!
of a postal note at a charge of three cents, for the trans I

missi(m through the mails of sums of less than §.5 ; that
a money order shall not be issued for more than one
hundred dollars, and that the fees for money orders shall

\

be as follows, to wit: For orders not exceeding $10, 8
cents; for orders exceeding i^lO and not exceeding *15,
10 cents; for order.s exceeding $15 and not exceeding
$30, 15 cents ; for orders exceeding -30 and not exceed-
ing $40, 20 cents

; for orders exceeding $40 and not ex-

1

ceeding $50, 25 cents ; for orders exceeding $50 and not
exceeding $60, 30 cents; for orders exceeding iGO and
not exceeding -70, 35 cents ; for orders exceeding $70
and not exceeding $80, 40 cents ; for orders exceeding!
$80 and not exceeding $100, 45 cents.

A band of White Mountani Apaches, between 50 and'
100 in number, left the San Carlos reservation in Ari-I
zona on Fourth-day last week, and went over the trail]

followed by them last spring. On the Gila river they I

attacktda cattle train, killed one of the drivers and ran
off fifty head of stock.

The acreage of wheat in Indiana is 3,500,000, an in-

crease of 250,000 on the acreage of last year.
The total wheat crop of Minnesota this year is es-

timated at about 40,000,000 bushels, an increase of more
than 7,000,000 bushels on the yield for 1881. The corn
crop is estimated at about 12,000,000 bushels, the same
as last year; barley, 6,000,000 bushels, an increase of
2.000,000 ; and oat-, 26,000,000 bushels, an increase of
6,000,000.

The hay crop of Illinois is officially reported to be
the largest ever known in that State.

A violent hail .storm on the night of the 19lh inst.,

did great damage to the crops in the Belle Fourche,
Big Bottom, Spring Creek and Lower Whilewood Val-
leys, in Dakota. Nearly half the Black Hills region
has been destroyed by hail during the last week.
The army worms are reported to have appeared at

Fall River, Somerset and Swansea, in Massachusetts,
doing much havoc. They have also appeared near
Hallif ix,^ Nova Scotia, and in vast numbers in the fields

around Norwio'i, Connecticut
For the week ending 7th month 22d, there were 495

deaths in Philadelphia, as compared with 421 for the
previous week, and 475 for the corresponding week of

last year. Of the whole number, 204 were under one
year of age, 84 between 1 and 10 years of age, and only
6 between 10 and 20 years; 244 were males, and 251
females; 120 died of cholera infantum, 46 of consump-
tion, 32 of marasmus, 20 of convulsions and 13 of
diphiheria.

Markets, &C.—V. S 3J's, 102]: a 102J ; 4J'.s, 115 J; 4's,

121
; currency 6's, 133.

Cotton remains about the same as last quoted. Sales
of middlings are reported at ISJ a 13f cts. per lb. for

uplands and New Orleans.
Petroleum.—Standard white, 6f cts. for export, and

7J cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is steady and in moderate request. Sales of
2400 barrels, including Minnesota extras, at $5.50 a

$6.25 for clear, and at $6.50 a $0.75 for straight;
Girard Mills at $6 a $6.25; Pennsylvania family at

r5.35 a •'5 50 ; western do. do. at $6 a $6 35, and patents
at -7 a $8. Rye flour is dull at $4 a $4.25 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is in light speculative demand, and
options are lower. Sales of 4700 bushels new Southern
red at .lfl.21 a *1.22; 5000 bushels at $1.21. Rye is

nominal. Corn.—Local lots are in good demand and
firm, while options are lower. Sales of 7700 bushels,
including yellow, at 93 cts. ; sail mixed, at 91 a 91J
cts. ; steamer at 89 a 91 els. ; No. 3 at 87i- a 89 cts.

Beef cattle were dull and prices were a fraction lower;
3200 head arrived and sold at 4 a 8J cts. per pound, as

to quality.

Sheep were dull and \c. per pound lower; 10,000
sold at the difl'erent yard.s at Z\ a 5J cts. and lambs at

4 a 7 cts. per lb. as to condition.
Hogs were in der.iand and firmly held ; 3300 head

arrived and sold at the different yards at 11^ a 12J cts.

per Ih., as to quality.

On Fourth and Fifth days of last week, 150 Jersey
and Guernsey cows, heifers, calves and bulls were sold

in this city. They are represented to have been the
choicest lot of imported cattle ever offered here before.

They were distributed among a number of different
States, and realized about $42,000 in the aggregate.
Foreign.—The St. James Gazette says it understands

that the Earl of Kimberley, the Colonial Secretary, has
accepted the Chancellorship of the Duchy of Lancaster,
which was recently resigned by John Bright.
During the la-t three months 455 agrarian outrages

have been committed in Ireland, not including cases of
the sending of threatening letters. Only thirteen per-
sons have been convicted.

The crops in the northwest of Ireland are in a sad
condition. Hay is lying cut in the fields surrounded
by water, and potatoes are blighted.

London, 7ih mo. 20th.— In the House of Commons
to-day, Gladstone confirmed the report that the Sultan
had agreed to enter the conference, but he stated that
the Pone had not replied as to the sending of Turkish
troops lo Egypt.
The 2Vmessays, the question of Turkish intervention

is practically decided by the fact that the expedition
cannot be sent without denuding distant provinces of
troops, and even reducing the garrison of Constanti-
nople.

In the House of Commons, Hugh E. Childers, Sec-
retary of Slate for War, stated that the amount of the
proposed vote of credit for the Egyptian expedition
would be £2,300,000. The Paris Temps states that the
credit for the French Egyptian expedition will amount
to 40,000,00Uf

Arabi Pasha wrote the following letter to W. E.
Gladstone a few days before the bombardment of Alex-
andria, but Gladstone did not receive it until after the
bombardment: "The Koran commands us to resist if

war is waged against us. Hence England may rest as-

sured that the first gun .she fires in Egypt will absolve
Egyptians from all treaties. The Control will cease,
the property of Europeans will be confiscated, the canals
will be destroyed, and the Jehad be preached in Syria,
Arabia and India. The first blow with which England
strikes Egypt will cause blood to flow through the
breadth of Asia and Africa, the responsibility for which
will be on the head of England. Egypt is still ready
to be fast friends with England, and keep her road to

India, but she must keep within the limits of her juris-

diction. Finally England may rest assured that we are
determined to die for our country."

Arabi Pasha has diverted the Mahmoudieh Canal,
which supplies Alexandria with water, but it is believed
that the greater part of the cisterns in the town have
been recently filled.

The English have occupied Ramleh, after a short
resistance, in which a number of lives were lost.

The Khedive has signed a decree dismissing Arabi
Pasha and declaring him a rebel. He will also issue a
general order forbidding the Egyptian army to obey

orders from Arabi Pasha, and forbidding the people t

pay him their taxes.

It is considered certain that Arabi will destroy Cair.

unless defeated and captured. In reply to the procla
mation of the Khedive, Arabi appointed a Ministry o
his own at Cairo. Prepirations have been made ti

attack Aboukir. Arabi is moving portions of his force

in that direction.

Arabi has sent emissaries to Tripoli, Tunis and Syrii

to preach a holy war and remind the people of E
Mehdi's rapid approach northward. At the same timi

he lays stress on the barren advantage secured by thi

British through the occupation of Alexandria, and ex
horls them to combined efforts towards the extermina
tion of all Christian powers on their soil.

A proclamation, issued by the Khedive, asks thf

people to assist the English, who, it say.s, are promotinj
the real interests of Egypt.
The Notables, at a meeting in Cairo, have adopted i

resolution declaring that the Khedive, having vidlatei!

the Constitulion, is a traitor, and have deposed him
They have also issued a proclamation declaring wai
with England, and summoning all good Moslems t(

it again-^t her.

According to late

arving, homeless pel

from Cairo, there are SOOt
camping in the Esbieh gar-

dens. There is great mortality among them.
The country is drifting into fearful anarchy. Atioci

ties equal to any ever perpetrated in Bulgaria are com
mitted with impunity.
On the 19ih a fire raged in Smyrna seven hours, ant

fourteen hundred houses were destroyed. Six thousanc
persons are houiele.ss. One life was lost.

A deluge of rain has occurred in Bohemia, and thi

deslrnction of property and crops is incalculable. Thi
bodies of forty-seven persons who were drowned havi

been recovered. A large part of the harvest in Bohemii
is destroyed.

A despatch to the London JVewsfrom Vienna, report
that 300 houses and some large warehouses have lieei

destroyed by fire at Radziwilow, Russia, and that 300(

persons are liomeles.s.

NOTICE TO TEACHEK=i, PARENTS AND
OTHERS.

The Y'early Meeting's Commiltee on Education havi

placed a book at Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Arch Si.

Philadelphia, where applications from teachers wish
ing situations, and coiumitteas who desire to emploj
teachers among Friends, may be recorded.

|

Please give address, and full particulars. '(

Ei.LiSTON P. Morris, Clerh.
j

The obituary notice of Richard Richardson,
the last issue of " The Friend" (7th rao

read 5th mo. 27(A, instead of 6th mo. 27t

Married, at Muncy, Lycoming Co., Pa., 7lh rao

5th, 1882, Joseph Rhoads, Jr., of Haverford, Del. Co.

Pa., to Harriet E. Masters, daughter of Joseph Mas
ters of the former place.

irdson, in tUjI

22nd), shou|

Died, on 1st of Seventh month, 1882, at his residenci

near Chelten Hills, Montgomery Co., Pa., Charles L
Sharpless, a member of Western District Monthlj
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, in the 62nd yeai

of his age.

, on the 4th of 7th mo. 1882, Ellis Branson, i

member of the .Monthly Meeting of Friends of Phiia
delphia for the Northern District, aged 53 years.

, on the 12th of 7th month, 1882, at Atlantii

City, N. J., SAiMUEL Randolph, a member of thi

Monthly Meeting of Frfends of Philadelphia for thi

Western District, in the 70th year of his age.

, at her residence in Philadelphia, on the 28tl

of Sixth mo. 18S2, Anna Walton, a member of th.

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, in thii

60th year of her age. Her naturally amiable disposi

tion having been sweetened by Divine Grace, to whosi!

influence she yielded in early life, she was enabled ti

b ar with patient submission to her Heavenly Father'i

will the prot.-acted suflrdring meted to her for inanj

years, and to exerci.se an influence for good over th(

relatives and friends who were privileged to enjo;

her society. To these, she was a preacher of right

eousness by her daily life; and an ever-ready svmpa
thizer with the tried and afflicted. Though unable fo

the last thirty years of her life to attend any plac

of worship, she maintained a warm interest in our re

ligious Society, and sympathized with its faithful mem
bers in their efforts to promote the spread of the Re
deemer's kingdom among men. We believe it may b

said of her, "Blessed are the pure in heart, for the'

shall see God."
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Botanical Excursion to Hammonton, N. J.

(Concluded from page 402.)

On the muddy border of the pool, the close

)8erver may find sundry obscure phxnts
hich have attracted much attention because
' their peculiar habits rather than from their

trinsic beauty. The first that our scrutiny
steeted were the Sun-dews, Drosera rotundi-

lia, D. longifolia and I>. filiformis, and sin-

ilar indeed they are, covered with reddish
andular hairs, and in the latter having its

:tremity rolled u]) in a circiuate manner
le the fronds of some ferns. These hair-

ce projections from the leaf of the sun-dew
'e more complex than hairs on the ordinary
aves ofplants and are known as " tentacles,"

3m their mode of action. Should a small
sect alight upon one of them to feed upon
e juice exuding from its summit, he will

Ihere thereto, and the tentacle will incline

self towards the leaf; others will join in and
!nd over as if they sought a share in the
•ey— for prey it is they are intent upon,
he sticky fluid increases its flow, envelopes
le insect and kills it by stopping the breath-

Ig pores along the sides of its body. The
ftf also curves inward at the edge, forming
ibasin, and the fly held down by the tenta-

bs is immersed in the glutinous fluid, and
ter several hours have ela))sed, or it maj^ be
ys, the tentacles will relax and gradually
turn to their former position, the leaf he-

me again flat, the secretion less copious,

d the dry and hard parts of the insect will

one be found ; the softer having been ab-

rbed, have disappeared. That the Droserce
e actually nourished by the insects thus
itrapped and retained, has been proved by
ie more rapid growth of those thus fed than
at of others in similar conditions but de-

fived of access to animal food. Vegetable
[bstances that contain no nitrogenous mat-
ir, are rejected by these plants. Experi-
jents prove that the fluid secreted by the
n-dews is analogous to the gastric juice of

liimals, which contains pepsin and an acid

led to the acetic and butj'ric. Drosera
iformis is an insect catcher that seeks large

me, and great flies and even butterflies

th an expanse of wing of two inches, have
en found in its snares—its bright flowers
[id glittering dewy exudation having lured

lem to certain death.

To the Droseracece belongs that very
markable phmt, the Venus fly trap, thcDionea
mvsciptda of North Carolina, long known to

be an insect entrapper and destroyer. The
leaves of this plant resemble a spring-trap, or
have been compared to two upper human
eyelids joined along their bases, presenting
tiae border fringed with bristling hairs. Each
leaf is somewhat concave on the upper side,

where are placed three delicate hair-like or-

gans ill such an order that aninsect can hardly
traverse it without interfering with one of
them. When touched the two sides of the
leaf suddenly collapse and enclose the pre}'

with a force surpassing the insect's power to

escape. The fringes or hairs on the opposite
des of the leaf interlace like the fingers of

two hands clasped together, and the prisoner
is left to become enveloped in a fluid of a
mucilaginous consistence which acts the part
of a solvent, until it is more or less dissolved
and consumed therein while the juices are
absorbed by the semi-carnivorous plant.

Another plant more diminutive than the
Drosera rewarded our scrutiny over the mud
at our feet. A delicate yellow semi-papilio-

naceous flower, at the extremity of a short
slender stem, revealed as its leaves a succes-

sion of vesicles or little bladders. These have
been shown by a lady observer to be traps in

which minute insects are caught to serve as

nourishment to the j^lant. These leaves and
their peculiar traps are submerged, and aqua-
tic insects and microscopic aniraalculaa are

mostly caught therein. This plant is the
Utricularia clandestina. Another observer has
found in the bladders of the Utricularia vul-

garis, the greater bladder-wort of England,
taken without selection, ninety-three animals,

either entire or in recognizable fragments,
d representing at least twenty-eight species.

These were mostly ontomostraceans, a divi-

sion of crustaceans (crab-like animals), all of
very small size, except the king-crab (Limu-
lus). Many species of entomostraceans are
exceedingly minute, and exist in vast num-
bers in water, salt or fresh, and particularlj'

n stagnant water, and afford to many kinds
of fishes their principal food. This bladder-

wort often fills acres of ponds where it com-
petes with the fish and must destroy pro-

digious numbers of entomostraceans.
The peculiar habits of the fly-catching

plants Dionma and Drosera, have been known
for a century, but their systematic study has
not been successfully conducted until quite

ecently. Our increased acquaintance with
the chemical transformations going on in

plants, and our enlarged views of the origin

of species, have led to clearer insight into the
phenomena attending the life and nutrition

of these peculiar plants, and their allied and
non-allied genera. '• The six genera of Dro-
seracece have probably inherited the power of
catching and feeding upon insects, from a
common ancestor." Several genera of plants

o waj- closely related, have independently

acquired the same power. And "since all

plants have the ]50wer of dissolving albumin-
ous or proteid substances such as ])rotoplasm,

chlorophyl, gluten, &e., and carrj-ing them
from one part to another part of their tissues,"

and "this transfer must be eflfected by a sol-

vent, probably consisting ofa ferment together
with an acid," it ceases to be so wonderful
that some plants should feed upon (ho albu-

minous substance of insects which tli<'y have
caught. If this solvent niattiT should exude
from glands together with the viscid secre-

tion, an absorption of the juices of the insect

would take place, inasmuch as exosmose is

accom])anied by endosmose, and an inter-

change of the juices of the plant and its prey
would take place, and this would be equiva-
lent to digestion of the juices of the insect

caught. "Any ordinary plant having viscid

glands and favorably situated might thus,"

says Darwin, " be converted into a plant
capable of true digestion." It is thus no mys-
tery that several genera of plants have inde-

pendently acquired the same power."
This peculiar carnivorous proclivity does

not therefore ally the plants guilty of it more
nearly to animals, as some have supposed it

to do. " It is scared}' to be doubted, how-
ever, that the primordial tj'pos of vegetation
were all free swimmers, and that the habit of
building cellulose and starch is responsible

for the early assumed stationary condition.

The protoplasm is still in motion in the limit-

ed compass of their walls of cellulose." " The
flower ofthe phanerogam is not wholly phane-
rogamic ; it has had its beginnings away down
among the simple scums, and is but the last

link in a chain extending throughout almost
the whole plant world."* "In the physio-
logical role of the anthei'ozoids and zoospores
ot the cryptogams which seem borrowed from
animals, we cannot but recognize the mys-
terious link between the animal and vegetable
kingdoms, which are drawn closest together
in plants and animals of the simplest organi-

zation. The animal and vegetable kingdoms
ay be compared to two trees, the tops of

* [The theory here referred to is that wliich sup-
poses that all the varied forms of vegetable life in

existence on the earth are descended from one or at

least a few primeval forms, which, in the lapse of a
long series of ages, and through the influence of thou-
sands of modifying causes, such as variations of tempera-
ture, situation, &c., have developed into the almost
infinite variety which we see around us. There is

nothing in this theory inconsistent with the innate
feeling which refers everything to the creative power
of a Supreme Being ; for the original creation of life

must have come from Him, and the wonderful results

which have been produced are but the expression of
his will as manifested through the natural laws which
He gave and sustains. Yet it is after all, a theory only,

on which people may honestly differ ; and it should be
held loosely by its advocates. It makes large demands
on our ability to believe ; and it is by no means impro-
bable that fifty years hence it will be partially, at least,

supplanted by new suggestions and ideas ; and the facts

which it has been invented to explain will be dif-

ferently grouped and built up into very different edi-

fices.—Ed.]
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which arc ftir apart while their roots arc in-

terlaced." This the acute and philosophical

mind of Linnseus foresaw a century since

when he wrote: ' Natura sociat plantas et

animalia; hoc faciundo non conuectit per-

fectissimas plantas cum animalilMis maxime
im])erfoctis, scd imperfecta animalia otimper-

fcctas plantas consijciat. Natunu regna con-

junguiitnr in minimis.' 'Nature has united

plants and animals; in doing this she has not

connected the most perfect plants with the

most imperfect animals, but has associated

the imperfect animals with the imperfect

]jlants. The kingdoms of nature are closely

united in their most niinute representatives.'
"

Most of our accui-ate knowledge respecting

the carnivorous plants is the result of an ex-

tensive series of extraordinary experiments

made by the distinguished Charles Darwin,

wbose remains were lately laid in Westmin-
ster Abbej', by the side of Sir Isaac Newton.
These researches have been embodied in

his work entitled "Insectivorous Plants," in

which his patient and painstakiui;- nxlhuds

of investigation appear to the bcsi, jMissiblc

advantage. " It is impossible," says a re-

viewer, '• to read it without enthusiastic ad-

miration for the ingenuity which he displays

in devising tests to determine the character

of the plants, the peculiarities of which be is

.studying, while the conclusions he arrives at,

he presents in language so lucid, that be who
reads simply for information is sure to be at-

tracted and charmed quite as much as the

professional student." J. S. L.

A few Ssntiments.

To aid in spreading a knowledge of those

eternal principles which tend to elevate man
to the position designed by the all-wise Cre-

ator that he should occupy, is an employment
worthy of engaging the attention of intelli-

gent beings who are capable of understanding

what the Lord requires at their hands.

Aside from the religion of Christ, there is

nothing to give us any certain hope reaching

into the period beyond the end of life's jour-

ney. Man is like a mariner with an unworthy
sea-boat, tossed on ocean waves, who finds

himself in great peril. He longs to get into

a port of safetj^. In this condition, the ques-

tion " AVhat shall I do to be saved?" presses

with great force. When without spiritual

discernment, the human mind is prone to con-

fine its observations to things that are seen

and are temporal, rather than to things that

are not st'cn and are eternal. But through
immcirlal Ooodiiess, an understanding is com-
municated that man is designed to live, though
the wages of sin is death. The poor sinner,

who, 1)3^ the goodness of God is led to repent-

ance, feels the need of a better way than that

which an unsanctified choice leads into. The
great love of the Father, which is from ever-

lasting to everlasting to them that fear Him,
is made manifest when to the anguished
penitent it is said, " Live." God in great

morey gives to the penitent a sense of misery

and of want. By it they are taught to apply
to Him for cure. He sees the wanderer while

yet a great way off, and meets him with the

kiss of approval. Straightforward steps in

the direction of the father's house were taken
by the prodigal when the energies of his mind
were aroused to do right, from choice of right

—the sacred promise being thus fulfilled, "The
willing and the obedient shall eat the good of

the land." Without delay, the prodigal feast-

ed in the consciousness of a welcome to the

father's house—the tattered garments were
removed and a new robe substituted, while

in the courts above, angels echoed songs of

eternal praise. P. R. Gifford.

Fellowship.

- " Th

Now there are diversities of gifts, but the same
Spirit."—1st Corin. xii. 4.

Every where in the Scriptures the idea of

unity, coupled with diversity, is set forth, the

unity being the ground of fellowship. In the

figure of the vine and the branches alluded to

in the former article (p. 378) this is clearly

taught by our Lord and Saviour, as He speaks

of the one vine into which may be engrafted

not only many branches, but branches of

various kinds. As in the natui-al, of course,

the branches belong to the same family or

species, yet admit of all the variety that
species affords. Some of us may have seen

iipoii a naturaltree, many engrafted branches
growing vigorously, and each bearing its own
particular fruit, while harmony and beauty
were the result; no wrangling, no jarring as

the fruit-bearing process went on, but each

doing its work in obedience to the life flowing

in from the parent trunk into which they had
been engrafted. I have in mind one particu-

lar tree on which I once looked, whereon was
a great variety of fruit, and I remember the

admiration with which all beheld it; and
never, since then, have I read or thought of

this lesson of the vine and the branches, but

there has come distinctly before me the re-

membrance of the vivid illustration I there

had of its fitness to teach us the thought of

unity as to our source of spiritual life, and at

the same time the broadest charity toward
the diversity which must necessarily arise out

of the differences in the very constitution of

the individuals fashioned by the great Crea-

tive Hand, which forms not even two leaves

or two blades of grass alike, and j^ot the gen-

eral form of each is always preserved.

The engrafting must be complete—not par-

tial. A branch that is only partially engrafted

into a vine or tree cannot have a vigorous
supply of life, but onlj^ a partial one, so that,

while it may seem to hang on for a while,

bearing sickly looking leaves and fruit, yet it

must finally wither, and may, in the end, drop

off altogether. Alas! that so many "have
only a name to live." Shall we not afresh

ask, " Search me as with a lighted candle ?"

There are many practical lessons we may
learn for.the bettering of our every-day life,

from this beautiful figure of the vine and the

branches ; lessons ofunity, fellowship, charity,

faithfulness, eonstancj^. Not the least of the

lessons is contained in the words, " Now are

ye clean through the word which I have
.spoken unto you." And only can we be kept
clean in thought and act by this inflowing

life of God which is his cleansing word spoken
in our own souls.

The same idea of fellowship is brought out
in the chapter from which is quoted the text

at the head of this article. In this chapter

the body with its different members forms
the figure by which is taught the unity of the

one Spirit, coupled with the diversity of dif-

ferent gifts. And what more fitting illustra-

tion could be used ? In the natural body
there is not a different kind of blood sent out

to each member, but one blood, from the one

heart, feeds, with its proper nutriment, each
member of the body, and each member can
only take up and appropriate that which suits

its particular need, so that we have, in the

entire body, bone and sinew and muscle, eye
and ear, hand and foot, each fed from the one
source of life,.while there is perfect fellowship

in this source of life which is the ground of

unity, each member performing its function

from the one source of life, and in obedience
to the one will. And is a member wounded?
Immediately is carried to it, bjr the blood,

just that which is necessary to begin the work
of healing. So of the one body composed of

many members whose head is Christ, and
whose source of life is Infinite Love, which
sends out to all the members of his spiritual

body just that supply of life which is suited

to their particular need, and which will enable

them to perform their own service, develop

them into healthj' activity, and, in case of

wound or hurt, immediately begin the work
of healing, thus " binding up the broken
hearted" and giving " the oil of joj' for mourn-
ing, and the garment of praise for the spirit

of heaviness."

And in the natural body what fellowship,

what harmony between the different mem-
bers! Does one suffer, all suffer with it. Ig

one member hurt, immediately is the hand
outstretched to help it. Not a single membei
of the natural body works just for self, but

each, in working for all the others is itseli

developed and fed and strengthened. What
a lesson for the body whose head is Christ!
" None liveth to himself," we read ;

and wc
also read the injunction, often too little heed-

ed, " In honor preferring one another." And
in the natural body, each member occupies

its own place. The foot does not try to be 8

hand, and the eye does not try to be an eaU

neither does one member say to another thai

it ought to be other than it is. Each is in its

place as the Creator formed it, and there il

does its work. " If the whole body were ar

eye, where were the hearing? If the whole

were hearing, where were the smelling?" Sc

we see the body could not be complete with

out the gift of each particular member, henct

the need of prophets, of teachers, of apostles

of helps and gifts, that the entire bod}' maj
be complete by that which every joint sup

plieth, " Till we all come in the unity of th(

faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God
unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the

stature of the fulness of Christ." Nor, anion^

the members must there be any striving foi

mastery or superiority, for in the spiritual

as in the natural, it is true that "those mem
bers which we think to be less honorable,'

have " bestowed upon them more abundan,
honor." The lungs are not nearly so beautifu

in our idea as the eye, but much more neces

saiy to life. So in the spiritual body, thosi

simple childlike ones who are really breath

ing the life of God, are much more necessary

to the life of the body than others, perhaps

who have more ability to see the truth. Ye
the body would not be complete withou
either. Now, in conclusion, it is not nearh

so necessary, perhaps, to look about and sei

where these figures given us in the Scripture

represent the body of Christ as it exists out

wardly to-day, as it is for us each to lool

upon ourselves individually as branches of thi

one vine or members of the one body, and sei

whetherwe are engrafted in and bearing fruh

or, as members of the one body, in our owi
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ilace, exercising our own gift, doing the work
et apart to lis, and doing it, not from self, or
n a spirit of vain-glory, but from strength
fforded us by the inflowing life of God. Nor
i it 80 necessary for us to pronounce in re-
ard to our state, as it is that we should
3ek diligently to know his will concerning
8, and knowing it, to obey. When all the
lembers of the one body are thus engaged,
ndwhen they all have that unity and fellow-
lip which come from the one source of life,

hile at the same time each harmoniously
3ars the fruit according to the diversity of
is gift, then, and not till then, will "Zion
jcome a praise in the earth." " Behold how
Dod and how pleasant it is for brethren to
well together in unity !" " Awake, awake !

;it on thy strength, O Zion
;
put on thy beau-

ful garments, Jerusalem, the holj'city!"

A. L. Washburn.
Philada., 7th ino. 1.5th, 1882.

For "The Friend."

Wanderings Soutli and East.

(Continued from page 406.)

The inhabitants of Tasmania are described
1
" a curiously satisfied and contented peo-

.6. ' We are a small community,' they say,
tnd have no future

; we do not wish for an-
jxation, we are content to remain as we
•e.' This is not satisfactory from our modern
>ahead point of view, but I think it very
iviable. They are happy enough, they live

• a great age, and although sleepy and dull,

rosper fairly well. They can make no mark
I the world, they do not aspire to that : Inil

•e quite content to supplj' their noighlMns
ith fruit, and to hold the jjosition ol' juui-
lakers for the Southern Hemisphere."
From Melbourne, he made an excursion to
lack's Spur in the Plenty range, to visit

le highest trees in the world. He says

:

The bush scenery in these ranges is the only
3autifiil forest scenery' I saw in Australia,
he tree ferns were gigantic, and all vegeta-
[e life seemed to thrive superlatively well.
here are not merely a few detached groves
f big trees as in California, but there are
lousands of those giants, the whole hill-sides

)ing covered with them. The greatest tree
; present discovered was at Mount Baw'
aw, and was measured by the government
irvej'or and found to be four hundred and
ventj--one feet high. It was an Eucalyptus]
nygdalina ; the highest tree, a Sequoia gi-\

mtea, in California, is only about three hun-
ed and twenty-five feet." i

In New Zealand our author found much to
terest, both in the scenery and the people.!

1 a museum at Christ church were collected;

any skeletons and remains of those gigantic!
rds, which existed till very recent times,
it are believed to be now extinct. The
eleton of one of these, called by the natives
e Moa, is over twelve feet high, and its leg
)nes are larger than those of the African
ephant. It was distressing to observe that'

! natives were fast dying out from the use
gin and tobacco and adopting European

|

istoms. When Captain Cook discovered'
ew Zealand, there were probably as manj^l
iople as in the Sandwicla Islands, whence
16 natives originally came. There are now]
irdly one-tenth of that number. From 1861
1879 they fell in numbers from 55,336 to

5,595, or about twenty per cent, in seventeen
Jars. W. Coote states that " in the early
lys, the missionaries doubtless did much

good among them, but their work seems to

have borne but little fruit of late, and the
condition of the people isfar from satisfactorj-.

They have seen too much of the white man
to have any great belief in bis : You
point to heaven,' thej' saj', ' and whilst our
ej-es are looking there, you take away the
land from under our feet.'

"A half-caste race is springing up in con-
siderable numbers, which, indeed is said to

be phj'sically finer than either the European
or Maori, from which it has sprung. Ere
long, however, this strain of native blood in

the New Zealand colonists will be the only
remaining trace of the once famous Maori
race."

.
" Norfolk Island was discovered by Captain

Cook in 1774. It is six hundred miles from
Auckland in New Zealand, and about nine
hundred and fifty miles from Sydnej^, N.N. W.
It appears to have been formed by the erup-
tion of volcanic matter from the bed of the
sea, and is estimated to contain about ten
thousand acres. Until 1788 the island had
remained uninhabited, but in that j'ear a
small number of convicts, with a party of
marines, was sent from Australia. The con-
vict establishment was finally withdrawn in

1855, and in the Ibllowing year the inhabitants
of Pitcairn's Island (a mere dot in the Pacific,

only four and a half miles in circumference),
descendants of the Bounty mutineers, who
had outgrown their diminutive home, were,
at their own request, removed to Norfolk Is-

land. The Melanosian Mission under Bishop
Putlrsdii. fsial'li.-^lK'd its head-quarters on the
island ill (he year 1866."

" i'iLcaini's Island is rarely visited bj^ any
ships, but Norfolk Island is more accessible,

for the steamer that runs from Sydney to the
Fijis passes within a few miles of it, and upon
a certain payment, and under certain condi-

of the more well-to-do inhabitants. On seve-
ral occasions we wandered through the laby-
rinths of prisons and barracks and were told
stories of those dark melancholy days of old.

They were the most desperate of criminals
that were sent here, and I am afraid the
history of their lives would form no ornament
to our country's annals. We saw the old
gallows where so many hundreds have been
led out to their doom, and where fifteen and
eighteen have been hanged in a morning.
We saw the chapel, too, now in ruins, where
the prisoners all assembled for prayer and
service. There is a raised dais at one end
upon which a companj^ of soldiers was drawn
up with loaded arms. As we stood in the
ruined chapel our thoughts could not but
wander back to one fatal day, when some
sign of rebellion being shown, during God's
service, the word 'Fire' was given and twenty
or thirty were killed or wounded."

" The same sad memories are awakened
down by the water's edge a mile or so from
the little town where is a walled-in plot of
land. I have never seen so sad a sight, I
think, as this God's acre neglected and for-

gotten. Its old stone monuments sloping
this way and that, and the rank grass grow-
ing above the graves. Here a captain's little

son, and here a colonel's wife ; here a mother's
new-born child, all lying beneath the green
grass in this far-off Pacific island. Here, too,

manj- private soldiers and many officers who
had escaped a hundred dangers, only to be
laid low at last by a felon's hand. Brief
records are on most graves of the nature of
the tenant's death,' ' barbarouslj' mui-dered
whilst in the execution of his duty' occurs
many times, but iin-,i fi't.i|ii,Mitly of all items,
' drowned while en(l<a v. >ri ; ii;- 1 o cross the bar.'

"

"It is a queer, siiiiplr liltic rummunity that
owns this lovely island ; the venerable Mr.

tions, will call in to land an adventurous jNobbs, whoso history has been too often told
passenger. |to need repeating here, is at its head. The

"Hearing, whilst I was staying at Sydney men are strong, hardy-looking fellows, but in

during the summer of 1879-80, that this was 'the women one sees a little of the old Tahitian
the case, and being very anxious to escape, if jblood ;

they fade very soon and are only of
only for a short time, from the hot winds and [two kinds, childi'en and old women. The
dried-up desolation of an Australian summer, patois of these islanders is somewhat curious

;

I started with a friend in the Fiji steamer, it is that of a race of sailors with the slightest

having made arrangements to be put down touch of foreign [iccciit.

Niiit<ill< Island on the outward voyage,
d ])i(kf(l up again on the way back."
" Upon Norfolk Island there are two com-

" Life is s,

people; all ki

with the nui

I enough for these good
lits and vegetables grow
jsults for the minimum

munities. Firstly, that amongst which we 'amount of labor, and there are pigs, cows,
landed, secondly that of the Melanesian Mis-jsheep, fowls, and horses upon the island in
sion. The ' Norfolkers,' as the proprietors of|abundanee.
the island are called, were brought from Pit- "Whaling is almost their sole source of
cairn's Island at the Imperial Gove'rnment's revenue, however, for they are incorrigibly
expense, and were landed at their new home lazy, and seem to care nothing whatever for

in 1856. They drew lots amongst themselves
for the chief buildings and most valuable
pieces of land, and straightway settled down
as proprietors of the island, and all the old

convict buildings thereon. Each married
couple received fifty acres at first, but of late

years the marriage settlement has been re-

duced to twenty-five acres.

"The majority live in the old convict 'town,'

as it is called, on the south side of the islaml.

There are vast buildings here which servi'l

as prisons and barracks, and more desolale

piles of mansonry one could hardly conceive.

The larger ones it was found hopeless to trj'

to maintain, so these are in ruins and look
hundreds of years old. The ofHcei-s' houses,

also of fine hewn stone, and the smaller build-

ings are still kept up and serve as the homes

more than meat and raiment. The young
men are grand boatmen, being brought up to
face all manner of danger from their earliest

j'ears. Perhaps the most interesting feature
about these people is their attachment to the
island ; many of them would not leave it even
for a few weeks ; their whole ideas seem
bounded by the narrow margin of their island
shores, and they are most singularly free from
all cnii<.si(y will; ivspcct t.i"! lie outer world.
So niin-h llirii loi- tiir righitul owners (by
spocial Crown grant) of the i.-land.

Aiiotlier cummunily exists on the island,

as I have already said ; this is the college of
the Melanesian Mission, whose head-quarters
are now permanently fixed here. A thousand
acres were given over to the Mission upon
payment to the islanders of two pounds an
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acre." The £2000 thus obtained is invested

in Sydney for the sujiport of a doctor upon

the island, and for other expenses.

( To be continued. )

Primitive Methods in the Old and New Worlds.

Fi'om a Eeport to the Department of State,

by Consul Scruggs, of Canton, China.

The points of identity between the artistic

forms of people living in countries widely

separated, are sometimes very striking. The
mummies of Peru and of Egypt are familiar

examples. So of the sepulchral mounds of the

Ohio and Tennessee valleys, and those in

many parts of China. So, too, of the frag-

ments of pottery exhumed from the ruins of

an extinct civilization in Central America and

those found in some. parts of Central and

Southern Asia.

M}^ personal observations in China lead me
to suspect that such identities are more num-
erous than is generally supposed. Take the

common hand-loom foV example. It has been

in common use in China from time immemo-
rial. And yet, as respects mechanical forms

and appliances, it is identical with that used

in Eastern Tennessee and Western North

Carolina. All the silk fabrics, including the

finest satins of Chinese manufacture, are

woven on these primitive looms.

It is generally known to educated men that

the notarial, instrument still in use in our

common schools is nearly identical with the

abacus of the old Eomans. How do we ac-

count for the fact that this arithmetical con-

trivance has been in common use in China for

at least twenty-two centuries ? We can hard-

ly assume that it had a common origin with

the two peoples, because they had no know-
ledge of each other's existence before the time

of Justinian. Moreover those adventurous

monks, who stole the silk cocoons and con-

veyed them to the Roman Emperor in bam
boo walking sticks, were surprised beyond

measure to see this instrument in common
use among a people then unknown to the

world. Now, if we substitute a series of

knotted threads for the delicate wires and

polished wooden or ivory bulbs of the abacus,

we have a near approximation to the arith-

metical contrivance of the ancient Peruvians.

The principle is exactly the same.

Every one who has travelled in South

America is acquainted with the Quienchu

method of spinning cotton and hemp. It may
be witnessed almost anywhere in the Andes.

A small tapering spindle with a large rim or

stay, which is hkewise the balance wheel, is

the only machinery used. The motive power

is the thumb and finger of the right hand.

The Indian woman of the plateaus will thus

spin and reel her household fabrics as she

tripsalongbarefoot and merrily to some neigh-

boring market-town. I was quite astonished

when I witnessed preciselj' the same thing in

one of the interior districts of China.

It is generally admitted, I believe, that the

manufacture and uses of paper, as also the

printer's art, were invented by our ancestors

of Northern Europe several centuries after

it had been in common use in China.

Our European ancestors got the mai-iner's

compass from the Arabs, who claim its inven-

tion. But the magnetic needle, or something

corresponding to it, had been in use among
the Chinese, centuries before the Arab and

Celestial were aware of each other's existence

In the upper valley of the Yangtze, in a

locality unfrequented by foreigners, 1 once

saw a "rustic making a tub. The process was
identical with that witnessed many times in

the mountain districts of Eastern Tennessee.

The only ditl'erence was that the Tennessean

used his native cedar and white-oak, whereas

the Chinaman made everything—staves, head-

piece, hoops and all—of his native bamboo.

It was near the same place that I saw some
Chinese peasants making rope by a process

and with appliances familiar to every one

who has visited the mountain districts of

Virginia and Tennessee.

The mode of thrashing and winnowing
grain in the agricultural districts of China is

precisely that still in use in some of the re-

mote mountain counties of Western North
Carolina. The flail is nearly identical. The
process of separating the grain from the chaff

is preciselj^ the same. There is the same cir-

cular sieve suspended from the tops of three

wooden sticks, securelj' braced against each

other so as to form a kind of tripod. The
sieve is oscillated by two small boys, by means
of ropes fastened to the opposite sides. The
wind blasts are made by swinging a sheet of

cloth in a semicircle, two stalwart men holding

opposite upper corners and sides.

—
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WHVT MAKES THE GRASSES GROW?
BY W. W. FINK.

I closed my book, for Nature's book
Was opening that day,

And with a weary brain, I took

My hat, and wandered to the brook
That in the meadow lay

;

And there, beside the tiny tide,

I found a child at play.

Prone on the sward, its little toes

Wrought dimples in the sand.

Its cheeks were fairer than the rose.

I heard it murmur, " Mamma knows,

But I not understand ;"

While all unharmed a dainty blade

Of grass was in its hand.

What could I gather from learning more
Than was written so long ago ?

I heard the billows of science roar

On the rocks of truth from the mystic shore,

And, humbly bowing low,

I answered (ilike the man and child

:

" God malces the grasses grow."
St. Nicholas. ]

" What wouldst thou know, my little one ?"

Said I, with bearing wise
;

For I, who thought to weigh the sun,

And trace the coui-se where planets run,

And grasp their mysteries,

Unto a baby's questionings

Could surely make replies.

"What wouldst thou know?" again I said,

And, gently bowing low,

I stroked its half-uplifted head.

With chubby hand it grasped the blade.

And answered :
" 'Co will know

;

What mahes the grasses grow?"

" Last fall," I said, " a grass-seed fell

To earth, and went to sleep.

All winter it slept in its cosy cell

Till Spring came tapping upon its shell

;

Then it stirred, and tried to peep.

With its little green eye right up to the sky,

And then it gave a leap

;

" For the sun was warm and the eartli was fair

;

It felt the breezes blow.

It turned its cheek to the soft, sweet air.

And a current of life, so rich and rare,

Came up from its roots below,

It grew and kept growing, and that, my child.

Is the reason the ; " —" "

"What makes 'em start and get bigger and bigger !

What is it that makes 'em grow?"

How could I answer in words so plain

That a baby could understand ?

Ah ! how could I answer my heart ! 'T were vain

To talk of the union of sun and rain

In the rich and fruitful land
;

For over them all was the mystery

Of will and a guiding hand.

Original.

LINES
WRITTEN BY ELIZABETH PEIBSON ON THE DEATH 01^'

MAEY EVANS,* 25tH OP 6th MO. 1859.

Fled from a world of sin and sorrow,

Far beyond the darksome tomb,

Where one bright eternal morrow.
Smiles with everlasting bloom.

There thy conflicts all are ended,

There thy spirit soars on high,

With the ransomed thou art blended,

Far above yon azure sky.

For, clean-handed and pure-hearted.

There a dwelling place thou'st found
;

Where true friends no more are parted

;

Where new songs celestial sound.

For the Holy Jesus knew thee,

Saw thy love, and marked thy tears.

With the cords of mercy drew thee,

Hush'd thy sorrows, stay'd thy fears.

But that constant loving heart,

No more our griefs can share,

Nor longer soothingly impart

A balm for other's care.

Yet still methinks I see thee now
Arrayed in vesture white,

A glorious wreath around thy brow.

With priceless jewels bright.

Methinks I hear in numbers sweet,

Thy own melodious voice

Soft whispering thus :
" Oh come and meet,

And with the saints rejoice.

For in his presence there is light

And life forever more

:

Around his throne there is no night,

And angels form the choir.

Then come away ! the Bride says come.

The Holy Spirit pleads

;

The ' bright and Morning Star" says come.

And follow where He leads."

E. P.

Daughter of Jonathan Evans.

Instinct vs. Reason.

It is instinct which teaches an animal to

perform certain actions independently of any

instruction or experience. It teaches a bird

to make its nest, sit on its eggs till they are

hatched, and procure suitable food for ite

young. Ducks, though hatched under a hen,

instinctively make their way to the water;

while chickens hatched under a duck, instinc-

tively avoid it. Even in man, the most highly

endowed with reason of all the animal crea-

tion, many of the movements, especiallj' thost

connected with respiration and the circulatioE

of the blood, are instinctive, and are perform-

ed without calling into exercise the mental

faculties.

Reason implies an exercise of the will, anc

is an after-growth of the mind. It may b(

briefly defined as drawing a conclusion froir

premises. A measure of it is possessed by thi

lower orders of animals—and often modifief

and regulates the natural instinct. For ex

ample, 1f a hungry dog or a eat be in a rooii

where food is left unguarded, their instincti

urge them to satisfy their hunger : if properly

trained, however, their reason restrains thei;

instinct, and, no matter how hungry thej

may be, they will not touch the food until i

is given them. In illustration of this J. G
Wood, in his work entitled, " Man and Beast,'!

relates the following incident, as communij

cated to him by a correspondent.
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"A cat of ours once showed great self-de-

nial. She was a terrible eater of small birds,

chickens, &c., and therefore, when on one oc-

easion she was found to have passed the night

in our aviar}' of doves, great was the alarm.

Bowever, on insjiection, not one dove was
missing ; and though she was asleep in an in-

ner cage, close to a nest of young doves, she

dad not touched a feather. What made her
jonduet the more remarkable was the fact

;hat on being released she ate ravenously."

The anecdotes which follow are from the

iamo author.

The natural instinct of a fish teaches it to

iy from man, and we all know that even our
shadows on the water will frighten away the
ish and destroy the angler's hope of success.

iTet I know a pond full of gold-fish which ave

juite tame and which, when they see a hu-

nan being at the side of the pond come to-

ivards him, instead of being alarmed. If a

ittle rippling be made on the surface of the

ivater, they come crowding to the spot, that

)eing the signal for food ; and so perfectly

confiding are they, that they will take bread
Dr biscuit out of the hand, and if the hand be

lept under the water, one or two of the fishes

tvill presently be nibbling at each finger.

The horned toad is a lizard belonging to the
iguana family, which is found in the plains of

Colorado and similar localities. It is thickly

Deset with spines, and is sluggish in its move-
ments. It is easily tamed and makes an in-

;eresting pet. A brother of J. G. Wood, thus
iescribes a stratagem adopted by one of these

izards which was in his posession, which
ieenxs to evidence some degree of reasoning
jower.

" During the latter part of the day, the sun
shines through a hole in the shutter of my
3ed room, and makes a nice warm spot on the

loor alongside one of my portmanteaus, and
3n this spot the flies ' most do congregate ;'

JO my little pet, who is not quick enough to

2atch the flies in fair chase, climbs on the top

jf the portmanteau, and, lying half on and
aalf off, watches his opportunity, and woe to

the unfortunate fly that settles below him
;

the instant the fly is quiet, the lizard gives a

few preliminary curves to the tip of his tail,

iust as a cat does when watching a mouse,

md then tumbles down bodily upon the heed-

less fly. I once counted seven flies caught in

ihis manner within an hour."
" I had a friend who possesses a little black

md tan English terrier. His master had the

ptiisfortune not only to prefer two glasses of

grog to one, but greatly to prefer three or four,

JBvith the usual consequences ; on one of these

J)ccasion8 he beat his dog severely and from
that time the dog, whenever there was a ro-

Jurrcnce of the fourth tumbler, went and hid

aimself, never showing himself until the

sfi'ects had passed off and his master was re-

Stored to sobriety."

1 A Scotch terrier dog named " Mess," be-

•ongiiig to an ofiicer in the army, had so bad
% temper, that few persons could handle him
without being bitten. But he was on good
cerms with his master's father, a surgeon, and
Dondescended to accompany him on his rounds,

sitting in great state on the box. One day
be fell off as the carriage started, and the

jS^heels went over him, breaking one of his

,egs. He would not allow himself to be

touched, except by the surgeon's hands; and
to him he was quiet and amenable, allowing
bis leg to be set and laid in splints without

showing the least anger, and being evidently

grateful for the services rendered to him. The
Feg rapidly recovered, and " Mess " was at his

master's country-house when the surgeon
came to pay his son a visit. No sooner did
" Mess" see him than although his injury had
long been healed, ho began to limp, went to

his old friend, rolled over on his back, and
held up his leg; nor would he desist until a

handkerchief had been tied round the leg and
some water poured over i^. Afterwards, when
he happened to injure a paw, he went of his

own acccord to the surgeon, held up the

damaged liaib, and asked for help as plainly

as if he possessed human language.
The dog's premises were false, when he

must needs have a sound limb dre-ssed, but he
evidently drew a conclusion from premises,

and therefore possessed reason.

It is curious to note how the reason of the

lower animals suddenly fails where least ex-

pected. My bull dog, " Apollo," an animal of

peculiar intellectual powers, once displaj-ed a

singular example of this sudden failure.

I was walking out with Apollo as usual at

my heels, when I met a party of friends, who
began to ridicule the dog, saying that he was
of no use except at a dog-fight, and could not
even fetch or carry. I answered by throw-
ing a heavy stick over a high park fence.

Apollo dashed after it. Presently we saw his

round head come up on the other side of the
fence, the stick heing in his jaws. It was so

heavy that he could not even get his forelegs

on the fence, and so he ran along the inside,

trying to find an outlet. As the fence had
been recently repaired, he could not find an
exit, and, straightway set about making one.

He put down the stick and deliberately bit a

hole through the fence. He went through
the hole, put his head into the field, took the

stick in his mouth, and tried to pull it after

him. As, however, he had grasped it by the

middle, the stick naturally resisted bis efforts.

I thought the dog would be sure to take
the stick" by one of its ends, and so pull it

through; but, instead of doing so, he went
back into the field, and tore away the fence

until he had make a hole large enough for the

stick when held by the middle.

The following anecdote of a little Scotch
terrier, was sent to J. G. Wood, by a ladj' who
had great fondness for pets. " He was, like

most of his relatives, a capital fellow for

hunting a cat, a rat or a mouse. He was our
companion when calling on an old lady,

where I thought we could take him without
any fear of his hunting propensity causing
annoyance, as I knew she had no living pet

of any description. We had scarcelj' entered

the spacious drawing-room, when from un-

derneath an Indian cabinet at the extreme
end of the room, our dog Pepper saw two
large glassy yellow eyes glaring at him with
more than natural ferocity. Without waiting
to use his power of scent, he rushed fiercely

on his imagined foe, which fell lifeless at his

feet. Pepper retreating to our side, hanging-

down his tail, and looking more like the van-
quished than the victor.

"Do any of my readers remember those

now unmade cats of pasteboard and black vel-

vet texture, now non-existent ornaments of

former days ? Such was Pepper's foe. Dogs
know well enough when they are the object

of ridicule, and, finding we were all laughing
at his discomfiture, he returned to the velvet

pussy, and in playful mood carried her round

the room, evidently wishing to hide his mis-

take by convincing us that it had been only a
sham tight from the beginning."
The action of the dog here is very human,

and it behaved just as a clever child might be

expected to do when it had been deceived,

and was afraid of ridicule.

Espousal to Christ.

Maj' we not hopefullj- believe that a fresh

visitation is being extended to the j'ounger
members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting at

the present time I That the offer for a renew-
ed covenant and deeper baptism is being
made! and the opportunity is at hand for

such an espousal to Christ as shall redound to

his glory, and verify his ancient promise
;

" I will JDetroth thee unto me forever
;
yea, I

will betroth thee unto me in righteousness,

and in judgment, and in loving-kindness, and
in mercies : I will even betroth thee unto me
in faithfulness ; and thou shalt know the
Lord."
The following selections, having applica-

tion to our junior members, are commended
to their careful perusal and considei-ation,

viz.:—"James Dickenson when about eigh-

teen years of age, was first concerned to

bear a public testimony. ' Great,' says he,
' then was ray exercise. Seeing the work
to be very weightj^, and looking at m^^ own
weakness, made me unwilling to give up to

answer the Lord's requirings. But the Lord,

in his great love filled mj- soul with the emana-
tions of his power, which strengthened and
encouraged me, that I was made willing to

give up in obedience to his divine will. In
great dread and fear I stood up and bore a
public testimony in our own meeting, warn-
ing Friends to be more inward and faithful to

the manifestations of the Redeemer's light

and grace in their souls ; and, afte?- 1 had an-
siri'ml thr n i/iiirings of the Lord, 1 found great

pciir,i!,:ir,ii^j ill my soul ; which so prevailed
Ujion my spirit, that I was bowed down under
a sense of the Lord's goodness, and the weight
of the exercise which I had felt upon me was
removed."

Tluinias Slory, in narrating somewhat of
his early i.liuious experience, writes : "I was
silent betnie the Lord, as a child not yet
weaned ; He put words in raj' mouth, and I

sang I'orth his praise with an audible voice.

I called upon my God out of the great deep;

He put on bowels of mercy, and had compas-
sion on me, because his love was infinite, and
his power without measure. Ho called for

my life, and I oftered it at his footstool ; but
He gave it to me as a prey, with unspeakable
addition. He called for ray will, and I re-

signed it at his call ; but He returned me his

own in token of his love. He called for the
world, and I laid it at his feet, with the

crowns thereof; I withheld them not at the
beckoning of his hand. But mark the bene-

fit of exchange ! Por He gave me, instead of

earth, a kingdom of eternal peace ; and in lieu

of the crowns of vanity, a crown of glorj-."

He continues: "They gazed upon me; they
said I was mad, distracted, and become a fool;

they lamented becniixr mi/ frrrdom came. They
whispered against me in the vanity of their

imaginations; but / in, inn,/ mine ear unto the

whisperings of the Spirit of Truth. I said,

what am I, that I should receive such honor?
But He removed the mountains out of my
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way, and by his secret workings pressed me
Ibrwiird."

Mar3- Capper, who becanie a member with
us through many sore trials and cups of bitter

sorrow, thus testifies in the Slst year of her
age :

—" Never did I more appreciate the

privilege of being joined to a Christian j^eo-

ple—to the Society to which I am favored to

be united by increasing conviction at this day,
of its pure, unsophisticated, Gospel princi-

ples." " My simple, yet reverent testimony
is to the marvellous love of God, in Christ
Jesus, as the guide of youth, and the staff of

lengthened years, to those who acknowledge
Him in all their luays. My heart rests in the
belief that these will not be left to perish
through ignorance. Obedience is the test of
our sincerity. Acknowledge God in all thy
ways, and He will direct th}' stejjs aright from
youth to old age." " When we are faithful in

the little, the way is made for farther mani-
festations of the Divine will concerning us.

If I know any thing of true peace, it is in

simple childlike obedience to the still small
voice of the Good Shepherd, who instructs the
lambs and sheep of his fold ; a stranger's voice
they will not know nor follow."

Sarah Lynes Grubb conveys :

—
''I had sweet

consolation in coming into obedience." "I
have neverknown an easierway to favor with
the Lord of life and glory, than that of pas-
sive submission to all his holy will concern-
ing me, even under dispensations most prov-
ing and mortifying to the fleshly mind."
" Oh ! for our dear young people daring to be

right! then should we soon have a precious
revival in our religious Society, and it would
shine forth in ancient lustre and beauty; the
gold that has become dim would resume its

true brightness, and the fine gold that is

changed, its original splendor, to the praise
of the great and everlasting name of Him,
Avho was magnified over all amongst our fore-

fathers."

John Barclaj^ in his 18th year wrote :

—

" The first thing that I would recommend to

an}' one seriously inclined is, that he should
not quench or stifle in any manner the pre-

cious spark, which the Lord in infinite com-
passion, has kindled within him. O ! let such
an one do nothing that is likely to impede
the growth of this divine seed of grace with-
in. Let not an}' one deny to his own soul the
nourishment which is to supportit ; for though
the world esteem him very lightly, and even
ridicule him, yet, if his own heart condemn
him not, then has he confidence towards
God."
The following is an advisor}' minute from

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. "A very ten-
der solicitude has been felt for our dear young
Friends that, through an entire yielding of
themselves to the convicting, cleansing, trans-
forming power of the Lord's Holy Spirit, they
may experience it to be a light to their path,
and a wall of defence both on the right hand
and on the left. You may have your varied
temptations and sources of disquietude, your
anxieties, your conflicts, with the manifold
allurements of the world to contend with,
which come more or less to all ; but be assured,
that as you are induced to deny yourselves,
and to take upon you a cross that crucifies to
the world, and whereby also the world is

crucified to you, your merciful loving Saviour
and faithful High Priest will give you power
to overcome one after another the closely be-

setting sins that war against the soul, and as

obedience keeps pace with knowledge to the
law of the Lord inwardly revealed. He will

finally give you a victory which will abund-
antly make up for all the tribulations you are
called to endure for the Gospel's sake. Press
on then, we entreat you, dear young Friends,
who have heard the voice of the Lord in your
streets, and have in measure yielded to the
heavenly visitations of his love. Press on in

the narrow way of obedience to Him who
died for you ; and in the footsteps of the flock

of his companions. Be not ashamed of the
Christian principles and testimonies of the
Society of which you are members; be not
ashamed to acknowledge Christ before men

;

but upon all occasions, from motives of love

and obedience to Him who was despised and
rejected of men, and Avho endured the cross
for our sakes, scrupulously maintain them

;

being willing to suffer shame, if need be, in

their practical exemplification and support.
So will you become well-instructed scholars in

Christ's school, and grow from stature to sta-

ture in the saving knowledge of Him, which
is life eternal.

7th month 3rd, 1882.

Religious Items, &c.

War a Stumbling-block to the Heathen.—
Here comes another Christianity which has
lately displayed itself to many heathen na-

tions. It comes with a Bible in its knapsack
and the Martini-Henry rifle in its hand. Of
course these poor heathen know nothing
about our ])olitical combinations, but they
suppose that Christians are invading their

land—will they therefore love Christ ? Will
they receive Christianity coming in such
guise ? If they do not, small blame can we
pour upon them, they will only be acting ac-

cording to the light of reason and common
sense. If there shall ever come a Christianity
which sufifereth long and is kind, which doeth
no evil but seeketh good to its neighbor,
which teacheth love to God and love to man;
which seeketh not its own, but lays itself out
for others, then I do not say that an ungodly
world will be enamoured of it if left to itself,

but I do believe that the Spirit of God will go
forth with it, and will convince men of sin, and
of righteousness and of judgment, and then
shall the scattered family of Adam accept the
one true faith, and enter into a league of unity
with each other, and there shairte glory to

God in the highest, on earth peace, good-will
towards men.

—

0. H. Spurgeon.
The Inexpediency for Christians of a Showy

Home.—I know a good man who was long in

moderate circumstances, and has now grown
rich. Just lately, he moved into a handsome
bouse, on a handsome street. There is a con-

tradictoriness in his position which continu-
ally strikes me. In the old home, he might
naturally be thought of as living for God's
service ;

here, not without an effort. There-
fore, there he could be strict and yet like

others ; here not, but only by a constant re-

buflSng of people. The families in this row
live high and fast, and the new comers are
supposed to do the same; so that a long
course of drawing- back will be needed to es-

tablish the contrar}'in the public mind. But
living in a state of saying No, is not con-
sidered pleasant. Why court it? It was com-
paratively easy before to dress plainly. It

was comparatively easy to spend money only
where it would do most good. The strain of

trying to act as a steward of God, increases
ten-fold when this first step into showy living

is taken.
And, after all, it is chiefly a disadvuntage.

The older children move into a set of fi-iouds

less to be desired; at least, they do lormally;
and probably a real change gradually takes
place. The little children begin their knowU
edge of life in the midst of this cii-cle, and no
ordinary care can attach them only to the
best and truest.

—

M. Miller in JVat. Baptist.

Romanists vs. Protestants.—The missionaries
of the English Church Missionary Society in

the Krisbnagar district in India, some time
ago were much annoyed by the proselytizing
efforts of the Homanists among their native
members. On asking one of the priests why
they came to disturb a Christian community,
instead of seeking the perishing heathen, they
received this reply: "We do not go to the
heathen, for we think they may possibly be
saved by the light of reason; but we are sure
that you, as Protestants, must perish, and so

we come to you !"

Effect of Ritualism.—In ritualistic observ-
ance the substance is lost or weakened in the
shadow, the spirit in the form ; the truth is

buried under the letter and tradition ; the

Christ is veiled under the crucifix
; the Ma-

donna worshipped instead of the Son; the

truth is covered, rather than manifested.

The danger is that "the simplicity that

is in Christ may be corrupted," that origin-

ality and the freedom and hel]) of the Iloly

Ghost may be ignored.

The ceremonies of Christianity, as given
us by Christ and his apostles, were of the
simplest and most limited character. Our
sacramental ceremonies were not prescribed
nor practised by Christ and his apostles.

Lord King, in his "Primitive Church,'"
shows the early practice close up to the apos-

tolic times. He says :
" The bishop or minis-

ter used no arbitrary form of prayer, but every
one that officiated delivered himself in such
terms as best pleased him, and varied his

petitions according to present circumstances
and emergencies." The adoption ofprescribed

forms and ceremonies was an innovation—

a

fungous excrescence. It was a sacerdotal
policy.

The enjoining the use of the Lord's prayer
as a stereotyped form was the nucleus of that

vast system of ritualism now so prevalent in

Eomish and ultra-Episcopal churches—a ]3rac-

tiee never intended by our Lord, and not

practised by the early Christians, especially

after Pentecost.

For " The Friend."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Attempt to measure the temperature of melted\

lava in the Volcano of Kilauea.—A pyrometer,
sent out by Professor J. D. Dana, was put|

into my hands to measure the heat of meltedi

lava. I had taken it with me twice to the

crater unsuccessfully, the fusion being too

deep in the lake to be reached. I had also

sent it up by others, with instructions, hoping
to get it inserted, but failing, I went up
with my friend Dr. Lafon. We descended
the crater and travelled south about two
miles, when a vast mound like a truncated
cone rose before us. Not recognizing this

elevation, I said to my companion, "This is

a new feature in the crater ; I have not seen

it before. It is about where the lake used to

be ; but let us pass over it, and we shall

^
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)robably find the \ake on the other side."

With the instrument in hand, we began to
iscend the elevation on an angle of about
wenty degrees. When half-way up, there
anie over a splash of burning lava, which
bll near our feet. Our hair was electrified,

,nd we retreated in haste.

Going to a little distance, we mounted an ex-

inct cone which overlooked the eminence we
lad left, when lo! to our amazement, it was
he great South Lake of Fire, no longer, as
iften, one to two hundred feet below us, but
isen to a level of about twenty-five feet above
he surrounding plain, and contained bj' a
ircular dam of cooled lava some three miles
Q circumference. The scene was awful. Over
11 that high and extended surface the fiery

illows were surging and dashing with in-

ense seething and mutterings and hissings.

?he whole surface was in ebullition ; and now
nd then large blisters, many feet in length,

iscous films, of the consistency of glutinous
latter, would rise in gigantic bubbles, created

y the lifting gases, and then burst and dis-

ppear.

We were struck with amazement ; and the
uestion was, Shall we again venture near
hat awful furnace ? We could frequently
ee the lava flood spilling over the rim like a
oiling cauldron

; and what if the encircling
am should burst, and pour its deluge of fiery

uin over all the surrounding area ! But un-
willing to fail in our experiment, we came
own from the cone, and carefully, and with
yes agaze, began to ascend the wall. Again
nd again we were driven back by thesplashes
f rod hot lava. We persevered, and watch-
]g and dodging the spittings, I was at last

ble to reach so near the top of the dam as
thrust the pyrometer through the thin

art of the upper rim, when out burst a gory
trcam of lava, and we ran down to await
be time of the withdrawal of the instrument.
]he shaft of the pyrometer was about four
3et long, with a socket, into which I had
rmly fastened a ten-foot pole. When at last

re grasped the pole and j^ulled, the strength
f four strong arms could not dislodge the
yrometer. We pulled and pulled until the
ole was wrenched from the socket. The
iRtrument was fast beyond recovery, and
with keen regret wo left it in tho hardened
iva.

We turned to retreat from the crater, and
efore we had reached the upper brim, we
ioked back, and saw the awful lake empty-
Ig itself at two points, one of which appeared
t) be in the verj^ place where we had stood
nly half an hour before. The whole southern
ortion of the crater was a sea of liquid fire,

overing, as I estimated, about two square
dies, with a probable depth of three feet.

—

YfMS Coan's Life in Hawaii.
Nostrums Analyzed.—Prof Prescott, of the

jTniversity of Michigan, finds that some of

|ie medicines sold as '' Compound oxygen,"
lOxygen aqua," &c., consist mainly of water,

'itli a slight pei'centage of nitrate of am-
lonium and nitrate of lead. The editor of

hod Health who had sent the samples for

jialysis says

:

"it should be recollected that this solution

^
to be used by inhalation, a tea-spoonful

3ing added to a small quantity of warm
ater, through which air is drawn by means

t' a glass tube. Neither of the substances
)ntained in the solution are volatile at the

smporature at which the solution is used, so

that is impossible for any medicinal pi'operty ciples and practices of our worthy predeces-
whatever to be imjjarted by this boasted !sors in religious profession. Her thoughts at
remedy, except what comes from the warmjthis time had been turned to the neglect by
water, which is itself very healing when used some of our members of tin' iunieiit testimony
in this way, as we have demonstrated in against the observance ot puMii fasis and so-

-^ . ^
._^^l^ iu the be-

have demonstrated
hundreds of cases.

'The 'Compound Oxygen' is usually ac-

companied by what the manufacturers are
pleased to call 'Oxygen Aqute,' which they
recommend their patients to take as an aid

to digestion. The analj'sis of this showed it

to contain nothing but water. The most
careful tests revealed nothing else.

"Now we have doiu' our i\\\[y . Ir;iii\' (if

our readers wish to i>;\\- sixticii ilollars a iiinl

against the observance (

called " Holy-Days," whi
ginning were careful to maintain.
The ground of our objections to such ob-

servances is briefly set forth in the London
Book of Discipline as follows:

'• We have thought it right, as a society, to
abstain from the observance of days set apart,
without a divine direction, for the religious
lommemoration of particular events, or for
national humiliation under peculiar trials.

for water, they are at liberty to do so. There
,

We consider the dictation, by man, of specific

are some people who enjoy the luxury of acts of worship, as opposed to those views of
being humbugged to such a degree that wejthe spirituality of true worship, which it is

have no doubt some will be induced to squan- our duty and privilege to hold. The public
der a few of their hard earned dollars by see- commemoration of important events in the
ing this exposure of this wretched fraud." church, on certain specific days, arose and in-

Effect of physical over-work.— The Jewts/i i
creased as the simplicit_y of Christianity de-

Race.—There is no evidence anywhere that clined; and though they bore the semblance
the greater culture of the physical strength jof piety, and have doubtless often been ob-
has favored the longevity of an individual orlserved with sincerity, yet they tended greatly
the vital iLiuuity of a race. The observa- to draw men from the constant duties and
tionsniadi' \>y physicians respecting excessive ^simple worship which Christianity enjoined;
physical cxuicisc and the maladies incident | and led to a dependence on occasional exer-
to it. admit of but one interpretation, viz., icises and imposing services,

that such exercise ensures premature decaj'j "Tho appointment of da3'S for national
and early death. The facts elicited from the humiliation, by the civil government, we con-
vital statistics of England, France and Prussia sider to lie lialile to the preceding, and to

show that the removal of excessive iiliy-iial oihrr olijeil ions."

endurance tends to health and lengtli of life. 'I"li>' I >i--ci|iliiie and Advices of Philadelphia
The most striking fact of this kind is atiorded

I

Yearly .Meeting contain similar paragraph.?,

in the history of the Jewish race. In no period \
From the Book of Advices we quote the fol-

in the history of this wonderful people since 'lowing :

their dispersion, do we discover the faintest "We arc also religiously restrained from
approach to any system amongst them tend- 'shutting up our doors, windows and shops
ing to the studied development of physical inpon such days as arc appointed to desire a
capacity. During their most severe persecu- 1 blessing upon, and success to, the arms of the
tions nothing told so strongly against them|kingdom or commonwealth under which we
as their apparent feebleness of body. Andjlive; nor can we give thanks, or illuminate
yet the broad truth stands forth, that this [the windows of our houses, for victories ob-
race has not only endured the oppression of tained by the effusion of blood; for believing
centuries without being lost, but as it exists that strife and contention, with everything
now, scattered here and there over the earth, built thereon, shall come to an end, the con-
in different countries and amongst the most tinnance of those occasions must, to the truly
varied social and natural conditions, it is ofiChristian niiml, be cause of deep mourning."
all civilized races the first in vitalitj'. Itro-I (ieoi'ne Fox declares that when he was sent
mains a more numerous people, in its totality, forth int<i the world to preach the everlasting

than ever; a people still presenting a more ^o^]lel ;ind kingdom of our Lord, part of his

tenacious life than its neighbors, and showing mi-sion was to bring people oft' from "their
as it is relieved of the cruel restraints long holy-days (so-called) and all their vain tra-

forced on it, the continuance also of mental .ditions, which they had got up since the
force and of commanding genius, in art, in I

Apostles' days, which the Lord's power was
"otters, in politics, in commei-ce, and in science, against."

chard.son.

We have received the first number of The
Narragansett Historical Register, published by
the Narragansett Historical Publishing Com-
panj' of Hamilton, R. I.

Its object is to collect the scattered frag-

ments of information relating to the history
of Southern Rhode Island, and preserve them
from oblivion. The ieadinu' article in the pre-

sent number is entitled • A'arragansett's place

in Rhode Island History." It attempts to

show, and is apparently successful in the at-

tempt, that tho hostility to Roger Williams
and his Rhode Island settlement by the other
four New England colonies in early times,

was largely due to the opposition which he
made to the seizure of the Indian lands with-

out compensation. George Bancroft, in his

historj- of the United States, thus describes

—Dr
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days, joining the principles of bigots with the

boldness of heroes and pirates, considered the

wealth of the countries they might conquer

as their lawful plunder: and the inhabitants,

if Christians, their subjects—^if infidels, their

slaves."

These maritime adventurers, the article

says, had no other capital stock than the value

of the land ; and the Christian doctrine of jus-

tice to the natives, preached by Williams,

would be entirely subversive of their pecuni-

ary interests. This explains the statement

of John Quincy Adams that this doctrine was
treason to the colony, and a justification for

Eoger Williams' banishment.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In the United Slates Senate, the

bill to prevent and punish counterfeiting within the

United States of foreign notes and bonds was reported

and passed. The River and Harbor bill passed, as did

also the Naval Appropriation bill, with important

amendments previously adopted. Senator Lapham,
from the Committee on Foreign Relations, ofi'ered a

resolution, wliich wa.s adopted, for the appointment of

five members of the committee to sit in conjunction

with the Fish Commission for the purpose of investi-

gating the charge that the vessels engaged in the catch-

ing of fish for the manufacture of oil and fertilizers were

Beriously interfering with the food fisheries on the At-

lantic coast. The committee is to sit during the recess,

and have power to send for persons and papers.

In the House, the Senate bill for the publication of the

tenth census was passed. It appropriates $678,O0U for

the printing of additional copies of the reports on popu-

lation, agriculture, manufactures and mechanics, fish

and fisheries, history of the national loan and the com-
pendium of the census, and provides for the distribution

of complete sets of these reports to libraries and otlier

public institutions throughout the country; their allot-

ment to Congressmen (to be distributed by the Secre-

tary of the Interior), each Senator to be entitled to

order fifteen and each Representative ten

about 500,000 acres. It has also purchased 225,000,000

feet of timber in the Northern Peninsula, which gives

it the control of the largest body of pine in Michigan.

In the gold belt of Georgia there are now nearly

eighty gold mills at work. A fair estimate gives the

probable yield of the belt as three millions of dollars in

1882, with a reasonable prospect of doubling this out-

put in 1883. Some of the deposits are so easily worked
that the cost of mining and milling the ore is given at

twenty-five cents per ton.

The number of deaths in Philadelphia for the week
ending Seventh month 29th, was 540, as compared
with 495 for the previous week, and 446 for the corre-

sponding week of last year. Of these, 166 died of

cholera infantum, 51 from consumption, 28 from ma-
rasmus, 25 from convulsions, 17 from inflammation of

stomach and bowels and 13 from diphtheria. Two
hundred and eighty-seven were two years of age and
under.

In New York city the number of deaths was reported

to be 1217.

Markets, <i:c.—V. S. 3}'s, 101| a 102; 4J's, 115; 4's,

1201 ; currency 6's, 133.

Cotton remains about the same as last quoted. Sales

of middlings are reported at I'ii a 13^ cts. per lb. for

uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Standard white, 6i cts. for export, and

7| cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is steady for choice, sound lots; dull for low
grades. Sales o'f 2000 barrels, including extras, at

$3.50 a $4; sour at $4.50 a $5; Minnesota extras, at

S5.50 a $6.25 for clear, and at $6.25 a $6.50 for straight;

Pennsylvania extra family at $5.25 a $5.50 ; western

do. do. at $6 a $6.50, and patents at $7.25 a $8. Rye
flour is dull at $3.87 J a $i per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is unsettled and lower. Sales of

11,000 bushels Southern red and amber at $1.12 a

$1.14. Rye—none oflfering. Corn.—Local lots are in

fair request and firm. Options are dull and weak.

Sales of 8000 bushels, including sail yellow, at 91 cts.

;

do. mixed, at 90 a 91 cts. ; steamer at 90 cts. ; No. 3

at 88.i a 89-J cts. Oats are in fair demand. Sales of

9000 bushels, including white, at 72 a 74 els., and re-

jected mixed at 71 cts.

Hay and Straw Market, for week ending 7th mo
_ „,29th, 1882.—Loads of hay, 253; loads of straw, 47

The] Average price during the week—Prime timothy, $1.05

Senate bill giving the right of way to the St. Louis and I to $1.15 per 100 pounds; mixed, 95 cts. to $1.05 per

San Francisco Railroad Company through the lands of 100 pounds ; straw, 65 to 75 cts. per 100 pounds. Newlany

the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians was discussed at

some length. Buck, of Connecticut, offered an amend-
ment providing that the act shall not go into effect with-

out the consent of the Choctaw Nation. Lost—yeas 43,

nays 116. The bill then passed.

The President has proclaimed the ratification of the

treaty between the United States, Switzerland and
other countries, known as the " Red Cross Convention."

It provides for the neutrality and protection of agents

of the Red Cross Society while engaged in relieving

sufferers from war, pestilence, famine and other national

calamities.

The Commissioner of Indian Afliairs is informed that

200 Indians left the Yakima Reservation in Washing-
ton Territory a few days ago, and crossed the Columbia
River, going southward. The Warm Spring Indians

are co-operating with them, the objective point being

supposed to be the Winnemucca 'Reservation, from
which they were removed two years ago.

Reports from 293 points in the country traversed by
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad and its

branches, state that there is " a large wheat yield, a half

crop of corn, and the largest oat crop ever known."
Forest fires near East Tawas, Michigan, continue

without apparent abatement, and at last accounts the

village of Osceola was threatened. It is reported that

horse.s, cattle and other stock have perished.

Heeker's immense flour mills, on Cherry street. New
Y'ork, were destroyed by fire on Second-day last, with

the adjoining stables and tenement houses, and the

spice mill of Sanger, Beers & Co. The total loss is es-

timated at $1,2-50,000.

Large numbers of hogs are reported to be dying of

the hog cholera in McLean county, Illinois.

The Governor of Iowa on Seventh-day issued a pro-

clamation declaring the result of the election in that

State on the adoption of the Prohibition amendment,
and commanding all persons to govern themselves ac-

cording: 15-5,436 votes were cast for the amendment,
and 125,677 against ; majority for amendment, 29,759.

The American Lumber Company, whose headquar-
ters are in Toronto, has purchased from the Detroit,

Mackinac and Marquette Railroad Company the stand-

ing pine on its entire land grant, except in Mackinac
county and the east part of Chippewa county, in all

hay 20 cts. below the above prices,

Beef cattle were unsettled and lower: 3700 head
arrived and sold at the different yards at 4 a 8 cts. per

pound, as to condition.

Sheep were rather lower; 14,000 head arrived and
sold at the different yards at 3 a 4| cts. and lambs at

4 a 7i cts. per lb. as to condition.

Hogs were in demand and firmly held ; 3100 head

arrived and sold at the different yards at IIJ a 12i cts.

per lb., as to quality.

Foreign.—A despatch to the News from Dublin
states that the weather in Ireland has improved con-

siderably during the past few days. Though the potato

blight has appeared in badly drained ground, there is

a fine crop in most parts of the country.

Emigration from Germany to America thus far thi.s

year has decreased by ten thousand as compared with

the same period of 1881.

The French Cabinet having demanded of the Cham-
bers a credit for the protection of the Suez Canal, on the

28th ult. De Freycinet made a speech strenuously ad
vocating the measure. In concluding his remarks De
Freycinet said :

" The Government makes a direct ap
peal to the confidence of the Chamber. In this the

Ministers are unanimous." Notwithstanding De Frey
cinet's appeal, the Chamber by a vote of 450 to 75, re

jected the credit demanded by the Government. After

the vote the Ministers went to the Elys^e and tendered

their resignations to President Gr^vy. He requested

them to continue to transact the business of their offices

pending the appointment of their successors.

A despatch to Renter's Telegram Company from Con
stantinople says :

" M. Onou, the Russian representa

tive, informed the Conference that Russia considered

the Egyptian question divided into two distinct parts,

and that he wasinstructed to participate in the delibera-

tions only when the question of the Suez Canal was
under discussion. In consequence of this declaration

the Conference is considered terminated.'"

A Times despatch from Constantinople says : A de-

spatch from Ismaila says that the British Admiral h
declared that he \dU'IJ0tJand troops unle-ss in company
with the FrenclfiB|e £»5e«\3iin»v"ng this, de
clared to the Not^Bk t^Waifllc^g^^lje remained no
French troops woulMfe mfdec

Arabi Pasha has repeated his declaration that he
would not injure the canal as long as there was no
foreign occupation.

A despatch from Ismailia states that the communica-
tions between De Lesseps and Arabi Pasha were merely

to assure the safe emigration of 120 Greek subjects,

.some invalids and some Sisters of Charity. De Lesseps

believes that the neutrality of the Suez Canal will not

be violated by the Egyptians, if it is respected by
Europeans.
The Porte has received a petition signed by 2000

Egyptian notables requesting the Sultan not to ratify

the" dismissal of Arabi Pasha by the Khedive.
The Sultan received Dervisch Pasha, on ys return

from Egypt, very coldly, and complained -tnat he did

not persuade Admiral Seymour to delay the bombard-
ment.

Arabi Pasha has written a letter to Ali Moubarak
Pasha stating that he (Arabi) is only the General in

command of the Egyptian forces, a provisional govern-

ment having been formed at Cairo, with a National

Assembly of 300 members.
A despatch from Alexandria states that Arabi has

proclaimed a holy war and denounced the Khedive as

a traitor to Egypt, purchased with Christian gold, and
now engaged m the attempt of turning over the land of

Egypt to Christian speculation. He has ordered that

any one caught within his lines with a copy of the

Khedive's proclamation, offering amnesty to returning

rebels, shall be proclaimed an outlaw and shot.

Port Said, 7th mo. 29th.—The latest news from the

interior is to the effect that the chiefs of the Bedouin
tribes, who previously have favored the legitimate

Government, have submitted to the rebels, and that a

perfect understanding exists between them. It is said

that the Bedouins have undertaken to furnish 60,000

men, the chiefs remaining as hostages in Arabi Pasha's

hands.

London, 7th mo. 27th.—A despatch to the Daily News,

dated off' Alexandria, says : A tremendous conflagration

broke out in Alexandria at 2 o'clock this morning. The
fire was outside the European quarter, and was confined

to a native block of buildings near Zaptieth, which were

found to have been fired by Arabs. After a few hours

the fire was got under control.

A despatch to the Manchester Guardian from Alex-

andria, states that persons competent to judge believe

that half the cotton crop of Egypt will be lo^t, and also

the greater part of the wheat crop of Lower Egypt, in

consequence of neglect of irrigation.

Thirty-two cases of a disease presenting all the symp-
toms of yellow fever have been reported in Matamoras,
Mexico, since the 28th ult. Eight deaths have occurred,

the victims suflTering from black vomit. All the towns

on the Lower Rio Grande have quarantined against

Matamoras, and also against Brownsville, on the Texas
side of the river.

RECEIPTS.
Received from John M. Sheppard, Pa., $2.10, vol.

56; from Deborah Satterthwaite, N. J., $2.10, vol. 56;

from Stephen M. Trimble, Pa., $2.10, vol. 56, and for

Dr. Samuel Trimble, $2.10, vol. 56, and Ann M.
WetheriU, $2, vol. 56; from Charlotte H. Hollings-

head. Pa., $2, vol. 56 ; from Joseph Waring, Canada,

$2.10, to No. 23, vol. 57, and for George Pollard, John
Moore, Henry Sutton, Jesse Stover, Henry S. Moore
and David C. Henderson, $2.10 each, vol. 56 ; from Ed-

ward Marshall, City, $2, vol. 56, and for Jesse Haines

and Sarah E. Haines, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 56 ; from

Mary Hall, England, 10s., vol. 56, and for William
Hall, John H. Walker, and John Little, 10s. each, vol.

56; from George P. Stokes, N. J., $2.10, vol. 56, and

for Ann Jess, City, $2, vol. 56.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning will not

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICE TO TEACHERS, PARENTS AND
OTHERS.

The Y''early Meeting's Committee on Education have
placed a book at Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Areh St.,

Philadelphia, where applications from teachers wish-

ing situations, and committees who desire to employ
teachers among Friends, may be recorded.

Please give address, and full particulars.

Ei.LiSTON P. Morris, Clerk.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, {Twenty third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.D
Applications for the Admission of Patients may b(

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board o|

Managers. I














